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January , Sfook-Taking

Sale is

now.

on and

letters:

during the

month of January we offer special inducements in prices on ali
lines. Daring this\month it ls always our aim to reduce our
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Sergt, Taylor snys: ‘Accept
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Stock before stéck-taking,

At Muirkirk on Wednesday the mar‘was solemuized of Thomas Smith
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Specials in Furniture from Jan. 2 to 17
January 1 all fornittire manufacturers advanced their prices 15
per cent., so that as soon as we are compelled to buy again we

wil

necessarily be compelled to ralse our prices.

4
7

a

of Summerville, | make

We there-

fore advise you that this is the opportune moment
furniture.
Our stock is open for your inspection.

ite visting fe Galt it, a dro} ped dead

te increase

her

exports.”

HUN SPIES AND BOORS

Skatés

Two

We are sole fgents for Dutton for this famous line of skates and

which are gaining in popularity every season. The best _skaters use the automobile. Ou: stock in_ this line is complete
in
all sizes-and models.
We will-be. pleased
+ goods and quote prices. . Special prices on

to

Schmidt

at

from heart faiiure.
‘He was a farmer and is suryived bya
» Irwin: A’ liga to thank you all,
family
of six three sons being
at the =” mach for the ‘very flue parcel
tront end suother with a battalion in which arrived in
perfect cbndition, My
Toronto.
friends and I, gat!
around the canblank. The

a
Herr

Automobile

al

wi
og in
. in. the © posto! fice

for buying

Swiss

Ball

dramatic incidents marked the
ball_and concert given by the
colony in Lausanne on bea
Allied

shortage was discovered much to the
cbagrin of four couples who persistently
canvassed gyery minister and owner of

licenses.

-

and send you heaps
been in France

you our

- Bargains in Every Department
During January
:

Pipe-Major James Laidlaw died
the home

at

of his parents
at Sandwich ov.

poeumot

J. B. CRAWFORD}
ed pipers in
Charles Williamson, whose bome is
at Melbourre, who was ridiog on a
ehadose with several oe Michigan
employees, near
inaw, was
instantly killed when an interurban

cat ran gown

the

yer
from billets to the trenches, as I
doty and my feet were nearly
ber me tomy mother and tell
her er I Tam well.I. Wishing your lab good
jock and all ite mombers a Happy
ear.'”
>
iy
Pte. Leslie Olark: “I thank
very,
very much for the nics ‘Obristtans one:
sent me. I am in the
spirits and am work-

band. propelled

yebicle.
There were seven men on the
hband-car and all were more or less injured seriously, but none fatally, except

illiamson,
rear-old daughter of
, | J. 5. Smith, ‘Strathroy, died on Wodnesday.from

the

effects of burvs

she

received the doy before.
The cbild,
while playing outside, got some coal oil
on

“MADE

IN

CANADA‘

- The 1917 Ford Touring
"4

-

i

$495.00

‘

if Hales

Office Hours
o 4 p.m.j 7 to Op.m.

We have the'best assortment of furniture this year we ever had.
Now is the time to- buy your ‘furnituré, because it will be some
time before we will be able to offer such inducements. On

f

7. 0.'b. Ford, Ont,
eat ama
“You Can Use a Ford in Winter
f

other Beason jn the'year,
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12 months of servid®, 365
7
ce

“fig. an,agvantage yourcan’t overlobk

going

inside

she

Roy Lyons, who
is orderly in the Dachess
of Connanght Osnadiau
Red Cross

Hospital at Clivedon, Taplow. England:
1 ane

two letters

from you,

pt. 24th and the other dated
fe ee have a half-a-day

I thought I wonld have ptalk to you.
I have
been transferred to a hospital,
I: holds
off

~

On

Mrs. Roy Lyous has received the following letter from_her husband, Pte,

I just reosived

the Ford is not afraid

prhilede spac heayier cars are all safely housed
walting-for spring, the Ford

dress

PRIVATE LYONS HOSPITAL ORDERLY

iter time just life any-~

of snow pice,“gp tdug%i slippery roads when you need it,

her

stood by the fire to warm beraalf when
suddenly herdress burst inte flames.
She was terribly burned about the body
and legs before belp came.

ong of the finest in England,
1,400 wounded soldiers.
I

Oar gives
the >

2,

‘The following is the report of 8:3. No,
Danwieh,
for
aber.
‘Those

marked * were absent from one or more
examinations.
Sr,

IV.—Miller

McFarlane 410,"

Page®

416, Fransis

Walter Trothén

401,

Jean McFarlane 889, Alice’ Morrish 344,
rman Leitchfield 888, Carman
Lyons
815, Nellic MoMallen® 248,
a
.

Jr. TV.—Fannie Trothen 868, Herman

Paget 254.

.

x

TIL. —Helen Koehler 874, Jack Backus
‘811, Margaret Liberty 800, Ida Steven.
sou* 247. 247. Go: tdon Lyovs* 193,
Alice

-

Evaus 172#, Dorothy. Page® 199.

Jr. IL —Tean Evans 119,
Mallen.118, Giadys Wilson 103, Edna
ier oo earlogn Evans® 60.
ir. Pe -it—Annie Page. 146, Jack.
Kovhler 183, Myrtle. MoM:
Marguerite McFarlane 74,
Jr. Pe. I —Olars Morrish.
~

and

Arnnia

nt, Lote,
oat); John
cArthi ur. feq:
-—-Dousid West, — Report for 8.8. No. 10, Danwich; for
term,
ah
Cecil Campus

days in'the year. ‘THis
when buying,

“Make:your selection now from our new. models,

oT 4. A. Cgmpbell, Dutton

Sr. L—Alex, MoWilliam 81.
Primer—S
= t. Olair Campbell 81. 2 Alex.
aor

oo

of

8. :

:
8. No. a 12, “Dunwich,

Sr. foTV, Haren”
—J MeMillan,an, Don
Don Stawars,
Stewar
Je. T¥.—Stewart

Papeauson.

H1—Bime

Doticanson,

Annis

Douslé Paton, Johus Paton,
Paton,

Helen

Stewart.
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ere | Bala

the dams-ot this

per annum, but on his
none”
exceed: ed. 4,000
thi
—eto ees

indlviduals

‘Wie

fact

that

he. “was

iy

the

begin-

ming with God” shows that-he ts: both
@terpal and uncreated.
*- & All things were made by’ him—
Christ is here declared to be the Creator; aud this expression affirms tes
fox divine works fre ascribed
te him. Compare the words,
“By
the

worlds”

him—Apart
Waa not any thins made—
‘This tsa denial of
the eternity
mon-creation of matter, which

and
was

eld by the whole thinking world outwide of Judaism and Christianity; or,
zather, its proper creation was never
mo much as dreamcd of save by the
a@hildren of revealed. religion.—J., F. &
“RB. The Word was-the sole Creator.
% In, him was life—Tbis is a clear afTinmation that he is the only source
ef Wife.
vwpiritual

By him
ife are

both physical
given. After he

and
had

ble life and all-animal
Mie excepting the highest, he breathed
“te the body he had formed out of
the dust of the earth, and man beame a living soul. Jesus himself de“§ an: tho way, the truth, and
the life’

the
mm

(Jotin

14:

6.)

The

life was

on

to light

light of men—Observe how freiy John’s thougats overlap and
into one another. ‘Creation leads

to life, and

_ = Piyi

lfe

The

leads

Word

is the light-

@iver,; or inetructor, to the world.
gald, “I am come ~ a light into
world” (Jorn 12: 46), and,
am

A

1

gin,

/ev!

He
‘the
the

with

nations

and

and

developing

of

the

young

BEST TO START WITH GRADES.
the Ife and mission. of his Son, No
In the face of these difficulties the
man ever saw God in the sense that he
majority of Canadian farmers must
saw him, and- Christ in the words he | for many years to come be‘ content to
spoke,

In the spirit he manifested

and

in the works he performed has shown
us the father. Through the revelation
made to us by the Son, we have 2
glorious view of the Father. We are
led

to know

what God

{s and

what

he

would have us to
Questions—Who wrote the words
we study to-day? Under what names is
Christ mentioned? What ‘statements
declare his eternity? What statements
show

that Christ is divine?

What kind

of darkness js mentioned? . To-whom
did Christ come? What must one do
in order to receive him? What is the
result

of recelving

Christ?

What

was

the mission of John the Baptist? What
ig the purpose of John's Gospel?
PRACTICAL
I, Through
Hy Through

the divine’ Word.
the divine Light.

L. Through the divine, Word. The
apostle John here presents Christ in
the glorious activity of hia divine nature, as a new communication
from
the eternal Father. He epeaks of the

diving

Word

thought and

as uttering

work

largely

with

grades.

ig not necessarily
tbe nearly

as

The

grade

a scrub, but may

profitahje

in actual

pro-

duction‘as a good pure-bred. Certain-

dy, -well-bred grades of good type are
superior in every sense to poor pure

breds, Grade are only as good as the
pure bred blood which they contain,
and

under averago

circumstances may

return almost as high interest on investment as average pure-breds. The
all too
‘common
statement
grades are more profitable or

that
more

far

poor

hardy than pure-breds Is incorrect if
based on a comparison
with
pure-bred animals, but they may be
more

profitable.

than

the.

pure-breds, lacking in size, type, con-

atitution and ys,
and whieh are
valued
solely “becacse they have @
pedigree.

SURVEY.

Topic.—God revealed to humanity.

forth the

will of God in the hearing

of mankind. He shows Him tobe the
source of all the knowledge we have

‘The herd bull cannot ‘be too. good,
no matter whether he is heading a
pure-bred or a grade herd. There is &
very common
our pure-bread.

expression
live stock

amongst
breoders

that such and such a bull or ram or
stallion is not good enough fora herd
of pure-bred femalés, but would do
nicely for grades. This expression {s
a great

mistake,-and

unfortunately

fs

of the divine Being in Hie relatione to
us, Hie infinite love and the wonderful plan of salvation
He has made.

an example of the
pure-bred breeders
grade breeding, Such
cidedly injurious to

attitude of many
toward herds of
an attitude ts dethe grade herds

and

even

the

ledge

such misled pure-bred breeders.
sire

which

He is 2iso the eource of all the knowwe

have

of

the

life

beyond.

John was deeply impressed with the
divinenees of Christ’s mission.
Wi
find in these verses the record of his
personal observation, and in the closest connection with it hla declaration
of personal conviction. His statements
were advanced with a full knowledge
to | of ‘what .they involved. He declar ‘ed,
to be equal with the Father,
Being

7) Another allowable
“The darkness overThe Light shines on
been rejected by the

peeree

more'to
is not

reputation

sufficiently

of

‘The!

good

te

0 into a herd of good pure-breds
should not be reared or sold for breeding purpozes. The best sire fs the ono
who is, most impressive as a breeder, and.

surely

no herd

requires

rapid

upbuflding- more than the common
grade. The herd sire transmits desirable qualities usually in direct proeternal he wasi competent to give the portion to his breeding. The followworld an eternal revelation ‘of’ the et- 4ng is a fair-example of what may be
mal God. In his own person and life done by the use of good pure-bred
he was the manifestation of God ;to | s: ires,
Given a bull whose seven. nearest
the. world. Without the guidance of
revelation none can reach @ true con- dams (three full gdnerations) have
ception of the unity, epiritvality and given 15,000 pounds of milk per en-)
moral character of God. The doctrine num, If such a bull were used on &
of the Trinity
is fundamental
-in herd of grade cows whose average production fs 4,000 pounds (per, annum,
Christianity.
that the
Ti. Through
“the
divine
“Light one is safe in énlculatin:
Christ's life was underived and inbtr- cows from this mating would at the
ent. He is the source
of life, a8 he is game age and under the same feed
heir dams produce. ap- |
the Creator of existence, as the Reeadeitonsly ae 9,500 pounds. atof milk per=
deemer of buman oxistence.° The his- proximate
tory of. Jesus shows us divinity and
‘annum, more ‘or ‘less;depending on
shining.

ity united. in one person.

The

vinity and

sources

union

Delty

of Christ's

his menhood

Delt: iy

made

di-

the ré-

for man: .

prepetency

individual

mate. for the extremes in his pedigree

would detract-very seriously from his
prepotency.
On-his twenty mature
daughters this bull would show at
the. most an
increase in one
year over their dains, but on the other
hand an
loss as compared wit!
the true 15,000 potad bull. When-it
is\remembered that a bull may serve

pleteness, # fulness

of every

ogy

by

head

sient

{ncarnate,

juminous

aoe

kind

of

Christ is presented as the
ee

ae

the founder of a new
ns the suthor and finisher of man's
faith,
As a Son he came with the

keys
‘trath. His.

:

:

appears

undoubtedly

profitable

have

the

producers,

most

and

if

there
is a ready
market
for
breeding stock he Will have the
most pfofitable business. However, the
heavy cash
outlay

made

adopt

pure-breds

Purchasing

at

once.

one or two.

cows

or

undoudtedly,
be ‘the

good

heifers

wey for any farmer to work into pure-bred live stock. In the
case of
pure-bred
sheep and
‘swine the expenditure per individdal-ig@o much lighter that
» it will probably
pay every farm“erprever
a!
he
antic
patss systematic crossbreeding

for market stook, to adopt purebreds as eodn as possible. This,
however, does mot apply in the

case of horses and cattle, where
values are greater and herds in-

characters on the

grade“buils
were sent

tainly extreme,

but

would

ents

are.

progreysing

the

will

iustrate a

from

very

cheap

females

females may eventually be ruingd by
better

than

herself.in

both

type and-reeords of production. The
femate has, in thg case of cattle, only one calf per annum, while the herd
sire may have from 50 to 100 progeny
per annum.
hence will do from 60 to
100 times the damage
or improvo-

ment, as the case may be, Certainly
the sire is more than half the herd

end deserves greater consideration in
selection and maintentnce, The rela:
tive transmitting powers of male and
female, other things belng equal, are
the game,
‘The transmissability’ of
good or bad type or production ts &

hereditary

character,

depending

om

the uniformity of those snme characters in tho previous sires and dams
fs seen in the pedigree.
There are
many things which we cannot yet ex:
plain, such as why females of some
families may be more prepotent than
the males of the samo families, or

vice versa. Howover,
successful

breeder

the progressive

of

any

class

of

live stock does know and practise the
folowing:
A good pure-bred sire Is
essential in herd or fleck
ment, The success of such
pends on his prepotency,
proven sire is generally the
cheapest
purchase.
Good

leither in

absolutely
prove:
a sire deand
the
safest and
females,

cows should never be used for brecd- live: stock improvement would
be far
ing purposes no matter how good the | more rapid. This ts a point which decow may be, but should be vealed or ¢wands
careful consideration on the
beeved most profitably. However, in part of all Canadian stock breeders.

the piire-brdd herd, the temptation is
great to sell all pure-bred bull calves

—Canadian

ils heart,
touch; it
left behind
the saving
fted him

a thing
the devil cannot
is his love for the girt he,
in old England.
This was
Hiebelt that saved bim and
out of the horrors of the

slave tratfloy and that
itself

incarnation is

so

Countryman,

as

to

life.

comprehend

enlarged
Ie

In

taught
Jesus.
It made him aman, a
darkness gent watching for an: spyreciable per- Christ
‘world’s hope. In the world’s stands
fod that you decide, that the sea ia preacher, a poet; we sing bis hymns
an
Christ, the living Mediator,
in the most polite society, \ And we
of.

manifestation

of the character of the Saviour of the |

slowly

bet certainly advancing.

world

would

be,

wanting to us—T:

from the great design of his dlopensation.
eeetiee te Cee
with mank’nd,

THE
Th » dime,

GIRL
the

take

the:

breath

wrought?

GOAL.

time,

place,

Squabs,

and

say,

What

has

God

Awaz once fared et a beauctful fare
in the sifect,
Wistantly it became his
Shriue,
consummate
peauty printed
ite own portrait on hig sensitive

the

atuges.of the pinyWe musty

Gp OE

DEMTB

NS os

ps

tor

my

soul.

More things

ight by prayer’

‘There

is

helped you

a

sete
-

0”
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Do., Sples, bbi.

Do., Greenings, bb
Vegetables—

Parsnips, per bush.
Onions, per 75-1b. bag

heritance,

a

a

Do., hindquarters .. -Carcases, choice ....
++

Do, common

Heavy

-

hogs

Shop hogs .. Abattoir hogs -

Do., light ...+

Lambs, soring, Ib.
1

SUGAR—WHOLESALE,
Wholesalers

on Canadian

quote,

per

100 pot

refined sugar,

delivery, as follows:
Royal Arcadia, granulated
Lantic, granulated

Redpath, granulated -. «<.St, Lawrence, granulated ..\,Dominion, granulated
St. Lawrence, Beaver

.
.

Lantic, Blue Star ..
No. 1 yellow
Dark yellow

..
*

10-Ib. ‘bags, 1Gc over granulated
bags,
20-1b, bags, 10c over granulated bags.
‘Two and five-pound cartons, 206 Qver
granulated bags. --~
LIVE STOCK
Repott_——There

‘Toronto

‘was

emal! run of lve stock at the Un-

fon Stock Yarde to-day,

and

were

181

tochanged.

Receipts,

27 calves; 679 hogs, 39 eheep.
Butcher cattle, choice
0. do, medium
...
Do, do, commen
....
Butcher cowe, choice ..
Do, do, medium
..
. do, canners

bulle

Feeding steers
Stockers, chole

Do, light ..

Milkers,

Springerms

S

choice,

..

+:

each

Sheep, ewes
....
Bucke and culls...

-.

s
.-

Hogs, ted and watered
Calves so) laSaver Send
OTHER

WINNIPEG GRAIN
May

2.1, 76%

1 BE

May

55%
53%

56%
5%

Dec, ...2 59%

260
2 69%

May. ....3 6934

Minneapolis—-Wheat—May,

$1744;

July; 1.68% to. $1.69%;. cash—No, 1
hard, $1,74% to $1.79%; No, 1 Northern, L71% to $1.74%4; No.
do.,

$1.G0%4. to. $1724.

No.

low, 56-to 86%4c.

48%

to 49%c.

Flour—Fancy

—$

i
42: nf
eek
eae
bDuluth—Linseed—$2.38%;
Dec
$2.36 asked; May,
$2.39% asked;
$2,354 asked, \
sot

Egst

-Burfalo,.

cetpis 400; slow
‘si
Veals, receipts 160; (active;
4a”
ci
Z
ds :
is
Hogs, reczipts

£10.53 ‘te $10.93; mixedy 3
$16,858 -yorkers,

F1075
46 $10.50

sorkere, $9.50, fo $10.25: plied

$9.50; roughs,, 39.6%
to.

the items which

ing
a hal,” did
~
shee

..

Veal, common, cwt.
Do,, medium
Do., prime .

to come into a large inOb, the
pe Nook

company
and more.)
“Only an accident,”

-

Beet, fancy Xmas, ewt.-yo, forequarters .. --

wondrous - ‘worksh

how-small

-

Cababge, per doz... -

Potatoes, per 90-Ib. bag

“)slievbecame ‘hi is

Arid thet she ruade the Idastes; Of

Pray

++

.-

Apples, Baldwins, bbl.

and, though hi n-vér
sax
oie
2
again,
corm,
“his anchorage, |
‘Her. ‘preatiea bax’ she tried on man, hig -stay,-bis better tives
<2

;

++

per dozen

Fruite—

the grade or pure-bred herd Dec, .--

rapidly, aud oneis almost safe in stat-| of flock,.ate necessary, and the beting that thesabove calculations are iter these females, the more rapid
being well substantiated, If such con- jut be the improvement of the generditions apply te the grade herd they ations. If every Canadian stock breedapply equally, well 19 al! . pure-bred bor would do everything in bis power
herds and flocks, excepting that the to keep the. good breeding hire from
poor sire in. the: pure-bred is cven a j premature
loss gnd would properly
greater menace,
Bulls from grade ‘care for and conserve such animale,

Without this gospel the unfathomable depth, the inaccessible height [

+

Spring chickens, Ib.

{s exceedingly rare,

the use of a poor herd sire. No female
should be bred to a herd sire which

be

gtade herds and fiocks.

ex!

of milk

raised

{s not

vyalue-of the p ure-bred sire|

when

but

yery-common practice. It {s true-that
a herd of cows
averaging
15,000

be

the greates: stimulus to the dairy in-

strate the

condition
of produeach per

and a good sire, the rapidity of improvement depending om the excelJence of both females and male; while
an excellent herd of very expensive

dustry that couid possibly be imagined, For the past 5 years experiments
on various Dominion
fxperimental
Farms have'been conducted
to demon -

These

herd by one good

of milk per cow, equal to nearly $90
per cow per annum on milk alone,
and at least $200 per calf, per cow
In other words, an excellent herd may

progeny.

{t

Dressed Poultry—

Turkeys, Ib, -Do., spring
Fowl.
Geese, spring Ducklings, 1b. .-

improvement

and the indiyiduals in such a herd are
of great valuo. By the use of such a
poor bull as above mentioned, there
would be a reduction in the milk flow

and poor purebred
to the butcher at

farmegs,

in a large

pounds

once it-might serfously inconvenience
Canadian

‘Geese,
wee
Ducklings, 1b.
Spring chickens, ID. ---+ +

milk,

might- also yleld progeny whose records might be the gamie, namely, approximately 9,500 pounds of milk per
annum.
The latter example
{s cer

have herds of grade cows averaging
over (16,!
junds of milk per annum, they will find such a calculation
well substantiated. These. successful
farmers do not boast of the cheapness
‘of the bulfs used, but tather of the
uniform. records behind such a pedigree’and their prepotency jn stampTf all
Dulls

wonderful,

the
ap-

of

annum, on.which a bull whose seven
nearest dams gave only 4,000 pounds,

ec
POETS
EOL E SONOS E SSO HORSES
from the farmers all over Canada who

ing such

pounds

pure-bred bull. The reverse
of a-herd of cows capable
cing 15,000 pounds of milk

will

cheapest

the

9,500

Yof the muture progeny of 6,600 pounds

makes It impossible for farmers

te

foundation

apply equally well to beef
cattle,
horses or other classes of live stock.
The longer the line of good breeding
tecords behind 2 .pure-bred sire,
the greater the thance of being a pre-

shows

few days or weeks, it is likely we shall
The ‘views ‘we-take of it will | he disappointed, being unable to perthose we take of sll other. ceive eny advance,
We must
rithe*
in redoctrines and Yhust terminate Christ:
take In months and years.
You shall
sults which affects God’s glory. to the stand by the seashore aud be unable at
fanity is 4 spiritual revelation
first
to
discover
Whether
the
tide
spiritual nature of man. The theol‘ebbs or flows.
It is only after dijiq
the

influence.

ulty. Nothing was lacking in him to
constitute. human nature in’ its com-

wit

use of only good pure-bred sires will

proximately

ical, If such doubters would enquire
Ifthe farmer can afford to
buy good pure-bred females, he

an ex

tance of the

aged 16,000 pounds of milk and
progeny of this mating produced

76 to 100 cows per annum, it will be
seen that the profit or loss will be
greater or less depending on
th
number of helfer calves, Such aca’
culation might be criticised as theoret-

_

sires. Such

the
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“Specials in Furniture from! Jan.-2 to 17.
We have the best assortment of furniture this year we ever had:
Now is the time to buy your furniture, because it will be some
time before we will be uble to offer such inducemente.
On
January | all furniture manufacturers advanced their: prices 15
per-cent., so that as soon as Weare conipelledto buy again we
wil” necessarily be compelied to Yalse our prices.
We. therefore advise vou that this as the opportune moment for. buying
furniture.
Our stock is open for your inspection:
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“stock-before stock-taking.
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Tesults are usually secured by cutting
them out and burning as ‘soon as the

Derry crop is harvested. By this method the insects and fungus diseases

young
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“SUPERSTITIONS.

Atkins Has Many,

and

Sticks to Them.
Of- all the superstitions
tish army—and they are’

in the Bri
many-—tie

most popalar has to do with the
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Their. supp! titions,. too, are -many
in number.
One man is convinced
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a
dry--and therefore » valuahje—maich

than light thrée sigsrbties:
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will think Rimselt lucky. if he- can
bee a cow
trenches;

danger.

as he marches
a fourth will

up to the
face
any

volunteer“‘or 2ny patrol, go

throvzh) the worst attack without
qualm, fimply beezusc he has “got

feeling that he will come. through

all anhure?
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Export cattle, choice ..

one of

Some dairies of 20 c!
wil
produce as much reitk as‘cthers
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Butcher cattle, choice...
Do, do. medium .
Do, do, common .. ..
Butcher cows, choice ..

using three parts
part corn,
(3),

wheat and shortsWhichever

Lig
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ferent ration. These excellent rations
are: (1). One part high-grade tan
Kage, 12 parts corn; (2). skim-milk or

these rations fs used, a rack contath:
Ang alfalfa should be so. placed that
the sows have free-access to hay at all
Umee.In addition, the sow should
te supplied with.
minerals.
It fsa
good plan’to dump the wood and coal
ashes in the lot where the sows run.
A mixture composed
of a basket
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charcoal or fine coal, 5 pounds of salt
5 -pounds of air-slaxed
Ime, and
pounds of sulphe
will give ‘good re-
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vetoed

stead. i

very much obliged

if his lordship
deren

should

yousalt ‘ive me

weak
is GEES rose

aie

Bays the

wow,”

you,

an

ite {2
t 30%.

ascotaa ce much, admires,

tatty rat
wi
a Seplten

“thank

ou

very

much,’ gays the Js
eclivay
“Then Beer arren, gots back to!
epee pareelt BAstilY ed TEAS ote

nt 4s all right,” he says, not bend2

down or speaking particularly

rd
“Plesze,”

a

& ate

wack

era ciraes
ies.

al
srt

like

eet

for individual suffering, there Is
Ayr sada
poe ofthat, and
there are as
ey
to-day a3

a moth

gO: up to| ren’

to the candle,

le?

uy. saying. that. they havo
der saunas ately,”

“the surface

3

i

When strength ‘and vigor: can be 20
easily maintained by SEE
ae
thé glow of health
80
ee
ec elasticity
to the step, it is eas
a eee
ay

toae

that -Ferrozone
is on hand

stick,PoNelther ata to assist
daughter back ‘to health.
Poss ‘who happen to ba ‘ooking at
Upon the ake of Ferrozone quickly |
pallor and -and sheHage shut ft out.
follows a stream of rich, nourishing
to him
to-night? |
not Inte vane * but he holds’ out his hear the constrained tones of Sota:
his
blood
which
fmparts that power and
Not
‘only
e
aay
Bumbleby
Jaughing,
hand, and hea he puts hers into it, which discover the emotion that he is.
Surplus. energy: 50.earnestly desired by
Jenks’ “Hat ha!" is heard
tei papers close over and presa
it struggling’ with,
but Signa does not but Captain
those in: i1-health.
io, and presently Lady Rook- ue’ ston the evoluth
ly.
notice his manner, She had thought pialne.
Stop
and
think
what this means for
sed
£0.
Te
AS
of
ite
‘ell leang forward, and grits: appro
Good: night,”
he.
eays, in a low
him shy and awkward when she “had
ited In con!
Your daughter—certainly 2
‘olce; “we shall meet againat—Philseen ‘him first,—
imiy and
by Ferroee it can be secomp!
plan.
T wotider what Mr.
a ee Js say- ing the ae
perhat is, Lady Rookwell'st’™
Rode as
sume,
alth
we do oot-understand
jood-night, Mr. Podsweill," he says,
ary
growing girl and young woit fully, that ie ra
is just to the last deas ao
shakes
hands with
the han
Baring wane Bapprerses anger. across.
man derives enormous benefit’ In 1
rector, “I hope you may get your ly- faint anille in
the gray eyes, and ‘the
tal
‘Surveying the world andicontracting ‘many ways from this nutritive, vital_
ing," and cace again the curious smile
about the delicate lips, that render her
“T ‘don't know," he says, eaten. our own times with former timies is It izing tonic.
curves hie Hpe.
beauty, for the moment, -sheer’loveli- “Some tom-{oolery or other.
It is ‘specially ele
for young wo©
not manifest that injustice and cruelty
“t—ahem!—I am eure J am
very
O88.
men can put on the cap and bette 8at a
tee Of health and
on
scale, to subject peoples, mén and fs an
much obilged to you!” says the rector,
Hector Warren, sees ©Wito) his moment's notice and wear them eas!- Faces,a great
shaking iis band up and down as if hand
states, is steadily lessening? Is re;
ee
y
resting on a chair back, waits
| it_were a pump handle, “Very much until
Ferrozone
is
free
from
alcohol
ae
it
Tow
the
exception
to
the
rule
the greetings are over and ‘dinssa ‘glances at him with genuine that weaker peoples are esylolted es
obliged to you, indeed.”
pared te
ner {fs announced, then he approaches
oppressed? Turkey is barbar
CHAPTER XII.
her in a manner so quiet and unobtruOh do. ap think: that Mr. War-|
and sold In 60¢ boxes, or six for
0,
“Upon my word, it Is very good of sive that he is not noticed.
Signa, elances at the heavy

he s2

—bjack

Teds only a “ore,}but how differenta marble cloc aus. cae eyes eay, “It is him can fee the -suddén
pthe

used

whichhe

vee 30. that

dT hope-and

trust you

deal,

appetite

before,

| have

felt

no

ef-

st

he wall in the easy attitude which

knows so well by this eet
was only to 9} ee my apologies, ant

in Mn ang ‘
-“odswell's forgivethatE ane nas to-night”—and

he emilex—"T came

hoping ty

Atle infarmation.”

gain

de ins

one of

ab immense ol

of the

t of arms up-

“That ts very nice,”

she says. “But

hat point I-want information?
Well, 1 wanted to know whether Mra.
second—' 50

dhe

hesitates

were going?”

colors

and,

brushes

just

a

Saunt,
/

and

she

looks

glittering on

the rich soft stuff,

a at him curiously,
y good,”
repeats =er ladyship.
'm afraid you'll find it rather dull,
‘Dinnor-parties always are.
-4 don't,
know why people should ever come to
them, or why they ever give them.”
A cmile goes round the room at this
speech, which: would be considered ex| wemely rode and inhospitable if any

hor

He is Mient for « i oo way Then ha.
eaye, with a smile of humo!
wou-

- der whether she would be cece puch
sh
ber?"
gaya Sisna, trying.

it fs to

terious man-from-nowhere, M.. Hector

a crumb

across at

that

~| Warren, look

ve,
“km sorry 1 capnet-give st to you,”
she says, laughing softly.
“J don't
-know,”

her declaration

and notwith-

one but Lady Rookwell had made it:

to speak lightly,

, send ne en invitation, and that sho
rec-

‘tor, you and Miss: Grenville. 1 hope
you think of going, Mrs. Podswell.

same reason that makes us
men

wear

He looks round the rooni, not brilUently but comfortably lighted
with
wax candles, and noda to the captain

amakes her embarrassod and awkward.
"4 A
the rector.

and Mr. Jenks, and to Dr.
be goes up to Sir Frederic,

be, but
who is

“i-—-yes,we have had an invitation,
butt haven't spoken to. Mr. Podewell standing leaning against the wall with
a mixture of awkw:
shyness
and
yet; ny nerves—I don't know,
“T—ahem!—I told
Lady Rookwell, haughty displeasure that sits comicalhor I met this afternoon, that I hop ly on hia face; goes up to him ang

holds out bis hand.

e4 you would be well enough; and SigBis, of course, will accompany us if wo
0," aye ae rector. “Are you going,

“How

ticed,

the truth,

ren

80

regard

of

his datk

.ones,.and.

with

sigh as his hand

you are.

dinner

spoiled

because.

a

young firl can’t get her hair right or
a flower won't fix Itself properly.”
gna laughs softly,

don’t'want you to hate me, Lady
Rookwell,” she says. “It wasn't my
hair,

and

the

only

flower

I

fsehie stuck in as we passed
rr

gate.
er

wear

out of

I hope he has done it niceshe bends her head to dis-

do,

Sir Frederic?”

he

‘The gesture, so natural
and unaffected, has so much
grace
about it
aud she

pats the

white erm

nearest

ber with her
“It 1s of no uso trying to frighten

you, my

dear,”

she says,

“But

some

day you will find that - am oa dreadful old ogre, and that I shall eat you
up, pretty as you are.”
“"I
am not
@fraid,”

sald

Signa,

laughing.
Then, Lady Rookwell looks uy at
Hector Warren -with a curious smile,
const
& montent, and just as he is
thinking that she is going to tell him

to take Sigua in to dinner. she grins
sardonically and beckons to Sir Frederic,
who has
within) ear-shot

Rees

been
with

impatience and

standing
a look of

just
sup-

‘anger on his

neste Frederic,
will you take. wie
"Grenville in?"
she says,
“Mr. W;

ren, please take care of Lady Bambleby.”
‘ihe faintest, slightest

Frederic

comes

shadow

falls

forward oo.

Plumbe
usual
While

of course,

as catmly

but

turns

and naturally

to Dr.

a6

the doctor is holding forth on

the chances of the Sola
partridge
there {ea quden cessation of
d chatter in the room. and
arren,
looking up, sees that
the Nestoryiey has- entered,

some,

disting:
coe -looking.

¢avalier

allotted. to her; .but Hector Warren's
manner {s as pleasant,
reverential
as

{f she

were the belle of

the room, By chance or Intention, Sif Prederic
and Sigaa aro Syed exactly opposite
Hector Warren and Lady - Bumbleby.
‘The rretor

takes one’ end of the table,

Lady Reokwell the other, Tmagine a
room and a scelalatmosphere the opposite those of the
ae and you
“what a beautliil
eo Rookwell's. dinner, party.
Tooks' niore beautWul than have

“Dear me,” says the doctor, beneath
his. voice, and with @ littlersideways

nod of approbation,

gir} she is;
o-nt

| Fatigue’ from
Poisoned

het

man?"

she

says,

“He alwaye seems

yet— then

she

stops,

Frederic,

trying

to

speak

their dependencies kindly, justly, a9
we have treated our Filipinos, improve
ane. conditions. and win their loyalty
8s both England and Russia have won

with easy,
in whieh

attempt be fails utterly. “I don’t

grasps her so gently

1 am old enough to dislike

my

of

a “don't think about him,” ‘says Sir

ber

faintly-drawn

and yet so firmly,
“Lthought you were never coniing!

having

grave—and

AemerPerny. his | at and voice In te

indeed, her face is rather pale, and her
eyes seem to droop heavily under the

breath comes

t sort

with “alae: eee

his

her

Hector Werren doesn't
of the disappointment that ne: tects,
and certainly Lady Hockwel does-not
and he holds out tils big Shades srudg- her the “Confound
h
which’ just
ingly, and muttering a ‘“Good-evening”
breathes from bis ipa.”
satiety stalks away.
Lady Bumbleby is fat, fair, and conHector Warren, “however, does not| siderably
above forty, and she looks
look at all embarrassed by his cool
rather surprised at having this handreception, which all present have no-

Brown, ff he could |

‘Which *< Fomewhere pe

yon

Sir Frederic crimeons, and for.
a
Moment he étares at the
impassive
face as if he meunt to blurt out something savage; but the cool impassiveness of the dark eyes, the i ny. a6sured Manner, are too much
him,

and rubs
eyes fixod J;

‘express hiis thog
thoughts, would wish that

do

says, in his calmest, easiest manner.

“T—or—shi

‘poor Mr.

him

that Lady Rookweil’s keen eyes softer;

the

adds, and turne away to receive some
new-comers.

Podswell looks aZp ot him cov-

eeping his spall
ee. ‘Hector Warren's

he bends

of the smnile
"8
brain:

to this awkward
and
embarrassing
sentiment. But he is not at all embarTaesed,

to catch

Astualy goesup'to-the cota with the | Special foocasions.” “he

7

as

but -with nothing
turned Sir

Teply which Hector Warren will make

car is strained

tall hate
on
says.
“But
here are exceptions to every
rule;
ome men like tall hats, and | am sure
that any one wouid be happy to be one
of your iadyship's dinner-party.”
“Hem!”
saya her ladyehip, showiny
her teeth. “Very prettily sald, You'll
find some friends here you know,” she

smote in his han
“twas just telling Miss Grenville,”
Lys, ja his sues voice, “that Lady
okwell
has
kind enough to

E ce
iy.

looks at him

play A couple of ox-eyed daisies resting on the dark, silken hair.

and every

aud hide the subtle pleasure which his
»s@nxiety to know whether she is goicz
| .“For the
ves her.
“Hibink 1 will,
he rejoing, and be Unfortunate

Ahentions that she

She

head before her, and gives
hend,
which

he says, in.a low voice, but aoe 80 low.
ee Rookwell
hears hi
eastic, half good-humored. There ie a but
ig" says ber Tnayahlp, “and
Gudden silence Iu
the
room as her
it
vn fina kept us another quarter of
ladyship’s musically clear voice makes
an
hour,
my/dear,
YY
should have hated
the Uttle speech of
welcome,
and
you for the rest of my Jife, pretty as
those who have not yet seen this mya

don't see——"

Podsw

Rookwell,

Rookwell’s dain-

but her keen eyea almost outvie
the
diamonds as she puts them on Hector
‘arren, with a smi{le that ts half sar-

to

dinner from Lady:
Signa smiles.

ment

I

ft me it eueation

lady

be “quite a quiet, family affair,” the
drawing-room is pretty well crowdeg.
Her iadyship ia dressed in black eatin,
With here and there a diamond orna-

the

period,

% found this. cn'my table when
Feached home,

says

ty Uttio house is called,

and takes a letter from his

igre envelop

Signa

to come,”

itis the evening of the dinner-party

at the Vill, as Lady
steading

“Tate

-

you

2

ad-

mire theasin
table wit. I detest your
‘funny.
Signa “ales at pes oy oft ae
Hector Warren
man,”

Sir Frederic,
angrily and
silence. The
can be heard
table

now

and

near him
eays.

again,

are eager te catch

what

(To. be continued)
oe
His Part.
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THE HOUSE
FOR GIFTS

evils the ‘azaile, Teidank
bends over his plate in
rector’s dirge-like voice
at the other end of-the

Jenks’ subdued growl strikes in
lonally: but_the clear, musical yoice
ot Hector Warren ts: t
plainest|
heard, for the reason that all those
he

=~;

Cut

Pottery,

will

be

made

Glass

end

An-

ROBERT JUNOR
SOUTH

Hamilton,

and

your

wife is a violinist,

Ont.

A TALKON BREU
RHEUMATISM
Telling How to Actually Cure This
Painful Malady.
This article ia for the man or woman who sufféte fromrheumatism
Who wants to be
|, not’ merely reHeved—but actually cured. The most
the rheumatic sufferer can hope for
in

rubbing

something

on

the

tender,

aching joint, is a little relief. No looe or liniment ever did or can make
a cure. The rheumatic pcison is root€d in the blood.Therefore
tiem ean only be cured when

rheumathis pol-

sonous acid is driven ‘out of the blood.
Any

doctor

will

tell

you

this is*true.

If you wantysomething that will

Hebt to

go

the root of the troubl le in

the

Hood, take Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,

They — make new, rich blood, which
Grives

out

the

polsonous

acid

and

cures rheumatism to stay cured. The
Guth
of these statements has been
proved’ in thousands of cases throughout Canada, and the aloe oye ian
ives
fastaac>. Mrs. “F. M. Simp-

» RR. No. 3, Bignhetm, Gat

"Por

Justice

‘Says:

The

oa. in-my-ankte
swollen.
95 thought

ie oo

locat-

tt suai

Bich’
be
=a

sprain,
but’ the doctor said it wis
rheumatism and advised mé to go to
bed 80-that the (roub.o- would not be

to wreck

during this
més that

war.
huve

shocked the world.
ere may
be
other Lusitania incidents or worse;

but can anybody beifeve that the out-

come of this war will be
that
the killing. of non-combatants-orthe

Urium”

there

will

be no possibility

a8 We

The

have seen In this war,

a
ALASKAN.

FOOD.

t

Indian Makes Ice Cream
Tallow and Berries.

of

‘The matw fod oF te Aas an indian
is meat and
Ta-yhe winter many

deve to be very. careful: not to” spill

I did as-direcied,

but in-

then to. my lett

hia

eye

on

the

clock,

ing on a journey may aft at eage till
the tinkie-tinkle In his pocket warns
him to start for the station. When a
the

will

set for public

bell’ in the ‘chairman‘a

ring

for

bore-—Portiand Oregon

the

eee

Child Needs:
“Every

child

should

have mud: plés,

grasshoppers, -water . bugs, tadpoles,
frogs, inud turtles, elderberries» wild
strawberries, acorns, chestnuts, trees
to climb, brooks to. wade ‘in, “water
Miles; woodchucks, bats, Dees: “batter.

ilies, various animals to pet; hay
pine cones, roc!

huckleberries and hornets,
child..who

and any

has-been doprived-of

these

fore beginning their-own
anything,

for

that

would.

meal,

bring bad |

Juck to the one whom they are sere:
ing. When a person is invited to eae
in the village. it is
manilers to eat'al that is before ie
He mist leave enough to take home
to the marchers of ne donee‘who did
uot come, The host
his guest a sees of aried tan eo hold
the food which
15 to take hi
‘The fish is broad and flat, bout « ses
half anitoch thick; and the bi
is:
carrieq-away openly, without any: at
tempt at biding it, in the summer,
borries, fruit, raid
and
ae a, to
the diet, and be: ries a:
zen in the
fall to last through the anlar
‘Siuce

ite

le came, flour and canned
eee ver?
erie ara ioe saan

AP eseie

ae

oo

of

such 2 retrogression towards. savagery

‘Knee, and then to my arms, The limbs

te my rignt kace,

keep

enslavement of populations. will be- hag been deprived of the, best part
come legitimate and accepted methods ot nts edugations”
of warfare in the future? Does any.
0 says Luther Burbank, the horte
intelligent American believe that man- eulturist, in See Frasalng
kind isto .take that backward step Human Plant,” ts a boo!ik in which he
into barbarism
The immediate out- discusses children; their rights, thetr.
look may seem dark.
The ¢¥ent may
needs and the potentialities of their
bang in the balance for another year development, adapting to human con
or more.
This {s the most desperate. ditions his unique kknowledge aaa
fight, with a continent for a battle- and growth {a the world of
field, in the annals of man.
But we
“By being well acquainted with all
belfeve that the forces which make for these," he continues, “they come into
Progress and righteousness must trithe most {ntimate harmony. with. naumph and‘that {n the future which fs ture, whose lessons Are, of course, nacoming on “through the fight’s «de- tural and wholesome.”

stead of ‘getting batter, it spread first

teed

2

milnd* congteatly”
work; he need only set
gO on unperturbed tilithe alarmrinigs.
The society woman can avold missing
engagements by unduly prolonging*

upon

shows a

poopie do hot cook the fish at’all,simply lelive them in the house for two or
vhree days-and then eat them raw.
‘Women always serve ihe foed and a}
‘Ways see that others) are satisfied.
be-

mipab

face.

time limit has bees

Human history

cence of savagery
There have been

& long time I was confined to
bed, and eel
crippled with

tism.

is not coming

a ‘pro-

travel as In war. A business man who
has an appointment

pocket

our planet.

watch hac come,

for it is useful in bueiness, society end

‘speeches,

great and steady gain, an upward trend
and has
persisted through
thé ages.
There has been, it 1a true, a recrudes-

replied1]
pessimist?
ute

alarm

tete-a-tete; she need just cet the alarm of her wriet wateh. A. person go-

SIDE

“It is remarkable. Your youngest son the respect and love of peoples or
is a cornetist, both your daughters are’ tribes who speak a hundred tongues.
Pianists

The

duct of war's
apenssftions satlitary
its must now be timed so ‘ex~
actly with 1 a view to
jon that
care ig taken chat't the ee ee the
officers concerned agree
ond. It is neccesary ‘that fuey be vara
fd the instant when the time’ for aeued
come, algo that the watch be
Visible in the dark. The resuit ig) =
British invention—an
alarm . watch
It hus also arrived in this country,

welcome.

62 KING ST. E.

at all dealers, or direct from The Catarrhozone Co., Kingston, Ont. °
rs
Coming of the Alarm Watch.

With a luminous

Vhen in Hamilton do not fail
to rst Junor’s, the House for
Gifts, eae our display of China.
tique Furniture, Pictures, etc. .You

é

Nearly every member of
a Tulsa
man's family performs oa sone kind
of an instrument.
An old Iowa neighbor, who
was
‘visiting at his home, remarked that itmust. be a source of gerat pleasure to
him. The father made no reply.
“Really,” continued the lowa. man,

5

Beyond a rather better

waval, which
en me to,
=
Os oughly enjoy..Mrs,
Thonipson’s: mutse Pe chop as I never appréciated
mut-

A

pia:

To Purify Sinks and Drains.
Te °‘one po und of cominon copperas
add ong zation of boiling water -gad
use when dissolved,7 ‘The copperas.
§
deadly poets pe should was be
carefully: label
‘Thisiis one of the
best pcsstbie cleansers for pipes, clos.
ets and

drains.

aapeern
Overworked Doctors:
Divine bo ike
scaety af
‘brought-ddout-by the war, medic Seren,
in. the. urbat inuustrial-evntre nf 1 mem,
ford,
Box: 7% ate pooling, “hele ee
:
Many Foxhywicians
are ge usly
ovurworke.
sou ara Have
u
stated
ne
align
,

ee ene

themselves,

. few.

a

:

For Coughs

|

Bargains

every. department of our large sto

Goods offered at this sale in most cases less tha
(ee the wholesale cost to-day. Your chance to sa

For Chilblains. .

¥money.

Ho

coughing: at

Rise

“Rem_ Use Rexall: Ohilblain
© Ao, chilblains,

A sizes,
y

Sold

of the war will no
2
tment of

only at

VCau

sure cure
25c. a bottle
‘
~~

Wan, NY
wy 00 yan
NY VEN WA

eye

6

FOR
:

as
mostly

Sui
Suits,

G - see a

all
iY black ; afd grey, *
regular ip to $20.00. navy,
Your Choice $10.00
s

Cord
:

Sale Price $5,

s
:
:
10 Ladies’ ‘Tweed Coats, good style, thi season's stock.
4

SUN

f
]

may be used for the moving
trains. The roads most
ineerested are the G.T.R.,

. & B. and the Inter-

‘Henry

Drayton,
the

oonkimitne
ay

Men’s

in Europe and the

of

Constantinople

by

fighting the

overthrow

of Prussian

militarism, In theaccomplishment
ofthis ideal it may well be that the.
United

chief

part.

gyi

note

in

iy

reply

to

the pres-

board,

THE

COUNTY

Happenings in Higin During

i
eee
z

| found dead on Sunday, He came from
Wost'Lorne, An inguest
is being held
A petition isjo circulation in St
Thomas by members of the W.C,T.U.,
‘here—the Gat ,.0.P. appealing for tho franchise for women.
Be ‘B.. There are now Tt is the intention to flace the largely
y in this ter- signed petitious. before the Ontario
4s 20 ipto and out of To- Legislature at tho coming session.
of. these circa:
Word las been Peceived-by Mre, W
T. Collins, St, Thomas, thet her son,
Pte. Roy: Robinson, hes been killed jo
yen

Hamilton and To.

ied | action,

a VANBNYAN PSN

me

This is the second sou to fall,

Pte, Earl Collins being killed recently
‘Pott young men went overseas with the
A quiet wedding took
place at the
home of Mr. and Mrs, Johu Ramey,
"Palbotville, being the marriage of their
daughter. Wilmot, to Mablon Poarsop,
of St,

Thomas.

The

ceremony

was

performed by Rev, J. Kennedy, only the

| immediate relatives of the families belogpeesesh,
Miss~ Cbristina Mclutyre, - of Yar-

ace oe
<

nge

its

a

net

. She leaves her aiviiee oe

|

ives

je in

mains were interred
cemetery on Friday.

Daun

D

in St’ Thomas
=

|:

|

‘White Quilts, extra large size, special,

35c,

)

$1.00.

worth

:

‘Sai

‘

le

oS

goad
Youthe: up-toBile;
12° worth
$7.00.
84, 35,
%

wx

Gi

Each
,

aay

|

cu

Check

Glass Towelling,

16 in, wide.

9c.
-

aes

' Millinery y Special
Sie
op
-4. tew ‘Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats to -offer at
WINDOW.

SEE

.

—;

uy

©

Dress

:

lady at less than half-price. Do not fail to look them over.

Goods

4 Pieces 56 in, “All Wool Homespun, Green, Navy Blue, |
>

Brown,- regular. $1.50 per

in

jis wife aud

Saban Heep

Sale Price 75c, yard
:
4 Pieces All: Wool Striped Zebéline, 56 inches widé, Blue,
Brown, Fawn, Grey, \regular $2.00, for
$1.25 yard

35 Pairs Mon's Patent Lastbat Show, 2.60,
ae

99 Paire Men's Ten
+

Fanay Tweeds, 52 inches wide, all-wool, apis, alee
White Cotton, regalar-1240.

seg

Amazon;
:

$-Pieces All Wool
) tegulay $1.25, for

y

9 Yards for $1.00
Colors, Taupe, Brown, Black,
,

Cotwad: 30 iIn, wide, regular-12;
© Te" ya
aur * ve

isa

ya.

75c.

yard,
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:
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ee
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ee
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aAN

wae
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THIS 18-4 G00
F

a

Yarmouth
two daughters

apn

en

Another of the earl;

analkes,
of Archibald

Argy’

jan.

hs
eers

ae

Mr,

suryive;

for.

20 Pairs Men’s Urus Calf Working Shoes, 2.79.

(To
‘| Christm
ang liyed

;

;

3

©

,

Big Reduction in Shoes.

be clesredont:,.At-the present |
All odd youHineswill must
alse 88, } leather
“wesring tweed” patterns,
find these lines‘a money-saver. ° Shoes
7

Weight

Winter
Cardinal and,

oe See ae
Sale Price 156,

t

small cost.

Each

January

Linen Towellfng, regular 20c.

inch

.\ > Sale Price $2,00 Each

‘

us

75c.

“aC.

|
14c. 16c. 18c. 20c.
Sale

Drawers, Penman’s,
50c, Each
Price
.
Price

Here’s a Suit Special

One
PINOT
FUSSEDSU RSZISNZIAS

mouth, died on Tuesday of last week’
after a long illness of anaemia,
in her

of the

Department
worth 40c.
Sale Price 25c.
BIZ

15¢,

:

Heavy Wool. Ribbed Shirts and Drawers.
$1.00 Each | wget
ae
perce
Blue Bib Overalls,

'

:

Shaker, 1 yard wide, all new patterns:

Men’s Brown Striped Sbirts
and
All -sizes,
Fleece, most stores ask 75c.’
Sale
*
is

ZN
BN

the Past Week

9
4
é
po | _, William Ash, an inmate of the Hons
ef. Industry for several months, war

;

striped ;:
;

$15.00

.

i

¥

C~

regular1

wide, regular Ibe. y! me
g-Vards for 1.06

1 yard

Sale Price 25c, liag 16 a Striped Linen Toweiling.
: Shirts and Drawers,
10 Dos. Boys’ Fleece
4

"a

90; in.-seide;- mite tot ae
Sttiped “Shaker;

25 Doz.’ Men's Heavy “Work Sox, regular 38c.-

Y

Allied
ident.

12° 1 2
even thread,

- § Yards for $1

10 Dozen’ Braces, Duplex,

VN

Russia."
These are the concrete terms.
Onée the way is cleared for their
acceptance by the central powers
there will remain obief among the
other things for which the Allies are

nN

%

dominion

possession
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January

Half Price |

* _ 8 Astrachan Coats, worth up to $40.00;
3
/
Sale Price

‘Seiten Setar mangas eatina
een

~ 60c. ¥

One-Third
Off
fers ican Shaker, (e plain colors ‘and.
Y
Sable, 4» regular
$5.00, , | patterns,
terns, 299 in
in, wide,
wi
i
3
extra good pile.

a ‘good warm. coat,

BXa3 ey y BRUTE
CICS
yw

s

ee

RP

Longeloth,
WhiteSaleCotton
Pri

j

and American

5 Alig.

on

.:

Gotion, 40:in. wide, spe

ved

Your chance for

that exist the Railway
has isened an order

aise,Ornok

At One-Third Off

Furs
Btoles, Scarts and Muffs, “at
co he

:
Stoles, Me r armot
RS 6 Fur
bets,

reducing a

‘i

jae

ae

IN

PASSO

Te a

en ean

if

f Sie
i25,

ee

oe al Hl soo I,

a diac

Coats, this season’s goods, suitable for | Brown,
25' Coats t6 offer
Half
Prise

es

Srraoaer

Seas

, ee48 ie

og

appreciated. —Your chance

_Here’s a Coat Special
At

wa

is
;
40 Laallae’: Costs black SAA boreed aatasuree: lasb:aoseon'a | git 5 Sem ee

:

lieve Freight Congestion
‘of thé’ congested freight

have special servi

Mail or phone orders

Ladies
Ladies’

coats, will give good service, Worth up to $20.00.

BNL

hela
FINE
KIDDIES —

j0 Only ly

Children’s T
ages 4 to 14 years.

SES ENE

,

in

coups oro, Somes «1
“iu sete

Figure on
Improveme
ee

nT

- American Gorn
Anothe Gat expected in a-fow

days.

Sent ia
aw

DUTTON FLOUR MILLS

=

‘You will no doubt be trying to read an extra hour these long evenings, and
in many ¢ases find it_impossible-to do-so. Your eyes are being overtaxed
to such an extent that they may never fully recover. Why not consult an

=
~

>

Gifts to

a
‘optician at once and get a pair of proper fitting glasses and give your eyes

the Bride

to ecover? We test your eyes free of charge and you are not
chance
/
to purchase glasses unless you wish to do so. With 35 years’ experience with the most up-to-date methods and instruments: in existence for

.

CUT ‘GLASS

Shire sustained

DOW—GRAHAM

Dr. Hess’
Stock Food

At, St. doarow

‘a church mause, Lon:

don, on Friday

evening,

was solempized of D, H.

lum, resye; R.E. Fraser, W. Scoyne,

waa pe
.
rogor. The docto
left for Buffalo for their wedding trip.

‘The reeve briefly addressed the council, asking for their co-ope:
matters pertaining to the welfare of the
village.
,
:
A commanication was read from Mss.
Minnie
i¢:asking compensation for

in

QUEBEC FIRE LAWS

side-

eopers,

n. Gow und

and

iM.

A

. Mo.

provisions reqeineds hat settlers
gaged in clearing operations maser

Bine,

tween April 1. and November
eech year, secure a

i Ei f 3

:

ever this provision is properly

salary be forty dollars, and that applica-

ed, It effects a very material
Yon in the forest fire loss.

tions for the office be received at next
meeting,
y-law

809,

Teed

for

the most serious features of
situation. throughout Canads

appointing certéin

y | tendency of settlers to

during dry periods, when fire is
ly

age.

2
z

4 33 s

qieF [i :i ii

E figa Er
A
i

from: an authorized forest. o!
tore setting out clearing fires,

fF fis tiled

z

were.

ihe

5

W. J. Morrison ‘was sppointed a member of the Pablic Library board for three
years.
‘That
the assessor's
Fraser—

to

spread

amendms

cause

serious

it

i

Another

and

Aftera

Jong illness with heart. trouble

passed away at his home
Tharsday

at the

ae Porites

W. F. KENDALL.
West

Elgin. Agricultural
Society

FH it
SE

fe ae

TO
Trost

stay.

JAMES

GAHAN

« Custom Tailoring;
Suitings of the Newest Shades
--and Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks 3

WHO,

INVESTORS

|

FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT MAY PURCHASE

32

i

Bi
E>e

F.

;

ADA DEBENTURE STOCK
= IN SUMS, OF $800 OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF.

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.
- \Snterest payable half-yearly, ist April and 1st October by cheque (free of exchange
any chartered Bank in Canada)
at the rate of five per cent per annum ‘from the date

purchase.

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering at par and accrued.
©
ua the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment made e under
any future. war
} .’ in Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other like short date security.

sabe

|i nt

Coilene Corsets will keep their shape from

the moment they are put on until they are worn
out, will launder every week, guaranteed not to rust.

AT. PAR

Wallogs
at Casips

ne

in the newest lines

STONEMAN,

The
tare, the
‘
pares, , 3REO 0Oand the Grand ‘Trank

Ht
-:

made

i pee 2a
COW WANTED
Got rhage trate ai, Dutton,”
eit 3 Arch. McCal lum TAILOR

x

2
A

who usually

and are boned with “Coilene,” the guaranteed woven

The Annual Mi jeoting
of the above Society will be held in the hall at Wallacetown on
Wednesday, January 17, 1917
abs etek: aa
2
the
andifor the parpose
of
tors" report, election of officers tha the
business.
W. PATTON,

:
;i

on

Flexible

20
59

| Hsrf

The Legislature of
‘Thos. E. Lilly was appointed a meniseveral amendments
ber of the board of health.
salonlatad. to add
u
H Bester = D. Mowuias. were stre:
and effi
» Ome of

woman

has her corsets. made to
order will-like Coilene
are
Corsets. . They

:

88

a member

ares

a8

The

Col

¥3 BesshS 83.

on a

fo have been defective.
wi

R. P. Reekie
Nyal Quality Store

Sehool Board for three years,
of the
0. E.
ly and G. L, McKellar were
appointed auditors at a salary of $10) 5

Corsets

Hess’

Dr.

arte

falling

walk
‘aled

And Sample
of
Liquid Dip and

Coilene

Froo-for the saking while they last.

. A. Milton, and Wm. Patton, connsabserjbed to the declaration of

injaries redel

‘AT THE BUSY. CORNER

You are inyited to call at our store
and. get
package of

Issuers of Marriage Licenses

The inacgaral meeting oi the council
Dutton waa beld on
on Monda; y_ when
reosutly eldcred members, D. G. Mo-

-

Dito

160,

be

Registered Optometrist}

A. E. WHITE

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers
Repairers

parposes, . See billa for prize list.
DUTTON COUNCIL

Nothing would

ee

Mr. Stockman

Weather
ng, ® grand cari al
vill beheld Baton
‘ink, Wednesda iY.
Dat
ian.17.
Sa bstantial cash
. Bana
in
and ‘refreshment booth.
3; admission in
costume,
Pi roceeds for patriotic

RRREES

?e

which we are
at big reducti

for one of your. friends.

Buy-a- pair-of-glasses.
work.
+more acceptable.

>
>
>

fe

caases, for w!

Rey Renee

‘examining ‘the eye, we are able to guarantee satisfaction in every case~“and

our prices are only about one-half the prices charged in the city for the same

af

Proceeds of this. stock are for war purposes only.
of one-quarte: ¢ of ofie per cant will be
A commission

:

allowed to recognized:

_ stack brokers on allotments made in. respect of applications for this stock

© For application forms apply to the Beputy Ministor of Finance, Ottawa.
“DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA,

2

abinsteia

pow in fc force.
company.
covering riska to the amount of 83,140,
sum yet
Le
8650, the

i$

ge

p..tobl 5

See our beautiful
assortment

7%

EYESIGHT FAILING

YOUR

IS

My

ROee

Prive will be $2, per 100 Ibs,
bags if yon want apy. —

OCTOBER
7h, 1956.

5.

;

:

3

Paget soon will ‘pesin
experiments that will cover three

itd. Aberdeen
ere Hamilton,
Ont.

_] Years to ascertain it sugar beets wean
be raised profitably In Siberia

~-A machine has beeen developed for
spreading fine rock dust on the passagoways of, bituminous

mines

es

Mrs. Sohn

Hamiiton, Ont.
WANTED HEL? FO
inners, ‘open

to pre-

ven’ explosions of coa) dust.

gs§ es
age

A

preclate—put

Zam-Buk
All

a

box

or

insca, Brantf
Joafr‘ and vis now.td ee

two of

in‘your next parcel.

druggists,

Toronto.

German.

vote,

and’ why

it was

go-

ing, a3 prophesied, for Charles Evans
Hughes,_. a. - Welsh-Baptist-American.

During
several

the past week I have boen in
hyphenated cities of the Mia-

ale West.

‘In one of these cities Thad

& queer

experience.

Various

“newspapers

“me

that

she

had

My

hostess

telephoned
in

the

told

to’ the

town

to

say I was’ her guest, and that’ these
newspapers

were

to send

reporters

to

interview mo, one of them, she added,

laughing, being “an out-and-out proGerman. paper.’
That morninga deHightful young. woman <called.
and
“handed me the card of her paper.
~ | “Ahe you the pro-German who waa
See eet oe to me?”
I
asked.
ered the young woman.
“My. ciparen Lav orane Hughes.

Tn the midst

of our interview

an-

~ other young woman
was shown in,
and the first reporter, who seemed to
_ be a friend of the second, one, said by

way. o¢ introduction

“You'll
is pro-All

lke her, 1 “know.

Her_ pape:

Yen," said the ‘second young wo
man, “my prayer is supporting Wilna
HUGHES—AND

WHY.

‘The little incident led me to investigate, and during subsequent days of
search and /inqniry 1 have found little
‘reason ot doabt the essertions of these

*two charming
American girls who
-earn-their living by-interviewing the
4) warious ‘“‘celebrities” ‘who visit thelr
“town.
Down In one of the voting precincts,
I have

just

been

talking

with

or

-Zam-Buk

50¢. box, 3 for ey 25,

Co,

should
painless ‘remedy,

go

strong

for

Hughes

and

Bo

we

i, aweinat, Wilson,
Said
he:
“didn’t take care of the Catholics doen
‘in Mexico, and he insulted one of their
pone
I'm a Catholic, and 1

feel it”
“Are

you Irish

‘I

asked.

“No.

My

if Nereiline

uM

for the

past

forty

years:

over there where the war r isi”
y

1 answered,

alae over there,
Then

sadly,

“it's ter-

I come from_there.”

we talked; and she explained that

though she did not want her own
country to join in the war, she was

for

the

Allies,

because

Germany

had

sunk merchant ships with
innocent
babes in them. She voted for Wilson,
she said, not only because he kept’her
country

out

of

war,

but

The Shorter Term.
and was assigned to work in the broom
factory. Near him was an oldish’man
who studied him Intenuy and seemed
to be awaiting an ‘opportunity tg say

It came

while

the oyer-

seer was at the ice-water tank,
“How. long are you
in’ for?” he
whispered.
“Twelve years,” replied the new-

comer,
The veteran looked around nervously

tee

and,

a letter

into

the

WRITING.

A Novel Experiment On Ordinary,
Paper.
Invisible writing amacka of hidden
treasure and
exciting adventures; it
has a faccination that appeals to almost every one,
Even if you eee
no
Way in which to make use of it you
enjoy experimenting with It.

Here fg @ way that ic aot commonly
known: Soak # sheet of ordinary writing paper in a basin. of clean water
until it fs thoroughly wet, Then get a
biece of glacs and, after washing it
clean, place the wet sheet of writing
paper on it, smoothiag out all wrink-

by

oe
FOR} THE, CURIOUS.

FACTS

Jack pas tia
planted in Nebrosbills by the government

est service
more

than

many.

ur Canadian winters are extremely
hard on the health of little ones, The
Is

often

so severe

that

take her little

for an airing,

The consequence

the

one out

is that

baby. is confined to overheated, badly
ventilated rooms; takes colds and becomes cross and peevish, Baby's On
‘Tablets should. be given to keep the
little one healthy. They regulate the
stomach and bowels and prevent or.
cure

colds.

The: Tablets . are

sold

by

medicine dealers or by mall at 25 conts
a box from The Dr. Williams’ Medicine
Co., Brockville;

Ont.

UNIVERSAL

‘TONGUE,

American Indians Had a Language
All Could Know.
“The

problem. ‘of a universal
the

need

of

which

lang-

has

been

realized in this wer,” saya a Cambridge profezsor, “was really eolved
centuries ago by the boas inhabiwe
Alaska go to Patagonia, he could by
means of this
universal
converse with his southern brethren
almost a6 easily a8 he could with his
neighbors at home. «hat would also.
be the case if he visited Central America or met the tribesmen of Weetern
prairics and mountain

When

9 one

this language was Invented

knows,

t in addition
two
the

but every

Indian

to his own.

learns

Recently

chiets of different tribes met
Geographical Society
rooms

ia
in

15

for-

it in height.

and extinguish gas lamps in Ger-

than 12.000 students are taking
in agriculture in the colleges
of the United States.
English~ artist <cketches
__submarine ecenes by desceading with a
diver’s

helmet

paper and cray
About

25

ee

ata

using

waterproof

of-five

letters

each

can be sent by the Morse-signals in a

minute,

about

60-a

minute

by

the

Hughes’ eystem and about 360 by the

Wheatstone

The

the

make

system.

forthcomicg

United

States

use

Weights

of

and

revised edition’ of
pharmacapolia

will

the metric system

measures

of

exclusively.

All Austrian and Hungarian newspapers
now arrive
in Switzerland
without their advertiscment ecctions,
which are eald eshave been removed
by_order of the
Some hen or tena’! Inia a couple of
eggs in the nost of a doxe in the pig-

eon; loft of Jacob Solnes, of Pittsfield,
and the dove hatched them.
M, L, Young shot-a large hawk

at her home in Weybridge, Vt., while

It was on the wing, It measured five
feet and five inches from tip to tp.

impressed

“KIDNEY
PILLS

ground

heavily.

tiew

steel

poultry

shipping

crates,

coins, The discovery of the money in‘Thirty-six

carn.

thousand

we

eut

to become

pounds
in

the

vol-

of cesSlusiaw

National Forest In Oregon: during tile
latter half of last year. The product

‘possceses

medicinal

properties.

“Rigsia leads the world in the pro-

nee
itea

of flax fibre

and Argentina

of

“Some Inkstand.

man:
hod me

NITED. YOUR
noes ta
sere Layton Catt, We

consumption.

A WOMAN’S MESSAGE]
TO WOMEN
you are troubled with weak, tired
fool
headache, | backache. bearing
ations, bladder, weakness,. concatarrhal conditions, pain. in
‘eularly. or. irsoaulatty, bloatna ural enlargements,sternal
of
tng
or rataplacensent of.
nal organe, neryou:
sal pt
tation, hot flashes, dark rin:5 ander the
g¥es,
or a lous-of Interest tn life, 1 lavite
ri
f
dian
I
Ty tell how they have regained
Strength and happiness by
Write
to-day,
mers, Box ot
8. Windsor, Ontarto,

from

the

the

cat,

subject,"

egg,

so

‘on

the

also

does

come from the owl.’”
Minard’s

wiat

Liniment

“And now?”
“Well, they split up. Two of

jeuralgia,

tr

of

Si

J

lowance ‘and assigned pay,

total income

of families, on the;

{n each province, to a parity witht

dent on ft.
Natural,

drawing room. rang the bell gor the
footman.
“You will show this sty
the front
wr, Thomas,” she sais

therefore

to

the

cost

grants

{ncreaso also. For

of

living

westwi

from

the

{ilustratio!

everage grant in Prince Edwi
land fs about’ $10 per month,
witli
British Columbla it is nearly $21.9
average over the Dominion is »
“of2
$16. It 1s estimated that the deg
comfort ensured by the Patriotic’
is practically the eame jn each
Pro)”

vince,

withstanding the: dldiase
omit
Minsre’s Liniment
Cures Dandruff.
eet
fs

ence in the average. grants.

“Yes, mem,” replied“Thomas, and,
bowing to the ludy, he requested ber
coming’

z
the

crezses 26 we move.

but

On the day of his engagement his
mistress, having a lady visittor in the

door Thomas

and

cost of Ieing as estimated by the)
minion
Government's
Labor
This result goes to confirm the
egg stantial] accuracy of the Labor
y| reau's estimates, and aleo
that the administrators of the,
otic Fund In each province are
ing their grants reasonably close 20

owing to-the dullness;in trade he engaged as a footman in the “ le house”
in the village.

.On

acrobats

eh?

the actual wante of the people. a,

Thomas ‘had been a’ carpenter,

him.

crezes,

- An interesting fact has de
in connection with the Patriou¢!
It has been found that, broadly.
ing, the eums grented from the,
ag-supplementary to the separath

Showed Her the Door..

to follow

Japanese

rent

A SUGGESTIM

sub-

the

are

“Just so.
Another is a Hawa
artist on the ukeleloy and the
them havo formed a Guatem
rimba — band.”"—Loulsyjile
Journal.
\

answer-

Relleves

the Engtis

ing well as a Reestan dancer.”
“They took advantage. of the]

y
health,

owl

Act,

became of the ratpflap J
ones thet had

edy troupe?”
“The same, They
ers, were they not?”
“They were. But tho act wa

The Cat and the Owl.
“Metaphysics,” said a clergyma

said

Their New
What
ers?”

“The

“is a subject that always make one
think of the cat and the cwl.
“A cat, you know, once vet forth in
quest of happiness.
She wandered up
sae wandered down,
She questioned
animal and sha’ questioned that.
Finally, wrapped in meditation in a
tree, she perceived an owl.
“Owl,” said the’ cat, ‘tell me, most
wise bird, where
happiness fa.to be
fornd.’
“In meditation,
the
owl replied.
“Meditation alone is, the true secret of

“On: the

‘Hamilton,

~ PRINTING.

which can be folded flat when empty.
Spain prohibits the importation of
cottonseed oll unless previously’ ren-

ed, ‘which has oceupled the race of
owls ‘since the
beginnins "of tinie,
namely, which came first, the owl or
the egg, for, while the’ owl comes

fluenced a great many
‘unteer wreckers.

Printing
Offi
Paintin < ting oft

ety for their cofitents are atserted for

ject am'I to moditate?

i

E AY

the

entirety, baa boen placed on exhibition. in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York City.
When
the old
depot Maranacock,
Me., was torn down the workingmen
found in the ruins ‘about $6 in small

corns aa

greatly

strike

Egyptian nobleman’s tomb built
4,500 years ago, and preserved in ite

WITHOUT PURE Bu000
HEALTH AS IMPOSSIBLE

sent under Louls Philippe as Minister
to China the courtesy

he

For stringing beads quickly an in-

dered unfit for human

Waahington and held a conversatios, ‘Production of copper {n the United
lasted nearly three hours, and og States i more than 25 times what it
les and being careful to eee that the that
one knew a word of the other’e
was In
Paper firmly adheres to the glass, neither
“how a ‘an American of
an
Tt fs ai: that a single drop of niJanguage.
Get
a
sheet
of
dry)
writing
paper
and
- seent, felt; when the
gattania was
of cotine will kill a‘rabbit In three and
This univergal
ie,
place it on the wet sheet. Jf you have course, made. up‘ of language
For
exsigns.
one-half minutes.
directions
carefully you ample, if an Indian ‘s
Had ofit! The Germans
fools Tollowed
‘The color of magenta is named for
ing
‘Gat ter don't sink more ships i like it, have a piece of clean glass with a through a strange country and secs a battle which
xe
fought in the
Sere
of Bernstorff, I say, to warn sheet of wet writing paper firmly ad- other Indians at a distance, he makes year of Its dlecover.
you have
off, and if they went, it hering to it, over which
In early Italian Playing cards cups
the “peace eign’; that fc,
be» holds
6pread a dry sheet of writing paper.
= their own lookout.”
up ‘his blanket by’ two © corners
60 took the place of hearts, ewords
of
Write-on-the dry paper with a well that It coven hla whole figure.
“Do youcwent
iy to win?-E
~The spailes and coins of diamon
“Twant to see * pray and no- sharpened lead pencil, using considererr thought is expressed by — ex‘With. care, there {s timber. enough
able pressure, After you haye finishtending ‘the —hands, palms outward,
yas his an:
in the United States to dest 444
hee
ed remove the top sheet, of paper and
to biothae: spresinct and
a governmen|
slightly inclined from the face.
Then there are the abstract. signe Eee
ier. seer why he .was you will find an exact copy of your
‘of Teneriffe, in “the Canwriting on the wet paper, Place this by-which these “savages”.
throws a shadow stretchcan
exAy;
relands,
regard we
“Becaupe,” paid ihe
“Wilson has wat sheet in.a cool pluce to dry, You press their thoughts with
ing acrots the cea for a distance of
will be surprised to find that the-writ- to the Great Spirit, heaven, good, Ge 60 milfe.
mee
sp yest Britain,
He's the tool
ing has entirely disappeared after the
eg and death, sickneas,) health,4
sheet has béon exposed to the
alfa
.
Lifé is expressed
i What area
his notes to Germany
New Style Life Belt.
You can
be sure that
oy drawing
an
imaginary
“and. cae
nothing else in that 1ine?" I few minutes.
‘A new style of Mfo preserver, re“waked. “owasn't talking about Ger- no one, unless he knows the secret, from, the mouth, and death by chopcan read/ what you have written. To ping thie thread off.
cently patented, and’ described in the
“many!” was the answer.
Another sigh for.death ja to
hold
make the writing visible soak
the
Inf
yan TAYE sald, the woDecember Popular Mechanics
Magain a basin oF the tips of the fingers of
-one hand
wearer
‘men are yoting to-day.
wish that paper for a few momentsCompanion.
againat the palm of the other,
and zige, ie deafened to keep the
‘every English r uecauttrastat could see clean water.—Youth's
———<{n ‘an upright pesition {n the water
Jet
them
gradually
slip
dowaward,
n vote, Husbands and wives are
consiets
It
‘Vand’ at last drop beneath the palm,
under all elrcumetances.
to the poll together,
ine
Most white people think that — the “ot an, ordinary -cork lifebelt. to which
standing aside, hat. ih -han
Indian word of grecting, “How,”
i
ir wives go
eo sos ie
combination breast-plece
merely the apbrevation- of the quesg booths to mark
These, like the belt,
etna et
tion, “How are you?”
But that ix
“covfre made of cork, in sections, canvas.
not a0. The word is really
eo
Owing to faulty action of the kidi
‘MOTHER”
AT THE POLL.
ered and hinged® together by
brother’ or a
neys and ates the blood becomes fill- which! means
{s-so attached to the
jhe chin piece
/Charming-looking “women
have ne au
So when he comes
and. §
isease - gerits that myer
‘of tho breast shat it serves
‘out his seemingly Tmaulejeive
alow
come to ae pou accompanied by. their
eattrest-and at the same time
‘
ee
and the chilhe ia not naking after your. eaith,
rst
warnings are back: ache.
ens see
door or been atazin
headache and lack of ener- but telling, you that he ie” *a friend. Valfows the wearer ee
er
of backward.
ech ‘one of the city offi. ey ‘Act quickly -if-you would avold-theLiniment
Cures
Burns,
Etc.”
3, while “mummy”
voted. Wo- terrible ravages
Kidney
|
M
of suronis
Wek brought their babies in per- complaint. Get Dr...Hamilton’s
‘and husbands"
have to-day; they cure kidney and
‘Secret of “Chips.’?
aes ‘perambulators white wives troublé; for ail “time to come.
cf déieclous crisp Sarai bald ei baby: in, my arms for miedicing rellevea $0 promptly, cures" ‘The ‘secret
(is first to slice them
as
oman
jo, went in and eo thoroughly, Bor, good blood, clear thin “asehips
paper, Tening. them drop into
flow did you vote?” Task
comptexion, healthy appetite, use the
cold»
water.
ch ‘e them
returned and relieved me | gra nd heal!tee
medicine
Dr.
the water and lay
them on
2
i
cies
Hamilton's:
a 25¢ box toy fioth to drain; then drop them into
te ane wal
“why?! I day,
Pt"
boiling fat..When they are a. epitee
ick, gafe and suro as Bout
pt US Out “Or wart” It's
brown, kim. them ee the fat ana Seer Paineay Corn.
Sere
in
em op 8 piece of brown
pat
ee
a no
aye ee
until finished ae
Tn 1844 when- -M. de.“Lagrene was
in Virgin’
contideutiatly,

em-

genious German has patented a crank
operated “machine which feeds them
on the point of a threaded needle.
Sanitary advantages as well as saf-

a

The

ka’s eand

pekt

mother cannot

uage,

INVISIBLE

cold

More
HARD ON LITTLE ONES|, Courses

burglars

ne es
_Minard’s Liniment for sale
». Everywhere,

bet-

Wireless waves have been utilized to

WINTER WEATHER_
Weather

The burglar had Just bezan his term

something.

—a
pitisg, Ellen
now
fot over We
wristicts,

because

Hughes was supported by the. Gerpo and the Kaiser wanted eaeee
win
——<++o

more” than 390 for
‘0d eight monthe bh ain
Dien, x former
renia
of aoe ngdale, Conn hve
pal besides mitt

No

or-more. soothing lini-

ment made.
per bottle;
any dealer, anywhere.

gig

didn’t

ralieves i
Nerviline wasn’t
usit Finiaied, bates and ‘till
ve quickly
known to be a grand cure for all rheuts’ to Keqp on at: the) xood work
matic conditions,
ra. Eh teins y Aaate
80 largely used “as a family rema Hiary PN
jan
eid

ter, stronger,

a man

‘who would. I suppose, be called a Reican’ “Ward Boss," He seemed a
ly, decent gort of man of the com“mon people. I asked him why he was

farmer,

on his holding

when the weather. fs fine.”
A new cafe and observation car has ployment ich
at hie
large windows at the tables so that Bae sto, tar sorkeras i
any,
dinets. may get-a broad view of the stat 3 yex; Site on,
‘Company, Bi:
do | Passing landscape while dining.
A French aviator has placed a pneumatic buffer in front of the seat-of
his aeroplane to lessen the shock

edy

~|*4he

(England)

of 600 acres, says they “will only work

you want to xend your soldier
friend something ho is eure to ap-

In the State of Tilinols the women
have voted to-day for the President
_ of their choice, ‘This is one of the
reasons I camé to Chicago for this
important day, the other reason bene that I wanted to get into the en-

Yorkshire

plcying eight women

the

opened it, and the lady

An Efficient Restorer.
It could hardly have been

was about to pass out when ‘Thomas
tapped her on the shoulder, and remarked:
“This is the door, mem; gold pitch
pine in’t. framed, two'and a half inches thick, with raised moldings; wad
cost about two pound ‘ten, mem.” —
London Tit-Bits.

age—the

man

had

been

_ball-

very bald-headed, for’ yeara.

innumerable
preparations
to prevent the falling out of hafr
been tried,
but his hair had

to fall only when not eye ni
remained.
But the man wea contented:
Wore a wig—not a small, tight-fitt
Minard’s

one, but a large, ahs ‘one. Buit 6

Liniment’ Co., Limited,

day on the street,
away the
man’s

Have used MINARD'S
LINIMENT
for Cfoup; found nothing equal to it;
sure cure. —
CHAS,
Hawkshaw,

N.

lst,

es

ny

man,

fully rewarded the boy, Sone e
quickest hair “restorer 7 have
fo
Thi

EB, SHARP,

B., Sept.

bale

snatched, too,
Bareheaded,
the owner made a futile grab,
waited. w Ne a small boy ae

1905.

forge

satd todo two things at

piled

Stille , Compiaint.
kind-hearted - old“

gentieman

heard a small boy

ag lustily initio

street outsid®, and

it out to inquire

the cause of his xrivi.
“M-mother g-save me tiwoe¢ cents,

and I've 1-0-0-s-t ‘em!

“Well, never mind; aere
are
two
cents,” and the good man turned back
into his yard.

But as the boy broke Lito freh sobs,
jouer and barder than Sor
the old
jemau-returned
an

eWay

well, what

aes

inquired:

you crying

z

it 1 hhnada’t Llost. my t-two p-penxopt a roadnouse in nies,
I'd hshave four n-now,’” was the.
was Meaileil upon oy tes. reply.
Reporter Was: Right.
‘The editor was
up
je saidto the,! Or

‘Obr you at: Well, |

aoe here. Among te iene Sirls
room was:
jonel Oldnur?

|}

tho Simple: Mic:

at
emanate

2

DENOUNCE ‘HUN KING.
| Jugoslavs of South America

“Beat 7 Ye One: “Anothers Burdens”

Loyal to Serb Ruler,”

“ois an old saying—sometimes a hard one—but worthy of all acceptation,
; there under ithe the elttlag sate 3
“Take apresent t-day illustration. British Columbia—out
front in Franes—a larger proportion o
‘Ontario’s burdens. She has sent to the froat—that shell-torn

‘Beatiako, Chiie, Cable.—The Committee for the Defence of National
munication
~| Jugoslavisra of South America has recelved from twenty-two towns pro*(Rvasian) front
have displayed
tests against the Coronation of King’
tivity-and dropped bombs at
Charles, of Hungary The protestants
was unanimously declare their loyalty to
points. Cue machine
ery near King Peter of Serbia, who “has guidVisi
ka a ee Jugoslavs. to lberty and-unification.”
nia |

ith a strong arthe Village of Butkuy, Maa Garbuzoy, atter which hin
00k

Bs

offensive

along

the

otwithstending ony
rie ony. succeeded in
n
a trench <eccupled by
a result
Rid ‘our compani¢s but aa immedsVeounter-attack ho was
“driven out and dispersed. Simalys the nelghborhood
of the
‘ot Merillovka was bombarded
Shells, which sent out a yellow
to disSs which took adong time
Dalester

ee

oe
ds

In

the

region

of

tillery fire drove away

fi

and

West

of Kalkit

by

@ cannop.”

REPORT.

tet to-day

official

“atate-

by, the Italian

War

(iment saya?
ray was the wiual reciprocal
-y activity along the whole
Tucre

am,

nothing of

import-

Rito report.”
==

ARINGG DEEDS
BY ITALIANS
Th ee Torpedo Boats ExF plored Pola, Austria.
Best Defended Naval

Har-

p ~ ... bor in World.

inost strongly

fortified naval har-

fg Mar in the world.
joring

‘They spent two
the ‘Yarbor a few

Wmadreds of yards from

the forts, and

@amé out safely after they had accomthelr most

diffiewlt

and

,deli-

te mission, when numerous powerful
ele

He

iSdsquai

Baburizza,

munication.

sey
ifluminated
sky
e-batteries fired -wildly
ineificientiy.”

‘The most difticult and detieate mi
oe On.consisted in torpedoing a-man-o*,

conviction

has sent

in this sense to.

a

com-

Prince

Alexander of Serbia at Saloriki
and
the President ofthe. Serbian Councli,
Nikola Pachitchf-at
at Co
Corfa.:

er:

when

i@- good roadstead

the torpedo

of which

forced,

appear to be at a loss at the
time, With tals in mind the
Department of Agriculture,

"Stock Branch,

the

Dominion

they

is making arrangements

British Transport Lost
the Mediterranean.

in

120 Soldiers, 33 of Crew, Reported Missing.

and

the

d the torpedoes * exploded — the
n Warships

would-not

have

been

London

Cable—-The

British

trans

port Jvernia has been sunk by a sub>
marino,

it.

was.

officially

PRN

te come out of Pola and probably ton -night. ‘The text of tie report
by ww caemy
dhave been lost,
In. fact, they “fhe lvernta was suik
de
ranean on
thelr safety to the non-explosion st barine In we
torpedoes.

Iss HEAD
_ OPPOSED IT
Not jn Favor
Pavan of Note

, during

the oops.
and

of tie erew,

U6

bad

weather and

Four mutitary

soldiers,

aro ni ast

while
ottl~

as

gua chief engin
aulssing ofticers.”
‘The Cunard liner lvernia, a 14,278ton steamer, has been for some Ume
in-the British Government service as,

a transport, having at various times
carried troops from Caffada and between British ports and the Darda-

nelles.
‘There has’ been nothing: in
recent reports regarding her
move:
ments,
She was. Uuilt’ In 1900
at
Newcastle..
Her length was 682 feet

“Along

“Alter are
oe Ae

Six. persistent at-

the

entire

front

from

region
back:
sumed

our

during

the

night

of Matchin,, but was
beaten
Later in the day the enemy rehis ‘attacks and
‘back

detachments,
ast

which

began

of Braila,,

wh

from

the: British

the release of the
answered by tho

_ GREECE BAD

pt ster requesting
Friployne was not
ont. The

covntry housesof W}
cctablished British Je
1

onl, a

lony-

leading towards Galatz, says the Bertin Wer Office announcement to-day.
About 1,000 prisoners and ten machine,

‘Terrorism
Against
Ally Supporters.

nd

in the taking of

Jijila,

The

official Rate

Says Allies’ Peloton Cannot Be Exnausted:

; Londdn Cable—The correspondent 4 speech
whose. uncensored meusagos aed as
for peace
in| Reuter's
injormed of the course of ev

faxmilian
Hats
Kunit, | delivered

manding reparation. He’ wire:
the presentation of the alll

a Berlin ‘Saturday, pleading
by agreement, nccording ‘to
Aimetordam
correspondent,
who quotes the Perliner: Tageblatt.
Alte referr.og to the enemy miscaleulstion..o%
Germany's strength,
Herr Harden warned his hearers not
to allow themselves.
to. bo deceived
about the enémy’s ctrength,
“Russias resources cannot be cx:
hanosted,” he said, “tor, indeed,
tie

Governm
press pas becom
ingly hostile and impudent.
The note
iz donounced’2s unacceptable,” As the

World
Empire.
England's
hunger,
moresver, 14 only .@ .catehword,
for
Shieh there: is no foundacfon,
whi ile

ment

toward

ie

allies’

Government on De:

war procecds only on the edges of thir

France's. packs méncan-be-balanced
oF
by British
aa

eed:

hercism on paper,
‘Pablo opinion: ts
iuvoked in each
line, though
‘such
factor is now.
almost
non-existent

under the terrorist regime, ‘bich dm:

prisons each-person: daring to oypose
We present policy ofthe
direvtors of.

Greece.

Without encouragement trom

00 BRITISH
ON FRENCH FRONT
2,000,0

Covernment, the press would never
and sho was 64 feet in beam and. at fe
daro to write as they do"to-day, The
Paris Cable ——A special Hat
tong. of the press ‘sines Dec. 31 “has. ppatcks from—the:
eparetete
=
ap
Saraiih
Syitish
frou
ly tended to provoke
reance gay:
yo0K CARBONIC IN MISTAKE.
sistance to the acceptance of the note“Gen. Sir Douglas Halg-to-day vomAlbert, N.B, report—The coroner's, Some minor manifestations have teen
y Great Britain
jury which investigated the death ot organized In the streets of Athens. by
The number
persons familiar with the methods of
Pritish orm, y ip
‘Allan W. Bray, of Hopewell Hill, fudge’ the Germangphile clique.
of probate and clerk ofthe peace, at
“Certain. numbers” of: roughs and
ready, day
‘tthe Waverly Hotel here last ni
‘Teeervists paraded the
straets with the
returned a verdict that he eee to] tacit» permission of the Goyernment,”
Saumaderdes
his death by taking # dose.
cuting ‘Down eerie:
and
Ae refers to the: iter
ae
Government }j as
tH Honic acid, Which” Ne amistook Soe Pe
lemon. entrach
fest Tn dratt.

See

Spector

4 Sore
Osie objective aa! rere
|
1S.
1, the out
and pillage
Plot of Dec.1,
peaceful «

Cadle-——The

oe

oeeons:
h paland,a,Gamer
Ind!

Daliy

Hungarian

nian
and

newspapers on the Entente
citing” reports. of tho suf

ers.

do

troops captured thé north

of Oltuz Road and both sides of So¥pia, in the Suchitza Valley,
taking
averat heights by-hand-to-hand fight:=;

News,

inthe.

In the

wooded Carpathians
Russian detich-—
ments succeeded in gaining 2 footing
in a mest advanced positon. north of
Meste-Canesei.
German and Austro-

§

London

nualyzing the comments

London * fable.
den, editor. of bie

Gieece degeribes the increasing “how
uhty_of the Rozalist
asa
significant indication
uplayorapie attitude
of
“ute Go:

HUNS MUST SEER
COME TO TERHMS

siivated on the Tsiyad
een. ocoupless
ree!

Tendency of Rulers is to Re- |
ject Allies’ Note.
|

Rus-

occupies a narrow striy of land

Matchin

on a ebarge of bein:
& propagandist,
A_yretest to the drjoek
Uovernment

_

Te

sian and Roumanian defenders, with
the exception of a Russian rear-guard

ment say
“Front of Archduke Joseph:
t
i

to

were

TOOK 1,000. PRISOD ERS.
Dobrudja hes been cleared of

ueinee,

your su!
lon’ die
rect £0 the Head Office;

guns were captured

1a
BATION

a

withdraw towards Braila.
Enemy ate
tacks on tne! heights east of-Vokorono,

m

Si

Fok-

Bulgarian field post was annihilated
by a surprise attack. In the morning
the enemy Jaunched an attack In the

‘Canadian Patriotic Fund;
Vittoria strovt, Ottawa,

More

substance ~ their

were
not ignited
does did not explode,

Serer

our

position of the enemy, who disscyt
a stubborn resistance,
end cop.ured
600 prisonere, three canaon,
16 machine guns, some mine throwers, and

must be socured from

standpoint, and special at-

THE IWERNIA
SUNK BY SUB:

Official says:.

preparation

Four millon
of these dol-

Ontario is boing asked

tention will be given to the swine industry, a3 it has
probably
suffered
more than any other.
A special bulletn is being distributed by
the Dominion
Department
of
Agriculture
which takes up the whole problem, and

will serve asa guide to those taking
part in theecampaign.”

troops.

Petrograd

firtng.”
“In Dobrudja

s

to assure tho Canadian
Patriotic Fund that te
can depend on having
six million dollarsin 1917

trom’

along

Field Marshal vou Mack
former region they are
strong res-staace at var.
from the Russian
and

Roumanian
tillery

centinaing

country

although

shani to the Danubs there is infantry

‘The answer to theee questions will be found when he sits down and mails his extra gift to the Treasurer of his
local Fund, or to

for a special speaker
to
accompany
“the better farming special’ which will
run
over
Grand
Trunk lines
for
twelve
weeks,
beginning
early
in
January.
.
.
“He will take up the question from

are

west,

ireneh mortars.

| respect and in gratitude, take care of one of these families? If my county taxation for thispurpose means that I am
lo more, am I'doing the right thing?
taking care of only onc family for one week, when I
PATRIOTIC FUND, OTTAWA,

and

troch valley, were repulsed with great
losses for the enemy.
Two attatkscn one of the heights north-east. of
Scenezo were beaten back by our fire,

Everything is built on it. If he will not
of the individual is the basis of the Fund.
make some saccifice for the sake of the mothers, wives and children of the men at the front, the Fund suffers, and they
It is the duty—it should be considered
suffer with it. The average family on the Fund requires $200 a year from it.
the Privilege—of every Canadian stay-at-home to ask himself: For how many weeks, at: $4 a week, must I, in oelf-

(THE CANADIAN

toward Gal-

acks- by the enemy on our..trenches »
southeast’ ot Brushurgasu, In the Ta-.

‘with a campaign of advertising.
As to No. 3. Patriotism

torpedoes

ec ttn qs ship, and as they failed

j

‘Thisapplies particularly to towns which pay

Live

Snows,

Invasion of the

south

the front’o?
ensen inthe
meeting with
ious: points

acounty tax,
Yet this tax never represents a fair or just contrib ution to the Fund from men of moderate or large
‘The richer should give much more, and they ‘can
means.
‘Practically it is Based
don
on what the poorer mign can afford.
be reached only through a popular campaign.
To relieve anxiety these campaigns should be held in January or
ars can get all information
ion a2 19
Febtuary. Will not patriotic men and women in cyery town tel ke up this duty?
adian Patriotic Fund, Ottawa. And the Fund will assist them
organization and methods by writing to the Canadian

present
Ontarlo
in co-

boats

in the channel of

the entrance

successtully

Is feit that a shortage of live stock. In
this Province would be a very serious
proplem ig something is not done
to
encourage the farmers
keeping
their
breeding stock, even
though it may

rearguards

projecting

heavy

thelr

the

tribution.

erst some sections of Ontario have
been disposing
of their breeding
Block.
A communication sent out by the
Department of Agriculture says: \ “It

a retreat’ across\the Danube to

apite

Cotncil,
very county ratepayer, sympathetic to’ wards the Fund, should write onspeak to his representative on the me
con
a
endorsing a liberal grant. - The small tax of three mills on the dollar raises a. sum that constitutes fence

towns ignore the duty of holding campaigns.

Teu-)”

Rou-

now in Koumanin between the Danube
River and the Black Sea.
In Moldavia the Teutonic allies, de-~

voluntary subscriptions

Many

the

and

&tz' comprises the only Eutente troops +

2. If all towns, whetherseparated from theic counties or not, will undertake campaigns* for

Asto No, 2.

“cleared by

a foree of,

the peninsula

:
te erant,
Councils areCoo Wiewell Simcoe hasantydecided to lrgclyincreate
AstoNo,1. ‘The County
Cy Lact abied Ta
$120.60
sum ofmonth
1917 it will be the generousG2,G00.a
inIn 191917, The majority of the County Councils will
in 1016 towill“5,060
grant, j ping it from
be. Public opinion will have great influence onthe Councils.
decide at the January sessions how large

~

has'been

ward Brafla, and, according to Ber
°
on=

3. If all citizens, in town or country, contribute fairly according to their means.~

Courses

Toronto Cable—In
consequence
of
the shortage of coarse-grains and the
high cost of concentrated feeds, farm:

with

gan
Un;

1, If all County Councils make reasonably large grants to the national Fund.

Three

Loss.

operation

brudja

manian troops. “After “the “fat of
Matehin’ and Jijila the defenders. be- ~~

atti

if measured on a per capita bgt
lot of moncy, ien’t it? Yet less than BritishColumbia is giving,
the
if three coursgs are
Jeseif cacaatired by aitlity to pay. There will be no difficulty
in securing
th Six Millions

for

tonic allies , of Russians

ea

Department
nt of “Apvicultite
Appeals to Farmers

To Do So, Even If It Entails

London Cable.
Satan

the Mok
Danube marshes toward
@avian town’ of Galatz, all if the Dos ©

But the Western Province will still be short
One Milli mn. Dollars. Where is this sum to come from? Eastern
And Ontario, iit wieheatte help, cando no only to the extent to which its gifts to the Fund exceed Six

SHOULD KtKEEP.
LIVE STOCK

a national

Cable—
‘Three Itallan_
torquis have succeeded in break-

Ethe boom at Vola, the best defined

hed

firm

hand-to-hand fighting

prisoners and

Cable— An.

Mad

their

a

i

"8
being asked to help in bearing British
are o
in Ontari
‘Therefore it
boat ‘We must bear one another's
cides amieezea ai ajomt, request,” Weallarein theeatne
by nie
not rich
noe
peniiog
own, the
4 eign hg rome bor. Gader : en n of each Province caring only for its
nor Pay.
nO monty.
Patriotic
Canadian
‘The
tie
tt
ee aa rc is tic or
Ontario will ced about aix million
the richest Province In the Dominion will
below
Funds aning for that sum a2
sie tat
bear another’s burdens by helping
matter
of fact, the Fund hopes On!tari will do otill |
Columbia.
isu) ts te
an externa ae
5 EE
TES
Tewill require, in 1917,
front. Thatis one-third of Ontario's requirements, But Ontariohas
in pluck
noe rich Sarees world’s
=
is goods,
goods, but: rich
no fafavors. With only
asksks no
ae
ly. about
Onn 350,000
ati en
British Columbia
That
for the Canadian
‘land good
red blood—it is undertaking
to
ed
a
will
$2.86 perhead. Ontario, if it raise six million,

in the Justice of the cause and the triene of the Entente,
he
fdent of the committee,

nroker through the Turkish

ATALIAN

Reme

express

‘than has Ontario.

Ger-

and

pircag

maintaining

“them: against |

hostile attacks.

“army

gronp of Field: Marshal von

Matkensdn:
Above Odobechtl, north:
west of Fokshanl, our troops were victorlous In. the ‘Mileqv River. sector.
“A
strong foree of Russian cavalry”
ate

tompted to advance west of the: month.
ef the Buzou River, but were repulsed.

not

regard

the

us

negotiations as cnded,
the coneliision that” the ties is. fast
prenehing when they. must
have
ee at-any cost. It finds confirmatich of this in Count Andzassy"s state-

a

“the

‘hey

g to bear

:

nent. saying:

“Whatever the motives for the deelsion of the central powers to submit
thelr peace terms to President Wilson,
it becomes more: imperative for the
Allies to make a clear, full and ftemperete

statemen:

of thetr

their reply to the President.”
eo

_torms

in

On Senate Endorsation

Lave.

© Report.—A_

«Hitchcock's

the,

Wilgon’s

Senate

peace

note

of

Was

tO

Prosident

again

|.ost-

poned to-day, The debate tho automatically cut off by the expiration ot
the —so-cailed —- morning — hour. Gebate to-day was marked by the Mod!
ing of Senator
o's urpument
against the Hitchcock resolution. and
a-reply by Senator Lewis in etgabe
of it.

‘:

reghnents,
fight:

ing, the tenaclously defended towns of

=

“Dobrudja was thus:cleared of

énemy
jand

SUI

the

except for a natrow
spit ~ of=
leading toward Galatz, which

is held by Russian rear-gnards,”.
re

POPE'S NEW MOVE.
a Reunion

of Various

PaHeUer Bodies.”
Waghington, Report—Private letters

.voté on

solutioli

entiovee

Bulgarian

in-hand-to-hahd

Matchin and Jijfla.
About -1,000: prigoners ‘and
ten machine
guns wore”
trought in.

For

Wilson’s Peace Note.
Washington

capturéd

ji

VOTE POSTPONED

Senator

and’

fighting shoulder to shoulder, stormed
and

ficm.
the Vatican received by Dr, A.
Palmieri, of the Jibtary’
of Congress,

a recognized

writer on

subjects, announce

‘hat

*celesiaytical
Pope Benedict’

XV. is about to ore a commission
to renew 2 move.
9!
ment begun by pe ence Ait. and
Aree
by oe Pius Xx.
to@ reunionof
cultivation of Seale
the Anglican» Church:

fy and the
relations with
A public an-

nouncement on the subject from Rome

{3 expected shortly.

Dr, Palmiert sali tonight jit the’
Senator Lodge, completing his‘argu.
ment against the Witchcock reszolu- new movement, as. outlined in-his
Hon, declared its adoption would be advices, wee be directed.
pgs
@- establii
a leap in the dark and Sree iata
Congress {ito the midst of” uucom‘ations,
concerning whieh

"

-

ing Bargains
ith of January we take stock and in order to red
on asl: all broken lines, etc. The following are $
of the lines we wish to reduce.

Mre.
aod MiesSe
Ford were
a q
ee “delogates to the
been ta a ani mooking
ing in London,
in
io nex!
will
Be
at Mra, W. Bradlorts
ee alton

‘Dress Dead.
_ Boys’ Sweaters _

Aon eres

‘Misses’

a the MY sere which com

hold a box social a

~

is not to exceed

1ONA ‘STATION

5:

Wesley eo, who bas beeu seriously |
ill, 18 iniprovin,
than 40 inches iinet
doe
Jou, Pattorkss, of Loudon, spout the moa
ae ee
ag
i. eat
woek-oud with his pai
Crawford Collins. be: ee! ‘year-old sou
of ae Collins, died in Amasa Wood |
Hospital

AROUND. HOME
"
WALLAGETOWN

on

Monday, where

he

had

Garrett, Detroit, spent -Undergone au operation,
With ber sister, Mrs, James _ Fred. Waite, sectiooman on tle M.
O; Ramet with eae:erious accident as
aa Casaok was in Highgate
H
on ‘Phursday. While one ot the meh wi
breakiog the head. Ott & bolt through-s'|
‘wana attendiog the taual of a friend,
rail the head broke off ‘aud strack Mr,
David Lindenman returned to her
home at Windsor on Sunday,

The congr

held
sll
a
een
and aes James
event

of thi

pans

church

at the home of Mr,
Hanoigan on Friday

5.0, Bain is home forsie holidays from

New Ontario.
Dr. HG, and Mra. MoDonnel, of God-

The guoual meeting

Onrrull,

the holidays at her hom
The induction GE Rat: “Mr: ‘Moliroy to

whero she spont

the

Languages

rs, Harper, of Aylmer, is the gnret
daughter,

Grabam

Mrs. W: oe,

Ton’

Sor oe

Tricky

Mo ar-

aud euildren, of

“Special Values
can Save you’ money

in Shakers
in many. otHer_lines.

PRA
SANS DDSZaa

vi
HE RIGHT

OUGESBasa SN
NS AN FANS

Patriotic

;

Miss

Miss Gert-

BUSILY FOR MOSLEMS
“Literature” “by. the

ae

Mrs.

We

a

Mise Gertie Dromgole entertained. a
fag
of ber frieuds on’ Friday eyouof hee

Child’s Toques
Men’ Slippers

Ladies’ Slippers

past

Acehiy MoKeo, of Winnipeg, is tho
spre arte Darevite, Mr. aud Mrs. Geo.

fair, ‘are thi Rneste-of Mr,

assistant+ secretary

Clara Near, correspondeut;

the pastorate of the Presbyterian church
will take place ou Tuesday next at 2
p.m.
Mrs D, W, Graham has’ returned
eit

the

|

Misses’ Mantles

Ladies’ Caps

rude “Robbins. organist
A. -yote oof
thauks wad tendered the retiring president, Mrs, Eyans, and the secretary,
Mrs.
MoKellar, for their faithtol aud
untiriog efforts daring the year,

Satie Nellie MoGuire, a Detroit, spent

A

of

~ Men's Clothing
Ladies’ Mantles

Clab was held at the home of Mrs;
J; McBride ou Jan, 2, when the tot:
eck officers: Were elected: Mrs.
J
- McKellar, president; “Mrs.
} Moped Vice: president; Mrs. Danie
Brown, secretary treasurer ; ‘Mrs. Geo,

selob,hyspent the week-end at H. “Me:

<i

|

Waite. behind “th ie oar, k
bin
down and cutting a deep gash” Mu
his
head, which requiréd several stitches,

~

Mr. and mth Sinith and canduherss of
of
the Boasts of Mt:
Mrs. FP. W. Smith Inst wee!

ares

: Women’s. Sweaters”
Boys’ Caps
Ladies’ Scarfs
Boys’ Clothing

B

~

oe

Toate

Nyal. Quality ‘Store

ie

i

Fh

aN)
¢
ty BY
Bs WAN
Bn
BsVEmn CaS
aN
RM SH ey Yew
Y E\ey y
MOSH

eine
.
jon’s of Thursday, of
ay a
Dextera
French:
haze |
program is being provided. 1
ever een shown at any ol the Bast.
feo will
be charged. ~ Each.
vin
The Dexters
61 to bring abox with Janch aes tice

min

Sweaters

Men’s Caps
_ Men’s Mufflers

Revalhe
largest
ofrahe rod:acaniaeIe23Siow
of
in
Anierica, In fact, it is said that no

‘Tho ‘Willing Workots "Mission Baud of
Coyne’s Corners Will

_Torchon Laces
Insertions
_Ginghams
~ Men’s Sweaters

Wé

the

th Many

-Orfent—

Exposed

The -SJoareat oc Geneve” (Swiss)
hes an fh
t
many’s

ay:

nod M,

Laeas.
Mr. MoKee and family aeaone the |
foneral of the late’ Mr, MoLachta:
Lawrenceog, Friday.
The many
friends of Lala Page were

a

to learn'of her accident

iv faking

doe and breakiog her hip.
oe
the
truth.” We were
eat the school concert at Port Talbot ‘wrong. We have just, in fact, made
‘a batch of seven.
amounted to $9 85, a the: acquaintance
after the

appreciat!

lon of

teheteg
in the Red Oross
Qe
of

“the

‘allacetown
envelope

the assistance:

work

by the

and yicinity by
system.
© Phix

system will be couriuced
(4917,

|”

BOUGHT AT Low

nses Were paid the b:

cs was handed jo. the secretary ‘of
Red Cross by Frank B, Smith.
vaMe ¢ SVomien's eee porcone ex-

throaghour

and no donbt generous

contriba-

Me
countries, in India and
“in‘China. These pamphlets have been
est
in every ianguage, espein Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Tartar,

Hindustani,

Modern Sausecrit, and

omer to give an idea of: their
poe
ee
ee
dtewilh been:

that of “one or these |
“{ tone will still continue. tobe. sent in we ough to
pamphlets, oe Judgment on Bugiand,”
an edition of 5,000 copies was Ruut
ed in Berlin on May 2 1915. Eighteen
daya-later-10,000 more were’ printed:
if subsequent

va

ai

editions

basis,

are printed

dnay imagine

on

the re-

ee a deb
eral of
‘ks purported
to
tae “been publistiod atatghe headquarters of the Fritente in’Paris, in London
and-in-neutral countrids,~

nod, Mrs. ‘D, Marx have, returned
esine
fow
he
ae their

ue

holm,»

Justeiro.

ious,

Amsterdam,’
Most

of

Zurich,

them

dome of ‘them Se

‘are

On y=

ities

$
those! in ‘Araple, od Persiun.
‘Tunisilane, Torks, “‘Tartars, and “Persians
have lent thelr signatures to these
ublications.
‘The aries Nation=
sts, who.
eaepalyt find) difficulty. in
appearing in
repre.

rented,

ne

The

“oonithest
Se
all

Sectsiial

provided material”

Aecordin
er

aa

eee party
er

0 “Rone” of ‘the

victory “have

vested

in Germany,

whose

Emperor 1s’ the all-powerful vitae

ie
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Hardware
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Furniture
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WINNERS
AT WEST LORNE

Wall Paper

INDUCTION AT WALLACETOWN
Rev. James Mcilnoy Become Pastor of the | -

THE BIG STORE

Crockéry}

t

Presbyterian Church

-

Rey,

James

McIlroy,

formerly

of

Pickering, was inducted into the pastor-

ato of the Wallacetown Presbyterian

E!
i F iEF
é

i ALaE

charoh ob Tuésday -under

uy it

i
i
i

ifee

z

‘Honor Graduate of Toronto University.
of Royal College of Dental Surgeons.

Dutton

‘E. A. TESKEY
DENTIST

GROCERIES
Every two wéeks we offer specials in our Grocery ‘stock.
It will pay you well to watch for these specials.

it.

Corn Flakes, 3 pkts. 25c
*
Cornmeal, 6 Ibs. for agc_—Pork and Beans, 2 cans for 25c
Lantern Globes, 3 for asc
Crawford’s Soap, 8 bars.25c
3 Ibs. 40c Black Tea, 1.00
~

Try our Monkland Oats
They are the best

Peter Stalker

were given by

, reeve of

West

J. B. Fer-

‘he first time I went

5

seem to mind it now,
gons
ont,

are

A. A, Miller, reeve of
BR. E, Penhale, Yar-

The Prize Winners

tall;
& matter of the spirit
that expresses
itself in life.
eae

conve:

¥

iron

rations for Fritz.

jer we

will finish it thi

We are graduall:

you all a
and a Happy New

Year.

Merry
3

New.

The following is an extract from a
letter written by Bandsman Jas. A,
Campboll, 18th Battalion, Somewhere in

8.
%
Red Wheat—Special—F. A. Smith,
W. A. MoOutcheou, J. Trothea & Son.
White Wheat—W, A. MoOntcheon,
H. M.

gun

Franco, to his father, Rey. N. A. Campbell, of Inwood:

“You asked about onr work.

Hessen-

during the recent

Well,

time in the push

the.

band was detached as stretoher-benrers,
gaze | clearing the wounded from the Bal ttalion

msator ot vata,ss

positions in the line (oyer the
top, of
Conree, as you can’t carry a stretcher
through s trench) tothe battalion
rers-

& ARMSTRONG

Bye
Beans
— Special — R.
Anthes, W. MoKillop.
H, Hessenaar.

tn zet end macct, ioae

Peas—J.

Tlothen
& Son,

W.

as well asa hearer of words
ecelyes the rich reward.
Rev. R. M. Stowart, interim mderator,

A.

Olover Seed—W. A, MoOatoheon, W.

briefly

Alsike Seed—W. A. MoOutcheon, D. , |

armichael,

Long Potatoes—H. L. MoOonnell,
A_ Pago, John Libert.

Round

J.

related

ing station, From there the O.A M.0,
took them on a

lending to the

the

wi
proposed
usual questions, and inducted Rev. | hold

ae

Moliroy as pastor of tho charge,

‘e

must preach, and therefore

r. .
indacted

minister.

the newly‘said that a

Ho

inflnevoe mast go forth from the palpit.
“There
is no work that has more
tality

D. McCrimMMon
BARRISTER.

than

preaching,

so

be

always

yourself aud meyer go into the pulpit

wish the least idea of apology.””
As regards
visits the speaker advised
gent calls were un:

‘MADE. IN CANADA’

To Prospective Auto

days
at the srenspore ines
fatigues
hich may crop
up at any time, and
icing agninss. the time when the
comes back into reserve and
we have to amuse them.'*

Purchasers
CONSIDER

THE

FIRST

COST

The 1917 Ford Touring Car
$495.00
f. 0, b, Ford, Ont.

one at’ the .
BRE
4

. J. A. Campbell, Dutton:

Winter
Suitings

ui i

feast cost for expense to run.
More
mileage on gas and tires than any car
built. Cull and see the New Model.

i
i
F

Acar for service for every

i ca

harented oh ise

undecided w!

‘ear or next.

* OnrMo-

—D, Carmichael, F, Collins.
ORDAN

ing out

a

. I do not
like to hear the
when
they

You will think I am heartless.
Donald was wanting to know if the
war was noarly
over. Well, wo are

=

‘D. Oarmichael,

near the front I

would jamp eyery
fired or a ballet sing

Daniel

e

~

; | shen ‘bang,’ and it was
shells dropped near us bat no one was
hart,
:
We have our good times, even if we
are
danger, and can eyen joke
with the nojse of the guns in our ears.

ie

Phone 1364,

Henry Block

eae

i

eo,

DENTAL,

set |

‘ou could

‘Talbot Street, St. Thomas
jars 3 to 4and-by appointment,
ee

wish to get a palf of Skates{

p.m,
Ont. _

BE

0 don’t wait if you

t

tee ‘Ouber, Inde ai tits

:‘ F i

The above lines will-not last long at these prices,

MoFARLANE
Office Hours

2 to 4 p.ms'7 to
Wallacetown.

FF §435!

WH.

i eR ane

A few of the specials’:

sitting
in tho hot, as it is very

pa mag dale

3
5

next two weeks we offer cut prices,

Edward Engel’s Skates, reg. 2.50.......-$1,98
® Henry Boker’s Favorite, reg. 1.50 ..
-- $1.10:
; ¥ Crescent, reg. 1.25.........0eeccesees sees
9002
69 Henry Boker’s Dominion, reg. 2.50. ........ $1.90:

e

of Skates.

z

kinds

$:

many

lines must be sold and to get them clea.ed out in the

am

D. 0, Moof Aylmer,
his

mi : ;

Big Reductions in All Lines
In checking our stock we find we havetoo

J, |i very slushy.

3 disagreeable outside, and
to do, I ¢!
ht I wor
Hey.

EX. McKILLOP, M.D.C,M.,

eee

R.

HO WTO
-

X.

Teh

servation of B

ae

‘

$

*

Lime and Phosphatic Fertilizers Are the Four Essentials. —
th iret

mages.

where ‘tho soil is vingin and
_manure

furnishes

et

the

living bacteria in the

with energy
o!

to work. The activiand. other. nitrogen

In

considering

hand,

it is well

ama

greater

of

81. Tey followed Jesus—Tne two dis‘ef
were so impressed by the dethe Baptist made and the

the

and henceforth bocame his disciples. It
wut but natural that they should do
this, and John could not expect them
to do otherwise, He was. preparing
ithe way for. the establishment of
Christ's kingdom’ and was not interested in securing a following for himself. “They followed Jesus” as truly
as thetr former master hed heralded

two

disciples?

Whom

did

1. Wea

express

all

their

God.”

feelings

23:

to

term

rabbi

extended

lth

accept

jim.

x9,

Come and seo—Jesus gave them a
hearty welcome. Mo recognized their
sincerity and devotion.
About the
tenth

hour—According

to the

Roman

method of reckoning It would be ten
o'clock in the forenoon, but according

to the Jowish method it would be four
c'clock in the afternoon.
The latter
iin srorably. the hour.
~
inning souls
ys. 40-46),
.

One of the two .... was sadreyiAne

brother

mentioning
first findeth,

Simon—The

his
his

language

bring

some

one

in the
|"

ueed

in

agen-

Tirst time that Jesus, in spirit at least,

ever saw Peter, He knows his parent=
“age, his name and history.—Whedon.
Joha—Jolin.
thou’
shalt be called
saw.

clearly

the

of

the change in
implied in the

55S 8
ed

the third

stage.

:

Somp leguminous crop‘ should be
insluded in every rotation, Extensive
ents have shown that where
land ig fertilized regularly; with ‘lime
and. phosphatic fertilizers,- end | the
only

manure

applied

is that

obtained

by feeding thé roots on the land, that
the fertility. of the ‘sol can be mate-

of

having

hig question.

tained for at least sixty yeats. Lem
mifiotis crops are the shee: anchor of

ed

food

Jesus set them , on
He

saw

that

disciples

‘act

which

already,

the

en

present,

piant

insoluble

and:

mak»

nature

2

Which is by interpretation, A’stone—
~ “which is by interpretation, Peter.”—
Vasin
da
48, the day following—The day after
Obrist’s interview with-Pater.
Jesus

ould go forth into Galline—Jesus dene
his ministryshould~

st.

ment

1de over gran
bay five-pound
cart
Twe. and ted
DARE.
ranula!

will be more rapid

and the improve-

in the physleat condition

soil more. quickly btained.
between

the

sands

and

of the

On soils

clays,

exper!

carbonate

of

lime

will

«ra!

LIVE

ments in other countries indicate that
the

Lawrence,

STOCK

give the best results through a term

of years, elthough
the returns for
the first year or two may be {n favor
of fresh burred lime.
AMOUNT OF LIME TO APPLY.

the

must

Momentos —_ consequences
phecy..
act. He
flowed from Andrew's loving
d: for his
could not-have verformoneither
prenobler uct,
a
trother
of
tribute:
nobler
a
sented to Christ
ae
his love. His ee Snowe
a
of
+
jon
ie
er’s heart,
quiet
zeal,
Prompt.
Sa
yearning -faitn—

by tho preaching of the
feen moved follow.
was
Jesus.
to

5 f called
to Jesus.
disc -

required,

fal},

hecks and culls ...
s
%
fed and wniered

It is the
by
“it explodes spontanes
Scfentiffque, p.
tion.” (Revue
examine
1e
1915), He then
perty
the carecs of this engular
find that this cae-care W
i
inthe}
3 fg due,
prictoi
r lo:
n
ple.
of
formatio
the
to
first’ place,
» whieh is made - by
rates. Pl rie
nitrating phenol or carbolic acld, com.
» forming calta
bie than pterie
ocessary tO which are miore uneta
‘er bulk to fit acid itself.”
Pieric
. When. detor
for guncotton

OF —

HIGH EXPLOSIVES|

|

using many. different
‘of which ‘the most.com-

are

used, and ag it-w
comprees it Into a
guns giready

there ls a new. danger due to this con— "
.
Bor thia purpose, 2s‘0 the | finement.
Whether
this: confinement: of nitroRamsay pointed
late Sir Willlam
celiniose could have. beert ‘one of the
or
"
tha guncotton mist) ¢ “nitrat-d."
causes’
of
the
explogion
in New: York
and
of nitric

manufactured

converted by the action
into-a_-gelatini li’

which

al,

ts

it occupies,

tendenty

to

space
WAS
explode when's!
Meir it, cs during
cassicn takes “pido
Hence,
the firlng of a‘heevy ¢annon.
celuthe material’ made by nitrating
&
Jose and* colton; -when’ roduced to.

known’
very fine powder or to threads,
the purpose
au cordite, is employed for
propels
of generating the force which
mod-

is;
@ projectile out/of a gun.more effective
ern ammunition is far
than ordinary gunpowder, made from
atid. saltpetre.

sulphur,

It

arcoal,
eneryelops
an. enormous amount of liber‘of the gases
z sere Pp
juare

inch

|

leave the
gun, and the porjecti ‘ofyay
1,000 yards 9

barrel with a velocity
séeond.

ho—-only
ton, however, is-not_t
nit‘of woody: fibre: from wwhichpulp,
“Wood
made:
“be
086
coke dust

ad substances Iike
TORR
have been used, foe eae.
too. much

it these

sul

First:

ey

vere several explosives reported. ‘The
concussicn
produced by a single explo:

sion wou! i
ments of such

substances

fulminate or. picrie powder
to cause

their

detonation,

as

mercury

sufficient,

a condition

of things which would immensely

in-

crease the unstable properties: of high
explosives
Ike trinitrotoluene
and

pferie acid, o:

to

explode

a

by

ise not easily mate

burning

cr

ordinary

o
sicn.
/ the packing or confinement of

yes,as in railway
cars
barges, cau produce other effepts that
ganger ot what may. be
heighten

us, explosion, If these

called spo!

explosives should
pieric. acid, there

contain picrates_or
1s tia danger that

of a highly explosive nacompounds’
actd, for
ture will
example,

be formed.

— Pleric

baye the

.
may

explode

character

even

after

tions’ have born tak.2-

such

precau-

used cn a gt
shells were stored
that lyddite harbor.
Lyddite is picric
uncombined—that is,

true origin of
rence. It i also
pleric acid. and
properly-packed
tainly

ind ready.

ies do not seema

the

thesunhay:
quite
tts mixtar:
-nn'

presenee:

quantity of this éxptostve'ty ‘ene place,
under bad atmecepherlo and other ennditions, js
prudence
eystem of
which we.

a wondeffal exampi¢ of imcrn
and. that, happy
fo _ lucky
rockers"
ant
guarding such things under ) c ON
ves.
live.
- | Calricga,
Ti

There tt stil-another pecutiarity. of

this

explosion

to,-be

noticed.

1

The

question. of *relativesbulk has had. a
great influence in-the eelection of the
chargée for shells. We have plenty of

an

Market weak,
aes ee

modifications of pleric acid which are
known, Ike shimoce and melinite, and

doubtices

other

are unknown,

modifications

and

Inepired by the war,

Modern

make

an

due

inventors

emmrnition

to

whietr

the

genius

jb
|

have. tried to |

which

concen-

trates the greatest energy in the ema)lest space and the ‘greatest explosive
power in the most manageable form:
nitrocelluloee fs
Picric acid and

a

type of the first;
plcrates, ammonium

hold a pound and a quarter: of — guncotton would hold one and three-quarter pounds of the denser plerie — acid

end trinitrotoluene.
‘The explosion is therefore increased
in violence because the larger amount
ig used. as well
as the

more’rapid

plosion of the ehell filling. Sir
Mam

Rameay

is an

ex.

Wil“gu-

“thority, and his views on. explosives
throw much light on the New’ York
catastrophe,

As

usual

we

have

done

can

euv-

business in a modern, up to date manner, which is a.melancholy eattsfac-

Pan
lltp’s terse ‘advice He ton-estly yielded to tho fares,
s

The offerings at the
et (Pac)
oe
aie

le|
|

of:the most powerful of
plosives. The violehee sof
slon in the Lebar eget

forms dangerous compounds
picrate and others are types of
the
with lead, and for this reason it’ 1s eecond. But, according to Siz William
n
y to pack it 1a ebeils or re- Ramsay guacotton
canitot be com: es whieh contain no lead, ‘nor pressed to.
ter density than 1.23,
but picHe acid aud other shell filles
can-be compressed to a density of 1,03.
In other words, a eliell which’ would

vari-

:
na
g
d before of occupyin
Gefect mentione
the
and, secondly
&

eae

, of course, more Greless conjectural,
bUtTIg fr quite Hkely-that-#ome-circumstances Iike theecmpression of explosives may have been a contributing
cangé.
It will bo noticed that: there

in Aus

shave

=

‘There was a strong1. demand for cat!
end prices were fir sharp
advance,
Lambs made a
0b
hogs wree
hi
Evteher cat
Gs do.2, common + « e

probably

parts of the Dominion.

AP PEC ULIARITIES

rogelul

jelosely bound ‘up in religious cus!
hence would be open to tiie teacl:
f- Jesus, tindeth Philip]
Bee w in Galilee, in
b
da, on the
‘nea of Galilee, and

ere is not the same feat
vantage.
of unduly hastening the decay of the
organic matter and its action in caus{ng flocculation of the clay particles

viz.: lime carbonate or ground limeFor, mucks and peaty soils that may
stone, slaked lime, and sypsum, |The be decidedly acid, the fresh slaked
lime carbonate or ground limestone
is the kind.
that ehou'd bo used in lime is to be preferred.
‘The amount-of lime that should be
most cases. It is-lens caustic than the
slaked Mme and moreover {s 2 good | applied naturally varies with the na|ture of the soil, and the degree of
deal cheaper.
| acidity.. We have generally
recom
o> sulphate of ime, is
ypaum,
mended one ton of fresh lime or- two
found in bed: 3 or deposits, in various

it the

the
Tt is ‘now realiz-t that armies inkinds

consciousness

wben Christ
on was
ened it into life. The convicti guests
formed in’ the minds of his,two
other than
that their Host.was noneTiebrew
prothe Christ foretold. in

of
ean!

to

Jesus had

faith
tho {ime for a deeper exerciae of fe.
and the rising by it into a higher and
Jesus fully gratified3 theic i cesire
‘The seed
fruit

it fs the{first time

that Peter ever saw Jesus, it 1s not the

Cephas—Jesus

men

Lamb

enced
give
cvery

few years.
‘There are three chief kinds of lime,

He fore- may or may,.net.
be Iaid bare to- themselves,become
able
It 1s-3 frequent mis~~e,
saw that they wereto
nitro-glycerin
that nitroglycerine ustake to supp:
niinisters of his gospel to their fellow
Isivesterc: of
P
inter. tally
n-—private
desired
mon, ‘They
tit tas aber
Home
f
deeper
a
have
moder"
might
view that they
that itis inferom Oreo
insight into his character and mission. found,
es, while it
explosiv
tuee
AS
on
to
question, * dwellest for
ertain? objedttond: such 3s...the

cy that Simon was brought into contact with the Saviour of men.
thou
art Simon—Though

and

or corn.

The application of from two to f
hundred pounds of acid penne or
basic slag per acre wil generally
prove profitable.
‘When land has beon dressed regular
ly with barnyard manu:e for a number
of yeats it becomes ascii, Lim» will

OF

NEXT CROP,

roots

correct’
this acidity,
Ex:
farmers in the older countries
their land & drossing of lime

field

a cleur

miotive of these antent

er. ‘Ihe fullness of time had come,
and he who was to redeem the world
42, he brought him
human

the

following
examining their purpose in
him. There was no jack of tenderness

tt was
wonderful
carried to his broth-

ugh

suggested to the
of their object.

to | Jesus.

‘This has ever been the method of adyancing the-eause of- Christ;
found the Messies—There was an expectation at that time that Christ was
about to appear,
ews that Andrew

scat

not an accident that
his Ac;
of the Master, spoken in
e profoundly

own
own

brother to bring him to Jesus, and Andrew succeeded first in bringing his
brother Simon. Thus each disciple
to

which

“Behold

the Baptist

life.
all the needs of spiritual
the first

Greek would imply
that each of the
two disciples sought at once his own

sought

John

principle
the happy
denged into a few words,
and
exercise of Christian sympathy
of Joba
enterprise. The two disciples
decisive
the
was
That
Jesus.
followed
destiny.
their
determined
act which
faith,
Il. Led to persozal, saving that in

4s no doubt as to the other one, for it
must have been John, the writer of
this Gospel. He always modestly refrom
41, he

:

of John’s

order
Jesus came to earth Mm
and Hfe of
iim the favor, fellowship
to man.
God might be made accessible
sacrifice covers
The efficiency of his

‘8 name is the first mentioned
im the list of Christ's disciples. ‘There

trained
name.

fertilizer inust be used.
CLOVER INCREASES .YIDLD

the

cedium

gcound limestone, per acre.
hen pulver- tons isof probably.
enough for
ht soils
ized, it 'n very commonly cali ed land LPhis 9 noftvery acid, but experience
| that a
{
ime,
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plaster.
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a
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source
o
modera
agriculture,
that
wing us that much heavier apis
Hix
vice of the King, Jt was a proof the
alize!as
the
compound
1s
more
soiuble
in}
A
great
many
farmers
do
not
r:
ions may be made on ¢
that
they had profited by the lesons of
the ‘ water than the cérbonate of Iime, but | pica: acid with Mimus paper.
Too
the necessity
of conserv.ng
shor
herald when they eviaced a, yearning
it
does
nct
neatralize
the
acid
of
it}
ae
a
dressings with fresh lime tend
Christ. manure on the farm. ‘They ¥
jeay
for the still higher society of
gour
soils
as
de
the
lime
carbonate
to be known Os more as A nuisance than‘ anything land slaked lime, In other respects, to ste! rilize the voll for a time, that
uch
Thero was
y ton
process
else, If they, reallzed that ey
is; tho ,lime checks \thethe life
Christ which their teacher could no»
soll, There
or lund:
ter mayy substt
ac- contained about two dollars’ worth of| gypsum
of organisms.
w!
impart. In following Jesus they
, and befgg more solobie, ‘fs, however, uo fear 0 ¢ this with the
fertility, they would
probebly
take | tute
knowledged His high character as a more
appiled at-a much less, rate | carbonate of lime. On light solls it 1s
care of it. A toa of manure con: | may be
some sul: | safe to-apply from one to two tons of
tains about 10 pounds of nitrogen, 5 ‘per acre. It also conjgias
the
h some
autho:
of phospheric acid and 10 ( phur,
the ground limestone, and on clay But
fore us the firet beginnings of the pounds
ecial va
pounds of potash. At pre-war prices think m
same amount of: tho fresh lime,
Christian, Church, beginning with the
wasibas
—
of fertix
Wort post
{a nome cages ‘the clays may be soy prt
soit"
oh
PYhese”
elements
‘quictness which 18 characteristic
feations 1's.
‘Ground
limesjone
may
be
appiled
at
fn,
artificial
tertilizers
,
about
$
sour
that
much
heavier
app)
begin.
the.
God’g ‘noblest worke. It:is of personal
Freshly,
‘@ required to newiralize
Not only does maaure enrich the aimost any time of the year. soil
is
ning and first movements
ent and
give,the maxin
laked lime,
we have the soll directly, with piant
food,
religion. In this record
¥
of Christian missions com~ when ft rots or decays the acids form-

for the benefit

Interview.

a role

Jeane?

himself, In the. school of the, herald
they had been prepared for tho ser-

of those who were not Jews, Where
dwellest thou—They wished to know
where he lodged that they might have
an

to

the culminaticn

tist wae ‘preparing for
thelr relative positions

8). It means master, or.
Interpreted—John explained

the Hebrew

bring

entraace of Jesus upon His public carcer, It was a proof of John’s humility
that he should be content to transfer
bis deeipies to One greater than

respectin:

disciples

and the crop ylek
not as large as
it was formerlry, it pays to use phosphatic fertilize:s:
They should be.

» Der

tatoes, per
Potatoes
SOBA
Cabbage

material. On heavy clayg, fresh-| Toya
been worker for a number of years nble
ly slaked lime may be used to ad-

xo

here met for the last time, The Bap-

the Messiah and their own anlvation,
—Barnes.
Rabbi—A Jewish title.
his

Philip

Christ was,

and--shame--and

forbade

they

moididty of the
fertilizers. The fo
not only must le;

II. Led to personal, saving faith.
J. Was the culmination of John's
ministry. We have here the first steps
in the history of the gospel .The first

through suffering, but they followed
him‘to eternal triumph and bliss.
38. What seek ye—This was not
auked to obtain information. It was
a kind of inquiry respecting their deaires; an invitation to Iny open their
winds, te sate their wishes, uad to

Jeaus

did

PRACTICAL SURVEY.
Topic-—Finding the Christ.

them.
They followed
aim lecause
they were convinced that he was the
“Lamb of God” to take away the stns
‘of the. world. They followed him
rep

Whom

What confessfon did Nathanael make?

bis coming.
They followed him when
jthere was Uttle in sight
to attract announcem:

igh

manifestations

to seek? What name did Jesus xive
to Simon? What doca the name mean?

co Of Jesus, that they were
convinced that he was the Christ

,

the

of His power and glory.
%
Questions—What did John the Babtist announce to two of his disciples
concerning Jesus? What course _
those disciples take? Why did
they
addreze Jesus as “Rabbi”? Who were

ato conaidmaterial to

that is, ground
much milder in
freshly slaked
the better matrapid action 1s

RBebE

the Lamb
ft od:

ae
ie

use, cafbonate or lime,
limestone and marl, is
its action than the
lime, and is therefore
erinl {o°apply where

£

it the thought of beholding with inBehold

wee

ystery of how Jestts enw. Nathanael
tree, there would yet be

‘Looking upon Jesus—Tho verb has in
interest.

grea

of;

fresh lime or 74 pounds of siaked
dime will have the same general effect in the soil as 100 pounds,
of
ground limestone...While not quite aobya
Olay,
and makes them curate, one ton of quicklime may be
considered
‘equal
to.two
tons
of
the
easily worked. 0;
However, the character of
ft makes
zine othe

i
5:

that

is, 56 pounds

Hi

TI

to remember

That

Scie hee ‘of ‘manure has been
f,-and-especial- | Y $2
p
consequently
has not an important
ly-on ight sand and” gravetly” ssolls. |"
an _abundace of o}rganic
ae
tel
moisture will’ be held—where it is These soils are usually poor in or
wanted—near the surfece, in
reach.ot|
ganic matter, due to the free oxifan
}; the plant roots.
on,{te tags
oF tioh Induced dy their open
Freshly slaked lime is generally
Yard. manure doos not.make a’ ture.
with hastening this oxidation
ration,”
so to speak. for Credited
and
on
light
solls
would
thus
cause
plants, It is ‘deficient in pho:phoric
fe] acid. For this reason, when land has too rapid a dissipation of this valu:

¢ | anael

MARKET:

of the

various forms of lime that should be
applied,

donate of lime,

more

@ marvelous knowledge that
with
He manifested drew forth from Nathsincere and weighty confession, He declared that He was th e
Messiah and the long-expected King of

amount

fixing bacteria is directly proportion- 56 pounds of pure quick lime is the
the
of. organic: matter equivalent of 00. .pounds of pure car

wecond: stage
has epee Applet. of a cer.

|
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needs the Mme most, consequently, it
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“Oh, if you’ don’t recollect her» on, I'm told, deqan't scrbie to ask a man
ee instant you assuredly
haven't geen, to marry her, if he fs / at all back‘| ward and’she wants: him-veryPek
her,” says Lady Pcokwell, ea
“This {s indeed. good news!”
mur“No one ever saw her, ¢s;

man,

and — nian

Laura

Derwent

urs Hector Warren, with
a tone

rie ?ber.

is ine

bats ine

alr of dovout

most

¢ | striking women J kaow. Why, where
have you been vot to have-heard of or
Seen-her?
Laura was the relents
‘Frederic makes an effort.
to. uy ‘out the voice, to forceof the man he hates,
+

to talk

to Signa

his mother,

about

anything: that

of, but ft is of no.use; for
eats proper résponaes,
eyes are Waadering
2nd that she

but
eke

vane

“You

be

1

as fie, but the smile

jealousy in

8 his eyes mect
‘oppeilte nel

eee into ere
e-ie- prentios

heard

Lord

ot

Delamere

out for

and

ask

permission

awkward moment, during which the to us}, for the same’ reagon I sha‘n’t
Tector coughs end rubs his chin, and| ask Mr, Warren, pias ‘ho doubt he
the ladies try to look as if they di id {fs 2 most splendid. player”
“I breauie once more,”
says Hector
not understand—all excopiing Signa,
whose

“him. straight

to

inspect

the

“Warren finishes”
cis Lady /Bumbledy,

of

smiles,

pect.

rumbles, awkwardly,
do,”

+

retorts

Lady

flirt
she
recthe

Lady

ue ra

fo

and

id shake

2

on

ae renuilds’ aan recon-

usd

depleted

Indeed, if one did not

alvays. admire
She eeon.

it

demanis

have thought

him a quiet, respectable

with an aemirable
| of intense disappointment.
Rookwetl, yon rre boynd
something thrilling about
| Derwent,
r
Lhe

affectatfon
Lady
to tell us
Miss Clara
survive our

says,
shalt
fe up my mind some day. At any
pare not a
fool as your
Lord Delam
=e
as, vars "Yacllnes his head
ity,
“I Roa Raow whether to feel grate
or indignant,” he says.v3. “But ai
i

I am’ thankful

yor

that

Delamere

Lady

gular

)sort.of

letter.

I ought

to have

Be

| Fondy acre

HAIR GOODS

ts

Se

skscl] cares |

sharply

at

she

looks up

one of the footmen. “Tell
that fs the lady's
matd—

you_a letter out of the pock-

yet of my morning
dress,”
The man goes, and to fill up the
few minutes of waiting, the rector endeavors to start up nm conversation;

| but too mucB&

curlosity has been aroused, and all eyes watch the delivery
of thé letter by the footman to
mistre:
:
“Hem!” rays Lady Rookwell, putting up her gold* eye-glasses ‘ana

"Lady. Fox-

your bet.
suit in my

You
next

can
box

Bee ais

eend
from

Regent

as

put

It’wan at a échall

—_ ny, Where we

up

e

night

qomceior
in drenchedae. toawful
the storm.
skin.
that he nee been

meena’

‘as—' I can't make
See ybetber you can,

in

conse-

He came
Jt seemed
here—Cas

the name out.
Mr. Warren;”

and ehe hands the note to Lady Bumbleby

to nei

to him.

bi

Hee oe. Warret: takes

the letter, and

Signa, watching him, notices
he
does so with rather ‘n bored that
expres-

—~-

F Wie Ways” she zays, “Wo you | lint we
ae ns here “two | et
a the nis
have you ever heard of—dor't| years ago, she
immensely taken eral oR pace ih By tia
-that junket, my dear'—inis to!
the Grang
§
oer
ae ‘ well.
dy Bambleby'my woman is govd
at| “It Isa fine old place.” says HeeHideto
ene it ts,” he
FAt's thiaaly:<v
[tor Warren, calmly, ifs he chooses an ietter back.senting,
ond
he “hands tie,
IGS, poor wroici:
heard

Ee,

“of

is. gome'

-Stura

} Olive

1

with

2

{nh discrimination.

her

‘Casuli

Jadyship, © “im-

i
aus would do but wie
Hi ToDKs up at tho cell
Of course she disn’t
an eifort-of memory.
have gone sharp cr.
tof. silence as | ough, bul t wouldn't ellow-it-4' dont

ised fonker goes round; and
i herself looking and waitfor-his answer.
;
it

ne

"any

:

or two oth:

Lord

her Indy

"ot

#0

She breaks

pose es

not"

aBury

Also, expecting | Warren, assentinysty,

lacity from

the place, and he fs stopping here to
see out some adyenture”—ahem—er—

off and

therg

ts an

Don’t say “Breakfast

Heetor

Food’’—say

“ Shredded

‘She was very much put out, but ay
she was iny’ russe, and as | have as

Wheat”—for

torbade it-—— Are you'all waiting to
lenve them to their wine, my dears?”
breaks off, looking at ‘the lad{es.

Wheat, you may get one
of ‘those iN Porridges
that are /a®
> CTISp,

doubt

strong & Will as any Laura Derwent, 1
1

tell

you

the

drawing-rdom.

rest

over

the

Mr. Warren isn't a bit intereated,
though

ke

Hector

looks so ‘meekly

Warren

out

his

hands:

ing

ct

ee

mild

“What have I done that. should be:
so punished?” he rays. “To say noth:
rest

of pay:

unfortufiate

ere Is-a-general Inugh,
arene

wiping,

ber eyes,

and Lady
says:

“1 shall hot tir until you have

ished

dl

your ee

my dear;

"back into
ope
vie p ta
ie from

fin-

o

Pshall ae

“ti

isten,”
replies her Iadyship)
“ ‘I
told him that I should take him at
his word, and that I was quite serious,
and he said that I might do as I liked

mie the place, and I'm Just consider-

ing

what

l really-can

do.

Don't

be

Delamere’s

lit-

surprised {f I startle you with
use

of

Lord

some

HAVE You9
YOU?
ECZEMA ¢

|

“Ah,

ro!

you

Reokwell,

-rather

can,"

coolly.

says

Lady

“That's

a nice
compliment” to” Mr.
Warten!”
and
with another
pronounced
grin
she
leads
the
way
to
the
table,
round
which
tne, old hands

rend

of the wonderful
It postessed,

Former Great Wars
Been Closed.

Have

Definite proposals tyr pedce\ always

ebanco as represented by Zam-Buk.
period which Japsed between
am-Buk is made from heital es- | theThebeginning
and ending of the over.
Is not | tures. which
to dd

ene of the (world for, and pay
Se deol Every druggist ‘in

sell you Zem-Buls and for 60e. only.

put—a—full

Russe-Japanose

war

in

stop-to- the

1905’

was

most three months. The parleys
Portsmouth lasted all summer.

al-

at

Tho Spanish-American war in 1898

aor iive it a fair trial and fnel- | nad Iasted only. tlires ménthe
rai
zonpzclt care by {9 "| overtures for peace were made’ when
by

3

eee

name om.box:— | Spain, and seventeen days later a protoco lended heatilities, but It took
months to arrange the terms cf peace
at. Paris wh.
brougat the Phillp:
‘fo Rico under our flay,
‘er the

payment

of

$20,000,000.

ta

Kk gbuitt

and putting it Inher pocket, “wn,
a5 ae think of that piece of cool
er

0m Look Deiat "8. vert; do-you
to Warr,
meant’ abies Hector
Well-felgned ta) ee
on

no: } torts

rt

young

inay:
dy"Rookwell,

lady's," re-

sharply,

four months for the
ending the
i
and the eignh provided for
the enormous indemnliy of abition
dollars, or 5,000,000,050
nes, which
the people of France tad fo pay, besides the cession of Alsaca-Lorfaine,
The British:Boer war was
brought
a

‘as she

to a couclusion in 1902 by the com-

to opéa the
deor for thien bofore he replies,
then
i says
lessly, almost iudiftferent-

of peace wan finally negotiated at Pre.

Warren

gets

up

“r think ‘she" deserves “to succeed
dT only hope she doesn't intend.
a a baaititeae the old place un-

aia cost of a fey cents.«| tit
ot tol
sulted?”

says

ee

Lady

ee

Rookwell,

asthe

made

up

my_

ment with this magic-working remedy
cured mo entire!
I have ever
since Stayed well.”
Mrs, Evans’ case is but one of hrndreds that might be quoted. Nerviline
fy-a_ specific for all muscular or joint

palnt!

‘Tt quickly cures neuralgia, sci-”

atica, lumbago,
Jame
arte
neuritis
and rheumatism, ~ Forty
years fn “use,
and to-day the most
widely used Hini-’

ment in the Dominion. Don't take anys+

-4the Bngli¢hrean,
ig a iuil In freval activithes, a

han

and an

Suglishman fell.

inte a ‘dispute in’ hich
ach stoutly,
maintained the supremacy. of his own
wi) te diserssion
the Freuchman politely. ra-.
th biea. monsiosr, 2f I wero

not a Frenchman,

{ ed as looking

How

fences» {5 a-natural hedier.

to send

pain-sibduing

and

mind to prove Jt valuable or uscless.
rviline at once eased the pain and
cured the headache. Continuous trpat-

{ wonld wish to beEngilahman,
aglishman,

‘New York!
6

A German Dug-out:
No pale girl, no ailing woman can
afford to miss the enermous good that | An. officer in the Lancashire Regi.
comes from Dr, Hamilton's Pills;
set 4) nent gave an amusing description of
25¢ box to-day.
+
a secne. in a trench abandoned by the:
Germans. The officers were ‘describ>
PEACES OF THE PAST.

them aside now and givo Nature | with.
you have

To use reme-

en Englishman.”
uproot disease and bring strength that
“And,”
replied
tha
lasts till old age.
stoutly, “if T were sot
The blood {3 richly nourished by Dr.
| would want-to be-o:
Hamilton's Pills...
Appetite, increase.
Evening
Post,
weakness and secret ills give, way to
+
surplus energy aad reserve vigor.
|

secure a more or less protracted per
Wonld you like to end that térae itching, that Fiche g pain; to
fod of doliberate attention and thelr
those horrid
edoption 1s. customarily” preceded by
“You hare Hea aah nesorts of fatty | armistices suspending hoatilities
until
ointments, lotions and powders. Put
cys
can be permanently dispensed

te
*
supply all the nutriment for and he te hay
vara keen
Bat
Kwell’s
a_ half ss
work, Two aoe:as oe, passes him with an easy
with milk or cream
APTER
SH.
make “a ‘nourishing, meal | .,

reproach.

fe rhusnes
angrily,
“Oh, lam all right,” he repiles, with
a-sneer,
“‘I can listen to Mr. Warren's
singing, you know.

the

tes by
the score witheut. permanent
relief was mighty discouraging,
At
last I put my faith in Nerviline;
I

will

i every woman 50 earnestly desires, they

dinary privilege?” asks the rector,

mean ., Shredded}.Hector

of baked ae speat=-that |

attentive.’

smiles,

witli ja

while you

simply unmentionable,

Find New Strength

eee "enys
La
Das
the name of

one belonging to’ me

how

long year,”

of Néuraigia,
The agony
Texperienc~
ed during some of the bad- attacks. was

Power

“But

“Oné

longest of my life, was almost entirely
given up to treating dreadful attacks

h envious rege
that
as readily and lightly
hates,
whose’ repartee
You can find plenty
idds, mot over

y

SUFFERER
‘GureD “BY
“NERVILINE.”
*
reading
this need ‘aver,

postotfice, says:

<2" Women With Woaknass

eater

sion, as if the story had ceased to inSeles indeed, had grown rather

YEAR'S

again suffer long from Neuralgia.
Nerviline wilf quickly cure the worst,
Neuralgia,
Mrs.G, Evans, in
Strong letter written “from ‘Russell

he says, coloring,

Delamere gives the use of his deserted
Grange,
1 am sorry to lower you in
have gathered Uke warhorses neonting
your own estimation,
but here it is in
black and white.
abd anxiows for the battle
All eyes are turned on Hector War(To bebe continued)
ren, and Sir Frederic throws him a
glance of contemptuous satisfaction at
his anticipated discomfiture..Rut
ing like embarrassment does this ge
tleman
display.
He
laughs,
even,
though softly, and nods.
“It Delamere granted such a favor
to me, $t Is impossible that he should
For all saec!
akuess from which
be able to refuse {t to such a charming
lady as Miss Laura Derwent,” he says.
girls and
women suffer, no surer rem“Ahem! and does Miss Derwent in- redy exists thap Dr, Hamilton’s Pills;
they maintain
that
bracing
health
tend taking advantage of her extraor-

tle plece of paper!’ 1 should be very
much surprised {f she don’t!" says
Lady Aiba)
Rookwell,
Sobaal
dra eetheMa
letter
you ens

Perhaps it may want reset-

wayside: tna in

WEST

—_--——

sue

and

T had from

at her dress, then

street, fs the best man—
there's
uo fool Ifke fp old fool, Ts sad them

Hamilton, Ont.
CPormerly Mama 'L. Stinto.

an Shoot ne ood |

at~ her

yesterday,”

If it should,

eon

EMPO
KING STREET

62

se Dedbamurkitican.the:aaddeat |
i
Bstiauee thatreally there seems to be
iy
mH

fumbles

.

ton when 7 wo:

mens foree

ent, for = the story
of the
Lord Delzmerd ropbed anc then
i) Pepe
widely by this |

for

1 was foolish

t>- sta!

Here’s the letter
It come

have Tost
the pearl

for anything tn our line.
GENTLEMEN'S
$50
ncd fi 0, thatTOUPRER eeat

his

But Lady
bes eaeent

my old pearl suit, per
cess.

glad to say, my dear aunf, that

fee
ye
ey,

6wisith bis “dueling:

ere fs an avkward

Lady Rookweil grins op him.
“Oh, yon think she failed, do you?
Well, then, you are wrong.
I shall
not. see my cordial, and I shall lose

looks up from. her

letter,

There! So you see, Mr, "Warren, fou
aro not the only person (o whom Lord

Wonderful

pd fat lowest
hte prices,
conto
wi
grade
Natural Wavy tStrand
son

interest.

Scanning the letter.

LADIES ri BENTUEMEN

ae

as ‘Lady Rookwell

her.

not,”

and wanted to sée
what do you thinic

his agent, authorizing bim to place
the Grange at my disposal for as long
a time os desires."
There is 2 murmur of estonishment

enough

foys

‘ou keer to have
bad memory for — sn
young a. man—study and late hours, I
shows al! her teeth
ins in the laugh
with a malicious grin tat
feh this chilling rebuke produces.
Exactly," he says.
ish the rest for
my
“Or your fault,”
she euts in. “Weil,
erve ft, butT will tell
nat I Jntended. Well, I have had
a letter from Laura—not Clara—a sin-

Frederic?”
“I'd rather

that I had seen his place in England

Crange; she was sure of meeting him
somewhere.”
“And was It good Chartreuse?” asks
Hector Warren, with an air of intense

*

really

If

cess.

Noeperson

bitually choose the smailest and frailest'chair in
the room?—-making
a
Pretense ‘of stidying t#e>
photograph:
elbum,
but watching Signa
and Hector Warren
“out oF the corner of his
eyes.
“You'll play,
of
course,
Sir

the

bears, one would

he did? He netually took a shect from
his pocket-book and wrote a letter to

fair

fatinhs softly,

know.

character-he

petato.
/haye boiled

them.

the soup fs still salty, repeat the pro-

A

on a Siall chair—why do big men ha-

the course of the evening to tell him

in the

thini

& WHITE

goes:

ship sharply.
“‘He was yery pleasant
with us, so much s0 that,
\though
f
only made our wager in fun, and was
rather afraid of him, I ventured during

ena {all her feat

thers and lace 9
candle-lig)

RS, eee.
wo BS Torn:

Rookwell

raw

for a few minutes, remove

Magical Effect on Neuralgia
Throbbing Pain Gues Quickly

tho rector, and the doctor!”
Lady Rookwell grins.
“Very
well,” she
says: then
she
fooks round the room, and her cyes
fall upon Sir Frederic seated moodily

member of society." What a hypoerite the man must be,” says her ledy-

stian, nervous pre
indigestion, sleeplens:
the
3wer

hee ladyehip,

te

sort
He

emits a Ittle groan

but

If too: much salt has been: put into
the soup, add “slices of
After the plecea of potato

Warren, with a smile above his coffee
cute “I
was trembling in my shoes,
Lady Rookweil.
1f you'll let me off 1
will turn the music for Miss Grenville,

.
‘Handsome, and not at all buffy
or disagreeable, as you led me to ex-

from the outside,
the 4nterlor; and-

ndays—l0 aes

Hee:

Yace, do not swerve.
I didn't know his name,
accident — discovered it
up an envelope which

Hector Warren

and

on

bland!

Peecaila

on

on.
‘He doesn't seem at all the
of man cne would imagine him.
ig tall and'——"

ne

“Youvused to
1 think
u
h
“even the
| tor’s there,” Mand she grins actors
} table.

yet.

innocently

or play an accompaniment’ on a comb,
directed to the Earl of Delamere.” or £9 anything in fact. .There is only
Rather foolish of Lord Delamere to fex@ ching from which my soul shrinks
leave his Ictters about," says Lady ¢in mortal fear. and trembling, and
Reokwell, maliciously.
to £0 that‘s 4c idea of whist with you, and

ones of his

Wal tell you ‘all about

vou

mither partial to das:

fixed

was

two. yea’

niece

eyes,

eor Warrons’
“Of course
and only by
from picking

furns to a scowl

the calm

“sir Sie
sols

me

. Warren
?””
ee)
igveyou quite ‘tired of your
Lora -D: elamore's permission to.
yourself with
se
end’ get
ted “book.
ont air his

ured

sat-|

ver heard of Laura’ Derwent!”
Sir Frederic looks np and “tries te

is listen

ly

tall

must

Laura," says Lady Rookwen, shortly.
‘ancy, — Sir Freduriz, “Mr. Warren

ears.

pessionato

and |

thankfulness and

22:
iets
fo young ladies, Lady Rookwell?”
“Oh, dear, do be quiet, Mr. rer
professional peal. for at least <bree
ren!” implores: Lady “Bumbleby,
seasons!” and’s!
ins.
Hector
aires ok humbly — re- ing her soe and stiking with laugh:
te ‘er; but Lady Rookwell. merely. grins,
morseful.
:
@ if ghe were reserving herself and
with me, Lady Rook
am a- wanderer jn intends to have revenge upon him.
“Yes; she said she meant to meet
wild places,
4

plete

defeat of the

Boers, but

a treaty

torla
while guerrilla. warfare was
kept up.
In the Baikan.confilets- which preceded the’ present great war, terms of
Peace were agreed upon twice, but
the

conclusion
Was

of the

speedily

first

followed

was more Stiecties and resulted in
the

many

6

long

month.

Little
Cures

More
Most

RICH RED
BLOOD
MEANS GOOD HEALTH.
Just

a

Rleh, Red
Aligxonts,

Blood

The lack of sufficient “sd health.
Giving blood

does not ‘end merely ina
Ufved complexion: ‘It is much moro
ser-

fous.

Bloodless

langutd,

ron-down

péopie are the: tired,
folk

who

»
have a bit of enjoyment in life. never
Food:
does not nourish, there's indigestion,
heart palpitatign, headache, backache, ,
rometimes fatating yells and always
nervousness. {f dpsomfa or bloodles:-

ness

be neglected

too long a dectine ia

ware to follow, Just a little more dlood*
cures

ply

all

these

so quickly

troubles.

or so

surely.

actually begins with
the firat
though naturally it {s not noticeable. *
This Is not a mere claim. Dr.
Mams' Pink Pills have eresee
es
over and over again “in Canada

Pills
too
‘They are Teulle 5 wontertal met

conquered

by

very

much

run

lown,

England
ended’ in

fm. frequent dizzy -spelis, Pari
an almost constant severeen iaa abe

General

of dread, I felt ‘so Weak, ‘ane Hite bybela
but little enjoysient. Then1 began
Williams’.

/-a8 -the- news, of the agree:
ment. to end ae ae, A pe pees
the ocean-in
.
Steamehip, ar
th ‘sie on ine aie
the peste aa es theae pentane tn
wireless an

clothes, shirts, nen, boots, washing?

] and shaveng gear, cigars, cigarettes”
end food. It lookea as It the German”
officers had expected to’ be there for

Was

“war with
Treaty of Ghent

1814, {ts terms had been agreed upon
and thé document: signed ‘before the
aoe of New Orleans was fought and
Bri

were

negotiations

“Treaty of Lond:
In our
ast
the

ff they

by preparations

for the resumption of hostilities. The
Second
effort to bring about peace

{which

au

tor parade, with their-uniforms quite
clean. The trench and dug-outs wero
fitted up ike dressing rooms in a hosel, There was olectric Izht, a great
water pump, and avundance of clean”

rockin

back.

My

home

work |

y

rug

oir A

Store

For Colds
There

is

nothing.

than Rexall Cold Tablets. - They:
ny

the very worst colds in one

:

-25c..a box

For Coughs.
Take Rexail Cherry Bark
Cough
ae
Splendid fcr
children.
Stops: coughing at
nights immediately.

25c, a bottle.

For Chilblains
inder
out the
vinolal
in close

sentative
with

“.

detailed

He will
data

of

25c.

‘money.
sizes,

tpadcn,
8

tneets with general approval.

jermany

is

ing

contemplated that a
limitation of price

pauper-

inent correspondents of the Danish

:

who.

News Gathered From Our Exchanges and Various Sources
©O00006000000000000000
Bleoheim and Harwich are to “have

newspaper,

09999 9S 00906000 0000000

The National Tidende,

writes

that

the

military

an-

thorities in Berlin, where he has
been stationed since the war began
are

even

considering

the

‘muss

NOT

FAR

FROM

HOME

passing oyer

the

diamond

at

Canfield

Junction a brake-beam tell down, resulting in the. derailiog of twenty cars.
‘Ove car loaded with horses, aod one
loaded with
hogs, turned over on their)
sides, but all the animals were rescued
without

Now ‘that the danger of a shortsu plies is being gener-

injury,

exoept

gne

hog.

Bo-

sides several cars
being smashed, seyeral bundred yards of track were torn

to

up.

Letters of adwicistration of the
eatate of the
. late
Richard. Powell,
wealthy
farmer-who.
ware aa died ate
administered

as

soon

8.

Tweed

Coats; this seas on’s goods,

25 Coats to offer

10 Ladies’

Tweed

Mauy-claimaots of leieship-haye come,

all

Coats, good

appreciated.

suitable

fot

Brown, Grey,

8 Astrachan Coats,
a good warm coat.

10 Dozen
25

Doz.

Braces,
Men's

Price $5.00

One-Third.
Sable,

Off

40 in. wide,

White Cotton

Longeloth,

Your

worth

Boys! Fleece Shirts and

Shaker,

» 35c,

Drawers,

16 inch

Blue

Ribbed

Bib Oyeralls,

Pe

Penman’s,

Here’s a Suit Special —
a af
.

Youths Sully
},

WO!

u

geod
OU.

°

Winter

wearing tweed

and

Brown,

:

regular.

Dress
$1.50

52 inches wide,

White

regular 12}c,
Amazon.

Navy Blue,

Sale Price 75c, yard

Fansy Tweeds,

"8 Pieces All Wool
regular $1.25, for

Goods
ee

per yard.

4 Pieces All Wool Striped Pavel,
Brown, Fawn; Grey, regular $2.00,
for

Cotton,

sizes 33,

Sale Price $2.00 Each

Weight

4 Pieces 56 in. All Weal Momespan,
Cardinal

patterns,

56 inches wide,

all wool,

9 Yards

Blue,

$1.25 yard
lar $2.00, for

1.25 yard
for $1.00

Colors, Taupe, Brown,

Black,

eae
Grey Cotton, 36 a in. wide,
ne we 5S
eee Yar
ds for $1.00

all new

BANK MONEY

Check Glass Towelling,

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT

“Interest allowed at highest current rate

‘WOODS, Manager Dutton Branch

Millinery
,

A few
small cost.

©

q
Ce

January Sale Price |

$1.9)
Price

15¢,

10 yards to a customer.

Sale Price 15¢,

Qc. yard

Special

Trimmed and Untrimmed
SEE WINDOW.

Hats

to

offer

at

very

- Big Reduction in Shoes
Allodd lines must be cleared out.
At the present
prices of
leather you will find these lines a money-saver. » Shoes for every
lady at less than half-price.
Do not fail to look them over.
20 Pairs Men’s Urus Calf Working Shoes, 2.79.
25 Pairs Men’s Patent Leather Shoes, 2.69.
20 Pairs Men’s Tan Laced Bals, 2.98.
20 Pairs Men’s Box Calf Shoes, 2.39.
25 Pairs Men’s Gun Metal and Kid Shoes, odd sizes,
10 Pairs Boys Tan Muleskin Boots, sizes 1 to 5,
20 Pairs Boys Wearing Shoes, sizes 11 to 5.
10 Pairs Youths Fine Shoes, 11 to 2, 1.00.

10 Pairs Ladies high velvet top. gun metal, 1.98.

10 Pairs Ladies Gun Metal Button, high top, 2.98.

15
15
20
15

Pairs
Pairs
Pairs
Pairs

20 Pairs Children’s Shoes, sizes 8 to 2.
20 Pairs Men’s low Rubbers, 59c.
20 Pairs Ladies Rubbers, 49c.

15 Pairs Boys Heavy B Rubbers,

:
fi

Your choice 1.29,

“Choice 1.00,

- ‘Dozens of Other

Lines

To

Figure

on

Th

Improvements:
You Will Make —
the Spring —
We Sell at Right Prices
Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings
Cement, Lime

You will have
time~ to go int

matter thoroughly,
your plans well-mature
and know the cost

and Ruberoid

Rooflings

Hard Wall Plaster

|W. SAUNDERS Bite.
Ceil

Board,

Etc,

a

a

ee

Z
5

ot

.

Ladies Tan Button and laced, reg. 4.00, for 2.49.
Ladies Patent, button and laced. Special 2.49.
Ladies Fine Shoes, odd sizes, 1.98.
of Children’s Shoes, sizes 3 to 74. Special 98c.

Brantford

ch
o,f
oA

check

patterns.

16 in. wide.

$8,800,000

ORDERS

and

15¢, yard:

regular 20¢.

Towellfng,

' 96 BRANCHES IN CANADA
*
GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT

‘etriped

14c..16c. 18c. 20c, yard.

THE MOLSONS BANK
CAPITAL AND RESERVE

yard, |

mice lot of patterns,

16 inch Striped Linen Toweiling.
Regular 20c.

Each

$1.00 Each
Sale 75c, Each

$1.00.

ep

regular 15c.

Sale

Shirts and Drawers.
worth

wide,

extra large size, special,

Linen

Sale Price 5Qc, Each
Wool

30 in. wide,

1 yard wide,

White Quilts,

Sale Price 25c.

Drawers,

1 yard

12 1-2c, yard

regular 38¢.

Men’s Brown Striped Shirts
and
Fleece, most stores ask 75c,
All sizes.
Heavy

‘

even

8 Yards for $1.00

Striped Shaker,

chance for

40c.

Sox,

to 20c. yard,

12thread,1-2.
yard
regular i4e.

American, Shaker, plain colors and
patterns, 29 in. wide, extra good. pile.

regular $5.00,

Sale Price 25c,
10 Doz.

.
nice

60c, yard |

worth up

8 Yards for $1.00|

Half Price

Work

Grey Cotton,

January Sale Price

up to $40.00,

Duplex,

Striped Wrapperette,

At One-Third Off

Department

Heavy

:

10 Pieces

suitable for dresses.

Sale Price $15.00

Men’s

regular 75c , for sale

style, this season's stock.

American

worth

‘

Sale Price 75c. yard
27 in. wide, colors, Old Rose, Alice Blue,

Cord Velvets,

At Half Price

t
armot and
for

‘These goods ought to be seen’ to be

Your chance

i

Stoles, Scarfs and Muffs, at
5 Fur Stoles,
$10.00 and $15.00,

48 in. wide, all wool, regular $1.25, Green

Cardinal, oe

Furs

'

formard to participate ia the estate,
“| but so far the only
genoine clatins
E
d.

mostly

a Coat Special

:

feeding" of the entire populace of
~German: iy: Ae it ts, the corre- aw-horticuttaral society; <=
spondent insists that over 400,000
A local syndicate bas purchased ‘the
people are daily being fed at public creamery at Thameasville,
‘soup kitchens” in Berlin alone.
Archibald MoNabb, one of the pion“The public feeding of paupers sers.of Brooko, died at the age of eighty
and of the starving masses in Ber- years.
’
lin has. bedome a necessity,” conJobn
Squire, a well-known resident
tinues the writer, who further as- of Ekfrid township for many years,
sorts that it is only a qnestion of died on Jan..6, aged 82 years,
j
time before the German authorities
Miss Jeseie Cameron, of Strathroy,
will, in their frantic endeavors to bas just seot in her one hundredth
reduce the cost of feeding the oivil- pair of ‘hand-knitted socks for the
ign populace toa minimum, in order soldiers,
that the military may not suffer
For the third. time within a few
from the want of proper food, force weeks Pere ' Marquette cars haye been
the entire population of the Ger
broken into in Chatham, and Jarge
man
te
to go to the public kit- quavtities
Sf merchandise stolen.
chens
times daily for their
Robert Courtice, a well-known _remheals.
i
tired farmer of Mount Brydges, died
Quoting as hisanthoritya Danish after a féw days’ illness with puenof public
economy,
now
monia,
His widow and a daughter
at Berneaftera trip through Gor- survive him,
many, the writer
declares that in
Tillsouburg is sufferiog from low gas
Sarees; Geapite official dissimula- pressure, there
being only
twouty
tion
drastio measures, there pounds :pessure at the field at Vienva,
are whole regions whore famine some fourteen miles away.
Many
s
and women are treated places haye resorted to wood. as there
is a coal famine in town. The schools
without meroy.
When
they call
bread
they are not given «a liad to close.
Dayid D. Rats, manager of the Royal
stone, but
that are traly rodied
ve.
ir professors have Baok at Elmira for fifteen years,
sought to extract food from rubbish very suddenly, After shovelling snow
have recommended its use to in front of his house, he went to the
the public. The newspapers team bathroom’ to wash, where be was fonud
belore a
with adverttemonts of this hideous uoconscious and was dead
doctor arrived. .Hoe was 40 years of
stuff.
“The Tidende’s corespondent fur- age and leayes his wife aud a» son,
Mra, Grace! Simmons ‘threw the
ther asserts that the communul
artment into a state
_ | Windsor police di
Germany.
He says that it of excitement when she telephoned
that
several bombs with wires attached
has been pro} posed that military
ad been left in one of her rooms by a
_ dio tators be appointed in all the boarder who was) missing. Av officer
ies, that the various house- sent to invetigate, found six ancient dry
three
cells of a battery with old wites attached, which had been discarded by
an automobiliat.
As a fastWabash freight train was

grey,

Your Choice $10.00

Sale

corresponding
to the public.

will also be imposed in all licensed
premisec.””

and

have special service,

Diagonal

»
10 Ladies’ Coats, black and tweed mixtures, last season’s
coats, will give good service, worth up to $20,00.

It is

ized.”
:
That is the statement made public here by one of the most prom-

black

;

Children’s

lio places and the charges for same
which may be incurred by soldiers

Kitchens
Jan. tec alowly. bat

10 Only Ladies" Suits, navy,
regular up to $20.00.

ages 4 to 14 years.

men wanted and the wages offered. When an unskilled worker
Comes looking for employment, and ment
have been crowded to its utenquiry shows him to have" had most capacity, and while this is
farm
lence, he will be offered partly due to the presence in the
# choice of positions in the country. large cities and towns of the large
At the present time, of course, with number of sdidiers in training or
labor in demand in all industrial returning from the front on leave,
centres, not a great deal can be another important canse is the indone, but in working out the pro- creased spending capacity of the
vinoial
of employment bur- working olass as a result_of the
eaus in the future oo operation be: high rate of wages which they are
Sween rural and urban officials will at preseat earning.
be an important feature.
‘In any caso, it is certain that
It is poe
that later on the the state of affairs has onused
plan will be developod to offer op- great nnd unnecessary waste of
enings for settlement in Northern food which called. for remedy, and
Ontario to men who apply for work the announcement made by the
in the industrial centres,
government that from Deo, 18 regulations will come into force limit&2 GERMANS SLOWLY STARVING
ing both the amount of food in pub-

Highest and Lowest Line Up At Soup

Mail or phone orders

_ Here’s

:

The Rexohl Store

places

in every. department of f ur large store. ;

Goods offered at this sale in most cases less than
the wholesale cost to-day. Your chance to save:

a bottle

Sold only at

be supplied
the’

Bargains

Use Rexall Chilblain Remedy—a sure cure for chilblains.

well enongh in any event.
the system being worked
o}
in obarge of a proemployment bureau will be
touch with district repro.

ml

~ JANU

better

ae ore

D

ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIOR

A

q

thL

EF

beck.

ERE

:

pia

Another car
.
in a few
Price wilt be §9,00 por 100 Ibs. Send is
-bags if. you want any.

DUTTON FLOUR MILLS
Gifts to
Bride

For the Next Ten

Days

We will offer the balance of our season’s stock of +
Goal, Gas and Wood Heaters, Ranges and Cook ‘
Stoves, AT LESS THAN MANUFACTURERS’

<

the

|

in unanimous agoord with the tdage
Haven, Mich., |
panralbees
; Sarprive at the home of Mrs. and namedofforW.that por
Tea
ou Wednesday evening
aud pre-| Bine and0. E Dose asshole
ene eM
ra.
Another

.

See our beautiful
assortment of
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“TO INVESTORS
Prose

WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT MAY
PURCHASE
AT PAR

DOMINION OF GANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN- SUMS

OF

$500

OR

ANY

MULTIPLE
s

THEREOF.

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.

us

Interest payable half-yoarly, 1st-April and 1st October by cheque (free of exchange at
any. chartered Bank in Canada).
at the rate of five per cent pér annum from the date of
purchase.
<*
Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering
at par and accrued interest,
the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment made under any future war loan issue
Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other like short date security.
Proceeds of’ this stock are for war purposes only.
£

‘A commission of one-quarter
of one. per cent will be allowed to recognized bond and
stock brokers on allotments mada in respect of applications for this stock which boar their
For application forms apply to the Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA,
OCTOBER
7th, 1916,
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I appreciate your
nit very much.
We are having cold

‘weather out here in the trenches, but we
can'put up with

some because it is all for

‘one good causo.. "The Indy avho wrote the
note says you are 89 years of age.

at

in thanking

a

ca ee

Binge ly.
%
OE. Bissica ws; B Co.

fill
position created by and for
David. Lloy@-George is one of the
the

war,

Dr.

diers on sotive service.
I oan heartily as:
@are you that your socks have giyen me

es

‘mnoh comfort and reciprocate yonr

ate
acer

mier.

may bless you'in your adYour ehdeavors certainly
us and make us comfortable,

as UAE
ment.

Youre thenkfally,
5th Can! MG. Co.

years, The boys out here sre proud
of the |
‘endeavors put forth by you.—Pte. Lind-

may.

two or three advances
winter.

The

Sadlon:

of the oyngregation
oud

.

cold. weather there

Rev. D, McKay

D, H. para

ROO ATT. in the

acted as
the serine

Weapon

eds “Veed t by

Troops

of Ammunition

|

s

Out

-

The bayonet, which the quidnuncs
before the war said was an obsolete
weapon, bes proved ita great value in
the movements of ee =
Its
name

comes

from

STOCK

Bayonne,

teres)

The story of fts invention illustrates

the old proverb-abont the

uew-weapon and led
Hee
and ado]
eae ay
by.

nd Lariny in

Montagu

-}

voguds

<

}|

You should buy all youcan right now--all yous

This Drake

stock has abundance of goods in

made of real Kip and Calf leathers, choicest selections from

Duke
wes

‘ot Buceleuch's

acquired

ment of ue
The

the world.

‘House,

wa

;

for the cal
Labor
es of Munitions.
Canon

the | foremost-n960s.
needs of the. day,

3| ANY. “GHEST, COLD
or st

Even Children’s Shoes of the very best —

leather--not in market any more.

the

preaching ae stkPaul's Cathedral tex

boc

the hides.

its manufaoevens oy,

eel | ate iheisednloa AF On istians oboe
“|

~

qualities not buyable at any price to-day.
Real old style pure
wool underwear, worth double our price.
Boots and Shoes

uy extricating themselves from a very
varia corner showed thecrepes of the

elected=|

UP

>QUALITY.

is an follows:

6 a5.

%

can possibly pay for. Inthe end it will make you 25 per cent.
to 100 per cent. on. your pene
See
so is’ ee
at
2
‘this Bargain Sale.

a little town in the Basque country
in France, but cheek by jowl with
Spain, down in the far corner of the
Biscay.
There ft was first manufao-

MoBride and showed
partments to be in
StGE, the expanses! ware tia al be
was left on hand.
I'he

————|

-

Times were never like this in the world before.
The morrow
is so uncertain.
Judging from tremendous price advavces in
past few months, prices will be TERRIBLE by next fall.
The
UP NOW
wise man will STOCK

Depart-

ORIGIN OF THE BAYONET.

(Note.on back of nota sent in sooks,}

May God bless you in: your advanced

tae

of

Drake Stock, Dutton

OR. CHRISTOPHER
ADDISON, M.P,
How ne
English physician came to

9 Dest Madam —
oemuch plessare in
lor tl
8 you
perepiny- l knit for ne eae: a8)
a thatRee

Selling Out

3 me

coneratalate you on belng able to ki

f

BUY

NOW!

.

STOCK UP !

FG. McTAVISH & CO.|
Successors to F. W.

Drake

of

—

x
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Seay

THE BIG STORE
Wall Paper

cf

>
6
>
6
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
)
6
>
>
‘cunint
went
SIE
Uerenanie
g Hoven
> |
>
>
>
0
>
In checking our stock we find'we have too many kinds of 8 kates. »
Some of the } lines must be sold and to get them clea.ed out in1 the >0
next two weeks we offer cut prices.
A few of the specials
)
6

Big Reductions

London,

5
‘MAIN

Eiiobeees:

and B.0.8.8,

En;

an

ST., DUTTON.

ly

<A. CAMERON
Trini

iversit

».T.C.M.,

Gallego? OES, Onan

Trin-

Btrest,

‘

Edward Engel’s Skates; reg. 2.50........$1,98
E
Boker’s Favorite, reg. 1.506.

Crescent, reg. 1.25.....

/

Mo

€

GROCERIES

DR. SMITH
list Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
Talbot str:
St. Thomas

Every two weeks

Dutton

—. A, TESKEY
2
TIST
Street, East
Puoxz 76,

~

<1 AiRotoey
every Wedneansy.

>

4

DENTIST

Thomas for ap-

JORDAN.& ARMSTRONG

Practitioners

‘sine,

Vv

Surgeryand

x,

well to watch for these specials.

Try our Monkland Oats
They are the best

DR: FRANK E. BENNETT

ats of Hoya! Oollogs of Weert Semone

.

in our Grocery -stock.

Corn Flakes, 3 pkts. 25¢
Cornmea 1, 6 Ibs. for 25¢
Pork and Beans, 2 cans for 25c
Lantern Globes, 3 for 25c
Crawford’s Soap, 8 bars 25c
3 Ibs. 40c Black Tea, 1.00

| Honor Graduate of Toronto University,

>»)

we offer specials

Tt will pay y ou

D.D.S., L.D.S.

POreduate ot‘Boyal Pollege of Dental Surgeons,

ie:

90c%

1.90

ont.

Hoare ¥ to4 and by sppolutment,"
1884,

D. ti. DOW,

ererelite'p

reg. 2.50..... eee

The above lines wiil not last long at these prices,
so don’t wait if you wish to get a pair of Skates

ice Hours

_- Wallicetown —

-

eosiupie abi

Henry Boker’s Dominion,

to 4 p.m:i 7 to 9 p.m.

a“
ygso

in All Lines

fs. B. CRA

WEORD

sextate

Med

Dentistry

promptly
tested callsofthe
Tatest attended
and mostto, im,Ali

might

ods.
.
Arnostrot
SVeteridiary
College,
aa beats graduate
practiciogot

2.

t

R. A: J: HAFELE
by latest methods,
promptly answered,
» D.

McCRIMMON
BARRISTER
IPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.
Money

pen every

to Loan.

eel he in

‘MADE IN CAyaDA"'

ri

INDERTAKER
a8 from Meyer's School
balming and Canadian
mere’ Association
Gaskets and all the
Funeral Furnishings
)
Funeral Car—the

J.

SCHULTZ

re =. Embalmer

in the

THE

FIRST

& nurse,
viet porch

it
and

Appetite
and can edt anything”
Mare
tr Dexxrxe, Norfolk,
Va.
with

is

i

congtitutional

its formula on ev

remed;

creates an, appetite, aids
makes pure, healthy blood.

- The 191 7 Ford Touring Car

our guarantee,

A. E. Roparts, Draggist, Datton

Also at bestSecrest
droggist in all Ontario towns

$495.00
f. o. b. Ford,

me

until one day a friend told me.
Vinol. I eee
oe
have gained
fifteen poynds;
have a

COST

E>

Ont.

Acar for service for every one at the.
least cost for expense to run.
More
mileage on gas and tires than any car
built.
Cell and see the New Model.

Winter

Suitings

J. A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

required
can be fur-

Guelph

police seized 29

pounds

‘Choice

Feeds _at

The very best.

Five Roses

Salt

Hunt's Diamond

By the barrel, -by the
‘bag and in small bags

Purity
Royal Honsehold
Cream of Chest

Middlings -.

a

» All parposes flour

Queen of the West

King Edward
Sunbeam
Kent Flour Mills
‘Hogs shipped weekly

‘Dutton:

Dutton

CEMENT

FLOUR

Elevat

}

CORN

meal, ~

General

Hospital,

1. Fi 'Yance,’

Tl ‘he3 people at
:
cheer # fellow’s Olristmas id distant
aa
Your
ee me wre *
waa with pleasare
surprise that
read the senders’ name, The Wallacetown Women’s Iustitate. Why I, « fouryear absentee from Dunwich, should
have

been

rcmembered

I caunot say;

occupying cots on a sleep:
The bed coverings were

both arms

were

ba Re

Ove

enclosed

of Strathroy’s

in a sleeping

business

blocks

was burned ou Saturday night, and for
& while it was feared that the whole
downtown

Sarofa

and

section

would be

London

destroyed.

fire depa:

The seed brauch of the department of
sxrioulture ia Advi
againet

the'use of Extra No, 1 feed oats for seed

|, Purposes.

unless

germination

first made.
The bailetin
plains that the term
*‘f.

grades
of oats, as No. 1 feed
plies that the oats haye been

are seeere at

teats are

issued’ exin of
oats, imfrozen or

The

The Newest Fabrics
in
and

_

sc

Blues,
Blacks
Browns.

Be

OULER|

CURLING -

£

Outton Loses to St. Fhomas By
6 Shote
Three rinks of the Granites,’
St.
Thomas, evjoyed a friendly
g me on
she local ice on Friday afterno
on,
the
. | Visitors winning by six shots. Dattan
~
olothi:g
store and
B53 M ba
Freel’s boot aud shoe store.
The total
L. Bamititou
loss may exceed $60,000.
D, Mariate
W. Sannd:
DON'T PLANT “FEED” OATS

Elevator|

Shelled or Gromna
The very best
Bob-o-Link Cormeal *
Lake of the Woods
Oatmeal—the very.
oe
of porridge

Olande EB. Eliott, writing from No.7

Canadian

er bis face, and he
drawo tightly
had been unable to throw them off as soci

Come in and get your clothing

coosdlon.

of

Adal
letters have'been received —
by the Wallacetown Women’s Institute,
in acknowledgement of the parcels sent _
the Danwioh soldiers in #rance.

butter on the market for being short suffice it to ssy that the good wishes so
weight, aud the owners had to appear kindly sont from old friends ofthe home
rate!
received.
iu court and fined the costs of the pro- bepiees were mi
proceedings.
v
daughter, also four sisters and four
As
Sidney
Hayes,
residiog
near
brothers,
ev
Ore #0 the
Stratford, was
puttiog a bridle on a
idly and helpfal
Jalins Krause, « well-known resideut borse “it reared
its toot and strock
sending of them:
of Aldborough, died Tuesday, after a him in the face, breaking ,his nose and
boys
prolonged illness,
He was 78 years of both cheek bones,
who receive Women’s Institate parcels
egoand is survived by bis wife and four
The death ocourred at Bramshot, will, like myself,
sons and three daughters:
an
England.
of
Philip
McRae,
who
enlisted
Albert. in Michigan ; George, of Aldbor. | tro, im Glencoe.
wife
two years
ough ; Joho, of Detroit; Mrs, Hooyer
> and Mrs. Mclotyre, of St. Thomas, aod ago, leaving a little dangbter, He is
:
wel a. co
the socks on
also survived by fiye sisters and two
Mrs. Caovingham, of Ilderton,
‘The brothers.
top.
(oue pair
which was -qaick
faneral took place to the Rodney cemesoatohed by a needy ‘aeighber) 0 ie
Edgar Drulett, of Dawn, while feed- good did O!
tery.
:
as cake beneath
The
& cutting box. got his
iatterI have forcibly kept away from
The death occurred at his
home at ing
in the cogs and
fore the engine conse months antil the 26¢:
West, Lorne, Sunday, of Edward Evans, could
be
stopped
bis
arm
was
so
badly
after an qxieadad illness.
sged 75.
mangled that it had to be amputated
years,
He was boro in Wales, and
at the elbow,
=
and
thanks —;
larly
Jearned
the trade of a tarpenter in
* mein. lein.””
Sabin Tempers:
&The following officers baye been apLiverpool and London.
About fortyfrom friends at home do more
pointed for Ekfrid: Frank Mclean and
eight years ago he came to Canada,
can be i
ed to cheer a to a
i
salty first at Tyroonnell, and Iater to Jas. B. Corneil, auditors;
K. | certain extent lonely Ohristmas nero—
MoRese, assessor; W. R, Brown, col- cheerfal
fest
though every British soldier is,
frade,
He/built many of the first Teotor ; Duncan A. Campbell, a member That
¢ he
~—Wallacetow:
Women’s
of the board of health,
houses in Aldborough. © He resided in
tute may have a yery successful
the village for forty-five years, and
Geo. Peacock died at bis home near 1917 is the New Year greeting of one of
was amongst its most esteemed citizens, Wioghamj as the result of injories re- the most grateful recipients of the soHis wife died seven years ago,
Five
ceived when he was thrown from his ciety’s Obristmas kindness,
sons aod five daughters-surviye bim: cutter. He suffered concussion of the
Writing from the Duchess of ConAlbert and Alyio. Detroit; Alfred, brain and never rallied,
He is sur- naught
pital, Tapelow,
ang Mrs. Baldwiv,
West Lorne; yived by a widow and six children.
Pte. A. BR, Lyous, in a letters to his
Ridgetown;
Mrs. Buckler,
George Mahon,
an employee of the cousin, says: .
ville; Mrs. Maraball, 8t, Thomas; Grand Trovk
at Chatham, was instant:
T
received
a
box
from
the Ladies’ In.
Matheson, Crfuav, aod Mrs. killed on Monday. He was emplo:
stitute, Wi
Eberle, Eagle.
The funeral was held
@s acar tapper, and was tapping the
Was a
by
on Tuesday to Evergreen
cemetery,
wheels
of
a
switching
freight,
It
is
my
chums.
Ihaye
lost
the secretary’s
West Lorne.
thought he fell between two cars as
address, so willask you to thank her for
The citizeus of St. Thomas, the cadet they collided and was fatally crushed.
me for the good things.
a
of the Collegiate Institote aod
T
have
a
dandy
home
here,
Of course
Tho home of Alonzo Gosnell, in Harpublic
schools gave Lieut. James Beeson
wich, was destroyed
8 royal weloome home after an absence
nesday
night,
caused
from
an
oyerthe
same
as
if
I
we
of two years at the front. “The returned heated chimney. Mr. Gosnell, his wife
hero was escorted to the city hall, where and soyen children are homeless, and They say that all of us fit men are going
to be sent to France soon.” I ha:
the city officials aud citizens expressed
practically penniless, as nothing was
=
their pleasure at his return,
After the saved aod there was no insorance,
official welcome Lieut. Beeao:
ac:
A double wedding
took place at the | fin
m.
.
companied by the
of Education,
1: who went do’
many of the city teachers and the dif- home of Mr. sod ire, Jobn Galbraith,
(cKay’s Corvers, wheo their daughHis wife is in the
ferent cadet corps to the Collegiate Io
hospital
day, She holds the highstitute anditorium, wh
an address ters. Ethel and Rose, were united in est rank every
of any woman in England,
marriage, the former to Roy Johnston
was given by the Rey. J.
Meutenant
.
Lieut. Beeson wae drill master and and the latter to Walter Sloan, both of dinner and dance Deo.
he ceremony was per| emgpe instructor for the schools. Harwich.
In a letter to Miss Margaret McOal‘hen war was declared Lieut, Beesou formed by Rey, Mr. Burgess.
tame seetarys Capt. Lorne B, Graham
Because, they objected
to the apenlisted with the 18th battalion, sod
:
after
diog
seyeral mopths as in- pointment of an American with a Ger- wi
about
strnctor in England went to the firing man name as superintendent,
a sung
ea
littleyonote
sce book.
employees of the Wayne Oil ve ‘ery
line, where he was wounded and shell- tesa
it sontpices
ee nice things in thar
Tank
Co., Woodstock, walked out with o the
shocked. Ho has been prooounced unfit and
hardly tell
how defor farther service, but will in the near and declined to resume work unless he lighted can
I
was
to
fiud
on
easton
is remoyed,
The company promised to
future resume his former duties,
that
it was from Wallacetown. Icanit assure
investigate avy charges the men might you
it
has
made
it
seem
much more like
Daring the present year there will be make, but they
declined to do so,
he
| oO;
seven eclipses, four of the sur and three men have been paid of,
of the moon, the greatest
ible nom‘The twoold son of Harry ©,
ber.that can occur in asingle year. The
near Walkeryille,
phenomenon will not occar again uutil Milligan, residiog
was found smothered to desth in his
the year 1935,
.
S
bed wheu bis parents returned from the
The little fellow, with a
ounger child. bad heen put Ldhsc

Vinol

CONSIDER

8 Certificate of Ontario
ing

Bpaiwite tor any

Saturday

Norfolk, Va«—“I suffered from nervousness, had no appetite and was vety

Purchasers

inest west of Toronto
furnished for auy occasion.

fr Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

South Yarmouth died

0 of Dauiel Stewart, after a long
tines, at the age of 60 years. He was
8 consistent member of the Methodist
church.
He leaves a widow and ove

(thin, Nothing I tool

To Prospective Auto
CAMPBELL

pchanges aud Varlous Sources

Strathroy Daughters.
of the Empire
A quiet wedding was solemnized at
of old
the bome of the bride's father, Mr. realized over $250 on « carload
¢
Tolmie, Aldboro, of tars. Drake to Paper.
Chatles Mistele, of Roduey, on Wedces
~ Andrew Borman. aged 50, of Strath.
day morning, by Rev. J. C. Morlock.
roy, fell over dead from an attack of
3 srpeceareiaie was eolemnized at the heart failure while sweeping snow io
yang
parsouage,
Dey, ou froot of his résideace.
Weduesday afternoon of Miss C!
Rev. H. G. Miller, formerly
priacipal
Mistele, daughter of Charles Mistele, of of Huroa College, London,
TharsRodney, to H.Earl Carnegie, of Iogerday jo Vaucouyer,
He bad lived in
soll, Rev. J.C, Morlock officiating.
the West for five years.
His wife surAv old and respected resident of vives Lin:,

Gained 15 Pounds By Taking Vinol

yriday.,

Help to Cheer the Dunwich Boys on the

Our Bx-

snl nay

pega

CHRISTMAS PARCELS APPRECIATED

HOME

Fr:

J.M. MoOoig (ak)15 J. Walker (ok)... 9
Dr. Olarke
A. Lesli
‘Nai MeMitlan
Dr.J. Boughner
. Saith.
Holliggahead ;
Ben Marlatt (sk) 16 He
W
Affleck (ak)...19
. W. Hollingshead
T. ‘Hookin’

spc

eins

f
if price and retand
motiey
it not satisfied, Could you
iything more ?

Gathered

Toronto, Jan, 23.—The
tion in Northwest

seat in the
rendered

oal f. . eesclied fe the
the oabines

sleotion of Mr. McPherson over 3.
G, Cane, the Liberal oandida:
Of 1,878, the

MoPherson,

4,183;

total vote.

BD fort ticm
iar talne 2

ui suffer from frontal headache?
know if you have perfec

NOT FAR FROM
Ni

Pease

SKATES |

THE COUNTY

Happeatags
in Lita’ During
3:
the Past Week

Ree

Furniture

eee

Groceries

Tate

Hardware

ee
th

Fenovt

ea

F YOU CANNOT

aos

ears

aise sa

vehturer
the enchanted
a ae new.
pain
|i
tr world, 1d i must not the Pain

Oe Re

‘Ihirieen Prizes
fo Be Awarded
hee

Task Ana Go

i.

Fight or Pay!

natives: that

‘

Is not

~"-dérestforfor
The tragic crimson
_ leat?”

CG

years ago the Dr. Williams’

on your maple.

‘

[Medicine Co, of Brockville, Ont., of_ fteredx seriesof prizes
to

star tor eC TEe ana

“

¥

Bitter’ “‘oarilt; in’ this world clash ‘ot

AE

Din watchers of the conflict’s changing curvy

Yet proud of human valor, spirit true
in scorn of body, manhood on the
crest

“Of consecration,

dearly proud of

e

ia,

1917,

from

residents

of

' on ‘the subject. “Why I Recommend
Be Williams’ Pink Pills.” A prize of

Be

$10.00 will be awarded for the second
jest letter received; a prize of $6.00

;

stooping folk’

Ontario,

Of shop

Seck not your lost

CONDITIONS:

tured

sod

Of France and

1cneath the tor-

Flanders,

where

in

ment

With

in tho letter, but every state-

must

bo

literally

and

absolutely

‘The letter should not be longer than
is necessary to relate the benc-it ob-

tained from the remedy in thé case
(described.
Every ‘etter must be signed by the
full name and correct address of ‘the
person sending it. If it describes the
cure of some person other than jhe
writer of the letter, it must also be
signed by the person whose cure is

described as a guaranteo of the truth
of the statement made.
The writer of each letter must state
the name and date of the paper in
which he or she saw this announcement,

' Fine writing will not win the prize
unless you have a good case to describe.
‘The strength of the recom
mehdation and not the style. of the
letter will be the basis ofthe award.
it ig understood

Iams’
right

Medicine

to publish

that

Co,

The

shall

any

Dr.

Wil-

have

the

letter entered

in

this contest Jf they desire to do 80,
whether it wins # prize or not,
The coutent will close on February
17th, 1917,
and’ the prizes will be
awarded as soon 2s possible thereafter. Do not delay. Jf you’ know of
a cure write your letter NOW.
Observe the abotd conditions
or your letter may be

carefully,
ut.

Addreps all letters as follows:
‘Th Dr, Willlams’ Medicine Co.;
Brockville,

Ont.

Letter Contest Department.
— oe

‘The Subconscious Conscience.”
and dusty, the excursionists wer
from a Sunday at the shore,
em, a bald man with big ears,
ith his day of recreation,
sleep:
in the parce
sleep

things

ns.

dulj

in

ag , ut ;

the erab_reach=}
ne aut

Sat it
ag Ittle
te

desperate strife

‘

But

PLANS FURTHER EXTENSIONS

when

above

eavens are rife

the

those
upleaping
them there,,

snow

your

lustres,

find

‘

Ardors of sacrifice, celestial eign,
Aureole your Angel shall forever wear,
Praising. the {rresistible Divine,
sai

Lee Bates, fn New

——+s
Liniment’ Cures
es canna

Minera’s

~

method.
Big Money to
Back Bond | those who Order
15 Year Guarantee | Now. Toearly

buyer in each
localixy we of
porn cpncial

Pres Go the'brodis | ProteStaring
lan | [eccrparcsts
‘our profit sharSih

Minard’s

ing hi
No as
vassing; Just a
to show your

willingness

oa

years, flaw or no flaw, your money | Don’ wait — send the

‘back if the Kiretin bond does not live-|
:
A. J, KIRSTIN

coupon

today,

=

regarded as a most
sion When applied

offensive
expresby any one to a

French man or woman.

It now figures

frequently in Freneb courts as a term
of abuse for which the aser sometimes
pays a money penalty or as much
as
eight days of imprisonment.
Recently

nine women Were brought into court,
and the complainant, a man, asked for
2,000 francs as damages because these
dunies had called him a “boche."" Oné
definition of ‘the word says that it is a
shortening

of

the

word

‘“caboche,”

which, interpreted into English, means
a dunderhead, a nincompoop, a. blockhead, a numskull, an ignoramus, a
mutton

head

and-several

other

things

which the German {s not. It fs in-no
way, related to the American word “kibosh,” which has not been accepted by
Jexicographers.
+

‘Dangerous Throat Troubles —
Prevented by Nerviling
IT ENDS MISERY OF COLDS
QUICKLY.
Don’t wait till night.
Get after your cold now—this

very

dangerous
minute,
lore it. grows
you should pply old-time Mex ine
-your

chest.

ans

oat,

ru

them thoroughly with Nerviline.
Hef will be immediate.
Nerviline will save you from lying
awake to-night, coughing, choking and
sufferine
congesticn in the chest
‘and acuté
pan in'th; throat.

fan Pacific has plans-for |. Nerviline wi break up that dull
which’ will neuralgic headache—will kill the cold
Vancouver
and chill at‘its-very beIng — will
tai} into those which the city contem- saye you from perhaps a serious illplates to carry out at the port, ‘The ness.
Yatter ts
ig in value and
068 “To take = way hoarseness, to break
ali he time. There ja great complaint up a grippy.cold, to cure a sore throat
cold in the chest, you can use
shippers of congestion, for Van- or
. The nothing so speedy and effective’ as
ig @ great
¢
to spend $5,000,000 on Nerviline. For forty years it has been
ension in the tmmediate fu- the most largely us“ <amily remedy.
in the:Dominion. Time has, proved its
merit, so \n you by keeping a bottle
Bold
by any
i
AN handy
on thije shelf.
Bah
$1,500,

dealer anywhere,

per bottle;

“WHO AMA?

=

1am more -powerful than ‘th

Dined armies of the world.”
' I have

destroyed

that absolute young idiot, Jones,
who’s never done a day’s work in
all his life, has more money than
he knows what to do with!’’ Well,
what if Jones is better off than

a Disgrace to the Average Healthy Person.

you! There’s nothing in that to

To give way to the ‘‘blues’’ is
worse than folly—it’s the quintes-

make
you
unhappy! — Instead,
think how good God’s been to give
you your fair share of brain and
your health!
» Now, this is really the best way
to treat your ‘‘blues.’’ Go for a
stroll in any street in any city;
go with your eyes very wide-open
and power of observation
very
alert. In a few minutes:you'll see
a dozen poor unfortunate
beings
who are truly to be pitied—poor,
deformed poverty-stricken wretch
es who might say with trath they’ve never had a chance
in_ life.
These ‘blues!
they’re a disgrace

sence of selfishness; and instead

of the sympathy. meted out to a
person in the doldrums; what he
is a thorough
heartily deserves
good shaking and a real bad time.
Truly troubled
persons,
people
who’ve been through the mill, are
the ones, who grumble: the least;
they know-whien they’re well off.
The other, and major portion of
the community, only think they’re
badly done by. You'll generally
find a cripple or otherwise afflictThen to any healthy man or woman;
ed person quite cheery.
think shame of yourself that you, and, besides, a doleful person bi
a strong, healthy individual, per- comes so wearisome...
He
may
mit yourself to grizzle and: growl, meet with a little superficial symdriving pathy, but his acquaintances soon
and
fbe your own devil,
youfself out of your Eden.
learn to avoid him.
The ‘‘bluer’’
“#Blues’?’ arise either from liver eet feel, the cheerier you should
If the former, take
ie.
0} rgplfishness.
a
dose of medicine; if the latter,

tal’e yourself seriously

to - task.

Minard’s

Look within; don’t try to find out
why you’re not happy, but why
you're not happy, but why you're
miserable.
Is it that you expect

too much from life?

Not
A

The happiest

ii
with
man-is-he
who. is content
little from the present, and expects much fromthe future. Go
out into the world, and instead of
comparing your misfortunes with
other people’s successes, realize
your own blessings in life as con- |

Liniment
Everywhere,

Equal

well-known

for. sale.
~

to

idge.

bridgé

player

who

imagined himself an authority on the
game, and who had proved to be a
perfect pore among his friends by his
verbal comments, euggestions, and ad~
yice upon methods of play, decided to

write and

publish

a book. One copy

was sent to a famous player for his
opinion about it.
In about ten days

the{NP book
was returned
note: to the author
the following

Dear gir: Your favor of the
wi
by your
eighth {nst., accompanied

you haven’t. got, as what you do
This:is
the way not to
think ‘‘Here am I, twenty—thirty
Not many
—forty years of age.
men haye worked as hard as I. I
flatter myself I’vé got «my,

good game, but I don’t think it as
good a game as bridg
Exchange.

ing a few Gollars a week,’ w!

6

book, was duly recelyed. I have read

it very carefully. It aeemd

“Why

is it,”

to be a very

queried

the fair widow,

pine is about the softest

wood there is.””

“that they always say @ man ‘pines’
for a woman?” “I suppose,” growled
the.fussy bachelor. “It’s because the
—Stray Stories,”

SHMSHSUSAAAUSSS
SSS SS SSNS

Wanted

The Royal Naval Canadian Volunteer
\ Reserve, wants men for immediate‘servoeiceao Overseas,in
Candidates mustat be from
18to 38 years ofage end

‘ob paturel born

Hamilton,

Qnt.

NTED—WOOLLEN. SPIN!
WASRis and, Farber
and
Mules,
rum particulars,
and, Reavy
work.
full
Slingsby

Manufacturing ‘Co,

ford,

Science in the Kitch
‘Thomas A. Edison

D

was

@
excellent native dyestaft plants
have sprung up since the Wary
the Pittsburg Chroniclo-Tele
was

“phere

a lot of silly, 4gn

=
84

talk among us at the beginming,”
tatd, *Who'd-have- believed that
talk would have borne
good aye fruit?”
“Yes, the talk was so silly and
rem

beginning that it

ant at the

her,
me of the cook who sald.
“That there new butler you
certainly a fine scholar, ma’
in
‘Yes?’ said the mistress.
‘O, yes, ma‘am,’
said the
iw
sitting-room
‘servants’
‘The
gether a different place of an 6\
since he cane.’
year”
Yes?
“On, yes, indeed. He talks sell

sclence—all evening

long.

It 4ay

tainly fine’
‘What kind of,sclence does he
cook?”
“Well, ma'am
last evening,

stance, he showed us how we Was)

descended

from

Mr. Darwin.)

Lintmeat

Co.,

Limiteds:
1:

thrown from
st Ye!
injured
her elbow so, biG,
mained
stif( and
hree
years.
Four
Bal
gi
NARD'S LINIMENT complotfly,

her and she has not been
two years.

Brow

Yours truly,

he

J.B. 1

omy

St. Joseph P. O. 18th Ang,

THY

Tre Brook Cherith To-day,
‘This desolation doubly desalate
the gorse of the Brook Cherith
Jordan valley, whcoe- limestone.
Are Promptly Cured by the Use of Dr. hid the prophet Elijah from the
of Ahab. Here the ravens {917
Williams’ Pink Pills.

NERVOUS DISORDERS

hand trembles or ts
un-| prophet while the wicked king and
If your
sign
over whom he ruied #1
steady, it is a sure and early
s of famine, The rain
that your nervous évstzm is at fault.
dled, the king raged J
‘The trouble if not *aken in time will
impo
but
the prophet, #0)
develop slowly to a worse stage, and
and alone becide the dwindling
there is no person mere
to be pitied
one
suffering
from
nervous
had daily proof of the watehfdl¢
nove word he bed 9
unacec-ntably weak
trouble, You feel
when
the brook fa ie
after exertion, lose {esn, turn against
, God led Elijah to
food, and suffer palpitac
and indines sharp
gestions aftcr eating. S me

ains shoot down you spine and legs,
and-often. eurlgia robs you of your
some of
These are
sleep at night.t.

t be

alming

at, The

the presence
the troubies thet {n
they are neof nervous disorders.
glected they resuit in a complete ner-

¢
the Waddy, Ketty
corner of the canyon walla
tles the old
Elif

2
wen
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have
forms
great reputation in eurlng all
of nervous diseases.
The nervous sysblood
nm thi
tem depends entire
supply for nourish=
. Dr. Williams’

vigil o the prophet
ibly t
of raven, they ars
te
by tourlste—who knows?—"Chrisilas:
Herald.

sometim:s in paralysis.

Yous collapse,

++
Minard'’s Liniment Relies ven
Neuralgia.

Pills actualy increaco. the sup-

Pink

ply of rich rec blood; feed, strengthen and tone the nerves, enabling them
to perform their functions and dispel

= breskdown.-Mrs.~

of

‘all signs

+e
Breaking the News:

B-

Waincoft, Beaver. Bank,..N. 5... sayss
was

quarry.

One day @ bank

iiled the father.

caved ia

the widow,

so the foreman-o

mt over to young Mike and

_.‘Mike, you'll have to. go hom

of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and deelded to crop all other medicine and
try them,
It was fertunate I did, for

gently to her. Let her know of

tell the mother.
it, but whatever

You can get these pills ‘arough any

medicine dealer or by mafl at 50 cents
fa box, or six boxes for $2.50 from
The
Dr. Willams’ Medicine
Co.,
Brock
‘ville, Ont.

to the door he saw his
the garden. Thus he said to her
sho looked up with surprise:
“That's a fine sold witch
ownin’, mither.”
“He never owned ‘wan in,

Se

Sing Sing’s Funny
I got

my

first

Johnny
suppose

laugh

Side,

in

Sing

Connaughton,
I ought

our

Sing

“P.

to write “Prin-

cipal Keeper,” now that he is dead.
‘They had just-brought {na man f
hig first b! it and he was spelling for
berth

by showing

off

his

and

Ute of

r

eru-

jon.
“I'm a Ungulst,” eald he; “and 1
talk 27° Ja: nguages. i
“Well,” retorted Connaughtca dryly.
wi

lk only

one

here,

he:

The joke was on the newcomer by
this time, But soon after the boot wass
on the other leg and {t was our chapIain who got the laugh. He had been
talking in chapel about the prodigal |)

and

It’s your plate
you ‘io, boy, b

like, , Understand?”

in the couree of a few weeks I found

them helpine me,
1 continued taking the pills for some weeks” longer
and them completely cured me. I earnestly advise every weck woman ahd
girl to give Dr, Williams’ Pink Pills a
fair trial, and J am care they will noe
be ciscppointed.”

:

No one cared to break the ne

-Then-T-read-

they did nc* help me.

:

Young Michael and his father were:
both employed in the same s
E

sic,

run down and»
awfully
The slightest noise would
me.
J euffered
startle and annoy
pains
around the heart. and every
particle
of color left my
face
and
hands.
I always felt tired and elept
poorly at nicht.
I was
60 poorly
that my friends thought I would never
recover,
I tried many medicines but

& soft

‘the Imp

Etc.

GENE
famnly;
home.

Mrs. ohn Eley, = Homewood

Creation

K."—I

.

Burns,

wire
of reazon hi
‘wuy into the dreary desert
sand of dead habit;
Where the mina 14 led forward by Thee
Into.
ever-widenung thouct
ace
tion—
Into that Heaven of freedom,
my Father Ie
y
ptry awal
thes
n written of the TF
poet and thinker, “He Is the first am:
our saints Who has not refused to
tut who he.
.en Out of Life 4t
and that is w
ve him I
We are m
swe h
own final
y
Tees KONI
striving

from

more men than all

Spy

Cures

————_+-2

SONG OF TRUE PATRIOTISM.

“f

thing’s
trasted with some poor
:
downright bad Inck.
Don’t think so much about what

sharé of brains, and I’m only earn-

;

Liniment

00D.
os Som
corfortadle

va
Wages; —

jaughter,

DON’T GET “BLUE.”
They’re

ny a

Minard’s

CANADIAN. CO,
8425 Dennig Street,
0:

York

The word “Boche,” a new one in the
¥rench language, introduced since the
beginning of the great war as a designation to be applied to. a German, is

and that

Where the wind is without fear und the
ad iy held: igh
ree,
au uot been broken
aoburrow

Every Kirstin guaranteed for 15 | Kirstin tc your neighbors

Dandruff.

at

> dat

lies Will be looked
after,
pledge must be fulfiled.

For 1917 the call on Ontario will be
$6,000,000.
Of this large sum about
$4,000,000 will have to be ralsed from
individuals, It ts clear, therefore, that
no good citizen can say that his subscription will not be needed. If he cannot Fight, it is up to him to Pay.

7

"TO
Seamer
WAREatitchersderen
sreterted Ws
jahed

But

the men at the front that their faml-

Beebe ee
fields of many thé Kigatin method wtiearlane
stumps; it will pull anything it tack- | ready for the plow from 10%
Jes, and, because
of, its
ple power, | to 50% cheaper than any other

‘teans a pull of tons to
the stump, Clears. an
acre from one anchor,

—sacrifeies,

of sacrifices, if need be, it is this one.
‘The-work it has undertaken cannot be
ellowed to drop
ie dependents of
our coldiers must be protected against
went, privation or unnecessary sutfering. All Canada has pledged itself to

‘The horze power machine
for the | u: p toits 3 promise. Wi

pee
Man Puller | 2 Warranted saving |
biggeststumps,
Double leverage gives | OF 10% toSO%over |

‘thcmselves.

he cannot draw it, and\that Is where
the claims of the Canadian Patriotic
Fund present themselves.
ft there is one fund more than another that must.be maintained, at cost

it and cheapest way is with a

gets

to

where “is-he to draw. the line if he is
in earnest about’ “Doing his bit” to
win the war?
Plainly, there is one place at which

The Word '‘Boche,"’

Rub

-

to

Tkey battled greatly fur the cause of
God;
4

true,

f

sprang

Dr. ‘Williams’ Pink Pills described in
‘the letter may be In the writer's own
case, or one that has come under his
or her personal observation,
More than one cure may ke des-

cribed

:

field,

your Northern Lights

To streaming splendor quiet evening
skies,

‘The cure or benefit from the use of

t

wheat

awoke

jfor the third best letter,
and
~ten
jprizes of $2.00-each for the next ten
est letters,
+
THE

and

hero
‘siz e
Swittly as o'er

Piet

applying

he should be expected to give.

Onc Man — Horse Power
Eee strain to man,
rseand machine, Will
clear two acrrs from a
setting.

as

beginning
to say to
that he has given as much as

himself

you,

ter to be written in this contest, Ther,
Frem quaint Quebec to stately Mont«48 no demand upon the imiaginations
,
every letter must deal with facts and
Along the rich St. Lawren
y
its only,
the steep
aes
ee
THE PRIZES:
Roofs of the Rockles rang
the bugle
t
¢ Dr. Williams’ Medicine Co..
of
(Brockville, Ont., will award a peice
And eatt and west, deep answering
(8 $25.00 for the dest letter received
cep,
jO2 or before the 17th day of Febru- Your sons surged forth, the
simpl

it

ae

TED—G

of

it should
It
Yet

; many a-man is

Who sped to'arms fie kalghthood
to the quest.

Ke

peoplé

that
make

In the matter of financial

Free Book, “The Gold ta Your Stamp Land," éhows you
land. It shows
immense
it
Palled; it contains letiers from the men who pulled them; and it will
wince you’ that the easiest,

a proposition
necessary to

necept

.
DOO

|Our

the

there are people who even yet do not

@

to sery
The glorious x dead are living; we are
Y

a

evident
not be

‘

To stand alot and bide our hour

i

0O-a

before

NO. 4.—

HELP WANTED.

These are the: alter-

are

Canada to-day. From taking one or
the other of them there {s no escape
for the man of military fitness.
All of us mustimaké. sacrifices “if
ihe war Is to be won. That fs so self-

|”

That aches with all bereayemont, ten-

Competition, ” es

4 Rome

ce

WORE

Be Keenest for your pain?

An a Lefter Writing

Payee

are

ss

ISSUE

FIGHT, PAY, PAY, PAY!

of

pt

‘young
have eaves

) Talder {s a,
eee fitted’ out i ‘the Gérman port. He
“We believe there 1s but one raider
at large, and a ae ty a converted

of

$37,000,000
WAR CLAIMS

reply.

influential

section,

the Soctaiiste

influences among -nonwhich up to last month was
heaviest pressure to bear
ernment to take steps for

ble. Virtually the
(for

lined-up

behind

entire

the

Paid Up Already by British
Life Companies.

nation

Government

energetic prosecution of the war.

Regarding the possibilty that Ger-

“many Would make
Dr.

Alfred

a

statement

Zimmerman,

Who Have Invested £75,000,000 With Government.

of

the

‘VForeign Secretary, indicates this «
- Row ‘out ee the que¢tion. For some

s

wever, there is an impree

ésion—w' seh wil|not_down...that
:
ment miy perhaps consider and
some annorncement

London

weetern

front, aq it haw done

which

interests

during

and

the

vember,

already

the last

two

says:

according

busi:

to +i. G. Warner,

“Many of those

who

assured

during the past few years did not anticipate the European cataclysm, and
received as a rule policies {ree of all

restrictions,

internal

question

___institu-

war claims from
war to last No-

president of the Institute of Actuaries,
An article on the subject in the Times

organization«

@tises on the submarine

British

life assurance

ness pa'd
$37,000,000
the beginning of the

ble Inauguration of ruthmarine
Warfare, in conse© gaence of the attitude of the
Enyfente, with a view to bringing Ene.
fg much
diccuseed.
The

cable:

tions transacting

of Ite peac#

imme, particularly in regard to
um and the remainder of the

fy regard to Polan'

In

some cages

in

the

policies
issuedto civillans the war risk
was specifi
cluded,
but the offices which issued these generally decided
to Waive their rights,
partly
in view of the fact that the great ma-

were

5 280 much Inevidence
are asi
again active.

jority of the policies were free of all
restrictions, It has been a testing thine
in all offices, but ft {3 a splendid tribute
to the strength of British life

assurance

They

of Virginia Capes.

are

large

ities upwards of

Masters

of

all-allied

in

from |

foremen
or
of
them

King

George.

of

!

Another~-new
cable:
Yor".
New
to $250,000,Briub loan, amounting
by
000, will be floated in this country
announced

Cow that

&

tonight.

bauking

‘This is the

flotation, inciuding the Anglo-

third
in the United
French, of British loans
siuce the outbreak of the war,
new
loan, secured . Vy
high-

owp-

country

within”

the”

next

two

not only the Deutschland, but

another
twice as

merchant undersea freighter
large as the craft in which

Capt. Paul Koonig has paid two visits
to this country. The fact was learned
ne re to-night from the highest authority,
which
Is unquestionable,
The
American-agents for the spbmarine of
which Paul G. L,-Hilken, of Baltimore,
is the head, do not know which of the
two boats will arrive here first: They
are expected at New London, Conn.,
and Mr, Hilken Is going there Friday
to await thelr arrival.
Capt. Koenig, it is stated, has given
up command
of -the Deutschland to
pilot the huge new submarine.
Licut.
Erving, Koenig's assistant, now commands the Deutschland, The new rubmarine Is belfeved to have been named
Baltimore.

POPE PLEADS
FOR BELGIUM
Appeals to Kaiser On Behalf
of the Deported
And

for Aid to All.
Suffering.

Those

London cable:
With
a view,
to
preventing
further Belgian deporta-

tions and bringing about the retpatriaton of those already sent to Germany,

Pope Benedict

has

made

representa-

tions to the Imperial Government, ac
cording to a letter from Cardinal Gasparri, the Papal Secretary of State, to
Cardinal Mercier, Primate
of Relgium,
which has been givcn out here.
The
Pontiff
has
also
directed Cardinal
Mercier
to go. all. in his -power-to
alleviate the sufferings of tie Belgians,
and the
cardin:y has instructed the
priests to defend the Interests of el¥il{ans and provide material comforts to
ee
“5. of the deported mien.

Cardina Gespas tl wrote3 ag followsre to
Cardinal,
“The Pontitt, Whose fatierly Teart
{gy Gceply moved by all the sufferings
of the well-beloved
Belgian
[aon
has Instructed ie (o-iuform-tour em.
inence mae tokinga vivid interest tn
Your people, Who have
boon so h:

put’ on-trial, he lina aiready
favor

With

ihe

imperial

Feb. 1, 1917, ,$100,000,000_

yidual participants.

he

Hurrying

prior to maturity into
holder
ee “tKngper cent. bondd of the
éom, maturing in 20

Even a hairpin
may go x0extremes.
converts +t into”

to the prostrate

discovered

man

that Nostrolo’s throat

nad
been cut trot
head being nearl;
shoulders.

pr to ear,
ered
from

the
the

British

heroism,

succeeded

‘These

to

their

their

splen-

honors.

heroes have come

from. all

One

of

them

marquis and earl of Ireland.
Pour
Were sons of marquises, five! had earls
for thelr fathers, seven were heirs in

viscountics,

“and.

to baronies,
list hetrs to

29 were successora

Six of them were
the family honors,

vhe
and

the peerages Which choald have been

thelrs
The

are nox extinct.
Marquis cf Liuolnshire,

Knaresboroush,

Lords

Playfair, Ribblesda‘e,

Rosmead and Stanford have now no
heirs to follow them;
though
their
rifices have got been so great as
that of Lord Desborough, who has lost
two sucessive helrs in the war withIn nine weelig of cach other.
In this roll of honor, €0 far, ‘there

are comparatively
ave Won fame
such as St-z
aches c ee

The

a

in: the

Uttle,

few

names

in old: time
cit

that

“battles,

and

by Pate be

bomb at Calais, ended a
Pesce of
Tife so full of ' yp akaye ‘and prom- “coal ty
eT
dss
it ahaa

TEUTONS
ONS HELD
IN ROUMANIA
Invaders Have

Been

of th

and that those who have already been
one tee from ‘their country may
frome
amidst their mourning

GOT $5,000 DAMAGES:

had plenty of fighting blood
Velns,
and
proved
himeelf

worthy

descendant

of

Sir John Thynue, who won his knightJy spurs so yillantly of the. field of
Musselburgh more
than
three
cen-turies and a half azo. ~ Lord Bridgeport's heir, who gave up his brave life
veins

the

blood

of

had in’

England's

his

hero,

Lord Nelson, and also of that grand
old sea-dog, Sir Samuel Hood, Adeatsof ian Boe

ss

Compton,
nef ge aiirauis
Mare
ata Miepton,
on

& year ago, could

long.
eecarey Seats
of

look back

observed

See

ith his Tather

waa | douse
| Edgebill

with

the

Danish

Inted

flag

om the hull.

manians,
In the latest Berlin official
communication the only successes re-

vessel,
lt is expected. that the steamers
Drina and Samara,
which were’ reported to have fallen victims to the

ported

for the invaders

were

ter.

gained

fron

machine-gun
en

the

ship companies and
tes give no credit.

fire.

ing-the-towns-of-Tuiteha-undIsakeha,

across the Danube in Dobrudja, while
the B<lvarian runs are active against
hostile shipping
and atlltary.
positions nea: C -latz and Isakehi
the Petrograd War Office,
report

front:

enemy

trenches

and

the scgion

on the

to flight, capturing

are

the worded
after firing
but

was

village

Postponed

back

reports:
south

attack

forces

Petrograd, vin Londe
‘London; Jan, 19.—The

by

agency.

granted

and

that

the

Allies

notified

inthe

Minfster

Commerce

to the

Pokrovsky

Shakoy-

Rech.

‘The

that their raca-

beyond: the
“
J

—+
WANT REPRISALS ON CANADA.,
New York, Report.—A resolution passed
at the anngel meeting of the American
® Tariff League here,
. ane measures auth:

ing: the exyost
rie a States:
"
ik
siidunicfes ldontiting with
infiees to, preqare deta whafc be SGned
tarifg*

ee

‘3

FARRAGUT'S AAIDE DEAD,
to

the

State Department for Its information
to-day by the Greck Legation, reveals

Government

according

tion period will extend
opening of Parliament,

Washington
Report—The text of
the ullimatum served on Groeee by the

the Athens

to disembark — troops

at

Itea

a passage by railroad’ to Saloniki,”
‘This portion of the ultimatum, not
saan tenes in press despatches. coming.
is country through the allled cen-

re-

I
mean

war

and the

ade

See

wascar. He served as an officer in the

American navy throvghont

the clvil-

is regarded here as highly sig-

nificant; possibly forecasting’a much

and
St Lal
Sisto_counedl ‘mi

the eliconetatnopi

the’ Damian
ie
with
diationaltepals

railway. Hine,

expectation ae

in

eeaat
auartere here that
Balkans | UC
soon are to become’ the theatreofa
more active campaign by the <Allfes, ~
eo

na it foctieh to atepute when
Ho: probability: of convincing,

|

New York Report—Captain Chas,
H, Baxter, last surviving officer onthe staff of Admiral Parragut, died at
his home “in this city. poareines at
tho age of 83 years.
Captaf
was born at Baton Rouge, Ft

communicats

“that military necessity may lead them
shortly

Foreign

Minister of

skoy,

newspaper comments

Active Campaign.

presented

it ts said,

cessitate an allowance | of time to the
Administration, In which
to discuss
and revise numerous pro;
outli,
by the preceding mini at rea
=
Sick leave of two Onis has been.

‘one officer and 230-men. prisoner, and.

MORE TROOPS
_ FOR SALONIKI

the

is due exclasively to serious
in the composition of the Goy
according
to

broke down

ene machine gun.
Jn Dobrudja for.
some days past, Tultcha and
Isokha
have been shelled by Russian artillery,
Several inhcbitants,
mostly
women
and children, have
have_be
been Kil
kille

to

the Duma and the Council of the Empire for Feb. 27. A former ukase {Ixed
the date at Jan. Bist

of

made

Owing

London Cable——According to the
Kussian semi-official news agency
an
imperial ukase has been Issued setting
forth the date for the convening’
of

by

Office
While.

under our artillery.and machine gun
fire, we, by a surprise attack between
th: Suchitza and Putna Valleys succeeded in taking from & stile positions

Allies, which was

Basle,”

Government Changes.

of

his equipment

thrown

War

Russian

near

THE DUMA SITTING

Carpathians,
the
about 200 shells.

front:

the Oltuz road an

strong

:ntrating

tee

assumed tho offensive on one of the
helghts 6 2-3 mites south of the Pheva
Berlin

con

plated with a view to freeing
Alsac
from the French invder/”
.
.

and guns, which were left behind.

“Roumanian

authori-

o

in hand-to-hand

the field pest, by a powerful fire, put

“In
enemy,

mafitime

In the reglon. of

Kritshka, . cn the Biren Bistritza,
a
party
of
enemy
about
100
pone approached ant:‘tele most.
ing thy enemy to come quite close
Dim

port at the
from
the
circulating

i3—"Swiss
news- London,
Jan
Papers assert that masses of German
troops

fighting bayoneted 20 Germans.
At
the same time three
mine.
galleries
were blown up by our sappers. In thé
region west of tho village
of.
Semdrinki south of the
enemy
shelters
were demolished by artillery fire. The
enemy
replied foebly by
directing
some shells cn a wood situated on the
Kiselin-Blonev road.

“In

afithorities

HUNS MASSING
NEAR BASLE.

Kasino

River and soubtwest cf Pralea surrounded a Germs position and cap-

tured a large number’ of men and four
machine gurs. The Russians are shell-

said
“Western

navad

Tantastic reparts, to which the steam-

a host!le position, and

artillery and

Brazilian

German raider, will reach
end of the week, coming
north,
The Germans are

tured an officer, 220 men and one magun

The

consider the Hudson Maru 2 German

through
a surprise attack
between
the Suchitza and Putna valleys, where
the army of Archduke
Joseph
cap

to the

and in

of

‘Yarrowdale,
of eight ships sunk by

information received here. The steamer
Hudson Maru, which arrived at Pernambuco with survivors aboard,
remain there as a war prize under
the jurisdiction of the German Minis-

Stee concentration of allied troops
orthern Greeed for a drive against

Die

traces

the crews

London Cable——The advance of
the Teutonic
Mies in Roumania apparently has been brought to a standstill for the time being at least by
the reinforced Russians and Rou-

aan

vi

ae

age in Dobrudja.

a

“his ancestor,

‘one Juno day last year,

auxiliary. plates which
her commander
to

The

Russ Artillery Doing Dam-

Balkans to Become Scene of
ago,
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ber of
permit

appearance of the bridge at will,
addition, she had collapsible funn

Stop-

Ultimatum t to Greeco Hinted
at Such a Movo.
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historic name

and several tubes in reserve,
ne
to have carried amine-laying
aratus.
TPhe raider also carrieda latge num-

ped at the Sereth Line.

if

blood of-a Cc

Plas fiir “and a— i

bearers

which,

the village of Sanovitchi,
south
of
Emorgon, our scouting parties entered

first month of the ‘war,
nearly 60
1eers have lost the sons who cught
have

‘of fate,

Nonestar-Kachinul,

Who

cid deaths for the land they love.
Already,
although
the
war
has
barely reached us turning point, the
list of these heirs
to ccronets they
will never wear is appallingly long.
Since the Master or Burleigh, eldest
son of Lord Balfour
of Burloigh, as
gallant a soldier aa ever bore the his| toric name of Bruce, perished in the
to

his wounds

only for the day wheat he pomie

On the other hand, the Roumanians
put. down a Cerman attack south of

WwW
«the full story of:the war 1s
written, {t will have no more ingpiring chapter thaa that which describes
the magnificent part the sons cf our.
noble houses have played in it—the!r

their

i

turn to the men, and it wi

with

~Aristocracy ~ Has

devotion,

at

aeee Bi

shies
Sot

south of the Oituz road
where a
strong Russian attack was repulsed

Nobly Done Its Part.
Long List of Those
Died in War.
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FREELY SHED
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any ‘a& hook.
Se gana, button

racks,
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man Government, and tat he will do
everything In his power in erder that
anend may be put to tho deportations’
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remainder of the short stairway.
Pushing open the
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‘as horrified to find the body of Nos-

trolo tying. between two of the wine
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ts, ‘y due a eng. Satine ws
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rs from.
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and the balance
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.
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the British Cons:l-9
ti etn there were three
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a vertible Notes.

J, P. Morgan
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pila report: | The British
ons
“here-said--to-day- thai
leash sixty-three Americans were ‘in
itish steamers Georgic

das horsemen,

rpose the Treasury

$250,000,000

paar.
Sixty of the Ameraboard the Georgic, buy-

securities

NEW BRITISH
LOAN IN U. S.

dateRicans ONBOARD,

which sailed

of American

fected the sa

all Brit-

vessels

£75.000,000, and had

had jn view.
naintenance of rate
exchange.
The
total amount of these
was not tess Gad £2
£20, 000,000."

ips are warned not to proceed in
direction of this locality.
‘inknown submarine aenenesly
Parts
b
“Was also reported $00
DES,
h Corisular officers here have
ed. mus) notification to extend
eet.
n

war

had been sold dy !fe assurance offices
in the market, many of which might
has passed into
the
hands
of the
‘treasury.
Their
sale in any case ef-

folk, Va, despatch: A German
nerce raider, presumably the one
ported to have sunk a ‘score of
iis in the South Atlantic,
is oper®-thousand miles south of the
pinia Capes, according to warning
d broadcast by allicd warships

Baltimore

submarine

ers have been notified to expect

this

sold or lent to the Treasury securities
of the face value of £46,000,000.
Before the Treasury
scheme
appeared

large blocks

Roon*to-day,

subscribers to

loans. The president of the Institute
of Actuaries stated that the officeg had
invested in British Government secur-

‘Detailsof How She is
Fitted.

despatch:

agents of the German

that there have been prac-

tically no signs of distress,
During
the war these offices have been an {mportant factor In national
finances.

"Operating 1,000 Miles South
_

Size ofDeutschland,
On Way to U.S.

Baltimore
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be to" solve s Saystetious a
preserved his throne through a period
e as that which
3 brought to,
of atreas, He would probably
rieace thelr penton to-night b; tan anes
cadertaker,ia
cepted any ultimatum © rather than Bonomolo,
tantic,
embark on an uncertain military ad- beth street, this city.
“We have a pretty good description
It was shortly atter 7.30 to-night
venture pekwoen: the ane
forces of
.of the raider.
She is a vessel of about Admiral Gaucher and Gen,
when Bonomolo, whose undertakt:
‘6,000 tons, with one funnel, two masts,
Sarrall, it is koown, was eufticlent- rooms are directly over thé wine celand carries elght guns. ‘Th
lars owned by Dominick
Nostrolo,
ly unembarrassed at the front to have
concealed
by. .the _bulwar!
who lived at 205 ae street, was calltime-to. devote:
and t
‘and agricultural ‘or- which may be dropped when the ship ; forces-andthe dnure destruction of ue Greek ed to the telephon:
ona of all kinds in Germany,
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a
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a for the manifesto with formation, she has four deck torpedo
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ne at the time the ultimatum was
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ro had seen the wine seller
uncer seatror ite condition for end“We know that this vessel was fitted
place
of
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the
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All plans formed here for the evene war, and earn
hate yak out in a German port,
could not
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hus{astic support in the fai
Dave been fitted in this way at sea,
of the man on the other end of
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6 have touched upon captured vessel, I am inclined to be- the co-operation
of wiirestricted use of the iieve that this was the ship that troops when 60. favorably situated than that it didn’t matter, and he was
inal patel to look in the wine cellar
that the Hellenic forces would only
ine, but the Emperor's replies
Stopped the Samland early In Decemencounter the minimum of danger. for Nostrolo,
uniformly avoided it.
bor,
After this she probably steamed
Thoroughly mystified and belleving
© enough having clapsed since southward to find more unfrequented Among political leaders even Cou- that
he was being made the victim of
naris, the arch-pro-German, ~ counpublication of the Entente’s reply
waters. The name Moldavia, however, selled acceptance of the allies’ de- a hoax, Bonomolo gent his young fourSPresident Wilcon to permit Ger- is wrong, as the Moldavia is a British mands. The only openly — crestfallen teen-year-old son into the cellar to
opinion to crystalize, the effects ner dotng
duty as an
auxiliary
people
are
those
dilapidated
statescarry
out the instructions of the mys“pnmouncement of terme which eruii
men who Wish-to- be either-actual_or
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ntefite Allies regard “as a neces:
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nto of the Allios, together with
there, and I believe they
will
soon
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eyof ppiaion on the hunt the raider down. It is our belief etill in a Gtate of transition. The atti- he believed to be a pool of blood.
Laughing at the lad’s fears, the man
ropowahs,
e regarded ac that if she fs not captured she will tude of the Venizelists on the situatfon is one of genuine satisfaction. went to the head of the stairway leadae Prietaally clminated the peace
soon intern
at some South American
are content to ablde by the re- ing tothe underground winery, to rearty in Germany, except for 2 small Port, and not attempt any raiding in They
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a NCO. Limited!

better

than Rexall Cold

They

Ourd anuary Stock-Taking Sal

Gay the very worst colds in oie

25c.
a box

For Coughs

rg a
Take Rexail

Continues

_—
Bark

Chery

nights immediately,

ca ee

For Chilblains

Women’s $15 to $20 Cloth Coats |

edy—a sure cure for chilblains,

$5.00

25c. a bottle

‘All Lines of Furs

Use-Rexall-Chilblain Rem:

ir,

muni.

The Rexalh: Store

mied that lack of meat was due
to
tion troubles, but attri.
it to inadequate methods of
tribution,
.

bai

Toll had employed’ tian

natu
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Engine Backs into aCrowd Seeing Troops
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Wool Underwear

--Worth-75¢

Port

Bvergreen

ley.

cemetery,

4 Pieces 56 in, All Wool. Homespun, Green,
Cardinal and Brown, regular $1.50 per yard.

>.
4 Piecés Ail

Wool

Sale_Price

Striped

Zebeline,

» Brown, Fawn, Grey, regular $2.00, for
Tweeds,

52 inches wide, all wool,

et
Stanley
ze
"Che death covered last wok in De5 | troit of« man

:

3

Sale

8 Pieces All Wool
regular $1.25, for
10

Pieces

Amazon.

Striped

suitable for dressés.

to become

a

as
i
the claims of Port Stnu.
popolar sammor

resort.

Wrapperette,

Men’s

'

3 Blue

Bib’ Oyeralls,

worth

$1.25 yard

Price 75c. yard
Rose,
-

Alice Blue,
<

60c, yard

up

Black,

75c, yard
to 20c,

yard,

Depariment
Sale Price 25c,

$1.00,
+

Inctor = ou

regular $2.00, for

worth

worth 40c. "

10 Only

Sale 75c,

Each

3

L

Suits,

While Cotton Longeloth,
January Sale Price

|

navy,

black

and

1 yard

grey,

:
Choice

Your
wide,

|

mostly all

$10,00

regular. 150. yard,
r

8 Yards

for $1.00

Big Reduction in Shoes

| All odd lines must be cleared out.” At the present.
pri
leather you will find these lines a money-saver,
Shoes
lady at Meas than half-price.
Do not fail to look then over,
20. Pairs Men’s Urus Calf Working Shoes, 2.79,
25 Pairs Men’s Patent Leather Shoes, 2.69.
20. Pairs Men’s Tan Laced Bals, 2.98.
:
20 Pairs Mén’s Box Calf Shoes, 2.39.
25 Pairs Men’s Gun Metal and Kid Shoes, odd
10 Pairs Boys Tan Muleskin Boots, sizes 1 to 5. sizes,
- 20 Pairs Boys Wearing Shoes, sizes 11 to 5.
Pairs Youths Fine Shoes, 11 to 2, 1,00:.+
| 1010 Pairs
Ladies high velvet top. gun metal, 1.98.
|
10 Pairs Ladies Gun Metal Button, high top, 2.98).
15 Pairs Ladies Tan Button and laced, reg. 4.00, for ©
2.49, ~
15 Pairs Ladies Patent, button and laced,
Special 2.49.
20 Pairs Ladies Fine Shoes, odd sizes, 1.98,
5
15 Pairs of Children's Shoes, sizes 3 to 7}.
Special 98.
20 “Pairs

Children’s Shoes, sizes 8 to 2.

20 Pairs Men’s low Rubbers, 590,
20 Pairs Ladies Rubbers, 49.
15 Pais Boys Heavy B Rubbers,

INSm
AINSI
AEA
DREAD
A‘
TANNIN
ANNAN REIDR
LON EIONEH

he = London

Ladies’

| sizes, regular up to $20,00.
'

Blue,

12 1-2¢. yard

R 10 Dozen Braces, Duplex,

Factory Cotton 36 ¢
1Ic a yard
Ladies Suits

$1.25 yard |

Old

Your choice 1.29,

3
~Choice-1.00

Ne iN
SSZY

and Port Stanley road, his unfailing
courtesy making him a favorite with
the patrons of the line, the mjority of

whom he knew by name.

Loyal to the land of his birth, he wns
spirit in Clan

Frase

THE MOLSONS BANK
CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
_ 96: BRANCHES IN CANADA A GENERAL BANMING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
| CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
BANK MONEY

ORDERS

a

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
_ Interest allowed at highest current rate

. S.

;

White, black, dark grey, light grey, khaki. \

|

Blue,

56 inches wide,

worth 25c.

| Extra Fine

75c¢, yard

Colors, Taupe, Brown,

share iu making it each:
mn point

Navy
=

—

Scotch Fingering Yarn 1:60
|

Diugonal Serge, 48 in. wide, all wool, regular $1.25, Green
Carliinal’ Black, Sexe,
‘These goods ought to be seen’ to be
appreciated. . Your chance
Cord Velvets, 27 in. wide, colors,
Brown, Grey, regular 75c , for sale

‘The Ups and Downs of a Former Resident

$1.50 per pair

=

eel:
$1.98
Winter. Weight Dress Goods

West

WEALTH HAD VANISHED

$1.25 per pair

White, pink, brown, grey,

Long Pants, sizes 32 and 34.
s
» White Quilts; extra large size, special, January Sale Price’

2

win,

25¢

'Good Crash Toweling 15c a yard:

Boys’ Tweed Suits 2.00

‘ Fancy

faneral ‘was held yesterday after-

Hose......:.+...

| Stripe Flannelette 32 in., 12 1-2c.'
Extra Heavy Flannelette, 15c yd.

Men’s Leather Mitts 50c

traok
No. 6,
ugh the
shed after delivering the Stratford
x
Passenger train in the main shed.
re.
The ee
The
ene
been
soldiers, noon
bidding farew.
Lorne.
to cross the tracks,
had

Cashmere

Large Flannelette Blankets

Penman’s make.

Penman’s

Off—One PersonKilled

Pp.
bearing 500 soldiers
was
pulling out for the east. Lient.
Col,
William ©, MeDonald, brigadier attached to the headquarters
staff at the exhibition camp, was
led bya light engine |"
ie
lighted
king through the train shed. nt down beside the stove, withont
re.
moving any of; bis clothing
ar other ir
when tho
endden sui
came, and
the floor, where ‘he was tonnd. he fell to
epee iates Me. Capea
pe “f years of
“hundred. persons - had
©, ‘was born /in
Sonthwold,
but
brn piesting eon the platformo
rosided at Weat Lorne-for :
4
track
No. 6,in th
abcd |, Cheer: the
‘ oateide

Black

At 50c per pair
3
size Flannelette Blankets

Good

Men's Fleece Underwear 50c each |

1.00 each
Men’s Wool Socks,very heavy 25c

TRAGEDY IN TORONTO

last summer,
the ConfedCompany

| Women’s.

25c
38c 50c

Health
den:
the Bese
of West | +
%

Sect

Bargains
40¢°

25 to 50 off

Mill Prices

Women’s white and

FOUND DEAD IN HIS HOME
po | Mt.denly
John Strick
Campbell,
of West Lorne, Suden—Was in Good
Death oame with
to Mr. John compe:terrible
one of
known and esteem
residents
Lorne, on 8
rs

Hosiery

Women’s Black Cashmere Hose, Penman’s, worth 50¢°

; Women’s Underwear ‘Less Than | All Lines of Corsets, 75c to 1.50;

Sold only at

mani

All winter good

; must be cleared out to make room for spring stock:

‘_.25c,
a bottle

head ‘of
, toldthethede; eset it of of

All This Month ©

Big saving in all departments.

We

Sell

at

Right Prices

to

go.

in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles matter thoroughly,
Sash, Doors,° Blinds
Mouldings

WOODS,. Manager Dutton Branch

Cement, Lime
“Brantford and Ruberoid
_.Roofiings
,
Hard

Wall

Ceil

Board,

Plaster

your plans. well

and ‘know the |
everything.

-| And

We wilt
at the

Etc.

Dut

Fou

‘m:

g
fom

&

rices

McLaughlin Cars
Advance Feb.
1|
‘Better get order for spring car ia
at once. The greatest value ia
Four-Cylinder Cars. Price

Sess

81W.

SOON

Hollingshead|:
Agent

the

Bride
We

See our beautiful

CUT GLASS |

PRICES.
e need the room
and will not carry them over.

we are offering

to get a stove

at big reductions

oo
J. Bambridge & Co,
Issuers of Marriage, Licenses

$10,046 99

Namber of Oonsamerg

ONLY

ces

A FEW

*

Nyal’s

Acts

Headache, Neuralgia
quickly, is
“auger.
ti ance

taken promptly.

@

34

F

United States, Spain, Holland, Africa,
Tudia, a Fiji Islander, The Admiral and

ae Sa Ne relor ink ret to ua

ada, | also

Sators, and the jadges,
A.E.

Oantelon

aud

had

00 from | @ difficalt task in solecting the prize.

BS

Fe in

tes

tobe need | winners.

At 8.80 the

judges awarded

Qampany will be held is tke
Dattou, on

eo
. after which an anusnally
large number of skaters from Dutton,
‘West Lorne, Shedden and the surroanding townships enjoyed a couple of hours

0n

‘the ioe,

The

excellent music

the anditore

Lines

of Goods

Ladies
and Misses
Scarfs ; &
*
.

far-

Caps

Val. Laces, Torchon Laces, Embroideries
Ibex Shaker Blankets ..

own Hall,

‘We

3s 1916

_
1246,"
!
SSeS Mer ibe aha

bargains all the year

aim to give

JAMES

for receiving
the
Teport, elec- | tion of officers and other business,

F. GAHAN

W. A, GALBRAITH, Seo.-Treas.

nished by the by the Dattou Baud added
maoh to the
ire of the evening, and

bought one.

We find on taking stock several bien lines of goods
Which we are offering at a red C
rice.
a

Unbleached Cotton, n, ex! extra hi eavy,
Siem fel reeot teresa
Blneched Cottons
Dunwich Farmers Mutual] § siittings,..... and Léngeledie
Fire Insurance Co,
Sheetings,
two yards wide...
The Annual Meeting of fre abot

Dr. Oameron, | 8

J. G. Graham

as you’ ever

=
Mittens, Childr
; en’s Toques
en’s Caps

Nyal Quality Store
GARD OF THANKS

the Nayy, brought many complimentary
, | Fomarks from the targe crowd of spec-

a,
the refressment booth of
the
1,0.D.E. in the ladies’ waitiug-room.
of the

Fiji Islander,

; rH ue

{

mention might be made of the

costume

worn by. Jack Kirkland, who, with the
Uttle
id Dust twins, created con-

‘co8, Mise

Fol

elect thanked the mem!
honor they had bestowed on him,

Pe

TIES

NOTICE

who baye ta

Me Be

trom
OUF Gillce
Parties

g

8

ry

ie

if

asc Pkt. 3
R. P. Reekie

than on any previous occasion.
The
many fine national costumes, representing England Ireland, Scotland,

for the-other goods
Now is your chance

Broken

Coughs, Colds, Grippe

Prizes were offered, and a

4
4

THE

fovond “taxing “grayel “Ridst ‘sedate na rdey
in

Dutton and

‘

5

TO

boy ur girl, under 14

PEOPLE

OF

. ‘

CANADA

To

SAVE

MONEY

FOR

THE.

NEXT WAR LOAN

—Osthorine Bine, Old Dutch Oleanser;

Joan MoOallam and Margaret McKillop,

High School Special
Campbell, Oavadian

ourammmper
ov rinance

The proceeds amounted to $48,
to be
used for
parposes.
fe of | 4.Pal:
A fow

the winners retarned their prizes to the
- | 1.0.D.E,

DON'T WANT EXPERT JUDGES
West - El Agiaitun 1 Society Will
ote

FINANCE

BEGIN NOW

.

Stewart, enilor; Donald Black, Scotland

Gold Dast Twins,
for
» | soldier,

OF

REQUESTS
‘THE

Best fancy costume, boy ander 14—Frraser
Best comic costume,

MINISTER

DANIEL BLACK & BON.

Cochrane,
Best fascy costume, gent—
Arnold Orawford, The Admiral; Olande
McCallum, United States. Best fancy
costume, lady—Miss Eva Onsack, Indian
maiden; Miss Obar!
4.

‘

season’s stock of 3

AT THE BUSY CORNER

A laxative tablet treatment for

coaled” sad chests Wosta

Special prize for the high school studeut
with best costume representing Oavada,
A larie number of skaters were masquer|, fancy and comic, and
‘the costames were much more elaborats

as cheap

Laxacold

DAYS ILL

Th

A Large Crowd and Merry Masqueraders wich,
Have an Enjoyable Evening
E
Probably the largest crowd that has

of our

Coal, Gas and W ood Heaters, Ranges and Cook
Stoves, AT
LESS THAN MANUFACTURERS’

assortment of

which

For the Next Ten Days

will offer the balance

ooo

Gifts to

ir Own Judges

The auoual mooting of the West Elgin

pactoaliarel Seay es het. at
ee
lnootown on
jeaday.
y
J. B, Gow, presided «
+ Patton

SPECIAL —We will also
send you free a packet,

aaa eee

| Giant Flowering
Carnation

$ Suitings of

and Ch

fi

Ton | or Feeding Purposes
of 15 tons per acre and-plow shallow
, turning under

le | before planting timo,

‘both clover and manure;
For roots
the land should have been plowed the

ing

out aes

TPs

“work.

thi
; | giving one's work a
4 figuring: out how is the> besteo

to emphasize too strong:
i
Le Sroportabes oy growing Tegum-|

;

clover, alfalfa,

£0 about things,,

Sw
harcerear

where mistakes have been made
| how they can :be remedied in the fu-

*

5
e

a

“aout

te

are
Is of any rotation, that’ te: hoed
cropsand_¢lover-or--some- other
guminons crop, but the rotation

the Lord. The women were not com21. He spake of tke temple of his
Manded to go, but they often went, es- pode are the body is a building has
pecially to the Passover, We have the been, recognized by both the science.
Record of the attendance of Jcsus at and the iterature of i the’ world,
the Facsover when He was twelve Ald religious t)
it
ly recogyears of age. John records hie atten: nizes tat it s’ ould be a temple, the
dance at each Passover, but one dur: temple of the Holy Spirit. And
Christ's
His public ministry, and it is pos- body was the temple, of which the
sible
that He attended that one aleo, Jewish material temyle was the type.
The expression, “Went up to Jorusa- When, therefore, the disciples’ ‘stibselem, * ic literally true to the.geogra- quently found that after three\days of
phieal Gitnation of Capernaum
and destruction Christ revived his bodil
Jerusalem. The latter city ‘ia . more temple, a new inner meaniny Mashed
than three thousand: feet higher than uy
the former.’ Jerusalem
was. thronged it would indeed have taken a prophet
with: visitors ut this feast.” Josephus to extract this inner meaning; { yet,
declares that at tithes ce many ac two none the lezs, we see after the fuifilment ,that none but a prophet could
were In the city.
-haye uttered the’ pretiction—Whedon.
isen from.
“Ts inetoded “inthe: 22,. When. therefore he x
PBR
TEMGis cage asc or ay oy
term temple as here used. The build:| evc.t ETthat
took placo threo years after
ngs and various couris covered _
I the demand of the Jews for a. sign
temple platform,
which
“contained
BSHe wes able s to speak
ie
somoth’ag Ike twenty-five acres. The | Ww yas made, authority
of the” fulfilment
court of tho Geatilcs is said to have ofwiththe fallpredi-tion
utt-red by. the Mascontained fourtccn xcrce, and in this! ter.
His
disciples
remembered —
large space the trafficking
which John was one.cf the disciples and he
Jeave rebuked was carried on. Those could speak fcr himseif. . The disthat sold oxen and sheep and doyes—
ciples had but a vague idea of the imThe law required exch worshipper to
port of Jesus’ words to the Jows at
‘ras a encrifice to the-Lord. Those the time when they were spoken, but
who Lived near Jervealem coald bring after Christ's resurrection
they untheir own animals for cacrifice, bot derstood clearly what h> meant, They
@iose Whose homes were remote could remembered his words and became
@ot conreniently do tlic. Hence it was fully convinced that’ Ke had uttered
‘gn accommodation to them to be abl
the prophecy of his own death and-re~
€o procure suitable animais after ar- surrection
As the disciples treasured
tiving at the place of the feast. This up the words cf their Master and were
gave rise to an extensive system of profited by the . in after-years, so it
trading fn the city, which gradually is important ‘that we sliould store
Decame cetadlished {a the very temple away in our memory the word of the
‘grea,
“Tho court
filled with a Lord that we may be directed, enoour-

some fields are more fertile than
eee ae ae fislds have ecarce‘
them, w

Hi

jesus to build
peealern
nitely
dear, This

dicputing,

end

Dealers

were

coaree

ad-

shouts

of

the drovers added to the general uvrear, while the clink of coins and the
etles of animals rece above the din
‘et the jostling crowd.—“Howard. The
ghangers of mouey sitting—Each adult
Jerseiite was to pay the half-shekel
temple tax, equivalent to thirty-three
eents, annually, and jt must be
Those who came
tm Jowish money.
money of
from other lands had the hence
they
their
were

rsepective countries,
under the necessity of cecuring

the Jowish coins in exchange for their
on
wn money. Money-changers were
and at
hand to accommodate ‘them
time ~ enrich. themselves.
“he same
the
and
animale
fe,
Beth the dealers
to
moncy-changers were in a position
exact exorbitant

Qna the temple

prices of the pilgrims

officials

were in

Yeague with them.
small cords—A
of
15. A scourge
‘chip, the lash of which was composed
ef peveral small pleces of small cord,
all out of the
them
rope. He drove

esus exercised the authority
of Which ho was possessed wasby novirtue
reef his divinity, and there
Both the sheep and the oxen
(K Vj—Evidently. Jesus.
used
the
geourge to drive out the animals. ‘Tho

‘They

knew

PRACTICAL

en-

onsen

that

ae

It}

ve

it looks certainnéxt ‘spring that
the war will last for at least anClSEe

per

¥ ©)
Bee ts,
rrots, per
per
n
Pe
Hn
per 7
2,
Cal age,
per O-Ib.
MEATS—WHOLESS

This rotation is well suited where
dairy farming is practised on a large

>| Humber of cattle are fed during the

‘application of
eto
correct
acidity should be: given the fall before the cloveris sown
‘Clover selling for $12 per ton is
the cheapest feed we have. For every
dollar spent on clover hay at this
price we get $1.52 worth of ‘nutrients
As compared with only $0.82 worth in
bran at $32 per ton and $0.86 worth
i in oat straw at $9 per ton
One
pound of aifulfa hay has practically
RE
ee feeding value as one pound |

S

reeult

Uimothy

| Thifd year, clover hay or pasture.
ie. Second_crop..might bo, used, for|
seed,

winter, as it supplies a large amount
of roughage;
It is better suited for}

Reavy than for light solls,
Four-year
Rotation—First
hoed- crop.

Apply

manure

year,

at the rate

LE,

of 20 tons per acre during previous
fall or early in the spring.
C , year,

grain.

Seed

down

m
yornds red clover
Ibs. timothy per acre.

and

10

Third year, clover hay.
The
onfl crop may be used for seed.
Fourth year, timothy hay or

secpas-

ed

fol-}

ure,
ats.
Plow tho field shallow early ia the
Not only do clover and alfalfa ‘make fall, and cultivate from time to time
first class feed for cattle, but they to ‘germinate and kill the weeds. Just ed su’
make first-class feeds for the gol! at before the freeze up ridge the land in Royal ‘Rene
the same time, Through the work of preparation for the hoed crop the folthe little nodule bacteria that they lowing year.
whe
hays on their roots they enrich the
This rotation is very satisfactory {n |
Aensively he would’ be ‘most ‘foolish Soll
with= that most important ‘soil every way and is the one that would | /'!
'to grow grain at ‘the expense of corn constituent—nitrogen.
probably
suit
most
mixed
farmers,It)
xo
The
four
esfor silage and roots.
The amount of
a
=
y
.of bay for the|
roots grown should he only enough to sential elements of fertility are nitro- Provides abundance
Yke over granulate
phosphoric acid, potash and lime. stock, and the land is pastured once)
the over pranuiaton.
supply the pigs, Sut
enough corn LBen,
erenound carton’
in
some
English
experiments,
when
a
In
four
years,
j
should be" grown to atlow each’ full four-year rotation of roots,
Rotation—First
year,
barley,
Five-year
srown animal at least 15 or 20 pounds. clover and wheat was used, and tone
hoed crop.
:
ay, day.
4
Of the manure made trom the clover
Second
year, grain.
“Seed down
~Ba With wheat selling for about. $1,50 or
returned to the soll, and with red clover ‘and timothy as in| ¢
ber dushel and oats selling for about the roots
only fertilizing treafMnent it r four-year rotation.
60 cents per bushel, as they are at
e id was a regular application of
Thirg year, clover hay. Top dress in
the presenttime, silage has u feeding fertilizer
containing phosphoric acid, the fall with barnyard manure availvalue of
$5.50 per ton.
and 1
ie. ut nd nitrogen, it
Suppose we get 30 bushels of wheat potash
was found that after sixty years the
Fourth year, timothy hay or pasper meré. At $1.50 per bushel t)
of nitrogen “in the soll was tere, Piow ghallow in fall, cultivate
means we get $45 from:an acre. Say amount
Practically
the same
as
ridge up last thing in preparait costs us $14 per acre to produce experiments Were. started. when the and
tion for the grain crop the following
the wheat, this means ‘that we make
‘The
“average
yieldg~of crops dur$31 per acre.
Rae
Fifth year, grain.
Seed down with
ing
the
sixty
years
of
the
experiments
SILAGE’ CORN
WORTH
§60 ACRE
were: wheat 35.1 bushels, clover 2.3 10 Ibs, of clover per acre to be plow2

Would put.in roots or
corn for todder..If-a man has only
a few ‘horses to feed he is perhaps
justified ‘in dots this, but if he is
in the live stock business at all ex-

This

looks

pretty

good

business.

But consider the otter slice” of the

ons,

roots

-$.8-tons

and

‘barley.

34.6

under

for

green

manure

the

«

SURVEY.

Toplc-—Christ's defense.
1, Regarding the claims of God.
II, Regarding man’s highest need.

I, Regarding the ‘claims

of “God.

Christ's attendance’ oi the Passover
showed that he honored every ordinance of the old dispezsation as long
as

it lasted,

thus

fulfilling

all righte-

ousness, nnd thus entering into fellowship with believers
ment, unto whom

ofthe Old Testa~
he would reveal

himself and his.misafon to the nation.
Holy. memories of natoinal history,
gathered around the sacred edifice,
Th: temp!¢ was the centre of religious
life. the place where God manifested
himself to. man and_w!
man _dedi-~
cated himseli to God.
Jesus atta
to

the

eanctuary

16. Take . these
were

the

got past
if_ons

lowing spring, when the hoed crop is
quession. Suppose we can get 12 tons j.’ bushels per acre,
It is remembered that a %5- corn.
-of silage from-an acre, which is not bushel ‘en crop
Thig rotation will -bo favored by
of wheat removes about
at all a large yield. A ton of silage
those ho wish to grow a relatively
when wheat {s selling for $1.50 a 50 Ibs. of “nitrogen per acre from the Jarge amount of grain, but still wish
it will be seen what a marvel‘bushel {s. worth jn round: figures $5 1‘soll,
to maintain the fertiiity of the. soll
lous effect clover leg in renewing
per ton, That means that we grow
by carrying some live stock to make
supply of the soll.
$60 worth of corn'for silage per acre. v heJustnitrogen
manure und by the growing of clover.
what kind of rotation to adopt
Subtracting $18 for the cost of pro- will depend
Six-year Rotation—First year, hoed
of farmon
one’s
system
aged and blesed by meditating upon it duction, we see that w make $42 per Ing, whether one hai
crop. Give a heavy
application
of
number
acre,
‘That Is $42 from an acre of of animals to feed, and large
in cll,of our after-life.
f
also on the barnyard manure.
corn for ¢ilage as compared with fertility
Second year, grain...Seed
down
QUESTIONS.—What did ‘the
Passof
the
soil
and
its
freedom
$31. when-wheat is grown.
with the following mixture: red cloyover feast commemorate?’
How was.
or
otherwise
from
weeds.
Some may jobject, that we do not
er, 6 ibs.; alsike 3 lbs.; orchard grass,
ft observed?
From what play did
If the soll is poor and full of weeds,
make $42 from the silage corn,
3 ibs.; meadow fescuc, 3.!bs.:_ tim
Jesus go up to Jerusalem?\ » Who ac- really
short rotation may be used and a le
for we do not sell it, ‘but compared| ; @guminous
othy, 3 Ibs,; making a total of 18 Ibs.
crop may take its place.
‘companied Jesus?
What
did Jesus
with bran, feed corn and feéd' barley,
sec in the temple enclosure?;
What
per
acre.
The following rotations are given
and other feeding stuffs that w
»
Third year, hay.
course did he pursue?
What is the
this is what it is worth, and ‘if we as suggestions, and, of course. may
Fourth, fifth and sixth years, pasproper use of the Lord’s house? What did
de altered to sult one’s particular
not:
growitwe
would
have
to
ture.
is said of Christ's zeal? What question
conditions.
This rotation is especially suitable
did the Jews ask Jesus?
What an- buy more of these expensive grains.
‘Three-year
Rotation—First
year,
awer did he give them?
What did Withcattle selling for $10 per cwt. hed
crop. For corn apply manure in where land Is:cheap aud labor scarce.
lambs for $12.26 per Cwl, ahd hogs
he mean? — When did: the disciples
—CANADIAN COUNTRYMAN.
the winter or early’spring at the rate
¢or
$12
per
cwt,
cheese
at
25c
pound
comprehend what Jesus safd?

a holfness

greater

than was conferred upon it by all the
associations of-its uso and its history.
‘A breach of trust had been committed.
God and the relig-

ce
gabmission to his authority.
ut the changers’ moncy--He threw
the money of the dealors in animals

Cah dee

with

now
, OM

year, grain. Seed down with
red clover 2 Ibs, alsike, 6
“Wbs. “alfatfa, “and “6 Tos:
acre,

the making.

o_ was: forgotten.
{ good bargains was re-

The building was abused
membered.
and profaned in being, diverted from
‘Where-thero
sacred to secular uses.
¢ | should have been my. sacrifices there.
were sales of Deasts and birds. Where

carnate

Righteousness.

They’

trifled

with thelr consciences by asking for a
sign,
The disciples’ supplied a most

“appropriate text to the symbolic sermon of their master, which confirmed
their recently-formed convictions, His
attitude

was

as John

had

declared

the

purified

the

It was in keeping

subject

him.

It was

an

of his life.
combined

temple

at the

risk

He fearlessly confronted

opposition.

He

met

the op-

position of the dealers, the rulers of
the temple

and

knew

he

the people.

Jesus

was

supported in his act by the very consciences of the Jews themselves, who
that

Were Wrong;
ferent

from

was

right-

while

they

but because he was dif-

What

they

expected,

they

declined to receive him gnd questioned

his

authority.
by

further sign.

demanding

some|

They preferred the dark~

ness, though the light has conspicuously dawned,
The
authorities of
the

temple, by their question, espoused the
cause of the traffickers. In Clirist's answer there was an exalted claim, a
striking prediction and
declaration.
The temple

2 wonderfal
he
had just

something

itself,

purged was sliown

greater

to bea figure

than

pared with his body. the temple

of

Com-

fn all

FOOL'S.

I, ages

GOLD.

Smith in his prospecting
Found a golden vela’
—,
Glittering ‘and shining
With its gleaming grain.
Not a thing {v brought him.

Mesh and blood.”
fishing,

x

Land of ‘Pure Delight,”
PGreen Hil Far Away

future.

y

and depart, for tiis-is not
we

-seex

one

“There is a
1 an weary

“What

is

futuro?

Time

to

come; how much? Before the clock
strikes the midnight hour your heart
has stopped!
‘The future ig subse:

PASSOVER.

lsere have we no continubut

a

froin

I demur, because there ia no

future.

rest.

but

of reading “Thefe fs i home
above
where friends never
depart, where
Of course It is
all true, but these toachers iake Iibertes;
they pitch their tout In.
the

On ‘this earthly shore:
“Fool's goid,” said the angels,
“Fool's gold, nothing more.”
~MeLandsburgh Wilson-in’ N. X. Sun.

city,

n,

cown

the very ‘heart of God, to fli
‘and
turnish-the entire spiri
1 am weary as thoy sing “There fs a

Ore with nuggets Mned,
Everything it brough: him

Arise,

and

the centre of inaccesalble aight, from

“Fool's gol, nothing more.”

ing

now

but a blessed unity coming

Jones in his prospecting
By a lucky find
Founda golden metal.

your

fish

ies
$1.
ign $3 Lo §
8i ep and
a Ive
rl

1t is not like going

whole life to start with, not bit by bit,

Luckless was tis score,
“Fool's gold,” sala assayers,

THE

wi

Jathom {t, it is an shdiess etuay. 1 see no cailasood, no tragvients,
no half truths,
1 see-che waoie wuth
tor the whoie man.
Look at Paul,
Any tafancy here?
Man meets man,
“Go show sim what
Wings he must suffer for my sake.
“immediately 1 conterred
not) with

of prophecy,

with his character

act of supreme courage and holy zeal.
Jesus

Peseess

|-

Shoe

assemblage.

verti¢’ng. their stocks in™Moud
and
thaty voices; buyers were wrangling

und

systematic,

Rance
‘clover.

He Eatbus
aa

noisy

not

sweet

really

rhe

Searpe

ture
;2ne first thing to
do in plam
crop is-to

for next

if
and

quent to the present; it means
ing in order of place.

to come-—

There remaineth therefore a rest to
Man is superior to time, so are you,
the people of God.
if you did but-know!
God
knows
Let your loins be girded’ about, and
nothing of time; there is no {ature
your lights burning; aad yc yourselves wii ith Him. Man kilows nothing of
{-bke unto men that wuit-for their lord, time; just now he 4oes from stepping
Automaiis Poultry Feeder.
when he will retura from the wed- stcne to stepping stone across
the
that when he cometh and knock- shallow stream, bat may calculation.
+ A new devicd for feeding povitry ding;
eth, they may open +nvoto kim imme- my heritage, my dignity, my ccstiny
will greatly reduce the iabor of caring
diately, Blessed are those servants ere superior to timp. 1 use It; T° pass.
re for fowls mm large poultry -yerds. It whonr the lord whan Ae cometh shall in and out, but T do not pass cu
of the corruption~of
‘tion
cousists of in automatic feeder which
fing watching.—Gind up the lois of Cod. He fb niy: prevent, my everlast{den ef worship.. Jegus made «to pubtho distributes oy kind ot Shia
of his loyalty
ing. posnession.
yéur mind, be sober. aud hope’ io the
llc demonstration
the temple and to its aniounts of
m one to
sixty
a
ena for the gract thut is to be brought
1 fight, 1 win, here;
my qualificaspecial
to the 2
fions for heaven
ara ‘obtdinea on
Ulation of Jesva
at any thc during the day, scattering
Se nn: see
and proc!
earth; ie yictory is achfeved Tere.
ft ever un area of from ten to fitty
that
significant
It ‘ae profoundly
lo. forgetting jsWe don’t go to heaven to figlit; we
temple | et.» 1f fowls are sto be fattened for
the
from
Jesus sliculd coe
warket,it Cag. 9be thade ‘to. supply
S
are behtald
.....5 ge to rest, The subdividing {s aon
nis
the
ht
Ane ark for. tis Pelee here; sweetness to angry souls, to j So.
Worship viet deftiement,.
of. its. er | thelr food
patience, impetudus natu
to hamili
calling of Godin
: sy Lt us therefor Be many as ity, haughty spirits; :29) sincerity, dlsoO
perfect, be thus minded.
troubled hearts—in a won). a: new
there should

have been only offerings,
There
money-changing.

there was
of
‘was an abuse of the place,God,an abuse
his auprivilege, an insult to
thority, purity and Lonor.
the
of
‘uses
these
by
‘affected
A
indicative of wi idees indl ica
ona Srna an

its glory, beauty and service was but)
a poor, profitless structure.
rey

“INFANCY.

soul, capable:
of afl the virtues...

a infancy of the

sie

spirit of

‘there the blade, the car, thé |”
in the var?) Do we get salva- _

HT.

Miter,

Helping’to Save the Ducks,”
If you shoot a duck and find an

hae
ee es set bat om
of -Asticulturs, Washington, D.. C,,|

:
ation t> God, God in
the revelation is com:

te

‘oder whl the us was eho
[or

ge

y end

untations

;

ot

f Tans te

b:

‘imes

§;

os

.
Winter:
Hopr ‘in. Lond! lonpatents—ia
(Pacizic Co
o £5, Iba.
bt
ehort cut, x 4
Bacon, » Cum
am WM
berland cut,
Sto
Clear bellies, 16 to 16 the-— Tog:
Long clear tlddies. lget, 3
Fong clear middles, heayy, $9

follow-

2

terete

eo

anawian, neat veh

out the sting
riges
” -hand he

wemblirg

puts the shaw! |
narrowly cscipthe: aeeyed

around her should:

e/and at stich

y

times Sig:

ghe would

ho comes
up
shal 1 sing?—or
she looks up at

with

havo noticed the

awk

smile.

the not

hed ee

In her

he

says,

bending over)

it Frederic wince as {f some one lad
bed him.
fot in the least,” says Signa, lookUp and meeting iis eyes. “I have
Mstentng to your storics.
You
and me-any,"- sie
s, Teproachfully.
u't he, my eee puts in Lady
makes me all
‘Then
"are grateful. xen must be a
fy agrecable sort of man, Mr. War+ sere, you

see

what

you

he says, to Signa, in that

mtisl

tone,

mad.

which

mak:

“You have

have

mp)

Bumbleby into direct abel. Now

>

Dah

affaid—

other,”
he says,
shyly.
‘8 particularly,
Pray
se; 1 shall be grate

ing this!” says Signa,
with a harmless smile, but he colors
nd. thrill
He stands with one

hand

upon

the

music and the ‘other on the plano,
all his soul wrapt in a delicious,
bewildered delight
as the
clear,
voleo

rises

to turn

and

over

floats

softly

at the proper

time, and Signa has to stop.

Gis man, this ad-

er-table wit, coming
ws where, monopol-

“I'm

through the room; so wrapt that he

seperation falls upon Sir
nearest the instru-

iiiant and beautiful
room? He, Sir Frederic,

any

forgets

peers wets xp iand he
her to the piano.

zsza

Signa.

LL try: it, as you wish tt

“Oh,

sweet

§ you can do {is to atone
‘by singing her somothinz.”

a miennent

With
a start he apologizes,
and
turns over two leaves; theu, im bis attempt to recover the right pages, he
knocks the whole of the music off the
stand.

—I—beg your pardon!" ho" stam-

confusion.
“What's the n

Rookwell,

er

witbout turning her head.

ee
80, with a couple
‘Strides, he reaches the piano, he feels so grateful that he could go
his knees and kiss the edge
before either Signa ‘or ofdownher ondress.
thing,”

never

self,”

says

can

and

simpk

Signa,

turn

over

gently,

and

music

ar

she says, 28 he arranges

Her

to. one of the fobtmen, who instantly
tries to look as if he
were quite
uneware of Sir.
Frederit’s
precence,
“bring me somcthing to drin
of wate:
ampaghe—anything!
The
room is hot—"
“It is “ot, Sir Frederic,” says
the

man, with ready sympathy for a man

therefore

who
cup,

didn’t require turning over;

the close of the song, a burst of applause such rs is not usually heard

Fenjoying his awkwardness and morti-

jon.
aa
ig a murmur of applause
29
nd Lady Rookwell
finish
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home ftom

Seen ere visit, ee a few days i
‘with
ead Mee, Heary Brow:
‘
4 tecture,
. Hear the
“Gri‘i
a ‘} ants,

accustomed

Hu
wea aaef zi il

: mod esrhphiige Glee anand

“eplone

patriotic purposes.
“Mr.
‘uo aie some vaiaublo inform | ett
will

alr
’
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# Sugar Week Next Week, Jan.29-Feb,

hank the end

paves gue | allies
| F.G.| DRAKE’S
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OTHE MARKETS

- It was officially stated’ that
thurst, who. was.

in Dublin,

‘

.

Get in the Throngs

[Guzen

fore

rE

“and

ase

e

a

speriees
ony
Fall Wheatstandard.

| Butter, lb-priote, wra}
ther, crook ..

(

ash atveaa
a

Pe ‘otatoes | jer b

| aa aati

Bobae.
“
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| 2.500 BIG BARGAINS BESIDES -

to comm:

Grix"
by Rey, J.B, Siloox,of Loadon,in | BAFdahlps, and “now animated

as

Meg.
her

Pp

The price is

1 per To

No.

For Christmas Parcels Received from Wallacetown

_

SANITARY

CLOSETS

ties ete
for then, one 7° oeae

letters:

still

Rec

.

There are aboat

Handles.

BLANKETS

We are clearing out the balance ‘of our horse blankets at reduced
prices,
Only about eleven left and they must be sold.
Ask for our
prices and see dur stock.
Chest Protectors for horses at 20c. each,

*

time.

Thanking you

more for the parcel.

THE BACON HOG INDUSTRY
Cote

Few people

enn

realize the changp

time Decmark

has seemingly

switched

her trade from her friends
to the en-

Campbell

Curtis,

re,

Bryoe, Cornell and

rguson.

7

Honse of
eT em ante (chair.
man),
MoCormiok and Hi
wie
Committee — Tolmie,
(chairman),
emiok, Hill, MeKenny, Moore, Dennis, Williams,
Cornell and MoCallam.
Education
Committee — McRae
(chairman), Campbell, Cartis, Hare,
Lyons, Williams, Bryce, MoCallam
and Ferguson.

After

Kendall,

Miller,

a prolonged

Hill and

discussion

on

the good roads question it was decided to leave the matter over until
the June sessi jon.
Dr. Cameron, Dutton, was appointed to the High School Board
of

two

years, and

R.

K,

Panter in place of Trustee Roberts,
who had resigned.
J. Grant, a turnkey at the county
jell, asked that his present salary
of $124 week be increased. but the
council declined.
The usual grants were made to
all the public libraries in tif
county.
The committee

GROCERIES

CRAWFORD

Miller,

7 re, Lyons,

for a term

that

Eeavalant ia some has taken place in trade owing to the
parts of Ontario. The gown and hat war. Prior to 1914 each Zenker the
would be left’with the chair,
and form exports from Denmark
to Great
additional! honors for the position of increase and taose of Oanads decrease
for at least s decade
back. Since that

on

legislation

re-

ported, recommending co-operation
with
other
counties to serur
legislation to compel the ns:
<f

Our We>kly 8
Is_are certainly attracting attention.
3 Cans
N.O. Molasses, 25c. ; 2 Tins Clark’s Soups, 25c. ; 3 Cans Wax Beans25c
5 Rolls Toilet Paper, 25c.
Special prices on bulk black ana
We can give you exactly the flavor of tea that you wish, as
we know exact!yjhow to blend them for you.
Our scores of satisfied
customers provezthis for us.
Call and see us,

B.

twenty-five

in tho trenches,"We‘e jast happened

dimmers

on

headlights

of

autos,

® decrease in the and also for legislation to enuble
hogs in each provincial government to levy
the conntry of one million. T'
® tax on each county for the purare given in a pamphlet entitled “The pose of the Canadian
Patriotic
and the British Market,” by
ind.
John Bright ,Live Stock Commissioner.
A resolution was adopted, anthorthat can be had free on application to
t ising the warden to call a special
meeting of the council in case the
- | Sppeal against the decision given
by Ji adge Colter in’ the Statler
offered to farther extend our
case, of the county aguinst
“Wiltaljre side" trade with Great Brit- the township of Malahide was susae; a ote — for the year
ing tained, the meeting to- be called
in
dint lyeatter the decision
of
last five years
in the namber of

estate

@ court of

appeal

W.C. Canghell

is received.

und

W.

A, Gal.

the | braith were appointed auditors.

ion

called was that
abilit to resist 220

Ht

ask ones

Muily & folal chntee tsk ween

eee sat have

unanimous

Prospective Auto
Purchasers
THE

FIRST

apy great

outlay,

CURLING -

THE

Local carlers lost
to the Granites, 8t,
margin

COST

of one

Dr. Ripley, of

‘

gl

i

at

JREae.

ue

Po

'q

2&

for

the

county

of.

Mrs. Flora Osborne, aged 50, for over
re | years & resident of St. Th
on Sunday. Her husband,DeLos
» died
some years ago,
James B. Carney,
a
condi

~

M.G.B. for’ over 40° years, died i’ fee
troit
a few. days ago. He was

72 years
the lant two years he had
lived in retirement on foli Pay.
M. C, Zimmerman has
as m
Rodney,
to tak
become

of ago and for

#

ae

i
i

i

2

Faso

lel

FUL,

4 ii

f

J. A, Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

8“wae © asd
& r
vs

=g

Ont.

f

f. 0. b, Ford,

Acar for service for every one at the
least cost for expense to run.
More
mifeage on gas and tires than any car
built. Cell and see the New Model,

«

West Lorne, has been

coroner

A. Watson and sons have disposed
of
the Casey Farm, Fingal to
y Willism Lu. 7
meat

Seas

$495.00

COUNTY

Happenings in Bigin During
the Past Week

ume

The 1917 Ford Touring Car
;

the

te

as

CONSIDER

in deciding that if

pared to back the city with
the
Same proportion, 40 per cent. for
city und 60 per cent. for the
connty.

‘MADE IN CANADA"

To

The council decided to make pro:
vision for the county’s share of
the $90,000 to the Patriotic Fand,
whioh. will be $54,000, and
was

city decides to make the grant
more than this amount, or if there
. | Should be any more money needed
for the work, the county is pre-

ooo

F

&. BENNETT

sample of Indian Hand-Made Axe
ey will only last a few days, so ‘hurry.

HORSE

Pablio Improvement
—
(chairman),

Petitions and
Legislative Committee — McKenney
(chairman),

g

Aa te
DENTIST

!

g Is
38 z a

TESKEY

FRANK

Sid

1917.

The committees appointed were
‘as fefollows: Jail—Kendall (ohairman), Cartis

come parce), for which I, thank
We were’ in the
‘trenches
at the time. The box was certainly
in
best of
shape. It couldn't
have come in a betSas ne, 98 T was just
the rain and mud, when it was waiting
for me, and we certainly did enjoy it, _

HE

2

A.

IN AXES

.

© usual grants to public and
other libraries were passed for the

prices of Axes have adyanced considerably lately, but we offer
e balarte of our stock at the old
prices. As soon as we are sold
to purchase a new supply we
'y buying from us now
a

from the ages of seven to fourteen
years, instead of eight as formerly,
and that every municipality appoint
trnant officers in their district and
make the attendance between these

rist- | Tolmie,

ADVANCE

f

ren a\

ved’

year

;
f

L.D.S,

poo ‘Graiaate of Toronto University.
yof Royal College of Dental Sargsous,
Block

E.

and

oppose
tomobiling was
eres of at the annual mostiog of the

We have
0.D.S.,

well

ages compulsory.”'

We offer you special ptices on Saws.
6 Only 53 ft. X-Cut Saws, complete with handles,
for $1.95
We also carry a complete stock of
Premier and Pangburn Saws at 7sc. ft.

DOW,

~

Mateor: Justa fow lines
to let

Chemical for thesé Closets at $1.50 gallon.
X-CUT SAWS
—

tye, Ear, Nose, Throat

school’ ‘inspeotors’ reports

following extracts are taken from tho

Mehavehalseveral
bl on sacs Fie
ecomnaendations oe

Office Hours

The

Women's Institute

recommended two clauses to the
rales and. regulations of former
were accepted :
farther years as follows,
wePhat shedounelllorsscsom pony
acknowledgments from local boys sarvin favor and
ing in Frauce, conveying their thanks
for Obriatmas oheer sent them, The pul

us instal a Sanitary
Closet’
in your home.
are having
it “success in the sale of these closets, They aréWeeasy
to instal

‘to 4p.m.; 7 to 9 p.m.
fallacetown _ Ont.
of to Dr, Grane.)
Meee
A.
SMITH

1449

ELGIN COUNTY COUNCIL

MER
R
ork That Made His Reputation and How You May Do
iu

Peta

SRR

MAREN. oe

at

Bgs0

wea

a

quipment and Methods That Are Required.

captured and put through the scalding take quite 2 good deal of trimming,

Seat at tn athe J

rk} vat, Uncle Dave proceeded to dress
the one strung on the pole. First, it :

3
, Af one doves the
was
thoroughly washed. down, with
right...-We-have'tovhave them well
warm water, carefully
wit ith | rounded, not «0 much because
i
they
a knife and then ‘rinsed off with cold look better, but too much. fat prewater, Next ¢ame the opening pro- vents the meat from curing properly.
Here. considerable
Fable caution|Wi
By.exposing the Jean meat ag much 48 | gpri
le,..{t..takes.. the pickle more
they weren't
or
.
e )Teadily, and for that’ reason there is
Our | Toeal ind ty
remoyal of
‘the en'
;, moro fresh, Jess danger from spoiling. Of course,
ie Jt
hopskilling
Up
or
cat
the
Rams
2
mings arg turned into lard
miracles that Jesus wrought,: yet were “red letter” days. ‘Along ia Jan- clean water was used, and the > car-| th ie
cas: is washed on, the. inside, Every- and’ sausages, as the case may be.
they were not willing to believe
his
weather had
settl
teachings,
12.
inigs—Jesus wary, when andthepromised
BRINE
PICKLING
BEST.~
to singer,
°
he.
had told Nicodemus about the work zerowards
“Now,
then,
for: the spare ribs. You
might look any morning
‘|
the finishing touches~ to: his wor)
of regeneration, which was accom- one
Wreath of smoke
ascending \ from
‘shat one willbe alk drained put and have to be a‘little careful or tnthey're
per- | Beets
pHshed on
, and he did not re- Uncle
house. This was ready for cutting up in the morning.” too Spare or too generous.”
celvye his words with full faith. If he
forming this operation the cutting was | Turnir
signal that everything was in readi-|_
VARIOUS” CUTS.
‘XPLAINED.
should speak: to him of things per- #neés
donb: from “fie “back side toward. the
and -was
su: to bi
ire
responded
that Job..was
finished at Iast, belly, the knife-being held fiat to| 2
| taining to the divine government and to by halt a dozen’
awe gy ‘Well,
to the atonement, much less would visions of yeal country 5:
but moon “was Weg!
sto. Ow.
she
avoid. gouging the bacon,
Pp
3
0
ag
itself when Uncle* Dave’ doused
ME:
lls faith grasp it. 13. No man hath ‘Spare ribs+ready
¢ foregoing manOdeuvrie were cazto lend a tient,
last pail of water on th the
ie
ascended up to, heaven—This does not
Beef, forcquar
tiled out as many times as there were
DON'T
DEPEND
ON
MOON.
:
Do, hin
out: “Hurrdh © bb;
mean that no one had gone to heaves
Carcasses to cut up, After a pretty] (, arcases,
ch
“Ts...&.there any best ‘time for this Glancing back at the
long row of wteady spell of cutting, sawing and
yet,’ but ‘that no one had gone there
»

Mate a batik
fle urned ou!
and right at home than the big abattolrs
-

oe woul" angle aothie Tae pic, | peeled
exer

Subsequent

references

to.

him

~ show that he was favorable to Jesus
60-52; 19: 39).
li, The new. birth (y. 3-8). 3, 4
Although there is no record that Nico~.

emus

asked

Jesus

to

oxplain

to

him

‘the way to salvation, the Master knew
the desire of his heart, and at onoe
waye utterance to one of the deep
truths pertaining to the kingdom of
God. No one, whether a ruler of the
Jews or any other person, could enter
the

kingdom

of

from

God»

above.

was something

new

without”

This

being

statement

td Nicodemus,

or,

at icast, ho seems to have been unprepared for that truth. He Was a
Reading Jew in Jerusalem, yet' he did
ao know the essence of true religAs

fon.
He did not know what ft was
to be made spiritually alive. 6. Verily,

verily—This

be

phasis,

Hin

{9

id)
i

repeated

announcement

which

tmrortance,
poke with

i

word,

an

Blatement

follows

for

om-

that

the

Is of great

I gay
unto
theo--Jesus
full authority.
Except a

man be born of wator and of the Spirit
—The Jews made uso of the expres-

oH

sion,
‘d

i

“born
tance,

again,” to represent
by a Gentile, of tho

ish faith, and

the
Jew-

the outer sign of that

act was water baptism; but the words
of Jesus to Nicodemus were to the

-4ffect
must
«Water
BS-an

3
i

that Jews as well
be born asain. To
was to be baptized
external sign of the

as Gentiles
be born of
with water
internal or

heart renovation.
To'be born of the
Spirit is to be created anew in Chirst
Jesus.
By this operation old things
pass a’
and all things becomes new

¥

(2 Cor. 6: 17). Training in the church

er

a

profession

wecure

for one

of

religion

admission

docs: not

into

the

|dom.
A change of heart, or re
generation, is the essential onndition,
and in connection w.th that the re-

gencrated ones are to declare

,

to the

world by the rite of baptism that they
have.been born again,
“The meaning
of the ‘birth from above’ {s still further explainod by an analogy.
What
& man inherits from his parents is a
body with animal life and passions;

what

be

recelyes

from

above

is

a

spiritual nature with heavenly aspiratlens and capabilities.
What is bora

ef sinful, human flesh js sinful and
duman; what is born of the Holy.

Spirit is spiritual and divine."—Plum-

S

mer.

ae

not tnter Into the kingdom

ef God—What
is the
ingdom - of
Renven?
It is that condition or state

where God reigns as king, where he
4 the supreme object of love end ser‘vieo, where his will Is the Jaw, and
men

obey

it

us

naturally

as

they

breathe, and where all bis unbjects are

formed in his holy image and inspired
with his spiritual life.
It is that for

which we pray in the first petitions
of the Lord's prayer.—Peloubet. Only
those who have been born again, born
anew, horn

from above, can enter that

ee thatat which
which 1 fs
..

Bie
u

7
*

Mlesh—The

child

born of the flesh is

-partakes

\of:the

na-

ture of the parent, By nature man is
sinful, and bis offspring ts “sintui.
Nicodemtig asked about a man’s being
born a second time of his earthly mo-

ther. Even if that was possiblo, his
moral and spiritual nature would not
be Improved thereby. That w!

He

identified

himself with

declare:

clean, white carcesses stretching clear

Sees

NEE

eae

See

ways

in

the scene and the nature of our activities shifted, A number of barrels that

Fough

those who look

personal

Saviour

Eternal

life—This

the new

birth

and

can

pounds

to last

almost

great Teacher,

I. Sot ‘at Taaght false theories.
Il. Detined ersonal ealvation.

j, Set at naught false theorles. The
mind
impression made on the public
was
by Christ’s teaching and miracles
eacned the
Reports had
very great.

tenchers and rulers concefbing Christ
A man not cduwhich startled them.
cuted in their schools, not sent forth
man
with their authority, an obacure
preaching’ docwas
origin,
of peasant
trines not included in thelr systems,
were
“they
nnd doing works to which
not

equal.

rulers, came

of

one

Nicodemus,

personally

to Christ

the

to

The openinquire as to these things.
s, imding remark, made by Nicodemu
lttle
plied that he and his people had

to learn. He came expecting to” discuss with Jesus things concerning theto
as. they — related
Jewish church
Christ's miracles. Jesus returned) an
answer which apparently had no bearIng on the subject cf miructes. He
showed incidentally the trie position
and

value of his mighty

works.

At a

single stroke Jesus laid low all _the
renowried greatness to which Nicoaway.
demus made’ claim and swept
spoke
the fondest of his race. Jesus
‘at once to the point and undeceived
to the

basis.on

which

child’s

play,

and

perhaps

evidence

and

to

nearly

right

angies

tween the two extremes.”
Inserting a knife between

again;
later, the same contrivance
carried it to a horizontal pole to whjch

it was hung up.
While

yictim

another

‘

wag

and

being

to

the

fourth

soon

cut

ribs

off,

the third

the shoulders

“Hams

and

were

shoulders

were

brought

Mutton, heavy
Do. ight
Lambs, Spri

a thor-

in to!

for the meat

weather

dur.)

the | j

don’t stay cold.

10

minion, gram
. Lawrence,
ntic, Bl
1 yell
ric yellow

be

Gods
‘All throughworlae seen
a
wi
The brightest
Sete

“kveelin; S
Conscious of weakness,
ignorance,
sin and sham ey
Give euch a force of holy thought and
feeling
ae
-

and

m

“That

Overcome

pepper.

mixture

These

was.

ingred!-

allowed

to

“A little saltpetre helps to keep the
natural color of
the meat," observes
Uncle Daye, “but {t Mas the drawack of making {t dry and woodlike.
Sugar {s good for the color and at
the game’ time gives tendernets, so
T like to use more-of it.and less of

the saltpetre than most people do.”
In packing the meat in the barrels

salt was used in the bottom and between each succeeding layer,
after
which a well-cooled brine was poured
over ft and the whole weighted down
with a large stone.
“Well, that Job's done,” I remarked
casually, ag the last barrel was finished and finally weighted down.
“For the present, yes, but it's a
case you;can't hury,” was the rejoinder, “In about a week that meat will
al have to come out and be reversed,

that fs, the top pieces will go in the
bottom

Ten

“wind

days

the

lower

ones

on

later the overhauling

to be repeated.

It takes

from

top.

has

four to

six weeks altogether for a thorough
curing. Then, If freczing weather is}
over ft ig hung.ap in the smoke house
and a smudge kept going for, two or

three weeks, after which it goes into |
sacks until sold.
Uncle Dave,|
“Of course,” added
get their |
customers
of my
“gome
supply as soon as it is cured, and
|

few don’t eyén, wait for that, but on
the whole that smoked meat is ready

the

reat, and
Walk humbly,
Thee still,

will,

world’s

allurement,

fashion,
gently,

Jeaning

on

Lord,
¥

j

A

Oh,
S

sealed;

if thou”

niake us clean;
8

Thy

* power

epeak. the: word, Thy
hall be heated!*)

INTERCESSION

of different sizes,
and
uw
f

wilt,

FOR

THS

.

‘can

eervants

shjres are

buns

makes

washed

CHICAGO

Cattle, , receipte
Fecelats
strong,

7

LIVE

S’

N
bee:
at
\
Stocker and
Calves

mé

glad;

by the pure

iny wi

‘or is high, my

horizon. wide, my d@isure large, my
companions many,""my visions aro
the visions of God, unfolding, eniarging, increasing. I study the past of
God, rather than the future of man;

my hearing {s sensitive and the whislike the song of summer

.
I can say I.am because T live. Life}
fg great, it is greater than. having,
greater than doing, greater than baying-aone, An author says: “Life is
not action, but contemplation,
not
what we have, nor what we do, ‘but
it is the quiet omnipotence of what

we are.”

§

Vortor,.mygompeaiony in¥. servants,
{ leo%s-in.

What expansive receptly-

ity. L enlarge as
f receive the grandeur of God. 1 am_not overwhelmed,

because’ when
SAINTS,

Duluth,—Whent—!
N Nortlicen, SLSR
Nop Ni
ay, git | [dna
jn
to318; Noy

for delivery about the time the demand fs keenest.”
”
—CANADIAN COUNTRYMAN.

I can look up. I can say all things
are mine!
Heaven, light, laws, ‘distances, beings, beauty, bilss. I rise
“Let all Thy goodness by our minds to command, because J am command2 be seen,
.
ed;
the
beings are related, the saints
Let all Thy miercy on our souls’ be} in’ their’
tanks, the angels in their

materials.
were

we may conquer base desire and

thought and

treet

fe

red

the

pers come
Thy birds.

2

passion,
That-we may | rise from ~ selfish

thie interview, re-

hearer a rplerin a
the great Teaches

of

which

aster,

That we may live to glorify
name.

us en ae
Nice
jevingly.
he who apprehends ground
of

inistry,
momen|
Ahn, the theme most,
Israel, the

, two ounces of saltpetre aud one

ounce

tle fleets*are strangers to my shores.
1 look ahead,yput.do not forbode dis-

AN APPEAL.

MARKET,
steady, wl th
n Were
x

hundred
of cight

of brown

clouds névefy thicken Into: gloom, hos-

“Father, td.us Thy children, humbly

would
in the fulness of time God
nt for man,
His Son to make atoneme
tors oe

pounds

waves of delight
and,
fringed with
the Jai
heauty.of the Most High,
My attitude ig sublime, but warm;

at this, Jesus made plain
ion. The
possible through the Incarnat
that
whole system of types betokened give

Ht

two

ents were stirred into four gallons of
Not water mixed until dissolved,
after

my

relations
spiritual kingdom, {nto right
with God. and heaven through Tovut
stagge1
Christ... When - Nicodemrs.

Me

8

of salt,

of ten thousdad

the
God is king, a6 being born into
family of which God fs Father as comthe
ing jnto the divine realm, into

Daren’

“| Gecured to him, by birth. fc

at

‘|was the reason helpers were always foot. “If you cut square across the
plentiful..
An old-fashioned sweep- carcass,” he explained, “the ham will
polo, that I suppose did duty. in the be pointed and will have to be trimOn
days of “the old, oaken bucket,” was | méd. more, which means waste.
fastened by meang. of-a swivel, joint the other hand, If cut exactly.at right
to the top, of an upright post. By at- angles to the foot, while the ham ‘will
be
square,
the
bacon
will
have
a
sharp
taching the gambr¢! to the short end, corner needing to be trimmed extra.
the .careass was
exsily lifted from
You see I'm:trylng to’ compromise beplatform to scalding vat and bao!

weigh

“every on | Peculiar significance to a Jow Inas-

slicing

that

in regard
|,
he and his countrymen ‘were building
tM:
Christ as the
Nicodemus was an
their hopes.
Poort vot jon,
i jis.
not Lae
fail power
to exjustification, will at
dependent thinker ani clatmed? the
right to private judgment. “His largeto
montal capacity had been cultured

iim

after

sufficient for each
one
pounds: of meat, consisting

with

forever, 16, God eo loved “tho ‘world,
that He gave Hic only begotten Son
This exprecees the measure! of ‘God's The First Requipite is the Right Kind of Hog. Theso Fellows aré “Right”
—They Beat Qut Everything Else at the Guelph Winter Fair.
love for mankind. That loyé Jed. Him
to give His Scti as a sacrifice for tha
and cold toward the ground, I could
‘eral of ithe stalwarts rounded up
sins of the world. Should not ‘py
and appreciate to the full the real beauty
—Gcd purposed to save men from et-~ 200-poind -\ cross of Berkshire
of the hog. Then, getting a whiff from
Tamworth, .-?.
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QUEBEC GIVES A
MILLION DOLLARS
‘The grant of one million dollars to
tho Canadian Patriotic Fund for 1917
by the Quebec Legislature Is a most
chering indication of the value placed
on the work of the Fund by the Govas
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for the two
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sensations.

Wag also frequently troubled with nausea and vomiting, which were very distressing.
As a result of my
trouble
My appetite almost complately falled,
and what I did eat caused me constant
pain,
I was continually doctoring but
did not get any benefit, and had about
made up my mind that 1-would suffer
for’lfe,
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The Common Cause Is Lack of Blood.
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‘The

More Details of Germany’s
Rumored Plan.
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Ready.
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arming

merchant

is thus mad
seamen

vessels for attack

similar to:those cap’

says

the

on

the Yarrow, will; now. ‘be’ prohibited

grip

many

of

cable: | France
the severest cold

years,

The

Paris rogistered

mankind,
dent was

‘Remarking
careful not

President

ho meant:by

“freedom

the law

fer upon

of nations

neutrals‘and

time.

impose

we

is
in
weather

tho
for

thermometer.

in

17 degrees Pubrenhelt

to-day, and even in wouthorn cities,

so to

the

on

of fuel

to the public,

military

auto-wagons

carry coal to the small dealozs

to

who

have no conveyances.
The cold has
brought packs of wolves ‘nto the ‘department of Cote
d'Or, in
eastern

France,

and

bears aro

ravaging

the

fields in the Loire valley.

Berlin cable,
ahe

advisory

-via

London,

Comuoittee

or

says:
the

war

foou bureau nas concuded a LWwo day
tention

devoted

the food
Statement in

the

to

a

general

review

situation. A detailed
regard
to conditions
empire

was

made

Figaro says:
“For

Germany

the

of

past

two

the

centurics

Hohenaollerns

than

necessary

to

carry

the

population

to.

the) end. of the*crop year. Ccnstderal‘e supplies were available in Rou
mania, according to Herr Hatocki,
sl:ipments could nct be anade dn-.

qvantities needed,
acthal supplies were
organizations.

of .

but
the

and hence
short, and

the
rigid

distribution

— was

reception

f+ y-idents

te a victory
of those who

men

principles

in

a war

but’

not

against

only

the

tiful

dream of peace

and

that

an

could

cn

and

1,430

our

part

Petrograd

cable

the fresh steps-contemplated
President, and concludes
ernments

ference,

w'

This,

a view

by the

that it is pos-

to 2 world

however

con-

cays the Ga-

zette, will not call forth
a response
frem tho Allies.
The Vechernce Vremja finds ‘an inconsistency fh Preside:.t’ Wilson's re-

marks about the freedom cf large and
ation ; and thos

about

presery-

extstfag empires,

Papers,

Have

more

The King and Queen
Parliament on February
character

and

| with the need:

work. aniinals,

Geneva.cebel via Paris:

Wagulere,

editor

of the

Journal

de

New
Pres-

will reopen
7. boi with‘

Mr, Casper Mills was’ the victim of
‘an accident whieh will in all’ probaDility result‘In the ios of an eye. He
‘was engaged’ in sawing a ‘oard at
hig mills, when a pfece of a kiot
struck his eye,
f
A Spanish steamer claims to have
deen stopped in Uruguayan waters by
a German submarine, but allowed to
proceed.
The
report
should
-be accepted
with reserve,
says Buenos
Ayres.
. Major E, N. Lewis, of Goderich, and
member of Parilament for West-Huron. has been appoicted q Brigadier,
with the rank-of L
tenant-Colonel,

for oversens,

The German ralder’s “prison ship,”
Geneve, comm*
ig on President
Wilthe Japanese steamer Hudson Maru,
} son’
8a,
She steamed out
‘|e ak“First of all, -says President Wilson, left Pernam|
of
snd hugged the. shore |
war must‘be- ended. » Certain’ ote the harbor,
er northe: Tm course,
}everyone will
;
led. for New York, and
with every anxiety to avoid nother

dy the German sea

known

to the

Recently

examiners.

several

letters

from Ger-

mans
to German
prisoners
of war
have been intercepted by the authori(ia, dearing out these stories.
Ap-

pended

is one signed “Frieda,” dated

December 31,
Hachenburg,

1916.
She writes from
Westerwald, to
Albert

Weiler, a Gerihan officer, a prisoner
of war in Halifax, Canada, It reads:
up

“YesterdaytHern
for examination

Then was. called
,and put down as

fit for duty. He never thought of this
possibility, as he has lung disease and

has now been for months in a 'sani-~
torlum.
“They must all take thelr turn now

and Turkey.

country.

M.

Babri,

sof

stantinople, “writing to a relative nt
Montana, declared that tho prices
of
Many foodatntfs in Turkey ‘had
ad
vanced

nine

begged

that he might not Serva,

hundred

per

cent.

Ho

:

almost prohibitive, pork costing seven
kronon per kilo, or $1.47
for
two
pounds three ounces; veals cost six

to “eight-kronen per” kilo;~ onevegs,
thirty-six heller; lard costs seventeen
($3.67)

for a kilo

(two pounds

(hree ounces), while flour {s so scarce
that it {s all in the hands of the Goyernment, which doles out one ~ kilo

Tho U, S.”Rules:Camniittee, in executive session. decided
th adjourn
its New York; hearing on the “leak”
investigation, for:an indefinite period.

tion prior to departure

fering from wounds, ‘Thoy. were. just
plain consumptives, and to their nurses
here dnd in France they declared that
they were consumptive when
ted
into tho service, and as such
were

Kronen

Herr Batocht
plains
+
altuation was ag;
ated by the richor
people buying
widerhind ~ at fancy

peso Ss supply will certainIv reach uni
¢ new crop. The War
Office fs care, to

such’ condition that they had:
They wero not sulsent to hospitals.

Prices of \foodstuffs In Austria aro go”

= and organuink “about Posen
of artillery,
ut the scuthern
m.
sitdated etghty
Austria. Hun,
Stays under tho yc ke cf
po, on tie Elrose
tho
rmealan
nagary—what abou
{C.N.R.)
besa sold to the
prices what they wanted, and thus on murdered by he Turks — what
I
1s peace pos- Scottish
thwarting the Work of the food office. about Alsace-Lo
Soolety for $300,000,
cash,
2
He explained ‘that
the distiliing of sible if thise nations
ain ‘under
farm
comprises
10,000
acres, 8,000 of
brandy from, grain and potatocs had the
oy?”yoke of Prussia,: Auot®.2 and Tur- which are under cultivatior
been prohibited from the beginning of
A ROAST FROM LISBON?
the present crop year, and ‘that allotThe clergy of the diocese attending
ments of barley to the brewers
were
Lisbon cable via Paris, says:The Se- the executive meeting of the diocese
colo, commenting on
Presidént
Wil- of Ontario presented Bishop Bidwell
hardly more than enough to produce
's speech, says that the President on the occision of his leaving Enz‘Leerfor the army and laborers
em:
Jand to receive the
degree of D.
ployed on heavy work.
says the Se- at ‘the hands of Oxford University.
The committee
wag’ told that thé
mille shor
was due to the inade- culo, “as an inventor of untimely paci- with a purse of gold.
sts’. systems, inapplicable’ to present
quate supply o!
for cattle owing
Among
the awards announced by
to the prohibition against using ‘pota- conditjons, -One-can.only praise the the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission
idealistic courage with which he con- is a silver medal and annual pension
toes and turnips, and*also that ‘the
tinues to proclaim these {deals which 1o.Mrs..James A. Fraser. of Paris
consumption of milk
In the country.
are not €ven original. The comity of Ont, whose husband perished while]
cistricts was greater becaase of the
lack of American lard. ‘The food cffice natlons and perpetual peace are two attempting to save three girls. trom
nplates which should not pe rerowning et Paris on August 26, 1916.
is preparing plans to. fix unfform
muilk-prices, but the supiily'can scarce- yived when the foundation of the only
A court of enquiry, specially orderly be increased during the «-xinter Practical peace lies in the permanent ed by Ottawa, convened
destruction
of the germ of war incormonths, as there is not sufficlont hay
a
ted in the
Prussian
system.”
and straw. for
millk-producing anf.
rounding the very -hoavy casualties
nals, Herr Batocki aasured the com
suffered by the 118th Waterloo BatMUST BE VICTORY,
mittee that,.
Acononiies now
talion in the last medical examinanecersary.

many.

But it is the fact. Several prisonerd1
taken since last November were
t9 ba

named

first number

will be substituted.

amaze

the sezvice,
actually tak’
where. they
months and
for the fath-

Other intercepted letters tell-of tha
terrible food conditions in

‘out the cratomary state ceremony. A
Procession of a nayal and military
«

Invalias when forced into
But that the Kaiser was’
ing men out of hospitals.
had been confined for .
compeliing them to fight
will

wero

that they

told their captors

erland

prisoners

many

2s

mon knowledge,
aken .by Great
have

Austria

The Edinboro’ Scotsman celebrated
In''the

sending men to the trenches come
a's)
opght to be in hospicals was

thelr senses, for the need of human
material. Is great, and unfortunately
there Js «till no end to this terrible
war in sight.”
os

Latest Talk.

its centenary,

for some

—both the young and
the old—as
long as they have whole limbs and all

Sus-

of the paper a message from
York announced the’election of
{dent Monroe.
i

London,

upon

German

'

Wilson's
criticism
without

Col.
Shumsky,
the
widely-quoted
Russian military critic, protests vigorously against the idea of limited armaments,
He declares that ail pre-

a

With Gerard On Wilson’s

to

victory and freedom of the seas,

to

German Chancellor Confers

to beileve

via

way

pended Publication.

othervise than by force.”
SEES TWO FLAWS,

%—Two points in President
speeck
met
with
gecricus
here; his roference to peace

peace proposal by the En-

Periodicals

happiness

bring our enemies

its disap-

SHORT ITEMS
OF THE NEWS
OF THE DAY

which it Is impessible to

illusion

we

Upper

hand shall hew the
prosperous future.”

of

reailze.
Even $f we should eubscribo
to the Prosident’s suggestions, it would

accept them
RUSSIA

preda-

sharp steel of a clean sword in our

just to us.
They are equivalent to
a condemnation of the enemy against
whom we are defendizg them with {ndomitable energy.
But in order that
they prevail it Is necessary that we
be. victorious, and that the crimes

for humanity

unveiled

tente, the President
3
“The {nteful hour of the . German
Empire is approaching.
For the second time war hag been declared on us,
end to-day we, a more serious and matured peopie, accustomed to victory,
are standing behitid the Emperor. Our
iron will shall turn to deeds, and the

against

hemane

unblushingly

Germany's

Journal, says.
“President
Wilson’s
views
are
worthy of all our sympthy ir so far

as they are elovated,

his

‘The Presidont of the Prussian

he pregont yezt, “despite

infested the world Uke a pirate on
the ocean.
The independence of tho
world
and
the lperty of the seas

without victory would
of the powers of evil,

(Teutonic) peopics in
be readily made “in

pointing
beginning.”
might bring
peace, accord-ng to a Berlin despatch

has

sible that a ncte wll follow, addressed to all belligerents and :.cutral gov-

better

official

to Reutet’s by way of Amsterdam. Af:
ter commenting on
the rejection of

the

the: grain

been

at.an

Houge, in a epecch at the opening. of
he session, expressed the: hope that

ON. 'T.

frontier and an armed force.
The Bourse Gazette epeculctes

had

publication

tory and destructive designs.”

Paris, Jan. 24,-—-The » newspapers
continue
‘to, comment
cn
President
Wileon’s speech, © byt — there is- no
change fn their views, which all rezemble each other, regatdiess of the
The,
pqlitical color of the organs.

ficulty lay in the shortuge
of the
potato crop, enianced by transporiation troubles, He-said that, although
crops

has

tions,
“\Th¢ British Empire lives by
the sea, and will continue to use the
sea In accordance» with the law of
the sea and none other.”

by

in 1815,the total nutritive value, of
the grain and potatoes togethe: was
less, and economical — feeding. w:

Reichstag,

from the allied
the future will

the oceans of the world for senera-

vious efforts to-secure this: “Utopian
Adolph Batocki, president of tne Food dream” ended in complete fiasco, and
kieguiation Board.
that the onle methoe
preventing
fature
wars is’ n° strategical!y strong
Herr Datockf aid ‘that tite chief airtaroughout

for

just defenss ogainst.an enemy who

be

Potato Shortage the Chief
Difficulty.

!ssued

who are now in confer‘ <a Verlin.
‘The despatch quotes tue manifesto

and so much destructica shall be punIshed in. an exemplary ‘faghioa.”
The comment of the principal provinclal organs closely corresponds
to
that of the Perris newspapers, © The
Petit Gironde, of Bordeaux, says:
“Unfortunately the new method ada by Preeldent Wilson is a@ beauvo

German Food Dictator Talks
On the Outlook.

was

given to the Parllamentar?

which have caused us so many deaths

BATOGKI SAYS
GRAIN10 LAST

vic-

On th:s matter, for. what but the Royal
Navy has charted and kopt secure

morality and justice that are not less
dear tous then 4 President Wilson.”
Stophen Ptzhon, writing in the P:

lent

the

country has earned the right to speak

embark

stock

resolvfor

as saying that all sacrifices demanded

Edouard Herriot, Minister
of National Subsistence, has taken energetic
charge of the situation, co-nperating
with the city authorities.
M. Herriot
has decided to sell a large part of the
has

declaring that

sacrifice neceesary

by Dr, Johannes Kaemptf, Speaker of

in

aggravated by the coal shortage.

reserve

any

plain terms that Great Britain and
her rallies will have none of it. This

can only be conquered by arms. Peace

ara

issued a manifesto

on

manifesto

naval

President

of

tory, according to a Berlin despatch

on

lke Marseilles and Bordeaux,
there
were several degrees of frost.
The
number of deaths from cold und the

svfferings of the Parisiaus hare been

have
ed

as to con:

belligerents

limitations

tell

The Presidents

the Parliaments ct the Central Powers

the sea privileges they do not and
eannot-use on-land,-and-at the same
strength,

cable:

the nations they ropresent ar€
desires

an insufficiency Of manpower
time has been no 8 secret to
at the
Great Britain and her allies.extreme
ot
Keiser was driven to the
who
from

Londen

of the seas,”

the Morning Post says:
‘It he means that he

alter

sending them to the trenchessuffering
been
has
That Germany

the Usual Strain.

that the Pres!to define what

PRANCE-FROWNS.

during

the past two months, and have a 6,000mile crafsing radius.
A note will be sent by the central
powers to all neutral nations warning

German

tos

These. include redistricting. and. In-

patrolled

been launched

‘who asserted that the}

th orgers

2

Coldest Weather in Years
by thirty latest type sabriarines, all
Causes Many Deaths.

news.

submerged,

or other vessels.
, therefore, decided to send

of

troduction of the German language in

Pritish

te the ship's boats and the. vessel

beflo-

—4mpletion

‘wee!

Baitic Bources.- American travelreturning tresh from Germany on
Bergenstjord from Bergen and
British ports brought the same

a fairly full
sunk,
dunt bf what took place. It appears mediately
‘The
submarines
bor of Zeebruggs was
frozen oyer, so the German

practicd

compesition maxes the position of
Premier Clam Martinic much. stronger, 2nd he fs expected to be able to
take up the ow
ding Bohemian
questions within the next eight or ten

fon of this matter Parliament will be

New

“dream,”

proposes nothing less than a complete
transformation of the character of

=

Kaiser, ed

The

London cable:
tak
short is Germany of men, is: now. and
ing consumptives out of hospitals
to fignt-

Parliament Heads Bluster in

tS

heard

Wilson’s

(By Arthur Sy Draper)"

ies Sie ah
ne
ie
eit
Sag

SUB. BLOCKADE
“UPON BRITAIN
Cross workers.

8,000,000 Yet.

TEUTON BRAG.

London cable says: The Morning
Post, commenting again on President

5

possible

Berlin Paper Admits This,
Germany Has /

pile
shy

every

:

stricted columns of the press, and is
regarded as the news feature of the
4
day,

‘

given

devoted band of Red

Hopeless—

“LOSSES, 2,000,000.

every

fourteen

days

to

each

Ser

sed

The

where the

Without,

‘A Roast by a Portuguese Paper.

respeech occupies a large part of the

7¥

fately

:

Peace

which usually is Area ae Eten
baromet
ft
sentiment
le
ed to he unaetae “Nevertheless,
the

adult,

Avother writersaid no flour was
to be had in Turkey, and. that <rush.
ed malze was being used as a substitute. The poor, he sald, were lteroy
its of starvation,
it is the bellef of military experts
here that these economic conditions
foretell
a
collapse
before:
many
months are at an end. “Austria, it is
belleved,

will

be

the

first

oy

setth
comm
treaty between: ‘Austria:
Hungary and Germany will be immed-

KUSTBE A VICTORY

a

Hungary bas been
so nearly agreed
upon that an agreement will be sign“ed eagly
in Febroary,
to &

“emt

to fall

a
prey to the failure to provide
foe Bb. polsiers and her clyilian food
popation, and that fall
pens
fall_is not regarded
TOTAL

GERMAN

LOSSES.

Berlin cable saya:

total

German

2,000,000,

Esti:

losses

in

iacaweetes

-

about 2,000,000, The National Zeitung
ot Berlin says that there are available
forces ta carry on ‘the war for. several

years

gives
and

more.

ayatinble

© The

newspaper

figures. of casualties

ean Aenean

"The first impression ob
°
theso lists is that the noiber ot dead
is relatively small, in view
of the
fact that so many powerful offensive

sem paigns
as
well as

aves been
‘undertaken,
the defensive actions of

heard-of
the

dirteulties, such as that
me... This shows that the
9 -mare sparing of: their

Sox

one

believed:

tig
eds

oncrmoua tae

tod:

t

hot

8O

lusves mean’ an
of thé nation’s
great thay

1 notebe abje ee tari
rte
war for sevetal yeats mo;
total losaes are calculated at
2,000,000.

the

German

still number 7,000,000

reserves

wot

cur of.

9,000,000 with which the war wag *beSun, Ou the other hand, Jarge numbers of young men have reached the
age

of

military

service

war, — Accordiniy

to

during

the

a. conservative

an addition of 1,500,000. to

eae

The National Zeitung. says
that it
the soldiers Who have passed.
the age.
limit for military. service. have’ been,
retained with the colors the net losa
4 A result Sema
thsu far would
e

perhaps

990,

1s and oats: woo
“Germany stil! has ar least. 3,000,O 90 men to use on the front or for
the navy, and~ therefore we do not

overstate

that

the

Germany,

the former

date

casein

by

com

(date not

pointing
given),

a much larger humber chee
froct.

y

Fora

long":

out

with

ithe:
it

:

i Sa
aly pA
ed

dh
cable via boing
‘of
—The long-discussed. composit
the differences between ~A\ austria and

~ Berlin

His Dream Requires a New
‘Mankind—‘Freedom of ©
Seas’’ Rankles.
we

ht

i

INTO BATT

Proof That Men Long in

aja

ina

ONSUMPTIVE

it be an
{8 this to be’ attained?

_

seine BBa

During: ‘the month of January we take stock and in order
broken lines, etc. The followin:
ome! on ani ll be
Se

a

2 Wy
Buiter, tb-prints, rapped: >
ter, oe

IR. P. Reekie
important
Machine

Pie ent
sue

AROUND

|
:

so-called

“Anarel

German Government

program.
\ Miss Grace Molntyre spont Saturday
in St. Thomas,
Elijah Sutton, manager of the Crivan
- farm, whois well known in Datton, is
seriously

went

is one of intense dramatic. {nterest.
Casual visitors to Berlin hotels ida
nothing

of the

subject.

The

inte

has

and

this great

suppressed

upheaval

away fora time with other|

tactdestn
of Oe ee tant neve deen|
no, effectively gagged.
Inthe

The

Bread

notices

lutionary

from month

Line

summoning

meetings

are

semi-tevo:

t

3

4

#

Word was recently received by Miss
‘Mary Jamieson, teacher of 8. S.No. 9
‘that the school-was awarded the special
given to the school wiuning the
points at the Reto! fair beld at

z

West Lorne Iast Novembe
Miss Io Toylor has volarbad to St,
‘after spending a few days at
‘her home bere.
1ONA STATION
Rey:
Dr, Silcox, of London,

will

de

Ulver his instractive and amusing leo:
ture, “Grip and Grit," in the hall on
Friday
ning for the Patriotjo Cin)».

J, ©. Lowther

has secured a.goou po-

nition with the C.P.R, at Windsor,
oats od Mra, Shippey, West Lorne,
jinga few

weeks

Kerr has

anoraetid

B, McKellar.

~~Angua

with Mr..aud
from

hiv

‘ranent illness,
Pagald Pattersov, of Appin, spovt
the week-oud with Angus Patterson.
Fae

WALLACETOWN

Mrs: 4; A. Cameron is spending a few
Bt.

Thomas

and

‘Mra.Te
ees entertained “the
Ladies’ Aid’ct
ee ee ehareh on
fternoon was

toae

‘to the value of

oeone to'the: Red

. ‘The next box wilt

; Wednesday aifterndoh, Feb-

mittee hope all the ladies
oftknitting and vewing done

ment
sion, such
submarine

on

for

| Ontario
IN

possible
the

Redaced

Of Joffre at his retirement, the
Paris Matin said: “But General Joffre
@annot be everywhere.
The. French
eee Staff cannot always be made
same

men.

The

Rates

war

fought

lave

become

modified

to #

well

Entries Olose Febraary Srd.

all Railroads.

a ‘W. NOBLE, Secretary,
» Essex,

Ont.

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS

- FIGHT

by the immobility

ints which it has fallen. It was per
natural;
therefore, that the
iene of, active
of the
at the front shoild be taken.
from the’ shoulders of General. Joffre
and

that

placed

the

perience,

on

younger

profound.

shoulders

wisdom,

genius

vast

AT THE FRONT.

and

ex-

BUY

for command

the victor of the’ Marne and liberator
of Brance
should be put to other
uses. It was also just as-natural
that
no change should be made in the or
ganization of” Sra Rae which
he created, which had) proyed~of incomparable. excollence, but only in
the men upon . wi
maintenance
and

=:

DOMINION OF CANADA
THREE-YEAR
War SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
$ 25.00
60.00
100.00
INDIVIDUAL

| officiated at the servion,
‘being a member of that
noted as pall
was

x

IN PRIZE MONEY

has

ity of conducting
-it, and the condltions under which this war has been

the errs. Wax Cou
‘mt thé residence
pm. by
, Hinig.. ibterment boing in Eyor~The offloers of McCot)

society

on

FOR

$21.60

4a

PURCHASES

LIMITED TO

41990,

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BANK
OR ae MONEY ORDER POST: OFFICE

repre-

Finanom ‘Derantmant
OTTAWA

a of the Inte Edward Evans
.|

A
Onpt. indeon forme r Ohapiain of
appointedchief rethe 168rd, |. has béen.
thaitioge@ese tor Mlillteey Distrse No 35)

lines.

PANTER

No Matter What the Trouble is, McTavish Makes It

~ Selling uit

Drake Stock, Dut
:

SUGA
WEE

Jah. 29 to Feb, 3, Or
GRANULATED SUGAB

100 lbs, for $7.5

13 lbs, for $1.00, 3 1-4 lbs. for 26
Limit of 2 cwt. to any customer~

6 DAYS

ONLY

Knitted Goods Week, Feb, 5
2 Big Mill Clearances, Half Pri

F.G, McTavish&
Drake’s
”

Stand,

Dutton .

Get in the Throngs

09S OOOO OIG 000

“MINISTER

OF FINANCE

“REQUESTS”

a
os

$00000000000/000000000:

Exhibition |
KINGSVILLE, ONTARIO.

\

adueday. the atteudauce
s latne, many beiug present

» Phe

Corn

TABERNACLE,

PAID.

in Shakers
in many other

HE RIGHT HOUSE
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WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN TO-MORROW
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Because oo better machine can be had a any price.
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netive habitat was the chalky downs
of the South of England.
The grass
which « grows
there fg fine, never

metits and:
t

of either
yaluabie as

for the buicher in a very {

know

providence of God brought the woman

¢
eT

Eeanthops

We all know that

fronr80-to-50-pounds

‘mbs are considered
ty raised in’ Canada.”

The

De., ainuquarters

of the mutton is Jocated, ‘It should
7@ a well doveloped chest, whieh |

breeds
down,

to work hard for. their Nving, and
giin_enalertnes which the Southdown
has Vict got, His ts a feeling of calm
sapetiority.
It pays fo feed him;

“hiniself,

and the Sut.)

a large mar
fent something

3rd: “Big purchase of spring lambs—
have “just received 1,600 Southdown
jambs from the Ottawa Valley, These

stances...

a3

+

he

img

upon

per ba
ben bas
Der
De
por sib. bas
MEATS—WHOLES

folk; which have many admirers, are | Curcatee, cio *

be avery great demand

Lnmanity on his way to the throne of
his kingdom. His own wovereign love
necessity

Garrcts,
pennies
Parsnip,
Dotatoes,
).

Cotswold cross has produced the .Ox-' Beer, forequarters, ewt

as

lafd

the

and

Mood than others, therefore we should

@ strong “Presumption “that if any
rate of mén or Deasts havo atteined
OQ high stendard and kopt it up for
generations, there. is something es-

rock in the Frith of Forth, about ©; pecially good in that face.
mile in ciroumference, and Sts inThe
uthdown ‘sheep Is) certainty
habitants are mostly, sea ‘birds, and! the littl-aristocrat cf its’ kind.
in

of

the

‘The Souhtdown

lergest proportion of flesh of the best
quality and the least Waste, and flest:

prudence

sign

re

A mere

cerinin porUons of a care:
beof or mutton are more

SURVEY:

nt the first

thls.

Of a poorer quailty,

pre-emin-

spiritual awakeping.

of the Master

neatly

these fine sheep have the qualities | 00.

dis-

hostility was evidenced in his retire:
ment from Judea, To the eye of man
Jesus appeared to be fleeing | from

are” very

What is wanted as the Vest type | fpattoir, my
of mutton rheep. ts one that has the
Do.

Who wore tho

I, Convictton for sin.
II. A Redecmer accepted.
L, Conviction for-sin.. The

noted,

thelr admirers claim for them,

is

Samaritans?
What d°.
Jesus
about worship?
What great announPRACTICAL

produc

of ~ Southdown

to ihe Southdowns,

prove

deep-

of Christ's

have been

Geese,
Spring
Duvklinags, hse
Spring chicken!
dive Poultry:
Fowl, 1b. ~~
spickens,

the product of the Southdown ram jwenl,’ common,
a ute saciens horned Norfolk ewe:
Bo. mes

hind ho for going to Galilee?
Where
did Josus stop to rest cn bis journey?
was

BILL.

“boymentionedsthat most of

ford, another fine sheep;

wondering and ‘trustful,
went to tell
her friends what she had heard.
QUESTIONS.—Whet
ministry
had
Jezus Just finished?
“What . reason
What

breeds

THE

Siance at a pen of each in the showYard ‘or-a glance at a good picture

as the Christ.

come

the Down

x

FILL

blood into the native breeds. of ver
fous districts, _ The Shropshires, a5

its admirers, Yet the Southdown has,
we

of to-day

a

GREEDS

by the Introdiiction

anf lamb for the meat
every purebred
South-

length of timé:

Southdown

DOWN

cit may

fullest

down in Canada were slavgh
Nghtered
there would hardly be Sonate rout:
tonto supply. the elty of Toronto
alone for any

the

}OW!

“are {un atteadance; cement did Jesus make to tho woman?

means of
windlass
and rope and!
draw water for visitors.
Being wearfed with his joucney—It
Was noon,
and Jesus wits his disciples had: prowere

He

in him

of Samaria

‘who jet down’ a email“ bucket by |

ciples

century.

all things—Jesus had told her eome
things, and she was inctined to believe
thom, but she was not quite ready to

thenaeties

ence over all the other. dgwa breeds.
It is tho oldest and here is always

25-29).

26. 1...:am he—Jesus revealed to the

its

five feet deep, bu: was formerly much
rock,

(vs.

est truths of the kingdom,”
This was
his first public declaration of his Mossiahship..
27-29.
At this point the
disciples returnzd. and the woman,

from

there is no reas-

Ip

Mossiah

was

well

on to. doubt its being the\oae by. which
Saviour

the

there—It.

belng In the regionof tho “parcel of
&round” just mentioned.
«There fs
the

Jesus

25.
I know that Messiah cometh —
The Samaritans found the promise of
the Messinh in the writings of Moses.
They now expect him to come within

Can-

was

pro-

06.

their own,

Jazob’s

&

and

has becoms an almost perfect type
of what a-sheep should be, This opinfon is: proved by the dlock tests’ at
ternational ‘and ther fat stock

however, is a digression, What
wish to point out and to empbasize is that the Southdown js the type
of mutton in demand by the best Canadlan trade,
“Therefore” we should
do’ our best to produce ag
a
supply as possible of mutton of this
type—not % necessarily
—
re
Southdowns—which fs’ practically out
of the question—as. a. source of sup-

and
IV.

A
weph—This

the

prietor of the Bass Park and I Know
that there are only some twenty-five
i

fishes aaa

- ti

for worship, but Jesus showed her f
that, with the coming of the new king- Eni
dom. places for worship.’ would ‘ not
count.
Wherever there was a heart

8,
Wbal and Mouzt Gerizim, forty miles
north of Jerusaiem on the direct zonte
trom Jerusalem: to. Nazareth.

Benjus,

miraentous

drew empty nets. For the altmistic
spirit, though we hope ft Is growing,
61s not yet strong enough develo}
in’ most of us to make rs rejoice in

‘of Jesus that the wo-

5

19. The:

saw.

fo

1-3 to}
F oN
unchanged,tte "Bran,SB $3100

DULUTH
GRAIN
Duluth, —Wheat—No,
1

|

L
Shehern, SieYi 18 (0 $0028
Nozth
Linseed—To arrive, $9 4s
Sa: July, #24
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE.
Flour, winter patents—47a.
Hopsin Londow (racifie
to £5,
16x.
Hams
short cut, 14 to 16
Bacon, Cumberlind cut, 2 10)
a
108 8.
Ny
‘Clear beliles, 14 to 16 Thatta.
Leng clear middies, Nght, 28
113.
Loug clear middies, heavy, 3

1a.

al

Short clear bacqs; 16 to 29,
bhoulders, square, lL to: 3
Tard prime western, bt

=

Coloréd—16a.
Australian In London—tity
Turpentine, spirits 6B.
mI

oe
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PALE, FEEBLE. ol

Weakness
Generally Comes.
Wothanhood Appr
18,

Girls upon the threshold of ©
hood often drift Into a decligg.
of all care and attention. Hi

one secs girls who have been’
and lively become suddenly:
wea

presced, irritable

and

niexsurés should

be taken

is.

the.dawn of womanhood—s
Fis
the Ife. of every girl—and oy
to”

blood pure and rich with thi

‘of health. If the blood. 1s sot

at this critical silage the body

ened and grave disorders. f
Williame’

Vink

Pills have ea)

ande of young girls from whi
havo been Hiclong inyalidism’,
early death, They area
.
of -unequalied richness, a
Weak. nerves aod producing,
supply
of red, healthy

every

girl

‘needs

to. stata

strangth. Dr. Williams’ Sra
Pine
proved thet
at yalag Over a
the! agsiu
toy:
wo
wh
a
ated of centre
(at flowers
trelr beauty
nourE,
asody fehts : the
fren the sun. ¢ Thia
glory “ever in‘ard,
Ot
the rightof
Me} cranes; it does not biind with excen
give Ught, bat sofzom and soothes the
eng

Jnust, leivy.
bebind; all
}, the firmament,
the

Stars, the cari dud
its kingdoms.
‘There is a glory, inithose for the carnal

ee

Gur,

worth

ja

¢grewnsfrom=-

eyes of the Veholies. whose yerdiet fs,
“Thou! art alltair; fy love; there Is
no spot in thee.”
HT

Miller,

tored me

to healt,

i) ti

did not save my Mec In a

to feel run down, andthe’
Wile called, in éald
bad case
eae

(thats

aya felt
tired,
z
thé gold, the glittcr, the’ titsel, }° Pillows Too High for Sleep.
mind,
the rank, the uniform, the title, the
that I could ecare
ay wig
exact
drink. My heart would
great task of happiness; >.
tude un- i
‘wealth, tho’ ease, the luxury. - There
“Of all. the, thousands of patients 1 aingly.
to admit ee tender ‘solici
The
doctor
did
not 6¢
3
Of.
of
mental
ehe dd = | ickedsher heart andSATSencouraged
con:- | 1cAndtasshown
have een in bed
{have never “met able to help meat all
of
cine,
$2
er
tha.
tie-sewing machine, the talking lors.
ma- with” one who arranged his pillows and friends all thought
accepted. In her at-)7¢ Heamy
a
decline
and
could
not
hygienically,”
sald_an_emiment
docigher
a
is
there
mn the womay had not |Have moved me hots Jt moraine skies, chitie,. But
Peete
in bed for some weeks:
Te
. off her-conviction " Rooks, and my food, and supainer rate
¢ame
to
sce
me
and
urged
|
Knocked on my sullen ‘heart in
Ged.
“AML too high jfar.too high. High ‘Dr, ‘Williams’
2
a
ight with God. Oht
pillows curve ‘the epine, bend
the
fot a apply, and by
t
magaificence,
the neck, and thus prevent the free
en
three boxes
wy
eurlation of blood tn
able improv
on
can. never.
the full value - of
state of her

caso and

drew

*

Trt have faltered more cr jess’

night's cleep

unless

you

fix your

‘eo low that the head “and n

ale

pil-

pers progres
continued using

the 7

time longer,-and ay set
old time
i
ee |my
hall never cage to praise:

in a jevel’ line with the spine.”

—Pitteburgh Pree.

sod

cine, and to

girls ‘to’ ee it
proved'ia: my Own:

‘Weak:

Ss

es into

ZO

her: eyos, while the two stare at her

with Tou, amazed Indiana toa
“I=

LITITZ

>

<>,

‘

Signa, wear-

ly.

t say
ay Any amore to me tooe pleads.

“T really am tired,

oe
't_wish to. offend you or
peakeivont
stahiabey) but what you wish don’t’ think you~ ought to. listen: tot “It 1% tmposstble!” “exclaimed — her
what goes on downstairs.’
ladysnip,. drawing. herself to her full
is quite impossible.”
“A girl who is a mero no“It you. were sent to bed at seven pelents
“If you mean your marriage with
Sir rradere that is not at all Narpos
o'clock, and couldn't sleep, you'd be!
Engineer Risked Life
to Prove
bible, my dear.”»
says. the rector, in glad to get out and sit on the stairs,” | | tt is of no use going over all that!”
His Ability.
bis frettal style.
“Nothing is imposslhe says, severely. “But about
Sir he exclaimed, with an impatient gesble, though weak and erring man——”
terre. “Be she what she may, I—I love
Frederic—it’s like hls cheek!” |~
“That's nonsense!” says Mrs. Pods“My dear Archie! That Is a word her, and I have asked her to be my
Elghty years ago the granite obewell, cutting the sermon short.’“‘Signa
oa me has rejected me!”
that should not be said
by
little . WAT
fs not weak; I never saw a girl with
mad!” murmured the lak that stood sentinel beforo the
Dboys; it isn’t in the dictionary, you

i

OTTAW: ia

aS

i ad im

“T think you are out of your mind,
Says ‘Aunt ene solemnly.’

mene”

a

your pardon:

sorry!” she says. “T think
er tired and hysterical.”

el

#0 ™much—obstinacy © in her nature.
Self-willed she may be and is, but not
weak; oh, certainly not!
And Aunt, Podswell sniffs scornfully.

know!”
“I don’t care!” ne says, emphatical
“It's true.
It Js Mike his chee!

ly.

‘The rector rubs his chin.

with him at the Park, and that’s miles
away, right across the river. Besides,
I don’t like Sir Froderic.
You woi't
marry him, Signa, will you!"
~
“I think not,” says Signa, ubsently,
and almost to herself.
“Don'
he says energetically, and
with an air of
profound
wisdom.
“You'll be sorry if you do. Of course
you'll have the park, but you won't
like Sir Frederic.
He files. into tempers; I’ve seen him.
I say, Signa!”
“Well, be quick and say it. Do you
krow
that it ls—ob,
an unearthly

‘I think,”
ne
says, insinuating*y,
“that perhaps wevhave been a little
too
hasty with our dear Signa, my

dear,

We are so anxious for her good,

80 extremely anxious, that her future,
which stretches out so far and—ahem
blooming before her, should not be
marred .‘ by a—shall I say maidenly
modesty?—that we haye put the case

a leetle too plainly. ©

After all, Bir

Frederic ts a sonzible young man, and
sensible youns men don't take the first

‘no;’ ho may ask her again.”

“I hope not,”
saysSigna.
“E don’t think it's Hkely;
say sho has had her chance

it,”

commonplace

finale,

@ Ipoks the calmest of the
Rearcely suppress’a smile,
iges

to conceal ‘it,
Bute: exclaims Mrs.

ing to a hideous old

rector,

vor)

to

and

throwing

et her and join in her
i. righteous
indignation
b-dnd such an old baron-

Sand

the Park!

pthé

Delamere.

Why,

there

nh estate in the country,

It ts

an

but it seems that you have not.

At

any rate, 1 suppose
1 may
daughter of—an actress”

¥ liked to
dancer”"—"is ‘not too

say that the
she would
say, “Ught-rope
good for Sir

Sir Frederic Blyte—”
“Stop,” says Signa, and her voice is
very Iow, but so distinct that every
note and inflection strike
upon
the
ears of the rector and his wife Hke
the flick.
of a whip.
“You
have
spoken of—my mother,
She died”—
the voice falters for a moment, but is

steady the next—"ghe

died

when

I

Was too young to know her, She was
an actress,
Yes, it 1g quite true, and
fam proud
of it!"
Mrs.
Podswell
around
throws up her hands and
eyes, but
to be does ‘not, dares not
speak.
“Proud
And here of it,
I have heard my father speak
her—ah,
I have
heard
others
“Amelia,” again expostu- Besides
him
speck
of
her
coloring and coughwith
words
such
as
any woman, be she actress or duchess, might
will speak, and openly be proud to hear over her grave. Unfear,
There are times less the world has led, and you alone

me—any one might be

b tr uth, ‘the plain, unvarnish.
d be epoken,

$C

te zi

wae

and

if

@ time it is now, when

are true, my mother was one of the
best

and

noblest

of

women,

and

my

ed—yes, wicked —
DRS. SOPER & WHITE

under the blandishments of
H's

fulsome _ compli-

jcome to think herself
” and

Aunt Podswell
figure and
taco that ‘do indeed

and that her

Call or sont
ronyals fot (eve stint
forvid ed in
am tol pm
end sth. Paeemate tomate

Consultation Free

4

prs. eo @ WHITE
Please

Mention

This

Paper.

=————————S=_—====

i émotion,

“do hot atop

pe msiting to Boar what you
inst—my

mother,"*and

Jove and pride in her never filled my
heart more. fully. than they.
do now,
when you speak Ushtly of her!”

Mrs. Podswell stammers for a moment, then she tekes refuge in the
Tesources of the-weak; she begins to
whimper:

‘What have I done to be spoken to
I have

{| like’ this?” she sobs, “when
only

myself - beyond

my

to say anything strength in the endeavor ‘to do my
other, she says, sul- ety aieI do. not know!
‘his b js a cruel
mean to speak
tho
ht you bad forgotten;
apes
it is. cruel,’
jurmurs
Signa, erate her with pale actin.
we ts nothing but ingratitude,
mumbles Mrs. Podswell..
“If you had
any heart at all, "you
would
never

Stand there and suy
things to me—neverl”

¢S RHEUMATISM.
t people, chuck full of

2 APBY,
yeas, bebrisht

tet the:

ania:
ee

& power to drive out the

aot rhs eumatism and
it

Nerviline is
Mra.

a

Char-

puts in Mrs. Podawell, -,vitleuly,

‘The'rector shakes his hea
“Sir Frederic ‘ie— nan tuoconrkie

‘n earnest.

I am sure of that, and

I

think he will ask her
in.
If he
should, will you promise us, my dear
‘Signa, that you will consider
his proposal? That is not much to aek, my

dear.”

hour!

asleep?”

‘sich

aFeaatu

A {sir smile, covers
Stans’ 's pale,
face.’
The only* dreadful thing
she
has-said has been a fow words in do-.

fonce of the mother whose memory
she loves and: reveres, and. whom
Aunt Podsw
attacked.
She
sighs a little. wearily,
“Ig thore any more to be sald?” she
Says, stooping.
shawl.
“Why

and
picking
do you want

up
me

her
to

vague

in-

marry Sir Frederic?’

And she looks

from-qne

with

to the other

elle, terrogation,
As you say,

What

dots At» matter?

im & mere

nobobdy, and

not fit to be
of the-Park—”
“That's just {t, my dear,”
says Mr,
Podswell,, breaking in with a nervous,
conciliatory smile;
“we, neither your
aunt. nor I think that, and Sir.
-} eric: himself evidently “does not;

“T
should think not,” snorts
“But,” says Signa, trying to. speak
Podswell.
“But {t isn’t Mkely that he
will do anything of the sort. Sir Fredlightly, “he might take mea long way
eric isn't a mere adventurer, an opera from here—miles away, Archie!
singer, to go begging for a wife.”
don't know,” he says, reflecting:
‘he might, but then perhaps he'd
Signa flushes hotly, though she
me come, too, don't you see?"
would give worlds to keep tha color
” stys Signa, smiling—smlifrom her face, for she knows that her
Ing with a soft light in her violet eyes.
aunt alluded to Hector Warren.
“At any rate, I Mke him and 1 think
“But if he should, 1 am saying. my
—I'm sure—that he likes you, Sigaa!”
dear Amelia,” says the rector, timidOnce more she has to shade the light
ly, “I want our dear Signa to promise
ae she will reconsider this hasty de- frem the candle.
fon.”
“I believe you are asleep and dream“It wasn’t hasty,” says Signa,
but
ing, Arehie, or you wouldn't talk such
seeing the rector open hig mouth for
nonsense.
There!"--and
she
kisses
a fresh argument, she says, with deshim, and tucks the bed-clotaes round
peration born of infinite _ weariness,
him in the manner esteemed eo much
“Oh, yes, if he should ask me again, 1 by children—“good-night, and"—with
will consider it.”
laugh—“as
‘papa
says,
happy
nd it is an unwise admission,’ and
dreams!”
she feels it, but not then—ah, she fs
CHAPTER
Xv.
ro tired and does so long for the sollSir Frederic got his crush hat, and,
tude and quiet of her own Httle room,
without even bidding Lady Rookwell
where she can be alone to think—not
eood-pight or waiting for his
car:
of Sir Frederic and his offer to make
riage, leapt the terrace and
strode
her the mistress of the Park, ‘but of
across the velvety iawn toward the
Hector Warren and the sweet myster!Park.
He had tried, and tried hard,
ous words he whispered in her ear
as they parted.
“Thank you,
my ae
Br ys the rector, suavely,
hat js all we want.
Rest assured that your aunt and I only
desire your good, and that all our exertions are for your future welfare.

Good-night,

my

ahem!—happy

dreams!"

dear

Signa,
and

HAIRGOODS|
—FOR—

and—

he gives

of

what

have wou

talking

avout

yeu, Wicked bo:
“1. ghan't catah cold" he- retorts,
calmly, “I say, Signa, isas true that
Sir Frederic wants

te marry

yout"

Signa,aanetisy while the color comes

{nto

‘her’ face.

“Tam

afrald

tt is, Archie,

but

Aiviea to Dyspaptics
Well Worth Following
In dhe case sot dyspepsia, the a)
le. Somet!
areas
jotimes it

I

,to

warship.

navigate

in ralsing

the

almost

to

himseif

When

the

the

the

cablip

obelisk

breaking

under

the

were

Lebas

enormous

it was to

and he preferred a tragic end to.
honor,

“This,”

said

Le

Cri

de

dis-

Paris,

“was in 1836, before our day of inter-

views and Lebas occupied only a few
Mnes In The Constitutional, no more,
no Ices, than the periodical Sixentaree
of’ the sea serpent.’—Exchan;

a

Saree

STORMY WEATHER
HARD ON BABY

And she held out her hands 4pploringly.
loved me, she would marry me though
I were a beggar co the road; as she
He laughed, and the laugh wes not
Pleasant for a mother to hear.
“Forget her!” he
said, raising his
pale, pazeicn-distorted
[ate |
“You

The stormy, blustery weather which
we have during February and
is extremely hard on children,

ditions

dying o!

make

it

Con-

necessary)

for the

thirst to forget water! I shall never
forget her while I have the power of
memory loft.”
And
he rose heavity, and stood star-

mother to keep them
in
the. house.
They are often cbnfined tooverheated,

wet with the dewy
grass.
Lady Blyte sank into a chair,
tapped the arm with her thin,

Own

badly ventilated rooms and catch colds

which

rack

guard

ing moodily at his thin dreas-boots, all

house

and
white

the

against this.
Tablets

and an

whole

system.

To

a box of Baby's

should

be

kept

occasional

in

the

dose given

the baby to Keep his
stomach
and
bowels working regularly.
This will
not fall to break up colds and keep

the health of the baby in good condjHe laughed again.
“No, you must not give up! Many a
girl has been fool enough to say ‘No’

tion till the brighter

days come

along.

The Tableta are sold. by medicine,
deaiers or by mail at 25 cents a; box

and lived to repent herself of her folly

from The Dr. Williams
Brockville, Ont.

and jump at the chance
eaying
‘Yes.’ You must give her that chance.”
He emiled and ehook his head.
“You do not
understand her, moth-

-

Medicine

Co,,

2+ oe

WORE OF THE BEAVERS.
Wonderful Skill and: Activity of

er causes! and would not take it if it

were offered to her. No, I have lost

These Clever Dam Builders,

her; and if | cannot forget her, I must
learn to'live without her. Bat to-night
I feel that I would rather die.” And
hig head drooped; then
he looked up

There

are probably

fow examples

animal industry and cons|

of

@-abil-

ity more widely known
than those of
the beaver—every one carries from his

you

school days a general notion that bea-

popular bellef
and the limits of fact, enough remains
t
high degree of interest to

love Signa
my whole belng—she has absorbed all
my Ufe! There! let ve say no
more

about It—I am worn out, and will go
to bed.

GENTLEMEN" "s. TOUPEES
$55.00 and $35.00, that defy, detec
tion when worn,

for,

sand, dust or four—not

with

every. lover poss:

for Hector Warr
Listened to his sult
yi
tle reached the Pas! bet

how
almost inclined to stroll on xaywhere
out /of human icon,
He had. been so fii-of hope, he had
been so. persuaded hy his mother that
it was impossible Sigua should refuse
him, that the reaction was terribte.

Lady Blyte had sont all the ervants

to bed except the butler, and as Sir
predevse entered che came into’ the

“Is it. you, “dear?

she sald. “Where

“T—] walked in

he answered, passto hide

fs face from the butler’s kean syes.
ert

Blyte

\came

“upto

iim,

her hand. upon shis: arm:
ell,

Frederic,”

she

said,

minutes.

The

pieces

off are hela by the tgeth and fore

paws

and

spot where

carriea

fitted into place,
means carelessly

sugar—f.

or

Grasged

to

the

and

the

they are to be used and”
carried

ouf,

is readily combustible, Water only beaver seems to have some fairly defie
spreads the flames. A shovelful of nite idea of the size and length of the
earth from the gardon or sifted ashes piece he needs.
from the cellar will check the flames.
The beaver makes his hoine prima-

No
More
:|Corms

ing her into the drawing-room

thick is as many

To extinguish gasoline ¢

te keep cool and self-possessed while
Signa was with him, but
now he
threw calmness and self-possession to
the wind, and allowed ‘his passion
full Beope.
He was, in fact, nimost
mad; mad with unsatisfiod ifs. mad
Jealousy;

With their very powerful teeth they
can cut through a branch three inches

Good-night.”

(To be continued)
van eee
Remember This.

MINTZ’S HAIR rg
EMPORIU.
62 KING ante §WEST
Haraliton, Ont.
G@ormerly Mame. 1 Mintz,

mine

eure quickly and:

for

show the crowd of cnlookers that
he
was sure of his calculations..A single
error and he would have been crushed

I were the King of England, it would

and

gently,

Cure

rily by burfowing in the bank of a
stream, and the purpose of the dam

Guaranteed

80 that the entrance tothe
always

right-out. No

destroyed

the

covered

as

a

burrow

protection

enemies.
Though, however, the beav,

soothing,
healii¢;
takes
the
surg

dy so quick, sale nou sure as
Lam's Painiess Corn Extractor.
everywhere
cc per bottle:
——_<++—
Trade Briefs,
Locusts haye

to maintain the water at aa fixed heigh,

Never
known
to
fail; . acts without
pain in 24 hours. Is

telligence. enough’ for the. bi
his dam, he has not sufficien
op bitiiding, and
88 the struct

rom
Prt
Sold

‘el of his pool until "bah

ward no tonger serves
house above weler, and
the height of his walls

building with branches

wheat

{o
so
and

and‘

crop of the province of Saute Fe, Entre

Rios and Corrientes in

Argentina.

It

is estimated that the emount available
for eXport Will not exceed 1,000,000

tons.

ixports from Hong Kong to the U.
S in the first._nine
months
of 1916
were Valued at $6,864,290, an increase
Of $2,534,559 over the previous year.
Rubber
overshoes
are
needed
in
Spain.

An Italian merchant is in the market
for 1,000
Nearly

hypodermic syringes.
20,000 tons
of
eunao

are

handled In the Hong Kong market annually, This trade should Runes the
attemtion of American dy,

her proud eyes softening with loving
Heavy iron wheels, suitable for jinanxiety.
sisishas, are neeled in China.
e8e
Sufferers find marked denefit ins a
He looked down at-her with a look wheels are similar-to those used on
day, and ba sitse aces pn tcabroverhent
¥
"
motoreyeles,
lo.
oth
“It Is all over, mother,” tie. said,
Freight rates in China have Increasme
pases
ed from 300 to 500 per sent. sine. the
te started, and tier eyes beyinning of the European
‘The.
aan with haughty pride.
Chere are evens themsclves- to
“Do you mean that you—you hare these &
tions and are raising s-¢at
‘spol
wind that
ae dus actually—_." quantities of foodstatts for. domestic
i
Mot permit her to consumption

caerae

the one phere lady 8 aed world sh
ought, opebe ee
tho» pete amis:
the

been

downstairs?
I could tear you, almost
every word."
“You've been on the stairs!”
says
Sisna, shaking her head, rebukingly.
“Some night you
will catch a revers
cold, and then 1 Shall have
to nurse

Luxor,

Stone as It began to move. If a single
cable had broken all would have been
Explaining

flash of her eyes, “let her go her own
way, alld forget her.

aman

a

placed

the whole of it,” he,said, decpairfully;

might as well tell

at

no man ever loved as I ablo margin between
Grenville, I love her with

wisest und truest words he hes spoken.
“I'am very Sorry that he does not.”

He is not auleen; and has been waiting for her.

used

by

strained

“it is all es nothing to her. If—if she
does not love me, she will not marry
me though I am Sir Frederic Blyte, If
with

I2i.,

This boat was towed through;

He laughed bitterly;
he
has had
taught him more of Signa’s
nature
than ever his mother would learn, although ske Ilved with her for years.
“She dees not care a pin'’s point for

Blyte,

of Rameses

structed at Toulon
Nile and the Seine.

And she made a grand comprehensive motion with her hand.

make no difference.”
“Then,” said Lady

Palace

More than 30 centuries, was taken 2
Paris. Its erection in the Place de
Concorde was marked by a fine ee
ample of civic
neat Tt
had been
brought from Egypt by the Engineer
Lebas in a river boat, 6
ly con-

sea

should ee what a weak fool I have be¢ome, mother,”
ho
said, with selfscorn in his voice and
in his, eyes;

thwarted desires, and Pouches it

“What atime you have been!” he
said, blinking at the candle,
‘And

the Park!"
“Yes, there is one and it is the one
I_kave the misfortune to-love,”
he
éald, sinking into a chair, and hiding
his face with his tremblipg hands.
Lady Biyte stood erect in her satin
and old lace, her eyes fixed with indigmapt hauteur on vacancy.
“1 can soaecely believe it,” she murmured, “What. does she expect—wha'
can ehe hope for more than th

“but I'think

with her lips.
“I belleve, indeed I do, that
“you
mean it all In kindness, but, ah! if
you would only accept what I say and
be content.
What does it matter?
There ars hundreds, thousands of girls
who are more fitted to be Lady Blyto
than I am.”
“But Sir Frederic doesn't think 30,
you see,” says the rector, uttering the

says aienn, ruefully, and she.
makes
her escaj
Tired a: she fs, she pays her usual
visit to Archie's Ittle room at the end
of the corridor.

of

‘with a flush, “I am ashamed that

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

stowing an unspoken benediction.
Signa bends over her
aunt’x pale,
thin face, wrinkled with the irritation

jt"
fitness,

and that you ought to be fast

“I wish;” he says, slowly, raising
himself on bis elbow, and L:inking at
ler sravely—“I wish it had been Mr.
Warren.”
Signa moves a hand
round
the
candle that he may pot see the hot
flush which stains her face.
“Why, Archie?” she murmurs.
“Because I Hke him, and I don't
think he ever flies into tempers.”

her hig hand with the 2ir of one be-

gta:

raises her/ eyes

I should
and lost

old indy, atiog: the eame words
that
Aunt Podewell had done;
“im:
mad! Why, there is not.a girl in
ie

Why, you would have te go and live county who would refuse the owner

neal
.

you ike to end that tere

ible itching, that borning
heal those horrid sores?

ae

b

You have tried all sorts of fatty
ete
Jotions and powders, Put

Pe
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Mrs. Paterson left for Detroit on Satur.
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sister, Mrs, “Miller, and expected to
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Beds,

as

Z
:
and Mattresses
like | Strongly built iron beds, one of the best baagains ever

ht |

__fered, reg. 8.75...

White enimel bed,

-

beautifnlly trimmed

$5
in brass;

high
piece, rod
malleab
woyen head
supporting
. le steel frame, with i

Pants are! Other lines ranging from.
Springs
supports, regs 2.75 ..eeccccerareseen
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Men's Sritish Blue Suits just to hand.

colors, hand tailored ghroughont,

woes one,

“The

LON BRAND.

"

nae

Fast
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ng Furnishings
Spring

ae

Woyen weld spring, steel frame, donble and si
~
two support tubes, reg. 3.75
we
Alaska twisted band fabric springs, angle frame

‘esent day | Lute spiral

peer

7

Good value at

‘tempered and bound

by heavy wires.

Cannot sag.
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Mattresses .

Ostermoor, the maytress that has stood the test and is th
hination
<9
best value
oY
Re
made M,for the money..........

ae

oe heavy layer of

covered with heavyvy. ticking, av.

seeeeeeeeeNo. 1, 6.00,"

15.00 16.00 17.00}

No, 3,

weight

5.00.

bottom,
ght 5Q lbs,
No. 3,

See Our Bissell Carpet Sweepers

1000 12.00

now

springs have the comfort of a box sp

Each spec is highly

four ways
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Good, serviceable Tweed Suits

legetable Production

Hon. W.H, Hearst, us Minister
of Agrico)ture, will shortly luunch
& Province-wide- oumpaign to oucourage back-yard vegetuble gar* @ening
in Ontario, ‘The pluns have

checks ‘and

.
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Milline

ecials in

Grey . Worsted Suits,
best wearing qualities.
hand.
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Suit

for achool wear.
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Purposes,

Children

Study Suits in styles and colors that boys
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* months ago and we have just
them in
stock.
A saving
of $2.00 to $2.50 on every
suit,
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Pretty patterns in embroidery laces and corset cover embroideries. -....-.......5.2..White Orgtindie Embroideries, fancy coloréd edges, suitable for collars and dress trimming

Sar n0: TONS veeuee DISPLACED: Pethe Presiderit has
to
Benefits Derived From Electric
Energy— | all other neutrals that Suggested
they. break

2oo P00 ||
Borsepower whioh the hydro-cl
ion is supplying tho |
people of Onturio is displacing fonr |
anda half million tons of coal per
Sanom,’ declared Sir Adam Book, |

Agee

green, white and gold. Prices from $8.00 to $15.00.
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against tho allies remains | With Germany, President Wilson
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to range the
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A complete range of the latest styles. The leading styles ate loa
fared backs, also belted: fronts, in mixed
tweeds, blue and bl
serge, also very pretty styles in velvet cords in shades Of
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CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
:

BRANCHES IN CANADA
A96GENERAL
BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED

H

0“

Cificutar

LETTERS OF CREDIT

Bank MONEY ORDERS

|
ES

Than thatat we
we hhay
:

:

j

.*SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
Interest allowed at highest current rate
WOODS, Manager Dutton Branch

store

for you.

—the kind
N

Cell Board, Etc,

Dry

sound and neatly d

The V

[W. SAUNDERS Rie,

Ww.

tl

as

‘The‘auditors"

was read by I

MoKellar andfoun stored withont dit
,
on, on motion of Johu McP
and W. W. Gow.
» The retiring directors, Jolin McPhail
and D.Osrmichael, were reon
motion of W, W. Gow.aud J
bel. J.M. Bloe ane dD.
were re-appointed auditors.
;
The. question. of lacreasing:the“pay-

“4.

©. aré-now in |
-| -Glance's Show Rooms .
them

WwW. .

F | ment on cattle killed by lightning was

(CLEA

You are invited to call and look
over

.

ollingshead |:

introdnced aud discussed.
The limit
now is $50 and the opivion prevailed

Agent

that owing to the price of cattle this
should
C

‘On motion of John Morrison, seconded

rolet | by

Daviel Graham, a resolatiou was
|, recommending the
directors to
so amend the bylaws that the payment
of cat’ le killed by
lightuing be increased

0

sabseqoent

meeting

was elected

of

Gifts to

the

pres-

McColl, vioe-president,

the

HAD A FAIR CHRISTMAS

The Day Celebrated By a Datton Boy in
@ School fouse in France
Mr. W. J. Mitton has receive a letter
son,

du onse | France,”

Will,

“Somewhere

See

in

dated Jan. 3, in which he saya

CUT

T am still in the best of health and
;

eagerly looking forward to my leave
which should soon come uow.
¢
‘Ow you sure seem pessimistic about

last evening

pilicers

for the ensuing

the daration

of the war.

Wait

till

spring and you will sea the German

line

«|

RY

had to slow up.

Mind you,

It was by far the best we ever had iu the

army,

We had two big. rooms in the

village school.

~Board tables were laid

and we sat down to roast pork and apple

Sauce, Carrots, sweet corn ‘and cab!
spuds, ete., finishivg ap with plam
pudding, the whole washed down with

7
og
tankards”
of rather thin
.
We had with os as gest
~ | of honor, oue of our old original officers,
Capt. Storms, who was in his happiest
mood, and { guess he enjoyed himself as

mach as we did,
New Years wo did not have any organ-

ized’ celebration, but'J gaess each
had a pretty good time of his own.
a great day for the natives.
They

one
It's
call

Obristmas “Noel,” avd
New Years
“La
Bonne Aunée."”" When they mbet
they kiss each other on both cheeks and

aay “Bou Sante.”
of the pretty

Needloss to say most

girls came

in for a good

share of the season's greetings from the

for

bo.

Stoves,

3 PRICES.
: to get

:

thauk

them

yery

much

J. Bambridge & Co.

Jewelers
Repairers
Issuers of Marriage Licenses

'd write myself but don’t know whom
to | £0 Bond it to.”*

BACK FROM THE TRENCHES
Miss Ward Will Tell Her-Experience in
Entertaining. Tommies
“With
/My
Blackboard
in
the
Trenches” is the subject-of what will
Prove to be an iuteresting lecture to be

given by Miss Ward in the town hall
next Wednesday evening.
Miss Ward,
who is.au English lady aud eutertainer.
i aoe considerable time near the battle
line entertaining
the Tommies, endeavor-

LESS

a stove

Was

servic in Christ charoh,

j|

eS

'hite Sewing Machines
10. Twenty-five cents

The regular meeting of the connoil of
Dutton

was held. on

Monday,

all

the

members being preseni.
No written applications for the office
of assessor. had been received, bat Mr.
Cape, the previous assessor,
addressed
‘oon,

Miltoo—Scoyne—Thas W. H. Cape bé
appointed
assessor

Ouarried,

z

ata salary of $60.—

A dopatation from the Danghters of
the Empire, com;
of Mrs. R, K.

their labor by the lack of
Pattou—Socoyne—T
Br month sto the hat
mpire to aid them int)
sre eugaged iu, the grant
months aud commencing
ried,
A communication was

fands.
we give
hters of

$20
the

to be for six
Feb, !.—Oarread from

R.

P. Reokio; resigning ai a member of the
High Schcol Board.
The resignation
Was accepted, and on motion of
Wm
Scoyueand R, E. Fraser, J, H, Molntyro
was appointed to the vacancy,

BLOU

Laxacold
A laxative tablet treatment for
Coughs, Colds, Grippe
Headache, Neuralgia

nts, at.
eos $1.00,
:
Habutai Silks, at
Silk Crepe-de-Chine in good shades, at
Little Beauty Child’s Waists, at........

asc Pkt,

RP.

Reekie

Nyal

“Miss Ward is a fascitiating entor-|
hes and artistic achievement.

Her

of hier visits to the

blackboard."’—Birmiogham News,

_

New

SHEDDEN
We

Wednesday and Thursday
February 14 and 15

A Number of Tubercular Victims Will
Be Cared for at ‘Byron :
The following appeal has been réceiyed
by

local

patriotic

societies

from

Miss

Kennedy, hon, secretary of the London
Red Oroas Sootety: ,
The gréat war is now well ou into'the
third year and back to: Oanada are coming the meu who in the prime of health
and strength wi

dom.
The:
roke}
snd disabled,.and mauy of thom victims
of the terrible scourge
of tuberculosis.

‘The Government is erecting at Byron
iatorinm ‘special buildings
where a
nomber of these upfortanat, ‘beroes may

‘These rooms are
Ie it oe

jodate from

ce and the buildings
accommodate some 120

Suitings

and

‘well worth while to have a

8. Stey-

iy
» Becouded by’!
enson, Ancaster.
. Fraser, the clerk was anthoirzod 2.80 to 4 80—Beef Cattle—J. M, MoOalM. 0. R. that the conneil
lam, Shak: ‘espeare.
‘that steps be taken to“improye
the lot. on the corner of Main and G. A. Purnan,
Q. . W. Buonaxan,
Sap. Board Agrioultare.
Shackleton streets,
Dist. Rep,
H. MoPuam, Pres. J. E, E, Pzancs, a Seo. |
Come and make the Conyention a success
eIN THE CASUALTY LIST
LOST
Tn the casaalty last of the Inst few.
Friday, betwoom m:
and house, a
days
appear
the
following
small roll of money. ,¥ office
Finder will be auit.
among the wounded, and whosoldiers
went ably rewarded by leav! ing with Daniel Black,
spores the 91st Bi
3
8.
W. Hy
meyer, formerly of
Roduey, wounded seriously in the rghit
orgs: January a1.
‘
}09-Sergt James Woodcock, baker,
St Thomas,
His mother resides iu
Scotland.
Pte, A. » F. F. Lann, who lived at Frome,
wounded on January 17 in France.
Pte. Walter
Terry, of Rodney,
wounded in action in France,

Principal
Interest

any chartered
pul irchase.

the highest price for produce.

GAHAN

of

the Newest Shades

Choicest

Materials

MERCHANT
TAILOR

INVESTORS

FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT MAY PURCHASE
AT PAR

repayable
payable

pay

F.

The death of Mra. Annte White, wid
ow of the late Jolin White, of Si
15 cords of road gravel will Thomas,
occurred. on Wednesday’
he Trot 10, Concession 3, at
urday, February 10.
at the residence of ler son, George
A, J, McMILLAN,
White, Brantford.
The body
‘Commissioner.
brought to St. Thomas for intarm,

IN SUMS
of

25e..
85a)

Goods

Arch. McCallum

TO

Sets lies ik, gos, som

2be-

!

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks’

espoate,
—Thureday, Febroary 15—

Oallam, Shak;

CONG
& SHAW.
Of the Olt;
ote Winona in the

2.50

© Custom Tailoring

DOMINION OF CAN ADA
| four to six
oe will

We

JAMES

tent which will be heated and supplied
with ample sesting accommi odatic on.
At this Convention lectarers supplied
by the department will giyes demon-

Trose WHO,

Wash

Groceries always fresh.

desires

AN APPEAL FOR DISABLED SOLDIERS

2.00 and

Our New Wash Goods have just arrived.
have a choice variety of prints, ginghams, galateas, etc,

The Convention will be held in a large

Oattle—R.

1,25,

Ladies’ Black Cashmere Hose, fast dye, in all sizes .. . +
Heayy Worsted Hose, at.....5...00+
+.

Judging Convention

1,80 to 2.80—Dairy

ite new handkerchief

Underskirts, black knitted stockingette tops, with deep Roman
satin flounce, very comfortable and good fitting. .$1.10, 1.26
Warm All-Wool Knitted, Underskirts at...... speette st $1.75.

Quality Store

Live Stock

~

SES

Dainty new styles in Organdies and Netto

Acts quickly. is tasteless, “sugar.
coated” a nd. checks a cold at ance if
taken promptly.

G. McKellar and’ W. Saunders
stration in judging heavy and light
for ® grant for the Citizens’ Band. asked
Ou | ho ees, beef and dairy cattle and will
motiou of W. Scoyne

tainer, fall of hamorous story, clever
delightfal account

for the other goods
Now is our chance
as you ever
bought one.

A Few Specials: in

and W. Patton, s also give a talk on the general care of
Kraut of $60 was made.
live stock,
The auditors’ report was read and
‘The Convention is under the direction
accepted.
,
of the Board of Agrical: ture and the lo. A by-law to provide for the removal
ray of sunshine here aud there,
Her
cal branch of the Department of Agriof
snow
from
sidewalks by the owners cultare.
‘unique experieuce is graphically told and
Or
ocoupant
a of properties fronting on
ilastrated, aud the lectare not ouly imPROGRAM
samo, and providing a
Parts. much usefal information, but the
ty for
— Wednesday, February 14—
neglecting to do so,
troduced
aboands with mauy hontorous
ag well aa aiveu
its three readings and passed. ,
to 2.80—Hoavy Horses—J, M. MoPathetic incidents.
The lecture is auder
‘Tho following accounts were panes:
Oallam, Shakespes: re.
ok auspices of Talbot Chapter, I O.D.E.
A. R. Malone, repairs, $1; W.
9.20 to 3.30—Lighi it Horses—J, M. Moickets,
a
0, San.

frenolits is wondorfally.depicted on her

MANUFACTURERS

the room

as cheap

ing to relieve ‘the monotony of their
fainting spell while in military life somewhat and leaving a
on:

THAN

need

- Nyal’s

[ea
DUTTON COUNCIL

ing for s graut to assist in supplying

for me.

We

ee

They seemed to enjoy it too.

received a: parcel of cakes, caudy,

AT

$ and will not carry them over:

tho
|. | 80x, ete., from the Datton branch of soldiors with needed comforts. The good
the Daoghtera of the Empire. It was that is being done by the ladies
J awfally good of then» aud I wish you pointed out, bat they were bamperedwasin
woald

he

GLASS

lost

Ten Days

We will offer the balance of our season’s stock of
Coal, Gas_and_ Wood. Heaters, Ranges and Cook

I dou’t say

it will be easy, but old Fritz has

heart and is vot the same by a loug way.
If it were not for his artillery oor
iufantry would ent them up,
Well we liad pretty fair Obristmas.

‘at 3.80,
‘will’ be elected for
tratescted. A

For the Next

beautiful

which we are offering
at big reductions

crample up. We had them on tie ron
ed- | Iast fall when the raivs came on aud we

@ of the LO:D.E.

our

assortment of

* | io part:>

0k

Bride

204

At

palrectors J.R. Gow

to Fident aud Arch.

0000
+44 90
00080!

x

OF

$800

1st Octobbr,

DEBENTURE STOCK

OR ANY MULTIPLE
meter

THEREOF.

1919.

half-yearly, 1st April

and

1st October

by cheque

(free of

Bank in Canada) at the rate of five per cent per annum

from

exchange

at

the date of

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering
at par and accrued interest,
2s the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment made under any future war loan
issue

in Canada ‘other than an-issue of Treasury Bills or other like short date security.
Procesds of thie stock are for war purposes only.
- A commission of one-quarter of one per cant will be aliowed to recognized
, Stock brokers on allotments’ made in respect of
for this stock” which
stamp.
<
+
"
|» For application forms.appty te the Deputy. Minister of Finance, Ottawa:
ei

| DEPARTMENT
OF FINANCE, OTTAWA,

bond
bon and.i

bear their

4

if

be

Milt be

asked

eee

it

ih, Ont

i

io

for six. million. dollars,

ii? five millions tn 1916. The: pro- |
ico {3 prosperous;
and

there

18 no

“| 00d reason, why . this sum

should

not be guaranteed by the end of January.

In: that <month,- campaigns..will

be held Ina largo: number of the towns
nd cities, and enetgetis' work, coupled
with generous loose
of the purse:

Mrs,

Joba

Tusiltane Ont

Ele :

ot
3

strings, shonld enstre that by the end

of the month tho fdnd_ will. see its
Way clear to fulfil its duty towards
Oiitario familles until Dec 31, 1917.

pane Panes

Minard's Liniment for
sEverywhere,

‘some
h
names as Brown, Black,
Feed (red), Blount (
SIve8 205 some .person,
<
Ic, ench as

~ OUR. SURNAMES

chell: (great),

Stuger, 7

Tt gives. you a giant's power,
, enough,
no root deep
: oe
are

Well, Swindells, Strong, w:
Osgood

(well » built),

Crookshanks,

w Men in “Long Ago
Timés Distinguished Men.

ae

Ga

jes, Places, Events, Per-

Abbott,

writer

gay!

‘As

ihe

end

began

to

get

this

time

that

the

Trades

and

,.

callings

are

in this

inthe names

Codper,
man,

Net,

Miner,

Archer,

Driver,

Weaver

Gard-

Merchant,

Porter,

Wain-

Wright, Taflor, Shepherd, Glover’ and
svers0 many others,
Says Cilitord “Howard, who has de
woled

Limself

to” this

pleasant

stndy:

“Such names ns Hajl, Stair, Garrett,
Hitchen and Chambdrs also record the
ipations of our forefathers, who in
these
cases
were), cngaged: in the
households ‘of the’ hobility and‘) had
charge of such apartmenis
as,
the
names {ndicate,
Others held
higher
effices, aud from them we have
the
strnames Paso, Butler, Proctor, Forseter,
Steward, Bailoy,.
Fowler
and
Woodward aad Hayward,
keepers,

res}
vely, of . the
gattle.”
2

forest.

and the

Inj other lGcq'Ities it was usual to
Toint out an individual ty the place of

IMs birth -or residence, a-custom which
Tesulted

in

the

udoption

of sneh

nantes 2s French, Scott, Welsa,

Neu,

Dan,

Gorn wa!

Burgoyne,

Kent,

York,

‘Cornish

sur-

Eng-

and

Chichester,

~. Wfncola, Wells, Washington, Putnam,
Hurst, Buchanan, Prestoh and Banre
_ A great many of this sort were
originally
the
namés
of
pdaronial

» -estates,
eae

Which
-namos the barons
surnames.
io were not of such high
estate — were forced, to content them-pelves. pera es titles. Thus John,

—

ho My¥ed by the brook,
“Brook, and. David. who

became

man or Woman
-not feeling up

Richard, ‘who lived at the end of the

Ne
Townsend, while
brother, who Hyed under the brow
i, heeame known at Peter Unwho lived near the
iter took the tame of Atwater.
Atthe time family names began to
‘De-ured the shops of tho merchants
‘Were
not numbered “nas they are now,
but were known by their signs,: which
7
=

can

be

quickly

nourished

back to health that uses it as directed,
After each meal, with a sip or two
of water, you simply take two Nitle
chooclate-coated tablets, sold in all
drug stores under the name of “FERROZONE.”

The effect ig noticeable at
You feel — happier, brighter,
contented:
weariness

once.
more

That old-time fetling
of.
departs—you
forget
~your

“nerves'’ and no longer

get irritable

and that reason
that _Ferrozane

consists of the fact
contains blood-mak-

ing materials

can

you

get

bowl is

the

way.
Ferrozone makes the blood tingle
and sing with vitality.”
This ongures
lots of nourishment and strength and
being eupplied to every part of the

be

ay.
No. wonder thé eyes brighten and

the cheeks radiate color
and
happiness: | With abundance of Strength, a

keen

appetite,

plenty

of

sounc

good

digestion

sleep—al!

‘the

and

result

of Ferrozone—you quickly fee} as
life held new charms and pleasures.
se

JADE

if

TALISMAN
,
BRINGS POWER.
Old

Idol

Means

Much

to the Chinese,

O¥er

‘tlie walls appéared

dent
with

of China, is inseparably.
linked
the
recovery. of the long loct

fmage

of

the + Chinese

Goddess

of

Minerc’s Liniment Cures Dandruff.
pecan
ee eenee

‘Home Care of Milk.

No mattér how wéll milix

Las been

‘andled up to the time it is’ delivered
to the consumer, it cannot be expected
to keep well if-it-is carelessly. treated
thereafter.
It
should.
be
covered,
kept in a cool, clean placo free from

dirt, files, ete. "New niilk sliould never
|.be mixed

with

old

unless

it is to be

ui sed at once, as the bacteria

in the

old milk will of course be addod also
pnd the mixed milk will not keep as
well as the fresh mllik alone. Bacteria
are
thickest
where there is dirt and
decay, and milk should therefore be
stored only in clean, sweet places, It

is safer to keep it covered, to. exclude
not only dirt and bacteria, tut also the
fl lavors. and
odors which Jt.so cas!ly
50 degrees

milk

If kept

at a temporature

Fahrenheit’

should

remain

or. sess, goo

‘sweet

for

and

ordinarily

for

the

tweuty-

four hours of more. Sonteflines ip
ve ery hot weather housekeepers com-,
Bi Jain that in spite of all precautions
{t sours quickly, even in the ice box.
‘This 1s often due to the fact ‘that the
tir of the ice box. although it scems,

cold in contrast with tho heat ovteide,

1s almost surely in the. temperature,
if the ice box and not in the mitk.
te

MRS.

cunningly

fashioned

so .as,to defy de-

tection, Theré wae a tiny secret chamthe
‘ber, und br this cha:
one.eymbol held in the
test. of

ing.

At-lnst they gave ft up aa hope

less;

but,

desirous

WILLIAMS

SAYS

KIDNEY

he

Suffered

| ‘Three

Boxes

USE

DODD'S

PILLS,

for Two Years, but
of Dodd's

Kidney

of

j:aving

a

lttle

comfort before the seemingly inevita.

ble“end, they made — some cigarettes
with banknotes ohe of them had in
his\ pocket.
The banknotes.were no

Sooner sacrificed than relief ‘tame, and

they were sayed:
‘Their feclings cannot be ‘describe—London Telegraoh.
Minard’s

——_+2___.

Liniment

Cures

Burns,

_—
Peculiarity of French Flag,

Etc.

It is not generally ixnown that the
three strips of color that make up the
French natjonal flag are not ‘equal in

width. Whén ti
icolor ‘was first
cuthorized, 1792,
the positions and
Froportions
of the {lree colors were
not stated, and such a variety of flags
secon that

two

year$ Iuter the na-

honal asezembly declared: that the natonal standard should be formed of
“the three national colors in equal
tends placed vertically, the holst -b=
1g blue, the middie white and the fly
red,
For years tha flag was
way; but, thougit
the
equal, they never Tooked

made In this
bonds
were
caual owing

to an opticql illusion, the blue appear
ing
wider
‘white wider

‘should

biossome

the land of the
:

~

Pills

wood

than the white
than the red.

and

the

will

spring

be.

c

will seem-like
take so much
1s the produeaway of the

attain

pruning

the:
has

desired|
not

hundred parts the blo should be thirty, white thirty-three and red. thirtyseven.—Pltisburgh Press.

ne:

ere

LINIMENT

J bathed it well with MINARD'S LINIMENT, and it was as well as ever next
y

cae

Rei

ours

very

*
truly,

, G. MeMULLEN.
.
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BREADWINNER GOES
--INGOME LESSENS
THE FAMILIES OF OUR SOLDIERS
WOULD
BE HEAVY
LOSERS
* (WERE IT NOT FOR THE
PATRIOTIC FUND.

Tho

Canadiia mother ct a family,

whose -husbana
receives | front
month as sepu.

is-on-duty
Moy:
s

in France,

RELIEF

AZT.

of

engaged

4

nce.

au

can

best. of all treatments.
PILE

LAST
apo

TREATED AT

HOME
I promise
to send you a FREE trial
o f the
new
absorption treatment, and
referen' ces from your own locality if
you will but write and ask. 1 assure
you of immediate
relief,
Send no
money, but tell others of this offer.
Address
MRS. M, SUMMERS, Box 8,
Wingnor, Ont.

are at:
h of nearly.
“ “Hunting for
wocded slo, 5
the
vietnity of
fav orite pastim

dep

ar

wit".

offices

Patriotic

Fund

for example,

order to facilitate
the granting of pe nefons. the beard is
opening branth pension offices in Vancouver, Calgary, Edmenton, Regina,
Winnipeg, London, Hat.!!ton, Toronto,
Barrie, Kingstcn, Ottawa, ‘Montreal,
Quebec, St. Joh. and Halifax. Alin:
formation with regard to pensions may
‘ve obtained fom those seaipen
offices.
tien, An

JABLONICA.
One of the Important Gateways of
Carpathian Mountains,
Jablonica and the pasd of the samo

the

magne sent it. iresents;

realms of art
Latin cb

a

Angelick snut() the
composition: fn tie wor
manners of diso1
mn d_brain, easing tha
en

ing -pain Inu moment

and gid din
vapours, ¢te.; also:

swimming

from

sleepiness ind. other:
fects parfectly. curing

miration And all ham
in

the

eyes,

ete.

Cx

vives thé spirits ts.
hi m
cacy in all the above
on
pases has botnté

thousand times and)

it to-be estesmad
&n) ute In the world,
wit ith “directions.
Pa: yn's toy shop

Crown, in St. Paul'aee)
‘Cheapside.

vertise
ave

[La ber, Aug. 6, 1711. O%

Gp and bukowina site, dungery

by

tower

to

@

helgar

of

7,500

vicinity
feet,

but

a Gorniay.

very

ABT

of]

Minard’s Liniment: z
Neuralgia,©
Merits of “‘Angeligj

name, which the Russians are sa‘a to
i, constitute che of thy
A } proparat! fon of
wh ‘Dcan be Gad
Wt gateways through tre
n mountains
fom Gait fcr many: pts

& W2F gLogruphy neve of the Uy
jonal Geogiaph.c sccie

Book

th; at time, hud no rv
itlum{nation.—London

and

ta write dirsct. to the Board of Pension Commissioners.
These socteties
have
offices in
certain
Toealities

that

macno'se, near Athlogey
centre of learning Bo”
scholars ri paired.
“thi
«ni id of Europe, and the

Otta..a,

Association

eR

There need be nd "i
on rly culture of Irelant

In Ot-

the Military Hospitals Commission
have kindly consented ty give informa.
tion and assistance to those wishing

foroep

t2thfactory

cuntains, hat

Ireland's Golden

with communications. with regard to
pensions, they ‘wish the public to cor{rectly with the Board of
Commissioners,

> notTatraas

high

‘The Deminicn Goverument have ap;
pointed a Board of Peusion-Commissioners for Canada

300 feate
bear and ly
of the: Gs
Marm r
of the

Th e accommodations

THE PENSION BOARD

its Washington hear, uate
“The- Carpathians “uc tas“
a total

bu sily

| lumber trade aud Thy Man
| °°" CUS CULLUE Of BRIE AGE SM
pee ), taken from: the” min
ages contiguous 10 thes
reatest témptation to leave; Vill
auniat
fat
wood la where there are two or more ital E
i
buds on cne brancl,, some being email ofhei id here were an {pon
the Industrial Tite’ oP Mise
when the terminal
one is cpen.
Hw ngary, ant presented a
temptation to follow a bad practic:
que sccne to the
can be avolded by pinching off all side tu
tongues and @
shoots.after'a bud bus formed cn the co! belr ofresulted
from the
end of a branch. ‘This prevents the Rut thenisa
Rox:
i
formation of two or more buds on onc Gt
vies, Slovaks and
stalk, This summer pruning will en- group
Gressed- tn they
courage additional blooms on varie- | (umes peculiar
to
tea which
bloom more than once a
year,
salt nines Of
district have: been
urfes snd mehy Ameriegis
bos ve toured this part of Hum
re suffer: vis! ited the deep gaiteriags
blind or cry stal walls glitter as (fst
s iridescent few
you
how
ie
and withoup any- ficet

The

I consider. MINARD'S

the BEST Lintment in use.
{got my foot badly jammed ately.

=

tower the. wellswoudedse!
nt
thians, In-thiy
$0
war -¢ izens ot

|
|

A great deal of délay may be caused
by communications being sent through
other departments of the Government.

Mate Her a New Woman.
Sets, Also, Ond-Ha.t of
ier
ie wmiekes
Adams
den. Ue, Ne B., Peb. 8: Fay, say $1

are

|

been

sufficiently severe the plant is
likely
to have long, naked etaike and skort
stemé to the flowers. With this char.
acter of growth only cne or two strong
leaf buds shoxld be left on the branca
when the flowér is cut, 6o as to stimulat ag-much growth as pocelble from
of the plant.

gradually cown to the south—(Speaal.)-—"- can recommend Lodd's $86. With her husband at nome, the slope.
west through. th
family income would be $65 per mnonta,
Kidney. Pills to every © woman
- What form thit symbol takes‘ts to- gutfers.” So
‘irs. Williams, a assuming that the bread-winnor earn- from the crest the capital oftivethe miles
proday.a profound mystery, . This much
It vince, Marmoras-Bziget, {s situated at
highly-respested lady ed two dollars arid.a halt
ig-known:
It $s -thi
“pos
jams
was
a
‘will readily be seen
residing
here,”
Mrs.
@ level of Only 909 feet above the sea,
session ‘of which Tules ~ the ‘greatest
sufferer for two years till she used cal positi
iy is distinctly,
Jablonica clings to the northeastern
Sue
found
in
band’s
lowered, for the cost of the
:
's Kidney
-Pills.
slope of the Carpatt ans, between the
0,
‘them quick relief and complete cure. feod and clothing would not be nearly.
headwaters of the Prath and the Gol‘Dr. Sén.
.
«
equal to the.decreaso-in the famlly in- den Bistritza Rivers,’and {s as mall
‘| during the period-of life life when he} That 18 ifwhy
sho ts enthusiastic ‘a her come,
<
them.
station on the seyenty-two-mile rail.
ot
the
wrath
of
the
}
7",
owas.a fugitiv:
“It ts the condition of aftatry s0.cre- Way ne connecting Stanislau, now in
‘ated that the Canadian Patriotic Fund the hands cf the Russians, with Korosmezo, just beyond the’ pass, to tho
southwest. Near speaineko are valu=
veneration throughout
Chinese.
¥

ni iture, Pletures, ¢
look around, you
welcome,

this board wishes to cause
At last, after many experimegts, it astawa.—little Asdelay
as posible in dealing
was officially decided
that in every

is really not cold enough to chock the
growth of* the bacteria;
if o “thersmometer placed inalde rogtstcra more
thun 50 degrees Fehrenhieit. the fault

Jose of.

The Kwanyin, for which a reward
‘of -$10,000 was offered, was carved
trom ‘a solid block of rare applegreen
Jade. It 38 centuries: old. In _its- base,

Scottish thrift recaived
a
“severe
blow not lotig ago! atter a shipwreck.
Two Scotchmen had got on toa raft,
but had nothing to support Ife
or
Spirits except
a Mttie tobacco and
some matches, but no pipe or cigar.
ette papers. Succor saeinea novor com-

of

twelve

‘at least, after’ It reaches

To Every Women
Who is in Pain

‘eles

Succeeding’

~ If the

was

wes reported found onthe
very day
that the president died...
he.
ess of “Mercy was stolen
from Dr. Sun’ Yat-Sen,
revolution»
ary leader, and the failure of the Sun
‘Yat-Sen revolutiom was laid to tho.
mage.

of that branch

end.

Ont.

the ends

leader's garments.
A. moment,
and
they swarmed*up the:trunks of trees
growing bestde the wall.and dropped
to the outside,
&

consumer,

The death of Yuan Shi-Kal,. presi-

poison

oO t long ladders.
Up swarmed lithe.
a ctiye yellow then, dropping into the
‘rifling the unconscious
em rden and

hours

Sun Yat-Sen’s Failure Blamed to
It's Loss. -

man,

¥ ‘apor.
One after another’ the rings
rettied about the unsuspecting guard.
He fell limp and unconscious to the
grass.
From behind Dr. Sun, too, the
Jets of potson camo volleying. Without a cry the man of China’s destiny
es ollansell, : tamporarhy - suffocated.

atsorbs.

Centuries

last

was alone in the garden.

‘smoke. ring’’.of concentrated

in no other

Mercy, Kwanyin, in the minds of mpny
‘Chinese,
wh) see" in
“these events
the strange workings of the mysterious power to ‘be controlled
by
th
idol.
Strangely enough,
the image

| the sugar

to

Somewhere along
the’ wall n guard
} utroned. At fist the Sentry passed
near a spot where a iean yellow man
e Touched “hidden and waiting.
Into the calm Japanese air ehot a

or cross over trifling annoyances,
There {6 @ reason for’ this chauge

John

giant oak, Was called’ David Troe.

"he best sugar for

bya vast garden,
encirQl led by a-hizh and aimost-unscatable
wall, which was constantly under
Hie . household. was trustsurrounded

guard.
worthy

Who is run-|
to tke mark,

use it.
There js wonderful power in this
new blood-food, and every weak, pallid_person

Mario,

to his trail day ond night for-many
attained their object.
Dr. Sun
t that. time was secinded in a house

perhaps
irritable, nervous or sleepJess can well affcyd to learn about the
Wonderful results the newly discovered bipoastogd is giving to folks that

Gilder, Mercer, Skinner, Colewper, Tanner, Spicer,
Cook,

Sault st.

years

The
down,

‘itor,

*

e

, Sen

Butcher, Draper, Thateher, Fletcher,
Hooper, Cheeseman, Turner, Joiner,

St,

Weeks and so on—Ex-

Carver, Shoemaker, Tyler,
Chandler,
;Mason, Cutler, Carter, Saddler, Slater,

tery, Cut’ Glase-

blooming |

current season's growth

eurplie

A.J, KIRSTIN CANADIAN CO,

= #26 Dennis

day

ot Baker,

Gspecially for cut
Such rcees: will be

«perpetual

close tothe ground. *It
destroying the bush to
Off it, but ifthe object
tion of.ros¢s,\the cutting

rendered
GPX;

and Health Regained
In a Simple Way

was

thought of ‘and adopted, so that famlies might: be.distinguisned one from
the other.”
Teprestnted

have

change.

{t was

surnam+

may
‘

ofthe

When-a rose ig cut from such plants
~tea roses\or other. perpetual bloom}
ers—only two or three eyes of the

‘Baron,

Irritable. Nerves Restated

individuals

bearing the same name snixed.
Qt

they

March, May,

‘recame

wis not equal to the demand,

people

Duke,

but owe thelr origin to some
event
which the nimes appropriatety indicate—Joy,"-Blicz, - “Morrow, Winter,

possible and easier the supply of single

Mames

\Eart,

and grown
production.

sould bo left en the plant.
This
should give the roses very long stem

There aré matty more which do not
come under any particular’
«heading,

population

“and communication

Spuire,

Of services
them.

»«At-eannot but be admitted that conalderable food for thaughcful reflec“Wolis offered in the’ study of-the
Grglthation of names. It wus all yery
“well "when ‘the world waa young; Dut,
@

largely

Prince and others, which ‘were
originally given to individuals because
of thelr bearing the titles‘or because

sonal Characteristics,

as

chosen
flower
sorts.

i
be - aided
King,
lueen, Pope, Pistiop, Knight, Pr'ir.

pea ae

thereasod

No stump is big”.
Horses

Po

Broadhead,
fy,
Doo!

salo

——-——
How. to Cat Roses.
There ie aright and @ wrong way. to
cut roses: Tho cholee of the Jatter may
Seriously injure the blossom producing
Properties of tué pints. This applies
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with Germany ‘would be purchased
by compliance with the Kaiser’s latest
insulting instructions
to us as to how
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the Entente nat
His wantey Buropean Blockade. ts

mot a whit more leniictstsias
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ciple of the freedom of tha say
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compel it to fight another,
New York Sun:
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“A. statement appeared fx-some ot the expense of this ypandons estabUshment atter ki war by
using it for
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provided sa a use did
announcement,
“to the ~ effect that
not detract from "ite valuo ia warfare.
ere was not sufficient time to’ save
7
British
planes.
represent
the
all who had escaped being kiMed by
Tast word in
ul construction, being
the explosion. and that the ship Laureven. to the French.” Great
entic went-down
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‘with her Superior
Britain
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more than 200 men.
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Government, in the truculent: aasumptlon of Prussianism that it can deprive the United ae
of all those
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and dSombard-

ninety thousand,

London Cet
time to en

to

gradation,
No peace fs worth the
surrender
of # nation’s
sovereign
rights.
“It Germany wants war with the

of

will be conyérted into

aspects

every concession

New York Herald: “Tho. major portee of the nofe published to-day is
for consumption by the German peo-

realized we may see goon afer peace

warn-

OF COLD.

made

United States, let Germany have war
with the United States.
Our hands
are clean.
Excerpts from other leading papers
follow.
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proved to be in vain. To acquiesce in
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depredation.
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British Government mest em-
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submarine _| proclamation.
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hand of the United States Govérnment
is forced by premeditated murder and

threat ie ccrried out reprisals will immediately be taken by tho British a1
thor'tieg coreerned.

pital ehips have

the latest German
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must run on
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trusting,
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powers-are
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ter of the United States tonight reveal a remarkable unanimity of editor’
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verge of war with Germaay. Epitomising the attitude of the press‘ of the
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a
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sin no more—

Jesus had a further word toway to the
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him to sin no more, indicating that hfs

bodily affliction may have been caused

by sinful indulgence. There came spiritual blessing to him in
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ast explanation of v.7,
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movin of the water indicated that at
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Whole,
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warned against falling again into sin.
15. The man..... told the Jews that it

was Jesus—He promptly testified to
the merey and power of Jesus in healing and saving him. This.stirred up the
Jews to persecute Jesus, dnd Jesus.delivered to them his remarkable:
discourse on his Sonship
with the Father.
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Ah, you would not say

this if Hector Warren had spoken as I
have spoken.”
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Recessary.
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. fe6d supplies will
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it Of Agricultare through

concert and had

dandy
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from which they could draw instead of

When
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pure-!
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He looked | flock all
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a.
amount of food (not overfeeding).
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.
t real
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She pointed
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On the invitation of Skip Heury
tees
Clay
$wo local’ rinks visited Windsor on that goes out from the hi
beanty of the love and ki
Tharsday and enjoyed a good after-

CURLING
Two Rinks Visit Windsor and Detroit
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moon's

as guests
the Windsor
Bs | club. “Asport
tévond ame wesof faye
ageee
‘ard | 0 Winning by 8 shots.

Datton—

Saunders
Smith

‘of | Hollingshead
Affleck ..
yo relieve the mone Hollingshead
soldiers at the front,
gave Hookin
‘Ward, who was one of

of

Windsor—
a wart
icLean

-Bartige
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Bambridge & Co.
Issuers of Marriege Licenses
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Busy
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at...........24<
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Underskirts
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New

Wash

Goods
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19 Anderson

of

Dutton,

» Inention‘ing of
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. | Cam
‘oramies | Giddy...

etc.

= Custom Tailoring
Suitings of the Newest Shades
and Choicest Materials ~

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
MERCHANT.

TAILOR

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods.
|

Special

Wheels,

Radiators,

Changes are not necessary

if you

and
a

In the eyening a game was layed | f
with the Forest Olob, Detroit,
Tho audience was very much
atton
pleased
being defeated by 19 shots.
with a sold by Stanley Keillor.
"
sii
clowed by
© moot!
Hollingshead Rink Wins Trophy
The final game for the MoWilisis National “Anthea:
enet
ae
sony between the Hollingshead and
Smith rivke was pli
evening aud was th
6
8
was 99.
In tho
teen
Hollingshead won ot by
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IN CANTEENS:
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GET YOUR. MOTOR

LICENSE

it their vate
ent
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department Thapar Ae into eyery give district who will be able to inform Vn das
‘ent on matters of interest
it
to it.
ee deon decided that the
ans
he issuer for each

_
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illiams,

Re!
itatives of the highways
di
partment, anthorized to issue motor li}, witl be appointed in the near faProyince. This ix with’!
the idea of conyeniencing the public by

ee

Our New Wash Goods have just arrived.

8

visabili
of
sail
compani
e
setting up homes
aud the Wisdom of the
Separate
purse,

ie

have « choice. variety of prints, ginghams, galateas, .
Groceries always fresh.
.We pay the highest price for produce...

Call at our. store.
resin,

io

We

We carry a full line of strings,
tail-pieces,

Specials

Few

one. |

Heayy Worsted Hose, at...

Supplies
keys,

A

bought

Dainty new styles in Organdies and Voiles, with new handkerchief
fronts, Ateceee
.
+.$1.00, 1.25, 2.00 and 2.50
Habutai Silks, at
oe
+++ 4182.00, 2.50
Silk Crepe-de-Chine’ in godd shades, at
50

Warm

in need of

would
with him, but could not,
well.”
chek

ever

Valve-in-tead Motor, Three Speeds, Contig:
Blectric Starter. Electric Light
i

buy

a.

~

*
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Ladies’ Black Cashmere Hose, fast dye, in all sizeg

Violin

out.

Mr. Shearer gave an account of
~ experience Bid success
chicken
I| raising. He considered that in some
of

goods

Underskirts; black knitted stockingette tops, with deep Roman
satin flounce, very comfortable and good fitting... $1.10, 1.25-

Nyal Quality Store

1

asking their father for every cant
they.
spent.
Ifthe boys had new ideas he
thought it would be well
to try these

for the other

as you
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as cheap
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face were
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and makes it beauti.
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“I don't know how | fl, and = smile and
= kind word give
you and the girls camo to think
of me | great
fo others.
me?”
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£6 te care. of the bair and Directions
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the room
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life which prodaces the smile. upon the SS
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tell the influence of
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of the latter
bacco, which
did uot lust long. If institute, presided.
you could have seen Low glad we were
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when we opened the box, you woald Shearer, of
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ost thing over here.
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need

A laxative tablet treatment for
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air to breathe aud pure water to drink
Sre absolutely necessary for good health,
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rest.
of others werehis engaged
iu cnttiug timber | Phe advised that @ tonic for ofthecna
for the Rodacy Wooden
Co.. when | feeling so often
experienced be taken
rtm large tree they were ware
felling lodged | time instead
of havinga doctor's
bill to
against another, ‘‘s'0 free it the second | PAY:
tage was oat, but Nicholas was auable to | , Dieting, thongh so important, is often

fo

Coal, Gas and Wood. Heaters, Ranges and Cook |
Stoves, AT LESS THAN-MANUFACT URERS’

Oharaoter.’*
She said: “
as we all know is
one of the most i
rodacing
a most beautiful face.
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~
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lod, when: books.
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Inflammatory Rheumatism
Permanently Cured
NEW

BRUNSWICK ‘LADY
FULL PARTICULARS
HER RECOVERY.

GIVES
OF

THE

was

this

kind

that

$200 each.
Care should- be taken in
packing ie machines for export.
§.
Thotnpson nas discovered
that celluloid can be Made plastic -by
soaking it in ether solutfon.
It can
then be moulded Into any shape for appiiention
-in various tissues of the
ody
India’s small output of saltpetre is
due not to any scarcity of the product,
but to the difficulty of securing labor.

|@olmany men and to mect the sit~
‘something
new
in railroad
pent had 40 bbe provided to attend

Ing apparatus and /sixty-foot retriger-

‘been spreparing for! hours am
he
thing js ready ena: piping on Kee
the great counter Is spread the various
portions) of 'the meal. / It‘ 1s! breakfast
time
and the. morning menu calls. for
meats,
oatmeal
porridge,
jam
and

Eke!

cooks work «in ee rithout preg
while a passagow
he whole
length of the car Pallows the military
walters to pass on their way toJand
from the coaches,
In the movement of

@ battullon two of these cars are used,

bread,

already” allced, and buttered,
;
porridge,
other
thirend.” vias“2008
6 Goffe and dy
jas the first two coathds Have anea ag;

tho military special being run, as @
Tule, In two sections.
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ed in thé contre of the train
m
Yo order that it is easy of access
all the coaches,
Whén a battallonientraios
the
/Commissary.
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ment
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always
the
subject”
of
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4
the men » in
ear ecpere. of Canada, fa par- khaki, ‘The military cooks are for the
‘car
to Mr. E. W. Smith, Superin- {ime being out of action.
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of dining and parlor

tUTLE WORRIES
IN THE HOME
Bring the Wrinkles’ and Pallld
That Make Women Look
Old,

Almost

oie woman at the head
many Htde
ain Sher household affairs. The
work
ones, the

‘Rérvés and
ee etlect of these
turely old.
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without
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minute
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tat the train and the last car walk through
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UP YOUR

HEAD.

A Different Man

It Will Stimulate You Mentally as

‘Well as Physically.

B. OR PER’

WHAT

SAYS OF

EY PILLS:
DODD'S Ki
In a loter to Robert Grimshaw’ of
the New, York University, William Muldoon gives advice that it would be well His Troubles Were Numerous and of
for every man and woman, boy and/girl
Long Standing, But Four Boxes of
in Amerita to “take “to heart. He
Dodd's Kidney Pills Drove “Them
says:

annede tepicat tn arly, mankiiodnat to
wulders:
my chest
out
out waraw “ny Satineh ia oF hola, ind
chih down like.» goa preparing to but
Sut to always Uy ates.
efase
soene in)
aginary
thing: with
‘crow. of (fay
If one tries 8 do) thntntiree ene
Ww
afd “tien. trles—
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ad, but
Will kee cv ery ae ‘ticle orthis
in the position thai nature intendshoul
And as back
o oe 1 against
was edvieed:
to frequently.
ro Wal
and
make the ack e ‘of my
my ‘shoul
aul pre:
“wall
ortsP een
ume,
and in eho
way
ket
an Iden, of what vias straight, or In. oft:
$words,how crooked 1 ee ena
dre
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and, ee at edocs

ar your, Try,bi
he effoct
spirith
hd ment:
ne cally ts Immediate
ber
breaths
art
Plaity to his, Limba:
to
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the:

phatie sity

i

AML Away.
Sediey;, Sask,

“Dodd's.

Feb.

£2---(Spectal)—

Kidney

Pills,»made.me a ditThe, speaker was. Mr.
Draper, well known
and

Benjamin

highly respected here. _. He te a, fine,
healthy! representative of ‘the’ prairie
provinde, arb ‘he: days-he owes: Lis
health‘to\Dodd’s Kidney; Pills:

“1 was iu) bad shape all round when

I started to use Dodd's: Kidney Pills,”
Mr. -Dyaper- continued... -“'My~ trouble.
ame icom
work when
I was
young.
My”
Joints
got)
stiff,
my

fore my eyes.
“L had rhetimatism
se
‘my appetite

ant aikart
was-fitful,

troubles

because they’:

‘sick kidneys.

spaired.

a

of

happy day
Every

day

ot

I

heard

cure,
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was

a

Forrozone.

1 took Ferrozone

1 felt bet

gave

returned.

Even

damp

weather

no

longer affects me,”
Ferrozone
has
power,
tb destroy
Uric Acid, neutralize
and enrich
the
blood,
and therefore does
cure
the

worst.

cases,,

Mrs,

Warman's state-

ment proves this.
By remoying the cause of the disease and

building

ergy, Kerrozone is

up

a reserve

certain to

Sufferer, isn't it about
experimenting?

time

Ferrozone

of en-

cure.

to stop

Catarrhozone

is a CURE,

Co.,

ed calves’

livers

in brown

look which

>

sauce, boll-

liver, creamed

codfish, or

minced meat of any kind, are all. fm.
prove when served with a border en
boiled rice, in which case
potatoes.
need not figure In the meat in me

form,

Lumbago’s

Misery feases,

Every Aching Muscle Cured 4
JUST

RUB

ON

OLD-TIME=

nerves that make you dance with

joints,

American

biscuits and

eyrall_ cakes

are in demand in British “ast Africa.
The United States has ; succeeded
England as the supplier of lend in pirn
and bars to Foochow, China.
Tea
chests are lined with this product.
Two portable
é¢awmflls have been
placed in operaticn at Salisbury, New

Brorewick.

It fs expected . that

the

milla will. saw 2,000,000 feet of lumber. The portable mille rednta — the
cost of eawing Iumber in aectlons res
mote from exiating sawmills.

Bermuda's 1917 vegetable crons wi"
not be #6 good ax catnl. it fs nesertod.

for thia renson that there 1
funder cultivation
than
In

less Tand
previous

years.
Minard’s

Liniment

for

©Everywhere,
sit bahia
Shop

sale

Sights

Many new sports hats of fine straw
in mushroom shape and that new char-

Spring-Like and Dainty Are Some

Chicken

A dealer in France has = inglfred
about American
machinery or: the
bookbinding {ndustry.

Kingston,

Wee
CHAT IN PASSING,

the délicate — particles

all the {mportant clttes in those Syates.

sold ‘by all dealers or direct

The

mn erushes

and gives tho rice a mushy
must always be avoided.

Rico, known as “genibrillo". or sweet
“NERVILINE.”
ginger. The root ia sold by farmers at
Not necessary, to drug inside!
Mayague? for $1.
hundred pounds,
That awful stiffness that makes you"
Brightly colored beits with pockets
yelp
worse
than a kicked dog will be
and polished buckles make big sales at
cured—cured.
for
» certainty,
and
Aden, Arabia. . Dealers who hope to
quickly, too, if you just rub on Neryi*
compete successfuily for this
trade
me.
should export an article that will cost
itub Norviline right intg
not more than 25 cents.
epot, rab Icts of it ov
Structural iron, cement and wood are
mouseles, do This 7
needed in Colombia.
You see Neryily
fe Venezuelan Government plans
inks, 1m,
to construct a rond which will extend ‘Therefore.
e tissues,
it get
through the States of Miranda, A af"
hose stiff, sore muscles an
ategul and Bolivar, and will conhect

order. to-day, 60c per box, or six for

$2.50,
from
‘Onts

You'll get almost
muscle
soreness,

lameness

:netant rellet
stiffness,
ai

or rheumatism =

ralbing
with Nerviline.
It is @
Sr 2
ing Meiment,
and
doesn’t.
-bilster,

doesn't burn or even stain’ the ekin:

It'a. the moxt harmless cure inthe|
world tcr Lumbago, Back Strain
Sciatica.
It takes away the ache
ence and ends your misery quickly.

Now

quit complaining—don't suffer

anether day—Nerviline,
that
soothing old-time lniment will limber

sshty quick.

Get busy to-

ccaler anywhere
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Father
Johnny Blank, who had seen elgh
summers Ko by, not very long ago de-4
veloped &
or
playing
“bookey” from school.
After two ory
three offences of this kind he. was:
taken. to task by his t
“Johnny,” she said,
you are absent

1 want you

to bring me

telling me

2

treuse green which 13 to fashionable—

" protested tho boy.
and so difficull to weai
ul Une New negiiget.
“Why not?" asked tho teacher, her
New sports skirts of white
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svsplefon plata,
;
In smart pleated models; also
Some (of the daintiear negligees imag. satin,
“'Cause
father
ien't any good
some
of
white
pongee.
ui
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i
Mudnga, oi pIuK oF
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every
time."—New
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Tim¢
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rat nave Just ‘engush
ee
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lore ak te Touton: tue
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:
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much Ley
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“to prow
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should
ont believe
URES
bottle whieh im Water:
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‘This
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has but to
Mts they fell you we
AWhen
men, angi mig
poll stfor sevaral Pminujes asd it- will stay to certify that T have used MINARD'S
ay not strong
jot (and nouns) for hours at a rtreteh,
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rhs ta a: ood ime 10 tek. up’ an In- LINIMENT
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expensive evening frock,
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ding
Sales ant clearing out win- ed it in my
|.
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was: required-and have never. falled 16-0), cnllent_soula_ and
a
es well
ere are many
Way
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That 'the hater dear 49
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ugtleve it!
for an abeurdiy aniall-outLiniment Cures
TRADE
rops

and

Burns,

Ets.
_—_——
TRY USING

BRIEFS.

animal

products

former record yeer,
‘The Peruvial Government will pave
hasalay of Iguitos at a cost of Ee

9

TH

‘Will’ bel pala oy, by, Prevent
plantations in the Deperinigat
to.

aeror 2 ie "phiehes
ines t thatat you
yor
0
sales
Believe
dtbold

RICE.

ate opportunities for séveral
in Supplies In West

At-

ding canned goods, pork, cottints, hats and clothes.
oAs: ‘acresult. of the efforts of consular

-agonits.at,
Port Bllzabeth, South Africa,
“American:macbinery. wor'

Now.

fien

‘Take

the

Potato's

ove Place.
that

creased

potatoes,

prices, are-no

reach for common

owing

to.

in-

longer within

use, rice Is the best

possible substitute,
Bolled rice {s the best thing In sight.
It fs at once available, and, measured
by its nourishing qualities, of far great-

nie pound for pound, usein keeping up
the strength of (hose - who
Where a family needs. to be coaxed

into
fondness for rice instead of potatoes, try serving it ee “specially

giuaciye

appearance.

fashion.
A

‘There is ech thin

mound ‘of 411

well cooked and lightly piled in ee
centre of a platter, Jends itself to a
Lak

ee Pt+

Firemen Fs
phia Pablte”

of the

United States!in 1916 had an estimated
‘Yalue of $13,449,000,000,,an increase of Te Will
1$2,674,000,000 over 1915, which was the +

sens

Bet Point

finding

and de-

me energy and a feeling bf new life.
Ferrozone
cured.
my,
rheumatizm,
cured {t so that not an ache has ever

Se ol nhcrits |:
Smoking.

strength

ter: It eased the painful joints,

If you have

y of his symptoms Dodd's!
Pills: will ‘help you.
+

stiffen.

were
lame,
and
working.
Week by

woek I was losing

fittomy

was falling’? and?" 1 was
troubled with ‘shorthess, ‘of “broath:
Four boxes of ei
Kidney: Wills
made'me a new Mi:
» Dodd's, Kidney Pills cured all ay
eared

my

swelled,

ed,’ my shoulders’
prevented me from

muscles cramped and, { suffered terribly, froma sore back, — 1) wag
pressed and low spirited, I was always
thirsty and [ had-flashes of light be. “[/Minard’s

Draper's

eeeee

these

eruciating pain ‘and kept
sleeping. My limbs and arms

Indies.

cooking, the rice should

variety of ‘ueppetizing variations.
seoretof
properly cooked. rice

Does

a cont

right of wels!

ange

always

have a

‘The Busidess of
a ‘Boy is a strenuous
Hiputake Sturdy boys ai
girls are not built out
A

“In: Canada to provide wie “apebe
and
ai
morese-roomn
/ “pur solfiers With meals while on their for
mary toms
rovisions,
No.country in
Failway journeys.
world ever. faced the problem of
over so “greata distance by

settled in

of

Agriculture Is endeavoring to Interest
farmers in growing this grass on the
high pine lands of Florida.Lemon

When

never be stirred -with a spoon, but with

a fork; when’ serving, where possible,~
seed wo forks Instead of a spoon.

Sieaabme mentee TT
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cure of Thos, Cullen
was
published.
‘This gentleman was cured of rheamatism by
‘“Ferrozone.”.
Consequently,
Mrs. Warman used the same remedy,
Here is her statement:
“Kor five years L°have been rheumatic. © I tried various
forms of reNef without success.
The disease in-

creased,

The Department

A new natural dye has been discoyered In a native grown root. of Porto

but’

Weak and despairing, she was at
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Here is her statement:
“Kor five years L
e been rheumatic, © I tried various
forms of reHef ‘without success.
The disease tncreased,
settled in
my
joints
and
muscles;
these
swelled,
caused
excruciating pain.
and kept
me
from
sleeping.
My limbs and arms
stiffened,’
my shoulders’
were
lame,
and
prevented me from working.
Week by
week I was losing
strength
und de-

distances,
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ane iat that
wey,vist
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it, orin okb~
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PILLS.
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His Troubles Were Numerous and of
Long Standing, But Four Boxes of
Dodd's

Kidney

All Away.

,

Pills

Drove

Them

Sediey, Sask., Feb.
2
(Special) —.
“Dodd's. Kidney Pills. made me a ditferent. man.”
The, speaker was. Mr.
Benjamin Draper, well known.
and
highly respected here. .. He Js a, fine,

healthy’ Hetenee ents of the’ prairie
provinces, anb.‘
he/taysche owes: Lis
health’ to Dodd's Kidney! Pills:
“I wag in) bad shape all round when
I startet to use Dodd's Kidney Pills,”
Mr, Deeper continued... “My,--trouble

came trom, hard
owork when
|
Young, | My”
joints
got
stiff,

muscles

cramped

and.

-was
ny

suffered ter-

ribly, trom a sore back, — 1 wag depressed atid Yow spirited, T was always

thirsty and
had flashes of ight. before my: eyes.
“1 had rhetniatism in’ ‘heart ‘fitttorings, ‘my appetite was fitful, my
wes

arab
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“ie. isn't
ra
Net oda
the. craw cia
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Saasfaa
ot

failing’

and

1

spaired. of finding a cure,
happy
Every

It was a

day
I
heard
of
Ferrozone.
day 1 took Ferrezone I felt bet-

ter; It eased the painful joints,
me energy
Ferrozone

gave

and a feeling of new life.
cured)
my | rheumatiem,

cured it so that not un ache has ever
returned,
Even damp
weather no
longer affects me.”
Uric

‘errozone
has
power
Acid; neutralize
and

blood,.

and therefore does

worst

cases.

Mrs.

ment proves this.

to destroy
enrich
the

cure

the

Warman's

state-

By removing the cause of the disease and building up a reserve of energy, Kerrozone |x
certain to
cure.
Sufferer, isn't it about time to stop
experimenting?
Ferrozone is a CURE,

order.to-day, 50c per box, or six for

$2.50,;
sold by all dealers or direct
trom The Catarrhozone Co,, Kingston,
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Spring-Like and Dainty Are Some
wi Une NeW negugee,
gece imag
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0 the daintiost 1
Inaple are ew wou wprind
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ot
sulk.
in color
make thom Malcogether geluruteu.
Now: thut- we -have long: ‘passed
stage when ‘her Tet Uke Jitite mice stole
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ut her pettlcvata,” it
be!
Mudamolscite to aay
excevaing care.
Bome

Minard’s
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was

pa and
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Burns,

BRIEFS,
products

ecenigett,

do

Glass,

$200.

Fancy

each:,

Goods and Antiques.

Care

should

mat

be taken

i

that celluloid can be Made plastic -by
soaking it in ‘ether solution.
It ‘can
then be moulded into any shape for application.
in various tissues of the
body.
India’s small output of saltpetre is

due not to any scarcity of the product,

but to the difficulty of securing labor.
e hundred thousand
pounds of

grasg art used anpually in the

United States by manufacturers of perfume and soap.
The Department of
Agriculture Is endeavoring to Interest

farmers {n growing this grass on the
high

pine

lands

of

Florida..

the

to the ay

well ag a pid

mound

of

rice

is pretty

ala

ne eration ‘8 Nhe antes

‘A little trick which goes a tong way
toward the satisfaccory serving of rite
{s the use of a fork rather’ than
spoon. When cooking, the rice should—
never be stirred with a spoon but with©
sopon

erughes

ri ‘@ spoon.
the delicate particies

and gives the rice a mushy look which

must always be avoided.

Chicken livers in brown sauce, bolled calves’ liver, creamed codfish, or
minced meat of any kind, are all. fm»
prove when cervea with a border en”
boiled rice, in which case
potatoes:
need not figure in the meat In any<

em,

Lumbago’s Misery feases,

—

Lemon

inquired
A dealer in France has
about American
machinery fn the

bookbinding {ndvatry.
‘American biscuits and

eyeill cakes

are in demand in British “ust. Africa.
The United States has , succeeded
England as the supplier of lead In pirk

and

bars

to Foochow,

China,

— Tea

chests are Mned with this product.
Two portable
eawmills have
placed in operation at Sallsbury
Brorewick. It fs expected
that tha
mille will, saw 2,000,000 feet of lumber. The portable milla reduca = the
cost of sawing Inmber in aections re
mote from exieting sawmills.
Bermuda's 1917 vegetable crops wit

You'll zet alnwst :pataat rellet from
muscle soreness,
stiffness, — a
;
joints, lameness or rheumatism
with

Nerviline.

“It is a

fog Uniment, and
"t
blister,
doesn’t burn or even stain the ekin:
harmless cure in the
bago, Back Strain
oe
tukes away the ache
at
enes and ends your misery quickly.
Now quit pamplainlog—don't sutter

annther day—Nerviline,
that goody <
soothing old-time IIniment will limber
you un a <hiy quick.
Get. busy
caler anywhere can supgly

not be a6 good as raunl. it fs nssertad.
for thla renson that there '6 leas land
‘under cultivation
than
in previous

yea

—-+——Minne s. seinen
peeywnier

for

three

es,

"Shop fights
Many new sports hats of fine straw
In sealants shape and that new char-

trevse green which {5 so fashionable—

ana so difficult to wear.
New sports skirts of

satin, in-amart pleated
some of white pongee.

wiifte

mode}s;

Johnny

wash
also

New white and gold velour checked sultings that are quite smart, quice

wide and will make attractive spriag

oNew spring frocks for young gtrls—

Blank,

who
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seen

efgl

summers go by, not very jong ago deyeloped a
fondness
for
pl
“beckey”

eale

from

school,

offences of

After two
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TRY USING RICE.
It Will

Often

“>

Take.

the Potato’s

Place.

ebult of the efforts of consular

by its nourishing qualities, of far greater, pound for pound, use in keeping up

in the

Department

canned
Is, pork, cotrice Including
tos
tats, hats and clothes.
Pork sllzaneth, South Africa,

000
‘American. machinery, worth
Snstalled in a: Wool washery in
that district...
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this kind he. was!

taken to task by his teacher,
“Johnny,” she sald,
“the next, tim
you are absent 1 want you to hring me
an excuse from your father tolling wes

§

you were not here,"
“[ don’t
want *o bring an exense 7)

from fath
protested tho boy.
“Why not?” asked the teacher, det
evepicion plain,
>

“"Canuse father isn't any good
making excuses, Mother fins ifm ont ©e
every tim
‘New York Times,
——
\Minard’s
Lintment Relleve:
Neuralgia.

made in a rather trying style with the
new round, and rather high, neck.
More sports silk than have ever batore been shown—and
stined
to
make coat Mnings
or coats,
whole

Lines of American supplies in West Af-

plantations

e

grass is now imported from the East
Every Aching Muscle Cured
n
A new natural dye has been discov:
cred In a native grown root of Porto
JUST
RUB
ON
OLD-TIME
Rico, known as “genibrillo" or sweet
© “NERVILINE.”
ginger. The root ta sold by farmers at
Not necessary. to drug inside!
Mayague? for $1.a hundred-pounds.
‘That
awful
stiffness
that
makes you
Brightly colored beits-with pockets
worse than a kicked dog will be
and polished buckles make big sales at yelp
cured—cured,
foro
certaluty;
sand
Aden, Arabia. . Denlers who hope to quickly,
too, if you just rub on Nervi
compete successfuily for this — trade
should export an article that will cost
“tub Nerviline right intg
not more than 25 cents.
rab lets of {tov
ce
Struétural fron, cement and wood are epot,
muscles, do this
needed in Colombia.
e Venezuelan Government plans you seo Nei
to construct a road which will extend Therefore
through the States of Miranda, Apae~ -hrowgit The tissues, it gets right’
stiff, sore muscles and irritated
ntegul and Bolivar, and will co cet those
all the {mportant clt!es in those Sthtes. nerves that make you dance with ‘pain,

Now that potatoes, owing
to.
in‘creased prices, are-no longer within
reach for common use, rice is the best
possible substitute.
Rolled rice is the best thing in sight.
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heart's blood, for
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jon't believe stt
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where a Hnlment
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gallent souls an truej—
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many gowns.
Heaven and
ways St ston
Wa
possibilities marked for
to get the desired effect!
That the honor dear
to
Also In our Boul ‘doth dwell
c. A. KING, MoD.
higlieve Itt

with shortness, of)" broath. umneta States in 1916 had an estimated
of Dodd's
Kidney Pills: ‘Value of $153,449,000,000, an. increase. of
$2,674,000.000 over 1935, which was tre
mado'me a newman.”
Dodd's. Kidney Pills cured ally Mr. Yormer record yeer.
1
| Draper's troubles becausé » they
‘The Peruvial Government will pave
came from sick kidneys. se you ha
thesalay of dawson At
cost, of $48,665.
any of his symptoms Dodd's eran
a 2will! be, paid’) by revenues from
Pills!willihelp you.
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Importers and Dealers in China,

lemon

There are,
many, types, of rheamatism,
but none worse
than inflam-
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as well as appetizing and a few we
fauls of minced boiled)
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at ou
ibe, need

x Selling out 5. 00:

y Lace. Curtains aie Curtain Nets. ‘ust. when your y
need to renew yO Stock comes. this astonishing gp:>

plums, and other if
‘ora pylon.
For dinner, at-one, o'clock, -daintilys’
cooked
vegetabfes, two or morn kindss
+} vereals;

“Your cole, ,

nd a

ee

oat

‘ploom ‘profuselyfe
ly propaga rons

t

elling out $

Ww, not every-size; but you ma

ha

ORES

for 235
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MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
AT

THE

FRON

BUY.
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.

' DOMINION OF CANADA

ge
THREE-VEAR
War Savincs Certiricates
"(8
.

26.00
¥

eo.

ror.

$21.66
43.00

_. 86.00

INDIVIDUAL PURCHASIES LIMITED To. sim,

"FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BANK
OR ANY:
MONEY ORDER POST OFFICE
MINANOe

Ouranrwmnr

+ OTTAWA

—

Principal repayable 1st Octobor, 1919, \,
Interest. payable half-yoarly, tet April and: fet October: e cheque (free of. exe

‘

“any ‘chartered:
“purchase.
é

ob

"

Proceeds

of Railroads

“y

of ‘this stock

commission

of

James:

owned by over 30,000 share and bond
siders. ¢ Many of these are savings banks,
ist companies, estates, etc., with thousands

of other share holders in:turn,
ence railroad problems,involving state and
ional regulation of rates, wages, finances,
tion, etc., are the people’s problems.

sthe desire of the New York ,Central

W.

Gerard,

retiring

:

Fairs Association.

2
:
[Fereneosasm

0D BRITISH GAIN;
ILLISEL HILL. TAKEN

amongst contestants at the Fall fairs.

LEAVING
U.

Prof, Zavitz declared that within the
last ten years the influence of the association had extended to practically

GERMANY.

8. Citizens Crowd Embassy for Assistance.
Berlin Cable, via

every farming
Province

precourt Followed Up VigorOn Ancre RRiver

ol ained--Huns Attack on Belpy

Repulsed
“Considerable
both

sides
a

artillery “activity. on

continued

rns

inthe

explosion >

emy'¢ line:
*On the, “night of Bobeiary

neigtbor-

Wo

the. ene

0-7.

“Grépped
bombs on ah onemy
ser
drome with good effect. One German’
aeroplane was destroyed yesterday
in

the air-fighting and thre others were
{driven down’) damaged. “Ono of our
Binchines is pifsting.”
Tho

German

supplementary’
ting that_a

in progress

» read:

“A

of August,

anxious, Americans

the memor-

1914.

blocked

Crowds

of

the corri-

dors and s¢cretarial rooms, seeking the’
renewal of passports, and
aboye all,

advice, for their {ature course and in
regard tv possible routes back home,
Several secretaries and attaches of
the Embassy were stationed in. the
corridors to amsWer questions, and the
passport. di
tment. worked at
{ul}
speed extending and renewing pass-

Ports, without resorting to theshither-

to prescribed reference to
Washington.
Plang for the departure of Ambassador Gérard and his staff are still un-

Hood of Armentieres and Ypres.
caused

able days

“War,

settled; i: will perhaps be-a matter of
several. days. before. they. will leave
Germagy..
The. Ambassador. .will-.return

directly

to the

United

States;

BERNSTORFF ~
GETS PERMIT

Oftles issueda

report: to-nigh> Petnalts Britain Gives
ives Hh Envoy
bombardment was:
Ur8S. Passage
Inthe Somme soctor. It
spirited

spirited:

bombardment

vided by the annual fairs and exhibjUons,
Prof. Zavitz insisted
that the production of good seed within the province for use in Ontario must be
re-

garded as the very foundation of the

American ‘Ambassedor. - called:

“Balfowr, and
~ for _near!

his

general

Improvement

statements

of aged

stocky;

Prof. Zavitz expressed an opinion that
the practice of buying seeds from ‘irre-

the two. were
Both

Hamilton,

Raymond;

son, New Jaskeard
Sault Ste. Marte.

E. F. ‘Stephen-

and

Wm,

Marshall,

NOT ALARMED
BY CAMPAIGN
OF HUN SUBS.

amount of seed which each competitor Castigated by Leaders

may have for sale must bé made’ more
readily. accessible and the association
should devise- and practice a system

Whereby'the farming public {s Inform.
ed as to the exact degree of freedom
weeds

ofa

noxious

character,

prevails fn the ; fields of each

competitor

in

farm

crop.

classes,

who

may Offer seed for Bale. Finally, this
Taforniation: niwet he rerdy for presenin time

for farmers

soll seed ‘AG sear!” In
possibte.””

\

without getting a, yietim. for instance, on-one day since Heb,-1, tor-

single hit.

owithout getting a
We have taken measures

which’ we
lieve will

have every reason, to.
vefrustrate. tho U-bodt- wur-

fare. Of course, it Is obvious that we
cannot reveal them—the dafly reports
of the decrease In sinkings will ke
the

best evidence

Of our success.”

Former Premiers Asquith

Germany’s

new.

naval

described

‘policy
as one

of “undisguised savagery.”
He
was not worth while discussing

it
the

motives
which xetuated the German
Government...
The tiovel feature of it

was that it was a direct and defiant

challenge

to the Consclenco

and

to the

Interests of the entire neutral
“This declaration

ity/’

continued

challenge

which

of war-on

Mr.

Asquith,

has-been

world.

nentral-

“is

taken.

a

up

with dignity and without delay by tho

greatest

of

neu

‘states.

It Is not

to buy and

Winter ax 1s

of

Civilization in British
Parliament.
London Cable— “We are not
aldrmed at the sharpened submarine
war.
We knew it was coming and
prepared for it. ~ Time will teil how
our confir
Js jueti(fed.” ‘This
statement

asrnede to

tha

menace.
Noting. that -more an. moro”.
chant
direct

Associated

Press to-day at the “adnuiratt y, and it]

was added:

«THE

MINISTER
‘

OF

PEOPLE

~

OF

was

that

some of the best prainayn

the

country
at
large
ani_among naval
men was concentrated
prob-~
lem,
Altogether, he dee!
he. waa.
rot without. hope, whatever the ravages
of
submarines might be, that

something

might

be done .to replace

tho Jost tonnage by new ships,
In the House of pore the Marjuis
of
Crews,
review!
situation
much as Andftew Bonar law had gone

in the House of Commons, vald that
Germany had thrown -nside she mask
of humanity, by her Jatest-utteranog,

|,

The

speaker.

sald he

parallel Jn
niany's “act.
Prederick Ik.,

such a threat, The action of tip

States Government In the faee™ sr the
German
founded

menace, he added,
‘would’bs
on a high moral pastsae

hoped, however, that. no!
suppose that the action of ‘i

Tinted

States would maké jt less ‘inden
mabe!
upon the allies
to
do.
the? coe

possible to win the war,

FINANCE

CANADA

“BEGIN NOW

SAVE MONEY

mer-

putting down a large number of new
ships, Mr. Bonar Law sald he «it not
minimize the submarine danger, but

~

REQUESTS
_ THE

=

ships were comipg under
the
requisition of the Government,

and that the Shipping Controller

=< SSS

Be

+

and had
promised a wa
of aes
equalled savagery which was.
ing, not in the sense its authors” hoped:
but to those wh conten
ee Gers.
many's moral position,

THE BRUTAL FOE

duction of the numbers of varieties of

farm crops grown in the province ‘to
a comparatively few! of the
very best
kinds.
Information
regarding
the|

which

3

:

memorable event
upon
the war. Still fess fs ft fitting for us:
to tender advice
or suggestions to a
Government’ which i: wall able to
The following officers
were elected
take care of itself.
to care for the executive
business of
“We
shall hath with. acelamation,
the association for the ensuing year:
with a en of famny- yeas the stern
President, Wm.
Durham;
first
ono tite
vice-president, i
J,
Bull,. Bramp- and. resol
ton;
“second ¥ice-president,
J. Con- other areal ° Gngllan- speaking power
, Cobden;
secretary, J. Lockie to frustrate the enormity of those who
bave
abundantly
earned
them:
vilson, Toronto; treasurer, Alex, Meselves the
Hele
cf engfoltsret
the
Farlane, Otterville; auditor, R. Agnew,
human raee.”
Toronto,
District dlrecturs—J. C. StuAndrew Bonar Law, the Chancellor
art, Osgoode
Station:
J. S. Sibbitt,
of the Exchequer, expressed ratistac
Kingston;
W. J. Barber,
Roasmor
tion with what he alluded to as*the
E, H. Purdy, Port Perry; R. B. Hen’
Orangeville: J. E, Peart, Hamilton: R. rerfect manner in which former Premier Asquith had voleed the feeling
E. Cowan. Galt;
8, J. Monteith, Stratof the country on the role of the neuford;
.F._W. Johnston, . Walkerville;
trals In the
face
of ie subsiarino
John
McDermid,
Lucknow;
Ww.

opment.
“The
association,”
sald
Prof, Zayitz,
“must work for the re-

from

Ss,
N

¥

as

British ‘Admiralty
Has
Taken Measuces,.and Will
usefulness in the direction of this important feature of agricultural deyelFrustrate U-Boats.

was

» The.

amplifying

Work of the association and declared
that every effort
should ba made to
extend the scope of the
‘association's

in proxtess in the Somme sector to-~
day. Inthe Somme sector there was’ But
“Cannot. Guarantes
fomporari'y strong firing. Near SaillyAgainst U-Boats.
:
see
vyriialHM cugagements ate: in
‘progress.
London ‘Cable— Count von BernsBEUAAN
AETUMEY, TO ENTER
| torff, the former German Ambassador
LINES, ©
ast night ite Germans attempted to*the United States. wil! be given a
conduct so far-as it fs-within
the
pad“enter the Belgian: lines: »A. stroug -|*sdfe
British Government’ to
ehemy patty advanced ‘and attacked Dower of»pene
pa, aioe elie
the _ Beglan. post. ‘ge of pinuude Pee
ae the Foreign Office. It folbut was. receivedby. datantty.:
Jowed a
erente oetween A» J. Balmachine gun fire: roe qusailants ee
four, Sécret =ry7 ae ‘Foreign A! ffairs, |
mated,” the official ‘report sars, and
t
Ambassador Page,
ae
ure ors Fetes,
We took
bn

great

features and instructional factors pro-

tation

to

to the

particularly, and the entire Dominion
in @ general. way from the improvement. of dgricultural
methods
which
had been inspired by the competitive

London, Cabla —

sy this morning recalled

community - within the

he pointed

benefits which must accrue to Ontario,

The scene at the United States @mbas-

Ce

and

their

to the competitions.

Toronto..despatch—Speaking before
the Ontario Association of Fairs and
exhibitions convention at the closing
session held
yesterday.
afternoon in
the Foresters’ = Hall,
College
street,
Prof. C. A. Zavitz, of Guelph, spoke of
the
improvement
of seed
strains
which had resulted from the competition’for high standards of field crops

zZ

and:

which,

“Jt imust be rememberod that: one Ly
to the best measures to adopt for the | submarine \may-< cruise whole days

Ameri-

Officers Elected at the Glosing Session.
—

Service”

to

|

"Alter

GIVE HEED TO
SEED STOCKS

.

to cooperate closely with ‘all the
iblic to solve these problems correctly.

lic

Wis

i
be alloyed

sponsible agents who peddle from hoine
tqhome, should be rigorously opposed
by the association.
“has not’ yet been’ fixed.” . There, has.
ATTENDANCE AT FAIRS.
been no denial by ‘Berlin-of the offiMr. A..R.G. Smith
instructed the
gial.announcement
fa
Copenhagen
ahd
means tor
last Tuesday that Mr. Gerard. would delegates as to Ways
not be allowed to leave Berlin until stimulating a greater Interest. in the
the German Government - was
satisfall fairs and exhibitions and suggestfied as to the treatment by the Amer- ed methods which {n his opinion would
ican Government of Count yon Baras- result in largely increased attendances,
torff, the retiring German. Ambas3aHe would have complimentary tickets
dor at» Washington.
la other words,
issued to all children who may come
Gerard Is being*held as a hostage.
in care of parents or elders and have
a
potices prominently diaplayed in
all
lccal
newspapers
announcing
the
dates and purposes of each gathering
called by the association,
He spoke
of the success which had followed the.
issuance’of many thousands of invitaee cards which had been printed for
the purpose of calling attention to the
benefits which may be derived by all
members of the farming communities
Prof. Zavite ‘Advises
J
Ont. from
a visit to the displays and eoey:

—The Niagara Falls Route”

the

only.

per cent will

made. in respect of applications for, th

0° jc For application forms apply to the Doputy Mini ee of Finance, Ottawa.
“DEPARTMENT OF Finante, OTTAWA,
<
OCTOBER 71n, 1986.

cam Ambassador .to Germany, fs still
“} in Bertin. A. semi-officlal communication-says the. date. of his departure

Ration 'e Noadless Railway System”

pis.

are for war- purposes

one-quarter of ono

Xpresded‘ Mtweif as’) ahxtous. to
meet: the; pi arcane
wishes,
and Seclare
tit would “ovall In
its “power. to entry ther out,

lew York Cont ral Lines |

githeJ;ines

at par and

as

@ people, now own the railroads,
ary, citizen has a voice in railroad regupeepether he i is a shase or bond holder

arch

annum, from

cent. per

the privilege of Meee

in. fanada other than‘an issue of Treasury Bills or other tiko short date security SAS
A

‘

have

e : asthe equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment madé under any future watt

“stack brokers on! <llotments

Peoples Ownership’

five- ‘Per

at tho fate/of

Canada)

heed Sieh nat"

“df

in

Bank

joldérs of this stock will

FOR. THE

TO

,

‘

p. | Tht, odSt: Mie
ClairWaka
River:Lajanttalonbet:
ot
beim, celebrated. shele
i.
week.

aus

pent

- 2 The ea paign for the Patriotio.

Fi eb

‘resalted in the spar of $360,hanquet | 000 being raised.
:
<

"Ghaiietsafcontthe theconn

OPOIt.

W.H.

Boeeossor to Dr. Crane.)

DR. SMITH
Speotalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hours1 to 4and by eppoiutment,

DOW,

D.D.S.,

L.D.S.

Houor Gretuate of
University.
)Graduateof Royal Cotiege of Dental Bargeous.
. Qffoe-Henry Block

E.

A.

scree

140

Rods,

11 Wires, 57 in. high, 16 in. spacing, per rod ...,.

The manufacturers have advised us of a very sharp advance in barb
wire, due to the extra demand caused by the war.
ivise you that up to March 1 we offer barb wire at

‘After March 1 the price will be $5.50 per 100 lbs.

We

« A petition is being virealated

therefore

Our stock of

fore leaving’ St. Thomas Pte.
anmlved ia the M,C,R. sbopa.

Barb Wire ia limited, eo huy now and save the 50c advance.

| aaah

that the Lord's Day

Act be amended to permit this,
William T. Jacob, ove of the
eer residents of Ridgetown,

pioo-

aged 69 years,
He
end paper-banger by

'e is auevived by his wife,
>
ters dnd a sop.
‘At the Felbensry _mesting, of .the4 eS
\y official

TESKEY
Black

ire
He

Friday,
painter

GROCERIES

Dutton

-aloog

aslojo of Sundeyty sopepepert
newspaper feio Outario ys
be permitted and

special 8 Ibs
special, 3

We are unable to buy this same tea to-day for the money.
\TisT

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG

A now drink for the soldiers.
chocolatta.

The soldier boys are all asking for
We have it for-you.

J.:B. CRAWFORD estatet

FHe?d

+

ae

Only three chests to sell at this exceptionally low price.

Houor Gredaate of Trinwy University. Grad‘wate of Royal College of Basted Worgeous,

spector thirty years ago, gud for-some
time resided at Chatham.
While drilling for. gas within the
village limits of Merlina large flaw
was

SODR. Ay dr HAFELE

Company has

1.

ol)

diseased

calla

OMee—Heury
ee

M.D.

the lease; and

have sev.

eral aplendid gas wolls in “tho ‘vicinity.
Oharles ‘W. Auld, of the Bssex Free
Press, died
suddenly after a few days’
illoess with tubercular meningitis, He
was one of
best known men of the
igsrict, and popular,
Ho is survived | feet tliat
oy hin parents, his widow aod one

answered:
a peed oooBlock.PRoamplly
Phone 23
“Y}IREATS

discovered
at a depth of 1,850 feet.

The flow of gas is cetimated
at 500,000:

cubic fot. The Southero Ontario Gas |’

Honét, Graduate Ontario Veterinary
—

McGRiMMON

‘BARRISTER

iid, one brother, now in France, abd

_ MADE 1M GANADA

mother “is the affliction
that has
befallen.
« family in Waterford,
fer
Se Wiaine ct 3 week ot'sie
»
Mra,

The 1917 Ford Touring Car
$495.00

CAMPBELL

f. 0, b. Ford; Ont,

. UNDERTAKER
Iplomas

© ‘Thé“Toss
inside of’ week” ot {4

from Meyer's School
If your plans

of.
Embaiming and Canadian
._. Bmbalmera’ Aasootation |

for

1917 include an

automobile

for

you: home of youp bnsiness, the Ford Touring Car at
~ $495 is the best inyestment you.can make.

Couches, Caskets and all the
_hateat Funeral Furnishings

fred tuneral Car—the

_ Tt gives: you everything
you can ask of

} west of Toronto

motor car in

->the
way of service ; It is yours-for
less than

furnished for guy occasion,

Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

five hun-

_ dred: dollars and it éxacts but little from you for runningexpenses after you buy it,
_*
By.all. means ‘see our models demonstrated and
mie]

~ give‘us
your order early—

A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton “S

- Tinwmithing&

|

49:

mE

E

200 Rods, 10 Wires 48 in. high, with 16in. spacing, per rod ..
800 Rods, 10 Wires, 54 in, high, 16 in. spacing, per rod .

def

ali horizontal wires,

cccces sess sececnsvoeneoesnneeereccs

A SNAP

MaPARLANE

Office Hours
2 to + p.m.; 7 to 9 p.m.
Wallacetown,
Ont.

D. H.

nan.

gige

9 Wires, 58 in, high, with 16 in., and

|, Bratomice—Sbsckleton Btréet,
D*

i

9 Wires, 51 in, high, with 16 im. epacing, per rod .
9 Wires, 51 in. bigh, with 12 in. spacing, per rod .

te

P.T.0.M.. Prin-

Orvicn-Mgin Street,

i

University,

80 we advise you to consider your purchase at once.
8 Wires. 47 in. high, with 16 in. spacing, per rod ...

he

Trinity

few special prices on fence and by.

buying from us at once .at these prices you will save’
money,
We have only 1,060 rods to sell at these prices,

8

D®.2. 4. CAMERON
MD.OM,,

ifyMetlsa Collages MOPS Dutacto-

- Here wo difer you

Fi
iWiH 5 te Wee

M.D.C.M.,

s

MoKILLOP,

é

LEX.

“"Priatty University, DROP. London, Eng:
O.8., Ra
iy
: Eaipbargh.
Eonton: PAPAL As Toraste, and AOE 8.
MADE BT., DUTTON,
ly

Mix It With the Heavier Meals Instcad. . ~

Sd me following table which
tm the form of hay they | yan re
nos at @ glance. the relative

By feeding

1°1-3 pounds

that

with

ranures

Crepe fruit, doz,
Vegetables

Reeta, per be
Carrots,
.per

the hay and silage we would have as

7° $1200" $152 auch <protelz iz the former ration.,

4] of the different feeding stuffs, aud :u | Clever hay, ten 202)
have. sotticise
meal ina: See *- 2.87| Tut we, Woe. net This,
S| sre peweemtsatticla st swant-‘sto-mon [Cotton -seed.
means that
HATH: ecalvalent,
Brewers) grains, dey, 2s,ton 8901-15}
te taformation | Wheat
Bows bn; Mativiag. week.to
ave to feed some other
the
(fe
week a

5

then lifted op bis eyea—It

wos. “when

the day bezan to speak of feeding the
multitude.

A

great

bringing

desired

the

landing-place.

spending the night
they were in danger

Brewers’ Grains (dry). Malt Sprouts .., ...
Corn (feed) .
Wheat (feed)
Oats every ee

Jesus

in prayer while
of finding watery

Bran...
Shorts.
Middlings
Timothy Hay
boat,

herd” (Mark 6: 24.) ~ He saith untd
Philip—Pbilip wae apparently a matter-of-fact man (John 14: 8), a quick

reckoner and a good man of business,
and,

therefore,

perhaps

more

ready

to

rely on his own shrewd calculations
than on unseen resources.—Dods, This

“immediately

the ship was at the land

whither they went.”
Questions—To

what place

arid his diselples go?”

did Jesus

For what pur:

speeaens

&

man may save a lot
feeding operations.

bicAneaning

fa to test nis faith, to try

t impression Christ's words — ana

‘i

have

jade) upon

him.—Pium-

jracle which he was about, to’ perrm was different from. the miracics
{

healing

and

others,

already

rought, In thut it Involved @ creative
It Wag Wreught not only for the
Alef of the multitude, but for the furer instruction of the disciples and.i.
firm them-more fully in thelr faith
ps.
his Messiahship, - 7. Two hundred
. 4s mot . sufficient—
east his eye over the
‘peeonbly and quickly made bie estlrate. ‘he aunl, mentioned was equiyalent

to

about

thirty-two

dollars,

of

hungry

people.

8. Andrew—

ry
fn
loaf would not be sufficient tora
1 for one

person.

loayes, the

or

They

were. bar-

food of the poorest

Jesus pat asked,

“How

many

have ye? go and eee” (Mark 6:
ndrew brought the answer,

1:68

18.87
1.575 matter
08 ¢ry
¥ new, ration has less
‘The
than the old one. but this {s a small
matter, 2s the dizestive tract of an

in

1:68
36

e3
elt

48.0

©6008

4

sprouts,

ton

00

1.12

record
on the bread*of life. It tz the work
in
of a critical scene in Christ's miracle
Gulllee, which followed @ great
bimin Jerusalem, where he inrevealed
healing
the
self as the giver. of life

the

considered,

of protein gnd

The

83 |
82)
48 |
-48 |
.21|
per

the

this price we get $1.52 worth of nu-

trients as compared with only 86 cents
worth In oat straw at $9 per ton. This

matter

at once indicates that it will pay us

of

composition

figsome common feeding stuffs. The perures represent per cent. or parts mat:
hundred, so that it is a simple
of
ter to*tigure out the composition

of Bethesda.
of the cripple at the ‘pool
as the

In this record he is revealed

tour.

‘after
in philanthropic
‘They needed training
things.
work, as weil as In spiritual
le were eager to hegr Jesus’

the ration figured out

eg

The
and his power to relieve
eaten as a relish with tho bread. rea:
| necessity.
himsupply was too small, for one who
them. What he vould not do for
si
e self, he instantly. did for those who
soned from.a merely human
multitude,
thelr own comforts to learn of
point, to consider for euch @ and Anultt- fe
him.- The compassion of JesusHo was
but the Master accepted
did
ot persons,
ithout res}
plied it.
of race: or
question
TIE A miraculous increase (v8. 10 not raise

Clover hay, 5 Ibs...

10 Ibs...
Tbs,

Oat straw,
Silage,

Barley,

kingship

2 lbs.

-

As
4.20

66 ad
.275 1,60

8,57

.100
120,

1,71.

into strong

came

a sequel to the miracle,

They

had

they

had

left

it thet

they

contrast

The

as

multi-

port his claims ag a temporal monarch.
Though those Galileans were not representative men,’ they were fired with
the national idea, and they attempted
to carry out the national wish with re
gard to the Messiah. Time and place

been

taught by degrees what was involved
4n “leaving all” to follow Jesus, He
mow taught them what’ was thelr misand
they had
‘gion to the world
that

1.70
258

169.135

tude imagined that Jesus was the destined deliverer of Israel from ‘the Roman yoke, and were prepared to sup-

Ij, Christ's Jesson to his disciples.
to
It Was more to the disciples than
the multitude ‘that the’ events. of the
eigniticant.

to sell our straw and buy clover
with the money, if we have got
ficlent on hand.
Barley, oats

hay
suland

bran

are all very dear as, compared

with

some

of the ‘other

feeds,

Thus

for°every dollar spent in bran at $32

cheap feed.

5 Byi
22 <2uf

d,

were

‘were, ip their
for raising the

might

serve It more effectually,
new love,

estimation, favorable.
standard of rebellion.

Upward of “five: thousand “resolute
hearts would form a nucleus for an

straw at $9
per bushel,
feed wheat
bran at $32

do. light .7
Milkers, choice, each
Sprincers .
Sheep, ew:

pared with 27 cents for the second
second ration
That is, the
ration.

means a saving of seven cents per
may seem
animal’ per day.
like a emall matter, but if thirty head
of cattle are being fed it means a

saving of $2.10 n day and for a month
a saving of $63.
Studying the composition of feeds and basing their
worth onthe ‘value of the nutrients
that can be bought for one dollar is
a paying proposition,
In feeding wheat alone without any
lighter meal it will be neceszary to
cut some of the hay up very finely
and mix it with it.
This will prevent the wheat
from lying heavily
on theanimal’s stomach and prevent
danger from digestive troubles,
-The
great Yalue of bran is that it Is food
When bran. is fed in the ra| proof.

army, which they expected would:soon
include
every
true
Jewish
patriot.
to
nstead of surrendering themselves

seen

is

will

from

be

Clover hay, as has bees

ery cheap feed, so that it
well to eliminate the. straw

a

MINNEAPOLIS GRAIN M REBT.

. High.

the ration altogether and

feed

clover hay,
Suppose We feed 15 ibs.
per animal peraday,J Lotus wee what

king of a ration we have now
with the silage and clover hay.

wusing the tables as described
we get the following:

got
By

above

14)

Seiatica Vanishes Instantly
“yo.

\f Nerviline is Used

oe gee ey
o
old.

a

no

aatare: of
c

the may

YOU

BEAT

THIS

lniment

CASE?

will.even re-

Meve Sciatica.
Nothing but the. most
powerful kind of a remedy can penetrate through the tissues and finally
reach the Sciatic Nerve.
You can_al‘ways depend on the old-time “Nerviline.”
Nothing made to-day is.as
for Sciatica
as Nerviline
was

when first produced about forty years

ago.

Better

4 strong 2 enough: ‘On: 8
rubbin;
rae
‘shortly, was- cured,

father cured rheumatism in his right
and
oalder eet
7
4of-chronic“hers
my: mothe
‘of men, to Watch over his dis~ th ambago with Nerviline, - Our family
we dre’|
ea as they tolled in their voyage simply, y swears »: by Nerviline and
it in our home,+ -We|.
never. W:
yiehey take. ee as DY R.
find that for external pain,

|eebeen
Ritase: "He! veiced to thede:
mio
taln, ‘away from the:

pat| gross.

Duluth—Wheat, No 1
33
‘825-8; Na/2
Northern,
oO arrive,
81 1-2; Ma:
y, 28
ikea.
CAGO LIV
STOCK.
},

/5.¢

Cattle, receipte 5,600.
Market steady.
Native beef cattle ..y...
Btockers and ceeders J,
c 10"
nelfers .
lpia’ 2,

--

lower.

Than

COUNTRYMAN.

the Echo.

‘A certain glen in Scotland hed the
reputation of having a splendid echo,
An English
gentleman
visited
the

the guide about the

echo.
.
“Just shout ‘Two bottles of Hqnor,'”
sald the guide.
‘Tho gentleman did as requosted, and
after waiting for several sninutes he
turned to the Scot and said:
“But T do not hear any echo.”

“Maybe no,” chuckled the Scot, ‘but
here's the lassie comin’ with» the

Mquor.”’—-Philadelphia

All this time the eame old “Ner-

he | ed
gal‘with internal dosing. I rubbed in
were
| lons of oils and liniments—none

‘much
*had
3
,es, who
digctpf
of shislf
plead Jp, beha

cost.
—CANADIAN

Inquirer,

Flour, wititer patents 47a,
Hope ‘in London (Qacific Coast)—i4, to
0 5,
15,
4 to 16 Iba,—125e..
ame, sport
it
Bacon, Cumbertan cut, 16 to ® Te
‘Cloar bellies, 14 to 16 Ibs.—13¢a,
Tong clear middies, light, 2 to 31 Mba
‘Long, clear middies, heavy, % to 49 we
hort clear backs, 18
Shoulders, square, 11 to 13

sar ean eiaes ogee a

theese: Canadian, finest white-10s.
Colored—is8s.
Australian in London—tie, %,°
Turpantine, aplrite—tee, 32,
msOn—Zas,
Le,
refined—1s, 3 1-4d.
Cotton’ Seel Oil, i hull refined,
refined,” «pot —
Sos. 64.

FREIFUL BABIES

ee
Codfish Balls.
re
Take a euptul of cod.
~ Mrs. John .M.. Weaver,
cd,
NB, writes: “I can
rei js washed and &
ie
shredded.
Add two cups or quartered potatoes,
‘The potatoes,£8of course, have. 3 béew find they ‘are the
<
PE
mother can give her
and cook

or

or

water

hae ‘oiling
utes.

would, strongly. .

‘The potatoes; _ however, must. be | ©
cooked till they are done.
‘\ But they must not be overcooked to
ths point of sogginesa:
Now itor dhoronsty
mash
and easy. 9
tT
S
*
Hehts
unl
=
beatowith
‘Add the butter, mix cnd paftly cool: dealers ‘or
and two tablespoons.
Add a beaten
Se
e
of tream.
Make into balls. cover with egg and
hot)
pees crumbs and fry in smoking

are sold by
small at 25 cents

sae

sean
sie

18

208

ly alds’ in the digestion of the heavier
meals, By mixing cut hay wita the

place and asked
CAN

No ordinary

14%

heavier meals the samo results are
obtained-as. {f bran.or corn and cob
meal were fed but at considerably
less.

Low.

5 1 ee

of. the large amount of fibre in the
cob; does not lle heavily on the stomach, and not only that, but !t actual

Sciatica, Lumyiline” has been curing
, and is considered
Jesug amb his teachitigs as, the, Mes-| bago,be Rhe
without an equal in relieving}
‘siah, the multitude wished him to sur-|'to
““ ‘Nervi |
anywhere.
soreness
or
render himself to serve theiras.p / Their} ‘| pain
line’ cpuldn't be made stronger. or |
and. to accept "theif bi
was sin-| better,” writes. James E. Edwards.
{ng
‘proposal *to » i
to, me
fe:
ficiatlea
c. Jesus withdrew gahe ‘way it cures
fer: |
years
7w- | eore and enthusiasti
ie.
“purpose, and thus to} simplya
5
frustrate 1
ruined my stomach
frightfully,
a

hi

of the

Five pounds ot, clover” per ton, we only get 82 cents worth
the -ration.not nocessary to cut up
From the table ‘ve of nutrients, as compared with $1.05; tion it is
hay is being fed.
any of the hay and mix it with the
hey | worth in feed wheat. at $1.07 per Dushgee that 100 parts of red clover
meal
ration, 2s the bran
contains
By divid- | et and $1.15 worth in dried brewers’
has $4 parts of dry matter.
a large amount of fibre whica stimamultipiy- | grains at $35 per ton. This shows us
ing this figure “by 100 and
| lates th digestive juices aad heip.
of
that at the prices given, oats, barley lin
ing by five we get the amount hay.
the digestion of the
other feeds.
and
bran
are
not
economical
feeds.
the
of
pounds
five
dry matter In
In the United States a popular feed
given
In making up our new ration we
Similarly by dividing the figure
ng by need not reduce the amount of silage with-cattle feeders is corn and cob
for protein by 100 and multiplyiprotein
meal.
>It is found that when-this {s
given. Silage ag a succulent feed is
five we get.the amount of followfed
‘tho animaly never go off their
a
valuable
feed
in
giving
palatability
The
jn the five pounds of hay,
If silage costs to pro- feed. The reason of this fs simply.
to the ration.
shows the composition of
ing table
that,
like
bran, the meal, on account
duce as much as $4 per ton, it is &
in this way:

\de
‘gather
fitted to prepare
ated ‘istrict, well
were to rethem for the lessons they
retirement from
ceive, Jesus squght
chief rulers,
the fury of Herod and the
rest and retire-

day

$4 per ton,
at 64 cents
per bushel,
bushel, and

84]
284;

| ton.is the cheapest feed we have, For
every dollar spent In Clover hay at

equivalent.

of starch

shows

table

of dry

amount

ton, eflage at
per ton, oats
barley at $1
at $1.07 per

the cost

98 | per ton, we find that the cost of the
-86 | first ration fs about 24 cents as com-

1.00
28.00

feed.

same as the old as possible.
digestive troubles are likely to occur, and indeed the animal may of geta
In the composition
‘a setback.
ration only three things have to be

compare

4.03 |
1.02 |
1.03 |
99!

{Bran,
The first thing to do ts to figure
we ;| Wheat
out ‘the composition of the ration

gospel presents chiefly the discourses
ts given by
of Jesus, This narrative
discourse
way of introducing his great

disciples required:
their first missionary

shovid

Of tee us sre
now

Valuing the various
two rations:
feeds
at the prices
given
in the
1.05 | table, that {s, clover hay at $12 per

+06.

Malt

er
xe, 1 conte over H
<, 10 cents over sranulated
:
1b. cartons, 39 cents over
mlated 400-Tb. box.
TORONTO CATTLE MARKETS.
Trade was a little elow, but prices held
tondy.
Export cattle,
Butcher cattle,
go. do.

anima! readily adzpts itself to varia
tions of 10 or 15 per cent. In volume

1:25.0
1:63.0

63

ET.
aolivery, im et

je quotations on Canadian

ugar, Toronto

onbt:-LRIE

1:348
‘
sae

7.0
is
ee
ca

1 Ofl cake, ton...

his

,

164
.
| Oats, Dugh
32.00
ton... .
9.00
straw ...
rations
disciples.
changing
40.00
| Molasses, ton
ere feeding. | When
II. Christ's lesson to his
16.00
...-{ Turnips, ton . .
{t-tg important to have the compos!
SHI, An o¢casion of human error.
the new rations as nearly the { Wo gee that clover hay at $12
I, Christ’s gift to nis hearers. John's tion of.
It not.
not, what we

‘Topie—Food in the Desert.
gift to his hearers.
1. Christ’s

but

of the first two disciples ‘when
He was less. calculating
4 more believing. than Philip.
9.

money

tlon as the fret ration.,

BS

Brewers’ grains,
Suppose we are feeding our cattle
Middlings, ton’...
clover hay, 5 Ibs.; oat straw, 10 1bs.;2 | Timothy hay, ton .
onts, | Corn, feed, bush .
silage, 30 {bs.; warley 2 Iba;
per j Oat Straw, ton ...
The.; and bran 8 Ibs, per animai this
day, and we want to know if it is } Barley (feed) ton .
is an economical ration, and if
Shorts, ton ... -

t would buy-mueh more ‘then than the
game amount would now. This would
Not buy enough to satisty| the thou:
\ganis

of

whent,

proteis. - Feed

° 11023

eevee ee

Ss

too much

#30
3s.

‘786

Molasses... 06.

disciples were about Jesus? ‘What
question did Jesus ask Philip? Why
did he ask the question?
answer?) What suggestion did
dntended asa ts
Whence shall we Philip's
course dt
What.
‘Androw make?
bay bread—It was a “desert place” at Jesus:
pursue? How many. were fed?
a distance from villages where,
food
‘an amount of food was
How.
could he purchased‘ 6. To prove him
How did the people regard Jeaus
—This need not mean more than to try Jeft?
Describe the mirathe miracle?
whether he could suggest any way out after
cle that followed?
et the difficulty;. but the more probaPRACTICAL SURVEY.
ts suggested og the reason w!
jeepass
pat this question to Philip, for It was

next cheapest feed, has a wider nutritive ratio, and if we feed aeven
pounds in eonjanction with the clover
and silage we will have a ration that
has approximately the same compos!-

3
4
1:3.6

84.

we
12.8

Swede Turnips
Mangels (mediui

pose?
By what conveyance?
What
time of year was it? Who besides the

PE

3
S
z
5 2S of
2.38 88
ba we 36
AA Ae as
Silage, 20 Ibs. .... 649 120 253
826 4.89
Clover
... .. 12.60 1630 4.99
7 Iba,18 Ts...
Wheat, hay.

BA85:
$8.
32

Hay ..
AlfalfaStraw
Oat"
‘Wheat Straw
Con Site;

the su

1:34
1:128
1:8.0
1:83
1:85
1:4.6
1:43

.-:

Red Clover Hay

The waters became

again

188
14
66
9.0
12
8.0
9.1
111

8
x
8
86.
88.
8ase

(feed)

Barley

company—Their

interest in the mission and power of
Jesus was groat. There were five thousand men in the company besides women and children. He. “was moved

400
20.8
3.5

72.0
128

$2.0.
90.2
8

-

Cotton Seed Meal
Cake...
Ol
Brewers’

year.

ans

Here

equivalent we world have. to feed
the

BE.

ge

ALS

feed.

tive a)
s too narrow, ang to
give
the required amount of starch

a

oa

the time’ of

cheapest

5
s

pesca wanant
satasssnssenn

regarding

‘The Passover was observed ear!
fatten,
IL A small supply (ve. 5-9.) 6; Jesus

es
22

bow

ne .
Ams

formation

~

o
2B

e

£
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KIND OF FEED,

Do.,
bebs.. I
Onjona, bundle Do.. Tat. Bet.
De. Gat. bkt.
renips, per bor
Potatoes. bag -Do., ble.
Sage, bunc}
Savory, bun
Turnips. bug .
re
De., Meat Bit.
MEA TS-—WH'
wit

of the table. After cotton seed meal
dried -brewors’ grains are the next

FEEDS

OF

SITION

that has a wider rutritive ratio, The
nutritive ratios ef the different feeding stuffs are given {n the last columa

Ta

at

(fe9d)- Dae,

eat

oo

I

ent

from.
.
COMPO:

ven

o

sb
zu

and figures showing the relative valtq

S28

&

e

sfes Huneesesssasues SSUES

publishing on our

:

see

of this

we

ef amtrients

« | lative value

SE

uh

4

ge

SZ | ater clover kay, cotton seed meal
tho.chenpest fecd.
2S= | at $60 per ton fs

tateenh=Fee

=

now we hase teen
For ‘some time market
pages tables

1p | Sty matter, protela or,starch equiva:
"S| lent. From the téble showing the re-

te

sussgsssssesxaeuss

Christmas cattle,

‘

a3

muca

as

almost

+ =.

market

pei acs

7.38
345
18.00
not got sufficient of elther

have

Sone

writing, Jau.
1g on the

that at presént iime of
25, cholee steers are

Toronto

We

stuffs.

feeding

diferent

of the

values

even

‘tse a volgsr phrase—
“cold feet,” and sold, with the casilt

7ss

ReboES
eStaks

ofeetroughage

“

pe

b.

nS
38

|

Dressed
aes

on
wigs!C

possible £0 as 40 maxe » reass-able
If it is economteal. By turning Silage, 3¢ tbs:
winter. many | t? see
profit... Early im:the theplentiful
the market pages of The Country: , Clover hay, 15 tbs.
amo: |
farmers, di

Dalry
Butter, cholee 3

eee

eeescaueels gi HENMAN LST

$

Re

ws

3.40

BB
BFL.82T LAE
Having determined the com: position
of the ration, the next thing to do Is.

ee ©
Sy 4 BRBES
SMSSVgSs

173.144 1.204

6.96 .728_

;
‘Sp Starch
SS Equivaloat

y

Jenene ies

Doesn’t Cure!
at

$i

Aten

oon ae

td

a”

@houlder!”

jena:

etn danger

‘us

<with-his fulee airs and

ayaor it from the fi
him from Macon
"All

this

is

yon

nothing.t

leaning’ heavily

Signa, panting. with indignation,
mo pass!”

torment you.any more. Tellme here
and now that he Is nothing to you, and

her.
not?
.No, I knew
you
felt sure-of tt!
Even at
perhaps you" know where

me

pass!"

said

Sterna,

white

and terrified.
“I will not Hsten to anword; indeed,
mad, in trait, Letm
_« With a muttered oath, he flung the
Rate to and locked it; and thrusting
ie

key into

his pocket,

he turned

on

a ero go to him! » No, you shall not!

It my, love for you can do no more. ft

‘

Yond

zhe

must

moment,

but

she

struggzied against the deathly numbness and pained courege. If he were
indeed

mad,

coax,

not exas-

perate him.
‘
“Sir Frederic,” she panted, “whet am
1 to think gf such conttict? You cannot intend to keep
me,here a prisoner.
This—it is io. ridiculoue!"
and
she
ree,
laugh
that sounded hollow

and fearful in her own ears.
“Give me your promise to have nothing more to do with this fellow," he
Said, hoarsely, “and I will go
down
on-amy knees and implore your par-

don."
“I do-not wish you to do anything
ot the kind, Sir Frederic. J wish you
to open that gate and allow me
to
pasa.”
RBs.
“E-cannot, I dare not!” he eald, wipIng the perspiration from hiv face.'*'I
Will gave you, even against your will,
thie man. Tell me that
he is
nothing to you, that you will not Iisten
t

Bim

or

have

any

communication

with him and I will be content. It is of
U
Siena shraak

back—for he had

“ex-

tended
his arms
imploringly--and
leaning over the buttress called quickiy for help. The cry seemed to madden

an

imtent

a

gaze,

then

had

taken

”

And

advanced

to

Sir

Frederic,

with an ominaus

darkening of the handsome face.
“No, no!” exclaimed Signa, darting

between them. ‘He does not knop, he

sent him home, There Is no soul within

OPEN LETTER TO THE
W

auspices of the R.N, C.
Lefore leaying, The Sony Gwen
specially designed ‘souvenir pendant
to the Mothers,

or W!

‘Thls pendant is. @ very, pretty

end

will

doubtless

be

worn

by

dolen made
distributed

of sliver—gilt—and

bears

{s

the

open

etter’

written

the Women of Canada:
In a journey
throughout the
Canada, from Aflantic to’ Pactfic,

by

her

the opport

unity.

of-

‘personally,

splendid spirit and untiring

Provinces
‘I have

witnessing

work ‘of

of
had

the

patriotic

aromaen, ‘eve: rywhere in the Dominion,
convinced that here, as in Great Britain,
ihe debts hich is owed’ by tho wanite of the
Empire to our Navy {” uot forgottet
‘he fron hand of Naval Dominion,selene shields
us from th e ruthlessness of an enemy who has
_ Not scrupled to make War on’ the helpless and
Aefenceless.
The power of the
ay ¥ protects,

our Joved ones on their journey. to the ‘battlefields, and preserves ‘our ior
in safety and
Recognizing this di
prosperity.

t pak every Canadiat woman Will do her utmost
secure ‘that. support for Naval defence which

ite
a

een askedf eb from. Canada,
am’ asking—e Ty. oman wo obtains a re
Divito: ‘of the Hoyal Navat-Ci ‘enad!
Volunteer
mall silver bdadg 48 B souvenir oh her effort and
ee

the Cause

owhilelt

of Humanity”

ee vilization

“and

“@ speedy: aad: *

he

him,

asked,

which when she had
minutes before was #0,

was

“Yes—yes,

as soft

and

gentle

e," she ‘murmured.

“That 1s well,” he sala, soothingly.

“Will you not sit
down for a little
while--—
‘No, no,” she broke in, with a faint
shudder.
Let us go at once,” and she
jooked ntoand lonthingly.”

att

He understood that the sight of the
place, the very atmosphere, was un-

endureble to her, and he stretchéd out
his hand, and taking hers, drew. her
arm within his.

' “you aré sure you
“Lean

upon

her nearer

mé;

“Can I bear-—-" she echoad, in a
low, tremulous
voice.
‘Who
should

lave more right to ask moe anything

than you who—who kave saved
me
from that madman?”
not
“Hush!”
he whispered.
“ Do
speak of ft. Try and forget it, ‘Phere
Was no real danger; he would not
b
tand that, tut—
and she covered
her eyes with her hands.
you shall not dilnk

tt”

cid you come?

anco.
But you will go
you understand?
No?"
ed hint
suddenly round
and sprung upon the
mean to leap from this

with me,
Do
and he graspthe shoulders
buttress,
“I
beastly plcce,

Are you

Sir Frederic
glanced
down;
the
darkness into which he gazed seemed
to strike him with a sudden chill.
“Are you ready?” demanded Hector
Warren, calmly, sternly.
p—8top—I do not care! I will
P ehiriaed Signal”
But* Hector

drew

really

& question?” he whispered.

not!"

Sir

he

would

No word he could have spoken could
have been more full of scornful
con.
tempt than the gesture with whieh he
flung the hateful key behind him.
“WilE you rest here?” he asked, a
they entered the park, but she shook
her head.
“No; let us go,” then she stopped,
trovbled and. bewildered, Where covld
the go?
Not to the Park, certainiz
not there,
He looked down at her, a strange
light tn his eyes, a commingling.
of
tender pity and passionate love,
“Can you bear that I should esk you

“By Heaven, I will
Frederic, hearsely.

gaid

and

en-

jean her weight on him.
So,
almost supporting her,
he led
her down the stone steps.
At the bottom he paused a momc#t, and flung
something
behind = him.
ik was
Signa
shuddered

intense

Then I am going for assist-

so,”

feel strong

go that she

result.
Now Hsten to me.
1 intend
that she shall leave here
within au
hour.
You say that you will not give

Ups

at

The simple question, _ the
gentle
voice, brought
the tears to Signa’s
eyes, and she pnt up her hand hastily
to’ wipe them Fen

Le sald, with

an

tenderness
that was almost
“Treat it as an ugly dream.”
I could!
But I shat
forget it. If you had not come!

I did not know

you

were neat——"
He almost groaned in his remorse,
“If t had never gone!” he murmur:

ed.

“I would

give ten years of ny

life to have remained
near
you to
haye protected you. How did | come?
as"—and his voice grew solemn
it was more than mere chance, It

was Providence.

;To the day of my

death I shall believe that some‘hing
within me warned me of_your danger,
and drew me to this accursed spot!
1 cnly returned
to Northwell
this

nd shi

he was here?”
“No, ‘no, a thousand times net

Be:

“And

E

She did not echo the thanksgiving,
felt

her

hand

tremble

on

bis

what

am

as if it were the most natura!
Inthe world,
Signa sta

“What will

up-at the
heavens.

Ito

they.sax?”

moon,

question

She looked

row~high -In.> the
oe
+

“What will they cay to your return

ing

so

and

late

escorted

at

night

by me?”

ard’

unexpect>d,

he eaid, with

that calm, masterful ‘air which
—inspires confidence even in the snost

timid of women.- *You must
it to ms. 1 will explain——~
“You

“Does

will not

leave

&

tell

at her

ing lobk into the darkness below. he
drew bask, and thrusting his hand Suto his pocket, drew out the key and
flung it on the ground without a word.

Without 2 word Hector Warren ‘secured the key, .and going calmly and

quietly to the gate, unlocked ft. Then,
be:vonenee it wide and
ten tenet to Sir

Naor ‘he- sald, slowly, and- with»
despairing glance full of anguish ani
despair,

Sir Frederic

passed down

the

broken stairs. They heard bins staggoring
Mike a drunken man
fogtsteps were rowed on1 the turk.

.” CHAPTER XvIL
Silent and trembling, Signa’
3

~teant

f

Se

he

fone nad divides fi
are strong envugi to into sixpe nor ioe
tfem.
2 purchasers draw io,
focon_ and ray according
‘Signa sighed, but the sigh was cf a Peet ited: Exchange.
different nature to that which bad a

tow minutes before burst from her patio
lips.
“Tam quite sure,”” she answered,

simply.
And it was trus.
Her heart. still
beat fast and furtousty, but a feeling
of quiet serenity and peace was beginning to fall over ner like.2 refreshing dew.
‘The blood crept back slowly to ler!
Ups, the terrified expression vanished
from-her eyes, and a soft, tremulous '

|

glow took Its place>

It was almost a5

if she had obeyed lis command, and
had taken the horror of the last few
minutes as a
dream from which she
had now awakened,

We hope this notice will
eyes

of people

who

are “troubled,

constipation and bowél trouble.
Hamilton's Pills bave been
gus
to cure any case within
tl

and the above reward will be pak
:
any case resisting this 1
remedies.
No prescription. pron

we

cases
of
constipa tony
Ddiliou
headaches and-ecur stomach,
Pills.
If they fall—your
fer the asking.
yellow box, and f

So

they

walked

along

‘the narrow

path in silence.
Signa’ tried to speak,
to find some words in which to oxpress
the
heartfelt gratitude
toward
hior
that throbbed in every vein of her
body, but she could not. A sensation,
half of delight, half of pain, was tak-

ing possession of her, and she almost

fancied, as she looked up at the starUt sky, that this, too, would prove x
dream, and that she should wake and
find that he had goue.
tly tocy
came to a seat under a tree, and without @ word he led her to it.
“You must rest a few minutes,” he

said,

gently.

“Tam not tired,
indeed I am not.
And—I am.
afraid
-it-{s
dreadfully
fate," and she smiled,
but she sat
down nevertheless.

your chance:

4

8 Pills

Looking down at her in the mtoonMeht, he saw the change that had

bis
her

a

$1,000.00 Reward Fort
Hf Remedy Fails

corae over her lovely face, and
own brow lightened, and he ‘lrew
arm stili more closely to his side.

to test Dr.-

5

mo

plied with only: Dr.
ef Mandrake
dealers.

and

Butteraut,

“there. are
« galote—
diack, ‘black ee ewaite and’ n
“rer the
who wears
evening wear tl
oftaira of fine salle, heavily eu
Laser, with Incoe:
are site uch Is
you may ‘have the stsipes <p
or around. ee
just ‘an you preter.

i
Satan!

He stood beside her, and took out

his watch,
“It is not so. late.
tell you the time,”
he

No, Iwill not
added,

as

she

her Ups,
“What is the mat~
ter?”
for she bent forwatd with a
sudden pallor and a low cry.
“Your hand!” she murmured.
He looked down at his outstretched
hand; it was cut
and torn, and was

streaked with blood.
‘It

smile.
and

is nothiug,”

“Really

he

and

eaid,

truly

with - a

nothing,’

he felt for his handkerchief.

(To be
ee

The Sorrel Frock,
M comes via Paris.
And it Is one of the rumored

fasbions.

with tengor, earnest anxi

ty

we have seen-~

ee

“1 hopoeysur son hax’ obiatited ¢m-

ery,” + Penlevitte

er

in

May Not Have
Tric
——
Cut ont Six roundsof rather ctale
with

a fancy cutter, and

oct

of

the centre of cach fopnd eutia piece

waee

Hibraeet, sie
sot oak ed - surounditigs.”*
=

| HOT SALMON CANAPES.
‘A Salmon Appetizet Which You
bread

It is nd queerer than come other sar

torial whimsicalities

you——wilf-not!
“I was--T am on 2 visit to tho Park:
with a | herculean Laas
Blyte asked me—Sir - Frederic
Sir Frederick
to
‘as away,” she winced at the name—
@ edge.
Tama she felt lonely, and wished (me
And at this moment his opponent's
to come.’
courage failed him.
With a shudder

the1
woe

you, sure. you
valk yet?

aur strolled jn the moonlight uit 1 and worn!
came to the tower, and was oo!
This new frock, fite snugly at the
up at it when I heard your volce:
top, widens out-at the fnees and
ts
matter!
No more of tis!
Rement!
caught In at the foot.
it is only an ugly, miserable dream!
One new model was of soft crepe,
And now—how
docs {t happen that
with new long oleevea and the now.
you are here?” and he looked
dewn peti
eee neck, and, of Course, the bar:
Come, then!”
and
graspshe dragged

a

one — ever

tell
one’s bad
dreams?"
he asked, with
a grave smile,
“No. You shall leave it all to me, Aro

evening; I could not rest in the house,
and got out for the Grange, but ‘at

Bue: he

hd AS

I

Signa, earn-

now.

é0? I cannot go peek to
16 thé house!”
and she raised her eyes to-his with
rea} alarm. ~
0; certainly not,” he said, satmly.
“De you know the nearest path'across
the Park to the Rectory?” te asked,

the turn of the road T felt drawa to
the Park, and followed the impulse,
‘Thank Heaven! Thank Heavy:

the motto

women at a badge of honor, aswell
Ti he flnstratfon~ gives some Wdea-oF its

sou},

ag a woman's.

d, being distridated by tha Committees

end the following

you-rested now?”

innocent

your intention, and think on!y of the

al a

witha sigh she

und glance
her.
pie

stern that it struck terror even to her

reputation.
That may be your Intention, perhaps,
I am Indifferent as to

arrangements to have a
through the various re-

To

is

™

and his voice,
heard it-a few

I. Mintz).

and to take you with me.

many.

fig a sovven!r of thelr loved ones,

passed thus; then,

ives—or Sweethearts whoxe influence

one

*T helpail to server
The badge is now, we are informe
~-general appearance,

(Formerly Mdme.

tic, and soothing, bat he was
Ly: simply stool, the strong
bund that had grasped sir Frederick
with a grasp of iron resting on the
Moments that seemed minutes
raised her head
he came toward

MINTZ’S | HAIR GOODS
EMPORIUM
62-KING ST. W. HAMILTON, ONT.

“Good!

Captain the Hon. Rupert.Guinness, A-D.C., C.B,. C.M.G., R.N.V.R., Senior
Officer of tie Royal Naval Volunteei t Reserve, and his wife, Lady Gwendolen Guinniss sailed a few weeks ago for England after having spoken
from Sydney ahd Halifax on
in almost every town of any size in Canada
the Aliantic, (0 Vancouver and Victoria on the Pacific.
Their aim was to organize Comm! \tteés to secure recruits for the Over.
seag Division of the Royal Naval Canadian’ Volunteer Reserve, ‘and the
work which they launched and which was unreservedly-lNelped along by the
Hon. Mr, Hazen for the Canadian G overnment, lias already had splendid
resvits, and hundreds of keon4 rectuits' have joined the Navy under the

cruiting centres

me thi
“ald Sir Prederle, with
bornness.
of a man
“he has but to give me

up the key?”

EN OF CANADA FROM
LADY GWENDOLEN GUINNESS

lied helped to secure recruits.

ten:

that you run the risk of injuring her

he

standing motionless,

"itis useless, useless!" he sald. “The
man {6 deaf. and if he were not I have

er

‘ourself. Give

there rose above the
‘ower the vistom >
her promise, and I will not only sive
of a man’s head and ehoulderm,
and
her the key, but implore her pardon.”
the next moment
Hector
Warren
Promise--what promise?” demandeprung lightly om the grassy piatform
Stgua uttered a low cry of rellef and
¢ Hector Warren,
sternl;
thankegiviang and sank dawn on
the
“Do noi ask him!”
implored Signa,
grounG, overcome
and almost prosa burning flush spreading over hi
tate, Then she felt an arm round he:
“Persuade him: to let you, ha
and knew that Hector Warren’ had
wand let us go. Every moment
carried her to the scat.
ig one of Intolerable misery
“Do not be afraid,” he murmuted in
“You
hear!"
sald Hector Warren,
her €ar; then he turned to Sir Fredominously. “The key—the key!"
eric, still standing staring with stony
“L will not give St to you,” sald Sir
astonishment,
Frederic,
sullenly.
. “Say. what you
Signa, looking up with an effort, saw
will, do what you will, she shall not
that Hector Warren's face wae
as
ieave here tii I have her promise.”
whito as that which he confronted, but
“You will not!"
sald Hector W.
white with en unspeakable wrath and
ren.
indignaticn. Like an avenging epirit.
Then, before Sir . Frederic
could
he stood, With broken
fragments of
guess at his intention, he had seized
stone and ivy that had clung to him
him by
his arm, and dragged him in
ns he climbed the tower; like a man
the buttress.
waiting to exact reparation for a cruel
Signa sprang toward them with a
wrong, he confronted the dazed, beery of alarm.
wildered Sir Frederic.
“Oh, what {s it- you
mean to do?
“What does this mean?”
he demanded; and lls volce, stern, {uough
low Hestor?”—the word sligped out before
she was awate of it—“you will not
and well In command, almost struck
hurt
him?"
terror even to Signa's heart. “Are you
“Listen!”
he sald, sternly,
with
And he went to the gate, and
flerce determination in h{s voice. “You
shook
it with a force that must
have
tell me" that you mean to keep Miss
brought it down if it had not been of
Grenville in this place till dawn. You
Jrom and strongly made. “Give me the
know -what that means; you are not
key! Do you not underetand thet you
have alarmed the Isdy—terrified her so bad as not to understand that by
eo doing you subject her to scandal,
simone beyond endurance? Give me the

chill fell upon. her, and doprived her
the

with

ing that at Jast his madness

had new come to the conclusion
thet ho was mad indeed, and 2 coldfor

3

an evil turn, swung round prepared to
leap into the darkness,
deny

Bapatenient of the turret with one hand.
speech

for

made a step forward, and Signa, thinl:-

“And he leant against the cate, and
folded his arms with a air of dogged,
insane determination. _
Signa steadied terscif against the

Of

her

|’

|»

He stopped abruptly, and etared bo-

can at leakt guard you against your-

bal

the
her

hands In her terro1
|’ Hector Warren looked round at her

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

he is—perhaps you came here to meet
“Let

on’ the Soda works

“The key--the: key! Give him
clasping~

HAIR GOODS

a

“look of mingled anguish and tury, he
turned upon
“You will
‘would not; I
this: moment

promise,

uation wag almost absurd. She knew half insane.
fora certainty that he would not-harm
her;'mad with jealousy as he was, she
knew that he would have died rather
than Jay a finger upon her; but. she
also felt convinced that he would keep
her there the Whole night, sod the
—
thought of such a catastrophe
drove her to despair.
—For—
Fora moment, 26 the moonlight fell
upon his White,
haggard . face, she
thought. that the whole scene must. be
a ho
ream, and that she should
Mafled
lowest
wake and find.herself in her room
at
contfatent with hig!
the Rectory, Then, as he moved. ehe
jatural
knew that it was real. and a low cry
roge from her parched lips and cleaved
the air, The cry seemed to wring hia
heart.
GENTLEMEN'S ‘TOUPEES |
“Your promise,” he cried; “that is
$35.00, ‘that to dety di
all L-ask. Great Heaven! you
cannot
fon-when wor
think that I-mean to harm you. Signa, It {8 of yourself and your
welfare
1 am thinking. Promise me——"

yes, I will not

‘1 will be satisfied.”
- Signa remained silent, and, with,

your

the trying scene was beginnlig to tell
on her strength, and she felt. plyslcally weak and faint; and yet the sit-

“You say he is nothing to you,”

s
tely.
iis
‘80; "tell ‘me that y
—that you will not marry him—and

“If will be satisfied;

me

aim
took no heed of him but. ran
the furthestend of the tower, and
tboked or‘ep’ with * >the intention ~ of
of jeapiag over it df need. were, But a
glance showed ber that to leap meant
@ broken limb, if not-death. With a
low moan ehe turned,and facéd him.

\won You trom.

i

Give

a refin-

Courier-Journal.

ee

with a smaller cutter so.as to make a

hollow

case,

Fry_a golden brown tn bit
ana drain. Tako a
chutney,
powder,
or white:

sauce, ;

spoonfuls of
a
Pocnd
smooth, and mate
Fill

fat,

hot.

the cFoutons With thin, = ping it

into 9 neat pyfomid, /
sieved.

CKICNO., Limited i
|
Sp rng Merc handise
Pee

First Showing

weight of British shells;
over, “the betes

only ‘at

MoroStart

Carbaratt’s Overalls, the best. made
Other good makes .......

—
=
SS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Matter of the Estate of Eliza Ann
Evans, late of the Village of Tyrconnell,
muchas
in the Oounty y of of Bi Elgin, Spins-

tactically

in gain the
Indeed, the

8 move

) Ages 5 to 8, two shitdes of brown, new

New

would offset

vantage in micrule.
Germans huve, in a | recounts

military way,

Farmers
:

Having Seed

.

may forward
samples to this office,
stating varieties, price and quantity,

Farmers Wishing to Buy Seed
are also invited to communicate with
on of the war, showin;

of thegnanhood of Onuads
wl

vena

for service,

this office, stating variety and quantity
prose. | aud an e: fort will be made to pot them
in touch with farmers having seed for

4 | Sale.

were

a by Sir Robert Borden init. Houwy

W.H,

Write to

z
C. W. Buchanan,
District Representative, Dutton:

Heansr, Minister of Agricultare

y) WAN

WUBN aNNw yy
NYA

|

Grain or

Potatoes for Sale

xy
a
Y

pp

Asked

if be

had takeu

price,

Sir William relied that he thooght

the matter would work fteelfont satisfactorily,

THE CHURCHES
;

BAPTIST.
There will be uo service tn the charch
\wgxt Sanday to give everyone an opportunity to attend theauniversary services

at Iona Station.
The Sanday
will meet at9,80 p.m, as usual.
Rev, Thomas Bioghant will

Walkerville on Sanday,

z

schoot
‘

—8t.Pe tera

*

e

“ Seonud week in Lent—Sunday service
Jat th wm. Wi ‘eduesday at 8.16 p.m,
preacher, Rev,

the

Z

mer,

Tho

, Bt

8.15 “p.m,

WOMAN LOSES BOTH LEGS

eek:
a eee
chee more twenty peopl
believ:

din]
i

Buster Brown Hose, all sizes, for boys...

25¢

Pull range of Ladies’ Silk, Lisle,
Cashmere and Cotton Hose

_

Curtain Chintz, all the new color combinations,
per yard... .csseessceeee+ es: 40¢, 45c, 50c.
Curtain Muslins, in assorted spots and patterns,
New.

vese- 15, 20c. 25c.

Oe.[ 22c. 30c.
border.patterns....15¢,
sitcream
BO $80and white,
200 Soc

Curtajn Nets, borders orp!

:

per yd,

Ce
, New

patterns.

4 Congoleum Art Rugs--dusiliy by

First

&

iS

,

New

Curtains, in border Marquisette, cream, white
and ecru, per pair.... --§2.50 $3.00 $3.25
Curtains, in cream or white, new patterns just
to hand, per palr...... --+++:85c, to $5.00
Special offering of White Quilts at ....1,50 2.00
and Union Squares, just to hand,
New Wool
Lace

$4.5)

30c.

,

Coats

Spring

of New

0 t $15.00

$8.50 to $12.00

washable, seamless. unequalled in beauty and
ny medum priced rug. All sizes in stook.

Shipment

Ze

(9

>
¢@aS ||

*

ettes
[arques
;

Curtain Scrims,
9 Curtain Marquisettes, ecru,

A556

The leading s tyles are loose, ¢
# flared: backs, also belted fronts, in mixed tweeds, blue and black.
peers of taupe, SS
serge, also very pretty styles ‘in pees hare

BA complete range of the latest st yles.

=

green, white and gold.

SRY

SRESAC

Prices from.

$8.0

to

$15.00.

PREPARA AARON

SACD REDSRE ARE ARE DRE DRE DAE REPRENNNANNNNOAO

SPAN

REREORE REN
ANY
ASSN

No Matter What

THE MOLSONS BANK

Charles Miles, M.A, Ayl:

at the home
of Richard
Pass
cochsiasepepspiabtesbscuyis
70.008; nervice
ee

we

preroli ar

7
aSGLiOaN.
‘—Ohbarch of the Nativity=_
iv. W. B, Brownlee. of St-John's
= Fabean: Br Thi jomas, will preach at the
weekly Lenten service in the Ohareh of.
the Nativity noxt Wednesday evening.
Baiee

|

|

ReeRH

rised at the amount of thé

heaaid.

and

;

ae

1

(
COE TEI RE IRENE
TIT

had ‘been
seed,

ms

New Curtains, Muslins, Nets, Scrims, Madras

8

now. being. tabulated for the
‘uso of
buyers throdghont the province.
They

any naps to séonre the yeed at. minimom

. Shree aims, gusranteed

bare Ribbed Hose, a!l sizes ......... 25¢ WEB
SSS

.

i

NBR
a PUVA
UNNEN

. By the way
advantage
takou of the evacuation of Serre,
raumont, and
as
ed
posi-

Department of Agriculture Help You

|

|

|
i

Ribbed

all feizee, B9——_f
Holeproot Hosiery for children,
a
(or three monti

New House Furnishings

s;

Wy

Let the
»

If

Now in stock Children’s MercerizedHosiery, black, blue white ......

xy Come here for your spring needs | «3+,

$3 NYS
Sy

will be factors inflacncing yields.
you have uot secured your seed

HOSIERY

New Carpets, Rugs, pole

a

We carry a fnll range of Crompton’s a la Grace
Corsets, all new spring models .. .1.00 to 5,00

Something new every week.

Mis eh pee re

SS

CORSETS .

++ -16,50 to 18.00
-8.75, 4.00, 4.50

The world’s best.

Sy

BIN

Existing war conditions demand that
you give the question-of seed special attention thia year.
Seed of desirable
varieties sud high germination power

Pe

style, wilh, Steet

Mattresses
Ostermoor
4-It,..-17.00. 4ft. 6 in.. ..18.00.

9

ae

~

New Prints, Ginghams, Shirtings §
_Everett Shirtings, Galateas

Spring Footwear

* Now coming in.

60¢

VOILES

In maize, grey and white stripes. per yd.........+++.40¢
to 750

9 Good-Tweed Suits for boys...

=| ONTARIO FARMERS

NEW

.

) British Blue Suits.....

ot considering the moral effect apon
the ontside world of mill tay move- | §
artis ontitl
ments, Polioy is
now political, to the claims of
notice, and
the said exec
bat really military. Tho satisfying | e t en Th
thing about the’ retirement by the
arson oF persona of whosn
sual] not: have tecetved ‘notice ar the
Germans is that it pute the British | ‘i'm
dave of> puch distribution
nearer Bapaume by at leasta couple
Dated thie Srd dey of February, 1917.
of miles, without any loss of mon,
©, 8tCLAIR LEITCH,
Solleitor for the Exepator,

Natural Shantung, 32 in. wide, special .............. 45¢

> The Newest Cord Suits for Boys

moving up those gnns throngh the
spring mnd wonld be vexatious and
disarranging to Sir Donglas Haig’s
. If
this” disarrangement
could possibly be ouused: by an
unex]
retirem: ent — whioh | oi
would inpidentally ‘shorten the ne
German lines, provide brand-new
defences, and economize men—

<3
600
1.25, 1.40 @
Seve 1.0079
+ 75e 1.00

v4 00,
Black and Blue Habutai Silks, BE in. ccceeccecos
, navy, rose. Alice blae, 32 in,
Shantung Silks, b’

MEN’S DEPARTMENT
New Collars, Ties, Shirts
Hats and Caps

wy
x3
AW

25c. a bottle
Sold

not

3
&

NEW

New Habutai Silks; white, 36 in. wide, 4 specials .....2..

New Crepe Middy Ties...sesscetereeeeereeceee ++ 250, 5c, 75e

OF

sure cure for chilblains.

SIEKS

RS

KAN

Use Rexall Chilblain Remedy—a

:

ments are the best
ya
THE
LADIES’ COLLARS

SSDS?

IANYIS

NBG

For Chilblains

BO

It is to your advantage to buy your spring needs earlier
this season, while the assortment in the different depart-.

PINS

|}

AY

Cough “Syrup. ~ Splendid fcr
children. ~ Stops ‘coughing at
Phights immediately.
ee
s
25c, a ‘bottle

\_

SONNE
CE CoARR AN
SAINTS
»» LAAN RONAN

AWN)

Bark

WN

“Cherry

WNaN) veaN

Rexail

v Sa v

“Take

f

25c. a box

For Coughs

vo

;

~e

2

:

t

day,

+
Sos
Se es
R55a NNe7) Ne
N RSs 7 as RS ZN
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better”

i NNBY

“is nothing

WN

There

‘than Rexall Cold Tablets. They
cure the very worst colds in one_

a

You Are Going

CAPITAL AND RESERVE. $8,800,000
96 BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED ~
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
. BANK MoNey ORDERS

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
Soe

TO BUILD |
We Sell at Right Prices
Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings
Cement, Lime

Interest allowed at highest current rate

Branch
ir. S.-WOODS, Manager Dutton

Brantford and Ruberoid

f

Rooflings=
Hard Wall Plaster

SEE US

=

To have your-erder
correctly filled, see us.”

For the-best- of lumber,
for good
advice, for
proper. treatment and
lowest price

.

See Us!

See Us

|W. SAUNDERS. Bizz

‘

Planj
bi

Town$

_.Townnad township munfcipal connelle

;

vii Ii Batra has joined the staff

i

INHossetreee,

f

gathering Gantaed

Lorne but

N.

satvemhira oe

Sart,

§2.10 Hee

earnest, aoe

for the most part eloquent,

DUTTON

ne Seprsclation of the members

tiene
wiwore slo wi willhave canes of

ie following’t toasts were outhusinsti-

7

Mr, and Mrs. Thos. Hookin an

Tom, leave Tuesday for Florida, reat
seyeral weeks,

‘The Sous of Scotland Benevolent Association will hold their aunaal concert
on Wednesday evening, March 14.
W. A. Galbraith aud J. R. Gow are
attending the annual meeting of the
Motes! Underwriters’ * Amoctation in

barnes King, “ followed by the singing
of the National Anthem.
The Three Links—Kriondship, Love
and Trath,"’ responded to by the district-

Molsons.

Toares for overseas at once.

prising the newest patterns, at Bes ranging from
Se. to 50c. per 78

FLOUR

MILLS

At the Mothodist parsonage ou

day, Feb. 27th, Mr. Johu E. Stron

“Our Boys
to by Dr.

at the Front,’
Cameron, OC, W.

dressed in a beautiful manve gown and
wore a largo white hat trimmed with

. Carmichael
“The Army aud Navy" by F, Taylor
and W. A:

ostrich
Grace,

Sorgt.

plames,
The
bride's sister,
acted as bridesmaid, while the

groom was sapported

torn they will reside north of. Dutton.
FILL 1 IN THE CARDS

The time for filling inin National Service
cards has been extended to March Sist.
Those who have not received, a vine
have neglected filling in cards, will
furnished

BOY WOUNDED

with

cards aud

STOCK SHORT

Pte. Albert E. Hicks Admitted to the

A

Hospital
On Thareday Mr, and Mrs.

envelopes a

W.

coarse inestock judging

was

day aud was fairly well attended.
large tent was erected for the

short

A

held in Datton on Tuesday and Wednes-

Hicks

spending the winter months with ber
ing,
Will
send
further
particalars
parents,
eit
ud Mrs, William Porter.
when received.
The 10.D.E. wish to acknowledge
Orricenr Ix Ouarce or Recorps,
with thanks a dovation of $81 from the
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DEATH

Sackville,

of

beef cattle and B. 8, Stevenson,
Ancaster, on dairy cattle.

On

Wednesday

of

stration were:

Dairy Cattle--Ralph Coates

at his home at

Sanfield, Mioh.,on Thursday evening of

Mr, Dagald M.

Adair

Mills,

of

‘the

Construction Battaliou, Torouto,

Gow, who at one time

256th was resident of Dunwich,
of relatives reside.
came ® uomber

8 final visit

je returnedto
expects to leave

of his
he

stricken

his death, bat

the

two

weeks

end

before

came

5 a went to pee

unex-

“ye

47 years

engaged in farmiv;
is sarvived by his wife. “and

ter, Misa Libbie,

wil

Free Methodist charch n

be

eld inthe

lemise,

two

brothers

and

two

two sisters: W. W.
w and Mrs, Thos, G.

+ Heisalsosurvived
two half-brothers, Jolin and Robert,
Montana, and two half-sistors, Mrs.

Oramp, onsen: and Mrs, Geo. Streib,
Saskatohow:
Mr. Gow ‘malatained

for the scenes and
postiend

days

here, the last

and

a lively interest

associates

of hia

frequently

visited

iou being when

he

nitecded the Caledonian games
last
‘aly.
er
W. Gow left for Sunfield on Frito atteud the foneral which was
hala on Sunday.
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me Cand IK. Heskie > songs F,

60

Attend-

years <

ago,

&

bricklayer and stone-mason,
ston
3, 6. Graham, “and a reading by walkecee
of the village of Ouvry, aud brother of
Mra. E, Weloh, of Datton, died Sauday

» sided in his usual happy manner.
as the
‘The
an extract from = Friday
eran
bsby Mr. Ww. ix
from her husband, Pte.
icNernie, . | liying

result. of injaries sustained on
night at a patriotic social at the
of Wesley Elliott, Saeerage
near the same yillage,
r

who left here with ihe
ae
Do not | ford was in the act of hanging his coat
to convey my
thanks to the and hat in the hallway in tho darkuoss,
of the Eupire for. ihe box when he srerpes too far and fell down
y sent me st Christmas. It
stairway into the cellar.
He strack
pexpetedly and jost wien
his head Msolostly on the cement floor

oe p
of the trenches for =

pasate cane oat ys who are here with
as myself, saneity as very

of the cellar, fractaring

Laxacold

his skoll.
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W. Stidwill (1), Arch.

lows:

asc

He

Nyal

Pkt.

Quality Store

West Lorne 724; Aylmer,

homas,

17,174.

John “Kinder,

Bernardo

Home,

was

Leepector.(for

in Da

hore, aud nove are being placed with

farms since the outbresk of the war,
bor haye any come to the home from
the old country for nearly two yeary.
Speaking of the great sacrifice the
Bernardo boys are making he aaid that
no fewer than
3,000 of them
have
enlisted, while many have ee op their
lives for their King and coun!

SALE REGISTER ®

Violin

We

Supplies
Call at our store.
We carry a fall line of strings,
keys, tail-pieces, resin, etc.

Hose,

$

fast dye, in all sizes .

Goods

have a choice ‘variety of prints, ginghams, galateas, ete

We pay the highest price for’produ

Repsirers

Issuers of Marriage Licenses

Dutton Greenhouse

-F..

GAHAN

me Custom Tailoring
Suitings of the Newest Shades
and

J. Bambridge & Co. ~
Jewelers

Wash

JAMES

N

Choicest

Materials

—~

Exceptionally Strong in Blues ‘and Blacks
} Arch. McCallum

MERCHANT

ham cows, to calve shortly ; 10 steers,
rising two years; 6 yearling steers,

5 yearling heifers, 5 farrow Cows,
at
Molatyre House yards, Hoten: the
Property of Brown & Jackson.

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
Special)

——_———

The

Danish

yt MFTEEN
tons of “tmoth: y. with « smal)
mfxture of clover,
the ba
WM. (RENE Soir _

Dobrwtth,

Wheels,

Radiators,

Accessories

Changes are §not necessary if you: buy a

steamer Frederik

Feprcoaet Bernstorf on board, hasvm,
left

n We EK KENDALL
Pes whooping congn andoreup, fupe-Oreso>

tenes simple
nnd perfect renidy.

Toy

tains,

Frei, Ga

Bulbs,

Toole, ete,

SPECIAL —We

services of threr
eharch will be held m
Harte
4th and orn
Sela

handkerchief

1.25, 2.00 and 2.60

Warm All-Wool Knitted, Underskirts at

Groceries always fresh.

HOPE

SERVICES

$1.0 ,

Habutai Silks, at..
Silk Crepe-de-Chine in ened ebades; at
Little Beauty Child’s Waists, at..
S
Underskirts, black knitted stockingette toa, with asop
satin flounce, very comfortable and good fitting.
.$1.10, 1.

New

ie

week paying a visit to the
bp eee ‘oe
that institution in the township.
He
stated that very few of the boys are now

ein Odin

Corner.

nd Voiles, with new

Our New Wash Goods have just arrived.

Address a outa fo us new
and receive by" reform’ maik a

‘Ber

cent.

Heayy Worsted Hose, at..ceseseceececcecesecneccece

was as fol-

Aldborough,3,080; Bayham,8,138; Dorchester, 1,457; Dunwich, 8.007
Malahide, 8,164;
Southwold. 8,587;
Yar.
moath, 4,599; Datton, 870; Port Stanley,
849;
Rodney. 655; Springfield,
dd

ae

Busy

Ladies* Black Cashmere

Mo-

Pearos (8), J. H. Hod.

in Elgin in 1916

At the

“gugar-

at ance if

R. P. Reekie

According to the“mnnicipal balletin

fipalsies

Mr,

ie tasteless

coated” and checks
» cold
taken promptly.

copy of our a,
new eetite Bo=
‘ize catalog

The sar

50. per

BLOUSES

A laxative tablet treatment for
pico
ne Grippe
Neuralgia

was dt aiscovered for some little time
and never regained couscionsness. He
is survived by his wife.
The faueral
was held on Tuesday.

nae

being

present prices.

Nyal’s

Atoms cinimed
wt aledauer

See rents five
He
ill for nearly three years,

prices,

oe

(2), P.

—Daniel Black & Son’s Sales—
Saturday, M&rch 10-—Sale of 10 Dar-.

CELLAR

ram | And Received Fatal Inju ew
wie
ing ‘a Patriotic Socia!
B, Tedford,

OOo

just issued the population of the mani-

all at home, aud by

ich, and Mrs. Geo. Mcby
of

old

A. E- WHITE

MUNICIPAL _ POPULATION

- | song, John and William, aud oue daugh- | 9
Qoartery mooting

at.

eretorts—MaNelt & MoNeil.

Shorthorns—S,
der 8 export

and where
The cause

pectedly, after retiring for the night.
Tho Iste Mr.
was boro in Aldboro 70 years ago, bat spent his boyhood
days in Danwich, where his. parents

mor

Feet

was paralysis, with which

was

for

lower than

Those who had stock for the demon-

OF D. M. GOW

Tho death ooonrred

yi

Geelph, ehntay SF) Sekriy ot

McNeil (1),
At Sunfield, Mich—Former Resident of Callum
(1,)
Dunwich

Priyate

are still able to give you bargains in Boots
Shoes, having a very large stock which was

contracted

COURSE

were notified that their son, Pte. Albert
and »
B. Hioks, had been wounded ou Feb. 14 affording eyery facility to make the
it social evening
aes spent, a
Only the same day demonstration in judging a success,
E.
parchased J. J, on by guashot.
they wrocelved a cart from him stating
ton's interest in the firm of
Tho first day was devoted to heavy
Carr, grain merchants. The sew
new firma that he was in good health and that he horses, the jadge being Dr. Reed, of
jast left the trenches for a rest.
a be known as Oarr &
Georgetown, whogave an ivstractive
follow!
is the official telegram
aud interesting talk on the good points
Mary Pearce,
Colorado abe
of each horse and his reason for making
opthni: spent she wweak-ond bon ber from Ottawa: Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 22.
the awards.
cousin, Thomas L.
for
pamerely regret to inform you 180721 ‘i Those who farnished ike
town, on her way from New Yorn
lemonstration purposeswi
MoPte.
Albert
Ernest
Hickt,
infantry,
reMrs, James Miller and little eon, Al- ported admitted to Hospital 22 on Feb. Millan,
White, ui colin, WwW. ad,
vin, have retarned to W!
after 14; ganshot wound in chest.. penctrat- McAlisterM. and
W.

bachelors
of Oanpbellto 1, also’

We
and

ann SHOES

application st the Post Office.

DUTTON

of mee ‘Cases 0

4

George.
The youug couple left on the
nooo train for points east. On their re-

ing’s enjoyment.

el.

BOOTS

eee

Datton, and Miss Gladys M. Jew
of
Wallacetown, daughter of £ Wen. Jewell
were united in marriage
b:
responded.
Kennedy.
The bride was charmingly
Bachanan

ity grand master, R, Kemp Panter.

at the auntyersary service at re tausic was 8 prominent featare of
and the orchestra rendered
alSearels
chi
Lawrence the evening,
it service and greatly assisted in
Station, ou Sanday at3
making the evening the success it was.
The death occurred at Simcoe recently ‘The singing of AuldeLang Syne and the
ot set llr father of Sergt. Leask, 8 National Anthem coucloded the eveuthe

hehe

100 Ibs.

STRONG—JEWELL

Toronto.
“Oar Visto
by £. Strange, E. O.
binson, O, Wilkie and
E.G. Piano,
of Kinde, Mich.. is spond. Pennd, Geo,
F. J. Oallen.
ing = few days with friends in town,
Interspersing the toasts were appreciaud revowiug acquaintances of thirty
ated songs by J. Graham and J. Kirkland,
years ago.
Rey, R. Stewart, of Knox sharoh, will and patriotic selections by the orchestra.

in
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Wheat, per bush .

wi eke with
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a millitfery departmens.
they wilh spend

visitors from

_— the western provinces. At
asion of the work, which incouferring of the first degree,
ided,.

a

eee
eines,

abont cighty

idpckeed not only the brothers from

Mra. J-lit Fora
A
4s visiting her brother,
Robert Porter,

Miss Brayley, of

i
a feat!
eniroliog Orth portraits
Pe
ofy”
mbers of Alexandra Lodge at the
with Union Janke,

will alse

send you free a packet (value

150) of eur choice —

and

ny

TO

Lea
eee

you
merit

:

which you

e

8 al

‘disposing eaien as Antique Fur.

niture,

:

ty” SURES” wiNhes, ani

E qe

ae

removed

ee

and

placed

in

forms a smooth, slippery surface on the axle.
spindle:
The ground
Mica

‘special

ree they, He Fandisturbed unul
eo
“year,
An oyster will not produce a pearl
ae St-be irrigated by xome roreien,

sts: Bast poste 60 000: Satared ‘tn a
Sompetition
hell by the St, Louta
Art

Ser To
‘aney feee th i.

that thrills

or reteTpsarening ipa
™

against

tor the ake of that beloved chiid,
my! dream

a
or ad odin

fs ever,

pmoother spirit,

night

And if‘the Jove that T had held so
Grow

sae Gnd

distant’

ee

till it vanish

Grant.

on a
ees
ehall_e
Siang andf carticieat

love

that

for earth's
darkest night.
Take oe my heart ali bitterness and
Tatil these futile, celfish etrivings
‘cease;
Use ee ce Ufe'1 should but spend
0
And in the joy of service grant. mo
pen
Oe
ae een
Ask for Minard’é and taks no other
ee

Exquisite Baby Olothes.
‘They are 2li‘hand made.
Of soft white stuffs,
they:

pry made, bur beautifully

are very
fine and

inty.

Fea are dear ite slips, with the
‘untest tucks imaginable, and
some
finished with a frill of real Jace.

oe

~

Finer

dresses,

too, are tucked

and

embroidered and finished “with real
Valeneicnnes, und sometimes
have
ribhon rosettes for further elaboration,
There are even fiancdane Manne}
petticoats, as well as. handmade and
hand-embroidered
white. petticoats,
with sealloping or Ascdetinianed: rafes.
Bootees, “too, ‘ate handset and
there are hand-made and embroidered

“(Alania,

le Through the
Williams’

Rich,

Pink

Red

Blood

blood
of the

Dr,

original

form.

Scandinavian

INSTANT
RELIEF

Paint
Corn

syndi-

night, and corns feel
better in the morning.

A royal order provides for the use of

safer

than

illuminant

now

ufactured

health, dis-

In domestic

“Putnam's”

plants,

Extructor, to-day.

PROHIBITION

An inundation
tunnel
will protect
the city of Nuremberg, Germany, from
the frequent flooding of the Pegnitz
River,
The
tuanel will
cost $3,800,000.

ense is bound to appear in ohe form
or another,
.One person may_be selzed with rheumatism’or sciatica,
another
with
anaemin, — indigésti
heart palpitation; headaches or bai
aches, unsirang nerves, or aby” of the
Many other forms’
of
ailment
that
comes when the blood is weak “and

and the .-slatic one is the Turkish

.
is
means ‘a courier
ing royal: orders. froj

place, the

oF

‘Mhat this place,
City of Gol
Recus
the Susbeanee
ourareYouth

as

(Chicago

only

A dealer in British East Africa is In
the market for cotton and sili hosicry,

happiness,
Thousands oWé ‘thelr preaent good health, some, life “itself, to
the pills.
Mrs. Charles Goddamn, Chatham, Ont.,
“Four years ago my
nervous system -wos 80 run down that
‘ iife seemed nothing but a burden.
I
doctored for two years with
ttle or
no
benefit.
I could
nelther
work,

sleep.

well,

While

the nervous system.

fin

this

I started to take

Probably you will ‘find white rings
‘on some of your varnished tables, left
free

they will be sent by mall
50

cents

a box,

without

polish.

These’

need

careful

injury

to

the

surface

of

the

Rub

briskiy

with

is in

much

greater.

danger ‘than

off. the varnish,
ply the furniture
«polish
The spot will
‘disappear

1A

TRADE BRIEF
ees

the WeDtENe

TRACE

|

“Pen:

War.

BRIEFS,

your sullen, gloomy,

happy, similing fields that bear
rich crops, and put money into the,
bank for you.

wor-

Ae| ogtize
ih

sees

cate

‘with in Al

it country.

big jobs,

the

stumps; it will
Tatgitingit
Es Tes and, breast of |ia sine pores

fib

‘bullet, nal!

to

splendid

keep

house

for

must.

that

say

Dodd's”

Ki

| tism, as they helped me very much for
that disense.
You can say for mo
} that Dodd’e
Kidnoy Pills are beneficial
who is troubled with bad
9 kidneys are
woman's health.

the keystone of

right and the

ew inethiod
ns

awesiing
Hae wood

| Kidney
t

Pills

Speaking
LA

bit

of

of Worriee—

philosep phy

F

ae

around

In

the

have two all natives either vou ate:
If not you
bow
have two l=
mp oF
iy
are in ue
you
have
pothing. to worry, abou
It hi
at the fi
ou have two
th

iit
t
ee ‘arevon
the ‘eet
Iternative:

githe}

iline you have je
uu

fight

or

7

fyou don't you have nothing ta
uu have two sleernatiye c:

fe. hurt
hur ou have
have tee. ite
You "areyou have
allghtlybothhag!
"fe siietly
have two alternative
yu don’t.
Feeaver you have nothin 4 to worry,

Ifyou don’t and hage followed
zh, you have done

with

foreve are

SERVICE ‘100 ALASK
cals and yegctablea will
ound, that te
,coundry:
Le
ed American
nnd a t market in
ine vuae
States “in DAG an
the
0

be lifted ifit
ta Boundantiy
non should
Saat Afri
9-27.00) tons,
production in
British Bast
109 to"300 per
ailing veture
hy
pe
ar.
Goal ‘wepoalts”“tae. been discovered on
laland, of Spite

C,

P. R. Steamer Will Make
Trips for ‘Tourists,
As was the case during @he past,

son,

the

C. P, K, steamship

Prig

Charlotte, will make three round

in
the Alaska tourist
service
Hire
which becomes effective June

17.

8,

‘The Hst of tourist sailings
between’
Victoria,
Vancouver
and
Skagway,
which has just been announced by the

Our Free Book, “The Gold in Your Stump Land,” shows you
fields Suto rich virgin
‘how you an trans(orm your barren stip immense
stumps it has
farmland, It shows you photograpbs.of
fled eo
Tettora
flom the mon who pulled thea and it will
that the easiest, quickest and cheapest way is with

‘sted yarn is needed by a dealer in the
‘Netherlands. . Correspondence should
be conducted in esa or pact

See ee

her

men and stil haye, Ume

3

“fT

Taln,
alex
will t
wade hinge Cexeluatyely io the Auerioan
Merchants in
China, are
market for
shoes.
¢
styles. and nigh
retail at 4,
5. Const FA. Wakefield. at Fy
Elfanbeth, - South Ate
office appliane

profit-eating stumpJandsinto

be aS io Sunking< a
Pe oeecet in Norway,

-colr

years of age, her

enables

three hearty

. LC. Coast Service, provides for three=

soapee?
itants.

m

health

round

‘URN

thousand pounds of oiled

Ayers
Cliff,
Stanstead
Co., Que,
March 1.—-(Special.)—Ono of the most
enthusiastic patriotic workers in. this
district Is Mrs,.H. A. Standish, Though

trip

sailings

for

the

Princess

; Charlotte, seven for the Princess Alico
and seven for the. Princess _ Sophia,

being geghered:,

ae abe
= ee,

Hearty

Six,y-two, AdDodd's Kidney

and strength to devote to the welfare
of the bo;
the trenches.
And Mrs,
Standish will tell you sho owea
that
abundant.
health
to Dodd's
Kidney.

per

‘The autumn crop of cocoons in Japan was a large one, Viera eee bushels

pat; Corenn

and Enthusiastic at
vires Others to Use
mill

friend

ilar prion

base since November
§1, 1916.
bonuses have also, been granted,

for

mT

have dis-

*by approximate!

out into hot

Mrs. H. A. Standish Steng

sixty-two
lumberman's

~<—o+e-—

shaken

pans were ready

‘

may require a man to
because it is bad for
we have not geen that
to compel him to serve
ts bad for the sfate to
escape from servic
and compulgory service
from the game bolt of

Minard’s Liniment

were

without regreasing.””

ee

AND TELLS OF BENEFIT RECEIVED FROM DODD'S KIDNEY PILLS.

as to habits and will not regifate ‘as

to duty,.
We
stop drinking
the state, but
it4s necessary
the state if it
permit him to
Prohibition
are two pioces
logic,

again,

Ske Does Her Bit
In Patriotic Work

to

If the individual may be regulated
thus “ang commanded
thus for the
benefit of the state, logic suggests
that he may be compelled to do other
htings for the state.

1)

‘ages of miners in
vePirested

use

When it ds in military danger we permit each
man
to consult his own
will and his conscience
his desires
and his timidity.
We permit him to
do as he wauts to do, regardless o
the needs of the state,
If he has a right to exercise bis
own judgment
when the state Is in
Sreat danger,
ho certainly has the
right to do so When his own personal
habits are concerned.
We regulate

selec:

on them
in objecting

acids.

‘iss dairy cattle
aaa bbeoaees

The roaches

water and the

it

is when saloons threaten its security.

say what they may wear

the oll, then

with the alcohol, being careful not to

for $2.60

by writing The Dr. Williams’ Medicine
Co., Brockville, ¢pao

water.

table. Have ready three flannel cloths,
one molstened with lnsced ojl, one
with alcohol, and one with furniture

postpald at

or. six boxes

ftom

treatment if they are to be removed

Wert a box “of the pills In the house,
but haye not found it necessarkto take

low.

bout

in China,

be merely morailstic med1s not the part of Emith
to determine by law what
do for his own
good un
and Brown
prove
that

Stumm
Pullee

Onc Man — Horse Power

Se

GIFTS.

Had ship's anchor fall on my knee
and Jeg, and knoe sweltled up and for
six days I cculd not move it’ or get
I started to use MINARD'S
help.
LINIMENT, snd two bottles cured mo,
what they may see in the
PROSPER
FERGUSON.
Occasionally we attempt to

by vases thrt were not carefully wiped

Quickly Built Up)

Results ; Guaranteed,
Koa

Dealers

Jones’ habits {f those habits cause
them trouble, They then are justitied
in putting a law on Jones,
The commvuity
is justified in interfering with the volition of its citizens only
v
ty as important and. considers that
its citizens,
to thelr own
free
will, might or would do injury to it.
There is.no excuse
whatever
for
any Jaw requiring any kind of conduct from a person if that conduct
injures no one but himself.
Jong
@s the {ndividual aiore is concerned
his conduct must be left to himself.
He will take the consequences.
There are many ardent proponents
of restrictive and custodie! laws, They
intervene
to say what
people may
what they may
read; what they may drink; how long
t
y remain in saloons and-res-

One hundred locomotives have been
ordered in America by a railroad company in France, Their combined cost
is to be $4,000,000.

“There ix a demand fn: Hawall for
erican shoes, Footwear is coming
tnt use among the Japanece, Chinese

WONDERFUL RECC=D MADE BY.
NEW BLOOD-FOOD REMEDY.

FOR

and

Tribune.)

do tmpx
a burden
They arg justified

A cannery has been bullt at Bolshertersk, Kamchatka, at a cost ‘of $100000.
American
machinery
was
installed.

the pills, and after
a
short: while
found they were helping me.
1 took
the pills for early three months ani
am thankful to say that
they
completely cured me.
Ever since I have

pa

Tired-Out Women

HOUSE

When a stato 1s In military danger
{t

canna the feeding of oil cake to
their stock because of the difficulty
of obtaining
af food, which was tort | merly imported from France.

Pale-Cheeked €Girls

THE
Importers

foll

method for trapping them: "A aimple
and practical
met
of . trapping —
roaches in large numbers. was devised—
by a correspondent in Brocton, Mass.
He took’several tin bread pans “with
vertical aides, about three inches
"in
height, greased the bottoms and sides
with a ttle rancid butter and placed
them: where the roaches were numer
ous, Each pan In the morning contain.
éd hundreds of the peste unable
30
climb ouf because of the greased

62 KING ST. E., HAMILTON, ONT.

cONSCRIPT 10N

for the right of personal,

tion would
dling.
It
and Brown
Jones shall
Jess Smith

ees
condition, A friend advised me to°tr}
Dts Williams’ Pink Pills. “Before doing| Minard's Liniment Used by Physicians
ee
os
1 thought
1
would
consult my
date
and he
told me he knew of
Removing White Spots.
no better medicine
for
building up

nancing

anion.

ie

Small sized American nails find a
Feady market In China, Those most
They make new, rich, red
blood, and In demand are of Belgian pattern with
this good blood’ strengthens the whole a checker head countersink,
Jones y not doing what he ought to
system and brings’
gootl
health and

eat or

a

will

Prohibition is a denial of free will
It asserts the right of the state to
command
the Individua
If tt were

watery. ‘Chere {s Just one certain,
speedy. curé—Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.

vn tartaric ani

The

tha

“ Putnam's "

eases the pain,
destroys
the
roots,
kills a corn for all time.
No pain,
Cure guaranteed. Get a 25¢ bottle of

In use.

Most of the Inmps to be used are man-

the

Magical,

way

in Spanish mines.” It js
this lighting system {s

the

on Putnam's
Extractor
to-

are to
SP eitacarea at Messina,
comes Sicily.
“Setltan fruit growers ate fi-

Seuteri is oth@rwist —Scatarl;
Albanian one {4 the Uyyrinn Beod-

Gortain

a

electric lights
asserted that

is responsible.
for
the
body.
If it-ig yood,

door is shut against good

by

|f 80, you

Glass, Fancy Goods and Antiques.

cate. A mill with o capacity of 120,000
Teaves a day Is to be established.

Pills Actually

disease cannot exist. If itis bad,

wpople
and the one in southern Greece.
a different

Dealers

Argentina

Make,
The
health

the one opposite.Conatanti-

fs curions -that each name

easier turning.
everywhere.

makes

Corns

THE DOOR TO HEALTH

pillow slips on whieh to iny ‘bis sleepy.) them.
You ean get Dr. Williams’ Pink Pulls,
head.
:
mi
through any dealer
in
medicine, or

The Three Soutars.,
By this time we should. all know
enough about the Lear east not to confound the various Scutaris—the one in

pores of

and

eto.?

ROBERT JUNOR

‘said tO have att
@ long black gown and the pointed hat
ot the mystic and to have recited. tm
jous incantations during hls opera‘@ curlous onlook who determined

ct
the = disco:
ection
THE
of his hélgtibors, who fPinally tn duced Wis
we. As soon as it feels this it
‘oll
how
the old
IMPERIAL OIL COMPANY.
proceeds 40 cover it with nacre, layer
Limited
*
nd eventual , “Pres
oa
d
on layer, until after a few years it has
to that
nal
BRANCHES THROUGHOUT
made:
pearl. When large enough’ 2.
mnpOU.
"the
e
nfeat
Indust
be
CANADA
ean to. thrive a
oysters are taken from their beds and4Sus country the. Portland cement
carefully ov ened; a tiny ie
“OF|
fadustey” had
L
some foreirn substance is.
uees
high Valley in Pennsyivanin.
Peblen and. Northampton coun tHe
into their bodies, and they ae
ee
a Fehon st, discovered
in the sea. By the end of from three Heretofore Austria, Germany and Eng: | thet ture Reker’,
‘ose
séstone. com
to uve years the oyster has coated the laud bave supplied the demand,
Of approximately
sorrect !
Siente necemary
for the manufacts
forelgn substance with nacre and this
Filanid cement —tmitheontan Ins
has become a pearl,
Machinery for the making of furni+ ee Bulletin.
All thé’ work on this oyster farm ture
is
needed
in,
Norway,
is done by women, who bring the
oysters up and down by diving.
Textile plants, such as agave
and
——
“earaguata,”
are to be cultivated in

tender,

childiad need can turn
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* the steel
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About Roaches.

The cockroach, according
letin om that insect issued
Ited States Department of
le one of the moat anctent
tive. of insects;, for fossil

to the bulby the UnAgriculture,
and primiremains of

them abound in early coal formatious,

he
the moisture and warmth: were much.

; just a
your:

tourist

trade

last

summer

was

such

pronounced success that the company.
had no alternative but to arrange for
her

return

to

the

northern

ron’

Rext

year, when it is expected tourist weaves
north will break all records,
seheduie has been - arranged eacllaes
with asview to giving plenty of thing”
for the arrangement of advance book.
fi
propores making

pees
fanmang Inoswitz- |

scdlieets

: more favorable

= 12 iow

ship Princess Charlotte in the Alaskan

fs dclightta) travel routep

{5

ages before our more common forme of
eee
fe began to appear, Now,
bowver, tho--species> an existence
are
fash fewer than at that time,
which

rf

making 17 round trip sailingé all told”
for the summer season of 1917,
ibe advent of the palatial:
steam-

to the multiplication of

the famil
Nevertheless there are enough it
present to afford considerable annoyance’ to the
re tor he damage
that they” ido is
to the

consumption pt yooh preducty: Prine
they sol} and render*foul ‘everything
with eae he
cdrie © into: contact.

Dh

they.

3

Musirated

and

deserine

belng prepares tes
the continent, The:
the Princes Chars
lotte will be I
reserved for par
ules booking in the east. A large num
ber of inguiries SeeaTaINE. the northern.
<<
toufs have alreadybi
made in the

east by parties who ree
take the'trip last summe
nee eae

unabli

“—Dashaway 1a certal

sie Edward : Carson, Fitst Admiralty Lord,
front.” says

HINSENGURG KICKS

ment.

HUN, FLIERS RAID RUSS.
Berlin cable via Sayre
says—A

Lendon Cable.———Again the British
in Franca

ottice state-

nave attack-

land of Ocsel, in the
officially penetra

statement
“On the cveniag

CHAMPAGNE

the Champagne
im the. vicimty
of
by Gn aggregate gain of more than 1.Hill 185, gouth rok Ripont, last week,
160 yards, according to the latest Brit
was a well-fortified pcsition
which
fish ofticlal communication,
dominated a large amount of surBouth of Armentieres the Gorman
rounding territory and-{ormed one of
a. waa penetrated deeply on a front the plyots of the French
ied in the
ut 50; yards and gouthezst “at
mai-official
x Toes on & front of about 600 yal
“phe French
Fre

Numerous casualtics were inrltetotoon
the Germans al both places and pris* @nezs and guns also were taken, T
British czeu:
been slight.

3 are @aid to have
Near
Gueudecourt,

the Somme sector, the Britisn also
selved a section of German trenches
. and took prisoners.
There js still considerable artillery
activity by both the Germans and the
French in the region of Verdun,
but
elsewhere along the Hne held by the
French there have been
no
new deYelopmente.
Berlin
reports that an

attempt by the French to capture Hill
185, south of Ripent, falled,
with
vkeavy casualties.
_oathe
oot
report from headquar-

tereti

¢ reads:

"euclefetal’ enterprises
were
ried out by cur troops last night

front

were entei

of some

650

by us on

yards.

penetrated deeply into

position; Inflictéd many

eaptured44 prisoners
-

“We

aleo

raided the

the

Our

enemy's

enemy's

lines

southeast of Ypres on a {front of 500
yards*and reached hia support line.
hundred

and

fourteen prisoners were captured, including one officer, and four machine

. &8ng were brought back. In all these
our casualties

were

slight.

» The total number of prisoners taken

im the last 24 hours waa 18:
Reuter’s correspondent with British
headquarters in France says a copy of
Am-order issued by Field Marshal von
Hindenburg has come Into possession

lof the British
jer ay
e

forces. In part the or-

“The operations
at Verdun
from
wer to December resulted in se
ous and regrettable reverses. Incapible officers must be ruthlessly

Inoved,
hieh

The

wae

number

unusually

lurrendered

without

of _ prisoner:

large
serious

without euffering

for

Ge

resistance

heavy — loses,

6 the morale of some
of
ops engaged was low.
The order adds, according to
rreepondent, that the reason

the
othe

is requires @ most careful investiga.

mn, and that etepa muet be taken to
vive the_old spirit of the German

lany ast) treasures in Alsace and
Lorraine have suddenly been removed
the German cities of Stuttgart and

faich, on orders from German army

headquarters,
according
to German
newspapers received at the Haguetoday, The reasons were not stated.
«
FRENCH

REPORT.

Paris Cable—The

munication
to-night

official

com:

iesued by the War Office

reade:

“Both artilleriee were active in the

region of Butte du Mesn!} and on the
right bank of the Meuse in the dirsoon
of
the
Cauieres
wood and
Ocr
artillery cavged
an

vara of fire in the enemy lines
on the western
outskirts of Grand

Chenay.
“An enemy

surprise

of our small_posisIn.
Chambrettes

farm

attack

on

one

the soctor of

failed.”

BAD WEATHER
HAMPERS WAR
. Little Doing On Any of the

Battle Fronts.

Han Fliers Raid Russ Island
©

New Young Austrian Em:
peror is Making Good.

of Oesel.

Cable.- says-—To-day official

eighteen

ane

‘of:
hips.

~ 118
YI
134
and

arriving

United Kingdom
ports in
eightech cays a Mecreary:

Ton-

nage.

323,000
193,000
304,000.
leaving

the

first

~ 12,949
Estimated ships inthe danger sone at eny time...

.3,000

of the navy

up to October 30,

1916,

Cable

vis

London

“Horses and

Cable—

—The {intense cold weather has passed,
and a,thaw has set fn, which has
solved the fuel auras a Vienna,

and incidentally greatly facilitated the

importation

of foodstuffs.

THe

flour

mills, which were shut down
to frozen rivers, are again in
tion.

owing
opeérs-

worker

relieve

Emperor Charles has been a tireless
in

the

teams

are

still

campaign

stock,

heretofore

to

economic conditions. and the imperial

populace.

hauling

coal

for

the

The sight of the blooded
only

harnessed

to

sata coaches, hauling
heavy
coal
rucks, is one of the curious wartime
Ineldeats in the Austrian capital. The
Emperor
recently
banished
wheat
bread from the offiecrs’ mess at all
army headquarters,
and
had
boto
wheat bread and flour removed from
a special train which was taking his
brother. Archduke
Maximilian,
to
Constantinople.
In Issuing this latter
order, the Emperor remarked that if
the common, soldiers, the people
and
himself were contented
with
black
bread, the party on the train should
bo alse.
.
Some official circles in Vienna and
elsewhere throughout the empire have

not

yet

recovered

from

the shock

caused by the energtic methoda
of
Emperor
Francis
Joseph's
youyr
juccessor.
Red tape has’
been cut
right and left, and official heads con
tinue to fall in the general clean- up
which is still going on.
It fs a sad
time for certain army officers
who
have been enjoying staff sinecures. Ip
one instance the Emperor sent.a batch
of seventy to the front, and replaced
them by invalided officers. While the
official classes were at first inclined
to offer passive resistance:to the Emperor, they have now resigned them-

selves to the inevitable.

Those wiio

fecl the pace of the new regime too
fast are resigning, while the rest are
attempting to live up to the monarch’s
demands for hard work, efficlency anc
punctuallty,

The energy and force of character
displayed by the young Emperor are
attributed

by

those

who

know

him

“Petrol, 4,750,000 gallons.

“Reporting the progress of the British blockade, Sir Edward announced
that 25,874 ships had been examin:

since the beginning

of the

war,

in-

cluding 15,158 shire last year.
“Coming quickly to the question of
the hour the Firet Lore, pee
ve tones, declared
that
the su!
fas menace wes serious, and had not
yet been solved.
No certain remedy
existed, ner probably would exist, but
he was confident that in the development of measures whic
been,

and were being devised, its serious
ness would by degrees be greatly mitgated,

oath

proceeded to explain

Admiralty

had

done

in

what the
the

way of

organization, First, there had been the
establishment of an antisubmarine
department,

composed

of

the

most

experienced men serving at sea. Then
shortly after Sir John Jellicoe went te
the Admiralty he imvited every member of the fleet to send suggestions
dealing
with
the — difficult questio:
Next there was the
of
Inventions under Lord Fisher, with
whom
were associated the
greatest
men of
science in the country.
Sir
Edward
read
striking figures
giving the army of merctiant ships. In
the last two
months the number of
armed ‘merchant sh!
had increased

47.5 per

cent,

anda

proportionate

increase
wae
growing
each
week.
whereas
about
75 per cent, of
the
armed merchantmen
were
able
to

restat attack successfully.

The First. Lord stated

ships,

was

of

over

that

6,076!

100 tons, had
arrived
from¥eb. I to Feb. 18,

estimated

that

the

ships in the danger zone at any one
time was 3,000.
He had not yet heard

of one sailor who had refused to sail.
The
House cheered warmly when he
declared that was the spirit ‘which

was going to win the war,
The

next

announcement

was

8

change in the method of publishing
losses.
He proposed to publish as
nearly as possible every day, not
merely the vessels sunk, but the arri.
vals and sailings of merchant vessels

to the fact that he was reared im
what was far from the lap of luxury,
comparatively speaking. His branch

of all nationalities over 100 tons. He
also sproposed. to publish the number
of British merchant vessels which had

of the imperial

been attacked and escaped,
not propese to publish the
neytral and allied vessels
Mr. O'Grady thereupon

Poor,.and

apparent

up.

famlty

beforo

he

was

he

was notoriously

often

became

heir:

actually

hard

the
that

In Christmas Explosion ‘in
Dresden

Munitions

Plants.

peony
London Cable-——The explosion in
amminition factories {n Dresden “during the Christmas holidays
-was the
(greatest disaster of the kind which
began, according
to a Central News
despatch from Christiania, quoting a

Die
despatch
to the PUD Oe:
nm,’ More than’ 1,000 persons
, were
yatta out of 30,000 employed. ih the
wrecked factories. Emperor William
the: scene “on the following

day,

A: Paris

¥

despatch,

but he did
number of
sunk,
asked — the

inevitable question: “Why not publish

OVER 1,000 KILLED.

force already bas destroyed 200 Ger-

to show

) sun!

that

Five—Enemy.

c

submarines

engaged

throwing 12 or 14-pound
shells, and has 1,

Seven.—Patrol

yeasel

reported

that

tower.

It

Is believed

she

was

eunk.

KightOne of our ewaller
airships sighted a submarine
surface
and dropped bombs jvet alter the
submarine

dived.

Nine.—Seaplane

On

an

enemy

dropped

submarine

act of diving.

a

bomb

when

in

the

CONFIDENCE IN JELLICOE,
The vote for
the Government

400,000 men, which
was asking, demonfortunate

in . hay-

ing Admiral Jellicoe at the head of
the Admiralty, In his record of service and experferice, Admiral Jellicoe

occupled

a

unique

speaker commented.

Aé an

dmiral

Beattie, continued

Mr. Noyes said he had spent many
days with the trawlers, and was in-

formed
marine
vessel.
after it
et said,

by their captains that a subrarely -will attack an arm
What becoincs of a submarine
strikes a trawler's net, the pofg a naval secret.

“Some have been coptured and taken to England,
but most of them
sink,” he added.
“It is {mpossible to

ve the crews. What is done to them
when they hit the net I am forbidden
to eay.”

FOOD PARADE
BY N. Y. WOMEN

while
the

navy, except in 60 far as it was concerned with the transportation
of
troops, had been traneferred to the
shipping controller.
Edward

eald

he

believed

problem
of the eubmarine
menace
could be solved, but it could only be
solved if the nation acted in the way
he indicated, in conjunction with the
navy.

That

it

would

ever, Ne was certain.
TO

RUSH

be

solved,

how-

SHIPBUILDING.

Referring to shipbuilding,
Sir
Edward sald that not a single ship would

be left unoccupied during the coming
month

to meet

and

that steps

the demands

both of the Admiralty

eantile marine,

He

would

be

taken

in this respect

and

of the mer-

appealed

to

the

workers to labor with unremitting energy and to the natica to consent to
the restriction of Amperts in. order to

make easier the task of the Admiralty.
The arming of merchant ships, sald
Sir Edward,
Involy
an “enormous
amount of work,
but was progressing

more—rapidly-—each

week.

Of

the

armed merchantmen, he said, 78 per
cent, escaped the submarines,
while.
of the unarmed ones, 24 per cent. esca) ped.
Commenting upon the figures showing: the a
of shipping from suhmarine attacks in
the first
eighteen
days of Fobrusry, Sir Edward said:

“Our

they

losses

are not

are bad

equal

enough,

but

to the blatant,

travagant bravado ‘of the German

ex-

ac-

count of them.
In conclusion
Sir Edward
Carson
sald there was not a-particle of truth

won

positions.

Carson

did not shrink

from the challenge. "He gave general
apd cogent
reasons in favor. of the
maintenance of the policy of secrecy,
and illustrated the difficulty of distinguishing certain from probable, and

even possible sinkings by accounts of
engagements
sincé Feb. 1.

which

had

taken

place

ENCOUNTERS . WITH..U:BOATS..

Raising the vel) for a moment™

tes

tacks were launched, the first one hour
and the second one and a half hours
after we had obtained. possession of
the trenches.
The former counterattack was repulsed, but the
was partially successful, and forced’
our

right

strations to convince the Mayor and
elty officials that something must be
lone to reduce prices. One of the
wildest protest meetings the elty has

at

broke up early to-day, afarrangements for a great
women and children,
to
day through Wall Street,

night

throug:

Fifth

sent

avenue.

to President

¢ wag

appoint

ed to demand

that the city appropri-

ate

to be used:

for

$1,000,000,

buying

among

the poor

speakers

east

financiat

to

west of the Shumran

progress

at cost.

support

union,

of

The

and

been

bend

made.”

FIREBUGS BUSY.
Seven Incendiary Blazes in

the

excitement

created

the grim. drama

of hunter and

with.
submarines
This; in:
itself
achievement.

One.—A
destroyers
submarine.
and killed
dived, but
conipélied
a
mee

tf echeh
Sete
ee

in.
was

eighteen days.
“an Bae

few days ago one of ‘our
Was attacked Bee an enomy
‘She’ hit\ the submarine
the captain. The submarine
it | was injured . and was
to come to-the surface. She
and
Mis officers an ten

other places gave protective duty. On

aie

rear of

Britain's

tal

Spring

Seer

New sports suits of silk

a

Lustrous corduroy skirts in the soft
pretty sand color—suggestive of: ‘the
coatless*timee coming.

moderately high heels.

joned

the

pledge

the

Hebrew

capitalists _ were

Laced,

New

of

course,

sports

coming
but only

and

finished

em ame

Shi

4

hats, in large and be

pes, in vivd orange
for the brunette.

a committee

to-day

if it came

pe.

ousand or more women attende
ee
eee
ten
Tear
more fought to
‘it ¥
the hall. Two hours aldpeed betore‘
there was order enough for the tran
saction of business.
—+-2

SS
“eeet,

Men seldom break into
‘weclety at the same time.

politics

and

exercise he took is believedto have
capateds ble health.
*

——

INCONSISTENT.
(Life) — bo

ech

aalivered™ the
hen christs
nian ‘adaren te!
omen On: penben am.
‘on
= ‘even

‘Thom

sieb “mating i misnitio
pee
itfona for te yebaee:

INVESTORS

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN SUMS

OF

$800

OR

ANY

MULTIPLE

THEREOF.-

Principal repayable ‘ist October, 1919.
Interest: payable half-yearly, 1st Aprit and 1st October by cheque (free of exchal
in

!
woat

mW hite satia collars with
points im
tho back.
Or you may have them
sguare or round.
*

Prose WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT MAY PURCHASE
AT PAR

Bank

j
and

ibinescuie colors are char-

1m}

food

thw

losses ar

blamed “for the high cost of food on
REDUCING WEIGHT Cost LIFE:
the ground that they were suaeeing
wealth by sending it to Euro)
New York Report.—Fred Mace, 0:
Mass mootings and demtonsteaifone Los Angeles, a. well-known © mo’
continued to-day. The
police were picture comedian, was found dead
on the alert to prevent a fresh out- night-in-his- room at-a hotel here,
break- of _rioting-such~as; put many
suffered a stroke of appoplex:
pushearts out’ of business on Monday ing
while exercising to reduce his weet
and Tuesday. Mayor Mitchel, who was Mace’s
asserted <that in
absent when soveral hundred women weeks friends.
redticed ‘from at
tried to_ force their way into his of- pounds tohe 200 pounds,
and the.violent
fice yesterday,
promised
to receive

TO

any chartered
purchase.

sev

mine the ‘manner in which the
were set, but do not believe in the
Two of six susp
‘bomb. theory.
arrested are still detained.
e
Firemen and equipment. trom

hunted,

the First Lord quoted the fact that
the navy has had’ forty éncounters

by

Smart new shoes: of Ri
skin, in tan, with White buckskint

Gistributtng

organize

line.

Immediately

called upon the poor of the

side

trades

and

original

incendiary fires last night had ended.”
All these fires were within an area.
of a few street blocks.
> aa
Police officials are unable to d

New York Report.—The women of
the New York tenements have taken
the food situation in their own hands,
and planned a eeries of public demon-

and

to the

when
it was withdrawn under cover
of our artillery barrage.
“Qn the scuth..
bank of the
Tigris

Guard were oh patrol duty this morn

Relief.

ever known
ter. making
P
le, of
march all

back

Our left, however, held on till dusk,

ORETET

on

“The text

-New Britain, Conn.

Sent Appeal to President for

air service, he announced,
transport department
of

their newly

ing,

ward, was now
com:
ding
the
Breatest fleet which
eyer galled
the
sea, and had the complete confidence
the
the

Britten Tight wing fo tts original! fae
ape British Jett wing repulsed a Tur-

Kish counter-attack,
out »hen nisht
ame the troops were withdrawn from

New Britain, Conn., _ Report-——Alk <
though two companies of the National

Sir Ed-

pices

in hie hands.

to the Irish coast and you get somo
{dea of the British ‘AaDiralty's antisubmarine campaign, by which
tho
German. submersibles have been driyén from home waters and forced to
attack neutral vessels on the

a

the

aes of 850 yards and.54€ yards respectively.
ne
‘Turks
Jaunched
twoare
and forced back

netting trailing behind,” he declared.
“All the home waters ate mapped out

7

Tenement Wives Held Great
Protest Meeting.

position,

the Admiralty for two an
years he had held the Westinten of the

country

efitone
f steel

eupied two Turkish front zines ona

‘number
of German submarines
have been destroyed?”

Sir’ Edward

40

veasel bore out the

@he had been in action with an enemy
enbmarine, and with the fifth ehot
had. hit the
-aubmarint’s ~ conning-

6f 4,000’ pri-; ‘

man submarines, Alfred Noyes, the
English poet, asserted in a statement
here to-night
“Every boat is armed with

two of our patrol vesee.s, who subdsequently ware assisted by two destroy-

the submayine.
Six—One of our patrol vessels rePorted striking a submerged
object
after engaging the
enemy
‘subrharine, An examination
of the patrol

fleet consists:

vate_yachts, whalers and fishing. veo~
sels, manned by. 60,000 men, and this

one Sdbmarine was sunk, but left a
degree of doubt about the second.
Four.—One of our destroyers report.
ed the: rammed an eneniy submariue.
There is no doubt the destroyer struck
the submarine a severe blow, but it is
not possible to establish that the sub-

try was extremely

mules, over 1,000,000.

‘antk|

this engagement seems

strated the strength of the aavy. He
expressed the opinion that the coun-

“sick and wounded, over 1,000,000.

Vienna

maa

submarine

ere, The
reeult of the engagement is
doubtful. aithough it fe certain one of
London Cable.—Discussing Sir Bd- the destroyers was slightly damaged
ward Carson's speech on the submarin running over the conning tower of

ine issue, the Parliamentary
correspondent of the ‘times writes:
“Sir Edward
Carson, introducing
the navy estimates in the House 6!
Commons ~ yesterday,
devoted
the
greater part of bis speech to the submarine menace and to measures
the
Adm:ralty had taken to cope with it.
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contained in the lesson.
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Pleanedness. They mind earthly things
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Indolent or neglectful of our physical
needs, He would have us diligent to
meat which ‘ondureth utto everlasting
Itte—Tfe urged upon the people’ the ne-
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§nteresis of the soul. This is in full
harmony with his words recorded} in
Matt.
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feedings

wold

tend

to

stimulate egg production. and this {6
not desirable, as it affects the fer-

tility of the eggs and also weakens
the vitality of the ¢hiekens.
Th:

fed Ib:
season

opens, to stimulate egg production.
Hatching eggs should be ‘available
about

March

15th, and

mating

slightly

damaged

of good
@ good

milling qualit!
Oats make
poultry food when thoy are

of good

than

and

wheat

contain

a iow

percentage of hull.
Poor oats shou'd
never be used for poultry Taedins.
Oats
may
be fed elther whol>
or

crushed with good results, Buckwheat

makes cne of the best poultry feels
we have, but being a strong niécitive

feed must be fed with considerable
judgment. It is high in flesh and fat
producing

qualities

and

can

be

fed

to good advantage in late autumn and
winter.

Buckwheat

should

fed in spring or summer,

never

be

and at no

time should {t constitute more than
one-third of the laying ration.
The best laying ration we know of

fn whole grains is as follows: two
parts corn, two parts wheat and one
part

should

buckwheat

or soats.

be done

Feeding

twice daily, early {2

the morning and about three o'clock
in the afternoon,
The grain should be
thrown in the litter and enough fed
in the morning to keep the bens busy
for several hours.
Feeding in the

afternoon should always be gone early
enough to onabdle the birds to pick up

method

of. feeding.

Abundance

gcattered

in

the

Htter,

wate

The

amoung

a fork directly aftér feediiz.

By

gach

practice being followed the litter can
forming

into

DON'T

OVERFRED WITH WET
MASH.
In addition to the whole grain ration already thestioned, some ground

shod

Vo cry-and light, Its a sg
prac
talce to stir the straw or choff wh
be kept

from

a compact

possible

way of making the birds

state and the grains given become in.
ted readily in the loosened
material,
To secure her food the
hen must Work, and this is the best

grains;should.
be gives.

thefr, dally exercise.

The laying hen must-have an abun.

mixture

performs

wheat bran, 200-1b8.; ground or cruch-

ibs,
This

prefer, whole
part

fact

to ground

of

that

as corn,

grains,

mash

oats and

viction

should

be

fed

in

a self.

should

be fed in troughs

and

only What the birds can «pick up in
a very few minutes, When properly
fed, wet! mashes, due to their palatability, stimulate egg production.
Dry
mash feeding Ig more largely followed

fowls

The

the’ ration, therefore,

wheat,

mash

mash, as overfeeding causes laziness
and a retarded.egg yleld. The wet

larger
should consist of Whole grains, Such
grains

buck.

THE

be more

About

“This Old World Superstition.

‘The yanipire, accordicx to the be-

a

Met

of

eastern

Europe,

is

the

phyal-

cal. body of a dead person, “male or
female,
that maintains itself in.
@

ol

s

:

Ns
ABsss

Busas

CATTLE

1
ws

0.
buils
Teeding steers ..
Stockera, choice
0.

ana “Watered”
“7
Suis tone te oe, TB

) OTHER
v WINNIPEG

ETS.

GRAIN

EXCHANGE.

pieces to the wall and the birds. will
consume large.quantities of them. The
same method can
ing of turnips or

used in the feec
cabbage. Spronted

oats can be grown in a warm room‘cr
basement by soaking the onis for

twenty to twenty-four hours in lukewarm water and then spreading them
out in a layer about one Inch thick
on the floro. They must be kept moist
and
occasionally
stirred to preven
moulding.
As soon as sprouting commences they must not be disturbed.

but should be watered dally. Feed to
the laying stock when about three

™
a
.
grades unchan

inches in length.
Clover or alfalfa
hay, if of good quality, also make excellent green food for laying hens
and should be feq regularly, ether
cut aud steamed or fed dry as litter,

the birds

to

pick

off

to. $1.83 3-43" af
NDON WOOL SALES.
offerings at the
day amo:

the

leaves.

ime from which
shells,
and grit

the hens make egg
alds in the process

As the egg {s
water it is very
or gour milk be
at all times, The
and thickened,
for best results,

composed largely of
important that water
kept before the birds
milk should be sour
and the water fresh
If milk is used the

of digestion.

drinking utensils should be kept per.

fectly clean.
To obtain the best
results from
feed and labor expended
the birds
must be propefly housed.
It js not

necessary that the house be warm or
costly, but it must be comfortable,
dry, abd free from qraughts.
These
together with plenty of light, are the
bird

for poultry

should

be

housing,- Each

allowed

four

to

four

and.one-half square feet for Leghorus
or other light breads, and five square
feet for utility “breeds such.as Ply-

mouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode Island Reds or Orpingtons.
The small-

outlay,
The
should be on the south side, and
roosts on the north wall, | -

the

Only by proper breeding, judicious

feeding and comfortable housing can
the highest _ egg yield be expected
from any flock of laying hens.

—The

Canadian

Countryman,

ve,
“$2.79 2-4; M
July, #282 1-4 bid.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Cattls, receinta 6600.
Market steady.
Native berf cattle
Stockers and ford
Cows and heifers
Calves
Hogs, reeelp!
Market higher
eh...
+
Hes:len:
oGoodugit to
Bulk of sales
Bhi cen, mecolnt
Market stead:
BUFFALO

LIVE

STOCK.

East, Buffalo, Report.—Cattle, receipts
stu; steady,
.
‘cals,
1; active: $9 to 313
Mogs, recelpts 1,600; active and
heavy $14 to 314.65 mixed $14 %
yorkers $1
wd;
ork
en $19 to $1.
Sheep ‘an lambs, Tocolpte 3.000; stendy:
lambs $15 to $14.65: = yearlings #11 to $13.50;
wethers $2 to $1312.50; ewes 6 to HILT;
mixed

xheep

$1.75

to

LIVERPOOL
Flour.

winter

$12.

MARKETS.

patents—ta_

Hopsin London (Pacific Coast), 1533
to G, ba.
Hains, vkort cut, 14 to 16 Ibe.—t37s.
acon, Cumberinnd cut, 2, 19 39 Ia
Clear belies, 14 to 16 1bs.—129s,
Gong clear middles, light, 2 (0 36 Ibx—
a.
Tong clear middles, heavy, 2 to #9 Tbs.—
Short clear backs, 16 to 29 Ibs.—122y.
. prime western. In therces—19m, 2d,
‘American,
rofined in
boxer—138s,
Auatralinn
in London—Ols, 94
spiriteton,
eurpont
tein
1etre
i refined, spot
ee
How to Resoup,

throws no saadow . either upon the Curdled
Custard.—Suppose — your
ground or on a looking glass and is boiled’ custard curdles.-Try puttipg st
never seon to eat or drink. How he in a yery cold besin and beating
it
his grave isan
Another plan is to add » tea~
int,
use BG one fs
of: corn
to
#ed

td have

had

the

cour-

and address to x2e, but the “be.
Het ig that. locked. doors and. closed
are no bar to hig moveoni:
y
age

‘sort: of half life in the grave by resb see the
es ap
hooting and drawiog ‘ea

TORONTO.

Export cattle, choice .
Butcher catt!é, choice
a
mi

largely used on

long and pointed canine tecth and
fetid “breath..
The. vempire also

Queer Beliefs That Cling

‘Mutton, heavy;
Lambs, “yeatiinis

poultry feeding.
During the winter months
some
form of green f
must be supplied.
Mangels,
turnips, cabbage, sprouted
oats, clover or alfalfa hay may be
fed.
Mangels are perhaps the best
and should, be fed if possible. Split
the mangel in two and
spike the

VAMPIRE.

reread,

soul and that faith
lead to eternal:
Reatsate ‘which wouldthat
“belleving” in)
“declared

very

——

det

tion

and

the house, the gure costly will
feeding hopper, which should be be- er the
housing problem.
It has been
fore the birds.at all times. Before put- , be
found that heis can. be most econting the mash {n the hopper It shou:d
omically
in lots of abput one
be thoroughly mixed, This mash can hundred, housed
To
accommodate
hunalgo be fed as a wet mash by moist- ‘dred hens the house should beonetwenty
ening it with water or sour skim milk, feet square. This gives the maximum
preferably the latter. Care must be floor space with the least possible
exercised not to overfeed wits wet
windows or curta{ns,

be

can”

and shoulg

essentials

cot

eet scraps, 40 Ibs.; Nnseeq meal, 20

duty,

speciai

its.

of variety

is

ed oats, 100 1bs,; middHings,.100 1bs.;
middiings, 100 Tbs.; cornmeal, 60 Ibs.;

supply material for egg production.
When it is understood that each kind
readily apreciated.
It 1g a well-known

feeds

feeds with high-protein content, such

of eggs. Certain grains are known as
heat producing foods, others serve to
maintain and build up tissues and
organs of the body others furnish

the {mportance

Such

as wheat bran,
und. or crushed
oats, middlings-and cornmeal serve

take

dance of good, palatable, nutritious
food.
A variety of feeds should be
fed, as each, kind of ‘grain serves &
different function in the prodnetion

cut bone

allowing

visit.

finite amount can be given from day
to days A good pian {s to bruhs away
some of the ‘litter and see if there
is any grain remaining before feeding,
The litter should be free from
grain at least once each day.

by the

in feeding green

small quantities used.
Overfeeding
with cut green done upsets the diges.
tive orguns and reduces the egg yield,
Sour milk fs also a good animal food

Oyster shells and grit should be
kept- before the birds at all times,
Oyster shell is largely composed of

before the attendant

his morning

ot feéd- required must, {n all cases,
be regulated by the attendant. No de-

of litter should be scattered on the
floor of the hen house. Even as mush
as ten to twelve inches {s often adyisable in order. to provila cxerc'Le
{nx the birds, The graims should be

so necessary for maximum egg Dra
duction.
Green cut bone can als¢ o>
used to good advantage providing it
ia. fresh. Great care must be exercised

makes

lowing morning

Egg prodcction is largely controlled

date,*

for
for
or

shortly after dinner hour,
Beef scraps supply the animal food

a full meal before going to Toost. Any
grain which may remain in the ltter
over night will be picked up the fol-

should

be done at least ten days before that

mace
tance otvalue
I Beet scendent
of the
tatigions th,
in
1 oS

wh

quality

Wet mashes should be fed every oth-

er day, or at least twice a week,
best results. . The proper time
deeding this
mash
is at noon

YBSSLSSSsSSSRUssaM

oscim
Very

with judgment.
As the weather becomes warm in spring the amount
of corn in the laying ration should be

ae
tiatShe* might give himself to
the Anngering heart of humanily. BeHet in him consists of the turning ‘of
er “con
the soul to righteousness.

tions Jesus om
Himself to const!
turn to;God,
1s.

see

he

‘of grain

manna,

gur fathers did cat

should

usefulness,

having

rison between
was not imitet
laim.| Froadle, ofbutliteoffered
to the who's

.-

of

energy to carry on the various, functions of the body, and still others to

ho Father to perform a opecific work:
not ifcecs,
He asserted that it, was

what he had

eggs during their pullet year

period

Jesus did not utter His words to meet

the moral difficulties present in their
minds, He pressed. His claim, that of

:

Experiments have shown that birds
lay more

breeding yearlings should be
érally «before
the
breeding

-following

and

producing qualities and should be fed

feeds.
{le good, sound wheat is
preferable to any other grade, good
in the fall of the year. Any birds that
results can be obtained by feeding
contract colds
or other
ailments
shrunken
or
frozen wheat, provided
should be removed from the flocks.
the grain {s not too badly damaged.
‘This 1s essential to prevent disease
It is often more economical to feed
from spreading.
“

rebuked!

for

the

cessful feeding the flock must be com.
posed of well matured bir
‘These
birds should be strong, healthy and
vigorous when put in the
laying pew

cure

to the neglect of the soul.
He proclaimed’ the essential éuperiority of
the food which endures: He gave
&
striking and just representation
of
Himself, He revealed: Himeelf plainly

ve Jesus by faith into his heart
such
This. will accomplish
Mie.

whether

Jedge, of tne human heart waa shown
in exposing the false motives of those
who followed: Him. He did not _pronounce it wrong for the multitude to
feel the cravings of nature or to rejoice in the miraculous supply, afforded them in the desert. They were not

ulnted

just
re‘himeelf fully to the divine will andand

extent,

June or July.
STIMULATING

fect’ wag in*their lack ef spiritual perception and the desire for
eternal
life. They..were moved by. their stim:

hearers to seek would come through)
himselg alone. Him hath God.the |Father
Ti

great

flock is a source ‘of profit or loss to

banded

PRACTICAL SURVEY,
Toptc.—Imperishable food.
5
gift of God.
TL. Received by faith.
1. The gift of God. Christe

provide for our households, but. this
should not be our chief contern. That

a@-very

its owner.
To obtain the best results from suc-

Spots

those

iniquity,

will of the Father that all shall come

‘multitudes in that class to-day. « If
‘there is any material advantage
to
them in being
religious,
they
are

to be

judgment;

thelr

promise and ft has comforted myriads
of sinsburdenedlooked to: Jesus.

absolutely correct.
They were scektmg*for material benefits. There ure
ready

him,

SUSSUSSASIEUSUASEN

saw

of

and’

acknowledge

sin of the world.—Clarke.
no’ wise’ cast out—This' fs

hy ‘the second.
The sign, the miracle.
in itself had not appealed to them,

of those

seen

ESesh

who

Meye hunger.
They who had asked
Jesus the question were not affected
hy the first consideration, but were

tives

had even

their-need of salvation, he gives to
Christ, that is, he points out to them
the Lamb of God who takes away the

‘eomvince the people of the Messiahahbip of Jesus and secondarily to re-

the Son

“They

righteousness

has

supply of food had.
of the loaves-—This
charge for one wlio
tu make, but Jesus,

HOW TO FEED FARM POULTRY FOR PROFITS

Egg Production Depends Largely Upon Proper: Methods of Feeding, and Upon Egg
Production, Especially Winter Egg Production, Depends the Profits—Anyone Can Follow This Practical Advice.
3
God, he is representing here as giving
One of the leading principles in { wheat are used to a very great ex- with large flocks,/as by this method
to. Christ, because ft is through his poultry keeping is successful feeding tent to supply the whole grain ration. labor is minimized but when. the
blood alone that they can be. saved, for egg production, The number of Corn
flock {s moderate in size both methods
an excellent winter
feed,
God, by. Is spirit, convinces of sin, eggs laid by a farm flock decides, to
could be followed with good results,

the effect of a solemn oath. Jesus iy
about to rebuke them for thelr unworthy motives,
that he may lead
them to something vastly higher. Not
ye saw the miracles—The
wairacle had been wrought primarily to

But sxe plentiful
‘Becatiiie
yo did eat
would be a severe
‘was merely homan

De.
Cabboges. bit.
Horzeradiah, 1
bunch .
Lettuce, doz.

Leeks,

and yet did not believe on him,” is
the sense of the
ge. 37, AN that
the Father giveth me shall come to
me—Tuose who come at the call of

miraculous.
Christ does.
not
gratify their curiosity, if the feeding
ef tho five thousand, which they had
witnessed, taught them nothing, what
good would it do them to hear of the
erosting of the sea?”—Cam, Bib. 26,
repeated

oppdrtunitics

great, for they had heard his

of the'sea.

word

mie,

instructions and had seen the miracle
which he wrought on the other side

thou

yn shows that
“They expect someupon alow plane,

Verily,.verily—This

not—Thelr

seen

usa

believe

been

have

ERSSES

and
Yad

also

GRERES

Was

camest

Ye

ssess

search

manner they were expecting, 26. Rabbi
When

36.

emo mes

for. Jesus—Their

* to be richly rewarded, but not in the

Jesus.

Sz.

hunger and soul thirst are fully met

Soesenecessooes++

believe in him with all his heart. Soul

in

BSSSSVSLSESSS

spoken satisfied only bodily needs tem-!

porarily, but Jesus satisfies spiritual
come:
Ac)
the sea from
needs eternally. He that cometh .....
, acity built -by Herod Antipas he that believeth—The
condittons
the west side of the Sea of Galilee, upon which Jesus gives himself to
made by him the capital of his the individual are that he leave © all
used b; other systems: of religious trust. and
come to Jesus as his only support and
Seeking

BUSA ASSES Uys

sos.

Derson. | Jesus is ths
of
not only because of his tlfe-sustatn’
power, but also because he gives lite.
The-manna: “of which his hearers: had

de-

sues

at feast, of the multitude

to see Jesus aguin. They saw
he did not enter the boat to go
sea with his disciples, and
ed to find him on the east
ey also took shipping—

Bsboar
eussra

red

ae

& part,

\~

MARKETS.

FARMERS

eS

ay ae

y

rt
est

Blad-to have it; so she would
not be obliged to come to, the well to
draw (John 4:16.
“bread ot life vB.
Tik-Jesus
36-40). Ser T ams the Bread of lifer:

March 11, 1917, |

Rese

that

hurry.

hagnts

Cats are certa{nt

not ‘80 demon-

thicken

If your
{t) with:

batter

ts

white

_ ‘When cream doean’t wiiip ctand

where it will get very cold, then
to it the white of’ an egg add
re. | them together thoroughly. -

P

aise

.

It

add

atte the Sn
“| beoas Me
fest, nich
ich avai es

wTlo}

[rag bh
‘si ky alr with
in Thr ee

afeo. and
“i¥ou have a

ta eee
jor

en, ord,
and

1s air but Jt haa,
For a moment he Jeans over her, as
Stoo,
the look,
then he tends over her, and Jays his
ney, uyon her shoulder.

1 must ‘havo dropped it," ho murmured, and thrust the Seine hand

took out ba
nched with
—

‘upon

oo

dew;.

then

arm alee

and

drew,

“No?”

her, so
tonched

tremitious he stood beside

near that,
er dress.

his

coat

sleeve

““Thank "you" he murmured, ‘almost
fngudibly.
“You have spoiled | your.

‘pretty handkerchief.”

‘Then

he

her,

reproachfully.

°“Do

you

think,

T

do not know bow much you have
dont and bow. much more. you would

You would have risked
-Her voice broke, but
with tt.
“You! would

have done?
your life——”
Bh6 struggled

nephew:

yenturer,
singer!

it-and Tiseres A to his ips, and draws
80,

With

baye leapt from that hidéous tower
to gave me, and I may not do so small

present, to Ufe itself—in the cae
ment of ecatatic
biies which we

with

a grave

a,

Fit

half-suspected
so)

Korey

“What

her
she

seme it

ply.”

ew

Neattert™

_mopoor

she

says,

"What ddes ft matter; though

not

1 should |

ver,

ir”

eer this moment

1 am

richer

than

the man

who owns the biggest mince

in

Did

Peru!

I not-hold

in my

arms

the — most precious thing In all the
world?”
“AbY so

of

|

A

‘The Trouble Can be Cured“ Through
the

Use of Dr.

from my dress the other
Clare, I felt tempted—ah! derely

St

‘tempted—to stoop and kies you as ]1
kins you now. Ah, my Jore! my. love!”
*Gractous Hea
soul!” “Signal”

“Bless

Williams”

Pink “Pils.

then, when you knelt And wii

Ere ee Dance’ fs. much
more
ae generally imagined.
The cyanea
to
mistaken ~ for

my

person bedfast.
Eat three’ or even four megls when
youcae working at top speed’ da)

Wh Ba is the matter?"

“Mr, Werren!”

>

‘These and similar ejaculations, uttered in a sort of chorus by Mr. and
Mrs. Podswell, greet the pair as they
enter the Rectory
oe era ning FOOT: Hee

tor Warren rather: pale, and still bear-

lo sympathize end throb
this oné moment

then

all the world
stood
with
hands and. shouted ‘No!’ I shoei

flooding them with its soft light as it
with a-benediction,
A bird, startled
mits Test, Mes heavenward
with

with

oo caey

a moment,

mortals enjoy on eart!
Above them the placja moon saile on

jo harmony

smile,

daw! Foor, unknown, Lateee
ad-

oft the prize!”
Signa fs rated te
she Jooks up

to his face,
he takes

eg lost to. the world—to"tie past, the

‘And nay.
not do even that,when
you have done so much for me?" she
said,

ber hand creeps slowly
With a passionate gi

it roun
, aad
,stop- soft, aitky hair against

ped abruptly, and looked away foe

~

ra, hoaraely.
“is it ‘true? Is
it “yes'?
Do you, can you love me?”
For answer’ her’ face sm
stilt
more’ closely against his bosom, and

he says,

“Do you
Cater pe will welcome. me
with open
at is it—

he

(To. be. continued.)

not
et

TUS ‘DANCE
ST, VITUS
_ AFFEGTS “MANY CHILDREN

you made mi
ash
touch mhere sas, had

ee keep.
and all
to
wits faint ery ‘khe leans toward my~strengthWw:
scephctry
oat sod ber. lead drops upon his Tren ‘clasping you nmy
“What would Archie have said?” she
Bbecchlces, he draws her to bim aiieoans, her face all aglow.
with a passionate gesture, and strains about my aunt, I don't understand—"
her to his breast.
“Oh, my darling,
m: y darling!”

rownd his
Pale and

t stand,

ing bout him the _ evidences of his
climb up the tower; Signa dew-drenched and pale to the lips, but with
2
ne light“in her violet eyes.

tanding at'the back, staring

with all ‘her eyes, guesses at the teat
in a moment; but the worthy pair of

muscles

of

the

face

and:Ul

patient

is

the disease progresses. this twitehing
| takes the aoe Sather
ot
in= which
be courined
maybe
the jerking ‘mo!
tothe head, or Te the’ Hoss may. be
affected.

‘Ihe

“frequently

unable to-hold Seycis: in the hands
or walk «st
ly, and in-severe-cases
the speech
may be
ected. The
disease
is: due . to . Inspoverished

nerves;

owing

tothe

of condition and can

Pek: Deine rie

guardians are thicker-skulled, and sul
use of Dr. Wwihams" pinkovis, Oe teh
utter ejaculations open-mouthed.
enrich the Ddlood,
strengtiivn ho
. “Signa, what does it mean?" at last nerves,
inthis way réstore the suf2 pe Auat Podswell,
ag
and ferer togodins
good health, ieiy symptom
happiness, and her hand a
elastic. term.
Answer moe, Signa,
lutching
her
shaw!
rouad
her
with
an
j@ turned and looked
‘at her, and with
young children
from
as @ erimeon
of nerve trouble In
would you be content to live the life
ik payer
fell before the
passionate ot eal
shane suffuees her tacts of 2 poor man's wife? ToWepend upon irritable excitemeat and wrath.
be Laat treated as it is
Signa takes off ner ‘hat’ and. sinks should
almost sure to
lead
to
oh
ee
“Aim T dreaming?" she ‘murmurs.
his
nee arm. and “brain “for dally
softly
into
a-chair.
with
her
eyes
bent
ae
he sald; “stay—stay one moDance,
The
following
is
of
He Kasse her half-parted lips.
on: the ground, not ashamedly, but
ment.
Signa—" He paused, and as
the power of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
“No, darling, you are dwake, and
“It ae were your right
arm
with a heavy, dreamy conscigpsness.
he Jeant over the side of the seat his this fe real. Let me kiss you again,
to cure epi
trouble... Miss. . Hattie
brain," she answers, proudly, “and it
|
“Well!” demands.
Mre, Podswell,
hand went out toward her with an nd you shall see,”
Cummings,
R. .R, No. 3, Petorboro,
I
could
not
live’
then,
1
could:
starv
©}
snappishly,
“can't
you
speak?
Are
you
imploring,
gesture.
“Big:
Ont., says:—"l was attacked
with
“No, no!" ghe pants, drawing
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‘different colors erquved together, each
perhaps a distinct famfly and
ach with @ separate name.
© Im ‘the first place, orehids are not
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eteana.
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called terrestrial
ids.
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J promise
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to send you a FREE

new

absorption

you of immediate

trial

treatment,

It’s a marvel the way Hamilton's Pilis
clear the. blood of the potsnous
humors, They put new life into worn
bodies, build up the appetite, bring
a reserve
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nerve
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17 and 21, the training of an
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expression

“true | piue” which
Eng-

Ifsh parentage, but Je sald to have
been a Spanish saying which meant

veins of

the aristocracy of Spain was blue in
color, while that of the inferior “ortals was more or less bluck, and
‘proverb that “true blue
will

the

stain” instead-of meaning, as is generally supposed, that “a noble heart
will never disgrace itself,"» actually
refers to the “blue aprons”
worn by
butchers on account of their not show-

ing blood. staings—a
from the blue blood
Spanish aristocracy
apron

of « butcher's

far jump this
of the haughty
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TEETHING TIME
A TIME OF WORRY
When

baby

of worry

ile gums

is tecthing js a

to most mothers,

become

time

Baby's

lit-

swollen and tender:

he becomes cross; does not sleep well;
18 greatly troubled with conatipatio:

colic or diarrhoea and sometimes even
Daring this
convulsions seize him,
period nothing ean equal the use ct

prato

as

winds

of

suminer

low
A Tittle dust that eddies swiftly past,
While eualit
s keep
thelr
une
éimn’
§
A great man's “genius Is Its own sure
charm,
Unwounded by thé Frite-shot bolts of
Hie Nght shines. clear while fades detractlon’s
n'a bias!
blast.
St. Mary's, Ont.,
—James F. M'Padde
in St. Thomas Journi
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dy go quick, safe and sire as Prtram's Paint
Corn Extractor. Fold
everywhere—25c per bottle.
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Why Cats Pur «nd Lions Roar.
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coveries made lately !s that of Sir
Richard Owen that the |fon roars, Instead of purring, simply because the
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Nearly Every Girl
Can Make Herself
Pretty and Attractive

hot

ghiddle.
Flours and meals vary, so
if the first cake is not mght, add more
fiour or moisture oy Keeded,

SOME
WHOLESOME
,TRUTHS
EVERY
GIRL
SHOULD
THINK ABOUT,
Probably you know just such a girl.
Perhaps she {ts sixteen—good to look
at, and pretty—quite
interesting. be--

Almond Pancakey—Cream one tablespoonful of butter: with three table-

tpoontuls ‘sugar, add two well-beaten

ggv, ploch or salt, one-half cup!
ot
cream, stir in one nalf cuptal of Nour,
same of ground nimonils. When done;

cause

she

retlects

the

es

and

that give promise of happiness
sprinkle with powdered sugar and roll| charm
to herself and others . But she! {s-not
and serve. ,
Hotiny

Griddje

Cakes--To

ono

strong, The color in her cheeks, once
80 rosy, has faded away—her eyes are
itstless—the buoyancy
of spirit. and
vigor she once
possessed
e

pint

warm boiled bommy, edd one pint
milk or water, one pint flour, Meat
two eggs-and stir into the batter with
a little salt, fry os any, other griddle
cake.
They are delichous.
Ries Griddle Cakoa—Two
cupfits
cold boiled rice, ane pint four,
one
teaspoontul sugar, onenalf teaspoon-

lacking.

store

buking,
tugar,

powder,

flour

one

and

egz,

a tue

over

gether salt,

‘nakias

powdér,

acd

rice, free from lumps, ‘iluted with
beaten og apd milk.
Mix Into a
smooth batter,
Wave
griddle weil
heated,
Bake alco bro
not too

spirits,
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triends,

force

tls «irl

that

growth,

In Ferrozone every girl finds

strength—then sbe can do things,
In
ferrozone
there
jy endurance—that
drives away
morning
tiredness and
languor.
For the girl or woman that
wants to be happy, healthy, winning—who values rosy cheeks, laughing eyes

and abundant good

cap

compare

with

rits,

Ferrozone,

box, or six boxes for $2.60.

othing-

60¢ per

Get tt to-

day from uny dealer in medicine, or by

mail from The Catarrhozone Co., Kingxton,
++
Quivers Were Really Full.
It seemna Yery doubtful whetber even
war will stop the falling of the birthrate. The tendency
{8 for it to go
down—down--down {n nearly. all the
countries of Europe.
‘It ts in ploneer settlements in new

He Feels He ‘Owes
His life To Them}
TELEGRAPHED
200
DODD'S
KIDNEY

the perve

study and
the
development of
her
fresh youth have exhausted.
This girl
will become a queen with Ferrozone—
whieh will restore
her color—bring
back her old-time energy—give brightnega to her eyes and vivacity to her

ful salt, ono and ‘oneshal! teaspoontuls

a cupfal of milk, 's

Parents,

needs Ferrozone — needs it that her
plood may be rencwed—neede it to re-

FOR

countries that families are geucrally
largest. Out on the prairia
life
is

and | deadly dull tf there aren't plenty. of
Strong
Now
Sandy Goulette,
little feet sunning In and out.
Hearty, Tells How he Found Health | Alico Morse Earle, who writes so
After the Doctors Hed Given Him| delightfully of Colonial days and .Colonial ways, has much to eay about.
large fomilles of the early settlers of
“Ola Fort. Hay, Labvradore,’ Que.,tn New England.
In thoee days large
March 8.—(Spetial,)—"De 1 believe
families were eagerly welcomed. OmilDodd's Kidney Pilts?. Well, I tele’
dren
were regarded as a real blessing
two
graphed two hundred miles to get wes
py
the
man
that had hie guiver
spenker
The
boxes of them.
full
of them.
Sandy Goulette, an old sotiler tohere.
For the Colontal farmer. and especbe
Nor did Mr. Gonlette require
jally to the frontfersman, every child
rest of his story.

|

ve.

pressed 10 tell the
from
“; was swollen out-of shape
head to foot. f was so short of breath

Js an extra help on the
England, when land was
there was in the early
for every woman and

I could bardly speak. The ductor could

do nothing for me. The minister gave
to. the ime the -holy secrament. und a good

serve
immediately.
alte ot teas
Pee
one
baking powder -

world,

French, and

Before mixing silt

well,

the

Alabama

egg and one tablespoonfil of melted
Beat

many.

this fact Jent force to our demands for-

GIFTS.

on the flour one teaspoonful cacn of
salt apd soda, then’ add one beaten
bucter.

as

1,000,000 soldiers were under arms in

Importérs-and Desters in China,
Glass, Fancy Goods and Antiques.
meal or rye meal).

But!

United States Civil War, as more ‘than|

roar,

PANCAKES.

that:

Atlantic Coast

HOUSE

>

came to an end. At that moment America was the greatest mill
count

G2 KING ST. E., HAMILTON, ONT.
THE

preserved.

the national service when

JUNOR

fs loose.

puma.

Minard’s

ana observation car has

diners may get a broad view of the
passing landscape while dining:
e

|

arni~

aces

We get back to.the millions with the.

In the cat this bone is stationary,

so that the Cat purrs

writer: ~“"t used.Haby’s Own ‘rabtets tain, however, calle with » decided
when baby was getting his teeth and I mew, very much lke that of the cat.
medicine.”
RI I, Pocock, superintendent of the
round then an excell
‘The Tablets are sold by medicine deal~ London Zoo, explaing that those fellers or by mail-at 25 cents aibox from dae or cat family that have an elastic
Ifgument between the ceratohyal and
‘The Dr. Willams’ Medicine Co., Breckthe upper @lemente. of the suspensorville, Ont.
jum (Hop tiger, leopard, jaguar) roar,
wnt
|.
but never purr; while all the other
species of. Uic felldac, with normally
constri¢ted hyolds, purr, Dit never
‘As a precaution against conflagra- roar,
and among theéeare the cheetions resulting from the fires of excursionists, several stone
have been erected in Swope
saa City, for:bublic use.

numbered

thick; serve with maple syrup.
Royal Buckwheat Cakes—This Is the
most delicious of all the griddle cakes.
Two cupfuls pure buckwheat flour,
but in the lion and tiger the hyold te one
cupfa! wheat flour, two table
locee, and therefore oven! when calispoonfuls baking powder, one-nalf teaing to theSr mates the larger members
of the cat famfly rear. The roar of spoonful salt, all sifted well tom-y her.
Mix with sweet milk Into a thin batter
the jaguar
and
leopard
are lke
“hoarse, barking. coughs, an interval and bake at once o9 a hot griite.
——-.
of about one second separating the exhyotd

regulate
Hapy’s Uwn ‘Lablets.
They
the bowels and atomach, and/ntake the
ter ething so easy that the mother picatory efforte,” says this observer.
ecarcely realizes baby 1s getting his They may be easily reproduced or imteeth. Concernifig the ‘fablets, Mrs. Jtated by sawing a pleco of thin board
Arthur

|

ROBERT

We may not ahare his views in many
ays,
Or claim connection with his race or
creed,
And party's call ‘receives but languid
heed
But Laurier
earns
In battle times.
this phrase
ne'er his
That tongues of gall can
ti fame base:
or aully’ the ‘clean grandeur of bin
re;
*
The future crowns him o'er the translent strife;
Hie honored years wear garlands
of
bright days.
Traducera

True Blue.
The

+
+0
Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Minard’s Liniment Used by. Physicians

ding

were @n~\Ip2ig th the — Allies: alone
Letpzi;

gaged,'5 and
maximum.

find it of interest to you to consult
us,
-

Recent observations made in North‘Times readers will find in ‘he fol
jowing rectpes 2 delicious varloty frow
at a height of from 60. to 65. miles.
"A-Jady’a foot should equal'in‘length which, to’ clioose:
Bread Pancakes—Take one pint of
¥,
one-seyenth of her height,» ».
put
The oplpces: ot the Bureau of Fish~ sour milk or buttermilk, At torignt
take up
bread
eries
in stocking: the
th watersyof the into thig énoughthe dry,mornhi
mash the
the milk! Th
more
that
United
States
aniounted
to
T cured a horse, badiy torn by a
add -one ogg, well
fork,
a
with
bread
LINI4,900,000,000 speech
ant:
MINARD'S
with
‘pitchfork,
‘teaten, gait to taste, one-third teaoccupies:ie a. promi i
japan
‘MENT...
UNIS
in flour
among the countries of the,world to gpoonfal ‘baking soda, mix
EDW. LINLIEF,
batter.
stiff
for a> mediunr
rich. venous
St. Peter's, C. B.
i
i the possession of mineral. eprings
“Thess ’ are Serve with sugar ani’croam. >
In radium gmanattons.
do‘Mincemeat ~ Pancakes—Thoye
in granite ‘regions,
Lcured s horse of .a bad swelling by 4tound-exclusively
as
same
the
{iclous/ cakes. are made
»Alr-cooling methods of:the rapid-fire the~
‘
MINARD! 5 LENIMENT
p
wheat. icakos, Fry and
it
ven
inade
THOS. W., PAYNE...
gous
now: in’ use “have
with hot tmincemeat, rolling
quate, and
the soldi jer nocm to, think spread.
them inthe: game manner 23 French
that water-cooling la superior.
-Sptinkle: natn compet tonar
joners ones: 5 Pancakes:

S
——oo
undonbtedly
;
1 cured a horse of
the Mange with.
2
¢
pation with Kt. We MINARD'S LINIMENT.
CHRISTOPHER SAUNDERS.
bard and: poraistent
apprehension and
Dalhouste. low, ‘generalization. |.

fs. true and

‘that

trained

fourth man ig slight and delicate; hey
fg under weight and lacks in chest
expansion;. he would not’ Inst sixty
‘days in a strenuous campaign. But
he ig a skilled accountant and will be
invaluable asthe army's representative in the accounting department of
a factory which has been taken over

a ite explanation in — the

though

a

place of service ta in the

persistent mental
tally lazy, in-short.

Papidity of

ig

expert: operator of'a turret-lathe. He
‘is os necessary and valuable a part of
the military machine as tne soldier
shop

ee reoee
¢
:
itute:for’ the
py effort, mero

He

available for immediate . service,
ie
second ‘man drives « motor truck. He
ig not*put into the Mne with a rifle,
put is attached to the ambulance corps
or quartermaster’s department. as a
part of the army's transportation sys
.». doth of these meh are in perfect health and conaitfon.

hasa blemish—a

cause the whole:machinery, of-our phy-

“The
We can

infantry-

automo!

and
, DecaUse‘va balla. ckye
ecrapers and enjoy the movies,
beTe

fitted into the scheme of his country’s
defence. If the nation needed him it

locality) 1 man. He Js called to the colors in the
1 assure, hour of need and arifle ts put into

references. from-your own
you will bat wae and.ask,

and. the enforce-

that the blood that filled the

would simply mean that covery boy,
gn reaching a certain ago, would be

one’s

IV.,

rake
and
Butternut. and
possesses
wonderful liver stimulating
powers.

the putting

wang. to help you"if you are suffering from
itohing,. blind. orprotruding: Piles, I can tell you how,
in-your bwn ‘home and’ witbout any-

of Edward

we hearso often; has.not even an

der of every
» °

time

been very strict In the reigns of Eilzabeth and James. 1.—London Mell.

Universal Service and Four Men.
{8t. Lous Republic.)
stand all, the details of his
art, but tho
according to a
Universal service,
\ flawer layer: oan éasily Han Ne Gis | common
sense plan, would not mean
tingulsh

Halt in his “Chronicle” makes reference to a.system of ‘passports in the

No better remedy exists than Dr.
Hamilton's Pills, ‘which are composed
of such vegetable extracts as Man-

‘back

a

body

folks over the cold days of winter and
orchids
may have
cost a long trip
depressing days of spring.
For
Mto a tropical jungie to obtain and the
your health and body comfort. get a
/ that tt takes. from eight ‘to ten years Eas
box of
Dr. Hamilton's Pills topatient Gare jand ‘treatment, they could
gee why these flowers remain in the
aristocraticic cl
be
‘Only the orchid grower can under-

‘on thelr pilgrimages to’ the shrines of
the apostles Peter and Paul at Rome.

ment of this system is known tv have

to
the liver. .Nominally one-fourth. of
the whole blood supply is in the liter,
and when more blood {9 accumulate?
fn that

of King, Canute that: he ob-

ox-

plained that the cold of -winter drives
blood

part

document’in the nature of a passport
called “Tructurin do Itinere Pergenta,”

so

physician

the

Bach pilgrim was furnished with

Why People Feel Depressed
in-the Cold- Weather
Why

Passports are a evry ancient inatituton, Some ofthe olf monkish chroniclers mention as an achievement on

ya

system’ of popular \¢on-and. princes, . which. the

feudal system» had
stl 2 armies were
ten “or at most thi

any old articies of
you are dealrous of

mour, Curios, ete.? If xo, you will

take no other.

Antiquity of Passports.

and gold

,pearl clasps and

frees.
,
planits and
It is one that a ton of water:

Have you
merit which

change

ies in the services of the Ringe
Jing the rude
trol of kings

Prints, Engravings, Old Arms, Ar

-

And intended, of course, for feminin
nds, They come
in thé
smartest

colors—biscult,

of:

great

to arise, with the result
of overtiirew-

ANTIQUES

tl exteatS
2
tia > nakthatThey oes1S usually
Ave
uae Kens
oreo
2
saerteaed
etsike

more

are of fine French kid.

and” one

wheat, The” corte

eeded
Américan life.
> in a
Minard’g Linlment lumberman's friend
scenes amt
They

oes

‘sour

“qipfnl aifted flour (one-thinl
"of ‘thix

Movie the five act drama, the news},
Paper the essay and debate.
Tha Gerhans havé a word which we
May translate “long sittingness.”- ae
4B significant word
expressive of
solid, determined,
on which alone &
structure — of
‘real cuitare,
lasting achievement,
4:

priest came and told me
live much longer.“Then I telegraphed

f could aor

the family, so that If each child wae
not born with a. silver .spoon...in

"

for fodd’s #id-

ney Pille, 1 took three pills the nignt
they came and I got relief beture

Kiduey, Pills, cured
Dodd's
morning.
I am-able to,do my day's work
me,
now as well ay Iwas ten years ago.”

Mr, Gotilette offers

letters‘ written

ease,

He.

health, if pot
ney Pills.

to his

feels,

bis

that.

life,

to answr

any

regarding

his

be

owes his
Kid-

to Dodd's

ey ane gare
“ANOIENT ARMIES:

fouth, it came into the world in. the.

proud position of a landed proprietor.
Familfes of twelve,<thirteen,»
foorteen, fifteen were so common that no
one considered them remarkable at ait
Sir Willam Phips was
one
of the

twenty-six children, all with, the same

mother;

Green,“a

thirty. children.

Among

were

well-known

was married

printer,

the

the clergy

rule..

ons

twice, and had.
large:

famille

One—widely

known—

had twenty-alx children, another twenty, another eighteen and'£o on.

Only Ones Approximately in Size
Those of To-day.
fe

i

farm.
In New
portioned out,
daya a portion
every child in

:

hen King. Xerxes. of Persia invad‘ed Greecd tn 840. B,C, he was sald by

*Going up on High

ae

Better try. the low gear first.
The. human. engine. must

have the right ‘Icind of. fuel
food. Power to do things
comes. from food. that’ i
rich in muscle-building ma--

Be

|

‘British_Navy’s.
to. the
“ot
{t on. tho land at that tims, Sere Better Shown.

= eee

ised: a8
Tein tie case et
Jand that is tobarnes very early in
the spring, or in
case
hhearl!y covered by snow.

la Last Month.
London cable says:

Fittson Young,

seorrespondent of the Daily
Mail at
British: headquarters fn France, wires

the Ningara

from

Exearts

%,000 yarce northeast of Gommecourt,
farther et the fighting
pproecting.

| Loupart
|, 4,400 ‘yards
hig paper’ that German howltzers aro tara
Tuesday night we me Be
uging ammunition freely in trying to yond ‘Ligay ‘ead Thilioy ‘and we are
ow
a
short
distance
from ae: soutlr
prevent the rapid pursuit of the reern édge of Bapaume,
ith their
‘eating enemy. He adds that the re- Positions goes much’ga by
ayant

“turn-or clear, dry

weather

the British.

London cable:

1s favoring

. Again. the British

have turther pushed forward their line
“to the north
of the Ancre, and_ again
apparently without much
opposition
from the Germans. ~ The latest point

nonsense

in-

muniques,

mionths of

It

will

be, tuieresting

last forced to admit that the oon
troops are withdrawing before
Se
The rere is being sajeret
small parties of men ani‘a few
«une.

The

troops

are

un-

of retreat of the Teutons, as repo
chosen. * They aro of the
by-the London War Ofice, is north of soudtedly
well-known
tout character and are
Miraumont, where over a front of 2 furnished with.about a week's. provi‘mile and a half the British advanced tote and told to die where they
se
am

average

distance

of 600

yards.

Sinco the retreat began the British
have occupicd ton villages and captured

3,000 prisoners.
THE OFFICIAL REPORT.
The
oificial
communication
frow
British
erate,
in France to;
night
reads:

“During February we captured 2,122

German

prisoners,

including

36

ofti-

cers. Thy following viNages were algo.

elther

captured

or

surrendered

by the. withdrawal

Likny, Thilloy,

to

us

of the Germans:

La

Larque. Warlen-

court, Pys,
Miraumont, Petit
Miraumont, Grandeourt,
Pulsieux-au-Mont,
Serre and Gommecourt.
“Tho
enemy
continues
to
yield
sroand on the Ancre. North of Mirau-

mont

our

average

line advanced

distance

of

600

to-day an

yards

on

front of one and a half miles,

a

“We
discharged
gus this morning
south of Souchez, followed by a raié
in which we took some prisoners.
A
British
raiding
party
also entered

German

enchy,

trenches

Lens

northeast

and

La

tured cfght prisoners.
“Under

cover

of

of Giv-

Bassee, and

a

heavy

cap~

artillery

bombardment, a hostile raiding party
#acceeded

last

night

trenches near
court. In both
ejected by our
‘men are mi:
“There owas

in reaching

our

Ablaincourt and Rancases the enemy was
ose
a:
A few

B. Maurice, chiet
operetions of the

will retire I cannot say, but they will

not retire beyond

the point whicli they

from a
location

which our
them from

“ure forced to leave cither by the economic rocessity of saving their losses or
position
prevents

The announcement of

ae

superior
aE

the

British

Gitiog of
of the
withdrawal
of the
along
an cleyen-mile

front onoF both sides of

‘the

River

Ancre in France {s admitted by
the
Berlin War Office for the ‘first time.

‘The ground was “voluntarily and systematically evacuated and the defence
placed in another prepared line,” says
Bertin, which adds that the movement
“remained concealed ffom
the
ene-

my.”

oo
#

ly

10 VILLAGES, 3,000 PRISONERS.
London
cable:
In
a
statement
In
the House of
Commons
to-day
dealing with recent
happenings
on
the: Franco-Belgian- front, Henry
W.

Forster, Financial

War
Office,
few days the

sarily Bad
‘8.
had

Secretary

of

the

said that until the Jast
British operations neces-

oan senting? to nilnor athese, he sald; heavy losses

eit

intttered

upon

the

NB.

more than 3,000 prisoners taken and

ground

of

ined.
aire

considerable

importance

the past days, continued Mr.

Forster,

23 the

result

of the

continu-

ous pressure on the Ancre front, the

enomy had retired ona
front
of 12
wiles to-a depth of two: miles, giving
tho
British possession of 10 villages
and several.
important
positions
to
which the Germans hitherto had clung

with the utmost

Up!

cetermination.

to the present- the Germans
bad 4
nore:
pressed upon thelr troops the

sity of defending tee
fighting to the very ei

Stn vier ofthese
Secratary went on,

cannot

but bave

fect upon

Ate

Ger

the

At the game

pozitions and

instractions.”
tho
“his
withdrawal

an

enemy

vorable sf

troops

dnd

people —

when

time it is

omer

is retiring not merely

wy)

as a

ay
he

aracsive. measure, bat with the obieet
of eaving
his strength for
a great

ia!

om one or ROGET, ath ane Ailied
pie

isa

ere {s eyery
i

indication that
ie effort th
to end

1g determ!
reat ee ‘and her allies.
TREE».

~

atalk for the production of
fomatoes, to supply the beat
je afternoon session was.

by Mr. Faetoe

er
Opes

Fleming, presideng: of

giving an idea of sources from whien

help might

be expected in the combs,

‘seazon, Mr. P. W. Hodgetts said “that
parents would be justified in taking
their

ebildren

out

of school

this your

so #8 to provide for the raising auc
harvesting

of the crops.

Dr. G. C. Creelman agreed that fruit

growers
did
not
get the price they
stiould for their product. He admitied
the big investment {n land and oatfit
mate by the fruit farmer, which does
not bring a fair return.

In anaiyzing the conditions of vouatry Ite, which back town and couniry

enemy

fixe mined

been. very.
troops are

the

road

at

few. accidents,
Our to’
taking the matter as part

of the day's Work and ‘think it better
than trench (ghting. Theyre brisk
sud cheertul at'the prospect of going
into a new country and hunting
the enemy in the ope
*
FRENCH REPORT.
R
the

War

Les

Office

Chambrettes-Bezonvaux.

The

FRUIT DISEASE
AND TREATMENT
Produce What
Buyers Want.

take the boy into
in his life, so that

U.S.

ballding:

his — retinua

and

ed inner anchorage known ds Hed:
ford Haein, there to be subjected to
@ careful

ments
saned

aes

for dangerous

seaich

dan

or contraband articles,
within pistol suot of & ie

transport

laden

finest

the

u
knew

night,

saw

nothing

of

the

dividuality
can
peace and war,

h.odrance, guarded 26 they have been
the

finst

by

the

warships

British

Germany

Freighter Had
eventful Trip.

tena!

“We left New York two hours after
the. Orleans, The voyage
wag not
marked by any {neldent except for a

on Monday
from then

of

Fruit Growers here, end

navy

would

to

to steam with Mghts out for four
nights . We entered the danger zone
evening, bat saw
until we reached

nothin
the Gir-

genius Sat

ton’s

love of
the

typitied

the

Brito

colonized

its

has

sold

its wares,

afd

en the Briton
cial and
ings:

an

“and

the

with

the situation demanded
of the President.

forth

the

informaUon

that

epraying

tele “4 &, what may be ahead.

does net take the place 9! testruction

of this mummied fruit.
Mr. Bunting, of St, Catharines, cailed Siieetios to the fact that inember-

ship
2 assoc:
as fallen <4t
somewhat during the past Yonr.
He
asked fora dizplay of greate> vnthuejasm onthepart of thafruit ;rowers,
is be Pps mM by ihe aaaling In! br
min anaition

to WeNIATISe

on dusting versus

svraying

ards,

which

he deliv

part

of his

time

Grimsty, Prof. Ll.

of oreh-

ostarday.

in

description

of

Caesar

to

hi, adarces

dezoed

the appearance of severz]

af the

‘a

Jo

A Toronto despatch
/anendments
that with Unk up existing nighway

laws with the provincia!
system

legisiatica,

to

be

highways

introduced

later in the éession, was brougut down
in’ the House by Hon, 2 inlay siacdiarnad yesterday. The mest” important

feature of the new legislation is

clause

§:¢ing

the

Government

to designate ag a provincial

power

road any

main road in a county «yetem and to
coniribute @ grant of sixty per cent.

of the
would

cost

of

construction.

‘mean 2a addition

‘This

of twenty

per

cent, upon the present

away ‘when the vine is shakea = This
Insect attacks the Roger grape particu-

change the road would come vader c
measure of provincial
control and
would have a higher type of construction. These roads would draw the traffle trom ordinary county
and town

larly”

and fo:

specially.

prevalent.

in

vineyards si
near d
land. an
which the inee
eeds.
-‘Tolacen ex‘act wns recommended
for destroying this poet.
the Uquid to be applied
spray under considerable power.
joxzle set-at a small angle to the

evra

rod should be used so that the

spray will reach the se ‘aide of the
leaves,
expect the largest ero
of apples

that bas: eet occurredIn the Niagara
district- this year, and this will ~bo
largely ‘due: to the good c2ra that was
uy of the orchards last \war," said
tie called

attention

to ®

spray: ing

ship roads and, sant?

vincial -highway:
Another dneudment

ernment

way, to construct
daries of

1g

two

cents,

as

Drake's

ono

men

fought

three

against all the devil-

type.
He
is a
young Canadian,
‘born
in Edmontcn
of English parente.
He never
eaw.
the sea till, this morning. He
rever
faw a veesel
bigger than tne little

river eteamers that ply on the

Sas-

he

TO

it to the big Drogives

the

proceedin

Gov-

senators

JAPANESE
Lansing

flatly

indication of
came
States

refused

New Cloths. *

are for femine apring coats.
en
Foe oe

to the
Induéo

peta at

ting. cloth te one of tesa}

the Ives of

formation a3 to whether such
4
tion ever. reached . Tokio, desires to-

state

most

emphatically

that

any

tp

vitation of this sort, would, nae no;
circumstanices,. be, entertaines
eat!
Japanese Government, aie
entire

accord

and

close

shoes ‘ith

the other powers, on account of format

Ships.”

and

our

common

couse,

and, moreover, our good frietidship
with the United States, which is every
day growing in sincerity and cor
diality.”

NO MORE “PLAYING POLITICS!
A Congress badly divided, and; in*
its dying moments, with its legislative
programme at sixes and sevens, ant
haters of
piaying polities”. flying:

ONE CLAUSE OFF

from
new

But ‘Other Instriiititali-

every

side,

suddenly

took

on

aspect.

It was as If the cry “America

ties’? Come Up in the
Senate To-day.
Germany

Berlin cable:

The

ténsion

of the

a bit thig morning

that it was leading to. War
were found fighting influences whic!

on the receipt of advices that Washingten was not contemplating precipi-

the

tate action in regard to the sinking of
the
Laconia.
0}
circise,
the
press and the public continue to manifest calm indifference as to future de-

bate'to senatora fo whom the

velopments.

The

press

reiterates

that
Germany has spoken the final
word In regard to submarine warfare,
and_that the Rubicon has been crossed.
Washington,

March

1—Aroused

sthe disclosures of Germany's

plot

by

to

were calculated to embarrass
‘There were bitter references fn- “aes
would

be

expected

on foreign affairs.

to

look for®

1st
cre

and

1st October

etock wil

by cheque

{free of

exci

bave the privilege of sucendaring at pa a
secved
allotment made under
any future war

‘the equivalent
of cash, in paymentof any

Canada cthor-than-an isaue of Treasury Billa or other like short dato security.

_ Proceeds
of this stock are for war purposes only:
“ "A commission: of @ne-quarter of one per cont will be allowed
: Eee
allotments made 48, respect of, CR

i

asking the President to
American Government's
concerning the lateat phiameh
Ge
man intrigue came from oné of Ger
many's enemies,
Q
5

INVESTORS

half-yearly,

M

Chati

of the
Foreign Relations
was voted down in his own.
on
his. own
draft

“any shartored Bank in Canada) at the rate of five per cent per annum from: the
ders of thi

any.

Te

alleged German attempt ta
Japan and Mexico to make.

WHO, FROM: TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT MAY PURCHASE
AT PAR

Interest “payabla

give

information!
the

endanger

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.

‘

to

the

those concern
The
Japanese Embassy ' made tha
following
comment:
“With regard

te, J.
T. Rens rae
Wentworth, fatroduced a ‘eanoteeral
act amendment, providing for a.township assessment
commissioner
for.

bier

united support”

w:

Tose

been”

eaeit,

STATEMENT.

how

that it would

have

armed neu-

opposed

into, posseston of
Government, cn

tax | land at'a highei

|:

who

against the

bill, not because

war
upon
the United States, made
public in the press this morning, the
Japanese Embassy, while lacking fa-)

t, In ex-

prov!
syetem,
are more coxiveniently fitted into existing statutes.
H. Ham, of South Brant, introduced a per to give ition,
i, to8et £0
tc

farin
the ample nossiey
afl
fi le, wiwitch
allows
the worknien to-drop front’ the niidcan be ee by sorasing un arse.
hen Rich-

in

fight

centuries

looked

agly?”

Only 13 of 416 Oppidded! Bill
to Arm United States

last 48 hours eased

er ¥by. beth. but knows and loves
von and her heroes. If a~ submarine should croes bis path he will

wi

fab in tne engl
&

power,

beside.
a
Dig. SeaDea
mornted astern, quotes from
estward Ho!” He is a nr

A,

of Spal
a douis
Here
ig andther

sects and fungi affecting tru ny mmclud~

tag the grape leaf oppor,
adult.
of which ‘species drops~ out ad files

‘b ro2

wag
we

Republican

trality

agreements

onde, except one sailing ship. After | 0
all, it was not so very difficult to force hie
hepore dia
at aances
Q
by it RTS
ave #8 mats
mats
and arrive
bei
ately”
point of the practical sciontist.
He tie Dlockads-and
ed. the.
e Roman in the,
gave varlous reasons for the removal
of mummied fruits that sometimes rer
a
c
e
©
ter,
two.
and,
a.
main on trees after harvezt.
These
rt
endous.. conflict,
re
4
he said carry disease whicn is trans
ly, into the
very,
ferred toothe twigs, and later to es 9
teareof tbe in
rete
do their bit,’
ruit of the succeeding season, this
matter-of-Met talk of the of)
trouble being especially noticeable
To be Part of Provincial ticers‘be and
men en route to the front
the case of brown rot-p2achea,
Tad
eed phakt
wal hearer
to guscussion following this addr234 brousiit
System.
igatfon or of knows

Cars

for, otling-up,

U.S. HOUSE IS
ALMOST ONT
WITH WILSON

his subject “Some Ordinary Fruit Direases,” was treated from
the stand-

GRANTS T0 ROADS

facilities

f dominions,

e saptecsied.

I of

kad been a week on trains

few

Lyon.,

inheritance of raself-confidence

oxerome

bet to force an extra sesion
grea, deciared their canviclloal re

will
go into battle as if it were a
chiarlonahip hockey game.—Stewart

all the morex
it
Js often concealed beneath a heavy
crust of Senet re ana surface self-dejons
bemeath: the: crust”
and {n the rau of the:Talted King:
dom

fillbustering

His humor will help mightily.
Jt
emerges
unex,
edly.
To-day
a
company
o?. leathery-faced Western-

elled.
Ev:
man looked at his
neighbor and a perfect gale of laugh:
ter swept the ranks, Those fellows

empty spaces,
Centuries of struggle with Naterd
of land and cea, and with men
every quarter of the earth, have ws

that
armed neutrality, mnie
in ‘ine
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appointed

my day—Abraham
mise

who will follow Jesus.
Only these
~. Wh? deny themselves and t xe op thar

cross dally can be his followera. St i
mot walk in darkness-—He ehall be sav-

'*

believes

and

my

on

Dave my Spirit to beer

he

name,

ine

life.

.They

have

Tl. ‘The Son-Hfted

him

up

who

(vs.

20.

‘Then! gaid Jesus-—Jesus had just spokHe
en-of his relation to the Father. ho.

Judge.—

insistent-4o nothing of myself—Jesus
the Fathdeclared his Sonship with
“4y
words of the Father.
~ gr. He epoka the me
is with me. This
“39. Hoe: tliat.eent

with

with us.

any

on

believed

|

him—

the convincing nature and
‘of the truths which hetheprésented,
Mesainh,
y belteved he was
‘gad recelved the doctrine,—Barnes.
(vs. 31Freedom
and
Slayery
Yat.
delioved on Him—
segs tows which the majority, but
in
hey were notcholce
honorable
and
were a
take
to
They had courage
of projudice
position in épite
and
face of unpopularity

Such was

indeed—For

rist’s word

the two

thousand

years

time. Hast thou seen
offered an. objection

statement,

but

How

are we to be

SURVEY,

‘As Jesus had applied to himself, in his

discourse on the bread of life, one of
the typical miracles of the wilderness,
go here he represented himself as the
antitype of the flery pillar that led
the Isragiites during the long pligrimage.
This similitude exhibited
the

glory and power of Christ in his own

nature

and

the

blessings

to the world.

which

None

ho

but the

divine Lord and Saviour of mankind
could justly claim to be the light of
the world.
His bearing record of bimself was a necoasity.
He wes his own
great theme.
Peerless as the sun in
the firmament above, shone the character of
Jesus
Christ, unspeakably

great and glorious in himself. He shed
fall light upon every subject which
pertains to the highest well-being of
the

human

race.

It was

the

chief

miasion of Christ to explain and estab-

lish the spiritual relationship between
man’
and God on ‘the basis. of falth,
obedience and love.
His knowledge
of the Father was absolute and most
intimate.
“His advent dispersed dark-

brought

Ye shall

prino truth includes the prac:
of vita! godliness and the Ohrist
tise of the same. It‘Lamincludes
the
way,
the
‘Bimeolf, who said. (John 14. 6). The
, and the ‘Alte’
free—Jesus
you
‘gall make
trath"

thy

(John
17. 17).
rein tg to be.

Abraham
virtue of
and
no

‘thought they were,
ancestry, God’e peopl

religious
a

‘ould rise to the high

false their
‘a conelderation

“were: alaves

in

by

Without

it simply

only source of illumination for
whole world, and that
folowing

them through

Jews

lationship

ners and brought new truths into
-view,-He-asserted_himeelf_to_be the

82.

His

de-

general

Christ

were

holding

‘fe that

in

of sonship.

He only can place the slave on a new

Topic.—Redemption Proclaimed.
1, Through the mediation of Christ.
IL. From the curse and slavery of
sin.
{. Through ‘the mediation of Christ.

brought

the divine

seed.

footing in the household.
He proclaims lberty to the soul.
is th
Source and Medium of spiritual kaowJ
. He is the Revealer of the re-

PRACTICAL

the
the
Whedon! At the crucifixion were
in token,
garknesa and the earthquake
The
Meassiaiehip of Jesus.
of the
however, that he Was
‘was nis resurrection.

the

effected

made free?
Of what did the
Jews
boast?
Who are in bondage?
In what
way did Jesus declare his divinity?
How may individuals and nations become free from the drinit evil?

be, Ye shall’know that [am
shuddering
on his cross the
amidst the signs from heaven,
guilty coneclousness that they
the Holy One;
but
his extend Into
a
* Droador, meaning. It is the crucifixion
power
the
by which the world knows
would
—-Eyen
Jews,
folt. m

and

Abraham's

pression that “rejoiced.”
67. Not yet
fifty years old—Jesus was only thirtythree,
The Jews used the
number
fifty as a round number to be com-

to be lifted up?

He thus prophesied
plish his death.
rourderers
‘Wa own death and who his
he

Redeemer

come

the argument of stones.
Passed by—
He elther made himself invisible, or,
mingling with the crowd. became hidden to his enemies.
Questions —Where was Jesus at the
time of this lesson?
What fedst was
in progress?
What did it commemorate? - In what sense fs Jesus the light
of the world?
In what sense was he

Thoy did not comprehend the
ding,
mieésage he brought to them, for their
he
hearts were sot against bim, hence
When
‘spoke the words that follow. man
ye have lifted. up the Son ofdeath by
Christ's
to
refer
‘These words
He would be lifted up on
eruclfixion,
the ¢ross and the Jews would accomn-

ef Christ,

of

between

union

God

with

and

Christ

be no discipleship. Without
ere can be
in his wi
union with him.

man.

there can
abiding

no

true

of their

In Egypt,

sure

deliverance

from

tho
him

error

and sin, and brought Hght which is
life,
Darkness is the name for the
whole condition of the soul averted
from God, Referring to his death, his
words revealed: his sublime. heroism,

‘They

expressed

his

unshaken

faith

fn the triumph
of his cause.
They
{ndicated a cohsclousness of his pecullur relation to the eternal Father. His
death waa to estublish the absolute
unity of purpose and-action that exists between himself and his Father:

The Jews interrupted the discourse
who
which. Jesus was giving to those boast
believed: on him, by their vain
way disproved
which
ofia relationship
spirit, languag
and entire
‘They claimed political tree=
while in reality they were sub-

‘They. claimed religious
were

Jocts of Rome.

in reality

freedom, . While

they

They

és to the letter of the law.
oral
om, while in reaen of sin. ‘The
their nation“was the

record

other,

bought

of

one

bondage

The evidence
and

following

an-

of foreign =e
6

sold

to a Roman emper
They paid tribute
governor...
sat in their

THERE'S

PROFIT

IN

MANURE.

‘There 1s no more prosperous sign on
a farm than a well-kept manure heap.
it shows thrift and success.
Jt ts important to know the amount
and value of manure
which will be
produced In a given time by animals
of different kinds, and various methods of calculating these approximately
have beeen proposed.
Some authorities calculate according
to the quantity of straw used as litter,

figuring
used

that for one

as

bedding,

ot

te eon

uperiors

From

ey
the inner bondage

tho

declaration

proportion of nutrients are ay a result

ton

of straw,

bases all calculations upon the amount of food consumed and litter used.
‘The dried excrement of horses, cows
and other neat cattle and sheep ts al-

most

onehalf

of

the dry

stalks elzht

Root crops ‘and
sheep ration.

hela

ri

to ten

out

the

The
best
medicine for the
young
lambs is sunshine. Let t
out into
the open air on sunny days.
If you cannot provide a high, welldrained yard and
shelter
for
your
sheep, better sell your flock to some
cne whoss sheep barn and enclosure
are on dry ground.

pounds of manure per day.

The New Jersey Experiment Station
claims the average-milch cow, welghing 1,000 pounds, will produce
dally
manure (dung and
urine),
unmixed
with litter, 70 pounds per cow.

Experiments

‘The least amount of nitrogen

bo lost from stored manure
are kept on it or it is

will

if animals
kept in a

motst, well-packed condition,
A few strands of loose wire lying
around has proved the
many a valuable horse.

undoing

of

‘The farmer who did not bufld that
silo may wish he had
the winter is over.

done

so

before

Fish meal, made from the waste at

food con-

sumed.
Heiden says 100 pounds of dry matter In food consumed by a horse yields
210 pounds of manure.
To this the
weight of bedding
must
be added,
which will be about
ix and a half
pounds per day, in order to get the
total product of manure. Allowing for
dung and urine dropped outeide
the
stable, Helden calculated that a wellfed working horse will - produce

fisheries

on

tensively

as

both

the

Atlantic

and

poultry,

rheep

Pacific coasts, is belng used quite exand cattle.

a feed

for

The use of thia waste as

feed was suggested many years ago,
tut the development of the faduatry
Good results are refa quite recent.

sorted from the uae of the, meal,
Salt

has

been

tried

in

Peansytvania

this year as a substitute for_ potash
a fertilizer for potatoes. The vine
attained a healthy growth, but tho

as

development

of the

tubers

was disap-

that

sheep

give

183

pounds of manure for each 100 pounds
of dry matter in food consumed.
consuming

produce about
daily.

four pounds
7"

of manure

‘A hoz, it is estimated, produces from

sfx to ten pouads of manure per day.
‘The quanity of manure, as well a8,

quality, produced by-farm

animals is

governed considerably by the character of the food.
Foods rich in protein increase the
consumption Of water. and the excretion of urine, consequently increasing
the buik of manure produced without
improving the quatity.

‘The Madsachusetts Experiment Sta-

hens — proguce
tion has shown that
of
from one-fifth to one-fourth pound

manure per head daily.

THE

QUALITY

OF

FARM

THE

{wo

receiving
pounds of dry matter and
three-fifths pound of bedding, would

MANURES

authorities,

afterwards

Never
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BARREN

DAY.

a cheery word voiced to-day—
a carolling roundelay—
rine
a blossom set on the
doth
untrimmed
lamp

dimly shine—

Nothing to show at the set of the su,
“something attempted,”
thing done,”
Barren and bare, the hours,
Into the deeps of eternity!

Of

of “some

trooped by

dungeons

of

‘Europe,

pleaded

with

TRIED

IN

THE

‘There fg no man
that.
or brethren, . or
house,

FIRE.
hath left
sisters, oF

fatuer, or mother, or wife, or chilaren,
sake, and the gospel’s,
but he-shall reccive.an hundred {ola
now in tials time
9
and bretlithers, ant
Tea, shd sivters, and

or lands, for my

is likely. to lose am-

than sheep

CATTLE

. with the stock

with the plague. He sald-to the British Consul, “Put a sun dial on my

that cannot be,
shall be had in
brance.”

for “the righteous
everlasting remem-

H.,T. Miller.

AN INVITATION—

TO SICKNESS

3, fed and watered .
HB seat Sos ibe pubes

—
Diood Means a Breakdown
Your Health.

Impure

Impure blood
sickness.

The

and night

fg an
blood

Invitation
{s at

to maintain

to

work

the

day

health,

and any lack of strength
or purity in
the biood :¢,a weakness in
the defense against disease.
Anaemia
184)

the doctur'g name

40

OTHER
MAR
IPEG GRAIN: EXCHANGH.

in

for lack

2.6

To $1.88 sold.

vol

MINNEAPOLIS GRAIN MARKET.

of blood.

the
‘There may be an actual loss In
quantity
of the blood,
or
one
or
more of its constituents may be lacking.
Its surest symptom
18 pallor.
in
common
1s particularly
Anaemia

38S
8;
3207 1-8
ether, “$136 1-8 to
SLA IS to F202 BS
G 3-4 to 11.6 BE
Oats—No.
to Sc.
Flour-Bran0 $94.
con- Unchanged.
young girls, It {s not, however,
DULUTH GRAIN MARKET.
for it 6 this
to them aluae,
iined
Duluth.—Wheat—No. 1 hard, $1.96
same lack of blood that preventa full] (No. 1 Northern, $1.96
1-2; No, 2 do,
ma7 Stay, SLA) 1-4 asked: 18B,
recovery after la grippe, fevers,
St is also pre
Jarin and operations.
who
sent in old age and in persons
or
have been under unusual mental
are sufferyou
If
strain.
physical
WilDr.
take
trouble
this
ing from
People.
Pale
for
Pilla.
Pink
llams’
blood = with
make pure, new
‘They
means
every doze and this new blood
Thousands
strength,
and
health
these statehave proved the truth of
John
Mrs.
them
among
ments,

Wheat—May,
No. 1 hard,

neato

arrive, $2.9;

Hore
3
jarket strony
Light .
x
3

Hyatt, Motiskow, Alta.
1 was in a badly

“About a year ago
blood was
run down condition,very mynervous,
slept
was

I

watery,
frefrom
suffered
badly at night:
my
found
and
headaches
quent
sntolerable
almost
an
housework
1
and
poor,
was
burden, my appetite
I
food
the
did not seem to assimilate
scem-

my condition

no

was

there

doctor

cause
I have much
I
weeks
@ few
that [ did go, a8 in
the
for
charke
could feet a great
of the
I continued the use
better.
found
and
longer,
pills for some time
I feel better than
a complete cure.
and can therefore
I have for years
Witltame'
Dr.
recommend
cheerfully
are weak. and
Pink Pills to ‘allywho
run down.”
any

cents & box

yet these piils from at.59
by mail
d
5
Medicine

teota The Dr. Williars’
Brockville, Ont.

When
land
tourist

Co.,
‘

Stropping Himself.
the train stopped gt an eln-

the Northera
Virginia station
piatfor
eauntered out on the

Ae?
stood.a leet
Beneath: a tall pine bristles.
The tour
with écraggy
tna?
te

Wethers ...
Lambs, native

.
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Flour, winter patente—4a.
Hops in London (Pacific Coast)—44,
to ‘Hams,
G, 13s. short cut, 14 to 16 Ibs.—12s,
x
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cut,

:

ADANA

market

okoume
«manufacture 0!
Norwesian

smarkat.

for

which

in

to
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baz
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IRRIGATION.
to Be Made

Cilicia: of Antiquity

Wonderfully Productive.

‘A project of irrigation of the Adana
Plain

(the

Cilicia’

of antiquuly),

at @

cost of £4,000,000. ($17,600,000), and requiring

to ten years for comple-

eight,

taken. by. the Otto,

This

project

cop

fon of the three

h

”

a eneine }iquors,” tools, flour,
goods
agricultural implements canned
and clothins.
Janericam phonogrephs are popular
jon, Arabia.”
A firm in French Weat Africa wish-

25

r bellies, 14 t6 16 Ibs.
ig cleer middles, light, 28 to 34 1bs.—
SeerLong clear middles, heavy, 3% to @
20 Iba Tie.
Short clewar backoka, 6in to:tirces—1Ga,
Lard, prime western, boxes—lils, 64. de
Ainerican,
refined Io
In London—€2s,
eh
tr
Me
Linseed
ONE.Oil, hull refined, spot—
Suton Secd
Gis, 6d.
oem

all thatthe acirled

ie doing rubbing
Well, wht
children, and lands, with persecutions,
inst-tha tree?”
and in the world vo come eternal life.
‘himself, migter;
etropping
Beloved, think # not strange con- eee
er’s, Maga”"—flarp
try
himuelf.
to
is
an;
he-common farm animals.
ng
which
trial
stroppi
the fiery
. cerning
strang thing: hap- zine.
Tt ig what is called a-hot manure,
you, a8 thougir some
Now for a season, if
menting rapidly with the development
‘heaviness
through
Trade Briefs.
of heat, Like horse manure,it fs
yf that the trial,
‘clally likely to lose ammonia.
for
ts,
"Thera is a market in Liberia: in‘Horse manure is very dry, and
mal ny Tunds of American goods,meat,
difficult to thoroughly mix
Sheep manure containg a small amount of
water
is, welght
for
the richest manure froduced.

TORONTO

in Persia, after having visited a girl

» uillp I. Roberts.

GOLD

eopscave soe bo sont
BeeASSES. SN! he Bese

eae er een

dopted.

As
serious,
I decided to lve
in our nolghborhood Pills
trial, and
Dr. Williams’ Pink
to be thankful

or 73 pounds of total manure daily.

sheep,

the

And now a magnificent memorial window in the parish chureh tells of Nor
undying fame.
What man wishes to be ignorant of
John Howard, who
penetrated)
the

ed

tried by the Pennsyl-

Tt 1s estimated

week for rescuc works then two, then
all?
The prison’ visitor, (ne
prison
chaplain, who worked out te princip'es of criminal jurisprudence which

took, altogether

vania Station give an average of about
46 pounds of dung, 27 pounds of urine,

€0-pound

cents a day, then gayeyone day in tha

grave, and let me be forgotten.” But

with

Begin to yeok and expect a profit not
by stocking up heavy with sheep, but
by getting a few good ones und keep:
ing them right+

This method

Yarniouth, the humble seamstress: wno
worked from house to house for thirty

inches apart in the row.
This
will
secure a fair proportion of ears and &
maximum yleld of feed materials in
the crop taken off the land.

where straw is used economically each
horse will need 2,500 pounds of straw
per year for bedding. Takiug this asa
basis, ke concludes that'a
ton
of
wheat straw,
econcmically handled,
may result in six tons of fresh manure,
but ordinarily it will not give more
than five tons.
CALCULATIONS
ON
QUALITY.
The method advocated by
Helden,
and some other authorities, is proba-

bly a more accurate one.

Martin, of

crowned heads, travelled fifty thou
sand British miles to investigate and
relieve the st ozings
of Lumanity?
“His plan,” said Burke, *
it is as full cf
genius
humanity.
It was a vo,
covery, a circumnavigation of charity.”
He died at the azo of 65 in Cherson,

Profit is what we keen sheep for.

Armsby claims that

Great

What wise woman can afford to be |i

obtained in the staiks in the former
case, The closeness of plaating varies
somewhat
in different
sections according to soll and climate, The common
practice of growing corn
for
grain is to plunt in Lillis three and
one-half fect apart both ways; when
intended for
silage
it is generally
planted in drills three and one-half

four tons of manure

will be produced.

therefore,

freedom 28 an
recognize
unsbl

FARM
NEWS AND VIEWS.
Corn Is planted thicker when grown
for silage thau for grain, and’ larger

feet apart,

garding himself led them to resort to

had told the people that unless they
liaved {1 him, they would die In their

©)

pri-

thelr birthright blessing. ‘The freedom

to Christ’s

fs the

28-30.)

the

claration was leveled against ‘the traditfonal faith and old maxims which

called forth a declaration of his divinty.
58. Before Abraham was. I am
“Tt am," as used here, stands
for
eternity of existence (Exod,
3: 14).
Compare this with John 1: 1. 69. Then
took they up stones to cast at him.
—Their hatred toward Jesus and their
failure to disprove his statements re-

Shal] have the light of ilfe—The true
followers of Jesus have not only divine
_Mtmination, but they also have dl=“eource of all light and life.

freedom

believed God's prowould

to recognize

vilege of sobs and those who were as
sons introduced {nto the true spiritual

(vs. 56-59). ° 56.
rejoiced to see

Messiah

since Abraham's
Abraham—They

shal

witness with

that he is a child of God.—Clarke.

i

‘the

failed

and rejoice over it, His falth caught
aight of the blessednesa of the reign
of Christ. Was glad—A stronger ex-

pared

sin.
* ed from ignorance, infidelity and:
If he follows me, becomes my disciple,
|

that

who

wom

ignorant of Scrah

#Ssse'

IV. Abraham's falth
Your father Abreham

Jews

ness, with the choice
ones
angels study and aduire.

FE barotanece it 532 3p oueuseyt CHEE
Secetueususssn 355 gueseseatiasss

room for this doctrine in their minds,
{t met with: obstructions, and did not
penetrate into thelr hearts,”—Barnes.

hat
for all

90h

original word
there was. no.

so-in- nitrogen, owing to-the fact that
the urinary secretions, which contain
large amounts of nitrogen as well 28
potash in readily available form, are
voided with the solld excrement.
It
quickly loses nitrogen, however, by
fermontation,
if not properly
mixed
with absorbents or preserv:
es.
In
no case should
alkaline
snbstances
like lime, wood ashes, ete., bo wixed
with poultry manure.

we 0
ws:

receive the truth, “The
conveys.the notion that

them. by night in their journey from
Bgypt to Canaan; This ceremony w2s
an occasion of great rojoicing,
‘Th
Jews Understood the expresar
“liga;of the worl
ference to the Mesial, aud the Pharisiticlecd him for cla'ming to ke
S.OW the way to heaven.
» Fewoth 1 e—The way is

dnasmuch as slavery to sin implies a
false relationship to God. Jesus adhered. to-'the lines of ancient. history
#0 as to mark the distinction between

Abraham's character. They would not.

RSet
aasu

womon in the temple. ‘This was in
imemoration of the light which the
id
Lord gave to:the Israclites to

3 REESSNERSAK

sanctity, and weep my tears of glad-

a

brilliant light, high up in the court of

_the

Do., tat.
Dow, ita. bit,
Rhubarb, -puncn
Oranges,
doz
Grape fruit, “
Vege: tables

crconpsreccsecent

voted, quench my thirst as 1 drink
from golden cups, clasp the hands ‘of

Bhaxe
aae

to make

into my» presence the lofty gnd the de-

al eS
aus

feast

Bheses UNUERi: See

pelling us co own how glorious wien
done are the things mostdifficult to
MOS coe
J dwell between — those . springs:
below 1 hear
the
murmur
and the
dirge and tie requiem; thes¢ sad tones
T transfuse into hymns of thanksgiving, as I catch the inspiration and see
the crown of noble deeds.
Here T call

that Jesus had in mind one of the
ceremonies connected with the feast of
Tabernacles
when
he spoke these
. Words. It was the custom on one or
of the

Moat

ities of duty and the rest of God,.com-

between what he says here and v. 52
@f the preceding chapter,
1 am.the
“Mght of the world—Many writers think

Nights

the

‘between
earth
realities
and

divine possibilities, between the’ sever-

. Commentary.—I. The Light of the
World (¥, 12.) 12, Then spake Jesus
ag2:n unto them—He was speaking to
the Pharisees (¥. 13.) He was resuming his discourse after several Interions "The" connection ia HAturaT”

more

y

on.
O, these mediators
and heaven, between

“Meason.—John 8; 12, 28-37, 66-59.

,

means

augh to lift by thelr perpetual attras-
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.Sin—Temperance
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March

Jesus-Saves

nie

the

plain—the

2 Shihan ands the " Berdan
will open

up to agriculture

94.200 acres) of land,
at present arid. Jt
of
fs estimated. that the completionintrothe
this irrigation project and agricultu
ral
duction of fertilizers and
fold to”
machinery ‘will increase many
of cotton,
production
the Turkish

sugar cane, Jemons, oranges und ollves.
will:
‘A part of the {rrigation works
“3
n within the next
be put in’ operatio
18) months.
When
these
irrigation

works:

al

completed the Adana Plain will be. th
tion

of the

America, for

{s used in the

i

SS

sugar, coffee, cocos,
ane ry ‘and otherf
‘\ynenmy ane
“tn, 1916 the, sine: ond lead Pals oe
‘kansas, produced Myers
‘which was a reco!

»}and, in

Mith

1.

addition, Adana {a connected

Mersina by

of only 30

er, . the.

3

done

“how veeOe is
mine pa bao
But had
face the murd’rous foe infernal.
RI
Nor rash to. play the’sanguinary pap

:

“No need
in reeruiting,

mye 66 18 Tk

headquarters in Belfast. -

= joxbne

‘of-Sir Edward Carson. have,
opportunity. of misrepresenting

‘On disparaging thé railitary help given
‘iy Nationalist Ireland in the war. For
Jong thme

found

|:

it difficult to

fone and anti-Catholic. feeling,
which, ‘are synonymous- terms In’ Ul‘ateras even the bulkof the Unionist divisions .
was badly
“This. division
press realised: the. wafairnons, to) any}
nipthing: of the stmnolleys of keeping
aie
ish feu
Pa
‘Zo
6 feral ‘of. the political
mor a
ipsa strictly. observed. -now. at ‘the front,” under
api ihe ° Fimee, if the natural fulfill- a Catholicseal tei Gen? Tek
lh
ale
ah
1 lofig traition,
teadil:
aivisk
irty-six!
myposed, aut
svete. of
use stimulate ili- the’ "Dlater alyision,’
fa
arouge anti~ are told, ‘entirely of ‘ath
i i: {(éeling in
iand by exiggera-| Ulster men.
It is, I believe,t
iat vate |:
what Ulsterive done {n the, Re that’ no Catholi¢;. is allow
re meee
at has been done” éither in the ranks or see ‘ie ‘orbaie other three provinces. The w- | ficerd) But at any rate-it is
by
derlying ‘motive of - apparentiy 4in| Irish division, and ithe miatemeni,
tqttous maces is
oy
therefore, that the :rish divisions are
a al
Heaanat sah
si raies
Tt 48 largely."fande up of Buslshmoen
7
dat ie fue. British people wan[malicious ie."
—
seotseusd with the-idea that Nasaiet
aint Tre
id is, tf not hostile, ‘at, “It iw stated that Sir Edward ‘Care|
Teast. see ‘about the war, much son's volunteers have freely enlisted,
st
1 be given to the Orange
but that the Natiogalist volunteers in
demand at the home rule bill shal He. Geer bate declines m9 Join the

oar has been given
Redinond, the Irish

eel is. ridiculously: “untrue. Hap
_saement of thee Pile we haye official figures on this
Ireland “ai
re the. war,
ject. We are told b
te me by Mr, John broke ‘out that Sir Edward Carson.had|.
leader,

as

he

18-

8D:
ly aaxious the true facts sboula
beknown in America, Mr. Redmond’s

ements ate based on the very Iatest official facts and figures. 1 began
by asking Mr, Redmcnd what wag the
red} justification for the exclusion of
Ireland from conecription,

“ireland in this.matter,” sald Mr.
Redmond, “has never been dealt with

200,000 trained and armed ime in
volunteer force.
The official figur

tho

‘Nationalist

volunteers

from.

Unfortunately,
nected with the war.
in many instances they have been repulsed. When Sir Edward Carson and
myself were invited to a join recruit{ng meeting recently at Newry I accepted, but Sir Edward
Carson deto gO upon the platform with
dook that it was possible to hope for clined
a large enlistment in Ireland. It would me, and the meeting fell through.”
What Is the state of feeling about
ve most unwise under thes¢ circum:
me rule in Ulster—that is, non-Na, tances
to have the appearance of
way

to get recruits

from

Ire-

forcing Ireland. Even Sir Edward
son, when the registration act, which

was the foundation of theconscription

act, was under discussion, said in the
house.

cf commons that-he

would-be

very sorry to force {t on any part of
Ireland.”

than

division bas already suffered heavily,
and I know that at least two battalions
fi it-have recelved from thelr-general officers the Bignost
tions for gallantry.

ficlal figdres published give the numboty of recruits. from. Ireland to army
id's nayy ws’ -105,181,—and~ te total

arm# atone the figures, ate, 147, 547,| of
whotr 83,080 aus Gahehice, and 59, 188
are :Protestants.”
“There ts another fact which should

Har ae, an

commenda-

» The

man

who

grows

good

potatoes

benefactor.
According to present production and

conaurcption In Ontario, from twentyfive to thirty people, or from five to
s!x families, are supplied with potatoes
for one year from each average acre
of lad which the farmer plants with

this crop.

An

increase™

of fifty Der

under cultivation, better results would
be obtain
ether the
potatoes
were produced for home use or for
commercial purposes.
Some of the varieties of potatoes
which have been prominent In the experiments at the Ontario Agricultural
College and in the co-operative experi-

ments throughout Ontario are the Empire State, the Davles' Warrior, the

Rural New Yorker
No 2,
the Green
Mountain and the
Carman No. 1, of the
late, and the Extra
Early
Eureka,
the Early Ohio, and the Stray Beauty
or Bliss Triumph of the early virie-

tes.

{ty

the

Green

Mountain

varieties, and

from rot, The three varieties of potatoes which have
made
particularly
records in the cd-operative ex-

qoglity,

of potatoes

and, should

of excellent

supply

at least

her ow, demands.
The pitato crop of Ontario could be
decidedly and economically improved
by a more general use of pure, well-

ever?

On the
bred seed of a few of the best varieties, by, the adoption of better methenactment -of the home rule Dill as an odg of culture, and by a more comaccomplished fact, and that when it plete control of Insecta and diseases.
ome to a discussion of special meas: It should be the aim of every growures'to safeguard Protestant interests er to produce large yields of uniform
in Ulster ynder udme rule after the | pone fred from disease and of high
“I do not believe that Is so.

contrary, I believe that most. intelligent men.in Ulster. have-accepted the

“quality.

greatly,

Varieties

of

not only 2

but also ih
in cooking qualities.

.north

of

potatoes

yield per

rom rot and;
oly instance, in

and

the Empire

.on

State

crops at

the ‘college, the Davies’ Warrior, the
Extra Early, Eureka smd the Stray

Heauty produced the smallest, and the
Early Rose, the Beauty of Hebron and

the Early Ohio the largest percentages
opie potatoes of all the varieties
ot

merbly

their

néarest

point.

ef the plate, with the single een
of

Fort

Douaumont,

eleven! miles to

the.northeast, which they Bese fODHe”

the

rated.

To, continue their progress: the Ger-

mang must mount -the steep northern
aoe of the protecting hills ‘held by
the most heroic and determined troops

that have ever faced a foe trying
force

a way

into

their comitry;’

to

and

its

French Govérnment and people are so

to hold

to ruins,

but

its elite.

a continuation
wall-cf hills
to the north.

was

DeVaux,

{t now than he was

ee
Hill,
whole situation

he

when

he

which dominates
the
east of the Meuse, Js

of the

semi-circular

which protects Verdun
The Meuse River makes

ite way to the North

Sea

between

Pepper Hill to the east and Goose Hill
to the west.
Goose Hill Js a long, high
ridge, the western extremity of which
Is Dead Man’s Hill. The French {irmly
hold the latter eminence.
The Germans have gained a footing on the extreme eastern crest of
Goose
Hill,
where they are completely dominated

How Verdun
Was Saved

any
tion

wonder, in view “of such a: posiand such conditions,
that, the

calmly confident of the final gaicome
of the Battie’ of Vertun?
In the meantitie, the Crown Princo’s
armies are being driven by him.on to
hopeless massacre,
as
steadily” and
stubbornly as thelr
Opponents could
vish. Some of the stories toid about

German
logses may be oxaggerated,
but it fs*certain that those losses must

have been enormous.
However vast‘
they may/haye been or may yet be,
they are\likely to prove trifling
as
compared with
“the moral loss whith
will fall to Germany when she fg fin-,

ally compelled
ghastly
the

faflure

firmmg

heavy

and

line;

to

admit

totar

and

at Verdun.
innumerable

light, were

guns,

kept supplied

with ammunition; armies were ration-’
ed; the whole intricate and enormous
domestic economy of a great modern
army was.handled “ithout frietion or
disorder.
In the cities, such a8 Bar“Due, the squares and the turna were

Primarily Verdun was saved bythe marked by signs, telling the road. to
courage and devotion of the firat-line Verdun, Even in tiny villages, traffic
pelicemen, soldiers,
instructed
the
troops,,who held the trenches when drivers,
t the traffic separated, for
the attack
began. They
performed
in addition . the Verdun sector, tha
their

full

until

the “reserves

duty;

they

held

came

the

up.

line

They

under uniform conditions,
did precisely what the Germau troops
ster Protestants and Munster CathoIt pas bbee. foutid to 'be good praca bad done in Coampagne last fall with
the strylng segson of 1915, the var:
Mes are fighting side b;
side in the
under com} | tice
-approximately the same loses
and
leties of, potatoe:
trenches...
They will never again fight
With courage ‘and devotion which wit
ditions that were. uniform at the On>
tibers it
@ and o!
one another,”
‘
1 see that the anti. home rule papers ‘Werld” Agricultural=College ‘varied in varlaties. ereae can be cut by hand remain memorable,
But.
the
defending of the Verdun
Yield per acre from 13 to 366 bushels, Into ‘sets from one to two ounces in,
In Ulster claim that Ulster ts the only
by the prepart of Ireland ‘that’ has ‘subscribed’ ‘in amount of rot from tess than on6-to weight, each set containing two, three, sector Was made Pa
n madd
« (over seventy per cent,, and in ‘table dr, even better, four eyes, It is an ad~ pasation tat had actual
generously for war. purposes.
‘The civil aufrom 36 to 83 out of d maxi- vantage to throw the fréshly-cut pota- tong “moiiths before.
eaea staterseny would be a shame Quality
mum of 100, points, Some kinds .are. to sets Into«finefy: gtound land -plaster,’ therities, asked by the military to gapean -pérversion Ot thy

St,

Mihiel

and

the:

Argonne

‘nectors

were fed in part by ‘the same soute,

All night long fl Bat-le-Due! it was
possible

to hear

the cndless

rumble

of

tho wheels of the great trucks. |On the
road Parig ‘Buses. inden with: fresit
meat, lambered steadily on. dt was
rather Ike a huge torrent than
Vebicular traffic, and it was the

like
real

salvation of Verdun, for it preserved
“Verdun

from isolation, it remedied

the

essential defect due to the cutting of
tound {6 be: very Yeusceptible:to sot, and ‘to“plint them immediately after ply a new railroad, had-fatlet. miser: the’ two railroads, it replaced two
and others to be almost immune, The being cut.
igs have been, ably. As.I pointed cut earlier, there ‘Useleas arteries by a‘htrd, which was
table quality of potatoes varies {ar obtgined by dropping
was
only
the
single-track,
narrow:
absolutely sufficient.
the pieces separmore then many people reslize when
kaugo | ine, which in point of fact was
In this war ths yorld has’ talked
fifteen inche:
mealinees, flavcr and appearance’ of ately from ‘twelve to
usea
altnost exclusively
to evacuate
of German efficteney,
radifferent varieties'\are taken into con- apart in.the.rows, ard by having the! wounded; ‘but ‘there was’ the motor mcstly
suite
eee
Yet tc see this!neverrows twenty-elght
or thirty
inches
mideration
and ‘are. onrefuily. deterapart, The potato sets éan be planted, transport, and this was the aniracle of
procession,
is
ne
and tens of thousands of motor vehi-~
from three to “five imehes deep. de-, Verdun,
In each of four years an experiment
Months Lavonia ee military suthor~ cles procéding “on'their, way, ussemhag been conducted at the Agricultur- pending upon the character and the ies,
¢ dungeroug posicondition
of
thé
soll.
Level
cuitiva-‘
bied
from
somewhere;
from
.every+
al College in testing under similar
ton’ ot the Verdut, salient, recon- where, without delay;-without ciffi‘conditions potatoesoptained from dif- tion frequently: gives tre best results
the one great railway
running cully, mobilized .and |
ferent sources. For instance, eighteen ‘on. a light soll, and ridged cultivation structed
north from’ St. Diziir ‘and Parledee
lots. of simpire State potatoes wert! on soil of a heavier. nathre.
o Verdun. The ‘existing highway wis a
secured from elgat different sources,
It. {s often an advantage to exnose doubled,
‘trembled ‘in width, proper.’
tive iin’ the Province ot Ne
»{ whol
seed potatdes In a’subdued light
jna warm room-about three weeks beyy 2 magnificent own way, was also working mieaclans
*ant/Nationalists,- tatoes gro.
fore planting,
Especial
cently sin
Taser
er of recrniting
fl road, ‘going fiprth beyond the
ar ot For.
‘{ntan
the
‘southern
if
the
potatoes ‘are toine grown for| the German’
“ay
dwaa, told) that
torty
mites
maar
vot
“Guelph
tn
Mas:
andthe og ‘ot Ifeland very
yvadiy?
Mery “all
General. Herr. waa’ x2eponsible?
Nic rei
woke district,
near the
Muskoka
early*use.* The! produgtion of short,
“it ts quite untrnd They Haye both,
18, apri unti rae alihoagiit it Makes, have given a higher yield per thick, green sprouts béfore planting the outskirts “of the’ city: iteel®
‘When the attack }egan Hers comnad beeh the fact:no one would have acre ‘than those obyb fin
a Thetps’ to ‘hasten the growth and to in- addition, General He>:, who cooemant,
of ed_the’ sector,
sector, had! worked out dné tn: |
been better pleased
Pager pe
in ame
tricate. and’
ellows | Area
a@
Nationalist leaders, Soe at tae arate oe
» A, Zavitz,
motor” trani
By
transport.
est caudes of Comin
wi
hte the
lege,
chen the: Mow ‘tell
sony | Be
tlonalist Lenders hav

‘be borne in mind. Up ‘to the outbreak
} ty the wealth’
of this. war, recrulting for the army truth: oheltat NOt reou
has ‘beea elgcker’ In” Ulster’ than in; fest city In Ireland; its people are gonthe /other: Provinces
erous
and they have subscribed nobly
of recest years the dispropartionhi
‘oer
purpose connected with. th1e,
increasing. Ihave before me the
from their wealth. But nothing.
tf pt Ea
ten. pe
has been more remarkable and more
ending 19129 These
figures givé
Ul- magnificent -than the way -in- which’
ster only 7,022" as AEN?
ter the people in the south and west of
the rest: vet one and they. show
ireland from thélr poverty “have substeady yea
jecrease
ister. Trpin ‘ scribed to similar funds. The truth
whieh it would: ‘be fatr to “infer that! is that there fs not @ country parish
the ‘raset
ayght to be! In the poorest part of the couniry that
larger there’ than’ olgewitte."
did not send comparatively eae sums,
It_ is: frue,
ts to make the of money to this purpose,
.
atatément, as has been'done in Orange
orgaps tn Ulster and in the London
Ht is aaperted that Jarge wuaibers of
‘Times, gar aes has Gone’ magnifi-

A

they

mate

ru
t

‘att incre:
ie hater

ae ‘the

thousaides and” thousands.
‘comparatively

ee season “ike Ahat of coed oreiainas
Hke-

| moet scat, aa coe |
5

p of: gopd

quality for

The bigger the dosé,
yen o Hghtge.zqur id‘house,

The tresh air
signs of rot on the outer surfaceigr, Sete.
not be used for
fra
aoe
when cnt should

far'too0 seek

ot Ft

rae

os

‘They aro stilts":

it, at

nearest supporting fort, less than two
miles distant, he has
been assalling
ever since; but he {s no nearer cap-

turing

of the late, and the Extra Early Eureka of the early varieties,
In the average results of all the varieties grown in the years 1905, 1906,
1910 and 1915, in which there was
more
or less rot in the potato

bear

they-are

prepared.Erenc!

the hills encircling
to

from

directed by a/Generaljof. marvellous
resourcefulness and/ ability.
it

Douanmont

unable

periments throughout Ontarfo in productiveness, table quality, and popularity with the experimenters are the
Warrior

of

directly

but

miles

Between themand it ie Anema

He was thus enabled to bring

artillery

Fort

eka gave the best results in yleld per
acre, in table quality and {n freedom

Davies’

tee .

vindictiveness; , are now, bat!
down;

ammunition...

those

xtreme northeastern outposts of Ver
dans fortress defences. He reduced

be-

Imports potatoes from the Maritime
Provinces, and at the present time &
part of our supply is coming from the
Provinces of Alberta ang of British

Columbia. Ontario.is well adapted to

tt to

ts

quite . abrupt

country

slopes

Verdun.

and

also

tween the Extra Early Eureka
and
the Irish Cobbler varieties.
In the experiments
at Guelph,
however, the
Green Mountain and Extra Early Eur-

twelve months. In most years Ontario

northern
hig

In appearance there is a similar-

between

the Delaware

cent. In yleid would mean an increase
in the amount of potatoes produced on
@ach average acre of land sufficient to
guppy
about one dozen pecple' for

the productivn

ioe

hills.” Their trenches in the lowlands
been grown under experiment at ine, ‘and’ valleys on either side of - the
Ontario Agricultural College,
Many
preg River, although strong and well’
of -theee are quite
"inferior,
even
‘were vulnerable to massed -as<
though.they have been extravagantly faulig such,as the Crown Prince conad)
ed;..some aré old
varieticn centrated ~gainst them,
By
2e}
under new names, and comparatively weight of numbers and reckless exfew are wortay of genera! cultivation |, penditure of men he drove the French
by the farmers of Ontario, If these back from their advanced positions to
few were gtown, to the exclusion of what was really their main line of effully dighty per cent. of the kinds now
fective defence, at the base and on the

when potatoes are needed ts a public

Istit a fact that the: voluntary re
cru{ting from Ireland Tias been a tall
Yole
war it wil bo found that among’ the)
ure,
bulk of anti-home rulers much of after
“Qb the, contrary, It. has oxceeded great
the bitterness has disappeared,
Ul- acre,

every! boy's “ekpectation.’ The latest of.

Saphienk ‘ork

to Beer. the soi,

Howaede it nip}
When the battle
a Krenek, occupied stretchés’
be the

tlonalist Ulster—is it mare uncompro-

mising

and ‘tn

‘Wher colonél-making comes to be diurnal,
Colonels in bunet+rs everywhere will stand
‘When: every mother’s boy is raised a colonel=
‘Will happiness then reign throughout the land?

2
>

Frenchhie simply
from
fi
orsfetired

=

Oh? why. did not a government paternal
Explain to me just how to play the game?
I could have made my boy a bang-up colonel
Ani ad held him to my apron just the same.

the

“There ts a wider view: Ireland in
the past admittedly has been disaffect.
It is only since the home rule
act has been placed upon the statute

The

th
Germans
enclosing ring of forts: “The
ills-immeciate-° 5
face
the, steep
m fifteen -to |
were nowhere. wit
t
per.” That | ly scnth, The, Germans io Pathlacour
# amen, miley of Verdun
ae the
a
n
i
-are-now
eed
and.
|
not.got
Mave
‘has been-changeds They
benea the ‘French -gus:
within-teavor-twelve-- miles’ of -the |+ly,
7
_apparentl;
‘Petal
Gens
Pills.
|
will.
‘at.
town, ‘and-are able to shell-it
Germans pa; thiwatmoge pete for
tact they are dattering it to'pieces. the Bet
we
t Forged Mine,"
t-that'matters little, Wecauge all the:}.the Sethincour
inhabitants cable been sent away, and back. just’ when it suitedhint”
“It will'thns de sden thatce ee
ifig:*of- no
itary
J thestown:
Verhowever regrettable may be'lts

one,.-*

Pirould have raiséd my’ b oy a’ gallant colonel:
His form’ with weapons splendidly’ arrayed.
His portrait.in this fine old'family journal;
Aleading of his men to church paradi

29,643 Nationalist volunteers, in the’
army, which js sufficient evidence that

that the conscription act would not be
and.

{ mean an “honorary”

Of gourae

published by the government show that
ag there are 29,428 Ulster volune army, and {hat there are.

south and west have enlisted in quite
‘as large numberseindeed, In a little
n the same I{nes as Engiand. Ireland
Jarger numbers—than the Ulster voiwag excluded from the volunteer acts } unteers di 4.”
of la08, sie was excluded from thé
Is it true that the political tréce
territcrial acts, she was'excluded from
which has been in existence since the
the registration act last year, and it opening of the war has been broken
naturally followed that she should be
ja Ireland?
exthutied from the conscription
act.
“In some respects I am sorry to say
‘The circumstances of the two counUnionist
newsi it is., The Belfast
tries ore-entirely different. It should papers and certain Ulster antl-Nationalbe remembered that Ireland was exalist potiticians have not ceased from
cluded from the conscription act by the commencement their anti-home
the unanimous actiow cf “a coalition rule campaign, and Belfast newspapers
covernment containing all the teaders teem day by day w! ith attacks upon
of the Untonist party, in¢luding Armyself and the Nationalist party. Nathur Balfour and Walter Long, who
tlonalist leaders have shown a conhave both been Unionist chief secre.
stant desire to co-operate with Ulster
tarles for Ireland and
who agteed
Unionists in support of everything conthe best

e

down ft
It'was an impassible line ‘to maintain
in face, of massed. G: erman . attacks.

freed trom ‘at my fears maternal
Has pe “Eatin
one
+ “And-onty proud of duty nobly
<
Iowould have raised my boy to be a colonel: ©

actuated by: -antiv ane

Ka “ sathoritatiy
‘at. Nationalfst”

: ee peer
reary
oe ent it
‘pelleVe. that the»
slo’ WIY,, pushing.

rained my boy to be a colonel. .
ha
either shot orshel
And kept
hint far ra
a
2+ cola
cinch on life eternal |
had-a
have
“He would
And drawn a double Bey as well.

Secure an outlet here for. this partisan

ida—al!

.

~~~

ap

t

+

they

Kaiser

And* sayvied'’ how to train my only: son;

ore

since the -war began, the fol”

ae trom Oli the

Nor pull his teeth ont slowly one by ones~ ~
‘d Hittle wiser
“tt Thad only’

i

‘ >the Orange

3

tame—but

_ Angpiration evidently ‘proceeding from | rel

‘tho better.
the tighter;

‘fnorth tis “I> dfa ¥tonk
Verdun’

hie 00d one for:
utdoors; seep} Going

for. moreee
than

Le

of hive |
“St.

ree
mille

the
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Issue of $150
a

/

Payableat par at Ottawa, Halifax, S¢ John, Charlottetown,
f
Winnipes, Regina, Calgary, perbiveps
etl

a
(ltite
Eerie

“INTEREST PAYABLE HALF-YEARLY, 1s
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN. GOLD.

ISSUE PRICE 96.

af

A FULL HALF-YEAR'S INTEREST WILL BE PAID ON ist SEPTEMBER, 1917.
.

THE PROCEEDS OF THE LOAN, WILL BE USED FOR WAR PURPOSES ONLY. (Sato

‘Tau Minioran:on' Fovairen cdlers hereelih;: $a ebict
of the Government, the above-named Bonds

x

7

36:

it

<Dcdivery of waiip ountificstan ond

for Subscrip-

tion at 96, payable asfollows:—
10 per cent on application;

iuronight the chartered banks: —

Pi

16th ‘April,
it
ay,
1917;
15th June, 1917.

one

hundred

and

fifty

million

the amount (if any) paid for by

dollars, exclusive

Of the
Bask of

All

payments are to
made to » chartered bank for the
credit of the Minister
of Finance.
Failure to pay any
instalment when due will render previous payments liable

downward.
The reason

for

putting

~

Subscriptions, accompanied by a Sepselt of. ten
per
cent of the amount subscribed,
ae be prwarded throng
the medium of a chartered bank.
Any
branch in Can:
‘
of any chartered bank will receive subscriptions and issue
provisional receipts:
\
cent
>
This loan is authorized under Act of the Parliament
of Canada; and both sprincl
and interest will be a

the

the fourth finger, howeyer,
ably quite different. Its use

charge upon the Consolidated
Revenue Fund:
Forms of application
be obtained from any branch

Accord!

Ming it will interfere

the
y, Scher

Ss

hand
te

in Canada of any chartered

'

it

Ts0 City, Town and Village Dwellers in Ontario

Every,

for

EON

;

Home

vm is

Y

year of supreme

effort Britain and her
armies must have ample
supplies of food, and

soar er oer
-“Soutribute to victoryby
Canada

source

is the great
which

upon

.squate feet

of

ground

ee

Patriotic Reasons.

Growing V:
Tt

;

the “High cost
of living.’
lor export.

they
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ON

CLOSE

or at the Agency of the Bank

Montreal, New. York City.

Subject to the payment, of twenty-five

:

cents for each

new bond issued, holders of fully registered bonds without

coupons will have the right to convert into bonds of the
denom{nation of $1,000 with coupons, and holders of bonds
with cou!
will have the right to convert into fully
egistered bonds of authori:
denominations without
coupons at any time on application to: the Minister of
Finance.
¢
&
The books of the loan will be kept at the Department
of Finance, Ottawa.
Application will be made in due course for the listing
of the issue on the Montreal and Toronto Stock Exchanges.
Recognized bond ‘and stock brokers having offices and
carrying on business in Canada will be allowed a commission of three-eighths of one per cent on allotments made
in respect of applications bearing their stamp, provided,
however, that no commission will: be allowed in respect
of the amount of any allotment paid for by the surrender

of bonds issued under the Wat Loan prospectus of 22nd

November,'1915, or in respect of the, amount of any
allotment paid for by surrender‘of five per cent debenture
No commission will
stock maturing ‘Ist October, 1919.
be allowed in respect of applications on forms which
have not been printed by the King’s Printer.

OR

BEFORE

THE

23rd
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.
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Montreal, New York Gity-
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12th, 1917.
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CANADA
CALL: S TO
BRITTHEAIN—
THE FARM
a
FACTOR ¥
‘

She-must

have Food—

‘

in the Pactory—in
in the Ficld—for her Workers
~ ” for’ her Armies plant—in
=
the Shipyard-—im the: Mine.
the Munition
HELP
CAN
YOU
THERE’S DANGER IM SIGHT—BUT

Do You Know—

“

ae

The interest on the fully registered bonds will be paid
by
¢, which will be remitted by post. Interest
on bonds with coupons
will be paid on surrender
of coupons.
Both cheques
coupons, at the option of the holder,
will be payable free of exchange at any branch in Canada

__ ts

_SUBSCRIPTION

‘

:

,

Subscriptions must be-for even hundreds of dollars.
In case of partial allotments the surplus deposit will be
applied towards payment of the amount due on the
April instalment.
.
Scrip certificates, non-negotiable or payable to bearer.
in accordance with the choice of the applicant for
registered or beayer bonds, will be issued, after allotment,
in exchange for the provisional receipts.
*
When the scrip certificates have been paid in full_and
payment endorsed thereon by
the bank receiving the
money, they may be exchanged
for bonds, when prepared,
with coupons attached, payable to bearer or registered
as. to principal, or for*fully_ registered bonds, when
coupons, in accordance with the
prepared, without
application.
’

st

_ A Vegetable Garden

bank and at the office of any

Assistant Receiver General in Canada.

leas

SAAS SSS

Singers.

mai

The bonds will be paid at maturity at
at.the office
of. the Minister of
oe aya Besioes General at
Ottawa,
or at the office of the Assistant Receiver General
ee fax; St. John, Charlojtetown, Mon’
or Victoria, or at. +t!

of the War
j

discount at the rate of four per cent per annum,

:

‘oF any authorized multiple
of $5,000. °

of

The instalments
may be paid in full on the 16th day of
April, 1917, or on any instalment due date thereafter, under

to forfeiture and the allotment to cancellation.

wil
we

ith cou
will be’
-of -$100,
$500, $1,000, }Fully’ registered
a
coupons will be ‘issu ed in denominations of $1,000, $5,000

the surrender of bonds

as the equivalent of cash onder the. terms
prospectus of 22nd November, 1915.

is very con
olearly- when the hand

bonds
a 3

“by the Parliament at Canadas)

The total allotment of bonds of this issue will be limited
to

pe
‘There isa very ancient belief
& bloog vessel extends from the
of the: fourth finger of tha left hand

_

‘The issue will be exempt from taxes—including any ‘Se
income tax—imposed i
of legisla!
enacted

-You Gan—

7

j

eon

ape
out
it pot
it to be seen. In
Signa
love! I never Be edi ‘80
ene,
and iS

Wh:

and madly in love.
lacventl
the. oom a he.
she worships

bis on. ‘And he looks
as if
treads
she were the first woman created, and
;he.really

~ The~ Safest sak Beat Anvestment

marvel,
Jes

they

ye

holding

ae

ied do,

deed; but. _anyw
premely Oey.
Shi
ture;

loveller now

a

than

first came, and she was pretty
ough, then, Heaven\ knows, to,s

ena

Theses securities are always es
able and we are ready
purchase at any time.

| man ‘out Of his wits.”

“T don’t say that they were not attached to one an
wails Annt
Podswell; “but what are they going.
to ve on’
ies
ct re
“Bread and cheese,
rn
torts her ladyship,8:sardonically. | “It
4g-an excellent diet for a newly mar-

wit hout charge we give best
attention to all’ erereniens
placed through us.
pull particulars ' ‘and Subscription
Forms ‘furnished on applica-

led, couple, and’ does not produce fnMy good soul, give it ap

They will be married
ais surely ad—as—turtle doves pairin
That

HER HUMBLE
“Ry all means,” he says, calmly, alnight,

Yan

respeouusiy.

“Let it atand

Mrs, Podswell,

to accept

this

for to-

let mo

fact,

beg of

I love

nfoce most dearly.” The bent head

your

is

raised for-a moment, and the violet
eyes give him a look
of passionate
gfatitude that nearly seads Aunt PodsWell mad. As to my worthiness— I
ean iu a worldly eenee—! can never
be ai
anything but unworthy in any other
‘+I hope to assure you at a more cou
venient time. But let mo beg of you to
sae ait it a6 a fact, that Signa will be
She {s no: one to change——"
softly, dreamily, from Signe:
“And Tam 2s firm as a rock. Shalt

J go now?”

“One moment, Mr. —€ r—Warren!”
gays the rector,
finding his volce
at
; “L have to make a remark, but
—er—perhaps Signa had better retire,

She does‘not move, but Hector Wal

Ter touches her op the arm and opens
the door.
“Good-night, my own, my darling!”
he murmurs, as obediently ehe passes
ont.
“Now, etr,", he sayg, and his voice
cansing the recfe Older and sterne
tor to start uneasily.

“d—-er—was

about

to ramark,

Mr.

‘Warren, that though
we are—I —er
am sure—honored
by your proposal,

‘that we have other

views for

out

Meee, Perhaps you are not aware that
‘fir Frederic Blyte has--er—proposed

for her hand.’

Yes, 1am qvite aware.”
“Well—er—i do not wish to be invidious, but really—i wish to sparo
your feelings, Mr. Warren—yon must

see, gentieman of your acute | erception

must

see——"

“That it’s inipossthle,”

Podswell,

viciously.

y be ally
al
very 0
‘fog against him—but
Biyte——” she stops,

cuts
“Mr.

in

Mrs.
W.

the dark eyes

“Lam quite aware that Sir Freéacic
hag proposed for Signa’s hand,” he

refused

him.

nothing and

“and tuat
Signa
has
1 am convinced
that
nobody on earth would

persnade her to revoke that refusal, I
:

teest that nothing would persuade
to recall the assent she gave
to

1

F “It shall

never

be!”

exclaims

‘Aunt Podswell, desperately.

her
my
poor

y

Watren——smiles,*—almost.

gravely.
“J trust to’ Heaven thst'it may bel"!
he says. “Come, Mrs. Podswell, Signa

and sail a boat? and sing like an angel; what on earth
do you
want?
Money?
‘Then all the romance would
be gone, and he'd be just Mke any
other man.
A title? . Bah!
‘ve

Warren.

“Good

night,

Mrs.

got a title, and how much

am

“Dear Lady Blyte,—J lose no time
in informing you that Miss Grenville
has returned home to the Rectory, in
my charge.
She begs, and I join tn
her earnest request, that you will accept tho simple fact of her doparturo
from the Park and the impossibility
of her return without
question
or
reproach. Miss Grenville desires me to
thank you most sincerely, and heart-

and

affectionately

for

all

your

ness to her.
May I add that she
has made
my
unworthy~ self most

grateful and happy by the promise of
her hand?
yours very

Tf am, dear
Lady
Blyte,
faithfelly,
Sector Warren.”

CHAPTER XIX. —
“My dear creature, What is the use?
your
You

might just as well try to move a rock
ve

Signa

hy is Laay

from

her

plightsd

Rookwell whd

speais,

with her keen Nittle
eyes twinkling
with suppressed aniusement, and the
half-malicious,
hulfsatirical
grin
wrinkling her painted and,
powdered
It is a week since
Signa returned to the Rectory inthe company
of Hector Warren,
and
the
storm

which

he prognostieated has almost

spent {ts force; but though the rostor,
and all Northwell from Lady Rookwell
to Captain Jenks have accepted Signa’s
betrothal to the unknown gentleman
who came to look over Lord
ela

mere's library, Aunt Podswell is still
for Hector’

Warren

monstrous

and

is to her

unnatural,

som2-

and

to whomsoever she mects she pours

out her lamentations.
She has been
dcing so now for fully. @ quarter of
an hour, and
ay
ookwell, en-

sconced in one of the Hatoee baa
easychairs, has Hstened
with quiet but

intense amusement.
t—but it Is dreadful and unnatural!”
wailg Aunt Podswoll, wiping her
eyes, and sniffling. “Look at the ‘difference, Lady Rookwell!”
She might
have been Lady Blytet
She must’ be

mad!”
“No

doubt.

they ‘are in love.

Most

girls

are

wher

I call love a sort of

get

over

adays, whatever

it;

it

don't

kill

now- |

It might-have

done

in our ti
I remember crying my
eyes out because they wouldn't let me
have Jack Belvoir: but I'm glad now
they didn't.
He was almost as hand.
some as our Hector Warren, but
be
hadn't a penny; and by this thne
I
should have been Mrs. Belvoir with
ten children and four hundred # year.
Ah, well, it's a strange world—tisn’'t
it, Mr. Warren?”
And she turns sharply as the door

SPECIALISTS
Catarrh. Pimples,
Oyspepel
epay, Rheumatism, Skin, Ki
ney, Blood, Nerve and Bladder Diseases.
Piles, Karena: Asthma,

Medicive

fatale sds tablet fone. ‘Tieut—30 tm.to 2 pam
par, Suncays-30a.m. tol pam.
tion Free
.
Con:
Drs. SOPER & WHITE
25 Toruste
St, Teceato,
Pleass

Mention

Thiss

I'll bave a cup of tea, my

for I want -to walt

for

turtle-dove.
I suppose
flying home directly.”

they

Aunt Podswell sings
and rings for the tea,

out

“I think

the male

will be
“Yes”

a

I've got a Iittle

surprise

for him,” says Lady Rookwell, chuckling anid nodding over her tea-cup.
“What fs it?” asks Aunt Podswell,
curiously, but Lady Rockwell shakes
rins.
er by

“Wait till they come in, my dear—
then I shan't have to tell it twice. By
the

way,

do you

know

that

Sir

Fred-

and Signa

est, hupplest of worlds,

up?
him,

— His
some

say—others that she has merely gone
to ‘London.
Poor Sir Frederic!—it
ever

@

man

was

head

madness, and the great pity fs, that it love, he was and is!

overhee!

Neyer mind!—

Vo

to know

you

|

she has taken Delamere at his word.”
“Yer, of course,
Didn't
| tell you
sbe would?
And that
Isn't all. She

want

means

my news?
7; and spreads a plece of
ter with jam, and takes
there iy
something
Ia his {ntense

Warren:

off

your

bat

and

Signa obeys,
takes her hat

{t

reverently

to

interest

to

you

FOR

ft on tho

hts er

Nave

act

of

er

leans

Ivtter

forward

with

attain

“That

to

she ~ retorts.

from Laura

mock

gr

sounds rude, but the mere
hak yous
lady's name

sofa, and then|

can

some

of

e shakes his head

and

‘arren,

om

prompt-

down

the

of no use,
Rookwell,
you qan’t make us ashamed
=-eertainly uot me at any tate, Why
Shoyldn’t we go hand in hand?
a glorious old custom;

ai Com
ad;

th

Yes,

lane

It is

eee

we were \hand in

ty steep, you

eietitts Pa

who sts Bolt uae

know"

eo

—

hip.
Ww

Me Tomeae

quite:
“But com, ar Hye Some nawe for

yerrtave you?” lie says, his

nator

y

dear

child,

putting her
I am

half.

1am trembling in iny-boots,

not in suspense,

Lady

ea ART

ei

he aoe

all. kissed

men, To.¢ay’the

on ao
afternoon

him:

Later

called,
on

ho

of

climax

.bie mother

Abat evening: when. he
: “Give mother a kis,

dear.”

Sack looked appealingly toward: his
father and sald:
“Dall, for goodie
ee Kite this

“Miss

woman!"

New

Fork: 2Pinni

Biouse cc
GOLLA AR Ss.
Lali

ize.
cascaded
Jabot
of the blausd saat ai.
ae
It's, when

hande}p=

tious

head slowly.
sie

villa Te:

4 man

has no end in view

thas the rest ‘pf the world can see.whe
nish.

kwell, ‘The
Thy slave

bal arches ready;
ri

ee

wanted t®

friends of his mother

said ‘to hams
Was Gent to.

The old lady, looks
keen scrutiny and:nods tected ah
.
‘You may laugh/’)
she
What do you say to this? tame iat
went 13 coming here in three Weeks.”
He 4s gilent for a momen:

bloze,
and brass
ID red
aaXs the aaa of your ae

they

2

Neely all“in

all
of
a eentimental
description.
Young, Jack
returned ‘home ~ pretty
well tired:of the whole tribe of -wo-

comin;

quite

they do it;now

Wely—“and Ailgna might fall
OF

behind him, and

least forty
breaks. in

went to the pictures, and instead

“with m

upon his shoulders with
se
tenderness,

not

his pe cowbgy xcenés the films were

Do you een ae
Signa,

youngster.

several

Derwent, if she can make ithe of thea
eu soe ‘ know her.”

“What is {t?

lookout,

Rookwell, sharply

fes who saw him

It

ture Derwent’s thoughts?”
Lote Rookwell grins,
“No one Js tod insignificant to

Delamer's’

but Jack “was not old eo
preciate hie“privileges. One

mention of
niukes me

come within the sphere’

is

(To be continued.)
+e
ack’s Appeal.
Bight-yéar-old~ Jack
—wee

Suspense!
What grewsome command
of the sort. .You know as well as J do bes she set upon me?
The task—
that you
would bare: nen
0 te ‘ptay out
‘of blood
wandering inthe lan:
in hand!
Hector!”
murmurs
a

has giv-

ffector Warren nodé..

‘Then you can tremble fn real earnest,”
retirts Lady Rookwell, eyeing him
with malicious enjoyment from behind
her gold eyeglass, ‘for sbe has written
about you yourself”
He leans back and takes tp one of
Signa’s gloves, and examines {t,as it
he has never seen such a curlous ,arucle before.
“Can jt be possible that so insignicant an Individual as Hector Warren

forget all about ft; an
sit. upon it.”
“Wil he?" says ‘snl;
blushing and
laughing.
Well, I-can always re¢,-and sit upon his, Wiil you
hav@ some more tea? I am sorry I
am so late——"
‘My dear, en t fib—you are nothing

Delamere

within her
right. in
of it, As is the exao moment——"
sniffs Aunt Sodawell,
thousands!”

“He must be. orth at
fifty thousand a spar,

Lady

alarm.

session of the Tuileries, or what?

GIFTS.

as

ours,” he atiewers. “He is reputed, and
{ haye po doubt rightly, to be wealthy

“Not another! Spare us, Lady Rookwell! As you are strong be merciful.

consuit

and

enough,”

He sbruggs his shoulders and smiles.

has been
Parllanent
marvfases
for

What has that remarkable young lady
done now —turned the Stltan of Turkey out or Constantinople; and sefzed
the throne?—set the river on fire} nnd
interviewed the emperor —taken pos-

Importers and Dealers in China
Glass, Fancy Goods and Antiques.
will piteh

an

He

62 KING ST. E., HAMILTON, ONT.
HOUSE

with

Rookwell?

passed forbidding any

ROBERT JUNOR
THE

Signa

Derwent."

to

i« ¢imple

{rlend

and she Je quite
ailing herself
0, that is of
No moment!”
“when {t may be

the future?”
“Parliament
h a sensible
No!
V’ve had a

Have you any old articies of
merit which you are desirous of
disposing of—such as Antique Fur“niture, Old
Plate, Brassware,
Prints, -Engravings, Old Arms, Armour, Curios, etc.? If so, you will
it of

3. “My

that

ANTIQUES

words,

Mirg Laura Derwent. carte blanche,

Hee:
her.

dear,
your

in two

ed, 10 ‘amor Tt.

tion

a side

table.
Her ladyship grins.
“In twelve months’ time, my
you will be permitted to carry
own hat; or if
yer give it to

if

he head and carry. out her

let ot me

and
from

would Signa.vay

ly Rookwell,

“Give me a k
Is it
or have you always got
your olive cheeks,

and carries

find

“What

* walls Airs. Podewell, “tha
xponge! All thie will cost thous~
Really. dcar Lady
Rookwelly
ig whim of your
niece's is
extraordinary.”
sitys Lady Hooking, with
n; “but yo
f

sweetMiss

isn

take him at his fullest and

sed to obey @ lady's commande?
Laura Derwent is too. important
sonage to be disobeyed. She is the
fashion, and We, her slaves,

putting “thing:
of the “band

i

to

most
ral
word,
She
means
to
have
the
Grange
done
“Not for the world!” e6ays Hector‘I

t
he says, pleasaut- |
Tr

o worlds,
he gays, |

erlc the Great has gone abroad, and
that the
Park {s shut
mother has*gone efter

there were no such persons as Hector
Warren and Signa Grenville to make

Turtle
Dove?”
retoris her “radlyahip,
olding cut her other beringed hand

Take

well; and for Heaven's
sake,
don't
keep worrying them
and
yourseif.
And that’s my advice, and of course
you. won't take it—nobcody ever does.

Warren

“it ig the best of all
my dear Ludy Rook’
lightly, as he takes her hand.
“Yes of course—the de:

r

casionally. But there, they'll do very

‘And now

opens, and Hector
enters.

Paper.

but what's all that
rest
want to say rude things, and
she'd as eve go out of a room last
as first.
Bah!
It's a very nice
match, and 1 shall say so whether I
go; and ff they baven't
enough to
live on, why then—then—well, he can
give music lessons and she can turn
a mangle——"
“Oh, dear!” wafls
Aunt Podswull.
“That-ds just what it will come tot”
‘The terrible old lady grins.
“And she'd be happy even then If
he'd ‘come and stand beside ‘her and
give a turn or two to the handle oc-

dear,

WINNIPEG

SEE
he'll:

hittary for free advice.

or Telephone

expense.

I'the

happler for it?
gives mo the prestlge of saying rude things, and stalking out of rooms before some other

Call

our

TORONTO

the moment. and he can climb trees,

lowing note to Lady Blyte:

thing

ever afterward; but--and the. smile
gtows harder—“if you will not “con‘sent, why—we shall be lappy
ever
jatterward all the same!
But, bellove
‘me, I am very anxious for your con
‘gent and good wishes.”
“J—wash my hands of it!" excjaims
int Podswell, sinking on her sofa,
“Er—er—ahem!—perhaps» wo.
had
better talk this over to-morrow!" says.
\ the rector, in despair.
“After all, my

{3 as handsime does!”
Podswell, solemnly.

Exactly, my’ dear; and _ Hector
Warren ‘does’ very handsomoly. He

Pedswell; good ulght, sir!”
aud he
makes his way into the hall, and bas
hilg Lund upon the latch, when
some~
one glides through the darkness’ towerd him.
“Has the storm passed?"
“Nearly,”
he
murmurs.
night, my darling, good night!
me one last kiss!
And she, as she flits from nim, turns
her head over her shoulder and gives
him what he asks.
When he gets nome—which he does
in a sort
of
rapturcus
dream—ho
comes
down
from
the
Olympian
heights of lover's happiness, and collecting his thoughts, writes the fol-

as well as Gir Frederic ‘can do, und
-I will do my begt to make her happy,
‘As to Lady, Blyte, I will write: her
‘tonight, and s¢e that straight, and
if—as they sxy In the play—you wil

‘consent, why then we shall be hippy

-“Handsame
buts in Aunt

at

W. A. MACKENZIE & CO

and, after all, 1 rather like your Hector Warren.
He ts handsome enough, goodness knows—"

tooks ike a prince, and talks like a
post—or a wit—which he as
for

Hector

us

she’

most generous
earth!"
says

dissatisfied und complaining.
That
Signa should reject Sir Frederic Blyte

I-love her, quite

anywhere,

my dear, are made in heaven—or the
other pla
1 think this would
have
been manufactcured
in the former;

}fs ber own mistress, and if sho prefers
“a poor man to Sir Frederft Blyte, who

whall say her nay?

or—or

have run away with him,”
Rookwell, consolingly.

You might just as well spare
breath and keep yourself cool!

<egarding her patiently, or rather with
careiess suppressed impatience.

A,

lanes,

te, Telegraph.

wi

hen thoy would have met in -

self-willed girl!” exclaims Aunt Podswell.
sweetest,
child on

tion.

“If 1 had guessed at such a—a misfortune, I would, have refused to receive his visits!”

dear, Signa ts her own mistress!”
“She is an ungrateful, disobedient,
“ple isthe
and obedient

should be suri saw ‘it

Aunt | Podswell

groans.
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Styles are in

5 ‘high-waisted and flare skirts, straight, loose styles, fin> ished with large, graceful convertible collars and large
pockets.
Materials are tweeds. black and white checks, _
whites, coyerts and corded velvets in plain taupe, gold,.
green and white.
Prices from $8.50 to $19.00.
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made me strong,
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Shipments of Spring Coats

The practical garment in Fastfion's plan.

New Styles in Ladies Suits
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Goods, Silks, New Coatings, New Trimmings

?\

25c. a bottie

and

First showing of Spring Millinery, New Ladies Suits,
New Coats, New Dresses, New Blouses, New Dress

immediately.

For Chilblains
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We are making special efforts in this department and showing many new styles.

5% Ladies Ready-to-Wear

Silk, Mus-

lin and Serge Dresses
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{he potato question.
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styles
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Silk and Georgette Crepe

innd for potato growing this veor. | 89% Waists in the season’s new shades
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* As to methods
rothatbe best
wn-| 5% Voile, Lawn & Organdie Blouses
joyed in sowing, be said
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These “Swallows”
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Ladies Harvard Brown Pump, newest style .
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Ladies Patent ree

on new chic last.....

Now Tasah Ske- col . Fe

0
6.00

ghantang
Silks, Silke,
colors36 navy,
rose, extra
mid biue,
black white.$1.50,
50e, 1.65
7c
Black Peilette
in- wide,
good value...
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Pump.....s.-++s0-+

Patent Strap
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reddish
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where
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shades ler
Felt Hats, medium and wide brims, LS

are the most favored ...¢20+--+-+4
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Crepe de Chines,
° colors

50c.
25c.,
Hars....-.40c.,

Spring Gloves
gloves that are modish

the new

for

Women

for spring we mention :

oe ceuseweyes vas? seseoeeces

points. .

stripe

.50,
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$2,

black, grey and white, and white Ane
eSls
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eennerescesssenaseusne

Teruel FEglan'se
lack poin'

Niagara Maid, in, grey,
Gilk Gloves, Persin’sblack and
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with black,
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_, ‘New.
and green
"4:50

2.50 to
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Colors
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for for Wiomen,
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bird may hatch her young.
Crows Are Enemics
Teo moisture necessary for making
‘Walls| firm ‘fs, readily carried in
from the shore of tho
, and while these banks are pracgafe from

:Soft
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Wash and Cape Gloves, grey, champagne, tan, Pals
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50c., 75c
‘
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75c,
A splendid range of new silks, plain and fancy patterns..50c.,

@ holehand
@ Man's

agette Crepes

4% sowing embroidered Organdy oo
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Neckwear.

Easter

:
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the bright, duster atelpe of many colors. 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75
5

have

:

tuaize, blue, black with white, and white ....50c. to $1.50.
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Ladies Neckwear
Noveltiesjin
‘and
ftyles are large
shapes, with bead

merchandise than we have

Shirts inelodes both ale ma

The showing of New Spring
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‘The new colors

$4.50

in-the past.
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Whitewear-Has

New Silk Camasoles, prank, blue, white and navy, Jace teint
.
:
White Petticoats, Gowps and Combinations,

,
and Caps
Shirts

A greater and better stock shiek

i

New Corset Covers, laceyand embroidery tritamed

for Men
NewHats Hats
Christy's English
and the Borsalino.
“The quality, colorSee and finish of these celebrated hate are unequalled by
;
\
,
Neckwear
New

enes, Georgettes, in pink, maize, ebony blues.

.
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any other make in the World....+..0sc0+ceeeee eee -

60,

Frabutai Silks, whites

to fit every kind of heels.

Rubbers

al
in blues, greens and rose,se, ales

Pailette Silks, brown, nayy, 36 in. wide

Now

Ladies Kid Pump, Louis heel, new chic last....-.++++-+2--3.
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Cloth Top, Laced Bals .

NEW SILKS
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on the newest
Cloth Top Patent Bals and Button Boots, seerseee-t4.00
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last, regular height. ...+++-+0000+ see
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Meet Clever Opposition In
:

Ladies.
New SpringLoui Shoes
Brown Russia Calf, 8 in. top,
,

ies

Ladies Patent Colt Bals, 7-in. and 8-in top

:

Most industrious Bird—Smail

:

$3.50

Ladies’
Englieh
tan, last
brown,
Ladies Vici
Kid, Walking
8-in. top.Boots,
on chic
and gun metal. h .
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gus AND AROUND TOWNS
bis daughter

by

esi

tthe Two Cars Corn that arrived last Friday

00 ship

cients
parties might confer together and ar- are all sold. Termathrough
ments
illlams, of Port Hops, spent. rive Bk» snrlalaeharz_ settlement, The
be esha in town,
This Week
Rev. Dr. Hasser, of Harrow, spent pgs for thestows
sieas
he wook-end with friends here,
settloment
arran,
re
ire. W. H. Norman, ofSeeks is tb recive $400 from the Telephone | Better one in bags. We
Association
and also $200 from th
ep you in feed.
is fos acest of Miss Berths Hookin,
I was forthermore agreed
townsht,
We have a
& loan on farm i
DUTTON FLOUR
on first mot
‘Dauiel Biaok & Son. that eed patty pay his own costs.

segnoation waeinhrasately sete wien, | “We Expect Two Cars

Don, MoWiliaa, of Osgoode Hall,
‘spent the week-end ‘at bis home in town.

- —D.

K. Bennett
lett yesterday for

Broderick, Sqsk., taking with him a car
of horses.
Olarence Allen, of Maidstone, is ae:
ape 2s tlhe
the home of his sunt, Mra. W:
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ay,

J. J. "oie
has paronseed the
cre farm of Daniel
J, MoKillop,
Part lot 10, concession 6, Danwich.
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WEST ELGIN. CONSERVATIVES
Meet To-Morrow at Dutton—Addresses by

2

Conservative Association will be held in

daly the immediate relatiyes were pres-

noou. Following
the election of officers
and. other bi asiness, addresses
ere. by Hon T. W. ab ged Minister
Labor, Ottawa, and
F. G,
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of the same township.
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ceremony the mae mead ‘underneath
an arch: herets reens and the national
colors. The groom's gift to the bride
was 8 srnlie aod so ee ree
a
pendant,
After partaking of » dainty
‘wedding dinner the happy couple left by

T, Hookin Oo, carry a tull line of
beds, mattresses and springs.
See our
special Florida mattress, all felt. for $10.
John Fletcher & Son have
ee
their mercantile
ae at
the same wasee:
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J, H. Miller and J, B. MoKiliop
of

io sathodiat parsouage 00Wedosday,
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The ceremony

clothing

was per-

Amasa Wood Hospital, St, Thomas, perce ne eaiainad as a late hour arose
where he anderwout an operation which ‘rom her bed and, inmp in hand, started
Mr. Pinner is progrees- Somnealic’to an! look the door.
Unfortanatel;

tripped or made a misstep
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thern
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to beware of

this type of swindle.

Bogus subecrip-
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former

J. Bambridge & Co.

Thursday afternoon
Waite an ena in sawingoe aint
® gasoline engine he met with a very

friends

FOR SALE
IPTREN tone, of"eimothy with « seal
mixture of clover, at the barn. Apply
‘WM. RUSTES,

METHODIST: CHURCH BURNED

fire is supposed to have originated
from gas stoves which were burn-

ax"
adicran
apc
ie
Dontinion
rerenen as sal
rned soldier,

House.

Two
Oats,

Bran

:

on appointed inspoo-

and

ta and measures
for London

e* Gollins has lost $wo sons

Seed Oats and Buckwheat

Let us sell you

and
We

your new spring suit or dress,
you money on every purchase.

can save

All-Wool Serges, from
All-Wool Poplins, from .
Karanta Cloths.....-..+..+5
Chiffon Taffetas, 36 inches, in wood “brown, green, navy, saxe
and black, at .esseees veee
ee
e6c0 veceecevoasaSl OU,
Duchess Satins, in sane hades, heayy “and guaranteed, at $1.75

wade
Chon
gb tg 81:76
made in China, at per y:

es
Fanoy ’ Voiies, inin dress ; lengths, vat cscs
Coin 8;
At wceceesereree
Plain
‘Oiles, at ...... eee.
Ladies’

Home

Journal

JAMES

idles,

F.

- 450.

a
sewee

at 10c,

and

150.

GAHAN

" Custom Tailoring
of the Newest Shades
Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Arch. McCallum Parton
Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs; Hoods,.
Special
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories . and
Changes are not necessary if you buy-a

Baptist Church

CHEVROLET
Valve-in-Head Motor, Three Speeds, Centre Control
Electric Starter, Electric Lighting, Blache. iHorn
itilever
Stewart
Non-Skid Tires on Rear Wheels

$695.00

‘Reval, cobeum
;
asd Five
ae
:

in

Dress Goods,
Silks
‘
Wash Goods

FLOUR

ANGLICAN,

Mam,
racer ay
(Maroh 23)
at 8.16

Timothy

Government inspection

Une,
<THE CHURCHES

Values

Cars of Feed
and: Shorts

Alsike, Red Clover

‘and two other
sous are still on

—St. Peter’s—
Service thie (hereday) evening of Pe

Opposite

=|ORDERSEEDS NOW&
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Very Best

Miss H. M. URQUHART
McKay

Just Received

of

Corner ‘Store

Our stock is now complete.
We are ready for early orders.

The Methodiit.ob
oburch at High-

SOLDIER GETS APPGINTMENT
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edasaay a 10.3 a,

SPRING
-MILLINERY, |

of Ridge:
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fiy-whee!
lo was thrown on ae ing in order to have the church in
readiness for the Sunday service.
lohy eon close
ered i ee animes and peter
The fire was nutioed first by Jua.
b
id be
wound For‘forsythe, who was Gitne, into
struck by the belt which hi
around the shaft of tho caging, Mr. the village, and gave the alarm,
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several weeks.

ee

W. 2F. KEN DALL

gate was completely destroyed by
fire on Saturday afternoon.
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it from the fiywheel of the engine and in some
me way
was caught
aud
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_ being drawn into the rapidly revol!
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for the
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a vet ak
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water,

Japanese Primroses, in full bloom. 15c.
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,
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A
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her attendance.
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til perhaps your
i
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do for you as moe and as well
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Reason it out,
Think
start?
about this and let us know.
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service is at your bidding.
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sttendes, to than to
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FLETCHER,
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Isn’t it better at the first sign of
failing vision to have jou eyes

anthorities

are warning the a

ai thet

to grass, spring

JOHN

March

This is the
Age of Reason
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same time Parole his
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of the aotivities of fake}
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HARDWARE, _ FURNITURE
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of Sool
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.
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of inland revent

Toronto rae
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for any in.
formation that will lead to
ce
who administered polson,to

Liye Sox questions, inclading horses,
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sont, a is an expert

of the hands,

agc or soc Jars
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fos for the labor queation, which a
the | one ofive most. serious problems that
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winds.

‘The family of the lale Mr. Doncan MoPherson desire to ex
thanks to the many fClenda for fihe kind.
nese shown and sympathy manifested
daring their recent bereayement,

the representatives.
ne of the
Eimecinic that was discussed was the
fort being made to try and find a

strong was the pressare thas ‘the roar of
the escaping gas could be heard for a

6 agents,

compl
or winter

tinee Balloville, &: : Brant-

CARD

ire cuarketing of wool, and for the
notion of the industry.

et Gan ‘oo, blew sri
ontside the
corporation limits, and not until next
moruing was the

Datton for many years toconte.

Taleable ie rates

ford, $3; Ohatham,

©. W. Bachanan attended a confer.

ingit.
Foaretely sobody wisiejared.
‘Trafficwas delayed for several hours,

immediate vicinity.
senicnenl, was soraped
are to’ sapply
the
requirements

the

the skin

Service

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES MEET

express could be stopped it crashed into
the derailed car completely wreckoreiee Z

of

Cobourg, $2.50;
H
tou,
$3.60 to
3 Kingstoo,
g
the fire. Miss Sifton, as
resalt or the barnsand shock, is in 2 eee London, $380; Owen Sound,
;
ro,
$1.90
-to $3; Port
serious condition.
Hope
a St. Thomas, $2.40 to

Ao sented aocarred on the Michigan

Soaday

the Beoretary

t farmers’ markets at Ontario cen-

Peter McKellar,
of and fo! o the bottomof the stairs.
spent a couple of days with The lamp exploded settiug fire to bes
Datton and
Wallacetown, | nig!
and Mr. Sifton, rual.
Mr. MoKellar, who has been for several
years in the Windsor Waterworks ing in hed his hands porns in ea:

ne

vanishing pet
je cream,
Is guiexty sbeor
Di
absorbs, leaving

Potatoe Prices at Different
Points

Wiudsor,

Central
ks at Tilbury Friday morn.
ing Shortly 1before eight o'clock woe .
freight
car
of a westbound
jumped the track. Becaenakbod

Cream

A delightfal covecton and refreshing

ritin;

ioe favorably.
Mr. and
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Department, has
gage in farming near

Face

their Thrift campaign that they have
. | bad it republished and have undertaken
itadistribation.
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me. | by applying to the National
Director in any Province.

a

with appendicitis and wae roshed to the

friends
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errors in regard to indiyidaa! | spending

night when Miss Frances

Sifton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Sifton, was badly barned
when
her

formed by Rev. H. F. Kennedy.
On Sanday mocaliig Sere
Pinner,
foreman,
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A sad accident happened at Highgaté

the Methodist
parsonage
on
the patties being Mr,
a
ee Webber, of
Aldboroagh, and Miss Alice Lahey, of

.0.R,

LITERATURE

One of the most valaable of recent

history, aud by trenchant phrase and apt
illastration disposes
joas common

YOUNG way SEVERELY BURNED

wo, to

William Kimbell, of Pinel for $4,000.

Niagara Falls.

NATIONAL SERVICE

extravagance at

have

Gisposed of the Parker farm, consisting
of 126 acres, south

after-

Mtaodiarmid, Minister of‘Pablio Works,

Lohengrin’s

wedding march was played by

We are still able. to give you bargains in Boots
and Shoes, having a very large stock which was
contracted for at old pricés, being 50. per cent.
lower than present prices.

‘The annual meeting
of the West Elgin

a prominett

ann SHOES

BOOTS

Cabinet Ministers

iter Mise Oath erine
titer
ris

Me. Halt Stalker,

ent to witness the ceremony

Mrs. Townsend, of New York, is visiting her brother, J, H. Molntyre, MoArthar ave. aud other relatives.
The residence of Sosegh Mies,
destroyed inst week, was
red for
$850 in the Danwich Insurance Oo,

MILLS

STALKER—SHAW

ofthis youngest sen

5c. to 50c..per roll.

will try to

The home of Mr. Charles Shaw,
Donwich, was Inst evening the scene of
jo

3
We will have our stack of Spring Wall Papers
four
inspection,
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gent lotions, prevent

Apropos of astringent . alata: night the work js carried on by en‘with quiet, conciliatory way, who had itmarks,
who
should be borne in mind that in all Ree ameén of the army—men
come to take nothing, and was deear their khaki
face three things
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anxtots to make friends. Lew-.

a

everywhere

ess

of

rigid

I
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phelendt

sojourn,

Dal
Nat) at

omer, whole or
Set

W ’ ANTED—COOK:
Homme for sultantf
Aca
Adgaress, “Mra. Goring: sige

merely in neutral countries; but even
in England, sped
not seem
to ‘be

during

PLAIN

and light sewing
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Order,

.They
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payable

found

economy.

THE

GRIFFON,

antka long repulsed this visitor, but | 1°

eventually yielded, received him and,
permitfed his overtures.
This man was Francis Coillard, the
“Zarmbest' missionary. When he
went to his-first meal with the king,
of ent worthy squatted on the ground paratio:
in complete nudity, and devoured treatment to become
|4ucks with his hands and teeth. To- desired location.
| ward the end of his life the king had
Jearned eyen an excellent taste in
‘Europeaa foods, wines and table fit-

iLife of Lewanika, King

African Barotse.
t

by

unshakable

of the sombre

African

jangle there died recently one of the

consulted him
‘of his’ tribe.
“What,”

about

the goverament

he cried out one day in the

faco of recurring trouble, ‘shall I do
with my people?”
"s reply is preserved in his
diary, left on his death at Lewanika's
court in

and be was atitocrat of the Itves and
‘Gestinies of! some millions of black
men dwelling in the forbidding valley
native empire on the barbaric continent,

and

the

man

himself

perhaps

1904:

“Take the secret spear from under

your

cloak and throw

contrast

with

the encroaching

‘Weht of the world outside.
Lewanika, dead
at 56, saw his
country emerge from the wildest,
murkiest savagery to a place literal,
within

the

stow

‘sun

of

civilization.

Beginning life as butcher, outrager,
‘and wholesale assassin, he closed it a
constructive and beneficent old barDarian, in love with the brilliant
msysterious
great
lands across

and
the

wean,
In his lifetime he abolished savage
panishm
brutal
sacrifices. and

ft away;

-re-

bounce vengeance onee for all, attach

your
people
to yourself
by making
‘their welfare your first object; put a
step to theft; give them justice, quiet
sleep, and good food to eat.”

In 1902 Lewantka, attired in good
European
clothes and.
‘invariably

equipped

\from

Dear
fixed

in

the

patience,

ot himself admitted to the confidence,
heart

Minard's Lintment Co., Liinttéd,

CHILDHOOD AiLMENTS

tUard,

In-the

—_

with

a

silk

hat,

attended

the coronation of King
Edward—
Barotseland having before that time
become a voluntary British protectorate. King Edward received him with
great

interest

toon him

and

British

up and Honized

Lewanika

went

home

him.

with

society

bis head

unturned, but witk. several new notfons
piled into {t. He worked on the problem for four years before he da
anything
so revolutionary as freeing
the slaves. Then, even two vears after
Collard had died and his gcfding hand
bad been removed, Lewanika abolished

SHIPPING FEVER

Taftense

oa

ills of childhood come

swiftly

and,

passing

through

hands ofsidiled workmen, is

the

into bread: as if by magic. A
sent of, kneaded’. dough, fresh1
ie being carried to the GoeS
ioe

it is

gathered
up and

SPOHN
MEDICAL
Chemists and Bacteriologists

j horrors of some forms of idolatry;
oo

elt
and.
maintained.
ools
of law, admitted
a fixed body

the white man and his {deas, anda even
kind
established female suffrage of
from which his neighbors across the

hig

may.

ise

Wish . to ‘adopt

of
ica”a

us

some-

who remember
a phrase, with a

nnibalism, the story

aie be of interest. He
was borm in ‘ts00 in tsoublons ae
for fr0rn
the ca)
y of
the
at
eee
: ly “Marotse).

human

serfdom

Co.
Goshen, Ind., U.S.A.

in his country.

Hizatior, had taken hold with
rare thing in a savage prince.

Civhim,

a

——_-———
Minard’s Linlment lumberman's friend
Se
FACE WRINELES.
Some Advice to Women Who’ Fear
Their Appearance.
‘That wrinkles
even

on

the

are bound

fairest

face

gether so, for with

‘tale furrows can ‘be

care

turn, drawn

excel
lent

medicine

for

childhood

fs

not

alto-

‘these tell-

box.from The Dr. Williams’
Co., Brockville, Ont.

Medicine

MIILTARY HOSPITAL
LANTERN SLIDES
An Ontario-minister the ‘other day
borrowed ffcm the Military. Hospitals
Commission # set of lantern
slides.
‘These slides show what goes on at the
hospitals and sanatoria. That is, they
show something of how our injured
soldiers are being restored to health
and to power for self-support, however
serious their injuries may
. The
minister exhibited the slides at three

country churches under his charge. In
returning the set he writes:
“My recording steward, who is also
the
and chairman of the
local recruiting
league,
says
they

Lobost

waa

born his uncle

the throne

on

as

chief

of

the. tribes ino most.truly_ One ceiteen.
Bie
iif must be sald,
manne
was to:
nares. “ot
some of the innumerable
a tribues and boat them to a

charge.

Application

should

island

fn

HLdalul,w!

he

the

fed

Zambesi.

near

them to the

his own and his tribe's
ferocodiles for The
bloody Lepopo was
1
and
thts ee
“}eleven - years of
ini
‘and
decooded. by another- uncl
pope

rao ass

via the,

ny

pat

of. his reign

ibited all the interest in
graced his uncle so
stood

suppose

that

crow’s

feet

are

the most important sign of age as far
es

wrinkles

go,

-and-so-long

as- they

have not,these they imagine that they
can’ hide thelr years. Nothing could
be farther

from the truth, At the rate

a

line

of the ear by the time you are
Uttle

will

make

its

out,

carted

into

hands of

termasters. ready for
the men,
Indostrialicm

the quar-

distribution

to

in its highest state

of

perfectica never produced a more efficlient organization. The men work. at
high

epeed.

Military

diecipiine.

ai.

via COUNTRIES

Teak in
ed for
work,
de to

industrial enterprises.
I watch
a long time these men at their
straining every nerve and musdo their best as efficiently as

possible, and ae we passed from hall

to hall the command, “Bakers, attention!” brought the men Instantly to
the rigid position demanded by
the
drill regal
if
over
the long
rows of

faces I was not‘a little astonished’ +=
find such a variety of ages. Grayhaired men at work elde by side with

Baking Bread
for the Army

aoeear

under
Hie, write
to me to-day. Address?2
Mrs, M. Sommers, Gcxg Windser, Cat.
what seemed to be mere boys. On inquiring, I
sons often

learned
enlisted

that fathers and
together for-this

cervice, skilled

who,

before

on their work

the

men

of

the

war,

had

car-

for te most part

in individual shops.
‘Those of us who have been
taught
to believe that the Englishman is a
confirmed Indtvidualist, that he is incapable of organization In the German
sense, must revise our notions, Those
who have been ie to belleve that the

oppored to compul-

sory military
rvica and that trade
union men are submitting recalcitrant-

ly toarmy

regulations must

change

their point of view. As a soldier here,
@ trade unfon man, said to me, “The
finest
unfon
In
the world
is the

army.”

This great bakery is ‘put a model of
many other such establishments whith
I visited. Nearby are warehouses filled with stores for the troops
in the

field. The amount of goods handled in

one consignment tg stupendous; 60,000
ting of jam, 20,000 boxes of meat, cases
of onions by the thousand, . bags
of
sugar by the 10,000, boxes of tea by the
ton, and the like. Brought in from all
parts of the world direct by transport

become

es, stacked ‘in piles so arranged that
though hundreds of thousands of cases
and eacks are here stored, yet almost
at a glance the exact
amount of the
—
on hand can be counted.
The
ies are so vast that no matter
ho. great the requisition may be it
can be Instantly filled.
I
walked

so accentuated’

by fatigue or

as to completely alter the exof the

accusation

will
that

face,

Most

salen

ot

probably resent the
wietr

jines

are’

due

larg
to the pernicious habit of
chewibg gum. If you do not chew
however, you surely indulge
| Socanioontly. in caramels or nonbaee
hich.
ae.

Here, in a former
of ‘the British armies
being
madé.
nee,

e
ir the field a
ashe :
a

twenty
thousand
two-pound.
loa\
of Dread are each day baked in the
ovens of thie
th! bakery. Twas given o
plico of the bread, It was crisp, appetlzing and
excellent. “Day and

Cered

bread, butter, cheese, jam
and
4s greater than needed to eatisty

the

appetite. of the average man, and

vere storm the

with all on board,

*

pioneer foun~

as

|:

the rations are pooled,’ the saying {6
made without
anyone
noticing it,
while the economy
to the naton in
, shillings ang pence is enor

Fificleney and economy are the two
dominent factors of success
In modern warfare, as in modern industry.
The old spirit’ -of “muddle” to which
many clung so tenaciovely during the
first and even the second year of the
war
has been swept
by the board.

The third,

and

2s many hope

MICA
AXLE GREASE

and

confidently believe, the last
year of
the war Is opening auspicfously.
The
signs of success
are not to be read
exclusively in the bulletins from the
fighting front, nor estimated by the
number of prisoners taken or miles

of trenches captured, but rather

Makes your wagon run
as if ithad ball bearings.
It is the Mica that
does it. Mica makes a
smoother bearing surfaceand a longerwearing
grease.
Dealers everywhere.

by

watching how smocthly, silently, irresistibly the great machine of the
army, now perfected in eevry
part,
is gearing up the speed of efficiency,
economizing and conserving
its energy and resources.—London Mail.

(ote
and take
—_—s-+e—_—.
Too Scientific.

for

Minard’s

no

IMPERIAL

“TRADE BRIEFS.

the goods are stored in the warehous-

Teo mille with a total daily capaci
«0
ow In operation near
Fecently discovered dey ts of tungsten
Inyo county, Califor:
was
Cochineql,
which was formerly ahippea
from the Canary Islands to
back to town al , by wey. ‘of London, is now capotted
‘Much of the 191
by ‘clectrlelty.— the markets 1
Seventy
Ame:
filted out to Joint thi
hich mak
or
Prince aruRupert, iriushy * Colurblae
c
tch, Te tm
o
h

pl
am going
once,”
bo;
mei
they
Youngstown Tele

Had Fourteda Fits
In One Afternoon
BUT IS MADE

]
yin the: fields, because
of vessels available for this
a erie:can shipyards are under cont ies
‘1d 682 Vossels of 2,008,761 tons.
these
vessels are already under
high coat of fodder for
horses and mules, motor trucks are coming into general’ use In Antofaxasta,
“tne chief of police of Rio de Jansiro,
Brazil. will grant temporary Heonses
scam ‘aatomobile > saleam
whe
vit that clty. |, ‘This favor will be ape
by all American exporters of
S.

WELL AND STRONG

BY DODD'S KIDNEY PILLS.

Mr. R. J. Thompson,
of Uxbridge,
Tells tho, Story of His Terrible
Trouble and Almost
Miraculous
Escape.
Uxbridge,

Ont,

March

15.-—(Special)

—Mr.-R.. J. Thompson, .. living
here,

aftern

had

fourteen

convulsions

_nzar

hi

tn one

‘The doctors did not think The
1a price for wheat will Dé
five, To-day
“he is well and
es of of re reals
par DS Pianos
He says Dodd's Kidney Pills HHshaving
ir are needed in he Hesae
But let him tell his own consular
district, <i Amal
pisileal-

he could

strong.
it.
au

a tats delighted with Rodd’ 's Kidney
Pills,” Mr. Thompson states.
“f have
ike
only taken eleven. boxes, and 1 feel

m:
aT

THE
OIL COMPANY
Limited

BRANCHES THROUGHOUT
CANADA

other

‘The
city-Bred
boy's parents
had» just
moved
into
the
country
and
me
ing
made
for b
tend the
public school,
One day he euw
Soe
at work thers
t are Faas
01 Hows
doing?’
asked his fath
“Putting in an. electric switch.”
the reply.

little corner will over
r long troughs, 200 men etraightdespit
the ‘en bolt upright, head
erect,
eyes
be betrayed.
steady. hands rigid at thelr eldes.
have a tendency
o mn!
wery early in life to show lines about
Immediately 400 hande plunge" inthe mouth, whith are not only a disto the billowy dougn ana the work of
figurement at all times, but often
lines

alarm

the mouth of Green Bay, Lake Stich.
rn
czan, The

Ask

British

massage that this
not ‘be-negtected, or
rest your secret will
‘Women particularly

ness

and

2 eather
01 Indiens,
m who
the dayregarded
of the Mas
launching
the
Griffon pet rail and in ‘due. tiny
ing

pre-

vails, There {s no talking or chaffing.
se ee is none of that atmosphere
nal irresponsibility so preva-

trade,

Eyery ten years after that an-

pression

WHOOTEN,

the ad-

’ vans, hid ws
walt
door of the t building, and twelve hours
from the time it has left this bakery

the bread is in the

special

“Bakers, attention!”
other little tally will be marked there
At the front the words of
comby the hand of time. Take good care mand
ring out
in the great hall
then when smoothing your visage by
their
ition,
bent
donbdle

these

CHAS.

Port Mulgrave.

slung on

be made

to the Military Hospitals Commission,
22 Vittoria street, Ottawa.

ever, many women who do not know
how to ward them off, and to them
the following advice is
Women

off G rifto
bore the
{ons
burden oa,
ij fon wi es fi
four men, ail. bat one. 1°, "whens
med

Promptly.

Aoaded into
right at the

put them on in every available church
In this district,
A man with a wellprepared lecture and a few local slides
could render a valuable service to the
country, both in allaying the unrest
referred ‘to and in removing the prejadice in some families from which recruits might be secured.”
je slides, with explanatory notes,
may be borrowed by ministers
and
other responsible
persons
free
of

making thelr appearence if you will
take proper pains.
There
are, how-

a

LINI-

Joining storeroom, where they are left
to cool; when conan | the fresh bread

ailments | £00ds’

end I am well pleased with their
use.” The Tablets are sold by medicine dealers or by mali at 26 cents a

to come

prevented from

MINARD'S

rinkled tables, cut into round
ae evott eight inches in diameter,
eachlump forminga toaf;
ta
will
safeguard
carefully’ weighed to make all Joaves
tle one’ dy keeping Baby's Own. Tab- Of identical size. Then the loayes are
Shoyeled into the ovens, baked to a
he
‘This medicin

should be shown fn every community.
Distemper, and all ‘They mect the unrest in many famand throat ies who have feared that the maimed
dlseasea cured. and all others, no. matter haw “exposed,” who return will be forced to sell lead
Of, these diseuses with SPOHN'S pepells oe such like,
rom bavi
D. ‘Three to six doses often cures
oR
tt I should have done was to
ase. Best thine for brood Wesres; ac te on the. blood.
sell
Daugsiste end harness shops or menufacturers
aster
for them for 2 longer period and

iss

Sirs—Your

MENT is our remedy for sore throat,
colds and all ordinary ailments.
It never fatis to relieve and cure

eg

em {ll very

Keep

I

suddenly.

a man
ate my bred and went to take
I just got about three-quarters
a
of a mile when ( was taken with
1 had fourteen that
fit.
convulsion

| home.

Minard’s

Liniment

In the

All ina Hurry.
A lttle girl from a more
way

house,

leisurely

in front of the Woolworth buildIt wae the noon hour, and the

afternoon and the third day i had nine
sald

eeThe: a joctors

1 coula

live

not

and if 1 ona 1 would were Oe ate te
=

chronic
@s
again,
But, thank aga,
oy Dibuase:
lolng my own work once;again, by

theEt of Dosd's Kidney Pills.” advancBright's Disease is the most.
ed stage of kidney disease. It can be
through long rows of goods stacked up avolded if the earlier stages of kidney
in blocks as high as city houses. The
trouble are remedied by the use of
different types of wares are arranged
Dodd’s Kidney Pills.
oo
in sqvares resembling
a city mets:
Here {sa square all of sugar; close
“Kickball for Baby.

We've football.

We've emer’
it

ith

th

ra

nl

@ buye

ot 5
ee

we may be oe

1) 50
;

games. ‘
another matter.

a big, light rubber

as large as baby's‘

one crochets.a ate the whole
a or cord.
ee

TEN

mean

aE uvay et of te 2

4a hls ‘bed and

scurried past as they often do in that
vicinity.
“{ don't ike New
York, mother,

said the lttle girl.

“Everyhhing fs im

_

such a hurry—evén tho wind.”-—Evening Post Saturday Masazine.

———
“upportunity calis once ot every,
man’s door.” “Hard luck {s a whole
tot more sociable."—Hitteburg Post.

——————————————EE_____T_

You Can Do Your Bit:
in the trenches, in the home, ;

i

2

+

ef th

vy ditters: mator-

rom the army.| Biv.

ould Not. be risked,
lost without lcals mi

Ls

=

ieee?

513,741 PENSIONERS. —

“Commission Appointed To Investigate Reponsibility forthe FailureSo-Decides.—,

London

Cable-——The

ax

far as:

Widows’!
nee
ee
Children cf widows...

Dependent ca
men ..:.

' tics encountered in the final attack
the Dar-| some months Inter,
“We consider that, in view of the
pght under the consid: | epinions expreased by the naval end
of toe War Council on — Nov. ; military authorities on the spot. the

on the initiative of Mr.;

+s

Lie ideal method of

ig:

It may

de-) decision to abandon the naval attack
be! after the bombardment of March
18
Was Inevitable.
There was no meeting

reasonably

in fayor of
than a per

attack,
have

a

joint
neval

if undertaken

been

of

the

of the

and

military rather
attack, 6uch an

at all,

Icrmer,

would

rather

tuan

of the latter character, had not other
circumtanees led 10 a modification|
of

the

progrimme.

A

communication

from the Russian Covernment of Jan.
2 fotroduced a ircch element into tie
ch ‘Government consid: |
ng must be
done
ered tuat som
im responee

and
of

to it

nm

in thie Hones:
attacking
the

zain

ralsed.

ior War

for

ié

de-

operations

in

etatemiat was
r Council,

who

ac?

tovk

fo sieps to satlefy thoaselves by rePorts of cetimates as to whiat troops
were avalia'
uen or in the near fubeen done, the comink it
would be sacertained that curticlent
ps would be

tary and na-

fer dato

investigated

lequately

th

as
the War

by

Coumeil. Th 6 the question before the
Yar
Council on Jan, 13, wea wheth-

by the

to be
alone, the navy being he?
force available.
urchill appears to have advoattack by slips alone before
the War Conucil, on a certain amount

Meet
cS

of half-hearted

and hesitating expert

pinion which favored a tentative
or
progrcasive scheme, beginning with an
attack upon the outer forts.
h
tack, if successful, was to be follow-

fd by ferther operations against the

War Council

May

14,

between

March

Meanwhile

important

dweit, were secured by the Dardaneiles

expedition. Whether these advantages
Were worth the loss of life and treasvre involved is and must always re-

main a matterof opinion.”

Major-General
who was director
tons at the War
the Dardanelles
that the general
to exist, because

Charles
|B. Callwell,
of milltary . operaOffice at the time of
expedition,
testified
staff virtually ceased
it was not consulted

The principle of centralization, the

report

says,

was

hed

to

the

ex-

treme point by Lord Kitchener,
It
broved successful m the, minor cperaons in the Soudan, but in larger opvations it threw
on one man
more
ae than any Individual could cope
wil
Andrew
Fisher,
Australian
High

apaln Celences of the narrows,
There
does not appear to have been direct
support or direct opposition
from the
respons'ble naval and military advisCommissicner in London. in a_note Jsors, Lord Fisher and Sir James Wolfe sued
the Dardanelles report, disMurray, as to the practieabllity of car- sents from the findings cf the majorrylng
on the operations as approved
ity that the ‘naval officers should have
by the War Council. viz., to
expressed their views
at
the
War
and take
Gallipoli
peninsula,
with Council, and from the opinion of the
Constantinople
as the objective.
majority that Lord Fisher
was not
KITCHENER FAVORED IT.
Justified in remaining silent.
Thomas MeKenzie,
High
Commis“The First Sea Lord and Sir Arthur
of New Zealand, in London,
Wilson,
who was the only naval ad- sioner
to those of.
viser present at the War Councll, ex- takes similar objections

pressed

no dissent.

Lord

Mr. Fisher to the conclusions

Kitchener,

that the commission isnot yet justifled in coming to a decision as to the
results of the enterprise.
The report is an
interim cne, dea!-

asked to express, agy opinion on the
subject, and offered no objection to
naval operaticns, ns they considered
them

experimental,

and

such

as could

be discontinued If the first results obtiined were not satisfactory.
The

commissioners
think
tion, first on

that there was,
the First Lord;

cn the Premier:

thirdly, on

one other member of the War Council,
to see that the views of the naval advisors
were
clearly
put before the
council, und that the
naval advisers
should bave expressed their views to
the council, whether asked or not, if
they considered the project which the
council was about to adopt was impracticable
from a naval point
of
{

ho

the

position

whieh

hold

that

the possibility

gurprive amphibious

of making

attack

on.

a

Gai-

Hpoli. offered such great military and
political advantage that It was mistaken and ill-advised to sacrifice this

“possibility by deciding to undertake a
$F

naval

atinck,

which

from

its

“g0t obtain completely the

object set oul in the terms of - the
decision.
a
“The decision taken on the 16tr to

“mags

troops in the neighborhood

of

the Dardanelles marked a very critical

Ing exclusively with the origin and
inspection of the attack on the Dar
danelles, it is signed by the
late
Lord Cromer, who was chairman of
the commission;
Andrew Fisher,
ropresenting Avetralla;
Thomas — McSenzie, representing New
Zealand:
Sir Frederick Cawley,
Chancellor
of

shire. Mr. Roch makes an extiaustive
expositicu

of

‘1 a memorandum

submitted

to

Pre-

ip January, ax foitswe:
have alreatly
Yored, without success, to scatterendeaour
“The

‘Germans

bavalatrength

by attacks on

cur trade,
end by submarines and mines:
§ The
Fapee
te

Cesy,

and

sea power fs & glow prorequires great
patience.

etn making

‘orous effort -to

THEREOF.

GRAVE OUTLOOK
FACES GERMANY

stock brokers

on

allotments

For application

made

forms

in respect of applications

apply to the

Doputy

Minister

for

this

stock

of Finance,

“BRITISH AND.

NO CHANGE
ON

mont told me that the result of the
shelling there was indescribably hide-

ous,

FRENCH GAIN
ON THE WEST

He had never seen anything 20

.

WESTERN FRONT

Remember,
it was that appalprospect which had
to be faced

ling

by all German

troops that

were

at

the front.
Whether returning or goIng in revictualing
or providing for
comrades, they had to face It It must
have ended !n madness
to some of
them, and depression and miserable

The

Prussian

George

Michaeliz,

British Planes

serious speech on tie food situaticn,
says a Reuter despatch from AmsterDr Michaelis declared that the
dam.
was
such that a more severe

is quoted as
among
all

have

not

percelyed

supervision

in

widespread

entailing
kards

abuse

of bread’

grave consequenges

our stocks. Bread

been fleally used on sutya

convergent

a3 re-

haye re-won from the Gormans a gal15.
between
Malsons*de Champagne, taking more than~-a’ hundred

have

dent captured
rl
‘Feb:
B utte Mesnil and

ehock-

ing scale that our entire reserves were
exhausted.
So when potatoca
failed
and bread was ordered ac a substitute.
there wae none available,
Flour has
teen similarly reduced, owing to sim!
jar irregulerities In the mills.”

The

“In

Paris

Chainpagne,

lery prepara’

after

War

Office

intense

re-

artfi-

. our troops succesd-

ed in capturing: t he greater part of
salicot occupted by the enemy on PebTm nary 15 between. Butte Mesnil and

Dr, Michaelis concluded by urging
the utmost severity to remedy the

evddenty dnring:the closing menths of|
we evould find
ney and we could
ensuing misery

to

Germans poss:
to eep a balanced nicety in the wide-retreat- upon
which they are engaged,
To follow
them has ite obvious dificulties

prices. The war-would long since have

cause the transforniing of a sfege ma-

been ended if everybody had to suffer
hunger-equally.
The
present — meat
lon “fs “insufficient.
To withhold
such a necesxary. from, the people
is

1 recall Professor:

being

already

Should

chine into something moi
la and adJastable dally under
ne’
conditions
cannot be done without
preliminary
Jal bor.
in
previons
accounts I have given
slreadtul
evidence
of
the
German
josses this winter on. the Somme
by
describing
the ground as T saw It between the old trenches and Le Barque,
I have been at some trouble to. verify
t! hat this Is typleal along the whole
ircht,
ficers
who have, been over
the ground elsewhere tell me the eviour.
f
th

Abbes'

retirement
from
the Council of the
War-Feeding Department;
the strikes
of munition workers in Esven
and

time it will almone

Ypres.

We

have

compelled

to all matters,

f starving Germany, and added:
R
Fi
the small” bread raticn one
{hn
only make the
Fespon;
éible, who has not given us the har. |.
Neat we expected.”

ance

to the enemy.

front

attack

We

Noyon

is known

communications,

The

under

In

menil.

“

of

Belgian

thelr

as

intending

to: shoot,

in .trenchos.in- the frout
‘been obliterated...An:

are |

is

containing.

bodies

Palestine

of

effectively

organizations in

the

was brought down by Lieut.

the

fifth

enemy

aeroplane

communication:

“A

reci.

was carried out

and north

of Dix-

Report.——Jerusalem,

Bagdad,

__troops

according

advancing

to

de-

through

from Egypt are within forty

Asia Minor for three sides, one Brit
Ish force advancing {nto Palestine
from Egypt, another operating in tho
‘Tigris Valley, while the Russians are

the

fighting on the Persian front.
Jt fs believed here that if the British

Succeed in taking Jerusalem

the Amthere, numbering
a thousand. wil ehoose to remain over
inStead of attempting to proceed to BelTut to secure transportation to the United States es they had planned. The
British capture of the eity.-would-also

etican refugees

in his

but

revolver to be discharged,
meee plod: when the jury tetHredat eight o'clock Foreman

verdict bad

mt arrived at, and the conrt at once

reconvened, the verdict was announced,

and without delay Hogue was eentenced to be hanged ja Sandwich jail yard
May. 10 next.

detach-

cutskirts

lespatch
had
which {3 in
the
souliern Palestine
and
from Jerusatem,
are nu® invading

with-

merely
to “bluft” his custodian into
Permitting him to escape. He said he
thought the -jar-of-the train-caused the

on

our batteries

enemy
We

spatehes received here to-day, These
reports say the advance guards of the
British

alfen.
In some way
sesession of Jack~
a3, the train neared

he carrled the revolver

fire

Wood.

Washington

Well

crossing the boundary line. Hin story
On the stand told of oniy kindness
fromthe man he-had’ killed. Hogue
hand. not

were

the ancient capital of: Palestine,..may
soon be in the hands of the British as

briefest in Eevex County criminal anpals,
It occupied exactly ten hours
end five minutes.
Hogue was unable
to produce any witnesses In his own
defence, and his attorney, Barrister F.
©. Kitby, of Windsor, put his client on
the stand,
The only motive. shown
Was Hogue's
desire.
to escape before

declared

a

the

HOLY CITY SOON
TO BE BRITISH .

he Wag being deported

he died

all along

day, . during

machines

the northern

east of Ramscapelle
mude.”

Report.—n the histgric
house
of
Sandwich
the
th sentence wag passed
at
eight
o'clock to-night
upon
John Hogue,
allay James Steward, who on the night
of Jan, 26 last shot and killed Willlam
Mavshail
Jackson, of Winnipeg,
a
Canadian Immigration officer. The oflicer was escorting Hogue to Michigan,

was one of

hostile

procal bombardment

MURDERER MUST DIE.

and

the

over which this pilot has triumphed.”

Slayer of Custodian Sentenced at: Windsor.

trial to-day

fighting

There is nothing to report on

i Pinsard,

Daume sector.

The

on

tp

the rest of the front.
“The
‘rumpler’
(aeroplane)
which
fell.on March 6 Inside our-}ines north

of Laval,

enemy

to have sacrificed his next

Jackson's abdomen,
in_a few minutes.

sending

Eparges wood
‘The artillery fighting
Was quite active in the sectors of of
Maisons
de
Champagne and Ember-

Year's reserves
and
massed
greater
forces for a great offensive sotnewhere
this summer, but neither are the Allies
Umited to operations only on the Ba-

©

three

shelled German

Paris,.on account. of-the ratiroad-and
highway

were dropped

work,

“On the Verdun front

took

ments

such

salient northeast

aerial

throughout

Matincourt

an offensive is contemplated.”
The
capture of the ridge imperily Cambrai,
which, if captured in its turn. imperil
the entire

bombs

our

were brough€ down and seven others
are missing.”
FRENCH REPORT.
Paris cable says: The official communication issued by the War-Offiee
Wednesday night read:

to

tha war

know

much

wiich

If he isicompelled

elsewhere.

to

brought down and three others driven
down damaged. Four of our machines

to adandon {t, it will be the signal for
an

stop

was

ridge is of serlous, even vital import-

Smith aent fs word thee

‘Thea:

Proads leading” to th esfront _pasitiony
cannot even be! rec ‘ognized’ as’ roads,
‘They

that

Many

forts

very large number of machines, There

abandon the ridge
(that he intends to
oO So at the present moment may be
cinfidently denied,
that
he may
be

attaching

mation,

enemy billets and camps. The
eremy
made determined bu: umsuccessfui ef-

Belloc writes:

be

shelling

aeal of successful reconnolssanca photograghy and obtaining valuxble iafoz-

un-

consequently
his
of Bapaume ridge,

the enemy

were

Windsor depet he drew the weapon
agd Cred, the bullet taking effect in

An attempt wad being made, he sald, | fp he

to shift the blame cn England.
“The celfishn
of tke agraridns,”
said,
cause of the ‘high

evea-

Messines.
“There was considerable zerial activity Tuesday, our macoines effecting a

being wble to hold continually to this

revolver, cd

lemnable,

which

hold, subject to the

fire, and

capital point and
permanent mastery

ta white

he

this

of

“Monchy Is the key of the ridge;
f
the enemy fs compelled
to evacuate
it the ridge, as a defensive system, is
jeopardized.
Upon
the whole,
the
chances are in favor of the enemy not

our lines slight-

frst-lne positions after heavy bombardments and captured a few men.
Jn the Champagne region the Frene! h

tickets,

tikets

was difficult

€able-——Thursday’s offic-

SouthWest of-Chauines and south-of
7
e
maus
raided
British

absolutely necessary fn the distribution of foodsthffs.
There has been

offi-

Issued

again bombarded enemy trenches west

; compelled to do go is another matter)
‘he immediately descends on ground inLondon, March 7—On
the front
held by the British in France siight creasingly unfavorable. One may conclude within the limits of uncertainty

is

. ~

The British

paume,
The so-called ridge, covering
the watershed, runs from Monchy
to
; Eesarts and from Bucquoy
to Achiet
‘Petit.
He points out that Monchy js
the highest point of the ridge, a salSent Ike Serre,
recently abandoned,

addit‘onal successes have been achieve
in the Ancre calley and near Biaches.

tho

which

cable:

communication

Shown in Newly-Evacuated
Ground—Bapaume
Ridge in Danger.

otherwise the situation is unchanged.
“Lest night our troops successfally
entered
the exemy trenches, near Blaches and
secured
some
prisoners.
Southeast cf Chaulnes and south
or
A Tas the enemy raided our front line,
In each case the raid was
preceded
by a heavy bombardment.
A few of
our men are missing.”

This is human nature, but {t Is highly
deplorable, ard
may have
most serious results.
s
ibat stern

clal

jug says:
“Daring the past 24 hours there has
been no change in the situation. Our
artillery
silenced hostlie
batteries

ly on elther cide of the Ancre valley;

ve have in the third year of the

“We

vent, but Failed.
London

tie

North Sea and the English Channel
turns at Monchy through Essarts and
» Borth to Ducquoy,
through the wi
of Logeast, just south
.f Achlet-le-

F Trance reads:
ve have advanced

rections of the people the general
feeling evidenced is not one of that
endurance for which we have boped.

©

Foe Sent Up Many to Pre

tn

between

ful report from British headquarters in der direct observation.

people to hold cut until next year.

towne

the watershed

Useful

HONS’ AWFUL TRIALS

London

of things, especially in the larze
indus
centres, could hardly be
imagined. He indfeuted the pessibiiity
that all curplus stocks of grain would
e exhausted. and said that very radimeasures were needed to enable
var," the food controller
saying, “discovered that

Belloc

Do

Work With Camera.

POSITION.

+ Grand, then through Bihucourt to Ba-

made !n the
Prussian Dict yesterday
what the Koeinsche Zeltung calis
a

the

RIDGE

London, Cable.—Hillaire

! out that

Ignore Laws—-The
Junkers Blamed.
Dr.

BAPAUMLE

to-day’s issue
of
Land and Water,
“rites informingly, but cautiously, of
| the Bapaume ridge position. He points

velle’s in Champagne.

Cable-——

bear their

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA,
ocTose! R 7th, 1916,

russian Food
Controller Gen. Gaig’s Men Advance ;
Both Sides of Ancre, Ni;
Warns of Possible Famine.i
|

contrailer,

which

Ottawa.

fear in most.

London

o
Interest,

4

for the

first two Years £25,000,000.

feod

the dato of

from

five per cent: per annum

stamp.

inky
compet Berlin, owing .tounderfeeding, have
the enemy to seck A decision at sea, L only too weil Sustified him.’
‘This fs oué reagon for
husbanding cur | The Minister of Agriculture then |
troops were
not
resources,
reason is that the spoke. and vigorously defended. bimbe apparent
the world that o serious attack was, prolongation “of war at sea° tends to pelf against, attacks. ~ He ‘alfeded to
the critical ¢lination created by_the
and
a with
partial sneet
of the Entente’ plan eu

——

MULTIPLE

‘i
of surrendering at par and accrued
the privilege

will have

he would

mier Dealt

ANY

Bank in Canada) at’tho rate of

2 { wemtd be, Irdeverthn
The sees
ed
23 actuality joie

ion,
Alter the decigion ot tie
r
Council Lad been taken, and the expe:
dition begun, Lord Fisher, the report
continucs, did everyting ib his pow.
er to ‘assist. His whole theory of the
tee of the British sea. power In the
War, Mr, Roch slates, was
embodied

»

PAR

OF ‘$500 OR

of thisi stock

short-comings
while
there waa yet ‘Matso ns.de Champagne.
One hundred
Prisoners, among them
‘ime.
Seme of the milis would have
re ciained in our hands.” {wo officers,
to be closed
and the
municipalities
Cerrive’ of their autonomous powers.
<D IN RETREAT.
the Duchy of Lancaster; James
A. Rationing and requisitioning rust be ;
i
Headquarters
im
France.
Clyde, Lord Advoczte;
Stephen
ti
with ri
1 to OxRS. |,
——~The enemy is being closely
Gwyan, Nationalist member of
elm.
bi
t, fruit and vegetables.
He
sued in
his retreat, as the action
House of Commo;
pie eur Adimtral| added
ouchavesnes indicates,
There he
Sir William H, May, Ficld Meng
M
e are confronted > with
hurried out of a broad front with
Baron Nicholgon and Justice Pickford.
horskt ef what woutd hapve:
f this |
loss of 200 prisoners and a numTn addition to the dissehting notes
Fieasere alco shonld fall ond. what|
achine guns and (rench morof Mr. Fisher and Mr. MeKenzie, a
grim starvation
there would be if|
separate report was presented by
Wal-

ter F. Roch, Liberal member of © tl:
House of Commons from 'Fembroke

an. 13, 1915, the commise;
« tink the War Countll
din coming to the dec!mvel
r investigation
|
propost
which had- beon

suggested to them, The commissioners

of the

Dardanelles
Commission
ing
Lord Fisher and the naval advigers.Mr.
McKenzie also expressed the opinion

who occupied 2 commanding position
at the time the decision was
taken,
was in favor of the project. Both Lord
Fisher and Sir-Arthur Wilson would
have preferred a joint naval and military gitack,
but they did not express
to the War Counei!
id were
not

=.

entirety would involv:
charge of £396,000,000, and

People

¥

as the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment made undor any futuro: war loan issuo
in Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other like short dato security.
Proceeds of this stock are for war purposes only.
~ A commission. of one-quarter of one per cont will be allowed to recognized bond and

them, In exceptional eres there would
be a gratuit
5

i9

Jand operations were uniertaken.
We
think that before such operations
wera
commenced the War Council
should
have carefully considered
the whole
Rovition,
“We are of the opinion tha
Kitchener did>
nct Buftctently:
himself of the
es of his general
staff, with the result that more work
was undertaxen by him than it was
Possible for one man to do, and confusion and want of efficiency resuited,
BARON FISHER
-CENSURED,
"We are upabie
to concur in th
ect forth
by
Lot
her that it
was his duty, {f Te differed from the
chief of his department, to misintain
silence at the council or to resign. We
think that the adopilon
of any
such
principle generally would impair the
efficiency of public service.
“We tiffak
that; although the main
ebject was not attained,
certain important pelitical advantages, upon the
nature of which
we
have
aiready

we
..

allowance:
ut will
soon fo on the
pension st; 65,000 men in. hospitals,
and 65,000 men medically ‘unfit. There
brought the tots] number ot
Women and children to 773,752.
Medicaily unfit, of whom over 100,000
were not to be granted pensions, were
to be put back where the State found

tons reached ax {cllow
tion of attacking

‘aasumed
that iaacmuch as all thé anthorities concerned were prima facie

Holders

deceased

Total-on-books

ferns

by cheque (free of exchange at
‘Interest payable half-yearly, 1st Aprit and ist October
any chartered
purchase.

Boeides these there wedows who are now drawing separatoct

the probability of sucpess
expedition, which was insted to-day. | compromised
of the origina) attack by jand forces,
port summariace the concius- and materially increased the. ditficul

sia aes

INVESTMENT MAY PURCHASE

IN SUMS

Childrea cz disabled mea

then First Lerd of the Ad- |

SF nace

Principal ropayable 1st October, 1919.

explained that the Ministry had charge
ef the following:
Diszbied-men os. 3-0;
+ 140,275

Great Britain}

Spey

DEBENTURE-STOCK—|
-JOMINION
OF CANADA

Cable—=Minist2r 0” «Pe.

ations of the Pensions Degartment. }

Dardansdas1 not be sent at this: timo, and
Coi.
Fitzgerald instructed the director
of
transporis’ for
Was concerned, was undertaken ony naval: transport that
that division and the rest ‘of the exitiatlve ef Col. Winston Spencer peditionary
force would»
not:be
required.
‘his
was done “without inthe
miralty, according to a majority re-} forming the First. Lord, and
Yort of the commission appointed to despatch of troops Was thus delayed
weeks.
This
delay
greatly
Anguire intd the responsibility for te! three

expedition,

SSS

‘AT

ston5 Barnes gave come.
aetontealtg
fogures in the House of Commons te-'}s
day when he came to review the oper-

“Tackie’’ Fisher Blamed for Quitting...
London.

ce

:

Huge Figures ‘of the De|
partment-in Britain-.....

Too Much Work Was CeatredOn Kitchener-

:

TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
Prose WHO, FROM TIME

5

Early to bed end arly to rise’
| @ Rood: motto. If you don't get vy; Din
ie morning ORT nrer get vi
shia iebaa acta the

——< +
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Of all. the -varions’ movements
‘that
have had todo with the alc
of {ntornational relations that
inly to follow the conclusion of
the European War. the euggce!
put for ward by the-League to Eu=
force Peuce have met with thi heart
fat responses, Much of the comment, |

however,

has

shown

that.

th

{casiderable misundestanding

| make oF
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Foolieh

|
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to be Afra
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Now

“oe
Thunder:

Places Safer

The
question is ofoften asked as
the Jocation of greatest safety
® thunderstorm,
In this respect:

may Be said Anat tere 18:
or

object

in

the path ‘ol

carrying
system; clutch and brake
The gay

and bonnet are squeak-proof; and ie
Waloment it is compete to the last ‘detail.

will

to the occu

Come

makes the Gray

be

je attained

Hess’

Toronto.
‘The young People

on Taesday avening.

‘a family of the average
number of persons, the minimum
chances of-escape are 45 in 100. In
all probability, however, the chances
of escape are much greater than this.
Better Indoors
In_ 254 instances of casualties in un-

ter from a soldier in France in reply to
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HORSES—Mare, Lord Minto, 6 yrs..
ifi Gal
Mare, Percheron. Sree
Perea

pro-
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imp.), 10
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sires, red
hero,
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Ewes in
Quaint Ways and Costumes of Islands Leicester
fow days at the Jatter’s home in Wau
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In 8t. Lawrence Gulf
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6 sail to the north of Prince
in the Gulf“ of St.
Lawrence,-one scpeece on the Mag-

say, is able'to be out again.
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TO BUILD
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Terme—7 months’ credit,
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4, Danwich, the property of
David @. Kerr.
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A Young stook at Molntyre house
ards.
March aC SOS R, sale of
hay, grain,
farm, stock, impleme!
the estate of tho into Langhiin

all

lowest price

i Terms—6 months.
jo at 2 o'clock.
§.P. CHARLTON, D, BUAOK
& SON,
Auotioncers.
Propristor.

March 28—Clearing salestock,
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shortly,
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calye
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erty of 8. V. Jones, west of Wal-

sh.
‘gave several selections
which were much:
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rom oe farmer, neatly all
Darhame
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a
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5
Brantford and Ruberoid
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For the best of Jumber,
for good
advice,
for
and
treatment
proper

Hard Walf Plaster

Saturday, March 17, 1917
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—Daniel Black & Son's Sales—

Shingles
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Mcintyre House Yards, Dutton
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Sash, Doors, Blinds

910 cash,
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of Cows).

.

aid of the Patriotic Club.

ber father a
tending. the funeral of
the- Lake.
Myrtle Walters is ill with grippe.
“= Robért McEwen ‘still Doapinves yery

=
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a quantity of ni
DANIEL
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seat TeLand Caltivator, 2 ‘Sonfers, F
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Farcation: 14-Plate Biase! Diso Harrow,
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‘The three-set comedy. Mualdoot's

Blunder,” will be given

six weeks with

- Big mother,
. Mes. F. . Crabbe bas foteined atte st
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DUNWICH
WES
Mrs, Jobin Ford, Mrs. T. Gilbert and
Herbert Page are on the sick list.
Miss Maggie Cannell, Lake road, -is

visiting friends in West. Lorne.
COWAL

hosked;

Harness, Buggy, Haysean Gorn Binder,

their departure to Govan, Sask. A
pleasant evening was cele vy all,

Griswold and daughter,
im
days at

No Matter What

1C Bush,
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not
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ide Jeather travelling bay, ‘previous to

Mrs, C, Cartis, of Dutton, has returned efter apaaien a few days with Mrs.

Much
eegeerrenis
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way the ea
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property of 8, V. Jones, west of Wallace-

Mrs, Orr, Jackson, Mich., yisited Mrr.
J. Trothen last week.
Mr. aud Mra. Erie Trothen were agree-

yee

Aim

were

s in the
open, where everyis damp and hence the liability

coufived to ber-home through illness
for the past month, we are pleased ty

poe

were

© cases of persons
struck near wire fences, eight were
Killed’ and one injured,
It secms,
thenstory, at it is far better to take

with St.
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churott met at the Lome of Mrs, Ed
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Miss Maude Cameron rectived a let-

to prepare for the éammer season,

- AROUND

by using

al

f the Presbyterian

enurch held a social eveving st. the
home of Mr, aud Mrs, Neil A, MoKellar

and reliable. remedy for
of fomee
excellent

‘Ege

lghtnin;

degree of

risk

Rey. Mr. Moliroy spent Inst week io

Poultry
Panacea
!

by

eliminated.
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high,

Laces, Beadings‘

New

safety e undoubtedly to
houses or ‘other buildings ‘which
protected
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Shirtings
Embroideries, Insertions,
and Edgings

New

wyEN
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may

Dutton

THE GRAY-DORT MOTORS, Ltd.
‘Chatham
te

Dr.

and

With the exception of places similar to these three, there di

McDOUGALL

Buyers

New Table Linens, T owellings, Tickings and

in an ‘underground chamber.
No Absolute Safety

Dore Price of $885 one of the most
reasonable reasons in the world
for owning it.
Agent,

Cpundereiorms is to be com
which matte
a

of Tightntnig- ng Hoet ifkely to
‘The Jocation.of complete Rome ur.
ing a Payee estore is, therefore, one
in which, even. though ‘a stroke of
lghthing does fall ae ue no

in anit
a single footfoot-peda
this

path. of
sidered a

for Early

Nw Dr
x 091 , Suiting and Cloaking ©
&’ Nw Muslins, Voil
5 , Ginghams, Prints, Galat asa
“Nw Sh tings,2 Tt low Cotton, Biach d

Dice

a thander

that fs not table, to's stroke|
PINE OT
be moré or less lable oe a stroke of
Ughtning according to
eek
eepanate
etc, but no rede the

Value
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Ready
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ey

carnation ix a gréat fayor~
ites the flowers are large’and
ited into:

plants.do well outdoors,
rofusely from October till

ied from them by cuttings,

f
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Hardware

Groceries

Furatture

Wall Paper

— Crockery

THE BIG STORE}
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The minister paid aneae

SNews Gathered From Our Bx-

pchangos. and Various Sources

garding
and

‘Sap _ Pans
are headquarters for all supplies.

MEDIOAL.
LEX.

McKILLOP,

and

years
She is tervived
tne dad on bother

Ovvice—l

Suiinants- Clete Gtroot,
Dey:

Steel

Office Hours
2 to 4 p.m. 7 to@ p.m.
Watlacetown
Ont.

DR.
SMITH
Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
1) 480 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hoare 1 to 4nd by eppolntment,
Phone 198,
DENTAL,

inted by the late. renmer
im}

The

We

We have a few Syrup Pans left,
your iron

Office—Hanry Block

3
2
8
3

We

pay cash for e gs and

Get our prices.

also buy
We

hides,

always

without

a

Touching on conscription the

aan.’ ®. E. Luton, occupied

health and went to work

and
of amalgamating

the

the advisability
Provincial and

Dominion “Associations,

which was
Fire carly on Sanday destroyed the
Q
officers of the new association
large frame flourmille and elevator ofsap
Joba Clark, pene
with Srepaition | 5
President—A,, J. McAlpine, South000. There wi
‘rhe elevator was filled wold.
Vice-President—James Fuller, Wost
Saurcové ‘and’ wheat and a quanA,
Bocretary-Treasurer—A.
A. . I Ingram,

>

Mr. McColl, the retiring
the Proyinoial Association,

president of
for his taith-

B. w, wren

ted vi

will

be

placed

on

the

were

herson,
; | Dr. Brock and Mr. Daucan
who had been so prominently identified
with the party.

exepative

be suggestion oof W. K. Osmeron

onthe new

president
on taking the chair

that no doubt at the next meet-

lagihe would bos fave to addrens thers

one-half cash
tallow,
pay

commi

$100,000,000

;| fulness daring his long term of o'
, | and made feeling’ reference to the late

Pure Gold Padding ..
Simcoe Pork and Beans
Crawford Soap .....
Quaker Corn Flakes

We

FRANK E.
a2 BENNETT
cshaah oe ree

Pkts.
Cans
Bars
Pkt.

over

ment had considered the matter and had
arrived at the decision that it woald be
anwise for reasovs he could not enumerate, Labor was doing its part in the

.

Eggo-Baking Powder, per tin,.........-10¢. and 25¢

eee

TESKEY

DENTIST

Hon

Wheels

‘Red Rose Tea, in pkts., per Ib.

Dutton

fico and Rosidence—
Shackleton Street, Bast
Puoxn 7,
At Rodney avery Wodudenay,

~" ante oft Hoye

in quite good

as usual ow Thursday,
but took a fainten sail on te. sAteet: He was. un-

parchasing

reath of suspicion.

Grocery Specials This Week

Surgeons,

SS

DR.

(iar

James P. Woods, proprietor of
moulding foundry, Chatham,
was found
dead at bis home on Friday.

and

D.D.S., L.DsS.
‘Toroate Unversity.

Graduate of Royal College of Dental

A.

ities it may be said every one of ‘these
rs wore our political opponents,

We alao handle steel wheels.
‘These are very handy for working in
the woods, drawing
sap.
We would be pleased to quote you prices
on any of our lines.
Call and see our goods and get prices,

1

E.

one

we | 8% Thomas.

H. MoFARLANE

D. H. DOW,

he

Buckets
usiug

Jad Rabe peas

on the offloors of the Militia Departinent.

Eureka Spiles $1 per 100

Wea eg a

to),

of equipment,
2,000,000 in all. and the daty devolved

‘This is the same price as last season.
On account of the embargo
on the railroads and the demand for materials for the war we were
unable to obtain as large a supply as we wished. - We advise you to
buy: immediately so that you will be sure of your supply.

jf LET OM.. Tein

w

gg little or ene
to got as
men as

| vided wigh’ 60 articles

ready for syrup making.

} frames we are able to do it for you.
We also have the two patterns in Sap Buckets.

R, D, A. CAMERON

Cragg

a fow weeks. Pein mc

or if-you wish to have your old pan made over by

M.D.C.M.,

en |
SAUieea eperiment

possible to the front without delay, and
onr first contingent of $3,000 was sent in

Supplies
is the time to have everything

Sa

eesaid Baia ‘Thad
ao been made.
CA na {Who makes no mistakes makes
Brthing.’"
When the great cobflict

Syurp.
Now

eine

to ihe energy,
and loyal,
ie women, ‘ro thom we wea debt of

NOT FAR FROM HOME

tha

aa “gentlemen,” bat as
gentlemen.’

“ladies

and

‘Votes of thanka a to fie pastries

pres-

for butter.

beeswax.
best

market

price.
want

Intversit

College of Disnl
Dental
Dest
sersoe

7

‘What more colt
sould we
fothing, except two
ers,

whioh we could farnish should1 cooasion

Mayor Wright said he boped to
seo the aay
teat Ognada woold have a
Federal minister of Education
aud a
learn
importance of teclinical

In his opening remarks Hon. T. W.

Crothers
Soe SS
follow!
DR. A: J: HAFELE
Nosed Ceatante ostaree ‘Veterinary

T waiight abd dayrare
suis

It is trae the present is not
itioal
mtmosphere, but thoy were jorified in
orgavisiog in view of the situation
in

Dominiou poli

temperance legislation.
jastified the st
Our

ts
Phone

aaid we were forced to
which was uot the case,’

23

had
Had

take uction,
The temper-

Ins | of the Polley of Sir James Whitney. BRe-

f. 0.°b. Ford, Ont.

You pay. less for this car but it gives you more
it; more - mileage

“~ thove: which cost more.

and

emer
ive

‘Fhe 1917 Ford Touring Car
$495.00

Diplomas from Meyer's Senoet

strictions had

¢ he sald thero wero two wage
Now.there were six in
the ‘aiffereut conttes of the Dominion.
na bad pea -coly one“any dif.

MADE IN CANADA

longer

service
6

than

years,

tl

a|

tape

a

from_time to time

pride of ownership

Buy « Ford

this’

year

saving is a national duty.

and
and

ripe for enacting
Had it vot been

J. A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

the Taree
preceded by

Act.
the wise

whitney the

lation would not be tha success it is.
Referring to the eufranchisement of

womeu Mr. Macdiarmid said. as a body
they had not asked for ts ee im’ recogtransportation
made
ing. emelters to eenant the cessation of nition of the sacrifices+!
toit
munitions, with other asand are making they wae zatitied
4
famineeint nant
cial problems would face us after the
war = which the women would be yitally insorested and could greatly assist

tea | i Theis solation, ‘Tike coustry will bens
efit by their enfranchisement,
The Workmen's’ Compensation
Act
was touched upon, whereby an injured
workman receives

earuing power daring disability.
and Labor Bureau which had
been organized in a adrance with ‘

money—when
*

on the iraffic

slow bat sore

legislation of Sic James

economy.
saye

and

it was necessary for us to couserve all
onr energies and it was felt the time was

7

Weng in conmention wmith

his offloe referencewas madé to
Sue.
recent trouble with the miners at Leth. . With the thermometer.

The ‘Touring Car gives the utniost in automobile
value,

placed

sentiment was being formed in favor of
hibition.
When the war broke ont

was an

sosial, legislation.
>| Sages of Re Odell ‘oo aaanite wae
if
and con-

ce

Couches, Caskets and all the
- Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Finest west of Toronto

“The war
opponeuts

ence legislation was the logioal outcome

McOnimmon

J.A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

Reference had been

made to the fact that the Hearst Goyernment had 00 mandate to enact the

°

i | at! .
iPeels

M. D.

How. F. a. MacDIARMID

that he had been
yeara to follow ap

#6

Block

mde
each

*

ee

ate
Brass cleotig

bas

ee

2, G. Onrecalien, MPP,

foe. 18 years,Se

Oa apes 2

«Lennar

was

the Lord”

in the comi
‘He’ Was’ fai
in pointin:
,
is.
ciples to the One ‘greater than hi hims
in whom they might find reaemption
from ai in, The. consciousness:
divine commission made him

-Mareh 25, 1917
Jesus, the i Way, the Truth and the Life
Rev! Hew.—John 14; 1-14.
?

His

Christ

brought

his

brother

Peter

to

Wesus, and probably John brought his
The next day Jesus
He

to be his disciple
Jesus.

brought

him

called

and

Philipfound

he

Philip

followed

Nathaniel

to Jesus.

and

He also be-

ame
his disciple.
He had been a
true Israelite and he became a faithful

follower of Jesus of Nazareth.
IV.

Topic:

Jerusalem.

Christ's

defence.

Place:

A few months after Jesus

his\ public ministry, he attended
the feast of the Passover in Jerusalem.

ehandise.

Thr

Jews

pf his authority.
this temple, and

raise

it up.

asked

for a sign

He, sald: “Destroy
in three days I will

He

referred

to

the

tem-

ple of his body, prophesying his death
and resurrection.»
¥. Topic: ‘The great Teacher. Place:
A prominent : Jew, NicoJerusalem.
emus, came to Jesus, to talk with
him.
Jéecus told him that one must
enter the
‘be born again in order Heto could
not
ugh’

the

id Jesus

{llus~

birth by the Spirit by the

He told Nicodemus that the
for the
Bon of man must be lifted up who
beAll
world.
Jesux will have everlasting
?
walvation ofthe

th

was

mysterious
and has

near Sychar,
, Jacobs « well,
was pausing from Judea to Gall-

3
*

that

Jesus
He
Jee: and reesed through Samaria.
his disnested Dy Jacob's well while
woman of
* @iples went to buy food, A and
Bamaria came for water water Jesusof
hedoto her about the
2
é, She wondered that a Jew ehouid
por, but Ie said that salyaof-the Jews. _ He told her
She believed He

the MésJah and many of her
/ people heard Hila words and belleved,
Place:
es
Wn.
le recelyed Him. While
Cana, a high official came

to

Him

from Oapernaum, asking Him to go
his home to hesl his aon, who, wa>
death, Jesus answered
the polntiof meat.
by saying,
“Go
way;.thy son

home.

che met hia servants, who
that the boy, became better

told

exact time that
to the father.

‘at the
the

7m

healing

the

the

of

Jesus spoke
of
me

nobleman’a

mercy.
fer

from

éin, He

prove that He was.indeed the Messtah
whom their scriptures had, declared

should
to see
known

come. He had to bring them
that God was making Himself
to them by sending Hie Son in

the flesh, and through His atonement

for sin they might find reconciliation,
To lead the natiod to a right understanding of thelr ecriptures, and
to
thelr acceptance of Him as the De-~
liverer, finst promieed after the fall
of man, Jesus constantly declared His

with.

the Father and..the

ful-

‘The past year, 1916, has been a deeldedly

prices

good

will

year

be

all previous

for live stock

even,

better

records

men,

and

that

will be broken,

On account of the. scarcity of feed
and the difficulty of getting It shipped in because, of lack of transporta

tion: facilities many farmers are won.
dering whether {t will pay them better to sell now. when the selling is
good, or hold thelr cattle until the
months of May, June, July and August, when prices are usually at thetr
highest; It is the--purpose.
of,
this

filment of His will through His misarticle to try and answer this ques
sion to earth.
F
tion.
lil, His teaching
and
miracles.
. Present prices for all kinds of stock
From the calling of His first disciples
on the Toronto market are record
to the end of His ministry Jeous
prices -for this time of the year. Thus
everything openly.
His first invitalet us compare present prices for the
tion, “Come and 6
was character
third week in February with prices
jstic of all His dealings with the peofor the same week in previous years,
ple, That He came as the Saviour of At the present time choice steers arg

the

whole

world,

He

made

clear

in

His firet interview with one of
»the
nation’s leaders,
when Nicodemus
sought a personal Interview to inves-

tigate

the claims

of Jesus.

Both

selling

for $11, last year they

selling,

for only

were

$8, while in the year
% selling for only $6,

1910 they were

Choice spring lambs at the present
time ‘are selling for $14.50, while dur.

to
ing the same week in 1916 they were
‘for $12.75, and in 1910 for
wore + selling
37,56, Hogs on the Off car basis are
ship and adherence to the divine lav
for $14.65 at the present time,
» He openly rebukos the defiling of selling
while’ last year they were bringing
the temple where sccuiar btsinese ‘had
$10.25, and for the same week in 1910
been eatablished in that consecrated
buijding, His authority was obeyed they were selling for $8.90.
convince the people of
authority. and to prove

His Meesianic
their absoluce

lack of plety and reverence ‘in.

and

acknowledged

though

the

hearts

of the offenders yielded: no. reverence

nor acknowledged. any sin. That cli
nations were to find in, Him. a, Sav-

four and
talned:

in

that salvation

by

individuals,

His somverea tion

Jewish,

nation.

trasted . with.

must be ob-

Jesus

indicated

with

the

Sam-

belleving

strengthened

what

He

taught

the eesential in man’s
evident in His dealing
leman: who sought the
son. Contrasted with
desire

of

the

to

be

salvation was
with the nobheallng of his
the prevailing

multitudes

tp. seo

signs

and wonders, it was indeed a great
joy to discover a, weak, though sin~
cere faith. Openly Ho proyed/ ite genuintness

though
bath

and

poseibility of perfecpaofiuence in leading
| to
in-Jesua
ifference of

Tegal

the

and afterward caving

temple.

Ambition

in

EXPORTS.

of May, June, July and August. Most
men aré busy with the crops during
these months and recelpts are light:

This indicates that these months are
The

end of July or

the beginning of August is the Ideal
time to sel]; The months of October
and “November are the' worst months
to sell; as most farmers are unloading

them

and

prices

at their lowest ebb.
For sheep

and

lambs

are accordingly
the very

best

months’to sell are May, June-and July
As with cattle the worat months to
sell sre October.and November, but
September fs not a good month
to

sell either,
2%
The market for hogs during the last
been: rath

his

ormously and. ts still. going up.
during the year 1914, the year thd

the amount of beet

war

export

temporal

was. at, Jerueglem.to.attend
eauas
wt. He went to the pool of Beth-

be-cured, for there was curative
An the water et times. Jesus

Man, who

.
“was

the

had

been

sick for

ears and He healed him.
Sabbath. Jesus told. him

‘take up his bod. The Jews found
coe with Him for carrying hie

) oon

the

Sabbath.

They.

looked’, upon

Vthis as a tizgrant violation of
con

the

dment.

Topic: Food in the desert. Place
Wethealda,
on the northeast shore
is
v3)
tudo
8
“t

where He was and follow.
od five thousand men veSand children by multltwo

shes.

to |

the year 1915 the amount

.

thelr

relation-

of

Himis=

ship with Abraham. In His straight
forward effort to set them right. in
matters of perécaal salvation He mat
tele auoee

rejection

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.
«Jesus the way, ~ The Via Dolorosa
oft Nfe

are

‘and

are’

filled.

ried.
prevailing snore
din 1915 than in 1914.

prices

oie oh aaa oe Paar
e

with

darkness and dangor. The world's altar,
stairs that slope up through the dark:
nets to
broken and discon-

pw

head

August

price* for

7 a

Reef, forequarte
Carchnes, cholee
Do.;-comm

and pork are

even

more

striking.
During
1914 the exports
amounted to 27,720,185 pounds, whilé
during 1915 exports rose to 116,048,519

pounds.

During

1914.

imports

were

19,215,273, while in 1915 they had fallen to 10,052,502.
In 1914 recelpts of

hogs at the Union Stock Yards were
416,386, and in 1915 they

We

have

seen

that

were

423,976.

prices

for all

kinds of ve stock during 1915 and
1916 were good, but what of the future?
What prices may we expect to

get for our animals if we market them

during the best months of the year?
Of course {t 1s Impossible for anyone
to say definitely what prices will be
for choice steers say in July, but it
is possible from a consideration of
the chart to make a pretty
good
guess.
Some farmers consider that

choice

steers

will

be

selling

for us

duritg

ly Reavy,

1916

were

could

not

in

many

ation

facilities

cases

be

at all, on account of lack of transport.
many

farmers

have

or

early- summer,
We have seen tha; the tendency |s
for prices of all kinds, of live stock
to rise,
There {3a reason for this

to’ keep

ing around $14 per hundredweight for
the best animals.
In February, 1916, the average price

tor choice steers was $%,
price of the year, whict
ir July, was $10.75, th»
the month being $9.74.

and
the top
was reached
average for
The average

prica for choice steers thit February
go far has been $11, !f steers go up

{n-the same
around July

proportion the to pprice
should be $13.75, that ts

about $14.

’

were:

4,356,193,

beef

anfmals

whereas in 1914 the number had dropped to about 3,360,531, that fs, was a
drop of- about 1,000,000
during the
ing

scarcity.

were

only

head

of

beef

af the

war,

then,

points to very high prices ‘during the
year.
.
We cannot neglect’ the great Influence the war
prices.-From

hag had in increasing
what .has-gone hefore

The

‘add $2.69

to’ this we

get $16.80, which

4s the price choice lambs should be.
around July.
If hogs go up at the same rate dur:
ing this year as they went up.ih 1916,
$17 in August,

to

be

selling:

In February

“4916 hogs were selling for $10 on the
fed and watered basis. The top price
was reached in, August,
when the
highest
price pald was $13. - This
the
February upto. the present, time
‘was

$3

difference

‘the February

and

in

1916

between

top August

price,

CHI

it {s certain that prices woujd have
increased nearly a much
as they

have. We may,

well maintained
after the war
terminaton,

be killed and morq
maimed for Ife
lve

and re feadcis
Hons, ‘receipts 21,
Market strong,
Ligh

for several : years
nfs ff B war of ex-

and

in tha;

are the first
the ones who

Cattle, receipts 4,000.
Market firm.
Native beef cattle ..

t prices-to be

quilions

of

men

will

millions ‘will be
ft is over, The

as indead hess
is now,
ee
win
help in
ibe: m- great shortage of farm

in July,

7-8; No, 2 Northern,
7
$3.
Corn—No, 3 yellow, $1.08 to
Gate—No, 3 white, 541-2 to $6 I-20.
unchanged.
Bran,
$4.50 to $5.9.
DULUTH GRAIN MARKET.
Duluth,—Wheat—No. 1 hard,
$155 4:
No. 1
Northern, $184 14;
No. 2 Northern
1-4.to
4; May, $1.90 3-4:
#2

everything

the

paid

Lary

ant-

ing the growing scarcity is true also
regarding sheep and hogs. Quite re-

who

country,

to’
arg.

Nie of
salcw
Sheep, receipt
Market firns

and’ these

called upom and
Riven the most dan-

gerous work, and are consequently
the first to be killed. After
the’ war,
Mae

warring uations,

Cunada, A

fn

the nature

of

greatly: reducell,after

the

things

what it waa/béfore the war.
means

‘prices

produce.
stock..

) STOCK.
East . Buffalo,
cepts 100; actve

Veal

for

and xhigh

be

for live

os $6 to $11.75;

there has been

a reduction in *Engiand and prance
and Germany 6f 23 per cenf, in the
number of
countries,

hogs and
although

cattle hax shown mio
huve seen, however,

Avstratian

sheep fm. these
the number of

my

spirit

hath

during’
the pest
six
Canadian Couptrymaa.

rejoiced in God

in

London—ts,

“Mixed

sheep

uw

Turpentine,. spirits Ss, ¢
Reatn, common—2, 9d
jot,
refined-—ia, '2 1-44.
Upton
tron seed Oll,» y hull
hul refined,
refined,
paren
=

yeduction, We
What a reduction

there has been in Canada in {i¢ num

ber of caitle
months —The

re-

WM) fo ‘sis; rouKhe #LL%S to
lambs, receipts 1.200; active
See adied Yamba’
$1200 to $152 ; 15, few at
Bil aae 7 wwethers m2
roa

to

This

-agricultutal

prices

It ds estimated

war,

Despaccn—Cattle

steady.
pte Te;and nective
And “higher,

aoHoss.HUD,
tow ey
at ‘sts active ‘a
to 415. web:
avy te areceipts
xy light 334)
Sa,
fis
ee

including

tural production must

therefore

EXCHANGE.

Ia 1915 In Ontario there

935,406

best soldiers Germlny ang also the
Allies Nave, are farmers and those

price’

GRAIN
Open.
al Bes

WINNIPEG
yheat—

four years, Prices in 1914 were abont
$2.00
detter
than
they ‘were in
910,
chiefly on accornt of the gtow-

In February, 1916, the average price
for choice lambs’ was $12.50, and tn
July the top average price was reach.
ed at $14.56.
Thehighest price for
this month was $15.
That is to say,
there was a difference of $2.50 behighest

§ heen. ewer
sueks
and cull

quite apart from the war.
In! 1910
in the whole Dominion of Canada

gardleas

gamble

uits..
steers.
x
choles.

sold :thetr stock when otherwise they
would have kept them until the spring

them
time,

It is a safe

eoses fo

obtafned

been sald about cattle regarding the
growing scarcity ts true also regard-

and sell them
oneself at this
as prospects point to prices be-

Export ecaftle, choten
tls, cholcw

past few months on’ account of the
scarcity of feed.and the fact that it

there.

RUSSASSSESNEBBSS ABE ASsas. SAR

particular.

This would indicate that

ers in selling’ cattle in March for delivery in June or July is a poor one
at any time
but especially so this

year.

°

were sold during the year 1916 than
during the-year 1915,
The receipts

malg as compared. with, 970,445 in1914,
If figures were avaliable for 1916 we
would see that there’ were less in
this year than in 1915,
What has

The practce of many farm.

z

ing the year 1916 than during the year
1914; and more animals of all classes

high “as $16 per hundredweight during the months of June and July. We
belleve this-is within the bounds of

possibilty.

Veals,
coramon, ewtDo. mediurn

were sold on the Toronto market ‘dur.

less mature cattle wiil be sold during
the year 1917.
Moreover, duting the

of bacon

baa...

lags

snd a

of calves

aia the ‘average price of hogs on the fed and
Fwatered basis has been $14.30, there

tT

the

HEAVY
SHIPMENTS
OF CALVES,
More cattle, calves, aheep and hogs

189,673 head of sheep shipped in.The figures with regard to exports

we-mayexpect--thom

upon

therefore

should

whereas in the year 1916 there were

ground
to sin, depending

of mutton

average price of jambs this February”
so far has been $14.80, so that If we

son,

‘Wwhete there were many sick
pie, waiting to go ‘ato the water

In 1914 the amount of mutton, exported was 65,167 pounds,
whereas in
exported rose ‘to 1,064,963: pounds,-In
1915. moreover, the amount of mutton imported decreased by more than
2,000,000 pounds compatzd with that
imported in 1914, On 1914 there were
177,940 head of. sheep shipped into
the Union Stock
Yards,
Toronto,

tween the average February ptice and

soul from sin as he met hia Restorer
in

IN

ai

+to legal, .almisi{iken, observance of
biicly (brought egminst
a man‘on the
Sabday

INCREASE

On the average, prices for cattle
are best during the summer months

the best to sell in.

w:

the heathen. That Jesus cherished and

noble-

liveth.” The

sieved Jesus and went

Saviour

must firet convince them of His divinityand
so enlighten them aq. to

unity

‘He gaw the’ traders in the temple and
drove thom out, for it was wrong to
make the houso of God a house of mer-

their

a!

auaencee

Andrew

as

elipn

o-05
USES)

despite the high price of feed, Never
before were such good prices obtain:
ed-for- all kinds of stock,’anq the
prospects for the year 1917 are that

to

the Lamb

of God!"
One of the two-was Andrew
‘and the other was probably
John.
They became Christ's first disciples.

Do... per: pack:

Persiips,
‘Peslipe,
er

a

John the Baptist said

two’ ot his‘disciples, “Behold

Him

Place:

torted by. the. traditions of men. It]
was thorefore Indispensable that
Jesus ehould declare His divine mission
and Hig equality with God His: Father. In order to lead men to trust in

4

RethBaanSoseesSS

Bethabara,

the Christ.

Prospects Are That Record Prices Will be Realized for Cattle, Sheep ‘and- Bois
During the Months of June and Juiy—Don’t Sell’ Now for Shipment
During the Summer—Hold On to Your Stock.
;.
oot
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IL. Topic: Finding

REVIEW
AND FORECAST

Il, His claim as the Messinh.
In
matters of religious life the Jewish
nation was. 80 corrupt that tue irterbeen
hag
ccriptures.
pretatica of thelr
warped through the hypocrisy of ite
leaders and their beliefs. were, dis-

S

in the wilder-

ness,
Jews sent priests and Levites
trom Jerusalem to him that they
might learn who he was.
e deelared that he was the voice crying in
the wilderness to prepare the way for
He was not the Christ.
where he was end he told
ieee
to “behold the Lamb
of

any attachment to. himself.
ful, commanding
words directed
tention to Jesus as the “Lamb of God,
which.
taketh away the
sin of the
world,”
His work was completed in
making Christ known,

SRESSSSSSSSSS

Messiah, be. declared to be embodied
fn Christ and his work for”

save

baptizing

28

that was foretold. all that was/typified
in the old dispensation relating to the

Geek

and

he

s2serd

preaching

in

5
d~ Messiah
in persudding his

guxees

he came, rejected him. However,

some believed on him and became the
wons of God.
The Word came jn the
form of man.
Jesus came clothed in
the garments
of flesh, and was subject
to death.
Witness-bearing, Place:
Bethabara, on the east bank of the
Jordan,
While John the Baptist was

-

clear

full belief

SB

whom

=the
confident

es.

John the
Baptist
way for Christ's
as the Light of
of the Jews, to

His

ddabddhesupcososansul ecosenmedede

with God.a

created all things.
came to prepare the
. Jesus came
« the world, but most

“His”

repentance.)

if E
£3“ sennzsssesseautsessss| SVSRsSSe NRUNH sae

‘

omens

wi

e corrupt
Condition of”
made him? fearless in callin

John’s opéning

eon
uses

Place:

in Bethlehem.

statement is that Jesus, the Word, was.

SeSssb

Tevealed to humanity,

‘was born

H
>

SouUNs

2
lesson only.)
SUMMARY,—Lesson I; Topic:

on

to declare the ‘fo)

apot—
i.

AFRICAN ELEPHANTS.

my They May Bein Captivity, But

Saviour.
Jesus the life. Lif
They Are Never in Subjection.
‘Thou art worthy, O Lord.
the earth ts full of it. it}
glory and honor and pover;'
for
u
ig the ‘great mystery. Selencs stands
hast created all things and for thy
Materialism has’)
r many reasonn thr chase of the
Laffled before it.
pleasure they’ areand were created. |
the exist)
niiart. siemiss at the epee Of «port.
trledsto-find a salutionfor,
not .be communicated.”
But.
Jesus
combat he rania
eee
‘of-her
THE OLDEST REPORTER.
ee nee specu}
avian
Christ. is. the way to God and he that ence of Hite positively
African buffalo.
‘The
oldest
Tepertér
In
the
tinly
érge
|
+
absurds
“ABLPING HANDS.
bath neen-the
Christ hath se2a the Fa- Iatlohg arethe Prince of Lite.
i
was aver bray with ncte
~ and
ae 3: :
{fs
him...
The word
strong and kind hand to “help the , poriell seeking an interview. He did from the &
‘A.
ther and, knows
it nen
‘Ufe;
and
the
fa
weal.
:
yc
teated
Y
o
.
bona
thi
‘way'tmay
ithe
«road, alongs 19);
net
write
Shorthand,
but
long
hauds
mM
As A.
rovicatlon, » Wes in doa ee
And case. his joad of care;
certain | Was
1
His notebooks: are numeroas, Ww
avhich ‘you! must.go‘to reach’ a done
ma
yeheliniane--bulle--powery
%6 | Life alone
gentle hand to soothe the pain,
preserved, aud available to the chosen, Burne SAMY igeiligence make lin’ bus
plat ce or the thing that muxt be
It 1s so hard to beet.
beyondthisthe range
of rivalry
What is marvellous, he lyed in 8 Premesthough
is both;
a-certala
end. ~
attal in
7”
it
nected

outside of

Jestis

Christ.

Plato

ie full of it;~

said, “The Father of the world is hard
to. discover, and. when discovered can

gulding uand to land. us eafe

Tl

yant would be tedious; we only

‘at van’

arte

tablish
his pre-eminem
ries @ trephy.whieh is
Pithe
industri
rine

"

glance

is
Tn the dim and |-uancia e ti ip.taieaheintig.ipimpomp.the pagent“bt.=
his interview
fiean
he is king—a ; kine
a
ni
Jn own
i hear te mer ye ‘eletun NAL OER i fp eee Africa ets
hiscmeovor'doee ‘do2. Altar.
Wap haces a htppocromec:Stauen
trun
ghildrea

A his. busy

-

We

take the evening hour, where.noticas

Who's lagstn:

: A friendly grip if-he c tias failedfe
1} = 70.8 in the.Jonged-for
place.
hand
that-thrille

are not numerous.
distant pust wb notice

tO,

ith

Grand 3

ie -and-~thy
years ire

ginning.”
“Aj eB
she returns to his
again he writ tes a
‘They
be m
Z

never Meat

bday,

m2

rey

oh

Rectanfoe. Century at

ir

;

The * kangaroo, supposedly a fleet—

beast, covers bat ten to” fourteen, feet
a second,
while:

ae

et the

tain?” he asks, turning to
pointing to a tall object ean

‘swathed in matting. “Come and let us
see it/" and he directs some of the
workmen to uncover {t.
When the
matting Js taken of, a beautifully cary:
ed marble nymph, playing with ®|}*
shell, from which the water will de-

~ Grange fit for the: reception of
Mise}
Leura Derwent. She must be consider.

€d oa his guest, and treated according-

_dy¥vit 1 know: Delanrere——*
“You are a “itiete trignd of nie

not: care, whatever it-may.|
“eost, No doubt the steward has orders
to pay all the
At any rate,
we must set about the Work at once.
‘Surely there must be some means
ot communicating

* Hector

“Poor

Warren

with

he. says,

Very

with
a
He has

place!
}° wonder: whether Miss’ Derwent will be satisfied?
She ought to

Rook-

Weli, Three weeks! It is short aotice,
Dat I think I can manage it. Did “1
thought

of

'No, you didn’t,” retorts her Iadyship, shortly.
‘No? Weil, I did and now my

studies

in that ‘direction’ will come in useful.
I think—f
that I can

I do not flatter myself—
make the Synge so fit as

to surprise even
ra Derwent.
After all, the principal thins wanted
ere a dustpan and broo:
‘Tam

glad

you

take "Mt #o

easily!’

remarke Lady Rookwell, earcastically.
He laughe. »
“What else ¢an we do?”
he says;
Miss
Laura Derwent takes it costly cn:
y Rookwell looks at him steadily,“thea she folds her letter.
elaborate
practical
sl
“and if 1 were you I
would have no hand in it.”
“On the contrary, I Jove practical
‘s Hector
Warren, with mild
dl intend carrying
out

Mins I Laura

Derwent’s instructions to

the letter.’
“You d
“1 most certainly do!”
“Then you are a bigger

looks around.
“Half s dozen Lipa
lecoraturs.are at
each
lifts

his

verse

tongue.

man.

down !n the letter, and play hostees.
“T will not! J have said that I w
never enter the man's. house!
“Oh, come; Lord Delamere's house
will not contaminate you,”
he say
laughing.
“Now, Lady Rookwell, you
must take Your part to
oblige your
niece—or cousin—and to oblige me;
shall never have courage to Kotl
ft alone! If you refuse, I shall eay that
You are not so
good-natured as
1

thought you.”

“Do, dear Lady Rookwell,” says Signa, coming up to her, and
laying a
hand on her shoulder, entreatingly.
“Dont' come near me,”
say:
er
lndyship, smiling all the same.
“He fe

to fight, without you to

help him, Well—well, have your way;
come of this absurdity.

cap

responds,

‘Mademoiselle

with

will: delgn

his

throne

which

thrones.

own, my darling.

always

be your

very.

in every

corner to see that oo one fs in sight,
she glides nearer to him as he sits
on a workman's trestle,
and puts her
arm around his neck.
“Honestly, no.

of

to inspect

) He takes her end

mischief

will

“How

ANTIQUES
Have

merit

you

which

any

old

artistes

of

you are desirous

of

nlture,
Old Plate,
Brassware,
Printe, Engravings, Qld Arms, Ar-

dig potatoes,

mour, Curios, etc.? If eo, you will

“Wicked

ROBERT JUNOR
62 KING ST. E., HAMILTON, ONT.

you

Selected.

pains

We

taken

primly

Archie

myself,

if heaven and earth opened upon thelr

exertions during the short three weeks.

"Miss Derwent!
Miss
is all Miss Derwent,”

Jaurels, surrounded

shrubs,

extremely

and

busy

here

they

by

find

with a spade

and a wheelbarrow.
"I've
“Hallo!”
he shouts.
waiting for you two.
I've been

been
down

to your lodgings,
Dir, Warren, and
here are some-Jettérg that-hate come

for you'
d he holds up a .packet
not a Httle soiled with fresh mould
end finger-marks.
Hector
“Warren
takes
them and
turns them over, then he thrusts them

overhears him,

Iam

cut

&raceful

the

and shrugs his shoulders.
“Monsieur is right; no one but an
artist at soul
could
have
designed
these combinations of colors.
‘Mon-

sieur fe quite right)

Poor Delamere!”

Delamere, you mean,” she

They go down the broad stone steps

to follow mademoi-

but the man

trained

inte the garden, no longer g mass of
straggling grass and weedy paths, but
a trim and stately pleasaunce,
with

selle’s directions.
But see!”
and he
throws open the door of an ante-room,
and waves his hand.
~
“Tt is simply perfect,” says Signa,
and
with a flush of womanly pride
Jeasure at the results.
“You
a born “artist,
Signa,”
murmurs Hector Warten, almost in-

wardly;

brought

he laughs.

“The coiors are
have

been

perfectly

Scotchman—was good enough to admit
that it was a great improvement,” and

THE HOUSE FOR GIFTS.
Importers and Dealers in China,
Glass, Fancy Goods and Antiques.

greatest

have

any

“Vhat are you
1

Derwent?” it
says Signa,

le,” and he lifts him into the barrow
and sets off with him.
Signa seats herself on a step of the
terrace and watches them. Never, perbaps, does. her heart beat with more
tenderness and love than at such mo-

vigit to the Rectory,
of

“Oh, Delumere?

he says, carelessly.

“He my never comewho
knows?—
gangs. Arméd with @ letter fromthe> + and: if he should I'am sure he: would
steward, Hector Warren
te isan | be only too delighted. “Take, ¢are,

rub against
of the operations. It is no darling, or you will
apd would be still harder, | wet paint
Sho. laughs, and
draws aera
but, Hector finds a subtle delight in!
him.
having Signs’ for an assistant.<* the

the

the whole
sy: tusk,

to

$1 an all over paint?” ane say
her, when the Se eee the:
varrh
think:1 ‘shall
a DIN into
tally, and it is really sho aechooses | Derwent for some. are 4
o"You. forgot," he
“Delamere
the colors and the papers, and jwho
decides the

a“

room

shall be énamel-, Pisa all the bills; better

white and gold and’ the library re~)

it to

laughing at the ided

tse

Don't you, ao
ae "zudenly
Toor?”

to recon,

a

every year.

and

52 KING ST..W..

L

bas

rice> tlelds.*
been

named

the

invented

for

as a
Williams’ Pink

giving her half a toes after
for several
mon
fully recovered ane Be er
of the trouble #i

tad a

‘iiams”

a

arene

or
mail at 50 cents
toxetor $2.50 dc ie Br. vias

Medicine
THE

Co,,

Bros

ee

CHEMISTRY

OF

A

States {g recorded

nal of Father

Louis

in the jour-

Hennepin,

a

French missionary, {n 1679.
The best coffee, comes trom
Java.
and yet the coffee served by the Jav-

anese {s very_voor.

fag,
to live on exys
alone
8001
Hexen, and if the fot were got changed
‘average

man

weighing

§ Ao

and often, when

The weeping willow came, originally

ment;
it jus: vreaks tue flat expanse
of lawa as seen irom the windows on
the terrace.”
“It's lovely!”
exclaims Archie,
“I
wish they had got it ser and the water
laid on.

“It will be to-morrow, sir,” says one

of the men,

smiling.

“That's right,”

spor

aay,

says Hector Warren,

“There's

no

Ume

to be

NO, indeed, sir!
I didn’t think
as
how Jt could all be done, but J think
we shall do it now.
It will make beau-

tiful grounds of it, sir; . there

won't

be any better in the county by the
twenty-fifth;
and I hopo
you'll be
pleased, miss," and he touches bis hat
to Signa, who-shrinks back a iittle
and shakes her head with a blush ‘and
@ laugh.
“Oh,
but it is not—T am not—it is
nothing to do with me.
The man stares and looks from her
to Hector Warren, and touches his hat

from the banks of. the river Euphraten. | ¢
Bread as a. daily food is eaten bv
about one-thitd of the earth's popula-

©
.
1 this woul
nd
twenty
salt, fifty Iumoe of suxar
tg ofw
a itu great “coven factory. and, the
£
ne aetaut material i
alu
considers
‘The hundred aoaea. caus would at
quantities: hago
npectaery the
i eleme vata and “at
‘
terdam. It will cover. nearly~800 acres. | cherica!
people
A method of plating aluminnm
on | high
Bieter pr tw ave the eagnostrather
ae
fren has been announced by @ French | ma

tion, In many countries rice is the

chief food.
An English colliery fé drained by
pump which nas
lg in conbtant on |
eration for 100
years.
|
The freatcat artificial harber in the|
world is planned for the elty of Rat- |

inventor,
Tie céeage osange§
ia the toughest |
wood grown in the Ualted States.
A houee without a chtmney has bean {
receatly completed at Hood River, Ore.|
|
It Js operated ‘clectricaily.
Eges are
incndated
in China
by |
burying them In-warm ri
fh ia}

heated daily for tho purposs of main- |
erto.
talning the destred temperature.
The
an
The diamond

impression that in some way or other

thé. place belongs to us.
1 suppose if
you explained that you had taken so

much

trouble to gratify the whim

of

@ young lady whom
you
had
never
seen,
he wouldn't belisve
you.
The
twenty-fifth!
It {s getting near!
{

wonder whether

{t will’

really all be

finished!" and he laughs.
“What will you do if it should not
be?" asks Signa,
with a smile,
“I?
1 shall make Miss Laura Derwent alow bow, and say with a grave

air, “Miss Derwent, it is not in mor-

;fact that the Commission for
Relief in Belgium continues to receive
lazgd sums from the Allied Govern-

The Diamond. .

again,

“Beg your pardon, miss; I am sure.”
“You see,”
says
Hector
Warren,
with a smile,
“this is what one gets
for interfering in other people's business;
the good
fellow is under the

BELGIAN RELIEF. VWORK
The American membera'of the Com~
mission
for Relief in Belgium have
been asked by the Germans to remain at thelr posts, and the work, in Belsium
ig therefore proceeding
under
exactly the same guarantees as- hith-

is puro carbon

or char-!

ments {s in itself enough to prove that

coal, but the secret processes by which| they, who are most interested, have
nature rearranges the atoms of the| | no reason ‘to belfeve that Germans are
beuefiting.
Furthermore, the
black, lustreless charcoal.{n the flash- || directly
commissfon have effected an arrange-*
ing

diamond

is a mystery

that

the} ment with the Britisit Government on’
one side and the German Government”
on the other by which an acceptable’
successful e finding the solution, haye| lane for Belgian relief ships between
never been able to discover.
Nor {s ie] North American ports and Rotterdam
certainly knowa
from
’what depart.
has been ftlxed so as to ensure the.conment nature takes the diamond-mak- | Unulty of supplies,
img material.
It is supposed to be fur-| ;
The Commission for Relief in Bel
nished by vegetable charcoal,
which| | sium is (acing to-day a monthly deundergoes a peculiar process of decom-! fleit of $3,000,000. Hence it is more
position and
crystallization,
but ity than ever in need of the full hearted
has also been conjectured that the car-| support of- the public.

chemists, stimulated by .Uip cartatnty|
of great gains provided
they were

bontc ucid” shut up from: remote per-|
Sods in the caleareous rocks, may have|
solidified {a this pecullar form,
nF

ee
{s like glass:

Fortune

when

shines, she 1s broken.—Syrus-

she

and Arehic are alone, the clrild will
sing the absent one’s praises to her
by the hour
together,
If = de true

that no utterly bad man can care for
logs and

young

children, saa

ota

‘arren,

of enimals trust him instinctively,
and
wag thelr talls or ‘clip. their’ hands
when ‘he approaches
le,

were
‘he generously
consent’ and
ie yiteoe Signa to.
exacting

without her ‘supper.
Signa, as she sat and

could

For immediate
overseas service,
~ jéin

The Royal Naval| Canadian Valintecs Reserve

Hector =

solemn eciulae that he would
tare
treat. her kindly, and on no account to.
scold or beat her, or send het to ‘bed
watched

them,

not: help a “feeling of ‘wonder
we,

dred

nd fifty pounds were reduced t
es
he would yield 2.60 euble feet of siluman
as and hy
oF noua
te
Pallaon that wot

British Honduras fs @ natural greeo

house, where moet anythieg will grow
aul
but there is little or no agricultugal in- |
dustry, the natives importing
nearly
all_their food.

Mints).

Between him and the boy has grown
up a very deep affectton, which
on
Arehie’s side partakes of the chare-

ter of worship,

|

MAN.

2 ae

United

‘HAMILTON, ONT.

Mame.

fertilizing the

daughter was nine years old she oes

A German investigator has ‘/reeently
calcalatedt that 100 dozen eggs would bold
the manufacture, of turpentine.
Ss
sll the chemical elements which would
more than four tfmee 26 powerful
o#
Weighing.
“150
carbolic acid forf disinfecting purpos- '
pounds.
es, yet non-toxic and withovt.
harmful effects on'dellcate membranes
or | you, made hn mansponse
with fabrics or metals.
does poten chat the clement
The earliest mention of coal ta the | would be equal (o the Sigincuts >
territory which afterwards became the | ©
raon were

MINTZ'S HAIR GOODS
EMPORIUM

Overseas Division.*

The ae ‘must be kept ce eee men. are paniea to man
the fleets which are sweeping
e seas
of} -comm erce-raiders and sub;
eR.
N
marines.

Canadians

sent. at once to England fo: ir training.

$1.10 a day and Smite
PAY# Separatio
n allowance asin

“Lsuppos® lie wouldn't noticed it?”

PeHOW
strange) itis,” she*says,
03
she syste her way through the
Tsay! wider
ow
urned place, « “that my wiab }-ri

{ghoul a ‘so #0on Be gratified.
-remember?”.

send

Tees tons of herring

their one is cure. B
Oakville,
Ont; says:

himself to make Archie happy.

hammering,

all night; .for the contractors, bount
to time, arrange
for day and night

arr

A eclentific instrument.

ments as these, when ke {s exerting

Rookwell’s } laughing, with an affectation of petu“ie all forget the unfortunate
rmy of men ; ance.
an
on the Grange, and tho | proprictor. What will Lord Delamere when first informedi,of the” engagehe. comes home and sees ment between Signa-and Hector \Wartho whistling | gay when
whee
‘we
have done? Perhaps his taste
ren, had beeh rather inclined to rebel
and singing of workmen, the. splashsplash of whitewash brushes, and the} will be diametrically opposite to mine, ané object, but upon being assured
and
what
will
be
then?"
Herit of paper go ell day, and indeed |

“A tew mornings after Lady

About

the purpose of measuring the%turbidity
of spinal fluids, with a wew to aiding
the diagnosis of mente]
A new disinfectant, a by-p¥oduct fo

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

@rormariy

“Yon pity, him too
says, chidingly.
much, Hector,”
Wel, Wicked Dela“Perhaps I do.
mere, 4f you like.
Ww come
and
see the garden”
ey have had “flfteen men at work there—“I have bad
the lawn carried down to the drive-Rs
you suggested, and the head man—a

find it of Interest to you to consult

as

you

rat light just as they do toward the
are caught

“turbidimeter”

Mafled at lowest
ble prices,
consistent with high-srade work.
ovens
Natural | Wary a
at devighiore,with ws.
eat send on Your nah le or write
fer anything‘1
3 TOUPEES | at
and $35.00, that defy ‘datec‘when orm,

and kisses it with

girl of the period preferring + plain
‘Mr. to an carl!’
Neyor mind, I must
Kcok over it, F suppose, taking your
youth and inexperience into account,
Well—what was I saying?
If I were
Lord Délamere, I should be neartily
sick of ceremony and fun, and—go and

disposing of—euch as Antique Fur-

the other apartments?

badly

“Fancy

‘Flowers will ‘turn’ toward an artiti-

for

tp. my poor darling!” he says, with a

smile.

trust, an_artist; but I bend the knee
to you, mademoiselle.
But yes! This
house will be a memorial of the most
exquisite
taste.
Ab, © mademoilselle should have-been the daughter of
fair France!" he adds, with the delicate a Fisttery of-a true Frenchman.
‘Pon my word, I think you
have
CHAPTER XX.
achieved a great success!” says HeeIf gold works wonders by itself, its
on, Signa
power is Increased tenfold “when {t 13 tor Warren, as they pass
blushing
a
Uttle
under
such
admiration.
aMled with the name of such an ong
6 man Is right: you have tho true
as my Lord Delamere.
pda
faculty.
Jf is a-lucky thing
Hector Warren uses that name Iiks
Migs.Derwent that ae a genius
a ee
wand, und waving It,as)it
—
near at hand to ct
.out her
re, before the eyes of the epentatord
Wishes,” ‘and he laughs: pat there ts
pee d upholsterers, “makes such an‘imne of pride in his voice.
pression upon them that they work as an ease

ig/at’ work

After all, it is a vast improve-

HAIR GOODS

1 would rather be Hector Warren's
wife than--than
ree
Mayoress of
London!” and she laughs.

bow.

won-

the greater part of the ‘catch fe used

If 1 were Lord

‘Tell me honestly, do

which, swift aa it is, looks

‘AN right,”
he mays, “nodding
over
his letter, and when It does, and we
are in the midst of the trouble, whatever it may be, you shall have the satisfaction of saying, “I told you so!

sound

mere,

run

you wish that {t were?”
“Llonestly, no,” she says, and casting that
feminine
glance - around,

hand,

low

of

open-eyed - with.

nymp!
and he laughs, “Well, I must
be
responsible for this.
iI have no
doubt 1 can make my peace with Dela-

iatorer? ‘They asked him why he had
relinquished his high estate, und he
replied that there was a knob in the

Delamere, all this would

“You are

another

.un-

Lyelamere—by the way, if I were Lord

her heart, does me too great honor,”
he

be. very

“Unhappy? “1 don’t Know. I've‘an
idea that he would feel rather re-

knob in most

asks

in hic

smile.

into:his back, and he couldn't stand
it any longer.
many a rich
e

native

satisfied?"

his

AQuite,” answers Signa.

fastness, “you will do your part a8 cet

words,

with

their.

excelling yourself, monsicur,”
“Mademoiselle, in the goodness

a truly modest nxture

my

jn

“Iq madericisello

the

o

husband will have, my dear child
ays, nodding sarcastically at Signa.
~ “Very well; I'l write, but mind, I'l
have nothing to do with it—nothing.’
‘On
put looking
at her

mark

them

and making a low bow,

ee better write youry Rookwell;
but
he

pra

bad enotgh

with

W1ti

Signa.

Suppose -he would

lieved. Do you remember the story of
tho emperor who disappeared, and was.
found digging ,potatoes
as a
farm

back

ence than the Rng)
workmen, in
consequence of her being able to con-

"t that be rather bad form,’
--sort of intruaipn,
you

‘but,

with, deferential

fe*well understood about the
, place
that the beautiful young ‘gfrl*is realty
the guiding sout of the work; and th
Frenchman pay her eyen:more tater:

he says.
foo—simpl~

we steward, to make
: commenceent. Wi] you ecnvey my thanks and
gatliude to Miss Dawent for her, con-

“What

cap

Warren,

" rejoins

& murmur. of endearment.

fe Inughs, end rising, walks to the
wing tale
could not easily
be that, Lady
Rookwell. Tam now going to write to

you

paper

courtesy, and one. the foreman, comes
forward to answer xny. questions. It

late conclecly.

wa think

cor

“don’t know,” he says:
suppose
she will: At any rate, we are doing’
our best, Come into the drawing-room
—they have nearly finished "tYou
must tell me whether {t pleases you.”
Signa stands
In the door-way and

ton t&n I thought you!” eays the old

fidenceIn me?’

‘As poor as I am, for tasiancs,” says

And she pouts with feigned envy.

The seven’ principal ‘engineer sociecombined into »
iis of Germany
ew association called the German As“Ig that what you meant" he asks, roclation. of Tecnnlead
ooking: at her with quiet gratification
The Chinese Government fe about to
her approval.
“Yes, yea,ae
but, Hector—" open its firet aviation. school.
‘There is quite a material decrease in
“Weill, my:
the number ‘of public ae plying
rather expensive? Surely
of Londen
compared
Lord Delsteine did not intend that you the 5
with that of two. years: aa.
should go to these length:
Salt water is a better fire extingu“You mean that fe mtended-giving
rr.
an {nch, and I have taken a marble

acend,
Signa stands
‘der-and a

Dealers.

the
woe work of which has-been clean.
“a and restored. “It {3 a mkgnificent

well, Lady

ever tell you that I once
Decoming an architect?”

» Itmakes
aD black leather” Seoee softer,
wear longer.

Derwent, and is of no consequence to
her or to us!

you

Dela-

Lord.

my gently.
shakes his head.

Delamere-”

bars

oNKna he Jooks at her

grins canter

and
in

thy ventre-of the Jewn,-and. carefully.

raea ee WE BS
"required to make
the

sh

“How

rich Kit—

C. E. FL

:

No experience

of natural bo: mn British:auf
Experienced NCL Pica epee

§

the Canadian
Naval Patrols

Pay trom $1.05 a day and separaition allowance.

_ For particulars apply to OMAP

rs

to the

ORE ee

Sian eases

:
JARVIS,

ad

:

Rober

'D. rug St Store
ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIGR
International ©

Poultry

Tonic

| Prevents disédses in’ Poultry and
your hens. Jay.

Hy

Ales

wand.

for Turkeys, Ducksand .Geese,
25c, and 50c. pkt.

International
Stock Food Tonic

First showing of Spring Millinery, New Ladies Suits,

The Best ‘Stock Food on the |
rourket. for Horses, Cows. and
Sheep, -‘It-is strictly medicinal

New Coats, New Dresses, New Blouses, New: Dress’
Goods, Silks, New Coatings, New Trimmings

and. gives! pure “blood” and
good health. -Especially recommended for promoting the health
and

iy.

growth of Hogs.

25c.;

‘by. the Legislature,

gin both parties got
gent ont commanications

| Per pt.

50c., $1.00,

Never have we shown a larger or more comprehensive:

$1.50

We haye a few pails which we
will sell at a bargain price.
International

Grofa:t

Calf

display in women’s attire than will be on view at our
You will find everyspring Opening on above days.
thing that is newest, and ask your-critical inspection.

Meal,

Gaarauteed tho best calf meal made
aud the ovly tra sabsticate for milk,

"~

$1.25 for a large bag

The Rexall si
tions

~Bome

if |

to

gES

rHi

#

ports
@rethat it will be im
poll any
extensive

Ne

oO

=

if

forty-odd
e
reached thesrespective party headnarters,. The “big majority of
yer thirty, in fact—report
t the'ledies of their localities
re not much concerned over the

§

FOR SALE

Néw

Cholce Seed Potatoes
To

_Car

arrive

soow

Spray

Material

alsa

Car

Fertilizer

Orders for the above goods will be filled
in the order received,
do
not expect to be

CLAPP, LITTLEJOHN, LTD.

We are making special efforts in this department and showing many

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

MOTHER SUPERIOR

Dasa,

0. & D,

’e guarantees Vinol to sharpen
the
appetite, ald digestion, enrich tthe blood
and create atrength.

a|

$1.00 to $3.50

A. B, Rosmrss, , Dragaist, Duttou
Also at best draggis tin all Ontario town
TAX MORE,

BORROW

LESS

Ladies New Spring Shoes .

,

Ladies

~The! death of the. member for
Manitoulin
removes the chief actor

Aer eer asen

Gamey

ricoh

getting

richer

hig incomes are not

being

taxed

us

they ought to.be for war purposes,
«The government is borrowing
money freely from the people. Pat *
were on
riotio appeals are being made and
must generously responded to. Peo«| ple are taking their savings oat of
the bank and lending them to the

dramatic

‘and it is significant
that only

Sete

those

who.

Ladies Kid Pump,
Light

of the

war

burden

cast upon those least able
of

the

is

ling to think

that

a man

being

in carrying on

have no federal
ever,

©

the

income

|°

-

3 Rpm

We have a federal tax on war
profits, und from this source of incume ure realizing $25,000,000
yenr, while in England they are rouliaing 625,000,000. ‘The Sarplus
income upon which the taxation is)
Jevied is figured out by the com«| panies thompelves. Ont of ihe earn}:
ings they” pa: interest upon their
bonds and a vidends, upon their
tL] watered “stock, % and. by deceptive
buckkéeping they are able to show
‘was |a comparatively small saurpins sab-

Novelties in Ladies Neckwear

bead
The new colors and styles are large squats shapes, with colors
trimming, in Georgette Crepes and Crepe de Chines,
$1.50.
to
....50c.
white
and
white,
maize, blue, black with
50c.
Also ‘showing embroidered Organdy collars... ++25e., 400.;

fiteers are

of the,
the way of a tax upon wi
there will be much indi,

|| you
Beatfou give “ththe qu

-|,over
the country. <>
Lat
bai
6 18.
bep
abtedly trae, that little patriots) ian 3
shown by those who
)|ianhak ben
nt
asa customer.
have the governme

C

Spring.

New

Women

erence
ereenes
POINtS: ..¢seseesessessees

ooeeB1-00, $2.00

with
Perrin’s Eglantine, tan, black, grey and white, afid white
we gccesececoedcove $1.50
black pointe ..--seessree+
id, in grey, white, white
Silk Gloves; Perrin’s and Niagara

with black, black with white, plain blacks......50c., $1.

©

White

Chamoisette Gloves..++++++++++sseeee

ew Colors in Silk Hosiery for Women, per pair...--.25¢.to $1.0

———————

THE MOLSONS BANK
_.

fay Bed

Gloves for

yloyes_that-are modish for spring we mention :
Among the new
black
‘Wash and Cape Gloves, grey, champagne, tan, plain and’

rs, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75

A

geo; to the federal tax. We venture
that when parliament
lifts
the lid and we learn how little son

to think

B.S

White Petticoats, Gowns and Combinations.

for Men

sesedesnsners eens

Paiste;

Spring Whitewear Has Arrived

<» Easter Neckwear
orks

SILKS

Silks, coin spots, in blues, greens and rose, also
tterns, per y’
81.00
Shantung Silks, colors navy, rose, mid blue, black white
50c, 7c
Black Pailette Silke, 36 in. wide, extra good value...$1.50, 1.65
Pailette Silks, brown, nayy, 86 in, wide.......+++-++++++ 1.50
Habutai Silks, whites......- e e ceeees 60c, 85, 1.00, 1.25, 1.40
New Crepe-de-Chenes, Georgettes, in pink, maize, ebony blues.
Tussah

New

Corset Covers, lace and embroidery trimined.
New Silk Camasoles, pink, blue; white and navy, lace trimmed.
New...
ears 750 101.25

to fit every kind of heels.

Hats

“the bright, cluster stripe of many col

~

=

Many of them sro becoming mil

NEW

chic.

$7.00 —

.50c., 75¢.
A splendid range of new silks, plain and fancy patterns.
grey and green
Soft Felt Hats, medium and wide brims, shades-of
00 0

We

tax what<

Aionaires, and #0 long as the war
te are having the time

on new

A greater and better stock of spring merchandise than we bave
~-cever shown in the
tay
Shirts includes both. soft. and stiff
The showing of New Spring
, one color stripe to
m neat,
cuff, styles that ran

as rich as:

war.

heel,

New: Neckwear, Shirts and Caps

to boar

wexlthy

John D. -Booketeller could. have
Nyod in Canada since the commmencement of the war to'this hour with‘out being called upon to to contrib+ lute one penny to nid the governmot

Louis

dt oe veseiceseses ae

ane ea scene
English Hats and the Borsalino.
¢
Nebrated ‘hats re
d
and finish of these
ings
oe na*:deeg eee 064.60
anyi other make in the world...

classes not only feel no pinch from
the war, bytare making enormous
fortunes because of if.’ It is startf-

top,

Christy’s

urics of Hfe. The spirit of the people is most commendable, bat too

much

8 in.

Louis heel, new chic last.

Rubbers

New

government;
they
are
denying
themselves many Of the little lax-

it, while too many

Russia Calf,

Ladies’ Engligh Walking Boots, tan, brown, gun metal .,.6.00, 7.00
Ladiea Vici Kid, 8-in. top, on chic last and
Lonis heel...... 6.00
Ladies Patent Colt Bals, 7-in. and 8-in top.....-.24.50 to 5.50
Ladies Cloth Top Patent Bals and Button Boots, on the newest
last, regular height.
..++++ -s+es+*
4.
La jes latent, Cloth Top, Laced Bals .
Ladies Harvard Brown Pump, newest st
Ladies Patent Pumps, on new chic last
Ladies Patent Strap Pump...s..+-+-+

and

the poor getting poorer asa result
of the war? These are serious qnestions, but they are questions being
asked by the people.
More and
more the complaint is henrd thut

¢

ent,

the

Brown

ABE veces seees coseccees Vose

Toronto World
Are

styles.

Silk, Mus-

‘New styles in Ladies Crepe-deChene Silk and Georgette Crepe
Waists in the season’s new shades
Voile, Lawn & Organdie Blouses

her liberally

and in a month I hardly
ized her.
She was strong, her color charming and
her cheeks rounded out.”—MotTuen
M.

ALE one

new

lin and Serge Dresses
In.the,season’s newest styles

down, weak or emaciated patients with
benefit. Ome
young woman was 30 weak
and ill she could hardly creep to my door
for aid. I kupplied Vinol to

Coats

New Styles in Ladies Suits

Order early as we
‘able to secure a

farther sapply this season.
of one Ref
tion have forwarded
cite a caustio communication, in
which they state that ‘‘the real’
: woman of Canada are.more conconcerned with patriotic work than
ia
ig to join the partisans in
Politics."
It also adds
Says Vinol Creates Strength
tthe movement for women's
Rodiry Hill Home, Hawthorne, N. Y.
its being ‘in a num—I
have used Vinol for many
run-

of

Shipments of Spring

Styles are in”
The practical garment in Fashion's plan.
high-waisted
and flare skirts, straight, loose styles, finished with large, graceful convertible collars and large
pockets. . Materials are tweeds. black and white checks,
whites, coyerts and corded velvets in plain taupe, gold,
green and white.
Prices from $8.50 to $19.00.

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
@6 BRANCHES IN CANADA
~
CIRCULAR

LETTERS
OF CREDIT

> BANK Money ORDERS ees

~

SAVI
BANK NG
DEPARTMENT
S
$i, WOODS, ‘Manager Dutton Branch
uk
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On
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Sorrow,

France must

Da

campaign to. |
©

be maintained.

4

Not to the Farmer only—
But to YOU—to everybody—,
This appeal is directed’
-

the mountain, and from the point from

g

aye : irae
i
fl
cetei i [ fesea

ve
that.
wil doubtless conclude that it was

no rere

of the murdered
but by an inspira-

Hite

CLIMATE
LESS SEVERE

What Study of Larger
Hae

a

Dr. Charles

.

Glaciers in

Revealed

z

D, Walcott,

Feber

—toSAVEand to PRODUCE. Men,

your

women and children; the young, the middle
aged and the old—all can help in the,
Nation's Army of Production.
VERY pound of FOOR raised, helps
reduce the cost of living and adds to
ithe Food Supply for Overseas.

ccompan:

INFORMATION BUREAU
Department of Agriculture

co

tS

Dominion

Owing to the héavy snowfall of the

previous winter, and the fact that most

in

cultivating*a

vegetable*”

A
a

Department

of Agriculture

OTTAWA, CANADA.

deep suow about the timber line, little

HON. MARTIN

progress yas made till the latter part
of 1916.

Cultivate the.

Overlook nothing.

of the geological formations which
they wished to examine were in the
of (he summer

yard.

Use every means available--

, containfossil remains of the earliest

aujmal life,

back

Make them all yield food =

OMEN of towns can find no better’
or more important outlet for their.
energies than
garden.

OTTAWA

Britten

own

vacant lots.

Be patriotic in_act as”
weil as in thought...

For information on aniy subject relating
to the Fgrm and Garden, write:

packer and cook, they spent most of
thelrtime on the continental divide,

P

\LANT a garden—small or lasge:, Utilize.

E-must unite as a Nation to SERVE

by

that the mountain

tion.

Ree

de

chance

named in memory
nurse was chosen,

:

muEre i

murderous

"This is National Service—

mourning, 8
basin.
Except at the feét, there is
no clevage between the figure and

|

F anal

proudly

ore

Mount

remarkable
figure
from the eon
it

Germany’s

cut off the Allies’ Food supply, by sinking
~every ship on the Hi h Seas—an ample and
and
unfailing flow of % ood( to England

+} that

aay

women munition

to call

there 1s another
which

4

E
g
this badge is worn

In Mournful Attitude
the sameless mountain, .which

UR soldiets ikust be fed; the people at
home must be fed. And—in spite of.

Sections were

BURRELL,

Minister.

ined and measured in the Mount

poss, where the Canadian Paciitailway has bored a double loop
zh the mountain in order to obx feasible grade on the western

pA

maul aie

ers high up in the mountain
cirque, where c portion of what must
have been @ great hanging glacier is
still active.
Mrs. Walcott,

who

has

studied

siers for several years, and

Halll the Dairy Oow

gla

is well

the

ferento, Ost.

Hi ee

sf

=

“No more headache for you---take these”

an

at the rate of

200 feet a year during two. preceding

for Production

7

during

Just as surely as lack of food is strangling Germany
day by day, so plenty of food is winning the victory
for theallies. The French armies, forinstance, were
never better fed than now, for France cannot forget ©
the awful lesson of 1870—the failure of her food

studies

prove,

the past six years,
Her
ents agree with observations

made in Alaska, and indicate that the
climate is ‘not
the
Pacific side of the content as it
was a decade ago.

AUTO MOTOR “NOT ALL

PROTECTING MINERS

ther Parts That Owners Need. to’
Understand,

Low—Why.?!

To feed the French soldiers around Verdun, more than 25,500,000 pounds of food a week were required. ‘This gives a
faintidea of the colossal task of feeding an army. Canada and
Britain hayea hugearmy
of fighting heroes on theline; every
man must have plenty of food, in
spite of a world shortage,
Upon Canada’s food production ally principally rely. :

>

Canada’s Death Rate High—-Reigium’s

supply. To this she attributed
the loss of that war.

\

Walcott’s

2 ice has been steadily retreat:

~:

The fecident

other elvilized country.
o

greater

death
in

A writer on motor |

5

than

ge:

Universais,, brakes,

and

~. Urgently Need Help
ent of Agriculture

enlist in the army. ~-Do:your. “bit”
«Production of foodstuffs, “This is your'
‘The farmers
of Ontario need the he

oe

he

itch ‘gearset ‘and

h

care.

‘The Farmers of Ontario

it

4,

much marae
ote ome
ae fs ;
a
o motor,
and.va
ledge of it tends to: recuttre Coase at.

raid among
ada

f

wheel bearings |

7 other: parts” not 98

3

A Ghange of”
Garments

often calves | which)
‘be kept ih the herd for breed:
id the! ir owner gets very litte profit
and tlcy ate not permitted
to-do the good in thi herd whitch they

“Many of those which are killed while
‘very young would-be of rio use if kept
in the herd as breeders. ~
“The good dairyman has a pasis upon
which

he

works

in

seiling

when ho began to uotice Lita, as if
taking note of her height and weight,
Preeently be said:
“Signorina, will you please take off

‘each cow ov felfer regularly

comprehend
his meaning.
The man
jerked her hat c-; ner head and put
liz own on hers.
iy this time she
was thoroughly frightened and mado
no resistance. The man forced her to

and,

dng and whether or not the calves from
stiut cow are Mkely co go on and make
‘owaluablé animals to place in his herd.
» \At-the cow, mother of the calf, cannot,
through niflk production, justify her
Yexistence in the herd there is little

exchange
hem, and

dauger.
you.
[

to

from

cows to which
the

the, sire fs bred,

calves

from

those

But

she

kept

till

and

leave a handsome

‘ noticed that she tipped him

guess-work

ugt as important
future Individuals

‘As for the man,

ht

be made

how

milking

with

he leaned

back

{he veil over

bie

in determining the
which
shall com-

face, and
reason to

woman.
“Where are you going, signor?”
agked the women of Lita in a course

remain

in

the

mo
one
would
suspect that he

have nad
was not a

type be kept
@nough

that

“To

in the herd.
the

sire

be

~qaiking ancestry and {he

Rome, signora.

The
from

good

cow

be a

woman

looked

intently at

box, all dealers, or Edmanscn,

sence
Net

the

Again.
Git Agen.
Litle Girt
wh A bitte

inoresthan

else oF mane,

bung
2 ouleahee tobrowthinktheieit fae
TO play Wwe tavy, grand and

girl, evidently being somewhat mystitied at her appearance and especially

tex

‘not

lever,

qinually

but

never

‘Ang

cut out jarge limbs.
slow
‘tten wounds are
eave

stubs

in

cutting

to

@ curl

=«of

the

wood:

to

prevent

instead

le

the

girl's

figure

ferent from a man's.

ning {salways followed
‘owth of suckers.

tiny “cur beck; top:

wouid

he

‘Was Ruskin Conceited?
“an ono of Ruékin’s lectures, though

bogan

} tonnot qnote it exactly; he says in

to Took

effect’ this,

thet

"and.

earnestness:

loo«edi*

it is sald

“Because

with great

i Kavo

done

ere an

H

1

‘happiness
own, you
and you
that you

the corner ‘snored oa, Tae woman
tured her attention to the sitopér.
‘Signora!”
Tae mn stirred, then asked what
yaa Wanted In a feign

gC what hour-does

6
i
~
“s) ido: not: know,”
bat's.- the)
matt

According tothe Pennsylvania ruin-

must be given 700
per minute while a}

in, !aws a mule
eubie feet of alr

=

An oll ls
seeds, from

tomato
secured from
which soap Is made.

of
The adjutant or marabout bird
of
India, which is valued on account
or a
ita feathers, will swallow a hare

whole.

cat

It stands

feet

five

and has a 10-foot expanse

high

cf wing.

' es
use”
The starfish of Japan {s made
It contains
of for fertilizing the land.
nearly 5 per cent of nitrogen.
“The percentage of defectives ‘born
among the lower animals is far leas
and
than that of. the human famlly,
the reason 1s sald to be due to the
by

consumption

of

drugs

alcohol

and

human ‘parents,

the

e
‘The production . of magnesit
the United
in
steadily increasing
11,298
States,

the,

output

1914

being

short tons, valued at $124,223,

the

young:

Unele Sam's Investments

ie

Without

piease
od

nothing

Toronto.

and

the

military

with

forces.

For he that waver-

fa-says

catch

me

ff

‘you

eam;

grasp it, you find nothing.

you

‘There fs

a spirit fa man, invisible, known only
by manifestations,
{ts garments are
many, its forms are
multitudinous;
{ts beauty is seen tn every face, Its
goodness is the pillow for the weary

head, its nimblo fingers ‘bind up the
broken -heart.
Lock into the eyes of a fellowcAature;
do you find response
sympathy?
‘What is the eyé? Noth”
ing more than a bsg of water;
the
pupil fs the hole tn that bag of water,
through that hole {t is.possible
to

to

referente

technical 1
that

however,

is quite

differ-

By no means was every soldier
was

killed; the di vision or regiment
an
destroyed or annihilated ~ as

or-

unit,
ganization of effective fighting ,not
as
In time of war men fight
indjviduals, but as parts of a figbtThat unit may be a_regi
ing unit.
army corps.
ment, a division or an
In order to be of any real uso, those
maintained,
organizations
must be
up,
When tho organization is broken
the Individual soldiers who compose
personally,
and, as 2 mol

collection of men, they are unable to
ond

it is sald

wavering.

ald of an instrument,
the took, by thé
straight through to the optic
run . | Ac little whité spec, but
that fs no
‘annihilated more the centre cf life than the hand

These

dead on the field.

,
broken,

May g

to

LIFE.

itary.
destroyed
“an entire
division
was
or
while attempting to take Hill
while
that “s’ regiment of cavalry,
of th
reconnoitering cne the flankNaturally
enemy, was annihilated.
tmagines a ter
reader
enough, the
all
rible sceno of slauguter. in'which
are lef t
or practically all, the soldiers

truth,

to
that

It ls eun by day a golden kkmp at
night.
It ts above, beyond ond neat;
nay, itis within; ft allures, It laughs;

{s ignorant of things
reader who
One learns with horror

The

impossible

he is, and

Jesus Christ the righteous.

the
terms are apt to be miserading to mil-

ent.

Is

concerning
sometimes

expressions

“destroyed,”

large

it

for he that cometh

any thing of the Lord.
if l-regard {miqnity in my heart, the
Lord will not hear ie.—My little children, these things “rite I unto you,
that yo sin not, And if an; man. sin,
we have an advocate with the Father,

hts opel

the despatches
in Europe
we

faith

believe that

eth Is Itke a wave of the sea, driven
with the wind and tossed, For let not
that man think «that he shall receive

5

. Applied in Warfare.

In’
4,

him,

must

he fs 2 rowarded of them that diligently seck bim.—Let bim ask ia faith,

usually unable

to be annihilated

or

or the foot
Lite

has

cnergy,

feal-hae energy

and

nothing

without fe.

phys-

“fam

come that you might have Life.”
Let it never be forgotten that man’s
life ts complex.
Create and uncreate,

divides man into two.
longs

His body be-

to the order of the animal king-

dom, his soul belongs to. the order of
the infinite.
It is genrally conceded
that man is immortal, but iet.not this
{dea be lop-sided.
Even the great
Pascal allows himself to say: “Yesterday
gone.”

I was nothing, to-morrow I'am
To begin with birth and go

on to Immortality, does not give us ®
complete immortality.
The endless
Nfe has not only one end, but no beginning.

-Our

spirits

are

from

God.

It 1s impossible
to estimate
their
compreeston, or their expansion. One
says a thousand can dance on the
point of a needle—another says, the
Uttle toe of my foot fs larger than

the milky way.

Do you want

z

a preof of your.own
Go- down {nto~- your

don’t alwavs remember,
one idea of speed. A man

fel asleepé

Mn the company-.of others:
he was
asleep only-a few minutes, but during:

that narrow space of time, he went to

jerbaps only E Calcutta, Californie, Iceland, England
destroyed, although
‘and home.
“His ‘friends marked ‘the
bave Sen
of the amall part of the soldiers
‘atetpower
|, | time. Who can inven!
chronometer
In
Ty been killed or wounded,
including
tacieslag: » Alaska,
can measure the
of épirit?
that a fighting unit survives that
“Thay
hearken
to. tho voice. of His
of
cant,
per
6
loss of mére than ten
7,000,
the
mately
word.
and
are
swift
to:
do His bidapproxi
which
‘That is because the morpower, of
men.
ies
develbeen
has
cent.
ding.”
“
“4
000, or 25 per
ty of officers is alwaysand higher
Birth is an incident,,.and,
when.
4
than among the privates, are, killed {s, gredual, but ‘the body touches 8.
nearly halt of’ its:-otficers
nm general- point and then goes Into -deory.| But:
organtzatto
the.
wounded,
“| or goes:to pieces,
‘
“such a case the | thore {6° no “decay and. no: weariness
y
i
sclentists)-of real eminence} iy
OF In the: spirit of man, even on earth.
i
of the soul may. |
yoxn indintaln. So that the coming
ted the pogtdlate of the: {n- tm
consciousness “of |
jain until, the or- be on different lines—it may be by.
5
’
ever complete, subject neither:
:
aus sation is recruited, re-oficorted: to growth
or
decay,
immortal as
done,
to demonstrate | aha reorganized, Until that Js

sc

ater

ihe gromth

MER

gentleman.

ought against any.

attgok the enemy,
In forests, to make soy
defence ngsinst attack.
“when the
ization
is thu:
are|g,

which
are bringing direct returns,
mereasing every year,

oppo-

—

fpted.

bite ‘This¥ ae
| betra:

of
can trust what I say to you,
wil be glad. in -latan years.
have (rusted me.”

Sane

Was there o miain in’ tis compas
“Pent when the trainlett Naples?”

te SYes:

und he shall say, Here 1 am.—VWhen
Ye stand praying, fergive, if ye have

Explanation of Its Meaning as

.

acroas

miner gets but 200 cuble fect.
the

The

-) trom

weeks”

Father seeketh. such to worship him.
Goa Js a spirit, and they that worsbip
him must worship Lim in spirit and
In trath.—Then shalt thou call, and

- “ANNIHILATED,”

€Te| An.

h

d

harm to-no one and, good ‘to’ all, beof the
During a recent examination city,
sab.
she
imited,
7
‘ecotso 1 bave loved” truth and
waiters employed in New York
“You're a wom
i
+
e T have regarded the F per
cent. were found: to. be afflicted
Lita niadé xo Teply.. The man in {alachood, becatis
othera~ more than my] with: contagious diseases.

oa

induces trulth

pt, inertuots the igor of

that

fearing

{ita over, her attention being riveted
dit-

off

rontns, when the treects

atone,

tne sieeper;,

sWouhds lical:mest rapldiy in spring.
ip the trees free from suckers.
Porn wounds are generally fatal

‘i

Lim

murder them both, but she dared ‘not
do so. ‘The woman tuade no ° further
altcmpt to extract information ‘from

heavily,

Bates & Co., Liniited,

Lmitations disappoint.

From |

|Gathered

falr,
~ Nenvy
amilker~
herself.
They
must
at her volee, which was thoroughly
of the airt,
Unmindtul
Upon
her Sead she wound her hair
ave such confirmation and prepotency
leminine.
Kia wore ner mother’s ekirt.
“\When the train left Naples,” ‘con:
‘that the calves show the desirable type
tinned the woman, “was ‘there not a As Nellies_olger, falrer srewe
“Of the milking breeds.
Muy, jitteen wweec years oid,
‘é
“Faulty calves should be discarded, man in this compartment?” ,
She bexged. as other tsidous'do,
‘Lita, whose
eyes were fixed on ihe
‘even, tliough' thelr ancestry be right.
So by bee gna 1's told,
‘This close selection will send thou bandit, saw Nis fingers twitcaiag, Sne For skirts that tell below her knees,
child wes whe; other,
—
picast
‘wands
of calves to the block as veal interpreted It to medy that zie must She‘A modest’
used to wal:
"0.
eet would otherwise be kept in the reply mm the negative.
Dut longer skirts on me.
There was uo one, signora, except
7 Ob
Ea
It. may be, after all,
forget
1 am su re Iingsha’n't
that. there are‘ not too may calves We wio' are now here.”
day,
There wus au pocket in the womun's
e was when first we met,
gidtightered: young, but that there is
er array;
hot-enough system followed in deter- dress, ana wits noticed that suv kept Her shoetope Were
bid from view
wzown,
plating which
shall go-and
which ver c.gut hand in tis pocket. Whenat
5
w)ore 36 ton;
She~
looked
she
question
shai! ko kept. Undoubtedly, pany are Soc asked ule
Tht Just her foca came peepiny through
tue
ligure
leaning
oack
Ip
the
courier,
Keut which should go, and equally true
+]
ere
ee
e
Se
y
of the sart
B that many go. which--shonid be Apparenuy asleep.
apirts arc ae
ber
‘now
Bet
“oignora,” caued the new
vassen‘The matter-is in the hands of
y
ger, “can you tell’ me tue hour opis Win ahe believed themBeet much too, short
thesooner
he
arian reaches Romo?"
2
}
falr
ep dauanter aye the aay
rue omy repiy was a snore.
:
‘and. type backed by production
Lita would nave warmed the woman, Adg Nuilechas begun to wear©
tterighted.—Prairie ‘Farm and
that the person, she addressed was.4 Miler childhood skirts agmin,
‘:
&
man and @ bandit, and begged her. to
r

* PRAY" fO THE. LORD.”
‘The.true worshipers shal} worslp the
Father in
gpirit and in truth; for the

the Lord sball answer; thou shalt cry,

Dr. Chase’s Recipe Book, 1,000 saclocted, fectpes, sont free {f yon mention

veloc.

-

—Richard Burton.

i

DrAWChases
Kidney-Liver Pills

for finding

shall

prige tlie herd ag in determining which
ae

in a corner

And marvel out in ibe cold.

bitter

Other symptoms are wind on the stomach, which causes belehing, and

Do not be talked into accepting # substitute,

profit be-

Seales and the tester should

liver;

One pill s:dose, 25 cents

and | her a seat. The newcomer was a comand | fort to the poor girl, though, she
j wished
she had besn a man.
She
| neticed, however, that the woman was
-point is to be mble to pick out
big and strong, while the
bandit
which ,should remain
in
the
was small, though wiry.
herd. something must be known about
The train had searcely pulled’ out
thé producing ability of
their
dams, of the station when the
new passen
‘bnd this cannot be estimated by
began
to look scrutinizingly at

‘labor
aides
_"
The
salves

tongue,

By immediately awakening the action of the liver and bowels, Dr. Chase’s KidneyLiver Pills affords relief for this condition most promptly.
On this account they are
generally recognized as the most effective cure for bilidusness, liver complaint, indigestion, constipation, and the pains and aches which arise from poisons in the blood. The
benefits are lasting ‘because this medicine removes the cause of trouble.

came to the door of the compartment
and put a woman
into It.
Lita

and

ae

a coated

tive system is thrown out of order.and the blood is poisoned.

man looked out, but drew back {mmediately, and Lita saw that «le would
not be rid
of
him.
The
conductor

cows

have

Because the liver has failed, the food in the alimentary canal is fermenting inatead
of being digested, looseness and constipation of the bowels alternate, the whole diges-

The
and
per
city.
tneir

up

and

eheep!’ Black
“Black
sheep!" we cry,
Safe in the inner fold;
*
And maybe they’ hear, and ‘wonder
why,

Meanwhile,

the formation of gas, which gives rise to dizziness and pains about tho heart.

the train reached the first stop, fidp{ug then to be relieved of him. When
the train pulled up at the station the

should
and the

Sire of-a heavy milking strain, and is
- weighing the milk regularly from the
Keeping

fainting,

you suffer from bilionsness and indigestion

tion of,the

part, and I should not wonder if they
were on the lookout for me.”
Lita was thoroughiy
cowed. — In-

¥,only'man who know
which are the
<)) best ts the man who fs using a proper

which Jead in milk producticn
Zlve' enough to pay for all feed

Whep

deed, it was all she could do to keep

~ Cabs Yhun it 1s worth. It would be folly
theu to keep all colves without dis-

Axid the hills loom large anit dim,
For the aiophents voice théy*mutely;
+
hark,
And thelr hearts go out to him.

« paste in the mouth, headaches and loss of appetite; you will do well to look to the condi-

me { will kill
1 have beon

making a rich haul in Naples.
pelice got on to my being there,
{am surprised that they have
mitted me to get out of the
Indeed, 1 suspect some game on

fericrdatry
calf
to
the
age
of
_two-or three years, because it will generally cost more especially when grain
fa
high in price, as it ls now,
to put
Oe
si
aped dairy car-

;

its antiseptic influence prevents fermentation of the food.

their gathered brothers be.

PRitgaingiew2 vgprineott. we

And one a night, when the plains fall «

blood, where it acts.as.a poison, and pouring it into the intestines, where it
hastens the course of the food mass through the alimentary canal, and by

is, unless 1 see

If you betray
am a bandit.

Where

Bverything is good in its place. ‘The bile, which, under certain condi-

tions, causes so much distress, is of the greatest value as. an antiseptic and
cathartic when it is properly handled by the liver.
:
,
The chief function of the liver seems to be the filtering of bile from the

pulted a veil down cver his faée.
“When
we
make a stop,” heisald,

prove a Dill of expense, in fact, a robdier, in the -dairy- herd.
“QRere is Httle nse of keeping an in-

the best
purposes,

_-

hér outer garments with
when this wes aone ne

“1 will get out—that

» crimination.
Only
survive for breeding

D

And: the lurking snares aré apread.
Maybe, 1a apite of thelr tametess days.’
- Of outcast
Ys
‘They're sick at heart for the homely:
ways

Lita looked at him as {if she did not

-

than

Midst the eruel rocks, where the déep

your hat and give it to me?"

if

‘&o to the butcher early in life

Aud haply a bell With's loring tall”
Summoned their fvet-to tread *

by one person*only—a2 man.
He was
small and clean shaven, and the train
bad
not
gone far into
the country

or keeping

his. valves asthe case may be,
He
used first of all, a pure-bred sire with
king propensities . well marked in
the picod of his ancestors. He keeps
in win herd. aothing but the best ina
aamnls and the heaviest
tematically,

“-

strange

Beyond the gates-ot hope.
One morning Lita -Ginccloll, an
Italian girl aged 18, way placed in a
railway train at Naples by her father
and. mother, who ‘bade her good-by'}with many kisses. She was*going to
Rome to visit an aunt.
“The compartment she entered was oczupled

ure. useless.fo

eae

the days of heaven. <> HT. Miller,

r
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IN AND AROUND TOWN]
orca nba aacnil

Arch. MoWiliam i has sold
a Ohrevolet
ek
.
eee
to Edward
{Brom the Toronto rae
.
Hookia, ee Wallscebarg, was a}
Mrs. Ohristina E. Kains,
St Mary
Danoe Scien
oa ts areday.
atrept, whose faneral will be held at St.
several Potor’s
. Zarecasel: to-day, was
Serie
with titan ieatteal:

Miss Bambridge, of Watford, is the

goest of Mr. aud Mrs. J.Bambridge,
Mr, John Molarty, of Kintyre, —

heir to » qaarter

dollars,

which is tield by the executors of thie
tere oese ante Geo. McVicar, of Port

several days at the home of Wm.

tou.

$1,000,000.

the sum of $150 from
prodaced on five acres.

.Mr, L. Obilds

has

several months

*

the clover
fee ened admitted to
The story of the earstioe; when it was
after related before Justice Meredith, showed
that Mr, MoVicar owned much of the
with his sons

Bet
ro

B. Komp Panter has removed his
his stock

of goods from the Leitch Block to the

property

‘Thomas Walton and family of Kerro-

bert, Sask., who were yisitiog friends

in New Brunswick, spent
a day with his
uncle, Adan: Amos, on thelr retarn trip
to the west.

Heury Milton sold to RB. G, Garbatt

last week
1
ine, which
were six
months old, for which he received §478.
They mdaee 38,200 Ibs., and the price
paid was $14

Andrew aes, of Vonda, Sask.
who returned from tho Weet = few days
go for a second load of horees, secared
two carloads in Danwich, which were

shipped on Monday.

‘The epring assizes for Elgin opened ja}
8t. Thomason Tacaday, bat
as there was
uot a single case on the docket the proceedings were only formal.
ly once
before did similar conditions exiss.

given

to him

The

FRITZ APPEARS DOWNHEARTED
Answer

Our

Artillery,

will be conse

increased

before

been

ets, and @
with thee ‘initials

He

November.

Says

trace could be
His parents,
Neal reside at
brothers.
He

France ou Fob, 12, says in

“Everything is going pretty well with
me. Ihave not had leave yet owing go

was aera

changing companies, but will get it in a

found of him,
Mr. and Mrs. William
West Lorne and also two
wasar member of the

Rreen cometery, the serylce being condacted by ’ Rev.
Rev. R.
R. J.
J. Morphy, ofDette.

Mor winter appears
end, as it is thawing

to bo nearing an
the last two days
is al
.
‘he
groand has been qoite hard frozen for
exactly ove month, the longest winter

~

and the snow

INOUCTION AT GLENCOE’

The induction ofRev.
|

AE

Have you
assortment?

eee

at the front,

the home of Mrs,8, Wismer, at Rodney

ou Thareday.

PLEASED

A ramor was current in town oa Mona day ovoning that the Kaiser had
ad been
inated and that » revolation had
broken out-io Germany.
Tho chav,

‘

NOTICE
TE, Provincial Board ot
that puplte of all seNoole
whe hutge beee
ill or exposed to mui
Pa

F

lie Behool,

the

This is ‘the
Age

of Reason

Ien’t it better at the first sigo of
failing Vision to have your eyes
attended to than to put it off until perbaps your
ician cannot
do for you as much
and. as well
as he could have done on the
start?
Reason it out,
Think

about this and let us know.

Our

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers
‘

lesuers

Opticians
of Marriage

NOTICE

somewhat
this afternoon, there was also
had been moring

These tose

SPRING

a tem)

The

The Lon. E. willsorvo afternoot
and hold a sale of potted plants io the
MoOallam Block on Friday ind Saturday

HOCKEY

_ BIG PRICES FOR STOCK
Glencoe Defeats Dutton
kt V Joneet sale ov Toosday brought
Game
a
bidding was spirited.

Hagat

ress ofbo sale

1
nes

and

your new.spring suit or dress.
you money on every. purchase.

We

can

save

Plat n

cilee,, e

oe
Patterns,

JAMES

F.

at 10c.

and

ldc.

GAHAN

= Custom Tailoring
st Shades
Materials

and Choicest

. ‘Excoptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
} Arch. McCallum

MERC
YScHant

6

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
Special
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
and
Changes are not necessary if you buy a

Hats

in town

; AFTERNOON TEA

‘Per. | of this week, afternoon and evening,

MILLINERY
Smartest

in ‘

Licenses

All Kinds of Spring Plants in Season Hi veor eptser wis
lew York, Maroh 19.—In addition to Lettuce, per bunch.
due mast be'peld
Ge | for
pestthciyears
Sesss, Ailasoueste
the ramor of a revolution in Germany,
W. FP. KENDALL, ‘St once.
iH. A, SLATER.
which inflaenced
ergs
acy on the street

downward movement of ine anor
followed by
recoveries,

Values

Goods, Silks
Wash Goods

us sell you

Dutton Greenhouse
Japanese Primroses, in full bloom 15c.

thenvena Was trae and asa result there
was universal rejoicing. But unfortunouely
ramor was incorrect.

the bears, as
2 sp cememtion: 4

Dress

}

hage sweep made by the
108, led many to believe that

& report abont 2 o' veleckeon. the Exchange
that the Kxisor had been assassinated.
Icis
eats these repare ‘were put out

Very Best

Store.

Chiffon Taffetas, 36 inche:
brown, green, navy, saxe
and black, at<.........
$1.50,
Duchess Satins, in same shades, heayy | ind. guarante eed, at $1.75
Black Duchess Satins, at
$1.15 to $1.75
Natural Fongne Silk, scarce goods, made in China. at per yard
veeee 4c, and 7T5c.

By Order of the Board,

from autocratic to democratic rule tb

Rassia,

cent.

R. P. Reekie

service is at. your bidding.

-

Busy Corner

for thg

Oome

William A,
1 Griffin, of
of Sarnia,
Sarnia di

what was going on. They stopped after
8 fow minutes so it was probably a raid.
Is ty very dark out. One has to feel his

THY

per

c. to Sl. e

Rey. aH Seith,

Singing by the Benatiine Ohoir.
aud bring » friend.
-

we are ‘likely to have, the driest
since last April.
mans got guite busy as I was
writing and I just went opjon top to see

RuMOR

in Boots

HARDWARE, ~ FURNITURE
_BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

The

Let

THE
CHURCHES

time

A

the other
rece were

BAPTIST.
The Sabbath school will meet at 9.45
p.m, Pablic worship at 7 p.m.
tor'asubject, “*Victory
Oyer the Beast.”

bat food is very dear when one has to
The oold weather has reduced
by half, as the men do not get
in
, L suppose this is the driest

she now on the ground

tapestry

owes ap!
Kay, Rev. J. |. H. Stews ‘art,
Rev. A. MoD. Haig,

for years to ome. Ic would take them
@ your to put as many divisions at the
front as Oanada bas, bat then thelr fleet
could d6 good service,
We are well

way about _ Until last night everything
showed up plaio in Se epoontals with

seen the new
Best yet.

Nyal Quality Store

think they are

inst be a heavy borden

with ornstniie

WHITE

We would also call your attention

G. 8. Lloyd, of

not be tatén.at any othertime. , We are
all iotereated of course in what the U.S.

sapplied

bargains

for at old prices, being 50
lower than present Prices.

New Chocolates

byterian church took place on
afternoon, when & co!
iL
filled thecharoh ptemaie. the impressive
Mr. Galbraith, the

Theartillery fire has been very heavy

Many

you

having a very large, stock which was

We have js recived lr
hi
ment of Neilsoa’s and Beaumont
_ Chocolates

London, as pastor of the Glencoe Prea-

known here.

to do.

still able to give

Shoes,

contracted

;

SHOES

on

L0.0.F,, A F. & AM, and L.0.L.
‘The remains were “brought to West
Lorne on Tuesday and interred in Ever-

week or two now.
‘This will make
nearly five mquths this time between

are going

are

and

ano

M.O.K. blook gan aol oh the nieks of

Capt. McMillan
is dissppearauce was in Detroit, and
Oapt. Jai. G, MoMillnn writing to his retarned to Windsor, and since then no

father from

> We

two

The foregoing description led to ae
densiontioee tee.
of
= vesmaie
Neal, of Wi
and = mystel soadly

led and that we would be better
succeeded by
. who
had
It would be considerable
been in tho bibranch of the
ik at Mer- wits them,
to haye all the German
lin for two and
abalf years
Previous
| #stist:

Sabecriptions to the third war loan ap
last evening io Datton éotalled
700.
It is probable that this amount

had

currency found in the
|e discover:
d the once- combo handkerchief
Shunlap silver
mine,
which

him $10,000.

Doesn't

BOOTS

Thero was $15.60 in United States |

by the

They seem to
be afraid of the cold weather.
Gaur
ca. be moved now where they could

anfit.

apparently

the water, and was in’an
ee of decom;
as dressed
in a dark blue suit, with
outts on the bottom of the
thi trousers,
an
light grey overcoat.

.

M. Strauge, teller inthe
Molsons Bank,
has ‘been transferred
to Merlin, and is

body

months:in
Sayanoe

recently and

Se
as rlsoaty

iiventeiny cand wiol on Batardey after

Hudson Bay Company, with which he

store formerly oocapies by F, W. Drake, was
famous
Whew you are down at the millinery netted

Opening. drop into the ZOD. tea
rooms for s cap of tea aud a sandwiol,

was

4
of

Cleared Up ©
man was taken rom

noon by two young boys, who foand it
lying among some weeds close to the | 3

land upon which Port Arthar is baile.

The

ve

roll.

5c. to 50c. per

WEST LORNE MAN WAS DROWNED

Mystery Regarding the

retarned

in Rovhester and Milwaaks

Cars

This Week

DUTTON FLOUR MILLS}

jarge part of

ta of inoriaaand
are
Chas. Bachauan has parchasedaa fie. |
til
poammanes Ford car from J.-A. Camp tecake which cannot be acqui:
after the war. Mrs. Kains ware a leoe
of Mr. McVicar.
Miss Lens Gow, of Detroit,seer te
‘The
validity
of
the
will
was
contested
week-ond with ber parents,
Mr. and
Jastico Meredith
by éleven
irs. Johu
hews and nieces, who alleged ondue
AC.
Lachlis, of Cowal,
jaence, — The ait
however, was

spending

We Expect Two

Bitter, tua ta “bags sig will try v0

3000600D.

ments through bat

by Ro

day in town.

7

We will have our stock of. “Spring “Wall Papers 3 ‘
opened out this ‘week for. your inspection, .com-}
prising the newest patterns, at prices ranging from

er °F alticuls
t0 ret ae

} SOOSOVOO LS OOOOE

Many cases of mampe exist in town, |
Jamos Main, of Aylmer, splut Mon-

are sold by

Miss H. M. URQUHART
McKay

in Rough Ladi

House

Two

tM

Opposite

ante’ Church

Uaobuage

Cars of

|

Feed

Valve-in-Head

Motor,

Three

Speeds,

ee Control

ElectricStarter, Electric Lighting, Electric Horn
z

aater te Soriaet,

Stewart

Noa-Skid Tires on ieee

Speedometer:

$605.00
tio.b. Oshawa, nealy Bees

Arch, eA

heros a

°

~~
Tooring Car

Dutton |

ywer's

e

favor,

was not counted a ee
as that of 2 member of. the cl
family.
“Nevertheless, ae.
warmly
Howard's cause, and
‘the relations. of Areas, that
had existed
ee
he left for-America ‘were,
S0nK Pela

was

8

= PHOBATIONERS

Wiis arad

found In an old

4 Woman. who — had nursed... Howard
4.
When he was a baby,
But she hadi

_.

mever seen him since that time,
her eyidence was not considered andof.
much © value, eur
Since in her
Old

age

she

However,

had lost

her

't kn

eyesight,

Just

at ine trial whe was called
stand and testified ag

(By. Loulge

B.

Since he-Wes a Daby,
When I used to
Sive-him bis .bath* and wheel
him

in

Cummings.)

their

being

fellow

Cunningham

was a

devil.

share {t with

the other.

They

{PFospected » stogoiler for a time, agreefing that if one struck paying ‘dirt he
would

Finally

| Cunningham dug a hole in the ground
‘for which he Wax offered a hundred
~;thousand dollars, He had no intention
oe sharing it with Prower, and was deg how he could beat -him out
ww ‘his portion when a letter came addressed to Howard
‘Brokefield,
Prower was away

Prower,
on

Hari

“of a

two

“different

claimants

shade

weére

at

of we

unpleasant -draughts and
dust
carefully. Nearly all the expronounced that the Be. vot | 28
Perhaps no oti thing ‘about damp
right eye was
tly
Weather is more
eing than the
+>
‘This settled the case definitely, and ‘condition it inflicts on the ealt cellar,

he

was

adjudged

Drison

to

be

the

AT

If you are sutter-,
itching, .blind-or

in

and

protruding Piles.
your

own

without

any-}/

one’s assistance, yon can apply the
best of all treatments.
PILES TREATED AT
7
HOME
I promise to send you a FREB trial
of the new absorption treatment, and
references from your own
you will but we and

locality if
i assure

you of immediate
relic!
jend no
money, but tell ‘others of “énte| onter.
Address
MRS,

M.

SUMMERS,

Windsor,

Box

8,

Ont.

———_+-=

— received that Prower

had been

vattacked by claim Jumpers and

mur-

dered.

Cunningham
went
to the place
where the \fight had occurred and
jtried to find his friend's eer
/ He
o}Wastold;'that

a

number

of

‘persons

‘jhad been ‘Killed’ in the fight and they
‘jhad/all been buried side by side.
“He
‘Was shown the graves, but saw no
reason Why He should exhume his
| }ftiends body. Returning to his cabin,
‘jhe opened the letters that had beon
received ani learned. that “Prower's
jfather and two older brothers had
{been taken {Il and all had
& period of a few weeks.

died

\.A-month from that time

ham

appeared

in England

within

Cunningand

claimed

{to be Howard
wer, now Earl of
(Sroeetield,
There was no on¢ of the
~\family to recelye him

pipsmo

except a sister of

did not doubt that

he was

No on disputed tsthe identity of the
it “except Lady

Gladys

Pem-

Athe heir
smieeting,
cae. -[Was more
© Somat

‘not

married and Bt

retirnod expected
happy
‘To play the part of het lover
than,Cunningham could _acwas she at once pronounced

But notwithstanding

ee

this assertion.

ce not:
Beal? largely
accepted.
established himself as the

sae
Sari erosions:
part of a peer

He had played the

for four months,

when

{Who should appear but the real Earl,
~)Prower had

Ween.

left for dead

by

“those: ‘who-had attacked him end those
“had; Joined: In -his defence.
Be-

ed to bury

A

the

Later he

ad heard of his father’s and brothers’

death, and at once started for Eng“When

one!*day “Howard

Prower

-walked:into his-home and met his old
d face to fico the latter turned
‘ale.

was

he
out or claim

one

of

two

courses

oose—step down
that the Be nomics
He chose

Ns comme ‘is “og
, but thet an

eticky when

“Brobably
the fact
that’
much greater humidity
in

ways

ne

there

and heh

a

Btfk

eck
feanisen.
The ‘Obvieus advantage ‘ot
shakers is that in them the salt is
kept free from dust and contact with
the alr, but in tlmes\of dampness one
ia tempted to. use the Engiteh. cellgrs,

from which salt may

be

means

sO much

of a salt

spoon

taken

ture.

a tangle

of underbrush,

with

“habitation;

a0 signs

now

it is a

LINIMENT

CO,,-Limited.

and
used

electric lighting, large stone buildings,

MINARD’S LINIMENT and.
it cured
me at once.
I am never without it

schools,a Jarge town

now.

modern

city of 10,000 inhabitants, with
hall and acdihe

dral in ‘the Byzantine style of archi-

tecture.
The reason for this rapid development is that Novo’ Nikolaitvak is situ-

Yours
MRS,

gratefully,

Siberian

the

Railway

‘great’

artery

and

the

River

Ob,

of communication

it is expected that the new city will

make up for this. loss by ‘the cargoes
that will be transhipped into vessels

on the Ob for conveyance down

the

river to the
projected railway
from
the Ob to the White Sea. Novo,Niko-

laievsk will, thus become
into Europe,” not

only

a “window

for

the

Altai

region, but also for all Siberia tapped
by the railway from the eastern boundary of the Tomsk government’almost
York

Times.

ee
a
Minard’s Liniment Used by Physicians
eg,
IN DAMP WEATHER,

Precautions to Be Taken
Housewife.
‘A

ttle

housewives

while
were

ago

by

two

the
;

‘young

condoling with each

other over the prolonge
humidity and dampness.
“We

can’ "t get a oe Sars

draw-

C. D. PRINCE,

.

Nenwigewauk, Oct. 21st.

en

every

year.

dampness

46

<t is

The

really

hard

sure 2 come
vee
too

seas

eu
sone 0
pe
ness, and as the: sampnees |is. nar

on the

beach

the stars throw

to-night

down

gentle light.

catehing
the lure
* church bells,

‘They

secre.
thw
bring th

Ana

me

on

those

their

of the old

where

memory

visions

bright—

. bring In those vislous bright
Ot many, I loved, who from o'er the

Are

atretoning

out

hands

of love

to

me,

80

Western

but

“happily

ending

stories” frequently owe origin

to the

day:
“Lam on my way as a home-visitor
to my former home. I have ended my
for
‘the
I have

season in harvesting
seen
the
last of it

treated; drayn, loaded and shipped
for sale.
“I have worked early and late
through the entire season with the
idea

and

of

‘making

“séuring.

have
been
snug at my

good’

myself a

onthe

season

holiday.

successful.
Everything
farm buildings. There

J

fs
Is

nothing for the hired man’ to do but
to-feed. the stock.
I am
three-months’ Jeaye, and

away
I am

back to my former home and
folks about Western Cana
=yiirT earls, Railway
assert,
superior ‘class
tlers oe the United States

horse

a loved

rider

one

his

home—

carried a loved one home.
spirit hastes across the sea.

tenderly

west.
For
example, here
is what
Albert V, Laidlaw, of North Dakota,
at the Royal Alexandra Hotel told a
newspaper
representative
the penne

work
grain.

carried

pale
cast

calling

me.

I'm keeping my vigil-atone toMight,

Canada is not the land of

romancer,

Where
the
shadows

hands of love are stretched
out to me,
And their voices are calling me, O,

DOING COLONIZATION WO!K
the

the waters are
lapping
their
rocky
bound «
While silence and gloom reign-all
around.
My vislons to-night are in the past

My

i
eooeoeoeoeooeoeeyEE_™

ona
going

tell the

officials
of setarrived

new
soll, which means increased crops
and additional prosperity ‘to the Fee

passenger officials’ assert.
Every brave. man isa man’ of his}
:
word.—Cornelite

The

thanks.

Tablets

are

to

he is perfectly

sold

And

the

waves

are

is In wight;

The. great

atte

pass

still,

no

on

their

foam
ont-

On thelr foursey speed both night
ward

a.

With

the mariner ‘fore the mast—the
atiner ‘fore the mast.
How like to life, my heart doth say,
From cradle's rock till the hair fs
grey;
O, it’s coming “to me and thee!
Hark. the voloes are calling me, so
tenderly calling me.

My watch I'm keeping alone to-night
And the rippling waves show a
Fat

breeze.

in. sight.

presently turns'to a gale.
d the

madcaps

foam in

their

inant might,
Leaving many a bark in Sings plPilzht
Great peril for those
great peril for those

How

who oan

Uke to life, my heart doth say,

Great

billows

Y.

o’erwhelm

us

day

Take. loved ones. over the sea;
Where. their. voices are calling
27D, tenderly calling me,
Vye. come

to the end

of my_watch

by
me,
to-

night
And ee oak Js G'er—has: spent its

Great
scenes on shore is piled,
_ For-some have sobe, to thelr last
ay
P,
At
Piietare

nfound

in the

Co., Brockville, :OOnt.

ee
SOIENCE

ocean

deep

Laid low by the waters wild—iaid
low by the waters wild,

NOTES.

The heaviest theatre
curtains are
now operated by the touch of a but-

OD..

The

pressing

need

for small

©.

epee

;

Stoney.

conte three cents,

fire, in. full view

of the enemy,

‘ This

nu
Title fire.
‘This act

eavy

machine-gun
ayo
aes
the bighest degroy

showed

of valor and endurance.
‘TEMP,

LIEUT, BUGENE PAUL BENNETT, Worcester Regiment.
For most conspicuous bravery in ac-

tlon when in comuiand of the second waye

of the attack.

Finding

that

the

Mrst wave had suffered heavy casual-

Ues,
its commander killed
and the
Mne wavering, Lieut. Bennett
advancvos at the head of the second wave, and
by his persenal example of valor and
resolution pecnet his objective with
but sixty ms
Isolated mth his small party, he at

once took ste}

consolidate his po-

sition

tiffe and machine-

under heay

locomo-

tivea has been responsible for the rescue of many old-timers from the scrap

heap, They have been rejuvenated
placed in service in Eu:
.

aad

Bables under treatment at the Hebrew Infant~
Asylum, in New York,
are kept in glass cases to prevent
danger of crces Infection,
Mpchinists engaged
on fine work
now make use of magnifying mirrors
in order to miore carefully watch the

Progress of the dveration.
Private enterprise has rescrted. “to
use of aeroplanes for the exploration
of Argentine where
it is. hoped to
make vse of a waterpower which hae
been heretofore inaccessible.
Discarded sleeplig cars are being

teed as dormitories
2
Minard’s

And

Where

,"reaid one, “and last night in Western
Can:
last year.
The
very
Ww
settlers have made® good, it’ was’ asbest table linen I own ‘for an unex: serted.
a
ey of Pete
are now
pected
we couldn't get the Mnjome-visitors
to
;theirsformer
hy
en drawer open, and instead of showOfficials asserted that in’ addition
ing off-my dest, we
to use paper
to the pleasures to the home-visitors
a holfday and the) revenue
“We're in a worse state,” sald the into taking
railways in the west, the homeother,
‘“Fnally after much
pulling
gre doing a) great ¢olonizaI
‘a bureau drawer all the way visitors
tion
work
for canna
The holidays
out, ae now I keep it propped up om
by 'c
irs because I can’t get It in of the home-visitors invariably \lpad
to new settlers and the breaking of
‘Summer

And

I'm

Ang

ated at the jatersection. of the Trans-

for Western Sjberia.
Now
that
the
Altal Railway
has reached Blisk, Barnaul and Semipalatinsk, much freight
will go beyond Novo Nikolatevak, but

alone

I'm pacing alone on the, shore to-night
‘Where: the sea gully roam in rapid
“IT was very sick with Quinsy
thought . I.would strangle.._I.

the Ob River, the site of the town was’

THE VOICES CALLING ME.
Iowalk

Oh, thelr voices are calling
tenderly calling me.

MINARD'S

of human

Oe

m

Tablets

again.”

Medicine

there
is
England

than th’ Wils country, in part accounts
for the fact that open cellare are al-

Own

but.

by medicine dealers or by mail at 25
cents a box from The Dr, Williams’

it

of the diamond in engraving other
hard stones.
Among the Assyrinn
‘bit inconvenient to Be a3 a glace and
‘Babylotians ruins were found fine
whenever you wisi to
‘epoontul specimens
signets on gems, many of
of ealt, out the ‘Feel
oe make for them set-in of rings.
mpcooked
rice
Pee
eet
can de mixed with gajt used in shak- Keep Minard’s LinIment'in the house
Fen
ae ee
ers with rather satisfactory results.

the rails of the ‘Trans-Siberian reached’

to Omsk.—New

# wife except for his pov-

and

goaily than Jt sen be ehaken out whet
it h
a good ehare of mols-

“Siberia’s Boom Town.

a prospecting

well

refilled

next meal, the sale

moist

ttle

I can tell you how,

home

be

ig tieed. One of the hotels at the eeashore. where dampness is inevitable

LAST

I want to help you
ing from
bleeding,

oven, and

before the
‘}ewiit-still

RELIEF

erm
is one of the
most
common:aliments of childhood and | the
it remote|: ‘child
suffering from it.cannot thrive,
To keep the little onone Well the bowels
must be kept regular and the stomach
ehildren of nae Were engraved: The sweet. To do this nothing can equal
Own
Tablets.
Concerning
sardius, the topaz; the carbuncle, the Baby’s.
them Mrs, Romaine Poirier, Mizonemerald, the sapphire,
the diamond,
the Ligure,
, says:—"My baby suffered
Baby's

for a term of years for making

false pretensions,

|”

trom constipation,”

Neion:

xO

tain Bloomfield daterinined to
ac
and, unmindful of persohe succeeded in reaching
Capea
joa Bbw
and carrying him
Sonespappented Urevikhont the double

in Exodus xxviil., 17 20, men
tion: {s aed
of the Tollawing stones,
upon which the names of the twelve

Ear)

Cunningham was ‘sent’Bee
to | aa

Broketield.

of

the
title and estates.
While
iberating on this plan word

ani

ee

tour when the letter came.
men og iat the great Trans-Siberian Rafly has “done to develop tue remote
jhad been ‘away from England for ten
Years. If Prower were out of the way districts which it penetrates is strikjCunningham might return, pass him- ingly shown in the story of the town
self off for the new Earl, and thus apof Novo: Nikolalevsk, Siberia. When
eae

Biol

once

proportions,
the
off now they will ‘et fa

Ughter than that of his left;

countrymen,

there was a strong resemblance be‘tween
‘They were nearly the
same height.and build and both Ught
ued.
There was one difference Letween them, though it wee
{‘ ‘pearcely( noticeable,
Prower's
ri
eye was’ of a slightly. different shat :
“of blue from his left eve,
But there was a great difference in
_the character of the two men.
How
ard Prower ‘was a kind-hearted, noble
“man;

| have
eyes, were
ha

MONEY ORDERS.

Order
tas!
me

ReSnie

‘CONSTIPATED,GHILOREN

not

to the
‘s
io of
products
Spare viit| was

now as then f would know
I noticed on him a Sates At
eae beenin. any one else.
His

Howard Prower and Ralph Cunnixgham, two young Englishmen, met: ‘n
‘the gold country of Colorado. and Lecame fast friends.
‘These yor
men, having compared “notes, fearned that they came
irom eminent British families. Prower
Wasa
Younger #on of & nobleman,
and Cunningham claimed to be a
,Staduate of Oxford, Besides the fact
‘ot.

temporary

done. to
It is at teerpeation to_bayve the spread- . The eeal ring dates back
ing draws and doors planed off a of the ‘Old ' ‘estament ie
and
pete Dabte do:e0 is a mistake for.) the gr:

‘but if I could

see pieely

OPES S CCC OS OSS CCS OSE PEO SES

ne

his perambulator,

Uke. this vith

;

4

Ree

B vyPilon wlth OUT
Be
sa

he sal

thing

Times,

1 have ‘not “aden Howard: Prower

‘Tho Two Glaimants

touched: the

wy finger when—I'm blessed if there
ain't avother one gone! nner York

-} to the. witness
ena
follows:

patie woe ch

Cntshing

heavy,‘wooliens and
end. bianketas

| ton for.

by

Remarkable Reptiles.
the time of deposition
of huge

ze.

Thelr

formation

these

largely

creatures,

conslato,

euch

a6

bones,

Some

the

Please

of

which are in places abundant, are the
remains of animals that were mired
in the soft clay of which
Morrison

of

dronto-

sauris, were wixty feet long. Many of
them had. remarkably smal, heads,
notably the stegosaurus,
which had
so diminutive a brain that
it must
have been very stupid. ‘This animal
was undoubtedly very ctumsy also, but
Its huge size and protective armor

eee Seayi iota tor pm

Consulistion Free
=
prs. oorEn a a ET

friend

the clays ‘constituting the Morrison
shale In southern Colorado there existed A great variety of remarkable

reptiles

eels

the students

Liniment lumberman’s

During

Plies,
re, Kezerma, Asth
a
Poy Blood, Nerve
und Bladder Diseases.
Call or send historyfor ee advice. Medicine
tusis esis tbiet ens, Nowee—10 ecm, to 3 pom,

Mention

This

Paper,

gun fire from both
flanks,
and
although wounded he remained in com-

mand afrecting and controlling.
He set an example of cheerfulness
and

resolution

beyond

all

praise,

and

there is little doubt that but for his
personal example of courage, the attack would have been checked at the
outset.
re
Ack for Minard’s and take no other
oo
CORAL REEFS.

alded in its. nreservation,—Geological Nature's Methods | in Building
Those Seashell Monuments.
Survey Bulletin.
Coral reefs surrounded many of the
islands-in-the Pacific. They protect the
lowlands from the washing of the waves,
pd the till waters inclosed
Me only herbors of ref tune for abl}
reefs themselves furnish
eril to navigation, and ifud
Saree through. wwhich i veasel, co
ter thelr prot ued cirele they would bow
BAD CASE OF BRIGHTS DISEASE
Canger and pou
But almost every reef has such an
CURED BY DODD'S KIDNEY PILLS.
Inlet.
It Ja a necess:
result of ‘the
laws under which the forces of nature
ork, | To understand thiawe’ must eee
th
s
George Sullivan, Who Suffered From 2how.Chelmeally.
the eee Corky are “almost
the Dread Disease fer Two Years,
e,, the nubstance

Montreal Man Tells
_Wonderfut Story

Gives Credit for His Recovery to
Dodd's Kidney Pills.

Montreal, Que., March 22—(Speclaly
—Completely cured of that most dreaded of all diseases. Bright's Disease of
the Kidneys, Mr. George Sullivan, 284

do St Vallers- street, this city, is
spreading the good news that he found
vhis cure in Dodd's Kidney
from Bright's Disease for
Mr. Sullivan states in an

“I wes. enable to work for
t interview.
weeks at a time.
[spent hundreds of
dollars

on

doctors

without

receiving

any real benefit and received outdoor

treatment at the Toronto General Hosital.
~ “L was feelines yery badly discouraged when a Erienet advised me to try

Dore

Kidney

Pils.

After

using

ree boxes 1 was
much
better.
ty on tll I had used
nine boxes,
when 1 was completely cured.
“Naturally 1 consider Dodd's Kidney

Pills a: wonderful remedy.”
Dodd's Kidney Pilla are no. cure-all.
‘They cure kidney diseases of all kinds
from backache”
to Bright's
Disease:

0
ablepolyol of minute insect
luced And are dying in succes
Sve “generation:
These tiny: ‘beings et au thelr ‘tying
js trom
from the
Ela,"source, tito osat thoy derive. the salts
© from which they secret the
structure timat’ renunlne “after ‘cho asia

iy, dead,
in freshto
wal‘The corat
Tele too cannotiy islivebrowent
je
fin found. that df
ree!

Fiero’

wal

posite

the

mon thy of she)
454

rae

will be the inlet tothe Inglowed
One’ Safe ‘Rule.

Hopkins’ wife hes a fad for all bork
ner of things ganitary,
She
across
an interesting-item
in oos
evening paper and promptly sommes
cated {t to her husband.

“An eminent medical Pprttar eyshe

sald,

“claims that a dentlat’s
disease germs.”

fingers.

“In that case,”
sald
Hopkins,
“there's but one eafe rule to follow—
The proof of this is their gro, ving, boil your dentist."—Ex@hange.
popularity
in
Canada
forover
a
"
d) thee; »
ter of acentury.
If you haven't‘hsed |.
Hark, sweet yolces are calling me, them
ask your neighbor about them.
wo tenderly” calling me,
Se
Believe in Preparéed-

How. like to life, my heart doth say,
‘We sailfor a port that's far away,
.O, far actos
across the sea we're sailing,

TWO NEW V. 6. 8.

Heroic
Recon

Officers

Win

Highest

Award for Bravery.
ng to
ta: oe London Gazette the

King has been.
confer the
Victoria Cross a the amor mentioned.
‘Officers: :— ~~
CAPTAIN
WILLIAM : a
BLOOMPIELD,”
Scouts’

DERSON
Corps, 8.

African Mtd! Bde,
For
it conspicuous bravery. Find.
Sag ther:
heavily attacked
posit
“in an advanced’
and
the enemy were | rortng round. his,
‘Tlanks,

ness?

Are you ready for

Mr..Germ?
Catching cold
is a crime.
Fortify yourself against cold germs and
‘other
ss by eating

Shredded

Wheat ‘Biscuit,

the food that supplies the.
necessary.
warmth
and

»

personages.
Rasputin was Snother
‘lengths
“called to

+ Powht
jee

sain

. oe 1

designs
THE

Grand Duke. Michael,
viteh, ‘the new regentof Russia; fs the

Duma Rules |
‘

j
. London

cable

ways:

Bonar

‘Law, Chancellor of the Exchequer, announced in the House of/Commons to-

night

pst

ete

Nicholas

‘had

ab-

dicated
t. Grand Duke Michael
sipeanarorteeh ‘had been . appo!
regent.
The soldiers sided with "the
"
ee but there was no serlous loss
The Chancellor

sdded

‘Unt{

of Grand Dee:

Alexis

the birth

Nit

eve

son
Emnesror Wiebe, in at he
was
thefirst In succesajon
to
the Rusthelcity Into « battle’ ground were ‘the stan throne. Grand Duke Michael is
eharred\tuins ofthe jail, whieh are the’
ther revotite son of the Dowager Em:
still pouring a cloud. of smoke. rede ‘Drees, ‘Marie Feodrovora, sister of, the
ward, and hi
‘Uiere the rem:
Dowager
Queen . Alexandra.
of Great
of other police inatitutions and nna
‘Britain,
He also has been stro}
homes
of the fow individuals who opposed to the German influence in the
‘were regarded sé offendera : against ‘Russiah imperial
the rights of the people. In front. ot
Banished from Russia by eaepeoreae

:
Andrew

brother of Emperor
whom,
as been ‘at

odds for
es

other

Government,

institutions,

which,

early

apparently it wag not seen fit to destroy, are, ples of charred embers,

that it was.

comforting to know that the movement
was not directed at securing peace ty

In

1913,.,

nse of

atic marriage, Grand
spent.time

in

with
shopping
bags
and
baskets
ned up often to the length of a block
to replenish
stores. exhausted by the
long siege.
The’ most Pbenomenat
feature of the revolution has been t
swift
and onderiy. transition hereby;
tho control of the clty passed from the
regime of the old Government into
the hands
of
its opponents.
Until
junday
disorders in thé streets, which
never went beyond quiet
gatherings
or mild demonstrations,
could
not
property. be termed a revolution
at

Representatives of the nation, headed by. M. Rodzianko, President of the
Duma, and a Provistoral Government
ot twelve members, have established
& new ofder.
The
success of the revolution was
made secure by the
co-operation
of

the

guard and regiments in Petrograd

and active support xiven in Moscow.
One Minister, Alexander
Protopo}
ts

reported

to have

been

killed,

extlein

England.

Premier Sturmer and the other Min-

Isters, aswell as the President of the
Imperial Counc!!, are under arrest,
8 eole survivor of the old rezime

{s_

Poklovsky, Mintster

of

out to disperse street crowds
were

Foreign

Affairs.

.

He

Slaying

the

ex-

that

the

which

of these developments,

MOVEMENT.

signs

of

London

replied

few

bread

shops

were

that section of the city.

until Tuesday

between

There

broken

into

Government—Country
‘ Rallying to It.

In

beyond

the

troops

the

peopl

and. the

were practically no violence,
he
patrols rode slowly through the
crowds to keep them regen Joking

quit

ently without provodation, the troops
were ordered to fire on people marching in Nevsky Prospect...
The troops
refused
to fire,
and tho police,
replecing them, tired rifles and machine

guns,

Thenscame

a clash

between

troops and police, whlch continued in
a desultory fashion throughout SaturThe Nevsky;
eee tl
police and notices were post
commander of the Petrograd military

From

district,
tempt

a

the

week's nightm:

cae

merged

from

|’

obs rovgjulon

storm yesterday evening.-Planks- were

new

re:

temporary Government gainTruck sleds and’ mated a

gleighs for hire, the most wi

percatel's aay lences: or Rise

ie
sea at

ABeotn
for ax days. h Nad
dreets,. whieh,
W!
absolutely void ofay theans. ¢

yato transportation. New:

the exception of revolutic

poodle of”

eae

o

Which

nna

of

the

Rovumanian
to the,chiet

the

foreign

enemy

was

or weakened

moment,

not

even

for a

The telograims

ent

added:%

governing

Government

of.

et

ay

to the Government
j the Duma. ‘This-body.met yeaterday;
had Been called” to bold With five’ Cabitie tMinisters atten:
supported. ahd ‘sent to Emperor Nicholas) a\re-

in’ check, and,

quest

4

for the establishment

Mamentary

uaa

ot s Par=

The
1s
orders from ihe committee,
ree

common

aR

gtelotts

CANUCKS KEEN
TO Bieaig
FINISH JOB

ah

elements

in

the

capital

ani

with the moral support.cf tue peopl
in restoring ‘calm and regular activity,
each

officer, edidier anc vallot

should

fultt hfe duty.”
officers
of the P rogsad gar

rec
at
a
‘general meeting unan!mously agroed to recognize tne guth

ority “of the“exeentive committer
the

Drmasunti

the

permanest Governmen
SAn

Imperial

formation

Bodygvard

rode into |Petregrad.

iy is

that there are now

of

of

a

Regimeat

ted

60.000. troojs in

the capital, Tae peliical rrisoners ‘in
the, Schinsselburg

4

stadt,

have

been relocsetl:

tao fortress

and

vee

port at the lead of the Gulf of IMnland, 20 milos wout of Petrograd, bas
ned
the ysevolutionary
movement.
Two
Ceputics,
Pe
aft
Taskine, on instructions from the Dema
mittee, proceeded
to Kronstadt,

Russia,

resounds

with popular

re-

jole!ng over the overthrow
of
the
Governmcnt,” says Reutor's Moscow.
correspondent.
“The officers
nave:
rallied to the new National GovernMent, and a military committee nas
been formed to preserve order
and
regulate food supplies. The committee is backed by a brigade of artillery.
five regiments
cf
infantry and the
armed militia.
“General Drosoveky, commander of
the troops In the Moscow ‘strict, has
been arrested. More than 1,000 police
and gendarmes also have been arrest-

ed and drought to the town

hall. All

the political prisoners in the great
Butynky prison tave been released.
“The citles of Kharkov dae Nisnal
Novgorod, the latter the capital of the
Province of the éame name, have de
clared, for the new Government.”

ee

MUCH

EXAGGERATED

‘Are Reports of Outbreaks
Throughout Russia.
enble:

Although

the

on

the

subject

with

the ex-

t6 the situaticn

conspicuous-

ly in its news columns, recalls
troubles already recorded and

sudden

suspension

of

the

the
the

séssions

of

the Duma ind the council of the empir
A Stockholm

telegram

quotes a pro-

minent Swedish engineer named
stroem,

who

Swedish

and

left

Petrograd

on

Ed-

Friday,

paper,

job of
the
the

off by

manners,

bit

immediate. task Js to wrestle
spring break-up which, this

teacning

with
year

more then

Frita

usual, has made

ped,

and

strikes,

also that

re oe

extensive

ho collis-

py to. the end

fon between troops and civilians in
¢onnection with
With food demonstrations.

are

equally

ing» recent.

fn:

events

of

to exercise

the

man front

:a
Peder her. steabouin ts
scares “but-{t ts-belleved.
she
fa-ia

have

improved

succeeded

of the
who

trobys

go

in the

forward

Bajdume

In a region

in en-

the

wears

the

badge

den

ts a

ing

on

broke down and
told a
falac ctory.
=
‘ierre Was
,. Plerre,
cs beried
3
morning ‘stated that ti
© inquest would put an
treat on
the case
an

startling and

undreamt

this
apitence at
entirely new
bring
-out

of

develop-

in

the

has

case

as

acHe
of

casing

his

charge

‘difficult

the

Peronne

troops

front to

the samy

-

rains are TyMecluding artil-

operations

drawing

from

on ‘a-tarke

scale,

but

the opposite, side of

the

Bucquoy-Rocquigny.
. ridge,
where
work on powerful secondary defences

|

wag begun months back.

|

announced

To-night's
ignores the

in

a

Berlin,
vance

day.

of

Halg’g

| talSommesentence,
movement
dismissing

cotmunication
‘the = Pritish

of the Arras

‘of yester:

‘tho’ whole

:

Anere-

e

‘ith» /& non-commit-

That the German
to evacuate the entire

salient

under pthe destructive

fire of the: British guns soems
and as the dase. lengthen avd

brighter. the mate, af. tbe
vance ts inekting
and sun torterially

the

clear,
grow

British ad3;

a

suit,

Paris cable
munication: §&

ereeweaes
after violent arutlery
reconnot
at several

ee

rt
palmer

shattered: by oir ei
of Beau
es an.
peaumesnil:-

We"
have fontes aa far as the
third’ Germaz «trenea.east of Canny~
sur-Matz.
Our}idetachments trated’ the”
deptté of about SOR migiras.
1
course of? thi
nice wa took pris%
ae
sisons > Cham-

that

wepyeral enemy

un-

Meusa.
Hed Cerof Benoa

MISTAKE,

~~-~-{Washington- Star"
ynat pleturesque
‘a9:
Shave intPoduced “into
Hed abe ered masrepl
hat
tie cttactr of my partneriePo
|"
and myselt to quit z
each
other's: feet”
eee
cording: to.
to hin coverlet-—Herbort.

_retire-

entire Bapadme

———

jer} « Evéry ‘one’ stretch eth his tees,

the Ba-

and force their

from the

Tieavy

lery

upon

NATURAL

to

ssuard-

e British troojs are.able,to worry
the German reatguards- who are wwith-

which he may go
ia!
&
eclded. only when
Nettie Richmire's final cpareesieet
ts
in the hands cf the policy
» A

by

the
{n-

conimand

ef

munications

he has been implicated as’ an aecen:
sory after the murder,- though ‘the
actual

German

at

ment
to:

father's _ disappearance.

This Spates will be changed-now

most

the seizure of the. Bapaume-Arras
railroad would cut tie enemy's com-

only

assisting,

bis father's body.
with
suspicion

tho auceess of the sud-

British are now trying: toycut @ way
through the
enemy’a.lines
to
the
northwest of the
stronghold,
where

RICHMIRE. GiRE:
TELLS. NEW:TALE

that she Was not telling the
trath,
and to-day this opinion was found up-

Somme;

of _artillers Pyghapation.

many

the

drives

though

Cornwall
despatc!
Even
since
Nettle Kichmire made her confession
that she murdered Wim. St. Pierre in
self-detence, the public has
believed

the

Having advanced to Within a few
hundred yards of the Inner defences
of Bapaume, which- is béing.pocketed
as was Combles last ‘summer, the

—_——

Startiing Developments Are
to Come, is Report.

ment
segis the

paume sector.
Tho new operation
open up interesting
possibilities.
may be
Haig willt undertake
both

He

Former
mer Stroy in St.
Pierre Case False:

eaat-of

made

the

transfer

are rectiving depressing letters
heme.
‘The food
shortage
in
of the enemy, eveb
is stili well fed,”

attack,

duced

people,” he says, “ure in far-better
spirits and condition than the enemy,

the morale
he bimself

F

natty rere

unexpectedly strong pressure of
British forces on the Ancre line

{indicating

Germany has an undoubled effect

‘the

the

Mont
vintslly

roveals
-a wealtdas: 1h
German
lines In the Peronie. aon that forashadows thé extension of tig with.
drawal of that front. Apparently the

bas been plugging away
steadily for
eight months
without
leave.
“Our
who
from

and

the absence

heavy

bis rank as thatof a Heutenant.

north

FOR WE
Furthermore,

‘to a major who {s not yet twentytwo, and who was recently gazetted.
still

Sally-Sallisel and

increases

and
and

Hanoume hes been to thelr progress
north of the Anere.

guns over new ground by almost incredible exertions.
Comparative
youths
are
found
Among the officers and men actually
holding the Canadian
front.
There
was one revelation of.this on a visit

but

situation

fate of Percnna.
e
in obstocle to the British advance to

area,

that

vastly

Bouchavesnes

wants,

perfect quagmire, manhahdling

general

between

Bencourt;

trial of strength In the open field.
Our men, are filled with admiration

figured

personal

We

aco to Transioy on

are gre

paring for what Hindenburg

sion, in burying
otands charged

the greatest

and

along the western side of the great
Noyons salient, cannot” be over-estimated.
It wideas and deepens the salfont previously created
ine the
Ger-

cording to the Richmire girl's confea:

“of Enipreas Alexandra. She

was supposed

so, and

fae oath. So

‘isin v Hiding

troops,

the enemy

as woll as to the

Northern

ments,
The polise are anxiovs to hear Emerson.
Plorre's story about the af-

Russ Empress

our

bardinent,

press the hope that it is true that the

Samant

are

there had. Shes

ic aa

Transloy

our position in this neighborhood.
“This morning, after a heavy bom-

France a difficult
country
for
the
movement of armies.
‘The Cauadians
are tired of trench warfare, cnd cy

much exaggeraied.
idstroem. denies
that the railrcads are conipietely stopof last. week

‘

south of St. Pierre Vaxst Wood to
north of Sallissel. Early this morning
a strong enemy counter-attack east of
chiet-le-Petit was successfully. beaten

(yia London) cable says:
a
pericd o, “waccntul waiting”
the mud for the Canadians
at
front,
A visit to the trenches shows
that the men are keen to finish the

aa saving that the reporcs of outbreaks
Rusyiz, which have appeared in
other nvutrai

po

fering: our trenches southeast,
of Arras.
few’ of our men ‘Are
ae,
another enemy ralding party we
northetst
north
the
during
(by Stewart Lyon, Special Correspon- pulged
Neuville-St. Vaast.”
dent of the Canadian Press.)
Tho tmportance of this successful
Canadian Headquarters’
fn
France
movement as to Bapaurite, operations,

ail-

Tiis paper calls

Gerwell

Vaast’ Wood

The,
Heh
official’
repart reads:
“The area of
the
enemy's
withdrawal has’extended toward-the south.
We have occupled his trenches on @
front of two and one-half miles, from

“Watchfully Waiting,” Mired in the Mud.

ence in Rues'a is a common topic of
discussion, none ef the ‘iewspapers
ception of the Mail. ©

jes’ ani

of the St. Pt

Sally Sallise

On the French Front.

Says
Lendon

two

‘o the selon

provisional committee is aided by th
military

cf

tillery preparation, over-ran the
man. trench wok tion
@ point

“As hitherto, the arm and navy Of Teaching Fritz Manners

Petrograd

over, by President

a front

of Per“pow:

terday. The British troops, dashing
forward to the assauit

people and the naval
deen opencd to enable sa!

mest contione firmly and vallantly to
defend the country and while ~ the

Soy eRe HARES ot s0Usnm Hee, conLondon; cable says;-" 7+ cording to
‘aisting of-representatives of the Duma, information received here, the Russian
the Zomstvpes and municipalities, preOe people have been most distrustful dur-

es
we

ition

are

Apes country Yby means of their | deThess mandates are enforced
bythe 29EY
tes probably afd. not exceed 500.

spark

a single

Sea
and

these commanders

attention

The

clos:

opened thelr doors for the resumption”
of ordinary activities as confidence in |

the
od

the

and

figuratively smiled under’
brilliant
dlood of: sunshine following the series:
lot grey days, ending.
witha snew~
pulled down from eee ‘ie
es Stores, banks and bi
lishments of every
deeviption

prorlded

single

in Russia was as successful as it was
sudden, It has» given complete con-

burned.
‘The revolutionaries

‘reet. deparaetetey waascase
sc

a

against

suspended

speculate

ber of houses belonging to suspected
pro- German
reactionaries, were

warning the people that any
to congregate would be met

tovernment.

commanders

of the general att requesting that
the army.and navy preserve absolute
calm, and to besure that the struggle

London cable says: The révolution
trol of the Government of Russia
to
the Duma, backed by the army, and
what fs
termed
the
“pusi-the-war
party” js now In power.
The fevolution, which evidentiy was
carefully’ prepared,
broke out simultaneously in
Petrograd and Moscow.
The garrisons,
which obeyed the instructions of the revolutionaries, immediately took -possedsion
of
these
cities; atter comparaively
Httle fighting and equally smajl amount of destruction of property,
In Petrograd
one bridge was blown’ up and a num-

with the people and beingtheered by
them.
On Saturday, meee appar-

almost

the revolutionists in full control, The
latter are proceeding to reorganize the
To-day

for

“PUSH THE.
THE WAR”

be-

Neva, and zeveral more
clashes -betwee strikers and police occurred.
Squads of pour ted ftrocys appéared,

-selzed

morning

Sees Strength
_ Revolution.

revolution

dri
3 but during Thursd:
utmost fondliness seemed

ment after regi-

the proportions of a revolution.

and

athe Allies in the Russ

Until Sunday night there was no in- day night and)Sunday,
{imation that the affair would grow to h Prospect was cleared of
then

to. Russia

his former dig- 4

ered and marched througn the streets, Is the Battle-ry of the New
most of them in orderly fashion.
Al

work as a protest against the shortage of bread.
The first two days
patrols
kept
the
crowds
Yhoviies, without resorting to violence.
Whea ordered to fire on the peoplo
they refused. Poilce were substituted
and -u battle occurred between them
and

plished.”

visible

returned

resumed.
ate,

factories asa protest against the shortage of bread,
Men acd women gath-

with street. demon-

ters

the

sen on Thursday, March 8th, _ Strike
were declared in several big munition|

Events leading up to the revolution

and the troops:

of

‘Have fulfilled
duty
Fatherland. and Empei
The

the Central Powers.

who

support

The former sént thie mes-

feadquarters of the secret police and
several Government buildings were

strations -of workingmen

“toi al
with aw

“armies

exception of M. Protopopoff.
Former
Premier. Sturmer. Premier
Golitzine
and the head of the secret police, were
arrest! ed.
The jails were thrown open,
The

ago

front

he

war,-

PRO-GERMAN:
ELEMENT IS
ABOLISHED

by

oped b:
WITH DU: LA.

at the

of

relieved

outbreak of the European’

apparently
nitfes and

Duma’s action,
General Alexis Brussiloff, commandeér-in-chief of the armies of the southwestern
front,

All the Ministers resigned, with the

a week

patrolled.

Simllar telggrdme were sent
the commanders

Perfect order
prevails.
So far as
{s known no foreigners were injured.
PREMIER ARRESTED.

began

were

the peo)
ag they
COMMANDERS

warning him that the fate of the dyhasty depended on his acceptance of
the new order of affairs.

THE

the

automobiles packed with’ soldiers and
aes a were
ay cheered by

for their

burned.
All pro-German
reactionaries
are
being rounded up by the new Govern.
ment, which is assured of power ‘under
a mandate to pursue the war agains?

imperial manifesto.

however,

isting Government had Lie era
thrown.
The Duma resumed its, sft
tings after It had sent the notification

OF

took posses

city. The polieé had, disappeared from

revolution, on being dissolved by

GENESIS

Jater' an

the

him
from
his
position
as regentwhere the troops placed themselves at
designate.
A few
months
afterward
the disposal of the Duma.
it was
reported in police circles In
“M. Pepelauff was appointed’ comRubals that sxidenep
had béen dismandant of Kronstadt, which Is Ruscovered
conn
Grand.
Duke ‘eia's great naval station.”
Michael with aa plot against the Em-’
REJOICING
IN MOSCOW.
peror and the Grand Duke Alexis, At!
*“Moscow, the anclent capital
of

battle on: the.’ Morskaye, “and © there

streets,

After

command
of the Chevaller
Guards
because of his marriage.
A few days

“

was no further resistance
to the revojutionists, wito
controlled the entire
the

divorcee.

Emperor Nicholas ‘and relieved of tae

mutinied,

building on

a

On January
1, 1913,
Grant Duke
Michael was ‘banished from Russla by

!n .many’ cases

of the Admiralty

Rus-

marriage he renourced his rights
succession to-the {mperial thrond,

the

appointed

Emperor,

to the Emperor

officers’

Southern

his brother and the ee

metievakaia,

bread, refused to

Finnish regiment, which

volua ‘petro.

been

declared

their

of a cavalry

in

family by hfs marriage to Mme. Sher

three

Im the three daye of” fighting
the
troops ornceee to the revolution were
assistedby the police.
The Duma ‘joined hands
with
the
and

surprised

and joined the sWeltihg ranks cine
of
insurgents. With thé exception of a

ae abdicated his
Duke
Michael

has

Tor

the people, but

Yelete,

to

Gent

Baltic and Black Sea fleets, to the
chiefs. of the armice on the northern,

south western,
and Caucasus

sia. The next year he was permitted
to return to Petrograd, and in-1911 He

support-

log it and those op;
don was successfullyrorteeted

Alexandrovitch
Tegent.

‘upon

sion

OETAILS OF UPRISING.
trograd cable says:
After

Emperor Nicholss
throne
and
Gra

clamoring

fire

The whole garrison of: Petrograd
has gone over to the Provisional Government.

dare of battle Tocmeee irene

ferred to the command

|.Fegiment-at

After 36 hours of continuous strect
fighting the whole area of Petrograd
was on Tueaday
nvon in tire hands
of the revolutionists. Regiments called

and

telegrams

his

peror Nicholas’at royal funerals and
marriages.
in 1909. Grand Duke Michael.
bad
his first serious
break with the Emperor, and the Grand Duke was trans:

all.

of, head of the Interlor Department,

“The President of the Dum&

Bhe

,army, Emperor Nicholas U. hes abdicated, and ais younger brother, Grand
Duke Mictacl, sccond son of Emperor
Alexander
IJf., has
been
appointed

blood of tthe Russians who have died
during he two and a half
years of
war pledged the people to do this.

Duke ‘Michael

returned to, Russia Iste in August,
1914, and) was reported to bave taken
sumed,
a command in the army.
Since then
The defenders ‘of the old regime— there have been no reports of his
for not carrying on the war with efficdoubtless a few remain uncaptured. by whereabouts and: activities.
fency and cnergy.
* Born on Noy, 22, 1878, he is ten
A telegram received by the naval atTol
roofsof thi
tache of the Russian Embassy in Paris fence
yedrs younger-than the Emperor. His
wrecked Astoria Milltary Hotel and St- education was wholly military and he
ieuperat that the railways abd: public
Isaac's Cathedral, facing on two sidés has held many honoraly commands fn
lees in
perogred.
mS
resumed
works sald Mr. Bonar La
i of the same square. ‘Tey were oon
army,
siiented by the sharpshooters, of the
As the - next in stocession to the
Petros
blesays:
After a brief new authority.
Russian throne prior to 1904, and atterrevolution in Petrograd, born of the
With the reopening of bread, sugar,
ward, Grand Duke Michael often acted
united forces of the Duma
and the
tea and meat snops yucues of women as the personal representative of Emshowing where wreckage
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Architect's
Neaughtsmen Had
‘Their Work for: Nothing,

Al

A German
auading name is someties Uncomfortable {n thin freee

acspresent,
There is a well-known
aceuitect In Toronto whose name hus
a rather German character, and who
locks a dittle like a German, when,
au a matter of fact, he is a: Frénch
cas

days ago some of the

nin the, office tried to ennie a see Best
with the
the”

“architect igh wetlachows aecigaae of

big buildings in large cities and so
might easily be suspected of knowing

“Marchh 23 and 24—

a good deal about the city of,‘Toronto
and ite en

on the

tue shrewd practical jokers who
aimed to scare a loyal citizen by inyol¥ing him in'a charge of 'tréason:
able conspiracy, drew up a fine map’
of the Humber River west of Toronto, showing all its «approaches, ~ em=\
bankments; prominent buildings, etc.
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treasonable conspiracy. .. The archiwould
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at
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Page
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J. A. Page spent Friday - with’ bis!
brother at Fingal,
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Rev. Mr, Kennedy was not able to be
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talk ov missions on W
ay eyeu-
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T. F. Robinson, of Rodoey, is opeving
a general store in Alvinston.
After ap illness’ of several -manths
Wo. A. Griffic, formerly aot Sarnia,
aie
st the bome of Mrs, S. Winmer.
of Rodney, on Weduesday.
Wa. 8, Stalker, of €riuav, tiad pur:
chased from Mclyor Bros. their. 100
acre farm ou the divisiou live at the
Ferh Dell school.
By the deal the
Messrs. MoIvor secure the 50-acre from
of Mr. Stalker on con. 2.»
Murs, Eliga Bowlby, wife of Walter
Bowlby, M, C,’R., St: Thomas, died
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4. Love, manager of the Sterling Bank,
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by Rev, L. Kilpatrick, assisted by Rev,

§, Sanderson, of Lambeth,
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having
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Medical Corp:
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son, Pte, Will Brock, at Aldershot,
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iota West Lorna Besides bis
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field,
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this

No Matter What

‘The svidfer was telling the work-

aummer, and in waiking over the farm we

man about a battle

that he had

once

been in that had lasted. from eight
why the oats on a part of the field were me]
of o'clock
in the morning until seven
moch greater quality than the rest;
o'clock at night.
His description was
informed him what I had done, and he ee

came to tho oat field. - My friend-ésked

he oonld

not have

again.
“There's one thing I can't

highly to anyone wishing to baild up their
farm and grow big crops.”
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Fortitizer.
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correctly filled, see: us.’

‘Sash, Doors, Blinds‘ « For. the best of lumber,
for good
advice, for
Mouldings
proper treatment and}
Cement, Lime
lowest
price
Brantford and Ruberoid |
-Rooflings
‘See Us!
Sée Us!
Hard Wall Plaster
l
Cell: Board, Etc.

3
eos
ee ee Opecing vale
Briday,enn
800 graia, isto10,

Rags, ‘Iron, Brass, Copper, Lead,
Zinc} Rabber, Paper, Magazines |and Waste’ Material ‘af. every}:
description.
“
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Highest cash ‘prices paid.
All orders attended to p:
hy by
dropping acard
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id Grain, the estate of, the
aioe ‘af North
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who was wounded. at Givenchy iv 1915,
und ipyalided home last Juvo, was fioed
$200.or three months in jail by Mayis-
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impossible’ to grow @ good crop seeding at
—Dpniel Black & Son's Balos—
Friday after,a few weeks’ illness with Uhie
bot the fertilizer ccemeealy
leart trouble. She .was 57 yoars of pusheddate,the dabe,
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trate Maxwell in St. Thomas
large quantities of liquor in

more efficient services
Prices right.

Retused a Fee.
Mr.. Donald Armour, the wellknown surgeon of Harley street, Lendon, was the hero.of @ little incident
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and

plan,

BUILDS UP THE FARM
to bring their quit blocks when they”
E. HODGETTS, Lambeth, Ontario, says:
will
be put together.
“ST ased Homestead Bone Black Foxtilines,

Mappealngs in
In

better

‘give you

JB KEME PANTER |

to be explained.

But'the ruse didn’t work.
The
architect found the»map of the Humber River in his pocket before he saw
a policeman.
And the joke was on
the conspirators, who had wasted 80
much time and talent in 'making tho.

had been sunimoned some distance
iuy, March 28. A silver collection wil! to perform an urgent operation on a
be taken in aid of missjons.
soldier, He went at once,
Avery pleasant time was spent at the See
ratiog ti traveled back to
London,
to accept a fee. A
the home of Mrs, Wm. Church on Frifew days later another paragraph
day afternoon wheu
the Ladies’. Aid
was published
at it was
was invited to work their quilt patch and
have a’scciel time.
<A dainty luncl: was not Sir Victor Horsley, but Mr.
was seryed by the hostess, Théregolar Donald Armour who had done ‘this

ble remedy for
an excellent

to

id respectful ly. request your patronage.
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plan was to have a policeman
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charging
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"Do You Need|
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Do your eyes tire easily?
/
Oo your eyes burn?
Does. the type hetome Marrella
tending
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IG STORE
“Furniture

THE

Glasses?
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Groceries

Herdware

Crockery

Wall Paper
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De you: tne: it yon, hove perfect
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of war, and the
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We have the lowest prices on ‘harness.

Kusrpmncu—Shackleton
Btrest,

“A BARGAIN

Office Hours
2 to 4 pms

Wallacetown

1-inch Team Lines, 22 ft. long, per pair..$5,00

7 to Op.m.

Ont.

tLinch Team Lines, 22 ft. long, per pair. -$5.50

Successor to Dr. Orane.)

“DR.

SMITH

Spectalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas

» Team Harness, complete with Collars, any \style
you want,

Breast Straps

DENTAD..

:

D, H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S,

ae

;

£. A.

TESKEY/

finch.

Hame
Hame

Straps
Straps

-$1.00

...
««
.........+6 cove

30
~-25

} We Carry a Complete Stock ‘of All Harness
y

merger,

a combined vote against it-of more
than two toone. In the same city
and suburb are eight

Team .follars, thong sewed
ford Collars..
Bickmore Gall Cure

tee

Full assortment of sizes in all makes of Sweat Pads
from us
and if sot ‘satisfactory
we replace free of

We guarantee ofl. Harness aad flerness Parts

——
DR. FRANK E. BENNETT
DEATisT
Grea
olgee ipa Collage of Dental

Do not forget that we have Special Prices on Ideal Fence.
Good, large, Cedar Posts, at....sesceeeeceneee «+ 2c.

A fhnnggen Street, St. Thomas.
‘Third door baak of the Anderson Oo.’e Btors,
Phowe 905 or write
to St, Thomas
for ep

congregations,

Fall Stock of Syrup Cans

J
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x

a

B. CRAWFORD stare |

revolver in his bip-

ie

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG

.....--..-00 peadeowow $1.00

Belly: Bands..........
i 1-inch,

Honor Graduate of Tdronto Untyersity.

Graduate of Roya! College of Deats] Burgeons,
Dutton
Office—Henry Bicok

$50.00

All Single Harness at Last Year’s Prices
* Martingales,
heavy ..........e+-0+ $1.00

Hocrs 1 to4and by sppointment,

others i ag en
an
stid, a +
“i them. This
is one local ilustragiven from :
ot, tion. Others might betral’

i.]
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H. MoFARLANE

civil law.
But it is mot generally known
that our ehuroh, after overlapping
in Home Missions ‘had been practi3 abe
ee
had more than
500
Missions-French
and Foret;
wholly or
in' part by
gionary funds, and
«| that these missions, many of them
furnish much of
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R,D. A. CAMERON
M., Trinity
Universit; ¥.7.0.M.,
ity Medical Col! Hoge! MG.P8: Ontario,
Orrice—Main Street,
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—Ohbarch of the Nativisy—
Rev. J. J. W. J. Roger}
Andrew, of ‘Trinity township, aod for 40 years, was
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Finest weet of Toronto

FLOWERS furnisned for any cocesion.
Cor, Main & Mary St.; Dutton, Ont.

B. J. SCHULTZ-

ton,

The 1917 Ford Touring Car
$495.00

war

‘The ic bdo

f. 0. b. Ford, Ont.

tneOttawa ie’ Hears

Suitings

Tins

mithing
a

Hant’s Diamond

;

Royal Household

Nc}: By. the
vo)

[a

at. Dutton ‘Elevator
Sait

bag aed tee

Spida
‘bags:

[oe eens Pakeies

~ sees

‘The vory beat.

;

~~

Spring

Buy « Ford. this year and eave money—when
, saving is a national duty.

Five Roses

WEST LORNE
MAN FINED $200

to the stack

# goaeral eleotion,

The Touring Car giyes the utmost in antomobile~
value, pride of ownership and économy.

Feeds

Niagara has
ha gone.

india has o€ared $800,000,000 to the

You pay less for this car but it gives you more
enjoymént, more mileage and longer service than
thoge whieh cost more.

Choice

B.A,

day, service as 10,80 a,

J. A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton
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all

this great central section of our
church give, not each of them #)..

1 “al woe ae bend a ine deous Stem ae.

of Embaiming and Canadian
Embalmere’ Assoolation
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tatest Funeral Furnishings. '
Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the
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your money if not satisfied.
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Avs, 1-7). 1. as Jesus passed by—It
‘as the Sabbath and it jx vatural to
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A blind man Lealed
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He
was positive that he had received Be

9; 1-88.

sComentary—I.
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to

sald, etc.—He

Sight to the Blind,—John olear, , atralg hiforwird manner, 3

» Wesus Gives

III. "The questioning: Pharisees (vs.

18-24), This miracle made: no amall
stiramong the people. The Pharisees
had the cured man before them and
questioned him. He gave a clear account of his healing,
but they would
not
hig etatement regarding
his blindness until they had queatioaed
parents. They declared “that

Tuey, referrs
refer ed’ themem toto |The: healed<man, % having noting 10
ind,.They
but thia born blinds
for a statement. ax-to-his
eerie civing sight| tier con They
feared that they would | conceal, gave a simple recitation of

advisable when raising ptre-breds. A
strong bull bred to ‘grade cows gets |”
strong heifers, and he may be
c

‘record

healing.
be put out of the synagogue if they | what

“to one who was born blind, ‘There are]
‘many in the east whose eyes are dis-
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jyspROVING THE DAIRY HEHD.
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“So
you sre a strong advocate of
Jove in a cottage, eb?” sneered
guburbanite.

“Sure.

There's

no jani-

tor to consider,” replied the sophisttcated

apartment

house

dweller.

’
her shoulders.
say anything more

ot March people

the

are

ed

af!

begin to
thejr
‘of

with

rheumatism

The

weather

trouble.

=

and springll re
t
raw, cold and piercing
cae
of}
‘next, It is such sudden changes torpangs and
the
that-eets
weather
and
|
lumbago
m,
rheumatis
of
‘tures
borne
be
must
it
But
going.
eclatica
in mind that although weather condl-ie
tions atart the pains, the trouble
deeply y rected in the blood, and can
only be cured through the bivod. All
the lotions and liniments ~ In
id ca
bing may
you ate rubbing ,but there its value
nn
changeable —- balmy
a:

dar-

ds,

you
Dr,

sinks

into

a

back

to

fin~

“Not even’ g ring!” he says, “And T
will not give you one until I can giro

-|-¥ou-a-plain_hoop-of gold. But 1 must.

‘Only

through the

100d

cure rheumatism.
Williams’ Pink Pills

©

wl

many
thoveands ‘of cures of this
trouble to their credit.,
The new,
rich blood which they actually make
drives out the poisonous acid and
rheumatism {3 vanquished.
rheumatism
from

pocket — ans

it with his finger. “It 1s not #0

thaf

about

“I gave in

loyer of yours gave in.
think it an awfcl piece

Of
of

‘wicked waste. of

money—though, after all, the Grange
wanted cleaning and doing up! “There
—I've said my say long ago, and hav
ing consented to join the band of lunatices, ‘I must zo through with my share
ef the madness.”
As two hundred: people cannot be ex-

Millions of colds start with wet

pected to dance without something to
eat

Lady

and

drink

during

Rookwell

the

had | made

ments with one of
of contractors, and

feet, which could and should be

evening,

arrange:

prevented by wearing rubbers,
rubber farm shoes or high
rubber boots.

the London. firms
an elaborate pre-

paration had been made in tho’ Kitch.

ens.

which

were

to reauli, so said

the

contractors, in as handsome a supper
‘and as plentiful e supply of wines and

{ces as

even

Miss Laura

Derwent

could wish.
And now ft fs the eve of the great
Gay.
and Signa, ss sne, wits

Through the slop ard slush of

Rookwell has
ing with her,

more comfortable, and enjoy
better health, if your feet are
protected by rubber footwear
bearing one. of these famous

drawing-room

of

Spring you can work better, be

the vill

insisted upon thelr dfa“to talk things over and

[800 #f Qnything bas been forgotten”—

Signa, as she sits smilingly listening
to the flow of sharp, cynical remarks
which her ladyshtp — pours out upon
men and things, and the coming occa-,
sion in particular, is ¢onsclous of &

strange

feeling of suppressod

excite-

.

ment, which Lady Rockwell is sharing with her, if she would but own
“If anything goes wrong to-morrow,
ehe gays, nodding her head until the
diamon
in ber cap and: ears glitter
foreman for the G. T. R. at
‘boro, Ww ho gays: “In the course of my again, “Laura will never forgive me.
The foolish, flighty girl has actually
all
work 1 am naturally exposed to
got the thing Into the society papers.
kinds of weather, with the result that:
1 here it is in “The Upper
I contracted
about two years ‘ago
Ten’ of the week.
Read it, my dear.”
cheumatism which settled in my legs.
ly W
And she throws the papev gently fn-

to Signas Jap.
“It

is

said,”

remarks

the

para-

graph, “that the restoration of N———Il
Or, 3 Williams.

Pink

Pitls_1
1.

six.

glye you something, Signa.
‘boxes of these and cen say that J-anr
“Give me your love,” ale says, look- bout
as well aa over
I was. XT stilt
ing up Into bis eyes, steadily.
take the pills occasionally, an
‘You
have that already,” he returns that my experi lence may ‘be of beneMalmost -solemnly,;“But seo. -here ~4s- Wit to someother-rheamatic -eufferer."*
if you suffer from rheumatism,
“or
something else,” acyl he draws a long,
his

“{ shall
haven't

alr.

VICTIMS -CAN CURE THEMSELVES
WITH
DR. WILLIAMS’
PINK PILLS.

She looks up at him with a smile.

from

shapely head in her, hands.
wear my Egyptian gauze—I

“That's all for you, my deaz,”
sho
says, a8 if she were
passing
her
a
newspaper or some such‘ trifle. “Wear
them to-morrow, and
keep
them in

when

5 “Have you not?/1 never thougut of

elope

men-

She puts her hand to her lips,
frowns, then leaves the room.
When
ehe comes back she has-an oblong mo-

it, my cejr,” she auld.

he comes.

‘

that you are, never

dress fs al{ right,” ~ says
Signa, leaning back and resting her

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

MARCH WEATHER
RHEUMATIC WEATHER | ‘cirtcorers. sna

learn what
:

his betrothed’s

free with her kisses save to one favored individual.
“| was going to refuse them,” sho

engage-

the Continent.” and that thelr

from his brow, and bends. over her.
Signa,” says he, “have you noticed
that I have not made you a single pro
gent, not even the regulation engaged ring which the happy lover gen-

ger?

great
ber and kisses her, which is a
Is not’
thing for Signa to do, for she

eccentric Lord Delamere somewhere on

chair; and he takes ‘a turn or. two on
Then

child

| Mona
st.”
“Oh, my

much amazement and
wonderment.
and people did not hesitate to euggest
that Laura Derwent had “caught the

‘And in the intensity of his emotion
he drops his arm and moves away
from her.
Half-frightened,

selfish

rocea case in her hand, and pushes it
aro
to Signa with a matter-of-far

ling, if a lifelong devotion can “prove
my love for you, you shall
love is.”

to

Signa gets up and crosses over

2

have none of us given a thought to
that! And you, like the [dtotic, un-

intensified. That the invitations should
be issued in the joint names of Lady
Rookwell and Laura Derwent causeo

your

own

deed.

laughed Signa.

of how and why {t came to be so reinstated got algut. the curiosity war

-trustfiil-

own,

in-

shouldn't,

I

never forgive you,

“And your dress, how abou
that?
nsks Lady Rookwell,
“I declare we

the
interest of the county io which 'high;
name of Delamere still ranked .
but when added to that fact the story

but oh,

innocence’ and

Ab, Signa,

“for itwould:
old Indy, very brusquely;
I should!
be ungrateful to refuse them

My dear, {t is im-

ing forward with feelings of intense
curiosity and excitement. The mere
fact of the Grange being reinstated aa
a habitation would have excited
the

my darling, if you knew how precious
your love. is to me!—how I treasured
ness’

is the world

else.
“Well, you are right
there,
my
deal
responds Lady. Rookwell, concisely; “it is more, distinguished and
uncommon-looking than aaytning you
could get in London—or Paris, either,
Hem!"

know

you don't understand;

HAIR GOODS

CHAPTER XXI.
It fs the afternoon of the twentyfourth, the eve of the important day
toward which not only Northwell, but

She smiles.
“Know nothing?
Why,
it 1s, ob,
ages since we met there down by the
sea.
Know nothing.
It
seems to
me
if I had known
you all my
Ufe.
Why {s that?”
“Don’t ask
he says, still pale
and troubled.
our pure and stainless
love
overawes
me.
There!

there!

with

list.

d tho days of hard work—especialiy

“it

her

exclaims

see, they. don’t dare

other

disesse of the

blood,

*

I wish they}
says {n a low voice, “but
a5 1
valuable,
yery
weren't go—s0
know they must be,”
for
man
She only saw the
the matter?” retorts
possible.
What's
“Tush!
were
may
/ Oh; no;-if- they
an hour or two.
her ladyship. “Valuable as they
1 should
engaged, or ihcre was any likelihood, be, they are of no use to me;
abtoo
she wouldn't have gone in for this
never wear them; besides I've got poor
surd business.
Isn’t your young man
sort;
same
the
of
baubles
many
very late? And she looks at the clock.
fond of decking me out:
Rookwell was
he
think
looked
bas
don’t
she
1
idol.
faintly;
Signa colors
like an Indian
Tass
bringing
at the clock a dozen times in the
ever went to London without
used
two minutes.”
me something of the kind.. They like
a
kept,
wus
do at the Grange, and “he
to love him at Howell & James’ nice om!
“Yes: but there was a great deal to brother. I think they'll lookwear
thas:
You can
perhaps.
:
gauze, dear.
your
put
“Hie has worked Uke @ navvy,” says flower spray {n your hair. Let meit Detwill do
yady Rookwell, “If Laura docs het it—oh! here's one who Hector
Warren
duty, she will go down on her knees
ter” she breaks off, as
enters.
im!
to him!
“] don’t think he'd care about that,”
(To be continued.)

¥. Rook=

of her

You

“Of course not!

said Signa, tainking of all the expense,

piace in her dress.

of your

you

proud

“What

again.

to?

paper that she and. he were engaged.”
says Signa,
they are,
“Perhapa
with a smile.

nearly all the district has been look-

all

eG

woman
memory of a disagréeable old fond
of|
who was stupid enough to be
you.”
FP
Signa opens the case and utters @ |
reposing
sees,
she
as
on,
exclamati
low
magaifiof
suit
a
velvet,
ruby
in the
i
cent diamonds and
says:
she
“Oh, Lady Rookwell!”
but!
with a tone of awe and dismay,comes;
with the Hight. which naturally
the sight of
Into every girl's eyes at ut—
“But—b
pretty thin,
“Now don’t be ungrateful,” says the

in full,
to print Lord Delamere’s name hesitate
or the house, but.they don’t ‘That's
to do so with Laura’s name.
what it {s to, be a;professional beauty;
and last week they even hinted In this

You ‘see ft fs a bit of
want thet.
fun!"
“Rather a stupendous bit of fun,”

should

slowly and reluctantly she disof {t in eome feminine hiding-

poses

gentle

trusting

anything

coming

been cold and stiff; and Laura doesn’t,

But he gently pushes her band back.

future life in me—to mie who am not

should be broken, but it
out. This day month!”
Why—why—
soon.
“Oh! Is it so
cannot you walt longer?”

“No

says,

you

—unless

“Take it, my, darling,” he 6a
Is ugly, but it 1s my wedding-gift!

COUNTRIES
Pree

she

“Are

‘
piteously:

it away. And I am not

says,xith.o little pout.

“Yes, yes,” he says, almost to him-

self.

edmits,

ladysbip

I conld have had a title, or something
lke {t, with the whole two hundred,
for
everybody
was
anxious
to
come,
Why,
the
dear
old duch
ess — how Vi do hate that ‘woman!—
the
me
on
call
to
aver
drove
actually
other day, and she hasn't been near
me for a year!
But, If we had kept it
amongst the Olympians, it would have

.

Signa looks at it, pale and troubled:
then she holds {t out to him.
she
“I don’t thi!

wonder,

1 meant
from now. There, darling!
you, as all bad news
to break it
has slipped

she

neglected.’
lan’t it shameful?”

“It will be a succees, my dear,” ehe
sald to Signa, to whom she confided
al] her {eas on the subject. “You see,

an enmie!”

rather

was

well

Ss
“Until after our marriage, darling,

odious subject, am 17 Just t#irty-one
days, and you will be my
ae
seems too sweet to be true!’}-and he
nd turns
takes her face in his hands,
‘ith: pasit so that he can Jook at It’
sfonate wistfulness.
she {nterposes.
“Is it so swee!
with lowered eyes.
He does not answer her, and
-his
face grows pale, as if with some passing thought.
“Heaven!
how women can trust!”
he murmurs,

fort-

day

this

say

to buy
fun of

Altogether,

their- wives.

“No. 1 am quite serious.” he saye.
but with a happy smile. “Put the ugly
blue envelope in your pocket, if you

breath,
length.
and tries to put him at arm’s
us
“Not at all," she says, tremulo
“4No? Then
night?”
“Oh, Hector!

money

middle-clags, such ae
the local professions} men,

per
and

Goods and Antiques.

you are making

‘a house should have been closed and

{t showed a catalogue of guests which
contained the elite of an aristocratic
updistrict, with a sprinkling ofthe theJenke

she eays.

starts and draws a long
then she flushes » deep red.

ly.

Fancy

find enough

“Ah,

ATENTS

day

this

can

dreadfully short.
What.
will
Aunt
Podswell say?"
“She will groan and: sigh,.and sniffdear Aunt Podswell!”-he says, smiling, ‘And the rector willcough and
rub his chin!—poor Mr,Wodswell, it
fg an awful disappointment for him!
never mind; 1am not-to mention that

;

be married

he says,

“It you wish t" she says, with
another long breath. -But it is

Signa,
“J can talk better like this
oD bewo have been so hard at workhave had
we
half of other people that
lately,
ourselves
of
think
to
no time
should
How
Let us do so, tonight.

jt Grange is one of
N
county
specimens of the old-fashioned
it has
‘places’ that atill exist; and
in the
been long a source of regret
me
handso
and
large
county that so

doésn't get a card will be your
as
mortal enemy, we had better make
Rookfew as possible.” For days Lady tion
well had been busy in the prepara
ed
complet
was
It
of her list, and when

————

“My wedding finery will be but a
poor display.”
“A clean cotton gown {gall I stipulate for, he says, “on condition that
I may dispense with the awful blue,
shiny frock coat which is considered
as antimissicar—I
beg pardon!—veil
don't refuse me!
I have
a special
for the bride.
Come,
my
darling,
reason for asking you.”

your
with
“Poean't talk business
nd me, sir,” she murmurs,
“You should hand me toa
natvely.
hands beseat, and stand with your
hind you.”

to

Glass,

to

Signa laughs.

truth, she would declare if| ber god
thé funkest of tobacco to it.
happened to be partial
“Signa,” he says,
of drawround her under pretense have come
ing the shaw! closer, “I
to make a business proposal.”

th ?"”

going

érate in giving you so longabut 1 re-

“T want
a
he lights
and
iY
.
wel
by
. cigar a special privilege permitted
to know
Gigna, who {s wise enough
rival which a
that a cigar is the one
who likes
woman need never fear,'and
the
in
“Havana
the scent of a fine
@ matter of
as
though,
alr;
evening
she liked

you like

was

a really subMiss Derwent's debt for may
add that
stantial sensation. We
the finest

In all,
larger number than
vited—a

THE HOUSE FOR GIFTS.
Importers and Dealers in China,

softly.
“Why. do you know,
ring——
T thought I was wonderfully consid- gagement
Signa laughs,

Do yoa

He laughs.

I

of course, be there, in his own house

one.

to procure

madly,

almost

strove,

62 KING ST. E., HAMILTON, ONT.

laughing

.but I can smoke as

to talk;

Jacob,

wait seven years, perhaps?"

or what?”

‘want to’ smoke

like.

articies of
desirous of

ROBERT JUNOR

that
that

Hector

mendicant,

Warren to Sir Frederic Blythe, and
that you will become
the
pauper’s
bride in a month.”
‘she — whispers, “1-1
“Must
—1-’*

after the rector has drunk
night,
and- Hector
port,
his one glass
he is

shaw! round her, “what {s it?

I won’t touch on
1 will accept it

the

prefer

you.

old
are

If he should\be, he-would

be present.

aa a guest. The whole thi
tic in tho extreme, and soci

about\two" hundred were inLady
but Laura
Rookwell quite approved’of; inquire
the
had written to
Derwent
Prints, Engravings, Old Arms, Arms,
11 |, Size of the ballroom and ante-roo
to fil
mour, Curios, etc.? If 60, you wil
and had told Lady Rookwell
he
alring,”
want
will
consult
to
“They
you
to
them.
find It of Interest
had said; “and as every one and who
my

J

Well,
ing up!
snbject again.

any
you

merit
disposing of—such as Antique Fur- |
niture, Old Plate, Brassware,

SS!
recmen 1 have ever met,” says notthe been
tor, “and if—er—Signa had
foolish enough to reject Sir Frederick
1 should have ked bim

you
which

Saas)

Limited, Montreal.
10,36; Bo and 300 Bae Canada Sugar Refining Co.,

he says, echoing her laugh; “it
Is yours, absolutely. It ‘6 very ugly.
Isn't it? Never mind. 1 will see if },

Have

iis |

7 Redpath sugar.

highest.

" “Let Redpath Sweeten it.”

al*

ae

it?” and she

‘keep

laugh

*

“He Is—ahem}—certainly one of the
most” entertaining and—er—charming

its Sixty
barrel, bag or. carton. of
made in one gradeoi

to open

‘Signa holds the big envelope at arm's
length.
‘put nad“] understand,” she say:

E. F. Dalley Co. of Canada, Led.
Can.

are

because
REDPATH quality
ever doubts
No. one.Years
ver bought
of use no one has ever

this, you understand?’

10¢ -BLACK-WHITE-TAN-:1O¢
Hamilton,

KS)

oe

break my neck——"

&

in case

OeI

-

hs,

“Yes: us]I mean
should—well, slip

be-

Grenge, one, of the seats. of the Earl
ot
tent to Miss:
of D2, z -which-he-has
Laura Derwent for a county
dance,
has cost-an-immense sum of money,

and that the little party—numbering
not, less
fn tw® hundred—will, be
ono of the most brilliant ath erings of
There hos
been quite a
the year.
le for cards—
i “Shametult

my. déar, Yen't.it?

8

‘nd the disappointed ones are all

Trade ‘Marks:
“JACQUES CARTIER” - “GRANBY”

“DAISY”

-,| | Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
Targest Manufactarers f Raber Goods inthe British Empire
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

- MONTREAL, P.Q.

- 2) SEVEN LARGE, UP-TO-DATE MANUFACTURING
PLANTS IN CANADA
;

2 “SERVICE” BRANCHES AND WARENDUSES THROUGHOUT CANADA
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Drug Store
—
and

j

50c,

|| International < || SQV.
oe eeeees
oe Ot usually
rene
find, some
blood ~ and

de-

|}o5,

Stroyed our ships, she has killed

“American citizens. ‘Thecompurison |
; of the acts of a greut nation with||
those of a madman, or let us suy a |
mad dog, is commonly thonght to||
“torary ||
meré
extravagant,
be
of emphusis.
groping after the effect

Nevertheless,

the

||25C-»,

recom-

4g

the

only adequate|

‘asstimption

ted ‘with
obgerved and
rabies.

that

she

50¢., $1.00, $1.50

,

We haye a few pails which we
will sell at a bargain price.
International Grofast Calf Meal!
Gunranteed the bost calf meal mado
for milk.
«0d the only trne substitute
$1.25 for a large bag

t

exaLl,

of Germany's behuvior, || TRe
explanation
the only one thut-really explains,

*

50.

‘Store

is

some hitherfo
anmonstrons form of
‘

MRS, SLACK’S LETTER

-WAR LOAN
OVER SUBSCRIBED | 7° Palmyra,
MothersPas*My
of Delicate
Children
:
little girl
hada
could
andand wasshe tohadthinno youappetite.
osti.| ‘ironic
Ottawa. March 26.—Latest
riba,
count hercough
nap ner
v4
her
gave
we
Nothing
Ican
war
the Canadian

mates of
i
‘day Mrs. Nei
subsoription indicate that the loan | {nei
‘was almost twice subscribed.
Aptry ‘Vinol, a now ahe is hungry ail the

ie

:
&

«plications receivéd to dute nmount|

tine, her cough’ is gone, she is stouter
color. I wish
PD Over $250,000,000, including the | and has a more healthy
has ‘a delicate child

ir Thomas

-

hite

issaed

ea,
garantee Vinol, our non- secret
cA
i kod penal delicate. children | EQ}
BE.

on their way
will come
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market k situa-
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In the season’s newest styles
New styles in Ladies Crepe-deChene Silk and Georgette Crepe
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$1.00
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th« British authorities will allow to be
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$8,800,000

96 BRANCHES IN ‘CANADA

-* A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
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New Styles in Ladies Suits
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The practical garment in . Fashion's. plan.
styles, finhigh-waisted and flare skirts, straight, loose
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ively large stooks of catioh have acoammlated nnd
must be slaughtered, owing
the shortage of fodder,
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able to announce officially that the
Joan bas been over-subsoribed by
ue hundred million dollars. This
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following regarding the success of
the loan:
“While it will be some days before all applications in the mails}!
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try Vinol.”"—Mrs. Auraep SLAcK,

charCanadian
application
‘Toronto
- One
banks.
tered
bond house reported sales of $34,000,000, included in. whioh were
ten of $1,000,000, and 2,368 of less
that $25,000, Only 4 per cent. of
the above amount represents conpain from whe 1915 loan,
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Among the. newest cloths are Salisbury serge, in colors, Mohair Serge,
sc easdeeseederccslsee 4,00 to $3.50:
Prices, per yard ..
Toy, etc.
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We have now on our tables the largest and. best
display of Easter Hats that has ever been our privil,ege
Leave your order early to ensure timely ®
to. show.
New York. styles have been put o *<.
Many
delivery.
display since opening days.
Silk Week---Special Easter display of Suits, Waists,
Dress Goods, Silks, New York Muslins and Voiles &
at popular prices.
Fabrics shown in Priestley’s;
Newest.
s
+ Fashion’
Dress Goods
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Spring Millinery Opening on ‘Friday
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"Saturday last was evidenced by the large number of ladies who
visited our showrooms on opening days and the many pleasing comments
is
made on the display made by Miss Gregg and-her able assistants. It
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oi ‘fits are taken ‘from othe

where they
tne’

Thot bed or cold “fraine,
hay Haen protested
tro

-expléined

at gight, trey. will
jn thelr growth Jf-set out directly-iny
the open ground. Bat if they are they :
ually uccustomed to the change ‘harm.
will not suffer any perceptible
‘Ten days'or so before planting in theto
open ground a’start should be made
x
harden the’

‘the newspapers, about 10 a.
central

by

it 2s
neoudly—convinced

“put

lechim fail tovhit
it off right!

Weather forecasts are
on the
readings of barometric presmure, wind
direction and” velocity, precipitation,
prevailing) at. certhronghcut the continat
coast to coast, where observations “are taken at 8a. m. and .&.p.
These observations
the preyalling conditions and movenents of al! atmospheric disturbances

in the

ing 12 hours.

Without going too deeply
entific data, it msy be said

into scithat low

‘barometric pressure indicates stormy
conditions and strong winds and high

pressure fine weather.
By watching
the charts from day to day the weather experts‘ are enabled to follow
»the
course of the arees of low or

Jigh pressuré as

country.

For

they move across

instance,

if an

area

of

low preastire is centered on the upper

lakes, moving eastward, it indicates
a disturbance over the Ottawa valley
—if the fow aren continues to move
this way.
It may increase and bring
much
more,dizagreeable
conditions

than forécasted. or it may. disperse

altogether and leave a chap uptown
with an umbreila or raincoat under a
¢.
sky.
thoush
the “probs”
read
“rain.”
Of course, it may also
work the other way and give us rain

when fine weather was foretold.
. Another ‘serious difficulty for

the

Weather ninn ts that north of Ottawa
‘ there are practically no observation
stations,
Now some of our most serjous atmospheric disturbances
come
from the polar regions, byt there is
no forewarning of their approach. We

may be Ted to think we are tn for a
apell

of

fine

weather

here,

slong comes a vagrant “Jow”

when

the ob-

servers.
knew
nothing about—and
then there fa gnashing of teeth from
the
chaps who left home without

thefr raincoats.

Indeed, being on the

Rarthern' fringo

tions makes
of the: most

of

observation

the Ottawa

uncertain

piled for areas.

sat

Valley

regions

one

on

the

ing the shelter of
they require shoul
But a too lux
prevents proper xtudy and | observa ton, |
and is apt to Intefere with the supply of
oxygen at nicht,
%
It ts best to Ke
May, or-a8 soon 2s

condition to-work up properly. Plants
for transplanting should be started at

Accustom your eyes to the
one a DREN’ moonlight nignt.huving50
placed the aquarium that the light stines
Uirouxb It,
.
years
of study
muny equeriums contalning all kinds of
fish, Professor Bhulec has round that ait
kinds of fleh except tuowe
which
seek
oir food at night, or le buried under
stones, take their sleep at night, but Uris
sleep differs in the spect
hare
yery light sleepere
9 rouse themselves
any unusual sight or sound.
“fhe North American perch remains at

RED ROAD TO
HOOGE.
You're on paraae, go get your spade,
Pau i, Uke shovel anu pick brigaa
Gucres a carry taugue for palf w jeayue
foe
WOFE 40 UO WHA B NpAdE.
Turough the aust sud runs of Ypres
wen
‘The yeventeen-inch stl battering down,
Dyewing aeath with ite flerey brew th
Ua tne Rea, sted Koad to Hooge.
Who Ix the one whose timo has come, ;
ho won't return when the work |s done,
Who Will. leave his bones on the blood:
ined
hed Road to Hooge?
Unward, the Canadians, never a stop,
‘To the band-bag trenches and over the
Over tae top Ifa packet you stop,
On the Red, Red Road to Hooge!
hand
The biuret and the roar of the
Welcome -us.to'the "Death parade.”
*The’ bit of gloom, the valley of doom,
jown at Hooge,
poldjer from the R
Cin a bed of lime.
a pitiless grave for brave and naive,
Js the rater down at Hooge.
Hark

the

“Stand

to
your.
pee,

Ana

» Ore
Call

rel

to"

fusilade,

t your spas

of da:

break

ere

oll of Fame,

to mark
ayOf wm
we,
© ea rye“whoa ‘tross
fell at Hooge.

a los

‘

acre of land or more threcpence. This
is called “quit rent.”
When the King lately went across
the Channel to pay his state visit to
Paris, he ought to have been attended
across the briny ocean by the present

be moved forward over several miles
to reach the new front. Thus for many
days Parlg and {ondon believed that
point

of

whom King John gave his lands on
condition that, whenever he or any
of his successors crossed the Channel,
the sald Solomon or his heirs should
be in attend.
to held up the King’s
head when he was seasick.
His title was the Royal Head Holder.
However, as the last monarch to call
for this service was Edward 1, and,

read

the

Verdun

horse
A Double Wheel Hoe is a useful too! in the Farmer's Garden where
<
machinery isn’t used. .
——————

nit Abecies of carpPtdund “in|
urla like to Ie upon the | bro
lenver of the water,
but do not
sieen very soundly. ‘This is true of many
pther kinds of fish.

ea

Technical

prise

Matters.

on the other hand, flies
insects

do

not

and

er than

other

corn,

June

60 degress

to develop

pro-

June, In this way a supply, usually
confined to a week or ten days, may
be spread over several weeks,
A double wheel hoe is a useful tool

diameter, the Teaves should be ted
together over it in order to develop a
good white flower,

to have-e continual

cf

where horse, machinery

Isn't used.

The Isurtace soil may 6e worked up

Sinn

©

Its Form a Mystery,
but the Globe,
as ¢ Whole, is as Rigid as Steel.

4s no

ionger

tenable.

its lenience

contents:

Ii is now known that the earth, as a

Dublin,

Ireland,

April

the

few

mal-

14.-(Corre-

Galway have been arrested and ordered

to

leave

Ireland

within,

six

yard

down

the

manure,

weeds

twenty

and

to

to. thirty

form

a

days,

These men heve been given the choice
tion and that’ it gy
§ to possess
some of the Qualities of a fluid. “At between going to some foreign couname
time it benaves in many ro try or. to certain In specified places in
England, where thoy
.can be kept
Ris
“if
The Sinn Fein,
Professor Milne concludes from the under observation,
Velocities of seismic waves'at different
war
arth | They have held frequent parades with

ery

may

be

Dianched

by

fine,

standing

i

‘9

>

one

with

a

-BRITISH

HERO

flitch

of

doard.10 to 12 inches wide on edge at
each side of the row close up to the
plant. Late celery is usually blanched

by banking with earth,

A

and

without surren-

abandoning

the

position

they have held at all times since their
first formation.
The volunteer organization also cannot
maintain t's ef ft-

ciency without organizers. The raiding
for urms and attempted disarming of
men, thercfore. can in the natural
course

of

things

only

be

met

by

re:

sistance and bloodshed, None of the
Trish volunteers recognize or will ever
recoguize the right vf the Government
to disarm them or to imprison their
‘cfficers and men in uny fashion.

“The

cquacil

also

draws

attention

to the repeated
eqs in which tin
Government's action has been asso~

elated with the movements of hostile
crowds which are ted to believe that
they act under Government approval.
Inthe council's belief this feature of
the case
based
on a deliberate
policy of creating factious hostility
between sections of. the. Irish people,
Nothing need be hoped from remonstraree with the Government, but we

arms, nd some Conservative members:

appeal

ernment for-not* taking strong’ mcasures. 10
the activitiesof tha

stance, and

to

the

Irish

people

“Phe ‘proceedings of the Government
fgairst the “‘Yoluntesrs* have
sporadic. Their
lit !

sonsequences that may. arise,” ~
Mast people fn Treland hare rela:

keep @ watch

to

look

on the con-

duct and policy of the authorities, and
tw fix the responsibility

for any

crave.

tives or friends in tbe British army,

of

femarkaole

of

how

@

fighting against the country of his
irth ig hidden behind the granting of
a ‘certificate of naturalization to his
widow, Mrs. John Mowat Breadalbane
Baker, of Godalming, Surrey.

.eaat is more remarkable js that the
disclosure of Baker's German nationone

more

than

it

Tt was not until eight months after
uis death that Mrs, Baker, who had
been married to him guce 1908, learn:
ed for the frist time that her husband

was a German, and that
of her marrage, was also

ang an

jen enemy”

to defend

example

it to the

of

the

Wisdom

French statesmen,

last

of

the Prime

members

of the Cabinet,

the

the

branches

two

of

Minter,

members

of

Legistature

the

promptly appreciated the political as.
contrasted with the military
aspects
of

Verdun,

They

recognized

effect upon the world would be of a
ehining German euccese, of a stccces
the

whatever
that would shine because,
military fact, the civil legend concerning’ Verdun made of it # Gibraltar.
There was then a stdden crisis, a

real crisis in the politicfl life of

the

governmenh,

civilian

ond in command, finally came to see
the situation as the politicians saw it.
‘As a result, de Castelnau went to. Ver-

dun, The man
undertook

Ger-

or in the ...eventh Hussars, and died
the death cf'a hero in France while

no

of-

mot
the
were
they

that the Freneh high command

The

man pamed Leibold enlisted under
the name of Baker, served for nineteen years jn the British army, rose
to the rank, of squadron sergeant-maj.

ality surprised
did his wife.

Re-

and

you will find

Republic,
said to the military, “Verdun must be
defended; it must be defended because ~:
ite value, {ts moral value, ts incalcul-*
able.” To this opinion the military
mind yielded, mainly, !t is said,
cause General de Castelnau, the sec-

bacon

A GERMAN.

story

statements

politician and the Inferior judgment
of the soldier. At sil events,
the

Estates, 11 Shropshire to

provide him
every day!

Ber-

upop

But the French high command did
not have its way,
One hears much in
hisfory of thé evil Corfseqnences uf tia~
interference with the soldier for which
the politician: 1s responsible. Conce
ably, the case of Verdun may prgve

Wife Learns After His Death in
Battle That He Was an Alien.

of Parliament have criticised: the Goy- cicsely into the facts. in every in-

a

knew

earth mulch on the surface. Early cel-

dering

‘Two organizers of the Sinn Fein Volunteers in Dublin and two others
in

composed throughout of steel. It'ls no
doubt true that the interior of \tho
earth is in an intensely heated condi.

farm

mit fo being disarmed

spendence of the Associated Press..

whole, possesses a high degree of effective rigidity, a8 great as-if it were

the Corbet

aware that the possession of arms is
emential to. the, volunteer organizations, and that volunteers canuot sub-

with in Ireland,

toward

LAND.

} tong per acre, may be safely used, All
| the cultivation
required fs to keep

Fein

has hind to contend

MUCK

ground cannot be made too rich and

ccurse, before the rising, is particularly timely, as.showing sume of the
conditions the Asquith
Governmeut
and

ON

Celery is best grown in mock or
peaty soil. it should be well fertilized

German

aid
got mean
ditell,

If the King should pay a visit to
Aylesbury—where
e ducks
come
from—zhe Inhabitants are supposed to
supply -him with three eels if it is’
winter, and with two fat geese if it
iz summer.
If the King sbould visit
Chichester,
by
ancient
usage
he
ought immediately to demand a string
for his crossbow;
and if the King’
snould be engaged in war and riding
at the head of his \troops, it would
be incumbent upon the successors to

lor a pithy celery is obtained. The

.in'the light of the doings Im Dublin,
the following correspendence, sent, of

The theory ‘that the crust of the
earth {s only a few miles in\thickness
and rests upon an intensely heated
{nterlor

CELERY
|

and

the French

insisted

fall of the town.

a confidence Which
1s patently
mere manufactured confidence;
Germana
believed
that
they
about to take Verdun
because

vice by which they hold the tenure of
their Innd.

mnch the same as for late cabbage.
a northern exposure {is best. Do not

| check the growth. Dry weather often

average wealth of the
1S per
capita has increased from less thav
$000 up to $1,500 in the United States.
eee

molten

15th.

supply

In-ofder

In
India
the presence of pencocks
cenotes that there are tigers jn the
victnity.
.

CORE OF THE EARTH.

the

Cauliflower requires a coal rich #911,

of certain vegetables, successional | causes failure, water sparingly ond
only in the cool of the evening, Whea
sowing of the seéd should be made
every cen days until the middle of the head ts three to four inches in

like thcse colors.

There are 56,000 seeds {n'a bushel
wheat,

tomatoes, melons,

cucumbers, peppers and
egg
pla!
These require a température not low

Secds germinate
iapidly under the
intluence of violet and blue rays, but,

eteadily

ficial communiques and

existing Solomon was called upon to
perform his functions.
Nevertheless,
there is no doubt that if the King so
desired he:could call upon the tenants
of the Attfield estate to do the ser-

s, | bage in the open field not earlier than

view,

the approaching

especially as his present Majesty is
a ngilor, it is very. unlikely that the

! for the late varieties. As in the case
a temperature of 50 to 55 degrees;
if grown fn an“ atmospbere above” this | of-the ontons, thers.sa no danger of
temperature they are apt to be weak | having the land over-tich, twenty tons
or more of farm-yatd manure may be
and unthrifty.
The warm-season vegetables com- | applied per acre, Set the late cab-

would be evacuated,

fin, doubless knowing

representative of Solomon Attfleld, to

of hell,
ahell_at the mouth
In ehgt and Red.
Bead to Hooge:
teas
eat
otuer portion.
f e
pe
somewhere
hospital,
“whitst_in
z
80s nucleus is-musi-boa matter largely of.
Tracks;
Drummnr
x OROEanrainnet yy
ubtil. we* have. o ~Tuiler
Mounted Rifles, and
Regiment.
of the state of
he
37 Worcester
FBWL Busby,
Se
De
» done:

never

dark bands on t
diffiewlt for its enemies to distinguish the
the stems of the piants.

The forecast for this

RED

in summer;
use for snow,

probably
‘
Ks)
3
fi
paid.
much more de- gallant, To give up V
en different and which
has. been, Yer the. territic fire of the most extenin
Crendon.
of.
tenant
tq the
sive artillery, concentration the aworld
iftepn,
few
inghamshire, from time immem- Lever had. seen, wes to give over
per acre’is a-good application. I
and
orlal.. The rent consists ofa gatiandto. miles of French. territory—that
soll fs well suplied. with vegetable
hothing more. In the presefit trench
roses every June, and,
of
applied
fertilizers
line
successful.
the
of
matter,,
garland is duly forwarded,. Lwar it Is only the plercing
Bay,
at the rate ‘of 50 to 1,000: pounds per
the French
is a thing of beauty, as it ought that counts. In September two
ur three
acre, ‘The land may be used for ontons and.
i
had made an advance of
to bens
in May and
year after year and there is no danger
every year two fag: miles in Champagne,
September
In
of te becoming too eich. Tillage is
the June they had scored similarly in Argots are pafd'at the Jaw Courtsfor bylands
usually given with « wheel hoe.
1915 the Germans had
toils, in April of thing
ity Remembrances as rent
about Ypres; but
City Corporation from His
RICH SOU, FOR LARGE. TOPS.
eaty the, King. This official: not
Any
garden
soll will grow
faggots,
only has to deliver the two properly
cabbage. A northern exposure is best
are
they
that
see
but has to
signed
many thousand lives, to lose it meant,
received, and accept a duly
just
from the military standpoint,
and witnessed receipt for them, which
nothing, 6Ince the hihs south of Verfs filed in the city’s archievs.
The authorities of the Isle of Port:
dun were quite as suitable for defen,
sive operations
They were beyond
land make a queer sort of collection
every November'on behalf
of His reach of the Gorman heavy artillery,
,"“King’s
the
ig called
ag it was. then fn pesition, and be
Majesty.
hind these hills the French could conHalf-Penn:
but, as a matter of fact,
centrate artillery and men in siffievery cottager on the island pays &
clent quantity to meet the German
farthing, every cottage wilh & garden
a half-penny, and every mon with an concentration, whfeh would have to

studying

of xentlo breathing neither of
these species
males
any noticeable moveent. Jf there is an:
ch
aan Yght 9
ads of pe

was about

and

inches (square, oF sma!
‘Mngs. They, should be 51-2 feet long.
ithdrawn
du
‘The. onion bed cannot be made too
If there js dang
protection should | ;

frost, however,

‘that Verdun

ert

OF the. buoketful

“4 feat

staked
.

be
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your new spring suit or dress.
_ you money’ on every purchase.

All-Wool Serges, from
All-Wool Poplins, from
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Think
about this ‘and let us know.
Our
service is at your bidding.
‘
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Val Brilliant, Que., writes: “Please
send me a box of Baby's Own Tablets.
as I would not care
to
be without
them,
1 have used them for constipation, and vomiting
and
am_
well
pleased with the result.” The Tablets

are wold

by

médicfne

dealers or by

mal!''at 25 cents x box from
The Dr.
Williams’
Medicine
Co., Brockville,
Ont.
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A dainty Voile blouse
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of hand embroidery in pink, and has
ruffles of Valenciennes lace which apDeer at both top and bottom at
the
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inland
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with Baby's Own
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Their coat is but one-quarter of that of
a pair of shoes.
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pounds of crude chicle gum, valued at
$305,785, to the United States in 1916.
This was a: slight cee ene from the
exports of the previousy
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Brown each gave’a eplendid reading.

Mrs. Doncan

Brown.

will

fem

ten-oént

tea at hor home on Thursday, Maach 29.

CRINAN
‘The death ooourred at Cleveland on Friday of Daniel McMillan, bsother of A.
and D,’ McMillan, and a former resident

BARON
men

of Crinan, alter s few months’ illness,
Mrs. W. J. Webster
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are men content to remain physiealiy
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the welght of the influence
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wield-—-Netther~
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‘Tho remains were taken to Bodney and
interred in the Purcell cemetery.
>

in Southwold.
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Weare in a position to“give you better and more efficieht service
and respectfully request your patronage. Prices right.
i
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seed
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There were ssxgral selections on the yiotrola. After the program a very- dainty
lunch was verved, $10.25
was realized.
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Don’t Forget

us, weak,

Several from here attended the sale
at Mr. Kerr's ou Friday last. Mr. Kerr

’

° ERLY OCCUPIED BY F. W. DRAKE
Laces, Embroideries, Etc.

Bilal for returned soldiers.
Mre. Join
itohell gave a ten-cent tea at her home
on March 21, Mra. Watkins and Mrs,
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is moving to the northwest.
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very soon bere.
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& Gislooated shoulder aed badly prnising in character, they are very unliiee in
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Lord Northeliffe’s manner
him; Mr, Campbell.is ove ‘of the ay
.
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activa of the older settlers) be
siderably over Bt years:of egy:
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in
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oe
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| We'll. make

and Ruberoid
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Roofiings

\ Cell -Board, Etc.

‘W. SAUNDERS

Dutton . Planing}
Mills, Contractor

aay:

Tho.

ctually

ap; lading: Kin! a Brazil

8; 30

that

frequont=

| advantage over the unfertilized
portions
si eneome bose tne: stance rieening a od

@ ‘tree he-may find that he las also.
wrought down a fish.
SALE

Saturday, Moreh 81—Sale of funiture
and. village residence, property. of
HB. Radebuagh, Nancy and Ridge |
R.

sooner and with fuller:
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FARM

FOR SALE

PARI of 15 acres, 80 acres
sand, 4 acres

In of grain.”
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THE MARKETS

Old papers forsale at this office,
Five vente w bundle.
Scr

Gion’t Have Catarrh|
One

efficient way tb remove

nasal catarrhis
totreat its cause

which in most cases is physical
aweakness. The system needs
more. oil’ and

-easi

Set os toe

é

aw

ok. o

xiliary.

reads te Lon | ty whea.e hunter shoots.at a bind Ih

28

eods
Pe

the size

bill as small

Jas’ possible.*

Climbing «Fish
x

does.

fs

Hard Wall Plaster

,

;

everybody

to build something very
soon, in which case come
in andtell us the size of it.

Sash, Doors, Blinds

i

4

etime

It may be you are going

Lumber, Lath, Shingles|
PSO

: peasla | ' a

e

:

'

Children

PSs

You.Are

‘Something, So
4

P

We Sell at ‘Right Prices
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ants | agai contracted to deliver the-tail for
j the vext four years,
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.
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“SBangease

"Nee >|

to

Corn

een a fetish that has

Duccan J. Campbell met witha’ yery

painful, accident

attending

Seed

it may, be that Baron Graham, 4
lus brother Peer of ni
ia
Engiend, has made
“of
fetish of Imperialism.

Several from bere will attend tte
grand ball to be given iu the opera
house by the young ladies’ cla of
West
Lorne on Tharsday eyening vext.

R. P. Reekie

of Choice

for sale cheap, if taken ‘right away.

Lerd:

Similarly Sir Hugh Graham, after de- | ”
fog. his utmost in the Montreal
to pat Sir’ Robert “Borden “ta Btar
camo
out strongly against his
Wedding bells are expected to Ying:

jit certainly pays

AROUND

A quantity

he was giving him « “taste
of emier,
his quality” by; bludgeoning hipa
for

Argyle church on Tharaday. They are
ircluding in this sbipmont for March,
maple sugar aud bome-made candy,
W_ W. Dobson entertained a number
of lis friends to a danciug party. ‘ou
Tuesday of last week:
5

4
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THE BIG STORE

% Hardware

Glasses?

~ Groceries

Furniture

Wall

Paper

BIG SPECIALS

THE

Rete
|

sin Kigin Duriog

ages

the Past Week

IN

During the terrific wind on

have eo!

During the heavy wind on
Keight'e,"8, Taibo ville

Tho death occurred

;

er nae oes be

A.

tanley,
‘vy

was

washed

away

5

ee

by

the | thigh,
A LEX, MoKILLOP, M.D.C.M.,
~

ity University, L.B.0,P, London, zag
L,B.0.8., Edinb
. Bdinbi
i!
‘OFFICE

.

R, 0,4.

‘MAIN

eT.

DUTTON,

ly

4
4» Teinit;
F.T.0.M.,
ity Meaisat
alleges uiversity;
MOPS, bees.
Orrice—Main

W.H,

We

have the lowest

A BARGAIN
a
1-ireh Team Lines, 22 ft. long, per pair..$5.00
1,-inch Team Lines, 22 ft. long, per pair.. $5.50

Team

Speoilalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Phone 1384,

==

-

~

TESKEY

DENTIST
7

complete “a
you want,

at

get

A

£. BENNETT

DENTIST

destroyed

the

barn

of Sweat "Pads

recently inin Otation . Want . me From Wat
roosolly
Wallacetowa Mr. Crnae went to 8t, Thomas,

osts and a number of farm implements
wero destroyed. rete

‘of

ago

and

widely

known

in

educational circles.
til. 1890, when’ he} -° A chilbiaia from
which blood-poisonwent to Seattle
became orgaoizer | ing resulted caused the death
for the Independent Order
of Foresters. | den Herbert, 14-year old sou of ct RoyPhilip
He was a native of England aud 84 Herbert,
of Hyde Park. The boy was
years of age. His wife, two daughters
& month, and although
and three sons survive him.
hope was
out at first, his condition grew

lily wors:

ter_by trade and erected many of the
houses and baros ia

MADE IN CANADA

The 1917. Ford Touring Car
f. 0, b. Ford,

Assoolation

e

Ont.

Buy a Ford this year and

saving is a national

duty,

save

7)

:

-Tinsmithing
WE

and

Plumbing.

y

FlouR.

Feeds
|)

at

GenE

Dutton

me
the

and

Jone

‘ard

Joly.—Car-

Kondall—McCallum —That the clerk ey instrncted to noe the | different
jephoue companies

in the

township of

Danwich to remove all. guy ~ wires,
‘braces, or any part of lino not lawfally
erected, and that all telephoné lines be
maintained according

IN MISSIONARY

WORK

Presbyterians and Methodists Will CoOperate in Northern Ontario
At a special conference of the
standing committee of the Methodist Missionary ‘Sooiety held behind olosed doors in the Wesley
Building it was unanimdusly deto co-operate

with

the

Pres-

byterian charoh in missionary work
in northern Ontario. The qaeation
has been considered curafully and)
aotion taken by the committees and’ |
boards of both churches, and the
towns

to be

nffected

have

been

ap-

proached and their views heard on
the proposed union, This was the
final, meeting, and the secretary
was Instructed to inform the Presboard

that

the

new

plan

obtaining

liquor by

delegates representing thé diflerent
towns, the people are satisfied with

the movement and are of the opinion that it will do away with the

overlapping.
It is the intention of the mission
s
to minister in every communi
ty.

In places where there is both
Presbyterian and Methodist churoha
one of them will be closed.
CARDS

NOT

BEING SENT

IN

| Government Will Probably” Take’ Firmer

Action

:

The extension of time
receiv:
ing, of National Seryice for the
ae which expired on MaroRegistration
BI, did
not
prodpce any
aj
lable
results,
‘The pumber ofDilated carte sent in
has

ey

nest fi
#3

of Oanada’s man power
ee

at

least,

incomplete

js to that
and

Unsatis-

Come
in and get
hand-taloed
your mexserestyle

Fit, workmanship -an{
assured.

‘

§

i

best

Bob-o-Tink Cormea
“| Lake of the Woods

who fete not complied with

Vernment’s
cards, and

Suitings

Elevator

CORN
Shelled or Gronnd
‘The very:

*
Largie,

Club,

Patriotic Olabs of Cowal and Iona Station, the said grants :n be for the

rceeaas

money—when

J. A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

Choice

graut

be

been almost negligible.
The renewed
Opportanity offered to the
slackers, or

\

The Touring Car gives the utmost
in automobile
value, pride of ownership and
economy.

ScHULTz

of

» being in contravention of the

those-which cost more,

FLOWSERS furnished tor any occasion.

Cor, Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

J.

She

You pay less for this car but it gives you more
enjoyment, more mileage and
longer service than

Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the
Finest weet of Toronto \,

B.

Caledonian
one brother.
‘Three doctors appeared in the
police
court in London charged with having
fi
Prescriptions to persona tor

$495.00

Funeral Furnishings

adopted, and

prepare «the

MoMillan—MoCallam—That's

byterian

Angus Beaton, ao old
resident of
Howard and Ridgetown, died at Chatbam, aged 80 years,
He was « carpeo-

to

Embalmers’

to

Charles Jones, the
12-year-old sou will be
inaugurated
in
July.
of Charles Jones, Chatham, was in- Figures were produced showing
stantly killed when he fel
from a that each society
be able to
Wabash freight train
west of continue work. with will
38
less
men
at
the city. The boy
with four com.
panions was walking om the track a saving of $30,000 annually.
places to be affected are all
bas | aod attem:
fo jamp on the train of The
the towns north of Orillia to
be | bat he fell under
the wheels,
int
tario, which
geobrane, and west as far as the~
Youched for by two local horsemen,
Watford of
Mack White and W.. McDougal.
.
& long illness,
A series of meetings were held
irs. He was born io Ekfrid recently at North Bay, Bracebri
dge,
theve until 1880,
A son Sad
+ Haileybury
and other
him,
aod
sections in the nor
and according to remarks mado

BARRISTER

Latest

and

pt lot'9$, con. 4.

cided

years

residi

“M. D. McORIMMon

Couches, Caskets and all the

by-law.

UNITE

Frve horses, .five head of cattle,
» 150 chickens, 200 bushels of

she is
saryived by one son and two sisters,
Oliver Cruse, who at one time was a
resident of Wallacetown, where he car-

DR. AJ)
HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontario Veterinary

Diplomas from Meyer's School
of Embaiming and Canadian

niiorined

and

10th concession of Caradoc, on Saturday

night.

FTREATS all discuss by latest methods,
ane
ere
Promptly answered,
“
Offloe—Henry Block. Phones 93

J. A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

oe

to law.—Oarried,
Kendall—MoOallam—That
no dog
taxes be refanded after cours of revision
on the assessment roll.--Oarried,

.

25

‘Gcllogs,
bes Deed pructiciog

Money

drain was

constracted and

W. J. Taylor,

Lightning

- CRAWFORD stare 3

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
Prigine, SurgeryieandfretBanvetr
, Day ae ried
cod sat a
a

Rev.

t

Council-

4

permission

The collector was instructed not -to
collect
taxes from Rosa MoOatthy on

Schmidt.

Do not forget that we have Special Prices on Ideal
Fence,
Good, large, Cedar Posts, it.......2.....000
.5 &
25c.
Fall Stock of Syrup Cans

. Gi

and valuables to

contents on the farm of Ed. Ferguson,

We guarantee all Harness and Harness Parts bought from us
and if not Satisfactory we replace free of charge

ose Gch ac Pagetarga,on

since.

style

5

.

jewelry

The ceremony was

'e Carrya Complete Stock of All Harness Parts
Fall ‘assortment of sizes in all makes

FRANK

any

Last Year’s Prices

Martingales,
heavy ..
Breast Straps .........
Belly Bands........
1-inch Hame Straps ..
j-inch Hame Straps ES

DENTAL,

D, H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S,
Honor Graduate of Torouto University.
Graduate
of Royal College
of Dental Surgeons,
Ofice~Henry Block
Dutton

A.

Harness,

All Single Harness

Hoars 1. to4 and by appointment,

DR.

harness.

MoFARLANE

Office Hours
2to4 p.m. 7 te
8 pm,
Wallacetown
Guccessor to Dr.

E.

M
prices on

Dagald

ol imbing

granting

wall
Ea
setmon on Sanday.
will resign bis-charge this summer.
» Tl
Robert A. Eddie, of Ekftid, met with
retar
8 painfal accident ue Spe sack eR
The engineer was authorized to make
¢ Calgaryof Mra, Tarrant, a former | ™So0re
th
le
resident
of St, Thomas, where hoe hus. | P&Ft of his upper jaw aewas fractured an examination as to the condition of
bandconducted
a tailoring
‘
and the lower lip esyerely Jacerated, the-MoKillop drain and report to the
Besides ber hosband she is
by}
The bara of Mr. Labute,-Harwich, vonacil.
The following cheques were issued:
three eons, one of whom is overseas, Was struck by lightoing
on Saturday Alex. Law, material for . road drags,
and two daughters, Mrs. T, B.S. Twoo: || night
ee Sie toesaniee $15.50; M O.R., repairing gates, $7
dale, Essex, and « daughter in Calgary. wae nies 7a
D. A. McNabb, month's salary, $81
thsee-davde
id Meyors, making road drags.
:
rt Bros., tile, $22; O..St.
:|
Harvey Yokum, who uider the name Glair Leitch, townehip portion for
of Robert
|. Was arrested in Lon: settlement for damages, Luon vs. Dan"
|
widh,
$200;
+
8. Haycock, wor!
im
don on @ charge of frandulently using
BR. MoGregor, work, $1; Joseph Der
the mails for the sale of a motorcycle,
material for scrapers,.$15.75; membe:
has been taken to Detroit to answer to fees,
$9,80,
the
charge
of
shooting
Policoman

Knight.

Tria-

Street,

Buswxxcn—Shackloton Street.
DF

ind

wf ooo taken.

Wedneedey
last when’ their, Saseitcn
Irene,ore’:
became aosthe bride .of Stanley +

CAMERON

at |

The bomes of ANJ. McGregor aod
Jame B. Smith, Chatham, were broken

daughter, Florence, was uni
riage to Russell Newland. Rev. P. F..
officiated.
The home of .thp bride's parents,
Mr, aod Mrs. Andrew Tolmie, Atdboro,

Ee EE eae

of

except

a

the* clerk

1.
months
of May,
y loft.and broke his leg at the | ried.
ll while

ses.

prosent
43;

necossary

thefr fr
‘€42, previons to their Jeaying for the

. Duffield,

summer home on Orchard

E. WHITE

town

up all the

recently

No,

to
John P.° McMillan to cut-down
certain shade trees, was rend aud
le
‘The ebginesr’s report on the Wallace:

Mr. aod Mrs. H, Moore, it Glanobs,
wore presented by

io

ask anything more ?,

was held on Monday, all tho

being

By-law

Arthar of Mrs, McLachlan,
lan, mother
mother o of
A. MeLachiag, of Glencoe.
7

aoe are ae
ab

a
be itioe

, thus clesribg

eligibles to a man.

carried several rods,

The regular meeting of tho council of

Dunwich
mombers

dor Smith.

Lightaing struck the barn of M. .MoLellan, East Williams, killing four bead
of cattle,
To all 50 Tadiaus of Moraviantown

day the large back barn
op the fa:
of Andrew Wismer,. near

HARNES

DUNWICH COUNCIL

NOT FAR FROM HOME

COUNTY

i

;

tion:
campaign. In to
far as it relates to present
needs of war
work, there is
in

rustic action will ‘betas: es
na a
ee

Sepation

ee. have

not

yet

Tadication
that she Gave.
at agi vice Board. wilt

re

was sick.

‘When the ene wae

Jesus

removed,

® prayer of thankegiving
‘© days and occupied one day in jour- toJ the offered
Fathe3iat ee hearing qe via
to ehaDy, making four is all,

min that country to
lead on the day thut death
‘or.
Bethany—The
name

-4 means

“house of dates,” probably from

| the abundance of date palms formerly

When he
ee
un

oud

and well

thought of by

the Jews, even

1c

ie a loud roles
r Jesus to speak ip

tones, but he spoke

the

lying

Teached

an
have bech prominent in the community

ree

poken—Wii

thus on

this

occasion that all the people assempled might hear, Laza: rus, come forth
—The voice of Jesus reached the ears
of

'

us

about

the

tomb

and

it

also into the abode of the
dead.
It was a commanding, author.
itative voice. The call was for LazaTus to come
forth from the state of
‘death i nto life—from the tomb to the
Tealm of the living. 44, He ........
came forth—He who utter the.com-

‘ though they were in close close friend~ mand, “come forth,” imparted the life
[whip “with Jesus.
‘To comfort them that enabled the dead to obey. Bound
; concerning their brother—It was part|..... :--with graveclothes—His hands
| of the Jewish cermonial of mourning and feet were probably wound ‘separ:
:
1%;

(Gen.
» 2 Sam.
Job 2; 11).
It is sald that

‘usaal

period

} days;

of

mourning

was

ately with strips of cloth, holding

the

thirty

three df weeping, seven of la-

Swientation,

twenty

of sorrow.

But

the

instances in scripture vary.—Cam. Bib.
IL Resurrection Power in Jesus (vs.
20-32), 20. Martha—went and met him
—Jesus halted outside the village, and
#6 soon 2s Martha heard of his com/ing she went to meet. him. “Her posi; tion here, it may be said, is obviously
‘that of the elder sister, the head aud

{manager of the household.”—-Smith, It

4s natural that she should be the first
to go forth to meet the Master. Mary
still sat in the house (R. V.)— The.
an
-game charecteristics of Martha
| Mary, respectively. are seen here in
‘the Incident described in Luke 10; 38The

sitting

posture

was

usually

assumed by those who were mourning.
| 21, Lord—Master, if thou hadst bee
‘here, my brother had not died—Martha does not reproach Jesus for not
having

come,

but

regrets

that

he

»Questions.—Where was the home
Lazarus?
Where was
Jesus

pressed her confidence in his healing
but supposed that he must
be

of

word came to him that Lazarus when.
was
sick? Why did not Jesus go at once
to-him?
Relate the conversation bepreen Jesus and Martha.
What did

lary say to Jesus? Why

d!

conclude

that . Jesus
Bred Lasser
loved
Lazarus?y
Describe
the
ralsing
of Lazarus to
fe
. What effect did it have upon
the opposers of Jesus?
PRACTICAL SURVEY.
Tople.—A sympathizing Saviour.
1f
Sounded the depths. of human

woe,

was

was
not present to heal him whilefor be Jesus
There was not time
sick.
to:reach him after word was sent to
him that Lazarus wes ill.
She ex-

the

spices in place, Face was bound about
with a napkin—The cloth was placed
the chin and fastened over the
head. Loose
-him—Jesus. gave directions to have. the grave clothes. reMoved from the living Lazarus, for
they ‘were no longer needed,
“
under

I], Established

Ll.

faith

in

himself.

of human
Noe: Sounded the depths
As soon as Martha and Mary
:
apprehended danger, they sent for
Jesus.

Two

sharply

contrasted

types

BEEF CATTLE SITUATION-DURING WAR AND AFTER
Holdings Are Badly Depleted, European Herds are Decimated,

and Demand

| Soon be Satisfied—Breed We' ll, Fi eed Well and Weed Well is One
(By John Gardhouse.)
During the last five years there has numbers of young, unfinished
stuff
‘been a marked decrease in beef cattle holdings In Canade—some 600,000 have been dumped on the market at
fewer cattle being held now than in’ a time when prices are ordinarily
1912.
In all ‘provinces except Sasthe lowest.
In 1945 there were exkatchewan and Alberta this decrease ported from Western Canada to the
has been general, but was far more
marked in Ontario
ghan in any other. United States 96,499 head, and of this
Probably 70 per cent.’ were
‘Wa find, moreover, that there exists, ae
ers and feeders.
And, as you.
a great shortage of ‘best beef the ‘stoc!
world over. When the war is ended will no doubt remember, there wa 8
an abundant supply of all kinds of
this shortage will be felt very keenly. feed
for ive stock at that.time. Fornot only in this country, but ell over.
we fing that the recent camthe continent
of
Europe as. well. tunatelycarried
on by the Live Stock
Therefore we are safe in saying that paign
Branch, Ottawa, to conserve as far
there never was a time in the history as
possible
the breeding stock, has
of the country when {t was of as great | },
‘ad
a
very
beneficial
effect,
importance as it Is at present for the
In spite of the fuct that the cenpeople of Canada to think, and think
most seriously, of the position this sus of June 20th last shows a heavy
country fs likely tobe In with ‘refer- decrease inthe total number of beef
Cue within’ the Dominion, the marence to the future supply of beef’ pro‘etings at the different stock yards,
Bucing animals.
in Canada during the past year have
HOW’ CANADIANS MAY BENEFIT.
We are now in the third year of the
greatest

war

the

world

has

to believe

that the

at yery

profitable

rates,

trade

‘With so many men taken’
by

the

war,

from the
experts

including

faining

animals

in

a

thorouguly

no

Jess valuable

healthy conditioh, that the best and
most profitable results can be secur:
ed.
I trust that those whi jo remain
:

home

will

render

aid by helping to maintain and incease, In every way possible, not only
the live stock of the couniry, but the

yield from the land as well.
The
importance of renewed exertion on
the part of every Canadia’ in farmer
and live stock man cagnor be overestimated,
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MARKETS

Export cattle, cho'ce ,,$11.09
Butcher cattle, choice .. 10 40
Butcher .cattle,.medivm 9.50
Butcher

cattle,

Buteher

bulls

common

$11 50
10 75
9-%

§ 40°

9 00

Butcher cows, choice .. 9 50.
10 00
Yutcher cows, medium....7 008-00
Buteher cows, canners.. 525
5 50
....2

Stockere,

Nght.

.

Milkers, choleo,

4...
»

700

7 50

each . 40 00

we

74

1000

115 00

2s 40-00

115 00

1

11 50
9 50
16 25

.

15 00
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Sprinj

of natural character are exhibited in after the cessation of hostilities; and
these two sisters. Martha's creed was, that points out the road to opportunisoon to-do the wark. 22, sound, but not complete,
p
Most of, the “EuroShe though’ [ty to Canadians.
God)-Her.
of
ask
wilt
| Whatsoever thou
pean countries will have 6 get patt of
professed -her falth with
she believed Jesusthe clearly,
| words indicate thatFather
ness,
with no hesitation: or .qualifica- their breeding stock at least. from
raise
to
the
‘could: ask
this
North
American
continent in ortion.
Jesus
did
not-minister
to
Mary
prayer
‘prother from the dead and his prob- by discourse as he did to Marthe. He der to bufld up their herds
again, and
She had
!would be answered.
dealt with her according to her nature may be.compelled to buy large stores
‘ably heard of the ralsing to life of the
of
the
beet
which
will
be required in
of the and temperament.
Martha had fully
pon-of the widow of Nain and
these
countries
as
well,
There
ts no
what Jesus was in rélation to"
She must have
\daughter of Jairus,
nadians
should not
God, but not What he was in himself, reason why
jknown of the Old Testament miracles
secure an important
part
of this
Her the Source and Giver of lifey
Her
lof resurrection from the dead.
For profitable feeding we must have
been falth had not ri
to the divinity of trade, providing we breed and feed
\Geciarationto ofhim.faith 23.must. Thyhavebrother
:
Breeding the cows to the right ki ind
the proper type of animal,
Lis Person and mission. Her loye was
fpleasing
the
Martha un- stronger than her faith: She did not
1 know I-am safe in saying that it
| phall rise again—Aithough
the
to
refer
to
see
the
connection
is
most
important
from
the
standbetween
Christ's
words
these
\Gerstood
she delay and the good of all concerned. point of the individual farmer and of | b een exceptionally
heavy—especial|fieel resurrection of
‘
5
comf
Jesus
did
not
try
to
annihilate
Marthe
nation
as
well,
that
a
solid
foundaly
so;during
the
last
few
months—
been
have
‘at Jesus was giving her the tha’s grief, but to“infuse it with an- tion should beslaid by the conserva- partially on account of the scarcity
ti Sadent
The death of Lazaru
other apirit.
tion of all good breeding females pos- and high prices obtainable for meat
of raising Lazarus forlite:in 24.
|
— ad spread a dark shadow over the sible.
rise
AS a war measure the British
ww that he shall
}
these
Due to
learts of many. Jesus beheld death in Government ‘has already imposed re-| producing. animals.
Aeno tid. not belong to the Sadducbetleved all its dread significance as:the wages strictions against the slaughter of high prices it has been an exception‘ean sect of the Jews,of forthe shedead.
Sb
ction
Humanity in calves and females, i am afraid that
which sin had wrought.
ally good year for beef ratzers, even
mathe resurrethat
be
Lazarus Wo:
its sin and misery was portrayed a measure of this kind, even in war though large numbers of unfinished
lwas assured
ction at the saat Inal] that
times, would not be advisable in this animals have been conspicuous
gatheriny at the grave of Lazigaised “in the didresurre
at
not satisfy her pre- arus,
‘That
Yet we have only to yisit
Many
Jesus knew how much the dark- country.
laay.”
practically. all the markets.
She longed for his re- ness and sorrows of death were inten- some of the lve
gtock markets to
gent desire.
farmers, we believe, might have made
etoration. to life at once.
this time a great even more money had they not been
sified and aggravated by the state of find that even at
ignorance and unbelief in which the many calyes of the beef breeds, and in such a hurry to send thetr stock
world Jay. His grief wad connected large numbers of useful heifers and to market, but had spent a little more
with man's misery, While In his di- cows, which should be spared, are time and money in properly finishing
vine thought and sorrow Jesus penefinding their way to the block.
We } th hem,
year
trated to the root and source of all continually face the ‘danger tnyolved
A noticeable feature of the
evil, the mighty’
attendant suffering in the loss’ of such large numbers of has-been the splendid trade in pure
awoke in him the truest and. deepast good beef bred calves, and. in the bred cattle at fairly high prices.
1
compassion gnd tendernesa toward all slaughter of very many breedy ang
have been informed. by the SSE
|words resurrec
¢:
myn. His tears were human, but his ‘ge rviceable cows and heifers... * many |.ant, that=-regislations inthe
4
da 4,491
the ‘only source: of-Iifecompassion
and
sympathy
were
dibreeds
in
1916
-haye’
Increase:
‘of
which
are
in
calf
when
slaughtered.
of Mt Seen
There is every
lerot life and the mentorer
vine. By his example he gave sanc- ‘This is certainly short-sighted prac- over those in 1915.
i
tense,
present
‘empilo;
Considering the high price of feed.
tion and limit to sorrow, the limits
will be.” He gave Martha in which sorrow Is sacred and hi allow- tice—to say the least—on the part of and the scarcity of Iabor, it is more
tam,” ae
those who Sell them, and ts a most
iw that He e hai y at ies yery ae
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Feeding steers ..
Stockers, choice

ever

will be impossible in those countries,
even under the most favorable conget

=

for

in breeding ‘and feeding, it is per=
haps more than ever necessary, that
careful attention should be given to
the breeding and feeding of the right
type of animal, ast is only by main+
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Expert’s’ Advice.

reason

that breeding operations are completsly disorganized,
‘especially
in the
countries where the war is raging.
It
to

eee

Do.
doz, behs.,
Onions, bundle
Do, Vat ict!
Do.

Will

known, and which has in several ways
had its effect on the beef supply of
the world.
In consequence, we find

ditions,

Hee

0G ci ah
Duektings, ib:
Chickens, 1
Pete
ins,
0} Dbl.
nes,
wins,
Bos “spton, BBE
Bo. Greenies
Bos Tega. bkt
Vegetables

GRAIN

EXCHANGE.

‘pod

er to restore
Lazarte
to
Hie that believeth In Me—To beite
Him.
ieve-in- Jesus then; was to accept Hie

jaa the Messiah, to acknowledge
wer ani
Savion rand ~ Lord.
feaus now means the same. The

ing,
ond

which

it js harmftl

The heart which
found expression. for ‘ts woe in tears}
for its sympathy
found expression
and pity

lp.
I:

ite fully to the airing wil}

and beyond.
weakening.

in the reaching out a hand to’

“Batablished faith $b Himself, As

{t regarded the manifestation of
glory of God, the arrival of Jesus

the

was.

Deconics a new creature
in
net ther too early nor too late, By
Sea. Though he were dead—“Though | His
delay Jesus tried the character of
he
“RV. Jesus did not assure

vet

they

would

not

die

pbyal-

the cane. ‘Thet restorafrom death was more
beneficial to faith than: His presery: ‘a
een.)
“The
tion from: it would “ha
their:
Erowt! hand confirmation ~ of
involved. their greatest, good.
all who knew
tion of Lazarus

ing

them

into clo-

than ‘ever essentially in this country
that notihng but the right type of
pure bred sires should. be used, and
ft i Just as important that: Nbefal
yet economical feeding be practised,
results,
stockers and feeders we find ag a in order to obtain the best
serious
5

loss

to

the

country

result.

of

this

business,

in

the

words.

Temote |

nal,

large.

that

large

the
aotfenalag

of death. Following the
of Soave poeene wee

the mantfestation of ranlaNcalee
is humanity

weeping.

At the

animals that are
doers.”
“good
of bull, therefore, is more than hi alt

battler

MUST

A DARING

Marvélous Swordsmanship
Indian Sergeant,

of an

lowing

Ist.

supply

grave,

swordsmen are acknowlIndian
eas divinity, Ho called’ the dead|
life, 2 royal command befitting the edged to be unrivalled, Ap extraorods Tt was. juat for that. a inary performer, who was a serwee were
and
Hin’
with blaephemy/—T.RA, geatit in one of the native . regiis thus

spoken

the normal
facts

demand,

stand

forth

to

the . fol-

clearly:

Prices will contiiue high; as long as
the supply 1s not equal to the demand
we cannot expect nything but high
prices. 2nd. The high market prices
are bound to continue to have the

of in | Colonel

Tiger
book,
“India
and
Barras'
was a fine-looking
Hunting": “He
fellow, in the pi rime of life, and, not:
withstand!n;
the {rightfully critical

of drawing
good cows

North-

‘caked.

ay, $290 34: asked,
Suly, $242,
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Cattle, receipts 4,000.
ative beet
beef oti
cattle ..
Native
9

Bockera “and teoters

Cows

and

is

tm

heifer

good females find
block will have a

their way to the
tendency to keep

Ba sp sats
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care

for

them

well,

blade

was

thin

and

tem-

finely

of

the

setting

sun.

Suddenly

~-the

us

ur

S

ere

ence

ba,if receipts
jambs FIs to
ethers $1i to $12/
€d_shoep $11.75. to’ $12.35,
Camels

1.009:

and Dromedaries.

No matter to, what extent the railway may be constructed In
certain
parts of ‘the -world, the
camel

pal means
Gesert,

of transportation

over

the

greater

Egypt and the Soudan.
ie desert

would,

in

‘the

portion

of course,

of

be ab-

solutely impossible without thia anipause, then a sudden and lightning.
mal.
Ho. lo Was created for it and
like ‘swoop, and the lime,
under the
thrives” in ft better ‘than anywhere
"s heel was safely severed.
s
His
id, soft foot, enables
Then, the, boy
having
taken: yp
}
to
traverse deep: sands where the
his: position ® as before,-a small open’
would eink to its knees and
box, about.
the size of those we’ yse
porish.
z
for tooth powder, was placed on the anyie camel
Myes on almcat nothing,
ground at his feet.
the scanty herbage of the desert: and
with a black
powder
soorma,
the twigs of the thorny mimosa being
natives
for
darkening
used. by the
favorite (food; «but,
aa. evs
eyelashes. Round this little box and hig lows,
his
most valuable

about the boy's
|now
made.
to

head
play

es

a

the

the sword was
with redoubled
wi

te

olsed

fessor’

«at

the

and then
the fall

stmmer without drinking.
‘The African’ ¢amel §
rable
i

in ie
lay then’
a. very burden-camel,

ying ‘on one
of the boy's lower eyelashes,
there by the sharp point of ‘he
aon
thier sword, ‘The same was-t

oy J

peapaich—Cattle Feb; active and steady,

—The Canadian Countryman,

pered, so. that !t could be seen to
quiver and undulate throughout its
entire length nas it flasied in the rays

Bw
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5%

(ith tho evi
Looking to. the future»
dence we haye before 1s, we
safely predict’ that for some years to
come, beef cattle will be scarce and
high, and it will be good business,

aid

3%

Se

the supply down for perhaps a numAth: It is well to keep
ber of years.
in mind the length of tim
it requires
to produce a good beef uullock, 5th,

the
both from the standpoint of
breeder and ‘farmer, as well as of
the nation. to breed<all good cattle
possible, retain the females, and feed

-

3h

55)

from the breeder
and heifers which

An. the midst-ot

“4

No. 1 Northern, $1!
Sul,july. sts$1. 38

Calves
D980
Hoxs, receipts 22 600,
Market strong, ibe higtier.
Light...
f
o
Mixed
0
SS
should be retained for breeding pur- Heavy;
&
poses.
3rd- The fet that so many Hous!
Plan.
effect
many

muscles of the athlete might be seen
to stiffen themselves;
an instan'

On

ments

DULUTH GRAIN MARKET.
uluth—Wheat No. 1 hard, $195 7.8:

GOOD

not

‘The

FEAT.

CONSERVE
FEMALES,

Considering that there
are
enough beef producing animais

with the least possible waste.

when they beheld the-stipendové mir‘The Sun of Righteonsness shone

—_—ro———_

his beauty,
to. | bound to Jesus"

at

EXPORTATION. OP FEEDING
ca’TTLE:
~ In the matter of exportation of our

5G 3-4 gold
NNEAPOLIS GRAIN MARKET.
polis. —Wheat—1 lay, $1.99 34 to
July, $88
7.
Cush No. 1
No. 1 NorthNorthern,

Arabs,

never

called
oti

walk of two anda

gamal*
« his

1

by

thi

©

con’

to it" ma

as he holds hee

aa

looks into the sharp, kindlystag Wi

spray

in

says her ladyship.

her

hatr,

“We

sir,”

don't

know

what

to

} gays Signa, almost piteously.

“Of me!” he says, smiling.

“Don’t

“Yes, I told her how hurd ybu were

He takes the
spray,
and covertly keep us in suspense, dear Lady Rookcaressing the sleek head, so that the
" gays her ladyahtp, almost
color files to Signa's face, he arranges
sclemnly,
‘he's comin,
@ spray,
“Who's coming?” asks Hector War
“Beautiful!” he says, but ungrate-

“Th

ies: ‘not

to be,”

he says.

Signa

+s

he takes the old lady's hand and presseg it, “Thank you; it Is very good
of you—it

is just

like

in| his simple fashion.

you,”

he says,

“"There’ there—that’s enough!"
she
Bays) abruptly,
“And now come Into
er. I expect
the fish fs spoiled.
And how {s it all getting on?”
she
asks, when they are all seated
and

dinner has progressed taf enough

‘warrant

her

in disturbing

leans

back,

and

her

eye>

droop, but whether with displeasure
‘or indifference Hector Warren cannot
tell.
“Oh,” he says, looking at her, and
rot at Lady Rookwell, “indeed!”.
“Yes,” said Lady Reokwell, hor eyes
Mixed on her letter,
“She says that
she has received a note of acceptance

Then

“I have
them that
them on
morrow.
“Great!

“Must 1 really tell you?" he —

laughingly;

to

my

taken the liberty of telling
there will be a spread for
the/lawn the, day after toWas it a liberty?”
For s manu you are really

“Yoo, 1 think everything

“Oh, I never thought
claims her ladyship.

ex-

of that!”

EUREKA Hi

OIL is a scientific pre~
tion.

(in white caps, presided over by a tre‘menidous swell of a French
‘came in a fly with a pair

from the station,

and

cook, who
of horses

who

looked

sumptuous enough to be a duke.
He
was’ very kind and condescending to
me, and was good enough to give me
the menu for the
supper.
There it

”
“Tt {s very good,” says her ladyship.

“Dear,

Gear!

1 hope

it

will

be

all

He nodsie veassuclugiy.
“Don't
uneasy. The French cook
cbadeateated to look round ‘the house,
and pronounced It, with a bow "magwnificent,’
so that ‘| think we may be
‘patistied, and I hope that Miss, Laura

Derwent’ will be as pleased.

By

the

-way,; when does she~ arrive?” -hoasks,
carelessly.
5
“To-morrow
morning, I suppose,
replies her ladyship,
“4 expect to hear
mm her by this post, Sne will come
wn by the mail, her energy and “go"
are tremendous!"
“t am-awfully afraid of her,”
says
Signa, with a smile, “und shall shrink

into a corner the moment #be appears,

and remain there until the close, of
jo proceedings.”
oN es
safd Lady Rookwell, sarcas-

Ucally,

“you are the sort’ of person

who is generally permitted to remain
in corners, aren't jour”
“Remember, before you retire into
geclusion, that you have promised m:
the first danco and
every alternate
one," he says.
“J
have done no such thing.”
sho

declares, but a happy Ught shines in

The High Cost of Indigestible Food fills heavily
upon the household -where
there is no intelligent direction of ‘the fee: supply:
Expensive
protei
foods, such as beef and pork,

impese a heavy burden upon
‘the liver and kidneys.: They
are nct as nitritious as
‘cereals

and

fruits,

Two

{Shredded Wheat Biscuits
(with milk supply all the
‘nutriment needed for “a half
iday’s work at a cost of only:
lfour-or-frve cents.. Cut out

meat and eggs,.cat. Shredded _

Wheat ‘Biscuit with. green,
| vegetables'and fruits, and see
much. better
feck.

P

fal woman, without a doubt

snd endowed with a subtle

charm,

which Sixna recognizes instantly.
“Yes, here 1 am, dear,
giving both
dg
hands to Lady Rookwell,
touching her with a kiss.
“Here
}
am, you
sce, and 6ife and sounil.

quite strong enough -to-bear all

your

scolding, Jeannette," to the maid
who
stands
waiting, “they will show you
my rcom—I suppose
1 have my old
room, dear?—get my imperial ucpack-

to

‘There's nothin

can

where

|~

not destroy atiten-

PSreka tones up all Mack
leather—makes it

It Is a very pleasant

Rookwell

snother

laugh.

dainty

“How

kiss

dear!

But surely"—aud

Ward

Signa,

who

has

well

I'm. etre

‘my

pynes: her dark

lector and

‘

ave

For" a

fortunes

care,
there
ware:

Storm

aes‘stand

plying,

“{

have

has brought

is brewing,

for no triflers,

don't

see how

refused,”

before re-

Delamere

he

says.

could

“ft

would

For she
like a tartar when doing ta'trarapla pergie et bediferent opini
c r sticks
bit:
under ania Dele ¢has said this in eubmy logic with shafts of

troduce me?”
“You haven't
torts Lady

given

me

Rookwell,

re-

time,”

The beauty laughs again, and taking

Signa's hand, bestows a daloty kiss
upon her also,
ever mind, { can Introduce myseif.

My dear, I am 4o glad, co really glad

bavo been churlish, and might havo
seemed as if he z vented giving Miss
Derwent permission to do—what she
haz done,
“Of course,”

pe

says

have

“Wellt”
rhatically,

Signa,

said-

be
would

who

“of course”

if he

xactly the opposite.
says Laty Rookwell,
“That ts the climax!’

emIt is

a good thing thut ft wasn’t known
before, or I should have been mobbed,
pesitively

mobbed,

for

cards!

really. conaiderate of him

lt

is

to keep it

quiet till the last moment!”
A shade of annoyance or Irritation
#ee2es Over Hector Warren's
face.
Why should all this fuss be made
about Delamere?.-he ar
quietly.

"Oho would
| eort

of

inmeine

iotstrostty, | atead

an ordinary man
live on

wio

the continent

tating tn Wngland."

‘ou forget swhat

of

being

to

{nstead of-vevegebeTae

done

on

the: sontineat Baya
yy. Rookwell,
if the wile that
t
are told

of Win aro true”
“Ah,

1 forgot

the stories,"

he

says,

and there {s a tone of contempt in his
voice, “Ab, Yea. I'see.
Poor | Delamere! Do You think the virtuous mob
at oe your pardon—the distingulatied
id aristocratic guests of to-morrow,

Wat

As files surround honey,

wit itit tdatter to*them?

Io

fs

rd Delamere, with thirty” on
or
ey
tipaeoate
and three
ee ake! ‘ono ‘of the “oldest. ties
{Such a man may. do any.

iheeanrhine, with impuni
Mamkeeores

blood alone can giv

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People
are an all-year-round blood
builder and nerve tonic, but they are

epeclaly useful in the spring. Every
@ helps

to

make

new,

rich,

Stoo, Returning strana
with

their

o

cheerfulness

red

commences
vigor

of good health

and

quickly

follows.
There is just one cure for lackSok
pace: and that js more bi

{s the

material

made,
double

from

which tiood tefs

but Dr. Williams’ Pink “Pills
the value of the food we ¢at.

They give strength, tone up the stom
ach-and= weak “digestion,
clear the
a complexion of pimples, eruptions and

was

has chosen

As’

dolls,

ort

and

you

drive

are

pale

out

and

rheumatic
gallow,

polg-

if you

feel continually tired out,
thiess.
wees slight exertion,
ache
ne askaghes, if. you. arg
fetabie tad, nervous,
{f your joints
ache,

if your appetite

faiits and

food.

does’ not nourishnor sleep
refresh
yen ‘Dr, Williams?
Pills will
@ you we}l and strong: To build

Xo

the blood eeee
Williams’

special purpose of
and that is

oi theyare the peak spring medicine.
If you feel the need of a tonic at
this season give
Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills a fair trial and you will rejoice
in new health new strength and new
energy. Do not tet the
trying weather
of summer find you_weak
and ailing:
Build yourself oy now. with: Dr, W!
wr

eens

Pink

trengthen.

Pills—the

pills

cca
for Dr. Williams’ Pink Pils
= @ people and ‘do not a Noatier

do so before the day was out.”
y
say)
Signa. “I
think’’—~and sh
smiles—"“most people

call

me

Signa,’

“I don’t wonder at {t. You're just the
Sort of woman that other women pet,
and

m¢n

go

mad

over,’*

“Now, Laura!” gays Lady
Ly

ou

think

don’t

you

wale, do you?
sounds again..“No,
Signa,

I shall

Rokwoll,

make

I shan't. My dear
Delleve

all aunt

telle

you avon me. I’m not £0 frivolous and
bad
m painted—by her, at least.
Oh,

pi deitgntful

It ig to be in Eng-

Tand again! But there —after I
been

here

a few

to Paris, I shall
‘How delightful.
again!’ My dear,
candid, 1 am just
here, there, ani
ery paseing

week

be sui
to exclaim,
tt ts to be in Fran
you sce
Ike
everywhere, with ev-

wind of fancy: There, aunt,

that’s as true a picture as evea you
could

paint,

tired,

afd

How

comfortable

room looks! And, ob, I am.really
So

‘glad to

‘be

ere!

this

-so

Aunt,

have you seen the new bonnet? T give
you my word that It i the most absurd thing you ever saw.”
. “Laura
rwent,’
retorts
Lady
Rookwell,
“I've had. something elze to
think about these last few weeks than
the ‘fashionable bonnet.
“Ah, me, you are going to begin!”
saya the beauty, holding out her white

hands with a little gesture
tion. “IT warded Tt
voff.as

of Tesignalong aa
I

could, mt T eco Lam to have it. Well,
‘go. ahead!” aa the Américans.eay, and
srerwieln et
Lady Rookwell grins.
"Er wouldn't aes my breath," she
says, grimly.

Laura: Derwent laughe.
“Well, you have-wasted enough ink
paper over your rep;
| You’ know" —and

atan

I declare, ‘she's a terror, and always
can hit;
Sure, I never can hope to learn half of
For a drive from her shoulders, means
home with the bricks.

nd

in;

and whit

tuelly belleve ome. part
What ‘be
There will be Uttle possibility of peace
or progressIn the
long
natipn “with, chte.“beliet or rather “two
se
ae ind Turk—nare
hold thelr own for three years
in a wa against ththe reyt of the human
must
It must not be left a foothold. or w
xer hol
to
of every people to govern itself, to a

Yet, heart,
sweet Is her nature, and tender of
©, Aidenr Uttle girlie, Just right trom
She's 01 thoushiful of others, and thinks
And ‘heuer ‘than that, why I hardly
sh:
When, 0aweetheart. and 1 watk-out™ on
The eefi ne Irish Beauty, bewitchingly
And men ct;‘ax they're passing, look dagNot ‘one in the bunch can take Bidey
I think very soun, 1, @ . preacher shall
And wit what he'd do with sweet blosi sugzce” “ho will aay: took hero Mr.

Fight to murd

hes

Ls we
toot
this, position
and
ir malntaining

aucces
world.

PUTS'A
2.
STOP TO ALL

tthe
rably

it Akainat the
Rut times have chanyed and the

DISTEMPER:

CURES

THE

SICK

And prevents, other shaving the diseare no matter ‘how
posed. All
Tuxgists and turf goods hou:

watching

and

many people fecllng weak, depressed
and easily tired. The bady lacks thas
‘vital force. and energy.
which. pure

bet.

Just Pimotnreas

her with curious interest—“surely this

evening they

* Weak and Depressed.
winter passes away it leayes

O

I plainly can

Yet T jlove the falr vizen, it's Biddy

she glides to-

been

Plas ‘and Lady Hookwell Nstens and

him

no!

Bidéy
I then

look,

IMPURE BLOOD
IN-THE SPRING}*

fcotman

Bie

with

ig Misa Grenville, of whom you have
written so much? Why don't you
ia-

«

Stgna-sing

is

her, no,

eyes are flashing,

and

you

to Bee you!
I seem to have knowo
you, oh, for years. Aunt-has*written
about you+-rolumes
approves,and then she kimdly goes to volumes
“Laura,
don’t
be ridiculous!
| Bleep, and leaves them as play pone.
“It's true, I agdure you. I quite fearj] as if'she
She hed gon to bed.
€d to meet you,
you were described as
very happy evening, and tea "Roo
euch a paragon.’
well wakes with a starz, and looking
“Tam mot very terrible,” say6 Signa,
Pupemt- the clock, says;
ening,
“Now; Hector Warren, it's time you
from him, and that be has promised}
not a bit of a
on,” post
went”
to be here at ten
o'clock to-morrow
Laura’ Derwent. “But I can
Signa has arranged
to stay the derstand aunt's enthusiasm:" well unWhat do you think of.tnat, my
night, and go to the Urange from tho
a
she eyes Signa with queer
And she gives a naa
candid
nod
amusemen
villa, He rises with a sigh, and a curtof admiration, : Signa
lay;
aod
e
ous iook on his face.
Signa’ Tooks.a
beanty laughs insree f
“Good-night, Lady Rookwell; T shat) |. “And you have heard embieg but
“What do I think of it?" she says,
with a laugh.
“Why should ft conbad of me, of course,”
s}
says, takcern poor little me?” and she glances
ing off her hat and travelled cloak,
at the handsome
bat
face beside her as if
and dropping {hem se ae the.sofay-“FHadding that nothing is of any consego upatains direc!
want to rest
quence go that her lover be there.
snd pik a ute ffirst" ‘8 Lady Rook“And what do you think of it?” deope you haven't been setaes her ladyshlp, turning to Hector
tine ‘Miss
renee in
the way, would
‘arr
you be offended !f I commenced to call
He helps himself to the entree a The Passing of Winter Leaves People
you Signa at once? I ehould be sure to
apend:;

pilable—newl.

Irish

touch

laughs, a low, self-pomessed and eeif-

amtsed

He looks round at her with a smile.
“Not too tired to take you to the
Dall,” he answers.
“No, I don’t care
to 3tay and _ drink wine by myself,
Lady Rookwell; I'll come with you, if
1 may, into the drawing-room.

Seis a pure mineral

by Charles J.

rect catesee

time to es

tired after your journey?”

oil, therefore cannot
turn Fa
Te contains mo acide)/and

“LT have hada telegram from ‘Lon-

don saying that the
band
will reach
‘here by midday
They’ are already
bard at workin the kitchen, and I
Jett a small army of men and women

says,

buy a

into Woolstaole, even

I shall return Be

Is

the

head

travel-

dark eyes, and naturally golden hair,
which is rendered, apparently, all the
lighter by contract with the
auburn

tort Signa tothe Gran;
“And what thne wilt‘that be?" demands her ladysh{p, irritubly.
*Oh, about 10 o'clock,”
he replies.
signs
will not care to go before
that
That will ‘be quite carly enough,”
Says Signa.
“But won't you be very

is

Mnished, even to the lamps upon
rive.”

1 must

for the, Times

k

O"the
ine; ‘tairest of women, 1s Biddy

please Miss Laura Derwent.
1 must
draw the line somewhere.
Don’t
be

praise indeed!”
he says, with a
ane, pressing Signa's hand that
ist
toward him under the table, ap‘provingly.

then,

in a Parisan

‘ng costume that fits her to a fault,

“Nonsense!”
and signa laughs.
“Its sound sense, on the contrary,”
he says, “U can’t dance in these, and
you know I have to dance.”
“You
can
send
fer half a dozen
pairs, and try ‘em cn,”
says
Lady
Rookwell, with am amused air.
“So1 could,” he admits, “but that Is
not-all,1 want my hafr cut.
“You—you——" sae begins, but he
interrupts hor.
“No, Lady Rookwell, I can’t send

him.”

Hector Warren.”
Lady
Rookwell

“well,

pair of dancing shoes.”

must be done for them.”

‘very thoughtful,
“Praise
from

(Written
I

XXII...

and followed by. a maid, who fs almost as
eee
and expensively
dressed as her mistress.
Signa, looking up as the greet perpanera appears,
seea a tall, raeatal
oman, with a perfectly oval face, of
That dead-lvory whiteness
which belongs to a certain type of blonde, with

onto Woolstapie? Why! What for?”
demands Lady Rookwell, amazedly.

“Capitally, 1 think” he says. “I never
aw men work as our men
have
“Something
He nods.

of the villa, clad

He shakes his head, laughingly.

“I am sorry,” he says, “but I must
postpone the pleasure of meeting Aar
until the evening.”
“What!”
"T must, indeed,” he says.
“I am
company to go to Woolstaple to-mor-

<

“Of course she Is!" . grins the old
lady. “And I mean her to look beautlto-morrow night. [don't want you
to feel Sa
of her amongst all the

(To de continced.), apie
BIDDY AND ME.

At noon of the eyentful day,
the
She's a fine little girl, with a tongue o} f
her own
lady whose name as
been on everyWhen she lets loose that weapon, my
body's lips for the last three weeks arblow!
rives, gliding Into the’ drawing-room Shouldarguments
the music (eet atarted, I hurry to

working, and she {s not ungrateful.
She says that she will thank you personally to-morrow, and bids me ask
you to lunch here.

ren, coolly.
“Who! retort# her ladyship, indigan
than one ‘he.’
Who?
Why,
Lord Delameret"’

fully looking into the lovely violet
eyes instead of at the diamonds and
pear! ls,

CHAPTER

THE ISSUE.

ect stranger; to” Tend |
hts Roan Toe moment I had: pe
I felt fit to sink into the
tne man—my dear, I can't
deecril bo
him, or the effect he Lie pone.
“Was he so
aske Signa,
immexcely amu!

but it 4s full of you.”

think,”

|

Black, Mixed or Natural Gree n.

i

& low yolce,
“Put that

REFUSE

. SUBSTITUTES

mutism, and believe there 4s noth‘He is in evening dress, and looks as ber eyes. What is Laura Derwent, or ing to equal it”
Zam-Buk, the great herbal talm,
t
(fresh and ready as i ee had not been any other. professional beauty, to her
isa boon to the men in the trenches
-your-kindness to Signa and. to me,”
=
at—werk~ all da;
‘answering a! while 6he lias her lover and idol?
—it ends pain and heals so quicitly,
and he bows his head, and Signa rev(thousand “questions ‘and erreccing ey=
“The post bag ha’ arrived, my.
and instant application of Zam-Buk
‘erently touches the old lady's fore‘erything as usual.
lady,” says the butler, with the rone
prevents all possibility of festering
head with ‘her lip:
“I am sorry 1 am
he says, ot un archdeacon giving out his text.
Sn
ORL sho exclaims, pettor Dlect posscning:
staking Lady Roouwelts hand;
then
“Bring it in,” says Lady Rookwell
Don't forget to. put some Zamtly;
but
soften, and she
| he goes over to Signa, an
both at cnce. ‘There must be a letter aa
Buk in
oC eaten
.
to the
turns and caveat
two alone.
, her hands, kisses Aiea: the old lady's Laura—there 1s," slie add, as
aes
or Zam-Buk
He holds Signa’ to his heart for a
we softening as she looks on, “I had
tumbles the contents. of the baz a
©o., Toronto: Boe.
vane
3 for $1.25,
moment in silence; then he whispers:
get home and dress,” he txpains, to the table and pe nces with jeweled
“Good-nigh*, my darling!
Gootla groiaing, Signa's hands as. he fingers on an envelope.
night. I shall see you‘to-morrow at
“Hem, ah! what!" and she utters a
10.
You aro not cen rane
that
¥
yon need not have done xo.
shrill shrick.
cannot
come
rae have dined in your shooting Shee
“What's the matter?" asks
Hector
“Displeased!”" and: ‘sho Its
her
Warren,
with
a
smile,
while.
Signa
eyes
to
his;
repronehfully.
“Why
He Jaughs.
eyes her with mingled amusement and
should I be? Everything that you do,
“It was all .over whitewash and alarm.
“Has she thrown us up at the
sad aa
and think Is right.”
Daint,” he says. “‘You would have last
moment, ‘or sprained her ankle “And Miss Derwent—when docs she
not-Bpeak: for 2 moment,
taken me for the foreman, Poor man! and can’t
come?”
come——”
bot, Ss ips ¢ quiver 4s he turns to her
—It fs well it 1s the last fay.
y
Rookwell
picks
up
her
letter,
“No; no, it’s nothing ‘of that kind.
agai
him on the point ‘of insarilty
*3ho
will
be
here
at
noon
to-morShe'd come
if she
sprained
both
“May Heaven make me less utiworhaustion!
Ah, what's this?
rew;
I
am
sending
the
carrlago
for
“It's
thy such great love!” he murmurs;
“Lady Rookwell——” says Signa, tn ankles,” replies Lady Rookweii.
er. It is only a note she has written, then
wot that; it’s—what do you think?”
he goes.
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Justle to thet Duchess as soon ay you| conception that a
righ

Any man who lus sense enough under
Won't heaitate long when he's looking
Such mna 9ft84
fing TEIrish rose, right now
0
you
Or ispother, ot steal her, then where
The setae
us
When,
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stre
tight

he
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could

a
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door

to

there's
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Iver'tend to tbe Duchess, and sailing

They “ell “me that Biddy'a a swell Uttle
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And

more

wine
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about
Believe.
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that,
in

Blddy‘s

than

ts

found

conserving
like

Se
Value of White Oak.
The white oak has served for mors
usefal purposes than perhaps any
oth-

my

marrying

dof a fellow, ‘twas just t'other
arrted & Princess, some distance
Just hats in-a-Princess; Ihever can
Why. Bildy's @ Queen, what's a Prinwit ts" xettlod, this fine Trish
Hak Droinised to be just my own little
‘Though ‘the sorta
full of women, all
Bhar, ate
fatane Sim her slory,

Queen

‘00d:

its beauty,
resists we
time.

the early a,

Biddy

those

of
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Apples.
Eat them,
Eat-them raw,
Eat them cooked.
Eat them any way.
They're a delightful food.
And they are also medicine.
ane is no better dessert than

Jt was and {p still used
Jng, and much of the second Teraeta:
white onk timber fn America is now
“-'9@ cut for railroad: crossties.—Onts

ing.

|

an|
ap
ua Es of cheese “or cake goes well|
w
Many an abused stomach would jump
with
Joy if given an
the ublquitous pie.

apple

instead

of

——+
A git! must have a lot of cheek to
boast that her face is her fortune.
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Novelty ‘Glassware,

Colored glassware Is 2 fad.
. There are pretty vases in Dink,
blue

rose color,

And baskets of iridescent glass
a ions.
eauty of the table,
‘ack gines with silver deposit

wit

usual and attractive.
ee
last may be had vezp or fruit
jast
bowls.as wi ell as other p:
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tically in w atate of war
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President’s call to urms will bo Stock FoodTonic
beyond
donbt.
‘The Best Stock Food ‘on the~ Meantime
war pluns, - military
» @0onomic and tinaucial, for aggres. | tnurket for Horses, Cows and
Sheep.
It is strictly. medicinal
and — gives»
pure
blood
and
good health.
Especial]
recommended for promoting
and growth of Hogs.

sive hostilities
ugainst Germany are |
being rushed forward ia anticip,
‘tion of ae aotion by Oongroas. }
The President wske thatanaruy of |
$600,000 be at once provided, with |

am uddition ‘or 500,000 wore later|

ate
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While other important centres
are making efforts to have the highway
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% Ladies Ready-to-Wear Silk, Muslin and Serge Dresses

In the season’s newest

|
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<y New styles in-Ladies Crepe-de“» Chene Silk and Georgette Crepe
Waists in the season’s new shades
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white,
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equal
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New Colors in Silk Hosiery for Women, per pair...
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grey and white,
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White Chamoisette Gloves..
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tan,

Eglanting,

Perrin’s

Silk Gloves, Perrin’s and. Niagara Maid, in grey,
with black, black with white, plain blacks

Rock
forty

| board: of enumeration
and registra- | ee euyor as much adn acratch
board
* ‘vill appoint ‘en:

1.50, $2.00 (73%
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Mr Hodder piloted the locomotive of »
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ARR

Among the new gloves. that are modish for spring we mention :
Wash and“Cape Gloves, grey, champagne, tan, plain and black
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few yours BR. His
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Island- road during
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Spring Gloves for Women

New

“vote. who for some reason havyoy !ealth aud good obeer for many another
each other's companionship.
been omitted from. the manicipal Pee in Hodder
was one of the oldest aud
An appeal will lie from the | pest known engineersou the Rook Islaad
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collars

inént this county board shall
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in Priestley’s AS

Dress Goods

eppoin
‘enumerator for every
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township, whose daty tt shull be to
the questa at the celebration
‘place on’ the election lists every | /, sf Amouget
'ti,. volden weddiug of Mr. and Mrs. | &
qualified yoter not nlready on. the
William G. Hodder at Blue Island, uear
municipal lists, including women
hicago,
and soldiers and men entitled to Hiipdder, of Datton.
‘vote under the manhood franchise guests were
:
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couple and to. wish them good
stat
‘nd
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New Styles in Ladies Suits

tration are to be established i... Weduved
Srey. county in Ontario.
In the
rural
counties the board will consist of the two connty judges, the
and clerk and crown attorney. If there be only one jadge in|
(YAME ou _my
act; and where
also the local
eel
of the
enever a

York

Waists,

We are.making special efforts in this.department and showing: many new styles.

offers to’ rent the farm of
ing Lot
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New

:

af. Suits,

Ainong the newest Cloths “are Salisbury serge, in cslors, Mohair Serge, “San
Woy yetcs.
Prices; per yards.
oc. occas terteees sees + +++ §1,00 to $3.50
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It had been suggested
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by amending the Manhood
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display
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Shipments of Spring Coats

The practical. garment
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and it wonld be anfuir und imprac- |

chise Aot, but this would be cum.
bersome, costly and inconvenient.
The bill therefore provides for an
. enumeration of the voters-of Ontario whose names ure not. already
on the municipal lists. Hereafter,
in making up the election lista, part

New

Easter

at popular

eo

the Province-of Ontario, he x.
NOTICE TO
plained that the primary object of Ia,
the bill was tovenable the’ newly
the Township of
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coming elections.
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C

We have now on our tables the largest and best
display of Easter Hats that has ever. been our privil
ege ee
to show.
Leave your. order early to ensure timely os
delivery. . Many New York styles have been put
on<

Sy
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|

~ Easter — illinery |
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ay
ean

On; that there may be the utmost
©o-Operation with the Allies; that| We haye a few pails which we
Amerioun preparation bo sour. |
Dba
Tanged as not to interfere with the | International Grofast Calf
Meal
streams of American supplies now | Gunrauteed the best calf meal
made’
Teaching the Allies, nud that, as! aud the only troe anbatitute for milk.
Yar as possible, the cost of Ateribag
jarge
an participation be paid vat of

ourrent revenue.

Lace and Beaded ‘Trimmings. ...50c, to 1.25

1a Maid-Silk-Gloves;-in-black;~

25c.’and 50c, pkt.
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in Lad ies’ Easter Neckwear
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A number of farmers in the township

‘

We will have our stock of Spring Wall Papers r
opened out this’ week for your inspection, com-

good
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On hand at present.

began plowing’ operations last week,
D. Mokteres, postmaster, of Rodney,

prising the newest patterns,

Price this week $2.30
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also iu different
were broken,

parts of the township

prices,

lower

than

present

you

seen

the new

tapestry

Best yet.

Better try them.

package.

Haven't seen any of the Dattou boys for

after
an illness of | aud
deceased

whet ot oe

the 98h

was ian

Yousg”’ and

Nort inAls,

Sowa

This is the
Age of Reason

Battalion,

si being or

returned

At

rlfit

Ian’t it better at the first sigan of
failing
vision to have yom eyes
attended to than to put it off until perhaps your Optician cannot
do for you'ss much
and as well
as he,could have done on the
start?
Reasoa it out, . Think
about this and let us know. Our

WITH A JEWEL,

ou Tuesday
Welch, who will shortly
+ Was presented with =

Mr. E.

ly

| D.D.G.M.

grand’s jewel, appropri.

The presentation was
mado
by R. K. Panter,
Mr. Welch has beena

service is at your bidding.

yalaed
member of the order aud Acceptal
bly
occupied various Positions in the lodge
aod much

be

i

evening
move to

The

regret is felt at hia leaving.
evening
was

at

wee
ng ete,

afterwards pleasantly

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers

the funeral

took place

on

eor-

vice being held in St. Mary’
aroh,
and interment in the church dsmetery,
Rev. Fr. Fourth officiating.

RETURNING TO DUTTON
Mr, Harry 8;
reosived
@ oablethisweek shat the wives of the
id families and

The regular gession of tho

the

members

present.

Magistrate Haut pr
Datton on Th
y

«

es

of Marriage Licenses

FOR SALE_

METMODIST.

v. P. E, James, of Highgate,
in Welch, work in cemeedi cationalsantrarary nr
tery, $2; W. 0. Sankey, salary, $59; Gaotedomthe
the Dattoa
last
Geo. Cudney, shovellisk snow, as.04; vices
Tho Mission Band cirouit
will
meet
on
Satur:
Treasurer 1.0.D-E., grant for Mareb, day afternoon
at $ o'clock.

'

fdr work

among the Jows,

FINE

le

Busy

Corner

That

There is nothing prettier than the new
Voiles, Organies, Chiffons, Crepes and

Muslins

If you have
a silk skirt to wear with the waist you will be

We are- Dfoffering 86-inch
soft, elastic touch, in-all
‘
+ $1.50
86-inch Duchess Satins and Pailettes, per yd. 11S 1.25 1.50
House Dresses, in Prints, Ginghams and Chambrays, well
made, trimmed and finished, at from.........+ $1.00 to $2.50
Underskirts io alt sizes and styles, from. ++«e50c,
to $3.50

Buy

your Easter Groceries from us and
, _ the good values we give you
Highest Prices paid for all produce

JAMES

F.

note

GAHAN

Cus tom Tailoring

FINEN
©

Suitings'
and

of the Newest Shades
Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
MERCHANT;
Arch. McCallum TAILOR

To arrive
ive soon

Car Spray

ANGLICAN,

Material

also
—Ohareh of the Natiyity—
Service Good Friday eyening at 8
Car Fertilizer
i
o'clock,
Sanday—Spocial
ser. Orders for tha above
viee with Holy Communion atEastor
will
be filled
7 p.m,
in the order rvcetved.” Order sane
see
—St. Peter’s—
do not expect to
able to secure a
Good Friday service at 11 B.m. farther supply this beseason.
Om
Easter
Service at 11
Hier Bay
Reliof Wood.’

the

Choice Seed Potatoes

expenses

tovarriys in Datton next W.
A HEAVY

Opticians

Issuers

village |

council was held on Monday with all

HARDWARE,
FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

wearing. the season’s correct style,
Chiffon. Taffeta in extra good weight,
at per yard
good

them

‘At the conclasion of the work in
Alexan: dra Lodge 1.0.0.F.
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to the
parsonage for
being
the invited gusete of Rev. a
and
Mra. Kennedy,
The death ooourred in Detroit on

PRESENTED

from

was

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
Special
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
and
Changes are not necessary if you buy a

CLAPP, LITTLEJOHN, LTD.
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SPRING MILLINERY
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when Randall
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5050

Smartest Hats
in town
are sold by

Miss H. M. URQUHART

McKay House

Call

at

:

the

Opposite

P.

For your Seeds and

3

cent. :

New Best Waist

village for the

appreciati' ive gifts recsived
g | While he was in Englan id,

50 per

prices.

For

Stripe

Nyal Quality Store

to
jome in
Dutton
a few days ace, ieaty some
8
different friends in ago,
the

SS

100, the

R. P. Reekie

welt, Oharlie Thompson, 'who went overseas
with

atthe homeof her | ®4 9 bugler

being

in Boots 3
which

3

7

7.

Carmels.

a change.

APPRECIATED
THE GIFTS

eae
s focenee
,

large-stock

old

who went overseas with the Sist Batwrites from France to thank the
Wallaceto' wo Women's Institute for the
cox ant the * News from Home * sent

rere Bowe

you bargains

a- very

A. E- WHITE -

Pte, W. O.' Dellmatt, of Dauwich,

down and trees nj
.
the roof of the bers of Jobs MoVannell, ace ca badep
north of Dattou, was torn away and Datron, died
arried pome distance. Tel
¢ poles son at Elktou,

SHOES

for at

We have just received a large shipment of Neilson’s
and Beaumont
Chocolates

all

some time, but expect to see some of
them next week.

advan

advances of that division.
He was
hit
by a shrapuel in the left leg on
August 14,
The high wind which Pears. over this
section on Wednesday uight assamed at
fimes almost she velocity
of a harricane.
Fences ie

having

We would also call your attention
to our new line of Mendowsweet

2

vessel,
Pte. Thomas Randall, who went overseas with the 91st Battalion, returned.
to his home at West Lorne on Monday,

Iam sure

still able to give

Ni ew. Chocolates

x
> Just a line to
all for the fine parcel of sooks
ago.

anno

9

nvener sock committee.
is o letter received trom

a few days

are

Shoes,

assortment?

lL

in
and ovideatly "barat «blood
falling dead,

=

when frightened by a

Oavadians

sox, 9 pairs | 4

Mrs.

We
and

Have

i
i

had

;

of Danwich,

the misfortune to losq # valuable horse
on Satarday. The horse
was left tied at

ial igtepeet
ali

McMillan,

paire

gs

been conThose of the

‘at the coming midsummer examinations
Donald

8—60

|.
Total, 170
Jamas, 1 helpless shirt.

farmiiabor,
will be given thesr aeraica
, wi

The pac!
committeo,
Miss M, Gow
and Miss E occn submit the
following

fore-

stadents, both boys and girls who are
arn

‘BOOTS
contracted

, | moon, April 12.
All the Indies of the
an id vicinity are invited to attend and spend a social hour together.

the hospital.

cluded at the high school.

The
meeting of the Chapter
‘was held last Friday afternoon.
It it was

006.

section

mao, who auderwent « serious
at the Amasa Wood
has been able to return to his
home.
Mrs. Cascaden, who is in town for a
few days, has receiyed word that her
son, Pre. Doug!
been
wounded the second time and is now in

¥

|’

to hold & ten-cent knitting tea
in the 1.0.0,F. hall on Tharaday after-

i i

M.O.R,

a

apent inst

i

of St, Ti

Pinner,
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. Goorgé
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Mrs. Jas. Balkwill and her daughter,
Thareday with Mrs. Archie Mo William
and her daugnter, Maribel,

¥

‘<

5

to Robart, Sask.

A

On and after May 1'the hours of,
banks in. Dattan will be 10 a.m.
My
P.m., and on Satardays 10 a.m. to*l
o’olock, noon,
Walter Fletoher and James -,MoWilliam havo returned to the West, tho
forniér to Soollard, Alta., and the fatter

F

Hospital, London, on Taesday,

ii i I !H [vy Heit

stomaoly trouble, was taken to Victoria

Miss; Mabel,

March envelope in
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LO. D. E. NOTES

‘The Wallacetown Fair will be held on
ma
20 and 21, » week earlier
than hitferto.
Joba

at prices ranging from

Se. to 50c. per roll.

spent Taesfay with friends fs town.

ri

4

eee
‘Wall Paper

Baptist

Church

“CHEVROLET

M, Elevator
‘Feed..

Centre Control

s iting, Electric Hi
Non-Skid Tiges on RearSpeedometer
Wheels

Choice

Timoth y, Clover and Alsike, Shorts,

Middiin

$605.00

Seed Oats, Feed
Oat Chop, Salt, Oil
kwheat,
a
mae
LOUR-=FiveFive | Roses,|
s
id, : Dias
}. Sunbeam

Oats, Rolled» OatBran,
e, Buc

‘Carr& Fillmore P. M. Elevator

ESE

pee

Five Passehger Touring Osr

: “Ta appearance, comfort and performance the Chevrdlet is
& rosl antomebile’
SS.

<0,

;
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“MONEY ORDERS.

quality of the
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‘otten heen obwery:
osama elves
“That the weak tan | 3 ere. conveyer machinery be
Artifi

srous tho North fen in one

France, "the tr are

ee
mystery,
Nias Niecessitated the theory. that
oF Moment with
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ever.
The
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E

made

latest

little _ progress.

tmporters and Dealers In China,
Glass, Fancy Goods and Antiques.

indertiking

of

how;

this

sort

Is for
the construction of a model
suburh ee Fens. Kong along the most
modern
for; the housing - of
wealthy Chinese: This plan tuvorves

if need

the

erection

grade

of

47

apartment,

blocks

tenement

of

and

and other pubile utilities. In spite of
war and the, uncertainties of finance

Increasing numbers of wealthy Chi-

China

are

coming

parts

to Hong

of

south

The same little sparrow was a pest
in ancient Egypt in the time of -Rame-

Kong to

sos.
MINARD'S LINIMENT fs- the onty
Liniment asked for at my store and
f

the only one we keep for sate.
All the people use It.

HARLIN FULTON,
Pleasant

Bar,

c.

Tt has outilved nations, trbea

and dynasties. Laws have been passed
against it In Germany,
Austria ‘and
France declared war on !t, the British
Parliament made It the subject of an
investigation.

It

was

imported

into

Australia and hee become such. a nul.
sance there that laws have beeif enacted against it; but, through it all, the
Uttle gray-coated sparrow has twittered gayly on, bustly hatching and rearing its
Kansas

B.

the water.

eg
Minard’s Linimeht Used by Physicians
a
The Btornal English Sparrow.

the company ‘undertaking this
entefprisé hasjbeenjformed
and its plans

at once.

various

on.

will be comipleted in about two years
~Commerce Report.

completed, and work {s to com! mence
from

arises

all tides.”
Unless delayed by a lack of machinery it 1s expected that the reclamation

similar buildings, and the -establishit of a modern
sewerage system

nese

them

ages abcut one and a half
With the extension of tne piers and
the dredging to be done in. reclamation work sufficlent depth for ordinary oceangoing vessels wil] be had at

third of a mile broad, the construction
of wide avenues and fairly widé side
streets,

for

front of the reclalmed land. The depth

the reclamation of'a tract
of Jan
about a mile-and a halt long and

nigh

flve or ‘six
City Sta

broods

a yesz.
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The Wood Pewee,
(By Charles Baritrop)

make this elty, thelr pormanent residence.
‘The result has been a conincreasing need for houses for
“people and a growing demaud on
their part for hor
so situated that

they can bé among their countrymen.
Most\of these newcomers’ hare plenty
of money for their needs,

and some

of

them
considerable sums for
which they; seok profitable in vest: ment.
Purchases of residence groperty | in the

loweF leveld’ of Hong
such
people have changad. the entire course

of real estote matters In
of Hong Kong. The orga
this new «ihurb offers a
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his chin
into the
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safe
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Kings in Africa could always travel in

our

last few years ithe late
McKim had dathered

und himeean executive staff cupie of relieving him of all. but # genar oversight Of the rapidly growing
Dusin¢es
of the advertising
agency

which aes panies. nearly thirty years

comparative comfort; but
one not a
king had difficulties to contend with,
Which are
being slowly removed by
the steady extension of the means and
methods
of
civilization.
Following

approximately

the trails traversed by

Livingstone and Stanley in penetrating

the heart of that

President and Tre:
ay ire, Ansco}
McKim,
lee Preeident BA 2 Somer-

a strain,’

When

the doctor

results

when

I tell

vast. continent »in-

fested by wild
animals
and
hostile
natives, the traveller to-day may so
from Banana at the mouth
of
the
Congo River on
the
west
coast, tu

ar-es-Salaam on the Indian Ocean, a

distance of 3,046 miles.
All jbut the
Jast section, Kigomo to Dar-es-Salaam,

level.
The final gap in this ronte.
Kabalo
to Albertville, was” finished
and opened to traffic in 1915, and the

Dodd's

you

that

Kidney

Pills

Mrs.

nervousness,

Rogers’

that

symptoms

tired

a dry harsh

feeling,

skin

that

itched and burned at night.
They all
come from diseased kidneys and all
vanished when
Pills.

she uscd Dodd's Kidney

T don’t
mind a man with a redDlood.
ed kick,
At.@ real or a fanciful wrong;
Tecan
‘stand*for
the
chap with a
Rrouch, If he's quick
To drop it when Joy comes along,
T have pralso tor i fellow who says
what he thinke,

‘Though his thought may not flt
with mine,
spare me from having
with the
ginks
go thfough this world
whine,

But

Who

feel reason-

consequences

of sudden attacks of illness.
They
are éold by medicine dealers or by
mat] at 25 centé a box from The Dr.
wae
Medicine
Co., Brockville,

Over Africa by Rail.

fam

willing
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to”

to

tassels, sometimes
of

a

sports

mix

with

a

sinner

or

fs willing
to fight
for
his
sRhts,
And there's scmething sometimes
In
an honest complaint
That the soul of me really delights

sailor,

the sole trimming
are

fashioned

a known! throughout Derbyshire as
the “hangman's stone.” The exposed
portion

of the howider

above

the

surface

thief’s

chin,

the

summer,

especially

to

death. The eee
in the rock
wan
the frictionof the rope
white the dying nian Was engaged ja
an

effort. to ‘ext
iextricate hihim

Time ts Boney. except |that St isn’t
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One of the most extreme novelties | #round the fusures.
for the summer season ts that of the

ribbon beach piliow, which must match
the hat, at least in color if not
in
aiaterial, ‘The pillow ts oval in shape
and finished with ribbon loops, that It
may be hung upon the arm.
“Narrow, ribbons,” says one ribbor
manufacturer, “are now in demand for
millinery, but one never knows when
the wide ribbons will have the field,
Consequently we ' mantfacturers
are

making

a most

tempting

HAIR GOODS
—For—

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

assortrnent

ahead of time.
Ah, you
should see
them—ribbons of Oriental character
including cashmere effects, East’ Indian, Persian and Arabian patterns, al’
of the richest colorings!
Nor are we

onniateat
wilthistosriae
wore
Natural
Wa anal

go

i-Strand

00 ta

neglecting the plain
satin ribbons, for
we're hoping
and’ expecting that
sashes will be the rage toward the end

if not at the beginning of the summer.
and we went to have ribbons of the
very newest tints and

MINTZ’S ‘HAIR GOODS
EMPORIUM

62 KINS ST. W. HAMILTOH, ONT.
Grormeriy Mame 1. Minto.

of the la wire reality this ts mol a0.
Government of thn peo}
y the pron
fie people,cindees not extat,
ten for‘Trivieged®
ed ninete
marily
A WHOLE REGIMENT
tha
descendantsof therold, weplt
3
’
Spanien ‘famtina,
merclae great
(Guelph Mercory):
5
wert tn all braiclin of the state, yan
The Torouto Star at conalderadie
In many.Be thi a them
wave the
controlling
|
length
goes Inte the make-up of the
and
the
middl
vi
clays there Is a
fixed gulf; but even
various departments of a newspaper
der Kult “divicns ‘these “two
people,clavscs
who| | as = follows: ti
arep took down
upon, with contonipt,
tea department
States ty suppose
that tha
editorial
of a newspaper
poverty, hardly exists

TEE g yormes ones your pater. Twant
‘you to’ write, zod let me tell sou of

the department that
“turna out
editorials.” That js only part of A
field. The departtaent prepares
al
the reading matter, except advertisein the printed
ments, that appears

pages, and'{t is divided into a variety
Of branches. The news staff gathers
and writes the news; the editorial

Staff, composed of the editorial writ ¢rs, interprets the news, draws con-

cluslons from
the

facts.

facts, or comments

In

most

newspaper

[Of North America
news

staff

is

the head of the

called

the

manaziug

editor.
Under him
onethk group
Sith malitithas
loessfa’ eon
toeetieeof
deaigudted the telegraph room, and

deek

the
and

men

who

correct

the

work

of

reporters,
write headlines for ft
prepare {t for the printers.
The
editor handles “alt news
uuet arrives by telegraph
or
long:
distance telephouc,
‘The
two Cafa-

telegraph

dian tolegraph companies

the eyes,

fa ~ xe to me to-day. rant
‘W. Sommers. Berg Wis

ar

The Age ef a Horse.
To tell the age af any horse,

‘weeks

two

“miore

ae

to

,the printer direct, . without

commercial, the dramatic,
and answers, et:

Becatise of the
ing high

quesilona

wat iT,

Chfcory is: sellin England--at from $125> to.

$1400 ton, whereas in normal times It
can be bought for $35 te $40.0 ton.

———-———_~
ed
DRS. SOPER & WHITE

TRU stops
‘| At three, “the second pair

When four years old, the third palr

i At five, a full wow set he show, Be
The oe as spe wil pass. from

rt

passing through the bande of another|er editor. The department editors ‘include the sporting, the financial, the

will

the “corners” cut the

and one or

more -preeg associations bayve opera:
tora’ deske In nearly every dafly pa
per in the large citlee of Canada, The
a yartment editors are mainly epecfallats In cnarge of.gome small. deiparupent
of the paper, and they are
ftors
—beeaves.
thelr — copy

Inspect: the lowerJjaw,.of course,
‘The sixth front tooth the tale will tell,
And every.doubt and fear dispel.
Before’elght

yls agains

aoe
¥

on

offices

others known as department editors.
There may also
an art department
and a library, The
local
room
(or
eity room) Ja in charge of the
elty
‘ditor, to-whom the staff of reportere is
immediately” responsible for
the gathering and writing of all news
of the. city, There are also a
fow

Jesaing

him

the

‘Those hats made entirely of grosgrain | Gear ny en tal

‘
I country, club and week-end wear.

I

or

ribbon will-continue-to be fashtonable |-ofthe opaque ‘famous
we tasers layers:ett yosvane?
Pariand. vase,

during

of the eur-

¢hoked

them.

GLASS

ever, continue to be of first import
ance in sports millinery, both in sim
ple bands and in most unusual bows.

Peale elde, and the rope, catebing ud~
the

ous for its fine fish, among

Braphic Magazine.

tlve are the cat-o'-nine tails, grapes
and_birds thus made.
The narrow grosgrain. ribbons, how

againat the bowlder to. rest, placed
hig booty above on the flat eurface of
the stone. The man had the sheep tled
with a rope, and In {ts “efforts to ex:
cape tho creature slipped on ‘the op»
der

tho

delectable and plentifal “red snapper,”

rises about/elx

while

when

the Haitians cat quantities of salt cod
imported from Massachusetts waters.
And'the quality of tis imported staplo
13 suclt as would not find favor
to
American | markots,—Natlonal
Geo.

rounding field and has A narrow ditch
or indentation running acrces — the
top. Tne mark, so tradition savs, was
made in this way: A eheep thief in

the dead of night,

afternoon,

tho

of

grouches

There ts
large bowldcr lying fn a|
field near Foremark. England, which

feet

‘morning until 4

In

Very
narrow
ribbons,
cspecially
those of velvet, are used for entbroidering designs upon straw hats and
sometimes upon wider ribbons that In
turn will adorn millinery.
Very effec-

chile.“ae vat 14 found in th iaeae ‘etna
and it would not exist at all
and foroaiest were
yin wine
clasaen,
not
je
erty, contributes very
For their purp-ee ia frennently fine?
The
and
nro:
government
But epare me from having to mix wagnally” fafailed in the’remutation
“of the
with the gays
quo:
ftic and in grappling with con- |
Who. = pronel this world with a
oa
coe that make
for poverty. |
Jasson in the! |
bound. tynorance wor!‘ere—hopelessly-unable
niger A “Gitest
In Detrolt Free to overcome. . Lat it ba granted that |
Prees.
the workiox, laine. vf Chite can
cara |
“+04
$e
Sees
Tropat, |
Ask for Minard’s and taks no other
tale, workincn, it i. Had’ wegen:
a
Gwellinss to sy aynome InIn which
SZ canciara,
ot ee
The Hangman’s Stone.
é fort
bet
‘Christian Herald, |
Kiokers are reeful and
wise,

early

5 o'clock

in

Who

for

on from

caravans begin their tollsome journey
homeward, Situated in a region fam-

a fringe, and huge

‘To middle “*nippers” you behold
Before the colt fs two weeks old.

r

the

were

of

It is now possible to cross Africa by
rail and water in practical comfort.

McKim,

from

for her

have done all for me that was claimed

the minor {Ils of little ones and the
who

Dodd's

credit

came

the last year.
can sy that

for them.”
Others of

three
highly

Being on the
colony the eet, General orate .
of rallwa: con ‘son, Secretary;
“| map: of the route
of the’Congo 19'a fair
end ager at Torouto; ‘Phos. Bell,
nl, 3eanages
for pler-and warehouse:
outline of a tropical’ helmet.— The
Pimeits
development
gene! rally, at
at Winnipeg: W. Keeble, Manager at Christian Herald.
se
h puncte 5 with 1A)
——+
ofthe. value tf Minard’s Liniment Jumberman's friend
eos
‘
in local. arid”
“Don't you consider 2 an orde!
| rare beef imprope: re “Why, 60?”
cause it isn't “done,
you know."—
Punch Bowl.
of

trouble

“T

THE ONLY MEDICINE
FOR LITTLE ONES

caly medicine
children.” The

resulting

sheegives

twelve boxes in all and you may judge

The Coesest
ports
of the sen are
not
in the middle of the oceans,
as may
be
commonly
supposed, but near the shore.
Thus ithe
daha
dee
by aon, f

the
my

other troubles

which

only

in

erentoat
d_ portion

in

have not lost a day’s work as teacher

Is In Belgian Congo, and the transconland for this men have been carryiug on the work tInental trip may. be made, with
ken by the or- in the same efficient
good connection, in forty days.
The
ay that
has
‘pyndicate, the plan’ being ha’ it, characterized “McKim’s” for ¢0 many gauge of the.railroads Jn Congo ts two
onstrichlba. of tenements, private
years? The personnel. of the execu-| feet, five and one-half inches, Laka
‘residencts, nicrs cnd‘warehondes' shall tive as noW organ: oe JON? McKim, Tanganyika is 2,642 feet above the sea
asthe: PEE INE

and

Pills all the

of the

Deepest Sea Near Shore.

te

gO, ani
h now comprises four ofi. “ants 4a-the-only obstacle in the way. fices a atttes ent citicaand over 140
rapid progress belng made upo! mn the employees.
See
Jaertakin:
Since his death, theee experienced

‘be undertakings of separate syndicates

neuralgia,
statement

matey

my symptoms.

in another
the other in

my

B.,

Roger,

consulted fatled to do me any lasting
good I decided that my kidneys were
the root of my troubles and ‘decided
to try Dodd's Kidney Pills.
I took

While balancend of the light one.
ing the two sticks thus end on end he

very

Jos.

Mrs. Roger states, “and I suffered for
thirton’
months.
Backache,
heart
flutterings, eciatica, neuralgia,
dizziness and falling memory were among

other

did’

He

drum.

things-even more wonderful,
ample, jhe balanced a MUeght
his nose and a heavy one on
and then threw the heavy one
air with bis head and caught

Co., N.

trom diseased kidneys nnd has made a

slender

this

on

Gloucester

6.—(Special)—Mrs.

to form

these narrow ribbons,

the popular teacher here, is fully recovered from @ long slege of sciatica,

stick he hopped and danced round in
the livelfest way, accompanied by tho

ably

halt for! drain- Limited, Advertising Agency of Mone reclamation
fs Bank Toronto, Winnipeg end London,
pgerisking

aia Tree,
April

feats perch-

round the walstjand a leg' rest was
provided by a cushion a few feet down

them in

New Executive

sev-

of

her

Advertising Agency

only

wonderful

many

through

ed on the top of a single bamboo st!
about
fifteen feet in helght. ‘The toe

people, is brought in ‘on the backs of
donkeys... The public square are converted into open-air market
taces,
And here the buying and salling gocs

Very narrow velvet (ribbons ‘arc
sometimes braided into “bands, wide
bands, for sport hats, the ends being
left loose

‘i
:

Haiti's Food maine
Nearly_all the: produce for the feed.
Ing ‘of the population of Port-auPrince, Haitt, f city of some 60,000

a Ibera!

gained an assured entre.

Kidneys, Which Dodd’s Kidney Pills

reports {s about a performer who went

hats show

bons employed are mostly narrow, but
milliners |prophesy. the’ wider ‘ribbons
for hats, once the narrow ribbons lave

CREDIT TO
PILLS, 3

latest

the

of

One

world.

the

in

of them as 1 could not get along without theni. Baby's Own Tablets
are

aN mf[6 Pedder

f

ful

GIVES
KIDNEY

Warm-weather

ust of ribbons, particularly those hats
of the sports’ variety.
So far the rib-

Before that She Suffered from Sclatioa,
Neuralgia,
Nervousness
and
er Troubles Coming from Sick

oot, es admitte
that the Hinda Jugglers and acrobats are the most skill-

Sirs. Timothy
Bowes,
N. B., writes:
“I have
Baby's Own Tablets for
children and I can epeak

| Ae Meine Limited
e1

arail.*°

Olever Hindu J; ugglers.

“Wink Tektning

“the riot Swat waked bis trivial sir?
He soorhes aR doea this-wood 1 Bewoe,
101 ig ae Neeere
But fife mould be I
to me
Ithout his ttle Suiits ery.
The

cae

ROGER
DODD'S

eves

made

bit of complaint had he;
Anut for iy lite K could noi tell,
How, day by’ day, this wood pewée
Cotild ail so much and eat so well.

—From
‘arch,

at ig

a

ithe
and Kerwandeck isons,
and the Tuscarora: deep. 27.00 t aH, along
if Asia, morth of Japai
Segre
ele

pose,

And din the woods with m1
Such seemed the bent of

a

MRS.

the coast

uke those in. aelfish sorrow. blind,

-But

it'ia tuo that many birds have been
fy’ tom “during suixration.
claliy
shave been acen mi-

irritability and

*

ewe
wie renee oe ha
‘ay out of Pewee,"
If
sadness
led to,
not only
‘ving: thie would swish to"know

fford this class of-pveople’ the proper

unran|
‘women astoniane
pane no re
arovincet dane aan
Que.
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The
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fiver,re thi
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1 iy impossible 4 dist
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certain

one hand, and its location in the part
of China from which come most of the
Chinese in America on the other, were
expected to make it attractive,
The

CALWAYS
SAEED TO RENDoe
tere
er oney Ore

ry

Dorainten
costs

G2 KING ST. EF ‘HAMILTON, ONT.

needed

nese

$ to have

custom Rite
it was established
upon niolern sanitary lines;
and ‘its
elose proximity.to-Hong Kong, on the

olty

f

seantingion an he Collie ]
Western <Auakralta.

been

|.
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MEN
= ON HAIG'S
WEST FRONT]
British Cavalry Are Doing
_ Good Work against
the»

German Forces.

recent

&

Kaiser
and
Hindenburg
Visit Front—Foe Plots

:

to Poison Horses.

further

north

and

are

when

the

almost

in

junction

ts

made they will be prepared to strike
directly at the German

position

St. Gobain

Simultaneously

columns

Forest.
from

the

old

in the

Solssons

line

are pressing the enemy back there toward Anizy, although the German high
‘command has thrown masses of new
troops’ there to prevent the Champagne
Une

_

being

rolled

London

up.

Cable-—The

continue to

move

nevertheless,

and

forward

to-day

steadily

captured

the

evecewnes

‘village of Neuville Bourjonval, east of
‘Ytres.

Many cesualties were inflicted

~.on the Germans,
he Germans evidently regard Croisilles ax a point of
Great technical importance,
and are
‘contesting the approach of the British

‘to it in force,

but

Dressed.
‘The
Britici-

are

being hard

»

gained

unfavorable,
+
smoking room and
The Minister said that it could not
be denied that during the war a cer- scope for conversation
entary.
tain friction had arisen between North come lauguid and fragm: had
done his
The
wireless operator
and South Germany, chiefly due to the
for “us. From the aU: oe mates
administration of the war. He
i id | Dest
wires
at
Arlington
on
thi
irginia
there. were more than. seventy differ-

have been preferable, After predicting
that the coming weeks would be very
“But

we

must

hold

out.

down, England wil] squeeze the blood
out

of our

war

ended

finger

nails.

to-morrow,

weeks are not over.
left—to hold out."

Only

Even

if the

the

bitter

one thing is

JUNKERS STILL ARE -OBDURATE

considerable

Fight Election Reform
. the Prussian Diet

in

Despite the Warning That
Came From Russia.
London
Cable.——Under the headIne,
“Prussian
Electoral
Reform;
Strong Junker Opposition,”
a Times
Amsterdam special of Thursday suys:

val, 8 1-2 miles southeast of Bapaume,

in the Upper House of the
Prufsian
Diet yesterday was mainly remarkable
for the strong opposition .offered by
conservatives io all proposals for increasing popular rights. General
von
Kleist began by denying there was any

the Germans suffered

heavily.

In this engagement

as well as the

one near Croisilles. the British casual-

‘the characier

to have been light,

of

the

country

furnish-

» (ng good cover for the attacking
troops. This {s Indicated by the num-

ber of machine guns which the British
‘are capturing.
showing that the maehine-gun crews are being put out of
; action.
The cavalry bas takei a“con-

~ siderable number of machine guns by
charging their emplacements,
Stil further south British outposts
now hold
Villeveque, Actreillers and
Vaux. The line of the British advance
ad

which is about five miles west of the
elty.

Thursday's
report
from
Britist
headquarters in France reads:
.
“Phe village of Neuville Bourjonval
was captured this morning after a
short fight, in which the enemy lost
heavily.
We took a few prisoners.”
0]
night's
French
report
aaid:

the day was relatively calm.

Margiva)

sector there was

COUNTER-OFFEN

vigorously

prosecuted,

but

front, starting about 26 miles east of

V-to make « serious impression on the
defenders’ line.

FACE

TO

the

ofa

battle

has

yet

Germans have

the

the

un-

says

proposal to institute in the Reichelectoral franchive
for
Prussia

reforms

budget.
against

measure.

fying bis opposition to the budget.

ile

sald experience had strengthened bis
distrust in the Government.
America
was converted Into an enemy by neutrals filled with displeasure
toward

de

:

Germauy,

A good

and sincere peace

must be striven
for at the syeedicst
moment.
Herr Bernstein added
that
the events In Russia under the leader-

grouped in ond position curing the
retreat_ They, have. also fortified every
ponte position in the line of retreat,
uding barbed wire entanglements
about cow barns and pigpens.

ship of the Socialists strengthened the
confidence that the. Soclal-Democracy
was

heavy artillery 1s com

able

to fulfil its old peaceful

pro-

gramme.”

Dr. Peter Spahn, leader of the
Catholle Centre party, denied that the
Reichstag as charged by the Prussian
Herrenhaus, has even meddled . with

Ang into play again from fixed posl‘tlons back of the Cambrai-St. Quentin
“Une. It is reported that the German
, Emperor recently visited the territory
~- over which the ‘Germans retreated,

‘having

meant

for

“Eduard Bernstein, Socialist," says
the advices, “delivered a speech jusii-

a8 many

e

reform

readings of the emergency
Both Scelalist parties voted

mit another move forward.
+ Mincr actions continue all along
the line between the German rear.
guard machine gun detachments and
the British
infantry
and cavalry
Patrols, but nothing approaching the

things reserved for the emperor
and
the Bundesrat,
He added:
sey

come with Field Marshal von

“yf America comes.to war with Ger-

many we have confidence fn, the abii-

ity of the leaders in the army and navy
to settle with her.

“British have discovered a plot
‘pprgad’diseavo

among

horses, a German agent

“Russia must be jadged soberly, and

cavalry

we must not

having been

all

manner

of traps,

) however,
the British
psrecoived Information.

prevent smoke
a aa"

paper.
‘tho chicken.

interfere.”

Discussing the attitude of the Prussian Herrenbaus, Herr Mueller contended that the members of this
House had started the new submarine

“found” with a vial of . bacteriological
s in his possession and instruc
ons how to use them, The Germans
o|

campaign from fear of a new orfentation, ‘The statement: ‘caused 2 commo-

and

from blackening|

tion, after which Herr Mueller proceed.
‘declarin:
rian.

siored

tipe

:..A simple

ane
invarlab-

a se caoestd
te sald 10to
“and other things

sesame made use

ui

story

of . “watchful

walt:

ert
Tun extra‘ risks in
zone without any hope of
tion a thetr families

for

The bi! Me eae
by a vote of 178 to 38.

ing”. plus creases ble precautions.’
no admirer
o haa
aboard and there was open scoffing
when it waa announced on the bulle-

$5 escape th
To-day the game of Follow my
Leader
i¢'no longer a monotonous
tin board that theoretically be favorprocesgion'-in a straight line. The
ed compulsory service.
vessels zig-zag in all corts of unexBrom the British station
on
the
pected
ways.
At one moment
the
coast of Cornwall came official re- ship ahead will be some distance off
ports with familiar names
in
them on the
bow. A’ little later she
that brought before the mind's -eye will be as far away on the starbo:
of officers returning to the front,
has deen materially increased.
some particular
stretch of trench in The reason for coal
economy in the

President

“The

Salient”

There

are many

that
had become to
present nightmare.
salients on the west-

ern front, but for Canadians there will
alwaya be one “Salient,”
the deadly
Une around Ypres.
The bulletins contained

.
little

news

of the sinking of ships by German
undersea boats and
opinion -was
divided as to whether this was out
of consideration for our feelings, or
decause the Hun was
really
doing
badly. Among a group of naval offt
cers who had been on duty in Amertcan waters since the war began and

recalied for service on tue

home
utetion, there
was. the.
most.
cheery optimism as°
to the outlook.
No one considered it at
ull possible
that Germanys cubmarine
blockade
could present
Dritain
from getting
ail the food and supplies neeaed
tw
on the war.
orathe
sea io very ae: said
*
‘oung
middy
in an endeavor
to pu
into vords ihe confidence he felt that
the
German
submarine
campaign
would fail, The sea Is very big—and

very empty, too, at the present me.
In a week of steady steaming
in

clear weather we have seen but
one
vessel—a_
British
tramp.
westwate
bound, The smoke from another was

noticed

this

morning, but

eho did

not come inta view
The
tramp
when first sighted was dead ahead,
but when she saw the bulls of three
yessels—one- of them manifestly

warship—tise

on

the

horizon,

she

hauled’ off to the southwest.
Our
watch dog promptly drew out of line
and
followed,
signalling
to
the

stranger
that

record

28 she

must

have

of almost

went.

been

At a speed

well

up

twenty-six

she overhauled the tramp,
identity, gave some good

was back

to

part

scamper

off

voyage

{ie now

after

an. erring sheep, bring it back to the
flock, return
to his station at the

as if to say ‘it's all in a-day's work
you know,” much in the same fash:
fon as the big cruiser roundea up the

submarines — especially
in
for bis part he would
take
for granted,
On
the New

York ztation, where she had been for a

Ume,
there
was too much consideration forthe feelings of the neutrals.
The Admiralty had not been
disposed
to make more trouble than was absoIutely
necessary,
becauge
of
Amerlean aversion to the exercise of the
right of search.
Now that there. waa
a-jossibility
of
the
United
States
coming In, Britain
should do everything
possible to tighten
the blockade,
For
another day after the
tramp
passed us the chip's routine remalu-

ed much the same,
Exercise
and
@rilLon crowded decks Is not very
cinating a3 a spectacle for the home
civilian
whose point of vantage Ig
@ stateroom window, and whose ears
aro filled With sliouts of “Hains down!
Abaht turn! Double!” and other words
of command, mingled with the nolse
made by hundreds of men :nanowuvring

along a warrow.strip.of deck...
‘The
troops get a lot of fun-ont of the pro-

ceedings when the yesse] rolls and are
undoubtedly kept tm much better con-

dition than would be possible were drill
and exercise suspended,
Now that we are in the submarine

are all ready

for instant vee, and

one

any war record, go about their busl-

good-bye,

nee

‘MUST HAVE MORE
MEN FOR FRONT

previously

zone

there

are new

elements

of in-

tary

I

find sailors

whovare longing for fog.
Fog is no
friend of “the submarine.
‘The other
‘rnoon mist came down that seemed

n
escorts,” declared

everything

“Better than
a sailor,

three

sictuauon.

Arrangements

theless.
hele

behind
bil]
the”

fts-chans
being seen and hit. by}
a watchful” gunner is much greater

than its chance’
of seeing the passing

the Unes.
was. abs

EVERY*FIT

MAN

made

but

1; iy

SHOULD

last

never.

necos:

eee
at least

ynen, and th
100,000 men

a

able within

the

next

ae,
would

res prceseding, on
sh
man
e]

thires mouth

the principle
o

Sting line.
cere, $0: OR pe
@ Chancellor added. that

thankful to say
one
of me
why the falling off in recsrults ae
had not

had as disastrous results ag it anight
have had was that the casualties
thus
far this year had beer less than
He

lan

Social

Democratic

party, casts descredit

continued:

know. however, that at. the

srout of it
that the whole

us, it

campaign might
our being able to drive
rere. to:
scene,

Labor

the activity

gruntied administration. seeing
their
old berths slipping from thelr grasp,
decided to
declare
the
factory
on

a certain’

munition

reour
our

or had
had
as the result
equality.
In

factory

strike, but the workmen,
the

'appeals

of

the

new

the — dis-

inspired

by

Government

for the support, refused

co walk out.

On the contrary, they insisted that the
foreman directing the engineers should

{Lexin work with
| put in an equal
|"“gvery hour
prompt: responce the spokesman

Out any
appreciable
party
never reached
Ure aad
bombs from

them at daybreak and
number of hours.
is precious,” declared
of the workers. “We

must work to
support our comrades
_fit the front.
Every man
who goes
anall
party of {on strike wiil be treated as a traitor,
in
bread dayand
we
will
not
guarantee
his
(2 uur posts eliaut- } safety.”
ea in a crater, ‘Yue operation caused |
A patriotic
spirit appears to have
Tuem ceveras KM on euumilits, aD
ended in a aurred reircet to their ' gripped the workmen quite generally,
in strong contrast to their attitude
own lines. Smal events
whieh disa
ed

*

elise

Uiv ungaiatactory

stale of

tne

enemy's moraie are of {requent oceurrence. Une morning two o {the enemy walked acre
Man’s Land”
into our tre.
in the gr
f the.

dawn,
Tuey stated that they were
Poles, and that for tiie reascn they
Were baciy treated by thelr
oificers.
Not only way thelr share of the ecanty
enemy raticos
curtained,
but
they

were

given double tanks whenever un-

sereant-work-was to be dono,
la our operations we
succeeded
{in
capturing a number
of prssonore. Five
of tnese, all unwoundea, were taken
in the coarse of a raid conducted by
ene of our battations, On this ccension, as against our casualties of three
slightly wounded, the known iosses to

the enemy

were tev killed and eight

wotnded, Dugouts in the
caemy lines
Were bombed and much damage done.
For the most important
of
the
Week's raids
our men
were divided
into parties, caen with {ta svi objecUves, None
of them
failed in~ their
task, although
the enemy line . was
étrongly
he'd and Was hand-to-hand
fighting. The Gbjective of thig Ittlo
eaterprise was to kili
Hyns and in

thle the raiders were

eminently

cereful,

sue-

toward the former regime.
hos given assurance that

One group
the elght-

hour day—universally applicable now
--will not operate to diminish the out-

Dut, since, If ft is necessary, the men
will work sixteen hours dally.
ENGINEERS NOT AMENABLE .
At

a

meeting

ever, a

more

of

engineers,

pessimisuc

how-

view

was

expressed.
Many
complaints
were
lodged
that
the
workmen
had
ohanged roles and insisted--upon~die-

tating

terms as to hours

tions.

One

of

the

chief

and condisources

of

protest is the insistence of the workmen

that

they

oust

uncongenial

administrators and replace them with
men
of their own choosing, often
from their own ranks. The appointment

of an arbitration

board, formerly

demanded by the workmen, fs now
desired by the bosses, but declined by
the workmen.
Instances are recorded of workmen
disciplining their former “bosses” by
carrying them in a wheslborraw, head

enveloped in a sack. and depositing
them on a dump. The condition ex-

acted for reinstatement

for past offences.

was an apology

Compared with the great advance of
the troops elsewhere these operations

are

mere

membered
the

pinpricks,

but

It must

plan,

Their

value

that

great

adequately

they

of the endmy
y

the

secured

of “No

Us

the

Man's

be

re-

are all part

represented

onts blown M1.

-

upon

who had been deposed
thelr authority curtailed
of the new
liberty and

the

{6

of

not

mere

casualties or dugof

our

unquestioned

Land.”

by

the

Getting Pointers,

of

Monastir,
Referricg

U. 8. Embassy in London is
London

Taken by Freach Recently
cable:

WAR.

control

It Is

2,104 PRISONERS
Around

STUDYING

pairol

but it hae

eatene use ‘of these hatraesing tacce that we have gained the
e1
hand with the enemy.
wie

"Paris

sharing.

,

work.

atwracte no grext attention

h

to. be

Tecord
euch
week
of €uciuy
atlempis
At aggrusivenas
whica
cnd
In disau
ler 10 themsyives,
Towards
cawu
one day a.raid

record

Go,

Tho Cutheellor sald it would enabl.

the military, authoriti

sweep of his arm out toward the expected.’
‘bank of mist which,
relatively
dense
“We all
ear the water,
oticeably «thins
wi
ner fifty feet up .-“The submarine fs | casi
practically blind in weather of that
sort, cite Desc ore Van eee Te Tee
ing the heavy
mist near
thi
x
Sane
the undersea boat yentures up,

shiID.
.
The sail
ini

= wese

August whicn ! was hoped would
give the military authorities the men
required, but owing to the submarine
menace It had proved impossible to
obtain te men expected from augriculture or from the Admiralty and the
shipbuilding yards. The reerults ob.
tained, he said, had fallen short of tha
aumber estimated: by not “leas than
100,000,
In view of the definite arrangemeats made, not only by the British
Commander-in-Chief, but in coajunetion with the French, the Chancellor
continued. such a failing off was most
serious, To
bie dogree the
shortage had been ‘madd good by a
change in the employment of men tn
the army Itself, and by using behind
the lines, to-n greater extent. than
ever
before, men
unfit to go on the
firing | Une...The - shortage ‘has been
made good further by employment of
women

proved

In a comparative

Outposia and
tie
Of our arullery caused taem to turn
back short of the
cvject.ve.

London Cable says~A
bill giving
the military authoritics power to ordes

them

pezpetua‘ly on the qui vive, or in ovr
owl
vig.iauce.
Tae vest evidence of the cafalling
y tne Canadians Je- she

mosey
turn,
Tue
unos. Kite

Year’s Campaign May Depend On the Supply.

men

of

of the extremists.

only

was

Re-examina

of

May

If it be said toat a week hee passed
on tnepCanadian front~without “ince
dent it must be understood that we

attempted agatust our Lace by a purty
Of avout SU Germaxe.
was annou
lery ba:
Germ:
uvernment a large eum of

tion to Get 100,000,

re-examination

regime.

The Canadians bave not kad
the | order is thus removed.
luck to capture a “Bapaume” or a | LOYALTY OF FACTORY, WORKERS,
“Peronne” during the pasi week, but
Tac
factory
workers
have
rethere bas been no sinckening
our
versed te usual order and prevented
activity
vi.en
keeps
tue enemy a strike, threatened by tue “bosses,”

pegarartis Lyon,

Plans

-

Archbishop Andrew Prince Vkomki,
the now metropolitan of
Petrograd,
sense.
Tae mipur operations carried
expiains in a pastoral letter that the
Out by the Canadians,
doy one
of
abdication signed ‘by Nicholas necéswhich tn Jiself would make a-thrilling
fariiy absalves them from the alleg!story if tue full deta.ts could be told,
they owed him when he was the
have been overshadowed by the im- ance
luwfal sovereign.
The last lingering
portant
advances
scored
by
our | doubts
aa to the legality of the new
troops in other regione.

more
a subetantial contingent
of
Canadian trocrs haa come
through
the danger zone unecathed,

Britain

{s

old Government or Germany, and their
undoubted presénce
was
as “agents
provocateurs’’ among the ranks ot the
revolutionary bodies,
The arrest-ofthe editor of Pravda, the orgun of the

terms is veed

But ft ‘6 alwaya being done and
that
is what counts today
ce it
las
counted down through the centuries
in the history of The Islanders,
The coast of Iretend is off;our bow,
dcetroyers are frieking around us, the

ra

propaganda

Londom cable says:
The following
communique covernag the operations
of the Canadian corps from March 1
to March 25° \aa .sa2d by the Cana-

dian War Kecords Office to-da:

painting ship and» getting out the
oats in case Hans shows wp — the
poor callor’s work 1s never done,

bid

seditious

of the local militia stated
50 persons daily
arrival ut Pskoff disguised
and even officers, on sus-

sples and informers in the pay of the

the otser-

nees of preparing for pecsitle
disaster with as little concern ca
the
cock in- hie galley. chows inthe preparation of
dinner.
The
perile of
the deep are manifold and ever preseat. The cubmarine zone fo but
another, Between
washing decks and

laa

necessarily

pleion of acting as agents of the old

and Lose in Morale.

Yer as the outstanding feature. These
men—whose
nemes
apptar
on
no
muster-rol and who will never
haye

eécort

The

The chief
that 40 or
arrested'on
as soldiers,

Huns Kept On the Jump,

bas. been lowered to the level of the

of the proceeding strikes

which

fast losing its sway over the minds of
even the most ignorant.

promenade deck and lashed into position there for instructional purposes.
Once more
the
matter-of-factness

terest.
The weather is no longer
a que
topic of idle conjecture. For the first

time in my sea-going

duty,

ap-

tramp.

German
oll—and
nothing

the difficult period’

parent, Every ounce of steam is to
be used in making
a fast finish
through the danger zone. The boate

ag ip at the head of the pru-

Awe side

of the

Ptrograd cable says:
2 of my visit to Riga’ justify the hopeof maintenance of discipline and efficlency in the Russian army, During
follows the revolutionary upheaval,
officers and men realize their responsibility before the nation and allies
for a continuance of the war, and
w
ed vigor will be thelr first

her

knots)

estabilehed
advice and

cession in an amazingly short time.
‘To compare small things with big
I have seen a shepherd's
collie on

Loch

early

Tejected for military service and also
A signal
officer
watching
the tn- of mcn who already Lave served and
cident, said he favored boardiag every
ueoa discharged 1m consequence of
time,
The tramp was no doubt
all
wounds or jliness, was moved in the
right and her identity scemed to be House of. Commons to-uey on second
satisfactorily established,
but
some
reading by \uauesuor Boaur Law.
where In these
waters
there
was
tue
Caancellor said
tie
oul
was
an
probably a ship that was mothering ausoluie
necessity owing to. tie mill

it said

party,

will be frtroduced until military defeat
bas impressed all tho elements.
The Reichstag has adopted all three

arises of smashing down this
@efenco with sufficient artillery to per

dally

had

which

the conservative

perfectly evident uo serious

problem

the

he

sheplierd’s heel over the backs of his
charges and yawn in a bored way

advocates,
The emphasis
laid on the
postponement of reform
in
spite of
the Many smocth utterances of other
speakers was the most important feature of the debate,
from which it is

have come face to face

so

party.

will never ave a majority In the Epper House, and perhaps not a dozen

with the
so-called Hindenburg
Ine,
where the Germans undoubtedly will
made
a determined
stand.
Their
position is strong,
as they have
had
unlimited time In which to prepare {it

Washington

However that may be, the Anziegar
pointed out two days ago
that, there
was no great difference
in
opinion

the
stag

of the Associated Press.)
With the British Armies In France,
Cable——The
warfare on the west
ern front is becoming somewhat stationary again, as the British outposts

far from shell fire,

henven high.”
Duke Ernst Gunther Zu SchiesvigHolstein repudiated these speakers as

The Koelaische Volks Zeltung

FACE.

(By R. T. Small, Staff Correspondent

aud patrols

Count von Roon, who declared: “Our
Prussian fatheriand-and the heart of
the German Empire would be ruined
hy a liberal democratic electoral
franchise. My highest war aim is to
maintain the crown
and monarchy

Slan State.
Merr van I'reitenbach,
Minister
of
Public
Works,
ostensibly
defending
von
Bethmann-Hollweg,
emphasized
the fact that the Chancellor
Insisted
that- reforme.and_especially__
electoral
reform, would have to be postponed
until after the wer,

of the
15-mile

Rheims.
Attacking in
force In this
sector, the Germans have failed so far
ARE

tensicit~
of
parliamentary
rights
meant restriction of the rights of the
Crown, Everyone in Prussia had free
dom
except for stealing and murdering.
He
cried,
‘Hands
off,
old
Prussia!’
”
Similar
language
was
used
by

dermining of monarcbial autnority as
well as the foundations of the Pras-

without

‘he
scene
is along a

of the rights of Federal! States and ex-

among

SIV
Meanwhile the counter-offensive
of
the Germans in Champagne is being

apparent
results.
counter-offensive

at the Idea that men in the trenctes
Were concerning themselves with the
question of a puriinmentary vote. For
him the further
democratization
of
State institutions means tire restriction

not having spoken in the name of the

lery. fighting.”
CHAMPAGNE

special urgency for reform, and scoffed

conservative

In the

active artil-

os a

from

had been

“The debate on constitutional reform

ties are reported

y

shown — that

serious, and that
of 90,000 tons In:
Conditions outwere even more

ground south and wost of Croisilles
yesterday.
The Germans fell back,

fighting as they withdrew, and suffer.
ed heavy cesualties.
In the capture of Neuville-Bourjon-

7a

had

Germans

are continuing to offer energetic resistance on the northern part of thelr
few
Hne
in France,
but the British

It

stocktaking

ent war organizations in Germany, and
that a greater
consolidation
would

Paris Cable-———The
rench forces
which penetrated veyond Coucy, and
those who have cleared the Coucy
contact;

ter Before Landtag.
London eable says:
A gloomy pic
ture of the food situation in Bavaria
Was drawn by Minister of the Interior
Brettreteb, in an address before the
Landtag on Tuesday, according to a
pene despatcn to Reuter’s, Minister }-w
“Brettreich is quoted es saying that the
conditions were very
there was a deficiency
Bavarian breadstuffs.
side Bavaria, he said,

HUN LEADERS THERE

Forest

Painted by Bavarian Minis..|

‘the

cable:

The - entire-

American

Embassy.

-state

‘some

of

Whose members are devoting aii thetr

time

to

the work

is’ preparing

mation for the Government

Infor-

at Wash-

ington, which is expected to be use
ful in the event of war with Germany.

to oper

‘The British Government is dispinyi..g

the utmost cordiallty in
providing the
thi
desired information,
which
covers
economic rather than military fea“After a violent artill:
para- tures of War preparations.
Tho subtion the enemy attacked the trenches jects have to do with transportation,
which we a pecaptares on March 26, finance en aeeean pean of new de
around Tsrevna
Stena in the region partments, st
of munitions
west of-Monastir. Th
was and blockade. a8A those
feature
ts being:
stopped short by our barrage firs, ae
of war work for women, espe
erg humberéod
in munitions
factories,
twenty-alx,
=
ations in@e Easter)

official report BHO: eee

ig the‘ total taken by us In the
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to 2,104,
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sixteen, machine

“Do you know you are charged with
4 being
expert in
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“Don’t contradict the rumor,”
Senator: re Sorghum.
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um. {eattanpirice a comment”
feral
‘bulit it's likely
to help
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Ladies’ Voile and Silk Blouses:
_Men’s Fine Shirts, at very popular, prices
Men’s Ties, Half Hose, Suspenders and Felt Hats;
:

in all the new styles, and shapes See our range of New Wash Goods.

We aim to give you’ value for your money.
‘
Remember the change cf location, F: W. Drake's Stand
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Hon. Davi
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Prime
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declared:
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George,
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The
Great Britain.

trentndons significance of these wordsjin the face of-a world shortage of food- must
“be a matter of concern to’all. It: points
out the path of. duty_to men and boys

unable to enlist jn the army’ but capable of
helping’ to increase production.

;
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Make Your Purchase’ of an. EASTER
HAT AT ONCE and Get the Ad-

:
You-Are-

PR
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to Build.
| Going
i

‘

e Something, Sometime
|. Most; everybody: does.

It may, be you are going.

* | to build something very

*|in

| soon, in which case come

and tell us the size oft. [°)’
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Fieto heart this” splendid opportunity for
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Most of our supply is now

advertise this department we wi ill offer

25 per cent. off

E.

We have a good assortment and
would be pleased. to show you our stock. Remember, that on every

$1 purchase -you save 25c,

WHITE

You require for Housecleaning

MEDIOAL.
LEX.

MoKILLOP,

SOM

Pearline, Gold Dust, Gillett’s Lye, Old
Dutch Cleanser,
Panshine,
Bon - Anti,
Sapolio, Ammonia
.
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Tandon varus.
eee.
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MADE 67. DETTON,
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R, D. A. CAMERON
M.D.O.M,
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University;

ty Medical Collages MOPS, beiation”
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Street,
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W.H.

Parts

A BARGAIN

MoFARLANE

Office Hours
2 to 4 p.my 7 to
@ p.m.
Wallacetown
‘Ont,

Successor to Dr. Crane.)
Eye,

Ear,

Nose,

Throat

. * 480 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hours 1 to4andby appointment.
:
Phone 190,

Bs
a

H.

DOW,

D.D.S.,

L,D.S,

Graduate of Toronto Untverstty.
Gradeate of Royal College of Dental Burgeons,
Offce—Henry Block _
Dutton
.
Meo and

=. A. TESREY
DENTIST
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|
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every Wegoeamay.
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1-ifch Team Lines, 22 ft. long, per. pair. -$5.00
i-inch Team Lines, 22 ft. long, per pair-.$5,50
Harness, complete with Coltars, any style
you want, $50

All Single Harness
Martingales, heavy

‘at tet | Year's Prices
wiusiesd CRE ssinene $1:00

Breast Straps ..)............. iets5

DENTAL.
D.

y

Team

SMITH
Specialist

~

*

Harness

Restbewon—Shackleton Street!

ae
My

3

Stain your Floors with Chi-Namel

‘Harness «

F.T.0.M., Tri:

Streat,’ St. Thomas

=

Belly Bands...........
t-inch Hame Straps .......
finch» Hame Straps ........,
25
We Carry a Complete Stock of All Harness Parts
Team Golam ththong
eewed.

Langfofd Collars..*.-.

~ We guerantec oll Harness and Harness Parts
Geb satisfactory
we replace free of

rely Bs

Do nothase that we have Special Prices on Taal‘Pao
Qood, large, Cedar Posts, at
25c.

J. B.

CRAWFORD

strate
|

JORDAN. & ARMSTRONG

se aameateaseren tangle.

2506566000.
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Canadians Take Vimy Siege

jathered Fr
From Our Bzanes and Various Sources

a

—
Miles

Penetrate Far into German Lines
‘The war on the western front,
whioh

Lorne has published its aesess-

has been moving

moreSens

Tilbury flax mill has contracted with idly in the past five weeks, broke
the farmers for Bip Acres to be sown to. into fall swing on.
Widen...
ing their attacks, whioh they have
Tourn, Wiley
and N. L, Haviland, flax.
of W ocx Lore, Daye one to Saskatoon, ; Bolwell school realized $82.60 from been directing
waste paper; magazives, rags, rubber
ehere tlthey will reuids.
Dagald McPherson, of West Lorne, acd irom.
tap Raion
treasazer of Aldboro,
immaculate
. Was azsauits on a
point, with
owing to contioned il! health,
badly damaged by fire on Saturday,
Arras more or less the pivotal
Dugald McPherson, treasurer of AldESAT, his wife Thos, Evapa, point, they drove the Germans
borongt for many
yaars, har
ee oe ~For
of Guclph, has been sentenced to ten from scores of important positions,
owing to iu-beslth, aud
A
trated far into the German
Carmichacl bas been appointed as bis days iu jail sod to receive five lashes,
lines and caused heavy casualties
successor.
Jobn Mor was struck and
ae
The number
Michigan Central
At the annus! rosating of the
ee} ree killed
train No°S1, fant ex;
#0 clomiex
Lorne Driviog Club corey
on.
ee
pear Hagersyille on
Bunday.
fighting on Vimy ridge was
lowing officers were elected
uM.
lop
The town of Hisneret will take hydro carried out by the Canadians, who
power aa} ‘will raine $40,000 by del
had retained a footing om the ridge
Colles; secretary,
tures. A privately owned pan which all winter, but always. higher up
Pte. Hector Welsh, son of Mrs, J.’ bas been supplying power will likely be was the enemy.
On either side of
Welsh, of West Lorne,. bas returued to taken oyer.
the Canadians
wero English and
St. Thee | pire he -will suffer the
gas. Joba Strachan, Ekfrid, has rebattalions, and in the
amputation
of his-left foot. Pte. Welsh coived official notice that her ‘brother, day's battle there was glory enough
enlisted with the gist and received bis
roy sr) Milliken,
of Strathroy, bad forall.
The irrepressible “ tanks'’
wound while throwing bombs at # Ger: beva killed ia action. He enlisted with also shared in the honors of the
man trench.
the 1358 at Strathroy.
mocoeesey assault.
|, @ pupil ot on
It is reported that a Chatham imOne position captured, to the
died at
porter had fourteen carloads
of potatoes
| nnorth-east of Arras, was
a sort of
old Btation on Wedoes. Trozen, at the cost of $14,000, witich he labyrinth
of trenohes enmeshed in
de from
itheris. She was was holding for higher prices, and bas moltinie bands of wire called the |
SciaCol ten akira nt a fow days made au assigoment asa result.
because of its
ere
later removed to-ber-bome,
where ber
While attempting to blow up4 stump Puscobrs
had proclaim:
condition was-‘raparded as hopeless. with
blasting
powder, Joho, oe 4
strong point practically
mga
She was in her eighteouth year.
ae. | ERE old son-of
Hornal, of Muir- able; but sweeping oyer
on
irk, was. seriously. injured on his head Monday the British took ‘within it
ee
netally ipjonea aoe
he
brakem
face. His Paveats weré away from nearly 10.000.p
and they
fell froms traic near
ar asterclife oe Fri: and
home at the time.
captored also dering the day three
dsy
Bauks iu Woodstock report that since German. buttalioncommande:
fortanate mao‘lipped on the wet anow
the Ontario Temperance Act went into who compare in rank with eolonel
which was falling aod fell basset pee force
savings accounts hava grown to & in the.
British army.
e Canawheels,
Ao arm and a leg wari
copai
le
extent,
and
that
many
ered. ‘He died before reaching the hos. men who never before saved at all now dians took 2,000 prisoners.
pital at Welland.
It was said everywhere along the
have comfortable nest eggs.
attacking line that the Germans
The report that the assault case
While driving to Harrow on (ised
that fed to blows between Ald. Ham- Friday,
appesred to haye been taken by
Alian Fox's bores became frightmond and Dr. Beovott, of St. Thomas, eved
surprise, and ofily ina few instanst a hich voltage Be which had
wherby the Istter bad bis uose broke, Crown,
ces
did they put upa strong fight:
pews aud
crossed the
has been settled is incorrect.
One reason for this was that they
The
ran spines the wire
had been fairly dazed by the Brit.
was Soehantly killed.
hi
_ ean
ish artillery fire of the past ten
BR OD
lightly,
tor, “and aie a
qi
been
fight shes
& guess,
jed altogether prema- rooviviin ‘only a alight
wart Lyon, from the Canadian
William Harris -hss entered action
turely.
the Graud Truok t-rn-yobei in France, of ape
Colin McKenzie, a P. M, brakewan of ee:
St. Thomas, was Gseauy killed ‘on sciiey 22 Es recat of Cod Veaet of
"Whe creat
ot
of. the Vimy ridge has
Sunday morsiog
Lam jagton, twoof his children Iast November. The been
carried.
The strongest de?
cation bad beeo attendivg practice
when he fell from the totoy
.
@ echool coucert and on their way fensive position on the ‘western
mse ‘the auto in which they were ridfromt has been captured by. the
was struck by the International army of Sir Douglas Haig, and the
Limited.
igh Corps was given the place
Mrs. 'Helen.McKinlay, widow of the of honor in the great event, being
- ae Arch, McKinlay,
loward, died on [strongly supported by some of the
edweedsy.
Deceasedwas born is most famons of the British formaand awreed tn i0(, 2 daoyhise tthe
tions. The attack was prooeded by
Jobn
McGregor.
She is surviyed a bombardment which continued
Dancap, Jobo
A. avd Miss for several days and in which gnns
taken to Sarnia, where. be formerly fone children Dui
Mary at home, Mrs, Jam; 3 Blue, of Or- of the heaviest oalibre, formerly
lived.
Miss Jonnette McBrayoe was fouvd ford, aud Mra, Margerss Williams, of used on only the biggest battledead to her home at o. apes. on Ridgetown.
shipe, took part. The results, as
The death took place Sanday morning
Thareday.
A veighbor
Bot seon
bys aerial observations,
ber for a couple of daa bo] failing to at bis bome fu St. Thomas of William revealed
® répetition of the battleof
ineer, after a briet were
get av answer whee bu called, raised a Pickles, M.C.R.
the Sonmme.
‘Aeroplanes, flying ~
a of typhoid fever, low,
window and found Miss: McBrayne had illoess of two
could
find ‘only — shapeless
passed away.
Deceased was ‘67 years
masses of ohurned-np earth ie
of St. ‘Thowas tor
of ‘age
was boro.
in
. bad been a resident
the enemy first line had bee:
coming
Cavada.
with
ber
par. 5 sere ena ‘was for man:
years a va}
Of the casualties it only oa
»
yee of the MC.’
He Jeav
said at this ponent that the
low aud one aon,
3 also
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me a world of,
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The 1917 Ford TouritgCar

of embalming and Canadian
ers’ Association

Finest

While driving in s
Hasbaod Mrs. Sam

Jf

with

b

Lobo aod Wiliams pak anggave birth
toa baby, the event taking
place

shortly after Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins had
left Strathroy,

neue

where they bad gad

Ab au

he took the mother

re babe ih car
or 08 iratbed shots
erateroy ospi
where tl they are

ania bata caltwaySaticeship,
Sopa ste
take au

C‘ground in all France is more
dear to the Frenoh vecria:tthan the
front from which the Catetienae:
‘examina set ont to drive the enemy rom
positions on the ridge of toy tne
-| Ohapel
of Notre Dame de Lorette,
Souches and the
r
there,
oonquer the or:
rains of
f whiohwen Sit Genet
| war in thousand!

$495.00

UNDERTAKER
‘Diplomas from Meyer's School
30;
@ Gohsts and all the
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_Which could be securely
Was

the

shepherd's

fastened.

right

who had

hartge of the door,
The sheep recogMizel the voice of the shepherd, and
‘were ready. to follow him. This figure

needed further explanation, and Jesus
proceeded to make his teaching clear.
7. 1 am the door of the sheep—

As

the

sheépfold

SELB
SSCS

eant

would not be pleasing to the Pharisees,

to whom Jesus was speaking. | They
could not conceive how any outside of
the

pale

of Judaism could

‘aviirlower,
Horseradish,

ing down his life for the sheep:
This
he would do for all races and conditions of men.
They: shall hear my

for protection

would

into

that condition

wall of separation
Gentiles «would: be

They

the

Jews,

They

‘shall

one. flock, one shepherd

(BY.

become

(R. V.)—The

between Jews
broken down!

Jesus

used

the

expression,

“All

that

and mission, but the Jewish leaders
who had tought the leaders wrong doc-

trines, the traditions of men, and had
bound heavy burdens upon them. They
‘were

not

true

shepherds,

for

lundered the flock instead
for them. the sheep did not
—These false leaders did
with an authority that won
dencs

of the people

The

they

of caring
hear them
not speak
the confl-

“thieves and

robbers.
are
contrasted
to Christ
“the door.” 9. if any man enter in—
‘There is admittance for all who will
enter tho fold through Christ
the door,
he shall be saved—He
shall be freo

from

power

condemnation,
over

sin.

and

shall

go

shall

have

in and

out,

and find pasture—As the sheep are led
' ut through the door into the rich
pastures, and are led in at night for.
so the

followers

of Jesus

ow

#5>ibely souls, 10. the ¢ntet
on
to destroy—In Pzlestine there are still
those who attempt to steal sheep from
e shepherd, The Pharisees were self.
‘They

desired
wealth and
wished to be considered

Father’s

love

for

world.

18,

No

Ufe—The motives
of
were in sharp contrast

They

the . Pharisees
to
those
of

would destroy the flock,
life, spiritual life.
ounding spirit-

“wal Iife for those who enter the fold by

Christ the oor. It is not the will of
God that any of his followers should
‘be stinted and in. want. He. provides
‘on an obundant ecale for all sho will
tr
yield themselves to him... I
we
@
ated and destitute, {t is
‘because We are not willing to make a
use of
the door.
dant life includes Victory over sin
;
from ft.
ie, Lord
to His ‘people. of ‘old, “If ye be
id obedient, ye ‘shall eat the
12)”

He

tn-

ly to the,
of Jualso its spiritual ap¢
Who were called by
ould have enjoyed great

Son

man

man

is

here

it

from

his

power

me—Jesus here makes = clear
tion

his

of

consent,

He

his

own

‘lay

it

and he could

argue
and

Questions.—Who

and

the sheep?

statement,

die and rise
(R. V.)—The

the shee;

“I

the

by

door

hireling.

What

sheen"?
thy Ife?

{s meant

What
-«

power

by

had

the
the

over
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redemption
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for

througa
atonement
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full -redemption -for
here a precise state-
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the
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which
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truth
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it to
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anil
was

~conse-

lessened

of hay,

which

was

a good

auppiement

prepared

for off-seasons

in grass pro-

So long.as we remain wedQuction.
ded to the pasturing {dea for tesla
ree
.Lcows da summer ‘there are
) special attention.
MORE GRASS AND CLOVER

et things which need
*

presented.
hi

ES

fed,

flow

But hay. is not a satisfactory
A cow
for dry. pastures,
produce
requires succulent feed'to
ts,
It
milk In“paying quantities:
therefore, very. {mportant that:shalldairy
be
fargers on high-priced land

cfop,

b
The Ontario
id down
race of man and
the given to! th
he world whole
ie
with and meet
self able to deal
wher
th, 12. needs of every: individual, securing Onb
e has
Shep!
him.as
accept
to all, who
thha “perfect
suftlwith
freedom
and
safety
His su
az
- free
clency in all things.
e
pen thing 0; to
ness is
wn in” the provision he
( ourive "and are safe or not, has made of all things necessary for

ee

to

considerably below that-of a normal
year, although the high. prices pald
for milkand iis products~ stimulated
farmers to feed.as much as possible,

6elf-

called “the thief!" He contrasted the
oligious guidance of the Pharisees, as
the shepherds of Israel, with that af
forded by. himself: 5
reat to loyal

Jn addition

‘his flock. As the goods

&

And
would
lem to
man.

be
Red

grass, 3 lbs.; meadow fescue, 3 Ibs.;
tmothy, 3 Ibs.
»
ture fs likely to be short in 1917
on account of the very dry season
of last year, which durnt
the new
and old seeding
and because the crops

were

eaten

much’

This

means

closer

grass

next

a slow

then

spring, unless

late

the weather

In such cases it would
be good
policy to sow one of the annual pas-

the

ture crops recommended.
such as,
one and a half bushels of oats, thiracre;

mixture

of

or,

oats,

the one-one-one

barley

and

wheat,

with six to eight pounds of req clo

ver seed added:
Peas and oats, or vetches and oats,
or alfalfa may, be cut for. a solling
crop’
but the labor of cutting and

haullng green crops
these

rather

piece

of land

tor cows

expensive

quality,

POOLING

properly

HURTS

for present
blamed the

It

{g 2 good plan to sow at least a small

out
Un.
was
the
be

realized

methods,

that

his

good

a rremium

was

When

“We have
fact that
policies a
a
summer

dallovs

consume enormous
getting
sufficient
forms of feed.

SUMMER

upon

carciessiass,

SILAGE,

being

was
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. “The — system

by

Yery
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OTHER

frequeaty referred to ‘the
one of the best insurance
dairy farmer can carry is
silo filled with: good corn

much

A

few

«reduced;

good
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need

well-fed,

is:

Grow

fes shipped
uotting but
butter In every season,
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“The
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first
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fal.

such

feed,

feed

and

as

feeds for cows,

s-the

BUFFALO

|”

The creamery ells to the dealer bytu
or ships on consignment

While it is advistble

telephone,
The
merchants,
to- purchase. feed, at times, itis much. regular commission
possible
‘butter da bought-as good marketable
better-to grow feed so‘far as
to be ot first
on one’s own dalry farm, especially butter and supposed
mentioned,
unless otherwise
quality
the bulky feeds:
reItig usually shipped {n government hot
Can, the cow hold her own on highthe
during
cats
The writer thinks she
{rigerator
priced land?
storage
kind of
months, On arriving at the
can, if We have the right
to tho {tts inspected, The buyer governs his
cows and pay special-attention
of feed.
inspectton a good deat by the market,
growing of the right kind.
two If the market has advanced since he
With milk, selling for around
pass.
butter af
pounds,
bought its defects will be onlightly
hundred
a
follars
the other
cheese
and
Ifthe market,
over,
n-pound,
ed
cents
45
40 to
will take
hand, has declined, quality
cents a pound wholesale
at. 24 to
the buyer's viewfrom
cow
place
the
large
a
why
there is.no reason.
should

Our

profitable

in the point.”

as

not continue to be,

past- the most
sn the farm,

animal

kept
.

‘

facts

These

emphasized.

Butter Must
Be Graded

cunnot

We

be

‘must
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slow:

hi

tS
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iene t ettae $i. toto sie $15; pigs
Fn oustha $1275 to $14: stags
see) oO
SIL‘Sheep
to 712, and lambs, receipts . 1,800; heavy
a slow;
active; lambs $12 10
earings $11 to $14.25; wethers #13
bj ewes #6 to $15: mixed abeep #1113
ai

butter
“ThE syste: m of marketing
at present is generally the following:

nature

July,
2.03 to

absorbed,
Ss, 53,
Torian ecoureds «old beat Cnlebed
‘The auctions will
row.

butter

‘of quailty.

all

save freight and
you grow. Thus you
commission charges on bulky: of matermost

g

a
four unchanged.
3.00.
LONDON WOOL, SALES.
offerings at the woo] auc%

class

CONDI-

of marketing

GRAIN

GRAIN M
$195;
hard,

the other hand, certain creamer

On

motto in feeding cows

all you

MARKETS

NIPEG

said
”
improve
much better than a Jarger number might be greatly organized
system of
“An
Mr. Scott,
impropesly
fed.
While
we believe
co-operative marketing might be in.
that a man should carry all the cows troduced with great benefit to the
possible on his farm—good cows, pre- |
organieation of
fersbly, but poorer cows rather than araide—an official representing both
empty stalls—it does not pay to stint
in
@his.of the trade, ;with Ahe on object
the feed to a good milker.
a basis
yiew. of paying for butter

‘A very 00d

abe
CATTL!

arbied

down to the average
poorest to the averx.
“Nt ix a@ Kiud

work leading to the grading and stanIf It f¢ not needed this year, dardization
of our butter, Mr. Scott
it may be carried over for the next
was
given a commission to study the
year,.or for several years, and will be Tinalttons of butter being shipped
ready whenever
needed to help out
from our creameries
and to assist
short feed. summer or winter,
the creamery men in improving the
Where cern can be grown success- quality,
He found that 67 per cent.
fully, as (t can in practically all parts
by him
graded
of olg Ontario,
farmers who keep of butter inspected
he
No, 1 and 41 per <ent. No. 2,
cows should grow an extra two or June
butfer was excellent, but after
three acres of corn for each flve or
hat.
when’ the “hot weather goods”
six cows that will be milking.
A
1.
began to-arrive, vot half was No,
cheap stave sity
will preserve this

silage.

a ba

Export cattle, enolee .. -.
DUcer ut
pnereg
ui
n
. chotce
‘i
medium
do. do, cannera .
do. bulla...
Fouding steers.
Stock
chotce
t
. choice,
Sprit ers
Bheep, ewes
Bucks and cutis

a roan

cream

brings whe best
and raises the

dairy

-.

TORONTO

cows are able to
"quantities, if not
roughage in other
PROVIDE

He
Shop hors
Abattoir hows
o., light.
Lambs ih
Do., Spring

INDUSTRY.

mixed with poorer grades and ail pald
ior. like, ke wes rather {relined to

A

1m
7 granulated
id’ five-pound cartons,
granulated bags.
TS—WHOLE
Beef, fo re rlers, ©
Du., hinaquarters
Curchses, choice

graded,

farmer seldom has too much hay, as

hay.

a

conditions.
Rather
he
system of buying cream

by pooling

to some solling crop
d, if not needed,

sh:

| 3.

At the same time, Mr. Scott was
not Inclined to blame the dairyman

makes

cow-feed.

f{nest

and suitably guaranteed.
The first, Mr. Scott poiuted
began with the farmer himself,
Jess cream of the proper quality
gent to the creamery, butter of
finest quality certainly could not
manufactured,

ty pounds
of
Early
Amber
ugar
cane and seven pounds of red clover

per

exporters, Due

to the fact that their butter was graded and was superior to the’ general
in of Ontario ‘butter, jt would beat
urs in our own home markets.
And,
of course, It would lead in foreign
Therefore, when tho
markets also.
lemand falls off after the war, and
with Canadian
markets being sup.
piled by mew competitors, the only
solution of the Ontario butter trade
will be the manufacture of butter of

conditions are extremely favorable.

seed

butter for their own

uses and had become

usual

start and

this,
Mr. Scott
explained,
bring a mighty serious: probthe door of tlie Ontario dalryThe western provinces were

producing enough

in the fall. which {s not a favorable
condition for satisfactory wintering.

bear in mind that cows without plenty of feed are a poor plying proposl.

were not properly

unbellef could not defeat his purpore
establish a kingdom into which
should be admitted Jews and Gentiles.
it
‘Jesus represented himself {n con:
‘with
a type of character which he

to

orchard

cows; they grow gome grain or other
crop for & cash crop, and have part

regardless of the price.
The only doubtful factor
in
the
dairy business, assuming good cows
gre kept, is (hat of feed-~
Ino ary
cows
weason like. that of 1916, many

sfcrifice and rended him the’ special
Jewish
object of his Father's love.

where land
is
or more years:

clover, 6 ibs.; asiike, 3 ibs.;

crop in-a sativtactor ;manner.
Ja
this way the capital cutiay ts small.
and the risks of stert {eed are there.

what the conditions. of trade.
ple must have milk, butter and cheese

‘and in anger to Christ's sesertions of
@ull provisions for~his followers, and union between himself and God, while
‘they will have abundant spiritual ” life they contemplated a step to put him.
Mwilling and obedient.
their way and to shatier his
(va. out-of
claims. Josus read their thoughts and
answered ‘them calmly with the coneclousnees that such an event.
would

the following,
pastured two

for the most ecoHowever, we need
that most Ontario
also “mixed” farmnumber of
other

alsurest of any, because there Is
ways a good demand fgr dairy products at paying prices, no
matter

greed.
Se}fishness had * dein material thi Ings, as also rigy‘and
:
had cheerfully and stroyed the very life of the nation.
sree ifthethey
Lord. Jesus has made The officiats had Istened with sneers

point

has done,

Kinds of live stock

bad no ganction In the divine law to
enhance thelr own greatness at the
cost of the spiritual welfare of
the
people, a course which involved their
spiritual ruin, They had done this by
evil methods by strategem, by hypoc-

only

to

ot the farm in-orchard, and vegetable
crops, auch as potatoes, . In this way;
they endeavor to. have something for
gale that will be profitable In case
one or more of the other crops fail.
The returns {rom the dairy are the

They had established

over

farmer

a large area land
nomic
results,
to bear in mind
dairy farmers are
ers--they keep a

be the shep-

and

noi

about ten to one hundred acres of
cleared land.
This appears to be

of which he found. himself the object.

of

for shipptis,-are

or

ONE COW TO TEN ACRES.
In Ontario the average number of
cows, in the best dairy counties, is

words of Israel.
They decreed who
should be admittod.to, or cast out of,
the fold. They professed to be. inter:
preters

dairying

market

we ought to be able to
solve — this
problem as satisfactorily as the Buro:

expiilsion from the temple of the man
hi
had healed of blindness,
and also in the hostility of the rulers,
Pharisees clatmed-to

trom

g>vd

trates.
The probabilities are that
the chief factor in Canada
= which
prevents intensive dairy farming is
labor, but with improved machinery

was destined to pass away, He recognized the sequel of that Inevitable
yasaing away of Judaism in the recent

The

a

many of these countries the standard
is one cow yer eore,-and very little
“{feed {s purchased, except ~ conéen-

ment of a definite historical situation.
The time had come for Jesus to loa
hia

returas

near

area of land to roam over in order
to produce
milk ecouomically.
In
this respect our farmers have much
to learn from Europeau
dairymen,
who seem to have solved the problem
of keeping cows on small farms.
In

of

“other

Jesus

the

to mak: protic
These dovbtera

it difficult to get away from the idea
that a cow requires a | considerable

Why does Jesus call him-

self the good
Shepherd?
Draw
contrast between the shepherd and

the

the

295 acres, and where natural and: mar.

is implied , by

am

for

land

keting conditions are favoc:blo, we
may admit that truck farming is Ukely to be more profitable than dairy
farming in Canada, largely for
the
reason that Canadian dairymen, find

up some other way
Whet

that

izers is such that these two items eat
a large: hole in the money received
for vegetables and fruits.
On. festricted areas of land, say from 6 to

Into the sheepfold?
What {s sald of
the mutual knowledge of the shepherd

Jesus’

H,-DEAN).

pasture

erating expenses for truck
farming
are so heavy and the cost of fertil-

life.

down

are represented

that

located

convenient

intimate relations of the Son to the
Father 1s here shown, as also the
Son's obedience to the Father's word.
those who climb

R,

admitted

be compared. with the returns trem
gtowing vegetables, small fruits, etc,
This is doubtless ‘true #0 far as gross
returns are concerned, but the op-

take it up again at will.

This commandment—To
again.
From my Father

tg

rough

on soil suitable for market gardening

declara-

over

could

{it

doubted her ability
on high-priced land.

for the

taketh

PROFESSOR

with

Oz.

Do.,
bag.
Potatoes, per bax
Do., Irish cobbler
8,
bunch
Savory, bunch
Turning, bet
Do., per peel
SU
Another advance of twenty cents per
100 Ibs. hay taken place in refined sugars,
this muting an agvance of 40 cents with~
Can dian refined
a
lows

The y Are Given a Reasonable Chance—Our Expert
Tells How to Do It.

dairy cow is one of the most econom.
cal animal producers of human food
that a farmer can own, some Aave

‘No one could take it from him without

eminently pious, while at heart they Chriat.
1,
Embracing
“were thieves ‘ind robbers. might have
Jesus.

hia

stated to be the Son's dying

Do When

While

and
All

4s Christ himself, There is no salva‘ton outside of him. Through Christ Christians now are in one spirit, but
the believer enters into a state of they will be one in a richer and deeper
all misunderstandings
in which he {s free from con- sense when
ation and is consciously saved, shall have been swept away and we
17.
‘There is no other way by which one shall know as we are known.
miay enter the fold of God. Good works, Therefore doth.my Father love me—
good resolutions, or forms of religion The Father loved the Son, but he also
loved
the
world
enough
to
give
his
Son
‘will not afford an entrance into a state
of salvation. 8. thieves and robbers— to save mankind. ‘T’he ground for the
ever came before me," to include, not
the prophets who foretold his coming

10.,

I must bring—He had spoken of layvoice—The Gentiles would know the
voice of the good Shepherd as well.as

enc!
1b.

Leeks, bunch
Lettuce, doz...

Do Dairy Cows Pay On Dear Land?

be of suffi-

Almighty.
This would be a stunning
blow to pharasaic pridé.
Them also

stands

ler the care of x considerate keeyi-

‘er, 80 the entrance

Shouse
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It cient value to claim the notice of the

to be admit:

ted to the fold by the porter,
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while.a part Was covered by a
‘The entrance had a solid door

10ut

that he had followers among the Gentiles. These were far from the Jewish
to the good Shepherd. This statement
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Se

whichshe had. not

aide,toe meal Curia
‘
travelled

tht murmur. tof of, CoD:
nearly $Wo hundred,
eon
the
‘almost overbears
; ety of the miale.
.
‘Moving amony the niass with pertect
to
» Lau
for each of
fro, with a word or a smile
e to all.
her guests, and with.an,cy the duchLady, Rookwell, seated moat

bun-

several

they,

| HER HUMBLE

y Roo!
ae Signs enters, and
But she smiles on
her arm, turns. her
bi she. nods approvThen
the light.--

== LOVER ==

and went up an
may
us"
am!”

Signa cannot ‘refrain from’ a laugh
“Dreadful! No, He was one of the
“handsomest men I ever saw, and look- of amusement.
“It bas been all but.
rebuilt,” she
ed like a prince, though he was dressed in a sort of peasants ‘costume—

do‘lope he won't keep his. word

wos an
notwithstanding the

when I see it, and there never was a
finer mannered man than Lord Delamere. They say that the worse & man
is morally the nicer he Js in manners;
it’s true

to lend me an umbrella,

Oh,

in his

don't

ace.
* “How

can

able fora proper dinner or a proper
anything else to-day;
my poor old
ead ig nearly turned
with all
this
fuss.’
“And I'm too excited to care what

“Give

me plenty of tea and'I’sball de sats.
right;
not!”
panies
» much

Ott, do lays 3 523) Bo. off att
I should simply die if it sbould
“But the laugh which accomfavor
doesn’t
the assertion
of death.

“And so, my dear,” she says, almost
Yatore she gets Ivtv the room again

‘after “changing

you are’ very,
has been
and really I
warmly.. Such

aunt

her things,”

very happy.
telling

we

“and

so

You see,

everything,

can congratulate you
a good-natured man as

Mr, Warren must be a charming lover!
‘And aunt tells mo that he is every

thing that is handsome and clever. I
do so long to meet him. Aunt rays T
ovght to throw myséif on my knees
before

him

with

Do you mind?”

gratitude.

Shall

see

It

“Not {nthe least,” replies Signa,
inugbing softly. “ Iam sorry and so

jg he, that he cannot be here to welcome you.
I hope you will be satls-

you

Signa

stares,

Jaaghe,

then

have

way,”

‘with pretty

ne

ioe

exclaims

horror.

Laura

Derwent,

“Just

as if he

‘were a tradesman executing an order!
Satisfied!’
1 am simply overwhelmed
fan
all he has done; and, indeed, I

dnt

mean

him

to take

so

much

And as to Lord Delamere, 1
trouble,.
trust I shall never meet bim again in

_ this world, if all the money haa
spent that aunt declares has been.
Signa

2

~ Mr.

oO"

name!

Warren——"

know.

What

an

awfully

nice

Well, what does he say’

“That the amount
does not matter,
that
‘as Lord Delamere is so rich, and thing
6 wonld only be annoyed

if the

were done shabbily!”
“Shabbity! Yes, but I: only
to have the place cleaned,”

and would be obliged if——""
the finish,
for
‘Without waiting

says
“Wait until you get inside!”
gloating over
Lady Rookwell again,
her discomfiture.
“I am simply terrified!” responds

rer. comes

meant

makes miles shorter,
pulling easier, friction
less.
It's the Mica.
Mica puts the ¢-a-s-e"
in grease.

She

“Laugh—oh, I see! No, not a bit! Do

in the world,

not

the

least

really.

taste

I always

IMPERIAL
such a thing, I just put on
rite, and {t always succecds
svan't-do ttm your case sear.”
think von'd betcor.” says Signa,
as they go upstairs.
Jeannette bas lald out, aot two, but
halt a dozen beautiful dresses from
the huge imperial, and Sigua stands
ruminating before them, thinking of
tho vast sum they must represent, The
hand of worth 1s. plainiy tobe de-

tected in each, and
quisite.

they are all €x-

“Mademoiselle Mkes——" says
the
mald, but her mistress in*errupts her
quickly.
“Hold your tonguo, Jeanvette,
I
wish for Miss Grenvills’s
unbjassed
opinion¥*

“Really—wel

and

Signa

glances

at the beautiful face, with its perfect
mouth, and
auburn
eyesrows and
laches, and the crown of golden hair.
“{ should wear this,” and she puts
ber hand caressingly on a dark, trape-

tion, but made up by ap artist, anda
marvel in its way,
Laura slides to
ker and kisses her.
‘

“You are perfectly lovely!” sho (x-

claims.

“That

is

the

dress

longing for you to choose!

T

was

Aa! cunt

fg quite right; you are an artist at
heart!
Now, ninety-nine wornen out
of a hundred would lave chosen one

of those stupid blue things, just be-

smi

“There has been a great deal of
money spent,” she says; “but Hector

>

“] didn’t mean all this!” she says,
in a tone of genuine awe and alarm.
“And Mr. Warren did this! I'm half
inclined to be afrald of your
lover,

livery

smiling.

haven't

Heavens,

‘The carriage draws up at
trance steps, xnd
2 couple

“Are you laughing at me?” she rays,
I

Palace!

who in July do wed
always labor for their bread. x
Whoever wed in August be

cause Iam fair. And the stoncs—what
shall I-wear with it?”
=
“Diamonds,” says, Signa, unhesitat-

the
and

flowers

was

90 late.

line

understaids: now
In

lows

silence.
into

her

shine,
Marry in Septemter’s rich
and fine.
Your. living will be
If in October you do marry,
Love will come, but riches

cut you out with your admirable Mr.
But I suppose it would be
Warren.
no use.”
“Not the least in thé world,” eays
iy
i
quietly.
“Hector
the

ground

she

Laura

Der-

frank

and candid an admiration
finds
herself
blushing

that
and

retorts

“and so should I if I were
and sho eyes Signa with

y thank my stars that
were not in town
Iast season,
dear,” says the beauty, curtly, “or
reign would have been short. If

come to London

a
s0

you
my
my
you

next year, I shall

remain on the Continent.”
“Poor Continent” says Lady

well, curtly,

Rook-

Then the carriage is announced, and
with an attendant throng of maids to
arrange their dresses,
so that they
may not be crushed, the three ladies
enter the old and stately chariot.

“My heart beats so loudly that you
could hear it,” says Laura Derwent.
“If you were to remain silent for a

moment,

perhaps,”

retorts

Lady

Rookwell.
*
Sign:
heart Is beating, too, and it
gives a,leap when a few minutes afterward
Laura Derwent,
~who
-had
been looking through the window, ut-

ingly, picturing. the glittering gems. ters a low scream.
“What fs that?" she di emands.
on the purple blocm and on the:glodSigna looks out, of the window
1
e no hair.
“Mademotselle’s taste is perfect,” sthrts.

and

remarks the matd, sententtously.
“Of course {t is,"" echoes Lady Dur“And now, you
‘went \,enraraptured.
must let me choose your dress.”

and

‘That-

silent
with

ig¢-the

and

lights

Grange,

deserted,

from

every

not-

but

dark

and

streaming

window,

or rubbers, are assured if you choose

a pair bearing on the sole any one of
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far aways
Married in grey, You Will go wish
yourMarried in black, you will

come,

the

path,

Laura
the

and

she

why Hector Warren
nall;

Derwent
her

fol-

self
back;
Married in brown, you will live out of
ead;
in pearl, you will 5 live In ®
Marriedwhirl;

you Ifke to end that ter

Would
pain; to
rible jtching, that. burning
heal those borrid sores?
ried all rorts of fatty
4 powders. ‘Pct

tw be ceen;

in green, ashamed

Married

in yellow,

Married

of your

ashamed

fellow;

slwsys be
Married in blue, he will
true;
Married {n pink" your epirite will sink;
Married In white, you have choses

amaze-

even for words; The

“Gypsum
Has an

{tselt’

light;-aiter tue Disoc Smbglareof.the
lnmps, and looks very grand und aweit
imposing, such, as Signa thinks,
may have looked when the king crossed its marble floor on bis way to dine
with the
of Charles the
Secoud’s reign.
Two of the maids came forward to
conduct them to the rooms, and
still
Leura Derwent, the cause of all this
pageant, fs silent, Tt is not until they
have traversed the long corridor, and
aro safe in their rooms, that ehe exclaims in hushed accents“Aunt, I am really frightened!
On
my honor, I did not mean snything of
this kind.
Why,
the whole | piaco
seems to have been redecorated for
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Malfled at lowest possible prices.
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Our Natural
vi
Switches at $5.00,
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this one night.
What—what on carth
will Lord Delamere think of me?”
“Therd is time for vain reproaches,”
says
Lady
Rookwell,
!mpatiently.
“You haven't seen the baliroom yet,”
says Signa, feeling a vague satisfac:
tion in the beauty’s amazement
and
embarrassment.
“lL am
to see it!” exclaims

Quality and long wear, whether in
rubber.
farm boots, high rubber boots

remembe

but
So much for the proper montha,
know what
if the bride-elect seeks to
nes
color she should choose; ‘these
2!
her:
help
may

the enof foot-

“Tho people wil be here directiy.

_the farm in rainy, sloppy weather.

will come,

joy

fast,
When December's snows fall
Marry, and true love will last,

‘

darling!” he says, taxing. her

then
into his. arms. and. kissing. her}
helding her at arms’ length, that he

with lights that extend down through

‘Thrift is served, and: health preserved,
by wearing rubber footwear around

tarry.

r
If you wed. in bleak, Novembe
r.

Only

aright.

‘The hall’

went,
man’

to gee.

Se sure

a change

Many

BRANCHES THROUGHOUT

ED

“Canadian

They
Must

the
Signa follows him to tha 1ibrary,with
door of which the footman opens
obsequious humility, and Hector, Warforward.

la “

Married in’red, you will wish yourself

THE
OIL COMPANY
Limited

trends on!”
“So he ought!"

*

mate,
your fate.

Mary in the*month of May, day.
‘And you'll surely rue the
Marry when June. roses diow,
Over land and ‘sea you'll £0,

let me get out and

and

them

the willful beauty.

night!

know,

Aladdin’s

magn

a

new,
true.

winds blow,
Sf you wed when March
show.
Joy and sorrow both you'll
can,
Marry in April when you
t dade,
Joy for maid and for man.

¢

my dear; he must be a magician!”

choose the dress which ‘the great
ity isto wear. on thia eventful

you

it?

the

colored costume, with lace of, the
same shade, and a touch
of
silver
ficd—"
skeen fntroduced fu a gaury trim“For Heaven's sake, don’t put It in ming.
‘A quaint dress jn the descripthat

itis

her

the dress J.am
y

it myself—that

most exquisite taste.”

to.
There
was a story about @
duel—"
“Which we have heard,
Rookwell, “And now, don
you'd better go upstairs and cha!
will
your things? Somo sort of bemeal
answerdo ready directly; 1 won't

1 ent, dear!” responds Laura.

deservs

beauty

kind of you to say thal

upstairs. and choose
to wear to-night.

like

! would

out

this

truly?’ demands the beauty.

the
was,

dear!”
responds
the
beauty, and she leans forward
and
kisees her.
“And now, you see
Low
calculating I am! I want you to come

anything, so I can't

though

like

glides into
hat-her-taste

“I give you permission on the spot,”

laughs.

dear,

you,

were

washed

she

as

my: dearest—women-—fricnds. declare
Jt yellow, and so {t {s really. Do you
know, I think I shall like you awfully
If you will let me!”

want to hear anything
thanks, Laura.”

beauty

“{ don't know

mofno

and just Mfting her eyes
from her
ress, round the ‘sleeves’and ueck of
pave
she is stitching on.
some
old

and just as if

faa he had appeared. But there was &
Tumot that
he had an adventure in

The

1 wish

yellow.
“It
fs golden,” says Signa, smiling,

he
“Iam ashamed to say
rather
indifferent
to
my
and disappeared a8 suddenly

“We
about

dear!

that, instead of being

“And did you see much of him?”
asks Lady-Rookwell, when she can get
@ word.
“No replies the beauty, with a little
pout.
proved
ebarme,

and

turn up to-night.
And
yet—yet it
would make the. thing
30
complete,
wouldn't it: quite a dramatic climax,
oh, dear? What lovely hair you have!

“Ig

=
E
exclaims Laura Der-

Aunt, stop
place!
the oyerture,
away
fly
for the
where I can» hide my though the time has arrived
and Sig- somewhere
Why,
this
must
hare
cost—" first waltz;'and the rector, who ‘stands
title to-night if ever she did,
wo~
inside,” says beside Signs, and who has dene nothna, ever ready to admire another
exclamafaint
a
murmur,
utters
but
i;
.
_“*¥ou'll
be
charms,
arrived
man’s
{ng since he
*
tion of pleasure.
to appreciate the costlin- amidst much coughing and chin-rubReally!" - ex- better able
lke it?
“Do you
ness of your freak!”
bing, his amazementiar the splendor,
for and
“It {s nice, isn’t it?
claims Laura.
Laura Derwent utters a faint moan asks: “What/are they waiting
‘admire
can
you
, but she Where 1s Mr. Warten?” .
Aunt, she chose it, so Is nico myself. of alarm, and leans
1 think ft
‘{ don’t know,” says SI
it safely,
Jeans forward again the next minute,
to
mind
a
half a
and stares speechless at the vast out
ing both questions, but
Do you know I've
line of the place, made doubly vast ment a footman spproach:
a» well:
by the
brillant light
that streamg
with that/deep: respect. whictr
through the many windows, and the trained servant can throw into his
huge lamps that stretch along the Yolce, says
miss,
library,
the
in
whole length of the broad terrace.
is
“Mr, Warren
and

Laura Derwent groans.
“{ am alomst inclined to ron away. T

juerada one could see the gentle
his
‘man end nobleman beneath. Then
tanner! I think I do know manner

who are curiovs tu. know

th of

SSS
“rough jacket, and those braided ‘etockbig, broad

is
‘Married when the year
He'll be loving, kind and
When February birds: do
You may wed, nor dread

group

2 small

by
surrounded.

tg

Kauta Derwent

“Tam, indced. What's

An

and

for

Affinity.

many

years

the

principal use of gypsum In this country was its application by farmers
to
the land, with a view to make monporous clay soils more pervious to
water, to make saudy soils leas pervious, and to sweeten sour and acid
sofls,

A

water,

ing

Hector,

do you know,

{n

to. be waiting

grass, 2s

the roots

a

dry,

hot

season,

it Is

of

The

land
plants

declared,

will’ draw the necessary moisture from
the atmosphere and often save @ crop

I

nothing would daunt that young lady.”
sa)
“But she $6 daunted at this.”

“And, Hector”, —reherself from his em-

brace—“you must co now;

and

Plaster to the foliage of many

is awfully
Uke her very much, She
overcome at ali you have done.”
“Really?” and he smiles. “1 thought
Signa, laughing.
luctantly freeing

of grain

the small plants most need
{it
application of ground gypsum or

waiting to begin the first dance, and
the band ig still playing the overture.”

“Yee. And

the growth

it holds moisture where

close to’ him, then she raises her bead.
“Hector, 1 am glad you have come.
are all
There scema some hitch. They
“Never mind,” he says, cvolly; “Ict
How beauthem walt a few minutes.
And Miss
fal you look, my dafiing:
Laura Derwent—Is she here?”
Signa nods.

characteristic of ground gyphas an
affinity
for
will draw
moisture from

and

the atmosphere This quality 1s
factor in keeping moisture in the soll,
and {s of value 'to the farmer in

may feast his eyes on her loveliness.
“How beautiful you look!"
With a pleased smile she nestles

from being damaged by drought. » It
is commonly applied to peanut vines to
insure a crop.
The production of gypsum, according
to the United States Geological Survey,

Department
creased

of the Interfor,

from

has in-

594,462 short tons in 1900

to 2,447,671 short tons in 1915.-U. 8
exchange.
——_+-2——

RHUBARB.

they seem

for something.”

“Let them walt,” he sa,

voice.
strange ring in
auses, and a shadow cross:

sure

Sigha, my darling, 1 am

your love?”
She looks up at him, aud to the Imminent danger of his dress shirt-front,

she nestlés to his heart.

Way do you esk me that now?
“Why? Because | am going to put it
to the test,” he answers, gravely,
stfong,” she
“No test can be too
And

she

raises

her

you!”

| love

know

“you

eays sa,

head

to meet

the

kiss which he bends .o give her. Then

ehe stafts, and touches

barg are
partment
One earful flour, 3
powder, % tenspoot
*
Ue cupful
fnelted butter, 1 es, Beaten.
fubarb sauce (made by cooking thubarb until tender,
in a heaxy syrup, we
ar

with the points

of her fingere a band of bine ribbon
which crosses his breast. “What~ is
this, Hector?”
“This?” he says,

with a # lle, and
looking down at the ribbon. “ nits 18—

never

Signa.

mind,

I belong

to ap

or-

der which permits me to wear this tokep of its power and might.”
She laughs, having no iden that it i¢

“The first carriage! Come!"
replies
Lady Rookwell, dropping her cloak ie
ond gathering her fan
and smellingbottle in her hand.
“Come along; it

Is no time for idle repentanoe — over
your foolhardy whim.”

early
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inoleum,CongoleumSquares
.
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.
Scrims.

1$ep Marquiseiie Curtains made in
all the .season’s newest pat> terns.. New Tapestry Cover-

ings, price 50c. to $1.50.

4}. Union Squares, 2x3, 3x3, 3x3, 3x4....... $5.00 to $10.00
>

Tapestry Rugs, all sizes, seamleas
squares..12.50 to 22.00
New Velvet Squares, extra heavy pile, 3x34, 3x4..
Mats—all sizes.
Prices....2+..sseeseees+ 1,00 to
6.50
New patteris in Congoleum Rugs.
They are seamless,
washable and the best of wearing, two sizes, 9x10} and

9x12

$

10.00, 12.00

Nairn‘s Scoteb Linoleum, new block and floral designs.
Lace Curtains, per pair...........% ypeweeseees 65c to 7.50

) Marquise Curtains, Cream,

Ecru, White,

Felt Mattresses, two sizes.and Health Srand, 2 sizes.

4 00 | Coil Springs, two sizes, 5.00 and 5.50.
Other lines,
60c | Union and Wool Car
per yd., 40c, $1.15
BASSELL: CARPET SWEEPERS.

2.00. 3.50.
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Darch & Hunter Seed Co., Limited, UX2S%

$8,800,000

A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED

CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
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Send for our catalogue and learn of our other vajiable premiums,
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Coarse Shoes

Shoes

and Pumps always in stock

good

neat, dressy last, special 4 50

We have a large stock of Men’s Coarse Wearing Shoes, made of the 6
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-
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Paes tO aa
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Ladies brown pumps, the newest styles ...... sue tepueaes
Ladies patent Congress, seamless pump...

Full
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Dress Shoes
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0
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eselast, Keone bnele, 8 in. 5 00 | Men’s
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Biows Vale. new ‘English last, toe cap ae
> Ladies patent cloth to; p, button or laced...
A
‘
ve seaeess 6.50
.
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) Ladies’ Harvard Brown bals, Tiffany last, Louis heel, 8.
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If you have a silk skirt to wear with the waist you will be
wearing the seasor:’s correct styie.“We are offering 36-inch
Chiffon Taffeta in extra good weight, soft, elastic touch, in ‘all
good shades, at per yard ese... ec ese cece es cece ee ca eees $1.50
36-inch Duchess Satins and Pailettes, per yd.<4.15 1.25:1.50
- Houxe Dresses, in Prints, Ginghams and Chambrays, well
made, trimmed and finished, at from..s....2. $1.00 to $2.50
~Underskirts in all sizes and styles, from.....soc. to $3.50 +

Ipalof the High | 2%_& Staging district must have dif-
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are still able to give you bargains in Boots

17,

and will take the form ofs box social,
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to bring s box
Miss El¥w Hollingshead has returned | With Inuch for two, with her aame infrom a visit with relatives at Kitcheuer. | % ide. ‘The boxes will be sold to the
Mrs, Jos. Hookin and son, Frost,
spent
the holiday with relatives as Stratford.
Misses Bertha and Hazel Waite,of St. Program. Everybody welcome,
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=
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5c.- to 50c. per roll.
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Potatoes

Material

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
Special
‘Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
and
Changes are not necessary if you buy a

i

Fertilizer

Odors for th abors gogde will be fd

| {io norexpect
to
Dot

IPENDEES will be received by the under | farther supply this season,
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rent
town, for the season

April 21, for the
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| GLAPP, LITTLEJOHN, LTD.
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3 And Buy the. Stylish Spring Hat.
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Opposite Baptist Church
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wv boreom st wae

at the P. M. Elevator

FOF your Seeds and Feed. Choice
Timothy, Clover and Alsike, Shor
Middlings, Bran, Seed Oats, Feed
Oats, Rolled Oats, Oat
Cake, Buck wheat, Oatm:

Salt, Oil

Fillmore

~ CHEVROLET

Valve-in-Head Motor, Three Speeds, Centre Control
Blectric Starter, Electric Lighting. Electric Horn
Cantilever

;

$605.00

New Std Thea cn Rear Wheels

fo. b, Oshatra, Roadster or Five

te
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Pas eliger Tonring Car
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Dodd's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys. Cured kidneys strain all the impurities, all the seeds of disease out of
the blood. ‘That makes good health ail
That's
-why ~those}.
cured are co enthusiastic in.regard to
Dodd's
Kidney. Pills.

over the body.

epee
TRACING LOST CARS,

:

of

Railroads

Have

At times when the scarcity of freight
cars causes the raflroads: to place an
embargo upon, certain classes of goods,
the problem of keeping track ‘of its

beneficial for sunburn, an immefiate
relief for colic and toothache.
STOKES,

carg to see that they do not run away

General Sec'y,

and bécome wanderers upon the face
of the earth is a, stupendous one for
each company.
When-a freight
car is built, it {s
given @ number, before it leaves the
shop, and. therefore it is always known
by that number until it fs worn out
and scrapped. When a new car receives
its nuniber, and starts out
upon its

KNOWING.

To rid the house of insects pestsin dlatwo
solve common alum, one poundthorough:
quarts of bolling water. When
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But in spite of all this care in keeping a record of each car now and then,
for some unexplained reason, one disappears from sight—diterally running

away. Some of the big companies employ car tracers, but as a rule aprinted
tracer.is first sent after the car to
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what-

is “everybody's

business Is nobody's
business,” this
local agent made no effort to hunt up
the owners. If the order had been received by him to return it he would
have obeyed, but lacking such orders
he left it In the siding. In the course
Of ume, it was occupied by a family
‘Of squatters, who lived quite comfortably in tt for six months, and were
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RELIEF AT LAST
T want to help you If you are euffering ‘from bleeding. itching, blind_or
I can tell you how,
protruding Piles,
fn your own home and without anythe
one’s essistance, you can apply
best of all treatments.
PIL! >
TREATED AT
HOME
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I promise to send you a FREE trial
of the new absorption treatment, and
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you of immediate relief,
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Work Following Runaways.

‘At the Yarmouth Y. M. C. A. Boys’

siding

no one seemed to know just what to
do with it. The nearest freight agent
had no record of it and no tracer had
Tequested
its return.
Going on the

for yeara,
and was
! suffered
L bad) a

subject

year

Texas simply because it got lost, and

Hef.
Then 1 started to use
Dodd's
Kidney Pills, and two boxes did me so
much good I feel Uke recommending
therh
to everyone
who
has kidney
trouble."

Camp, held at Tusket Falls
in August,
I-found MINARD’S LINIMENT — niost

‘WORTH:

a

head and my skin itched and burned
at night.
“Neither from the doctor nor at the
hospital did I get eny permanent re-

observed

Detectives.

ALFRED
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WANTED.

A Great Chess Player.
Sir Walter Parratt bad gn extraordinary memory.
Some eight or ten men
cere aanembied one evening in one of
the lodges attached to St. Michael's col~
lege, Tenbury,
Sir Walter Varratt and
the
Herr yon Holst played In turn wi
Jano mu
cs wal
chess
10 pia}ny
ter ‘t hen propo:
at
chess in consultation, still remaining
memory
the p' 0 an
1
ron
What. wag demanded either. from Bach,
wen, Mozart, Chopin or Mendels~e
Without even a glance at hour.
th
ne
game in aD
don Globe.

e

- }where laughing children carry
casket, swaying from side to side butto
accom)
the

Science Monthly.
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trouble started
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000,000 a day fro

Felix Ascah

‘Mra. Ascah says. "I suffered
Towest escape was that of three chil- I was attended by a doctor
dren.in Braunau, at the time of the ‘also treated at a hospital.
‘tail of an iron meteorite
from stiffness of the joirts.
religiese
fe
a bitter taste, eapecially in the
ob: Sect, 15 m aeninl 40;0 pour
meteorite. Probably the
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but

ease, from which she suffered for years
ig due to the splendid work of Dodd's
Kidney Pil

on &

FACTS FOR THE CURIOUS.

No Relief
atin ent,
Brought

telling her numerous friends here that
her complete recovery from kidney dis-

any-urveace not specifically permit~

metate, cook tortillas and_ frijoles,
raise families, laundry) clothes on #
rock near the creck, and make » the
most exquisite laces and the fincét of
spdrawn work with equal skill.”
——_+--——__
Ask for Minard’a
and take no other
——_+——

ner, Batab- 3877.)
y MONTREAL
5

lash or

12.—(Special,)—Mrs..

Goods and Antiques.

lonely. siding or gets lost in a short
Swamp line. One stich runaway reatet

Haffimand, Gaspe, Co., Quebec, April

must furnish convincing evidence of
needs and obtain special certiHticates, They will be punished if maused for “joy riding,”
oF
ines

showers were of stones, but the findindustrious and skillful if the time ele- lag of numerous individuals of tron
ment is éliminated. _
# fn single localities, such ae. Toluca
yi
“miner! is. @ competent and Cano)
Diablo,
indicates
that
workman when unham
[ by) mod> showers of iron meteorites
someern machines and hada “nose” for
occur, * The largest known méthat 1s truly remarkable.
As tillers times
teorite Is one brought
from Cape
of the soil their methods are primi- York, Greenland, by Peary, welghin:
tive but productive; they still use ox- 363, tons. It is fn the American Mus}, and the
en and the wooden plow:
eum ‘of, Natural History, New York.
fields are fenced with imperishable ‘Twenty-nine chemical elements have
of
dry-dock Waiis.~ In, the,
found ir meteorites In quantities
pottery and Ddacketry they . excel; in,
jent “for’\ accurate study. -feten
tanning,
hides, saddlery
and the tiffe American.
working of metals they are inimitable.
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i
walk -to perm:
‘The dingy tramBina of yehicle.
jears are drawn by relays of mules,
jthree abreast, beaten into, subjection
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protection.
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Pacific while he Is going toward
the
Atlantic.
A runaway car apparently is as depraved as any criminal. It hides on a
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h
y
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:
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It may be headed
London Loan & Saving? Co., London, Ont.
north, or rolling merrily toward the
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fng, and covered them with debris,
pad
evenings, when the melody of martial ‘but they:
were oot injured. In each of
music fille the air, the upper cl
co P
meteoric ‘ehowers —
parade in One direction, while the pethose of Pultusk and»
Moce+
more
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i
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used for. Industrial or business pry
Doete' ate’ declared contiecdied ‘and
at be handed aver to epecial depots,
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buildin;
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Ww!
‘of calsomine “»elr gral
and open doors exhibiting to all
y furnished interior, where
‘bird, east and human eat. and live toThe sordid squalor of the
@any contraste ‘striingly
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bicycles to urgently meccssary. commereial) work, and then only under
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ee. tubes on wheels not
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thiree

city where the runaway car is supposed to be at the very moment when
the car is leaving it in the opposite
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Says She Suffered

ts the Ger-

=

an
exhausted
A striking picture of native life in
Juanajuato, the treasure cho: of ft mer- it it the et
F
=
is given in a commun! night, or that®
Mi
supply of pulque or
gation td the’ National Geopraphic’ So- mescal is depleted almost to the deProwiety by Frank H. Probert.
uation F
+4
; bert reveals the Mexican peons as they
“To the casual visitor from the
are known only to the American who States the habits and.cuatoms of these
- has lived+
m.
ng
lowly people ‘are strange, but’ fasein*
“Leaving the walled inclosure of the a They do ae tee ee commisrailroad yards,” says the writer, “one seration or sympathy;
they are cons
Jooks down on the q| parently cramp- tent in their mode of living, and
ed and crowded city of
juato,.
it say that they are the less
wapital of the richest of the rout ith-cen= oF aay in their habitat than wany
by, to
f'Mexico)
Hi
ub
‘
ithe right 4s the bull-ring, the scene on of “The
Mexican peon snows that he Is
Bundays und fiestas of farcical com~wo-legged brutes an: ad

fully represen:
gummovs plants.”
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James’ Break.
Grown ‘old in the eervice of

master

and

mistress,

privileged retainer.

He. was waiting at
when-a-guest- asked
but -the request was
‘Then thé hostesa
sode, and remarked,

James

was

WH

his

®&

table ‘one day,
for ‘a fish f
ignored.
noticed the eplIn a most per

emptory. manner:
“James, Mre, dones hasn't’any fishir
6 nt nce!"
“Mada
came the empathic reply,
Jast time Mrs. Jones dined here we
ldst’a fish fork.”
James*has now been
relegated to

the garden.“Tit-Hite,
It's a poor
poth way's.
pull should

rule

Bven
have

s

tuat

won't

work

the fellow with @
a ‘little push about

him.

Getting Johnnie off to
School and: husband off to
business are: problems. that
tax the nerves and strength
of the housewife who runs

her own home,
delightful
Shredded

So easy and

if you
know
Wheat Biscuit,

the ready-cooked, ready-to-

eat whole wheat food. Child-—

ren like its delicious, crisp

with hot
aroma when served
milky

It

is ready-cooked

ae
bciegiees

AUSTRIIN ANWAR GRAFT SCANDAL, RES—IGN
TALLIED NATIONS
DELIGHTED BY
- WILSON'S MOVE
MINISTERS,
CONVICTED
MINISTERS, CONVIC
Sie

doubt
munity has ever been summon
war on grounds so largely ideal.”

VICTIMS OF SUB.
Britain

of

Union With Allies as

have

Germany

was

warmly

* wel-

resolved
to
march with
No news of the past year has

so stirred the country, save only the

+

HRyssian revolution.
‘here have been no street demonstrations or exhibitions. of excitement
such as the first weeks of the war saw
in Londo, vocause the war has long
since passed the stage of excitement,
and is regarded here, as in America,
‘as a heavy and solemnly-borne duty.
The substance and tone of the Pres!dent's
message
was an electrifying
surprige, The directness of his ‘tndictment of the German methods and nis
whole-hearted statement of America’s

SNES

EEO ee

aS

duty to maintain her

Amsterdam

NOT

PEOPLE

via

London

‘Th2 midday

began with charges of

has

eryWindson,

President WilFhe only feature ofevokes
dissent is
which
son's Thessage
people not Germany, but the United States, Por"
His woquittat- of the-for German
which took the rupture as a starting
the policies of

from responsibility
Liberal
Government.
rman
the
conpapers, like the Dally Chronicle, pare
tend that the German people

ported

point
for warfare.
The
American
people does net desire war, but probably it will belleve the President if
be declares that it caunot be avolded,
“We await to see whether President

with

apparent enthusiasm
Ingé a3 bave been goingits

ach

Wilson

on in Belgium, and have demanded

will plunge

the
‘That the Britlsh press regards
the most
entry of America as one of
Is
war
of the
tmementous events
to

‘chown in the importancePees.attached

giving its edithis subject the usual hen4 type and double-coluino
with the caption “America at
Wilson's Maxnidivent
Ape
esisays: “It is impossible to rea being
without
dent Wilson's speech
breadth
its statesman-like
struck by
His long pa‘and elevation of tone.
n

THE TAGEBLATT.
Berlin Cable, via London Cabi\
—"President Wilson’s message {s not

say.

only render
ing of

powers ma

“president

‘

pheno

in-

but weighty,

ted States in the
tervention
death struggle of Europe.”
ONE SPECIFIC PURPOSE.
The Express says: “The President's
as one
speech will always be regarded of the

‘of the great historfe documents
great war,
‘The lofty algnity of

Janguago

‘of the

adds

his

to the Impressivencss

International

of

enunciation

jealism.
“America-is-entering

the

for

war

purpose of destroying
the ono specific
OPE the President's speech
anything, {t means that Ameriwill never

treat

with

any

Kalser

ea
and will resolutely oppose any on the
that leaves the Hohenzollerns
German throne.e.””
"Tho

Datly

Mell

in

an

editorial

der the caption of “No Peace
Hohenzollerns” gays:
Wilsot

un-

With

speech

;

will

{Wilson must

realize

us. It means
Doctrine.
It

the end of the
means the end

entangling

of avolding

policy

with

co-operating

“the. execution dock rid.”
eeaee condemnathat. the destruc-

alli-

the co far insuffi-

clent. British fleet may be reatricted,
our
but any accession of strength to how

no matter

enemies 16 undestrab:e,
we

that

fo

un:

the

Nor-do
the
fon, with 100,000,000 persons, Noris must
richest nation {n the world.

small.

we overlook . the
moral
effect on
France and Russia.”
Most of the other newspapers thus

far have

made no comment.
HOLLAND'S COURSE.
Amsterdam Cable, via London Cable
The Nieuws Van Dem Dag regaras
pate

fs a plain warning
herafter hang
in

Monroe
of
the

ances, which since the days of Wash:
ington has been an article of faith.
too
appraise
“But we ehall not
of the
lightly the consequence for va
of
entry of America into the ranke
—inof
our enemies, The posaibilities an
exjury to Ug by the sending of
by
or
front
pedition to the western

that the

toe
diers fought like gentlemen, with the
murderous myrmidous, © The

rograd

the results of his action will be far
greater for the United States than for

President Wilson's words in
dress to Congrees.as clearly

/-President's.
51
that pirates ‘shall

that

In

United

the

world

ag it can.
“For

States

neutrals,”

war

will

as

aays

adbis
showing

partict-

vigorously
that

newe-

per, “lt makes @ great. difference
whether America joins fully or. only.
partially in the war. A freah declaration of neutrality will have to
be
made, and America must be recog:
nized as a full belligerent. Thus, for
example, armed Anierican
merchant
éhips must be kept by our Govern-

ment outelde our territorial waters.
“The

man people
laughter and
moved.
“The
Mail
People with

with the pai
cruelty must

be

they are about

which

America’s

will, in the {iret place, depend

Credits” the” American
‘complete disinterested-

noes in the course

effect

parti-

cipation will have op our ehipping
cannot yet. be forecast. Thia must bo
left for the future to disclose. and it

t, and hails.as one of the most

tha

measures Germany takes againat the
new enemy
——+-A PLAIN

to

ous
events of history the comof America into line with
other

on

a

a

HINT.

(Judge.

cfhck.”
Pekiy. wilt retire by one.alarm ‘There
It

Horrid here—“I rise by an

‘
7
‘Visitor (nal
father away for sate:
in—"Naw!
For wate-i
eeeceeareegees

thongand

id

Siberia,

London,

gledges,

says:

carrying

vict settlements

of Siberia,

In

in

thia

nature

yf

inust

to

Russian

of tho — great

to the coming

writies:

Two Days a Week.

Charlea
London

the British

war on-

constituent

assembly,
which will decide the form
of Russia’a
new Government,
The iWberation of Siberia’s prisoners has barely begun. West of — the
Urals the correspondent only encoun-

tered a handful of exttes, who, when

the

United

and dinner, five ounces,
Tho
bread
restrictions call for two ounces at all
these meals.
Baron Devonport, in explaining the
order, said he expected ft to result in
a gaving of 65 per cent. of the meat
now consumed, 53 per cent. of bread
and 63 per cent. of sugar.
He said
to order
he had originally intended
two meatless days, but that he feared
this would lead to an increase in bread
consumpticn.

Qual
day
histhe
who

PEACE OFFER
iSEXPECTED
rs

American troops, he replied:

“We shall be glad to see the Stars
and Stripes alongside the Tri-color.”
ITALY'S FEELL
.

vin Paris Cable-—

“To-aay3 caie
wil
be written in
golden letters tn the history of the
world was,"
says the Glornale D'Itatia,

“for It marks the entrance
conflict
nation,”

The

of

the

London
Cable-———Premler
Lloyd
George, questioned
in the
House
of
Commons to-day about renewed peace
rumors, sald he was not aware of any
peace terms being suggested
by the
Governments.
There is. very

{nto the

powerful

American

‘Tribuna says:

“The

American

democracy

joins

the

that the re-

Russian democracy, the youugestind
the British, French and ttalian, whiéh
are the oldest, and

in arms

all are

to overthrow

the

now

ports from.
German papers

united

last bulthe

have # striking sequel.

“America, the greatest unit

peoples which ever existed, the

oe

NO

republic in the world, recognizes. the
justice of our cause by taking arma

cluding twenty members of ‘the Jewleh revolutionary Dand, mostly
uh

participation, America will draw still
closér the: circle surrounding. our
enemies,’

convicts and administrative exiles, b

ding in especial cars, and bad been
the road continuously from March

on
24,

five days after they first heard of the
revolution.
as
cars were met bya vast crowd
at tho railroad tation, whieh cheered

Tn addition to the moral effect of her

;
BEYOND HIM.
vee af Washineton star)
loin of
reposition?

the

ANNEXATION.

Austria ‘Strongly Against

agelnst.
Prussian
militarism. . This
causes us to rejoice most sincerely,

pee salen

in inspired
peace ten-

conference of the two Emperors.
high officials of the Central
Empires
at German, headquarters {s likely to

in:

the revolution began, were at or near
the rallroad, ‘Che firet large party was
encountered when the Siberian
ex:
prees reached Eka’
Urals.
It conaisted of 1

ithe Verkholenck district. west
of
Lake Batkal. The exiles were travel

of renewed

tatives are well founded, and that the

warks of dying autocracy.”

Senator William Marconi,
yentor, sald:

Cable,—A

sive on the Riga front, Col. von Haeften says:
~The spring thaw that is now setting
in itself to deprive an of-

“A modern offensive cannot
improvised.
Months
are needed
for preparation, as it {s extrem¢ly improbable

that the German Tender}

will change

thelr original plan, owing to the now
political situation resulting from the
Russian revolution.”
Colonel
von Haeften
also doubts
whether Field Marshal
von Hinden-

burg contemplates an offensive on the
Sereth front in Roumania, but thinks
be will adopt a defensive attitude on
the east front generally.
The Polltiken continues:

“fhe statements of the German General Staff, which have certain inher-

ent probabilities, are another example
of the German determination to quiet
Russian apprehension in every possible

way. They are issued) as is-clearlyevident from the tone of the various
newspaper

comments,

with the design

of not interfering by outside pressure
with

the

growth

of

the

peace

senti-

ment in Russia, and particularly with
it_of disorganization. ..The betaurants, boarding-houses and _ clubs. the
Russians, if
The scale
for meat Is for breakf fast.$ lief is cherished that the
two ounces;
luncheon,
five
ounces,
left to themselves, will inevitably con-

“We have only to wait for the vote
of Congress,” continued the Premier.
“The President's
iessage
has impressed me deeply
in the simplicity
and nobility of its exalted utterances,
The world will now
understand
for
it we are fighting.”
When
asked.
if France
expected

Rome Cable

bas or-

no potatoes or food containing potatoes, shall be allowed, except on meatless days and cn
Friday.
‘The order tnypoaes
restrictions
on
the quantities “of meat,
sugar
and
bread at meals served in hotels, res-

States.

Was present.

Devonport.

Food Controller,

J.
The Controller has also ordered that

Premier Ribot received newspaper

correspondents
to-day
at the
D'Orsay.
“Th's is a memorable
in Americar. history aad in the
tory of the world,” said he.
“It is the greatest event since
elvil war,” remarked M. Cambon,

Cable.—Baron

dered that, beginning April”
16th, in
Lotels,
restaurants,
be
ing-houses:
and clubs there shall be but one nx
less day weekly.
In London the
day
will be Tuesday.
Elsewhere
in the
United Kingdom it will
be Wednes-

body in France over the entryinto the
of

Controllez So Orders
for United Kingdom.

Potatoes Can Be, Baten but

day for us,” was Premier Ribot’s comment on President Wilson's speech. In
conyersation with his friends the Promiler expressed the Joy felt by every
conflict

London

bogged. «

PREMIER RIBOT OVERJOYED.
Paris . Cable———"It_is_a red-letter

change Which has come to tho country. Their miesion -carries
thei to
some scores of thousands of heathen
Aaiatic tribesmen, and the;
pecially. directed
to inst

in regard

be

via

If the Germans suceeded in taking the
Russian positions, 1¢ woul’ be impos
siblt for them to move artillery and
supplies forward for an advance
on
Petrograd,
They would be hopelessly

Food

til che hes completed the explation of
her crimes. [t sealg ber doom, and aseurea her inevitable
punishment by
the enormoue inecreese in force which
our new ally brings vs.”

a
the
ettlements

remote

Senator

Journal,

day, but fer a time aficr the

In order to witness this tnprecedented migration, a correspondent
of
the Aesociated Press came here,
in
company With a member of the Duma,
M, Rosenoff, and two met
ft
the former Council of Empire. The
three officials were sent by the pronauives

will

not “Tailed ]

“It ig.a moral condemnation of Germany, It {6 her banishment from tho
ranks of the nations, not
for to-

gins,

outpost the

the

Humbert

walt eix weeks cr two months until
the Ice melts and river navigation e-

the

responsibility

Copenhagen

“personage particularly well informed
politically and milltartly,’ who {s easlly recognizable as Colonel - von Haeften, of the general staff in charge
of
the milltary department of the Foreign
Office, has informed the Politiken that
there is no prospect of a German offen-

in fs enough

ig elevation iu thought; there le vigor

are spedd-

explain

the

Would

Unite Them.

fensive of any, chance.
of success. :Even

in the arguments and noblenees in
the eentiment. There {6 the severity
of an {mplacable Judgment, anda profound accent of indigmant humauity,
which gives to the Presidential mee
eage @ mora] welght of Incomparable

of the lower Lona, wijl soon be
Impacaable. Exiics who do not
reach

Government~'to

meet with the approval of his
This agreement will presently

theirs.
We are ready to hold out, and
the coming conference -will emphasize
this with great distinctness.”
——-

eentini fact, but there
{a womething
more than that in the message. There

Ing in endleea chain zcross the enbw

yisional

Foe Fears Activity

war against Germany. Such fs the es

power.”

Danish Expert Gives Good

Tho

to meet our expectations. He has proposed to Congress a
declaration of

via

the raiirond ‘within a fortnight

_belligerents

Reasons, To

portunity,

entered the etruggie to tree toe peoples of the world from the contiaual
moenace which a nation grown moneirous-had -Imposed upon them.'*
‘

of North Asia toward
tne
nearest
points
on the Trans-Siberian
Hallway. Their passengers
range
from
members of the old terrorist societies to exiles who were banished by
administrative decree
without
trial,
or even kvown offence.
the
It ig a Tace against time, as

spring thaw [a imminent,
Toads, even in the. coldes

by

be affirmed by a conference at Berlin.
If the enemies refuse to acept this op-

saking the role of spectator, to have

the.old zene back to freedom in the
new Ruesiz, from the mines and cgn-

held

tude of all the Central Governments.
Count Czernin’s proposal was not only
sanctioned by Austrian and her allies,
but will shortly be approved at a conference of high personages at Berlin,

would
allies,

ful, armed Germany. It will be a glory
to ‘the Uaited States to have emvodfed a universal sentiment, and, for-

victims

be

NO HUN. DRIVE
~ AGAINST RUSS

without requiring the cessation of bostilities, apparently represnts the atti-

viously obtained an assurance that it

ing freely on an earth with a power

Bringing

cable,

London——The

Lokal Anzeiger says:
“Count Czernin’s statement
would
not have been made {f he had not pre-

in the Figaro, Alfred Capus says:

To Freedom Under the New
Government.
‘Tyumen,

via

representing the four countries.

“This memorable date marks
the
moment when the whole world-realjzea the deeper meaning of the war
of 1914,,and the {mpcestbility of div-

Them From Siberia

‘German polfcy now pays the penalty for failurg
to conclude a Bryan
treaty with tRe United States, such
ag Great BN¢ilo and other great

Cable,

conference

Her recognized and positive
estednets accentuates and makes clear
the character of the war which all the
democracies henceforth secoc:ated are
making upon imperialism and deapot-

to

‘That is hard

yew?

Berlin

but to defend the rights of humanity.
ds-natez-

thas”

For-+

proopsal of Count von Czernin, Austrian Foreign Minister, that a peace

not
“america enters the struggie,
in order to satisfy territorial appetite.

The Gavlols, es: 8:
“President W ison

of Austrian

All Central Powers.

of novelty, and
is unbounded.

force
press

E

Exyp’

eign Minister is Backed by

‘The Petit Parisien éays:

IS DEAD.

Sledges

the
the

most With
the joy of

in Ireland,

Proposal’

weeks, had served more than anything
else to sharpen expectation, Consequently the message itself came al-

maleri's case was. nat Fee
io the police on either side of
ment! nde. th
=

50,000

surprising,” eays the Tageblatt. “But
do the people gf the United States
have the same

wholesale man-

RUSS EXILES
POURING HOME

mies they have to conquer.”

his determination
tience and*caution,
faster than the mass

impressive

people

Wilson's

a6
tradictory forecasts and rumoré
contents, published
to its probable
‘the past few
ccntinuously during

t—Considerable _ mysthe ‘usecase of George Ben-

Rev

Cable-——President

address to Congress has made an enormous jmpression in France. Tho
numerous vague and sometimes con-

family remaines
stock,
It is supponed Ub
Bensier|_ was for the purpose of fob.
ery.
o man wi
zed and unable
to talk When he reached Windsor, and
Was taken ty the hoppital,
wher
he re:
ned int @ comatose condition until toee

{nto war in order to make free seas
for Anglo-American business.
If this
{g his end, be will never attain it.
Our U-boats will continue their excellent work until the sea tyrants lose
their breath and the
seas
become
really free. ‘The work ot the U-boaty
will be more glorious the more ene-

annexation.

nis

American

——

Woodstock Man, Attacked
in Detroit, Passes Away.

been

Tri-

color at Front.
Paris

t
of a great ms-.

blacks, and fears at tho
jonstrat
y by auch’

FOE WISHES PEACE CONFERENCE .
WITHOUT CEASING HOSTILITIES

See Stars and

Stripes Alongside

officers, who constituted a court to investigate the charges
against Franz.
They declared
that their signed and
sworn report was altered in essential
particulars
by the three Ministers,
without the Knowledge of the court,
accused or witnesses.

but his

“PREMIER BOT

Expects to

were caused by the statement of two

more than a surprise.
Nobody, even
in anti-German circles in the United
Statee, believed that the tension between the two countries
would
go
beyond a diplomatic: rupture,
Jt ts

DUPES.

|.

ipulations in the purchase
of army
supplies by Dr. Franz, former direotor of the Vienna Deposit Bank, and
one of the chief purchasing agents of
the Government.
‘The resignations of tne
Ministers

ASSAULTED,

Press Says It Con-

victs Germany Before
..the World.

ister of Finance Spltzmueller, has already. developed into the most sensational political event in Austria since
the outbreak of the w
‘The affair

Cab!

time

French

authority.

Minister of Justice Schenck, and Min-

It is

surprised;

that

its

At the trial of Dr. Franz documents
were produced which convinced
the
Judge that the Ministers had forged a
paper which was used In the banker's
behalf.
They were summoned as witnesses, and admitted their guilt, later
resigning,
The affair is eald to have
caused a tremendous eensation
in
Viennese political circl2s.
Copenhagen, April 4, via London.—
‘The war graft trial in Vienna, which
has suddenly resulted in the resignations of Minister of War Kobatkin,

edition of the

world was

since

as

2

the loyalty

‘3°
and India, so here in
the
The
propaganda.
agents of the Imperial German
ri German
probably
apostles of kultur have
been fomenting revolt much
ernment have.
misconceived the negro
kul. =
Sai
under the pretence of spreading
acter:
iduously wor!
“They could easily sunder-estimate
{ts loyalty, and mistake a king of
chronic discontent for a spirit of rethe colored
Nevertheless,
pellion.
population has: recently been show,
ing symptoms of wnusual {ll-temper
th m best. A
southof trouble with the negro.
He pre- and there ate some cool-minded
fers to prepare
silently to meet it, ern men who are prepared before the
Is over to seo a return of conand that {s what !s now going on in thing
“reconthe een
from North Carolina to ditions similar to those of
struction days.” |
6

to

at exorbitant prices.

marine warfare with a rupture of relaattitude

despatch

newspapers

Cologne Gazette
carried a
leading
editorial under the captain, “America
Before the Decision,” in which itsays:
“When President Wilson replied to
our proclamation of unrestricted subtions, the

a

Ministers assisted -Dr, Franz, formerly
director of the Vienna Deposit Bank,
to escape tha consequences of having
illegally sold foodstuffs to the army

ern Germany, as far as;could be reached from Amsterdam,
contained
00
mention of the recent events in Wash-

iagton,

to

Man

Tuesday evening newspapers in west-

rights and of her

which the newspapers selze upon.
GERMAN

Gazette Says
a Surprise.

according

‘xchange Telegraps Company
The Hague, which quotes Ger-

of the

jority

from”

‘As

of

the
from

Tageblatt Warns of Aid of
Allies.

the
duty to civilization was more than
public here expected. Despatches from
‘America in the past month had repreto
reluctant
so
as
sented the President
recommendations
entor the war that
meato Congress limited to defensive
American
of
gures for the protection
the
fulfilled
have
commerce would
expectations.
That the Ruspave the
wian revolution did much to
with
co operation
way for American
PresiGermany's opponents and. made
is one
dent Wilson's policy possiblesituation
of the first features of the

SVS

PT REHIGS:

%

Cologne

after the revelation

According to the despatch, the three

GERMAN PRESS
ON U. S. COURSE

Britain, after a few days of consid-

eration,
France.

supplies,

flcers said,
delayed.

the British people.
They recognize
that no decision with a weightier.influence upon the result of the world
struggle has been given since Great

resigned,

heavily on

York Report*-A Tribune deseays:~
y N

New

@ grave scandal connected with army

ONE DIFFERENCE

comed and unanimously acclaimed by

Though Sure Tt Will Fail

z

knows how
son!

ition. is.

‘lina to the Gulf Preparing,

Ministers of Justice, War and Finance

New York, Report—The British xteamship Staniey, of 3,87 tons gross, from
Newport News, March 7, with a gare
of gtain for. Cherbours,, was sunk “by a
German. submarine without warn
March 21, and five members of
killed." ‘Fifteen
reached
hore to-dny
Port Albany.
Two other members of
one an American, dlod of ¢x:
Does Not Believe, With Wil- the crew,
Pete re in teopen
th
as were
Tit. - lowered
‘The one when
containing:
_. -son, German People
the
captain
and
eighteen
men
drift
from the
the
i
Are Duped.
up boat
by thewhich
Port contained
Albany, and
haye
been heard forof seventy-six
since.
‘he not
other drifted
hours
being
sighted
by
the
Port
Albany:
London Cable says~President Wil- before
This
boat had on board Chief Officer
EngineerThey Jenkins,
son's message aligning the United
crew.
were all andbut fit
exStates with the nations fighting
..
Two
of their
against

Whites FromNi

London Cable: says—The Australian

‘Doom of Foe.

:

ae

Since

Event in Austria
Outbreak of War.

osure,

Cesena

Sensational Political

Most

America’s Steamer Stanley’s Men Died

Sees

eee

sea

3

Any Such Policy.
‘London

Cable-—What

the Evening

News, correspondent
at The Hague
terms an obviously inspired telegram
rter Zelas Vieana to
ang
‘says: “Germany cannot possibly

wish

to

peace dependent on the

annéxation, 1
-cortain
rejoined.
Sec Chtaainie
tt ftom ess
truck.
of all
partiés should: still
- attempt
‘the regulations that @pply
to street crossings,
I an. doing “very this
Jt must be made clear that such

efforts ~

find

no

support--in

tinue to quarrel over
‘Internal questions, Whereas the menace of a strong
German offensive would weld all Russian parties together in defence of
their national existence.”

———--

DOCTORS NEEDED.
British Army Very Short of

Medical Men.
London.

Special

Cable.—The.

Earl of

Derby, Secretary of State for War, in

moving
In the House
of Lords today the second reading of the bill to
review military exemptions, sald:
“We lost
more
than 400. doctsrs,

killed or woun*-4, In the battle of

the Somme

alone,

monient

are, 1 won't say

we

and at the present
critical;

but lamentably short of medical men,

and [ am afraid we will still continua
fe

the immediate future.”
he War Secretary, while regrettin:

the neceselty

of introducing

the bit

raid that extensive and more drastic
measures

would

be required

to

to the army
the men necessary,
—bes

=

UNSOUND MIND,

Cause of Suicide of Canadi.

Officer in London.

=e

listen Gobet tetie, ot sees
London,

Cable—
t
inquest et Weatminist
:
® Prederick Courtenay. of the’ Tet
}o, the architeet who
W. Savage sald that Cotreney
Court
had tried vai: nly to get. into
mee

x

‘he Early. Buyer

“

: Graham, ma
ey: be call
He

the

practical

Kipling

Boho! as well as with the oie
ee
ie
Both
built,

Always. ° n Display.
Show-Room
Will

Its cylinders are cooled indepen:

itis the only car in its price-cl

i

electric:

Wm. Agent,:Dutton
MéDOUGALL

for qwning

tr.

%
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MOTORS, Lee.

Al's

AROUND

purely

but

partioularly

t

‘Miss Bella Whittingham,
of St,’
Thomas, spent the holiday at her home
io

the

village.

Mra, Huoter, of Port Stanley, is the
guest of ber sister, Mrs. Harry Fox.
Miss Bandeeu,

BARON

principal of the public

men

school, is spending the Easter holidays
at her home at Duart,
Rev. Mellroy is spendisg the week
in Toronto with his family.
_ Mr, add Mrs, 8. Jones have moved
into the

neces-

sary in the spring.
hes
that tired, lazy feeling.
Gives
new snap and spring to theindolent muscles.
Braces up the
tired nerves and stimulates the
appetite. Makes work a pleas-

See our range of New Wash Goods
We aim to give you value for your money.
. Remember the change ef location, F. W. Drake's Stand

EMP
THE

PUT ednenday
Batter, !b-prints, wrapped

his holidays at
Similarly Sir Hugh Graham, after doing his utmost
in the Montreal Star
to. put ee Robert Borden in office,

The
patriotic
boxes for March
amounted to 618.25Miss Jessio Baker, of the London

came out strongly against his Cabinet
selections.
¥

Normal School, is spending her bolidays

at ber home,
Miss Mabel Dennis is the guest of ber
grandmother, M
‘uffman, Eagle.
“Geo. Wilson net fainily have moved

It may be that Baron Graham, like
his brother Peer of newspaperdom in
id, has made something of a

fe

of

bean

a

Imperial

it has

fetish

\—which.

not all fetishes do. But though
Canadian newspaper baron and

village.

English

afternoon,

newspaper

in common

beivy postponed last week ou account of
the bad weather.

baron

in method,

, they are

have

and

very

the
the

much

Feed flour

P

orton

although

Sanday the holidays at his howe.
The congregation of the Preabyterian
ebarch met.on Tuesday afternoon to

G.

decide on & mange.

COWAL

Ebeneser.

Anderson,

who

bette:

avd. wilt

has

‘very Ill with ploitrisy,is, we are pleased
twentieth day fot Sanianey,
3,08 oF before the
the vated

Pip Sit
MeGrmnmos,
of thieOley of
of ef pos

ta

asy,

much

00D, be

arouad again.
Dominion Alliance fold day will be
observed in Chalmers’ church on Suu*
day.

Tue

seryice

Rev. Mr, Borland,

os

will be conducted

¥F.

THORNICROFT,

tario, says 7

Honey,
strained.
.
Flour, Matchless, per cwt.
Flour, Eeaicle, per owt

by

he. is spoken gel

ss] rrasd

FEIOCK,

Lieut. Joho A. Carroll, of Hamilton, is
spending a few days.at his father's
home daring the holidays.
Mr. Jobu Fletcher's many frieods
Laronnd Cowal are pleased to hear that

some

Lambeth,

On-

Stratford, Ontario,

Homestead

5

Fertilizer this

twenty rode and seo just whate | sawed it,''

TAUCHT BOYS 10 STEAL
Old

Woman Who _Gréated
Young Th
‘Thieves

ee

gaa ‘Blacties
mt
ing elaine

a a GORDON,

Arkons, Ontario, sa:

“You ask me what I think of the
utead Bone Black Fertilizer. Well, I bev
uved it for
t five years and the first
year I sowed it 1 shut it off once across the
field aad “my neighbor said he could seo
that strip eighty rods away and yon could
see it two years after in the meadow, ao I

fon,
quotation

Jona Station

t
rons live

to 61

STOCK SALE
New Milch
eh: Comey:
‘The
the rltoh

ensSoringers

of Moses D. Graham, at
farm, jast south of Datton

Thursday,

April

19, 1917

Extra team of Percheron mares, Infini,
9,700 Iba.;

2 colts, 2 years old, Kuroki;

horee, 10 yearn: 1, 200 Ibe

S,good. work

sheop; 2 sets erat harness.
6 mouths’
D. BLA! 1 & SON, Anctioncers.

ie

think

EVANS

onal!

horses,
TTLE—4 cows: wie
ONE OF THE BIGGEST CROPS EVER Selves!
Sows,ber
to calye sliortly;3
LOUIS WALPER, Dashwood, Ontario,
calve in May;.2 fsrrow
ath
ing oalves, bull,.8-two-your~ |
he has resumed farming and will likely
aunete,
y part
“T have used Homestead Bone Black old
8
two-year-old‘
beifets, 7
| move to his farm here next fall:
trots ‘claims no!
Fértilizer, on my wheat and must-eay I hed
steers, 6 yearling heifers.
‘reoeived by them at the
Dugald C. Campbell is getting maone of the biggest crops over seen on my yearling
HOGS—40 shoat 9, 100 1bs.; 6 fathors, |{
terial on the grou! for building a large pect
8 pigs, sow to farrow at time
T. MoCallum has the’
sow and
- LASTING RESULTS
of sale; sow to farrow May 15.
10
coutract.

Fe
aaa
_ NOTICE TO CREDITORS
la the matterof the Estate of James
in,
of the nowee
ot
in the Poe of EI

LEONARD

Pall Wheatstandard

The

season on my eats and I am well satisfied
with the regults,.One could stand back

au eloquent 8

Corn

pions, per
Celery, per bus
Cabbage, per hea:

QUALITY |! jooal market is $15.25

WELL SATISFIED
ee.

Seed

in

“I used Homestead Bone Black Fertilizer
on half
field of oats and found that the
grain was heavier aad of eee aaallty < on
that part of the field than.
or
half. I am ‘well~ pleased eaith sedate:

been

3g

possibly

unlike

that is unkind.

HEAVIER. “GRAIN,, BETTER
BETTER

PANTER

®|A qnantity of Choice Seed Corn
for sale cheap, if taken right away.

.

| Honey,in comb.

manner.
Lord Korthelit’s manner
Dr, Oaten, of Toronto, will preach in is massive.
Grahdm,o!
a aay,
the Methodist
aud~ Presbyteriuu Jacks that resolute
aa altog:
churches next Sabbath im’ the interests aa fact,
rs roe not chime ith
of the Di
lianee,
“The supreme pusaytins
ae “has
heard him oalleg,
Haugh Molatyre, teacher, Simcoe, is

in the Matter of the Estate of Jobm
Patton, Inte of tho Towsship of Dan© wioh, inthe Ocunty ct Elgin, Farmer.

Apr. 4)
=

Richard Smith, principal of Wingham

High School, is spending

the town ball this (Thursday)

NOTICE - TO.
TO CREDITORS

MARKETS

Butter,orock ..
Eggs,
per dozen .

The Wémen's Institute will weet in

R. P. Reekie

Ladies’ Voile and. Sitk Blouses
:
Men’s Fine Shirts, at very popular prices.
;Men’s Ties, Half Hose, Suspenders and Felt Hats,¢
in all the new styles and shapes

FANEADN TUN CA NEADNCLINON

ambition.

village. -

Francis Smith's,

to the

r

of stupendous

Mr. Early, of Chatham, is the guest

vege-

Ladies’ Lisle, Silk and Kid Gloves, 1 —.
very scarce Goods

SES
SAL
PRE IRE AIRED PEDAL
PIRES
SN SiR SR IN NYE

GRAHAM

of his sister, Mrs. Joho Molatyre.
Mra. Giodenman, of Windsor,
guest of her mother, Mrs, Bert Ci!

table, an energizer and stimulant. An excellent tonio for any
reason,

HOME

WALLACETOWN

Spring
Tonie
A. pleasantybitter,

BN YAN \)

= Ont.

Ladies’ Lawn and Silk Collars, all the latest styles

ANY NY
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1B aN iy
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v

THE GRAY-DORT

A Visit to Our
Convince.
You.

it pays alright.

Write Michigan Carbon Works, Detroi
for free book and
lars about thee
Homestead Bone Black
Fertitizer.

9

To Cily, Town and Village Dwellers in Ontario,

Keep hens this year
ES
~you
time
you
and

and poultry prices, the like of which have seldom:
or never been experienced, Srey, ee ip worth,
Sanyone’s while to start keepii
ping en
doing so
have fresh eggs at the most t: pee: eee
yoti have the splendid satisfaction of oowing sist:
are doing something towards helping Britain,
the Allies achieve victory this year.

Increased production of food helps not only to lower
it pee tet
to. increase ta
103 Of

for Eegs|

the high cost of living, bat

J. Schalts’s "Rooms, Main Street."
See snipped. every. Wednesday. from

ene:

R. E. FRASER.
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Going to Build
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indeed, not alittle in common. “
Lord
North
eee
though he fs an
older man by.ni
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Most everybody does.
It may be you are going

to build something’ very

soon, in which case come.

in and tell us the ‘size of te

We'll: ‘make. the ‘size
of the bill. as. small”

war,

Ne

ees garden
for every home”

should be overlooked in this vital year of ththe
ment earnestly invites everyone to help

increase production by growing vegetables. Even’ the
smallest plot of ground, when a
cultivated, produces a surprising amount of vegetables, Experience
ienceé-is
not essential.
uest the Department it of Mee
, waluchle Bisrature, free of charge, gi

good headway

Alfred J. Solliten, a. -mionlder,

%

y advertise this department we will offer

Glencoe; died after:
69 years.

25. per: cent, ofour entire stock of Wall Paper.

We-have a good assortmen

Pearline,

Ww

Gordon

Dutch

ie

Dust, Gillett’s

A cablogram was received by Donald
as

Lye, Old

Cleanser,
Panshine,
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-Sapolio, Ammonia

Ami,

Kirkland
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‘Have You a Curtain Stretcher ? ©
have

three

different stylesat 61.25, $1.75,
piece
at $2.50

Stain

your

Floors

with

and

the.

We

D. H. BOW, D.D.S., L.D.S.

Paints

Root Gostente of Toroato University,

Gradante of Boyt Collegy of Dental Baxeooue.
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“Lord Delamer

CHAPTER XXIII.

“Lord Delamere!”
The title
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through the room like a éignal. Those
who have begun to dance, stop, as if

by mutua} consent. and atare in the
direction of the croup round the raised

“You

‘ant but not too Intellectual old Indy,
puts up her eye glasses and eyes Hec-

tor Watren—thesRizht Hcmorable Dexereux Byelyn Hector Delamere Earl of

Delamere and Marchant. Knight of the
Garter and member of half a dozen

other mighty orders—with
eyes of
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gtvtorts the rector,
“It
Lhad
followed
ins him courage,

brain in letters of fire. The man she
loves and is plaghted to is the Lord
Delamere whose
wickedness is in ¢very man’s mouth, whose very name

there

was—|Casalina—the

Your.advice I should have treated him

There} don't- make an
Vike a tramp!
exhibition of yourself before all these

people!” for Aunt Antelja begins
sniff and whimper hysterically.
“This is very remar!
stiil-following
duchess,

1"

to

says the

with her eyo-

wlasa the tall figure, easily distingulsh-

edby its band of blue ribbon “This—
really, I do not like'to suggest 1t—but
‘thig isn't “a lttle piece of masque?
ing thrown in
for
our
amusement Te
and sho smiles pon‘Miss Derwent?"

sdérously ut. that. young lady.

name flashes on her

the has learned to fear, and almost to

detest.
Her face grows deadiy white
and a her breath comes slowly.
Signa, ” he says, and his own fare
Is. pale and dark, and his voice stern

and grave—"Signa,

| know

what

is

passing througa
your mind; my love
gives mo the power of reading your
every thought in your eyes.
You are
thinking of the evil you have heard of
Is it not a0?”

he does not-apeak,

sigh leaves
“T see!”

but a heavy

her half-parted

lips.

he murmurs; “you belleve
it all—the idle gossip | of a scindal-

he says.

I

intention’ of just glancing

at

with

the

done

up and ecen

I came down here
I knew

was

going

again,

my

of others of the samo sort.
Of course, most
of us who
cook
don't
kuow
things
by these terms.
We do not. know that when we put

sleep

the yeast we

deugh.

remember

Icgist

Chevrolet’ has the famous
alone

would justify your

always

tired

and

yet

CANADA, Limite

woman

to

she is the hacterio-

of

and I ofteh hed sharp pressure or pain

will

incubate

baeteria

on the top of the bead. ‘Then rheumatism was added to my troubles. I have
taken Just two boxes of Dodd's Kidney

that

goes

into

ennobled.

He

not nearly

latora-

123

so healthful

ven

wrong.
If
try Dodd's

is, by

French

feet

9

inches

high

thut

aro

as the yeast

the bread.

who

does a mean

the action itself, contracted—

A GOOD MEDICINE

savant

and

food with

erson.

FOR THE SPRING

Adam and Eve Lived They
Were as Tall as Trees.
was a

into

the

A clean kitchen und a clean cook
make the finest sort or laboratory’
und dactertologist for family uses.
——_+>
He who does a good deed is instantly

named

Do
E

Eve

Not

Use
Harsh
Purgatives—A’
Tonic Js All You Need.

feeling

Not exactly _ sick—but
not
quite well.
That.
is the way - most
people feel
in the
spring.
Easily

said that the father of the Tace was
lS

ured, appetite fickle, sometimes headaches, anda feeling of depression.
Pimples or eruptions may appear on
the skin, or there may be twinges of

feet 9 inches. He.uoted that from the
creation of these enlarged. editions. of
humanity
degeneration
had
rapid;
that Noah was only twentyseven, Abraham
only
‘twenty
and
Moses but thirteen’ feet in height.
According to this. French authority,

rheumatism

or © neuralgia.

Any

of

these indicate that She biood is out of
order—that the’ indoor life of winter
has left its mark upon you and may
easily
‘develop
into
more
serious
trouble. ~
Do not dose
yourself with
purgatives, @s many people do, In the hope

that

you can put your

blood right.

Purgatives gallop through the system
weaken
instead
of
giving
not give any explanation as-to how he and
Say sector,
will tell you
arrived at his estimate of the height weeny
is true.
t you need
of these ancients.
by bloot
Perhaps the. most g{gantic story gn is a-tonic that will

valve-in-head|

a
record is: that concerning an immense sn bald og oe nervy
in)
is
only medicine
skeleton, said to have been “in Sicily,
can do this speedily, safely and de
feet in length.
Every
dose
of
this’
medicine
carries its own
refutation, as itis said that found

choosing the

which
measu
200
This.
story, however,

there are many other
ion.

‘CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY —

the

number

of the family

{Innoculations

Heurion, who 200 years ago gave to
the world authoritative statements as
to. the height of Adam and Eve,
He

Chevrolet
inin preference to any car selling for
$1000,

that

in charge

her

It

motor which means, fuel: economy and. power.
“This

be a

heut and salt and other chemicals she
doesn’t introduce other things that

I was

if the Christian. dispensation hr’ not
arrested this decrease man by this
time—200 years ago—would have been
a mere microscopte object, and we may
conclude that by our
he would
not haye been at all. M. Henrlon did

The

may

ner-

When

when

are {noculating

there

do not know, either.
But it fs well for every

hei
MAN IS SHORTER.

I

And

of other forms of inoculation that we

was

I was depressed and low-spirit-

and

ed that her kidneys were
you have similar symptoms
Kidney Pills.

two or three days undetected and unand

muscles,

process of making

‘yeast belong to the same bacterlo~
logical families, and there are a lot

Mrs, Macdona’s symptoms all show-

should haveallthe good folks of these
parts round me; and I, don't like
to
be surrounded.
Peace ia the only
joy, you know.
I had been been here
suspected,

of

Pills and they have done me 00d, not

that if

1 came down in my proper person

In my

only in one way. but in many.
my rheumatism is much better.”

the old place, and directing it to be
to.

19.—(Spe-

Macdona,

The

ed, I bed @ bitter taste In my mouth
in the mornings and J-was often dizzy.
“I perspired with the least exertion

yous,

while

explain, Signa:

“Listen

April

Coules

One
See.

tory, and inform herself in ways the
best she can find to the end that in

ful

any vanity on my part,
I longed to
make myself feel some way, though
ouly in a worldjy sense, more worthy
of you; and so I crowded this on.”
“It bas frightened them!” she say
with a smile.
Then she arches her
eyebrows.
“Poor
Aunt
Podswell!
Even in my bewilderment I could not
help noticing her distress!. Hector, it
was not fair.”
:

“No!”

Uncteriology.

broken and unrefreshing and I was
heavy and sleepy after meals. 1 had
bad headaches, my apppetite was fit-

And she touches the broad blue rib“Yes;
but will that make any. bon ‘that crosses his breast.
“Great heavens!" he whispers, huskno, It canot! Why
“That,” he says, with a smile, “is
ily. “Who—who would have thought aiffcrence?
should icy
You would not give me tho ribbon of the Order of the Knights
There ia not any mistake,
it possible!
to hate my name and rank worse of the Garter.”
suippose, No—no. re it is evidently cause
than
I
do?"
“Oh, yes, of course!”
she says, with
true, But to think of it—to think of—
she says; then
“Name and rank!”
.
“Ah, you—you see I have
someof—the way we
treated
him
iw
not thinking of
she -smilee.
ot yet realized the greatness of your
or
times! My flesh creeps, Amella!
‘says,
simply,
and
with
them,”
she
te,
Hector.”
’
real sta’
course, that Uving is gone! It I could
truth.
He laughs.
but-have guessed {tt
Oh, dear—oh. pure
“Then you were thinking——"
“[ pur it om because I wished to
dear!
It—it is really too bad!
And
He pauses, and in that moment of do you honor, my
dearest, . not for
Signa—'
creeps near to his wretched Amelia.

Que.,

W.

and

bread rise is innoculation, pure
and
simple.
Bacteria {s introduced into
the
mixture
of salt and weter and
flour in the form of
yeast, and
this
bacteria
gets
to work
right away,
forming a-gas which causes the bread
to rise.
It is
the
heat and water
that
help
things along.
Mould and

All of

He the benefit of her experience with
Dodd's Kidney Pills.
/
“My trouble started from overwork,”
Mra. Macdona: states, “and I suffered
for two years. I was treated by
doctor, but the results were not satistactory. My joints were stiff, I had

to
in

“' if
this,

is

DODD'S

Tho Farm, a member of one of the
oldest families living In this nelghhorhood has consented to, give the pub-

.
thoughtfully,

says,

fingering the lappet of his coat.

Cliff,

cial).—Mrs.

the worthless soll which encourages
the growth of the toadstools; all sorts
{ts forehead, =3 Tennyson eays,

<Warren? Yes.”
.
t you are—Lord Delamere?”
He inclines his head slightly.

Ayre's

dirt, or left to grow

rusty and tarnished.
I have always
disliked it—it has seemed to me like

This

Madame, do you know that you are
a bacteriologist?
The
chances
are
you don’t.
Every time a woinan goes
into the kitchen to coox sie becomes
a bacteriologist !n proportion as she
is a good cook.
Perhaps so will not
call it that, but that is what she
is,
nevertheless.
It js well for people to understand
that
there
is a lot of bacteriology
about the kitchen and to study it as

Kidney Pills.

have

of parasites have been
attracted
It; but now you will set a diamond

ere
_i7_

Diseased KidFrom
Came
Which
reys, and Found a Cure in Dodd's

Yes, Signa, you will_make something
the

Thing—Read

always

Troubles,

Numerous

Had

She

noblemen.
Do you not
remember
how I admired and reverenced him?
of

will

STATEMENT REGARDING
KIDNEY
PILLS.

er’s child, and he was one of nature's

“Tell me

I

Tells Just What
:
88. They Did For Her

could

are your

moment,

“Hector!”
(To be continued.)
+2
——

a portrait

whispers,

that

wear.”

in ~ your

of the dead-and-gone women
of
race s@ noble and beautiful—"

“Hush,

not,

No,

from

ting her finger on bis lip, but with
a
look of delighted Joy in her eyes.
He kisses the gloved
finger passionately.

that you think me inconsiderate, unfair, anything—but »
a
1 canne’
bear to see you look Ike that ,#o full
of doubt and— trouble.
Will you not
say that you forgive me, my darling?”
‘orgive!” sabe echocs, vaguely, putting up her hand and pushing the hair

Hector Delamere, instead

to

darling.

down

him.
“Is it true?" sbe murmurs.
“What, dearest—that my name

WHAT IS A COOK?
I fell in
T met you on the beach.
1
Jove with you at that moment.
one ¢ver :Bhe is a Bacteriologist for
don't. know why; does anyI loved
you
But that
know why?

“Poor foolish ttle bird,” be says,
“do
you know that you will look just: the
type of the popular idea of a countess7—that there ts not anotier giri in
the
room
who would so fittingiy in
every way fill
the plage you
have

cout of the circle of the dance, te stops,
‘and gently taking her arm, leads her
into one of the ante-rooms, and clos-

into her troubled eyes, murmurs:

SS

person, with no outward grace oF
arm:
you will make a poor
countess
‘Then he laughs

the magnificsnt

draws

ED
eee

Earl of Delamere, I—ah, Hector,
I
shall make such a poor countess.”
He laughs and holds her
at arms’
length, that he may
scrutinize
her
with wistful, love-hungry
8
‘Yes, 2 poor, plain,
stupid young

room spins round, but yet he holds her
ine firmly-gentle grasp, knowing that
all eyes are watching her, and determined that they shhil not see the dis.
may and bewilderment that he knows
are dominant in her mind.

But presently, as some

“JACQUES CARTIER” - “GRANBY”
“MERCHANTS” - - “DAISY”
“MAPLE LEAF” ~ “DOMINION”

ac-

love which pours into them. from his.
“And you are not sorry—you
do

Indeed!

gentle, tender force.
“Speak!” he whispers.

us as to the evident excitement
and soon the
his advent has created;
inviting
strains
of one of the best
tary

rubber footwear—your-

customed, all of you, to imagining a
monster, and as 1 was not quite that,
you accepted me for an honest man!”
‘Signa smiles; the color {s coming
back to her face, the happiness to her
heart, and in her viokt eyes shines

“Speak to me, Signa.
My darling,
tell mo you have forgiven me.”
She tries to withdraw herself from
him, but he holds her by main ,though

they have not taken the slightest notice of, and have treated with the utmost. neglect alnce -he came here
ot
amongst them {is the great
Earl

its for the next

The sure guide to good

laid

site ue
earl’—with

Grenville,

Miss—Miss

lady,

throbs and palpitates;

withdrew his arm, but he holds {t too
ughtly, and putting his arm round her
wast, he takes her hand and they be

are

In jest,
;

Trade Marks:

Yes, she is a fortunate girl!”
‘The “fortunate girl" meanwhile is
still dancing with the greatest man in
the county. ‘The man who until a few.
moments ago she thooght plain Heeshe cannot
tor Warren, and whom
cannot yet realize as a mighty carl.
Her brain seems whirling, her
heart

you if you can,” she retorts, signifi“put {€ you think this little

rest

half

in jest—it was only

fs

fortune,’

engaged to Lord Delamere.

* long
Tas!
dramatic surprise
has
enough, it would be bett er to set these
my
two hundred.
people
a-dancing,
lord," with a grin at the title.
He nods and smiles.”
he says.
“You
ate
“Come, Signs.”
.
ue stands mouonless for a Moment! it,
movement to
and then makes 2 faint

but the

Ahusk-

s

is amusing en
Lady Rookwell,

young

cantly;

Delamere,

~_ yubber boots or rubber
farm shoes.

you, my, pure,

“And will not Northwell Grange on
“Oh, dont apologize to me; my girls soll
be nice, too?” ho demands.
are all. engaged, or {i the nursery,”
ce jg not the word,” she -says,
says her grace, graciously.
“And that
then she sighs,
‘‘But—if you are the
is

titude. Even Laura Derwent. ~ quick
Witted os she is, ts thorougnly ~~ overwhelmed and thrown off her mental
balance. Lady Rookwell alone seems

she turns her violet eyes from one to
the other, and with a pale face and

from

Ue

ize the big fish has escaped them after

I thin! k

than

"Yes, yes,

tha
—I beg your pardon, my dear,” to
duchess, who has six daughters somewhere about the room.

fusg, but later—no matter, I will explain everything, even to your sattsfaction.”

. There isa
dead, an
almost
painful silence. The duchess. a pleas-

that word

you!

smile crosses his

retorts Lady Rookwell,

wrong}
“I did}
I had,|
avold|

and‘ou misunderstand
he says {n a low voice;
me,”
not desiro to mystify anyone.
to
Sut
at starting, no/reason

as night against

Lady Rookwell,
my. chargs

je, he! What eonie of the
mothers with matriageble daughters
will say of her, when they quite real

deriving an fmmense amusement from
the dismay and myatification of
all
these good people,” and she waves her
fan to the guests murmuring amongst

and

‘Not

says Laura Derwent, with a
was forgetting her! Yes. of
‘Why, she will be the Countess

the
you

detected
I hope

het

wolf in lamb's clothing.

looked as black

Forgive me, Hector!"

him from
with him
my dear.
pleasant.

“And that dear girl, Miss
I am delighted at her good
adds Lady Bumbleby.

have enjoyed yourself; 1 hope you are

bewildered—looking from Hector Warren to Signa upon his arm.
“How do you do, Miss Derwent?” he

held your name stainless, though all

laugh!
“But you don’t many of you Grenville,

T got home that night, my lord, T stud-

Laura Derwent starté—a — hundred
eyes ara fixed ca her—and riseé with
a broad stare in her eyes, speechless,

to the relief

“He
torts

ant light in his
eyes, as he stands
with Signa on
looking: down at her,
“I suppose It is useless
to
his arm,
Lady Rookexpect your forgiveness,
well. T have one consolation, that. my
Uttte disguise never deceived you for
moment,” and he laughs.
“Yes, but it did—for a moment,
but
nor for long,” she says, with a mal
“I smelt a rat the first
eicug chuckle.
night I met you at the Rectory.
You
see, I remember my room, and when

eats upon which Lady Rookwell
and’
come other dowagers, and the Duchsg and Laura Derwent
are seated,
awaiting the etarting of the ball.
"Yes, yes,” says Signa, hurriediy.

“all out-doors” is sloppy,
r rubbers,
is a good paiof

faintly,
“Ah, how 1 have
1 J, who oght to have

T never laughed so much in my life!

recover himself. But Lady Rookwell
cannot be ‘pas:
by.
“Well,” he saya, with a most pleas-

Couples are immediately formed, and
whispering, “Remember, darling, the
first dance is mine,”* he
lead$ her
@traight toward the
velvet-covered

~-when-days-are-wet-and--———;——

138gV6 WHS")

she pants,
wronged

at

dear Laura,
lina!"
she
I'll never forgive youl”

M1, I liked
the first; I quite fell In Jove
that evening at your place,
.He was so very amusing and

stands opeti-mouthed and crimson, and
Delamere considerately leaves him to

‘ence With a preconcerted ‘signal. the
and breake out intg the opening waltz.

at last, and

was the

great_earl—her husband's patron.
find
As for the rector, ne cannot
and
words ‘to express,
his dismay,

the.

day

poor Laura,
that!” exclaims Lady
ren yron’t have
“J don’t belleve he meant

she had dubbed

opera-singer and adventurer

mn.
‘Ag he does 60, and as if In accord-

Phen

stranger whom

that

ais
exclaims with tears In her eyes. a
cruel, But it serves.
er
“ppat’s the truest word youpunishpater ‘my dear; but, astakeyouyourought to
ment like a man,
After
ve been, and-enjoy yourself.
you hare got
all, you have succeeded;
‘and you will gst
your great fish here,
papers!
yourself talked about! Society
papers. My
the
nll
Why, it will be in
dear, you will make another sensation
ont of this little a
eating
rep! ents
“It is too eruel of him,

HER HUMBLE

“Well, come now, ‘dear. 1.am sure
they are all at sixes and sevens.”
“Come, then,” he says; and with a
last embrace he draws her arm within

She ralses-ter eyes slowty:and fixes
them upon him, then, with's jow ery}.
of exquisite deligut and joy, she leans
toward him, and he folds (her in his
a
Toh, Hector, forgive—
fr

Mike @ superior Kind.
works or steward, Oh! if I yercould
tens come
‘“fito~ the earth? Te
with
“Ho, hot” grins Lady Rookwell,
intense enjoyment. “You met your

beside this giant was his walking stick,
which was thirty feet long and thick
le.
A clever caleu-

dealer in your locality
jemonstration. , See him
car,
Write to
ing all Chevro-

feet

would

recom.
mo vaya:_“Lcan_unhesitetingly..
mend Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
as
a
blood builder, and tonic,
J was-very

*) be as ridiculous as one of seven {uclies
for a manof
stature,
:

£

“| The head

work
a

sabia

the” heart gen
About one man
aula

skin, etrengthens
the
appetite
and
makes tired, depressed
men, women
“and children bright, active and strong:
Mrs, Maude
Begg,
Lemberg, « Sask.

in

2

run down

metas

began

|| ommemeasmmaeecensics
Apri
placedVie

International —

he Goyernthe on on

Pa oat

tha free list forthe
oe the ‘free. admission. of or:
:
wheat to the United States
‘Uhder the Underwood turiff, which

feete:

admission

Statesa daty of ten
» on wheat, forty-five

on

floor and

ten

Feary

flour.

‘The. Best “Stuck Food on
tuoirket
or Horses, Cows.

This departure was decided on ut
this afterncon’s cabivet ooancil
Ordinarily suoh tariff changes are
made only by act of Parliament,
usually atthe timo of the budget 1]
In this onse the War Measures Act
is invoked’ und without going to
Parliament, any order promulgated
under its anthority acquires the
force of parliamentury enaoctinent. i|
Canada has heretofore imposed |
12 cents a bushel on wheat and 60
cents a barrel on flour with an} |
addition of 734 percent. ad valorem
war tax.
iy the order mnde to-

day all of these charges against the
admission of wheat and flour to
Canada are removed and on and
after April 17 wheat and = flour
enter
Canada
without
custom
charges.
In its statement of reason the
Government declares that. while
formerly there was a good ex
export demand for all grades of
wheat,
now,
owing to tonnage
being shortened by the war, only
grains of the higher grades are
being exported; that owing to these
conditions

the

prices

uf

200d enlth. — Especially

the price of lower grades;

35,000,000

bushels

will

be

25c.,

if ththe

Hindenburg

We haye a few pails which we

will sell at a

International

paper.”’

“The New York Times, one of
most infinential-newspapers in the
United States, says: Canada has a
“new reason for pride.
It was a

rejoices w!
with her.
CANADIAN

‘salutes

her.

and

on” Roop

en CTE

place

ties from

the

the

OLD

NEW

Can-

com-

mencement of the Vimy offensive
‘anti! last’
BEE e at Detween five and
” six thor
Fea napaied and thirty officets
fell last week in the ranks of the
Canadians- i

\

HOME”

‘The Old New

Ladies

Hamp-

will be donated to patriots work,

The

following is the cast

and
Gertrnde

be-

orchestra,

Ridgetown,

CHURCHES

BAPTIBT,
Suuday school at ns 45. ~ Service.At 7,
when Rey,
impany,. retérued
missionary from indian ‘will ocoupy the
pulpit, All are welcome, ':Prayex:servioo Thursday at 8. o'clock.
Mision Circle will meet at the iame't‘of:
Station
"olo2)

at 11'a.m,

Sunday geliool ht 10

ANGLICAN,
3
—Ohuroh-of the wlopottie *

“a beannaal vestry meetingc ot
church was held on: Friday;tl
presiding.
‘Thos. He
3 ‘was appo! red
votor'a warden; R. K, Panter, peo}

warden; O. W. Bochbeaa,

to, Synod;

‘Rev.

Dr:

BR.

sabsttpote,

3
t
of "Torotite,

ee

The
young people
Besyale ard! a \nomber

entertained

at

of

Mon ny eeevening

Mra.

the
by

$50;

Susi

Kennedy.

parsonage

‘the

aud. mivsionary

Rev.

Various

money:

a

—Wallacetown—
Rey. Dr. J, H. Oaten reacted inle

Preabyterian and Meth

AVallacetown on Snnd.
sa Tas in ae
interests of-theinion..'J'emperauce.
Alliabos. A contribution of nearly $50
\was made to the Alliauce wor!
ee

PRETTY WEDDING AT WEST LORNE

+=.-10,00,

N

RRA
RE
AGE vAAN

LARGER HEADS—RIPENED “EARLIER

“APRERDEN, Dorchester, Ontario, cays:

‘used Homestead Bon ¢ Black Fertilizer
iro
a
aoe:
oa eee ec
Grill width
‘tilized, and could see
rts mf vont 8 footin, length: of
und mubh larger heads. whergraia:

Ainsworth, ofthat village, to Mr, Alfred
alten, of Toronto, son of Mr, ang Mrs.
es Onllen, of West Lorn
The
Serena Was sole:
*
Fowler,
the
-rolati
aoe
underneath sn atch of white be
and
kom

rb of the field-ripened | wi

eet
eee Peeon the

stents ret

sna ar shes
Petersburg. Ontario;

4 Bove | Black

Fertilizer

iA from N. M, Steinman,

is
‘wedding dinner
left amidat saeadac ie

‘We

AN

Felt Mattresses, two sizes and Health Brand, 2 si:
oe

wings, two sizes, 5. 0 and 5. fo

Union} ind Waals
Carpets, per ya

Cioag.

f

;

SSELL

other

he

2,00. 8.50.

1.16

CARPET “SWEEPERS.

yoryt on where to
- Buy Posts
Fo

aes

‘The

G:

EAI
SSRN

THE MOLSONS BANK

We wantto Post,

of

RAD
EAA

CHK CPR ae
RNA ONSUDSS

POSTS POSTS

Pa Ret

TOUTER OATS

Needs

12.00

|POsTS

At the home of ‘Mr, nnd Mre, Danoan
MeKillop, is Lorne, Inst evening the |
ER
20 of
their granddaaghter, Miss
1 Margaret Aipsworth,
only
antpinee
of Mrs.

A

Shoes

is 00 ts $10. &
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ae.
All reported having an enjoyable
time.
There were about forty present.The
Young People’s Mission Band

Coarse

A good
time to buy your
Spring needs in Carpets, Rugs,
‘Linoleum, CongoleumSquares,
Curtains,
Muslins,
Scrims.
arquisette Curtains made in
all .the seasanis enewest patterns.
New ‘Tapestry Coverings, price 50¢.°to $1.50.
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Vemperance Alliance in a yery,
forcible
manner.
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Nairn’s Scotecb Linoleum, ‘hew “block” ind floral designs.
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i Curtains,
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We have a lange stock of Men’s Coarse Wenring Shoes, made of the
very best. material, in kip and chrome calf at less than factory
Men's $2.50 to 4.50; boys, 2.00 to 3.25,
prices to-day.

and Misses Shoes

Pumps ‘always

Lasts.

Men’s nigger brown bals, on new English laste, the newest
in SHOES... ..esecscceeescvccevcncccseneseeserseer
Men’s Harvard Brown bale, new English last, tée cap or
seeeses
ee Seeeeee
BAIN... cece
Men's Gun Metal Bals, English last, neolin sole, guaranoe-. 6 50
eed {0 WEAT 5.24.00
5.50 6 00
eas ’s Gun Metal “and Patent Bals, English last
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special
last,
dressy
neat,
Iced,
or
Men’s Gun Metal, button

Men's Vici Kid Bals, round-up last...
Men’s Dull goat Jaced boots, spestal oe3

:

‘Union Squares, 2€8, 3x3, ax3h. se
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Sanday evening
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Shoes
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>. Tapestry Rugs, all sizés, seamleas
New Velvet Squares, éxtra heavy pile, 3x34, er;
to
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Mats—all sizes.
Prices.....+++++s+ee0ee+
They are seamless,
New patterns in Congoleum Rugs.
washable and the best of wearing. two sizes, 9x10} and

lay delegate

K. Panter,

mae
J. H. Onten,

5 00
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Styles

House Furnishing
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Pumps

Full Line of. Children’s

|}

THE.

Newest

Ladies Kid Colonial pumps, new last .
Ladies Kid Oxfords, modern Jasts.....--

Farmer Winthrop..
Edward VanDasen
puree Stanhope.

:

Men’s Dress

Ladies brown pumps, the newest styles...
Ladies patent Congress, seamless pump..
“Ladies patent strap pump ........00+

The p

‘

ee

Ladies patent bals, on new Primrose last,, Louis heels, 8 in.
WP exetneas caesiawe dor cgubeersttects sce ce SA0itd
Ladies patent laced, cloth top, new. last, 7- . top, special.
-4.00 to
Ladies patent cloth top, button or,laced...
Ladies dull kid bals, 7-in. top, ngw elite lasts.
«
Ladies vici kid, cushion goles ...¢.- tebe eeseer eee
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Ladies Vici Kid, new chic last, vanity heel, 8-inch top...
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Evening in Aid of Patriotic Work
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Calf Meal

aud the only tra¢subatitate for milk.
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,
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bargain price.

Grofast’

Gaaranteed tho best calf meal made
$1.25

Were they ordered to-day they could

not possibly be sold for the prices we are offering them-at. -As the cost of shoes is advancing
all the time we advise buying early, as you get

—..

Per pkt.
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authorities are describing as being
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approval, consisting of a selected variety.6:
As these
othe latest styles in dressy footwear.

_ lines were booked six months ago for our spring
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lower
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feel he,can obtuin the best prices
for his products.
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wheat in storage in Canada.
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Sheep, It is strictly medicinal
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Canadu than in the United States;
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International
StockFood Tonic
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coming from countries imposing u
a daty sgainat Amorican w.
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+

T onic

Prevents diseases in Poultry and
makes yourhens lay. Also good
to the United for Turkeys, Ducks and Geese.
cents a bushel|
25c. and 50c, pkt.
cents a barrel |
per vent.
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96 BRANCHES IN CANADA.
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
Bank MONEY ORDERS

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
” Interest allowed at highest current rate

T. S. WOODS,

Manager Dutton Branch|f
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IT HE BIG STORE|
Furniture Wall Paper ~ r

Groceries

are

buyer

ie:

LEX.

MoKILLOP,

Some

M.D.C,M.,

Aas University, UR.0,P.
Lon don,
fi,
BOK, Rdindurgh; LAM. edinbargh
*o.Lotion;
F.7.M.8,, Toronto, and M.C.P.8.
o
oFricn
MAIN wy POTTON,

and

which. realized $1,128.

“Mra.

“ Jobostou,

after e:sbort illness with ppeamonia, in
her 76th year. She leaves her bi
one son aud two daughters.
William Capes, aged 26
farmer of Piymptov,

Will

Require for Housecileaning

Rng.

|. very

reported
Miller, sou of Albert
He waa with: the cavalry. | not
te.
‘The Dowivion Osnpers safferdd &
loss of $600,000@by a fire. which parially destroyed their plaut at Simooe,
‘Tho
‘at ber home is

25 per cent. off

You

recently |.

Woatco hotel,|, Dread
The § Weatcott
restons may be
closed, thus leaving the towa
botel accommodation,
<
Dayid Eddie sold twenty-six bogs to

$ Paper Department. ‘Most of our suppl is now in.and
> really advertise this department we will offer
>
>
6
>
We have a good azsortment and
6 our entire stock of Wall-Paper.
would be pleased to show you our stock. Remember, that on every
. $1 purchase you save 25c.

Things

of the 4th Ona-|

Rifles, ‘who

tisited Rdiubargh, writes
to Tas Ap-

Wall
% For the ext 14 days’ we will offer exceptional valaes inin our
order to

E. WHITE

pete

adian Monnted

WALL PAPER

A.

THE SIGHTS
AT AULD REEKIE

>
sy | >0
Pearline, Gold
Dust, Gillett’s Lye, Old
a Sse
tne
Dutch Cleanser,
Panshine,
Bon
Ami,
>
a PR. D+A CAMERON ©
>
Sapolio, Ammonia
OM. ‘Teinity University
; P.7.0.0., Trin- >
~uDom.,
ity Modica! College; M.O.P.8. Ontario.
>
. Opriok—Main Strdet;
.
6
°* ‘S Mestpmwon—Shackloton Street.
4 We still are able to give you 8 bars of Crawford’s Soap for 25c.
pD*: W.H. McFARLANE
? Full line of Stove Polishes, Stove Brushes and Scrub Brushes
Office Hours
2 to 4 p.mit7 to
9 p.m.
Wallacetown
Ont.
een)
_Bnovossor to Df. Cran’.)
We have three different styles at $1.25, $1.75, and the loose
DR. SMITH
.
pin-stretcher at $2.50

of seeds for two gardens.
ishes

and

onions

are

rad-

cheaper

by

the

ounce,

Sorts. to be planted
yery early: Onlettace, spinach beet,a few
sugar beste and a few hills

bed.
best sow!
fitst weekin April.

Early

Jorsey

id eabbage and Suowbal! cauliflower

Soaps of All Kinds

Have You a Curtain Stretcher?

Speotalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas

your

market.

D.D.S.,

of all

Dutton

Use

~E. A. TESKEY
DENTIST
Mee and Residence
ap 3
Shackleton Street, East
‘Puown 16,

They

That

DR. FRANK £. BENNETT

ite

ame
- JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
SrtSings Surgsryand Dank ty 1
iv
wight
calle om
to, All
Tudorattended
aud taost
20 a
br.
‘College, hea been practicing
‘Welephons. 29, ,
DR. A:

Js

Spinach beat Sor

we pay you Cash

pogatoes,
About 20th May, if the ground is dry,
is plenty early for the next
ting.
‘The ground to be planted should be harrowed, as a great many small weeds
will be startin;
S

painting.

best paint makers

on the market.

Bring

REMEMBER

ont

your

line

and

lay

ont

for your eggs at the'highest market price.‘
good

Cedar

Posts.

Special price,

25c. each.

J. B. CRAWFORD: estate!

HAFELE

Menor Graduate Ontario Veterinary

5

College

intest ‘methods,
[hicks abd daycalls promptly
ans wered,
solicited,

Office—Henry Blook..

Phone

23

McCrimmMon

BARRISTER
OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.
Money to Loa: 2.
Mr. MoOrimmon

eae

Lake of the Woods

very

E

oat avd milk

g

i

f

#

i

Fre

ii Fiiti i ftEi iiii!
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i

CORN
Shelled or Gronnd

i :

eRe

Elevator

eetil

Cream of Wheat

|

ssf

Purity

at Dutton
CEMENT:

q

Five Roses

Feeds

peste

ii

FLOUR

Sekt

E

|Choice

: ‘Tihsmithing

f.o.b, Ford, Ont,

3A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

I atfi FF

,

$495.00

i fl

wife and children need one for pleasure and health.
es

i H : RE tii E TEES

for y! yourself and and one one'f for your wife
i fo. the

e Go and take a ride in the 1917 model.
See how. comfortable
itis,
And stylish, too—stream line effect, tapered hood, crown
fenders, beautiful finish.”
You need one for business.
Your

i
di I

B. J. SCHULTZ |

‘inca
Youtees
can anys
buy a aa
Ford

£ ee

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

e

(~ Finest west of Toronto LOWES tornisted for any occasion,

Tgis the most

20 to 25 miles ‘on a gallon of gasoline is an every-day occurrenoe.
83-miles is frequently. reported by. Ford Saaes: Y Yearly
repair
expnse
of less than one dollar are not unusual.
The
car is
light in weight, and tires give more mileage dn a Ford than
on any other car.

i

Couches, Caskets and_all the
Latest. Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired Funeral Gar—the

Is Economical

if

and Canadian
Assoviation
~

Ford

_» ‘The avetage man can easily afford a Ford car.
inexpensive to drive.

ie i

EmbBaiming
Embalmefs'

‘The

cFe

UNDERTAKER
Diplomag-froin Meyer's Schoo!

t
id
Hf es i i it

J. A. CAMPBELL
of

‘he best varieties are
for early usb and Stowell’s
for later pee and
tok
more room, about three fect each

every Friday.

&

OMS
Be ia ths ofc

fit i

wa

i
i I i38 f : i i i
? t gf i i i i t E
iY i 8g ee ? 2 is i BE. fi [ a

M: D.

R
E

‘oar patropage

:

8;

~

;

door back of the Anderson Co.’s Store,
9% or write to St, Thomas
for ap
poiztments.

‘Phone.

this spring when

are the oldest and

Just arrived a car of

Grad-

Ss 17 Hicks Street, St, Thor
i.
+

8. W. P.

PLEASE

exery Wednesnay,

Sts
ge, 2
DENTIST
:
1. of Maya) College of Dental Surg’

apart.

lines.

Paints

Graduate of Royal College of Dental Sargeons.

\HonorGradaste
of Trimsy University,

Chi-Namel

.

* Honor Graduate of Toronto University,

“ya

with

We have a complete stock

L.D.S+

\Offee-Henry Blook

Floors

It is one of the bestfloor finishes on the:

DENTAL,
H..DOW,

notil they are quite a size.

shoald be
Plant
well.
and Red Globe are the best varieties.
‘Lettuce, cress and a few radishes will
do next tothe onions.
‘The rest of the garden should be in

\

Stain

4 Hours] toAGnd by sppointment,
Phone 1364,
.

D.

patch when

little onions appear and ev

was

wide.
heard

approaching

ine

The
that

nhs

ready

to accord

the different

road

between

there's nothing

come

what

Beth.

centre

of

fulfil

to

Jewish

the

the

great

the

prophecies

uttered

system

cen-

of

we

It was

used

pray."

King-of Isracl—This

nowledgment

‘that Jesus

isan

was

ack-

the

Mek-

siah, the king who was to'come.

The

prophets spoke of him under tife title
of king (Isa, 32: 1; Jer. 23: 5; Zach.
9: 9).
The idea the multitudes had

of the nature and work of the Messial

was

ese

and

crude,

yet

they

were

Moat

expressive.

“Hosanna

to

the

is he

cometh.

is he ‘that
ot the Lord
Hosanna {5 the highest" (Matt. 21: 9)
“Hosanna;

Blessed

that

to see Jesus?

that this

to

those who

worship

at

the

came

feast

Jesus had
of seoing
known ro

Andrew.

request

to

Indicated by
: the ‘oyous multtExplained

in

its

spiritual

applied by Jesus to himself.{s one or-

dained

by the Creator of the nicral

un-

Iverse, teaching that the only true
Tichment {s through giving, the onl.

death.

at the Passover,

witness to the miracle,
the raisLazarus, which led to the dem-

onstration ‘the day following the sup-

per at Bethany,
With palm branches,
symbols of triumph,; add with loud
they
acclamations
welecdmed
the
King to the Royal
city,
Until then

through
him’

the vista

andthe

‘Joy:

which

opened

before him.

terlous import of the great transactidn.

That

was that for which all others had -prepared,
which had been foretold,
expected and waited for, Jt was the hour

ly Hfe must become fully subservient | had repeatedly proved his right to such
the
ty the spiritual life if one would bave
“dignity and hhd estabilshed ft by

Hews. tea ond ¥ atered

It

)

Pleats.
SNK barrels,
Long iines, coo,
Large collars.
Hooded collars.
Tasselled collars,
Belts and sashes,
Novelty and -straight-away pockets,

‘How a Firm of Dairymen Near
i Chharlotiotdw a. Prince Edward Island, Are Making
in Winter Dairying —Their Methods of Managemcat Explained.

of hts

Bt Peter’‘and John,

‘diaclp:

into

to Bethany to find an

ape
colt es ae

they

vere

ee

assa
BRR

cass

1-4 bid,
4; May, $3.23 1-4; Jey,
3 1-2,
THE CHEESE MARKETS.
mpbeliford.—-At the tet meet!
cheese Boar

Good

from 7,000 to 8,000 pounds, with an, for service, The heifers retained are \ bought every year for bedding A covered maptre shed stands beside the
average of from 800 to ae butter fat.| bred when two years old.
stable, but most of the manure Ia
The soil
of the moras farm is for
‘The milk {s separated and the cream
hauled ‘direct to the fields and placed
y loam, and unsold to the creamery at from 26 to 32 the most -part «
‘tn
Jong, low heaps, which are kept
der
a
judicious
rotation
has
been
kept
ents
for
fat.
eg thereupon
asked:
“How mmuch | ¢
well tramped down.
-Two large silos
at
full’strength,
Last
year
the
farm
,
‘The
hei
rd
are
on*pasture
from
June
milk does ste civer” Oh, I don't know, |
1,200
bushels
of potatoes, | stana beside the barn and are filled
I never measured it,"'
replied the st to October Sist. The pasture feed: produced
j
'0
overflowing
every autemn.
8,000
“pushiels
of
roots,
800
bushels
“But she's a nice kind cow. | {9 supplemented by green feeds.
If
farm

BS
“an accoun

onan

TEN THOUSAND POUNDS FROM PURE- BRED AYRSHIRES—

ze

x

§

OTHER’ MARK
WINNIPEG GRAIN EXCHAN
Open

>
Kiddie Koats.

appioaching hour tn the Bavlonr's life

was the bour of his humiliation and
woe.
St was the hour of sacrifice and
redemption.
Jesus knew that he must
die in order to become to-mankind the
source of spiritual and
eternal , life.
His truest glory was to consist-in the

30..
Spring «
TORONTO CATTLE: 3
Export
eatth
n
Hdtener
ec

Their presence suggested the

In him was the promise of a new and
blessed life for humanity.
Because be
was the son of God, it was Impossible
for him to bring to the humpn race
spiritual vitality and frultfyine’
The
relationships here revealed are indebtedness to Christ, Identification with
Christ end hope in Christ,
TR, AL

up

of the apparent success of his foes.

Wines
buneit -:

Turnips.

thought of the seattered
sheep,
for
whose gathering the Shepherd
must
lay down his iife.
His language
implied that the hour of hia passion was
at hand.
He ajone could appreciate
the magnitude of the crisis,
the mys-

ligious subjects. They may have cher.
ished some desire‘and hope of deing
admitted into the number of Chrisi'’s
disciples,
It Is significant that they.
as proselytes of the Gentiles, should be
80 anxious to seo Jesus at a time when
the Pharisees were taking steps for his
destruction in a spirit of deepest hatred, Jesus regarded the request of the
Greeks as an indication that the crisis
of his course was at hand; ‘not that he
needed such an evidence,
but he welcomed ft as tt came,
“as be
‘looked

Indicated by the
joyous muitltude, Both the Jews of Jerusalem and
of

Including of Jews and Gentiles in “one

private conversation with Jesus on re-

ine

LE

those fn attendance

Dar pune
¢ ‘aulitlower.
hy

of

intercession. - The

true gain is through loss, the only true
cluded that the time find passed for victory -is through suffering and huhalf-méasures and therefore prepared imilation , the only true life is through
fo adopt the more extreme measures
leath, Jesus foretold the results of his
the spiritual
suggested by Calaphas. The day was obedience unto death.
Memorable for its surprises and reverhopes of a whola race. The prosptct of
wals of Judgment. The hopes and
approaching buffering
and
of future
‘ons of the disciples were doomed
to victory stirred and troubled his -soul
disappointment,
with a. mighty emotion.
In the comTL. ~Expiained tn. {ts spiritual _im- ing of the Greeks our Lord discerned
the earnest of a glorious future.
His
port. The Greeks were representatives
ofthe great Gentile world seeking after answer to their application was in subJesus, ready, it would appear, to enter stance that the extezsion of the gospel
his kingdom.
Their request was for # to the Gentiles was conditioned by his

ports

bore

and

new humanity” made upsthe triumph
of Christ's spiritual
Kingship.
The
Principle of death and frultfulness as

scemed—at

first to confound the plot of the Pharisees. The nation seemed to be. slip-

PRACTICAL SURVEY.
Topic.—Acknowledged Kingehip.

*yI,

@vent

Ping from their hands.
They rate
to blame each other for th> frustration
of thelr plans,
They
prigently con-

By what fiz-

i.

The

of multitudes by. means

sacrifice

(By A. J. Campbell.)
of the Lord:.Blessed be.
farmer who Was trylng to sell a
of our father Dayid, that oomA represented
the animal as a “nice,
in the name
the
east
w'l to thew prcepestre
purchaser,

in'the name
gometh

Among

Jerusalem

ol

fon ‘of David:

appointment.

the Sabbath before bis triumphal en-

dante

his

his work. He was no usurper, but one
to whom the throne belonged
by divine

Jesus. spead

shown that eternal life might become); Way. as to give po-countehance to misHe who has tathelr possession upon. the condition ot} taken Messianic ideas,
who
surrendering alteto Jesus. .The earth-| citly. claimed to be Zion’s King,

‘to recognize “his ‘kingsiip. In
the Hane of the Lord—He came not
only if the strength of the Lord and
‘with “his authority, but also-as divine,
The different evangelists record different forms uf this ascription
of praise, and taken ‘ogether they are”

did

Jesus had resisted and ‘restricted the
to become a great earthly ruler, but
enthusiasm of the people, Now
the
he m
it
become
“obedient unto
death” and “he giorified.”
The stain time had come for him to accept It. His
entry Into Jerusalem was in accordof wheat must fall into the ground
and
necessity,
the
it can become | ance+ with duty
und be buried before
carrying out of an eternal plan indifruitful In producing a harvest. Jesus
cated six hundred years
before.
Two
must go through the ordeal of death
im ordgr.to accomplish
his glorious things were to be done, first openly to
announce his true rélation to the theoinigstot
of making possible the. salvi
eracy-and to assert himself in sucha
reeks were
tion of. the race:
ie

king. Blessed-—-Happy, honored, adored:

The

he saw

the destre
the Greeks, to'see him, Jesus made
Nery clear that his mission
waa not

occasion in adoration of him
the multitudes were hailing ‘as

when

Wherere

While Jesus knew , life Is received?

lieard of the miracles which
wrought and were deexous
him.
-They made this desire
Philip, who invturn
told
‘These disciples bore
the
Jesus, ‘23-26. an anawer to

turies before. Hosunha—-This is the
Hebrew word translated to the Greek
and passed on: into the English. ~ It
‘Save,

Jesus.

‘there were some of Gretian’ descent.
They were probably
ly proselytes to the
Jewish” fetth, ‘but had:ni jot fully” con:
tormed to Jewish custom:
‘They had

religion, as the one who was to come|
to

to

awaited him,
20-22.

26.)

that they. beThey
wuold

welcome him to the sacred city,

to indicate that there

welcome was genuine and the people
teally honored ifm.
.
Ill. Greeks seex:ny for Jesus (vs. 20-

any and Jerusalem, and the people.
took branches from them to do honor
to Jesus, The palm is recognized as
an emblem: of victory and rejoicing,
“The tact that the people took these
palm branches “and went forth to
Meet him” is evidence
Meved tn his ‘kingship.

youneatlone

was/any part of the multitudes that ure @ jd Jesus foretell his death
‘were: opposed’ to giving a royal wel- are the conditions “on which eternal

ie edt: spitigge

to him. 13. Took branches of: palm
treve—“Took the PeanchRe of pe
trees.""-R.-V, ‘The language {ndicates that th
were palm trees
ig along the

; of service; but the servant fs in close
felowanip owith the Master and will
lve honor. from the Father.

is gone ‘after him raultitudes Shve homage to Jesus? Describe the manner of Christ's entry
into the city.
What Old Testament
prophecy bears on this point? What
accounts of this event | Miracle increased the desire of the

elty se

» they were-intensely eagerto ‘see him.
ae wero impressed with ee ston 0
his greatness and g

the most-open manner
by riding In
royal state into his capital, to complete

USESPESUNSSSSELRRSURRSS

his name faf and
multitudes at Jerusalem
, Jesus’

miracle at Bethany, now asserted it in salvation:

try into Jerusalem?
What feast was
all their plotting
soon to be held? In what waya did the
Mish
accomplished

that nae

and activity
The earl
iarinees

in spread-

ts

a life

ercoscucsmeooscocoeneo

ministry bad resulted

way

Jesus. The

upon

gusoeatstsssss

ens

themselves

The

E56 ~SeSe5
seesetiuususs

from giving honor to him, but they had
not Bu
admitted emong

the

enter

S

and

Jesus

FSCETERe!
S2SSsess:

utterances’

Sreat miracles that had been crowded
into thesthree and a balf years of his

of

SBSadeS-1
esesesssasu:

iniportant

thuslastic reception which Jes
was
recetving.
They had used their, most
earnest efforts t, 9 keep his followers

to. to all al who who-wiwill
lt foifollow

open

followers

|

—The

Perceive ye how [the tite that

‘Opposers of
Jesus consulted together over thi

ye prevall nothing—These

Ht! ei A

census
e been taken in Nero’
the ot an Burin attending, the
_ feast of: the P:
, and the number
was tonad to.coat ae two and a hal’,
tillion:
This indicates the interest
‘that-existed in the observance of this
Teast. Heard that Jesus was coming

% SoupetasnEeey

le

who

ooo

multitudes

re

The

bondage.
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eocueh 4)
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liverance of the Israelites trom Exyp-

nm

entry. tok place. . Much
that were come to the feakt—
~The feast was the Passover, which
Was beld
ually to celebrate the de-

oe pe

“any

milk

at all she'll give ran price Warrants, « sma}! amount,
up to two pounds. of cotton seed meal

e fed to the heaviest producers
In winter the cows
ing to yleld.
McRae & Sons at Bast Royalty,
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Is- a zen the usual quantities of hay,
and enéilage, together with #
was told this-story.
Itia |
a aration of Oats, barley bran and
the haphazard system af farmmixed
according to
price
{ng-once prevalent in the Maritimes,
ia tea ‘at the rate of about.ohe pound
‘but now passing away unregretted, at
every four pounds of milk given.
cept.nerhaps, by.a few lovers of the \
effort-1s-made-to
have
the
cows
picturesque. . It is' true
condition at the time of }
aeons
pictures of rural life seldom
portray ; ror
the separator. abd bucolic poems are {freehening, but two weeks before that |
Ptime
all
heating
teed
{ts
cut
off.
After
aflent about vie Babcock test. At the|
same time ao visit, to any of the lead-} freshening the cow fs fed for a week !

tA visitor to the dairy farm of “An-

drew
near
land,
ents

ing

dairy,

farms

of

the Island

reveals

clhiefly

on

roots

and bra,

atid

then

BUFFALO

LIVE

;

STOCK.

et Buttalo.. April 2—Cattle, speniote
ih
cstpts:
W. atendys,
te
How; "heavy
ae:
ha “nixed fia to
avErkers
ie to feet:
yorkers es to $15.78:
es 88 fo $14;“roughs
ro
$14.26
to #480:
"Sheep and.t
r
1,400; slow;
lambs $13 to $16.6; clipped Iambs #10 tw
pes: year
to
12H;
wetners
L7G to, fit; ewes $580 to $b; mixed
sheep $11
0
OHICAGO LIVE STOCK,
Cattle, racel
sts 27,008
Market
weak.

oats, 100° bushels of barley, 112 tons |
Thirty
Berkshire avd Tamworth
of corn, 60 ‘bus!
wheat, 36 tons j hows are marketed yearlyat an averof clover and 40 tons of timothy.
In
6 welght of 175 pounds.
The pork
addition eleven acres were utilized for
sold last year at eleven and/onethe growth of oats, p:
and vetches,
half cents the pound
he hosa. are
corn ang white turnips,
which were fed all they can-consume of
cut and fed Ina green state. The soil- shorts, home-grown grains and iin
ing crops are sown from May lat to
med milk.
July Ist.
“I believe in winter datrying,.” said
For some time a five-year rotation
enterprising firm,
was followed, but finally {t was decid: the head of this
ed that this system was too slow. for |Our cows as a@ rule freshen in the
high-priced land. Now « four-year ro- fall, from September to December. As
®@ Tealilt-of this we are able to devote
tation is. practised:
aha ayear,) Conn
more of our time to their-care.
We
rain;
th
and roots: second: year,
also obtain higher prices for our milk
year, clover; fourth yeas, Timptiiy und

Native bene :
eecnece

an

“Hee,
Li arkér
fre

“|

aed “site.
slow.

Sheet. Fecerpts ‘ni
Din
Wethers:
e ae

Lambs, nail

-

MONTREAL
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$2
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MARKETS.

Quotations: . Steers #10 to, #12; bulls

to FLL;
Sanne
os aly

cows
puts

‘or

M.
There
Rowe eRe tte
m1.

are
no
market.
‘ing

Sheen, 4io,te ie
» Hh,

The Knitter.
Whatde you do, Iattle Sietet,
M
here ti the Hun?
oat yeu plekbae MT Tant SouatiM pay a titen=
My

FOS

rm
it

aa
‘pasture.

Fer} in wand”with att the at
Pea Fold eeordi
ee Ee
to gan 1a speciale in ‘heen a ee
a iho ‘acres:
yee
a
che: first

twelvo to

pee

e

Pasture

land

is ee

on

corn ig grow!
lowed; for rdots,
on sod that bas been eee oven
wet
id the
rin,
in. thi
under about et first ofeTane: From

the tact’
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while Aeatty ae
wotnen are producing

maunitions and clothing Povecinlane:
_ Many of these sixty millions were
equa
rodaucers of food: From
at work
they sre withdrawn,

the

farmer

is

working

under.

Through the Onturio Government
Pablico
Euployment
Bureanx
«
determined effort is being made to
seoure a large amount of farmtrained Inbor and it is hoped that
the farmer will muke full use of
Same and produce lurge orops this
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Returning Travellers Predict More Food
‘ Riots and Say Public Is Weary of War
April 21.—Passengers

who arrived recently from Germany

assért that the food riots in Gérmany and Austris will inorease in,
mumber
the coming
sammer,
be“cause
the crops are not likely to
" prove any better thun those of 1916,

bea serious

Empi eee"

SABBATH

uprising all

SCHOOL

over

If

- CONVENTION

held in Chalmers’ charch, Cowal, on
‘Tharsday next, May $rd.
The following

is the program:
AFTERNOON SESSION
Devotional Exercises—Rey.

-D. Mo-

ay.
Address ofWelcome —J, M, Campbell,
Address,
Reply
Welcome—Tho
President, Rey, 8, A.Maodonell,
Address—'The

Causdian

Standard

the

troops

The sinking of-the Scandinnavi
steumships by German submazsu
ft was suid, hud out off the small

“"ipork

to
supply of butter, eggs, cheese and
J.
other duiry
produce
that was |.”
obtained
from
those
countries,
strong

Denmark,

There

belief all over Germany

has been

living

in Frankfort as

nfuoturing firm, suid that most of
the German people were 80 weiry
of the war and the general living
$

conditions

that

they

were

almost

for revolt against the Gov-

ernment,

URGES

that

representative of an American mun-

The newspapersdontinue

R.

M.

eee:
J. Morrisot

Adare" i ipour Foundation Factors
Sanday School Success’’—Rev. R.
M. Glassford.
Offering.

is a

the war will be over by Christmas,
whether the Central Powers win or
Jose.
_Alfred Stetman, of Chicago, who

of

y

especially

Supper.

EVENING SEESION.
eee
Exercises—Rey.

g

Offering. "AAgparecbene. pe

‘were not getting sufficient nourish-

FOOD

PRODUCTION

Premier ‘Hearst }Addresses a Gathering of
Agriculture Department Representatives
of

‘Lhe
representatives of the department
agrionltare met the organization of

resources committee in’ she Parliament

buildings in Toronto on Monday, aes
were addressed by iarrict Hearst.
urg
xpe:
go back to inte

various counties and tall ee farmers Jt
was

their duty

to

pnt eve:

acré under oaltivation,

ailable.

He:‘parted the

representativeswith the announcement

ite of the efforts of the Govern-

to print enthasinstio articles about
ite organizations, the prospects
the victories on land and the sink- Judicated even a smaller acreage onder
‘ing of the British merchant ships, cultivation in 1917 anless extra labor is
6 officers und men returning
| »
ied,
ranod, Great Britain and Italy, 80°
je ‘battlefields ‘tell different
customed to draw vast quantities
of sap-

Russia, Romania and Bal.
ee my own knowledge,”
Mr. plies from
since these count.ies were isolated
Stetmun continued,’*‘I can say that guria,
by War, were now dependent on Anmer. three officers were recently shot on ion, argued the premier, Yet, though
the western front for saying thet the food grat:
the world ‘were 150,1s ‘below the amount
the Crown Prince had failed as a 000.
itary lender, and that the Allies necessary to feed the world until Augast,
d soon oram))ie up the Gorman

‘

ae drive them to the Rhine.
the first. two years in the war
\nd meh were greeted with
inthe streets when they

f

1917,Jthe

prospects

for

|
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| Fine Madapolam, 36 in. wide.....seesseeeeee
| Fine Nainsooks, yard, wide ....+++++eeererees
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fawn top, a

Ladies

OP seceretecsere
cee ... 4.40 to£
laced, cloth top, new last, 7-in. top, special. 3 50
iinet hs

4.00 to 5 00)

Ladies patent-cloth top, button or Jaced....

Ladies dull kid bals, 7-in. top, new elite lasts.
Ladies vici kid, cushion soles ....- ESS weds ;
Full Line of Children’s and Misses
and Pumps always in stock

5 a |
|
ES 4
|}
|.
joes
'

ic

Pumps
$4 50
eeoese
8.00 to 88 50.
00
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|
English

Shoes
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- toe. oP *
Men's | Harvard Brown bsbale, new Engiish Task;
Metal Bals.

English inst, "eolia sole, guaran.

8 me
« bond to Woah: ex
Pat
and
Metal
Gun
Men’s
Men's Gun eer or aoe, net dressy last, eeciala4 oe
last...
is, round-up
Men’ Vici Ki
3 50
Men’s Dull goat laced boots, special ..
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aoe= Argon Due of the greatest wheat
w
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eee
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of ne failure of its crops, had placed au
enibargo on grains in Merch; 1917, to

wyoid local
Norman Somerville,

We Sell at Right Prices
‘Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds

Mouldings —
Cement, Lime

POSTS

WewanttoPost
youonwhere to
Buy Posts
For Post Toasties—The Grocer

For Post
Post Cards—Postoffice
Fae
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THE MOLSONS BANK
96 BRANCHES

IN CANADA

A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
BANK MONEY ORDERS

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT

Interest allowed at highest current rate
:
IT. S. WOODS, Manager Dutton Branch

But for Posts that go in. the
grou

inte
of the To

Hatton,
Dunwich, in the ‘Gouniy’ of
saben Deceased.
fre.ganoas tot
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Ladies brown pumps, the newest styles.
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Ladies. patent Con

Ladies patent strap
sea Bo
Sy
“¢
Colonial
Ladies Kid
a7 ee
Sport Book gun metal tip, grey op and low hele
Latics
Kid Oxfords,
Ladies
ro
Ladies>......ecsee+-) Sin. top, new chic Jast.......
6 00°
Ladies Vici Kid, new chic last, vanity heel, 8-inch top
Men
Ladies’ Harvard Brown bals, Tiffany Jast, Louis peel, 8-in. 908
|
eeeneceeeene
LOP cose eeeeeece
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Men’s
|
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A Good Time to Buy Cottons

Latest in Spring Shoes
wth
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seenes

| Linen Toweling, 17 in. wide, red border, per ya

Mount Royal Cotton, 36 in. wide .
Mount Royal Cotton, 40 in. wide.

pegs pasroue Boots, 9-in. top, tan, Hid,

OS
ee

sees eccess 180, 200

patterns

Fine Cambric Quaker Longcloth, 36 in. wide ..
| Bengal Cotton, 34 in. wide, extra even thread..

below that ae 1915, "Even with » fuvorable seasonthe wheat crop of the United

>

2S

Longeloth Superior’Cotton, 36 in. wide......-+

|‘
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es

Ligbt and Dar!

and the mention of States. was iikely to be tho smallest in
r’s
name
vlicited loud $5 years, not seers than 60 per cent, of
of. “Hook | Hook! but now the normal crop. In addision to this,
s met with stolid apathy.
and women cannot
and vin sue any,
hangry.
day after
day,
‘warlike enthosiasm

S Ss

1.25

rs

|

this year’s fall

ijotedw yield of

|

SWee

COC
50c

| 100 | iecea Light Prints, all new patterns...
| 100 pieces Navy Blues, Lilacs, Stone Blues, light and dark grey

wheat were the poorest ever recorded.
‘The United gtates Department of Agrioultare

.-75c 85c $1

|

the

the

and the Governments have told the semclebey, Tests"’—Rev. R. J. M. Glass.
people all through the winter that
Addcesml The
Teacher and
His
the hurvesta would be abundant.
T. Bingham.
Dissatisfaction
was sprending Class” —Rev,
Table ‘Osa ference, led by Rey.
tbroagh the army in both Austrin R.Round
J. my Giussford.
. and Germany, the passengers said,
tary-Treasurer’s Reva:
because the officers and soldiers
‘Appotnecaen
of Comm:
ing food, and, in consequence, there
Was oOnsidorable sickness among

i

5
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ks

> Green and blue stripe, crash crowns, sky poplin and brown brims .
Fancy check silk crowns, fawn linen brims .........++++ a eticslen desde FOC
Grey silk cheque crowns, ¢olored brims..5Qc 75c
Soft Wash Hats....35¢
Men’s Silk and Tweed Caps, all that’s new here.
veteee 50c 75c 1.00

next two or three months there will

The anunal convention of the Dutton
and Duuwioh Sabbath Schools will be

SAY GERMANS STARVE

York,

was

person every wee
“The Germans have been buoyed
all winter by the promises of the

season, for every pound of which
large prices nre likely to be paid

New
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ze Rexokh store
Store |
therp

Children’s Linen Hats

x

ce i 1,00

cisna

=

- 26,717,587.
bushels
to
7,408,429
bushels,
The Ontario Department of Agri~ onitare is proud of the: many patriOtic acts of the Ontario farmers and
realizes to the fall the difficulties
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great variety of colors
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White Pique, with check, silk trimmingig .....,..0.....02.see0eeee+++-ZOC
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declined

bishels.
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We haye a few pails which we
will sell_at a bargain price.
International Grofast Calf peal.
Gunranteed the best calf meal’ mi:
aud the only at sabstitute ae mi,
$1.25 for a large

Colored Turban shapes,

Hi x
uA SS

fur |

short of what ought to be dono,
The soréage of wheat, oats, barley
and potatoes was nearly 365,000 less
in 1918 then in 1915, and the yield

White and Gree Panama’ Cloth Hats, large assortment of bands..1,00 1.25
Sailor shapes, black and white patterns,. stripes and checks, plain while, with

ZY

o5e5

nt production falls

y aya
J

and growth of Hogs.
Per pt.
25c., 50c., $1.00, $1.50

from

First Showing of Misses and Ladies
‘Sport Hats

Ze
Colored Banda, <5.) case ariicicesnis bios fa cess fee ee FOC 100 1.25
aks onesies reie3 54
ea
SY White Duck Turban ‘shapes RR DNR Nesey
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The Best Stock ‘Food on» the
market. for Horses, Cows. and
Sheep.
It is strictly medicinal
and
gives
pure
‘blood’
and
good health.
Especially
recommended for promoting the health

in the

by “one. trip.

pkt.

SWS

trips from Canada to England

time peonpied
“Australia,

and. 50c.

International.
Stock FoodTonic

VoIVes

_25c.

‘Teun

ye

idle

mations are on rations and six in
Gistressing Inok of food.
Catinda is one of the countries
that ure expected
to produce u surel of food to help muke up) the
ficit in lands that are more
Severely affected. It is our duty to
feed our soldiers and our allies.
_ Oar country is exceptionally well
sitaated, for a vessel oan make foor
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wing vast régions

Tonic

Prevents diseases ‘in Poultry and
makes your hens lay.
Also good
for ‘Turkeys, Ducks and Geese. °

and! Waste: Material ‘ot every

fall Hino.

oe

ze

T, Hoorn: Co,

$ IN AND AROUND TOWN§ 3
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the Supreme Sacrifice
Mr. and Mrs, W. E. Olark, Dunwich,
were notified on Taesday that
their ree
sane Leslie. Clark, had made ¢
‘October,

1915;

Danwich council meets 6n Monday.

Joly and since "indie in France has
been on active
‘The bows of
his fall caused nbiverest regret, for the
young soldier was a geveral fayorite and

Miss Joan Campbell, narse, Detroit, is

‘much

Seccccoovoocccoooocoes

visiting at her. home here,
Miss Minnie Brown, graduate naree,
Victoria Hospital, London, is visiting at
her home in town.
‘W. Hollingshéad attended the annual
meeting

of

the

eae

Torouto this week.

Association

in

Mr.. ani Mre.. T. Wooldridge,
of
Windsor, spent the week-end renewing
scgasintances in to:we

.

pre and a

He

ae

was

24

sate

He was 26 y:

and went over-

Geo, H. Ramsey
purchaseda
Gray Dort saroescedtent from the Tocal

seas with the machine gun section of the

agent, Wm.

he: was

McDongall.

91st Battalion.

On arriving in England

transferred

10 a.m.

to 12

J. M. Blue has sold the residence on
Mary street,

recently

occupied

by the

waa also

a membor
of the 91st

Battalion,

is now on active seryics in France.

His

father resides at Eagle.
He also leaves
Mrs. Darand Robbins,

late Mrs, Bie, to Mra, Ostherine Clark,
Mrs. Louis McDonald and
Tona Station
Mise I issues Mateer, Eagle.
Daniel Black & Son have rented for
Died of Wounds
jas Mann
his pastore
farm
on
Lorenzo Holland, of Port Talbot, reShackJeton street to Angas McFarlane
and Fred Brown.

gules

tofill ont application form in advt. in
another part of this paper and forward

ae

Farmorg in need of help are requested

to OC. W.
Duncan

Buchanan.
Bachanan,

of Windsor, after

pending a week at his former home

itE Danwich;

left vesterday to look after

his interests at Cobalr.

a aaeeen on Wednesday that
est Ward, who went overseas
Or" Company, 91st Battalion, died

ot wounds
oo April 11th.

Feirate Ww.

was para in England, aud came

‘Audrey Giddy;
operation
lospital,

who anderweut

for appendicitis in
London,
recently.

covered safficiently
retarn to her home,

an

Victoria
haa re-

as to be able to

The
anvanl
weeting of the Elgin
Manicipal Association will be held in
St. Thomas on Friday.
Amongst those

who will address ae meeting are Joba
Senn, Caledonia;J. H. Hale, Malahide,
and the warden.
The marriage of Jean Barbara Mo-

Ooll,

of

Winnipeg,

to Robert Ooray

Tania, of Sperling, Manitoba, took
on March 19th.
The bride isa

Teaghtor of the late E, MoColl and Mrs.
Il, of Winnipeg, and has mavy
relshves in Datton and Danwich.
marriage of Miss Oaesio Mabel
MoGallaw, daughter of Mr,

Peter Mo-

Callam, Dutton, to Mr, Artiar Dongias
Love, Regios, son of Mr. Alex. Love,

Eagle, took place on Wednesday, April
18th, at Regina.
The ceremony was
pee
by Rev. Dr. Murdoch, of
nox charch,

Rev. R, J. Bowen, representing the
Western

Ontario

Bible

Society,

will

give an address in St, Peter's charch ou
oy

evening

day evening.

at

8 o'clock,

aud also

te Mae "Holland | for the past seyen years

before enlisting.
a

He

was 28 years of

Bowen has just re-

has been slightly

‘wounded

on

the side

and has been admitted to No. 8, Stationary hospital, Urineraux

Mixed Paints

A. Keillor,

ported

slighty

Contre
ESIRABLE frame0 reaidence
for sale
oe rent, Apply to
Btroot, Dutton, for
s
GLANCE, Dut
é

Wallacetown,

wounded

ov

is re-

foot

and

admitted to No. 8 General Hospital at

admitted to the hospital, safforing
{rom gas poisoning. He left St; Thomas with the 91st end was drafted in England to the 88th
ians.
MEETS

DUTTON BOYS IN FRANCE

Lieut. Kirkland’s Opinion of War Same
as
Sherman's
The following extracts are taken from
a letter ust received
land by his brother,
dated Marcl: 29 and
Tses, Kirkland was

from Lieat. KirkDou,
‘The letcer is
was written beforo
ea

é are in reet camp

for a

ing,
Mrs. Harry
Charles Howard Bt

Datton and 91st boys.
[had better not
say the number of the battalion.
It is
not the one Kemp is
jn, bat I
onis, McNernie, Doolittle and quite a

arrived in

summer help (1) himself, (2) the farmer,

me.

engine and one notso diffionlt to

asthe present hand engine, H.
‘michael, the well-known machinistof West

Lorne,
has boilt a gasoline ex; Ine expressly forthis village. The sanine was

et woke sey

beak Killed

a
aad

Henry Liberty. one of the old and
residenta of South Danwich,
away

at his home,

west of Tyr-

conpell, on Saturday after a brief illness.

Mr. Liberty lived in his own house but
boarded. wit!
ae ws and: was in his

well,

Fiually

‘am qnite well so far

sisters

on

destroyers

on setting sail she was

“for 3% hours by

to protect

consisting of nearly

Shee

concerts

3,000

helping

farther stated

ace

——4

Avanos,

to treat

to pase the

your grain
with
Formaldehyde
It pays big

that potatoes and

loaf, meats vary to 60
Cents a poand, aud
flour is 10 cents a pound.
Women have taked the place of men

yven had asoratch.
Don't believe anything unless you get official notice,

“I was going aloug the roada few da

ago with my platoou

when

I met a

fi

low ridi-g one lgrse and leading at
other. He called to me or I might not
have noticed him.

It was Billy Mitton,

Twas giad tosee him.

He looked very

1
“IfI were not an officer I think it
would
be pretty hard to stand the life
here, but of course I have it very mach
easier than the private.
War is certaioly hell,
£ can't conceive of hell
soon be ov

and I hope and pray it may

Nyal Quality Store

Granted Exams. onCondition That They
Assist in Farm Work
The following students having passed
the test examinations held before Kaster
will be granted their certificates by the
Department of Edacation on submitting
a statement from a farmer that they

have worked continuously for three
mouths “assisting in planting, cultivating 8‘and harvesting the crops.””
pies

oe ment

of

the poatoa

to the

papers

NOTICES |

aie Dotton Bloyator
is week for whea!

in paying $2 25

“bo re-read.

In this way the

ations in June.

© School Entrance to—
Normal Schools
Annett,
Mervyn Glass,

Isn’t it better at the first sign of
failing vision to have jou eyes
attended to than to put ‘it off until perhaps your Optician cannot
do for you »s much and as well
as he could have done on the
start?
Reasoa it out,
Think
about this and let us know.
Our
service is at your bidding.

Lacey, Katie Kendall, Wilfred
atharine MoOallam, Vanelda
—Middle School Entrance to—

Norma! Schools
Etta Bole, Alice Carroll, Jeanette Mo-

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jean McQallam, Clande MoBernice McAlister, Angus McKlllop,” Mary Leltch, Isabs! Oampbell4 | Jewelers
Opticians

‘allam,
Callam,

Winnie Parves, Elizabeth Whitelock:
—Jnnior Mi

Tesvers of Marriage Licenses

Angus McKillop, Olande McOallam.

EXPLOSION

ON GAS

The explosion on the main line
near Moairkirk on Sunday resall

Dissolution

of Partnership

in | due

leased.‘while thore, rons lone wood or
coal stove was yet
jion were

limited ainoeat of potato fertilizer considered forsanata. ‘The blow-up took
acid place in a marshy place, the anme as
over ® year ago, and considerable diffiphosphate for spring grain,

at the Dutton Elevator, also some

have.any

sugar or flonr sacks

that you can spare, will you kindly seud
them to Miss M,
Gow, conyener of the
committee.
are very
sent overthe parce!

culty was met with in replacing

the

pe on nacoant of the depth of water.
The accident was caused bythe softencounections

solsiny

the

sections, which were. at the point of the
Mlow-oat, ander Loree feet of water.

Ou

aed by the

SSS seezex,

THINKING

ABOUT

Curtains

Call and see what we have to offer
fancy
with
Curtain Scrims, ecru and white, hemstitched,
ders, at...
15c., 20C., 25.
White and Ecru Marbuisette, beautifully mercerized, 36 inches
“wide, per yard...
asc. and 35§¢.
&04§OC,
Lace-Edged Curtain Marquisette, at...+.+-+s+e+ sees
Bungalow Curtain Nets, at ....-.+.
++ 25C., .45C., 50C.
Velour Curtain Draping, in oriental colors, per yard......50c.
Art Sateens, Tapestry Cretonnes, etc., At. ...+.015c. And asc.

Bedspreads
White

Don't

Honeycomb

forget

and Marseilles Bed Spreads, in good qualities

to look at our New Voile Waists
and Crepe De Chenes

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

me Custom Tailoring
Suitings
and

of the Newest Shades
Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
-Arch.

MERCHANT

McCallum

TAILOR:

Yashdey
of
April. 1917,
gaa
FILLMORE

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
and
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
Special

Changes are not necessary

if you

buy a

FOR SALE
Choice

Seed

Potatoes

‘To arrive soon

Car Spray Material
also

discovery of the break employees

wero rashed

ARE

ipe

er

the

New

YOU

MAIN

Monday noon to Tuesday noon.
Those
serectte
sotirely: on
the gaa for
a
Purposeswere much inconven-

rubber

WHEN

have

8
reasonably certain of pantog

ing of

‘Housecleaning

Department of Edaca-

for approval and the answer papers
the stadents are-retained by the
case the Department requests

et

This is the
Age of Reason

the supply of gas being closed off from
SPECIAL

you

R. P. Reekie

AT HIGH SCHOOL

Corner

Bay

the

At

Don’t Forget

sugar are very scarce and almost :impossible to procure.
Bread is 12 cents s

STUDENTS

2000 pFOCCCEE OES ESOS ESOS OS ESS

her precious

said Mrs, Spearing to Tae
eee

HARDWARE, | FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

A. E- WHITE

$

aud have veyer

ou
Parties desiring to purchase or invest
eT
ho gi
; | in doboutares call on us. . Weare agents
at his home and toand
itt
fo: the eolid, old Haron & Erie, of Loneesconeir ‘unconscions, having
aaddenly overcome with a paralytic dov, and Canada Trost Oo.—right here
stroke, He livgered for eoveral hours athome. By investing in these you are
not sending your cash away and son
pe Wea end
na oan is
know your money is safe.
rty was in his Sith
year,
sercaeaie 8 to the last and was neyer e'son 51¢ per cent.—DanieL Brack
under a doctor's care, He was born in
Eng
and came to Canada in 1856,
and settled in Haron county, but in the
following year moved to the farm on
i of the chapter
which he died in Danwich, where he
‘riday
oon,
It was
mavy of the trials of the
theLamesa ofthe machiie
early nottlera. aoe en years he was gnu fand,to vse
$80, to boy yarn’ as the price
& member of St. Po!
per epladle will advance $3 at the end of
Danwiob. “Mr. Tabet
a iemliy of eighteen, of

England

incinded
1,
women and
Only five days were reqai:
the Atlantic.
m-th voyene ater leaving
the danger zone was an enjoyable one,”

Hoe tella me

pevertey,

He is survived ir @ sou aedaoghter,
homestead,
and

from

three hours when possibly on acoount of | @
larking enemy submarines retui
to

be told me I had beenFegcrvad killed. ¢
do hope no such report reached home. I

So considered at ttis next meeting of the
, souncil.
_
being on
LIVED IN DUNWICH FOR 60 YEARS

their four
sr ontidres

Datton

liner in a British port accounted for
their non-arrival.
The boat, which was
armed with.twelve-iuch gous, was out

1 time ago that: 7 bee
Tasles saw Roy

yeu @ test hero on Friday and the | well

jonstration appeared to be satisfacwey. to the flange bomber of citizens who
witnessed what it can accomplish.
The
question of parchasing the engine will

In all colors, Oak, Mahogany, Walnut, White
aud Black and Clear for Linoleums,’ Floor
It dries like glass
Finishes and Furniture.
FOOSOOSHOOOOOS*
IOSD
and gives a beautiful finish.
Vacuum Cleaners
We also have all the modern_helps to house cleaning, O’Cedar Dust Mops
Carpet Sweepers,
from $5 to the Electric a tt $25.
Wall Paper Cleaner.
Renewal,
O’Cedar
Oil,
50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer,
at Lowest Prices
Furniture of All Kinds. Beds, Springs, Mattresses

Lacqueret

pected to reach Dutton pearly Se mepeks
ago bat a delay of teu days on board the

w can the Ontario High
of other 91st men.
Also toBotool p papil by working on a farm this uomber
night Harry Locke came roond to seo

8rd, Eldridge A fileo!
In view of the poe of the council
of Datton
more
efficient ffre

CANADA

Monday night, glad. as they said, to be
in Canada again.
The party was ex-

short time and the battalion al so: drifted

in yesterday in which are a uamber of

‘y ereciog
end read the essay:
awardingthe prizes as follows:
aioe
cor! perl
Winnie Parves;

REACH

Boulogne,
Frauce.
Private
Keillor
in almost every work, and nearly every
enlisted at Harmiltov. and went overseas
with the Cauadian Mounted Rifles.
eligible man is in khaki or at the front.
Oue submarine was seen on the trip,
Io Monday's list of casualties appears
the name of R. Bockiug, Chatnam, as but-from the fact that it made no attack
the conclusion was that it waa British.
wounded.
Reginald Bocking graduated
The people are bearing up wonderfally
from the Datton high schoo! afew years
in the straggle and while peace would
ago, securing a first-class Certificate.
be welcomed
it is not desired
until
Gay H. Clarke, of Talbotyille, an- Proseianiam is
| genet: ed.
other ex-papil of the high school, has

Twelve students of the High School
wrote ou the three questions soboatet
Be sabe Organization Resources

(8) the Bouse "" for which prizes of $5,
$8 and $2 are given. The judges
met on

TO

Party of Seven Arrive in Dutton From
En,
After a Tong sear Mrs, platsrt Speer:

‘She

Priyate Sidney Keillor, sou of Mr. and

Mrs.

DUTTON FLOUR MILLS
~~ FOR SALE OR RENT

GLAD

papers from
in. wide, pas

We still: have a limited
quantity which we offer
you as long as they last
at the old prices: Half
25; galpint 25c., pint 40c, quart 75c, ‘Aalf-gallon $1.
lon, $2.25.

Corn

Ono hand at present.

Price this week $2.50

Pte, Doolittle

went overseas with the 91st Battalion.

turned from |Frade, where he has been

for five mouths.

American

accompanied

has been officially notiJ. E. Claus, of Ohatham, spent a fow im iedMrs,thatDoolittle
her sou, Pte. Goo.
Doolittle,

days last week with his brot! her, M. 8,
Claus, while on his way to Toronto to
join the Oauadian Flying Corps.

colors, 25¢ a roll.

port.

He bad been veiploy

to 10c a roll.

Nice bedroom
“Oatmeal papers, 30

We have good

to the 12th Reserve

Mra, Sarah McKellar has retarned Battalion and later sent to France 10
after an extended visit we her dangh- 38 the Iad Battalion. Gauner Mateer
ag bora in Obatham, ba
nt most of
ter, Mrs, MoKenzie, Kerw:
Dr, MoFarlane and Tie Baohaoan his life at Eagle. For the ast six years
before enlisting he was employed at the
bare pe rotaees Ford .. toaring
through the local dealer, J. A, Campbell” fishery of Ed, Koehler, Tyrcongell, avd
wes well known aud liad many frionds
On and after May 1 the hours of the in both Dattou audDanwich.
His only
banks in Dutton will
be 10 a.m. to 8 brother, Privat
eer, who
p.m. snd on Satardays
o'clock, noon,

5e

at the High

Besideshis parents, he leaves:

Word
was
redeived
in Dutton on
Taesday that
David M. Mateor was
killed in-sction ia France on April ist.

own at the lowest prices.

DOO POS

years of

ree sisters and four brothers: Annie
yy, nares, in Michigan; Bertha
Edith, Wellington und Lawrence, at
home: Arthor, in Loudon; Jennie, tx
Detroit, and Arch. T., in Calgary.

most com
have ever

We bile you the
ete line we

, giving Bp hia life for
‘The brave
cs soldier
went
overseas Inst|

the canse of freedom.
‘wntisted swith the:

to tha scene and closed the

Car

Fertilizer

Raa on each side of tle break. It was | Orders for tha above goods will be filled
necessaty to drain the water io the | in theorder
Order early aswe
swamp before the work ofrenee the. |do Bot expect to be able to secure a
line could be attem:
section
farther supply this season.
of pipe is 42 feet in length, see the distanee blown ceLie
the fiye joints represented 210 feet

GLAPP, LITTLEJOHN, LTD.

AFTER
ll oe =

ANY

as hac gent

SICKNESS
hag amcne

your digestion weakened; your blood

oa

} @@eeerers 0oood’

Baby. 01 hick Feed,

Ree

Tard. ins 0 nod cheaper

CHEVROLET
Vatve-tn-Head Motor, Three Speeds, Centre Control
lectric Starter, Electric Lighting, Electric Horn
Cantilever Saas Stewart Speedometer
Neasita Tires. on Rear Wheels—

$695.00
bh obaen

tae

Pe een

Toaring ae

jon Ayres,
expected
will be. a icon idable

et
this naerailway

1916 there were 3,806 tons of wolf-

raed experimented with,

but the indamaged

the’ boilers of ie Tooomotive.
Coal is
more economical
than kaoling cali

which

Ww
Yonuutsae
ee rename
Hospital, st Catharings
ADIEE WANTED TO

have here-

tofore an eaeisl ey used'ns a. fuel
in the Mukden consular district. ore
ers of ies

in that district are tryin,

to interest manchyrian,

CLP
OSESSESOSOESOOSOS
OLSPE SF

‘The importance of increased produc-

he

Economise-man

increasingly

ser-

Let

ts

do

our

as

best

ai

‘crease in the acreage in Ontarlo of 23
cent. in beans, ‘57-per cent. in peas,
Per cent. in winter
wheat,
10 per
scent, In turnips, and 12 per cent. in po-

jtatoes. “In 1916 83 per

cent. of the

Deans, $4 per cent,.of the peas, 82 per
‘cent, of the fall-wheat and 30 per cent.
‘of the potatoes of Canada were produced in Ontario.
it igpetinated

that

an

average

acre

bealls
producesas much real food
erial*as is usually obtained from
five to fifteen acres of pasture land Jn
jthe production of elther meat.or milk-

With

slight

exceptions,

‘most

seconomica! sources of food materials in
{Ontario in the past winter were obcase yout

CANADA’S.. NATURAL
RESOURCES

taken

in conection with. the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway,
which has for
{ts purpose -the co-ordination
of the

work whick has been sq welt done by
many

government — departments. and

with it -otier data
ment

has. not

which the govern

collected,

thereby

mak-

distinctly

calls

ing easily accessible to those qualified
to’ utilize the information as much
data as possible relative to the natural: resources of Canada. Great care
will be taken not.to do, work that
has already been well done, and the
effort Is

one \ which

for co-operation,
Arthur D. Littie,
Limited,.the Canadian branch of 4

eufferiog. T want

Boston -.organization
of
analytical
chemists, are
the directors
of
the

work and

will do their part

same

of

manner

trausfarred

to make

to cards in’

2

It possible to quickly

‘Thus if one desirés to know all the
placea in Canada where deposits
of
fron are to be found in proximity with
Umestone, water power, or some other
resource, the list of localities .can be

supplied very quickly.” To accomplish

groups.
tained from the following
corn,
selene fermi crops, oats, wheat,
second,
dairy
ip
at s—~"
cheese; third,

work,

which

is

in.

the

interest.

are exhausted:
Tenew and enrich your blood. at once
and restore tone to your Ured nerves,
or there may beja complete breakdown,-The most’ powerful remedy for

cad

he

meats—beef, mutton, pork; fourth, fish
cod;

fifth,

eggs,

nas

ae

According

‘of: beefsteak with seventy-nine

cen

esot eegs with one dollar and sixty

necessary to have part time assistance
ey ‘a great many people who will be

beans approach’ animal foods
a
yalue.. They contain a
protein, and in this

elr spare time
to the work
igs of self interest, patriotism, Tocal
pride, and in some cases nomind! re-

cr

ing to defote a yery small fraction

jnuneration.
4 hes

been

Thoxe-to-whom the plan

explaiued have

co-operation, and have

quite so completely

pas

di-

fe a nutrient which

offered

the

possibilities

their

enthuslas-

of the

ave
man made: fromi {t arrow points,
spears, knives,-etc,, becatise ft coald be
chipped to-a razor cutting edge.
Obsidian, or volcanic glass, was extensively used by the Aztecs
of Mexico
and the Incas of Peru for the same
purpose,
Magy a doughty Spaniard

beneath

the

swords,

great

with

two-handed

seriated

teeth

of

lonte-

the survey,

and

this will

be sent

is desired.

—

Minard’s Liniment
Cows,

Garget.In

ee

ogee

There aro innumerable kinds
Some are named for thelr noes |
as

bottle

glass, eater glass,
opeicalj }
$lass.
Others, accord:
ing to the process of manufacture, as
diown glass, pressed glass, cast fia8S, ",
.
Other arc

Temperament.
ically, temperament
Neos of

mental Spee,
2

ng,
‘make-up of a pergon, the way
eae ineed. to. think wi ok ana
about

named are given to glass.
a and rota a kinkled, corrug- |
spi

things in|

to} can.

the girts who-‘Dave a aaoat cheek
eeidom use it in bluahing. e

static’ machines,
vaporizere,
regulators and wet baterles.
Glass is an
insulator—a
{s

to

certify

that

voitoge

non-ton-

fourteen

years ago I got the cords of my. lett
wrist nearly
severed,
and was for
about nine months that I_had no use
of -my hand, and. tried other Liniments, also doctors, and was recelying no benefit.
By a persuasion from
a friend I got MINARD’S LINIMENT
and used one bottle which completely
cured me, and have been using MINARD'S LINIMENT in my family ever
since and fing {t the same as when I
firet used it. and. would
never be

without it.
Aug,

ISAAC E. MANN.
Metapedia, FP. Q.

31st, 1908,

2,000

kegs

hel! paper.

of

nafs

arfl

ere is a bern

BY

Express

MAIL,

Money

cent.

Can

Ss

a ton

i

and this

ditional duty-on merchandise {mported
through-the custom

house at Pisco.

A sugar refinery, financed by Pap-

anese interests, is to be built at’Mukdon, Manchuria...
The parties interested in the new venture will endeavor
to induce the Chinese In that district

Brits East Afri
A firm in Africa

Be-

apy

has Snquired about

China, offers an
for America

excellent
ardware.

MICA HELPSTHE HAUL
Dry hubs strain
1. The horses
2. The harness
. The wagon

MICA

helps all three factors
in the haul.
It smooths the .axle
surface.

MICA is the important part
of uxle grease.
IMPERIAL

under a setting hen at night, and she
will
may

quently, or

burning, will provide sufficient heat,
Ut they are fiveor six weeks old, de1s, without doubt, the white Leghorns,

Juetly called “the egg machine.” T>—
give more eggs on lees feed than any

other breed of fowl.

suburbs,

from

Gordon

College on the east to Omdurman on
the west, as well as with Nérth Khartoum across the Blue Nile. Luxurious
trains,

Ing cars, run

witb

twice

Sinfog

week

and

Khartoua to Cairo.—Cl iristinn

sleep-

from

Herald,

They Cured Him And
They Did It Quick

{ng as winter layers, even when kept

in--open front houses.
The modern
white Leghorn is not to be confused
with the Leghorn of some years back,

asthe laying strains are now developed

WHAT.
GEO. W, GARDNER
SAYS
OF DODD'S KIDNEY PILLS,

His

Symptoms

Trouble-and

Alle
They

Said
asicee

layers.

‘The

2

more

than

evtr before.

——_+-e
—
St. Cecilia's Bird.
ing tapestry

rapturous

refrain:

“Ceeilla.

listen to. the’ swell
iden ni
Such melody
‘ny throat.
Bur tol one morning to the wood
‘The waint of music came
And tnught the bird to sing, for harkt
He still repeats her name:
‘Cecilia.
+
~Minba_frving in
Y. Suv.
PURRE

FADS,

Gublat.
suenaeffecclears.
pat leathers.
nugles,
upon
books to the fore.
Glazed feather bags in pastel shades.
Physical

“culture

thing.

Many # mian’s opinion’ of -bimselt is
too big for him to get away. with.

hens

pagans
4

now,

Tuntranced
ry

‘This can

ee

Be sure and get the laying

up as earnestly as it should be, it wilh

ter,
ly recommen et that raion
dwell-

eat, "Teht trom

well fitted

relleve a large quantity of farm produce

ed

EGGS.

aig b jest tn

birds,

tor export to Britain, wnere it Is need: -

A correspondent write
Depart.¢ Dominion Live Stock
ment draws attention to the extremely
nigh price paid-for-eggs-and_ poultry
nd there doce not apze-~

ek can

plump

strain, and have strictly new-lald eggs
at low ccat, all winter and summer,
and a nice fowl on the table whenever
you want it.
If this matter js

and Ihad a bitter-taste in my. mouth
in the morning.
“Ttook medica}
advice,
but got. no
permanent benefit, till I-used Dodd's
Kidney Pills Just twa boxes of them
fixed me up, and | feel as well as ever
1 did.”
“Everyone
of Mr. Gardner's symptoms is 2 symptom of kidney trouble.
That's why poe
Kidney Pills curod
them so qui

‘thelr own

nice,

man cannot go wrong, in getting some
Leghorn chicks
now, as the
iy
hatched- chicks are. the . sure_winter

Kidney
Readily

to Dodd’s Kidney Pills.
Fern Creek, Alta., April 26.—(Specfal.)—After suffering for three years
from kidney trouble, George W, Gardner, a well-known farmer living near
here, is again {n the bert of health,
and he gives full credit for his cure ta

HIGH PRICED

into

tor the family table, some of the roosters welgh about five pounds. The city

skin had a dry, harsh fegling.
My
sleep was broken, and _ unrefreshing,

Tenerica, by way of Cape Town, Twenty thousand immigrants a year will be

More chicks are

obtained from one hundred white Leghorn eggs than from any other breed,
and a higher percentage of Leghorn
chicks live than of any others, also
more Leghorns can be kept in
less
space than any other class of poultry.
The world’s etg-laying
record
3s
held by a white Leghorn, and in practleally all
egg-laying
competitions,
white Leghorns win three out of
first six prizes.
They are now excell-

tram-cars connect Khar-

the

to
them, or they
a comfortable box,

an electric lamp kept

pending on the kind of weather at the
ume. The
breed for the city man

elvilized town, as regular and a good
deal nore ambitious than some metro.
polis in the growing west.
The majority of the streets are wide, macadamized and
lined
with
splendid
trees. There fs an excellent system of
with

usually take
be placed in

with a hot water bottle, renewed fre-

‘The quays, streets, gardens and-pubMe buildings present the pictnre of a

toum

THE

OIL COMPANY
Limited

BRANCHES TAROUGHOUT
\ CANADA

watets of the White Nile from the
clear and more rapid
‘streams that
come from the mountains
of Abyssinia, Across the White Nile stretches
the straggling, ancient dervish capital,
Omdurman, with a population of over
60,000, and {t Js practically a part of
Khartoum, as Brooklyn is of Greater
New York.

lighting. and

_

, AXLE GREASE

Dodd's Kidney Pili
to cultivate the sugar beet
“T think Dodd's
Kidney
Pilis are
ebelug
manufactured
wonderful,”
Mr.
Gardner
sald,
in
w fa
‘y at Amsterdam, Hol“My
trouble
telling of his cure,
Rubber guppies
for,the new ; started from a strain
a
or # cold
and
imported
‘from the
industry will He
I noticed it first about
three years
Dutch East Inu!
AES;
Pe
mail service will
be started
“My eyes were puffed and swollen,
Ecuador and Cuba in the near and had dark circles under them.
was very irritable at times. and my

carried for the first four years.
The Presidentof Bolivia has been
ie com.|
ver, ts pd authorized to maaerake, under the
supervision of the State, the construcjudes all the myr!
tion of the Atocha-Tupiza section of
there are stained, {the raliway which will connect Le Paz,

fort clasé and. bottle glass.

sides at “these,

cleans

of egs-

for cigarettes in

American markets for éenna, tallow,
yehob nuts and ostrich feathers.

Sapte

ductor of electricity ani
is
largely
used for insulating purposes,
p-.nciof sarin
rocks and sands.
Glass {is pally in the form of insulgtors for polo
very 0.
Its manufacture was comline distribution of electrical energy,
generally,
oy
for voltag:s of less
mon fi Sscclent times.
than 6,000,—Troy
Times.
Chemically, any vitreous compound
fe called giass.
Commercially, glass
Minard’s Liniment Cures Diphtheria.
is 2 fused mixture of two or more sil<3
feates and is often
named
fom the
predominant base,
2s “soda
TRADE BRIEFS.
“potash glass,” “lime glass” Acide “ead
Bids uave been opened for construcglass."
It {8 usually transparent,
at least transiicent, and is brittle at tlon work on new waterworks to be
{nstalled im the Peruvian cities of Ica,
ordinary temperatores.
is now
Thége inigenerally used for obtalaIig: the sili- Piaco and Chincha Alta”
provements will be paid for by an adcates which form the
base of glass.

out

e
Cures

GOODS

a “Dominion

woods now
used {n England for finish and doors. London Loan & a Go. London, Ont.
Bécause of the stagnation Serr’ rg THE COUNTY or BRANT, AT.
Ceylon presents an atthe village
of Kelvin scres,
iilea, “choice
and loama, two
tractive market for many kinds of ed,
American
ie consular office
neces Ne.
ul
particulars, #7}
@t Colombo recently placed orders for Zoku McCormick, Taw
8

cal fixtures ere especially
needed for
a number of new houses being built by
American construction companies.
Brazilian merchants
are

endeavor to make glass by the fusion

part-of the country. — -

greater detail the plan and purpose

ORDERING

Door handles, door plates and electri-

zuma‘s warrlors,
It is to be inferred
that the eariler civilization would act
on this suggestion
from nature
and

work

especially to those whose co-operation

following suggestions are offered
} help that they may prove help-

Glass {s older than the arts. Volcanic
use in the stone age. The

The sand for the finer avarice of the
| glass is quarried.
cipal deand the advantage to the country at
its of ‘sand for Pisa waakine in the
large in having auch information thus United States are in Massachusetts, !llinois; Ohio, New
J
nsyl~
brought together and classified for the
free use of those Interested. A bulletin} yanis, West t Virginia, Indians, Mistie over

yend
jer,

nn FARMS FOR SALE.
OR\SALE-CHEAP UNDBR MORT. |
iF axe, 18) acre improved farm with
buildings,
near Flesberton; ouly
Months, and. balen

1917-18

perior to the various hard

Shanghel.
opportunity

This

How Made and What Used for in
Electrical Industry.

wooden

< Book “ Patent Protec:
ns
as
.prevall- BABBCOCK &.
ket 1877
foed ma- Formerly Patent Office Examiner.
99 ST. JAMES ST,, MONTRE. AL
could be’
Ottawaand
ot beans, —————
swith Cane cents, as from
(he pur‘chase of cheese) with forty-three cents, of the) whole Dominion. it will be
salmon,

con F prackvlie,

Medicine

—_++-9-——_
THE STORY OF GLASS:

yolvants Blau, in the

* fo recent determinations anit
- dng prices, as much valuable
jterial for pune consumption
m the

that ‘Brazil's

HEN

farm-

in men, women
leliers,
and the white and green
lass
‘Willlama’ Pink principatty for half shades and paras
Mirror glass, too, is
ils for Pale! People, because théae bola cere arn.
a large extent for reflectors.
ile cleanse bad blood and trengthea
rattan.
The Straits Settlements have
White it is Impossible to state defin- supplied rattan to this country up to
weak nerves..
New, rich, red ticce yout greatest ftely the kind of glass “that is used the present time.
need in -spring—ie plentiful~-created for each electrical device that contains
Bids have been opened for the, con-,
glass In its make-up the following list struction cf a new garbage incinerator
by. Dr. Wwitttame™ Pink Pills, and with
of devices will serve to give an ade- at La’ Paz, Bolivia. . Correspondence
thia new, pure bloof-in zon velna you
in
glish.
quickly fegain health an
apereese quate idea of where and for what glass may
is used by manufacturers of e'ectrical
Cures Distemper.
appliances and devices; \/+:nunciators, Minard’s Liniment
‘comes strong, and, you Teel better, eat
+
better, eleop-better, and ‘sre able to aro lamps, bath light cabinets, teads
insulating, carriage calls, clocks,
gar
Where the Niles Meet.
do your work.
headlights, current rectifiers, color
Begin your \spring. tonic. treatment
“at the junction cf the White and
mixers,
electroSeant for the blood ‘and aerves! with caps, domes,
the Blue Niles, 3400 miles from,
Willlame’
Pink Pile—the
Pills medical apparatus, electroscopes, fuses,
Alexandria- end 1,000. miles from
fire nlarms, electric fountains, flash:
that strengthen.
Uganda,
stands the - capital of the
light
lens,
kydromoters,
house
num
These Pills are old by most dealSoudan, which but for the Ife
and
ere; but do not be persuaded to take bers, insulators, illuminate columns, death
of General Gordon might still
bulbs,
“something ‘just the eame.*”
\If you! instruments, {ncubators,
be
a
etruggling
Soudanese
¢illage.
juminots
radiators,
lighting
fistures,
can’t get the genuine Pills from.
your
Khartoum
mean’s
clephant’s
trunk,
marine
fixtures,
mirror
ehades,
—
j.rodealer they « a be went syou by mail,
ond may well designate the long strip
joctors, portables, showcase fixtures,
post
paid,‘at 50 bard Mae
a x
shaving mirrors, signals, stage lights, of land which separates the turbid
boxes for $2.‘od by

fell

ATENTS

to

edi, lies

the’

separate the cards according to ro.
quired classification, at the moment.

this

roduce

* Probably the largest use for glas
in
the electrical
is
compection
Bas the lighting fixture "baineen: For
your discomfort in the ering, this class of trade the glass
that is
‘The caued—winter has left ite ee ec oeaueees
used ae milky white opaque glas

gx

be

distributed

i

———

pean markets

work with the samme altrufstic
spirit
they hope to find among
those
who
assist. ‘The information now available
ig to be collected on standard forms,

1s to

met

several different colors at Pyarlous
tem
tun
More often, however,

these
es allmentg
Gnd children
{6 Dr.

An important survey of the natural
resources of Canada is being. under-

and

Srenuiacuring Co.
Cou

MONEY “ORDERS.

coffee crop will eT
to 12,500,000
Bn
ie bean crop {8 expected to
glass, the coloring
being exceed the present yield by 50 per
‘accomplished by the- ae
dyes
(generally heh oxides) to fie molten paiadec pine has proved itself su-

Just now you are feeling “out of
6orte”—not your usual self. Quite ex-

we can

for the good: of pumanity and for the
. More than one-half of the oe
prevention of a world’s famine in esJand of Ontario Ws now in
the grass lands of the Provin
oe wentlal food ‘ materials. C. A, Zavitz,’
5 “been In
increasin in the rate of fully-one,
0. A.C, Guelph.
bundred thor
id, acres annually dur——~+-+-—_—_
. ing ‘the last four years, During this Minard’s Liniment Cures Colds, Etc.
SS eens
nya decrease in On-

eat

ott is estimated

labor by usin

fore. Weare told that the food-sup- ae
jan so as to make the best use
bly of the world Js very low,
Tho
' Produces
of farm foods are becoming ro re,ier Waekilled labor which {s ayatl2
and the non-producing consumers
ee of balleting on “Farm ope
are increas!
‘ide sections of counld Beans”
‘otatoes” may be
anata
trom ae County Agricultural
ae Representatives,’ or from the Ontario.
largo
Department of Agrictilture, Parliament
mow being Jost in transit. The food Buildings, Toronto,
Situation ts pecoming

eres

Send

effete

yn

country has been reduced one-half, and
200 boars have been purchased by the wi

fore then are able to make much head-

ton is being emphasized as never be- thres and four-horse- teams when phe

Actin

distillers in

thes use of nee
og
ag ‘ts‘being encouraged’ in
Brazil.
The tax on lard leaving the

pe ret and to sow each class of crop
the best time for highest reeulte.
i.
Yor at least
~~ small
amount of such » cultivated crops as
beans, potatoes, turnips and corn.
5, Watch and destroy the weeds de-|

4

va
~

try ob tie United States

Canterbury
i “Opening

FOR NOTHING

his

loving

A
arulll
tite arrival 180 ee
as
“an inott

Earl

and least-aggressive

State Entente Case.

natioy

of

throughout the ages, and aiways-be ac[he case

historic

of America

declara-

entering

the

war is widely differentiated from that
of-any of the other allied countries.

DOOM OF THE HUN

All of the latter had

a direct versonal

interest in the war, but America’s fnterest is secondary afd remote.
She
has no ambitions to gratify,

ple had @

Resources

constitutional

ed in the secular

ambitions

or

the

quarrels of the continent of Europe.

“If q nation with these hereditary instincts arfd traditions, after 20 long
a period

of hesitation,

is yet compell- |

London Cable——In moving , the ed to draw the sword there must
Teaqittion Of appreciation of tne ac- eons great creas reason, -Yes,
ere Was”
(fon of the United States in joining
“The entry be the “United States has
the “Aliles. to-day “In the .-Horee of},stamped the character of the struggle
Cémmons, Mt.
“Toe coited

Beoar Law “sa:d:
DlUter
pressed

Te

BOWS Ve ae Kelas, PeSOUCed Wicd
Wetec Wig LUN tie Gecsave ID Wah
loa sie
cacen,, provad.y, Wan
ABY Uiuct Uatiou, 2ue quay Of ber
peopic Wag vhown Diary
siaty years
4gO 1u w vcruggie Walea tn its coven:

tals, was fot dicslmuar to that waicn
they nave wow entered, Sauce wen
“the American people
have
shown

qualitics of resource,
energy
anc
readiness lo adapt themselves to new
' eltuationg in the arte of “peace, and
the same

qualities wit

now

be direct-

ed in no nal-nearted way and

wito

equa: euccess to the art of war,
“We welcome tie ddhes.on of

our

new wily ser anowwer reason—tor tae
Mora, justiticaion When uA K.veo te
1or- our

cwn-action:”*

At tks

point

interruyieo

oy

Unuea.
“atetica,

.

tue Chancellor

= with

cheers,

Uke

the ‘British

was

-te

con-

Empire,

rest assured that
having drawn
the
sword she will put her whole strength

into the struggle and spare nothing
elther of ‘the splendid resources with
she

ix endowed

or of the

inventive gentus of her people.”
—-——_——_

great

~

CRISS-CROSS
RETREAT IS
TEUTON HOPE

a3 CpKused|!‘in abe War from no desire,
[rom
ad
“faule of ner own, but be-

cause

“wieba

go no otner.’

1 pro-

Toundiy welzeve ‘taat the
greatest of
all neues nick
will
be gecided in
Uns strugge@ i Whether or not the

Ireg ingi.tuuans on waich
the proBress cf civilization and the welfare

German Line
Swings
On
Hinges, Thus Giving,
but Not Breaking.

Uf
muckind
depend can eurvive
gainer tae cept ae ized = power
Uk
tmnt. y Goo)
oF “UNITED STATES,
“Iniala-conncet.on the entrance
of the great epublica fuuUR
pendant to tue révo.ution which
as
Reliance,
brougut Whe Ruilan peopc, whose Their Main
courage aud endurance we bave, ev
They Know Allies’ Canmucy adiured and waosee
age
non Are Best.
have been so termbie, into tue circa
|'
Of the iveed gations of mankind.
“Lh gave fead—1r am sure ane
R; T. Small, Staff Correspondent
in
this Hotse
bes read — ith deep |

MACHINE GUNS

admiration "and

profound

es ment|

thie epecen, worthy
ot Abraneam Lincolo, in waieht
Fresident
of the
United Stateag
annovneed
the
ch-

trance
of
atr uggle.

is

couutry

into

the

“Tread the other day a charactir
latic extract from
a German
news

paper, a whicn
was

going

into

it was ead ‘America

the

war, for

quest,

no

‘greed

for

no

speech

wings pack from tne other.
In this
munter much ground can oe yfetded in

territory,

selfish ends. The eime aod ideale
to which ‘President Wilson has given
noble

expression

in

his

recent

are our aims, our tdea‘s also. As we
found
people

out eariler, ao the
Americ;
have now found out that th

is no method

by which

these

af

can be cécured except by fighting tor
them. 1 beg to
.move
the
resolu:

on.”

MR,

ASQUITH

SECONDS.

Seconding Mr. Bonar Law'a resol

tion, ex-Premier Asquith sald: “It is
only right and fitting that this House

the chie? representative
yof the
British Empire, should at the earliest
possible

ee

opportunity

give

definite and

expresaion to

the feelings

which,
through
the
breadth” of the Emp!

length
and
has growp

day by day in volume and fervor since
the memorable decision of the Presi-

dent
a Congrees
of
the United
States,’
Mr, Asijuith
continued:
‘I doubt
whether even now the
Id realizes

the full signifipance of the step Amer“fea hue taken, Ido not use language
of fiattery or exaggeration

when

! 6a)

{t fs one of the mest disinterested acts
y.
For more than one hun:

ft has been the cardinal
dred. years
‘0 keep
principle “of American policy
clear of forelgn entanglements
etch as this must neecesarily
faternational commerce. and ‘Hnane
byt onthe balance it was doing ittle

appreciable harm to
tunes and prosperity

the material forof the American

cop

NATIONALIST DISSENTED.
‘Tho passage of the. resolution
of
welcome
tothe
United States in the
war-was by a unanimous at
Spat
for an. emphatic
jot”

‘rence Ginnell,

the

+, tlonallst member,

Tadependent Na:

who

tried ‘to insert

two’amendments dealing with Irejand, . These amendments were’ not
read, as In accordance with the House

ae

pean

ei

they

were handed to the Speaker

na

of the) Associated ' Press.)
britiah
Headquarters
“tn
France,
x
flexibillty
of
their
trench communications and the effectiveness of their
machine
guns are
the two
elements
of defence upon
which
the” Germans
appear
to be
placing their greatest reliance in the

present fignting, In effect, the various
wiewents of tue more imporiant de
tensive trencnes enable tae German
figating Nine to swing upon ' double
anges, so, if hard “pressed, our pivot

true.
British Empire—I wish to ‘make that
plain—is animated by no love of con-

he ruled ‘the first

and negative,” and the secC ravelent altogether to the sub-

fect matter of the motion.
After considerable protest, ao Be
_nell gave med vie the
issatistied. witht the

tely

by

"in

Lack a ‘Control Causes Disastrous Losses
Among New Forces.
Many Prisoners Captured and Good Gains

di oe

ae

—_
Southern , movement has been muek mfore con:
Cable——The
‘London
than indicated by the pubpart of the HimMenburg, line in arate aiderapie
Mshed reports
or the
‘army
comcontinues to\cramble or. fali bac!
suniqaes, which narrate a very so0er
fore the forces of General Nivelte. <Ble of the events. There ls no inten7
Thureday
witnessed additional tmportant gains by the French at numerovs tion of relaxing the pressure on the
In the latter region

northwest

‘laugohed.
ot ae

ane

most

important

to

the

east,

near

Hurtebise,

strategic

another

is humanity possible of auccest
volnt of support fell into thelr hands tain as trying
to approach eagh objecand with it 500 pfisoners and two | nefore
tive noint,
cannon,
j
“To-day’e
weather was better, for
Violent artitlery actions are fn pro

sated

Crees _with

the

French

“The

French

success

appear to have lost

19,

in the forward

their heads o>

havé Sere
badly
directed in several
cance.
2 division marched
directly
into oie ‘Sentanglements and was ai-

mest entirely annihtiated

or

taken

tive

the

enemy.

Fort

De

Conde

(morthwest ot Conde-sur-Atsne)
fell into-our power.

“In the region

of Hurtebise,

aio

after

“Documents,

h spirited engagement,
we
occupt
&
point
of support north
of
that
farm, taking five
hundred prisoners
and two canuon of 105 kilometres.
“West
of Bermericourt
we
made

an important advance
about fifty prisoners.

and.

Their

OF

SIGNATURE

cecunically being broken.

‘ynese

trenches

are

known

ing

fiehind™

barbed

wire

Germans
to fight

that they

would not now think of doing
otherwise, if It can be avolded.
Most of the
digging appears to have been done by
prisoners of war. Ae the German jines
tall back, the dizgers also fall back. to
construct still more trenches in whirl

the Germans may later finds
USING. MORE
MACHINE
Under this plan, of course,

it wou:

be possible to drive Wack the Germans
to the

Rhine,

and they

could

the line Was unbroken:

timo tho Germans are employing more
machine
guns
than
ever before in
ele attempt to hoid wf the
Sritish
fantry advances.
As high as six or
eigat of these
ghastly weapons are
gow assigned td each compauy on the
front line, and thev undoubtedly constitute the German effort to counteract

prepoutlerance

of allied cannon.

The

grtillery, howeyer. remains’ the
unanswerable argument.

great

But in cases of great

drives

like

that of Arras thevenemy
temporarily
gets beyond the hese
teach of the
great mass of
ul
yare

being brought. up. agpw:tthe Germans

cut loost with thousands of machine
guns. Nowhere along the
front do
the Germans “longer attempt to keep
up with the allied Inerease in artil
lery.
yen if thev had the guns, the

Germans Jack transport facilities to
supply them. Horses are extremely
whila@

the

motor

trucks, lack

Tubber tires and are Ineffective.
BATTERIES

ON

RAILWAY

LINES.

Due to this,-the Germans‘are
ing their batteries’ more aud
L} along the rallway line..in’ order:
certain of shell supplies. when.
is--pointed-out- by

Strategic retsons
different

‘That machine

locatmore
to be
as it

-Britleh- officers

would

cal!

for far

guns are the rea’
jermans, ho!

point

at-

10 YEARS FOR BRUTE
U. 8. Will Search All Small
Craft Passing the Soo
Locks.
Brantford

Water

to purchase

Commission

a mechanic«:

de-

device

to purify the water, supply.
The Government has authorized the
establishment of grain sample markets
at the chief western centres.
London bakers raised the price of
bread again, making the 12-ounce loaf
6 cents and the 24-ounce loaf 9 cents.

peraddress below.)

The

Aviation

Department

of the

im

perial Munitions Board has five hundred men already employed on’ the
of

Deseronto,
The

Camp

overseas

Mohawk,

delegates

will

the freedom of the city of
May

near
recelva

Longdn

on

1.

A few hours after receiving a post

Mack

card

from

her

adopted

son,

saying

he

had enusted in a Canadian regiment,
Mrs, James’ Blythe asphyxiated herself

(tore to si monthe)

(Plows, Milk, etc).

in her home in Detroit.
A committee
to
investigate

relations between
Company

and

the

the Dominion Coal

its

employees

has been

appointed by the Government under the
Provisions
~

Lemath of time help i reguiced.
All engagements gubject to two weeks’ trial with wages,

iri Government Public Enoiorn

Bureaux.

and railway fare—if advanced.

As the District Representative of
the ‘Department of Agriculture I have
orders to do my utmost, amongst other
duties, fo encourage production of Farm
Products and par nesteto assist in
securing a supply of farm labo
By a system, I reyort on both the
available
fe pb
of labour and the local
demand.
the demand exceeds the
local supply [have the whole Province
® to draw on, ough
Ontario Govmployment Bureaux
ernment Public
which I represent in this District, and |
will dopay saeaaet to.see thatmy District

is supplied.
‘Lam satisfied that if the farmers
in my District who are anxious to fill a
© patriotic duty ahd take advantage of

the strong demand there is and
; -will-b= for every pound of food
that can be produced—,

want or will use the availthey can get
able |
~ good-help by- eo
clipping out

ing the above Coupon. But youGhoutds
> do it today.

of the Enquiries
on

the

head

Somers,

Playing

a number

sen.,

died at his residence
of 84 years.

Isaac

n

of

to the
veteran

elt is s!streaming

The

Everywhere.
in

tous from all. ~

quarters... Thanks to the deep interest
shown by the Department of Agriculture,
the Public Employment Bureaux, the

ization of Resources Committee,

Boards of Trade, etcs a sweeping campaign has been carried on in the Cities,
Towns, etc., to arouse the people to a
sense of the duty. they oweto theFarmer
and to themselves to place hand and
in xeadiness for a cz!l to work
onthe land this season.
High School boys, retired farmers,

teamsters, warehousemen and business
men in thousands, preferably those who
were raised on farms, are being lined up.
We‘that’ thie
takin;ig.

Bainbridge,

there

at the

editor

of

aga

the

Canadian Forward, whichis the officlal organ in Canada of the -S
i
Democrat party, was
committed
for
trial-on a charge of seditious libel by:
the Toronto nolice magistrate.

Where i is the fabour
coming from?

.

Act,

wiaile

with

Orangemen,
and for many
sears
steward of the University or Toronto,

This Coupon is foroe
Farmer
who is willing to use Help
The Empire must be
Fed or we lose this War

Struck

“duck-on-the-rock”

lttle friends, Jean Kennedy,
years, of Toronto, died in
Hospital trom” injuries received

Form HA.

still-say

In the mean

uo

approximately

Constructed Near
Deseronto.

cided

section of trencli must have several

belts” of
wire front.
The
have become so accustomed

only

Big Aviation School Being

with the Moronvilliers
wood,
and
drove back the enemy-to the southern
outskirts of Vaudesincourt.
One hun-

FARMER

SINGLE MEN

been*¢ap

At

SHORTT ITEMS.
OF THE NEWS
OF THE DAY

captured

the artillery ac:
furiously _ against

a>

switches, and a great
system or them
is connected witn the
Hindenburg, or
Siegfried, position.
Jt was undoubtedly with these strategie switch lites
in view that Field Marsnal yon Hia
denburg recently
declured
that the
German lines in the west coulfl not be
broken,
The preparation
and
maintenance
ofthe
elaborate
system requires an
untold
amount
of labor.
for each

have

ing of Hhetg strategic
strategic objecs
objects.”

strongly organized joining this village

HELP

troops

construction

cen d

the

tained their tactical aims, to say noth-

Mount Carnitlet.
“Northwest of Auberive our tfoops
brilllantly carried on a front of two
kilometres a
system
of
trenches

mailed to your District Representative as
d in, clipped out and
(To be carefully fille

which

launched on Monday.
were the hopes of th

‘ublic Geoloreint Bureaux
+ Government. P
FARM

into

tured from the’ French, indicate tazregehing objects of the French attack

TRADES AND LABOUR BRANCH

FOR

continued:

“North
of the Alene the enemy,
and 180 maunder our
energetic
pressure.
con- captured 1,300 prisoners
Unued to withdraw in the
direction
chine guns.
“A local French attack near Brayeof
the Chemin
des
Dames.
Our
en-Lannois succeeded, but assaults on
troops In the course of the day occupied the villages of Alsy, Jouy
and,
the elevated front along the Chemtiades-Dames and near Craonne failed.
Latfaux, and kept In close contact

Ss

APPLICATION

yesterday.

night. This mornig the fightin increased in Intensity as a result of the
introduction of fresh forces.
“Near Ville-au-Bois the forest poaltion became unsuitable to us, and we
established ourselves.
in. a rearward
line. If was in this wood the French

The District Representative’s Office is.
~~
now a Farm Labour Bureau
,

[ow

re

spirited, took place in ihe Tezion ot
‘auquols and on the left bank of the
Meuse in the direction =
oe

the Massif of Moronvilliers. We _ enlarged our positions north of MontHaut and repulsed
two German
counter-attacks In that region and op

“The commanders of the Germar
+ reinforcements hurrying to the front

‘armies.

<ingraping ‘under date of April

in the

cerry

ee STATEMENT.
Cable.——Thursdi
night's

“In
Champagne
tion was continued

misty
ress detween the Somme
and
ti het the operations, but: it was 60.
Morte } that seropianes were almost wysoless.
‘ige. in Champagne, near Le
Yomme. in the Verdun scetor, and tr
DIVISIONS ANNFHILATED.
Selgium around Dixmude.
WILL NOT RELAX
PRESSURE.
A staff correspondent of the Asso-|

attenspe

“Artillery, fighting,

war
ar Ortice statement reads:
“Between the Somme ana the Oise
quite violent artillery actions were In
progress.
5
EES

with

srengts

of

a German

ee

vored by mani
ett
‘neer
tnelde tine circle. The French roldtera” before Dixmude t
contidence and
ve been oven
the south; in the oie
inteneitled. uder the | most severe eee
Tively bomb fighting occur
ips GUFig
the “advance: nt Nort
thing e¥ems to depress them. Even the
THE BERLIN STATEMENT.
|
od
oni
road-making on the
Berlin Cable oe
“The battle in
eels
attacking trooye, main~
the Champagn
jorthwest of Aubethin a esveane cheeriness.'

Again Reported.-

pointe.from Soieaons eastward to the
old Champagne, and/also the capture
of men and guns,

the Argonne

againat one of our trenches

after

a series of angular or criss-cross retirements witnout the fighting front

scarce,

ber of other Americans were /present
4a the galleries of the House of Comjapanese commercial dele-

tu pieces”

ATMANS ATE NO ep

ag Oster, Courtecon » and
aS a great uprisiig
of the conscience of Auberive the French captured etrong- ! value,
have fallen before the
the world to put an énd to the rule of Ww-fortifjea German
trenchés on
& Fallly, wie
aceaulls, reports eent by ruvfront ofa mile and a quarter
and French
Satan on earth.”
ners
from
parties indi“The: practical, concretd efforts of cade prisoner 150. Germat ns. . North- cato steady reconnoitring
progress
everywhere und
wast ot Sofasons the villages of Alay.; sarge captures v1 material.
her entry ougtt not
to be immediate,
The staffs
but they must in the long run be tre- Jouy and Latfaux and Fort de Conde take
no
risks;
everything
mendous and fer-reaching. We may | were captured by the French. while feally prepared in order to febe methooas cer-

which

virtually

“tothe extent of the battle

Her peo-

aversion to

war, and a rooted dislike to be involy-

Will Turn the Scale
for Allies,”

nova

Curzno

fhe earth has summoned his peopte to
arms with a trumpet calf that will ring
counted one of the
tions of mankind.

‘ish House to Exactly

and

he
Viscount}

twice-clected President represent~
400,000,000 “people of the most ‘peace-

‘German View Said in Brit-

U, 8. Vim

4006 have: been

and

speech

prisoner, Eighteen
new
thrown into
Monday; eeveral qf which were

ee war
ie House

death

occurred at Montreal. of

Hon, John Rollo Middlemuss,
formar
judge of the Federal Court of Lewikton, Utah. The former jurge will i be.
buried in Mount ‘Royal cemetery.
Dugarl McPherson. retired business
man and former treusurer of Aldborough township, died at his home in
West Lorne Thursday morning.
He

wis 75 years of age; and was a prom-

inent Liberal and: temperance
His w
ryives,
Small ‘erate: of aly -¢

be ‘subject to

suards.

ftoprs

when

they

brough the locks at

this

year,

worker,

aeccortling

empt

to

pass

Sault Ste. Mari
“to

orders

bg

is ue by Jina Coy Burgess, Corps of
Earache
cers,
A,
in charge of DeLe
For

committing

a

serious

offe:

against a a
girl, Leo Cole
Was sentenced tot
ears” imp!
ment by Mr. Justice, iden MnFlas
the
Toronto assize court.
In
senirene
sald that
be considered us
tuthier tentone might

great care “to ir

i means work™pota
holiday
the workers will be actuat-

fine. patriotic
sverke
nad work hard.

rei

to

This. is a sincere endeavor to
We knaw you Farmers Mii ‘do
© Your part.

into.

retiring oa

the

night.

oe
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RADISH,
The
radish
pliant is
grown for its roots, which are eaten
raw
just as soon as they-.are Jarge
endugh to use.
It is quite hardy,
and may be planted very early in the
spring.
Radishes.
are. frequently
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Ladies’ Voile and Silk Blouses
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Men’s Ties, Half Hose,
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See our range of New Wash Goods
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amateur gardener will wait until the
soil.is warm and easily worked, The
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Visit to Our

Convince
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> Ladies’ Lawn-and Silk Collars, all the latest styles
Ladies’ Lisle, Silk and Kid Gloves,
very scarse Goods
—~

itself. There iy no need
to hurry. the sowing :of the:seed. Better-respits-will--be- obtained if the
vegetables discussed are arranged
as iéarly as possible according to
the time they should be planted.
ETTUCE. Lettuce is growm for
its leaves, “and is cur best known
salad plant. - It is a short-season
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preparing the garden soil to receive
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No charge

for testing and witl 35 years’ experience
--and the most-inoderu equipment known
can gaarantee the most satisfactory resalts, at one-half the regular prices.
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of socks
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flour or
white
romeal,
Compel oe of woe wheat flour
Taboo

2 to 4 p.m.
7 to 9 p.m.

Varnishes for
Specialist.Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hoar 1 tod aba by eppolutment,
Phone 196.

All Work

Jete line of Sherwin-Williams Paints.
Do not use inferior paint, which
ufacturers.
‘ou can buy S.-W. Paint at the same price.
notieee we carry C HI-MAMEL—the stain that makes an actual
grain and makes your floo
some woodwork which you would like
You can do just as good a ‘ob aga painter.
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Diplomas from Meyer's School
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Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Fineat west

of Toronto

PLOWEES furnished for any occasion.

} Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton,
Ont.
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i!pogeh som
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A Car of Proven Quality
The Ford car has been on the market twelve years, surely long
enough to ‘have proyen its high quality.
There is nothing experpart has'stood the'test of time and proven
service.
No other car has ever approached
the rreint
records of the Ford.
_N
rice you pay for a car you cannot get one
is. Government Laboratory tests, have

aon a want a car that can plow through deep mud, sand and
vel—that. can cross fields, corduroy roads and férd streams— ~*
that ¢ can climb the steepest hills with ease—thut will give the greatest mileage all the year round: with the least expense and care—
then there is only one OND car for you—The Fora.
.
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Seen that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to those
in any other car. Ford Vandium steel has never been equalled in
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morning
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three fires, which broke
the same time.
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Drew & Mcloutyre,
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sod Milton's tailor sbop, and
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In vigor and consequently Ontarlo
Glined at full length upon thom, right
sense, but cents per: year.
| Christians are constantly in poxitions over-production in a real must
‘The writer
ing upon the left elbow, that the
With regard to the question of var-| not boing largely planted.
tnevitthe over-production that
exam-|
arranged

trans>

it

of reconciliation.

spirit

tHe

cends the victealtudes of timo, the dis.
locations of history, the frailties of
infidelity, of
fen prophets, andJt (xthequiet,
ft means
the ciosen race
(ods word to man, not spoken, but
very Hit
spoke
who
done, by a Savionr
Ho drew
as
less
and
Ue CC Mt. wou less

Hie

it couches

as! gaiq the better, This
men agree that it in very ditficult to ation ts affecting theand nurseryman
Ut is |
fruit grower, | at {ts best in any part of Ontario.
the farmer
{sell apple trees at prorent. One neeg | Well@0¢ as
keeping |
poorin duality on (t Is long
an {ncrease in price ts Inevitable. | ag|-—which
crave: only. rough the recognizedof | Of courso
{9 saying a great deal
considera:
small
a
fs
this
scarcity
the
note
to
district
apple
Ontario ina cross botweon j
The
|
price
In
advance
an
wince
really,
“ou
|
three
or.
two
one,
“orchards
spun,
per tree would only | Wagner and Soy ‘The quality ts xood, ||
an increas: of five cents
years old, ‘There is alsocared
for, oF mean an increase of tWo dollary and a| put lower than olther for desert, al.
poorly
mg number
One might half In the cost of planting an acre,| though a good cooker. Fruit ts large, |
in\the of province,
chards

coco

table was low and around

the fact that the titles were ri enltod |
2
BE tS
aypiiods 14, "Ye al
e treat ieee nad given a|
given 8 |
One wnother feck Jaws had
~omarkable example of loving, bumble |
|
Mrvice. The circumstance demarided
the ||
performedwithand their
service be
that this «were
{rmpressed.
iseiples

mean
eYangolleal. ft docs not always
the form of symmetry, but it carrles

euun

re- | disciplos

would

aependent of principalities and powers
high
in
bd siplritual wickedness
ts s‘lent invinible,

blaces. ‘This power
Ad coustunt, It ‘# organte. total, vital,

ceowne

and

importance

‘€arn to the Father, he took a most |
humbdlo position and performed a most |
4. He siaeth fron BUD
Rowly. tak.
per—The supper consisted of s jamb |
Prepared according to the directions {
the feraslites |
vive by the Lord to 12;
3-10). ‘The |
rough Moses (Exod.

Fatherhood.

should not be planted
It would seem then that for the next | however,in and
power le inuependent of time
Western Ontario and South | abd.Th'snumbers
cc years apple orchards planted by | ofexceptToronto,
and buman hostility; In*
{i je right persons would prove

sSesses

wont forward | fore. Was aet down-—"Reclined.”—R,
Know yo—The disclplos
V.. margin,
4a not understand the full {import of |
the act, and Jesus was about to give |
Father |them further information, 13, Master |
at

Ix

Everyone

and to stop planting at |

!8 discouraged,
time when prices are so high that~ || Baldwin,
the
not be
°Yeryone Js planting.”

we

He

BS

of God distinction
do not exist.

dom

|*™all, high and Jow,
and Hike considerations |
of Judas and | 0d not lowered himself in the esti. | ng meshode
more easily be placed‘Thereupon has& |
wore pos.| mation of his disciples, but. in fact.|™Ay
other disciples
ime ofof theworldly,
selfish
they had a higher concoption of Lis basis of standardization, in the history |
been no time
on was weighty with. re-| character and Salaalon han ever be- | ofProbably
Ontario apple growing when the

Tseachory in the heart.

sw:

. fesus

‘dlseiples an impressive and much
needed lesson on humility. There was

of infinite

inercrl

twelve
washed the feet of the
ee
and I
feet
jired
dlsolples, from Jolin the beloved: to
Rost your
prices rise high enough to stimulate | inclined to nek vigee att tr oe 48! | (rere
the base Judas, He had shown them
comes up, not th
Prof. War-| ing atage ts reached: andae e-reaute
another planting wave."
the-nature-of humtlity-and-what~ Hots | dustry In par
long lived, it fe wnat | ceconations «of
pee at; {Fen waya? “Te would appear to be tho | It te not vers
Involved in service for others,
& lens
of theere morning
for a farmer to start | might be termed a mid-winte variety | Lamebbions
to the of music
Part of wisdom
| First, larger orchards, xo that coat sec:of || Planting
the king.
Ma taght the lerson that of In great
orchards about the middle of | and consequently does not equal 8 Y | beats . The gunpowder and glory men
and | production may be decreased;

had

@ponsidility-and-Josus
with hin discourses t
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The deserving
Wagner ia a variety whlch, | some ncarching. pong
of increased planting, | prush to find the mouth of the cave,
jeserving
{while
in not as adapted to varying conditions
as
some other varieties. When OA ee eee ertatinns Bid Hen
well
able, it appeara the perlods
1m color, size | Lhe, itt ere oe er they
| apples but wiien lacking
ang Under-production vot apples
itis very ordinary in. | eta, tere they found cover, — they
to twenty-five years, | or maturity,
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to got enough | deed. Like the Wealthy, its produc. | Normmpped. they burned thelr dead,
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-than | the comparative numbers of old and |
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t | Young
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In the field of mechanics there ar

%

i

Campbelitord Ch seeniar. preeting

eat to

nh wae Bee

nine Snisred?/cht Sold’a tete.
Kinetic.ie poten
latent@ and
winds of power
Grats [ceo‘esuyius
latent,
atrates
STOCK.
Catacombs the kinotle.

One {s explo-

OHICAGO LIVE

| Se
ie is ate Sica
On the | Rockersand.feeaers
the

volcanic

1

ol

i

bull
bracelet ans aw brooth with
carved in cameo? V'rom one porsob
there comes no present, but something
that Signa values more highly, por:
haps; than any of her ces It is

HER HUMBLE
he cared for it—could”
with hin,’
Signa smiles,
[7 “Aud yor you could

“Luers may or may not have been
wome such rumors at Uasailpa, and

you may have heard them?”
He puts it as a Question, but Laura
Derwent, with ber accomplisnment of
Yelling her face, so to rpeak, dors not
show the slightest sign of comprehen.

‘Then

deLtedness

you

can

sea by your
them, Thea
to you,
If
you, way-—
Indebtod t
to you!”

discharge

by granting tin

Lady

avide,
get

tn-

request,”

she Bays.

ne repeats,
Sho fa silent for a uw
sho looks up at atn.
a suppose It possivlo that 1
fon any
-"
al, to her, ye
No," he responds,
with a grave
smile, “[t in not positble. Tam fully
answered.
f thank you. Saal we
XX'V,
“exclatns Ledy
in. "What do rou
call quiet? 1 shoula vonsiver tits qule
euough aven to satisfy you,” and
sic
shakes her head emphatteal
It ty Just three weeks at
tho ball
at Northwell Grange that

sack, inuffe of sablo, bounets and hata,
in quantities largo enough, apparently,

to wet up a fashionably .nilliner’s.
Seated tn the midst of
paraphernalia ia Lady Rookwel!, “fingering”
@ Costly white satin costume, the lace
and trimmings of which plaiuly dePote the purpose for which tt ts {ntended to serve; Laura fitts to
and
fro, turning over the mass with eritlcal approval, and Signa stands leaning

against the back of «a chafr, chntom:
plating the disorder with rather a
troubled smile, which, trouble as ft
shines tn her dark, violet eyes,
“Quict'" repeats Lady Rookwell,
It a

remarkably

quiet

“1

wedding

{nterjecta Signa,
“Considering all the circumstances,”
goes on her ladyship

argumentatively.

“You must reme:
who and what
the gentleman fs whom yest have hon.
ered with your hand. ‘He is
—"
“Bpare us! Let us off with say onethird of Lord Delamere’s titles, aunt!”
exclaims Laura Derwent, with mock
ay

“The Earl of Delamere,
my
dear,
and though no doubt you would like to

creep off to church arm {n arm with

him, and dressed tn a brown linsoy, tt
enn't be.

The

world—soclety—demands

something Ikg decency from people of
nding, and really
ed wonderfully

‘our whims

mo

though

Rookwell'”

Then

she

gows

out

lawn, to wauder
where,

weuc

oa

abont

and

fiector

cunmot

be

common

tndivcual;

deed«

bigh

to

and

and

there

execute,

the

!

think
well fo

to tig extent

he
hu-

he

has done,’
“He (an angel!”
declares
Laura
Derwent, taking up the sealskin
and
eyeing {t with Intense and
speechless
approval,
“Simply an angel!
I never
mot a man like him,
He doesn’t seem

to possens even a temper.

A child—if

Dra

o

tho

happy

palr

shal!

back

will

make

man,
ito

breed prize short-horns, in noble emulation of his grace the duke.”
Yes, Signa is very
happy—happier
than It falls to the lot of many mortala to be, and yet there Is little, It

any, gratification derived
from the
Digh estate to which sho ts about to
across her mind,

and porting

that in a few days

will be tho Countess of Delamere,
da power In the land, she strives to
put ftfrom her-and forget it. But the
world has a knack of deciining to forget such things, and it {nulst
keeping the fact green in Signa’a memory.
Not a day passes but parcels of

presents arrive at the Rectory for
Signa, the future mistress of North-

well Grang
the drawing-room table
and her own little dreasiug table are
covered with jawe)-cases and the thound and one useful and useless ar:
tleles which our dear friends deem {t
neceasary to offer up at the hymencal
shrine,

Somotimes, as Signa opens the moroécp-covered and satin-lined cases, ang
fooks, dreamlly
at
thelr — tnclosed
ing

abe

that

Hector

Warren,

marry,

how

Delamere,

tf

cannot

wore

instead

of my

would

such

whom she
few

help

tt

tnink-

plain

Lord

of

were going to
tributes

ny
Spanish lace, declared by Laura to bo
worth a Jew's ransom?—or the duke
the
little case containing a dlamond

Slow Series

HEVROLET

1(--two

of poor

of

and

the nup-

rapturous assent.

peaco which

the ducal

but my

of

of

thing tn thelr eyes.
Nothing wan too
god for her; the rector almost fell on

when

she

quitted

an

apartment, as if she were already the
thot

Signa

Northwell
Grange
existed,
he would como, still wearing

his well-worn clothes

and — travei-

stained hat, and as he held her fn bis
arms the reality would come back to
her, and she would understand that all

this, fuss, and show, and glory were
as nothing compared with his love.
As to Archie, words cannot describe
the exceeding joy of that young gentleman

That

at the

present

Hector Warren

Detamere

state of things,

should be Lord

does not al all surprise him,

after tho first natural ab ock: it ts Just
aa ft should be, fn Archie's eatimation,
S'zoa fa fit to marry a prince,
and
Hector Warren t« only fulfilling bis
duty in becoming an earl, With frank
Independence Archie calla the enrl Hector, though the rector and his wife
have

tried

bard

the enormity

to

{mpreas

of xo doing.

upon

ring

out

to the

him)

“We always called nim ‘Hector,’ and
his name—or one of his names--{s Hee
tor, and why shouldn't Teall him so

of

the

falntest

pink--a

is the

short

road t

“So glad it ts = fine morning,” she
has doemed it
her
most re

feathers, and who looks as

if, barring

the bonnet,

to court.

she

were

| will
ful

day,

“Happy the bride that the

be!

though.

What

a crowd

grace,

cS senna

perce Ano

QLeTRIRUTING enation | MEDINA. #Aam,

it

Poor Signa will be borri-

fied! she has insisted on a quiet
ding.
Asif anyone who was
could bo married quietly

| am

glad

to ese

wed

you

come, we should have minsed you ter| ribly
i ‘Yor, Tve come,"
saya his
grace,
with b a smile and a nod,
“though,
to
tell you the truth, | ought to be at

the farm; one of ty bulls has gone
mad or
couldn't

something
disappoint

ing of the bride.
And
pected

Iko
you,

It
But
to say noth-

Where

he looks arcund
to see Signa.

tx she?”

as

;

if

he

land

5

years

to do, and

and

Ig the

ex

.ug

way

to

Franco,

glum

Bee him Before you buy your 1917

motor caf; Write to

satalppue showing al! Chevrotet.

oud ot tha

war,

and

rival groups.

it

people

British

The

she

*

upon

with

no

an!

Serbia,

and

of

the

United

out

how

to make

or

by

Etght

%

relations
so

that

the writer

the

to

ber

military

by

the

world

enemlés

are

ef

an

apace roqutrad hv
approxtmarely,
of alfalfa hay
pounda dry tnatter

war

silage as In

dl-

much

geatible nutrients [n the form of corm

iniilion

her

com

trients Therefore the same
tore nearly three times as

nfles

hér overseas

of

dry
aga contain about 200 pounds
pumatter or 2,300 pounds digestible
space will

orders

and

tona

ad-

altogether

com.

merce remain unimpafted. She has
grabbed, he says, the trade of the

world,

yet

while

or 1,000 pounds digestible
nutrientst
elghe tens of well matured corn all-

for herself and her allies, und what
ecems to the News Bureau writer moat |
wonderful of all, she bas’ dorie all this, |
is doing it, and {@ prepared to gu on
going it while her manufweraring, her
trade

lessons:

that

stored In the eame
one ton of hay or,
feet, One ton
ina about 1,800

making rifles by the millon for her.
self and her allies, cannon by the thou.
coats

the

dosaya

for them amounting to hundreds of
millions of dollars, England has been
ts and

over,

that the Engilale
and who will not

merchant

{in quantities and bas unfilled

sand,

is

with by peoylo who have

g into a new, elvilizatl
pple In the United States appear to
of the ba.
have [ttle compreherston
a
d the edmmomtic reatilts

allles..""
This ts admittedly some consider
able achievement for the “ice-cold
halerdashers of the Thames.” While
the United States has been trying to
{nd

fight

learned the leagons
to are lenrning

mistress

less

States,

no

easily dealt

Yaneed three thousand millions of dol
lure, or threo times the national debt

strug:

of alfalf:

the form

Tired Boing Pleasant.
Virginia a debutante, camo ta from

Dropping
friends.
a month’s visit to
into a chair she sighed to satisfaction f
exciaimed, “Ob,
and {nvoluntarily

'm ao glad to be at home.”

Her

alster looked up inquiriagly.

“Dida
“A good time:
so
“q glorious time, but 1] am .
having to be pleasant.”—Judge

tired

_—_—_+-e——
Chapeau Motifs.
For spring.
Are mostly Mat.
Many are of jet.

Others consist of mock Jowola,
plentt{ut and
Beaded motifs are
effective.
White

wool

motifs

emoroldered

to

gsiing on half rations with food, rub- chenille are not scarce.
Wing shaped
motifs, predominate
bor and metal supplies cut off from
the cutside world except as new terrl- and gliuts of gold enliven tho major
tory la taken, This combination of ty.
war and tradg achlovement by (reat
Britajn was never before dreamed, of, \

Twa years ago nobody Imaginod that

NERVOUS DISEASES
IN THE SPRING

the war cost to Great Britain
would
be more than five or six bill!
today it tw twice that amount, and Great
Britain 1s preparing to double it again.
Each achfevement seems to bo the | cured BY TONING
THE BLOOD
supreme marvel until the next one Is
AND STRENGTHENING THE
considered, but the greatest wealth of
Britain after all wae in her national |
NERVES,
spirit. Tho British Iton was regarded
tho opinion of the best medical
4 a mere money-bax of trade and a
after
long
observation,
whelp of the seas before the war began,
The Prussians could calculate
serious {n the
upon the wealth of Britain in gold,
ny
her time of tho year.
r guns and ber men,
im the
system, after
r wealth and her navy Vitat changes months,
may
cause much
considered of fo account. Jong winter
trouble than the familiar spring
There was no Way by which they could more
calculate upon tho «oul of the nation, weakaeus and weariness from which
peaking of that soul which hax been most people suffer as the result of
{ndoor Ife, in poorly ventilated abd
waked by the war, the News Bureau
Offictal
says: “It is fighting mad to-day and often overheated buildings,

pledge everything in sacrifice for jus
tee upon thy altar of thelr battle fires,

records prove that in April and May
neuralgia, St, Vitus’ dance,
epllepay
and other forms of nervo troubles are

at their worst, and
than

any

other

that then, more

time,

a blood making,

nerve-restoring tonic is needed.

The antiquated
purgatives ip the

custom
spring

of taking
is uselems,

To what martyred #ouls rons back this
heritage of noble spirit only the hie
torlang of the future may attempt o

for the syatem really needs strength,
ening, while purgatives. only gallop
through the
bowels, leaving you

anawer,.”
deadiieat

weaker.
are tho

It la thiy spirit which {s the
enemy that Germany has to

with Corday.
with the spirit and
that

of

Ton.

of two

metal

the

finance,

the

tho soldiers

pelin or submarine; fought fn Africa
at the Canal. the Dardangiles, . x7ap:
pled with the ‘Turk and the Bulgar
changed gonerals and admirals in command;
changed Cabinets;
fed the
armies of France; maintained the
armies aud tho Governments of Bel-

Wealth

you a demonstra-

is

drink,
are organizing in clothing, food,
of unnecessary Cont:
the discarding

bas

6taggered

with
the

the
world

something yet remains, if an explaaa-

oality anxioug to give

it

child

and

exis
1s also a struggle for economic
+ in order that the fighting forces
the
may be increased, Germany was
first of the belligerenta to realize that
cutwar power might be Increased by
has
Enginad
but
ting out luxuries;
grasped the fact and she la prepared
to go aa far as Germany or even fare
hervolf — anythio«
deaying
ther In
whose constmption might delay — the

mon In the South Atlantic.
She has
mads, the writer says, “tho Engilsb
Channel her multiple-track ocean rail-

reckon

“There is a Chevrolet dealer In your to

industries

armies;

woman

man,

every

between

from Waaliington only increase the
reaolve of her people and their faith
in the invincibflity of the righteous
cause, For this they aro willing to

OSMAN

metal

devoted to only one object, tho win
ujing of the war,
the
The writer calle attention to
fact that this {s not merely a struggle

wetting madder.
every minute.
The
6tigma und insults to credit and honor

very low.
The perfected mechanism means little friction, insuring
minimum
oil expense.
The lightness and perfect balance of the Chevrolet
insure maximum tire mileage.
=
Electric
aaastarting and noes
lighting
system,
y
and speedometer
ti

Chevrolet Motor Co. of Canada, Limited

going

sun shines on, you know; such non
sense, isn't it?
But tt ts a delight-

ae cab en
Za VME ea
fp

so

faint as to bo almost Imperceptible—

splendent

thirty

u

with a hat which haa cost Madame
Louise a world of anxiety, she moves
about amongst
tho crowd of guests,
with her brillant emile
and
clear,
bell-like volce in constant requisition.
ways to her grace,
who
necessary to come
in

took

eppetin

world

pink

old

a fight between

says,

of her own skies. With submarines by
the hundred
threatentua
defences and her food aupply,
swept all oceans, bottling the German
ieot, with
exception of an odd
Moewe and the vessel

bells

as are all the bridesmaids, in a cos-

$695

power so that Chevrolet owners find their gasoline bills

piuny

ting down the favored quests Who are
Invited to the wedding breakfast. Another string of vehicles
paces round
the church, which
iy all alive
and
alight with a crowd of village eight
soors, dressed tn thelr best, to see the
grand wedding; a double row of little
girls In muslin frocks, and
bearing
baskets of flowers, line the
path to
the church porch, eager for tho moment when they are to fitng the sald
flower at the feet of the bride.
Tho
coachmen, as they drive
up,
smile
significantly, and put thelr
immense
satin rosettes
into
place;
footmen
range
themselves
round the church
yard rails and
tiew the
proceedings
with haughty but bland Interest.
side the church
itself the choir
in
clean surplices await the rector, who,
all fn a state of excitement and nervousnees, coughs and rubs his chin,
and wipes the perspiration from his
face in turns,
Meanwhile, up st the Villa, Laura
Derwent is in ber o!
t.
Dresaed,
tame

moved about during this time as if she
were the phantom of » dream? It all
svemed so unreal to her that at times
she wan Inclined to believe that no
such: person as Hector Warren, no such
place as
und then

Northwell

tho

her

atruggle between nations, and tn Eng-

has dove {¢ mora thoroughly and on
vaster scale, Without an Englialt wero.
gine capable of circling her
. sl has vanquished the

spoken, and

lady of Delamere!
CHAPTER XXYV.
a loud resonant peal

With

anew

forts, Increaso in the energies
and
and a”
war
houns of labor and the mutual bure
tor wealth of
taxation. An
loalve and war power Is the |dens of all formsbe ofbetter
it acter
for
will
nation
tea
|
amazement of the Germans.
Britain
has done {n thirty mouths what Ger. |

Tiages arrive tn twos and threes, set~

She was now every:

it for her

be

reared

ever before
recorded,
chine In Europe that

alone

the
warning
of
mnother
marriage
mern,
In and about
the Villa there
la much bustle and
fusion;
car

wood for her; the rector almost fell on
never failed to rise when she entered
the room, and hurried to the door to
opeu

will

forgotten

and transformed them {nto munition
plants, This is not, ax the writer
Isa

to arms where uo armis exiated has
produced a bigger army than b{story

she Will be no longer Signa Grenville,

tween the Koctory and the villa.
A great change had come over her

aunt and uncle.

words

almost

that British spirit and Brit!

hum

ton News Bureau, which 1s reproduced

been asked three times, and soon the

daugh-

needy kinsfolk

perfect happiness

business

thie

in

factories

the Old

and
the
had not wholly disappeared when upoa
war storm buret, and {t was

theee

writer
in the Wal! Street Journal. The
says that all the wonders of the world,
corm
when
anclent or modern, fade
topared with what Britain is doling
day.
A commorcial
nation of
not
50,000,000 peoplo suddenly summoned

man
elects
as a
with

can bring.
It_[s difficult to realize
that in a fow short bours she will bo
Hector Warren's wife,
that Is,
the
Countess of Delamere,
and mistress
of Northwall
Grange;
stil] the fact
comes before her,
The bans
have
irrevocable

out of budiness, and only in the manufacturs of ber great naval guas did
supremacy.
Eogland retain her old’
But tho foundations ,in metal workers

t trilutes
One of the most eloquen
the part
paid by a neutral writer to
war is
Great Britain is playing {1 the
Bos
contained in a recent fasue of the

All this Signo
thinks of as
she
saunters tn the beautiful gardens
of
tho Villa and her heart Is full of that

they persisted tn looking upon as one
of the most unfortunate and beautiful
creatures on the earth.
The brides:
matd, with the exception of Laura
Derwent, were put up in the ducal palace, while Signa filtted to and fro be-

very

ECONOMY
The Chevrolet valve-in-head motor

put

Countess of Delamere,
Ia ft at all wonderful

a

sho

treasures,

personage on

inay have

ONLY

feOHILDRENS. SORTS 4

BRITAIN’S EFFORT
HISTORY'S MARVEL

all- the

“thera can't be much evil In e
when of his own free will he
to have a young child with him
companion.”
And Sigua smiles

generosity, and who regarded him with
nn awe that half amused Signa, whom

a Iit-

a different

love

will only be too delighted to

Lord Delamere. — Kinsfolk whom. he
had‘rarely seen, but who had been
constant rectplents of his bounty and

and settle down,

Tt ts love,

“And

content;

his lordship

USE

AM-BUK

fs
one
about which

to the
listening, half absently,
and buzz of the crowd Deneath,
(To be

my

dashes

heart's content.
“A wondertul man, my dear!” says
Lady Rookwell, when she heard {t;

Laura,

who

“the county.”

him

assented

you,

some one near him to talk continually about Signa?—and Archie {s near
him now, esconced in a grand London
hotel, and enjoying
himself to
his

to marry
would

she would,”

| am

fs It deci

to

Mugent

end of the month,
to thke, ay Lady
Rookwell waye, thelr proper position in,
“Bring

shall

ters were to be the second and third,
and the fest were drawn from a con-

tle continental tour {n thelr honeymoon, returning to the Grange at the

Let him come

we

“Which

mere

are

be In charge during the abagnce of his
lordship, on bis wedding tour for, after
some discursion, it has been decided
that

and

be a godsend

arrange

steward

of the vast estata,

It will simply

do

Archie

reat of the world can call me whut
they like.”
To Archie's tufinite.
delight, Lord
Delnmere has taken him to London—

It was not to be a grand wedding, but,
on the other hand, there were a great
tans people coming.
It seemed to
Siqna os If balf the connty bad been
invited, and ehe once hinted, with 9
blush, that there would not be room In
the cid church
“Then,” sald Hector, with a man’s
sublime {gnorance, “you and 1 will
keep outalde and bo married amongst
the tombstones, Signa!"
Laura Derwent was to be the chiot
bridesmaid: —“mourner," as Lord Dela-

‘he

Mke

go into hyaterics,

Laura,

mind,

you'll all tind room,
a gesture of despair

in Lady
Up-staira
room she sits--or rathsurrounded, by Lady Rookarmalds,
well's and Laura Derwent's
and
ranging the coatly wedding dresn

ae ee

Master

friends, and

your aunt

The best (hing you can
Is
to come here;
we

shan’t

don't

And

matter (sich as many of the
-cheap_ointments contain) get
am
into your child’s

Buk is purely herbal. No: poisonous coloring. Use it always.
50c. Box ot All Druggists and Stores.

Signa?

ornnd

Don’t let |

impure fats and mineral coloring (

own
Rookwell’s

full pelt upon Lord Delamere'’s knee.
T like it," fs the reply.
“Not a bit.
“Lat me be always Hector with

called a shamoful indifference fn the
inattar—and made all arrangements,

garden

married

send

He

lord?"

tial day."
And Signa, with riany protests, had
accepted Kratefully and sweetly. — It
seemed to her as if the world were full
of friends, and that ahe were the most
favored of all favored mortals Just at
this Ume.
So the Beauty had the pleasuro of an.
sisting in the delection of the wedding
and other dresses -indeed, of superintending for Stina showed what Laura

may dwell on her vast happiness My
Lord of Delamere
has Kune
fe)
London to make preparations for his
weddiog, for even so eceontric a pect
ax

would

be a prominent

been

undisturbed,

bustle

unblushingly.

velvety

ule

stil?

re

food the child eats,

her,

t of course every
a seo the machin
body is talking.

THE
IMPERIAL OLL COMPANY
‘Limited
Branches Throughout
‘Canada
Ss.

sée

Th

you put on your child's skin gets °
into the system just as surely as

to the next

one
would be insolent from, any just.twice
‘Laura has asked
herself,
a place
more than this twice mite of
will hold, mies rahe
ou must
replies that thera
graciously
ec
will be plenty of room, abe ¥ Lia

ed with Eureka is tough,
pliable,shinyand néwlooking.

Hector

be marricd

very much Ike to A

Signa,

the

and

interested if sho were going
Delamare horself—which sh:

ls an

murmurs

her

you

hope
eet
saya, with

the leather.
That is why a harness treat~

her. Sho has been go mixed up with
the affair, that she couldn't feol more

80 deliclonsly romantic np to the,
preaent, that to copelude {t properly
who and Delamere ought to run away
and get married on tho sly.”
“Lady

her-

enjoy tho fusd and bustle; and as for

that
Signa
ts
Rookwell, with

with smillng reproach

Between

Into hysterics,
do, my dear,

a dreadful

Tt has

anger.

fuse and

a sarcastic smile, “and would ike this
to end consistently

can

namo thé’day—“that's {mpossible. In
tho firat place,
the Rectery wouldn't
hold the guests; and in the next, the

fectionate admiration

ho slmple fact la
romantic,”
says‘Lady

perbaps,

trom the Rectory, my dear,"
Lady
Rookwell had sald when Jord Delamere bad at last persuaded, Signa to

cheerfully;
on {t that there
tremendous
wedding on that festive occasion. Now,
my dear child, you have oothing
to
complain of;
yon have got the best
man of We day—‘pon my word, I don’t
know a better parti!—and everything
your own way
Be content!” and she
puts her arm around Signa and kivses
her, holding her arms’ length with af-

affair

bring

woman,

EUREKA HARNESS OIL
makes harness: stroftg and
tough,
This. mineral oil not only
takes dirt off but keeps dirt
Tt fills ‘the pores of

his uame {a never mentionod, and she

You all for-

flector

true

Lady Blyte's orders.
“Of conre, you can't

to put

the happiness

which glows on her beautiful face aud
call

that—that

and agents

on tables snd chairs
collection of femaia
of dresses fur mornwear, travelling cos:
tremondous sealskin

1g, does not detract from

to

meats to vs made With

FUM publishing paragrayis—snid Lady
Rookwell, Signa and Laura Derwent
aro seated lu her Indyabip's drawing
Scattered about
1p a miycollancous
attire, consisting
ing and evening
tumes, ulsters, a

neema

loath

time, and
of mental
{t in her
him;
no

does not even know that the old tow:
er has been razed to the ground
by

earl 1 am a mere uobody.”
So was the bigger-girl when King

tho ayks, “Whatever
comply with tt
he anawors, “th
ord of what you have

Troon.

eoems

fuss and-—and oxpense,

slo

that

Rookwell

standing the scene at tho
these few awful moments
agony, Signa canot find
heart to feel hatred toward

than

affair;
he Is so proud of you that he
might have made
up
his mind toe
wedding at the Savoy,
with half the
house of peers {n attendance.”
Signa puts up ber hands with a little
gesture of mock alarm.
“And you cal} six bridesmaids and-and all this, quiet ’ she says, nodding
at the superb wedding garment which

ing down, unable to bear thy ceurch-

a

gelf to hate the man who hax loved
her, however great the trouble he may
have caused her through that lov
and when Signa thinks of him--which
alas! for poor Sir Frederic ts but seldom=-{t fs more with @ pltying sorrow

ding, why, I think ft ts very good of
him not to Insivt upon a regular state

and
he goca on, calmly
somo
juietly,
“there
have
been
idle—quite idlo—rumors at Ca
und you may have heard tiem?
tt is just poastble,” she cays, look-

murmura.

persuade
to the Grange, or to leave
not

his lodgings at Mra, Thompson's,”
sho
says, with pleasant malice,
Laura Derwent pouts.
“There he was obstinate, if you Ike,
Of course,
-he-iy eccentric,
The idea
of putting up with such an abode,
and
that, too,
when bis own place
was
ready for him!
And to inslat that L
should remain
as
Grange!” and she laughs,
{g eccentric!
But what a happy girl
you will bef!
And as to a quiet wed-

ho inhabitants as to the reasons for
Tila. visit.”
.
again,
Hetening
“Yos,”
she says
attentively.

his dark eyes,
he rays,
"I
inanner that you did hear
1 Lave a request to make
you think
do aot, but
that you are, ehall | vay
me in any way—
“Pam awfully indebted

do anything

REMEMBER!

white“itch for
tuatend oF black, Lad,
easy cbalt, aod preal
herself. in her
enjoyment of
with an intense
=
es
~
anes

~

night, excepting that he was
no one knew exactly where.
Notw!

him to

when

ing_on

Of Sir Frederic she had heard noth:
ing since that terrible, yet delightful

eae
iz one place on the continent—Italy
especially—for any tongth of time, all
sorts of rumors are current amongst

L

it {a signed “Lillan Blyte.” Signa, whe!
sho rend that note. knew. that ti
proud mother was aware of that scene
yin the tower, and understood It ali;
ond there woro tears in Signa’s eyes
ashe put that-small crested. pieca..of
paper in some

of

lady;
young
charming
well,
if that were
‘sensible, too-” he adds, asyoung:
ladles,
quite a nove! quality in Jooking more
“Quite well, and
admit),
charming +! han ever,- ax yom'll
Laura, pass-

only a short note of good wishes, ex:
with gentie mournfulness, and
pret

== LOVER ==
“LT had been staying Where for some
he says, slowly and thoughtfully. “When an Angliyhman remains

“Upstairs,

“You digm t expect 18 ‘a

Britain's

tremendous

output

of war
munitions
18 10
be given.
Twenty-five yeara ago the machin
5
of England: stamped out the cofmage

of many
nations and made the cannona for many others, Bhe wae the
ordgance maker of the world, Thea
Gorwany

loomed

as her

rival, and

means of Qovarnment bounties, ch

by

$ftoalylaborput
andiieny
‘English
tree
(redthe
am
Boglish Industry

Dr,
Williams’ Pink
best medicine, for they

the new,

make

that
thus

feeda the
starved nerves, and
cure the many forms of nervous

disorders.
forms
wches,

Mmbs,

They

pimples

cure also such other

as well as remove
and

unfailingly
Sold

red blood

of spring troubles”
as head~
poor appetite. weakness in. thy

Strength

men,

rich,

Pflls
actu-

ally

eruptions,

bring

to weak,

new

In

undfghtty

women

children,

by_all

icine

fact

they

health

tired and

dealera

mall at & cents @ box or six
$2.60 from
ie Dr,
‘Mediclag Co., Brockville, Ont,

and

depressed
or

by

bdzee

oe A.B. Roberts.

A Week of

Drug Store
ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIOE
Le
eT CR

| Poultry. Tonic _

of a decidedly inbefore the
next

harvest can be completed.
The exagency of war requirements is grow_ ing for the supply of the armies and
the hard-pressed people of Earope.
‘The artiolo continnes setting forth
in plain words the recommenda
tions and efforts of the agricultural
department
and the heavy
imposed
upon. the
farming

tasks
com-

“munity, closing with these words:
_ There is one thigg that might be
done with great effect if there were
a prevailing will to jdo it, but not
by force or authority.
That is
avoidance of waste
and
genuine
-@conomy in conserving food pro-

ducts:
In-short,;-less hamun selfishness and more public spirit
The

‘frome

above

are

weighty

the leading commercial

p:

per of the United States concerning

@ problem that touches the rich as
.wejl

as the poorer olass,

Through-

~~~ CANADIAN LOSSES. 10,064
~

yj

purpose of increasing the membership,
The plav met with suctess and a large
puimber of new members were enrolled.

The losing side iuyited the class and the
Sanday school officers to be their gaests.

About fifty persons assembled and were

hospitably entertained.

After a sump-

tuous repast Rey. R. Stewart was asked

to take the chair and an excellent program was given.
Short aud pithy

uddresses were given by R. MoKillop,
D.

G,

MoCallam,

0,

Campbell,

Ross and the chairman.
solox
bead

were mach
A.

Miss.

Appropriate

were sung by Miss B. Hollingsand Miss Mary Oampbell, which

enjoyed.

The

kindness of

Crawford in giving several

Viotrale

selections

was

much

excellent

appre-

claved,
MetBoprst.

Qaurtely commanion service will be
held iu the chufch next Sanday evening
at 7 o’clook.
The Mission Band sill zapet on Satorlock.
>
day afternoon at 8 o’cloc!

Mother’s Day service will be held on
the Datton cirouit ou Sunday,
Specia! efforta will be made

this seryice of

great

interest

May, 18.
to make

to

all

mothers, who are cordially invited to
attend,
The anodal meeting of the Ladies’
Aid Society was held on Taosday afternoon.
‘The reports of the secretary and
the treasarer show the society to be in a

aud

sssamed

a very

homelike

appear

snes. Among the amusing features of
theevening the guests. were given a ride

“throngh-in greater volume. - Inthe,

wards,
After ths singing of the National
Anthem the gathering dispersed,

noon list today, out of » total of 440
‘fiamies, tore are 156 killed in action,
™39 died of wounds, 37 ure missing,
und 208 wounded.
Almost all those
given as killed in action are dated
‘April 9th, the first day of the big
ht. ‘To-duy’s lst brings tho total
nalties, mniounced ‘since that

te, to 10,064

‘A limited amoubt

of potato fertilizer

the Dutton Elevator, also some ncld

BiG DEMAND
{Poronto,

FOR

April

TRACTORS

27.—The

Ontario

Government farm tractors are proving « great success, according

F.

Bailey,

of

to C.

the ‘Department

Agrioulture,

who

says

ing

department

of

that appli-

cations for the machines are pourinto

the

from

the

various district
representatives.
Mr. Bailey said that he had on)
Lake Erie
requests for the services of u
Taesdsy
and resulted in thousands hand
muohine
from
the
counties
Réenof dollars’ worth of damage to owners | frew, Carleton, Hastings, ofPetor.
“of fishing nets
d, Norfolk, Lambton,
———
Halton and Waterloo:

Y BRING

Bronchitis or Tonsilitis

$20.00 $22.00

A Saving

in

Boys

Suits

Borsalino Hats

2 Plain blues, belted, single or plain, sizes 24 to 34

%

ROSS
eH
NS 77 ANA

Suits

$5.50 to $12.00

, We are sole agents for these
celebrated hats, wide brims,

} A-clearing line in boys’ sizes, 31, 32, 33, plain’ coats, Pants bloomer
style, in grey patterns, neat overplaid and stripe, all wool goods.,
All at on pric? ...c0. scence cece cwenen cere eters

Christ

pinched and
Boys’ School Suits, good, serviceable tweeds, mixtures,
ns
pleated backs; spring colors and

Boys Blouse Suits, grev, with
and tweed patterns

spring-patter

English Hats, fast col-

beavers, fawn shades ... 3.50 @

...

American and Canadian Hats,
a wealth of new styles and
Colors....-+-2e0e+250, 3.00

$4.25 5.00 6.00

sailor collar, ages 3 to 6 years, also blue

New Shirts, Collars

10 only small size snits, button-up neck styles, agi

Boys odd Knickers, in tw eds,
wanted pattern

cottonade, khaki, bloomer style, evtry

Hosiery,

Gloves

‘Raincoat Specials
36 to 42
Tweed covered raincoats, Youble texture, neat patterns,

....

All the newest

in

Spring and Summer
Paramanta Rain Coats, speci

Toggery

Khaki Pants, made like the tweed pants
Striped Cottonade

patterns, made with cuff and belt loops.

2

Dozens of the newest in Caps,
tweed mixturea.....50c,

at this Stere

¢

1.

laonch was seryed from mysterious mena

P
for spring grai
‘A.70-milo! gate blew over:

__ ANY CHEST COLD

Made

which consisted of old treasured photo-

graphe of all the members of the class,
Tue balance of the evening was spent in
Yarions games aud masic, after which

April 27.—The

Bench

These represent the} highest grade of Men's Clothing, Italian wool I'nings, canvas and hair cloth’ used,
guaranteed fast blue und will keep in shape.
Coats are two- button ‘sack, extra good shaped lapel,
We would like to show you this better class of
pants belted and cuff.
suits,
Specially priced ...... cece qecets +

in an aeroplane, which was mach enjoyed.dy all; and avisit to anart gallery,

list of

Ottawa,

“sthe Canadians killed. in the battle
of Vimy Ridge sre now coming

WAN

BN

on Sunday

evening.
A very
pleasant
social gatherin,
was held in the ciass-room on
Friday evenjog ander the auspices of the
Adalt Bible Olass,
The members had
been divided into two camps and had
engaged in a friendly contest for the

Nout the last two weeks, in nearly
all the larger centres of population
in the United States, there were
‘ge meetings to consider ways prosperoas condition. ‘The officers were
and means of inoreasing food pro- lected as follows: President, Mra. Jos,
duction, bat’ you hear little of Hockin; yice-president, Mrs. Hodder;
- waste.
The time ocoupied in at- secretary, Mrs, J. ¥, Gahan; treasarer,
=
tending meetings must ceuse ; it is Mrs. Merrill.
The train*eontest conducted by the
now time to use. the spade. put in
the seed
in the garden plots und ya- organized Adalt Bible Olsss of the Meth.
odist»Sanday
School
was
bronght
to
ant lots, and net waste the time close by a social gathering on Wednes-a
that cannot be recalled. The
spring day evening, the losing side entertaining
ig opening up all over’ Cann- those op the winuing side in the school.
+ be a soldier by attacking. the room, which was tastefally decorated
oil
both early and late, 80 that you
may
win from the ,yicid
of the

i, NNyaa NaN
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in

London,

neat

aot
S CIREIROOR
Wwe eM
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in Kuox charch

held

‘of

grey with

SZ

bo

*

, plain blues, brown patterns with neat stripes or checks, x! ey overchecks,,
» tweed patterns in many mixtures, splendid styles and well made.
Coats well lined and will keep in shape. ....-+.
ree

y Zh

will

This is a better class of tailoring that you would not expect to see in suits at this price.

WW?

is every prospect
creased demand

service

Thompson,

Inbel.........-

cA

tion in store than usual, while there

preached

Dr.

peak

Worsted and Tweed

ey 8S x :
35 FAN
RH5 L

sult is that we enter upon the plowing, planting und sowing
season
this year with a smaller xcoumula-

Rey.

regulation sack coats,

Ae

large

‘Lhe re-

Oommanion

Suits--About 20 Suits in This Lot

eS

unusually

PRESBYTERIAN.

Worsted

Dark mixtures, salt and peppers, herring tone stripe, plain greys and brown mixtu

2GE>

was

both at home and abroad.

CHURCHES

the church on May 13.

“26 Tweed Suits, in brown mixtures, neat
stripes and checks, plain grey8 and grey
mixtures, sizes from $2 to 42. ‘They are well tailored throughout, sack coat,
buttons, medium lapel, pants with cuff or without.

“The Alexander”
LION BRAND
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ing it serious heed.
The agricultural department of the government is earnestly and energetically
trying to wake them up to it. Some
important’harvests were relatively
short last year, while the demand

- $10, $12 and $16.50

and each a SAVING OF DOLLARS at the price.{
$10.00 SPECIAL
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though danger of its culmination is
80 remote that few people ure giv-

have put them in stock at three prices:

NSS
y RS PAINS AIN
Sy NY TUSSTASS

THE

This year we are confronted for
the first time with a real peril,

for their yield

Bx

if

efli-

way.
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producing

scientific,

to hand and represent
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of
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The Rexokh Store

as

the ame aren of land and the same
working force in numbers would

()

much

$1.50

BS

us

$1.00,

Naty
AYIA
YANN»
SY
ay ZN AWAMES WAN ZN We

hulf

50c.,

We haye a.few pails which we
will sell at a bargain price.
International. Grofaet Calf Meal
Guaranteed the best calf meal made
and the only tras sabstitate for milk.
$1.25 for a large ba;

MY

time hardly

‘blood - and

NAW
LesAUN
VAN 8 NY
ey
PICs

25c.,

exigencies

arrived. Itis safe to say that on
; tle whole this country hus produced twice-as much foodstulf in
the raw as was necessary to sustain
its people in comfort, and at the
same

pure

B YYZ

its

gives

good health.
Especially
recommended for promoting the health
and growth of Hogs,
Per pkt.

YBN33 NBN
WZANBS
BNENexs EES

before

«|

‘and.

the

‘kitchens and tables of
their conSumers.
There was httfe thinking
“of the futare

International

just come

oods that were contracted for over a year ago.

ty

und

These suits have

\Y

planting

*

WYN

seed

pkt.

The Best Stock Food on the
market for Horses, ~Cows’ and
Sheep. It is strictly medicinal

out from
year to year, but when
- ‘there canto plentiful harvests there
. Was export of large surplus, mach
Speculation npon possible yaria-tions:in market value, und a> greut
deal of squandering ull the way bethe

and ‘Geese.

50c,

Stock FoodTonic

Joulating how we are to come

tween

Ducks

and

GY

25c.

BNE

>

for Turkeys,

CPU

meat ae rd become « matter. ‘of
~ momentous importance. There hus
always been ‘food enough und +0
ava
5 also to waste, iy this dountry, though it.hus never been well
distribnted. There hus never been
lous ooousion
Jooking ahead

WA

‘

Prevents diseases in Poultry and
makes your hens Jay. . Also good

em to pay ade.
it this year,

oma

:

in Men’s and Boys’ Clothing;

. International

Truotors are now either operating

in or are on the way to the counties:

of Carleton, Renfrew,

Péterboro,,

Halton and Waterloo.
With each machine is supplied 4
thre¢-furrow plow and @ doubleharrow.
te
ficials of the department
intend
ecaneing the tractor service sight
up until snow flies in the fall. At

the lung tissue and
wn nature’s power to. present, though, all the work of tho
machines
‘| Bat

is on this year's crops.
g about Angnst1 the
will start work ptoparing
ear's

crop.

‘THE MOLSONS BANK

‘Good Patching

E $8,800,000
CAPITAL AND. RESERV
ADA
96 BRANCHES IN CAN
ACTED
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANS

CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
BANK MONEY ORDERS

DEPARTMENT
SAVINGS BANK
d at highest current rate
Interest allowe

iT, S: WQODS,

Manager Du

We

Sell

at

Right Prices

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds

tton Branch

Nearly everybody has
more-orm less tinkering
and patching todo now

A hole. in
the roof, ‘a little siding

off, a week plank in
_a new
door

Brantford

come
Hard

Ceil

Wall

or window

in that

Whan yoipekthaterer

and ‘Ruberoid

to us for the rem-

Plaster

Board,

Etc.

W. SAUNDERS.

=| Your Label
doubled: during the past two

Dutton Planing
‘Mills, Contractor

1

field, for ‘there the Irish regiments:
ave Won OW, as always, the we

of

ae Orange headquarters in Belfast.
pret

since

jhe

war began, the

fol.

Aivision, The, only.
sirishmen.
in i
a Dumber of the Jersey

jdwers of Bir Edward Carson’ have
Jost no opportunity of misrepresenting

I could have ‘raised
And kept him
He would have had
And draswn a

Cor disparaging
the military ‘heip given

‘by Nationalist Ireland in the war. For ve

Jong time. they found-it Aalfticult
aecuré an outlet here for this partisan
jropaganda—all
actuated by antiHome rule and anti-Catholic feeling,
which are synonymous terms in “Ul
ster—as even the bulk of the Unionist
“press reelized the uafairtiess, to say
nothing of the: impolicy, of keeping
alle ap Irish feud.
But now the terms of\the political
truce, are being less strictly observed.
Hi

the

gD

Ulster

division,

Js composed,

that

no

Catholic ' is

allowed:

into

It,

either in the ranks or among the officers. But at any rate {t {sa purely
Irish

dlylsion,

and

the

therefore, that the irish divisions are,

undermine

Arelund’s right to home
rule. It is
thought that if the British
people can
be Jmpressed with the Idea that Na-

largely made ap
malicious lie.”

of

Englishmen

fs

a

|’

Ber

It is stated” that Sir Edward Car

son's volunteers have freely enlisted,
but that the Nationalist volunteers in
book oath

be repealed.
An

authoritative

case

of

statement

Nationalist

Ireland

eehls

of the
and

the

‘statements are based on the very latest official facts and figures. I began
by asking Mr. Redmond what was, the

real justification for the exclusion of
Ireland from conscription

“Ireland in this matter,” sald Mr.
Redmond, “has never been dealt with |

nthe same lines as Engiand. Ire!and;
was

excluded

from

the volunteer

was excluded

acts

from the

excluded-from

the conscription

circumstances

of

the

coun-

trles ate entitely different, It should

‘de. remembered that Ireland was exeluded from the conscription act by

the

unanimous

government

action ¢f a coalition

the past admittedly has’ been disaffect.
it Js only since

the home

rule

met has been placed upon the statute
book that it was possible to hope for

that he would
{t on any

be

colors

165,227.

In

and

in Ulster under aume-rule after
war it will be found that among

this

war,

recruiting

for

the

the

59, 188

army

_ been

noreaaiag. T bave before me the
of.recrulting for ten years
ending 1912 These figures give Ul-

as against 18,602 for

which it anoaly ve

in

tai

the
the

and I know that at least two battalions
in it haye received from their gen-

eral officers the highest

tions

for

of these are quite
‘inferior,
even
though they have been extravagantly”
advertised; some are old
var.etics
under new names, and comparatively
few are wortiy of general éultivation
by the farmers of Ontario.
If these
few were grown, to the exclusion of
fully eighty.
pe? cent. of the kinds now

oommenda-

gallantry.”

rr...i
Seed Potat

under cultivation, better results would

ee |
The

man

who

grows

good

be

were

Some

According to present production and
potatoes

for one. year from each average acre
of land which the farmer plants with
this crop. An increase
of fifty per
cent, in yield would mean an increase
in the amount,cf potatoes produced on
each average acre af land sufficient to
supply bout one dozen people for

twelve months. In most years Ontario
imports potatoes from the Maritime
Provinces, and at the present time @

7

Columbia. Ontario is well adapted to

to infer that
ought to be
ahora”

not

poly

in

y.eld

yield per acre from 13 to 366 bushels,
in amount of rot from legs than one to

“Such a statement would i ashame
ful and very mean perversion of the
truth, Belfast, of course, is the wealtulest city inIreland; its people are gen:

quality from
mum of 100

erous and they have
subscribed nobly
to every purpose connected with the
war from thelr wealth, But nothing
as been more rematkable
magniticeng” than the wa!
the penis in the south

and more
which
and west of

from thelr poverty have sub-

sorlbed

to

similar

funds.

The

truth

is that ‘there is not a country parish

tn the poorest part of the country that
did not send comparatively large sums

of money to this purpose.”

smpire State potatocs were
from eight different sources,

with

open.|

weight

of

numbers

1905,

reckles:

penditure of men he drove the French
back

from

their advanced

positions

to

what Was really thelr main line of effective defence, at the base and on the

northern
Verdun.

slopes of the hills encircling
He was thus enabled to bring

his artillery. directly to bear

on the

and

the Stray

of all the varieties

prac-

into sets from one to two ounces in
weight, each set containing two, three,
or, even better, four eyes. It is an ad-

vantage

to throw

the freshly-cut

pota-

to sets into finely ground land plaster,
and to plant them immediately after
being cut. Good results have
obtained by dropping the pieces separately from twelve to fifteen inches
apart In the rows, and by having the
Sows twenty-elght
or thirty inches
The potato sets ean

on

be planted

soll of a heavier nature.
It is often an advantage to

exnose

whole seed potatoes in a subdued light
in a warm

room about three weeks be-

fore planting.
if

the

Primarily Verdun was saved by the
courage and devotion of the first-line
troops, who held the ¢renches when

the attack

‘began.

They

performed

are

to

ve som

Ver~

will prove.

impregnable

hill positions,

{rem plain and valley entrenchments
which served only to prevent the bom-,
bardment of the town of, Verdun. That
town had tc be sacrificed to save the
useless sacrifice of the ves of
soldicrs,
‘The Germans, in Hunnish
vindictiveness, are now battering it
down; but they are merely wasting
ammunition.
‘They aro still
many
miles from it, at their nearest point.

Botween them and it lie the immense-

ly strong

and

well

pret

French

positions on the encircling hills, and
all the original French fortifications
ef the place, with the single exception
of Fort Dounumont, eleven miles to

Be northeast, which they have oblitrated.
"To continue thelr progress the Germans niust mount the steep northern
slopes of the protecting hills held by

the most heroic and determined troops
that have ever faced a foe trying to
foree a way into thelr country, and
directed by a General of marvellous.
resourcefuincss and
ability.
Is
it
any wonder, in view of such a posi-

tion and such

conditions,

that

“te

French Government and people are
eulmly confident of the final outcome

of the Battle of Verdun?
In the meantime,

the Crown

armies are being driven by
fAcpeless massacre,
stubbornly as their

Princo’s

him on to

as
steadily
and
opponents could

wish. Some of the stories told abont
German
losses may be exaggerated,

Dut it fs certain that those lossés must
lave been enormous.
However vast

may

have

they are
compared

they

likely
with

been

or may

yet be,

to prove trifling
as
the moral loss whith

will fall to Germany

when she fs fin-

ally compelled
to admit
ghastly fallure at Verdun.

fota:

and

ee

Four cold

the firing Mne;
innumerable:
guns,
heavy and light,
wero kept supplied
with ammunition;
armfes were ratloned; the whole intricate and enormous
dcmesgtic economy of a great modern
army was handled without friction or
disorder,
In the cities, such as Barle-Duc, the squares and the turns were
marked by signs, telling the raad
to

Verdun, Even in tiny villages, traffic
pelicemen, soldiers,
instructed
the’
drivers, kept the traffie separated, for
in addition

transport, and this was the miracie of
Verdun.
Mognths before the military authorilies, recognizing the dangerous josition of the Verdun
salient, reconstructed the one great railway mnning
brace from St. Vizier and Bar-le-Duc
1o Verdun. Tne existing highway was

doubled,

tornouts

trembled

{un

width,

were made, und

proper

Verduu

were fed in part
All night long

Verdun

No)
‘Verdun for more gba
Toad was a cont
‘Bcarcely

tho

sectors

salvation of Verdun, for it preserved
Verdun from {solation, it remedied the
essential defect due tc the cutting of
tho two railroads, it replacéd two
uscleas arteries by
In

this

war

a third,

the

world

which
has

was

talxed

mestly of German efficiency, prepara-

Uon,.foresight.
Yet tc see this neverending procession,
these
thousands

and tens of thousands of motor vehtcles
bied

proceding on their way,
from somewhere,
from

where,

without

cujty,

mobilized

delay.
and

without

put

into

assemevery~

ciffi-

opera-

tion, travelling with all the regularity
of express trains, was to realise that

was
way,

tines
mere

this

Wag

sys

also

ae

working

miractes.

I was told
xesponsible.

over his army
superintendent

and
of

that

becamea
traffic,

re-

@igned the glorious for the useful, ane
made room for one bis junior in serxis and in rank. [For myselt ‘I shall
em ber nothing
of what I saw at
fifty mile the Verdun
longer than this
of trucks. motor transports,

isa ood one for |

ae Se: monk 9 outdoors,
sleep Going ep henry
outdoors when
a
There are tar:too many ravetienof| “Tuberoul ee
b ee
ets
ee
the farms
of On-|
tana. *
if the Gicviet enses,
Ww

sector,

Argonne

by the same youte.
in Bar-le-Duc it was

road Paris ‘buses. laden with fresh
meat, lumbered steadily on.
It
was
ratber Hke a huge torrent than like
vehicular traffic, and it was the real

For

'y all.

the

possible to hear the endless rumble of
tho whoels-of the great trucky. On tho

own

e

and

tho

abeolutely sufficient,

As I pointed cut earlier, there

usea almost exclusively to evacuate
wounded, but there was the motor

Mihlel

to

was only
the
single-track, narrow
«augo line, which in point of fact was

ably.

Ventilate,

Rede

nearer

have merely com-

St.

early use. The
production
of
he outskirts of the city itself.
“In
thick, green sprouts before planting paditien,
General Hezr, who command.
helps to hasten the growth and to in- ed
the sector,
worked out an increase the yield.
‘ texto
and
inervellous
system
cf
2
©.-A. Zavi
r- transport.—
Ontario Agricultural College.
Ties “the blow:
low sell tt was only
Gue!
Ont.
the. motor

«ine ra

effectively

They

their full duty;
they held the line
unul
the
Teserves.
came up.
Ther
did precisely what the Germau troops
dud done in Champagne last fall with
approxumately
the same lowes
and
with courage and devotion waich will
remain memorable,
But
the
defending of the Verdun
seclor Was made possible by the prepaiation toat bad actually been made
jong months
before:
The civil autherities, asked by the military to supply a new railroad, had failed
m

Especially is this true

potatoes

not

less advance,

at-

a

Let in freah ‘air,
‘The bigger the dose, the better.
The. Ueitet your houue,ithe tighter

when cut should HOt be used for p-ani-

and

are

dun'than when they began their reck~
pelled the retirement of the French
to what, it {s-confidently
expected,

=

from three to fiveinches deep. dehas been conducted at the Agricultut- pending unon the character and the
al. College in testing under similar condition of the soll. Level cultivaConditions potatoes obtained from dif- tion freauentiy gives tre best results
ferent sources, For instance, e.ghteen on n light soll,.and ridged cultivation
lots of
secured

the

How Verdun
Was Saved

tea to use smooth, well shaped, sound

sideration and are carefully determined.
In-each of four years an experiment

began.

unable to hold its site. DeVaux, its
nearest supporting fort, less than two

tubers of good size
and of the best
}, Yarieties.
These can be cut by hand

found to bs very susceptible to rot,
and others to be almost immune, The
tadle quality of potatoes varies far
more then many people realize when
mealiness, flavor and appearance of
different varieties are taken into con-

they.

fu the co-operative ex-

grown under uniform conditions.
It has been found to be good

36 to 83 out of a maxipoint:
ome kinds are

colle soldiers,and office:

med

records

of rotten potatoes

over seventy per.cent., and in table

when

extreme northeastern outposts of Verdun's fortress defences.
He reduced
Fort Dousumont to ruins, but‘he was

potatoes

Beauty produced the smallest, and the
Early Rose, the Beauty of Hebron and
the Early Ohio the largest percentages

five In the Province of New BrunsIt is asserted that large numbers of wick and three in Ontario,Seed po‘that Uist
ite pistes
Protestants, anti-Nationalists,
toes grown about one hundred and
cently. “In the master ote‘recruiting
ave
been
drafted
into
the
southern
ae
railes north of Guelph in Mustho rest of Ireland xg badly? Cathie PURE:
district,
near the
Muskoka
They liave both,
{s quite untrue, although if it takes, have. given a higher yleld per
haa Meee the fact no one would have f/acre than: those obtained from an:
been better pleased than imany or the ether source in each of the four years
Nationalist leaders, One of the gray- of this: experiment,
Seed potatoes
est causes of complaint which the Nain a cool, moist climate which
tionallst leaders have against ‘the War ‘prevents i varity are offen superior
Office is that they \permitted. the tp those which have ripefied in a hot,
er | Thirty-sixth (Ulster) division to
t | ary chmare. Immacuiire seed pol
up s barrier of exclusionmn asplany Cat
er, are,
rae ‘a
eee ro
‘Ulster mien in the southern regim:
cntetmoe reerulied by Mr. Joveph. ter
‘}lin, the
it member of pariia‘rom among the
Rellna
fest Belfast, from
et
ne of Belfast, and they are, I

of

were

“To understand this apparent paradox, it is necessary to know the topographical features. of the surroundIngs. North of Verdun there. is a
semitircular range of hills of considerable height, and quite abrupt
towards the ‘north. When the battle
began,-the-French occupied stretches
of the low country north of ‘those
hills. Their trenches in the lowlands
and valleys on either side of the
Meuse River, although strong and well
held, were vulnerable to massed assauity such as the Crown Prince concentrated ugdinst them.
By sneer

ments throughout Ontario are the Emmiles distant, he has
been assailing
the Davies’ Warrior, the | yer since; but he is no nearer cappire State,
Rural New Yorker No 2,
the Green
turing it now than he was
when he
Mountain and the Carman No. 1, of the
started.
fate, and the Extra
Early
Eureka,
Pepper Hill,
which dominates the
the Early Ohio, and the Stray Beauty
whole situation east of the Meusp, ‘s
or Bliss Triumph of the early varie- a continuation
of the semi-circular
es.
In appearance there ia a similarwall.of hills which protects Verdun
lty between the Green Mountain and
to the north.
The Meuse River makes
the Delaware varieties, and also be{ts way to the North
Sea between
Pepper Hill to the east and Goose Hill
tween the Extra Early Eureka
and
to the west. Goose Hill is a long, high
the Irish Cobbler varieties,
In the experiments
at Guelph, however, the ridge, the western extremity of which
is Dead Man's Hill. The French firmly
Green Mountain and Extra Early EurThe Ger
eka gave the best results In yleld per hold the latter eminence.
mans have gained a footing on the exacre, in table quality and in freedom
Hill,
from rot. The three varieties of pota- treme eastern crest of Goose
toes which have
particularly where they are completely dominated

Extra Early Eureka

per

in Ulster claim that Ulster {s the only
part of Ireland that has agneer

1 see that the anti-home rule papers

varipties

etles grown in the years

Tt should be the aim/ of every grower to produce large yields of uniform
potatoes free from disease and of high
table quality. Varigties of potatoes
greatly,

the

1910 and 1915, in
which
there
waa
more or less rot in the potato-crops ut
the college, the Davies’ Warrior,

a more comiand diseases.

acre, but also in frepdom from rot and
in cooking qualities, For instance, in
the trying season of 1915, the varfeties of-potatoes. grown. ynder .contions that were uniform at the Onrio Agricultural College varied

purpcses.

of

In the average results of all the vari-

bred seed of a few of the best varfeties, by the adoption of better meth-

differ

potatoes

usa or {or

tka of the early varieties.

donee
and economically improved
by a more general use of pure, wellby

the

Periments throughout Ontario in productiveness, table quality, and popularity .with the experimenters are the
Davies’ Warrior and the Empire State
of the late, and the Extra Early Eur-

of potatoes of excellent
should supply at jeast

ods of culture, and
plete control of in

for home

College and in the co-operative experl-

consurption in. Ontario, from twentyfive to thirty people, cr from five to

the producti"n
quality, and

whether

produced

whien have been prominent in the experiments at the Ontario Agricuicurat

benefactor,

six families, are supplied with

obtalned,

commercial

potatoes

when Potatoes are needed Is a public

the bitterness has disappeared.
Ulster Protestants and Munster Catholics are fighting side by side in the
trenches..
They. will never again fight
one another,”

generously for war purpos:

has’ been slacker In Ulster than in
the other Provisices"in Ireland, and
of recent yerrs the disproportion has

igtendy yearly decrease

with

great bulk of antl-home rulers much of

“Phere is another fact which should
“we borne in mind. Up to the outbreak
of

the platform

ures to safeguard Protestant interests

‘army alone the figures are 147,547, of
whom $8,080 are Catholles
aire Protestants.”

truce

accomplished fact, and that when It
comes to a discussion of special meas-

‘ber of recruits:from Ireland to ‘army
“and Wavy as° 105,181, and the total
from freland direct at present servthe

vol

enactment of the home rule bill as an

part of

the contrary, it has exceeded

with

In a little

Ulster

ising than ever?
“Ido not believe that is so.
On the
ntrary, I believe that most intelli[iene men in Ulster have accepted the

everybody's expectation. The latest of.
ficial figures published give the num-

ing

the

4

Is it a tact that the voluntary re;
‘eTulting from Ireland has been a fall
ure?

“On

larger numbers—than
unteers did.”

me, and the meeting fell through.”
What is the state of feeling about

son, when the.registration act, which
was the foundation of the conscription
uct, Was under discussion,
id in the

of commons

as large numbers—indeed,

been grown under experiment at the
Ontario Agricultural Collége.
Many

division has already suffered heavily,

home rule in Ulster—that is, non-Na- her. own demands,
@ pirate crop of Ontario could be
one
Ulster—is it mqQre uncompro-

stances to have-sthe appearance of
forcing issland Even Sir Edward Car-

very
sorry to force
Treland.”

subject.
We are told before the war
broke out that Sir Edward Carson had
200,000 trained and armed me In his
volunteer force The official figures
published by the government show that
to-day ‘there are 29,426 Ulster volunteers In the army, and that there are
29,643 Nationalist volunteers
in the
army, which Is sufficient evidence that
the Nationalist volunteers from the
south and west have enlisted in quite

clined to go-upon

a large enlistrent in Ireland. It would
be most unwise under these circum

house

Hap-

teem day by day with attacks upon
myself and the Nationalist party. Na+
tionalist leaders have shown a constant desire to co-operate with Ulster
Unionists in support of everything connected with the war.
Unfortunately,
in many instances they have been repulzed.
When Sir Edward Carson and
myself were Invited to a join recrulting meeting recenuy at Newry I ac
cepted, but Sir Edward
Carson de-

party, including Ar-

thor Balfour and Walter Long, who
have both been Unionist chief secre.
taries for Ireland and
who agreed
that the conscription act would not be
the best way to get recruits from Ireland.
vThere is a wider view; Ireland in
ed, and

untrue.

the

rule campaign, and Belfast newspapers

containing all the leaders

of the Unionist

join

which has been in existence since the
opening of ‘the war has been broken
in Ireland?”
“In some respects I am sorry to say
it is. The Belfast
Unionist
newspapers and certain Ulster anti-Nationalalist poziticlans have not ceased from
the commencement: their
anti-home

act.

two

ridiculously

to

Is it trua that the political

¢erritorial acts, she Was excluded from
the registration” act last year, and it
naturally followed that she should be
The

is

declined

pily, we have official figures on this

war has. been given to me by Mr. John
Redmond, the Irish leader, as he {8
especially anxious the true facts should
be known in America. Mr. Redmond’s

ef- lov’, she

have

strateis:dis-

yy, pushing

wanton destruction,
mans are not effectively nearer the
cafiture of the military position than

When colonel-makinz comes to be diurnal
Colunels in bunets's.everywhere will stand
When eyery mother’s boy is raised a colonel
Will happiness then reign throughout the land?

statement,

pec

t

mans

Oh! why did not a government paternal
Explain to me just how ¢ play the game?
bang-up colonel
I could have made my boy
And held him to my apron just the same.

we

are told, entirely of antl-Nationalist
Ulster men. It is, I believe, quite true

oan

that they: wil “ultimate:
ly he me
ters of the Verdun,
gallinent.
‘The French are not of
don; and the
itary experts: are reported as-agreeing with them.
ewer the pattie. of Verdun “began,
over six wi
, the French held. down
Forges:
back thé Germans
as in a pemi-circular Jt. was an impassible line to maintain ~
line, beyond cannon-shot of the town in face of massed German
attacks.
of. Verdun, which is. defended by an ‘Tho French simply retired trom it to
enclosing ring of forts,
The Germans.
the steep face of the hills immociate:
were nowhere within’ from ‘fifteen to ly. aca
‘fhe Germans in Bethincourt
twenty miles of Verdun proper, That
id Forges are now in Se
a
ey directhas been changed. They hate not got yy beneath the French guns on. the
within ten or twelve
of the anus
Gen.
apparently, made
town, and are able to shell it at will. the Germans Petain,
pay
the
utmost
pitee foOe
In fact they are battering it to pieces.
But that matters little, because all the the Bethincourt-Forges line, and dre:
inhabitanta have been sent away, and: back’ just when it suited hin.
It will thus be scen that the Geritself is
of
‘no
miltiary

my boy to be a colonel
he from cither shot or'shell
a ¢ineh on life eternal
double. salary as well,

I-would have raised my boy a gallant colonel
His form with weap ons splendidly arrayed
His portrait in this fine old family journal
‘A-leading of his: men: to church parade.

‘Thirty-sixth division, which {s calléd

to.

i

Of course I mean an ‘‘honorary.’’ one,

Irish feeling in England by exaggerating what Ulster has done in the war
‘andPanereclatias ‘what has been done
by the other three provinces, The underlying motive of this apparently gra.
proceeding

vals

Entirely freed from all my. fears maternal
And only proud of acy nobly. done
I would have raised my boy to. bea colonel

~ and the+Times, in the natural fulfill:
ment of its long
traition,
readily
avails of thesopening to stimulate SIlfeeling In Ireland and to arouse antt-

tultous

"| usually,
repo red asSee
public has eens suspicious of

No aha fo flay’the ‘hide. Font off the Kaiserone —
Nor pull his teeth out slowly one.
3
little wiser
.If I ree d only
been
saved”?
how.f0 train. my only. son.

in the

procession. |’

Jaden, they

_

in.

Poland, in Armenia, in many quarters
of the globe.
3 as Famine conditions are becoming more wide-spread every.
“On these alarming food conditions

4

becoming known,

eNO AC TERE
A teh ARTE.
neers

“President Wilson immediately appointed a Food Comptroller
for

the

United

States.

He

selected

Herbert

C.

Hoover,

to

“whom ‘the world is indebted as Chairman of the International
“France, England and Italy in peace times did not
es upon
America but on Russia, Roumania and
:
igaria for most of their breadstuffs.
With these
- ‘sources closed the crisis of the hour demands that we
see that our soldiers and the Motherland are fed.
_ Everyone in Great: Britain has been put on limited
“ations: meat is prohibited one day a week and the

~ makingof cakes and rata

Belgium Retief Commission for his personal direction of the
ion of food among the starving Belgians,
“Mr. Hoover is already “areite sacrifice and food restric

» tions, for, as he: states,‘
. .

stopped: Further

“restrictions are anticipated.

hae

p Forty million men, less the casualties, are now on
active service.

:

Twenty million men and women

are

su

i

them by service in other war activities. Toe
In the last analysis, the land is bearing this burden.
ships have been
One million tons of food-carrying

“torpedoed since February Ist, 1917.
:

5

’

Germany's hope for victory is in the starvation of

the submarine.
Britain through
sons will have died im vain. if hunger
@anada’s
ea ai
yea ena bipaaciom aa aga
~
is waiting—the Blowyh is ready—will
~The
Tate
sword?
twe make the plough mightier than
Will we help the acres to save the flag?

:

Y yee

The Jand under cultivation in. Ontario

Consider
how much LESS Ontari
WADsSe

Pal unt

:

their.

full

fighting

in

1916

was

+ 365,000 acres less than in 1915:
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Other crops show as critical decline.
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The farmers know that they are the last
‘own is the strategic groun
that the soil on which crops are
the. base
To their care is entrusted
on which wars are decided.
.-of supplies.
are essenTo enable the farm to do the work two factors
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be done
tial. The first is Time.
Nature waits for no man. The second is Labor.
at once.
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farmers
Many
Many are
would
vate
harvest an
they are to do the
man in each city, town and village

In every city,
Every man not on Active Service can help.
town and village are men who, by their training on the farm,
or by their present occupation, can readily adapt themselves to
These can render no greater service to the Emfarm work.
farm.
_pire at the present time than by answering the call of the
able men and boys willing to learn should not allow their
lack of farm experience to stand in the way.
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Reports from Ontario on the condition of fall wheat for
1917 are decidedly discouraging.
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crisis than by encouraging these men

are:
Ontario’s farm lands are waiting—the
im lements
is willing—all:
ready—the equipment is complete—the farmer
he needs is labor.
So short is the world’s food supply that without increased
production many in Canada myst go hungry, and even
enormously increased production we cannot expect cheap food.
The world is waiting for our harvest.
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If peace should be declared within a year, the food -conditions will be no better, for the accumulated-hungér of the,

This wifl absorb a large part of

- Central Empires must be met.
the world’s supply.

‘We donot know when this war shall cease. It is endless—
its lengthening out has. paralyzed the thought and conceptién
>of all men who thought about it and its possible time of conThree months—six months, we said; nine months, 2
clusion,
year, we said; and yet:two.years and eight months have passed
their long dreary and sanguinary length and. there is no man
who can fell how long this gigantic struggle may yet last.
Lloyd George, in a letter addressed to ‘farmers throughout
the Empire, said:

photo trom London (Eny.) Bystander.”
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‘line

which

the

British

Empire holds

“against the Germans is held by those who WORK
“ON THE LAND as wall as by those who fight
If it breaks at any point it
*fon land and sea.
In the face of the enemy the
“breaks everywhere.
‘seamen of our Royal naval and mercantile marine
_ “and the noldier§ gathered
from every part. of our
You workers on land
“Empire hold our line firstly.
“mast hold your part of our line as strongly.- Every
“full day's labor you do helps to shorten the stragEvery idle day,
“‘gle and brings us nearer victory.
all loitering, lengthens the struggle and makes de~
Therefore, in the nation’s
“feat more possible.
“honour, heed! Acquit yourselves like men, and as
on land) do your duty with all your
'“porkers

All-Comers’ Cham-

workers on the land. - She recently wonan
pion prize for plowing.
ci
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© “strength!”
So,

for. the honor,
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of Canada’s

soldiers

in France—and

of our. New-born. Nationhood-—let it be"satd of |
that, in the hour of our greatest need, their
oR en
response was worthy of their sons. .--

for the glory
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We owe & great debt to those who-are fighting for-us,
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We offer you the’ most complete line
we have ever
shown at the lowest prices.
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pairs socks,
A large sign on the side of Main street
was blown over the sidewalk by She
high wind on Toesday morning,
tanately no
person was near it, othe
“— the result would have been serious.
A memorial service for the late Pte.
William Brock will be held in Grace

chatch, West Lorne, next Sends)
valock,

to be conducted

at 8

by

. J.

Pte. Brock died recoufly. in

He
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ir stores
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fee's
throogh
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on Saturday

St. Thomas.
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arated on Monday, and should
Siete pret stetaline pots
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ages of 8 and 21 is 202, while dogs show
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in action, the missing aud the wounded
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flashed over the wirds to
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Mrs.

Hefford

official notioe an
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the trenches for several months.
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a mere lad and made his home
nomber of years with Mr. Joho

Callam,

and for the past seyen
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when
for a

Rebekah Lodge of Dutton was visited
by the grand president of the Rebekah
Lodges for Ontario, in the person of

After the

os Mo-

years

He leaves his wife

and family,

officials at London

TOOMBS—SMITH

Alfced Williams, of Danwich, has
been officially uotified that bis brother,
Pte. Joseph Williams, is reported missing,
Heeulisted with the 91st Battalion,
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Raiu, mad and fog
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failing vision to have jou eyes
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start?
Reasoa it out, ~ Think
about this and let us know. Our
service is at your bidding.

low visibility and refraction.
no aa cer over these elements.

It was God.
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force the world had ever seen,
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would the war last? the speaker said he

ditiou became sach that a second operation was necessary,w
underwent
on Friday, and froma
he did Lory

lio desires to be inconventtle as possible by new United
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and retarned jast

wouuded Tommies who held ihe thin
line and kept the Germaus back from
Calais, he bad
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enemy had not broken Sirona. and the
only auewer he received
was,
“God
alone
\
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D_ Campbell, president; W. Sauuders, - Dissolution of Partnership
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aa at ae. 1917,
Neil, B. MoKirdy, J. Walker, M. Mo- Witness
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D,
Wide rerex.
Kellar, Mrs, John Hodder, Mra. Fred
EDWARD FILEMORE
Elhson, at Fort William, when his con- Brown.
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Miss Gertrade Smith, daughter of Mr.
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the motherland,
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which time was spent in hospital work.
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,Don’t Forget :

Iu his different visits

gots away

description of Britaiu at war.

Trooper“Hugh A. Silcox
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bride was « popular

mach larger attendance, to say nothing

baton acconnt of an accident was anable
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lookin Co.
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J. Bowen, who has had charge of the
work in Western onear
for
re
years, gave oue of h
addresses aud which ea
worthy ° a

been appointed chaplain to a battalion

FE. A, Siloox,
of Frome,
reovived
ae that his we. ‘Trooper Hogh A.
Silcox,
who was
reported as woanded
at the ‘battle of Vimy Ridge on April 9,
died the following day at the Amba- |
lance Depot. {Bel haa been at the front
ards wide,
scarce
goods,—'
r.
for overa
‘was sergeant of infantry at the third battle of Y;
Best lines of auto, fire, sinkness and
was cooommendéd. for D.
0. for
accident and life insurance.
Mitton avsisting the woanded.
Besides
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ce,—J. Gordon McKellar.
rents, he is survived by one brother,
ia hats from New York in the mil- Brace, Asatane ab Gaelph, aud four

the Lethbridge

Bible

Nativity ou Moudsy evening, Rev, R.

these were beiug supplied by the Society.
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lunch was served by the iaaies,

eéremony for their fature
Oranbrook, via Oalgary.

Ontario

organizatiou—the Bible Society,
In the introductory part of his address

at
of

shots.

spent in masic, ganies, etc., aftér which
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THE WAR

Westein

always one of iuterest, and into which
he interweaves the work of thag great

the Wallacstown Gan Olob, was an
act! ve member and one of its expert

of the lodge.
After the close of the
meeting avery Sojovablesoctal time was

Leslie Belmore

AND

meeting of the Datton

the

Sosety was held in the Charch of the

Mr. _Bowen

at home,
Pte. Siftou, daring the existence of

instractivemnd helpful talk on the work

St, ‘Aagastine’'s church wheb

of

CO.

of the claims of the Society which he so

ago when
be was transferred to the
trenches.
Besides his father he leaves
two sisters, Misses Ella aud Millie, both

, escal form of business the president
dreseed the meeting, giving a very

very

Branch

ably represents.

France for nearly two years, being in
the transport division until.a few months

On Monday evening, April 8th, the

Tho
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BIBLE SOCIETY

her

Sifton was 23 years of age aud enlisted
with the 18th Battalion and had been in

remaining

rement,

THE

The annual

received

thet

husband,
George Hs
had been
1|
killed in ee at
5 Ridge on Aj
9. . He had enlisted with the 9ist
talion in October, 1916, and went overseas iu Joly
year. On the breaking
up of the battalion in England he was
transferred to the 88th and had been in

of the young mau

a small decrease in number, there yet

Mires Rolton, of Toronto.

in

ov Monday evening Mr, Bowen forcibly
pointed out the great work the Society
is doing; how
Protestant missionary
Pte. Ellis Sifton
evterpriso was dependent upon it, and
Mr. James J. Sifton, Wallacetown, ehe urgent need at the preseut time for
was officially uotified on Monday that greater liberality, on account of the inexpeuse in paper, printing and
his only son, Pte. Ellis Sifton, bad been or
killed iv action on April 9,~The word binding. The British aud Osuadian
that the brave soldier bad fallen caused military sraeiatioes require that a testaeut be a part of each soldier's kit aud
the deepest regret by the many frieuds

ome,
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and gives a beautiful finish.
Vacuum Cleaners
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you as long as they last ;
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pint 25c., ‘Sint 40c, quart 75¢, half-aqtion $1.25, gallon; $2.25.
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One aud two-piece
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George o, Hefford, killed in action
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Ridge, April
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‘explains the use of earth by somé.ot
the greatest physicians of antiquity.
Curlously enough, earth-eat{ng, if not
abused, is not detrimental to health.
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Germany around the fame s Kytfhanser, and in the heath o’ Auneburz,
Hore the workingmen jitter their
read with a fine clay .Icknamed
by
them “stone butter.” Finally, in
Rortherpmost partr t Sweden,
the Peninsula of .cola, In the government of Arch’ el) a fine clay, cleaned
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BABY’S OWN TABLETS
CURE CONSTIPATION

‘These

Tablets

never

fail

to

regulate

for

instance,

negroes
have

become

#0

ir couse that no means of
strong enough to prevent thelr overeating. On the shores
of certain rivers in Senegambia the
natives

use-a white,

soapy

earth,

as

soft a3 / butter, to:replace fat in thi
preparation of their food.
‘The inhabitants of New Guinea congreat quantities of a greenish
while the natives of New

name,

Tablets are sold by

medicine

dealers

or by. mall at 25 cents a box from The
De Willlams’ Medicine Co., Brockville,

nt.
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AT

LAST

I want to-help you if you are suffering from bleeding, itching, blind or
protruding Piles.
I can tell you how,

in your own home

one’s

assistance,

and without any-

you

can

best of all treatments.

apply

period

of Argos.

the fendal system

During

was

Ma were bought by the Venetians, and
150 years later the latter was given

subsidized by the Federal government,
called the Swies bureau of Employment, with head offices at Zurich.
‘The undertaking «of eupplying the

needy

Leon Sgouros,

established in the Morea.
“In the closing
years of the fourteenth century both Argos and Naup-

soon

ag Zurich, Geneva, Berne, etc.,
ated municipal bureaus.
i
1910, these official institutions

transportation problem,

trol of the Franks and was made the

em-

the

PILES "Wowe

I promise to send you a FREE trial
of’ the new absorption treatment, and

references from your own locallty if

you will but write and
. 1 assure
reli g Send no
¥ ou of immediate
money, dut tell others of this offer.
Address
MRS, M. SUMMERS, Box 8,

to the
Turks, but
retaken
by
the
republic of St. Mark
in 1686.
The
Turks were again in control $0 years
later.
“Both the Turks and the Venctians
labored to fortify the Palamidi, which
was eventually
held to be a veritable
Gibraltar. In their uprising in 1922 the
Greeks
captured - this stronghold, an
achievement which greatly encouraged
them.
Five years later, by the famous
victory of Admiral Cordington, in command of a United British. French and
Russian fleet. over the Turkish fieet
at Navarino, Nauplia was relleved at

a critical moment in a siege.
“The tragic death
dent, Capo d'Istria,

its folds

inwulted thi : First Capital of Grecian Kingdom
AP poorer deaplsed,
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ectne defined,
todefined,
mention
Freedom's
au Impregnable Seaport.
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and women,

but by grown

the markets of Guadala-Puebla__and other

Beggars,
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Morea,
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(the district Known in ancient times
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ag Peloponnesus).
“The coincidence lies in the fact that

upon the cuamcait
to support not only

modern “kingdom of Greece;
it was
hore that the firat Greek President,
the
John Capo d’istria, a native of
and
assassinated,
was
Corfu,
of
Island

become

Such men will sooner or later become a subject of cherity, and there
y,
fore a burden
which ts

fost important places in Greece where

dagger, at the portal of the Church of
St. Spiridion, on Oct. 9, 183), has been
mentioned previously.
With the
re
moval of the seat of government
to
Athens the year following the crown-

ing of King Otho in 1833. and the suc-

ceas of the military plot hatched here
against
this
monarch
twenty-nine
years later, Nauplia onco
in
as a date line for historic
ap!

events until afew days ago, when the
King’s party made an armed demonstration against former President Veuizelos’ adherents.

it affords an excellent starting point
for excursion to the ruins of Mycenae,
which legend tells us was founded by
Perseus; whose wallx were built by the

Lycian Cyclopes, and which was the
home of Agamemnon, famous leader of

those depenthe. individual, but also nd
deems {t,
upon him. Switzerla
to
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unfortun+
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to
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the

military

plot _ was hatched which resulted in
the dethronement of King Otho, thus
the
father of
of the Hellnes and
of
second son of King Chrigtan IX,

Denmark, who become George 1., Kink

of the

father
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bis and Biton lay down to their eternal
sleep after having taken tht places of
tardy
horses to draw the chariot of
their priestess
mother,
ts equally
“accessible,

‘Only @ shert distance Irom here, too,
fs the famous Herlon of Epidauros,

celebrated

as

Aesculapius,

the’

seat

of

the

cult

of

the god of healing. who

mythology says was
born to Koronis
and Apollo on a nearby mountain. To

the temple of Herion

was attached a

great hospital in which
the priests
were physicians and which was sup-

ported by the lavish gifts of patients
who
this
ston
used

had been cured. The treasury of
hospital was looted on one occaby the Roman dictator Sulla, who
the money to pay his soldiers.

“The harbor-castle of Nauplia, whose

modern name fs Itsh-Kaleh, occupies
the site of the ancient Acropolis. The
steep southern slope of the hill (280
feet high) is covered with a dense

growth of +
cacti.”
y,
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which seems

It-lg a commodity In which they spec:
lalize. It is the only one they produce.
There are some who {nsist that
theirs Is a ‘service’ and not a commodity.
Whichever ou choose to call
it, It is made by the railway
pany cut of raw materials and labor.
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ee
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hour a
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Succeed.
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«in a ca
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Tix home tw small, bis tab
Fils fazity must endure
‘The anubsdebtond fallssm on the fhpoor. bucancers
Yet hie is x hoe ana no hol
His wife as # wife, fh indeed,
There's nothing about his children’s love
To the mar woo didn't succeed.

The raw materials, which, through
competent management and labor, are
fashioned

into

transportation.

are

roadbeds, rails, ties, cars, locomotives,

machinery,
general supplies and
terminal facilities.
For fifteen years the
cost of all these raw materials,
as
well as of labor,
has been steadily

ts ha
His honur has bec
Now *
re we to
Ts
the man, who didn't

advancing, and {tis still rising.
For
fifteen years the price at which railroads have been compelled to
transportation has remained
iy the same.
There have
there, but.
crcases here and

HAIR GOODS|
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practicalbeen. ingenerally;
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speaking, rates have not risen much |
above the level of fifteen years ago.!
A box car fifteen yeara ago, cost about!

LADIES AND GERTLEMEN

$500, To-day it costs,
appro: mately,|
$2,000.
The raté on grain
carried in
the box car from Chicago to New York) {h
has decreased.
This illustration can
be multiplied by tens of thousands. In
of produc-} |
spite of the incressed coz
ing transportation.
do we-expect the
railroads to furnish not only the szme,
but better quality, and more of ft. at
rates which hare uct been allowed to

€ at lowest
nt with bi!

vor
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keep pace with business development?
It can’t

xette.

be

done.”—Raliway
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High Lights.

KIDNEY
PILLS
OF GRAVEL.

‘The late Lord Derby once sald that
“g frequent smile or a cheerful counthe
tebunce was just as necessary for
welfare of the human frame as water
was to a plant.”
Something like the
following was observed in “Hamilton's
favorite shopping place” on an artistt-

eaity painted card:
We

Mr. William Wood, of Hadtington,
Ont, is Added to Long List of Cures
by the
Canadian
Kidney
Remedy, Dodd's Kidney Pills.
Hadlington,

Ont,

May

“Yes, 1 was troubled

and

bladder

trouble,”

ir.

3.—(8pecial)

with

gravel

Woods

said

when evked about his cure. “But since
I took four boxes of Dodd's Kidney
Pills my troubles are gone. I also had
heart flutterings and shortness
of
breath. There were flashes of Shts
and specks before my eyes and J wes
yery nervous, All these troubles hare
gone, tov, since | used Dodd's Kidney
Pills.”
Others In this neighborhood have
ceed Dodd's Kidney Pills and all found
rem
that they were the greatest of
edies for kidney troubles of any 1nd.
lists.
Dodd's Kidney Pils
‘They cure sick kidneys and that fs all
they claim to cure. The reason they
are given credit for curing rhenmatism, Iumbago, dropsy, diabetes and
Bright's disezee !s that all of these
diseases are cused by sick kidneys.

Why There Are No Readheade?
‘Teachers.
of sickIp files there is the danger
some dead
Tees as they go and eet reonbarrel
elc.,
animal, and in
and thea they come into the inpantry,
the
go in the augar bowl, bathe
you.
milk and come and elt on

‘The braig-is

in the northern par’
northeasterr

of the head.
The heart js in the
part of the chest.
‘The lunge are in the

I. Mintz).

IF WE SMILE.

—
+e

Well Known Farmer
Gives His Evidence
SAYS DODD'S
CURED HIM

HAMILTON, ONT,

\ (Formerly Mdme.

Peg-top skiris.
Sleeveless boleros.
Lingerie wrist putts.
Long-walsted bodices.
Three-plece sports sul

Be

sort.
Ai

of

bulldings — all
up-to-date,
Full
rticulara, apply to

pub-

—Mr. William
Wood, a well-known
the Greeks in the Trojan war.
From
‘Or sing the songs that heroes used to
ia shouting
Nauplia also it is only-a-short drive to farmer, living near here,
sing.
-Rafpn
Linn,
in Philadelphia Inquirer,
praises of Dodd's Kidney Pills. He
Bet
eet
“[¢-is-an--interesting- coincidence,” Tiryns, reputed to be the birthplace of the
claims they cured him of two of the
Minard’a “Lintment Cures Diphtheria. says a war geography bulletin recently Hercules, son of Zeus and Ailemene. most
painful and dangerous forms of
ee
Heraeon, the place at which the leador presérvéd’ in” the’ form of
issued by the United States National ers of the Greeks ‘swore their allegi- Kidney trouble, bladder trouble and
@ried, perforated cakes for their desSWISS UNEMPLOYED.
Geographical Society, “that one of the
ance to Agamemuon, and’ where Kleo- gravel.
name,

No.1

The Man Who Didn’t
They [ee of men who bt
i
vit

to apply equally well to Canadian railways:
“Rallroads are manufacturers.

of the first presiby gunshot
and

“Nauplia in often visited by tourists
not only for its own sake, but because

Windsor, Ont.
oe

liage
fences

in

spo

costs
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contains the
following
concise
but
pointed exposition
of the American

met with failure, but the
town
remained in Greek
hands for several
years. It finally passed under the con-

ployment agencies’ Were ‘first estabshed in the leading centres of Swit-

Garget

A recent issue of The Way-Bill,

attempted to found a Greek monarchy,
with his headquarters here. The effort

responalbility

carolled
About

the

the period in which

the Byzantine governor,

ci ures

EXPRESS

Orge x for five dollars

Honor ta them
ta t in honor
yet ta ebieEL
ebiceL bold
bold aa hr hrie
re
Agapd yout
Poethe Hae Who dint succeed.
lished by the Traffic Club, of Chicaro;

foreign

of

crusaders took Constantinople in 1204

the
as-

for the care and treatment

the

hero

Athens, Sparta, Corinth and . Thebes
were emblazoning their names on the
Pages of ancient history,
Nauplia’s
share in Peloponnesian politics was
obscured by
larger
affairs.
In the
middle ages, however, the seaport oii».
more comes to the fore, and when the

of il!-

nees or accident. The Soclety gor
Protection of Domestic Servants

zerland.

os
Ory out to us In vain to right the wrong
‘And stay the hand
of murderous
GerWallemany:
within Matateemon—anve
the of hallsola the volcethe. of mark!—
where
rane
liberty,
‘With coward ortes disgrace those sacred
wa
Give aid. and comfort to the enemy.

and

from

famous

“Throughout

nefits,

treatment

a

eminence
takes its

ing to the ancients, of the lighthouse,
alpbabetical writing, the discus, back
gammon
ice.

many
details
for the bene-

Employees of Swiss industrial inetitutions are required to insure themselyes against the expense of medical

Palamidi,

Palamedes,

ing which they are out of work, Such
rons, must howéver, be
able
to
show that thefr unemployincat is not
ae {t involves
make It difficult

the
lofty,
fortified
dominates the harbor

LiniLiniment

ROMINION

cents.

merchandise
South Africa

RAILROADS ARE
MANUFACTURERS

Trogan war and the inventor, accord-

Suarant
emysoyment or paid
a
weekly indemnity for the period dur-

many other little minor * {lls of little
ones. Concerning them Mrs, Louis Nicole, St. Pau!
du Buton, Que., writes:
“My baby sufered
from
constipation,
but thanks to-Baby’s Own Tablets,
he
is a fine healthy boy to-day.
It gives
me much pleasure
in recommending
the Tablets to other
mothers.”
The

of

of

while
which

employment prevails in some of the
Swies cantons. By it persons contributing a certain sum per month are

ficlariés to secure the payment of the

The Jest.
“Land of the free!’ Grim humor in the
7 lie tdle at our frelght-Choked
steatite
a
delicious
dainty.
Tho
women cf the
coast
towns of Java
"s Head Is bowed in bitter
swallow their ampo in tha form of
iormany, the mistress of the
smcll tablets or tubes, mainly with
the purpose of preseving their slimmandates, -cray:
obeyed.
sore blocked, the highways of
ness. Upon the Island of Timor, of
the Malay Archipelago, burned clay is
yet, cringing and afraid, .
Us;
KY
consumed with solemn religious rites.
ear through Insult. Are
we f
Phe earth-exting centres of Africa
Wo lick the hand that strikes us in the
are Nubia and certain parts of the
ace
Insults we meet with vain and empty
woras.
Unworthy eclons of a once proud rac,
The treedom purchased by our sires’
swords
Its naught to us, An insult to our flag,
Is nothing. ‘rade is good.-Our hoards
I fell from # building and received
increase,
what the doctor called a very bad Tho, world may. sneer. Our enemies may
ri
sprained ankle, and told me J must
Our honor in the Gust,
We call it
peace
aot walk on it for three weeks.
I got
When, injured, robbed of every sacred
MINARD'S
LINIMENT
and in six
duys I was out to work again,
1 think
ughe by our fathers’ blood,
like
frightened shee
it 4s the best Liniment made.
We skulk and cringo and bleat, “too
& “a8
roud
to fl
ARCHIE
E. LAUNDRY.
he
butchers
of
our
children
on
the
Edmonton,
x
deep.
,
“Home of the brave!’
Who dares to
ng?
Parente
and: chiléren alaughtered on
The

found for them in a way which is not
humiliating to them.
A system Of insurance against un-

's

‘Cows,

tlers who arrived by sea, The very
name of the city would seem to snggest this—nauplois meaning seaman—

unemployed,
ever, are
with every consideratio:

the bowels and stomach, thus curing
constipation, colic, indigestion, and the

Caleutta burned clay is offered. for
sale in the shape of small disks, The
women ire its principal consumers.
Women and children in Siam consider

coast.

Minard’s

pular,
which

to

of

Fe
Co,

MONEY ORDERS.
A

hes resulted in a request to manufacturers that they crate goods in plain
packages and in this way remove one
incentive to theft.

be their own fault. Thia plan of insurance is not general, nor is it very po-

Childhood
constipation
can
promptly cured by Baby's Own Tablets.

ae

instruction

Schools of agricultural

“Mhey Flourish in Varions Climes

countries In
Europe
where car. is
eaten are Trevisco,
in upper
dtaly.
Styria, in ‘Austria, and certain arts of

; Bend
stainp for
charke pre;
Uruiars
National Manufacturing
Mortreal, Que.

reali

worl
Pee

have been established
by the
nel
Government for the benefit of disabled
iera.
Modern farm mac!
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nchase

conducte’.”

eales, rummagea in shops and discusses the matter
his,
until he
and, it are vot. a nu
4 Lf only
half es mucii ime and trotible were
devoted
to
te
careful
selection
of inof the World.
yestmen’s
‘aere Would ‘be fewer bad
compe’ <6, unscrupulous
promo:ers
and.
‘traniental
directors.
the
world
‘At Ochrida, in Macedonia, and {a
we id be very much richer, and ite
some yillages of Sardinia, says Liter- rate Would show Jess tendency to
ary Digest, a tine white earth forms
wayitate -into questionable hands. —
Cornhill Magazine.
am essential part of the
local bread
and is brought to market togetl <
with other articles of food. O° .ef

Sey

extensive reciametion
Rosario district.”

Weltandra

Hospital, St, Catharines.
LADIES:
WANTED~TO—
DOA PLAIN.
light sowing
at home: whole or spare
time: ood pay: ‘ork sent any distance

ject ts in the nature of an experimen

a lbrar:

bring to bear on tie subject in’

Order to make sure
is

up

he wante, where
to pay for it‘or,
counsel wth
his
most travicorthy
that he can find
that lie and oth-

1917

WANT for mureee Appl

ee

Investment and Speculation:
When-any one is biying.e coat or a
either he knowe what
to get {t-and wnat
else he takes earnest
friends and with the
proféssicnal advisers
and vees all the wits

18,

oo

WANTED.

Nova
Scotia. Tho WAXTED-WOOLLEN MILL, HEUPS
n-outlay of $1,‘Carders,
spin
weavers.
Clean, steady
work, ‘apprenti
and highest wages
‘e
pey
vers
Investigations into the coal resour- paid.
ces of Iceland have been completed. It wares while learning.
is reported that 180,000,000t:
ft
iarBrMHTION:aypiy
to
Slingsby. Mtg. C2
Ont
ee
are avaliable
for use. ~ ‘A Danishsee
ee
ereey will start mining opTO
ANTED — PROBATIONE!

*
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‘NO.

. HELP

eastern

receive our greatest lessons

In the realm where nature rules;
It brings cheer and patience
Every mile,
And the greatest of ail leasous

In the oldest school of ruies

Is our work is far more
If wesmile.

—_—-+——.

Minard’s

LinIment

welcome
=

Cures

+120
Kiddie Koats,

Colds,

Etc.

Pleats.
‘Silk

barre!s.

Long lines. €00.

Large

collara,

Hooded collars.
Tassolled collars.
Belts and sashes.

Novelty and straight

way

pockets.

Petticoat Peeks.
Somewhat narrower.

One or two inches longer,
Much novelty in cut.
Materials of quality.

High colors and white in the lead.
Wash silks, satin, cotton twills,
a
“ rphe only redeeming feature _ about
stinginess {s when a man keeps all his
troublet to bimself.

Running on two Cylinders? Don't be a twocylinder man.
The human
engine can reach the utmost
of its powers through a fuel
food that is entirely conithout
draft

and

tern part
our
est.
“The stomach iy tn the northwestera
vart of our abdomes.

because they 69
Fifes are dangerows on
the ples.
sit
they
‘One use for mosquitoes ft when
bite you it pains very Ismuch.
all kinda of
‘The dagger in dust
yecanse they.

in the pantry and

meat,

eggs

or

potatoes.

For breakfast with milk or
‘cream. =
nt

kite

ecounter-attacks,

pl

STORIES
OF

AERIAL WAR

- Boyish British Fliers Dare

balloons,

for

the

enemy's trenches and positons, an
‘bitnding his own power of obserration to some extent at least by chasing his aeroplanes away from the lines
on a day when the British ‘nfantry is

Rot hard pressed.
It ig good to’ pay this tribute to the
flying men, whose exploita are not
much ‘recorded, though they are al.
‘ways overhead, and though the dron-

engines fs -siwa: ys
of battlé down be
~
Poh
—--+——_

ing song of thelr

the accompaniment
Mfueh-+o-Blind German} ‘ow:
=

~~~

Gunners.

~ IN BULGAR HANDS.

TAKE BIG ODDS
ind

Usually Come Out Best
in Vivid Combats,
(By

Philip

Gibbs.)

War Correspondents’ Headquarters
In France, Cable.——In the dally offi¢lal reports a brief picture has been
given of the
battle which has raged
in the skies while the earthmen have
been struggling below,
_Trnly, during
- these .last. few
our air service has fought very
Gerfully, and some day, one of
young men who go fiying out
gage the enemy in the clouds.

days
wonthese
to euor to

search out and signal the position of

hostile batteries,

or

to stoop

low

and

weatter infantry and machine-guoners

with a shower of bullets,
must write
the tale of it all,
There have been
hours when I have heard overhead the
continual tattoo of Lewis guns, ud
when a great sweep of sky has been

tracked

out

with

“white

shrapnei

clouds, following our fiying squadrons, engaged hotly with hi
chines.
One cannot follow
gress of tnese aerial battles.
only rarely that-one can distinguish
\ the enemy machine from ours excepe
by the cloudlets of our
antl-aircraft
{
Tage, but far and high one sees
daring specks chasing
through
the
piue of the sky, touched sometimes by

sunlight, so (hat, for a moment they

are all golden

or

glistening

or

white

As showriakes, aud down to one comes

the loud drone of the engines and the
Nttle hammerlocks of the Lewis machine guns
Our soldiers on march
are up at the war above their heads
so aloof from them, so dream-like, and
the men on the supply columns get
their giasses out and laugh when one
of our kite balloons {js hauled down
suddenly with great haste. “Old Ru-

pert has got the wind up,"

they say.

‘A Boche
plane
must be speaking
around.’
It is no Joke when a German airman
descends out of a cloud aad hovers
over @ battery signalling back to his

London.

Cable——News.

has

en, son of Mr. 8, M, Owen, K. C., of
Annapolfs, N.S., to the effect that he
is a prisoner In the hands of the Bulwari
In a letter to his
brother,
who Is also a Heutenant in the Royal
Flying Corps in England, Ijeut. Owen
states that he and the commander of
his airship made a flight
across the
enemy lines, and that a hot battle en-

Enemy airmen have been trying to
compete with our own by swooping
Jow

above

marching

troops

and

war,
their

but
own

courage

though
they
lines with

they

do not

fight behind
at skill and

come

aver our

country in any such oumbery as our
amen invade theirs, This is not a prejudiced statement, but the strict truth
and our airmen go datly
far back

across the German lines, taking thoueands of photographs, engaging enemy
uquadrons so that they are held back
from the line of battle, and dropping
tons of explosives
upon ammunition
dumps, railheads and crausport,

‘The:
young

boys, for they are
ys
in average age, take all these

deadly risks and do-all this work of
terror with the same spirit
28
the
young
genclemen
of Enzland
who
toge out with Sir John Chandos and
“Sir Walter
Manny
to seek combat
_with French Knights many hundred

years ago along the roads where our
modern

men-at-arms

go

marching

to:

Daring this recent fighting one
of
them challenged a German Albatross,
who accepted fight, and for an hour
they did every trick known to flying—

“stalling, banking, wside-elipping and
Jooping—in order to get in the first
shot, lt was the German who tired
first, though he showed himself the
master of his machine;
There
are
boys in our air service
who
have
Rilled six or seven Germans in a sin-

gle combat, a few who have account
~—~ed-for many more and go. off again
for a morning's hunting-of men
as
though

on

a

good

adventure.

Yet

y they know the risks and tho fortune
of war.
They cannot have ail the
Juck all the time.
When the ‘turn
comes it is quick to the end, or if bit
and left allve they do amuzing things
up there in the high skles*to save a
final al cra:

Re

©

a

A tew evenings aso two of our
young offict?s were attacked by five

Roatile aircraft and both were woundone

Arras
gaged

In

seven

places,

but

two hostile aircraft
by one of ours and

they

de-

Prune

were
enforced to

though one of our officers had
his collarbone broken by a machinegun bulle!

~ Day after day these episodes are re-

ported

and

the

machines

of the offi-

To Be Exhibited at Various

aged to set the machine afire on reach-

ing the ground.
Lieut. R. W. Cross,
of Winnipeg, another flying corps of-

ficer, reported missing recently, Js
now reported by the German
Red
His mathe enemy

‘There

north

campaign

was

oné

and

paralleling

perate attacks. [t was finally decided
to. take this position at the point of
the bayonet,
without @ shot
of any
kind being fired to rob the attack of
made

The attack

along a three-quarters

Denmark. The (ncreasing toll
taken of Dan'sh
hips, particularly
among those eailing from America to
Denmark with urgently needed foodstoffs, Je steadily augmenting the feeiing against Germany. The anti-German sentiment now outbalances the
resentment caused by
the
British
blockade.

“WE WILL WIN
ARRAS BATTLE”

ing

of-

that
and
de
be
that

‘As to the I5-mile front, we made

tionary

from

to time should

not

worry anyone.
Depending as ihuch
a3 we are on the use of artillery, it

the

of strange

determined

quiet

Ine

of

who attempted

in

has come in

dealing

with

the

in the night, have been uble
plish much.
%
Severa] Britleh battalions

on them.

“Jt is worthy of note that recently
there. has been much
open. fighting,
and in th’e the
British have shown
supposed

aver

to accombave

their

opponents

thar

they

would

eut

render, Two battalions, believing the
sincerity of this proposal,
— @tartea
acrcea to bring tn the prisoners, but
were Immediately attacked.
Incidente ke this have helped ma
terially to give the element of bitter
Nees to the Hghting lo a degree whieh
has atartied even those men Who have
been In the
battles clnce tl
fires

are

Gerifians,

to excel in this de

being

poured

into

battlefield.
If we win, as we are sure
we will, then they will not be able to
carry

‘The

outa
German

big

assault

on

other

newspapers

are

claim-

mented by post-graduate courses
10
the great training camps in France,
continued

as

the

units

Ing victory in the Battle of Arras,
telegraphs the correspondent at Th

down through the corps into divisions,
brigades

and

battalions.

the Arras

attack

The

some

night

eer-

geante could be heard giving
their
platoons Jast Instruction»,
One of
these groups formed a curious picture
in the
moonlight, where ail the ar
was electric with preparations for the
coming clash at dawn.
Traffic along the choked road leading toward the point of contact with
the enemy suddenly stopped because

a few moments
sort of silence

was broken

block. The throbbing

by

of sleep.
“The mystic
which
séttled down

the raucous

yolce

ii

and

it

is

mine

Losses on losses, We are
third and two-thirds are
Here

one

oniy

BRITISH GOT

German Merchant
Sub.
Prize of the Nets.

to him

a

correspondent

Evening
Sun,
who returned
the St. Louls, Proof that came

through

toree sources

This particular sergeant’s men

Your

dloomin®

rifle

were

ain't no

"The eergeant gave much more tellthan

thie, and

the

dri

catab-

Hehed to his satisiaction that the un=
dereea craft waa captured on her mai-

den tripetle heard during his stay In
England
that the Demechland
also
hud been seized and chat Capt. Paul
Koenlg und hie ¢rew are prisoners in

a camp in the gorth of England. How-|
ever, he could gather no specitic facts

circumstances of the c: apture are
ee

“TI conferg I was eceptical abo:
stories of the Bremen’s cap!
Fated the manufacturer. “I didn't

there on officiay naval.
the Britieh Government and heard <

: | Wite~This paper

decdihe

their

tells
of a man
Se oe eae oe once lone,
iub—anyone
ves on on~
}fons. ought. to lve alone—Boston

Paris Cable-——Vel hints as to a
poseible reinforcement of the armies
here by additional veteran forces are
being

made.
(By Perry

British

Vessels Successful
Escaping.

successfully

France,

have

was a0 infantry operations of importRenewed

army

counter-st-

tackx on Gravelle attempted to devel‘op, but were broken up by our guns.
Elsewhere, except for heavy shelling
by long-range artillery, the ¢iemy
seems to nave exhausted himself. We
are busy consolidating the ground.
‘The comparatively narrow depth of
our advance gives @ misleading {m-

in

London Cable says.
he weekly
of vesseis sunk as mado
pubilo this evening shows that 40 ves.

“Vessels

in

last 24 hours

been comparatively quiet,
except for
artillery
and-aerial activity.
‘here

pression

on

valuable

to

the importance

of the suc-

cess on the 23rd and 24th. It !s more

statement

the week ending April 15.

Robinson.)

Headquarters

Cable——The

put

out

of

action

50.000

Germans and gain half a mile than to
gain five miles and only inflict @ loss
of 10,000 on the Germans.
They can
better
afford
to give
ground
than
men.
What our army wants is fighting.
‘The last few days the Germans
undoubtedly
fought
in
some
cases
with great determination. | It is necessary to delay us, and they are willing

| to pay an enormous

price in order to

eked, | move

at

; including one attacked the week |
ending April 8
“Pishing vessels scnk, 9, Inciuding
oue sunk the week ending April 16.”
The above repor: sbows the greatnumber of merchant vessels reported simk hy submarinee or inines
—1,600 tons and
jons—mate pub.
isi) Government gince {t
s weekly statement of
shipping
losses,
The
previous
reports
|| were as follows:
Over 1,600 Under 1,600
tops,
ionr,
| Fe
vee 15
6
! March
aes
9
{ March
March
| March
pApril 4
April 11
Aprit 18...
4. . 1
also shows that more
v
essful in evading attack, the figures be
agains: 19,
‘the previons bin
e during any
arrivais and departures
from Brisish ports aver:;

back their guns.
AN ABSURD CLAIM.
‘The absurdity of the German

wire-

less claims that the last operation was
an
by

attempt to break through Is shown
the fact that the nearest points om

the west are eti 6,000 yards frou the
Queant line.
How any commander
coud
be expected
to attempt to
launch

an

attack

on

such

line

when

his men bad 6,000 yards to go before
reaching it is not easy to understand.
‘The recent operation wes purely for
the local purpose of gaining the objec~
ives necessary for a methodical pro~
grees towards the Queant line.
The
chief of those objectives were the vijlagex
of
Guemappe
and _ Graveile,

which we hold.
we would gladly
througi:

wefences
le

too

North of the Scarpe
have gone further

the

village

costly

to

such

positions

the enemy
ance

by

to

bie

of

Roeux

but

the

here are 80 prickly It would

are less expensive
the

by

rush

them.

ways

places

There

of

a little

attached

desperate

getting

delay,

supreme

captured

efforts

to

That

Import-

is shown

recover

them. by
which he suffered infinitely
greater loss than we declined to face

those of the*pre-} in order to capture Roeux, Geographi-

cally the operation was small, but, interpreted In terms of the damage done
to German power, Its Importance way
Immense
THE OFFICJAL RTPORTS.
The official
communication
issued
this evening says:
“A purty of the enemy which

TURKS ROUTED
IN MESOPOTAMIA
es -

tempted

to rald one

An-!

Loudon Cable.—-—An official statement
received to-day from General
Maude, commanding the British forces
In Mesopotamia, says that the British
have driven the Turks from the west
bank of the Shett-el-Adhem to about
17 miles north of its junction with the
Tigris.
General
Maude's total
captures on Saturday and Sunday in the
vieinity
of Iztabilat
were
687 pris
oners and 15 guns.
Concerning
the
actions in the vicinity of Iztabilat and

on the right bank of the Tignis
statement says;
“The

tne

ful) ist of our captures for the

two days. including those already

re-

vorted: is 20 officers. 667° men. 1 sur
of 5.9 calibre, 14 Krupp
guns, 2 ma
chine guns. 1,240. rifles.”
In a message
on Tuesday
evening
General Maude reports:
“After a night

march we made a-snrprise

attack on

one division of the Thirteenth

Turkish

army corps on the West ° bank of the

Shatt-el-Adhem, about~
seven
north of its junction with the

achedule. of’ prices and contracts,

{

and

«ras,

1 take charke

of

CASE
Report.

REOPENED.

also

te

in

the

neighbor.

THE

GERMAN

VANDAL

Again
Busy
Destroying
Rheims Cathedral.
Paris

ble——Btung.

by

the

steady advance on the French front the
Germans today
threw fiffeen ‘large
calibre shells at the Rheims Cathed.
tal, damaging several Jmportant parte
of the famous monument. Encouraged
by
their firat success,
sixteen more
heavy shells. were thrown
upon
the
vaults and
towers.
e
borthern
tower suffered most from the shelling,
and Is leaning-&o that its st
give way at wny time.
S, A.
B.
G,
Sainsaulieu, the architect
of the cathedral, {¢ seriously concerned @s to

the further resistance of the edifice to
heavy projectiles,
ie veults and
transept
have suffered
loss.

The

projectiles

belt

of the 380-millimetre size.
these buge missiles crashed
building during Sunday.
amet

TURK

WAS

ie
into the

LATE

In Destroying British Water

Base in Sinai.
Cabie—The Wi
the following announce.

Constantinople

orgonizatt
8Bens See
tans ion of the setuetry: for the
MURDER

and

heod ef Ypres,

“Suceesstul work was
carried
ov!
by our aeroplanes yesterday, In spite
of the leas favorable weather. In ale
fighting two German
méchines were
brought down,
one of
them falling
{n our lines. /¢ third wes driven down
out of control. Three of our machines
ser missing.

Office made
be-

B10 to believe that they might he tru
Batt ty went $01 th
rt where

at an enormous cost in men and ma-

That

water

that Capt.
the survi-

a.

The
Tmap merchant
submarine
Bremen, sister veesel of the Deutsch
tand, which iwice visited this country, ts in the bands of the Britiah,

of the
aboard

the

losing

Enemy Driven
Back
other Ten Miles,

Sun
Correspondent
Saw Her in Dock.

to a special

of Berlin,

s
c
considerable
Gen. Maude Strikes Again,| during
the day by both sides
and Wins Victory.
| number of points betwen St, Quentin

THE BREMEN

according

More

y well with

If this
ing will remain of
tie division,
one {s up to the middle in mud
{Mth One almost deepairs, but there
{a nothing ene can do. uniess— one
wishes to —-———"
Here
te dlary
ends.

N. ¥.

close

men

miles
Tigris.
The enemy was driven from his pos!about this veesel.
tion
and
fell
back
on
the
Second
Turk
facing each other for thrnet and parHe was told about the Bremen by a
Ish division of the Thirteenth corps
Ty exerclee. They were not to take
British naval officer
of high rank,
part In the first-rushes of the morn: The details of her capture were re- some ten miles further north. In this
action 131 prisonere were taken.
{ning, but going in later In the day,
to
lated by this officer, who showed «
presse
the
attack
on
the
bird photo;
h of the submarine.
The
cluding. four officers, many transport*
picture showed the eame contour
of mules, ponies and camels.”
and fourth lines. And there was yet
——~++e—_
body and the same type of conning
Ume to give them final advice.
tower and genera) superstructure of
TO BUILD WOODEN SHiIPs.
RANG LIKE STEBL.
the Deutschland. Corroboation came
Ottawa. Report —The Imperl
3
‘The
sergeant's commands
seemed
from another nava) officer and aleo
tions Board and the United peste oats
to have a ring in them like the claehping Bo
m
in “consultation
from an American manufacturer who during
ea of the eteel they directed.
“Come
the past .Cortnight with regard to
has a factory In Scotland. The latter
co-operation in the production of woode:
‘along, come along,” he said.
“let me said
he saw the Bremen laid up in one
abipa in
Cu
the United States,
Bee a little more murder in thea eyes.
tandardined ¢:
of Vessels
have bee:
ees yards. an ae three stories
Get some more
viclousness
behind
agreed upon, and there Will be a comenen
with which eergeants always imprees
thelr ‘wondering subordinatce.

you.

Hague of the Evening News.
The®
furter Zeltung says:
“The
second Battle of Arras can never be
made good by the’British, who lost it

frantle

passed

heads dropped limp as they snatched

Gen. Maurice was asked if there was
any Imminent probability of a German
attack on Italy and Russia.
“That
is always a possibility,”
he
replied,
“and I preeume
the question
as to whether such an attack
will be
made
will be settled’ on the Arras

fronts.”

|
|

this record:
{magines how

ft_is almost worse than
the
There ts 26 longer
neh;

attention to the bayonet fighting drill

motor engines” were throttled
down
to an almoat inaudible purr; the tred
horees dragging army Wagons or artery iimbers stood with the etilincsa
of
near-cxhaustion.
Their
drivers’

“Our superiority In artillery is due
not so much to an oexcers in the number of guns as to euperior gunnery

rance.

man made
“Nobody

BAYONET TRAINING.
British have giv
unceasing

The

of a temporary

and a plentiful supply of munitiqns.
We are getting the results of the
efforts of the munition workers at
home, for great quantities of guns and
munitions

a

“Everything 1s buried. the entrance
to our shelter, the gun enwlacements,

ported in the past few days, ubat t
Germans are again emplosing the old |
‘kamierad ruse, sucdeniy standing up
in the shailow trenches and boldips|
up their hands and ehouting across to}

before

of the

battle began we forced the Germans
back on both our wings, while in th
centre they succeeded in pushing us
back a little.
However, we counterattacked and drive
the Germans out
of all the positions they had gained in
the centie, and infiicted great losses

who were

our

the whole trench ammunition sapply
and fuses—ail buried.”
ef: ! Just before the as: uit an infant

and

a useless loss of
on
without arttl-

themselves superior to the

of

In despair,
before the asvault. a gunuer

to flee from the! the day

and
{t would be
British Ife to push

partment.

based.

just|

in the pest two years. The month of
training m England has been eupple-

phase

cincy of our
prepanstory
| Ure, as well as the accuracy of
! formation on which
{t was

to

“Weekly shipping returns: Arrivals,
2,586; sailings, 2,621.
“Sinkings, by mine oz submarine,
over 1,600 rons, 40, including two sunk
artillery in the week ending April 16: under
1,600
tons, 15, including one sunk in
our in-

British

is necessary for us to consolidate our
positions and
bring along
our guns

as we protress.
We are continually
facing heavy German
Ster-attacks,
lery protection.
“When the second

to be slipped out to Canada.
These
will be a feature of the Fai
ire,
From the dugouts of Vinty ridge and
from prisouers taken (bee
were ootained
many
letters,
diaries
and
other documents,
indicating the effi-

German rush through Belziun.

-appear to remain-sta-

time

intervals

The bayonet also

an attack on just half that distance,
and
we have heen successful.
The

we

of

that even more serious was bis loss of
as he saw
hts
trenchey
troops were approaching their unsus- | confidence
pecting gray-clad foes,
| blown away and his gis buriea.
“Hell is let loose.” Ip this phrase a
Four unsuccessfil daylight assaults|
German
gunner
chro
had left
a touch of chegrin
‘which|
where

fectively

thelr action.

that-

|
|

troublesome machine guns and gunners.
A few brave men, stealing out

section, but I ask you to wait a little
and see whether the British refute this

fact

assortment

Vima- trophies,
machine guns, mo
tars and field guns, are be'ng prepared

beoynet charge.
ALL OVER IN TEN MINUTE
‘Thus in ten minutes with the siien'
bayonet was secured a position whica
had held out for two days.

ficial statement a couple of days ago,”
sid General Maurice,
“announced that
a great defeat had been administered
to the British. It further claimed
we had attacked on a"l5snile front
failed completely.
If the Germans
Teuted us we naturally shall pot
able to maintain our position in

witb

France,

position. ‘The barrage cut off any Ger- | again deeper than before.

t
German

varied

even

ance,

‘Ibe record
of « trench mortar
bat
of the fighting
in the trenches was
tery shows that day after day the
lost
in
the
Hritish barrage
which
Day afier day
closed
down
some
distance behind | mortars were buried,
the Germen position Immediately the{ the patient
gunners dug out
their
British signalled they had entered the | weapons, enly
to have them
buried

Waiting for Guns, but Work
ing Like Machine.
“The

says--A

in

Was That

40 Ships Over
1,600 Tons
Sunk in Last Week.

Overhead, shells were droning, and} Some of these have been
translated.
back of the lines guns could be heard { They prove that the evemy had heavy
But it was only @ desultory bombardlosecs In. men an material before the
ment going on, ahd. there were fleet-| infantry were loosed
upon fim, and

man

Cable.

Cable

Headquarters

was to be wiped ont in this “getting.”| Sst the opewns
tack.
‘There is little more to tell. The sound

Says Director of British
Military Operations.

by

Canadian

ON THE HUN.

in

(By Stewart Lyon,
Press
Correspondent
the Canadian Forces.)

Counters

A FOOLISH CLAIM

et Was

U-BOAT TOLL
WAS HEAVIER

Testify to Canadian
Gunnery.

Canadian

was

of 2 mile

from under cover of darkness,
A COMPLETE SURPRISE,
The Dritish battalions were formed.
Danes Resent Their Course in comparatively close order, and at
the whispered word of command, reBeyond Britain’s.
peated along the line, trudged forward
into the night.
Grim and silent figures they were, some in kilts, some in
Copenhagen, via London, Cable-——
khaki, each men wearing a steel
lie wOusuyement im. ‘the Nord plain
helmet.
each
having
a firm grip of his
Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung that the
rifle with fixed bayonet, the polished
German Government is willing to nesurface of which, however. caught uo
gcotlate with Spain
over certain
conreflecting
glint
in
the
enveloping dark:
cessiona In connectiom with the eubmiarine war has @roused deep futer- neas

claim

Huns

the

Scarpe River, which resisted four des-

its surprise nature.

ee

position

necessary

doors,

lives.”
Another atory
had it
Schwartzkopf was among
vors:-New York Sun.

last year.

Gerztan~

of the town

t was

tight

Fall Fairs.

sity unequalled by-any of the fighting

Furious

gas fumes to fill the engine room and

the reecnt bitter-fighting as the arm
of last appeal. As already related, the
struggles
about
Monciy-ie-Proux
in the Somme

him to descend
to
Lieut. Owen.man-

His

Failed to Gain Against
British.

of the
pumped
view of
the eur-

as

VIMY TROPHIES —
~ FOR DOMINION

‘of the /ssociated Press.)
With the British Armies in France,

All
—

face ao that the men could be sent
on deck ‘o clear the planes of the net.

Despite all the
wondrous
war
weapons
modern
sclence
has
created, the cold steel of the bayonet
has ‘asserted itself anew in much
of

was hit, obliging
the. enemy -lines.-

London

the air. { understand that one
German
officers said they
thelr ballast tanks dry, with a
raising a part of the vereel to

Correspondent+ ——~

Staft

Smell,

R, T.

since Monday have attained an inteo-

gun

teams, and using their machine guns
fn a Way which adds new perils to the

Four Desperate Assaults Resisted, but Cold

sued, in which Lieut. Owen's machine

DOWN

ag running suband her diving
merged at the time
planes néar the bow got caught in the
mesh
je net.
made
“The, eubmersible probably because
frantic efforts to free herself,
4 ‘a4 far out ofoF
=i jen..f01
the water, both her ecre'

dimeres

(By

received from Ieut. J. C. Farish Ow-

Cross to be their prisoner.
chine-was hit while chasing
to their side of the Jine.

=| TWEE ENEMY

Steel Won the Day.

been

oe

wold be only too glad of an. opportun- EXHAUSTED
ehip herself.
We got inpa
a.)
ee aad te
E beforer 1 | Bal

Britishers With the Cold Steel Take German
_ Position That Held Out.

Canadian Airman a Prisoner
—Burned His Machine.

. | was in such a situation the

other day and had to crouch with the
gunners below a bank
while shi
bullets from our own “Archies” whip.
ped the alr about the red wings that
have come into the sky, for the new
German fighting machines have crim.
won planes so that
they
look like
butterflies when the sun is on them.
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For Housecleaning Time — Te

CABBAGE AND OTHER THINGS | & *
sRugs

Good Food Products Can Be Secured
by the Amutetir b} 2 Little Labor
and
w Shall

Expenditare,

8. G. JOHNSTON,
Specialist) atatip Soeparcmsens -3t
Agricatturé, Toronto)
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Besides growing many yegetables
for immediate
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should-‘produce
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veget+
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‘white flower has commenced
Mr. aod Mra, 0, Lyony aud Miss Hazel
it at grow. . The dry, leaves of the plant
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Dawdy, of
at athe
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flowers are proMemorial serviée was bold iv Eagle
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USED

GLASSES

supply

of
grows without an abundant supply
many
manure in the soil better than
other vegetables. It 15 considered
gardena good practice for backyard
bave
cers to purcbuse plants which
been grown in hot-beds or hot-

Until

DRUGS

QUALITY:

the cab-

bage soil is too wet the plant will
Cabbage docs purticube injured.
some
and
larly well-on new jand,

i

hale

ES EXAMINED

When

most widely grown

lanted

ata depth of about one
aay
‘These18 should bo

“Gassed” Neighbors Children
Sentence of three months’ hard Is
was.
passed
at
Warwickshire
Quarter Sessiéns cn a Coventry. tool-

maker named Ernest Lord, chargol
with causing acetylene gas to be taken

by

two

children

harm.

Thi

Iona Station
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CREAM

Woman’s best friend.

firmed by
the shoots

inches

if taken right away.

EVANS

LEONARD

TABLETS: .

out.
The
“sot!
should bo
up around the stalks as thoy

E, Shipley aud son. sud

Latin and
the

esses

holes

into
‘and transplant them directly considmeetivg
saves
in the Methodist.church on Suuday permanent bed, This
y when
eveuing as the conpregations- attended erdble trouble, It is necessar
to wet them
plants
cabbage
setting
St. Peter’s church. to. bear Rey. Mr.
‘so that they will not be
Bowen, of London; who lately returned
‘They
‘about by the wind.
from Bogland.
x55
:
t eighteen inches apart,
guest
the
is
Aylmer,
of
hould
be quite.a good deal
Harper.
Mra,
they
When
of ber daughter, Mrs, W. H. McFarlaus.
und the roots.
may
‘Phe box collections for patriotic par: 3 re ready. to be-set out or a @ hole
sbarpenbe made ‘with’a dibber
poses for April amounted to $9.60:
may. be watered
ed stick. ‘The roots
‘A box was packed this week for the after
been set. One of the
they
have
contaiviog
Londov,
growing
Hed Cross Society.
most important features of attention
21 pairs of socks, “8. shirts, 4 suits
pyjamas wad a parcel of old linen.
EAGLE
may be
or
will split, this” may. te is stopped
Mc. aod Mrs. J. B. Ferguson, of Wont
taken in
prevented if ,the head forcibly from
Lorne, wore guests at the home of Mrs,
the hands aud turned
fs | D. McKillop oa Sunday,
after one side td another.
_ Miss B. ee EOD, hea returned sister,
cauliflower
CAULIFLOWER. Thesame
with ber
way as
spending a “week
is treated “in much the
the plants being grown and
ra, of user, is home. cabbage,
manner outside.
same
the
out-in
set
é
With weasles.
treated practically the same

Mr, atid Mra:

for sale cheap,

Corn

Seed

Choice

of

A quantity.

a

three
inches
deep
with a hoe:
Five or

cabbage

of

occupied

ov

off with

the kernels onvthe cob appéar full of
milk they are ready to use.
It is
the
also a good practice to cultivate
¢xSoll often around the corn, for
crops
the
that
claim
pert growers
corn and cabbage faster and better
given.
is
when plenty: of cultivation
CABBAGE.
Cabbage is one of the

tho: pulpit of the Presbyterian, cburch

~ Chas. Cox has
Taylor, of
House,sWest Lorne, to Mr.
ion.
Waterford, who has takeo possess port of
collections at the
fous
The
ipaconns
uae
z pao & ae
St.
ot
amiou!
e
ri
month. o!
gan incr 30
tala rn 3.20
over the period for 1016.
$14,07
“of
Mar; S. Beburo.
death of Mrs.ana
Thursday
She
‘of two ‘moutha.
‘in St. Thomas: She
aghters aud two s008..
y

In

grow, to give them

in town -re-

spent

in

pulled
drawn

week-end with ‘lor sister,

\ with Datton friends.,

cents

PY
(pound and o bait,
hydro by-law was carried. 46ib
only
yimer bye nojority of 288,
‘votes beiug cast againatit.

Right

wa-

cepting the three sturdiest should be

brother.

‘Phdrmas, speut.a few days
| newing aequeintances,

Prices

do not as

not cut

which should be gently
tramping on it.
When

Mra. Crabbe, of St. fhomas, spent
the week-end with her parents, Mr:
aud, Mrs, Moyer.
Mr! and. Mrs. James Sheppard, of St.

Ducjng

€ Week

They

six kernels of corn- should

Mrs. James Lynob.

"THE COUNTY

head,

about two .or
should-be made

was

Mrs, F. W. Smith has retursed after
sponding the past fiye weeks at Byron
Savatoriom.
vs
Mias:- Margaret “Garrett, of Detroite

spout’ the

tothe

winter use.
CORN.

WALLACETOWN

with

grow.

rule-require as heavy

the tops cut about one-half inch from
the roots preparatory to storing for

sup-

Mrs. Arober, of Gobles, is the guest
of her fatber, Robert Forbes:
Mrs, MoCluog has left for Bothwell
to live

and

-R. KEMP PANTER

knife as in the case of carrots, parsnips, or salsify, which should ‘have

accepted, | Miss Jennie Carroll, of
Pleasaut Valley,
‘was elected. ~The
pext meeting will be beld at the home
cof Mrs. Irish ou May 81.

R. P. Reekie

Values

crops,
In the fall the beets ‘should
be pulled up and the tops twisted off

plies. . The president and vice-presideut were re-elected, > With mucli
regret. the resigoation of tbe faithful
secretary,

lace trimmed.

Enamel Polettes,. Brass Extension Sash Rods and Goose {¥
Z
Special Values in Furniture Covering.
Extenion Rods.

White

tering as soine of the other vegetable

muocb

useful

plain and

green,

and

in cream

Shades,

i Window

so as to do them

Monolithic

Sepulchres

‘WANTED ~
, We are open to buy Cream for charning and table
use. Write for prices.
h and give
nis
We furcans,
pay charges
prompt service. Ask any shipper.
Toronto Creamery
Ti
Chere S

R SALE ©
‘FO
Choice Seed Potatoes
‘O.

They
Cog: leds than one cent per year.
The life
wit Inst for all time to come.
of] wood and steel in the groand is only

afew years,
i

Car

Notice will appear later

yady.*

‘arrive soow

Spray

Car

Material

also

Fertilizer.

Orders for the abovi

in the order reooly:
died |do not expect to be
W. Larsen, a G T.R. conductor,
Oolumbian | farther supply this
dt Londou from drinking
for liqaor, and a”
spirits-ns 9 sobstitue.a serioas
condition.
follow boarder is in

and

UST THINKnt
how corrvenie
No stooping

warmProiler and baking ovens, and
ing closet, aif at the right height.
The various parts = aluminized
oyenend enameled splash backs,
toasting tack,
nickel-olated
—
rust-proof black enamel finish
may bo wiped over witha damp
delightful
is medns
cleanliness-maintained with the
least possible effort.
y,
A range having ample: capacit do
compactly built, equipped to
quickly
all classes of cool
and
and well, itis a great bor
time saver.

Booklet free.

will be filled

‘Waste

Highest cash prices paid.
All orders attended to Promptly
dropping a card to my address,

M.

by
Dotton.

FLEISHMAN
DUTTON

be with this
your kitchen would
in it!
McClary’s Cabinet Gas Range

necessary— “cooking top,

Co.
<3

THE

MARKETS
w

UTTONW

‘Retines

Batter, lb-prints, wrap}
*
yor
dosen«
Eqge
pore

Butter,

Lardper poand.

Potatoes per bush
Shorts .perton ..

Bran,

mS oa

on

Feed float pexton

in comb.

day,
aMay

SSSi0

an.

An excellent tonio for any
, bat- particularly necesBanishes.
Gives
that tired, lazy feeling.
new snap and ‘spring to. the indo“Braces up the
lent muscles.
tired nervés and stimulates the
appetite. Makes work a, pleas-

lant.

_

Curtain Muslins, Scrims, Marquisettes, Bungalow§
Nets, in white, cream and.floral designs.

ee

table,

in

All
same

Marquisette Curtains, in white and cream.

shessntenessssesas

the crops may

a general

pleased to report the good work done
by the membets avd their -frievds,
$208.27 being received, and also 142
pairs of socks, Christmas stockings,

pleasant}bitter, purely vege:

Wilton¢

the ‘soil be cultivated at intervals
during the summer months so that

‘was

was

and.

times advisable to plant a few seeds
of lettuce with the parsnip seeds #0
that they will senve as a toarker. The
}. young beet plants may be used as
spring greens. - It is necessary that

held at the hone of Mrs. Fatlick ‘ou
April 26,
6. reports were’ read and

A

many
the

Brussels

R&ease BSERSSESELES

Instituto.

-seéretary

by

that the paranips are very slow growers, and. for this reason {t Is some-

MIDDLEMISS

The

relished
practically

inches they should be carefully tlilned -out-so that
they
stand, beets
inches
and parsnips three to
four
apart,‘carrots and salsify
two
or
three inchés apart.
It will be found

‘The last meeting of the year of the

adopted.

are

demund

three-quarters of an inch; When the;
plants have reached a height of two

old linen, The ladies have decided to pack
a bale every month,

Women's

carrots

these

COWAL
Capt. John MoLachlin, of Lorain, Ohio,
ix visiting-at his old home here.
‘The Patriotic Club nict in’ the hall on
Wednesday, April 25, with a good attend.
anos, when's bale was packed, valued at
356,50, containing7 grey flannel sbirte,
A suits pyjamas, 20 towels, $4 pairs socks,
6 pounds maple sugat and a quantity of

Middlemisn

the

their earlier stages of growth.

EERE
AROUND

— These

Velvet,

SeReseasn

peit

Include

SAJSIFY.

most important members 07 the root
vegetables. ‘They are usually: grown
though
beets
-for winter purposes,

will:give Ite users?

Agent, Dutton
THE GRAY-DORT MOTORS, Ltd.
Chatham : - Ont,

PARSNLPS,

AND

WARN

A

McDOUGALL

WZNVZSonNANA

y
FF

reason in the world
tt.

for owning

MWe.

elapse from the timo
planted before these

should be sown,
BEETS;
CARROTS,

DANSE

Dy

WARM)

a week should
the lettuce is

detail.

Vato:

Tapestry,

Tapestry. and Axminster
@ Linoleum, in 2 yd. and 4-yd. width.
...
»
Floor Oil Cloths, 1 yd., 1 1-2 yd. and 2 yd. widt
Congoleum Art Rugs, in attractive designs.:
> Japaneses Mattings, in assorted patterns.’
Nottingham
Lace Curtains, new patterns,
white, cream and ecru, per pair 35c. to $4.

N NBS)
aNNY VBANA
aN
seh A YEU AWE
ae

ables which can be stored for con-}'
sumption - during
wister
months:
Some, of course, donot need to bo
planted as early as the plants which
were described fast week.
Possibly
squeak-proof;
complete to the last
igen d_boni
Ie fa cop

in

’Door Mats and Hearth Rugs, in Velvet, Wilton,

~

(By

garden

Furnishings

use

Provide for Winter as Weil as

D

.

ON TARIO,

DUTTON,

MAY

10, t9t7
e

at the same second..

f

ig

=A THRILLING. EXPERIENGE et ARRON et aes pabiog "NOT. PAR ‘FROM HOME
From Our Extnt | $Nows GatheredVarfousSour
J.490 Pounes Of oxploniven:
LIEUT. KIRKLAND’S BAPTISM OF FIRE | SbOn*
ces
@changes and
thunder wae awfal aud maddening.
AT VIMY RIDGE

BRIGHTEN UP
We

cvedingly

Carry a Complete

Stock

of All Paints. -

MEDICAL,

bRos,

Ral ba

Flat

Rng.

edinburgh, ‘nod

OP.8.

pr

Tone

Floor Stains

R,D,A. CAMERON
MD.C.M., Trinity University; P.T.0.M., Trine
ity Medical College; M.C.P.8, Ontario.
Orvicr—Main Streot,
Ersiprncr—Shackleton Strect.

>

é pene

Buggy and
Wagon Paint
Auto Paint

Saint

to

his

2
dey dock

to. w! rite

trenches

Well

ready

by the appointed

onr battalion

billets

early

on

moved

Sonday

hour.

off

trom

evening

and

marched to our part of the liae whore
we were to go over. It was one o'clock

oF

Office Hours
2 to 4 p.m.; 7 to 9 p.m.

—_

Wallacetown
Ont.
Successor to Dr. Crane.)

Varnishes

124,

D. H. DOW, D D.S., L.D.S.
Honor Graiuate of Terneto University.

Spray Material

Graduate of Boys) College of Dantal Surgeons.
Office -Honry Blook
* Dutton

FRANK E. BENNETT
DENTIST
Graduate of Trimey Unt sity. Gi:
of Se

J.

estate

CRAWFORD

B.

& ARMSTRONG

A»

J)

Veterinary

Mr, McOrimmon

and in = nervous, weak,
ition, et could not

to

until I took
gone, and

The Ford car has been on the market twelve years, surely lyng
enough to have proyen its high quality.
There is nothing experimental apout.
Every
part has stood the test of time and proven
its stability with
service.
No other car has ever approached
the durability records of the Ford.

School

and. Canadian

Association

Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Fineat west of Toronto

I

ipany, other car.”

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

Heivie

western

Jast

who

were

let go on

part

of the

county.

Mrs, Eligabeth Warner, a former
reasidest of Glencoe, died in London,
aged 83 years.
A daughter and two
sons survive her, as woll as a brother,

Thomas Simpson, and a suster,

Mrs,

Jane Gilbert, both of Glencoe.

Tilbury East boasts of some of the
lougest-lived men iu the county. They
are Tim. Feevan, aged 92 years; Wm,

Robertson, 93; Semuel Sales, 90.’ They

lyiug lengthwise

for eleven

years.

He

leaves,

besides

bis wife, one son, his parevts, one
brother and o1
5
Dr. and Mrs..A,.A. Molean, of Duarty
were waited upon by a large vumber of
their friends to bid them farewell and
to express their appreciation
of
yaluable
services
rendered
by

doctor in

ated

the

community.

with

a haudsome

He

the
the

wan

travelling

aod Mrs. McLean with a goldbeaded umbrella.
Joho Hogue, sieree of Marshal M.

| 9%

Jackson, Canadian

station.

Immigration

Ufficer

% me down the| at Windsor, will not be hanged, the

line after

y arm, and after | death penalty haviug

passing thi
then the O.

been

the field ambalauce and | to life imprisonment.
‘was pat on a hospital | tions bave been sent

;

Choice
FLOUR

Feeds

at

son.

commuted

Numerous petito Ottawa by

The

loss ia not only yours,

condact
was splendid and

voters

were

preseut.

It was

low ov party lines, and the orgauization

was named the Women’s Citizen League

of East Kent.
were;

‘The

President, Mrs,

officers
K.

elected

B. Couts,

of

Thamesyville ; vice-president, Mra. Alice
Lake, , Ridgetown; secre!

Miss Catheriue

Daucan,

-treasurer,

Thamesville,

Arrangements wore madsfo bold meet-

his

memory

PRESENTATION

AT TONA STATION

At the conclusion of the prayer mgeting service in the Baptist church, Iona
Station,

on Tharaday

evening,

Mrs.

Suitings

Elevator)
CORN

Shelled cE aOR
Bob-o-Lank Gorton
very

. Buckwheat
Oats, Wheat
Open for Boans

fit, pete “ost

|asiu.:

The

in ieee
a

=

Fabrics

Blacks

S,

Olark and
daughter,
Miss
M,
Olark, who are moving to Dutton,wi
:
jengant sarprise,as a.
ee
tendered
the esteem iv which they are held.

Come in and get your dothing

ee

women

decided to haye their organization fol-

ings at intervals
io
us towns before
sympathy in the avo ther provincia! election,

‘will be an inspiration
for us as we face
discomifits
of the day. If jyou can}
me of
service to you I trnst|
that ayou Pie
me ‘know, and believe

Dealer, ‘Dutton

CEMENT

France, April 9, 1917.;

von tere vasglae’ by the death of

s

Dutton

TRIBUTE TO PTE, LESLIE CLARK

. Clark, but ours also, aud we mins
Teer bet vec saison to
made
the supreme

$495.00
J. A. Campbell,

‘soratch.
The bullet went through
a8 8 dollar making a nico clean

wound.

my sipoére

Ford Vandium steel has never been equalled in

f.0.b, Ford, Ont.

bs

Tho

Cevtral,

By Dear Mr, Olark,—I trast that: you

If you want a car
‘that can plow through Jeep mud, sand and
gtavel—that can
fields, corduroy roads and ford streams—
that can climb the steepest hills*with ease—that will give the greatest mileage all the year round with the least expense and care—
then there is only one ONE car for you—The Ford.

SCHULTZ

and

got intd the front
from where I bad
before.
The first
got into the trench
lying badly woaud-

fellow

is claimed
for it.”—James Masrix.

FLOWERS furnished for aby occasion,

Tinsmithi ng

enclospres.

Michigan

‘The death of Mrs. Hann, wife of Rey.

8. W, Hannu, pastor of the Cairugorm
, died at Strathroy. Her infant
daughter died with her.
The Middlesex county council bas
eee & new road roller at a coat of
460, which will be used in the

to do me
good.
W. &. Olark has received the followVinol, which built me bt ing letter of sympathy in reference to
and nervousness
are all his sou. Pre, Leslie
Clark, who fell at
4
Vinol: is “all Vimy Ridge:

No matter What
price you pay for a car you cannot get one
with a stauncher chaislas * Government Laboratory ‘te have
shown that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to those

Couches, Caskets and all the

J.

Highgate, thé finid passing

suspended sentence.

I

ne!
a

cake
oceupation,
and the Grippe left me

my cough

UNDERTAKER
from Meyer's

Wi

witha bed
rosa

A Car of Proven Quality

J. A. CAMPBELL
Embalmers’

wired

by

will be in the office every Friday.

of Embaiming

Strati:-

thojred
they coald ght a8 we

Your patrocage Solictted, DOmPUY
Office—Henry Block. Phone 23
SS
M. D. McCrRIMMON
BARRISTER
™ OPERA BLOCK,“DUTTON.
Money to Loan.

Diplomas

and

each of the men a
‘train for.
» we
I tayed jast} Canadian and United States citizens,
for it was bitter cold standing iu t!
one ce cot veto
et
a
asking
that s vew trial be granted aod
‘Then I stood with wi
madall night.
hoapital
pet preyt Arti
i | that the sentence be commnted. The
iu hand, waiting, waiting!
governor
of West
Virginia,
where
Pi
ly on
tl
moment
the:
Hogue was boro, and other prominent
most wonderfal artillery
over
riences men of that state, also interceded at
L.will tell you more of my
knowo in the history of the world
that
ext letter.
I may say jost
Ottawa.
:
thousands.
o
f
.
big
sta
Hundreds,
way and
guns, from 18-pounders to 15-inch quue, shales they oo
A representatiye
gathering of
the
fight as well as anyone.and a
better than Heinle. We women of East Kent was beld at
Thamesville on Saturday to covsider
had bim beat to a *'farewoll,””
‘Well, I must close: My arm is doing the beet means of exercisiog the lately
nicely aud doesn’t
mach. It wasa acquired
frauchisu.
‘About
sixty

Gineases by omptlylatest answered,
methi
BNtent
Night asd
and day call
yt
coat

Uffice opan every day.

of Petrolia

cane along while I was examining the ate all in the best of health aud more
Red | montally alive than many meo 15 years
younger.
Tbe death occurred at his home inGlencoe of Wm. H. Weaver after an
contiuued my way oyt.
illoces of several mouths, following an
Iu one place where the trench had
operation for appendicitis. He was 412
been blown in aud it was very narrow 1 years of age and resided iu

gave

HAFELE

Ontario

College

station,

the

the

got into a mive-crater with a couple of
other wounded mep, but s big shell
dropped ou the other side and thon ove

boys, when they surréudored. gave them
a kick and told them to keep moving
townrd oar rear, where they gathered
them iu droves and pot them iu big

About fifteen minutes betore the time
set, I took two water-bottles of ram

29.

Graduate

barbers

an'S! preakiog into sealed freight cars oo

then « Heinie came alovg ou bis way to
the rear.
Huudreds of prisovers went
back that way, without escort.
Oor

was to all oped ap on Fritz’s frout live
and “we were to jump ont and advance
as near as possible, ready
to rash his
front line wheu our artillery fire raised.’

od
tmeyhods. Di
seroug, araduate
BrtarichVeterfuary
College,
bas
been Practicingcf
DR.

few yards to oar front lines.
shells were dropping all aronnd me.

ed and his baroauvear him dead,

all night waiting for the eveutfal hour.
can vever describe my fceliugs asl
stood there waiting for the moment to
come, At & Cel tain hoar our artillery

Day and night calls promptly attended to. All
animals froated on the Ini

Honor

ral

} Land to harass oar sappo rt
It took ms « long while to got back

io the morving before I had mv platoon
in position in their jamping-tff trench,
sud we stood there in mad to our waists

Practitioners of Veterinary, Medtcine, Surgeryand Dentistry

since 1835,
Telephone

bile licenses issued in Kent‘ this year.

roy. have advanced the price of shayos
for | #215 cents.
Three men were each fined $5 and
costs for uvlawfally “speeding their
arm of horses ‘on Main street; Ridgetown,
well as
Ligbtoiog struck the Michigan Cent-

of the treach and everyone had been
iz right over him till he was
ii
course he

-

*

‘ JORDAN

‘
B'ot one instead
wever tell, and'throngh ¢he left
whon it might just as
all
my head.
uot have been throa,
I dived into » shel

came ou a poor

Bereone

17 Hincks ‘Street, St. Thomas
door back of the Anderson Co.'s Btore,
Phone 995 or write to $t, Thomas for ap-

pointmenta.

At}

~The

rts.
Woe finally
fine ba « long way
goue out a while
thing I saw when I
was au officer L kuew

||

Do not neglect to npray your frnit
trees.
It payawel!,
We
have a c
plete stock of all spraying material
and our prices are the lowest.
[et us
quote-you on your wants in either
barrel lots or small quantities,
Be
sure and get our prices before you buy
ag it will pay you to do 80.

E. A. TESKEY
DENTIST
tee and Residenco—
Shackleton Street, East
Prone 78,
‘At Hodnoy every Wodnesnay.
DR.

for All Work

They are
We carry the complete line of Sherwin-Williams Paints,
Do not use inferior paint, which
the best paint manufacturers
Do
same price.
wil! not last, when you can buy S.-W. Paint at the
an actual
not forget we carry CHI-MAMEL—the ‘stain that
You have a floor or
grain and makes your‘ floor look like new.
Jet us show you
some. woodwork, which you would like grained.
how todo it. Yon can do just as good a job as a puinter.

DR. SMITH
Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. ‘Thomas
Hours i to4 and by appointmeut

How
wate of Koyal Coliege

it me.

right in the crater uot far from

W.H. McFARLANE

Phone

feiute

through the building from wost to enst.
more. Just « week ago yi!
orm; | arm tied ap» bit.
A Middlesex farmer is said to have
ig
I got ‘‘mine.”” I had better
slong and
tell yon aboot
it ay well as-I can without come
600 bags of potatoes in his cellar,
apin recare 1 oe helping me es ace
violating avy of the
ip rales, .
rEuen
for the price to’ go to: $7-s
own.
ul
your
Well, we kuew of course
for some time. waa shead of an. ato Frita'a front line
before that we. were going to take part
‘A well drilied by the Beaver Oil Co.
had been pracia Gosfield South bas been abandoned
ata depth of 3,100 feet, no oil being
eral days, bat
found.
was to start till the very night before.
Theu the officera werg informed of the
‘The death occurred at Ridgetown of
zero oar.
(The zero hour is the hoar
Cecil E. Simpson, sged 31 years. Hina
at. which the attack begins.)
All
parents, four brothers and four sisters
ronized, that is comsurviye him.
Three Highgate men, charged with

-_A..E.reser WHITE
Eran

Gondon’ F.T.

letter

Now that I am laid ap in
Tor repaira I will have time

sults, at one-half the regular p

LEX. MoKILLOP, M.D.C.M.,
A‘Trinity
Uolycesity, L.8.0,P. London,

interesting

brother, John, Datton:

Painting

Your

you know if you have perfect eye-sight?
we can inform you.
No oharge

for testing’aud with 86 years’experience
and the most modern equipment known
eau ganrantes the most sanlatactory Te:

Lieat,.Stoart ©. Kirkland, who is

2.

Do

called | ¢

and

now in Eugland: recovering from =
wound in his arm received at the battle
ot Vimy Ridge, writes the tollowing ex-

is the Time to Do

Now

from frontal headache?
your eyes to look at the Moyies?

over the top
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”

e cyhorse cs show etwill be beld
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hand.
left
my
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blood
of
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Engaged
Were
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The

combating

‘would inet bel

one

plant, may be biown over the frozen ; covered

by them without letting any

should
By Athe Agency jency ofol Animal is-—The RE plementsNe

eats

ane
green stems spore

oe peaads | Provided with hooks. by ments! of ;Bround, and. it the

class’

of

Le

e un
eerie

be used.

seeds or adjacent parta of some plants | derground parts of a plant are nour-

weeds

Ruch

ag

blue bur

and

burdock,

are | lshed

by

the

green

paris

wr the thePaarsurine portaparts beh below
ee tay'y & 8D) pear, , the
igcething
< or the
‘ofie wor!
clot!
weeds.
another
‘Aninual class
weedsof comiplote
thatr whole | Wool
crane sheep
(he fern
ood
ae ae ony
ony
| taco will Be starved out and the whole
rapidly: prod
wees
+

dies before winter, Wild mustard

implements

Biennial weeds during the first season of growth produce @ tuft of leaves
close to the surface of the ground;
during the second season a tall stem
produced which bears flowers and
Outward cl eum
ces
would “not ripens: s
jen the “whole |
favor the fulness of joy, but the joy
plant dies, “Tho. life-history is thus
was to
ide.in them.
Tits joy was
comprised inside two years. Biennial
to fncrease with the y ears, This was ‘wormwood and burdock are examples.
to be a blessed fruit of abiding in |
ial weeds prod luce flowers
Jesus. No earthly Joy is at all comripening »the
parable with it. 12. That ye love one feeds only those parts of the plant
another, as I have loved you—Jesus above ground die down, while the unJoves his followers as the Father loves a
parts ive on for many
him, and they are to love one another years, Three types of perennial weede
in the same manner, up to the meas- may be distinguished,
ure of their ability to love, 13, Greater
Spot bound—Weeds of this class do
love hath no man than this, etc—iIn not spread readily in the ground beTare Instances men have laid aown yond the spot where they first take
their lives for the sake of their friends root. Their seeds may, of course be
and out of love for them, The yalue distributed oyer 2 wide area. Bxof.the thing sacrificed is the measure
amples are dock and dandelion.
of the love. Jesus laid down his life
Creeping on the surface—The parfor his enemies. 14-16. ‘Tho friends of ent sends out runners in all directions
Jesus are they who keep his command
along the surface of the ground, which
ments. He ts taking his disciples Into eventually take root.
the intimate relations of friends. ex- silverweed and orange hawkweed.
alting them from the condition of serCreeping below the sitface—The
ants,
é
parent plant sends out shoots or, {1
Quentions—On what
océasion ald somes Cases, roots, which travel hordepth beJesus give the discourse upon the vine
und, New
and the branches? Who
aro repre- low the surface of the
sehted bythe vine? Who
by the shoots grow. up from these above the
of the soil and eventually: bebranches?
What is the purpose of surface.
7 Akewise,
mall piece
pruning? How does this process apply ofcomethe:plants.
shoot an inch or
to Christ's disciples? What are the two longunderground
capable of producing a
conditions
of
fruitfulnesst What new dlant, is.Field
Bindweed
and Canacourse is taken with those.who do not da Thistle are.exdmples,

ce |
professor or religion will not loug be

enffered to deceive the world and bring

Teproach upon the cause of Christ. that
beareth fruit—The fruit mentioned in ‘|
Gal. 5: 22, 32.
he purgeth it—“He
cleanseth it."—R,, V.. The “busbandman” takes away from the brench that
which {s superfluous and not'conduc_ ive to the highest fruitfuiness,
ie
process of pruning may seem like a
process of destruction, but it results in
ft
and better
are}

sine and its branches.

Jesus told the

or
purged
disciples that they were
pruned.
The had
been undergoing
the process of pruning during the three

\yeasr or more-that they had been following him, They were capable of bear‘ing fruit, but they were to be further
‘purged and made capable of bearing
‘more and better fruit, because of the
word which I have spoken unto you
(R.V.)—Jesus bad given bis disciples
¢areful and full instructions with re{
to their character and conduct,

abide {n Christ?’

What

tans bear?

What

Christ's

for

love

fruits do Chris-

_ HOW WEEDS

{s the measure of

his followera?

Weeds
Jarm,

PRACTICAL SURVEY,
Topic.—Christian Identity,
I. Obtained by union with Christ,
If, Distinguished hy Christiikenesg,

I. Obtained “by unton with Christ.

may.

gain

SPREAD.

to germinate

spring.

searching,

the

through

spiritual

truths which he had utte
(vs, 4
iI. Conditions of iructtulnees
exhortation
9), 4. Abide In-me=This the
disciples
presupposes the fact that
in the
ere
swere-in Christ.as branches
is a

relation

vine, The

vital

one, and

the responsibility for the continuance
of that relation, rests upon the dissume sue!
u
lation will continue.
‘The branch js in the vine and the vine
and
ig nlso jn the branch. The nature ‘the

-eustenance
pranch, so

of the vine pass into
Christ
Christinng are in

abide
and Christ fe ini them, If they
them, The
Him,

in

He

abide

wil]

in

thet His people. shell dwell
ently in Him. Except Ir abide
vind—The connection must
between the branch and the

permanin the
be yital
vine or

is eepthere ia no fruit. If the branch
fraction of a

“arated by the

emallest

jnth from the vine, ite fruitfuincesra 16
at an end, No more can
can~
‘ed from the true Vine, His Jife
<not flow Into us and we are unfrulttal. 5-e that abideth

ide in Chrlet there must

Moe

fo

iS

3

fe much frat.
t
and
the outward conduct, the
st
“fo full harmony
“Me—"Apart
Dature, Without
“Apart
from.
~A$_the branch which 16
“from’the' vine bears no fruit,
from

a man

way
of not
boa

does

Me
See
keFol‘olje not inaaa

is
Sogn,of ua, the,The penal
in Chriat te nothe simply
‘abiding
“
but to

ee

6.-1¢

|

‘They were in danger of unfaithfulness
and apostesy, Jesus sought to fortity

then

them. He set forth clearly by Slustration the genuineness of tho permanent.
spiritual union between
himself and
them which could be severed
only by
their failure to comply with
the conditions ea he tatght them.
One of the

fruits of this union with Christ would

be in their lives, patience under “Pacipline;
another, the spirit of depend-

ence upon Christ,

That sense of de-

to

begin

“Ye are the branches”
disciple

brought each

into

connection

with that truth.

Any attempt to rely

upon

meant

theniselves

total

failure,

Union with Christ was the animating
principle of all true obedience, giving
spiritual life and vigor to the soul, and
quickening all its powers into activity
for the glory of Cod.
Jesus declared
himself to be the object of his Father's

Jove and to be able to

love as

Joves.

he

Jn

that

affection

Go

exborted

bie disciples to abide. Jesus existed as
man to reveal the full glory of eternal

love.
1t wae bis commandment to his
-tiaetples to imitate his love. He stamped it with his authority. It was ail ap-

this
had
ing
able

ripeness o

Christian

Fruitfulness in their fives
character.
character and
was to conelst in a holy
Christlike
life-and in benevolent and their fellow
Jabors forthe welfare of
methods
Pruning is one of the
men,

disciples. it
of culture for all fruitful.
that are necor
includes all the meansTOR.
A.
sury for development.ot

to their gratitude and affection,
last and: great-commandment.
Ho
treated them as friends, by unfold:
to them,:as far as they were capof apprehending it,
the wWnole

economy

of

salvation.

Jesus

had

se-

jected nnd appointed them to 2° great,
{mportant,

salutary work,

cess in which wag

to believing

prayer.

sec

thei

suc:

in answer

In the singWiar

(Spinone howe

th of duty. and

» His own joy 3
of his disciples

their Master's,

th bests.

| go biest as thou canst dwell

blending of friendship and command So
there were
involved absolute submtsunfruitful,
to de sion and cloaest friendship. As the sea:
hered,”
become
to
“forth,”
Bo
;
and son of eeparatl
gathered and cast into the fire
}
sought.
to
‘tode
His
1 eek what ¥ ye will--They
|ae
Ye ehall
_
do in Christ, keeping
com:
‘Bis
te arid constantly
e)
Decome

I

‘bright that

;

earth may
almost
Y
be best
erie Heaven shall sti!l
thee;
gentler, culdance bring thee on
thy wi BY>
every
one of sunsliine greet thee
days
erything “thy. strength
MA

be;

doing any
crop,

the ground

has

been badly

production

of seeds

pol

water

phates
Senite,

that the
out and

weeds
collected

acre}.

{nto

to the

Be

o 20 per cent.

Both

to 60 gallons

but itis Very
be applied

will

uotations o
onto delivery,
nulated.

thistle

and cannot

to the

r

per

going

f
way

chemicals

same purpose.

oer

heaps,|

acre.

the other
forebe used for the

The control of weeds on the farm
requires in a morked
degree the two
virtues of thoroughness and perseverancl . Ifa farmer goes adout ft ina
ace
Halfhearted
aky.
be will nev

complish

their eradication.

be burned| watchfniness is necessary If progress

is to be made.
If dare fallow is resorted (0, it should be possible to get
rid Of the worst weeda in a singie
year,
Bnt the practice of bare fallow
ia not a paying game.
1, is in most
cases better to graze the land or (ake

off a crop of hay

or grain

. te dD nnd watered”

4s place, and.power,

How

and

complicate,
how
:

To the
favors of the men in office.
vistors belong the spoils. Some values
are Mmited by Uume, ‘and health, and
life,
Some are
unlimited;*
purity,

.
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CHEESE MARKETS:
nt—-At to-day’a chee
© Offered; % 1-20
At today’s. ©
418
6.

|
res

sowans

the depths of | 4
abject, how

wonderful

ts

Distinguished ink {fn being’s endless
chaint
Midway, from nothing to the Deity
A worm! a god!
tremble at
wings
the
on
Rie
honor and truth.
And
in myself am jost!
of love, and how far will you go, and
HT, Miller,
your abt? |
what shall. stop.you_in

down to the depths which no sounding
fathomed,

Love

goes

to the

farthest horizon and then takes down
the bars aud. explores-an unknown

puzzled the magicians of that land, It
makes the brain reel as it tries to
answer

the

Magicians;
if

question

‘What

he gain

the

of the

Master

sball 4t profit
whole

world

EXERCISING

THE

MIND.

Time and Solitude Essential
Learning to Think Easily.
hottAn important

clement

of

a

and

Many

in

‘Choice cows were

time, make éol{tude for thought.

Hach individual 18 seperate “aid.
rs:
individual

separate

he 6e:
was

Sopa sprabls,

time

alone,

along

Tose his own sou!? What shill a man or-of a slow bicycle ride requi
give in exchange?”
tle attention to itself iu Car idealeing:
1 walked into the Royal Exchange, ulant and occeston for thinking uniess
London, and looked into anxlous faces, the attention wanders too much’ out‘The business of the world was con- warc.y. Lug time GaoulG oe yomenom,
z
centrated here. 1 did no business; 1 bad in ‘which to be aicne,
~ Behools are oftentimes too crowded
‘went in poor and I came out vee
This is what we all do as to this
life to allow their gtudents to think. One
can alford 26 a matter of dollars and
shirt, and
cente-to take an extra yeer tn school
TO a ead. eRe AS think by doing so.
estima used ig a rich and certaln.:
¥
ee
‘
‘In default of better time a half hour.
{6 a

BUFFALO

LIVE

Huffalo,

celpte

100;

Gleady;

350;

the morning

night's

+

acuve

and

$5 to

receipts 200; active and lower,
V¥ $16.15 to $16.25>.mixed, $16 to
yorkera,

$15,90

to $16;

lMeht

yorkera $14.26 to”
pl
$13.50
to $14; rougha.$14 to $14.15; ¢tage $1160 10 $12.60.

Sheep and lamba, receipts 3,200.

tive

and

$1440;

eteady;

a few at

cli

lambs

$14.50; othere

$9 to

un-

chinged,
0s

Extra Fine Piecrust.
One cupful of lard, two cupfuls . of
flour, one tablespoonful of lemon juice.

throe-quarters
one

egg

and sufficient

jpoonfal of salt,
cold

water

hold the mixture
ier,
Sift the
jour and salt to a basin.
Flour the
blade of a knife-and cl

feet,
| ts in
tof, but
with,
other world, and held by an invisible
I wire to the
1 throne, He was

STOCK.

Despateh—Catue ~ re

steady:

Venla, receinta.

eOr bro ok side or in one’s
gente exerclee of a stroll |

Maing

$2.75 to $10.0 per 10

mon stuff.
Hogs Were sold at $17.05, for selects of
cers; sows $15 and stags $10 to >
East™

thought.

One in general should room’ by oneself or ease in come way manage to

geted

un
15 6
15
we
Be
be

& to #3.
Calves sold all the way
318 for extra cholee down to $7 for com-

Lae often tod SUE) continuousogether especially
youn,

quires

4S
bs
1%

pounds;fromgo d $9 towere$10.50 $150for to. choice,
$000, bulls
were

but with

far lees productive things, to really
live or to really think. Une ahould
make

um
os
Le
us

uo
1
. Bative
BO
UR
MONTREAL MARKETS.
Cattle prices were Sire choice steers
gelling
a to SIL per 1
unde, cod
re $10.30
to SIL and medium at $9 to

in easy y thinkthink.

of us are “too busy,”

-s%
715
Go
se

vo
. 5h

burt
ought in time and
portunityy for though

universe,
Men may come and men
may go, but love-goes on forever.
I have seen en Egyptian
picture
where they are trying to ascertain the
value of a soul, in a delicate balance.
The soul {s in one scale and in the
other a compound of values — which

man

2

ould be appiied in
e of 125 pounds

Reach down to
and gold nave 1 none,” said Peter in | pressed.
Some values are | selfhood and be a man.
the Temple porch,
How poor, how rich, how
fixed; there ts oaly ¢ hundred cents
august,
.
in the dollar,
Some values are un-

has

Cynadian
in effect

die

the season and then leave the fand
bare for the rest of the year,
How
sure to be left ip the sol! and, {f/unplowing should be followed by conConsedisturbed” will-grow ag:
tinuous cultivation for the rest of the
Infested
quently ground that Is badly
season,
and
a
hoed
crop
planted
the
have
with such weeds will require to
following year.
the surface disturbed by frequent culIt 1s safe to say that weeds can be
This can. only be done it
tivation.
held
in
check
only
where
a
suitable
the land-ls left without a-crop (sum-of! rotation of crops ts followed. Where
or bears a crop
mer fallowed)
same fand is sown with wheat
euch n nature that {t can be planted| the
year after year, or where the land is
in rows with sufficient space between
pastured indefin
the weed
theerows to admit of ready <itivation
€
y
cnl- lem Is Hable to become worse
without injury to the plants. The
year.
In the former case bare fallow
sufficiently
tivation should be done
every few years willbe
necessary.
as
paris
green
all
destroy
to
often
and St is very doabtful. whether the
{mthe
and
appear,
tley
2s
quickly
return {rom the land will be equal to
used should be of such a
plements
that where rotation of crops is follow:
undernature that they will cut all
ed.—The Canadian Countryman.
ground ttems and roots in the area

line
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et
3
1
4
3
z
ue
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no

Abattalr # hoe.vy

ing among hay or other crop, a
i
as well.
will damage th

burning
the. work of collecting tieand. weeds
are
may bo done, some of

fixed, such

FEO
oO

two

of water,

of Canadian

wartermc emt.
hinuguatte
Pas Choise

Do.,

sul- Mutton
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Sodium
rateof

polsonons

4
4
4
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8
0
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°
1
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ies
pan
arehips,
Skee per
per DORDak
Do.. per
ane
per bunch
Bisa

sulphate

damage

are poisonous,
Jf applied at the

Dlacken the })

when dry,
It is_very important that!
the underground paris of such weeds
as fleld bindweed should not be brok
to colen into small pieces difficult
lect and Hable to be scattered over
Bul, however carefully
a-wider area,

|

per

pounds

soll (o stitch an
such as will loogen the can
be readily

extent
pulled

material

For this purpose

is pre-|

for this purpose should

Bier which they shoud

iron

purpose, a 2 per cent solution being
employed (10 pounds in 50 gallons of

to occupy new ground by the growth
of underground
shoots, etc, some
more thorough methods are required
to get rid of them,
The implements

employed

are

solution is employed, and 100 pounds
‘Of the sulphate dissolved fn 50 gallons
of'water will spray one acre. Copper
sulphate can be used
for the same

He
chart of love, and can he do ity
can draw continents, bays end
har
But loye is like the skylark;
bors.
it
sings above
the clouds:
it goes

od send to thee
poet ‘bright and blest, indeed, th} day
-omay be;
So bright as He sees well
‘

crop

Rocks, caves, lakes, tens,-bogs, dens?
and shades.
Cail the bydrographer to make @

truth respecting the wonderful commu

nication which.
a come
ye
yen to make and the wonderfi
he had come to earth to perform in the

hoed

Prevention of seed formation will
serve somewhat to check the spread
of perennial piants, but as they can
live for many years and even continue

hairs which enables them to float in}
the air for tong distances, In other|
cases the seeds, or even the whole’
ty, variety and

destroyed.

out if the
vented.

on;

ce, bean

buried

als and blenoials will eventually

*

by the

be

The formation of seecs can be pre-

In Stable Manure
and
Feeding|
Stufis—Hay and feeding stuffs often|
contain weed seeds, some of which| |
are ilable to find their way into the|

shall be conyerted,

will

used

(copperas or green vitriol), copper
aulphate (blue vitriol} common salt
and sodium arsenite.
Iron sulphate
can be used to destroy wild mustard
when growing Jn 2 grain crop without

{s then plowed

vented in various ways, such as moving several times during the season,
or cutting the roots with a hoe or
spud, or frequent cultivation of the
land by hore labor, or by pasturing
the ground closely with sheep. Anpu-

pendence would in no way
paralyzé
manure heap and eventually onto the |
human energy, but rather become the
and.
t
source of its power.
Apart from Cirist |
By
the Action
of Wind.-Many}
they would be like unto dead branches. seeds, such as those of Dandelion and |
‘I am the vine’ was a general truth. thistle, are furnished with a tuft of|

individual

commonly

elther after harvest or in

seedlings

Lattuce,

SPRAYING TO DESTROY WEEDS.
Spraying Js effective in destroying
some weeds,
The substances most

turbed,

be dis_

operations

be

When

By”
the » Agency
~of Threshing{
Machines——The threshing - machine|
should be thoroughly cleaned beforej
it 1s allowed
the farm,

the

per

ripening its seeds,

luted with weed seeds, some of them
may }ie dormant fot several years and
germinate when the soll fs again dis-

persed over a wider area in one of the
following Ways!
” ”
As. Impurities in the Seed Sown~—
Most samples of agricultural — seeds
contain weed seeds in greater or less

things which {s seltiom realized.

over

should be planted gnd the spaces between the rows ought to be cuitivat
ed regularly throughout the season.

>

sown should be absolutely free from
Weeds of all kinds—a condition of

dispersed

and the fresh supply of weed seeds
brought up should be encouraged to
grow in the same manner and should

amount, which are sown with the useThe Master's discourse had relation to
seeds and thus the weeds may,
and bis words had been effective in the new positon of the disciples which ful
quite unknown to the farmer, gain an
bringing illumination,
conyiction enc
Would
be
caused
by
his
.
departure.
entrance onto his land,
geed
transformation. They had been pranea

thus

If the ‘land

deeply

etitrance to the

or, {f- already there, may

ang

®, mi
ler area than the parent
Plants originally occupied.
ny
Where the ground has been badiz
polluted with weed seeds through neglect in former years
the surface
should be disturbed to a depth of s
few inches and the seeds encouraged

him, and the discioles were to have
the same kind of joy, Mizht be fuli—

Celery,

Gaulifiower, ach
Gal
¢
‘Horseradish, 1.
Leeks, bun

crop, such as alfalfa, tends to crowd
out some of the weeds, and the cutting of the crop several times during
the season prevents the weed from

be carried all over the field’ by farm
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‘then
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plant will eventually die. This is the
1 fields weher former!,
they did not exist. a only way to eradicate finally such
weeds as Canada’ thistle and field

some plants, es:
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crs if By Cultivation—In
those with creeping. under-. Dindweed.
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Spring
Days for

that flashes in

f

ight upon her. Quite’ in sepesitictas
a
ort
meet Nes oe taking aer hands, leads
her to

altar,

Bapuusenssto
Then

as df

he were
“were: too

the. eae. pale: and nei
service amidst: the Batts

who is wise enough to jump | Gee terwie sour =x
from the heavy foods of
Winter to the cereals, fruits
and
green vegetables of
Spring. . Two
or__ three
Shredded Wheat Biscuits.
with

:
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Sto = is
brides are

very
pale

mab eetee
may

a other

savaser “HtTS carts haatlly. ay
young
Sounstalre,
“There’s my
no deat
hurry,"
says.
Archie,

times : — pa
an

there is a Jock in the violet eyes | cating himself on the bed and swing:
beyond the vision of love
lness that confronts her in_the lace
Venetian

mirror.

‘The

“theyre”

drinking

cherry

and

tholr knees, they bend back find re'| that you'll cut {t yourself, aud

gard her; bur sko fs utterly unconsel“

bought

Shelgeey sat hier own bridal-decked |

ous.

such

a splendid

setusae tart

he's Cee roe Beka eeSei telteabat-te

knife,

with | understand that “my lady” means her.

tothe

blue
stones
down
the
ivory handle, for
you to do it with—but 1 Aefe
"t to men-

loveliness, but the handsome face of | tion that, though?
the
man whom she loves, and who | -Well,” says Signa, 5 amoalbing his
loves her, It is of him she thinks, and | curly hair
with her white nand, her
if the refleetion of nér own peerless violetdecayese
eyes dwelling3 © im fondly.
beauty affects ber at all, it {s only;
“Isn't he a swell, t00? He's got a
to putting thls question to herseif:
long blue coat and
patent leather]

“Will he think me beautiful—will be
be satisfied?”
Gradually, with slow precision, al-

Loots, and a shiny hat—--”
“And didn’t you hug him and rough
his hat?” asked Laura, laughing; ‘that
would make it complete.”

most reverence, the maids slip on *he

*
<

pear! and diamond bracelets, arrenge
tho Malines veil so that it covers the
figure and transforms it into an apparlovely enough to ravate he”
ttton
heart out of a man; then they eax
.
as
a breath:
softly
sigan softy
them.
:
Signa

and

starts

Ra

It has been

z
ea sure;
‘do look
ploesat
re}
“Oh!” echocs a voice

i

his

a!

Hector isn’t half as swell ac

fellow,

the

othe:

|

rysnion plates in the tailor’s u
he says ‘Haw!’ after everytaing.
Clarence!”
Lord
“He means

yes

Laura,

with

ex-

pitiable.

Bia

Delamere won't mind, eh?” kisses her
forehead.
Signa, all trembling ‘and blushing,
shrinks back a litte, but Hector presseg her hand. and nods with a bright
laugh. Thén every one who can get
near having written his mame. there}
is a general move to the carriages.
passes |
As the brilliant agsemb!

aSworthy successor to the long line of
ancestors who had made the name
of

Delamere famous
their country.
“My
should
ine
heart
of iis

Christa

thelr

nese

in the

annals

“how
dear friends,” he says,
his
a man’
express
which swell
pride fittingly
and most
joys
when he ‘hears the: good wishes
friends expressed on behalf of

“I'd

'a eald

It was

a waste,”

In return I trust that one ani
ieee
;Lar eine
fad volemn

Watter
whito-of the things, but most of them | "alting!”

a red nose:Flora it'sWelby_-ahe
@ fact, posittvely.
Lhave
remember
was the ||
beauty o7 the last season, you know, |
not -mwe—she looked positively ghas
in her bridal costume. The poor thing |
prayed
with texre veIn just
her one
oys that
ould: 2at
dash wa]
of |
.
color
somewhere, just a red roze, or
anything, you know, but of course, it
was impossible. But you—my dear,
you area vision!”
“You must think T want a dash ot
color,” says Signa. “You will send
me away crimson with your flatteries, |

of an hour and

keep us all|

exclaims Laura,

sey. '

y RONG,

o followed 43. the
wake of hers, ant
earriogs|
now-comes.up,
drawnthe bybeide's
a caaguificent

Laura, dear. The plainest ot the plain | PSe.

‘but

she’s

beautiful

enough

to|

cal voice

my
Lord of
at a fabulous

daysWith a clang
:
the steps of the F carri-|
age go up, the footmen spring up be-|
hin, the grays, who bave been chal-|
{ug” heir" Marty citt, “Gees away “for |

the
Villa, and
followed
long lineSIg-|of
Carriages,
for 2 byfew a minutes
na and Lord Delamere are alone.
Neither o! : em speaks:
but
they
D

|

oy,”
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color.
eter Sreee
Te Sow

Tae meal mistire used was 6) Der
Sane Ar saneh tines: ounesarot. ale
fo: cach 100 pounds used. The birds
wero etarved for twenty-four hours

ind given a mild dose of Ipsom salts
fed sparingly the firet day, and the
ne
ae
ob eet
ach =p ir nese ‘tay. The allotied
:
Some

rs

Charming

Ideas

the

of

porridge,

matter, as in an appearance, gad

weil, they

all ready.

Delamere

are

ee lis upog

them

is

Inch

more

her

than

By this time 1 expec’ Lord | Mficent dress and costly

is fidgeting

in the vestry,

though 1 supposo that {s Hbel;

he

every

a countess.”

wouldn't be out of countenance anywhere, would he? Will you come down
now, dear? Some of them have already

beauty
her mag-

feviels.

says

eek

uae stopped “xreer

(ae
Es

Sigua is about to fol!dw, when there

comes a knock at the door, and

a

voices gays:
“May I come tn?”

and
required eo
for a pound
bya skim peermiikera
and a half ounces of meal and three
pounds four ounccs
of skim. ee,
Valuing the meal
at three ce

for Signa, byshe thesitsoccasion:
half amazed
and“Ay bewildered
it ts | CTOWdft the cases and Aeaeks
racks, and one is
able to discover no end of novelties
all co Wonderful that she can scarcely
s
wardrob:
hi
realize that he who
stands beside her | for her own‘n wardrobe
or the furnish-|

pound per
and hundred
t
cents

tribute.
It ig an awkward

to five and a half pounds high quality
birds at a ccat of fifteen cents each,
the five and a Fait pounds of finst

moment.

but

for.

- tunately Archie steps In to the rescue,

Somehow
man never

or other

he Wears
Parisiso

the Canadian womany
colored

a da,
milkthe ut ely
60!

of each pound of gain “eo geven and
a halt cents
Starting: with three and a bait
pound thin, birds end Increwiag them

Per wht thoy are all beatae
ie |. "Aren't you solng tn cat the cake, | Uouses 05-the Parisienne, The French | quality chicken meat was

cold. for

Signa?” he says, abruptly, and with o
és
!
twenty-seven cents per pound, which
tel s how
h
(and liking) fer color, and 60 she} vo an advance of nine cents over the
of knives and forks and the popping | }OOK ik. thatthat tells
how hard it has beea | wears
the most fascinutiag waists in ruling price for the not epecially f
to keep the question back.

of champagne corks chime in, not in

harmoniously,

with

the chatter of the

Lord | Dela-| ag for Sign:
across

the

table

>

cake,

Archie!"

many

cays

cake|

different hues.

the

bride

in

her

She xets up and pltinges in the knife,
Archie kneeling on his ckafr und staring with excitement.
Perhaps it ts because she {s a little

nervous, or feels herself tho centre of

so many eyes, but her hand trembles,
and she holds the knife so awkwardly
that It slips, and the keen steel edge

affairs,

of sheer

“Some

volles,

new

or fine

Par-

rcs.

ba-

bird,

Thin

tistes or linens, in solid

colors,

though simple,

three

and

el

a

half

unas

added

pound

cenbeeore

faitening

in Brovent them vp to the

pretty stripes and the most. pleasing
figured effects.
And to maks them
more
bewitching
‘and
the
styles,

net

The

weight

five and

a

half pound weight, and increased the
quality, and value
of the
original
threo and a half pounds go they were

fre lovely) they have | goiq for one dollar and forty-eight
:
cemts per bird. In other words, @
eixty-threo cent chicken was, by ‘the
Micrate milk feeding method, at a cost
when
of fifteen cents, converted Into a firet-

frills and pipings.
A BRACELET
PARASOL,
Is just what {ts name {mplies,
lady uses it a6 a sunshade, and

eays his grace, “I never could undergreys das
loward
the | stand why you refused so persistently,” | cuty her finger. It {s the merest'tri-| not {ulfiling this mission wears'it asjquallty
chicken that «old readily at
.
and he chuckles,
fle of a cut. and no one notices it but | bracelet.
See dollar and.
forty-eight
cents,
maids he flings himself {nto Signa‘e| | “Don't be nervous, my dear,”
he] | It fs a very merry breakfast. and in | tector, whose eyes are as Keen as thi
Parasols, lise, umbrelias..sxe
arn abort. Quality in table poultry will gell it.
arms, who takes htm into her beloved | #8)8, In hts fatherly fashion, as the | this affords a strong contrast to the | knito-biade. where his darling 1s con-| this)
ns
&| Quality in table poultry will Hft the
embrace as if the Malincs and whito| Carriage pully up and the streins

satin were indeed nothing better than |
ard

abandoned

Laura,

child!”
of

in 4 fine frenzy

exclaims}

horrified}

‘alana for the wedding dress.

=

the

he stops and. smiles | near to hor.

at

white satin and vell—“she was like a

vision. When I'm married. I shall look
ghastly;
white-faced people, with my
colored hair, alwaye do.”
“Is that the reason
one meets so
many men in the dumpe at times?”

The door opens,
and
in burats} beautiful
Arobie, and amidst the ahrieks of the | ©! Murch.

P

Ah!

Hec-|4s blouses, Jately arrived,
show this
| guegts, “st was a eolendid wedding, 1 tor, and he gives Signa the Jeweled
|tendency. ‘They are exgutsite tittle Bote eee
knife, and drags the enormous

more than once this
morning—and
vextws himself into a corner of
the
rocmy carriage.to make room for the
thick satin and falry-lke loce, and the

feeds

wis chi

in Shops Where | “so siven daly et moon.

much
of for
the the
pathospast,of a that
strong
man’a
Women Delight. .
remorse
a sudden
flim comes over Lady Rookweti’s
TS
sea
eight, and u tear tricklés down her]
‘This is one of the delighlful seasons
eneok
in shopinnd—things new and novel|

Mr. | gever saw anything go off better. And

ie

Waa
6

‘Tliree

ei
iven each day at Intervale
of
were
give
aix hours. Crit , wae suppiledSeen once eeach
ea

.

Seen

Meee tosseechs teed’
ener akte wikis

consistency

Latest Out

there 1ss0|AS

re
er ui

aes

in

would
turill dressed
of excitement
runsSigna
through
ih look pnice in thisis array7 of fin-;,.A
the richly
crowd us
puts | bFeakfast-table, and the gentle clatter

ery.
“And you are—but no

fa

black lisere straw
Georget!
i
in

Cee Tee Fac other's ores ese yee | ia her husband, and that the solemn | ing of her home.
words of reverent de/oted love are her
NEW. FRENCH BLOUSES.

fakes herit Isin htsbetterarmathanand wordsklsseaat euciher:
perhaps

a moment "2
“It ought to have been at the Sa-

QUALITY IN
CHICKEN MEAT

an average weight of three and onehalf pounds werebirdyconfined
were fedin.foreach
pent!
were
a a
ion, 0 t These
and fedmade for
ocnbirdg 38,
to
period
id.
2
ts
eee in

trembles — silghtly a8. he

laughing | walk on fowers alt the rest of “her | speaks of her unworthiness,

(lnmantly.
“Go isaway.no Stsna,
send ||
{im away, , There
more dreadful
C4 cture on the face of the carth than |
a toyt”.
s
, Gently but detorminadly they bustid |
Atchie out coming
of the room,
nnd the
Pridesmalds,
surround
the ||
it

y ult of greys, waich
Delamere has procured

else;

2,

Ont.
Brockville, Opt

Picturesque
and beautiful are the
large, floppy hats of horsehafr and
Hee
cs
Leama witls
trimmed
with seiseal
roses.
nao
ee es
ade
sta. ot
A
a
Ne

“And so you wit and tak3k for ajaj regular
when: thethe deep,
deep, musmusi:
regular weete, waste, if it was tfor any one | al all ofof th them, and. 1 when

1 don’t know

aust Its thelr feolings or the dead-|

cine
dealersTheor Dr.by mail
atat
box from
Williams’

“Signa,”

of | usual’ bridal meal. Never has
Lady | cerned. Without a word he takes up
the organ can be heard. “it «il! coon | Rookwell been {n moro
amusing veln. | ner Jaco handkerchlet and binds it;
© over.”
‘i. hia grace in better humor; while | round her hand, and she slips it under |
“J+am not nervous,” says
Signa, | Hector—unlike the ordinary ' bridetable.

With

h

faint

smile;

“but—but

thinking that {€ this Is a quiet

I was |

Tom,

who

generally

looke

as

if

he

wed- | had strayed into the company by mis-|

“You

have

ceremonial.”

performed

your

abort.‘vathér “ibtek ferrule, ‘ivoses industry to the level attained by othWhich 1s slipped an enamei-like ring | er competing food products. Cull pouliM Color to match or harmonize with | try will always bo just as hard to
the ocver.
By this ring the parasolfs | eel! as cull apples.
Try crate milk

ttle | Cattied

(upside down,

he anes, aloud. “Now 211 | the: wrist.

to be sure)

over | feeding

a few

table, eat

them

birds

for

and

your

you

own

wil

not

don’t let him-crush you all to“pleces | ding, how trying a grand ondrmust /take, and heartily wished himself out | Go the real work." and he cute come
|The handlés are of shining woods | want’ any. other-kind,
Quality--wilt
lke that! Great heavens! ho’s tread. | Ee!”
ssain—ia as full of wit and wenlality | sitces, giving the first, 0 huge one, te | ®24 usually _straight.Covers— are} count with you ever afterwards.
ing on your veil!”
But Signa only holds him the tighter, and Areble, utterly regardless ot
the consternation, clings to her - and
pushes her veil aside that he may

the beautiful face.
“Tam

kiss

so glad you have come, dear,”

she says.
, “Don't
be frightened,
Laura, he won't hurt my ffnery. 1 was

waiting and hoping you, would come,

dear!"
“I should

haye

been

here

long

‘-

foro,” he says, slowly, “but they kept
mo in the drawing-room, 1 don't. beMeve

they wanted

me

to se@ you.”

we knew what

says

Laura,

ha-

trying

Als krace chuckios,

as he was ot Lady Rookwell’s dinner- “Archie.
.
.
quite gay, and of bright. flowered,
Ke eays, | Patty
whea he made
Lady cree:
Cuttimg the cake is Zeneraily a aig- | *7!Ped OF plain stiks.
laugh so much.
‘
“ln: of the same mind ag the young
NEW SKIRTS,
But presently there comes a pause, nal for the retreat of the bride. and al.
war who took his sweethoart ont for
And separate skirts dre very much
ready
the
graya
are
pawing
up
Lady
a walk, and when they came to a and the rector, getting up and looking
the fashion Just now—are of the pretRookwell'’s neat gravel path.
very much as he dows on Sunday in

clutch ‘said, with an air of surprise,
‘Hallo! here's a church—tet's get mar.
ried!’ He wag-a sensib!e ‘oung, fellow,

but then, you see, he
m't an earl,
If you must marry an ari, why, you
Hust put up with the consequences!”
As.they. alight from the carriage t he
choristers'-voices can he heard vinging
an anthem; and
Signa, half in
dream, with her hand upon the ¢uke's

erm, walks up the path and enters the

chtreh, and as ste does so she secs
® tall, stalwart figure, clad in tie conventions) wedding garments, standing
{n front of the altar.
Pale, but calm and self possessed,
“said Signa, laughing, but
he stands, his dark eyes fixed on the
“Don't you wish you were going (o door; waiting for her, And neverstill
«snarry her
yourself?” says
Laura.
ber dying day will she forget the ght
*Don't dance on her vell, you wieked
1
Do you know how much that

to drag him away:
“at last I cot away, and—but I say

the pulpit, cleans his throat, cougha.
and begias hls speech. It is not neces
eary to cet it down at length. There
never was a wedding-speech that ever
Was worth pen and ink, except that of
the “best man” who got up, sald “I'm
the best man here!”
and sat down
again; but the rector grew. quite pathetic as he referred to his dear Signa,
whom he had loved as a daughter, and

whose future happiness was his

one

great wish and care, and almost sired
tears when he epoke of the happiness
which it afforded him to welcome “his
dear young friend” as
-his nephew.
Aunt Amelia actually did shed tears
and Lady Rookweli kept
her grin
scarcely Guppressed. But there was a
sudden thrill of expectation
when

“Come, my deny,”
says Laura, and
Signa ts borne off.
A maid has been ‘engaged to mest
them in Paris with Lord Delamere’s
valet: so that Jaura, as she puts it:
really has to earn her bread as head
bridesmaid: she and-her muid are seeing to the packing of the 1: immense Tm:

perial.

of

‘The two have begun to divest Sixna
her bridal attire. the maid hand-

Mng the costly garmonts as if they

were something almost. too precious
to touch.
Suddealy Lau:
on “her
Knees before the dress. utters a faint
cry of alarm.
“My dear!
Why, what's this?
“What?” asks Signa, looking down.
“Oh, that!—what a pity!—I cut-my

test

silks

imaginable,

and

as

demure a8 medemoiselle wishes.

gay

or

colors und has an overblouse oi the
same material as the skirt
NEW. SHOES,
‘There isa handsome new high-laced
boot of deep brown glazed kidskin
with @ kidekin top {n champagne col
or. It has the propar Louis heel and
blind eyelow and ty usccmmonly gooding.
Black and

and

white

foo!

year continues

fashion at the same time.

New sports shoes are of dull black
calfskin in laced style,
with
white
kidskin tops, and the low, broad heels

tke princes—and look here, Signa, he
gave me this just.
for pocket-moncy
while he's away, you know,”
and he
iced from one of his numerous

/¢@ enormous and far from
vative.
Colored
stones,

which this styJe demands.

‘been: with usic We

is pee

iP 1 rather, be=}"

he’cogs
s bees tinnee
busy—have’
had
i tieerboen

conser-

Jade and amethyst,
popular just now.
Some have huge
drops, others large hoops in addition
to the
stones

stone at the top.
are covered with

And many
dainty. gold

tracery to make them more elaborate,

“Kind!” echoes nehie
es should
think he fs kind. You'd say so if you'd

casitie & keds tales among.the long-forgotten food productshalf'a ae 880) just as it is among the liveones
“of to-day.
ptional quality can explain‘ such
¢

:

*

NEW HANDBAGS.
With frames for those who are tired
of the much-used drawstring style, are
cf the softest, loveliest. Mocha leath-

iese and
They seacome in pretty ‘freens,Besoft

ms ae
Y

unless the mitls vanpen to he Blue face
es

department

care

of

or

‘the C. P.

R, has

err easioae? to it

the handling

traveller owes.so

of

age, for the

much

of

good

temper and comfort to the knowledge
that his trunks are,handled carefully

and delivered on time,

The

amount of

baggage handled on so'large a system
is phenomenal—no lesg than 7,899,652

tnatvidual pleces belng forwarded during the year 1916.
‘There must have
been quite a number of families on
the move, for the Tst includes 23,21
baby carringes, . Milk
cans form an

important element in the

baggage

depurtment,as

work of the

in

order

to

ensure the rapid. delivery of milk from
the farm to the city dWeller pasyenger
traIns are used. The total number of
milk

cans

fozwarded

care

with

which

durin;

1916 Was 1,162,472
a eee
The mogt convincing
Proof of the
baggage

is

handled

on the ©. P. R. ts given {n the figures
of claims paid
ferage,
Out of

on loss, damage, pilnearly
elght million

pieces of baggage handled. Fae

Bal
paid-on se
an
only $1,791.79;
anaes only $1,669.08, and on
ilferagu
only $571.07. the cost to the comeaee
in these respect being only five cents
per ae
parcels,
This 1s @ recofd of which Mr, 3. 0.
Apps,
the popular
generat baggage
Sean ot Gee Canattan
Pacific Rail:
y,
may wel
proud, awd
cient to
show
that
the
eealled
seaRe sthasher” has been
iv
siete
it indeed. he ever ern e

Detween

Digby, N.S... and.

Sea ee

Victoria,

ee

ne wih spring BOWS | t\selt—Italinn Proverb,
ied
Mest
Business “Man—Sonator’ Bins tbe

Tt takes ten mille
to maker one cent,

I

gi

No

more
than

You girls do not ki
for is:
You ought
‘with hin in town’ My!

“That was v4 ony Kind, Al

A SPLENDID RECORD

One

ton shoes cf biack kidskin with white
kidskin tops and
ccomparaticely
low
heels,
which combine betes
senge

says Signa, softly,
eyes heaming as gratefully—and more
so—than
ff he had
tere At. to her.

os

lovely ekirt was of ailk tricotine In au
exquisite changeable violet shade.PonKee with satin stripes made
another
skirt, which had a pointed side yoko
ending in pleats, and a straigh; front
and back.
And among the other newnesses the Poiret blouse skirt is not
to be overlooked—-it comes in various

in vogue and Here aro-uiteactive: but-

t what you like; people treated: us

%

:

joy

which
is my lot to-day
Simply, almost gravely spoken, the
words secm to sink into tne hearts of
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the veer heey

an, give er tia
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Master un-si | Douitry
have no Gesire to. purelines

the | §Test a treasure, thet all my days will

lage on Hector’s arm. treads | 20d
a carpet of white blossoms.
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Baby's

Tfind them

Crate feeding on milk meshes will
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do more to put quality — ina chicken
imac | Beat tas aay other “pred oops
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mall i pation at the: 608nau id Se

We bought ‘em in Covent Garden last | school-mistress,
spent in watching over and guardthe
children upset be
night, and yours is ail white,
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ing it.
I can only say, in simpte,
very, very
thelr
kets of flowers
upon the mots.
peth, | honest
here they are,” he adds. coolly, a as a| +) Signa,
smiling,
with suepiclous
words:
1 shank. you a. per
at the door, | Mald brings in a magnificent bovquet
her
lovely eyes, ag ahe walks nanie and in my own ar. your w a ee
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for another box of

—Now York Sun,
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¢ the birds
eat
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ity of the meat
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Millinery Whims.
tan ed under the two different aye¢oior1 new-cheapeaus are extremely | (e™8ie cate tra
sonie and trimmed with grosgrain Sie
etme thar ey: he practised.
ribbon bows.
on few or many birds. At the
Leghorn, creamy and yellow tn tone,
mental Station for Vancouver Is‘and,
makes some of the smartest sports lat crates to accommodate
eighty
hats,
birds were prepared, and five birds ot
=

yoy, Signa, there's tiie most lovely | {8 Brace coming In for @ good hearty | the dear girl I have won for a wife:
flowers you ever saw waitng for one Rue: z ee
Bees on oeoe bole but Iam all unworthy to wear
60

| in the xestry; there's soven punches; | amere, and, ata signal from

cates iltee: onset
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ner tagsreturn
ores (Aad duing,, mecta ites:

peeed by th duke.
Tall and “dietinguishea—
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e done #o than his | hand:
ace
full of happiness
a
wh
been
edging near her that ha enous lines seem to have
years)
rather
suspiciously, takes her han 4 | disappeared and left him ten.
and with a emile says:
younger: with his broad blue ribbo’)
“An old man’s privilege, my. dear:
ross his white walstcoat—ho looked

cear, you are just one of those few wo- | S887.
He told'me to say, ‘f I saw you,|
tliat. [ was to give you his Jove, and
a
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clothes.
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Ao 2 =, rule women look pit!
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conta

tho etoepe | Co.,

yet up

ere, rose to
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lined crowd
Hector catia | down
backed theby lane.
a large
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and Laura Derwent cntsre.
“Yes, 1| of snowy blossoma,
Fine.
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knew it!’ I eaid so from the first! My they? sent
Tam forgetting my fes-j]

je, actually

weer 20Lordthei A

crimson

a mock groan,

that’s his name;
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ride bi oe brothers from
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With ehea little
and and
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takes etart
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hér nume~—the name that ts hers no

he loves more than life it¢¢ woman
soir:
That this is the crowning hour
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locks at}

“TU gm afrald you neve had @ great)
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ane ania.
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though
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‘arred by yea
of tan for peace and himan better-

ealing
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Who, atumblingPot,
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“Oh, Master Archie!" murmurs one
Sater, For years there has not been
the veil is a masterpiece
of Malines of. ste, quale, reproachfully.
such a wedding as this {n Northwell.
handiwork;
the pearls that bloom
they are,” he says. “They cwanthil rolt
here and there on her halr, and on el a to have some, but I know hetter, and probably many years
Me before oe
the thick satin,
re priceless and fam1 caw the breakfast inid In the dining:
eignhere, myI
ous, Dut In her heart of hearts Signa rcom as I came in, and J'm saving up line‘ou with
a
‘ttle
5
cough
that
care for none of them. The two malls
for
that.
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le copy of a, rector’
sigh into specchicss rapture a8,
On| pivce of cake, Signa!
Hector
says
ts-Aine,-m:
he has to re-
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meal.

ing his legs while he stares at Signa;

is a marvelof millincry Chastruction;

to be absolutely free:
| other injarior 8 ATUD..
eg | them, Mrs. Auguste,
St. B
5
writes:
“‘Tnelosed find twenty: flvee

welling
eT hor down te | Puts the body in top-notch | 1y,,, saat theNels ot greed ead eet: | medieinea mau

le,
most “the next best thing 38 to be the curl’s|
to tho been
vestry,
and the inscrutabl:
old eae: condition
when the time] wife. Don't you think you'd better go} Bisle
Who have
for some
Bee for : the day’s work.
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framed
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ae flutter: of ae

Delamere, taking “h

are the best:
ve her
talves!

Baby's Own ‘Tablets
medicine a mother can

perries“and

some green vegetables make

mite 8Blgns, Gren)
‘There ia the

THE BEST MEDICI
2
~_ FOR LITILE ONES’

the man or woman

num has- promised to lend his nth
ence to our play.
Second
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Man—Yes but
ee er. Sin
lends
influen:

,

A-E.Roberts
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e fofolowing verve wore written}
Pavate
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Drug Store
ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFICE
||International

“iho line did nerer know.

| Ta the more

Oar bregkfast 10 secre,
For if we sleep in over
inte

and-50c.

pkt.

International —

‘returns per acre in 1916 were as

Potatoe . $78; tarnips and

The sergeant blows

seen that the high- | The Best Stock Food. on the
market for Horses, Cows and
est returns are from the cultivated
Sheep,
It is strictly medicinal
gives
pure
blood
and
c
ng to present prices the
|/and
£000 value of rice purohinsed for one
good health. — Especially recomdollar
ual to that of potatoes
mended for promoting
the health
‘Costing two dollars, Seed potatoes
and growth of Hogs.
Per pxt.

25c.,

50c.,

$1.00,

Is off
to daty on the jamp.

ia the mesa-room on the Hill,

for a large ba;

ounces

In the average of ten tests

bushels;

one-half

ounce,

jas bags, overcoats and mitts,
Helmets of steel worn on these coe.
For all are needed when facing Fritz,

The whistle blowa at half-past foar,

‘The brakemen gather ove aud all

109:busb-

From unseen dagonts do they pour
In answer to the daty’s o:1l.

ols; ono-quarter ounce, 98 bushels;
one-eighth ounce, 79 bushels, and
one-sixteenth’

dunce,

87

bushels.

Small potatobs are frequently pro

~

being.

arrested

= by

anfavorable

weuther conditions.
Potatoes did
not thoronghly mature last actump and immatare potatoes are in_-ferjor for tuble use but inake exceljent seed.” At this particnlar time, |
therefore, potatoes the sizo of hens’
eggs, or even smaller, might be
for seed to good advantage,

‘There was e alight error in the report
Inst weok of the packing committee. It
should read that 15 pairs sooks had been
Gan you spare a towel for the boya at the

front?

Leave it inthe basket prepared

Do not donate expensive towels,

Of course there are various places

At which thesé cars wast unload;
‘Phe Chapter has decided to sew on trench
mast go ap to the trenches
comfort as well ax hospital supplies, Now some While
some they damp by the road,
that the housecleaning season is over we
‘8 god
Attendance at the sewing ‘Thon sitting by the fire,
These could be ont into pieces even | Hope. fo which will’be held in the library
We have bread aud jam and tea;
all
as
one-quarter
ounce
each
for the summer months, beginning May 6,16 | Aud talk till we retire
aS
‘And are as happy “& can be,
be planted: in rows 28 | sory to each boy, instead of 5 pairs.
“nnd
inohescould
apart, with the pieces 12 to + ‘Pho regular meeting of the Chapter held
tbeils irgeat fcr some time,
din
iidey:
WORDS OF PRAISE
i5inches apart in the rows, They
bye ded to bold another 10c, EZRA BAIST, Crediton. East,, Oatario,
honld be planted the samo.day as po sore
the 1.0,0,F. ball Thuraday
says:
they:are cut. Where good seed is | knitting tea inthis
We
5.
8to
from
week
of
“L-feel
it my) dnty to say a word of
afternoon
|
not
whole potatues
anobtainable
hope all the Indies who were present at the
praisé for Homestead Bone
slack Fertitmore than one quurter to one-half
!s*¢ tea.and many who for various reasat os izer whichI used last spring on o barley
‘ounce in size might be planted swith | could
not attend will bring their knitting
field and other cropa” with very yood rethe prospect of receiving moderate
ing
and spend a social hour
together. suite.”
-returns.. It would bean advantage Thureday arenes: May rere
in
On Saturday, May Sth, the packing EXTRA STRAW PAYS FERTILIZER BILL
to spread out the sma)i potatoes

swarm lightroom for two or {uve |
‘weeks to allow them to sprout be-|
fore plantip, Ss
‘The usual time for planting pota- |
toes for best results 1s from the 15th
Potatoes do]
to the Q5th of May.
Ifitisimpossible |
“wellonsodland.

committee forwarded to France 6 parcels,
cach containing 15 pairs socks and adral
4 to the following boya:
J. 1. Graham, Pte. Pan Malloch, Pte. . Roy

H. WILSON,

Lieut.”
Lyle Lennedy and Pte. Josep!
waian,
should be gratifying to
the
pairs sox
400

that

te know

Path, This
Feb. through
since partly
sent ont sible
ive beenbeenmade
the| bas
beforemight]
the land ready sod
“Yetimegat mentioned,
the
the
s plowed to a depth of about four
‘es and the potatoes planted in

liberality

of

envelope

‘fhedford, says:

“Have been using Homes
Black Fertilizers for the

McCallum, Gunner George Stewart. Flight

(nitters

contributors.

With many envelopes not yet returned the

and can recommend them as first claes.
I believe 1 get enough extra straw to pay
ior the fertilizar and some years, almost,

if not Afty per cent more wheat per sere
by its use.
Each year 1 sow @ piece without fer-

fartilizer and the differegoe between the
fertilized and the

unfertilized ia 80. great

each year that I vm.

fully convinced it

does not pay me to sow

wheat without for-

box up-to-date bas contained nearly $50.
greater liberality on the tilizer.”
; after which tho | 7) itted andis necessary
third furrow
jary conld
to carry on this
be rolled immediately
130 BUSHELS CORN PER ACRE
soil
the
press
to
harrowed
then

ev

‘Jand

‘around the potatoes and to conserve
moist!

to present findications
ea teill ‘be less
the acreag Safir

The

Dominion

Railway

Commission

AROHIE DICK, Chatham, Ontario, anys:
“Ihave used Homestead Bone Black
ertilizer and cati ‘recommend it, very
highly, I put ove ton-on eleven ‘sores for

the groond was poor,
met last week af Ohatham to hear com- corn andhat although
field I realized 180 bushels to
than usual thisy eur,
rogardin, ig tle passeuger accom| plaints
wiodstion on the Pere Marguotte, with
‘With the possibility ofcarea famine
were
other
kinds of fertilizers
shonld
ateri
the-resalt that an ‘order was issued to
but they didn’t
th the farmer | restore tho sorvice that was takes off in used in our neighborhood.
D
gardeners in growing) jxnoary last. ‘his means that the road proye as satisfactory as the Homestead.”
exo
Works, Detroit,
day
each
Carbon
train
one
om
Michigan
pat
‘Write
will
using}
in
highest yalue,
particulars about their
and
than bave been in operation
t seed

obtainable

and

in | way more
daring the winter.

Since January

it

for

free book

Homestead Bone Black Fertilizer.

Kas boon impossible to get iuto Ohatham

from points worth and back again the
same da:
rain servico on the line

an Walkerville aud St, ‘Thomas
“HYDRO OPERATOR ELECTROCUTED see
was about the came, The order affects
2

“wire.
t

Smith, operator at the
tation in St. Thomas,
killed on. Sunds}
when he oame into acci-|
“eontact with a 18.000-volt |
y

was just relieved by the}
veoreagator and was di sonssing

tha entire Onuadian lines of the comany.
: ‘Live railroad contended that the coal
sitaation was still serious, bat the Oommission beld that the service of the passougortrains was not what it should

Bi

be. > -

THE CHURCHES
PRESRYTERIAN.

“Sacramental
ruiog, May
mae

dof.

.

Si

ibeb

service “next Sanday
18th, . Pre-communion

Triaay evening

at 8 o’clook

will
(D,V.) preach.
. Prayer moeting ae ‘Thursday evening :
at 8 o'clock.

:
BORN
3
‘unfortunate man was 60
age and a native ‘of Lamb- G@nanan—In Danwioh, on the 4th inst.
“resided in the city for:
“to Mr, and Mrs. Joseph M. Graham,

romdetreviously having
a butter factory in
‘Bince coming to Sb.

are

Sores

—

eke

J. A. CAMPBELL,

{ron ratious for Fritz avd-the Han,
Food ratious and mail for the boys,

Any soft,

pliable material is suitable.

at

cars and con 2)

FRL
and ready

The cars pall out one by one,
Well loaded with sapplies:

vse even the cotton wrappings of parcels,

ort’: and wear

These
many homes.

At last when all is ready
For the trains to pail ont,
Kuch driver and each brakey
Waits patieutly for the shout.

{4r that purpose in Panter's store
So
great is. the need for towels that the boys

to “do over}
soft tone

paint for the floor thatwears,and wears,and wears.
up and protects Oil
a Hot?NODE, ? brishters
ae

cars is placed,

He tighteus ap his brake and Inst
Hp fastens-up his chain, just so.

‘The potatoes prodtoed in | *°ck lens not longer than 12 ipches.§

Ontario in 1916, however, were ex* ceptionnlly.free from rot and were
-nnusnillyeniull owing to thegrowth

6n a

Aud told where he mast go;

Owing to the coat of yarn the sock com:
mittee requests the knjtters to make the

duced from sorabs or from diseased

bers.

Each brakeman

want

sanitary,

washable

|
Wall Finish, in pleasing tints.
““WOOD-LAC’: Stains make soft wood look like
expensive Mahogany, Walnut, etc.
“MARBLE-ITE” Floor Varnish—for -hardwood
floors. Won't mar or turn white.
“LIQUID WAX’’—for floors. Easily applied, Dries
hard, Shines easily.
“SENOUR:'S FLOOR PAINT’’—the hard-drying

Rubber boots up to the bips,

the following ayerago yields ‘per November, ufter the farmer has
nore were obtaliedtrom good-sized sold his erop:
If the orop fails, and the farmer
potatoes cut into pieces of different
weights a8 liere indicated: Two]is unable torepay the money, the
onnces, 150 bushels; one onnce, 130 | Ontario Government will make it

you

everything

“NEU-TCNE?’—the

When we're dressed wo all look fine.

_oonduoted at Guelph in live yours

surface—for

every

DUTTON.

EISES

SSZ8ZSS SANS
Wonderful

ga

SSASZS

to two

Lingerie Blouses
—

$9.00
——

FIZ ZSAASZSSSZS

eaoh.

onnce

- for

After supper we prepare
Yor our journey op the tine,
And I'll tell yoo, if you cure,

out good-sized potatoes in sets vary -

There are

SPIC AND SPAN
FINISHES

lope we alwuys have the same,

After dinuer, ouce again
Off to daty we mast go,
Each mau eager to retain
‘Lhe surgeant's favor. as you know.

In eedat Years it is eoonomy to

ing from one

bright, spic and span.

Scarcely need we to complain,
For our cook ha is a dilly:

aud the ovly tras aubstitate for milk,

$1.25

we gaily laugh and chatter
‘As ogt hangry montten we fill.

Roast beef. pork and benus or skilly,

We haye a few pails which we will sell at a bargain price.
International Grofast Calf Meal
Guarantwed the best calf menl made

tatoes which should be retained
for plinting. . Those farmers are
wise who retained their potato
for seed:
ses, oven though
wore pallial for not bringtay
em to -murket.

chair
_ Awall re-tinted—a floor varnished—a hall p: ainted—a
fresh and
or dining room set re-stained—the whole house made

‘Then at Hoon you see os gather

$1.50

tear on walls and floors

“Cover. the scars: of wear and

By the sergeant ofthe domp,

And éach brakemen brave aud boid

Acd

Home

Your

Hale or hearty, weak or stioug.
Off roduty. we are told

For

Dress

A New

the waraing call—

‘Ont come the brakemet, Jarge-or smal,

“$33, It wilt bi

arg exceedingly source und people
throughout the province are eating

s

Ale blows it load, the blows it jong.

Stock Food Tonic

roots, $76; benns, 863;
or field
fie
and: fall wheat,
_husking cor!

in xure,

"The size of gous, brave deeds of men,
Snch argamévis vever wad os far
For the whistle blows at tev.

and

$9.50

The top blous
Colors rose and

ketched is of etriped voile.
ite with narrow bands of
brown between these stripes. Hemstitched
stripe of white runs through the center of each
4
fs, collar and front of hemlarge strij
stitched organdie. Irish crochet buttons.
The $2.00 waist sketohed is of white volle.
Deep cape collar trimmed with imitation filet

lace and Val. lace as shown. Embroidered inserts of organdie, Fine tucking on front and

cuffs.

Long sleeves.

Special values.

MAIL
INQUIRIES
SOLICITED

‘THE MOLSONS BANK
;

Good: Patching
Weather -

$8,800,000
CAPITAL AND RESERVE
~ADA
CAN
IN
ES
NCH
96 BRA

Nearly everybody has

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
T
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDI
\~Bank MONEY ORDERS

ARTMENT
SAVINGS BANatKhigheDEP
st current rate 7:

(

AT —

NY

25c.

“prices of seventeen different farm
“crops, those which gave the great-

Wo miss 1t, that

At times we argae op the war

eo

sore, Considering both yields and

more

or

Prices

and

then.

less

tinkering

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds

the

torn off, a-week plank in

Mouldings

door or window in that

and patching todo now

We

~ + Interest allowed

i

Sell

at

Right

Cement, Lime —
Brantford and Ruberoid
Rooflings
Hard Wall Plaster

the
shed,

roof,
barn

A hole

in

a little siding
floor,

a

new
:

When you get the fever
come to us for the rem-

tates amit

Tonic

Siete

Poultry

The next lowest yield in
it thirty-five years was 76 |, Prevents diseases in Poultry and
the average nnnoal yield for
makes your hens Jay. Also good
whol le
od, 114 bushels per
for Turkeys, Ducks and Geese.

PS ZS AASZSZS

ROmario
ta 1016 cousoS

‘

POTATO PRODUCTION

|”

Peauee:
eS ter
Oh, we aro the gallant brakemen
Of the C, L. Ratiway Uo,
Aud a better Lot of brakemtn

p
3.

wear, per yard

Clothes”
. Ercan

Natural Shantung, 32-86 in.

86 in, wide
wisteria,

Ny

brown.

> Colored Shantung, very fashionable fo
rene vosassscnces oeee
PET VATA .ecere
NAVY,

;

TOs,

,/

Figuee. a

rn

Margit or yard
White
White Linen, finest suiting, aiaaaly

nee

~40c..'50e., 60e.

bl leach, suitable for middies,

id Voil

ceeeletnesese Be.

0c.

32 in. wide, ina

tte

floral and

wealth of Sek cotbination, ‘ome a aatennsies wits be
maize,
‘two shades of bl
colo:
Colored Cotton Voiles in

few
40 in, wide, mer yands. 7. th pink
riment of Ginghams, Crepes,
ur

ee teframaings, alate, white and colors ..
pe de Chine
nine
ralets
snd tank
x wehiits, te
sisHiatal ¥

SY

“38:
:

to 63.00
.

2

White ‘Wash Skirts,- talored; ial styles, a aty)
OD
WAALS. Lo cincdende veeescasccssmcgseds
ealth of

Ready-To- Wear Dresses
materiales

.

? Just a few of the many styles in Ladies’

gznrnind fat be
pants

,

Booty

suits.

Dresses,

Ready-To-Wear

large white pleated collar and

> striped Voiles,

deep

balt,

silk

5 organdy, one

skirt.

tucked

.

pink

and

prim givacrns ae se seeege sweets cesenslcsette
j
5

@xoellent Value. J. c.c. cece cece sees cece ences eeeee +. $9.00
Green and Wisteria Striped Organidy, gathered ekirt, with border

5 House Dresses, light nd ark brink and siogham Datierne, all
-++- 1.00 to 2.00
BLES ives veveseeye revere er eeseecepeess

. Gowns, Corset Covers,

“ Misses’

Specials
Underskirts “and Drawers,

and Ladies’ Sizes
style.

White Crepe Gowns, slip-over style ..

Asioanok Gownd, button or sate

pat

, Jace and

mas

10 only small size suits, button-up n

de

Bli

coonapenean

styles to

varied

Rugs, Mats, Curtains
Motor, Raga, reversible motor ot, travaliog
assorted patterna,

}, 400.

1, 21x86 .;:...250. |
ses
Velvet Squares, All
$12.00

PrOOS is candied sWaecdeeeav
“Hosiery

preferentes Per

es oavs, 01.00.00 6.00
:

Ladies’ Silk Hole roof Hose, colors, white, black, blue, tan,

ms sconaze iar ”‘sha
or thee home

asal, gaan ied
to 10,

;

4 00
i

hig

Pa

: Rib kee
apron
a

a Ne a
es See

Sister Stocking

Pee Da
sreth oon

“fates supremacy in atylo, fitting qualities and tho

:

Men’s Shoes and Oxfords
Spring’s Very Newest

large

assortment

combinatio:
of the
linea biuatiog

of

yery

th

rk

his

Intest

designs,

|

materials

and

7

CE
MNNE eaveet_[e: colores -san
wor
retinnahip tha
pene quality hor persis: ae
to epoca, and, tha new
aeeee ree
Shc fotne
oomplete
showing
we are styles
-footwear
nhl for
Me
shoes
kid, | al
in black
conservative
more

Peasare abd Jou ine situps
aty
Men's

allowances

Ba English last,
last, newront
Harvard Blacherat Bals,

sii. a
oe

Silk
Sport Coats
Tai arrived, in phot combination ana
éns

;

Patant and Kid Boots, reg: last $1.00

China’ Hall

Brass Boas,

ER
ig

$5.00

Doll Pam;

fall

ai

«80

oeh
Deer
amsa
e

$a

ie. Pewee Pane Bae ast toatl eee eae
Ladies’ Dall Kia Pam;
ae

“410

et cus

ror

ill bein

Children’s Shoes
Oar large stock of Children’s Shoes of

y

Ladle ia ‘Oxford,
ford, Fregular Inst
oe
White
Shoes.

” “Spring Cleaning Needs

clot as inf : Seen
‘
ae
ee
Lisle, 3

:

vg Same Neale REET new modala,

Ladies’
he

¥:

o

ose for boys, also Buster Brown

|

at this Stere

Toggery

12.00

mati, Lato Copan Bran id ase Bom wi

“Wood

eee

All the newest in
Spring and Summer

best possible
value for the price. In addition to oar

Bia iet ienanereiaies te Keune ooe o mnie | Meare

rae werd

{

Shoes
_.
Quality first and valno alwaya. Every shoo dessa.

10.1 nD

.

“Fibre Silk: Hose, all shades, al

4

Mots eres
(
e
Ladies’
:
y
Bape root Hite: Beak, 9 inch, laced, on the a ae
wide, 2i¢yds.
white,ser,
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and Arabic and start investigating the
Hesperian.

“The Germans blow up the Ancona.
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Arabic
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Hesperian,

stop

blow

up the Persia.

investigating
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Lus!-

unconsidered

utterly

for eczema,
poisoning,

drains.
The cost to you for these rervices
will be the travelling expenses of the
are
surveyor, and os several surveys setmade on one trip, the charge is

At all drug
Zam-Duk Co.,
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surveyed and have installed part oF a!
of their drains may have a new plan
prepared free om charge, if they will
return the old plan, after mariong in

all changes made in the original systerm

On the same terms ax those for sur
veys the college will send a man
to
give you o start on the installation
if you have had ro
of your drains,

the real toy-making enthusiast — will
peunce upon as soon as he sees them,
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experience.
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to set

how

grade

He Will show

stakeb,

grade

the ditch bottom, make the junctions
of main and lateral, lay the te and
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need to buy, the better the toy maker
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“How
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sounds,’

osst-+t you in any way required.
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substitute
for
corrugatert
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of
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exercise,
Now kick for twenty times left to blow up.
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formerly been feverish fecling In the kin ts
or more until th
cles are Ured:
“In
the
meanwhile,
we're
busy
writthen shift the weigit over to the right
cast aside as worthless.
A glue pol away, billous fits and stomach disor
foot and kick in the same fashion with ing notes,
fs one of the necessary
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ders are stopped
sec
"You gee, We have to write one of the toymaker;
Uhln wire {8 am
foot
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foot
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Children are kept happy and con
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79 make it a
and we desire to emphasize
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together
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around which we weaved a web of part y ofyouveurmi dally
e 1 correct the de- Uteratare,
toys. The work has an educattoual
«which detract from your attractive literature, an dwe desiro to emphasize
words at the monthly meetings of our
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form,
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it. After

though
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“We stop investigating
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farms are.

by natural means,
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some

shill we put them?”

tions I notice an improvement,
and
this encouraged me to continue. Al-

No American
anywhere ex-
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alcohol

“The Germans

ye-19th century, and that
@enlus made it possible to
‘ingle pieces of previously un‘et dimensions
1 t was because
thatthe. {int heavy armourried out there, and. later
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turret armor of
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wofficiently dratmed
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condition
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43 drainage,
tor in moisture control

when all-other ointments haye failed.
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B, Gardiner, of Mgrquis, Sask.,
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writes: “For two years i suffered with
a bad attack of ealt-rheum on iny feet.
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fact, it fs only. falr

factory»
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hix reading
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the supreme
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littie systematic attempt toin sbut
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e fit,
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think
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yay in which to make use of the mzbe
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have;

encouraged

everything

they

to run
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want;
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to Shop
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ts fap

not
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bet

ter training for them to pretend they
sre shipwrecker mariners,
with no
other materials available.
This wit!
be a game, and at the same time it
will tend to bring
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all the In
geanity Iatent In the little ones. Ant

when a toy bas been made, no mat-

er whetber
ft be a vroperly furnish
ed dolls house or a humble chest ot
drawers
made
out
of match boxes
how much the children will valuo it,
since they have made It all for them
selves!
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used and quickly broken {s that they
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obtaineJ.
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carefuluess,
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rellance, patience. It will train them
in habits of observation,

and tt will
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respect for thelr posscssions—somie
thing which the cheap toy has very
néarly destroyed.
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Sixplleity Is the keyncte of meat of
the smart dance frocks that are being

shown. One in particular, featnreg in
dove grey goldenrod satin, is especial.
ly smart and simple. The tunic of silk
net In the same shale is stort in front
lengthening
towarls the back.
8
bodice with tonch of silver lace is
simple finishing in a basque offest.
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W. Hollingshead has. sold to BE.
Siftor a Mcbaughiliatoaciug car:

Henry Robbius has parchased # fiyepassenger Ford car through: J. A. Oamp-

We have
American

popu.

bell.
Arch. Leslie, accountant iu the Royal
Bank, has been promoted to the main

.

office at Winnipeg.

pin Eugland.
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Noh Dunwich for many years, died on
Sanday at the home of Mr. Neil Mc-

a nephew

a brief illness. He was aboat 70 years ||
of ago and had no immediate relatives.
Tho faneral was held on Monday to the |
Largie cemetery.
‘At the meeting of the deanery and|
Banday School Association held at Ayl- |
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Miva Faunie Patter.

Tote, Reed Clark

after|

hats

Walnut, W hite
all colors, Oak,iapoeatiy:
Floor
and Clear for Linoleums,
aud Black
It dries like glass
Finishes and Furniture.
h.
finis
and gives a beautiful
Vacuum Cleaners
n helps to house cleaning,
‘Mops
We also have all the moder
. Carpet Sweepers, O’Cedar DustCleaner.
from $5 to the Electric at
O’Cedar Oil, Wall Paper
50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer, Renewal,
Prices
Springs, Mattresses at Lowest
F urniture of All Kinds. Beds,

in ‘he
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‘on Olark, of Ioun, was
aud Mra
April 9th, word to
‘on
‘The annoal convention of she Datton
,inled id
aud Douwich Sunday SchoolA
that effedpeing recoived by his parents
4 years of ago was held in Chalmers’ Charch, Cowal,
ou Tho
So
Thursday, May 4. Afternoon and
aud eulige with the 9ist Battalion.
He wantigroagh | the battle uf the evening sessions were held.

>

be did in Datton.

‘A number of local Oddfellows went to |
London on Friday to witness the ex- |
empliflcation of the first degree by Unity |
Lodge, of Hamiltou, aud the work wax |
admittedly the most impressive ever |

School of that charch,

lessons frogs correspondence sohool op
@iveoring, and wonld soon
clectrical
have passe then he enlisted. He was
of 8 kind.Saict disposition, and wasin
one of the et respected young men

Roy. T. Ring-

first ono for Obrist
of | the comm@my. He waa the
Seon in that city. Folly 800 members
Rev, R. J, M. Glassfoord, of Toronto.
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the Order were present from tho different | oat of the
the speaker asked for by West Elgin
mother he Leaves was
cher and trained
B
lodges in Nesteru Ontario.
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Riellie,
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of from the Proyiucial Association.
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Dattou that Pre. Roy McCallum, who

pened

Ghesd news came.
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Ridge on April9,

He is now

inthe

hospital at Bramshott. Eug.,
where is
also auother Datton boy, Bee,
M.

Doolittle.
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by

by
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at

being that it
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the other eyoui:
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of Tyrconnell, and James Littlejohn, of
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Well Promo | to Be a Success pore
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Homestead Portilizer
In the fall of 1915 I threshed
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rom Reven

Cameron; missionary dopt., Miss Eva
Pearoo; teacher training, Miss Jessie
O,
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J. Bambridge & Co.
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by every Sanday School worker to win
recruits for the army of Jesus Chriet.
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rev into & depression ou the Southwold-
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Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs,
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Corn, You cnn wee
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‘The association is hoping for ‘good reports of the work done in 1917.
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Ob or bel
toevecmnont be heard. ie Ht day ot ay, ot
J. D, BLUE, Glerk.
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$11 88.

| sMilton—Patton—ThatJ. iit Blu
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Think
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Mo-

D. G, McOallam, telephone.......
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the farm of James Hooley, Port Talbot,
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® reduction,
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korea

Pollard,

start?
Reasoa it out,
about this and let us know.
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Bedspreads
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w.
elementary department,
Miss Tena MoPhail; adult dept.. Rev.
R. Stewart; home dept., Miss Maude

The Datton Elevator Oo. expect a car Geachy, W. A, Galbraith, Angas Mare
of choice New Branawick potatoes a * ray, Ed, Koebler, Stuart Pearce, W. R.
fow days.
To purchasers agreeing
plant these potatoes they will be sold a

the

the saperintendent
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John Drommgoles. Fae
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McOaitem, Barry Bobier,
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until te
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do for you 8s much and as well DOCCHO
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Glassford was to have spoken on "Four
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This is the
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the convention
adjourned for lunch.
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a
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Oanadian Standard Efficiency Ter
in
lwhich he bronght oot the four-sided

What provgito be a loop-the-loop act
an satorptile, in which were two

THINKING
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36 inches
White aad Ecru Marbuisette, beautifully mercerized,
35¢.
25¢.
wie cesses ceees/and
wide, per yard..
Lace-Edged Curtain Marquisette, at..
SC.» 45CBungalow Curtain Nets, at.
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+ §0c,
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wees «gc. and 25c.
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etc.,
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Tapestry
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Art
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R. P. Reekie
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YOU

New
Curtain

bring

His subject for the afternoon was "The

Escaped

WHEN

His very

dress will certainly

forth renewed zeal iu the work of the
Sabbath School or "School of Religious
Educatiov,"””
as he preferred to call it.

the coryer offMain aud Mary streets on
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Pere Marquette from Chatham to St
thomas.
According to reports from
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dpurt.
|Somme
J. Murphy
Rev.
mer on” Monday,
dBhe young men's organized was folly carried out, with the president,
was elected president of the Asgocia- | member
A. Macdonell, iu the obsir.
charch, also | Rey.
; supt. missionary department, Mrs, | Bible clasgpthe Methodist
2
The Pecavantion
was welcomed to
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The
nedonell; home department. | a membemp the Foresters,
Church by Mr, J. M. Oampfh with » wrist watch on Chalmers’
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Vaive-in-Head Motor, Three

Centre Control

Electric Starter, Electric Lighting, Electric Horn
Springs, Stewart Speedometer
‘Skid=Tires on Rear Wheels

“$695. 00
f.0. b. Oshawa, Roney ox Five Pasnanest Toncing Oar
Equipped.
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and performance the Chevrolet isn real automobile.
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-A-gudden domapai arene’ Us to

doctor
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no

better

When I decided to try Dodd's Kidney
Pills. 1 took seven boxes and all my
Theumatism,;-sick—headache and _idigestion was gone.
“When my father saw how much
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aoe. the. ebill oe might
02, oe suffered lnteusely, trom
es cold, The great heat of the day,
drenching by thea rain, and
the
masse, chilling of the air aeopaes on
goroche,
Ses ae
that we were enebled to-get ats to our rooms in
and all ni
ners, intense-

ood

Dodd's Kidney

he began

trouble.
Dodd's
kidneys,

Pilis had done me

to take'them

Yor

kidney

He ts better now.”
Kidney Pills make healthy
Healthy kidneys strain
all

the impurities, all the potaons, out of
the blood. They are the greatest. of

next day, and tor. several days
we hunted these wary anteach day becoming
more
ee
etians
to.the altitude,
to trayel not only great
altitud

always

Dodd's Kidney Pills did for me,” says
Migs Demers.
“I am never: without
them in the house.
My case was one
of the worst.

Ttaponnbie for vs to-come up with it.
eee fe2ar return te our mules and
al

Sbe 1s recom-

piend:ng them to all her friends who
suffer from
kidney troubles of any

s kept in a very
sight, but out

eee

10.—(Special)—Cur-

to Dodd's, Kidney Pills,

beating 90,rapidiy

impossible for us to
rest of the day we

snail's

life and

Janguage

the

Raman

Wenteby
Ing onca

withont
more

Roumania‘se becomthe
battleground.

Quad! and Marcomann! from the Aus:
forest rushed tha frontier’ in
212. In 247 at Jast, finding the RouMan

jana

help

more

of a Lindrance

in the solution

than

of the

a

tncrea

fugly difficult vrobiem of imperial de:
feuce, the legions abandoned it: leav:

ing ste

jcolonigte

and

natives 26

cared to remain behind to the mercy
of Roymantu’s first German overlords.

Fora houssnd

years

the tide

of

War “between éastern cavagery
and
western: baroariem rushed back and
forth across
the
“little land by the
Black cea. Nomad tribes of Huns.
dcfeatedson the Koman’ borders. in

the fielda of the discour-

nts for a cantury Then the
greatest of tie Huns: Attila, eweot tt
again with fire and sword, impreesed
its huebandmen Into hts cruel service,

ig

way to the great battle at Cha-

Where the Hin. power was finally ra be broken. Only for Keamaniafar from the protection of SrankishRoman armice, the exodue
of these

wild men

was quite es horrible os

nal invasion.
Bulgarians, “Hungarian:
in
n through the dark eancarton:
waste tas fertile pia

y
laid

for awhile, and’ passed on their way.

Againgt attest ineupersble obstacles’
someting of the old Roman language,
and culture, something of the sia Roman fighting epirit, nereisted.

of honorsever exiled the Howinantana
cowards. Out cf the weiter of invaaions, revolutions,
foreign overiordChins,
falace
murders,
Ignorance,
there arpeared at lest in the. latter
Part of the thirteenth century the 00
fairiy @table principalities.
val
fach{a .and. Moldavia—Wallac!
prising the foot of the boot-shaped
which

Roumania

makes

in

the

curves of the Danube on the maps of
the day, and Moldavia the jeg running
up

ed of chronic indigestion,
sick headache and rheumatism, from which she
had suffered for 6ix months, Miss 8.
mers,
of 190 Maisonnwuve street,
here, gives all the credit for her cure

sight of our game. Dismounting and
starting to run after it, we suddenly
that it became
continue.
The

DODD'S

Her of Siok Headache and Rheumatism from Which She Suffered for

made arrangements for mules in order.to make a hunt that'day,
“After
climlfing several thousand
feet

RECOMMENDING
KIDNEY PILLS.

Miss E. Demers States They Cured

three weeks’ {dieness on the steamer.
not

IS

the

piles which has chasucteriged. them
1 this day,
= Bed reely a fu century, however,

figure

+ We left the trein, hearing. that at|
ths point the animals we were desir.
|
+ ous of-getting were to be found, Hay,

it

manian

shy

the
were

food indeed.
We hunted mostly trom: |.
mule beck, but bad considerable dif: devastated
fieulty in getting fresi mules, as. the aKéd pi

eae
lian Telis of
Kunting
2 13,009 Fest Above Sea.

Asia. swept

arm thatMoruan sovalers

Hing teas

in obtaining rooms, Aa |: was a mea,
ation we were able to get very good

aes pars
A WARY LLAMA.

kingdom as his ont

barbaric

*
ers,
such:
arenon duessoll io vast numbers by
sure- Settled
how to
They. a government which knew
men, Bain and keop the loyalty of tte vat
‘rang and their sons, gave io Rouafter

ers.on the railroad, a chureh, aad a }
ra{lroad statlon where we succeeded

Grock: fis, Ont:

Fie} s

POGt against

tana twice with tls legions: and rensMered it for nearly Ro 3 centuries

A small deer, the guemal, was

houses occupied mostiy

genty — hox om eix
boxes | for | $2.50:
roms T's Dr. Wililams Medicine Co,,

aoRAINAnee eand

ing the penises

crack

found on these same mountatunr, out
muhe lower down. its range ‘not ex
ceeding an altitude of from 12,000 to
13,000 feet,
while the
vicugna aid
nrg
Were
focnd from 14,000 to ;
000. feet.
‘ampa ‘de Arrjeros 1s 4 small get- |
tlement of a couple of dozen
mud!

Wood,

atmosphere

anges, almonds,

found on the same mountains, they.
Were never found’ togetlier.
Those’
that we obtained were shot at long

out im-

jes, stimulates every organ and
feeling of new tealth and
to. werk, tired, alling men.
If you ara out
sixe this medicine:a trial and
how ‘quickly {will restore the
Pe retite, revive droop'ng spirits. and
Y) veur veins with new, health-giving
enevsy

to

the

Russtan

border

Hexchange

——_—__++->—_—
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FAMOUS PASSAGE.
Straits

of Messina Identified

Soylla
The

and

Straits

of

as

Charybdis.
Messina,

through

which the German warships
Goeben
and Breslau are supposed to have siip-

ped,

eluding

the

eagerly

pursuing

British
Mediterranean’
fleet at
the
outbreak of the Kuropean war, have
again found a place in Huropean despatches as the scene of a naval mishap
in which warships belovging to Eng-

land and Italy mistcok each other for
enemies after a collision in a fog and
proceeded to snell_one another. Con:
cerning this narrow lane of sca
between the rocky passes of Sicilly aod
the “toe” of tie Italian peninsuia, the
National

Geo;

lc Soclety’s

recent

warSn
bulletin say:
“Tae Sicilian and
Italian
banks
which border the Straits of Messina
for nearly twenty-five miles to the
east and west are among the most
luxuriant to be found jn a cruise of-the
Mediterranean.
Magnificent
golden

all tonics.

OFT-INVADED ROUMANIA.
Baraaed by Macedonian, Roman,
Goth, Hun, Bulgar and Magyar.—

the great
calamity:
it
annually: by more than

wheats cotton, wool

on the palms

a us back:
4“ neurs’
is hard to imagine a)
being able to live where
de
® Tack pte yaspiica but these
Footed ant
grow
fat there.
are
seldom
hinted
by
the
white
fnd-artentc
only.. and amon;
all
Weufeines theré is none can equal Dr. Dut the Indians are continually
Xi Gtams! Pink Pills “tor thelr t tonic, them. making them exceedingly
“While,
4
herve-restoring powers. and difficult to obtain.
dose of this medicine makes Buanaco and vicugna (llimas)
oa sawp,

Before
visited

and almost constantly bleeding, ae

“tons.
To this same condition ts due
&ttneks of rheumatism and’ tumbago;

brilliant red fruit contrast wonderfully
with tiene flowers of the almond trees,
‘which perfume ‘the whole region.
“The straits are entered from the
Tyrrhenian Sea on the north at the
narrowest point, the distance between
Punta del Faro on the Sicilian ahore

and the mainland
lighthouse on Punta
than two miles,
“Bravest and most honorable of all’ Pozzo belng notthemoreCalabrian
coast fs
the Thracian “¢rives,” old Herodotus ‘The whole of with
villages, some clingthe bee Fann,
called the Getae who inhabditedof the,
‘beach,
while
others clamber
Jang betweeh the mouth
poe
vA
eastern terminus of
en with)
rising to an elevation of mere than a
Fi
‘bul
{Je above the sea. Beyond the straits
toe ‘the southwest looms ever-threaten-

silks,

Much

a

was
5,000

carports

and liardware,

Oy

of {ts commerce

was

few,

from

there

of

a historical

voin:

fs no end of. Hapsvurgs

| of.
Austria..since-1804.

and

German

the Emperor

and

of the kingdom by means of a ferry
Hoe to Villa San Glovannt, only four
and «half miles away, wlile Reggio,
the chief, geaport on the Italian’ side

aaa
'D ROOM
HELP
FoR
Woolen
Mult
Cleanere. and
Tenders

also

fare Mansyyt nie tne
th Bitngets Etc

been Roman emperors, kings of}:bain,
and

still {s carried on with the mainland

They—ha}

kings, and

in the

Charles V.,

wh@

pany,

gn of

while

114

years

later cholera

remo

‘ed 16,000.
omer did’ not accord a definite
habitatlon for iis terrible sea creatures Seylla and Charybdls, but mar{ners familiar with the perils of the
rocks on the. Italian
side
of
the
straits and with the strong eddies near
the
rbor of Messina.
saw
lo the
mythical monsters an explanation
of
such dangers, Seylla was
supposed to
ible creature with six heads
n
feet, who barked like a
She dwelt in a lofty cay¢ from
which
she rushed
whenever a ship
tried to pass beneath, and she would
snatch the unlucky seamen from tho

T?
de

and wealthiest states of Europd

rigging or as they stood at the helm

endeavoring to
guide their
vessels
through the periicus passages.
Cha.
rybdis dwelt under a rock oniy a bowsnot away from the
opposite shore.
The second creature sucked in
ara
blew out seawater three times a day,
nd
woe to the ship caught
in tha

maelstrom

of {ts mout

Poets who cyme
after
the gtert
Greek bard embroidered the ltgeué to
sult thetr fancy.
Ovid, for examp
described ScyHa as a beautiful da,
ter of a sen-god who
incurred
th

means

Minard's

food that his family uses,

by means

ea Leopold (was defeated
at Mortara: a8 1316, and etanele Ml,
at Sempac’
1386, a qa
until the tisntag
oft
Mrs. Me ieee
Peace,” in 1874, ended the rule of the
Hapsburgs in Switzerland.
BOX § ———
WINDSOR, Ontario,
It was, however, within a comparatively short Ume of this reverse that
From Emeric to America.
the House of Hapsburg had reached
The name America, a6 you
may the height of its Er: Charles V. waa
-He had succeeded
to all
know,. comes” from: Amerigo, Vespuc- Emperor.
the hereditary lands tothe Hapsburgs,
ce Christian name.
And
Amerigo
and to the power and prestige which
comes
from
Emeric: ~ One—-would flowed to him as head of the Holy
re:
was
added
the
ven
scarcely See the
ot Emeric,
‘etherland:
the name of a
arian prince
anish colonies fa
of the cleventh. “century,
who
was
Spain, rr Us ee
ho ruled
over
Ita
je a eain, to take the form of Ai, Sicily and the duchy
enzo in Italian, and of Amory
and Sardin!
Emery in English. The name in Ger- of nen, whilst to ree inherited poslands he added
mane
the Indianapolis News, nee
original,
Groninigen, Gelteria:
He
anged from
the
rics of Utrecht.
At the same time his
Haale
This obscure ainapatien
egint has been a person of conse- brother Ferdinand was ruler over the
yand .Tyrol.
quence in thie world, for
from his Austrian archduc
hemia, with ber dependent provinces,
name has come that of this great con:
and a considerable part of Hungary,
tinent. In the Fifteenth century, in
hus the House
of
Hapsburg
had
the Italian form of Amerigo, it’ was
1
bestowed upon an Itallan navigator, really
@urnamed Vespucci,
and this contin~
ent, by a etill further mutilation
of and it was the Val
burgs measured swords 80° grimly,
the name, came to be known a4 Amgome two hundred sears later, during
erica, When King Stephen of Hungary
the war of th
ish
Succession.
yas choosing a namie for his con, he
could scarcely have imagined that the The Austrian Savibares fought long
name chosen was to be the parent of and bitterly with Louis XIV. of France
for the Spanish
possessions
of
the
the word America, and that. poor | old

honse,

of Rastaat, Srain, passed

of

a recognition

that

is

Minard’s

Liniment

Cures

Diphtherla.

Dut the Grand

too strong

194)

Monarque

from

04

sciarea
monarchy Was

;

the

No satisfactory explanation

how

rent seemed to

come

Minard’s Liniment
ows.

tho

from. every

Cures
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ot
MODERN RUBSIA.
‘The first great. mil easy: victory ot

modern Russta
wi
ined
bloody field
of Poltava,
army of Charles XU. of Sweden

completely
by

the
the
was

defeated by the forced led

Peter the Great.
The ambitious and

ish monarch

powerful

began

his Russ!

yasion of 1707 at the
well trained veterans,

Swed-

head of 43,000
following
—al-

most the 6ame route as Was chosen by
Napoleon more than e@ century later.
In the first clashes was was ati

ol, but he pursued the Russia!
euch haste and recklessness that

his

aroy was soon hopelessly involved in

swamps and marghos, poe reorganized hia force and mi
a ot
Polava, and the pattie fought tere

on July 8, 1709, ranks
greatest In history,
The Russian
bear,

now

among . the

often

whipped,

fought ferociously, The Russiaoa

ovetpowered the army of Charles XU.
by force of
numbers,
Charles XII.
was wounded before the battle. com:
menced and directed
the movements
of his ragged and half starved troops
from a Utter, in whi
was car
ried about the field.
The Russian artiliery worked Lavoe
in the army of the Swedish king, out
Charies. with a few man, managed to
eecape and made his way to Turkiss
soll, where he found refuge from the
wrath of the Czar.

A Cause of Drowning.

In swimming tnder a blazing sun
the body ia qubmerged natn low temperature, While the full force of. the
he

a state

of

unprotected

“head:

things

re Be followed by. Ineentbil :
ewimmer sinks and unless help i at
hand adds another to the log Lae of
the mysteriously drowned.

the

treaties

of

er the Raparennle

treaties whieh were highly fayto the Hepes are, we come to

seat ra

y‘Will It Work Both Ways?
‘The trousers eyhich I have |

Tied

of

direction through
the
gravel at tho
bottom.
At the opening in the casement of the store the force {is sufftcient to blow a handkerchief, hbld in
both hands straight out, and a hat
placed In the entrance of the pipe {a
at once blown out.—Exchange.

pheds make up one of the great oriet
history.

tor

nearly

Pragmatic Sanction,
ing tho arterica {n other parts of the
the ia Denery, body to be overfilled. The consequence,
that
ludlvisable, and that, is often a violent headache,
which

bag eet 80, by vay of

a

of air is very

reason for this current of alr has been
found. No open passage was encounered when the well was dug, but tho

seas themselves of Hapsburg
“and how Maria Theresa finally tr!

erable

up

Into the head by the pumping action
of the mbes in swimming, thus caus~

small bouses, in. each
eae A in default of bes come @ female
could succeedt
how he spared no
corpse fs lodged, at the rate of
ingenuity in se uring, the. assent. of
the first three onset then ate al hall
the powers to. the arrangement;
reduced rate until ‘the geomancers
fately om his daughter's
ployed by the relatives of the dead
hen and where the
row

Eats, and Vienni

that runs

constant In temperature, says Youth's
companion. In the winter it {s warmer
than the outside alr, and the storeroom can be used to keep articles from
freezing.

was

for then, and, by the peace

Hapsburgs to the Bourbons.
‘The next grest landmark in the history of the lapsburgs {8, perhaps, afforded by. the re:
tia Therese

—_——
Canton's ‘City of the Dead.
In Canton, abogt eighty miles from
Hongkong, there tsa place known as i" ued th
which
There are

of a chin

through the floor to the office above.
‘There he keeps .at!
perishadle
merchandise, that he has for sale,

struggle continued for nearly two cen-

be despoiled

Fils storo

{3 not. far away, and he built a room
in the basement of that building that
is connected with the well by an un
derground pipe.
In the pipe there is
a damper that can be closed or opened

The current

Christopher. Columbus was. thereby to

Etc.

The owner of the Jand on which the
of tightly fitted lumber over the well,
well {s found has built a small room
which is right beside the bouse,
In
thts room he keeps all the perishable

Doesn’t Cure!'

far from being compensated for by the
term Columbia.
———

Colds,

constructed refrigerator,

was chanzed into a sea monster
A
second
transformation
made
her a
rock perilous to
navigators,
Some
poets described Charybdis as an old
woman who seized and devoured cattie| himself Count of Hap
of Hercules, and in punishment
for
Hapsburg
ercasing the aren
this act the demigod’s father,
alllands with all the charm
istic Haps.
powerful Zeus, cast her into the sea.
burg —_ astuteness,
ips
seventy
where her appetite persisted, but her
years later, a sweated in the person
taste changed from cattle to ships and of Rudolph, was seated on the German
seamen.
throne, and thence ontards they were
foremest figures {n*Evrvpean history.
reverses inAmongst
the notab:
eldental to their histor: fn the Middle
Ages
must be mentions i the revolt of
Don't, thinkby, children,
be cured Theof
people
had
inking can them.
Hea wvettist
conncicuttonal,,athe child cany long
‘ears under the
not help st.
i send to any rule of the Hapsburgs. arid the open
Fi

treatment, eit fullPaaptaceeate
children
trouble you in this way,
y(t, writemb
tment
adults troubled with tine vaitficuitles by
Say or ai

Cures

At Thompson Falls in Western Montana there is a well from
which a
smali current of air constantly flows.
In summer the air is at 35 Fahrenhelt,
which {x about that ofa- scientifically

the name Hapsburg, whi
fe a varfant of the older name Hq iehtsburg,
or Hawk’s Castle, was tak
from the
Castle of Hapsburg, buflt o| the banks
the Aar, no: far from
+ junction
with the Rhine.
by the
aishop of

Minard’s Liniment Co.,
Gents,—! cured a valuple
dog of mange with MUN
MENT after several yetp: aries had
treated him without
g him any
permanent good.
Yours, #
WILFR,
GAGNE,
Prop. of Grand Central
Urumnondyille, Aug,

Liniment

—_+-s
Natural Refrigerators.

their

Jealousy of one of the immortalr and

Spanking

SAFE
WAY TO SEND MONEY
ts by Dominion Express Money

andf}
to

‘om ms

=

The meadowsweet shakes out its feath~
Ani Bumore winda that stir the silent
Bearing abroad ‘faint perfumes aa tiey
Tori
Some Wondrous tale the fut
tering Heaven .
secretly along the, gras
Where’ gorsamers,
for aya triamphal
march,
Hang out from blade to blade their diam‘ond arch.
222

century, that Maximilian
same

re Onlnt

ORDERS.

Somewhere the anize-now: taps his-ting gh
‘drum;
The moth goes
go
fluttering upward from
© heat
And where no. lightest. foot unmarked
come.
The rabbit, Uptoe, Pilon his ahiny teeth
On lusctoua’ herbage; and with ‘strident
The! ities bees futterng from flower
seatter“froin ¢ dew-filled cups a spark-

posession of the Netherlandd
rich lands beionging
to th
duke; and in many other

en

nee

MONEY

house reached the summit of 1t¢steatness, the Hapsburg domtnions § pread
themselves over some of the
geatest

DE the

imited.,

the

The history of: the House q
irg is contemplated to the
of the straits, and also the chief earth- gree; any ™ just ‘cousideration
would
involve the writing _ o}
quake sufforer-next to Messina; is-ten”
large part of Eutopean histopmiles to the southeast, Ferry boats ertheless, complicated as It is,}
ply between these points. too.. Scilla,
no other royal house
presen
Fare,’ Catona, Pellaro, Seallita
and
marked characteristics,
or
Gallati are minor towns on the ahores
served, through the centuries
of the straits.
eral policy so unchanged andi
“The historical records of Messina
ging.
In the early days of
and the neighboring settlements con- eet ts Hausburgs were fa
tain many accounts of bombardments,
in which they increq
raids and piratical descents during the pessentions
by judiclous 4
and they have been famous
Punte and Roman, wars, and ravaging
ever since...
It. was thus
expeditions. by
Goths, Normans
and
finst
obtained.
possession of
Saracens. whilo_ earthqus’-4_prior to
and {t wes thus also that the}
the latest tregedy left thelr indelible
tained
possession
of Hungy.:
ceare from time to time, particularly
in 1783. Nor has the plague spared was through his marriage
the daughter and heiress
|
this region.
In 1740 Messina alone
the Bold of Burgundy, in th‘
Jost 40,000 of her
population by dia-

fase,

70°

Apply, Wellandra = ©

st. Catharine:

L Ate WANTED 50 0
PU oe
ligt
rat sayving
ole OF spare
ork. rent
ny distance:
chark Dreipaid, “Send stamp for fat
teulars
Nation al Manufacturing

have been dukes and archduk-s of
Austria since 1282, kings of Hugary
and Bohemia since 1526, and enherors

wines, olive Bil

sthe City of the Dead.

‘soll
oa cour not get enough

Hapsburg,

“The harbor of Messina {s the larg:
est and safest In the kingdom of Ita
with a depth of more than 30 fathoms,

citange
prove.

ain fo¥ nurses.

Hospital,

Of ‘the greatness of the Hous:

eee

“HELP WANTED, ©
WANTED: Finkel We

Factor in
History.

‘European

| 100,000 lives away.

we tell asleep
iy the
potlences of the make eae only did
affect us, but the aie was
indoor lire of winter 60the Gryaltitude
aud the Wind ‘on these mount
ee upon “the bjood,
lew 80 ylolentld that onr. fac
is became. badly suaburned.
th addition to the entee ait coming
off my {ace four times in ten days,
Bad. blood. does not my nose swelled to ut least
eee

< Gie,iong

nett

The

it morn!
as it was Hght
eousit for bs wo Bee, We hurried
ihe Beenie for -sévera

NO. 19, 1917

ESS

it

ia sees

Reaport ot eee which boasteda
population
~ 150,000 tababitants
before the
ite most cruel earth
quake of Dec, 28, 1908, tossed ‘nearly

,

“pequently
with
wilcer to spring!

Kio.

a sete

wat

on the praiaigi

femkt
ferri
rite headache

hive

shrunk
#0

child can hardly put
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AT Yesterday Rolle d
British

uniform, when a torped

8

Renewed Drive hy
Jp Moreof ““Hindenburg’s”
Line.

= |FRESNOCAY-PTENUR-AEDRTOIBYS WAS

moving toward

.side,

the

soip~ on

the

port

telephoned to the bridge.

The

ur’ Infantry Reached the Foe Dugouts

‘The lookout by the gun of the

stern

Great sbip swung round quickly. In
‘another two seconds she would have
‘| escaped, but @ rending sotind told that
.| the torpedo had struck, the ship, She

’

began:

to settle

rapidly.

A

few

took

his

plabe,

and

in

four

Hundreds Forced to Surrender Prisoners
Amazed. at Their Work.

minutes

everything was ready for abandoning
The soldiers sang, but the
parade was chiefly notable for their
‘Absolute calmness and cheeriness.
Al

wore life-belts. The ship seemed to be
sinking
fast, The cojenel stood’ on

troop who occupied Arieux several
days

‘able.—The official report
headquarters in France

}go, pushed forward

the day from west of Queant

took

|, and
sev
“We're

in. officer asserted that tho
the

to-night, reads:

“Fierce fighting orvurred

and

throughout

keep steady.”
“It's all right, sir;

to north

of Fresnoy, four miles east of the village of Vimy.
The enemy again employed large reserves of men and guns,
und delivered repeated counter-attacks

The commander,
abandon the ship.

lowered in

hostile

bling

prior

forces suffered

from our concentrated
machine gun fire, both
to

the

heavily

ut the

artillery and
while assem:

attack

and

Itish artillery.

was

our possession.
“On the left of the battlefront

we

eaptured the village of Fresnoy
and
the enemy's positions south and north
of Fresnoy, on a front of wo. ‘miles.

We also gained a footing in the ene-

my's trench system north of «
‘i
“Progress was made at other points,
and the fighting continues.
tion to the enemy's
severe losses in
Xilled and wounded, we captured several hundred of German prisoners,”

Others

officer

There.”

pout the prisoners’ collectwith deafening reports, so

fe

of

the

German

ind the Germans

high

hed to be

safer spot.

#.IANS PARTICIPATE.
tsress was
made east
of
along
tne Arras-Cambrai

Guemappd
road, and
through

swept sey
their first

tritish

troops.

riny, south
M hundred

pushing

(By RT. Small
Staff Correspondent of the Associated

one

Pre:
British
Headquarters
in France,
Cable—After 4 days of calm fighting
on a large scale was resvmed along a
wide front to-day, and more Important
strategic points fell Into British hands,
including the village of Fresnoy,
several miles north of the Scarpe River,
and the ground about Cherisy,
some
distance south of that somewhat
Insignificant stream.
Between Fontaine-les-Croisilles and
Ballecourt about 600
yards
more of

‘ermans
are
holding
tivo woods
west of
Pra, known as the Bois
Bes du Vert. and have
two
with elaborate

tangle

stretched from tree to

Ueavy co
tempted time

Per-attacks were
at:
hd time again during

the day, and
bin every
section of
the battlefron&
come echoes
of the
never-ceasing
@illery duel.
CONSPHO0US GAINS.
London,
Ma§3.--Fighting of terthe original Hindenburg line, which
Bxed throughout
the
ran from Queant in a northwesterly rible intensity
direction towards Arras.
was
1e- day at the mal@pints of the British
attack,
says
Mter’s correspondent
trated and rolled up.
This
(lighting
at
British
bea@qarters.
‘The
bat
was close to the Queant-Hindenburg
Une

new

emergency

trench

system,

extending north from there

to

Dro-

court,
Work on this new system $5
proceeding
with feverish
haste,
according to
prisoners, and
the stubborn resistance the Germans are now
offerin,; is to prevent the necessity of
their occupying the
new line before
Studs ready for prolonged defensive ection.

To-day’s range of operations cover-

ed virtually elghteca miles, although
the preestire was not exerted over this
entire front. There was artillery act!vity at al) points, however,
and
étronger German vositions were fairly

deluged with shells,
BEGAN

The
dewn,

_*

.

BEFORE

fighting begin
and continued

DAWN.

Suet
before
throughout @

day of glorious sunshine. The
troops
moving up in
support of those actue

ally jn the firing Hne passed
whose

overhanging

along

treco

were

were yellow with cowelips and dande‘Alona; birds were: singing, joyous, tulle,

thrqated

melodies.

A

warm

“asi

i wind étirred up great clouds of dust.
@ the men were white with fine

chalk powder blown from the roads.
‘As the marching columns reached

,

\.

‘changed,

‘The ir

however,

became

all

was

only

gannt, black ekeletans; the once fair
<field had been pitted and scarred and
fire until the

grow thereon even

under

this

first

warm impulse of the new season. The
only melodies were the deep-throated
Toars of cannon, the whine of shells,
the whistle of bullets.

Uing,”

places

he

addithas been in many

of ding-dity

ders

It extreme

the

situation,

order,

which

ren

difficult to define

Be

1

tink

it

began.

In its intensified

form

may

day

for our gallaBttroops.

conspicuous

The

gal

most

Manks of the long]
the centre, up to’
Searpe, we have

“Australia

minutes

again,

WMl

er by the British. ~

Be

(By Stewart

later the engineer

Then

the

colonel

called for

and

the

trawlers

ship

came

was

wounded.

sinking

up

at

top

were

transhipped

in

a few

only

nurses
were

on

board,

of Victoria, and

great

min-

subjected

Tasmania,

favorites

with

the

troops. had shown conspicuous courage, going from company to company
helping the men fasten their lifebelts.
cheers

were

given

when

the

Ballarat troops had been landed

jaté

patrol vessels moved away

CONFISCATE
ENTIRE CROP

owing

pide less progress
to the int Baity of concealed

machine gun

“Despite

fire.

the op|

ferman forces, thi
tcok
Fresnoy,
Of
proved too strongly]
carry it by direct at!
ing @ heavier casuq
enterorise warrante

ttlon

was infested with mi
“The
Germans a:
desperate obstinac
“Machine
guns
trees at various heig!

he

in

fighting

newly

re

with

perched

in

bh. while Hines of

which cencealed then
servation as well as
ing effect of our barr
attack upon this plaq
little more than a re@
force, and our troops
able the gunners to o

the

Ww

“Hage
literally
hine guns.

uneut wire were disog

upon

massed

hk without courtlist
than the

front of the ruined

fire
si

of

Canadian troops
py, however, still
id to attempt to

Nered in gulleys
trom direct ob.
rom the searchike, so that the

amounted

to

tnaissance

in

ithdrew to ententrate their
iscovered

movement,

our

Cnerisy. ~ Converging

tiops

reaching

[tactics

upon

court carried our
aBtance across
the Hindenburg line andBhreatened to
cut off the garrison at Billecourt. The

garrison was reported t
captured, but the report

was maintained

with

whole

of

harvest will

Government,

of the first ripening the en-

‘The farmers, atcording to Dr. Helm,
are to receive the maximum price tn

addition to a bonus for early threshThis measure,

he said, was abso-

lutely necessary in order to ensure the
of

Dr.

transition

Heim

then

to

the

proceeded

new

har

to

con-

demn the Imperial Chancellor's
economic policy as having failed to show
sufficient foresight, and was therefore

responsible for existing conditons.

WHOLESALE FRAUD.
Conspiracy Alleged to Have
Wrecked Insurance Co.
ot

Pittsburg Report.———Representative
eneral and confrom

an alderman’s

office con-

tinued their search to-day for the seven men who were
by J. Denny O'Neil,

yesterday accused
insurance commis-

sioner-of Pennsylvania, -of- conspiring
to defraud the Pittsburg. Life Trust
Company

out of §$1.900.000.

it was sald

None

of

Would

be

transferred to New York, where most
of them reside,
The men for whom
warrants were obtained are: Clarence
Blmost in-

Thrilling Story of Courage
aEpopanD, Sank.

F. Birdseye,

..ew

York;

Kellogg

Montgomery,
gent of the

Robert
Moore, pres!
Commercial Trust~Com-~-

seye, treasurer of the company;

Bird-

Geo,

pany, of New York;
Albert Leury, of
New York, and W.C. McCausland and

& Mr. Watson,

not given.
It

wes

©

whone

intimated.

addresses

ia

le

that

were

additional

arrants were to be sworn out,
that

other

men

would

be

an

involved

in

the prosecution.
—.
Discussing the condition of the company, Mr,

O'Nell

said

bis examinati

jed him to believe thta the company's
$1,000,000, and
surplus
tirely wiped

deev

surrender

and

man
and

cut

FOE NAVY GUNS

FACE CANUCKS

at

out. Through

F.
sf e,
ns ot
e
iter, of New York, he said, $1,1 900,000; ta notual cash had been ie
Sing ores the company an tne days.

Into action

Enemy Brings Heavy Weapons to Stop Advance.

be
the

German Raid Beaten Off by
Our Trops.

the Cer-

Cal

Canadian

(By Stewart Lyon,
Headquarters
-in

The enemy fs now

|

munition
This morning

has

weather conditlore during the creater
nature
Now that
part of the time.
omilea the rate of
nrogresa
je
ft
pected to be more rapid.
WIRED ENTANGLEMENTS-30-FEET.
Ee.
wt
Fresnoy lay within the main Mer!ition, which
throughcourt-Oppy
out {te length,
was strongly protected
by wire entanglements 3 fee:
wide.
For geome days our artillery has heen
working
overtime
destroying
thie
wire along
a frontage
of over two
miles north and soutn of Freenoy, a6
well as ‘a front of the village. The
ground haa been searched by artillery
fire for machine gun emplacements.
which, when
well concealed
“bebind
uneut wire, give a
tremendoua advantage to the defence.

‘Much

many

ammunition

is thus
the

expend-

lives of

of our brave fellows to-day

in

the tangle of houses, or rather rains
of houses; through which ther fought
thefr way down to the eastern slope
of the new
line
established.
Many
of the enemy must have been buried

in the ruing. of the houses destroved
in the last terrific

preceded the ageault.

buret of fire whieh

Prisoners taken already, number 10
officers’and 26u of other ranke.
What Vimy ridge and Arleux
“began Freenoy completed. The Hun has
been, taught that it le a very dangerous thing to despise men who go at
winning
a battle as if it were
their
job.
FOUGHT BITTERLY.
(By R. T. Sm:
Staff Correspondent

of the Associated

British

Press.)

Headquarters

in

France,

loops

of barb-

Cable,—Arleux and Fresnoy had been
swathed about with “great defensive
works

and

aumberless

ed wire. The Freanoy garrison fought
with great

until

bitterness, and

the

Canadiens

had

{t Wag

not

practically

rounded the village that’ the eurvivora, cut off within, surrendered. The
number of
prisoners taken here was

200° men

and seven officers.

the officers

epoke

excelient

Carolina; $400,000 went to pay certain

Aetna

Explosives:

Company,

we
The rece‘vers exCanadain company,
plained that under this arrangement
the Canadian branch would be-able toto
obligations
large
repay some of its
the Aetna Company.
ae

’ ONTARIAN KILLED.

One

of

English,

Canadian. officer was con-

took
alleged:
“dummy direotors”;
ores another | What
‘
he caw, When
and $100,- | ticular position
$400,000 went to promoters,
¢ay
was the same division which
000. was.
in - generous
at Freenoy to-day, “be Taupe

as to. Dentist’s
| Mystery
Death in Chicago.
jury

coroner's

Report—A

has been unable to decide yet whether
Dr. Lewis T. Fisher, 28 years old, a
dentist, at 1,039 North Clark street,
murdered. — Dr.

himeelf or was

killed

Fisher

was found dead in

bis -bed-

on
room at 1,017 North Clark strcet,
Monday morning with a bullet wound
ed
in his head. The body was discover
by Mrs. Ethel Burt, his housekeeper.

‘The coroner's inquest was postponed

until May 14 to permit the potlce to
investigate, Mrs, Burtto in custody,
Testimony at. the Iaquest-was of a
nature which tended to support the
theory that Dr, Fisher killed
Dr. Christian L. Fisher, of

himself.
Chicago

Lieights, a brother of the

dea*

charged

thre:

that

Mrs, Burt had

to kill his brother, Mrs, Burt
that Fisher stcod in front of 2 mirror
and fired throe shots. two of which
missed,

our
the

PLANES

Heavily Bomb

BUSY.

a Town

On

the Danube.
Petrograd:

Cable.—The

Russian

ficial report say!

ob

‘On the Dlack Sea one of our bydropiane squadrons threw 120 bombs
on Masmudia, on the Danube.
Great
destruction was observed.
Notwithstanding (he enemy's heavy
shrapnet
fire
ali our machines returned
un-

terday
we brought
down
&
German alrplane
{mn eastern Galicla.
‘the machine and {ts occupan
captured,
“On the Caucasian front weak eftorts of the Turks to advance in the
region
southwest
of Gumishkbane
were defeated easily by us.
In the direction of Khanikin our detachments
occupied an ‘sland in the Djala River
near Djumur, north of Khanikin.”

FRENCH FLIES

enemy
by destroying four of bis observation balloons, while maintaining
vigilant guard against enemy’ planes.

nt
Canadian army~corps 2 distance
aimosat efx miles. under moat adverse

ed, but ite free vac saved

on
blinded

roplanes

corps front temporarily
Enemy

i

patrols in the regioa between

Atleux and Fresnoy are very nervous
and call for aid from their arillery at
the slightest sign of abnormai activity
on-our-front,-—They-are-elearly-appre-

Enemy Barracks Fired, Stations, Factories Bombed.

‘The Germans attempted to raid our
lines last night,
but- failed to reach
them,
Some casualties were inflicted
by us.

‘Nineteen
German
Planes
- Were Wrecked.

hensive of at attack on Fresnoy.

FEWER CATTLE
IN ONTARIO

Live Stock Men Meet
Resources Committee.
Great

Chance for Married
Labor On Farms.

Toronto

Report-—The

Organization

of Resources Comm!
ing yesverday
represimtative

Sng Jonn

Hvestock

Gardhouae,

men,

Wait

Gent Untario Cattle Breeders’ Associaton; J. Douglas, Caledonia, president
Ontario Sheep Breeders’ Association,
. C. Stuart, Usgdode, president Dominion Swine
Breeders’
Associatio:

Wm.

A. Dryden,

Brookiin;

Andrew

Hillott, Galt; RoW, Stratton, Gueilp!
Chas,
1. Potter, Porcnto; Prof. G,

Paris
Cable—The
official communication Issued by the. War Office
‘Thursday night reads:
“Quite spirited artillery actions have
occurred
in
several sectors
of the
Aisne front,
The Germans violently

bombarded Rhelms to-da:
In
neighborhood
* Braye-en-Laonnois ang of our reconnoitering parties in
the course
of a raid on the German
ines brought back about forty prison-

ers.

“In

ing

Champagne

was

the artillery fight-

Intermittent.

there was no

infantry action.
“On May 2 our pursult aé¢roplanes
displayed marked activity.
—«n- num.
erous combats our pilots brought down
four German machines: fifteen others
were seeh falling in s dampged condition within their. lines.
“Jn the night of April 29-30
one of

our _Escadrilles bombarded the railway station and factories at Thion-

yille. On the morning of May Ist our
aeroplanes dropped 320 kilos of ‘projectiies on the aviation camp at Sis-

night

Day
It was pointed out that the number

of cxttle bas been decreasing eteadsiy
de to the Increase in the cost of fod-

e

Many

farmers

are

now

led

realizing the

need of keeping: their suitable helfer
calves tor inilking and breeding pur-

Emphasis
Pp

was laid upon the
need for farm labor—there are many.
Opportunities on the Ontario farms
Farmers are offering $450 to $600 per
year, Anclpe pe: & house and a plot of

way

stations

at

Bethenville,

verger and Chatele:,
tire, accompanied by.
fons breaking aut.’
—_——
SAFEGUARD

BOYS

Toronto, Report.
Labor Bureau has bee
y oye,
ye.fsfor

ch eral

a very
several
ON

ont aviolent

| See cae

acc

in 8 CommONNT:
a

gat the: geoeince in

Onn 00e

FARMS.

wi

Permianent. labor is in demand, and
the

to men Hille

France,

thorougai:

from Vimy Ridge. and he has increas€¢ bis artiliery fire on this part of the
He
expending
projectiles

before

day's advance.
line
Since April 9 the
pushed .ecatward from
Vanet, the jumping-off

the.

RUSS

our advance ‘begun.
guns he has brought up iz a
Of 14 tuckes calibre, provabiy
the men | ly meant for baitie cra
were overwhelmed.
i denburg c.ass, S|
The capture of Fresnoy cacried the| pear to be of fa
mall
Canadians almost a mile further than \ though others of
before on the way to Doual. which t# were used a short tf me
fg.
which woul
rould indicate a
only a little more than eight miles| mor-j!
due east from the further point ef to- | scarcity. of ordinary high explosive am-

compmny

‘Cover:

The body wan sent to Alliston. Ont.,
for burial, Relatives of the decoased
live in Barrie, Ont.

enemy officer said there was not
to bring the machine
«uns
of

{zed on military Ines. *

ing.

into

with them, but while the greater nart
of the priconers were taken In thir
way, others surrendered only
they contd no longer carry a rif
operate a machine gun.
A ¢a

tire crop would be confiscated,
and
that only from
one-quarter
io onethird of the crop would be left fo rthe
farmers, Everything would be organ-

period
vest.

we are ready to negotiate an honorable
peace."
Talaat Bey said that he régarded the
Russian revolution as a developmeut
favorable to Turkey, as ezarism afmed
at ber destruction.

these circumstances, through officers | iarmed over our tirust toward Douai

the men could beslocatedin Pittsburg,

AUSTRALIANS |
TRUE TO RACE
When

moment

and

counter-attacks
erall.
‘were broken up by- our art! ery "ire,
which

‘The

the

but as soon as they change their minds

man; on the front line off from all
chance to secure help.
The men thus
cut off were from the Rhenish vrevinces of Prussia. Practically en entire
company of them
surrendered tnder

the Keichstag.
In a speech at Neastadt Dr.
Heim warned the farmers
to be prepared for new and heavier
restrictions.
He said that from the

stables

firmed.
“The Germans
are fi@bting
with
desperate obstinaey,
5
new divisions have been jdentifi
ent
parts of the foot, s

by

ahat

enemy's supports,

according to Dr. George Helm, Bavarian member of the Centre party In

ob-

“South of the Sensee| ike battle developed into a most sugtessful sweep-

Ing

Cable

requisitioned

descending

trench system,
had peoted
tween the front line trench

Only One-Quarter to Be Left
for Them.
Amsterdam

in

dians, after passing over the wire an¢

Germany So Notifies the
Farming Community.

Germany's coming grain

cccurred

once or a horrible death by the’ hombing of the dugout.
Some of the Ger
mans holding the trench to the north
of
Fresnoy
did
emerze from thelr
dugouts
and
begin to fight.
They
speedily discovered
that
the Cana

after the

at night.

by

outs thet meant

The three chaplains also rendered aid.

Great

what

dugonts and to the cellars of nousés,
Our infantry followed Mosely
behind
the bursting shells and reached the
cnemy'’s
-dugouts
before
he
could
emerge. For the occupants cf the duc-

Sisters Tatlow,

lord, of

o

Fresnoy, and the trenches which protected it, agree that the enemy, who,

utes after 4 o'clock.
During the whole critical time the

who

Canadian .,Press

Qs at Arloux, had taken over the defence only a few hours before the aseault, had lacgely sought shelter from
the fearful shell-fire to which he was

speed,

and all of the troops and some of the
crew

Lyon,

Report.—Former

ncot
) Were authorized
by
Federal Judge Mayer here today to
enter into a contract with the Imperial Munitions
ot Great Britain for the sale to the latter of smokeleas: powder at 57 cents a pound, am
increase of seven cents a pound over
the price previously agreed upon beboard and the Aetna Chema Canadian

Chicago

Amsterdam
via London, Cable—A
Vienna despatch quotes ‘Pelaat Bey,
‘Turkish Vizier, as saying to a reporter
for the Neue Free Presse that @urkey
did not seek conquest, but an» honorable peace, and had so informed Prentdent Wilson,
The Turkish premier js
quoted as saying:
“Turkey went into the war for the
defence of the county, and not with
schemes of conquest.
We wish
an
honorable pence, always have
wished
it, and so informed Drosident Wilson,
Our enemies refueed the Invitation,

Storics of prisoners and of our owm

were unable to go, 2s the water gained

two

Notify U..8, President.

.

Correspondent With the
(Canadian
Forces).
Canadian Army Teadquarters Cable
—Shortly before dawn this (Thursday) morning.
2 Canadian
column,
composed
of veteran troops,
carried
the fortified village of Fresnoy-en-Artoils by storm.

volunteers for the stokehold. Hundreds
responded, and 40 were selected, but

be

it

“Was of short duration. Theo the guns
-gettied into “barrage work as
the
from
1!
forward

in

certainly be clafe@as a successful

Under the soft light of a May moon
the British gune roared the artillery
-< preperation at intervals during | the the Germans continue
Cou!
emight, but {t was not uw
the lugar strategic reserves.
~trayg had disappeared debind the West
ern horizon that the real bom!
y

ment

A few

The Germans suffered severe losses

‘ots.
the

a dit upest

were

plane

TURKS WANT PEACE

In the attacks all along the line, and
also lost hundreds of men made prison-

pets,

their

Without Conquest, ‘and So

ee Oppy were captured and held ty the

steadily, the engine room being al
ready flocded. Three destroyers and

Oghting .al
t Fontaing-les-Croiselles
und Bullec yt, Jn which
the AustraMans took
et. There was also more
Nghting abl
Oppy. to which the
ti) clinging.
West of, this village ts
fairly
bristling

Monchy-ledu Sart and
connected
tH
trenches.

battalion

to Ray,

York

by the British attack.

and south of the village on a front of
two miles and a trench system north

reported that the ship was able to Ko
ahead, the
damage to the
propeller
having been repaired. The boata were
recalled, and the men went on board

rapidly,

of that roaa,
yards beyond

ectives, There was heavy

continuous

the

boats they sang,

Bough, German shells beran

mored ta
AUST!

carried.

were etlil atpete battle SRS er
ers
taken
at Fresno:
Porat Two freeh regiments Tehod
come into the pene. Sree
Ss
German count
tor a great
night
tack cae ‘Arieux thig morning. Needless

of Fresnoy and enemy positions north

While the

the divisions

that all

ly when told

Cable—The British attack
front of 12 miles in tho reeast of Vimy southwards to
of Queant. West of Queant

and near Cherisy sallents were driven
into the German line, and the village

gaye the order
Nine
boats were

squirrels, dogs, puppies
and
When the soldiers embarked

was all

ow and that the Germans
ir artillery equal to any.

made

im the neighborhood of Cherisy, astride
the Arras-Cambral bank of the Scarpe,
where the positions,
which
changed
hands
frequently
and were defended
with great determination, are now
{in

The-

that. the. feeling

Windenburg line west of Queant, and
have maintained themselves there al)
constant
and
powerful
counter-attacks.

also

of this support,

infantrymen had begun to
eméelyes merely as targets

during

the ‘actual assault. In the face of obstinate resistance
our
troops this
morning penetrated a sector of the,

“Purther progress

lack

atl

men
were
embarking in the boats
they
continued
to show
cheerful
spirits, One
of the officers told lis
company: “You may smoke on
parade,
Muny
it cigarettes.

practically. along. the whole battlefront.

These

London
was on a
gion from
the west

The men
we're all

perfect order.

for

Le

Before They Could Emerge.

sol-

diers say they saw a periscope 500
yards away.
With “exemplary coolness every man

~ Fierce Fighting All Day) the Foe Showing

New

nor Benjamin 8. Odell and Former
Judge George F. Holt, as receivers

dauy”ed events
yeithout
and tit ad

_
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rough

condition,

| Possibly

there

good

Sepulchres

quality

they

should

be

secured

and

should be cut.so that there are

at least two eyes In each piece or set.
garden
in as
Cost lees than one cent per year. ‘They | ft is’a good planprepared
fairly well,
will last for all time to come. ‘The lifs | to haye.the-soll
commence
‘of wood and steel in the ground is only | then ‘cut’ the seed mayand be made
with
planting. Furrows
Notice will appear. later
a few years,
the hoe about ‘six inches deep and
when ready.
The sets may be
| two feet apart.
t
in
placed twelve inches
ee
z
inches

two
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35c. to $ :
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and cream.

Nets, in white, cream and

‘

‘and lace trimmed.
Sash Rods and Goosef
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hight, especially during the
wh
theve calves
are buyoung and
ia are.
A Celebrated
teeaie
the
bulls
Dai hy
ce Suicide.
aa
no
.
e
torical
celebra'
ydon, the
msies.
Their
Dull
‘ne:
times
utter and writer, st a ume in his} | 15";
to
reaching callsy of
by debt, t
ercome
uv Eee sass “the san if
ee

‘no.

masterfi

,

for a
le
t he rivalcall
of fhe
ar
seasonLs the
the nearest
bull 4

Ca

take advan

“bulla, te oe ie ee
“The we
fs full of

5
moose

of ihe a
meee
sunshine.”

chirped the Optimist, | “Yes, dos-sone
it, . Why dide’t
1
goin

os
:

aban,

Biel
a
“xeaily?” eid Signa, “WDY,
d:d sue marryow Frenchman
“He shrugged
is
might have answered,
u
ner,”

“And
said,

you
-

were
.

Signa laughed.

“Out, of course;
He smiled, Ps
he
What isthe matt

wn
A nutfitious substitu

thougut you did not Wie "ne-toknow.{any rat
of tuese “people, and 1 certainly
do not wish to for my own part, Oth:
ef people

2
¥

Grange the night of the ball!
My
dear, tils lover and husband of yours
is @ knack of doing tuings that ts

“And You're 2 fooi.” retorts Laurt,
turaing upon her angrily, walle Sigua
grows
pale.
“Pardon,

mademoiseliel”

Jeannette,

penitently.

“It. ss true, 1

“am~2~foelien—one-

shrugs

Simply

murmurs

her shculders

Baut’—and

she)

with a faint

‘You are au idjot?

Everybody, :do you hear,
rs

her

wedding

| everybody

dress!

Go

down

n't be angry with her," pleads
Signa, langhing, though her face is

‘

stil pale.

4

What's

“1

am

In an omen?

xway.
Bat

Laura

ts really

not,

per-

“Yes, she must go. I can do all’ you
went. I hat» French women; they are
ome mass of vanity «nd superstition.

Countess

‘After all has gone off so well, too—
witnou!
elond to dini the “wky, or

says Signa, holding up her

white hand

with

a Iaugh. “It's not so

deep as a well. or so broad
ehurch,

can't see

as Mercutio says—in

it!

It was only u

as

“wt

sha'r't

fact, you

scratch,

und Hector wrapped my handkerchief
round it directly,” and she draws tha
handkerchief from her pocket.
The
useless dainty lace trifle looks ratber
ghastly with
the
jood-stains, and
Laura snatches it fron?
her and flings
it out of sight.
“It's a good thing it is no worse!
If

S2
©)

Lavra

start.

It was the

az

you

, and
says
pauses

Signa
Signa,
and

she

hurries

her

ereigns

the

They

rice and

half tearfully
looks
rather

they

know

drive

off

amid

a

slippers, and

disappeared

shower

scarcely

from

sight

j

hav

than

by year

of

edioug

I bestow the gift whether ste become
my

Bs
=

wife or do not.

That

Js strange.”

“Not” says Signa, with the tears in

hor eyes.
“Don’t -you..see—ah, how
noble he is! Even if—if—he had dled,
I should have been mistreas of North
well Grange.”

“Laura {s silent for a moment, theo

she thinks: .
“This {x dated
Signa!
You were

six.

weoks

mistress of}

hack,

which

perplexed

slip

book, and

of

paper

was

in

addition

Hector’s

to aer

“presents”

to

as
cwn

pour-

hall porter,

obtain

Grenville!”

Delamere reigns in her stead.
“Then — then,” he gasps,
too late.”

“[

You

And
he

m

Hector

Lady.

Rookwell’s.

it!”

he replied.

it is one

of her

Accordingly Signa’s victoria, which

was if anything a more perfect turn
out than the duchess’, came round
with

the pair of graye, and

they

were

driven to the Immense pile of buildings which the duchess occupied when
she was in, Paris, There waa a string
of carriages

in the drive,‘and

the

vic-

torla joined the Ifhe and Had to watt
some minutes until it could reach the

entrance, during which time the crowd
stared at the lovely Engilsh face so
hard that Sigua’s color rose, and her
vell.went down,
-_
Hector, who knew
what the result
of the visit would be,
half smiled and
if sighed as be Jeant back.
Well! he thought, “I must be content! I have had her to
myself all

these weeks, but now the world will
insist upon

4s

only

sharing her with

natural

a

ah, the pity of it!

me;

reascnable,

it

but,

At last the grays reached the- door,
and taking heron his artn, he made
his way throtgh the hall and op the
staircase, crowded with visitors coming and going, Several stopped to ex-

change a bow or word with him, and

springs

into

his

saddle

CHAPTER

and

_half-

earl und bis wife.
“This is
ens, as he
heard that
Then her

really good,” sald the duehbent over her hand.
We
you were unapproachatle.”
‘glance
‘urned
to Signa,

the great

lady’s

‘Dasket

Signa, then held out her hand.
At
this remarkable ‘plece of condescension and affabllity. the crowd of cour

one

morning

in

an

he looked

“So the duchess has
eaid, flecking the card

aimless

up

with a

called?
with his

again with
surprise.

came

and

“Permit me to Introduce my
duchess,” said Lord Delamere.
Her grace bestowed
a bow

went

and

you

‘sugkest

some

you?

‘two

says

It, and

Malle
lowesthigh-grade.
pos ibl work.”
Uatiitantat with

a

With

tion,

when

worm.

~

MINTZ’S HAIRGOODS.

“EMPORIUM

Last year it ‘was close

difference in appearance ‘between the
Jenazon rubber and the plantation pro-

duct.
The first, cured in the forests
over smoldering palm nuts, was smoke
colored; while much of the plantation
rubber from the eastern
piautations,
cured-by-the scientific applitation.
of
acetic acid, was as clear as amber.

+

More Beans,
of

families

IHmit

of

who
slender

find

it

a

daily

in

come,
Do these
families
know
Deans?
To say “he doesn't know
beans” used to be a very common way

suitable

of describing an
fellow:mortal.

Ignorant

or

stupid

In these times of dear bréad, dear

thing about
It enables a

meat, dear potatoes and dear living it
may not bd out of the way to ask
whether the masses who a)
mg of

man to look down cn tlie rest of us.

cash
“know
went. of the dry
matter in-common shelled beans Is
digestible.
The bean {s so rich in
starch and nutritious proteiés that it
Serves. as a tolerable substitute for
.

There

are

a hundred

different

i
best in
the place—and
“themselves =to- the -uthoneymoon—which re
at

of

Why

not

of the legumes a more

frequent placing in ur daily menus?
_Here follow some bean recipes:

she

CREAMED

arlast

Those.

uid

10¢

Moda

MEN'S
WOMENS
os? temp) cast
SHOES

D

7" ae oe
SHOE
Dlatededel eh’

for

potatoes

‘a delicious variation.
beans

BEANS.

who, are using beans

substitute

in cold

will

as a

find

this

Soak a pint ot

water overnight,

In the

morning put
them
on in enough
Slightly salted water to corer and Jet
boll “anti broken to’ pleces ‘and very
soft. One hour before meal time rab
beans through colander
22otoo the:
wip a white sauce made
edoking
et ea Sepbesvorti Of butter and

as of fous pouring It choof
o

ur,

pouring

a lacss.

smooth. Mix the bean pulp thoroughly
oc this santes Lastly, etd two well
spattered

7

battered Cusia bfer tok
top eat
and bake

E

.

oR

thirty

minutes

done,

or

until

x
i

in bottom of baking
a

‘a

FRIED SHELL BEANS.
This is an unusual recipe and will
be found highly, satisfactory.
Cool
shelled beans in the usual way, Make
a batter of egg and cracker crumbs
and dip the beans into it, frying In
deep fat-unt!] brown,
The fat should
be v
hot when the beans are put
into it, and they should also be served
while hot.
SALAD OF LIMA BEANS,

.

Soak the beans. and cook them as

usual

in salted

water

until

they

are

done.
Drain and let get very cold.
Make n dressing of ofl, white vinegar,

galt, white pepper and a little mustard,
adding to it some chopped parsley and
chopped

chives.

fine, and

then

Also add

a sweet

pepper, or pimento, chopped
pour

over

red

till very

the beans.

STRENUOUS WORK

~ SOON TELLS ON YOU

BUSINESS MEN AND BREAD WINNERS THE VICTIMS OF NERVOUS EXHAUSTION.
"
When worry
is added to overwork
men soon become the victims of nery-

ous

exhaustion—neurasthenla — the

doctor calls it. Some have no reserve
strength in thelr systems to bear the
strain; others overtax what

they have.

If you find that you are

nervous and not sure of yourself, that
you sleep badly, and. wake up tired and
aching,
your nerves are out of order.

Other signs are inability to take prop-

er interest in your work; your appetite is fickle;
your back feels weak,
and you are greatly depressed in spirits, One or more of these signs mean
that you should take promot steps to
stop mischief by nourishing the nerves
with the food they thrive on, ~namely;
the rich, red blood made by Dr, Williams’ Pink Pills,
Theve Pills have

ness man in Coleman,

are

hard task to keep neeaful daily outlay
the

sugar.
slight-

When

cured thousands of cases

In these go-hungry days there

adding

of

nervous.

~

disorders, {ncluding
nervous prostraUon, neuralgia, St. Vitus’ dance
and
partial paralysis. Here is an example:
Mr, P. H. Callan, a well-known busi

Less Meat
within

over

meat and beans
pan.

to 100,000 tons.
‘Those who attended the internation
al rubber exhibition held'fin New York
{n the fall of 1912 will remember the

thousands

eggs and

meat {9 tender and
browned,
Serve
very hot.
Put roast pork chops on @
platter with parsley.
Put beans in a
vegetable dish and pour gravy over.
Make gravy of ‘combined juices.
of

For many years the best rubber was

glye this finest

=

snarvels. worked by. the slave

a hot

that which came from the
banks of
the Amazon. The people of that country enjoyed @ practical monopoly and
determined to keep it.
Not a rubber
seed would they let go’out
of
the
country under heavy penalties.
But
in 1876, by means of generous presents
here and there, a venturesome EngUshman sailed out of the Anmzon with
70,000 rubber seeds, and that was: the
start of the great rubber plantations
of Ceylon and the Malsy peninsula. It
was 29 years after these seeds left the
‘Amazon, before the
fitat
plantation
rubber was ready for the market and
then the total was only 145 tons, That

palatable soups and. solids,

They, are in Paris; it {5 the middle
en th

le
—the
rare: enjoying
most,
The

his vul-

a sort cf first cousin to “rubber, was
found in Borneo, anda’ few years ago
@ latge volume of rubber was found in
the Guayyle shrubs in” Mexico.
As rubber grew in value the chenifets fell to work and devisgl ways of
recovering it from old shoes and hose
and other articles into which it entered and
thus
“reclaimed
rubber”
goon came to equal the mew rubber in
volume; and all these varieties found
some legitimate use.
Gutta
percha
makes unapproachable insulation for
ocean cables.
Balata,
which comes
from the Guianas, {s famous for belt.
ing,
and
even “reclaimed
rubber,”
taken
from the junk
heaps, Berves
perfectly well for flooring and mats,
and other articles where resiliency |s
not needed.
.

upon

shelling:

drain and put beans in. drippimy pan.
Have ready two pounds pork chops,
lny the
meat
on
top ofthe beans,
season with salt and pepper.
Bake iu

the vines of Africa, and gutth percha,

wif

after

and boil until tender.

the discovery of the vuleaniza-

was in 1905.

measured

PORK AND NEW BEANS.
Prepare two quarts stringless string
beans by washing carefully, then cutting them Into Inch lengths,
Place
beans In slightly-salted bolling water

tion precess, rubber took
on
now
value, and: the tropics were searched
for it everywhere.
It was found in

‘Hector,

social. success!”

gave the world

beans,

whites of the two

ous kinda of beans so as to niake most

he replies, with a smile,
“that you are going to be a brilliant

us
your sar
Tor anytultus-in our
Une,
GENTLEMEN'S TOUPE!
$35.00 And $95.00. ‘that dety

in 1839

PORK.

two teaspoonfuls of powdered
Replace in the oven and brown

went

ways of cooking and serving the vari-

“What do you mean?” says Siz
Moking over her shoulder. 15

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

years “and more

so cheap that ships frour South Amer{ca sometimes used it as ballast, takIng their chances of selling it for what
they could get in some American port.

RT

stands before her looking-glass
ranging an opera cloak in
the

hundred

canizat‘on process—which is in use tothis day. Up to that time rubber was

“tt seems to me that Laurd Derwent
would rank rather high as a prophet,”
—-FOR—

the

ness of time a Coiinecticut “Yankee
started to puzzle it out.
‘It took him
the better part of ten years, but he did

KEEP YOUR
SHOES NEAT:

rides

day!

found

to any “advantage.
It
{n cold weather and"so disposed to get
soft in het weather.
But in the full-

oe

The most satisfactory
.Ketting at the top is that

they

by, and while many wise men believed
this — elastic, ‘coledive, Impérméable
substance ought to be full of usefalness, nobody found any
Way to use it

badge for our Don’t Worry Clnb?"
asked the typewrlter boarder.
saw the carriage from one of
“How would a pine knot do?" asked
r Windows—such a beautiful
the Cheerful Idiot.

u
little victoria, with an Englisn coachman and footman—"
“And English horses,”
he added.
“Trust her grace for that!—she never

America

aniik of the tree on their blankets to
wave them waterproof.

(To be continued.)
——<
Symholic

“Could

South

they bounded and rebounded and were
full of life.
The Indians smeared this

tiers stared all the harder.

he
fin-

r.
“Yes,” said Signa, coming up from

color

‘genuine admiration

visited

AND

BEAN CUSTARD PIE.
Make a Hght short plecrust and line
the pie pan with It, Have ready
one
cupful of Lima beans,
which | have
been cooked in a little water
until
tender,
Mash them through a steve
and add the well-beaten: yolks of two
eggs, one-half cupful
of sugar, one
fablespoonfu} of vinegar, and seasoa
with nutmeg.
Mix well and pour into
the bottom crust.
Place in the oyen
and bake until firm, then cover with
a meringue, made
by
beating
the

fact, the Indianapolis News, the dif-

the other end of the room, and leaning on his shoulder,
“Didn't I tell

Heaven help
the villain!”

So ends Signa’s wedding

a half-amused,

Lored expression on her fac,
when
suddenly her eyes, which vers slowly
wandering from face to face, fell on
Lord Delamere’s.
A quick flash came
into her eyes and a dash of color into
ber face, leaving {t palo again In a
moment, and with ineffable grace she
rose and extended her hand,
“Lord Delamere!" she said, “tais is
a happiness!"
At the sound of the uitte there fell
a momentary silen
then they all fell
talking with polite
eagerness, but kept
their eyes fixed on the great Englisa

standing calm and. self-possessed, and

without any further explanation

the away,

nor

it was
isnot

scandal, with

The average man believes that rubYer Js rubber, just'as silver is: silver,
and ivory is ivory, but-ee-a matter of

“When

mortals ar happy the gods are enylous
and always—send a Duchess D’Ornis
them. We'd better go round
reception-days.”

Lima

Indians playing with balls made from
the exudation of the bark of a certain tree, and these balls differed from
any the Europeans bad ever seen, for

“I

ladies,
and filled them with curlosity
so poignant that at last they hit upon
the ingenlous device of sending
the
greatest jady fn all Paris, the leader
of fashion, the supreme head of
the

smile, half amused, halt grave.

to

Laura Derwent laughs rather tremuluosly.
“What are yott-talkingabout, Sir
Frederic?
She marrigd Lord Delaknog!
villain,

neithér

fashion, came upca the sitp ot paper
bearing the name and title of the

saved her!”

“Yes, yes!
her!
Oh, the

admission,

to

elite, to cal.
When Hector, turning over the card

haye been here; we shan‘t hdve such
a wedding in. Northwell
for ages.”
“Too late!
Too late!"
be groans,
and he strikes
his
saddle
with
a
clinched fist, and his face grows livfd with despair.
“Too late!
Another hour or two, and-t-could have

|
me:

But It was difficult

Duchess D'Ovnis,

ought

that

This only piqued the great

started for the honeymoon.”
“She and—and this man Lord Delaried. this morning.

become

millionaire!”

certainly not visit paying; and
‘eiways~”
la Comtesse

am

to the lips.
She was

a

Signa were disposed for much soclety,

“Too late for the wedding, do you
mean, Sir Frederic?" she says,staring.
“Certainly you are.
They bave just
mere!” ho says, white
“Yes!
Why not?

until 1 have

thing,

The result of euch princely expen-

ture soon-made itself felt in Paris, It
soon got nolsed
abroad
that
Delamere, who had created no
little
stir in the gay city as a bachelor, had
returned with a young bride, and that
a stream of gold was pourmng
a
the Httle house in the shaded avenue
into the pockets
of
the
Parisian
tradesmen,
All the great
people flocked to do
honor to the great English lord, and
showers of pasteboard rained on the

“There ia no™ such
—person,"—
she
says.
“Signa Grenville disappeared
thls morning, and Signa Ccunters of

|

demanes,

shoulders,

even

what you mean, Hector, of course;
but it 6 a auisance, fen't [t? We were

BEANS

When the skin curls back wheb you
blow on it, drain beans, put pork in
centre of baking ‘dish- and: pile: beans.
around. Bake until pork Is browned.
In the winter dried Limas may be
ussd after soaking.

Years

Many

sec

glistening with diamonds that far outshcae

HISTORY

Indians Used Balls

LIMA

Cook a four-inch square
of éait pork
or bacon until done, then take out and
fn the same water cook a quart “of

.

OF RUBBER.

ferent kinds of rubber run into the
hundreds.
Originally alirubber came
from the valley, of the Amazon, When
it was discovered no one knows,
At
any rate when the firet ‘white men

“But we have, agreed to be perfect-

ly barbaric,” sald Signa, emoothing
the ehort hair with her white
hand

all looked with the utmost !nterest at
Signa; to some he just {utroduced her
“What
does {ft matter
he said,
| as he passed on.
taking
her on his keee and gentl
‘The saloon was
it
was
pressing
her bead upon his
breast.
wore like a state reception
than a
“You Hked
them?”
lady's simple afternoon at-home, and
“Yes, Hector; but—but"—she heslSigna
looked
round
her
very
mucl:
tated—"they must have cost you
@
amused
and
Interested, listening to
great dea} of money.”
Hector as he poluted out In a low
“Not a very great deal,” he answervoice, the various celebrities.
Sud
ed, carelessly and smilingly. “Not so
much as you think; and if they
did, _denly) the crowd slowly parted, -and
seeing
that he might
now
get
a
it would not matter, You see, Signa,
chance of paying nts respects to the
ag 1 explained to you the other
day,
great personage, Hector, with a‘smile,
I have more money than I know what
said:
to do with; and all these little fancies
“Come on, and let us got it overt”
don't empty the coffers. I am afrald I
and Jed Signa toward the duchess. Her
shan'’t have the eatisfaction of feeling tnat I have ruined myself for you!
Grace was seated at a small table,
You see, my
dear, J have got lved up
surrounded by the most distinguished
to my iacome by one half, and this
people in Paris, listening to yomeone
wretched money has accvmulated year
who was relating
the last political

a

8

sho

that,the

Meanwhile,

I beg your pardon.

What fs it you want?”
“I
want—Signa—Miss
he pants. ©

aro the settlements!
lly this deed he
gives you five thousand a rear, and
—tho Grange, which, it seema, is not
entailed,”
Signa does not seam surpriacd, only

her

no

good as a Bank of England note!

and be happy.
happy," she

be

Blyte, isn't it?

be settle

gravity in her voice.

yt"

pronounced,

ed in upon her in profusion,
eh prise
fusfon that
stated.
But ho
rem pisteance

Laura laughs.

shrugs

too

in the oblong

purchases,

y dreadful!”
he retorted with

“Dreadfal, indeed!”

a emile, “But It fs true. A call trom
the duchess-1s-like a-call trom royal:
; one must acknowledge itor confess oneself uncivilized.”

fterpoon;

was

figures

standing looking at the cloud of dust
ralsed by the pair of matchless grays.
“Ain I—where is she?" he pants.
white and breathless.
*
m

ments?
It is enough that he has given
me himself and his love!"

Laura

match

BAKED

SO.

words, pull down the barrier and Tet
the
them in, To turn one’s back upon
J
insult all Paris.

riding so happy!”
just
and
aj. “That's

her mightily at first, but whfch she
soon learned to use.
It was 60 delightful to scribble a few words and

honor Is really fabulous! ‘There were
“Are you?
Where is who?” deno marriage settlements, were there?”
mands Laura, regarding the dusty fig:
“No,” said Signa, flushing.
“Why
ure with calm, almost indignant selfshovld there have been?
possession.
yh, it is Sir Frederic
body, with nothing; and he—he Js an

Teoks down on the parchment deed.
“Because he's the moat generous of
men, my dear,” she ways.
“You left
they left everything to him, and this
ie how he fulfils his trust!
It is
really a good settlement—noble!
Ah!
this is strange. Listen to this: ‘I give
these moneys and thix said estate
to
Signa Grenville, for her own
absolutely, to do with as she may. please.
And.I desire it to be understood that

and pair,
couple of

hefd a cheque-book,

horseman comes full pelt to the gate
and {inging himself from his eaddte,
almost falls against Laura, who {s

“My dear, you have marzted a Don
Quixote-—-a man whose standard
of

there

her

trouble to onerous.
If she chanced to admire a dress or
a trinket, the dress or trinket
was
sure to be sent home
addressed
to
Madame la Comtesse Delamere, until
at last she grew almost afrald of admiring anything. even the great fcuntains in the Piace de la Concorde, lest
Hector should buy them.
Her own income of five thousand
a
year was already placed, to the extent of one year, in the baak, and she

Joved and lead her to the carriage.

with = perplexed face,

Laura, who is not
enly a profes:
sional beauty, but a keen woman
of
business beneath her veneer of frivolity, runs her eyes over the deed; it
jg so short that she can do 60 in a
rainute or two; then she atters an
exclamation of surprise.

should

has

were

homage

Archie
cotbing.
“You won't be gone long;
Hector says you'll be bac': in a month
or two,” as Signa’s arm clings round
him.
“1 trust, my dear child—ahem—that
you wili be happy,”
says the rector,
unctuously,
“Heaven bless you!”
While Auut Amelia smiles and cries
and tries to look
as if her
dearest
child were being torn from her.
At last, so many are the farewells,
Hector has to take the arm of his be-

xioves to the window.
‘Then she utters an exclamation, and
Laura, who has been folding the bridal:
dress, comes to her ride.
“What ta it, dear?’
“[-1 searcely
undersiand,”
says
Signa, pale and troubled.
“Read it,
dear.
1t ig a deed of some sort, but
it
what
mean
cannot
it,
—but surely
says!" and she ‘sinks on to ae chair

Why

Signa

and sovereigns «3 shillings, was simply astonishing at first, but she soon
grew used to it—used to be treated as
a princess of the blood, for whom no

Jown
the stairs,
the guests are all
‘he bride off and

fiyuro in her arm:
“Good-bye, my
Whatever you do,

packet ne

told me to open it today,” and she
* tears the envelope apart quietly, and

earl!

ones.

horse, a cafriage
;

eyes as she clasps the

took

her to be opened on her wedding day.
“it ig from Hector,” sho expiains, “He

°

ordinary

We are

ment.

be.

found a packet in the dress
off iast night-—
“Give it to m
says

nothing of ordering special trains, for
instance, if by so doing he can make
a Journey more quickly than by the

havo a chance

greve.

we should all have had a fit!
There,
forget it!
1 dare say ho'll kiss it and
take it well!”
.
“Laura!” with a crimson flush; but
laura has effectet her pucpose, apd
got rid of the subject.
“Here is
your
dress,
dear,
Lovely, isn’t it?
Just what

Jing dress shuld

‘There,

an

added pleasure; he can lavish it upon
his darling.
Nothing is too good or
too precious for, her... No expense
{s too grest, so that it procures for
her a little additional ease; he thinks

8
“Well—I was goings
t
eapect too much, dear, and
gones be by-gones!”
~
i
what you mean,”
well
torts
Lavra,
perhaps 1 don’t mean enything! At any rate, you have got a
man who is devoted to you, aud—and
—be satisfied!”
It is almost the ast words she says

you had really cut your baud badly

%

of Delamere!

or

it brings him

but nuw

nothing;

truth fs out, and you must forgive and
forget It! My dear, 1 fell In fove with
bjm the first day I saw him!
But
you'll make a better countess than |
should Have done, and there Is such
a thing.as fate!
Don't
keep him
waiting, or
you'll loss the train; and
aind, Signa, you ure to write to me!
And T hope you'll de nappy
but,
there, you are sure to be!
!
Iam going to kiss you »

anytbi
there! you'll say I'm
.a8
superstitious as she is!)
Never mind
the stains, you can leave the dress to
me. I'll get a dreadth or something
let in,
Have you cut yourself much,

dear?”
“Look!”

Wealth has been to him
income.
an empty syml@!, meaning Uttle

“There, my dear,
you are all ready,”
gays the Beauty, patting tie
silver
bracelet she
bas
just
fastened on
Signa’s arm, and throwing her. crnis
around her. “And I’m awfully, afwully
gorry to get rid of you, though to tell
you the truth, you havo cut me out
most outrageously,
{ meant to be

Don’t send her
and

the lamp, and you have sonte idea of
Signe’s sensation, as the power of
such as are now
and rank,
wealth
The Delafnake itself evident,
fammeres have always been @ rich spent
years
has-for
Hector
fly,, and
enoromus
bis
half”
than
ltde more
but

could

ready to start.

frightened

angry,

empercr

regard for her, nothing more.
That
1, wakes her a w@lthy woman, with
a Yast estate, she does not realize,
Laura inducts her charge ‘into. ber
travelling dress, but not
before the
penitent Jeannetts knocks zt the door,
announcing that Lord Delamere
+

“\What on earth do we care what you
say in France?" retorts Laura Der-

went, vehemently.

An

her pocket. To her it simply means
another token of her loyer’s care and

shudder, ‘it did startle me, truy.
Jn
France we say that a stain of blood
« bridal dress——"

etains

{imperial

not-be.more Javish and considerate,
Upor my. word, you area iucky girl.”
Signa folds the decd, and puts it in

area” bore when.

happy by ourselves,”
He nodded.
“Yes; but I'm afraid we shall have
other
flag—in
to hoist down the

in

P. E. I., says

“I owe my present health, if not life
itself, to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,
I
had always been’an active
man, and
when I began to run dowy
in health
paid Uttle attention to it_as I thought
it only, a temporary - weakness.
As

time passed,

however, I found myself

growing worse, and consulted a doctor,
who sald that I was not only badly
run down,
but that my
nervous system was bauly ehattered.
I Jost flesh,
my appetite was poor, 1 slept badly and
notwithstanding the dcocor's treatment
grew so Weak that | had to leave my
businéss and was
confined to
the
house. “Time went on and | was stead-

ily growing weaker,

and

my

{flends

were alligreatly alarmed by my condition,
In this condition I was strongly recommended to try Dr, Williams’
Pink Pills, and as the doctor's medi-

cine Was not helping me I decided to

do so.
boxes

But the time | bad used three

I could

tell that

ing me, When]

they were

help~

hed taken eight boxes

of the pills I felt able to attend to my
business again, and people were surprised to see me out.
I continued the
use of the
pills ~until I had
taken
12 boxes, by which time I was feeling

asjwell as | ever did, and was being

congratulated by al! my ‘friends on my
full restoration to health.
I feel now
that-if PF had used Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills at the outset | would not
oaly

have:saved much money spent {n-doctor’s bills, but
health sooner.
highly of this
reoowmend jt
Weak ;“netvous
You can get

would have had renewed
I cannot
speak too
medicine,
aml would
to every man who
feels»
or run down.”
these pills through any

tmacdicine dealer, or by mul} at BO cents
# box, or six boxes for $2.50 from The

ie

Williams’

Medicine Co., Brockville,

te
ake

when a man expec:
pot luck ts when he gets

poker game.

Seis

ie

«

Drug Store
ONE DOOR NORTH PusTOrFICE*

at 15.—Neither the

Gisele

The. Best. Stock Food on the
market for. Horses,.-Cowes and
Sheep.
It-is strictly medicinal
and
gives
pure
‘blood
and

ratnlaeeiter was given a
hen he x eB Ee his

good: health. ~ Especially

bert

crossel

the

25c.,

floor and

Sage an vo ore

ted himself by the leader of the
position, and the two
ed

50c:, $1.00,

$1.50

‘We haye 2 few pails which we
will

sell

at

a

pants,

bargain price.

a wealth

Spring
ss ty the crewn praying
amendment to the B. N.

for an

U

Recover
on his newly-acquired
eorge Meyors, a

MAY 8th TO OCTOBER 30th

paeacth well-known blacksmith of Wal:
bullet

Every

on

of Inst week and was found au- Fora few days thecake was

TUESDAY
“ALL RAIL” - also by
THURSDAY'S STEAMER

roaded in mystery, but it Lins developed

that the bullet soe ea by one of the
crew of a O,P.R. t:
+ For several anys. Meret hovered between life.and death,

his ‘condition.

was

but

his

was

cutting

bullet entering the back wnd com:
man

advantage

before, and

@anadian

clearing up the ptow preparatory to.
ee[Se
matter
rare

ak ing ¢!porangh
i
bh: '¥ probed
by

‘the Crown authorities.

WW eoarensne

the packisg

consis, panorks 98 pairs sooks

ss

a 200-lb,

nt to 1
‘Cross sac
Wonton: on May 12th.
‘nnderwaist donated to the ChapMrs, B. Fillmore, was sold at the
tea last Thursday afternoon for
Pa proceeds from the tea

ant
eae

the village have responded
the appeal for towels.
166

have been donated sud in order
Riera

aay

have the privil-

towel to the boys. the
ateee 'f_ store

sit

bag

Proportion.

and

We

all

feeding

by RB.
referin the
£2 for

tiswine

Datton

boys,

or ehis'work.

get only one and one-

there is: Bane uaT ere of a pound for
each, bat nobody cang
“There is no ope efter in this country or in England,
The frost and suow
have got worse as thé season advanced,
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eas

=

che lodges ia Wostor
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ei
&

fiiteape ‘of three weeks,

\

with
their
social
an entertaining ‘gud

he Sen

nt
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itn

in

pert of eRe
paren

i

here
he
ie Wagoli. in eae Aelea destined
ir
at was amoung the
to ap ly
steam
power in
ie
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his

eed? that, 10,000

abe Oey.

oaitoosed
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with

at

large,

with

medium

ribbon

and

small,

§

faced with

3.98

or flowers........§

Dresses

and Misses’

striped
; a

Voiles,
pink

| khaki kool designs, others ranging from simple lot sue stripe
patterns to elaborate floral designs, per yard
Voiles, 40 in. wide, per yd.
Black and White Stri;
Oxford Suiting, isa
and white and blue and white
stripes,

Ready-To-Wear Dresses, pink and’ green
large white plea‘ed collar ni cuffs of white
silk belt,
deep tucked skirt,
perfect Aen

VAIUC.

Sport Voiles from New York

|

Dresses, — Particu| lar,| | Sport Voiles, 40 inches wide, in-highly patterned plats; stripes,

1400.

..c0. -sesieseeeserssrere

<
oes

House

eee

e

Dresses,

meee

ee rene

light are

ett

eeeee

in. wide, per yal
oe
| Our assortment, of Ging shame, Crepes, slight, a6

es
se

dark print

ween

, is com!

and gingham patterns, all

chambres

at

neat

ee

olf

af

Waists

eseace
dark Prints,

rices.

A

ASS

= B. White Nainsook Gowns, ‘button orslip-over style.

sd, ee hei ic e0

Silk Habutai Waists, white, maize and pink......

“1,25
to 2.25

| Style, short and long sleeves.....-++-++- eee cccecs

fas

WSs

B

wad

Organdise, with large collars, malln) oka 9
Vv
Lingerie, Yon,

Specials

Whiteweur
White Crepe Gowns, slip-over style

|

ee ence 00 to 2.00 |

lete

Gre:

immnioge, v aists, white and: color...

33. 75 to $6.00

ZA

1.50 to 3.75

ARR

Cries Covers, nainsook, lace and embroidery trimmed,all size” | (15 siddies, wbite with red or blue collar, plainor belted Be
aes

coe
ECan

d

fehl

so gible

Pols
Knitted
Underwear,
at wanbroidery

eeparate styles,
lic. to 1. 00

and
. ag

tol,

SS

ee

| White Wash Skirts, tailored, belt styles, all style pockets, in a
wealth of materials.........000 cecccenccececceees 00 to 2.50

%

$

The Newest and Most Fashionable Dress Materials for Your New
Get Your Summer Fabrics in Time for the Hot Days.
Spring Clothes.

rday stark and
barren, are already
their garment of viyid green.

Oo pias elms in the pastare,
dew-coveréd

bands

millions
Hiled

on terieey

glisten

like

din-

mouds as the morning sun rises over the
In

the

for the.
In

the

brown

plot, tendér

apwarde

as

if in

fields,

stems.

a:

is of heayen that veyer fail.

orchard,

plums,

cherries

and

pears will goon “bo clothed ia « white
more spotless and richer in besoty than
the drese of-n bride at tho altar To-|
hedges of cedar’ aud borders of aprace,
Tobins are preparing uests of down for
their -youug.
By.the porch of. every
rural home, white and porpleilacs will
soon fill the whole land with a perfane

that

Js 98-8

benediction

to the toiler

wearied with the labor. of the day:
From the tree. tops, swaying gently in
the breeze, Comes music wotpassing that
trom, & cathedral organ touched by a»

master

haud.

Even

the thuoder of

guns and the destruction of battle in
waremaddentd Europe eaunot wholly
dim the glory’ of Nature's handiwork in
the best time of all the year.

Strathroy, nh
“Petrolia ‘belfore [REAR OF MISS7‘ANNA B. MeLACHLIN
om the estabiishi
in 1904.
death
ovo rea esterday mt the|

-] hiome
wa
of herBi brother, Dante
Dai
in

meetamntee

til Dowwich,of Miss ‘ainBe McLaohiiv,
ee & short Siness,” aged” 74:y

Was born in| Befeid, w
iy resided until moving to Donwi
few years ago. She is series
ee 0
brothers, Lachliv, of Mount
el, Danwich, and three sisters;
Ws
Dauwioh; | Mrs’ Geo

sects|

Watson
Wate
i Jone
eae
ae

peel ak 2eee
mi
eemeseye

Miss Bane

The faneral
Fairview
Friday to

THER LATE
CATE SEASONS
that the Sor
som ‘peopl eure
_re arto eee

1

po

| Leader Voiles, large floral and stripe patterns, 32 in. wide, ina
| wealth of color combination, per yard
....ses+scceee coeeee.

+0 281.50

v ‘he miracle of spring, the most wou
derfal eyent in natore or history, is
slowly unfolding before our eyes.
The row of. maples by the roadside,

of

AS

| 86. in. wide, per yard. ...4+-secececceecccseccrccesceeces

.......+--+-

THE BEST TIME OF ALL THE YEAR

Jooking

“AS wn active worker in
he. frequently visited
tern Ontario,

rat

in white and colors, trimmed, one price....§4,50

SIZED. seers ceeeee covaen se cee ete wer ecssegp

5k 5

week (April 18) we have had for years
and thecold isintsuse; which has caused
-Leavy loss in flocks,

like a garden

Milner, guest
ono. the best-known
West,
died ‘Tnesday

5 Ladies’

ee

A

‘There was the heaviest snow storm this

Lill-topa,

F LORNE CiCITIZEN DEAD

trimmed

staffs in

half ponnds angar in the week for our
family of five.
The government says

ie

a8 sd Gunma os sad |e tis: Metis In ellos, stn of blo, meee is
Fee eaeTA, Tee Sane

ee
RS 2 Re

of the:

{cGallgm, Pte, Hick Seu
8

BMeCallam,
icks and Lieut
‘Mra,T. 8. Woods and Mrs.
algae ‘are “ine committee. in

Hats,

Ready-To-Wear

7

week.

x

Braid

newest shapes,

Crepe,

ancy
nt
oule
Dresses,
e
SQV shar
large collar, belt and cuffs trimmed with colored embroidery.

LAND

twa letter recently received
Jordan from his sister in Ireland
fnce is made to the food scarcity
‘old land. ** Yellow meal is now

_

f NNet iNRi 0 f

5

HOWARD

IN OLD

f sce

Display. This Week

Green and Wisteria Striped Organdy, gathered skirt, with border
of flowered organdy in shades to match, belt and. collar of the

a

.

B.

in the

Just a few of the many styles in Ladies’

g Excellent

Pacific

FooD. SCARCITY

pafternoon, May 18th, inthe LO OF,
ee
E
Gane are ee hie:

:

WwW.

DI

1.0, D. ENOTES

‘Thb regalar mocting. will bo held Fri-

era carte
Ladies’ White Pamps
ed White Poplin Laced Bale, &inch top, newest

--$2.50 to $6.50

attention given to this department.

wot

liad purchased

eee only a few days

sch”

Shoes will be in stock in a few days, consistingo

Trousers

pair

Milans,

‘Lagel

Your Future is In the West
Tre forte prairies havo

brash ‘when he

and was in a stooping position,

the

| ont at the groin.
The unfortunate

“Great Lakes Routes”
(Besson Navigation)

but at last reports

improved,

8 foar blood-poisouing.

pper

Georgette

tf

hit by # stray

Summer

—

A fall range of Ladies’ and Ohildren's WhiteSe

ie
.Fe BS
Sy

wn, was

Y BXy
yCSU
BN

jarwel

$4.50 to $10.00
85c, to $2.50

goods

Shecial aa;

Y NANiy)

SHOT.

‘Formerly Resided wa Wallacetown—Will
pulls eae

White’ Shoes
f
#
M farses aes tn Charen sendy

You. will find style,.quality and practical wear.
Eyerthing that a
particular woman~could wish for in a hat in this assemblage.
A table of special values, styles include Panamas, Leghorns,

BSaS LeTS2s2 NBS
ess
ct

MEYERS

wool

and

suiting patterns,

ofparliament by x purty vote, and
“it seems to be generally understood
ay the imperial parliament will
iO time in pussing the neoes“Bey loxislation at Westminster.
GEORGE

of good

eS
7
:
POOSOOOCSOSOOOSOOOORE SOOOOOLNS

¢ Materials include finest Worsteds, Serges and Cheviots,
for
work pants or. dress, stripes, checks, blues and greys, finest

COREE

fees

U

+

Furnishing Values for May

Boys’ Odd Pants, per pair......
Bring the Boys Here for Their Next Suit

International Grofast. Calf Meal~
Guaranteed the best calf meal made
and tho ouly Prue sp bata. for milk,

yevor, oppose extension, thd ad-

i

and

New - Spring Styles, bench made clothing, blues, ‘brown effects,
in neat stripes and checks, plain greys and grey effects,
tailored from all-wool materials and guaranteed the better
class of men’s‘clothing.
Jees++ $16.50 to $22.00
9 New styles in Boys’ Clothing, pinch back, belted styles, bloomer

srecom=

mended for promoting the health
and growth of Hogs.
Per prt.
r

Clothing

34
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Geese,

__25c.,and 50c.” “Pkt.|

PRCA

AANA

ASA

TREAT iN 8Si

PSII

ROMEO

CE

PRFINE ARANGIN

SANSA ANS ANSTO

ie

‘on many

Also good

for Turkeys; Ducks and
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a2 to public 2 sentiment iip
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Tonic

Prevents diseases iii Poultry and

inakes your hers lay.
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What's the Difference

THE MOLSONS BANK

Between
A Lumber Man
and
A wooden Indian?

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
96 ‘BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL” BANKING ‘BUSINESS TRANSACTED
‘>

“CIRCULAR LETTERS

OF CREDIT

BANK MONEY ORDERS

~

nes BANK DEPARTMENT

g mtacest: allowed at aon

current rate
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A
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RF 7)
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DN a RSRN Hi Ni RS
a Ay ieon
UNSS
OWPINS
BN Re a u SN Ni WU

Pail

disposed to a

Lumber, Lath, Shingles

One’s alive, the other
isn’ 1 t. “If any doubt exists as to which is the live
one, remember it was a
who
live lumber man

Brantior@ and Ruberoid

sold the lumber that the
wooden Indian was made
of,
We claim to be very.

Roofiings z

much alive in the lumber

Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings

Cement, Lime

Hard Wall Plaster — -| business, and want you
to be alive to that fact.
Ceil Board, Etc.
“Dutt * Planing
Céritractor

W. SAUNDERS.

balk

“nor‘his colleagues,

Teturned with him from

we

ann

Aropialy Ova
1

nthe Method

si

cent

eit. |suroughoat the Dutton

|

Wall Paper

day.
At
walls of unt ol

_

IN AND AROUND TOWN$
| orA

were very appropriate.
Wallacetown the charoh

SOOooocoooeoveccosooss

was

rd

‘Weed, nave and prodace,

Arch, MoWiltiam hastotd x Oheyroter | In
E. Frase

oartoR

Mr,

Duncan

MeLans,

M. J.
Hooley ny aba his senior
sieutnsien At Torouto Dental College.

those

living.

to the serions illness

Howard

Walker

music

by

the oboir

Pi
thoroughly.
by all,
the evening aa Ieare
fon
etiodiat

W. O. Sankey was called to Guelph |.°%

‘of his mothe:
Earl Potts,”

The

Ser land.

Leonard Welch have joined the Home

Avsplendid

was rendered by the choir,coaesiog ofof

solos, d

Datton and Duaw'

a
scription of the ‘Ideal Woman,” found

eovaral days with friends in |

Daniel H. coals. of Cowal, nnderwent an operation for appendicitis at
Victoria Hospital, erie ou Toesday.
© abd Mra, J, A.
Campbell are in

Detroit seseusion the santo of their
daugliter,
Jean, as ourse
race

Hospitet

Miss Urquhats has fally recovered
from her recent illness aud is prepared

ratesit for mo and and I will give thee
thy wages.
And the woman took the

child and narsed

it.”

He

emphasized

‘the great worth of-a mother in the
home, in the church and in the nation,

EPWORTH

LEAGUE

banks for loans for that parpose, as arTanged by the provincial treasarer.
The

wheat

crop

which wintered well

has received a sevore sét back the last
few weeks owing to the unfavorable
weather.
Fields which were promising
br it is said, be ouly half a orop.

eniorial service for tho lato Sergt.
sifton, killed im action in France,

will

onection with

week,

the

Indications Point to An

the

Epworth

te ground plowed, is there not still a
field that would be be ter broken

Ridgetown

Leagues

of

Tyrconnell, Wallacetown, Dattou, and
surrounding district will hold
service in the Datton ano

@ rally
chorch

on Tuesday evening,May 22ad, at 3
o'clock, rev. R. Falton Tewia, of Glencoe,

who

is an excellent speaker,

wat

address the young
le on the subj:
“What Oor Joanncs
jould Be Dering
the EasuingY
‘Arcangumeats are being
made for a

Arthar

Liberty,

of Tyrconnell,

the

These

clergymen,

together

vee

equal number of lay delegates, wil

in Dutton for the annaal districtpati
rally service in the evening,

the second day there will be. ea aolee
session of ministers and laymen, open

to the pablio.

‘The 58th annnal meeting of the Elgin
held at Aylmer on Jone

12-14.

WELCH

WOUNDED

Mr. John Welch was
was officially notified

The

sorensatatives Sppoinnea foci Datton
are Rev. Thomas Binghi
Mills,
Mrs. M. MoGeachy na ne “A. oO.
Mills.
Mr: aud Mrs. James Hamilton, Shed-

from Ottawa on Monday that his son,
Oorporal Joseph Henry Welch, was
admitted to No. 20,
jeral
Calais, on Mey 4th, being wounded
in the abdome
Oorp. Welsh’

enlisted

with

the 9st

den, receiyed a message ou Monday Battalion and went overseasou Jane 25,
stating. Chat their son, Private Lee | aud on arrival in England was trausHamilton, of the 9ist Battalion, had ferred to the 19th Oanadian Reserve.
He went to France on Sept, 26th.
received & gaushot wonud iu the thigh.
$$
Private Hamiltow is a brother of Mrs.
J, @, Graham, Datton.
DEATH OF MRS. LODGE. OF 1ONA
Keewatin Enterprise:—Mr. D. F.
—e
~
Mra. Jennette yeage. widow of the
Porter, who for several years has been
manager of the Keewatin branch of the late William Lodge,for many suare a
resident of Ions, died at the home of
Fife Hardware Oo., has been transferred
¢
to a more important
position at the Fort her daughter, Mra. Frank Sane,
hter
William
is
Porter will be on Friday. Deceasedwas a

Ms

gre; of the Dundalic

ister, Mrs. Desmond,
Mouday with friends

speut
,

Molutyre

is

au

old

yy aud retarns annually

to the scene ‘of his boyhood
days.
It is thirty-five years since he left the
village
the residents of that

Period legs than half-a-dozen remain.

According to a letter received from a
te Oharles Mateer,

schel, both of
and

three

a brent

ee brothers

sist

» Apgos

and

ms the

aor

by & disoussion.
the open
ee a

The members, after

es most hosplsably euterid Mrs.
Macdonell.

ahr | Moore

(net iit

Nina

service, asaisted by Rev. M.
were present

‘Wabpay

(b)

“The

“The River and the Sea,’

2

Bar Jotinston, and'(d) “Hay Making
ene

et ae

The death took place at-his home at
Cowal on Wednesday night of Mr.
Reuben Adams, a
reside!
that village for a vumber of years.
He
was & blacksmith aye Le and Joremerty:
resided at Sonthwe
Station,

followed his trade ont ill-health cone:
pelled him
ae retire. He was about 60
sons
loss:
son,
and

wittenen
wate
was
on Friday totlo
poeeery and was largely attended by
many friends and

soppodicebaroe hares

of

thefay

‘The ser-

the beatven a bei
being Joke
John Talmon,
Ji
the
balng
ah
Mckay.
and magnetism,
5 McBride. Joba aa
DR. Thom.
On Saturday afternoou Mrs. Geo.
O, son, D, G, MoTavish and Thos. Griffin,
Hi. Lang,
at ‘East Lawn," ler beantifal home at Kitchener, gave a luncheon
SPECIAL NOTICES
Mrs. MoPherson, wife of Hon, W,
pone se ieen on. mortgages, Apply
ig the om!

moat

of

ol

2,we hore |

pest

era.

aay Wanted—$2,400 on
Tuterest 63g
& Sou,
‘Death
Mieraase (Gap hed

poate

quinn

Floor
glass

a a gives a beautiful finish.
helps

to house cleaning,

Vacuum

3

50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer, Renewal, O’Cedar Oil, Wall Paper.Cleaner.
> «6Furniture of All_Kinds. Beds, Springs, Mattresses at Lowest Prices
HARDWARE, _ FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

4

to the Eletiicat $25." Carpet Sweepers, O’Cedar Dust Mops ‘

A. E. WHITE:
Don’t Forget

Even

with

high-priced

seed

there

etill a wide margin between cost of pro-

even $9 per bushel for seed should not

bes barin the way of growing & small
patch on each far
ere other grain is used #0 extensively

At

to treat

is

with

WHEN

Formaldehyde
It pays big

YOU

ARE

THINKING

ABOUT

New Curtains
Call and see what we have to offer
Curtain Scrims, ecru and white,
hemstitched,
with
acd
borders, at mivgsoeesesseas Reese 30st ihes
SC, 20C., 25C,
White and Ecru Marbuisette, beautifully mercerized, 36 inches
wide, per yard.........
+ sere: OSe. and 3gc.

R. P. Reekie

QD

Corner

Housecleaning

your grain

-

the Busy

hsore

+*25C., 45C-, 5OC.

Velour Curtain Draping, in oriental colors,
Art Sateens,

McKELLAR—GENTLEMAN
A pleasant event ‘took place Wednes-

day

afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Gentleman, Middlemiss, being

the marriage of her youngest daughter,
Jean, to Mr. John McKellar,’son of Mr.
sod Mrs, Alex. MoKellar,Ekfrid.
Th
ceremony was performed by Rey. D,

Early Closing
We,

Datton,

basiness

Every

the

undersigned -merchanta

of

agree to close our places of

Wednesday

During

June

etc., at.

per yard. + seee5OC,
...+,+15¢,

and 25c.

White Honeycomb and Marseilles Bed Spreads, in good qualities

Don’t forget 19 foie at our New
ani

Crepe

JAMES

Isn't it better at the first sign of
failing-vision to have jou eyes
attended to than to put “it off until perhaps your Optician cannot
do for you as much and as well
as he could have done on the
start?
Reasoa it out,
Think
about this and let us know. Our
service is at your bidding.

Voile Waists

De Chenes

F.

‘

GAHAN:

© Custom Tailoring
Sui

of
and

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers

Cretonnes,

Bedspreads

This is the
Age of Reason

MoKay, of Cowal, only the immediate

Telatives being present.

Tapestry

the Newest

Shades

Choicest’ Materials

‘Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
MERCHANT
% Arch M ‘Callum TAILOR

Opticians

Tegsiers Of Marriage Licenses

W.R. Richardson, J.B. Grawford Estate

Additional Parts, Supplementary. Springs, Hoods,
Segcial
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
and
Changes are not necessary if you buy a
in gas ranges is this
new McClary cabinet
Every part of the
cooking and baking
is at a convenient
height forany woman.

ss and broiling
ovénsarevery roomy.
The same burner
heatsboth,savinggas.
Easy.to clean:

CHEVROLET | —

Wists snsiusied beck slctads aed aeciaecs aoes
black’ enamel finish that requires no stove

polish. Just wipe off with a damp cloth.
| “An all year round gas range for use with

either

_- manufactured
or natural gas. Booklet free.

Valve-in-Head Motor,

lectric Starter,

M“Clarys.

‘Gassate

Elec

micas

eee

Sa

Cantilever Springs,

Noa- Sid Tice
The on
=

ee

$605.00.

es .

£ % by Oahawrs, Rontster
Paty & Five Passenger Touring Car

re

q

Arch.
McWilliam, Dutton
inerrant tinh Cr

4a real automobile.”

i
‘

:
¢

model.

DEATH OF COWAL “RESIDENT

feodham, were songs of tho
pharetel. irresistible seqeninraes

iPpelaseeicestin

and Clear for Linoleums,
Furniture.
It dries like

4

Kil

years of

ste nea

a

Mattogany,.Walnut, White

Cleaners

their

lowers.

ose

aud
Z

ern

ate friend of the family, conducted ie

white)
is well known to Hamilton
Besidesole wife ho leaves fonr
of vocal masio, aud ranks with and pd mart fed, anda
mourso his
the best for honors, Ata recent concert
jtewart,
|, and 8 young
as city herfoor seitenous (a) “Daf- sn Holos Py eae at home,
Edward German;

ueret
wo

Toronto,
The ro-

s

ion was held

ell, on Monday afternoon, which
sage ded by ton members,
Tho
féatore of the program was a thoughtfal
and interesting paper on *'Prayer’ by
Rev. Mr. Bingham, which was followed

Lacq

Rioh. Kerr, Mrs. 7. RD McOalitias Inve

Station; Mrs. Daucan McLean,
and Mies Annie, Southwold.
neon were inte!

to oue 80 high!:
. The
be pall
eee to a dressing
sta i
bis} bearers were Lintey Mot
MoOallum,
makes the second death in the famil ily, MoOallam, Aries aud Eres Smith,
Private David Mateer being killed in Blake Lod, ge and
*. gotion recently.
rs. Darand Robbiue,
The cakes vwas covered‘with beautifal
Ww
id
McDonald and
Miss Florence Mateer,
agile, are sisters.
‘The monthly meeting of the Ministerial

all Set

anoial returns would be mach larger.

and Jaly at 12 o'clock, noon
z. . Hookin Co
R. Kemp Panter
J.P. Gahan
J. Bambridge & Oo,
Ohas. Dabl
R. M. March.
.B
Wm. Affieck
A. E, White
E4,
Roche
J.A. Campbell
Geo.
Ram:
of the Inte Mr, and; M:re Colin
W. Ramsteis
O. E. Doyle
pioneer residents of Southwold.
Arch,
MoOallam
—
B.
R.
Scouler
sides her daughter, Mrs. Sage,
Dancan
MeMilisa
J.
F.
Reiohheld
leaves. two sons, Mackenzie -sod Her- Wa. McDougall — J.
ntto:

Hi

greatly missed »; a-comber of friends
s “Kabat, en
oapeclally tu the Carling

of
at the old prices: Haif
pint 25c., pint 40c, quart 75c, naly-gation $1. 25, gallon, $2.25.
34

farmer stated that he fihaa twenty

Prepared for corn which, on Farther
consideration, he would now plant with
He was doing this not only from
Patriotic motives, but expected the fin-

ing on Tuesday and Wednesday.
The
basivess of the first day will be‘confined
to a miuisterial session, with i e penite:

CORP.

will be

this
Ap-

for food in many of the European counue
The yalue of beaus as a food
compares favorably with the best cate
| of meat. The protwia couteut, so maces:
sary
to
keep up the body tissne,
=
higher in beans than in beef, bat it i
not 80 Sompletely digested,

marriage to take place the latter part of
Association of Baptist Otrurches

some of the corn ground used for
crop? In core a we
Tue
vaxcr a few
days

duction and their value asa food.
The
average yield for Elgin county the past
anion choir from the three charches on ten years has been 18 bushels per acre
he circait, with will haye charge of and the average price for the Inst thirty
the song Bet
and contribate one or, years has been $1.25, and an ayerage
for the years 1911-12-13 has been $1.84.
two seltotions.
Io view of these facts and with an alabe meting will be presided over by
per bushel,
Geo. H.
McAlister, chairman of most assurance priceof

be held in St. Poter's charch next Sanday morning at the regular hour. The
offering will be given to Red Cross work. the district, and & cordial invitation is
extended to both old and young people
The Rodney Mercury has recovered
of all the churches of Dutton
and
from its recent disastrous fire and is be- surrounding
country.
ing printed on its own press. The
the speaker of the ceding and
ercury is one of our newsiest ex- theBesides
chairman of the Siatsios it is oxchanges and looks well in its new dress.
pected that abont fifteen
At a largely attended meeting of tho members of the district, nn be present,

congregations of Riverside and Melbourne on Tuesday a onanimons call
Was extended to Rev, Mr. Jamieson, of
don,
aceheipend 9 $1 000 with four
weeks holida:
Mr, and un, N. M, Squire annonnce
the sagagement of their only daughter,
Toa A!
dra,
5
Tabosay, of Cobalt. son of Mr. and Mrs.

Enormous De-

mand For This Splendid Food

~

Mixed Paints sixty en's

pale

FARMERS SHOULD GROW BEANS

Now that the spring cropis in and the

of Grace

Judge

Scotch Fingering” Yarn for knitting,

RALLY

next

to

$1.00 to $5.00

all

We still have a limited

all colors in stock.
We are again in the market for wool,
Get our Prioes | before selling,

a

pinerise "Meoting, to be held iu Datton

Brantford,

Specials

‘The vory latest styles in Women's White

impressing the fact that a good mother

hand with the handle and having three

church,

MILLS

in roverbs | 81,
and
Exodas 2:9, " Take this child pokey‘nae Best Granulated Sugar, per 100 Ibs.39.00

small bones broken,
The Toronto World annoances the engagement of Miss Potts, of Toronto,

Ermatinger, St. Thomas.

Hockin Co.

-Voile Waists .

whose parents
\were ungodly had
Alex, Law met with a painfal accident
on Taesday while cranking pu anto, terrible handicap resting Spow it
being strack on the back of the right

All the farmers in Denwich are ina
Position to bay their own seed, for not a
single application was made to the local

T.

pee

7

was the. greatest
inithe
to give all orders for millinery immediate world, and the home waa the great
attention,
edacational pieetention: and cheatchit

sister of Rey. Mr, Potts, former carate

DUTTON

ieee er cae

Dofenoe
Force,
Re
nod. Mre, J. Kennedy, of Talbot-

ville,

Price this week $2.50

assembled—in
charols to do honor = the. moth

and

good
Corn-

On hand at present.

and well rendered.
vy, Norman wee
entitled

P. A. McPherson has purchased
a fivePareanaee Ford Bato from J. A, Camp-

yesterday, oping

We have
American

of Toronto, congrega
just of either
white-or red Mowers in arid aetg)
mothers who were dead, or in honor of

spent ieeeiat in to

< , 5c to 10c_a- roll.
colors, 25¢ a roll.

We offer you the ‘most com-

plete line: we
have ever
shown at the Towect prices.
» Nice bedroom pee on
Oatmeal. papers, .

:
=

:

<5

“3 of)
| tear

Old
Old

ON SOUP,
A Ssgood onionzs soup is made by dollti
until cooked
{ing
eee eels
ey should then
| & eau

Nail
bz xe

be chop.

motorcycle.
_
ag
‘A railroad gateman at San Berar:
dino, Cal,, makes use of & periscope
mounted on top of his cabit: to ge
clear view of the curved “roadway

ql

:

that

Dutch

Ifthe HNJs and <mountatns of the
earth were suddenly leveled and the
earth

insures Perfect Sanitation for all
Metal Ware and Enamel Surfaces.

except

tomatoes,

a

after a few months become
welded Into a solfd mass, which fs a
tacked with pick and shovel when ste

tatoes finely: mashed are added to the

fg desired
ment,

should-be-added-and,

It ked, « tablesgoontal of butter rub:
ttle

CREAM

Minare’s

flour, but the po-

tatoea will serve to thicken,
‘with chopped parsley.
OF

Serve

CORN,

inexpensive’
|.

as

well

as

‘The corn should be cooked and then
@raped from the cob, One cup of the

was

destroyed
by
the
“completely
From this setback it never re‘Turks,
covered, Among the points of interest

scraped. corn {x rubbed through a gieve|
and put into.a saucepan.,

Some Good Recipes :That
.
:
Help.

To this Is added one Cup of boiling
water .@ little onion juice and salt and

Will

Pepper to taste.
In a double boller

normal

prices;

or

we

cup

of

i

the

game

quantity

of

butter.

in the Village to-day
built by Alphonso of

are the
castle,
Aragon, and the

be:

columns

cathedral, which dates back to’ the
eleventh century and in which ara to

When

ing

in-

is an

improvement

Dut fe not a neceessilt,

can .cut,

to

‘the

soup,

lown consumption of what we eat and

wear

by

the~practice

»f simple

econ~

omy; or we can eliminate waste.
To increase production takes time,
but there ie instant relief to be ob-

Ban

is

'

that

the

the

housewives

milght do much

of

Civil, Mechanica! and
Soginceriog.

HOME STUDY

Otranto,

Degree

Arte Contte
era attendance.
Summer School Navigation School
Jaly and August
December to April
15

fo say

GEO,

Y.

CHOWN,

on a fence and
hurt my chest very.
bad, so { could not work, and it hurt

me ‘to breathe.
1 tried all kinds of
Liniments and they did me no good.
‘bote

-of

“MINARD'S

LINI-

MENT, warmed on flannels and &)
plied on m$ breast, cured nie .com:

pletely.
3

C,H.

5
COSSABOOM.

would

_ © Roseway., Digby. Co., N. 8.
——_—_—

+ the baven

——

of cheaper Uviay ‘by @ genups.
of savor:

ing «dup ‘BugKest) jons

omy:

are

eth Lee,'a practiced
t démestic econ,
Jpubjecof

In ‘these dase of high cost of oflying
gay:
will e-a means
ok
ae fently better than the heavier
_ kin

mes
ing’

GHEWN PEA ‘SOUP.

soup eee Us cooking
three
elled peas®
rr
“eo then rubbing’ ~ then:
© put back into
the
aye been boiled.
ter’
cf flour is beaten
One stablespooata!
and
butter
of
tabléspoonfuls
into two
pepthen added ‘to the peas. Saltand and.finally
“per to taste come next,
miik is‘ gradone quart of boiling hot
‘should
mixtare
ually atirred in. The
the
‘about 10 minutes. If
~ bes

of onion is liked one ehould be
Piavor sd with
‘the peas.
recipes

ig ig one of Mrs, Parloa’é
$e
© and teva tioat deliclotia'soun-

CORN CHOWDER.
ee
an
Gorn chowder, though quite

~

=

inex-

A
pensive dish, is very appetizing.
and then
of corn ie bolied soft
‘eupfal.
eantime ant
ed amooth, in
of

fat

be violent.
when

the

rod has a
fine point

But many

people

a

In the

quietly on a metal

at the

that
the valiant Pyrrhus,
cousin of
Alexander the Great, and professed descendant of Pyrrhus,
son of Achilles,

salled in the third century: before the
Christian era. Espousing the cause of
the people of ‘Tarantum, he fought
thowe desperate battles against Rome
which gave rige to the familiar phrase,
“g pyrrhic victory,”
used to-day to de-

light-

acribe a conflict the successful issue of
which {s so costly to the victory as ultimately to prove disastrous. It was
after Heraclea, where for the first time
{n history Greeks and Romans were

bulld-

ing below were caimly unconscious of
the fact. ‘Noncorrosive metal ts used
for the point of the rod, for corrosion
makes resistance. The - difference between a point and a ball is shown in
discharging a battery. The full charge
from a large battery would be xreeelved

plliage

gatbered in adjacent oak groves, This
‘flour,’ which derives its name from
the town, fs used extensively in the
tanning industry.
“It was across the Straits of Otranto

ning rod has received an electrical dis-

-| charge

it suffered

trade in hides, olives,
cottons, cattle
and bitumen,
while it ts famous for
valonia, made from
the
/acern cups

offers no resistance to the discharge’
of electricity and in order that a cloud
may be emptied of it nolselessly and
harmlessly. The degree of resistance
is {n proportion to the surface of the
object: If the rod were surmounted
by a kndb, for instance, the discharge

fall 1 got thrown

the
the

6,000 people, and enjoys a considerable

Registrar

into
The.
reason a lightning
sharp point is because &

and
for

hands of the Turks
m the fifteenth
century,
but tt
recovered
from this
misfortune more readily than its: Itaijan sister city, for It is now” town of

country

é
> Minard’s Liniment Co., Limited.

One

navigators are the strangest and most
grotesque of all sen animals, says National Georgraphic
Magazine.
Their large.

‘Avlona, algo called Valona, oa the
eastern shores of the Otranto Straits,
has the best harbor on the Albanian
coast, being protected by the Island of
Sasend and the lofty Cape Glossa. Like

Why Lightning Rods Are Pointed.

Dear Sirs,—This

extremely

‘The walruses or “‘sea horses’ of the old

nent

ie

Sas

with:two long ivory

n
and their huge swollen bodies.
cSybred with hairless, wrinkled, and Sears
thirty miles below the town in the skin, give them a {
promontory of Marla di Leuca, with unlike that of any other animal,
much larger than most seuls, the old
its white limestone cliffs marking
the
rom 200) to 300)' pounds
two-thirds as
southeastern extremity of Italy.
the
| and
northwest of Otranto, fitty-tlitee miles
by. rail, is Brindis!, the famous Brus-

. MEDICINE
APPLIED.
allaing, Chemical,

ways
ot
fine flay-

to float it back

an

Alps through the St. Gothard
Mount
Cenis tunnels, destined
‘ar East throigh Suez.

it upon her ‘dinner table in vari
+, Place
ous and enticing forme of relishing
- abitp,, If meats are not always ayailof
of

by,

of Otranto Is

Cor the freight coming from beyond the

to extract the {nll measure of
mering
remaining
nutritive svbstrece
and

exaggeration

the

dusium of the--anclents,
which has
taken life in recent years owing to its
advantageous position as a gateway

tothe garbage can or feed to
the
pigs tite Freuch woman puts in -her
soup kettle, In that depesitory
—ehe
_ finds it porelble by judicious admixture and proper gevsoning und ‘sin:

or. It ie not an

of

Nicola, near

“*South

Uute to the general welfare by the
Gtoppage of waste. What we throw tn~

Bble there are hundreds
preparing meatices sours

some

Grotesque Creature Has Strongly
Developed Maternal Instincts.

fertile and
populous
section of
the
Apulian peninsula,
which
terminates

tained through the practice of economy andthe stappage of waste.
Our housewives
have mo adequate
idea of how greatly they may contri-

_

found

once graced the temple of Minerva at

thickened put in the corm and boil to-y
gether for about five minutes.
A couple of tableepoontule of whipped cream otirred in just before séry-

saries of Iite as to bring supply into
mbarer balafice with démand, thus

one

milk, and, when hotling, stir into it a
tadlespoonful or 6o of cornafarch and

There are three obvious ways
to
reduce the cost of living. We ‘can 60
{neresse™ the production of the neces~
aguing

heat

to remove

them

——<+s——

Liniment-Cures

——_—_++e——

:

the opposing

forees, that Pyrrhus,

sur-

veying the field where thousands of
his bravest troops lay dead, exclaimed:
‘Another such victors and I must return to Epirus alone.’ It was on the
eame occasion that, observing the
wounds of all the Roumans killed in

point, while

action

ow

to be in froat,

he mused,

been elimina:
eration untll t
shape,

THANKFUL MOTHERS
Mothers who have ence used Baby's
Own Tablets for the'r little ones are
always strong in their praise of thie
medicine, Among ther
Marpau, Mizonstte,e,
who
y
bys Own Tad
beot medicine ! know of for

Suicide.

Haydon,
tho
celebrated historical
in his
painter and writer, at a time
when he was overceme by debt,
lite
ude, lafd
and ingr
disappointment
was at
down the brusa with which he

{am

The

United

States

JOTTINGS.
Government

pur-

chases 1,250,000 electric lamps every
year.
‘holera kills $59,000,000
worth vf
hogs per year in. the United States.
‘The corncob pipe manufacturing
in
dustry represezis a valuation of $500,000 a year.
New. York

State.

conanmes

packing

boxes

and

crates.

‘A apecial form of electric

made usc
flies from

of in markets to
goods on display.

fan

ts

keep

the

CCOODD'S

WHAT

TELLS

SHE

KICSNEY

PILLS DO FOR WOMEN.

Was Troubled With Weakness
‘And Her Daughter Had PillsNervous
ProvTrouble, Dodd's KidneyBoth Needed.
ed the Remedy They
Ont.,

May

street,
hone

t
to

=Tne story, told by

of 70 Tom
meceag:
woman !

17.—(Special.)

Mrs. H. Dickens,
every

carries &
suffering

Mm.
5
my
r with
to sy
stares, “I used
bad. no heart to co my
tke home. But 1 read
Kidaey Pills and what
#0
others,
for
they have dome
«ce
thought | would get a box and
what they would do for me.
tak“] am pleased to eay that
great re
ing two boxes I found @
be without them {n
Mef f would not

“Alter

Dickens

Since the beginning of
the
war bmy back and
‘about 32,000 trucks have been shipped work arcund
from the United States to countries of about Dedi's
Europe.
It is sometimes

curious

‘
that

the

places of the highest and the lowest
humidity in the United States are both
in Texas.
‘There ary two and one-balf millions
of freight cars In
and thelr average
about 20 years.

Fresno .County,

the United States,
life is somewhere

Cal.

tried

to

get

“Had

ath flesh Js grasa.

f

the house.

very
“My. daughter, too, had been
Her
sick on and off for a long time.
we
nerves got ao bad we were afrald But
hospital.
the
in
world see her
better
ie
she
1 am pleased to say
Pills,
through taking Dedd’s Kidney
Dodd's Kidney,
thought:
“1 pever
work
Pijls could have done etch good bout
and 1am tell'ag ail my friencs:a

which in ‘any pe
length dissipates ox:
of a certain.{ta fixed
Initial substance for that
actly
erlod. half More
ray
jecay
would.
nays,

them."

of
‘Women’s troubles, or néarly all
The
them, come from ick | kidners.
established
eure for tlem [* tle old
Dodd's Kidremedy for sick kidneys,

ney Pills, ——_+-++——
OF PURE GLYCERIN.
jumts depend
Liaw
temparature.
Substance is Endowed
Queer
This
By Special Delivery.
|
With Peculiar vropertics.

ANTICS

his term
‘The burglar, had just begun
broom
and was assigned to work inthe
Near him was an oldish man
factory.
and seemed
who studied him intently
say
tobe awaiting ‘an opportunity to
It was while the overseer
something.
was
at the Ice tank,
“Flow long are you in for?” he whis

* One of the great advantages of gizcthe
erin tn its chemical employment fs
fact that it nelther freezes nor_evap:
orates under any
ordinary
tempera

“Across. the
Straits of Otranto,
where an-Austrian cruiser is reported.
veral armored British
sun)
u
have sailed
boats
the greatest - his
xpeditions of ancient an
says the National Geographic
“This fitty-mile expense of
which Joins the Adriatic ‘and

8,
No perceptible’ loss by evaporation
has been detected at & temperature

less than’ 2,000 degrees F., but if heatwith
ed intensely it decomposed
es
smell.that few perhaps find themselvpale
It burns with o
able to endure,
of
flame, similar to that from alcohol,
and then
heated to about 300-dégrees.
ignited.
make
Its’ non-ovaporative qualities
a vehicle
the compound of much use as
asin
for holding nigments. and colors,
carribbons,
r
typewrite
and
stamping

peas, separates the southeasterp
penintremity or heel of the Itallan

which

‘crystallizes

sugar candy,

‘Otranto|

once

te, butof some Import:
Han’ tebmit
yh line to

tors

“times, for 1t

St: Lawrence Red Diamond Extra Granulated which
oc

back
te pe alte of the ancient Hydrus,

ras

one’ot Rete’s

ports of

ot
appesrance
with the
but _ these. crystals. begin
it ig almost an frapossi-

bility to get thear again Into the congealed state. :
fa little water pe added to the glyplace,
cerin no-crystalization willnt take
degree of
though under a sufficie

re: than

had
, via AY tie fanaa ots
Coen
ection.fg
histor
Bae

melted

“organic “impurities

owingto

never

worry the
th

best of see

St. Lawrence

Vee

pure cane

Diamond Sugar does

cold the water will separate and form
crystals, amid which the glycerin will
remain in its natural state of flutdity.

‘cold.
if suddenly subjectet to intense mass
pure glycerin will form a gummy
which cannot be entirely hardened or
-eryatallized.
pecullar sub-"

‘Altogether it is quite a
stance.
=

Big Telephone Pole.

aries

oF

ph pole
telephone or telezra
nas
ven. i
eins
Seer
r ierinin th the mate
a. river
ireawove
tanh
Wwasbina
Nae89 fect
high, bu
oR, wy wires.
he
er

taatthe

hecorsaty, to.

oe be ns

o a eer

pered.,
“twelve

years,”

comer.

bon ‘papers and the like.
2
If the pure glycerin be exposedurefor
it
Jong’ time to a treezthg cemperat

town

ory hav

olapae
he
eat plutonic rocks
e
at
here
logical evidence that
truaive Into & pre
r volcanic xerles, the
rau:
, founded
on
it accumulation.
to decidediy
figures;
aay 100,600,000
to
400,000,000
ye
rofessor Joly
has
between
suggested that tho discrepancy
geological estimates
e former

Making Expeditions.

ERE GS, eS
of thewar
“*Atthe beginningscarcely
1

for

nce of: the sarth based
atestof
louetive the
sical
ferand ki ordinar rom each
mom recent 6 cussion of thin
Arthur Holmes points out that

i

She

Hamilton,

570,550,

000 feet of lumber annually in mgking

Sailed by Many. Great History-

bania
times:

thankful

In This Lady’s Story

SCIENTIFIC

eS
STRAITS OF OTRANTO.

r

very

shave dene for my children.”
lets regulate the bowe's end etomach;
cure constipation and
indigestion;
1 break
plo fevera; in
work upon his’ last great
e fact they cure all
By
the minor ills of
Trial
the
and
Albert
no
me
had experienced with moth
iat
Nttle
ones,
They
are
soid
by
medicine
band,-“Stretch
Steady
with a
and
a box
longer upon this rough world.” end to dealers or by mail at 25 conto
from The Dr. Wiil!ams Medicine Co.,
then with a pistol shot pur an
Brockville,
Ont.
0) nig unhappy
existence.
+e
YY
eee
alrus ts unusually vindictive
after forcing a hunter to takea refuge fs on
THE AGE OF THE EARTH.
eal patrolling
we vicinity.
the lec, wil remain
menacing There is a Message
for a tong 2
roar!
the object of her anger.
Now
Evidence
Radioactive
Minard’s Liniment Cures Diphtheria.
Brought Forward.
se
ouver-Bearin|
them In frail sidnicovered kya
Ivory, or bone-polnted spears. ani
akin floats.
Several
hunters told m
exciting and
dangerous encounters they

along without speed cops by. putting
‘but
the automobilixts on their honor,
it was not workable.
L such soldiers I should soon bo masMotor trucks to the value of $90,
Ameriby
exported
veen
ter of the ———_+world’”
00,000 haye
——
can ‘manvfacturers since the outbreak
;
Minard’s Liniment Cures. Distemper.
of the European wear.
————
A sanitary engincer. of Pasadena,
you
of the
Wigwag—Dashaway. im afraid
Dashawa, y-Well, you~ Cat., made a tour of Inspection
seated
on the
are a rake.
_citysewers, recently,

a ‘moderate charge from a small one
‘would explode violently on a ball. it
4s said that a full charge may be
passed barmtessly through a person's
body if recelyed' ‘un the point of a
needle, whereas the same charge received: on « discharger. with a ball or
ae, on the end, would mean instant
jeath.
——
Minard’s Liniment Cures Garget in

ai
whe
ten it will be
spot at the goin!
s
u

——-»——_

Celebrated

eon

ORDERS.

ars nre fitted with rear-wheel
bands ‘and
ns

1601.

A

HED)

Bother With Brake Bands.

Ets.)

“Michael the Brave,” before whose
statue of Bucharest the Roumanians
are displaying thelr war trophies,
{6
tho matlonal hero of our brave allies.
Born tn 1558, the son of a Wallachjan chieftain,
he
became Divan
of
the province {mn 1593, partly thrdugh
the influence of the
English ambas
sador
atConstantinople,
Edward
Darton, but quickly rebelled
against
over:
two
after
and,
Sultan,
the
whetming yictoriés In 1595 and 1997,
for a
people
Roumanian
the
freed
“His
yoke.
Turkish
the
while from
‘neighon
ambition led to assaults)
the
boring provinces, which brousht,
one
under
race
whote Roumanian
tn
time
rule for the first and only
was
but his career
modern history,
ended by an assassin’s blade in September,

3

‘one. accustomed to
White and Gre}
full
Cloths,
Slingab: For 4 Co.,

EXPRESS
REMIT
Money “BY
01 poMIN
1f oat or stolen, you
get your money back.

for ship:

Colds,

Liberator of Roumania.

Cream of corn eoup makes 2 nourishing dish and a soup of this kind
may. be very
quickly prep:

NTED—\yoot
WANtpper
pers on
Gessner Nappers tenders
Blankets
rticulara.‘andap ly. heavyto
an Beaten One
MONEY

Prunes stored in a California ware:

zi

Uquid, and lastly x cuptul of ‘boiling
bed Up witha

J

| thorities of Washington
State, with
the hope of making the life of the rurteacher more attractive.

‘Meat bone and vegetables are dolled:
then, whensthoroughly.
are atrained. One quart of-po- |

GOODHEALTH,SOUP
FOR
WEALTH

Wonton renee
;
WNTED-Carp
Room HELP
RoR
Woolen Mill Cleaners:
and “Tenders
Come
fara , Sant
tas
Sines! Onialler ome
the Binewoy
ap ly tato Brar
ny, Limited,
:

Co!
rE
trecbeing provided wy thes

cooked,
mile,

‘er 8,

About 75 per cent. of the population
of New York State {s urban "The State
ee 49 cities in which live over
6,809,

*

FEGETABLE_ SOUP,
— oup
be
500 m 6ubstantial
m:
bone and. végefrot any soup
tabies, Almost any kind of the latter
‘Wilt-do-

LADIES WANTED TO po Pi
whole or spare
slight sewing at hom
"any distance;
work &
Heulars. ;
fonal’0 Stanuéacty ving ‘Co. be

take the shape of a billiard bal!

it would have a covering of
522 feet deep.

'A'sweet hygienic refrigerator safeyour health and Keeps

before directed,

HELP WANTED»

Wier
ete
Hospital, St. Catharines.

pointe

.

reviled’

.

the

new-

‘The veteran looked around nervous
ly and thrust a letter fn the burglar's
“Mall this,

when

you get out
x

Whole

Wheat

and

Milk—the two most perfect
foods given toman. Dietetic

experts may quarrel about

everything else, but they are
egreed on this: The proper
combination is Shredded
Wheat Biscuit with milk

“the

greatest

amount

of

protein (the clement that
builds muscular tissue) for
Two or
the least money,
three of these Biscuits with
a nourishing
milk make

breakfast on which to stast

the day’s work: and ‘they
cost. only 2 few cents, be-A
boon to the housowife

United
trength of the
front
ns the questions arising out
Sates
of the submarine attacks,
maand
nel
ot
1
,” the statement ‘continues, “was
commented on and the general
eine ee Balkans
matle

FRESNOY

10

ing the submarine

further ae information.
ni
fon. was
losses
Henry

From. the British

-35 Hun-Divisions Wasted on This Front Since)
First of April.
(By Perry

number

Robinzon,)

of

prisoners

made

in

the Somme

on

the front

from

north

Acheville

of that

to

point,

FREED 300,000
HUNS FOR WEST

Meri

than we ever use.

The

troops

nof-

With

mally holding
the German
Ine at
Fresnoy were the 15th Reserve ‘«division and the 4th Guard division on the

German Soldiers
the Front.

right of Acheville, The first attack,
made early in the morning, was pre-

from Acheville.

| Apparently

Petrograd

both

a dance

they reached our trenches, only to be

t

strength.

that

if we

had

used up every man we had in the field
we should not have approached them.
If operations cost us ground we have
a large =redit of man-power to balance
is
elsewhere on the line. The enemy
again attacking heavily and uselessly.
notably. at Gavrelle windmill. Apart

efforts the situation
from these lecal continues
to be quiet.

on the whole line
high-velocity German field
The new
much*from
gan of which we heard so
not neem
the German prisoners. doesor is not yet
ront
to have reached th
HUGE

ENEMY LOSSES.
Reuter correCable—The
London
{0
spondent at British neadquarters
France sends the following:
to ue
Fresnoy
of
north
“Brom
Germans
haye
windmill at Gravelie

ol their reserves in
to
in an endeago,

rok@meap

by our intens

fire, mostly before the:
bombing distance of our

got
/pos!-

“Some {dea of what this tighvorined1s

be
may
costing the enemy
1 it
from the fact that since April
‘would appear that over 36° German
divisions have been withdrawn on this

eS)

front exhausted.” It 1s understood that
the existing strength of the German
div.
army on the western front {s 157 total
thelr
computing
sions.

strength, however, it should be borne
of
in mind’ that about three-quarters
of
the enemy divisions now consist

9,000

or about

only three regiments
rifles.

local

fighting

during

the day in the neighborhood of Bulle.
‘court, in the|course of which a toparty
ad.
of the enemy, while attempting
.

vance

to the

by-

attack
our,

across

the open.
o gun fire

‘There hi
lery activity on both sides at inter
vals during the day north-west of St
Quentin-and

in

the

neighborhood

Bullecourt, Wancourt and Arleux.”
n earlier

report

un-

that ani-

-of

read:

the attempt

to

fraternize.
We consider any other at
titule toward the enemy to be cowardly ead treacherous.
We will not fire
on our own men who go to fraternize
with the enemy, because every Russian
soldier is needed.
Those who wish to
fraternize are not traitors;
they
are
only week, undecided, and overconfid-

ing.

‘This appeal proves tha:
diers regard the Germans

brothers,”

and

to frateraize with

think

many solas
“'

their attempts

the Russians are

deceitful. ‘The whole: spirit of the appent shows that fraternizing Ia not altogether general at the front.
There
are some points at
Jeast
where
the
Russian artillery ts active.
Opinion is divided 2s to whether an
attempt should be made to suppress
this. fraternization because. {ts extent
makes the outcome of the war
more
doubtful,
orto take advantage of it
and 90 spread disserision in the German armies.
If the Germans are really affected by the desire to fraternize,
the latter course is considered possible
and ts acceptable
from
a_ military
point of view.
But the public is still
grasping for accurate knowledge of the
extent to which the Russian soldiers

as

public fears the Germans

brothers.
are only

north-east of the

The

attack

NO FEAR OF
STARVATION

was

George
Addresses
House Secret Session.

Britain to Be Self-Support-

ing in 1918.

pulsed.
“At the same time hostile forces
concentrating for an attack north of

SN

eo
TN

Fresnoy

lery

fire,

re dispersed

;

“West of Fresnoy

we

by

our

tmproved

our

portion of the ground
morning hes been re

ed. Early this morning an enemy raiding party was driven off east
ot ae
(on the Franc
jer).
~

Paris
feation

FRENCH REPORT.
Cable—The official commun{ssued Wednesday night by

War Office reads:

STE

artil

position during the night by @ countérattack.
A
lost yesterday

in

home

pplies

H.

Asquith

(the former

ides, the Wages they bad been accuse
tomed to reveive. The Belgians wished
to do this both for humanitarian and

He concluded
by
Invitink
the Premier to publisi to the
country
the greater part of hie speech.

LIKE MORE OF
SAME DEFEATS
Says Gen.

Maurice

London

About

London = Cabi
Bodies
of
Teutons,” said Gen. Maurice, ip his weekly
statement to-day,
“continually
have
been sent against
the
British
over
open ground without any apparent regard for casualties, bot the
British
have held
Ine when {t might

have been expected that they would
give why, and have inflicted tremendous

losses

“The

on their

Germans

reserves

,Into the

opponents.

have

hurled

Arras

conflict,

great
em-

ploying people from Belgium, Poland
and other conquered territory to release more Germana for military service.
The British have forced
the
Germans to use up twice as many re-

serves

as

Somme

offensive,

were

employed

which

in

ranks

next

the

to

the present onc in magnitude.
“The
Germans,”
he continued,

by their so-callet
‘claimed = tbat
strategical retreat
they
in!
great defeat on the Sritish in respect
to thelr plans
and that the Teutons
held
the
situation
in
eir
own
hands.
Let me
point again to the
fact
that the British plans for
the
Arras
offensive were completed
in
February,
before the German retreat
began.
Despite the
German claims,
we have continued
our offensive according to the
plans prepared.”
“During the month since the offen-

sive

began,

we/

bi

taken

number. of. prigoners._{our__

twice

the

times the

amount of g}
d and five times the
number of guds
taken in the Somme
offensive.
THe British
and
French
between
them have
captured
some
50,000 prisoners
and
450
guns,
If
thie
is the
result of a defeat, then
we are willing
to go on
being
defeated.
We save kept on going, and

are

going to keep on

Cable says—The secret avs.
ns

{ thougands—some
recely ing
through
the

going.

‘Arras offensive {s much bigger
then
the Somme, and our
next
offensive

will be bigger than Arras,

is firmly on tts feet,

But it must be

remembered that even had there been
no revolution the Russians could not
have started an offensive before this,
because
-of
‘i
of
ground,
due
to the Ri

any

of- tho

COLLIDE.

One Man
Missing
in Detroit |
; River
Mishap.
Detroit,
car. ferry

Report—The Wabash Fallroad

mune.
Finals
however, the mili
tary patty,
alway
un astounding 1 gnorance of
opinfon and of morai se tment.

termiaed to put thee idle meo
work.
In August, von Hindentar: “ae appointed to the <upreme command, He
iticised veg Hisaag's
to
aid
ot. He returned, and a German official here said that
Belgium would
now be eubjected to a more terrible

oe

respect

of being

they

ever

Icarn

“lat

War

Was,

districta

of

Hainaut,

the

qwines

now

they

are seizing

men

in

Brabant, even in Brussels. despite some
indication

and

even

elvil authorities, that
about

predictions

the policy

was

to be abandoned.

much

greater

.

care

than

jn

provinces, with more regard
appearances,
There are no
announcement
of the intention
port, but suddenly, about ten
ago, certain
men in town,

the

for the
public
to de
days
whose

names are on the
lst
of chomeurs,
received summonses notifying them to
report at one of the rallway stations

on agiven day; penalties were fixed
for failure to respond to the sutomons,

and

there

was

glum,

On

the

selves

at the

printed on the

card

an

offer of employment. by the German
Government either In Germany or Lel1,500 men

first

day,

ordered

responded,

Gare

out

of about

to present *them-

du

Midi. about

750

These were examined by

German physicians.

and

loaf. of

bread,

and

“300

were

soma-of-the

eom-

munes provided warm clothing — tor
those who bad none, and-tn addition
#

small

financial

allowance,

As

by

one of the Ironfes of Ife. the winter
has been more excessively cold than
Belgium has ever known it, and while
many

Hides

of

those

who

presented

were — adequately

wives

and

them:

protected
were

child:

rlers of brital Unlans, all thie wens
tha scene a pitiable
and distressing

it was understoda’ that the soleurcy

would continue here in Brassela
but
on Thursday last, a bitter!

those

that had’ bee

practical tesig of the Invention tuder
officers trom
of naval
the guidance
various technical branches in the service which will show definitely whether or not theré fs any unforeseen ob-

—al-

of

stacle in the way
yention to use.

putting

in-

the

‘The invention is of such a

bad|

that

it can

be

put

into

opers

tolerated by the populatton| die war zone almost immedia
of Flanders:
in tearing 2
trom
prepara
nearly every humble aome {u the fand| requires no elaborate:
work, but can be made
a husband and a father or w son and} construction
ega!nst the
in the campaign
3

ry

of|

ut;

they!
in|

ot!

the memory

realization

factor
U-boat

this summer.

invention

‘The

the

in

Ss chiefly

nature of direct. offensive operations
not
is
submarine.
ugainst the
merely designed to protes
men or to reducs the
ravages of

i

of|

mean, not, as| {-poatz. but Is caleulated to eralfeate
with early atrocities fn the heat of} them altogether.
passion and the first just of war, but)
rhe extent of the effectiveness of
tho invention againet the ub
by one of those deed: that. make one
vy
of the
despair of the future of the human provided expectations
race. a deed coldly planned. studjousiy Tepurtment are not disappointed, will
tured and deliberately and system- depend merely on extending its operatically executed’, ndeed so crue! that ations from limited shores to x
om
German soldiers. are sald to have wept | aweeping scale. Initial operations
tm Its execution, 2n4 #0 monstrous that| a smull ccale will be begun, it is conco-called,
the.
while
even German officers are now said to; templated,
plan is being put Inte

be ashamed.

ranching out

|

BRITISH CROP
OUTLOOK POOR

RUSZKY LOSES

“HIS. COMMAND

Russ General Superseded On. Reports Are Almost
Northern Front.

of the

During the last fortnight men have
been Impressed here in Brussels, but
heir selzures here are made evidently
with

of the

one

and

and

ateel Works about Clurleroi were next

attacked,

have

public.

thin
two or,;three
weeks
the
Department will have completed

>

a mortal blow to!
may

bare

leading inventive geniuses in the Unfted States navy, ts the Inventor.

the German capacity

They have dealt.

The prophecy has been fulfilled.
fhe deportations began i
in the Btape, at
The polley spread; the rich industrial

y cold day,

mnt home

bound
down,
waa
coins with whe atearser d'Sauk ing. is
fon,
bound 9.80up,o'clock
off, theto-night.
foot of ~The‘Third
hax
the
Street,
la!
ter vessel
was so badly
ia believed
ee cannot

places in relief
for blundering,

necessarily

compass

yyroscope

result of the deport-

brother they‘ have
ravitafliement,
for which, While loata
hatred thet w
re:
have brought hom:
ermans have al
since it has hed th:
the land, in a wa
the population ¢a:m, the autzorities | {1s horror indeillb!y on
never preeeed the pol pt other thap three generations, a
with the burgomasters of the com- what German methods

regime—would

to the general

to be noted, a result

most a8 great as.
for cruelty,

censorship

on a novel antiThe plan is
submarine device or invention which
fs a
1g theoretically sound and which
radical departure from any invention
heretofore
or.
put into. operation
thought of.
inventor of the
‘Elmer A. © Sperry,

‘

interesting

claim that under the guarantees cov~
ering the relief work the records of
the
Comite National and it vartoné
eub-organizations were Immune.. Rath-

As
+a mw ttes of. fact, conditions are against the cold, many of them
not
for operations in the | without ove: reoats, The men
foe yet favorable
Gita ie
wees
pom esie ane Tear, the Darien ri
=
re

SHIPS

One

that once
«moré
German capnelty

risk any interruption

Striet

to

Germany.

ations remains

‘The presence of these unempioy
however, wae a ccostant temptatio)
to German cupidity. Many times they
sought to obtain ih
bo

taken. There was no disorder.a large
force of mounted Uhians. keeping back
drawn troops from the eastern front the crowds and barring access to the
| station to all but those who had been
for use in the west.
summoned to appear. The commission
He replied there wes no indication
. On being asked whether the for relief in Belgium had secured perRussian crisis wes causing any un | mission to give eneh deported men a
easiness. in Allied military circles, hej
said:
“Naturally there must be sowe
uneasiness until the new Government

of any of the
features of the plan, but it is within
anthe following
to make
bounds
nouncement, which should ve of
greatest interest to the British
and
as
well
es
here
French commissions

It Is sad that {n epite’ of the lfboral

this

re-

Louviere,... asking- that permission be
obtained to send to the deported men
{n Germany packages of food similar
to thoee that are being sent to prisonors of war. Thus tar the. German au~

used by the camp authorities only as

com:

the board,. bad

is
been yletitis of neglect and cruelty, of
cold, exposure, of hunger.
T have had requests from the burgomasters of ten
from
La

salary promiced thes? vho
would
“siga
voluntarily no money has as yet peen |
received in Belgium from workmen in

believe—ot idle
dole, distributed
tases
unés.

er than

of

of

erence to. when he announced on Saturday that he believed the submarine
Heads of various
problem solved.
‘of the navy who
have adbeen sceptical and believed
ve un:
op:
yl
their views since
the meeting at the home of Secretary
Daniels Wednesday night.

another means of coercing them
sign the agreements to work.

without eine
that the severe D.. “It
mov ed the Germans to’ weather

|

Opposition to Coalition Government Forms.
Petrograd

Cadle—General

Uni-

formly Discouraging.
Much Autumn Sowing Completely Wasted.

Ruszky |

has been removed irom the chief com- |
mand—.of-the arthy-on —-the-northera|
front, He remains, however, a.member|
Council of War.
|
‘The Moscow executive conmittes of|
the Workmen's and Soldiers’ Dele-|

Jendon
Cable
— (Correspondence
of the Associated Preas).—Reports of
the agricultura) outlook in Great Britaln are almost unlformly dleccureging. Not even the oldest farmer
re
gates is opposed to the tdea of a coali-| calls & more trying ume than that
tion Government,
and advocates
the |
immediate summoning
o: a
all-Rus- | through which be has just been pase
sion congress of soldiers’ and work-| ing. A late sowing, a poor yield, @
men’s delegates,
j wet autumn and a severe winter, have
‘Che Provisional Goverument will, been tollowed by a spring with all
however, Insist on coalition in order ie marked characteristics of Locemto force the Sccialists to share in the
Te
responsibility of the government of the
‘Ihe state of the fields is cailed ta

of the

country, They have repeated the appeal
recently
{ssued warning tne people

the agricultural reports “serious,” although it Is etill possible that a period
of warm weather might ¢
the
éituation considerably by the end of
May, The history of many of the best

against anarchy and civil war.
withy
possible return to despotism.
Maxim
Gork.
Whose
auti-Beltish
outbursts and assertions that Dr, Vaui
Milukoff,
the Russian foreign
minis.

ter. is in the

capitalists,

pay.

daily

his newspaper

of

mark

New

Anglo-French

the columns

Life, foreshadows

another political”: crisis. im which
Council

of Workingmen's

~the

and Soldiers’

delegates will endeavor
to
their position.
‘The council
angry

of

retrieve
{s very

at the course of recent events,

oe

ALLY

LABOR

of the British e1
this year is
story of sowing In November
an
resowing in April. In many cases tne
In the middle of
tit potato far-

mens

were still, awaiting a farorab!

autumn
pletely,

sowing
wes destroyed. camandeome
fresh scheme had

ww be hastily deylsed.

The wheat area, it is etated, cannot
be large thia year. Oats canmot yer

be estimated, and barley for some
reason le In disfavor, although
00d barley lands there is yet a eoune
e crop to grow.

MEN

And Socialists, to Confer in

moment

to push

ahead

their

piant

Everything 1s late. The farmers’
“

London in June.
London, Cable-—The
mentary correspondent

+

caj-

normal yeorg is completed

by mid-April,

“am@ tha”

Times
P:
"
writes:
Ak

*eme may be said of barley and oats.
Moreover.’ there “is
~a conatderabie

cutive of the Labor party an invitation

searcity of eeed, owing to the wide
destruction of qutumh
«ow
crops, and
ibere ary, appeals for economy. in seed

meeting last night or the national exe-

‘The severe winter has undoubtedly
some
of the more troublesome
Soile more pliant and free. and if oul-

left

vation sliould
5
at once,
&
goodee eeed bed could undoubtedly she.

di

remain

ast fe gil ee

& to the shortage of

s

x

im numbers of Uvestock on the farms
uring the next-three.monthe — -

"South of he Oise 00 artillery carried
fective
son
organ: se
batteries of the Germans
‘Gobain

“The trouble
with
.
with wyomy bo

emin des Dames

Treeee

learned: last night - on- unquestionable
authority that the Naval Consulting
Board has admitted
to Secretary
Daniels, and his e2risers 2 definite
and completed pian to cope with
the
German’ U-boats which has proted &
fevelation to the best technical brains
here.
~

thoritles have refused to permit
this
except in special Instances, and returaing Belgians
claim that
even when
such packages are received, they are

they wished to propatriotic purposes;
Vide the unempjoyed with tbe means
of lvelibced, and, at the same tim
to. prevent their working for the Gerwes adopted, ane
mans, The policy

mears, but.were always foiled by the

- German Claims,
In His WeeklysSummary
‘Conditions.

collaborates

that

with the commission for relief in Belngement by
an
stum—9!
which the Belgian Government aiould
pay to its own employees left in Belgium, and other unemployed men be-

stated during the last two years.

“Hespert

organization

lief:

“Regarding the German
casualties,
preteuding friendship, as indicated by it is impossible of course to
iv e
General Gucko and told in
these deigures, but there is no disputing th 2
spatches.
Less conspicuous incidents,
fact that they have been terrible and
simtlar in character
to the fraternizincomparably larger than ours.
ing. have occurred on many parts of
Gen.
Maurice was
asked
whether.
he fron’
the Germans appeared to have with-

‘Last night our troops
advanced
.their position slightly north-east of
Hargicourt,
‘Lloyd
“Yesterday evening the enemy ated our positions

productivity

there need be no alarm as to starvation, and that in 1918 we should be

must be ac-

en on.

The

London Cable—The
official com:
munication, issued thig evening, say!
was

exect

spirit

j are meeting the enemy

- BRITISH REPORT.

“There

of the

vancing toward us in

noticeably effective.

ry
within
tons,

to

The fact exists and every indication
goes to show
that this fraternizing of
opposing troops at the front is extenaive—the Russians
have
proved
in
every phase of the revolution
that
they
are quick at spreading any accepted idea,
Reports state there
has
been no firing on long stretches at the
front for more than a week.
But this
is not true on parts of the front,
The proof of this Js the appeal of
the
Eighth Artillery Brigade to
be
attached to the infantry,
which
declares:
“Wo have fired,
and
always
will
fire, on toe enemy,
even on those ad

part of the ground yielded. The enemy
so heavy

trenches

cepted as the neweet angle the war has

But {t was these same tired men who
a few hours later
recovered a large
were

between

Its exact importance it

whieh

solid formation. Our men, .worn out,
wete compelled to give ground before

losses

held

mates this fraternizing and of tho extent to which {t prevatls. To estimate

had been kept in reserve.
6 second
attack’ was dellvered by this entirely
fresh division, which again came in
the enemy's overwhelming

is reported

It {8 necessary to have an

derstanding

sions, Germans brought a third, namedivision,

On

gramaphone music, at one part of the
front.

immediately driven out, what was left
of them suffered badly from our guns
and machine guns In retiring.
Meanwhile, besides these two diviBavarfan

was

timethat exiating
of war, and

Brand
from eh
g despat

Premier), who followed
Mr.
Lioyd
George, exp
his full agreement
with the Premier, but deprecated
the
secrecy of the sitting, In
which.
he
affirmed,
hardly
anything had been

During the Russian Easter, it is stated,

By weight of numbers

Jy, the 5th

ed

ly

that at least twenty German divisions
{adout 300,000 men) have
been transferred from the eastern to the western
front as the result of the fraternizing
of the soldiers
of the two armies.

bodies, but certainly the Guards, came
om in solid masses. Their tosses were

tremendous.

Cable——It

“Washington Cable

pabould

and alko gave figures of the Britieh
The followin
to. Beltonnage sunk month by month since¥Aviisiock, American Minister
Iast August, and gave
an encouragwritten in January, has been
gium,
{ng account of, the methods adopted
n by the U. 5
publicatio
for
fesued
He
attacks,
to meet the submarine
announced the figures of the new ton~ department of State at Washington.
nage, which
could
and
would
be
In order to fully understand ‘the
Ke
built’ during the next twelve months.
situation it le necessary to
#
m
the ft
question
the Pre:
td the autumn of 1914.
mier pointed out that with judiciars
we were organizing the relief work,
economy jn consumption and increas:
the Comite National—the Belgian re-

{eh could not have been said

ceded by a heavy bombardment, ° orGinary and gas shells being used. Then
a joint attack was made by the 15th
Reserve
.and
4th Guard
divisions,
which
jatter hi
in slipped down

then:

with no newspapers to serve as a dally
clearing house-for-all-the-rumore that
® avidly delleved
th

te
es
‘Biundors and to Groat

aima, which were well known and
were the game as had been repeated~

That is Result of
Russ
Troops’ Fraternizing

The German
attacks were
made
with a vastly greater weight
of men

JikeMin

situation

eelt-supporting. There eppeared to him
no necessity to restate the allies’ war

Fresnoy

{ eensa-

erate
is. to exaggeral

“The Premier then explained how
it was proposed to .
the War
Office demande for further reserves

enabled us to carry a German trench

was a dangerously-expceed position.

tendens

Blunders
and to Great

court, as well as the Oppy part of the
trenches

‘in Short Time.
M

the Britieh and French

on a front of 400 metres and take 100
Arras that any village, after
being
prisoners.
luding
two
officers.
firmly in cur ‘hands, for 24 hours, has
ese prison
velonged to four dif
been won back by the Germans, but
ferent regiments.”
such a thing
was bound'to happen
sooner or later, provided
the enemy
was willing to
use troops enough.
‘Though it may sound absurd
to eay
it, perhaps {t is Just as well it happened, A glance at the map will show
that, as the enemy held
the trench
Unes north and northwest: of Fresnoy
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ed 200,
*
“To the north-west of Rheims. wo
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Croft

ntinued the

‘He commented wu:
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ot Germany, in rene at
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epect to her a
unfavorably with
our own.
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Gay is, 1 believe, the first instance in carried out a detailed operation which

tho battles elther on
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danger, and
asked con: |.
and
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course of yesterday's action hag reach.

British
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Foe Paid a Terrible Price forthe Place Taken

that he’s

coming
to the 1
te
een.
It te necenas

paslble
for us to.’

alwaye ahead of thie tnneaes
Farmer Corn’
5
has he done?" “Went to town to eee
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fore be got. ae sas
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Tapestry and Axminster
in 2-yd. and 4 yd. width.

¢ Linoleum,

:

5‘

: & Floor Oil Cloths, 1 yd., 1 1-2 yd. and 2 yd. width.§
ZCongoleum

in attractive designs.
-in_assorted- patterns.
in ‘
Nottingham
Lace Curtains, new patterns,
white, cream and ecru,y per pair 35c. to $4.00¢
Marquisette Curtains, in white and cream.
%
»Curtain Muslins, Scrims, Marquisettes, Bungalow§

0
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ez

Sa

SS

Sy

Agent, D ut
‘THE GRAY-DORT

MOTORS, Ltd.

- Ont.

Rugs,

Nets, in white,

cream and floral designs.

Window. Shades, in cream and green, plain and lace trimmed.
Brass Extension Sash Rods and Goose
Polettes,
>White
Enamel
Special Values in Furniture Covering.
Extenion Rods:
Values. and Prices, Right

f

\y
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will last for all time to come. ‘phe Ne
lite
of wood and steel in the grotind is only
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iONA ‘A memorial service for Pte. Reid Clark

_ whe held in the Methodist church on Sun‘dmy afternoon,

which was

attended

of

the

by 2

congregation. Rov. M, Kilpatrick
conducted the service, The pulpit was
with a large apray of calla

Workers, spray of
‘oung ‘Men's Bible
lark wae,a member,

corresponding

St. ‘Thomas was visitea by a disastrous
peony mora

ly that that it was with 4

ity that some of the inmates ou
Mrs,
She ehisd floor were rescued.
as cook, was
employed
Ronee
carried Gown a ladder by Dan. Grabam,
One of the local firemen.
Others were
altaken through losingfront-windows,
every particle of
belongings. AOA

ding - was re

total

superiority.
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6 joints should
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ECONOMY IN PAPER
It

is

mind:

not

about

paper;

1

the. paper

uncommonin

an

wrapping

that

will

take

economy

it

as

will

English

it

is,”

soon-be
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The Paint That
Costs The Least

as

much a-matter of course as the new
practice of carrying all amall parcels
home
It is a great-change, for good,
wtrong brown *paper* has .long been
known in Great Britain and France,
and always seemed: typical of solid
British’ methods, after the crackling
yellow-brown wood pastes or gaudy

is the. Paint

Ussues of somo parts of the continent.

the

In Bulgaria, one of the:poorer ‘countries, where even cheap German wrapping pacer: is “hardly known, parcels
refully
wrapped
‘in a large

square \of printed

cotton,

called

shortest

“100%
Pure”

a

the, wedding presents
sent in a bukhta,
It

The greatest cost of painting is for labor.
Ittakesdesetime
to apply Martin-Senour “100% Pure” Paint because rts.fine, even,
texture spreads much easier.

for a\bride

we had

are

is returned to the sender by the mes
senger.
ROMANCE

MARTIN-SENOUR

OF A FORD

Oncd Ledged: Over a Stabtes oer
a Million

take: 0.”

“100% PURE” PAINT

Made

Lord Lyveden sold for nearly. $1,260,
6: U.8.A. which he

ARRESTED

(Made

May.

14.—Agents.

of

the}

Department of Jnatioe to-day took
into custody three more persons on
Leharges of complicity in
plot to

Soeited Heke: fortune in several ‘ca;
expedition
on foot a altar
ee
sailor, purser,°
Ibert Kaltagainst Canada.
nurseryman.
sohmidt, prominent local German- steward, andcalls
Lord Larrea “Lar
Ame:
n, was arrested on
charge séveral weeks ago. It was

set

If you are puit!
and
Neu-Tone"’. Call or
books—‘‘Towf_

charged that he was the head of the ia.

alleged plot.
Those arrested to-day are: Fritz
A. Neef, general manager of 8 looal
‘electrical concern; Mrs, Ida Neet,
his wife, who is a sister of Kult.
sous and Franz Respa, 70 yeurs

i

eine

a Canadian prison, .

ou

WANTED

Strength

6

es

al

husband

Rubber,

and

Waste

Paper, Magazines

Material
description.

(of
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FLEISHMAN

“i

Surprise

DUTTON

-CREAM =

WANTED

We areopen to buy Cream for chura-

(10349), (15056)
Registered and Approved

16, Rehge 2, southof Longwoods Road,

Ektrid. during the season of 1917. “terme,
$12 to insure.
ALF: MoTAVISH. & SON.

“imported "Clydesdale: Stallion .

BLACK BAND

n

Areh.

rors,

Reems, ednesday
uh

Grewter',

noon

TgicHAR, Proprietor,

Homestead

Bertilizer:

Toronto.

"SEED CORN: ~
AMITED quantity <0of
ie

Corn

White

tor sale,
ale treats

Cap.

8 per

hops pe}

Feed flour perton
Honey,in comb

Honey strained.

Flour, Matchless, Look

TPO, stands in Dunwich, Taesdey night at

e |vSp
for prices.
use. Writ
"| ing and table
We furnish
cans, pay charges and give
| prompt service. Ask any shipper...
Toronto Creamery Ca.
ire
Church Street,

MARKETS

POT Gfeuneedey, May
Batter, Ib-prints, weappeia
i

Will be for seryice at ae own stable, Lot
by

dropping a oard to my address, Datton,

.M.

Branton

(every

Highest cash prices paid.
‘orders attended to promptly

All

|.
|.

ad

THE

‘Lhe Pure Bred Imported Clydesdale
© Stallion’

Rags, Iron, Brass, Copper, Lead,
Zinc,

sOhio.—"“My_

t,

The ear ‘Kalteohmidt’wascon‘ederul Grand Jary,
sidered by the Fede:
‘whiok joonciaded ite .sittings: here
‘Although no indiot-

and ‘Harmony,In

DUTTON.

serving ®ite sen:

f being implicated in tho|
unre
chang. ap in 1915 of the Peabody}
near
1G | Great “Company!s. plant,

Ing this year, you’ "tthalinterestedsin oe
Couatry
Homes"
write for copies—tree,

J. A. CAMPBELL,

ta

AGED COUPLE
Reve

in Canada)

of the
Ther purity
is ‘guaranteed to be exactly as represented.
White Lead and Zinc Oxide—the high quality of the Linseed'Oil
the minute fineness of the grinding by po
insure a paint- that gives years of protection and. ,beautygto
your home.
aint—thdt is: expensive to, put on—when
Why use chea)
twice as)long’?P
ure” Paint-wears nearly:twice
Martin-Senour “100%

Three Pro-Germans& Charged With Setting
On Foot 'a Plot Against’ Canada
Detroit;

the greatest’ surface—that takes the

Hand-mixed-lead-and-oil, and cheap prepared:paints,cover’
only about 500 square feet.

check cotton; the shoemaker, sends
your boots -home, in a gay colored

istinet superiority.
++ won't-say. anything about the
lefature,”’ he added,** but I will ask
| the Hone to eeiage: Srnat would
have been’ our feelings if we had
Jo’st 20,000 prisoners and the num-

that covers

time to apply—that wears the longest. Martin-Senour
“200%
Pure” Paint docs all three. Here’s the Bot
Paint covers 900 square feet of surface per gallon.

bukhta. ‘The bukhta is an institution,
The bread is. brought
wrapped® in

loss,

the walls romaining.
_ mothing
The building -was-owned by RK, H,
28:

in.

and.

sunk

for the gate. even -when;the

other ates

Somme
offensive.
There’ were
double the’ number of German divisions arrayed against the British,
he said, and of these half had to be
withdrawn.
“Itis gratifying to feel,”’ added
Mr, Bonar Law, ‘‘ that's large part
of oursnocess was due to artillery

MORE PLOTTERS
HOUSE,
E ST.
st. THOMAS\S BURNED

days

braces

aes

British attack.

b er of guns we have

eP DAKE

posts

saan.

They had to fight on open.ground
in front. of eens which they
had not time to pi
From the Serinntng
ngrot April, he.
said, the Britiah had ‘taken
20,000
prisoners, 257 gaps, and 227 trendh
mortars, and
advanced a
distanoe of from two to five: miles
on a twenty-mile front in twerity-

P. Reekie
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Better see us about Kodak as
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Printing
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BRITISH LOSING, FEWER

Supplies

do

will

Gonaniiie 50 to 75 Per
Per Cent, Less. Than
On Somme
cade Bonar Law, member of
the British
War
Connoil,
annoanced in the House of Commons
that the British oasnalties in’ the
recent offensive on the Arras ious
in France were from-50 to 75
oent. fewer than those:of the battle
of the Somme.
After refer
to the success in
Mesopotamia a! paving tribute to
the French aohiovouionte in Franoe,
the Chanoellor spoke of the British
offensive. in France, \The'Germans,
he said, were forestalled by \the
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and Cameras
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Photographic

We

cy

Cost.less than one cent per year.

Amateur

AH.
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Monolithic Sepulhres

Forget that we carry. a
full line of

ZBD503zeot\ Ws Pa
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Don’t

Groceries

THE

_ Furniture

Wall

BIG

STORE

Tinsmithing &
Now

Crockery 3

Paper

24, 917

No. 1465-

Caps.

NOT FAR FROM HOME
theres From On? fx. 4
cos

J,.

done.
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have

pleted

an ex-

your eyes to look at the
know if you have perfe

_ Keen

inform you.
for testing and with
80 yours’:
_ and

the most moder equipmens kno
goarantee the most sstisfs
re
sults, at one-half the regular
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A.
LEX.

E.

MoKILLOP,

M.D.C,M.,

Rog,

Each

430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas

Hours 1 tod and by appointment,
Phone

D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D,S.
Honor Graduate of Toronto University,
Graduste of Royal College of Dental Surgeons.
Office—Henry Block
Datton

E.

A.

TESKEY

DENTIST
Moe and Residence—
' Shackleton Street, East
PaoxE 1,
At Rodney every Wednesnay.
DR.

FRANK E. BENNETT
DENTIST
Honor Graduate
of Trinisy University. Graduste of Hoyal College of Dental Surgeons,
7, Hincks Street, St. Tho:

Fioae
aes ‘or write to Be Thotsas forep
pointments.
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Floor Stains
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HE Ford car has been on the market
twelve years, surely long ehongh to
have proyen its high quality. There
is nothing experimental about it.
Every part has stood the test of time
and proven its stability with hard
service.
No other car has ever
approached the durability records of

Les a ers fe eet Sethots a

Your patrocage solletted, —_"
‘Henry Blook. Phone 23

seal a
M.

eee emmercaes

D.

McCriIMMON

BARRISTER

OPERA-BLOCK,

DUTTON.

Money. to Loan.
Office open every day. Mr. MoCrimmon
will be in the office every Friday,

J. A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

HIGH

free.’

FLOWERS

furnished for any occasion.

Jeep mud,

sand

pelled,

He

motto we are giad
to see friendship, love aud trath specially
emphasized.
In the midst of much selfishness and dishonesty they have set 0)
® bigh ideal.
Tlie name ‘Oddfellows*
indicates that they claim to be a peontiar

gr

of good works."
On their return to the lodge 100m a
hearty
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who

working
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time

when
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started
of age,
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whose

Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario

appoint

a food

controller

She warmly praised the work

Resources

Committee,

but in-

stanced many thinga apon which the ©

Government

should

declaring,

ment’s

failure

have

however,

mnde

acted

long

that

Govern-

to

practice

it all the more

Preabyterians opheld on Thursday

if the use of avy grain for the making
of alooholic beverages were forbidden,
Applaase signified that the big moeting

imperative

for

all

women

thrift iw the smallest matters,
peer

‘Save

and then touched on the sar-

ing in grain that would be accomplished
Was in line with thas seotimes:

“Let as adopt that slogan. of. our

sisters

Setlea tor.a

little ways
women

the - south,”

said

“Mrs.

‘“Pheir battle ery te ‘Stand
flag with a lice!"

of

saving, aud

tel

of them—set an exampie.””
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Ihe cetted chpackes
f envast finn

EXAMINATIONS

April report of Dutton Pablic School:

Form

D. Olaas—Charlie.

I—

Wilsou,

Macneil

Hortel, Verda Radebaugh, John Coates,
Elsie Leeson, 5
tly Lacey,
Albert

FLOUR
Five Roses

Feeds

at

Dutton

Elevator

CEMENT
.The very best.

Salt
By the barrel, by the
bag and in small
bags

Hogs’
shipped
weekly Poultry
‘Dutton
Elevator
:

necdsily
daily.

CORN
Shelled or Gronnd
‘The very best
Bob-o-Link Cormeal
Lake of the Woods
very.
choicest of porridge
meat. *

- Buckwheat
Wheat

1 Oats,

Coal,
all sizes.
e

0; pen for
for. Beans -

+ Pollard’s Old Si

BRE

Choice

Ropso,

David Moore, Reeford Lodge,

a Katle Senoders, Elizabeth MoCallam,
Gri

rit

es On?
Tinsmithing

shoald

of the

your grease, for instance,"’ said Mrs,

The

it

'~ shackleton St. West

of

4 price controller met with warns

applacse.

ago,

a, wheo it was reso! yed

J.-A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

Everythi;
aired can be farnished, Wiowere for way occasion.

Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 454—Residence—

ONT.

tendered

© found under some
bad been in the
The loss is between
, with only a small

- $475

-FORD,

was

to the saccess

At a meeting of the Ontario Women's
Liberal Association in Toronto one of
the speakets was Mrs. Harry Carpenter,

found,

side where

iplementa, fifteen hogs
ie cattle. The fire ia
ve

- - $495

Runabout

Director = Embalmer

thanks

ao) of Hamilton, formerly of Datton, whose
rims could be fonnd forcefal talk ou ‘*Production,” and ita
sister
necessity,
waste
olimioation,
88 conductors,
wakened response-from all parta of the
by his wife and threo hall,
and her statement that the Govern-

se

SCHULTZ

of

contributed

Former Dutton Lady Speaks on Necessity
of Production and Elimination of Wasie

fence on

Herbert ‘lofflemire, and had
oa each

had

ADDRESSES WOMEN'S GATHERING

+ & woll-koown

of Wheto

vote

Rey. Mr. Stewart, as well as all those

the enjoyable service.

w

itoing Friday morning and instavtly

fu

B. J.

only when based
be kind to a man
him.
The man
not my
friend.
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the best paint manufacturers,
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not forget we carry CHI-MAMEL—the stain that makes an actual
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‘The statesman bowed courteously.

member—'
The

“J.

said the

sluchess.

“Your

husband and I are old friends, and1
ing to see me!
Will you ait down?
Lord Delamere shall bring you some
tea;"-and-she

made

room

beside.

felf on the broad ottoman.
down,

and

Hector

went

her-

Signa sat

for

the

tea.

There were no servants in the room,

theugh

the

vestibule

with the ducal
ception of her
sat at a large
the tea, which

was

crowded

liveries, with the
grace’s own saaid,
table and poured
the visitors fetched

exwho
cut
for

themselves.
He knew the customs of
tho house, and went to the table for
the tea, and the duchess, looking after
him.for a moment with a strange ex-

ression

which

was cather

sad and”

wistful, turned to Signa.
“And so you are the heroine

of the

rowantic tale which has so deeply interested us all, my dear? she
with a sunile.
“A very poor sort of heroine,”
cpa.

raid,
sald

“A very lovely one, certainly,” sald

her grace, with a charming smile that

robbed the retort of all rudeness. “And
{o it true that he ran away with you
to Scotland with that magnificent pair
of horses you drive about?”
eaid Signa, with
igh.
“We did not
run away, and it would have been of
no use going to Scotland, because they
gon't marry people ihere in tho fash-

jon they used to do.

We

were mar

ried in a little country church
opsbire.”
“Really!” ‘Then she paused.

in Dev“How

happy you must be!”

Signa did not know quite what to
say to this, so remained cident.
“And he thought that he could keep
you shut up in Paris -ike--lke-a
‘httle nun!” said her grace.
@ wild idea!
Why, we were all dying
-to know-you, and should have stormed
that pretty little house of yours if you
«had not surrendered. Laura Derwent
is a very dear friend cf mins, and
hhag-written to tell me all about you.
And you are so Happy, are you rot?”
in a lower voice.
: “Yes, very,” said Signa, trankly.
“And
you
will
hate
me for interropting your ‘ream, and dragging
you Out into the cold world,
will you

not?”

“1 shall not, indeed,” said
Signa.
sea: it was very kind of you to

call.”

“| mean that we shall be very great
friends while you are here,” said her
grace.
“We must do what wo can
—to amuse you; and as to Lord Delamere—he must not be selfish
and
wish to monopolize you.
Why
the

honeymoon

is over!

Parisian
custom,
have tired of you

According

to

he ought to quite
by this time!” But

she smiled curiously and shock
ead.
‘Then

she

beckoued

her

to a gentleman

with her far, and when he came up
with a sort of hushed eagerness an if
all his object and rim in Life were to
obey the wishes of her grace,
she
sald:
“Marquis, will you gee 4f the duke Is
in the room and bring him to me?”

‘The marquis departed on his errand,

Lord Delamere, as he — sauntered
round the vast salon, talking to one

and the other, could ae
round

the

Duke

the crowd

and-

Wy.

young, pure English girl.”
“Well,” sald Hector, leaning back
and looking at. Signa's flushed face
with a smile—“well, are you satis-

fled?”
“The only sentiment on my mind

at present, sir,

‘s—confusion!"”

nnewered.
“Wha!
It
was lke the

opera,

crush-room

And she receives them

sho

at

the

twice

a week!
What do they find to talk
about?”
“Each other,” he said,
laughing.
“Poor kind of amusement, {isn’t St;
but we are in
for it now, you will

see!”
He was quite right: on the morrow
camo

a shoal

of

invitations with

the

pack of visiting cards, and Signa re-

luctantly accepted
one”
from th
luchess,
It was 2 magnificent party,
a brilliant
gathering
of rich and

beautiful

men;

women

but

{t

and

was

distinguished

felt,

and

admitted

afterward, thet of them all there was
no one more lovely than the youog
English
girl; and that Lord Delamere, without a single order on his

black coat, save the band of blue ribbon, looked the greatest
patricien

amongst

the

gentlemen..

‘The

soc:

treadmill, as Hector called ft, had be-

gun, and from that day Signa took
her place in the great social world

meaning of the vast wealth at her
di
1.
At the bottom of Lord
Delamere’#
passionate love for his
bride was as almost a passionate &
pride in her, and as he was forced

self-unconsclousness, end

the
favorable
impression . she
ereated
was evident In the manner

of her,

smiled

grace. who leaned back and

with--haughty

satisfaction

Presently the marquis returned, ac

companied by an old men with a wig
and a dyed moustache, and powder

thick on his face. yet not thick enough to bide a network of wrinkles.
He came
wp with a jaunty step,

amazingly

juvenile, and

looked

duchess with’ a fine smile.

at the

Tt was the great duke himself, He
had been fetched away from a group
of stateamen who. were talking poll-

ties of the

utmost

f{mportance,

an

there was a burning impatience in his
soul, though not a trace of it was
visible
in bis smiling face, as he
stood
waiting
for his wife's com-

mands,
“Victor, come and know Lady Dela-¢
mere, Lord Delamere’s wif
said. "My deapy” to Signa,
my_

husband.

The duke sm!

and

unmeaningly,

stilimore broadly
and
bowed low,

then, ag his vacant eyes took In suddenly

Signa’s

loveliness,

the

one answering a question would ex.
plain who he was, and whisper some
of the stories of which Signa knew

nothing.

She had dismissed her maid, and was
stanfiing before the glass , putting on

diamonds, .which .the man

sold them

ms
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Jaus content.
“Like Byron

{ng to find yourself famous.

study of these things.

1 won-

What

senti-

comes

of

intense

monds,
ah!

where

overcome your truthfulness.
exactly how it takes you.

often wondered,

some

remote

as I have

distance

and

and

Hes

against

the

shall

1 go

en

giddy,

“Heartless.

his. eyes

whirling

fixed

No,”

time!”

he says,

and

{St was

all

“You

thes lights

looks down

for my

sake,

.
there

my

.
was at

but I have whispered to myself:
patient!
The time will come when

se. says.

round me, burzing like bees, with the

he

Heetor; nothing moze. Often, when
I have looked at you standing alone,
my heart has ached for the old tim

quietly,

night
after night,
rush
and
hurry;
we have}
crowd and confusion,
that
me, when I think of it quietmad dream.
It {s often like
to
me when
they
are all

filling the air,

steadfast

‘any time any pridein my heart, it was
that the world should deem me worthy
to be your wife and bear your name,

on hers.

“Yes, heartless!”

and

ing" he says.
Yes,” she says. “If

on?”

tell me everything, dear,”

“It is so
he murmurs. “But
I have often wondered it you thought
me frivolous and—and heartless, all
this

pale

at her, Then he draws her face towagd him and kisses her.

dia-

gently.

music

shall you feel?”
And he laughs
yShe turns, and yets her glove fall
upon the dressing-table,
her
violet
eyes fixed upon him questioningly 2s
& smile curves her
5
“Come,” he says, with
an air of

it

I—I—when the
myself worthy
and»
bear your
nothing for all
it!
but I have

done it-and gone through St that the
world might admit that-you had not
married beneath you.”
Pale and steadfast she looks at him,

self-suppression:

“Hector, I wonder whe!

how

“Go on;

he says,

how

that your dress {s simply perfectfon:

suppressed

“Ot me, my queen?”
“Of you!” she repeats, and she takes
his hand and puts it round her white
neck,

after day,
been one
lived in a
seems to
ly, ike a
a dream

happy if he can get 2 dance;

with

He looks into her eyés and the color comes Into his fage for a moment;
but he eays, with that quiet, which

when the duke, for whom all make
way, tells you in that whisper of ‘his
which can be heard by
every

really

have done

w
once more, he and
|
leave the crowd to Itself!

‘Be
he

enough!

and de aloe
together,
and

He Is silent for a moment;

then he

bends over her, taking her Into his
arms, utterly regardless of the magnificent costume which Worth expects to
see chronicled In the morning papers.

“Great Heaven!” he murmurs, more
dazzling and bewildering,
and—and
“who shall
then 1 wake and see you standing s!-| to himself than to her,

Tell me
I
have

And it fs for
know a woman's heart
lent and alone, and 1 wish—ah, He
tor! If you could see my heart—I wish| me that you have done all this?
My
Well, there shall be an
that you and I were
wrecked
on St. poor darling!
Clare, and were quite alone, where the | end of it!
Hector?”
eagerly.
“Yes,
glittering. buzzing
crowd
could’ not
“y,
ound
to-night shall be
the last.
reach w
And with
a little
ear
that is scarcely a sob, she draw
night,” he eays, firmly. “Why, Signa,

watched

shoulder,

stood " at

to him, and lays ber head

upon

his;1

thought—blind

that you

were

fool

enjoying

that

your

fears

inflammatory”
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He
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and
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there were flashes of Nght before his
eyes.
He
had a dragging sensction
across the loins, was always thirsty,
and felt heavy and sleepy after meats.
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never written, but handed down
baily

triumphs,
would
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Sometimes. as he
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xa
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passing
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Sweet silvery’ wraith, my

hope and

my
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And

the ultimate etar, the hidden.
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it he falters in his ruthless greed

Let him remember life, the miracle—
The rose of evening faint agaiset
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risen |
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Seog

failures by getting
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Italian

xix and eight million bodies were
lerred In them.
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phantasmal

the gay world pf Paris as a

interest.
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As for him, he was

such devotion—nevar!

the

plored, and it has been estimated br .

er,

stood, Gai Bans
ie and aflent,
his dark
eyes
SKS
who’ Swi
Cancion:
cWe ahaiapaaks, bp: listens: tt oa

Catacombs.

subterranean
an

Jar as Signa herself,
was a certain reserve
about him that
kept most men at arm's
length.
It
mae not pee oF
sapiens, but a pame-

and was

the

face, became

there
might have
been peril
for
her; but her love.for Hector was 60
}obvious that like a halo it surround$f: Nke a glorious charm, it protected

.

of

than forty of these cities of the aead
which extend around Rome in a great

nocent of even the appearance of evil,

unreal,

ver-

generation,

people knew

the stout-hearted who worshipped the
Known
fe
Originally cemeteries, perfectly wept
known to the pagan authorities, these
remarkable vaults and
gall
and
chapels, 20 to 5U feet below
the sur-

that welled np in his heart.
Jt was, though she knew ft not, a

but an

to

often the sarcophag!

dangeroug pre-eminence. There were
men continually about ner who would
have given their lives for one
word
or smile of more than ordinary kindness from ner; there were men who
had lost their hearts as utterly as Sir
Frederic had done.
Had she been
anything but absolutely pure and in-

Buceatttetant tor

generation

eide, in the sunaweetened air. and
far underground, peat in the damB

of her

beauty, and
the
nameless charm
which did more for her even than her
loveliness, which was now the talk of
Paris;
and he would Ilsten with his
stave
smile,’
and
some few
words,
and sone knew the pride

was

from

because. If the common

whom
they—worshipped,
any traitor
could reveal the sacred n:ame to ‘an*
enemy, who-might bribe the deity to
forget Rome.
_ What @ contrast!Tthe home cy the
‘inknown God on the pleasant
hill-

He went with her, everywhere, and
her

the
after

most compelling thing upon the whole

ly
Jamere’s position than the
little house in the Champs, but Signa
declined steadfastly.

women

emperor

beaky hill, says Geographic Magazine,
{s the littie stone altar chisled:
fei
Deo, Sei Deivae—to the Unknown God.
This was really the shrine of the
protecting deity of the city. the patron
god of Rome, and
only
the priests
knew the dread spirit’s name,
It was

fly offered his palatial mansion
to
Lord Delamere as better adapted to

and

of

his fleas and Caljgula bathed tn shimmering seas of minted
coins.

himself in designing costumes

watching

palaces

emperor, clothing
its scanty
rulas
with lavish vendure. The eilence of obliyion broods over the fragments of
the halls where Domitian played with

which should get some share of
notice which was lavished upon Lady
Delamere.
The head of a noble fam-

ner, mep

‘

‘

24—(SpeSouthampton, Ont., May caused by
ts
cial.)—That rheumatism

1 was!—

triumphs

PILLS

KIDNEY
DODD'S
CURE RHEUMATISM.

THAT

tine,

her position, her

aie res ame |

morn-

thrills

in the great world, and’
chance came to show
to stand beside you
name, seized it. I care
this;I—Hector—I hate

Proved Once’ More
In Southampton, Ont.

tremendous

blaytbin

=

one

metn do you feel most acutely when
you are quecning it in those crowded
ed rooms?
To-night now,
for
\stance, when they
come round you
lke the moths round the candle, any
one of them ready to think himself
fortunate if he can hold your fan, and

tint! eho tired of it to find some othe

"Consultation Fre

awoke

voice

with

along breath,
‘You—you married me,
a mere nobody—without title or position; you, an earl, with a high place

herd kings and where later rose

plaything for her,

©

you

der how it feels to be the great planet
in the hemisphere of social stars, Dozs
your head get turned’ now and again,
Signa?
Tell me!,
I like to make

instant, I 88 |acatmosphere,
through which akes
she, . the
Soer bare ibrowstrabicey
tie

:

to be equal to,

and her
passion.

upturned eyes,
“Yes—yes,”
she says, swiftly,

in the way of precious stones or articles of feminine adornment,
they
could at once find.a purchaser
in
Lord Delamere, and accordingly Signa found herself possessed of sufts of
diamonds that, had been coveted
by
every woman in her set.
Worth sur-

orld

-

hem iT Eaving oat
can cova!

they had anything out of the common

for him, and began to ioe wal

And then, in an.

had declared

who

{f not purer than those of the wife of
the great American millionaire. Hector’‘was sitting in a low easy-chatr,
leaning back to watch her with luxur-

vanished, and a real look came upon less
something they could not unhis face’ . Without s word he ap-|qong0g” In'very truth, bis life was
proached the ottoman, those ner it | 50 wrapped up in his darling that his
REINS rom

youth-

asked the statesman,

to.shard her presence with the world,

Stood

sweet

“And whe—?"

he took a grim kind of satisfaction in
seeing her at the head of it.
It was known amongst
the most
eminent of the tradespeople that
if

but
her

and

“Every one

and shone there Iike a bright star. Tt
was then that
she understood the gentle banter, “don't let your modesty

made
bride,
porition
with

newly-

her shoulders

Lord Delameré’s

to himself sarcastically;
the quiet
days when they used to be all in all

pleaded.
“Don't let us leave it while
we are here.” And Hector had kissed
her and nodde1 assent with a thrill
of gratification.

Signa
bore
her
usnal* composure

shrugged

forgotten

smiles.
.
Que.,
“J have often been tired, Hector; but
have been of great value 0 Fine, and
I
I would: strongly
for this qulet half-hour I don’t think
of
Thousands
cotild
have
/borne
it!”
pee
4
to other mothers.”
en
other mothers say the same
thing.
“Good heaven! Signa; we will go toflatmurmur
to
duke
no
there
They have become convinced 1}
{utola Heedless, earl” she whishakes her head.
actual use of the Tablets thet nothing: oe
ere,
ighs, dear.”
,
“GreateHenvens!"* he says. “Wwhy—
dowels
—
=
1. _€
he demands, gently.» ~
break
why ala you not tell-me? A word or}. . x
‘stipattan and indigestion;
ex
look
could
‘have
ended
fc?”
?
‘This fee
ing up colds and simple revere;
The
a
ly and
pelling worms and curing. colic.dealers . Bhe smiles strangely.not have sald or
“and that I would
Tablets are sold ‘by- medicine
many that I_intended to
The looked,” she. says, “You have gaid 1
or by mail at 25:cents’ a box from
be there. Why, 1 think I have promisDr. Williams’ Medicine -Co., ,Brock- have—been a success. You said lt— ed
seen
all
ae
dances.”
not I.”
ville, Ont.
“Well?"—gently,
“All Paris says it, darling!”
“Wellf’—with a smile—“what would:
“Well, be {s-s0. Do you know why
did not put in am
It fs so different to the old Mfe J have borne it, and gone on? No? Be- the world say
‘ou.
” if'we
—-calmly cause ypu have told mé to ‘speak, dear
at Northwell-and — yet howys had
ney neither know nor care!” he- saya,you take it; if you had-alwa could. nota —becauseI wanted you to feel that T carelessl
at
y,
‘duke in your retinue, you
was not all- unworthy the. great name
(To be continued.)
you have bestowed on met”
“Signa!
My child!”, he
murmurs,
nat",
for the tears are streaming from her

CHAPTER, XXVII.
‘The world left them but a few
hours to
alone with each other
now, and Hector snatched every moment of such time as something precto each other were over.
Fer a moment longer the fs silent,
‘The duke himself accompanied, Sis- fous. He would hurry over bie dress5
ie
na to the victoria—ap honor only ac- ing in the evening, that he might go therl her eyes are sui
lides towards him and kneels at hie
corded to his greatest favorites—and and sit in her room and watch the
é
when she had left the salon the room elaborate toilet, which afforded her side.
“Shall I
tell
you—honestly and
reechoed her praises,
The duke's maid a great deal more satisfaction
truly,7”
she murmurs.
ii
verdict was very short, but emphatio: and pleasure than St did Signa.
“Certes!” he says, taking the one
“After all,” he said, with the un- the night that he told her, with genren} -smilé upon his face once more, tle frony, that she had been a success, ungioved hand aad kissing it.
“I am thinking of—you,”
she says.
“there Is no beauty Jike that of
a Signa was dressing for a state
ball.

larger, and that she fnad “become te
centre of attraction; and he smiled

introduced Algna to a
great people, and the
courtiers drew closer.
momem for any young

trying still for a

=

with a fine smile.
“Never knew of them,” retorted the
7
known that Signa’s fame was estab: ‘duchess.
But she was wrong {n point of fact;
Ushed;
that the duke had set his
seal upon. it, and she was to be @ people had-not forgotten, and often, as
he
stood silent
and preoccupied, some
great personage.

nd her grace
dozen or so of
Mttlo chain of
Ic was a trying

girl, more

:

i

“1 am: very pleased to see you, Lady
Delamere,”

«should have been broken-nearted
if
You had passed through without com~

duchess

It te strange. Defortunate.

ever so faintly.
“Do not," she said.
has

Mrs, J. A. Lagace,

e:

“Yes?
Indeed?
lamere was always

most intensely!”
for you!” she
nis head

2

‘ech
amongst us’
be
ong,” sabe anid, quietly, “or you wou'd }
‘never eve make
the:
She
“You

First

:

:
Your dealer can supply St. Lawrence Red Diamond Extra
_-Granulated in either Coarse Grain, Medium. or Fine, as you may
prefer. Also in many other styles and sizes of bags and packages.

love

or

children’s

*

uy

laughter

floating by—
The eweep of audden wind anrong the
trees® * *
Let ap
aaa
Lord, for all of '
ese!
:
~Biabch Shoothaker Wagstaff in
New York Sun.
*

the

+

_|A-E-Roberts.

-. British, Frenoh and ‘other

reser-

25c.,

‘visits, no fewer than’ 360,000 men
- have gone from Oannda for overeas military service.
Bunt more
men were heeded, Sir Robert announced.
‘There were under arms
enough men to supply reinforcements to keep the five Canadinn
army divisions up to strength for
some time, he said, but losses were
great, and
provision had to be
“made for tlie future, unless the five

_

will

sell

International

provision made

to enable

her to do

so.
As to the measure which tho
“Promier had announce, Sir Wilfred
said, when it was laid before Par-liament in detail it would receive
from the Opposition fall and fair
~oousideration. At the present time
“he would not say whether the Op“position would adopt or rejeot it.
ee TO
*

HELP IN PROBING

RS,

Ottawa,

May

21.—A

farther

ex

tension in\the oost of living reg
Jations was made to-day by Hon.
T, W, Crothers, minister of Inbor,
who has oharge of the administration of the legislation. These reg‘ulations
vided that when the
ities had taken all the
sotion they were empowered to do,
- they should notify the minister of
labor and be would continue ac“tion

or

institute

any

new

sired
an investigator,

and he felt that if

it would facilitate enquiry and
i
resulta and at the same time
-greate confidence in the effionoy of
‘the legislation by the public knowing. personally the investigators,
- ¢his extension of the powers should
be made.
“This new power given to the
municipalities
is regarded in legal
asa
move and ex‘tremely important.

Calf Meal
large

made

bag

recent

sad

bereavement,

‘CARD
OF THANKS
N

R, James Siftou

and daughters desire to

axpreseious
Z
jones and
an sota of
of sympathy
sympa
end
sl
ki i ndness
nanoes
ap
to them during their tecent bereaye.
PARM

SALE

So=

FOR

welling. Apply before June 1on the prem.
to
__AROH, McLEAN,_

Monolithic

Qs

Sepulchres

Cost less than one cent per year.
They
will last for all time to come.
The life
of wood and stee! in the ground is only
afew years,
Notice will appear later

when ready

-

Feels

Potato Shortage Keenly—

Cut in Meat Ration impends

t says that

Kagastit isth
isis being
ing
food

Ladies’ Pamp, white canvas, white soles...
Misses’ Sporting Bal? 11 to 2...
10.

S

> Child’s Sporting Bal, 5

Misses’ Admiral, 11 to 2%

~“Youths’. Harvester Shoes, 11 to 18-

1.75 - Men's Harvester Shoes, heavy rubber soles and heel, heavy
woe
Duck top. ...-.eceessscesece
Men's Sporting Shoes, white soles. .
3

> Child's Admiral, 5 to 10
Misses’
treet Sandal, 1
Child’s andal, 6 to 10,

LADIES’
Ladies’ White

FINE

SHOES

AND

New Buck........

o

Ladies’ Patent, high top.
Ladies’ Patent, cloth top.
pinssiesin
Ladies Brown Kid Pumps, on newest last, chic

Ladies’ Patent Pump,

new primrose last

Ladies’ Patent Pump, new last .
Patent Pump, baby doll.
Ladies’ Kid Pump ......

Men’s Outing Shoes, black Duck top...eee++secereressre 1.
Men’s Coarse Wearing Shoes, our stock is complete..2.75 to 5,
Men’s
Men’s
Men's
Men’s

be used for the
ng
dishes for human oon-

6.00 to 7.
Brown Calf Bals on new English last
7.
Gun Mefal Calf Bals, on new English lasts....5.
Patent Shoes, laced or button, cloth or kid top, 4.50 to 6.
Vici Kid Shoes, cushion soles, special .....++--+++++ 7.00
No.785, coutil, med. bust, lo
hip, fall figure, 19-36 ..84.
No. 666, coutil, medium bust,
long hip, stout figure, errs

Stylish, comfortable—

No. 545, coutil, low bust,
hip, slight figure, 19-28,
No. ‘523, coutil, low bust,
hip, stout igure, 20- 30..
No. 519, coutil, medium

We have in stock a C/C a la
Grace Corset to suit every type
of figure.

Come

and

sec them.

long hip, a

figure,

long
2.00
long
2.50
bust,

20-28,

$

divcssscsesy: ROU
No. 504, couti], medium bust,

long hip, stout figure, 20-86,

des

2.00
No. 479, contil, low bust, long

hip, slight figure, 18-28. 1.50

No. 419, coutil, low bust, long
hip, average figure, 19-30 2.00
No. 391, coutil, medium bust,

long hip, average figure, 19-30,
FIGHTING

GARDEN

FOES

.
‘No.
long
No.
hip,
No.
Tong

MELONS, Cucumber insects usually attacks and may be destroyed as
given above.
ONION.
Onion Maggot.
A white
t similar to the cabbage root
m0
i
t.
‘No effective means of con-

ol.

Spread

charcoal

xround or’ try

mate
cbove.

solution

the

over

corrossive

the

subli-

as © recommended

teto

Bug.

Dust with paris

We are agents for Du ton for these celebrated corsets and are
making a special dis ay this week‘in the new department of the
Millinery Section. Above ar e:some,of the most popular numbers.

green

when the dew is still on the plant,
or place a teaspoonful In a watering
can of water
ard
pour.over
the
If possible have the plant
plant.
with paris green before the
du

ppears.

bu

.

°

Kasily

recognized

by

ebar-

tic roughness of the skin. Imse the uncut tuber just before
ting in a solution, of two fluid
ouunces.of formalin with two gallons
ot water, Dry, cut, aqd plant.
i
Blight,
Brown spots distributed
over the leafy’surfaco, usually found
in July. If they* are not prevented
from

growing,

the

whole

plant

Blower.

Tomato

Worm

or Horn

A large worm which rapid-

ly defoliates
and.destroy.

the

plant,

Hand

cause

the

whole

plant

to die.

the plants growing vigorously.

PEDSSEDS
INR
Ah

WANTS)

will

Spray once a week
be. destroyed.
for four or five weeks with Bordeaux
mixture from July Ist.
RADISH.
Root Maggot. Use the
sume remedies as given for cabbage
and onion maggot.
‘TOMATO.

pick

Between
A Lumber Man
and
A Wooden Indian?

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000

Keep

_.

96 BRANCHES IN CANADA
» "A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
BANK MONEY ORDERS

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
‘Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings *

interest allowed at highest current rate

seeding 13 |

id th end of the present
fi ished, and
actioully
all
week will seo
n wheat}.
in the ground. A slight decrease

What's the Difference

‘THE MOLSONS BANK

CROP CONDITIONS IN’ THE WEST

3

. Ss “WOODS,
ih

or

H
Manager Dutton Branch
H
;

Cement,

ieee

Lime

Brantford and Ruberoid
_ Roofiings

It is expected
th&t in th
will be ve

materially ia-|

made with seeding,
ali

ni
about nineteen
|

en wi TE a eae
7 about

1.50
341, coutil, medium bust,
hip, nursing, 20-30, 1.25
297, coutil, low bust, long
fall figure, 18-80.. 1.25
277, coutil, medium bust,
hip, full figure, 1 9-80,
1.25

No. 278, low bust, long hip,
average figure, 19-30... 1.00

Blight.
A violet color, patches
aring on the leaf of the onion.
e advise spraying with Bordeaux
ure from the
time
“the
onion
1 is three inches- high,
POTATO.
Colorado Beetle or Po-

orensed area

jebuchadnezzar
informs them that the
‘and lucerne (alfalfa)

2.25

o

Cash for Eggs

‘will be old only on Thuredays per cent, of the wheat
vt

Pump, white canvas top, white soles.... 1.40

) Ladies’ One-Strap

At B. J. Schultz's Rooms, Main Street,

en, via London, May 21.
is now feeling the potato
Th
nts of the
Regina, ‘Sask,,-_ May: 19.—The|
_ wi — pee a & deparseny of agrloulture has obi
‘to sq)
ive ponnt
taincd-a number of reports-on the |
od tele week. but that those
ogress or ae seeding, and tho
fare unable to obtain the full condition of
cropsat the present
will be given oskes.
time: ~
oR
“The supply of
pork is short and ‘It is estimated shat ning
A

: Boys’ Running Shoes, 1 to 5....
Youth’s Running Shoes, 11 to 18
Bo ys’ Harvester Shoes, 1 to +...»

Poultry ‘shipped every Wednesday from
Creamery.
SEE

Blight, Black spots appearing on
the leaves which spread rapidly and

‘Berlin

LADIES’

> -Ladies’ Sporting Shoes, white Duck top, white rubber soles, $1.25
Ladies’ Admiral, high white top, white rubber sole and-heel. 1.75

» Ladies’ White Poplin, high top.
Ladies’ Two-Tone Shoes...

extend

their

action

considered advisable.
To-day he
notified parties
concerned
that
_ henceforth
when
municipalities
wished to conduct an investigation
under oath, they will be allowed to
name an investigator and the min4ater of labor will clothe him with
ae oe powers in this regard whieh
imself
possesses.
The minister stated that he had
come across incidents where munieae
would have de-|
make the appointment of

a

Reuben Adams and family wish
their sincere thanks tos.
1 uvighbers for the aympathy

a

COMBINES

Municipalities May Appoint Investigators
With Wide Powers

for

Rexolt Store

shis Country shall givethem.
Itis
therefore my
duty
to
announce

. that we shall bring down a measure
providing for compulsory military
~ enlistment on a selective basis, and
under that plun we shall raise not
‘less than 50,000 and probably 100,000 men."”
Sir Wilfred Laurier declared that.
anada must remain in, the war
to the end, und that there must be

Grot

price.

CARD OF THANKS _

“Thave promised them that support,’ said Sir Robert, ‘+ and so far | ™
as I am concerned, I um determined
:
lielp they
aire the men of

~~

$1.50

bargain

the best calf meal

$1.25

Canadians who had held back the
Germans at Ypres and beaten them
_ from’ Vimy Ridge was that they
their losses

a

and the oply trae substitate for milk,

~ mesaage he brought back from the | /
and

$1.00,

few pails which we
at

Goaranteed

Canadian divisions wore to dwindle

be supported

50c..

We haye a

to four, to’ three and to one,
The Prime Minister said that the

must

It is strictly: medicinal

and
gives
pure
blood
and
good health.
Especially recommended for promoting the health
and growth of Hogs. — Per pxt.

showing ‘a complete line *of sporting shoes for summer

These shoes are made of very fine Duck top, in white, tan

Zusssesses

Sheep.

said,
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he

BW

well,

_ ‘There had been dispatched 326,000
men for the Canadian foros across
the Atlantic, ho said.
Inoluding
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done

the
and
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had

Stock FoodTonic
The Beet Stock Food on
market for Horses, Cows

are

and biaok, rubber soles and heels, leather insole to protect the
as well as. veryfeet from the rubber. They are-light and cool,
durable and wear as long as an ordinary leather shoe and do not
costas much.
5S ee our special harvester shoe.for men and boys.
MEN'S. AND BOYS’ SHOES

ws

Canada

25c. and 50c. pkt.

International

We

wear.

Y WAINN

“ae
See

Tonic

Prevents diseases in Poultry and
I niakes yourhens lay. Also good
for’ Turkeys, Ducks and: Geese,

UES CB

the wastage in the Canadian
‘Corps in France, was proto Parliament
to-day by Sir 5
ie:
bert Borde:
‘The Prime Minister declared that
7 man had an opportunity
an Berne:
arenes
‘Plan to do
his duty
to the ovan
end to ‘the cause, uf Under this plan
lax

| Poultry

AINA

Service on u selective basis

NY

RES

wa, May. 18.—Compulsory
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International
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Sport ing Shoes for Summer

Drug Store
ONE-DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIOE
CRESS Es

ry

WANYTZANY
UAE

WTANTIBNIA NAIA AI
VENUE
NV NY7 BNNs
BCC
CSUC
DUC SUGLY

Hard Wall Plaster

‘|

[>

Cell Board, Etc.

One’s alive, the other
isn’t. If any doubt exjsts as-to which is the live
one, remember it was a
live lumber man
who
sold the lumber that the
wooden Indian-was -made

oe:

_ We

;

claim

to be very

much alive in the lumber

business, and want you

_|,to be. alive to that fact.

W. SAUNDERS
fis: Contenctor |
See

‘The following
folto,
tested varictien: Karly
- Boron
Deut; Improved Leami
‘Gap Yellow Dect. a

League Rally

Dakota W hive Flint,
FinSeas
. Sagar Beet,
“Tarnip.
Tae .. pean Oo.

annt

ban

theeting of

the Ridge-

iain
ayy pero aly
was heid in Datton ou Tuesday aod
Weduesday,twhen all the ministers and

representative laymen
ol
its were
ip at!

Wall

of the different

astag: it ane ohattmen
z N-AND AROUND: “sate b ts
Re GH. MoAliater, ne
of rhe
Bi i:
‘ol

.

Ly

‘2,
COCOOLOCCSSCLCOOCES of Highnate,

.
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E.
asting
asRev.
eartwtnrs.

visiting at-her home

Mrs, Noyes, of Onkvile is the guest
of her sister, Mrs,
ae
Mrs. Patterson, oe kone gree
and Datton,

MoMillan, of Danwich,

. Smale,

an

Nice
We have
American

rally service was ela, bat owing to the
unfavorable weather
attendance
‘was not large,

by Rey. Mr.

sister nnoua tecrice, ee

Kenn

ae

sold Gray Dort | 22°:

with the sabject from # worldwide eee
The coming year,

DAMAGE

Mrs. Ross Brizht, of Windsor, Spent he pointed
may be fraught with
several days with her sister, Mrs. 8. A. . | the greatest vein in the history of the
Orawford, last week.
world. ‘He was glad for the sake of the
Mr, Dancan Finlayson will celebrate charoh that the war veh come, doe it

his v5th birt tiday to-day. and despite his will mean its ret
age is in splendid heal
come relf-satisfying aaa

Oampbell,

work, as for instance
patriotic moyements.

Mrs, D. H. Dow will receive for the
first time since her marriage at her home

more self-sacrificing.

W. Longan,

near Sparta,

The 6 Mahinton,

earenly

ee to
herings

aratity

of

They should be Middlemarch

ont manfaily in the discharge of every
Detroit, spent several days at the home
daty to those fighting our battles. The
of the latter's parents; Mr. and Mrs.
leagve meetings should be
ees io
8..G. Balkwill.
the
be
A sink of local bowlers will take part mediam to encourge
frome
by Des
prayer, by letter-' writing aod
in the tournament at Thamesyille to-day
by
sending
them
reading
matter
and
and endeayor to retain the trophy whicti

barued.

Most

dact
the service next Sanday at St,
Peter's charch, Tyrconuell.
Ascentide

Thomas O. Barry, one of the best
Irwin scored race-track gambling. and’ known passenger conductors on the M.
raising money for patriotic purposes by O. 8, was so terribly injured at the
raffles, dancing and card parties.
station in St. Thomas on Monday night
that he died in Amasa Wood Hospital
ILL ONLY FOR A FEW DAYS
three-quarters
of an hoor after the

& Hereford cow for which he

paid a fancy price.

three events on the program, free-for-all,

The death occarred at her home
Dauwich on Monday of Mrs. Elizat

2.80 class and green race, for which
handsome parses are given.
* There will be no farmers’ excursions
to Ontario Agricaltaral Uoilege dartug
Jane this year, the caase being largely

have cut off the excarsion
Private

Herbert

years.

and they

sided

Down, formerly st

a

‘To mourn ber loss she leayes a family

have

of Datton, who won first-class honor
at Toronto University in moderns, ‘als
won the Julius Rossin sc!holarship inthe
This is s much-oor weted |

re-

ceived ee following letters of sympathy prize.
Gladys Elliott, danghiee of tl
in tHe losa of their son, Private Herbort TateMiss
Rev. Geo. E. Elliott ty of Tyroossel
re, recently killed in actiou:
aa passed hi einatid
in arte at
“The King commands me to assare you
of the trae sympathy of His Majesty
and the Queen in mone sow.

Natveralty,

undersigned

agree

and

July

at

12

During

pharssey,

EReee

Bt.

MOR.

rae

o'clock,

pleased with
Corp. Sifton waa killed.
His
tell me he won the V.O.. bat
whether he gets it or not iss question.
He hes been recommended.
He charged

} “ Bambrid,
ridge
& Oo.
B. M. March
Wm. Affleck
Ed, Roche
Geo. Ramsa;

Wm. McDougall

J. H. Satton

re.

ey, 81.

Ee

ne

Admission,

UNDERWEAR
In Balbriggan and Lisle, also excellent quality of Cotton.
Hosiery in All Qualities and Prices

JAMES

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers

Opticians

Issuers of Marriage Licenses

F.

GAHAN

Custom Tailoring|
and

how convenient

gration by.
oy te Capes

%5c.

your

of

the

Choicest

Newest

Shades

Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Arch. McCallum TAILOR
fyi

canis

Battalion with
lott he went overseas.
remarkable
coincidence that he

ou October 1,

her.

more Shipley, were guests at the
ae
Se:
J, Wi

Suiaamee

- aay tome

i 2taing with George

are

not

necessary

Springs, Hoods,

Accessories
if you

buy

and
a

with this

nickel-plated
toasting
rack,
rust-proof black enamel finish-—

a

Sa kina arent

time saver.

Booklet free.

CHEVROLET
Vaive-in-Head

Motor,

Three

Speeds,

Blectric Sos Blectric
aeeaes,

parents

Mro. J. Ross Tell last weak So spend
month with friends
in Detroit,
Mrs. F. Shipley aod

Changes

Radiators,

The various parts — aluminized
ovenand
spla: shbacks,

Olab.

week with friends io St. Thomas and
Dutton.
Mrs, Albert Newtosippee we comer.
Si

Rev, D. 5 McKay. ho has
as bsbeen SB sarso4
--@f Ohalmers’ charch,

be

eho

is yaitien

CALL TO REV. D. McKAY

would

Wheels,

No stooping necessary—cooking top,
broiler and baking ovens, and warming closet, all at the right height.

Mateet have returoed after spending»

ofsage.
His
brothers reside in

kjtchen

Special

McClary’s
Cabinet Gas Range in it!

Oornere

EAGLE
Mies Edith Walters pee Miss Florence

s unani-

+250, 5Qe. 750, 1.00

:

| Additional Parts, Supplementary

All exhibitors who intend to enter in
the fleld crop competi
offered by the
West Elgin Fair for five acres
corn and
DIED OF WOUNDS
five acres oats, mail or call the seoretary,
as
date
of
entry
closes
June 15th.
‘Word has beon received by friends in Misa Glover, representing
the Standard
Dunwich that
Private’Fred Thomas
pe cotter
ter being confined in Fashion Co., of New York, will be at
The T. Hockin Co.'s store on Friday and
ital for seven months
Betardey, May aoe and 26th, to eee
jemonstration of the Standard

received

eeeee e125 to 1.75

Extra values in Silk and Lisle Gloves...

Suitings

NOTICES

the auspices of the Patriotic

in ection

Duchess Satins, all colors, per yd.....

Isn’t it better at the first sign of
failing vision to have jou eyes
‘attended to than to put it off un1 perhaps your Optician cannot
do for you as much and as well
as he could have done on the
start?
Reasoa it out, Think
about this and let us know.
Our
service is at your bidding.

W.R. Richardson, J.B, Crawford Estate

lives were saved.

iy

noon

Kemp Panter

J. F, Gahan
Chas. Dahl
. Brace
A_E, White
J, A. Oampbell
W. Ram

oes & car oe
call ars Beet
60 pat ae 10 all. —,
McKillop, Sooretary-Troaaui
Dr. J. H. Coyne, of 8t.i hoa, wl
give an address ou ‘‘Oanada's’
the World War” in the ball st lace Bee
tion on Toesday evening, May
29,

very
or

the capture many

of

June

T. Hookin Oo.

Empire,” in Wallacetown town hall on

Vic.

Brastinger,

merchanta

to close our places of

Wednesday

J.
will giye his fam
idieeecaeaa’ lecture ‘The Flower of the

Tho following isan extract from a
of Gaptain ©. P. Ermatinger, to
Judge

the

Value

with second-class houors,
as, of Wi Lscepaws was

"SPECIAL

ms‘you have sustained.’

WON

9x12, $12.00.

Early Closing||*
We,

good

tacoceaal in the same year.

“The Prime Minister aud Members
‘of the cfonecsmect of Canada send their
mpathy in the bereavement

CORP. SIFTON

This ts the
Age of Reason

moepate)© Univariy

Dai

*Beoretary of 8Srate for War."'

whi

for

business

STUDENTS

Mr, and Mrs. C, St. C. Leitch, porary

Mrs. E.
E. Fillmore

Oon-

ideal

Tur T. Hocxrx Co.

Datton,

Miss Marion S, Leitch, Former Dutton
Girl, Wins Scholarship
Miss Marion 8. Leitch, daughter of

MESSAGE OF SYMPATHY FROM KING

of

them

conditious are essential.

9x103¢, $10.00;

Every

Ro

RUGS

qualities

2 ‘xtra

Fancy Neckwear for Men and Women
Shantung Silks, Plain Stripes and Coin Spots
Chiffon Taffetas, black , navy, browns, greens, per yd.

terns add greatly to the beaaty of
home. Congoleum rugs are what you
aire for. that room.
Two sizes,

Stewart.

SUCCESSFUL

make

colored collars, =

Voile and Silk Waists--Wonderful

On the porch they are storm and sau
proof.
In the dining-room their rich

the sarrounding townships.
The service was conducted by Rey. J. H.

Eva Siloox, dsugbter of E. A. Siloox,
Frome, and sister of Miss Blanche Silcox, Datton, and whose brother, Trooper
Siloox, fell at Vimy Ridge.
hie

Rogs

and sanitary

flag.

‘Tmone the narees in the party was Miss

all white and

Ho is sar-

kitchen and bathroonr. where cleanliness

y City
The tueerat was held yesterday to the
Simpson
cemetery,
Mosa,
and
was
largely attended by the many friends
and acqaaintances of the family from

on Thursday daring their short stay. in
there,
aghters of the Empireserved light refreshments and each

Mr, and

CONGOLEUM
Waterproof

goleam

mao Welch aud Thomas Kerr, Danwich;
Joho A
. Dation, and Joseph Kerr,

The members of Northwestern Uniyersity Hospital Unit No. 12, from Ohi). passiug through Oavada to France,
were given a reception at St. Thomas

to

train on the road.

The

John,

is vow in Salonika; Kate
and Annie M., in ‘Toronto. Bho ie ales
survived by “two sister
isters and three
brothers: Mrs. D, Molotyre, Mra, Tra-

,
Hamilton
and
will travel oyer the new

anit

portant

An

back

vived or his wife, residing is Detroit

For many

Corner

Need

This summer.
See our range of White Sport Skirts in Pique,
Reppe and Middy Cloth, made with pockets and Sons

himeelt Bpantil he had the most. it~

McEachren, pre-

Years ago,

at home; Elisabeth
a trained narse, who
wont overseas nearly two 7. ago, and

Government road Setween the two latter
points, They will be goue four days.

is the first American
Franse.

Finlay

Doff charch.,

agtomobile trip to New York State to
They will yisit

a British

crete

of one son and three daughters:

reeve of Danwich,

‘as’ presented with

the

her

in St, Thomas, He entered the service
of the company when a boy and worked

Busy
May

OUTING SKIRT

R. P. Reekie

with those who oan + to nis assistauce.
He was 50 years cf age ancl was.born

years she was a consistent member of

left on Tuesday in company with other
members of the county council on an

aud

‘ja

husband,

dece:

ganshot wounds in the rightarm.
He
‘Went overseas with the 91st Battalion.
parents reside at Ridgetown.

Toronto,

She was taken ill ten
See days

previbany, complications developed and
her condition rapidly became worse.
rd late Mrs. McEachren

Datton, hae been admitted to No.
base hospital, in France, suffering esi

“J, Q. Campbell,

both legs

the
You

Corvusine

me unexplained way he fell

in

At

forget to use

when sowing your corn.
Stands wet season better and sure keeps the
birds away.

eatonnaed citizen of the township for

dus tothe fact that the railways are too
the trains,

Don’t

accident.
He hud charge of No. | fast
oo
whieh
through Dagton a
re midnight, and as
ifit was paling into the station he step;

th | ander the wheels, crashing
eee:
by

McEachren, a well-known and
a

E.

A Timely Reminder °

" CONDUCTOR PATALLY INJURED

Death of Mrs. McEachren, of Dunwich
—Has a Daughter at Saloniha

The Datton Band will play at the
races at West Lorue to-day.
There are

HARDWARE, _ FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

aL
W i] IT E

damaged.

the leagues

will be a soarce of strength and encoaragement to the boys at the frout.
In the course of his remarks Mr.

Jas. A. Page, of Tyrconnell, attended
the dispersion sale of the Orohard Lake
Stook
Farm at Kentland, Iud., and pur-

A.

Prices

Beds, Springs, Mattresses at Lowest

of All Kinds,

Furniture

was strock by lightning and slightly

nsofal gifts.

missionary offering will be taken,

White
Floor
glass

and gives a beautiful finish.
Vacuum Cleaners
to house cleaning,
Sweepers, O’Cedar Dust Mops
from $5 to the Electric at $25. Ca
50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer, Renewal, POtcedar Oil, Wall Paper Cleaner.

of

they wou there ‘last year,
Rev. W. F. Brownlee, R.D., will con-

‘y to spare the

In thie way

wate

Walnut,

also have all the modern_helps

We

the stock and the implements were
saved.
Mr, Welter’s loss will be $4,000,
with $1,750 insurance.
Johu Melotyre, Lawrence, had three
Yaloable calves destroyed by lightning.
During the storm on Saturday evening
the barn of Mrs, John Kairos, Dunwich,

eliminate from their social
everything that
tend to

ide, all

In all colors, Oak, Mahogany,

preven
from, spreading to the arive
barn and the fine residence.
The loss
on barn and contents will be $2,00u,
“a aes iatiseee
only. $775.
the
fine
f Isanc Welter at
and

the sesthetio taste, aud stand

bedroom papers from

_ papers, 30

ad Black and Clear for Linoleums,
Lacqueret ;Finishes
It dries like
and Furniture.

rank:

Cross and

The time has arrived
when
leagues should be more practical

ou Friday afternoov, May 25, from four
Mrs, L.

je, fruity grower,

lost.

who are the leaders in all humanitarian

Yacation.

and

‘Tt had be-

have ever

We still have a limited |
quantity which we offer
_ you as long as they last
at the old prices; Half
quart 75c, half-gallon $1.25, gal-

bint 25¢., pint 40¢,
lon, $2.25..

the
ear where nine hi
the war would throw down the barriers cattle wereie . killing the cattle and | ¢
setting the bail iding ‘on fire. By the es
that now
separa’
denominations,
ertions
of
the
neighbors
the flames
After all it is charoh people, even now,

Arch, McKillop, B.A., who has been
attending
Faculty
of Education
at
Queen’s University,
is home for the

Mr.

BY SATURDAY’S STORM §

The storm that swept over Western
Ontario on Saturday evening did cousiderable damage in the raral
Some ofthe barns of Duncan Somer-

not caring for
the ontside world.
The church got into
a rat, without being humanitarian, and

we

at the lowest prices.

‘Mixed Paints

On hand at present.

cars to M. 8. Claus, Heary Mulder and | 5°dealt

‘Thos, Garbety, has Seabed a fivepemeness Fo
Ford car, also Peter Patton a
ive-passeuger
used
car from
J. A.

good
Corn

Price this week $2.50.
DUTTON FLOUR MILLS

s

excellent aud an earnest address was

William Ram,

shown

Se to- l0ca roll. ‘Octmeut
colors, 25c a roll.

3

ol

Epworth

taken by Rey. Mr, Ncktese

left

Taseday forn ‘several weeks trip to
Win, MoDougalt-has

men,

ronto, {8 for probation
to ti
the evening

h

with relatives in Dunwich

Donald

ix

offer you the most com- 3

plete line

James.

pn
i nes {a Datton| ence,
sighgete,
eud.3. i, Hanna, of For
Miss “Irla Sampbell, ot To:
were examined and recommended
wo

We

! aper r

Non-Skid

Tirescups
on

$695.00

a

3 Bum either’manufactured
gras
OF. 30h:

TORONTO,

Mane: antinon,

or natural gas,

potas cise

Centre Casieren

Electric Horn
ga

i o-b Oda, Rondo Five Zmngw Teacog Oat i

Arch. McWilliam, Dutton
Sere

ieee

eae

‘hie great troop‘of village dogs, the

NO.

seayengers
of the
Inside the hom:

cart,
th,

on.

w!

hich

the

family

go

mi

about

‘barefoot in eer, to save the costly
shoes. The oven is of earth;
bed
iron, Opulent) peasants

now

/ HELP WANTED.
z,
TO
WANTED — PROBATIONERS
ses.
Apply,
Wellandra

c

foods, but it will
a sufficient quantity of Shredded
‘Wheat. to nourish every

go

Hospital: Se" Cathari ines.

Mr, William Evans, @ Srottiah natuTalat, who has made a a iffelong study
of the fauna of Scotland, obtained
from a dozen Scottish lighthouses 241

Mailed

at lowest
Sonaistaneseite
Rak seas: Comer

cover their walls with a
fifes and

lacewings,

beetles and
To reach

gz

|,

hectares

of

‘Porto Rico. Mr. Anthony conducted
‘this expedition as part of a plan of
‘® natural history survey of the feland
mn

by

the.New

York

Aca-

of Sclerices and the American
Museum of Natural History in
co‘operation with ‘the insular governIncluded

in the

collections

Known that bata are the only mammals found on the island to-day. Not
Mound

inct

ina collection
eng...

of nearly

Cav

the island and nearly fifty wero visitof th

‘that exploration

is a difficult.

ptce-

ac

ousand, and when disturbed,
of

ee

ough phe

wings

yea

was

like that

regards a bat

tent

of

making

all

first

for
time when

them

were

Manifestly,

opie
think white grapes muke
meet Roe gad dark
es make red
error.
ape juice & na
ne skins together, and white wine 4s
by fermenting, erap e julce alone.

you

of

immediate

relief.

Send

no

neceesary

SUMMERS,

Box

Ont.

lower market.
‘This closing of the
called covering.

We

Moves Silently Throngh Forest.

bbably to celebrate religious ceremonfes,

at

which

time

the

animals

ere

may

cast

5

The fact that Porto
Rico at one
‘time doubtless had an abundant point
ae
Cures Garget In

Minagrd’s Liniment
Cows. J
eb ep

A ROUMANIAN

Bebind the community haystack will
Each village house itself seems but
a mass of willow switches, wattled together, the interstices being
then
chinked

in

and

about

with

mud,

so

that the place resembles nothing
#0
the Dahomey. villages of
Fair times. Along the’:
eneath the locusts, rise high walls of

“gt, hiding the yards behind as Turkish

en were wont to ecreen their faces

‘the home, usually the bare, brown

It may

a

1s

successful

happen, of course,

that the short seller is disappointed in

deems it advisable,
to hold the transaction open indefinitely, for possible
ultimate results in his favor. Then he
must buy the stock for return to the

lender, at a price higher than

which he

that

for it, and the difference

ing price is a loss to him, just

as that

who

a stock

difference is 2 loss.to the speculator
buys

when

he believes

will advance sooner or later and in-

a

Orns
rainst
ings
in exuberance of maaatert ul er
Oar pals \ccept
the challenge an
jasten
to

Inet
the rival
rv for a hatte royal, At thia
meet the
season the call of thi
ers
vs
y imitating the call through «
=
bark trampet bring the most aggressive
bulls to their doom.—Exchange.
Minard's Liniment Cures Colds, Etc.
ee

“SHORT SELLING.”’

stead it declines and he is forced, or
thinks it advisable, to sell at the lower
price.—-Albany Journal.

MONEY

Lost On Falling Market.

af

volcanic

formation,

Britain,

is

miles

by

eight

six in efze, and has a population of.
about 450.
It was uninhabited until
confinement

of

Napoleon

at

St.

the workings of tne stock market
oninery..‘py-—-which it Js possible

appointed

ask whether it is possible
at
money “otherwise than by buying
until
low prices and holding the goods
in.”
the market

The World did not take the trouble
Yet it is
to enlighten the inquirer,
worth while to do that, The specula:
“that is known

uve

as "selling

short" is a mystery to many, and frequently attempts to explain ft to thos who do not understand are unsatisfac
tory in their resuits, if not altogether
futile,
It is axiomatic that profit can be
made

only by

selling a third for more

than one pays for it, The simplest
process to accomplish the desired result 4s to do the buying when prices
are lower than they are likely to be at
some future time, and then wait until
realization

of the

expected

advance

makes opportunity, to sell at a higher

not

show

mang

dealer

aay

depot

and

watering

place

for ships.

Ascension is governed by a captain
by

the

British

Admiralty.

There is no private property in land,
no rents, no taxes and no use for
money.

The

flocks and

herds

are

pub-

ie property and the meat is issued as
rations,
So fre the vegetables grovn

throughout

“An
h
work of God.

at

human,

best

a

est man’s
‘Thou wert

contradiction

the

finest

the | relief till Jast winter, when my mother
my | got me to try MINARD'S LINIMENT,
was almort magithe effect of wl
Two bottles completely cured me,

“Wo-|

tis"Who
tie 8 is bent the tree's }and I have worked every working day
decide when | since.

to

forgive

learning

err

divine.”

SEPARATE

Ultra

Yours gratefully,
JOHN

16

When

Parasols

WALSH.

Began.

Parasols when they first came into

Use
must
have
been
cumbersome,
Henri Estienne, writing in 1578, speake

of a parasol as capable generaliy

SKIRTS

sheltering four persons from the sun.
And when they diminished in ¢eircum-

ladies of

fasblon

in

the days

ers than this {mportant garment

received hererorore. They have
list realized that it is just as etaple: regeney fashion went to the other into
ex-

a garment

are,

oped

is the

consequently,

suit and

taking

frock., and|

quite

8)

re in its aesigning.
result, :t is now being develin various very appropriate fa-

treme.

-Men’s

parasols

the arm.

Ladies’ parasols

age
nim
ures

more popular
than ever. There is,
too, @ dress skirt, much favored by
fashionable Parisian women through-

A Slight Mistake.

aa, Serae

and

powerful,

the

with the mew

goods he sold. As he picked up &
chiffon | 10
parasol from alot on the counter and

blouses in art colors.
A very new design for a separate
skirt is that which has been borrowed
from the native dress of the French
colony of Algeria.
It bas panels of
thick pleats set close together to am
the sides of the ukirt, the front an

as

back panels being entirely plain.

opened {t he struck on attitude and
admiration and said:
“Now there! Look at that silk! Isn't
it fovely?
Particularly
observe
the
quality, the finish, the general effect,

Fee! it,

Pass your hand over it.

are | nonsense about that parasol.
Blouses, simple or elaborate,
“No,” said the lady; “it
frequently composed of two materials,
Practically all dressy | well. That {s my old one.
sheer.
{t down here."—-New York
blouses are made up in sheer fabrics.

a

spent
open,

had attacked human beinzs.

80

“Is

the

ters and plumbers.

trapper

who

gets

shepherds,

reward

for the

of rats, is a sailor,
‘The climate is almost perfect:

can
thing
Ledger,

be

the
tails

any

grown.—Philadelphia
i
.

has

none of the truculent ferocity of the
African leopard. During the years I

gardener,
stockmen,

in this country, mainly in
the
I made careful inquiry without

hearing of © single Case Where

one

In one locality om the Pacific coast
of Guerrero I found that) the hardier
od of
ing.
natives bad an in!
ifunting the “tigre” during the mating
period.
the habit
shear 4 ot

‘At euch time the male has
of leaving its lair near the

foota emall canyon in thefollowand
hills early in the eventing
disappear in a few years,”
ing ‘down the canyon for some
d
subduc
&
opportunity.
her
at intervals uttering
the golden-haired girl
case
‘On, moonlight nights at this
“Well, if. you want one,” sald she

als“getentists’say that blondesThis‘will gave

swoetiy,

“you'd

better speak

Oe

out the winter, which will be worn oi, ie was a good salesman, had @
language, and knew
navy | rare
of black oreffective
fo axpiate ofon the best points of
|T"° command
blue satin andTt {sis especially

Spanish

jaguar

Diphtherla.

‘The clerk was up to his ears in para-

than the ordinary animal, Although so
large.

were hinged

featured this year, however, sn one
may safely say that it 1s the leading

BA ae Stee acct aklrta wall Be | ee

close resemblance to the African leopard.
It Js, however, a heavier and
more powerful animal, In parts of the
dense tropical forest of South America
coal-black jaguars occur,
and
while
representing merelya colo)
phrase,
they sre supposed to be mbch fiercer

Practically the
entire populaton are sailors,.and they
work at one of the common
trades.
‘The muleteer is @ jack tar, 801s the

folded

the shape of a three-cornered hat and
could thus be carried elegantly under

slip into the pocket,
20.1nae
Coen ne ON hcabomiie a igrenten vars] for
the thay
ladies could
bad pockets then.—LonThe barrel skir: is belne | don Spectator.

ob-

it

of

At that time It was possiLouis XIV.
ble when crossing a bridge in Paris to,
hire a paraso) at one end and deposit
has it at the other, the charge for the acatj commodation being a sou. Under the

‘The separate ckirt for spring has]
been given more attention by d:sign-

as it I6

gives

of

for Spring—Some | ference the material still remained of
Smart
the heaviest. Red velvet parasols, with
Chic Blouses.
heavy gold fringes, were carried by

America, fs the largest and handsomest
of American cats.
Its size and deep
yellow color, provuse:y
marked with

‘lack spots and rosettes,

possible

still.” | cal.

Minard's Liniment Cures Distemper.
oo

.m-

But Not So Fierce
African Leopard.
known

smart. ~Paisley cosigns
chiffon blouses: Sheer

show

flies.”

draws us with a single hair.
rush in where angele fear to tread.”
with,
faint
praise.”
“The
many headedfat
monster.”
ocala

in medicine

‘The jaguar or “el tigre,”

she

or

——_+>——
THE JAGUAR.

generally

as

Uttle
doctors disagree?”
“To
is a dangerous thing.”

mail at 50 cents a box or Px
for $2.50:
from ‘The Dr.
W5lMedicine Co., Brockville, Onc.

Is Bigger

upon

organdies

or
or

face

the least return of the trouble.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills can be

any

folly

guide, philosupher and friend.”

One day a neighbor ca‘d

from

sleeves, but the iat'ored biouser
to receive the approval

appear

eternal in the human breas'
never {6 but always to be biess“Whatever is is right”
"Th

noblest

about a month longer when she was
entirely cured, and has not since aad
tained

a de-

the
man and want of it the fellow.” | on my legs. I tried many salves and
“Honor and shame from no condition | liniments; also doctored continuously

of Ascension.

‘The island of Ascension, in the At-

Helena.
Vast numbers of turtles are
found on Its shores and it serves as a

and
soake money on @ falling market,”
to make

did

show

Lachute, Que., Sept, 26, 1908.
‘Minard’s Liniment Go., Limited.
proper study of mankind
is man.
Gentlemen,—Ever
since
coming
“Grows with his growth and strengthhave
the Boer war1
from
ens with his sires
a “Order fs | home
Worth makes | been bothered with running fever sores
heaven's first law.”

she had read of a case of
St. Vitus
Dance cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills, and
we decided to give
:his
By the time
‘the
medicine a trial.
third box was used there was
somo
improvement in her condition,
“and
we continued giving her the pills for

No Cash is Needed in the Island

Someone writing to the New York
World confesses tuat he shares Count

to

but

provi ment.

or by
boxes
Mams’

i8 USELESS.

lantic, belonging to Great

How Money is Made as Well as

“Shoot

ed."

These are signs of St. Vitus

physician,

blouses

Pope is the sutuor of more familiar | _ Very fine Mnens, lawns. areorgandies
the fawashable «ilk crepes
phrases than any other writer of mod- and
vara epune and summer binusd maHere ere a few of his
te
gems:

came eo bad that she could not hoid

didn’t have it, at'a lower price. It may
adyance so much that he Is unable, or

Dressy

elded preference for very short kimona sleevs, but the tallored blouses
have sleeves extending quite to the

PHRASES.

With the exception of Shakespeare, | mbroldery done in fine sewing silk.

anything in her hands, and had to be
fed like a child.
She could not even

between selling price and the purchas-

von Bernstorff’s declared Ignorance ma-of

_Qnaint Switch Houses Mask Great

transaction

described

Net blouses will be worn, many” of
them having colored linings of chiffon

mona

@ nervous disease
which is
conlined
chiefly to young children,
but
which
often
affects
highly~
strung women, and sometimes men.
St. Vitus Dance is causcd by disordered nerves, due to poor blood, and {:
always cured by the use of Dr. Wilams’ Pink Pills which fill the veins
with new, rich red blood, strengthening the nerves, and thus drawing out
disease,
Here 1s proof:—Mre.
thi
John A. Cumming, Lower Caledonia,
N. 8. says:}-“When.
my
Jaugater
Myrtle was about nine years of age
she became afflicted with St, Vitus
Dance.
‘The trouble ultimately
|te-

of

his expectation that he will be able to
buy the stock which he sold when he

the

VILLAGE.

have

transaction.

feed on succulent water plants, and when
reaching to the bottom Qecome!
‘These visits 0

Defore human habitation, but it ia
possible that come of theni—larger
rodente—-formed an ‘mportant

Rave been eaten and the bones
agide. Evidence of this was fo
ination

price

as he has sold and

I. Mintz»

“hex

rise; uct well your part—there all the | for the blood, but got no permanent

Is y our child fidgety, restless,
/ee the hands shaky
irritable?
the arms
Jerky?
Does the
twitch?
Do the
legs tremble

price.
His gain is the excess of that
over the price which he paid in a

lived

Mm the diet/of the early Indian dwell€te who used to vistt the caves pro-

or later, the

(Formerly,

From Alexander Pope.

-THE MOST SEVERE CASES
CAN BE CURED
BY DR.
WILLIAMS!’ PINK PILLS,

drag?
n ce,

62 KING ST. W.

and

d., Brantford, Ont.

A Few of the Many Gems We Get | ofa° the-ultra
expec ted

ST, VITUS DANCE
EVEN

etn

HAMILTON, ONT.

or satins.

the Red sea in 1889 fa eafd to have ex-

borrowed for delivery at the lower
price. He returns this to the lender
and
receives
his original selling

8,

for the latter by digging in the loose
animals

sooner

rower buys as much

noted.

to search

hen,

the stock declines, the sellers and bor-

M,

MINTZ'S HAIR GOODS

cannot

money, but tell others of, this offer,

ves,

it wae

They

Address.
MRS.

Although taller th2n an ordinary ho:
weighing more tnan half a ton.
a)
Bdorned with wide-spreading antlers, the
moose stalks with ghostly silence

Dut

many,

at

Ore

—-AMPORIOM
FAMILIAR

Co.’

4

us.

3 GENTLEMEN'S TOUPERS
0G and $35.00,
that defy

tended over 2,000 square miles, and it
we estimated to welgh 42,859,000,00¢

that makes comprehension of the pro-

with

tion when worn.

steamer 200 miles off the Cape Verde
Islands. Clouds of ladybirde miles in
e ent, eo that they resembled emoke
from a steamer, have been seen at sea,
A swarm of locusts that paseed over

the

prices {s profit, just the same as it is

cess difficult—to

first-hand evidence cduld be secured.
{The guano in many ct the caves Je a
,Yeluadle eeset as a fertilizer and
eens are being worked by the na-

woll of the cave floors.
‘Without doubt these

the difference between

und
how
anyone
can sell
that he hasn't, But the exI want to help you {f you are ‘sntfer- something
iahation of that
is simple enough.
fhe from bleeding, itching, DdUbd or.
Whe short seller borrows the stock
protruding Piles._ I can tell you ho
sells, directly he is a memin your own home and withoul; gp¥
ber of the stock exchange, or through
one’s assistance, you cai apply
a broker if he isan outside operator,
‘best of all treatments.
“|and delivers. the borrowed stock to
PILES TREATED AT
the buyer. The lender of the stock is
» HOME
=
ured by the delivery, to him, of
I promise to send you a FREE trial the purchase price, and the obligation
of the new absorption treatment, and of the seller to make up to him any,
references from your own locality if advance in the price which may come
you will but write and ask. I assure before return of the stock.

Taller Than Ordinary Horse, He

waves,

than they

when the buying precedes the selling,
It is the fact that as a rule, short
sellers do not possess what they sell,

RELIEF AT, LAST

of the bats are insectivorous
‘and play an important part
‘eontro} of insect life, The largest bate
the qalend ate reputed to be fish-

In addition to the bats fossil mamof
i

prices are higher

are likely to be at\a
future time, and’
the buying when prices have decjined.

Grapes and Wine.

et
THE NOISELESS MOORE. .

jm

concerning

can,

Christian Herald.

Windsor,

many

he

himself and then for the proprietor.—

lers

Mame,

Manufacturing

forrs, dxWoole
and
Tlght. WBlin
apply tothe
peny, Limited,
Brantford, Ont.

Sust'send
on your oarsample, or write
;

in the Firth

(Danais. archippus), abundant. everyWhere in the United States, is eald to
Make the 2,000 mile journey from
fornia to the Hawalfan Islands
and has gradually progreased by way
of the south éea islands as far as Australia.
A death’s head moth has boarded a

ee)

The American Museum of
‘History haa received a tine series of
{Birds and mammals collected by H. B.

jonal

3-Strand

$7.00 and $9.00 in

are

fites cross the English
channel in
clouds; the famous milkwoed butterfly

land belong.
Seldom, if ever, is the noble here.
He lives in Vienna or Paris, and leaves
the place In charge of some Greek or
Mactdonian, who has the stewardship
for a term of five years, with the in-

Wavy

Bt $6.00,

miles of €ea,
In hig records Mr. Evans calls attention to several other extraordinary
Nighte-of-ineects.-———
mao rte}
Thue, the “painted lady,” or thistle
butterfly (Pyrameié cardul), has been
known to cross
Alps
he red admiral butterfly (Vaneesa atalanta) has
janded in numbers on the deck of &
yeese] 500 miles from the coast of
England; the common
white dutter-

ety always.
Meat, of course, is to be
on
occasions only.
At one end of the village stands the
thousand-odd

jatural

ten

moet of the insects, many of the specimens must have flown across several

symbol of their wrongs—the home of
ie Iandéed proprietor, to whom
the
adjoining

the Isle of May,

diptera,

other males.

of Forth, where Mr. Evans collected

cost of a few cents.
the body-building material
in the whole wheat grain.
For breakfast or dinner with
berries or other fruits.

rarity, and then {t {s of the black varl-

forty

a dozen’

a

LADIES WANTED TO DO PLAIN:
light sewing at home; whole or spate!
Ume;
work sent any dintance;| .
;
Send stamp for par)

up now.

and Save Money

Louisville Courier Journal.

With leather prices still high, you may have

several Pairs
attractive
Fleet Foot Summer
Shoes
what one good pair of leather
boots cost.~
’

Beeee

Fleet Foot line

ets See
5

men,
Ask your dealer to show you the fall line of Fleet

Foot Shoes—and save money
this summer,

205

Ne

is there?”
has worm
TI just init
Times.

'

CEMENT UNION

"OF BRITAIN.

lee int

of an’ fnaitestion even to stat
“Of peace Germany—
totet, an
a until the spirit
ed the caeacos

rea

ets ae
ludicrous and indignitied ps the tack

oY BRITAIN
ae

Plan

of the allies to discuss
terms
Germany.
So far as

he

was

able to fudge
ed
to

of Peace

That is the Way the Allies

with
me

Bad Faults.

REPLY TO -PACIFISTS
‘Would Be Sin

to

London Gable
that

will

de

durable.

I have

aware

been an adherent of the idea
league of nations, but such @ joagee
must be founded upon a sound, Joel
and equitable basis.”
MUST

House

of

BE

tory

REJECTED.

Commons to-night, after application
of closure, voted down, without diviaion a resolution proposed by Philip
Seowden,
pudiation

Socialist, welcoming the reby the Russian Government

of all: proposals for imperialistic conquest and

aggranaizement,

and

calling

on the British Government to issuc

aimilar declaration

on

British democracy.

behalf

Robert Cecil as
much

as

down
Lord

a tecbleallty,

{t presentedan

a

of the

The necessity of thus. voting
the resolution was explained by

nae

amendm

to the consolidated fund bill, and x
preasions

of regret

that

the

House

ehould thus be compélled seemingly to
slight

Russien

aspiration

were

vol

e
a
ol
Pacifists moving the resolution in such
@ manner as necessitated Its rejection.
Lord Robert Cecil on
Government
and
Mr.

behalf of the
uith were

emphatic in their statements that

a

it

was impossible at the present stage to
enter into negotiations with Germany
and declared that the war aims of the
Entente A€iies as previously announ-

ced etill held ggod.

Mr.
Snowden,
whose
resolution
Was supported by @ small group of paeifists,
said
that if Great
Britain
was
going
to maintain
{ts alliance
with Russia, it would be necessary for
it to put, {itself
into line
with
the
policy of {he new Democratic Russian
Government.
It was perfectly clear.
he said, that the mind of the Russian
democracy was now
concentrated on
peace, and that this object would be,
pursued.
He contended that the Russian democrarcy was expressing
the
Gesire and will of all democracies of
the belligerent countries.
The revoIntion would not stop in Russia, the
er asserted; it would come into

every country,
information

oe

If the secret service

of

the

Government

was

it knew better than he could tell

ft, that In one of the countries of the
alliance the veople were on the verge
of a revolution.
QUESTION NEVBR RAISED.
Mr. Snowden said that he hed been
informed
America had
rofused
to
panden
(not

to make separate
pt

Lord
saying

Robert Cecil
nit interrupted
that the
question never

by
had

"
.
be en
Lord Robert Cecil explained that
although nobody in the House was
likely to quarrel with Mr. Snowden’s

resolution.

an

unfortunate

impression
, because It

the resolution had been
such form that it must
but

> I+

to pro-

latter, he
sald, had supported
thts Goverument right through and
refused to
condemn
even the

aed atrocities,

ALL
AGREEMENTS,
to Mr/ Snowdeén's ques-

tion ek toJewhether treatles concluded
with

before

were Tall
still

the

revolution

binding, he thought

that

doubtless they were.
Until
tho new
Russian
Government
the
allies from any particular
engagement
entered into with the old Government,
Great Exley was bound in honor to
carry out her engagements, not only
with Russia, but with all the allies.

agreement

of

the result was that the German

both German East Africa
and German West Africa, and said:
“It there is any

: a me

ae teed

measure

Uberate policy of deceit in the
ance of official etatements. This:

against

future

attacks

might

agerandizement,”

said

German

Mr. Asquith.

“The

will

German

Justify

Chancellor's

from

ing natives who have
a Government of that

because

FRANCE
With

to a

of

the

the Figaro’s summing

to the

task

alloted

other.

by

papers,

however,

CabLe—The

the

edds

German

The

that

censors

confidential

up

com-

munications have been made to Alsace-Lorraine Parliamentary deputies
at Strassburg, whilst the Vossische

says the division
as now
xepreeents the demands of

Contrist
‘party, whose
stronghold is Bavaria.
tions explain

at the

them

attached

by us

they

shail

not

do

so.”

pocket

Chancellor

Probably

Group

will

a

ere

the decision

taken

the

of Influential Rou:
manian Traitors,

But People as a Whole Are
With Allies,

Bemogun-Hatines

in the Reichstes,

be furious . jealousy {no
See

who

ready
ope ona

have:

ee

Agessa, Cadle.——According to*the
Odessky Listok secret . correapondence
has recently. been carried on between a

‘not

Me

| &roup of influential Roumanians realdent in Jassy and others who remained
fon

who have steadily
it

ete fo Exélutributlon

aoe

“The4

Copies

‘Meantime the German Government has
got to bribe Austria, which-is. sulking

Gutchkott, *

Ment

Rou:

te bribe fy ia'by the

vous of i

the Austria® Archduke, Kar}

both) of

the

= the

lamelaien
ussian We
War Se
Min

to War Minister
srustworthy+

ever, i is Informed ,the co:
Par- | trom’ Bi
thus giving
with regard to the prevailing

ishing

‘pers

withb Ceriaeny.

bends of MillluIukote.

tater,

‘THY

it

urges
Mamentary Government,
the rest of Germany lead

La

that the

The

despatch

says

an

an-

of the taking of this {m-

north-west of Trieste, Austria’s
cipal seaport,
Austrian

troops

have

strongly

prin-

coun-

terattacked the Italians in positions
they had gained In carrying out their
offensive movement. The enemy reacfon, however, has falled, the Rome
War

Office announces.

The

prisoners

taken by the Itallaus since Monday
now number 4.021.
Five additional
small-calibre guns have been
ed. The Italians have-made

captur
further

Progress in their drive, pushing ahead
oa Mount Vodice, and also south of
Grazigna
|.

north-east

of

Gortsia,

The Italian official statement tsSueu at Rome reads:
THE OFFICIAL REPORT.
“Julian_tront:-The- expected” reac:
tion of the enemy against the successes

won

by

our

troops

violently

manifested itself yesterday, but ererywhere falied, thanks to the solid resistance

of our

men,

“In the Bodriez region and on the
Plava eminence of height 383 minor
enemy attacks were
“Fighting
in the

easily
zone

tasses.

by

Monte Cuczs
and Jengthy.

repulsed
between

and Vodice was bitter
Considerable
enemy

supported

the

fire

of

numerous batteries, were repeatedly
launched against our, new positions,
Each time
she Vochux
from height
ed firmly in

they were repulsed, and
bastion of Monte Cucco
611 to height 524 rémainour possession. Moreover

we made appreciable progress toward
‘@ Important summit of h
peal:

counterattacks
broke
wards

to

of Grazign:

pouapled: the

the south

& desperate conflict.
ROLLED

BACK

important

sapaanath

IN DISORDER.

“On the Carso plateau the*
evident object of ieabening
our pressure in the rezlon of Gorizia.

pale

&

powerful

effort Against

Dositions at Monte Vanochacco
one” Monte Faitl.on the-northern s¢ctor of the plateau. Successive waves
were

broken

down

by

our well. directed fire or rolled back
in disorder after Aaving sattered seri.
ous losses,
<
“On the whole.tront from Totming
to the sea there were continuous
tona

by artillery

can

of all palibres.

‘The

Stine
Nery sa tane its wre
je
Gorizia, Fans, piel
ne one..of oe
field hospitals
‘0, where

will

Toeroe

Commander

The

he asked:

ready

in

equipment

replied

for busi-

on

promptly.

board

the

de-

stroyers was found on Inspection by
the British Commander to bo in excellent condition, and remarkably well

aulted to the requirements on this side

Men to Both Allied
Forces.

of the ovean.
In, fact, it wag said by
the British officer that the onty thing’
lacking in the equipment of the Am-;
erican sallors was heavier clothing.
It appears that the Americans were!

London
Cable.—British
troops in
Macedonia have
made
an {mportan’
advance on the Doiran front and captured the village
of Kjapri
on
the
Struma front, {t
{s announced
officially.
Enemy trenches on a front of 5.000

ing conditions of weather they will en-/
counter in theze waters. This lack,|
however, was quickly provided for.

yards to an

yards

average

‘depth

of

near Krastali, southwest

Dotran,

also

and

were

captured

consolidated.

statement says:

The

600

of Lake

by the

official

“On the Doiran front Monday night
we advanced
our line
southwest
of
Krastali on a front of 5,000 yards
to
an average depth of
600 yatds
and
consolidated the
positions gaimed despite the heavy shelling,
“On the Struma
front we occupied
the village of Kjupri, two
and a half
miles
north-northwest.
of
Prosentk,
taking some prisoners.
We
also cap-

tured the

enemy's advanced

southwest
half miles

of
Ernekeoi,
oneand
north of Barakli Juma.

trenches

a
on

a front of 3,000 yards. Seventy prisoners were taken, Our casualties were
slight,

“Our naval alr service

carried out

two
successful
bombing
raids
on
camps
in
the rear
of the enemy's
ines.”
Tke
French
War Office
report on

of Krasttali and

Dauti,

the British

troops captured the - enemy's first line
to a depth of 700 metres on
a front
of
five
kilometres
(about
three
miles).
“In the course of thelr counter-attacks on
tho front of Srka di Legenpea
Barimah the Bulgarians suffered
heavy losses and
left some: prisoners
iB our hands.
The
taken
Hestattee the Serbians front, notwithstanding the bad weather and fog.”
FUAHD WITH DEAD.
Serbian Headquarters, Cad}
On
Monday.
the Servs proceeded to attack
the Bulgarian third line of defences on

the front of Dobripolie,
further east, a small

At Sreglena,

party

of our men

stormed a precipitous height crowned
with trenches
Bulgarians

were

manned by hundreds of
pven” our staff officers

lost In wonder at this perform-

ance, the
approach to the height being almost a.sheer precipice from the
top.
The defenders, being unable to

of asinglé man,
1s valuable,
facilttating further operation:
fe}
of height 1,824,
which constitutes the
bird Bulgarian Ine 07 defence of Do-

our

their safe” voy!

“We can start.at once,” the Ameri.

flre, - Afterming & coun-

down under
our infantry,

Penne:

Lose Heavily

greetings to th

ings, and the British Commander had
congratulated the inc: bea
officers
“When
ness?”

fire, hurled rocks and grenades,
11
Was the outermost defence of Golobllo,
ts possesion, obtained without the loss

directed

against the summit of height 174 and
to the east of the Vertolbizza’ torrent

of his infantry

sentt-

Bulgars

wireless)

‘American units as soon as they hove|
in sight off Queenstown, steaming ia
a long line lato the harbor,
After the exthange of ahore: greet
on

particularly

“Ix the zono east of Gorizia enemy

im Bucharest with regard to’ terms of with the

em -

pte for the ae
cauke, only to
ind themeelyes
shouldered into. the
when

Duino.

on the Vodice,

yesterday was able to show a bold
front to his opponents. Conservatires

Heking: ss

tause

by out-

to

of

SURPRISE BY SERBS

portant strategie point will soon be
made officially, The town of Duino is
on the Gulf of Trieste, about 12 miles

thie

FIND PLOT FORSEPARATE PEACE

46

Our enemies want to wrest

it and this fair country again from us,
but

intact, and

regarding him cannot diminish
confidence cotof his
his aubordinated.~

King

le ancient

+ réconquered

of

despatch

reports

Turin

Miles

and sent

Region.

-

Cable—A.

Three

e greetings
h the British Naval
lel:
put fd boo ae
for the bard!
ork that is before{i
The Commander of “ihe Britlah flo-|
ard his ship.

Trenches in Doiran

Miles

from

nouncément

him.

‘Geneal Nivelle takes | over
command of a group of armies, The condl|tions. under-which~he-abandons
the
supreme post can harm neither
hia
authority nor his prestige. He keepa

Ludwig of Bavaria to’ Bavarian troopa
quartered at Strassburg on irre
7th,

years ago.

the opinion

ward appear:

projected
the great

the speech of

accurately

whose sadamont st fe not ewayed

other chief
The -revela-

the importance

time to

of

General.Foch, who
has
always
been greatly appreciated In military
circles,
also
unanimously
applauded.
~
Regarding General Nivelle, the foljowing peasage from the Temps «ums

-Lokal--Anzeiger,

12

Capture

Ilallan troops have captured the town

Marsha] Pellasier, who had been eerving under his orders. Theiappointment

of Die Post regarding
intention to split Albetween Bavaria and
been practically sup-

determina-

HEAVY GAINS
BY BRITISH
IN BALKANS

British
Paris

Liberte

Such a change in
the
le not without preceas the same occurred
Hariog the siege oi Sebastopol, in the
war, when
Marakal Canroely handed over suvrame control to

sensation-

and

Over 4,000 Prisoners Taken
—Foe Counter-Attacks
Broke in Disorder.

nomination,

Splitting
Alsace-Lorraine
Causes Jealousy.

pressed

Ap-

up of General

‘The public generally expected

and

and

DRIVE ROLLS ON

throughout, whose merits have always

been superior

progress,

Old

Occupied.

Petain, the new generaliesimo,
and
this sentiment Is unanimously shared
by both press and public. He {s also
the leader ag General Cherfils writes
in the Echo de Paris, whose eurprising
military record has
been
faultless

and Prussia.

the

Northwest of Trieste

IS PLEASED

the New Army
pointments.

between

Important Town

allied eucctsses

Paris Cable——(New
York Times
cable.)—"A character end a will,” ts

of Bavaria

food and political influence...

{ah ‘cruelty and oppression in Arabia,

by starving Ye out

In the west, The Germare Lad been
forced to keep their troore
along tne
western front, thereby leaving Italy

epee’

BUY LOYALTY
OF FOE STATES

Hague

and

to win

hope

victorious end.”

colt

rArmenia and Syria, and said ho wished
upon
Mr. Snowden and

to bolster

They

partly

counsels of moderation
and
and are determined
to pursue
wicked and nefarious couree they entered upon three years ago. So long
Qe that fe the case we cannot falter
or relax a hairs
breadth
our de

Berlin Bribing

trying

thelr people

patient. In the meantime
army is doing everything

through the U-boat campaign.
Discussing the Italian — offenaive,
General Maurice sald It was launched

our

to pursue the war

are

courage of

possible: to tire ce ont. and hold us
while ‘the German submarines work.

Shows that those responsible for the
Germany policy have abandoned’ the

termination

officials

up the

re-

BUINO TAKEN
BY NEW DRIVE
OF ITALIANS

The

make them
the German

distance

ber

lesuwas

causes.

Carson.

jon to beat back the ssecestor whove hema be, Who dares to lay
hands on the fabric of civilization
which wetogether have
have bubuilt up.”

for the present. decep-

tion are due to obvious

Admiralty,

the New World,
we have always
cherished one great ideal \—love of

lately adopted a de-

and the reasons

“Our war alms have not changed, and
as long as We confine ourselves within
these Hmite we can pursue the war
with @ good conscience and regard a
Peace based on that foundation ag the

only peace which
sacrifice,

the

not done in the early part of the war,

NO OHANGES IN AIMS,
“When
the
Ruesian
Government
asks us to join them Ip a non-annexation policy it must be in the Mmited
sense of no acquisition or extension
of territory for political or economical

of success in

{should regard with horror

losees

guards

BS

He then read a long account of the
treatment suffered by the

but-

were much heavier than ours. Lately
we have been forcing the Germans to

higher command

Socialists,

;
(Chess

siow

euch

tentlon of strategic positions as safebe necessary.

~~ BRITISH PRAISE”

to American

Sir Edward

Ting the Seas.

again and again by the
FleetOfficials Say Yankees
marked that the date of theseit
ae to new “attacks
almost coincided with the arrival
(o'
Well Equipped and
the first {netalment of the
eine
oepurther south ‘in the sector of
431
Well Manned.
which the Amé
navy Was
Monte senms tees ae repeated un|
to give the ae in arithformidabis
successful att
our positions,
2
j
which lies before
the waite
pr
nis aasaults {fo the
ueenstown
Cable,——A squadron
he niet Lord oae Admiralty, afternoo:
srt ward said he di
to exthe
ot
American
torpedo-boat
“destroyers
|
was
us
for
eseceatet
“qually
prees hia appreciation of the speedy
spoons
of
erst
road
the
has
safely
crossed
the
Atlantic
and
ta!
on
fighting
way in which the American. Govern- where
there was a strugsle thi
patrolling the seas in war
ae
\
ment had
rendered
‘assistance,
He
out the’day for possession of our first
extended
a hearty welcome to
the
Tho American Navy's actual
eutry|
officers and men who, had come to Ines. By. ayacihs aes
into the war zone has already been
cept some small
nf
wel
do this work,
productive
of
a
brush
between
a
de-)
captured
ty cleared of the enemy. Wo
“This evidence of
absolute
har:
atroyer and a German underseas boat,|
four hundred prisoners.
mony and co-operation
between
the
according to an adnouncement by the |
“Elsewhere there, was strong artil- British
British and American nayles
will
ee
ut the result of!
never bo broken until- the enemy 18
it has not been made public,
crushed,”
“Gir Edward continued, “Jt
The destroyer squadron arrived io
will’ not’ be broken even then, ‘becatsarones after an peers ‘voy-|
cause ft will be cemented by ae
across. the A!
Dut almost|
eventa which Will have led to t
immediately ates a formal exchange
Uberation of bumauity. ‘Waatever

“And we are eucceeding in our obJect, When we began the offensive
we were thoroughly
prepared, and

this huge bribe to Bavaria -dlso exthe journey of the Bavarian
Paying warm tribute to the mannez| plains
Premier, Count Hertling. to Vienna in
the Russian revolution had
April
and the pessimism of the Cenbeen brought about, Lord Robert. trist leader
Erzborger,
commenting On the Soocjalist plan for
without Aanexations alluded to
the German colonles.
MI
bim

rescued ‘thi
them back?"

fighting

luncheon

to-day,

Firet Lord of the

tle of Arras.

in which

“While it is true," he said, “that we
did not take them In order to rescue
the natives from German rule, but as

It will be

tongs

League

officers

agsume the offensive and attack us in
Britain had abated its sympathy with
the Russian people, who now had order-to prevent us. trom going. forThis ‘6 just -what we want, for
firmly and finally emancipated themHe sald the people of Great the Germang are compelled to throw
Britain were in sympathy, as far a6 men against ué under unfavorable conditions without having ume to
they understood
the purport af the
deliberate preparations.
announcement,
made by the Russian
“The result has oeen disastrous for
Government, with {ts alme and views
in the war and its conditions for a them, as their losses are tremendous.
In making these counter-attacks
the
durable peace.
If the war was to end in a honor- Germang have used virtually all their
able
ce there must
annexa- reserves, and nobody usés fresh troops
tion, constituting the emancipation of unless it is necessary.
the enthralled populations who were
“In this connection I may cite a6 &
that the German
laboring under despot'‘sme,
and re- significant fact

al revelations
the German
sacedLorraine
Prussia has

ote harm:
moreHe ‘ran akeptical regarding Mr,
Snowden's account of the pacific views
nsthe Italian and German
ists.

CARRY OUT
‘With regard

general

present.

and

we have been conducting in the

opinion which existed and it would
be moat unfortunate if the rejection
conveyed the impression that Great

The

's speech in moving
ieee which was not seletialot

the

at

hammer

moved
be rajectea

He sald the most important feature
of the debate was not the acute divi-

sion,

Navy

big advance without the accomplissment of this,
You need mot
expect
sensational pushes into
enemy terri-

Mr, Asquith aleo said he maeretied,
Cable-—The

wt

1 will tell you | “london Cable——Spenking -st-they_

now what our plan hes been and is on
the western front,” sald Gen. Maurice,
in his weekly talk on ‘the war eituation. “It is to wear the Germans down.
We realize that there is going to be nO

Peace that-we accept must be a peace

Return

Natives. to. Brutal
German Rule,
London

sagen bau
Quem
«|. town, andis Now Patrol-

No ‘Sensational Pushes at Says Sir E. Carson in Welcoming Speech.
Present.

~-Withont Annexation Has

_~

Co-operation: ‘of the Navies
Against Foe Will Do It,

Are Working.

brophilie,

was

captured.

the height

were

recovered

Parts

by

of

enemy

wearing clothes too light for the vary

Alter the formalities had ended ang)
the needs of the men were attended|
to, the American
men
looks

and
just

tion

remained

in our

hands.

more,
said.

fit,"

their’ craft|
the British

Commander,
he. watched
the de
stroyers filé seaward,
“One of the American
destroyers
began war duty.even before reaching
Unis side of the Atlantic.
This. waa

when

it picked

up

and _ escorted

through the danger’ zone one, of the
largest of the Atlantic ners.
This
action so pleased the British passen-

sera on board that they sent a measage of greeting and aprectation to
the Commander of the destroyer.
Rear-Admiral Sims, U.S.N., {s. io
general command of all the United’
States naval forces that are sent to
European waters, and is in daily touch
with the Chief of the British Naval
Staff,
BEATTY GREETS MAYO.
London Cable.——Vice-Admiral

Sir

David
Beatty,
Commander of the
British Grand Fleet, has sent the fol
re

messege to Admiral Henry T.
Commander of the
United
Btated Auantic Fleet:
“The Grand Fleet rejoices that the
Atlantic Fleet will now share in pre-

serving the liberties of the world and

maintaining the chivalry of the sea.”
Admirat Mayo -reniied>
“The United States Atlantic Pleet

appreciates the message from the
British Fleet and welcomes opportun!tles for work with the- British’ Fleet
for the freedom of the seas
BUSY THERE TWO WEEKS
AGO,
Washington
Report.—American de

stroyers, under commantl of Rear-admiral William Sowden Sims of the
United
States Navy,
have
for two
weeks been operating against German
U-doats in European waters in joiat
association with British and French
vessels.
Official announcement of this tact
was made by Secretary Daniels at 8.30
o'clock to-night in @ prepared atatement which was issued after confer
ences that
followed the receipt of a
press detpatch from London late this

afternoon saying

that the British Ad-

miralty bad to:rags
rival of “American

Ist waters.”

announced the ar‘destroyers in’ Brit.

The alze of the Ameri

can naval force, the names of the de
stroyera embraced
In. it
and ‘move.
ments of these ¥essels Is withheld by

the Navy Department for military and
patriotic reasons,

counter-attacks,
The Serbians agatn
attacked © and >continued to fight ti}
late in thé morning, when the posiengagements the Bulgarians

ships at once put out

to sea,
“They are certainly a fine body of

MET
A SUB;

In these

fof

the

But. British Cruiser Saved
first time employed asyhyxiating grensee but.they contained such a minthe Sardinian:
air was.

‘slight, thanks to the Serbian
‘Boston’. Report—Captain | James
mode’ of assault. Bulgarian prisoners McDonald,.of the Allan ‘Liner’ Bardinsay, they never seo our pe until they lan, reported to-day thet hy encounseem to spring from the ground close
in front. The approach of the Sertu tered a gubmarine off the Irish oes
is cat-like, They steal up. in ones, twos white. on @ voyage from a British por'
to ths country. The submarine, mhek
threes on all
sides,
ata given
Was eaveral hundred yarde away, apSignal leap forward with a startling
— ents a oan am tore
yell, which the Bulgars dread. French parently,
pedo at the
tain MeDonairmen

Aid eatd, ‘whena rian cruiser hove

tn alght,
coatt

reset anes

farang

toward

the rndersay~

|

-PANTER’S SPECIALS
Having secu red the following lines at
prices,

Ont.

Special

Photographic

to my address,

Too

Often

Se

Datton.

gag

Happealags tn Uigin During
the Past Week

printing on short notice.

about Kodak aa

we sell the celebrated Eastman.

joors,

and

then,

summoning

help, he caught them redhanded.
When the rascals were brought be
fore

John Fleming, of Aldboro, sold bis
cattle the other day and realized $5,600

for 86 head.
Mrs.

R. P. Reekie

, mother

of Geo. T.

Shepherd, St. Thomas, died on Sunday

at
great age of 87 years. . ~
Word has been received by Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Silcox, Sheddee, that their
sop, Pte. Sydney Silcox, who is in
a hospital in France;is liable to have

A. Bremoer united

Sutton,

WALLACETOWN

of

Alberta,

in marriage E. J,
formerly

of

week
at his home in the village,
Miss Nors Whittiogham is the guest

‘Thomas.

in

——

Made
Velour,

Alberta,

or trimmed. Nearly all the new
colorings and plenty of navy
blue, copen and black.
Every
size up to 52.
Exceptional

‘Another
future

in

eed
the

of

the present

British

and
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West Indies is
within their bor-

i

aL
Ei

Word has been recoivedby friends ia
Rodaey that Pte, Geo.
who euof St. Thomas friends.
| listed with a Loudon battalion early in
Charles Small, of Detroit, is the guest the war, had been killed in France. At
. and Mrs. Ed. Small. |
of his parents,
the time of enlistment ho was employed
Mr. and Mrs. Grabam, of Mayfair, on the farm of Geo. Hillman, Faroival
Lucas’ last week.
road, Lieut. Ezra Zoller, who was employed ia Mistele’s store, has. beeo
nai issing sivce May 8. Ho enlisted ia

Serge,
Poplin and

Checks,

Tweed Mixtures. Belted and
Loose Models. ~ Plain tailored

a

The young couple will reside

ATH

$15 $25 *35

West

Lorne, to Miss Marjorie Judsoa, of St.
©

SUITS

<>

his foot amputated.
A quiet wedding was solomnized at
Sit
on May 10,whon Rey. W.

HOME

Most Beautiful

is

COUNTY

S38

THE

sam:

a

Pte. Mateer left with the 91st Battalion | the

The

x

q
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DUTTON

Eagle on Sunday next at 3 o'clock.

We also do developing and

Fred Koarts, of Paris, is spending

Luck

and

R. KEMP PANTER

“Hollday Thiet Was Caught For Try
ing

Trimmed
Hats

FLEISHMAN

Developing and
Printing

AROUND

in All

iin

M.

Styles of Kodaks
and Cameras

Better see us

:

All orders attended to:promptly by

dropping a card

Supplies
All

Values

Untrimmed

Rags, Iron, Brass, Copper, Lead,
Zinc, Rubber, Paper, Magazines
and Waste “Material (of {every
description.
Highest cash prices paid.

— Amateur

tly. Feduced

at

fai cig

WANTED

Don't Forget
that we carry a
full line of

them

Oh

Dutton
-

offering

SSSASZESSSSSASZSASSAaAH

Agent,

are

.: 26e¢
Ladies’ Brassieres, 34 to 44, each
:
98c.4
Ladies’ ‘White Voile Waists, 36to 44,
Ladies’ White Silk Waists, 36 to 44, each, $1.25%
Ladies’ ‘White Wash Skirts, $1.00, $1.25, $1.75¢
.
39¢.; 49c., 50c.
Ladies’ House Aprons
18c.
Ladies’ Black Hose, fast dye, per pair .
Ladies’ White Wash Collars.
. 25c., 50c.
Pure Linen Hand Towelling, per yard, 15c., 23c.
15c., 25c., 50c.
White Turkish Towels, each
35c.
3
Men’s All-Wool Socks, per pair
Men,s Black Cashmere Socks, 25c. 35c. 50c. 60c.
Men’s Natural Cashmere Socks, per pair 325c.
Men’s Fine Shirts, in fancy stripes, each $1.00
Men’s Work Shirts, blue and black, 85c., $1.00

‘THE GRAY-DORT MOTORS, Led.
Chatham

we

years.
ded

oat

“THE MARKETS. ~

Death

Re

of bis sop, William

for seveu

Ran.
DUTTON
OT Fednoeday. May 23

Batter, |b-prints,

wrepped.

37

Bg

hogs in
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Paint The Floors
you can’t “touch up” worn-out spots in tholincloumer carpet
‘When it’s worn, that’s the end of it.
A Painted Floor can be “touched up” whenever it shows
—
signs of wear. It’s bright and cheery—sanitery—eatilycleanedand the cost of painting is a mere detail.

~ SENOUR’S FLOOR

LE

aged 92

bt the

s8

Jace

‘aroell,

Prem
SSakoan

Parcell,

uptodate agriculture
oyerseas with Communal creation and. up-gro"
a slow thing, and a thing of stages.

we
wa
SS8ie
SHBsSasssanSSSssE re

* | August, 1914, and went
the second contingen

tested, reliable Paint
that wears and wears_and wears.
‘Will be for service at his own stable, Lot

15,

as ised

2, nouth of

acne

soe ‘of

Road,

1917, Terms,

Its xiody for. te

bo

with a high lustre,
and

:

j
of
stickiness. Anyone
can make a, grand’
job of it with Senour’s

Floor Paint.

A. F. McTAVISH & SON:

thet you will

enjoy ronding.
4

re

« .

ONTARIO,

DUTTON,

- Tinsmithing ©
eyes tire

easily?

400 acres of onions haye been
marsh at Leamington
é
eon
¢ of confirmation
to a class.of 120,
‘Thé fishermen at Port Rowan are

Plumbing

Do yoo

Does it

your eyes to look at the Moyies?
mn-know if you have perfect eye-sight?
not, we oan inform you.
N:
Re

A. E. WHITE _

LEX.

MoKILLOP,

M.D.C.M.,

| F de

reprices.

perienced tinsmith and plumber who will be able to do your work
satisfactotily
and in a workmanlike manner. We make our own
? Rave Trough and out of the best fron. Get our prices,
You will
find them reasonable.

See us

abont any work

have a complete stock

> We

and

bring

yonr

5

and the most modern equipment known

FRESE

for testing and with 86 years’ experience

eau gaurantee the most satisfactory
sults, at-one-half the regular

ft

your

31, t9t7.

uit

Do

ome blorred in reading?.

“from frontal headache?

MAY

re-

of all sizes and grades

after

all work

Sg

f Galvanized Iron and Tin Plate so we can look $
promptly.

ete i

i

Corn

Our Grocery Department
Is alwhys replete with what is newest and best.

pleased

CASH

.

You will be

‘with our service in this department.

-FOR ‘EGGS

Estate

B. CRAWFORD

J.

A Car of Proven Quality
HE Ford car has been on the market
twelve years, surely long enough to
have proyen its high quality. There
is_nothing .experimental__about_ it.
Every part has stood the test of time
and proven its stability with hard
service.
No other car has ever’
approached the durability records of
tho Ford.

Veterinary

Offlco—Henry Block. Phone 23
M.

D.

McCRIMMON

OPERA

BLOCK,

DUTTON.

1
Office open very day.

Nr. McCrimmon

will be ia. the office every Friday,

‘tioned | Mangled by tiis Train Near
Formerly in

in

J.A. CAMPBELL

BA

sand and

hand-tailored
to your measure

ool + Wool + Wool
Fancy Prites Paid for Unwashed Wool

Fit, workmanship -and style}.

Wr

i

-

steward.

F. W.

a!

| i i a8i

iE é
3 . i FR

F F

‘Teskoy, Bs
‘Smith,
I
G

F

Come tn ant get your clothing

of
delegate to

Hi

-

i

Dutton

é i 5
& é

Dealer,

il | | H i :
i : Hl i

J. A. Campbell,

bas been

F

Embalmer’s Certificate ofOntario

a

to

hi

Runabout - $475
F.0.B. FORD, ONT.

Director = Embalmer

.. Spring
Suitings

ap

se $495

Sp

Touring

|
| | i il sf

©

Ff

Jeep mud,

eke,

If you want a car that can plow through

gravel—that can cross fields, cordiroy roads and ford streams—

that can climb the steepest hills with ease—that will give the greatmileage all-the year-round with the least expense and care—
then there is only one ONE car for you—The Ford.

Cpe
:

Plumbing”

Ft tf I ref

kindness given the

Fi Pte

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

and

5

occasion.

care

i | ||i
iii

for any

tion,

E

furnisned

Sort, Barclay
Lamloy,
of fous,
who
:
i.

was wounded in the foot, is
‘He gives much praise tothe.

ne

~ Finest west of Toronto
FLOWERS

Ford Vanadium steel has never been equalled in

i it
|
i i‘
d

Couohes, Caskets dnd all the
Latest. Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the

-in any otber car.

|

Association

HH

Embaimers’

No matter what price you pay for a car you cannot
get Ax
with a stauncher chassis.
Government Taeesinny aia: hiaea
shown that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to those

D
"i

from Meyer's School

4

UNDERTAKER
Diplomas

i

iptv ii teasticndt dey

Ontarlo

F

' ii i HA

Practitioners of Veterinar:
cine, Surgeryand Dentistry

Graduate

cree

a

SE
JORDAN & ARMSTRONG

Honor

i i
F

3

4

*

gf

£

s
$2 00

ok

DENTIST.

left,

Each

Eg E

Seed

Razors

price.

We are the leaders’in this line.
All our oorn is bought from
reliable firms and tested before we offer same for sale. Corn is
getting scarce, so take precautions.
Bay from us now.
We
carry all the leading varieties.
Call und see us abont same.

E. BENNETT

Honor,
inn
uate of. Royal Coltege of Dental 8u1
17 Hincks Street, St. Thomas

Kutter

bargain

3

FRANK

Keen

a

5

DR.

at

°

TESKEY

a few

offer

Pee

A.

Shackleton Street, East
mone 76,
At Rodney every Wednesnay.

only

z

E.
*

we

g<

D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S.
Honor Graduate of Toronto University.
Graduate of Royal College of Dental Bargeons.

have

which

ai i

Special in Razors
We

¥ $ FR rit
E*i
E 3i

SMITH

Speolalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hours 1° to4 and by appolutment,

air ze

DR.

Are you intending to install a farnace in your home? If so, now
is the time to look into the matter and let us give you specifications

ee

2 to 4 p.m.; 7 to 9 p.m.

‘

and Furnaces

i

Plumbing

McoFARLANE

i Ui: tfi ipa g&z |; : i ani i
g it F dit i i Y
i rie - Ri

W.H.

FES

5 DE

f
i
i

Come and see us about any work and bring your repairing along. |
Ben wexcn—Shacktston Street.

and Disease by ‘Spraying.

patt or the

whole

of the Roman

gar-

tison of the fortress Anton{a toarrest

Jesus,

It. was

to take more

considered

than

tlons, for he whom

was

no

ordinary

‘necessary

precau-

they were to arrest

ordinary

man,-

There

was

probably a fear that a® attempt would

be made by his friends to rosist the
soldiers and a riot might follow. In

the company. that followed Judas were
Roman soldiers, Jewish officals
and

chief

priests.

With

lanterns

and

torthes—Ths ordinary equipment for
night duty, which
the
paschal full’
moon would ‘not render useless.
It
‘was possible that dark woods or build-

ings would have to be searched.—Cai
Bib. Weapons-Sworda for, the sol:
aiers and staves or clubs for
rest.
4. Ktowing all these
things—Jesu
understodd the general plan and the
“etalls of tho conspiragy against him.
fohn
declares Christ's: divinity
‘by saying that be knew all that was
.“Jesus

went

forth

Whom
to meet

seek ye—
the
com-

“pany that bad come to arrest ‘him, ‘for
the

hour

had

arrlyed

for

delivered {nto thelr hands,

him

to

be

In askirig

this question ke
would
make
his
enemies realize what they were doing
and that their great preparations
for

sone

him

were

unnecessary.

It

or.

Il. When
J, When

Tho

Jesus

ders of the company were quick to
ewer the question
Te Jesus asked.

Jesus saith unto them,
1. am hé—Jesus
did not in‘any way renist his enemies,
but took a course to slow that he
‘had nothing to conceal or to fear.
ae

tood with him—The be‘
prominent in the company.

at recut for Jesus and showed his
i icable"éharacter by using a token.
_of friendship to deliver him to his
enemies. From Matthew's account we
Jearn

that

parted kissed

tants later’

Jesus

effu-

to. reallac

He returned the money
ved ,for betraying Jesus
yoohe chad
and. committed suicide, but there ix
io record that he repented.
6. Fell

Xo the ground There was a supernatuYal display of power that caused the
_ crowd
backward and fall to the

fsked

he

them

agaia—Th

, of Jesus had been overcome

.
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In most climates or where

there is not much danger of drought
during the summer months
ridging
will give the better results, but
{f
the sol} is loose and there fs danger
of its drying out level
cultivation
should be practised.
fungus

diseases,

over

the

He was under the

$

»

3

iao

.
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w
o
s
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°
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om
oo
WHOLESALE.
315
2

Ext

iNo

Fortunate

ly destructive as these are, the mathods for keeping them {n control are

u

i

aed!

comparatively . simple, as most
of
them can be controlled by the same
means.
Insects such as the Colorado

Potato beetle and the Flea Beetle can

ambds,

a

and

»
=s
ry
»

1

per bi baw

oe

gpinae sh, new,
bu meh
Bate
buns
‘Turnip’,
bay
Do,,
T bec
Do.
new,
bun
MEATS,

Potatoes are attacked by several in- |’

sects

aoo

eS

appear above the ground.
This -wil
do away with much weeding and cultivating that would otherwise de re
quired later on.
Level cultivation in some cases will
give better results than ridging or

billing

w
s
Ww
pty
Ss
J
b
aS

a

rowed once or twice before the plants

oeearings

Spring, lamba,

ve killed by spraying or dudting the
plants with arsenate of Lead or Paris
Green, ‘ Arsenate of lead sticks to
the follage better than Parls green,
but. the latter kills more quickly. A
mixture of 8 ounces of Parly Green
and 1'; pounds of Arsenate of Lead
in 40 gallons of water is better than
elthetg one alone,
On aaccunb of the

ab

So2

he

enc
TORONTO CATTLE MARKET:
Expect cattle, cnoico’ ..
¥
Buvenes: cattle, el
1

medium

brook ‘Kidron.

guidance of perfect

wisdom.
He alone comprehended
the
nature of the crisis in the moral -his-

tory of mankind.

All his approaching

agonies were simultaneously present to
his mind,
He was
Ignorant of what

was | coming.

He had

mentally

sae

Uirough all the events of the coming
hours,
With him there was absolute
knowledge that be
in harm jony
‘The “cup” was
with the will of God.
prepared by the Father's wisdom, ap-

|/

pofnted in the Father's love, designed
for tha Father's son, accepted for the
father’s

sake.

mental

distress

The

“cup”

included

ap

Ma
ember,
ashh—
Now 1 Soranern, 2.6

all

the bitterness of suffering, the agony
of body involved in the crucifixion, the
inyolved

trayal, denial and desertion,

im

his

in

be-

the

toe Nos price and x
old featured, stondny'e

apparent success of his enemles’ plot.
and In the fickleness. and ingratitude

of his countrymen,

.the anguish

of

soul-conquest upon his
consclousnoss
of the world’s sin,
its estrangement
from God, and the burden of his sacrifice,
When the event of. this lesson

agony” He was abo. +9 endurg
the
indignities of the trial and the anguish

of the cross,
His thoughts were not
of hluiself, but of his disciples. Know-

ing the datiger to which they were exposed, and Her wep its whith still
cherattorized
thom,

le

was

concerned

on their ‘behalf, ‘that they should not
be exposed to a trial which they were
not then able to bear, His disciples
would die in his\cause, he knew, but
they

“werd

not

ready

spiritually.

for

change

into

that; therefore
Jesus cast around
them the/shield of his protection for
tho time fn order that thelr weakneess
might.

strength/
purpose
apostles

Wave

time

to

It Was necessary for the
of Christ's kingdom that the

should

be

spared.

Jesus.

ad~-

vanced. to the spot where Judas had
planned to betray him, with no trace
of fear, agitation or weakness, as calm
as though he had an. appointment to
meet wa there. The kiss of Judas was
unnecessary,
for + Jesus introduced
himself to the men who sought him.
Until he had explained his’ real’ posi-

tion, Judas had no

him,

Jesus savaaian

er to capture

himself

to

the

men who were hired ‘to'shed his blood.
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Cucumbera,

potatoes.
are planted;
The rows
shouldbe about-2¢
After the potatoes are planted the
land should be rolled and then har-

Peter denied alselpieship.
Judas proved to. be atrait-

reas:
Tl, When Peter aes Se
er, indignant at
x
reer
Bernat: ae
in his nature

Sikour

iteots, new, bunchat

“decisive hour” came when

passed

haye been also to shield
his
Se Ginclples by calling attention to himtook place, Jesus was in the gerden of
self. 6. Jeaus of Nazareth—The reply
> came. without “any apparent
besita- Gethsemane, where he had passed “his

tion, Nazareth was held in contempt
and for that reason it may be that the

pba
ubarb,, hanth
pune!

Vegetabl
Beans, nev,

they are: ‘Very. Tinble. to be pulled out
en the Jand ig harrowed after tho

Seseeseessses

“certain that the garden was not far
- from there.
IL. Jesus betrayed (vs. 2-9). 2. Judas
. aiso—Judas Iscariot, the betrayer, as
well as the faithful disciples of the
Lord, knew the place and knew that
}*Sesus ofttimes resorted thither.
gus made no effort to escape the
oe
1 and~what followed: by ‘hiding
self or by sping out of his usual
é eae 2. Having received a band of
men—Judas had made a bargain with
the Jewish leaders to betray Jesus
to them for about fifteen dollars, Ar- rangements “were made to: employ a

as

e trouble when
100 shallow is that
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ee mages deep,

2 eee
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Ot-

but

and
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foundation,

Farm,

results,

best

without

best

sknene

_ probably

Experimental

gave

shases

travellers on the western slope of the
‘Mount ‘of Olives, which {s sald to be
Gethsemane.
In it are several very
“old “olive trees, The claim is made
* that
one of these is the one under
which Jesus prayed. This claim is

deep

s

to

Central

inch

a rule they should be planted four or
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be profitable, and
| bushe:s.per acre, This shows that it} ing up Romeu history, £ find the old
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writers. Jamenting thy fact that
the
ing of 100 pounds of nitrate of soda | “88 sprayings are necessary.
eople Wese leaving tie vineyards, and
per acre may be given after the piants
to the citcts and the elty—
The Bordeaux mixture {3 made from ui.locking
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Alkaline fertilHome fell.”
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SPRAYING A PAYING FROPOSITION
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|
|

is

Plants

garden

Sprayed

A

Portion of

press,

Numter of
Sprayings.

butts dry

during the rest Cee the year.
This
‘ravine lies between Jerusalem and the,
Mount of Olives. A garden—This was
Gethsemane, the nase meaning
oll

the

tawa, it was found-that planting one

Syosskses WHEBes

certalnly be high enough. to ‘tne

It that {s true, they now ‘went forth’
“trom the city of Jerusalem. ~Over the
Brook Cedron—This ts a rayine on
the eastern side of the city in which
stream flows tn winter,

From
bright
Jesus, but he |’
ate will “now develop. twp. se
ae tae to des vist
three strong sprouts, The idea of ex11. The|}
posing the potatoes at first, is
to
4 per bar in To‘oron!
it eae
18
f
toughen ue skin, Sek of the eyes
lamsel that kept the door—The one ‘now ($4
‘will not then develop sprouts, and
to whom John spoke, requesting
har te
practically the whole strength of the
admit Peter.
Art not thou also one of | £000 profit if they have been gro
this.man's
disciples—This question Beery: Quite apart from the profit:
itis a matter of patriotic auty 18:
came woe suddenness:
andake the_so!
in Peter; The young yoman recogn!
le, and
and in no way
there are the larger the proportion of
ed him as one of the disciples of Jeaus per acte as
and in her contemptuous.
ac: can this be ona more effectively marketable potatoes, If the potatoes
are given plenty of light and the
cused him. He saith, Tam not—John than.by growing potatoes.
place where they. are kept is fairly.
ae
through amisgovernon: to the room
ere eae
cool, the sprouts will become very
examined;
ag at the
ul nsupportal ble ‘burden
Ie
has until! comparative- strongly attached to the tuber and
19:
26) he kept saloee to ofTendlorai,
will not be broken off unless very
ly
recently
been
acountry
composed
the Master; and in neither case was
Tubers will deof poor men. and pototoes have al- carelessly handled.
hescene:
Peter, who
“followed
afer off,” and that more out of curl- ways been the staple. crop. The peas- yelop more quickly from sprouts made
ants iave had to. ~ econ jomize,
and slowly in a bright, cool place than
osity “to see the end” (Matt. 26: 68)
than out of love, See
tempta- found through experience tliat pota- from sprouts which have grown rapidtion and fell.
ib. 18. Peter toes would produce more actual food ly in a dark place, and the yield will
heavier,
The sprouts should be
mingled with the servants and officera per acre than any other crop that ‘be
who were warming themselves about could. be grown in their country, A ape two-inches long at time of plant6.
some burning coals, thus hoping to es- g00d way to compare food: is by the
amount of starch or its equivalent
Most crops do best when the seed
cape observation.
they. contain,
A fairly good crop of bed is firm and compact, but potatoes
Questions—What words had Jesus pores
be 250 bushels, and grow best when the soll is somewhat
just spoken?
Where
was Cedron? of wheat would
30 bushels per. acre,
250 loose. In loose soil the tubers will be
Where was Getlisemane? see t
bushels
of
potatoes,
eq juivalent. to smooth and shapely. On the other
meaning of the name,
{id Jesus 15,000 pounds, which: is con’
tains 2,850 hand, if the soll is firm, potatoes are
go there?
Who ceme wil
Sine to pounds of starch, 30 bushels of wheat
nsually misshapen and not so attractarea Jesus? Describe the betrayal. {a equivalent to 1,800 pou: nds, which ive-looking, A rich, deep,
friable,
ow did Jesus show his power? What contain 1,283.4 pounds of starch or warn sandy loam. soil is therefore to
request did Jesus make for the discl- its equivalent, We thus see that an be preferred, but potatogs. can be
ples?
What rash act did Peter comacre: of potatoes will produce more grown successfully on a vagiety of
mit? To whom was Jesus taken? Give than awice as much food as an acre soils, As a rule the land should be
an account of Peter's denial.
plowed in the spring rather than the
ot wheat.
In growing _ potatoes
great care fali, but If the soil is fairly h¢avy fail
PRACTICAL SURVEY.
+
plowing may be preferable, because
must be taken in selecting the seed,
‘Topic—Love wounded.
The best way to do is to. select the the frost may help to loosen up the
I. When Judas proved to: be a seed from the hills as the potatoes soli particles. Potatoes should follow
ce cver if poaalble, The, manure should
are harvested, choosing po! tatoes from
traitor.

g

(John 14; 31).
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i ‘well, and, with cate every.
‘Is, Hector?"
joment,
eae els be. Kept way The main: Pane ‘owarge
He pauses”
keeping little core
at
answer.
with
ae little stomicn ete xed. thee
& village called—Caseawele xegtlers Babys.
Own Tablets
plies.
ea do
Thousands of mothers
the name without its keep the Taniows in the hotee as they
pny memories,
and even find-them an efficent guard ae
oer Concerning them Mre:-H
sh
says.
(“Pretty
marais,
joseph cesSorel. re
We “shall ‘ea‘whether it jus- oat
“T believe Baby's
Own Tablets
name.
Ab,
piities: Stzelt waa
ae
” how
ure tie aie medicine tn eat
for
and elijidren,
deliciously
an
angry,
baby wan terribly com”
blisslaughs.
she
and
etipated
ne
the
Tablets.
promi
feel!’
I.
happy’
cured
him
and
row
ne
ie
2
Eee
pay
fully.
enila.” ae ‘Tablets are cold by et
“Do you?” he: says, coming up to
w
her with her sable cicak on his arm— cine dealers or by niall at 25 cents
ue has ey te her lady's.amin
He often box from The Dr, Wiiiams ‘Medicine
a smile.
‘ou? Co., Brockville, One.
——
crenTen er you a De ae to
as
what

mere!

buti dot

No

Iam no longer Signa

breath

of ecandal

or- gossip

shyly

and

asked

Hector,

his dark

brows knitted

janxiously. The doctor was silent for
‘moment; then he shook his -head

and made a great fuss;
“No, not yet, but she 6oon would be. Signa feploret: Hecto> to avoid as
her to do too uiuch, much as possi!
They were very happy, happier than
they bad been. in all the glory of her

slowly,

You *have allowed

tenderly. ©

ys

and menmorrow we will_pack and: de }. my. lord. She is eee
iy. and-mind;
he sayo, firmly. “Thank Heaven tally Siced--tieeg in:

= off!”
you have spoken

so frankly. Candidly,

much as I have triumphed in

your

telumphe, I have, often been sick.
of
the whole, thing!"
‘t.And you never breathed @

“

He hesitated, end Hector
ate

with his hand

made

for him

a

to con-

“Well, the mind trouble is deeper
than the bodily one, Lady Delamere is
a highly eensitive woman—I might say

‘pr, my
ight!”

she

«says, putting bis arm slowly and reluctantly from her. “To-morrow we
will leave Paris .and be alonertogether

a more!” and she bends and kisses
m2
It ig the state ball of the season, and
Signa shares
the triumph
with the
duchese: Never has “the throng:
courtiers

been

so

thick

or

so

atten-

in Every dance on her programme
engaged, and Hector, who watches

ies from a distance, notices, that she
is moré brilliant even than
usual.
Then comes a break in the dances, and
they aski her to sing, although
an

opera cantatrice is there specially to
give the vocal music, The duke leads
Signa to the plano, and she sings as
rhe never sung before; sings eo magnificently

that the professional

her brougham,

orden:

and retires tn dudgeon,

And Hector,
standing apart, — he:
men who are strangers
to him eounding his wife’s praise. The ball | s0es

on; St i'n select assemblage, the only
state. ball of the season, and Signa,
*

the Countess of Delamere, reigns eup“reme. Hector sees her borne aWay up:
. G2 the arm of a young marquis, who

is the lion of the hour, and ts about

to saunter

away; when

a sudden

bush

falls upon the brilliant crowd, follow-

@ murmur of suppressed excitement, and the worde—"“‘It 1s the Countees Delamere!”

With

a muse

pete

ie. swings |

round, and makinghis way. through
the: crowd,
goes cowats
the spot
’ whence the excitement proceeds, and

forging

his way

to the) centre,

sees

Signa, white and Hfeless, in he. arma
of \the duchess.
“Don't be alarmed, Lord Delantere?"
{She has. only fainted; the
Without a word he takes her in his
strong arme, and, the crowd falling
back, before him, carries her to the
entrance, where a hundred
voices
shout for Lord Delamere’s
carriage.
Tenderly.he.carries her
Into» the
roomy
vehicle, amd presses her to

hig heart, and presently ele revives,
“Is st you. Hector
reathes,
he

murmurs.
happy!
The
I—1
think I

“he

murmurs. “But
Lie still!

much—far too mi

done“

it fs
It ie

too

Sbe emfled and nestied gioeere like
a weary child, and when the
carriage
reached the house he carried her like
@ child to her room.
She was very pale

stiii, Dut Inughed when he said that he

had sent for a famous physician.
“Why, Hest
> he will laugh at us,
Fancy if ¢'
woman who
fainted
sent for him! “He would never get any

rest, poor man!"

The doctor came—a grave,
silent
man, with gray eyes,
that pierced
through a patient's outer self
at a

glance. His keen, hard eyes softened
as he looked down at the beautiful
girl-all Paris-was talking. about,.and

he ghook his head with a amile as he
Aook -her hand, hot and feverish. and

sparkling with the diamonds ehe had
pete

ee taken: 0!
moph!" te said. “You

have

eeeoing ft, Lady Delamere.
now see that there is some cost
men

manage

pach

13

of your company.
To
‘8 a marvel how you woto bear the strain
as

Tong as you do! I suppose that for the

last fortnight you have not been to
bed until early morning!”
“I'm afraid not!” Signa admitted,
blushing and sighing.
“It is -very
wicked, is It not?” and she
looked

from Hector

to the doctor with her

charming smile.
“It is woree than wicked—it is fooligh,” sald the doctor, grimly.
“There
must be no more of it, mind,
my
a.
“There shall be no more,” said Sig_na, with a sigh df. thankskiving. “I
am woing to rest now, doctor, and shut
the door. upon every on!

“Quite right,” he eald, “and you will
éoon be able to ehut it against me,

+

Good-bye for the present.”
But to Hector he was not quite so
sulle as he followed him into the
Ubrai
really 1112"
Be do not think

HAIR GOODS
—FoOR—

oe AND GEATLEMEN
oct wi idle fork
ork

lord.

She is what we doo

tors call highly strung.
That art of
self-possession and outward calm
is
really the mask to a deep and passionate
nature,
which in modern

slang is called ‘intense.’”

“I understand,” said
Lord Delamere, with knitted brows and
att
Nps.
“If understand {t thoroughly.
may {ell you that Lady Delamere has

gone out as much as she has under
the erroneous

{dea

that—

was her duty to do so.

well,

that

it

The doctor nodded. ite also under
stood,
‘There are some. sensitive natures
who will endure
a Bierce
for

those

they

Tove.

But there

1s no

harm done at present.
You will take
her away?”
“At once,” said Hector.
‘The doctor nodded.
"Yes—let me see—if you have not
made any other plkns, why not go to
Florence?
“Florence?”
said Hector.
table
‘The doctor drummed
the

thoughtfully.

_ “Yes, It ts just the place to suit
fy Delamere. - It is beautiful, and
t, and full of artistic Interest.”

“Florence by all means,” said Hee
tor,

Parisian

triumph;

“and”

long”

before

they had entered Italy she was herself again.

One evening they were driving down

a steep road toward

a village !n Tus-

cany; the night was setting in, there
had: been some heavy rains, and the
stream that ran‘*beslde. them was
swollen from @ stream Into a torrent
that seemed to swell with every mile

it ran.
ane horses had

had

a hard

day’s

work, ond were
rather
tired, and
Hector was looking forward through
the gathering twilight rather sageriy.
figna was lying in the
interior of
the carriage, wrapped In sume: aghe
fleecy rugs, and-now and then
would burst into soft song, breaking
ot? In the middle of 4 bar to put some

question to Hector, or to call his
attention to some object that had
attracted her notices ‘or admiration.
The groom—an Englisaman who would

have risked his life in Signa's rervice,
aad who watched over her
with a

devetion

second only

—ginnced
and then

to his masters’

up at the sky onc2 or twice,
at the horses, but sat with

{clded arms and Impassive face, rnt}

Hector, who knew what was passing
fn the man's mad, ead quietly:
“Rain, Saunde!
“Yes, my lord,” ea the man, in a
low voice.
“Heavily, too, I'm afraid.
Shall I close the carriage for her ladyehip?”

Hector nodged, and the man closed
the carriage, answered. Sigua’s ques-

“Let her wander about
the place tos as to the time, and remounted the
just as she Iikes—don't allow her to
“I'll take the reins now, my lord,”
‘nd too much upon your wishes.
he said, respectfully.
“Your lordship
If you-can persuade her to be seltish——"
But Hector shook his head.
re:
Hector smiled, and the doctor
“No, I'll keep them until we get In,
ftected the smile.
Saunders.
This is an awkward road
“Iam afraid that even you cannot
here at the best of times, and is worse
succeed {n that, doctor,
‘She is the
with this confounded stream swoilen,
Jeast selfish of created beings.”
“You are in love still,” said the There's the rain!” \e added, us the
rain came down with a sudden, cngry
doctor;
“but from all I know and
“Hold the horses: while
hear of her ladyship, I think you are directness.
1 speak to your mistress.”
not far wrong. ‘At any rate, rest she
He got down and weat to the door,
must have, and at once. By the way,
and
Signa,
with
a emile of welcome,
you will travel by easy stages—no
made room beside her in the nest of
more railway
work than you can
furs and wraps, but he shook his head,
help.
Drive her youre, and make
“Es
ing to take them a-Uttle fura holiday of it”
ther, dear,” he sald.
“I just dropped
Hector smiled, and the Hight came
down to teil you not to be frightened
into his derk eyes.
The doctor put
if you hear the water rather uoudly
on bis gloves.

write a prescription, roe

“1 don't

see,”
he said, with a laugh.
can cure her yourself without any aa
from the chemist. Good-morning. my
Jord, and thanks,”
he added, as he
pocketed the handsome. cheque for
his fee.
Signa was delighted.
“He is the cleverest doctor
that
ever lived, Hector,”
she said, with
her arms around his neck, and her
paie face pressed close to his;
“he
understood, what was the matter directly.
It {s quite true, | am awfully
tired.
I want just to do nothing ail
day, and not to hear the sound of a
waltz, or to see an ‘at home’ card—
ob, for months!
And Florence, too!
Do you know thet I have been dreaming of Florence for weeks. We will
nestle there ‘like Butterflies in
the

heart of a flower, you, end J,

Whea

shail we start, Hector?”
“At

once,

my

dear,” ‘he sal

“AS

soon as | can getsacle “sattable
for driving;

the roads are preity stift

and rough in some parts.

1 will see

about it to-morrow—to-day, rather!”
he sald,
putting aside the curtain.
“You must rest and sleep now, Sig-

* and. he laid her hand down wp-

on the pillow and kissed her.

She closed her eyéa obediently, and
while he stood looking at her she fell
asleep.
Paris was astonished and quite up

set, for,
was

say, three

announced

hours, when

that aeay.

was ill and orderedaway, and
jes came
mansion;

it

Delamere

inquir-

thick
and fant “at the litue
but Hector would admit no

one excepting the duchess, :o0 whom

be said a few words

of explanation.

“My dear Lord Deldmere,” she seid,

with a smile,
“I knew it weeks ago.
1 knew that she was only doing it b

cause

she

thought It pleased you

presently,”

“I've heard it all slong the road,”
sald-Signa,
“But why shouid you not
come in?’
dae hesitated a moment, the he safd:

“I

know the road sligitly.*

to the reins,
The evening grew averclouded In the.
course of haif an hour, and the roar

aces Shakespeare.

to prevent

the nersen slipping inte the

water, and thy
tne pair, stood,
Lerses and men perplexed and vnde-
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“Can't cross, I suppose, my
said Saunders.
Hector shook his head.
“We

straw,”

should

be

he said

washed

lord?”

away

calmly.

like a

“We

must

sitand drink the thin but sweet wine
of

the

country,

and

talk

my

lord,

couldn't reach the place we

that

they

‘eft tils

morning,’

rd Delamere shook his head.

o, I did not moan that,” he said.
“There is a road to the left; we permet

it a quarter of an hour ago; we m

take that. It}
to a small uinge:
where we shall at least be able to get
acccmmodation.
Turn
them
rently

baek over those stones, Saundery.””

The horses were carefully put back
into ‘the road, and the turning

gained.

It ‘was a bad road, and once

or twice Saunders

had

timber

that

the

lamps

to dismount

neath

them,

and

to

roll away some huge stones or fallen
revealed

fn

their path; but at last the lights of a
village were seen in the valley bein

an

hour

Hector

pulls the tired horses up in front of a
ttle Inn.
He g:ances about
{familiar to him, and

it as af It were
his brows darken

as if the sight were suytbing

put a

welcome one;
then he goes to the
carriage-door, and opening
it, says

with the:darkness
brow

cleared

“We have arrived
Al
you tired?"

at

from

last,

his

Signa.

‘0; but you—

* “AM right,” ie says, quietly;
"I
had my mackintosh. Don’t move just
yet: you'll get wet.
T'll carry you,"
and he lifts her in his arms and car-

ries her across the wet pebbled path

{nto the inn’s best room.
“How comfortable it looks,”*
says
Signa, holding her hands to the fire.
for the rain has made
the
evening
chilly.
“And this is Pistoga, Hector? .
says, without turning his

eally!" with wide-open eyes.
He nodded.
“Yes, and I think—I'll keep on the head, ‘and pay with the wraps—‘no,
bex.
Keep yourself wrapped Up, my it Is mot.”
darling, and don’t be nervous."
“Not!
I thought that was
to be
“[ never am,” she gald, and he bent our halting place for the night?"
and kissed her, and then went back
“So it was,” he assents, cheerfully;

Goat smelis as if one
ted calves was being
kitchen.

of its own fatcooked in the

that

would

make

the mouth

voice of Saunders talking to his horses
outside, and a subtle sense of comfort
and rest sas over her.
'To be continued.)

—_—_—<+> ——
How to Be Happy.
There are two ways of being happy.

We

may either dimmish our wants or
our means. Either will do.
‘The result is the same, and it {fe for
eacl +h man to decide for himself and do
that which happens to be the easter. If
you are {dle or sick or poor, however
hard it may be to diminish your wants,
your
it will be harder to augment

ugment

means,

If you

are active

way

piness
lin.

as to augment
of

the general

society.—Benjam{n

s close one at 2 minute’s notices.” He
ook a

groom,

but. at Signa's earnest

t it

be “quite @ holiday,”
she
“we
take the maid she will
hav
headache, or
Wentiog this or the other: Let us go
alone, Hector, just.as if we
were

country

farmers jogging

matket.

You

must

pa but
ae

wo

maid,

have

1 suppose, and so I’

home
the

from

groom,

put up with

Hector,

and

you

‘The weather was lovely, the horses

Lantic Pure Cane Sugar was first put on
the market about conte
two
tas:26
eee
consumed
that time over ae
200,Conettta Public,ave
been

Japanese Festivals.
‘The Japancse festivals are casily reFirst
of first “month, the
membered: | First
new
year:
third of third.
month, ‘feast
Of cells, for wisi! fifth of ‘fitth month:
fe ast ol it flags,
boys; seventh of
reventh mon the day for the
and
nth xed
of ninth
roadess iflove, Tonabota
‘th, the egcape
of tho mountains,”
the feast of cryeanthemums.
The late
ter is not how 2generally observed.
They say men of prains Hve longer
than others.”
"Don "t worry; you may
of the exceptions
be one
me
others."—Baltimore American.

ing the coloring of sugar, and in cases
where it is found, prosecution proceedings will be entered under the

Adulteration.of Foods-Act.

During thelast two years we were told

sist

we couldi ee
ottr business in cer1 color
Canada, if we would

secti ions of

and we

out 750,000 Ibs.
of Pure Coie
Canc
eSiear eck day.
ness is notmeter

that the daca
di

paper has

id are Laewe ‘aid
60. The recent ‘action of
Government
since vindicated our judg.
ment.

Pure Cane Sugar See

Look for the Red Ball
‘Trade-mark

Havingerected
the most n

abectately cxrtsin
iarie be.T gates
Pure Cane aces

ott
bat the
the Red Bal "Trade-markia
Fermi

Sugar,

bap-

Frank-

SKIRTS.

Bome of the Newest

Quirks vof

FashionFashion certainly ie lavishing attention upon the separate skirt for the
coming summer.
In fact, she's showing partiality.
The materials that she
is using are made especially for the

petted garment, and go under the name
of skirtings, and besides that, the lines
of the separate sxirt are well consider-

ed and fetching.
g
Perhevs the quirk that fs the sewest
of the new ix that of mitering striped
materials, usually
cotton of Nghtwelght
wool gabardines,
Sometimes the resultIng design of the
skirt is a series of
oblong panel of fects: that resemble ap-

rong at the

ing kelow

back

aad fron, exch

the oth

Another

you

tis our
's, Purest

fall-

atrange-

ment of iittred stripes forms 2 series

of the

sides:

especially good for this purpose.
of the skirts have quite dark
with bright-colored stripes, wht
othera just the reverse is true of the
materials.
Other designs can be formed by the mitre method, such ss
diamonds and even blocks.
There are other smart.modeis, however, tHat the veriest
amateur
can

make, such

as those which are «

fectly straight and their fuliness gathered upon cords about the waist
times shirred pockets are pla.
op each side front.
Most of the separate skirts are {ntended for wear with smocks, middies,
mandarins and sport. blouses {
eral, but thoro are a few dres
shown, too.

os
Which?

Election time wes drawing near and
an enthusiastic politician was agdressing kis
constituents in
a
frenzied

awpeech.

Not a few of his assertions,

reduced to cold
rically opposed

each propocal
plause.

A

thought,
to one

were
an

was recetved

judge

turned

ciamet. but

with . ap-

to

h's

com-

panion and sitid: “This reminds me of
the Irish leader who was
men on to
battle:
*

In three days they started. Tector

solicitation. the maid was sent on beforee by train.

pros-

or young or-in good health {t
easter for you Lo augment your
than to diminish your wants.
you are wise you will do both
at the same time, young or oid, rich
or poor, sick or well, and if you are
very wiee you will do both in such a

nothing else would: have kept her up.
Why, sho has worked fearfuliy harat
You are quite right to take her away;
but we—ah, we shall misy her,"
had bought a traveling-carrinze that
gould’ be converted from an open to

and

perous
may be
means
But if

OR many years the Canadian Public has been eatin
Artificially Colored Sugars.
Government seports
show that some refineries have used Ultramarine Blue
to make their granulated sugar look better than it
actually is, Others made use of Aniline and Vegetable Dyes to
give a brilliant appearance to their soft or yellow, sugars.
unnecessary in refining
This is emphasized in
sent to all refiners by
Government prohibit-

of a bric-

a-brac hunter woter, can hear the stir
the house, and the
aid bustle in

ee

‘The use of dycs or coloring matter

reserved

Mounta‘n

Signa, as she leans back {n a comwith carving
fortatle chair covered

‘Artificial Coloring of Sugar
Prohibited by the Government

of any kind is
Cane Sugar,
a notification
the Dominion

ithat

gossip

has deen stale for a year past.
At some of the other inns and hotela tho landlords were forewarned.
but haut mine host of the Mouatain
Goat has been taken by surprise, he
shows himself equal to an emergency.
A huge fire is already alight In the
guest-room; a couple of maids have

got ready the big bedroom
‘Saunders looked at the horses rather for
state occasions,and the

grimly.
“I'm afraid,

SEPARATE

And he kisses

CHAPTER

The Mountain Goat of ‘Casalina
Of the torrent of which Hector: Warren
nO means a grand hotel, but ‘ita5
had forewarned her was now 80 great be ue
jarkably
comfortable
inn.
that It was only by shouting that he
could make himself heard/oy
the thee first piscesit Is scorn oRsly aicast
right a5 yellow
the
}—Iits
are a§
groom. To make matters worse,
soap; {ts brick fatesSea up @ red
roati took a sudden dip, and gazing
slowly down
in the semtdarkness, glow; tne brass and coppér culinary
Hector saw that the stream closed the Utensils shine with much polishing tii!
road, and that the way was continued they make the eyes twinkle in Loe
Besides the best
by means of a ford of stones, which
were oe: covered by the rushing, roardistinguished
travellers,
ing wi
the peasants
Ses
jumped down just’ in time) public parlor in which

cheering

are on th’ verge of baitle,

his

1 want

to ask ye before ye start, will yez fight
or will yex run?”
ee We will,’ came @ chorus of eager

replies

bad ‘Which

will

pees do?

says
they.

he,

‘says be.

‘f

York

The Patriot's Soliloquy.
(Dedicated ta Lieut. Bert Hooper, D.
wth Battalion,
Secdnd Contingent,
)
Tell me. yo warsawent bills of France
Why gleaming beyonets meet and clash
allied forces forw
das
To check the founan's swift acvance
pon your tair domain?
in redemption of their bond.
3 that speaks the iaw
In his. xigantic world-wide war,
ez the natio
spond
When’ Ereedom welthe
pain?
‘Lell_me, ye Uy
d-guns_that-iicom,
Why monster
speed on through
n Pl
was Wont to dwell
aven ones, Who, Uained the ¢une
D: nd rencotul Belg’
in
s

Who brought
Tell
lates of
Tell me,
mie. ye plkates

the alr,

a Ki
i reiributy oN ft ‘should aveinig
The tde
Je to your loss:
The tyr
ign be o'er?
‘Tell me, ye men in khaki clad,
Who, when, the call of duly ca
Thought naught ‘of else but F
What promptea you. with apirit

ae ge Saeintt youn
en tyrants who, with
Would “anateh you fr in retin
And confiscate your tre
What Is the fund yourtutes
hi
tee ‘

er i

Or death for Fy
—¥ritz Hermats,

Heraijtim,

Misunderstoad.
‘The seafaring

young

man

liad. #rit-

tén his mother an unusually affection‘ate letter,
He was coming home, he
said, and waa bringing her’a number
of presents, aniong them a strived Japanese kimono, . The mother.got the
eenae of most of the lewter:
mee
but
with;
4
to the district Mister ffor vec
_pusal,.
aS At

Boe Mer Fath © 6

ait

“Ah!

Grenville, but the Countess of Delawoust linger on that name. We-must
go to-night, Hector, but to-morrow—"

Pte. Leonard Munn, who is in training at Bramehote Oasmp, England, in «

letter to his parents, Mr, and Mrs. Arch.
Munn, dated May 9, says: * They have
been soaking the drill right to us the
past

few

days.

were

trenches until late last night.
taking exercises

and

‘bayonet

in

up

musketry,

fighting;

also

to

the

We are
bombing

diggink

fore crossing the channel.
I will be
gind to get across aud do my bit the
game as the rest of them.
If I went
back to Canada without being in France
* thoy wonld say something about cold
feet, bat if Lam turned down again

am through tryiug to get to France.

will go—it might

be two weeks or a mouth,
It will all
Spend co theneed of men. The weather

is Povely and the gardens look beantifal.””

POSSSHOSOOO
OSH HOSS OOOS
THE COUNTY

Pte. John Platt, of Aldboroust, who
enlisted with the 9lst, was killed io
action on May 9,
He loaves one little
€

Anoie.J.

Ermatioger,

sister

Revell.

The

Mary McKerracher, Elia

appeals

of

with heart trouble.
P. A. MoVicar,

of

Londou,.

formerly

of Rodney, bas been informed that bis

son,
«©

“,

; A. B. MeVicar,

lost all the

fingers of bis loft band.

of W,

J. Obapman

wore

not entertaived.

of Mra.

_ with

Wight. grave!

{ugot Irou Oo., culyort
Mrs. D. Brown, patriotic grant
Mies MoOallum, patriotic grau
Miss Gordon, patriotic grant,

Miss Leitch, patriotic grant...
Miss Buchanan, patriotic graut..,

Alex, MoLacblin,

arbitrator

A. D.

sundry

his sister

end: mother. He enlisted with the 91st
Battalion and went overseas with that
unit.

S. 8.

Aldboro-Danwich
McKellar,

s

West,

and

a daughter,

Mrs.

Congdon,

resides in North Aldborougb.
c
Charles Waters,a well-known citizen

INSPECTING

GOOD

ROADS

Niagara Peninsula

‘The good roads committee of the
of Southwold, died Friday at Fingal, Elgin
council, comprising. the
in. the reeves ofcounty
aged 86 yours, Ho resided
the townships, which took au
towiisbip since 1841. He is survived by unto trip through
tle counties inthe Niagure
pouinsula
where a system of-good
‘op gon, Wesley Waters, of Fingal, The
to the

~ fanéral

was

held ov.

Fivgal cemetery, the

Monday

service being con-

_ ducted by Rey. P. Langill.

- Whena red hot stove was put
a moving van in Toronto, it
into
to the van and burned the
set
oad of household effects und the
furnitare.
Joseph and
“Father-and son,

Windsor,

"Thomas Fallarton,-of
wore drowned while fishing off the
wharf.

SRO

ei glessloped th

mado

Chambrays,

$1.00, $1.25, $1 50

patterns, with colored cuffs
$1.25
we

Camisoles

cotton, prices
$1.25, $1.50, $2.25

k, short sleeve or no sleeve 15c., 300.
sleeve, all sizes, each 35c. to $1.00
Combination, short sleeve or no
White Cotton Vests, low ni

Ladies’
A

wenlth ‘of

new summer

Collars.

styles, inolnding

vuiles, silks, organdies,

Georgette

Crepe,

square collars, lace and insertion

8. L. Squire,

municipal

highways department.

adviser

No.
hip,
No.
hip,

479, coutil; low bust,
slight figure, 18-28.
419, coutil, low bust,
average figure, 19-80
,

long
1.50
long
2.00

No. 391, coutil, medium bust,

5

ASS

No. 341, coutil, medium bust,

aS

cestctaseeerseeeeeees

ie

15018

Jong hip, nursing, 20-30, 1.25
No. 297; coutil, low bust, long

ir

hip, full figure, 18-30... 1.26 [i
No. 277, coutil, medium bust,
long hip, full figure, 19-30,

;

1.25

No. 278, low bust, long hip,
average figure, 19-30... 1.00

DACDAEDHESR ED2DRE

highway

96 BRANCHES

eu

f

Viseland,

-

and
A Wooden

IN CANADA

5

BANK

MONEY

iS.

ORDERS

Shingles

Manager

Lumber, Lath,
Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings
Cement, Lime
Brantford and Ruberoid

H

Interest allowed

WOODS,

8

One’s alive, the other

DEPARTMENT
SAVINGS BANKat highest
current rate

.

Man
Indian?

isn't. . If any doubt ex-

A-GENERAL- BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT

mukes ¢hem dorable,
Couriderable information was obtained,
which will be submitted to the souncil
visited,

Between
A Lumber

$8,800,000

RESERVE

CAPITAL AND

Lincolv,

ines by the council of Lincoln and takenat
to tho froit experimental station

IRE
PRO E
FINSTAINNS
BRANDS

ps PRO =. PPEDLES
EDA
PROH
CLARA
ADSI

PIRES
g AINSI SANUS

CSRESREON
R=

SIREN)
y BND SSSR SS

Wetland has 60 or 60 miles
alt noder the supervision

jouer.

Oe

S

long hip, average figure, 19-30,

THE MOLSONS BANK

$

acd also au inspec-

tiou of the Hamilton-Toronto

S

What's
the Difference

of the

to Oakville, Which one of the cominittes
stated, “is the most boautifal piece of
road construction it has been my pleasure to 806,""
Ip Norfolk the roads recently constructed are in good condition, bat thore
ballet & few years ago are ip-w
of,

et
REPRE:A
Roo EA ne
SANSed INSANE
Ny RIAL TAINS AIS RECTAN
‘1 U
TSR NEAR UNZTUSTAS

coutil, low bust, long

Iu the

Warden

‘tha counties visited incladed Norfolk,

Welland, Lincola

ASE
®
USN
o>

el AN Ried

ReESRS SAAN
one

No. 545, coutil, low bust, long

hip, slight figure, 19-28, 2.00

400. to $1.50

trimming, price

where good gravel roads abound, they
are simply given a cont of tarvia which

h theiri food—they
‘play with
colds easily and do

No. 666, coutil, medium bust,
long hip, stout figure, 20-30,

are iu yogue, retarned on Friday,

having covered sbont 400 miles,"

party, besides the reeves, were

aio

Gingham
.

Silk

J. A. MoLean, Engineer J. A. Bell and

+ Last 24th of May was the coldest
an of May in 76 years—and it felt

it,

roads

hip, full figure, 19-26 ..84.00

523,

pink, net tops trim: m3 ed
Silk Camisoles, colors maize, white and
SL.25
cseeee coe eee nese ee secee sere nees eee
Y with 1a00 ,.:5 e0
ry ras
embroide
und
lace
nainsook,
fino

ninons,

Elgin County Council Commites in the
=

eS

eae

persons

"The death of Mrs, Mary Grabam oc:

curred at the home of her son, James,
_ at New Glasgow, on Tuesday, aged 85
‘Another son, Robert, is in the

plain

and short sleeves, prices

Children’s Wash Dresses
» and collar, belted style.

6 00

rbes,
Goodall,

agents

Dresses

of checked Gingham,

Dresses
low neck

86 00

in action.

by

Honse

‘Thos. Lacey, putting in culver

T. Everist, tiling ou Talbot

are

No.735, coutil, med. bust, long

Coats

Sport

House

‘The following cheques were issued:

G. Rapelje, order Riley. tp portion
Huates drain
15 00
Jobo MoLean, teaming, scraping

$1.26 to $2.50

We

for Dutton for
these corsets

and Coverts, with
Check and Tweed Patterns, Velvet Cordstrimmed
with large
loose, flared backs, also belted effects,
collars and pockets

Af

maiutain poles, wires or cables apon the
highways in Dauwich, was read avd

P. 0, McBride, pole an
road leveller ..
F. W. Smith, work,
R.
¥, W, Smith, for James
nilding scraper:
F. W. Smith, for

a wealth
ATHENA Poplins and Cords,
plain styles and

Ladies’

aud H, MoDonell

D. W. Graham,

in Gabardine,

of new styles,
many noveltics,

By-law 867, to authorize the Dunwich
aud Telephone Association to erect and

H.

pearl buttons
and
olose to neck, $4.00.

Skirts,

White

B. McFarlane

Pte, Eimer 0. Yeavdlo.~whose mother
resides at Talbotyille, bas beeu killed
He is survived

rows of
buttoned

and Jessié McKillop were dismissed.
A coart of revision cn the Wallacetown drain was held when the appeals

Judge Firmatinger, died in Amasa Wood

“Hospital, aftor an illoess of many years

White Silk .Middies, made
with shirred pockets, two

|

Gordon Murray. work.

POOOOOOSOOOSSO

Miss

roll, J.C.

G.

Silk Shantung Middies, belted
style, large collar with
ri
silk stitching, all sizes, $2.50

Co:

D. A. McNabb. month’s salary... 81 25
D. A, McNabb, postage and exp!

Happenings in Higin During
the Past Week

. BoD.

48. Block G, Wallacetown; the HydroElectric Power Commission
assessed for
lands ; dogs struck off for J, E, Pearce.

G. W. Gilbert, P. [Gainsbeck,

trenches and patting op barb wire eu-

we

VUARD

A. Camoron assessed for 88 feet of lot

tanglements,
I will get inocnlated
again to-morrow, as all of us got it be-

‘am fot sure when

‘The council went into a court of revision on the assessmont roll, with the
reeye in the chair. when the following
changes were made: The assesamant on.
N. W. pt. lot 24. con, 4, be redaced $800,
and assessed to N bf, 24, con 2; the 8.
pt. of O, con, 3, reduced $500; Jobn
Kerr assessed for Baptist parsonage; J:

Ri
SN IS ‘ iy USSU SN

the members present.

The 78rd is being broken up, and
most of us will go to oar sister battalions, the 18th or 420d.

A large showing of new styles in Chil- [
dren’s and Misses’ sizes, plain white, |
striped and colored collars, some belted
with pockets, some half-sleeve and long.

EDREDA
3
WETS)

:

*

Ss
oe

Hand |

oR

DUNWICH COUNCIL

The regular~sessiou of the Dunwich
council was held ou Monday, with all

now

Middies

Just To

RFIRSIS

are

:

Waists

Silk

Black

EDR RRR
Iv
LSS NSE

and

up

New

S77

resting in billets.

relieved

furs,

Se

line.
Of the 26 men who comprised our
party only five came through.
By the

were

from

Cos

iesesseee GQ00

oweseey

Hi> WR

50c.

time we had consolidated our objective,
which was the German third line, Fritz
evidently had enough, and after a few
we

away

collar, all sizes.....+ Gheaet

cuffs and

s -$1.50
Plain White Silk Waist, large collar, all sizes......ssseeeeeseceeeer

PRED hyQe ray EDA CORE: aN
Is IS IRIN
TUNA BNE TURN URRY TURNS

moths

to

The RExol& Store

had to make aboot s dozen trips back
and forth from our ling to the German

days

guaranteed

AINA,

keep

Bags,

we

pointed collars, front lace insertion, embroidered

embroidered

TUSSI

Moth

RS

point Collars. ..seeseeeeeeees sees tencesesess

Fine Voile Waists,

ANE 1

‘We had gone over behind the first
wave and on reaching the second line
we had to dump our stuff and turn
abont and get more,
The Germans
were shelling pretty heavily-and the
shrapnel burst overtn
with an awfal
roar.
Isaw a goodmany men fall.
I
came through myself without a scratoh,
so I guess I. must be a lacky one, for we

We also have Moth
Balls, any quantity,
5c. up.

Nt Sy TU

barbed wire,
stakes,
smmanition,
bombs and such supplies as were needed,

with lace ....§1,50
Voile Waists, embroidery front, collar and cuffs trim med
including-the new
Special Showing of White Voile Waists, many new styles,
le
sessve

BN i
x

}'

CS
eS
n eS PHEDHE
Rs SINR STN ReRS INS RS

Large Tins, 25c.

de-

carrying

eS

party

33

working

8

a

essssssss

as

tailed

Whi te Voile Waists,. All Sizes,
E ven to the Largest

New

iN

auy farther, as our company was

SYVAN
NY

Ow

RED

bunch of prisoners and after a rather
stiff scrap with bombs we had possession, of their second line.
I did not go

ANIA NYYAN
AN y ZBW
BENE
rs Coe USN
CHCS

ting over aud were soon in the German
trenches. Bayoueting
aud bombing our

‘way we soon hid Fritz out of his first
line; then on to the next we went for
all we were worth. Soon we had a pice

A OVAN

For your protection
against. ravages
of
moths in Furs, Wearing Apparel, Carpets,
cee
Furniture,
etc.

the Canadiana took Vimy

“Bare, Oar battalion was right in the
drive, being ou the extreme left of the
Hine. We did not lose mach time get-

se
RYS>A) NS)
RAN
BY

on, atid low

wy

Naphtholene

h ad-

‘vance long before this letter will reach

st

Middies, Separate Skirts, New:
Voile Dresses, House Dresses,
Ladies Sport Coats —

ONS vyV 20
YAN VW ay VES
TON YANY
\ BN
BNE 4eS SNaN VAN
WEN Wes \ aN
VoauG eS

—Pte. Munn Leaues Soon for France in: Totter fo" Misa Jeunie Moalilian
> Pte. Chas. Redfern says:
“IT suppose you read of the B:

1 B aN
ANN ie
BNx
a vy ToS
WAN553<5) NYAS
Wee
y B aN BXoSah BSCR
Sau cS YES,

Lavender

Pte, C, Redfern in Battle of Vimy Ridge
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__ LETTERS FROM

Store

ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIOR
CY
EES BK os

NANNY
‘
NY
SV

NYA)

NANENANES
BUZZ

Z525 NZS
SY Ye cy

Drug

VANE

NY
Zs
vo2

Publishers.

WA Rai
A) IRA\
ZINN Re ZN SA
NU
a
TUS A DUS NM SZ

A.E.Roberts |

ADVANCE

BLUE & SMITH,

BS oS
S883
ES DR >

JE DUTTON

Dutton Branch|f

*

e

“Gassed” Neighbors’ Children

Roofiings

Hard Wall Plaster
Ceil Board, Etc.

Sentence
of three months’ hard
passed at W1

ists as to which is the live
one, remember it was a
live lumber man
who
sold the lumber that the
wooden Indian was made
of.

We claim

to be very

much alive in the lumber

business, and want you
to be alive to that fact.

|W. SAUNDERS ‘itz.ctsec
Seed

Corn ;

right awa
ithe

Wm,
Hannigan appeared before
County Magistrate Hant on Monday on

Tur T. Hooxrs Oo.

liquor te
in

fees

We offer you the most com-.

have ever
plete line=we
shown at the lowest prices.
Nice bedroom papers from:
5 to 10c- a Soe Oatmeal papers, 30 in. wide, all’

lace ‘other Minna

i args

accused

homed
made bist
Proouring
eoecccoccoooooesoooees : ‘which
duantity of liquor he took 18 2, bis
$ IN AND AROUND TOWNS | information
gener: oa tala Inia Wehe ett
lett for
Wind:
home,

-O9O90909009 09000000908
mate ‘24th was the coldest recorded in
years, and also the most disagree-

able. "The temperatare varied from 89
48 degrees.
Oommencing

Wednesda:

sor, where he was
—
ce
aE
‘Ho pleaded gailt
the charge of being dank abd pan engt +#15 and $19 *
Rion tiger ier
haa a
residence, he pleaded Pa BSD,

evening,

colors, 25¢ a roll.

iris

* Shoppers are reminded of the Wednes-

day afternoon holiday daring Jane and

Jaly-~ when stores aud other business
places will be closed.
J. A. Campbell
See eee

Ford car to Donglas
wich,

Dan-

Mr. Campbell im

danereoelved

another car of Fords.

While
climbing a tree Daniel, the
12-year-old son of Daniel Tolman, Danwioh, fell to the ground, fracturing his
Dr, Galbraith reduced the

are,

A memorial service for Pte. George
Hefford will be held in the Ohurch of
the Nativity next Sunday evening.
At

the

conclusion of the service

Nanfan,

of

London,

will

sound

“Last Post.
Donald Mo William has been called to

physically unfit.
At the regalar meeting of the DonIusurauce’Co.

on

Satarday

ceived aud nocepted
‘Twoclaims were
paid: Mrs. Kairns, $20, dam:
by lightning, ‘and J.D. McKishaie. eo,
use,

Heat

son of Rev.

J. H. and Mrs.

Stewart, of Douwich, has enlisted with
the 68rd London Battery,
‘The battery
will shortly be transferred to Pettawa
fortraiving
‘This is their second son to

join the colors, another, George, being
at the front for several months.

‘A rink of local bowlers, composed of
G. N. Giddy.

W.

aud F. Galbraith,

Affleck,

W.

J. Mitton

participated in tho

toorvament

at Thamesville

on the 24th

They

unable to retain it for a

in defence of the cop won last year.
were

second year, it being won by a Chatham
A sorions accident

befell
Mrs. Catharine

MoMillan, an aged lady of 83 years, who
lives alone in this village, on Wednes-

day.

While

attending

to her asual

duties in the Louse she fell op the floor,

in which position she remained for several hours ontil she was found by «
neighbor,

who called

broken

ber

at her home.

hip io the fall and

of the council, has placed at the disposal
of the village their property at the corner of Main and Shackletov? streets for

Foreman Sooyne

aud his men have alroady commenced

to

improve the place. ‘I'ue fences are being
removed and the trees
the land will be leyelled.

trimmed,
The” “br

at

ing spot”’ will add grently to the appear:
ance of the village

aud

also black with white

Holeproot Hose

the courtesy of

the railway authorities in granting it
for that purpose will be greatly appre-

ciated.

PERSONAL
Thamesville last week.
Miss Margaret Molatyre, of Windsor,

10...

Princess ‘ii
ir girls
avd
boys, bse
orETS ‘all aie paren 250
Boys and girls Black hibbed Ootton

on Thorsday, the service being con:
dacted by
v. Mr. Onyers, of the
Methodist church

‘Hose, seconds,

not much perOns wun

sizes 6 to 10

DEATH OF MRS. JOHN TAYLOR

12}¢0

PTE. MERRILEES KILLED IN

ACTION

Tt was officially
auSunounced on Monday

that Pro. John Merrilees had given his
Ditton on Sundsy evening, of Mrs.
lite. for his King and country, and in
Maria Taylor, wife of Mr. Johv Taylor.
She had been unwell for two weeks, bat North Danwich, where the young salaice
on Sanday her condition became serious ‘was employed, the word of his death
He was 27 ties of
and she rapidly sank
The caase of her caosed deep regret.
seyeral
joath. was armmic poisoning,
The late ane wud came from Scotland

Mrs, Taylor was in her 66th year.

was born in Danwioh, where she resided

until

she made her home

in

Dutton

twelve years ago.
e Was a member
of
the Presbyterian chore and highlypo

spected,

leaves,

To

mourn

besides

her

her husband,

with, which barsellon: he went overseas.
le
ber of Kintyre “Camp
Sons ofScotland.
AIL his relatives live

PRINCIPAL

thres

woll atteuded.

id with relatives last week.
Roger Black ahd Mrs. Harry

Manion.

of St. Thomas,

spent x eons:

Day, with Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Blac!

The marriage of Ina Alexandra, only
daughter of Mr, aud Mrs. N. M. Squire,

McCALLUM—GRAHAM

Toronto, to Norman D, Liberty, D.D.S.,

Former Datton Man isis Married at Regina,
Sask.
A pretty wedding was solemn
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
‘Av Erakine,
Regina, Sask.. on Wednesday, May 28, at
6.20 o'clock, when the latter’ssister, Misa

son of Mr, and Mrs. Arthar Liberty, of
Tyroonnell, took
place in Toronto on

Tuesday, Rev.

Dr. Oleayer officiating.

The bride wore ivory dachess satin with

pangiers of talle aud her bridal veil
was also of tulle, Miss Josephine Seaman, the bridesmaid, was
k'tullo aud lace. | Miss

Jessie Elizabeth Graham was united in
marriage to William Thomas MoOallum,
leaoe
formerly
of

dre:
Atkins,

in
of

wen Sound, played the wedding march,

Mies Violet Atkinus sang.
Mr. AtRey. Angus Graham, and
kins, of Cobalt, was groomsman.
Mrs.
minded of Moosejaw College, cousin of
Squire received after the ceremony,
the bride, performed the ceremony,
wearing black chiffon over rose satin,
The bride entered the drawing-room
and Mrs. Liberty, the groom's mother,

WRECK
A

bad

wreck occurred

on

cars were thrown into
flour,

ind,
onsite

the Pere

the ditch and

One car was loaded with

which was scattered about the
The track was torn up fora
distance and it was not uu-

appeals were
day evening.
‘

1. 0. D, E. NOTES

‘The next regular meetingwi
o8 ent
ten at 8.

an

8.

tly

Datton.
&.Son “have

$8,000 to | in

‘‘Muldoon’s Blonder,’

in the

Campbellton, on Friday,

Proceeds

for the Campbellton

Patriotic League.
-_ Ameoting off tho officers of the Dutton
* Ourling and Beating EBink sa be held
ae
ane ab ae
we
Campbell, president.

5 PL gre
of the present

0

used for

ehonk:

sine

lo serial

, to

This susummer.

Corner

Need

OUTING

An

SKIRT

See our range of White Sport Skirts in Pique,

Reppe and Middy

Cloth,

made

with

pockets and

KC cee ccvicvsiesrsecrcsccns ceewsscveees
colored

Wi eg
foe alata

STOCK

extra good

Value

UNDERWEAR
In Balbriggan and Lisle, also excellent quality of Cotton.
Hosiery in All Qualities and Prices

ca, fano,88 890

JAMES

F..

GAHAN

CARD

OF

THANKS

R, John McBachren and tlster wish to
Sateen
and neighbors forthelr
Sud tisdeoes
ee

PERE MARQUETTE
AST BOUND.

WReT BOUND
No.1 4p20, St.Thomas
794 a.m 490p.m, Bhedden
100.m 42pm
Tons
740a.m 436p.m DUTTON

7.65 om

Noa Noct
11.318,m 8.34p.m
11,30e.m 8.9¢p.m
11.198.m 8.19 p.m
11,S6a.m 6,50p.r0

11,51 a.m 4,45p.m West Lorne 11.00a,m, 8,00p.m
MB, CLA!

ines, Dutton

REDUCING

sie
and

of the
Choicest

Newest Shades|
Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

3 Arch. McCallum MERCHANT |

SALE|

CLOCKS, SILVERWARE
UT GLASS AND CHINA

June

me Custom Tailoring

1 to June 30

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
Special
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
and
Changes are not necessary if you buy a

Our entire stock at your disposal at practically your own price.
We positively must secure a large turnover in June and to do
8o we offer extraordinary values in all lines.
Below is partial
list of the many bargains.

Necklaces
Gold eee ne 6
pearls. on
Nateat, reg.

1a

Batter Ault
7
Teas;
awn woe-yGu! 00. Casseroles,
Tes, $6" ig ‘ho,

Gold Necklace, set with Pens and
cameo, reg. 10.00

Be

...

al00

Solld Gold Rings

Bread Taya, 3:50 to 4.00.
Special

Sunbursts
Pearl Sunburst, ‘reg. 7.00.....

3.00

special 7

«2.25to 8,00

4.75

fielioie Wainer, com
$5.75
15-S
viet. 7.15

ci EVROLET

reg. 8
$1
«04<9.00 bois
Gents’ Wrist Watebes, $10... a8

waters

-CUT GLASS
eee
Spe2.75. to'4.75

10.00. a5

Tires om Rear

Wheels

“$695.00
(6 Osher, eefear og Bie Romeo

ee

of

D, A, MoNARB, Municipal Olerk,

JEWELRY, Cut ares

30 Days

gathered

81,00; 1.50, 1.75

collars, made

Fancy Neckwear for Men and Women
Shantung Silks, Plain Stripes and Coin Spots
Chiffon Taffetas, black, navy, browns, greens, per yd...... 1.50
Duchess Satins, all colors, per yd..
2201.25 to 1.75
Extra valueg in Silk and Lisle Gloves,.......265¢, 50¢. 75, 1.00

fioedoawotShackleton
Tho He‘lowest or any: tondes
neomesaullystreet,
oe"

now within her ports.

collection made recently

Shamrook Rebekah

Joan on first mortgage
on a farm.
Seo the Dutton Elovator's ad., offercorn and other food,
; aa asking for wool.
The Cowal DramatioOlab will present
Jane

aber ihe

$10 to the work of the

Cook “and gining-room girl wanted at

sohoolhotse,

ene

has been a drop in prices for

given to the Chapter for patriotic work.

SPECIAL NOTICES

the play,

Mon-

has not yet been sold.
The collection of $20 taken
at the Oddfellows’ service has

Engineer Smith.

the Qaeen’s
Daniel Black

laid over until next

Don’t forget to put
Et your May envelope
in the Red Oross

aan

c

the lands of es

early on

cars on a
veast-bound freight were derailed on
count of a broken journal.
Two of the

badly damaged.

sak for $500 as income
be struck off the

Hydro Electric Power Commission
in
Datton were assessed for $740; the other

ON Pe M. RAILWAY

mneqaeee at Iona Station
Monday mornin; when ten

assessment roll, with the reeye in the

chair.
Several appeals were read and
the appellants heard.
The appeal of
. H_ Morrison, asking that his assesssustained;

ater.
.
for selling. Apply ‘before June 1 on the prem.
ARCH, MoLEAN,
TENDERS

gift to the bride was a platinom bar pib
set with diamonds, to the bridesmaid a

blouse of maize georgette crepe, with

t to the | coaple
RTO!
hat to match, ‘The, groom's
left for New
“York and
Was!
bride was a pair of peal «ear-rings.
After the corsmony
© guests sat ington on their wedding trip, the bride
Sravalling in midnight blae gown, band
down bo snemiieee?
inner, the Sele.
mbroidered, with fancy black hat. On

was

FARM FOR SALE
HAT desirable fares,bein:
b
Tt 19 ‘Conces160 acres

was gowned in black satin. The groom’s

The Datton coancil met on Monday
evening as a court of
ision on the

May

Voile and Silk Waists--Wonderful
LIBERTY—SQUIRE

arn

roll,

R. P. Reekie

Busy

You

Middies, in all white and
material.

position,

z

i

:

Corvusine

spent Saturday in town,
room
being
tily decoratedin pink
Dr. Geo. H. Ling, of Saskatoon, is and ‘ahi
he bride and kroom were their return they will take up their revisiting at his home here.
the recipients of many beantifal and sidence in Cobalt.
Miss Leua Gow, of Detroit, spent over
usefal presents.
THE CHURCHES
Those present from a distance were:
Sunday with her parents.
Miss Millie McOallam, Dattow, Ont.,
Miss Lillias MoKillop, of Leamington,
BAPTIST.
ant
D. A. Grabam, West
spent the holiday at her home,
.
Service will be held as ushal in the
Dr. H. L. Smith, of Windsor, spent Lorne, Ont,
Baptist oboreh on Sunday evening with
the week-end-at-his home hero,
‘| communion at close of service,
Mr. and Mrs. Jas, Osmeron, of WindDUTTON COUNCIL
sor, spent a fow days with relatives in
Brazil may seizethe German steamers
Datton and Danwich.
Mra,
W. A. Smith,
who is under
treatment at Byron Savitariam, speut a

At. the

forget to use

when sowing your corn.
Stands wet season better and sure keeps the
birds away.

There were twelye applicants for the

The bearers were: W.

supported by her father, to the strains
of Mendelssohn's wedding
maroh,
played by Mrs. Erskine.
She wore a

Don’t

BOOTS &SHOES. JEWELRY

ITE

WH

A Timely Reminder

ENGAGED

At a mecting of
the High School
Board on Monday, J.L. Mitchener, B A., |
charch at McDonald's Corners, Lanark peopel of the Vanleek Hill Collegiate
‘pstitute, was engaged as privcipal to
James MoMullen, Dunwich;
John Eilisou, ot Springs, aud re
Mr. Morrison, at # salary of
700.
Mr. Mitchener is a graduate of
Mrs. Farrow, of
‘ho fauvral was held 9yesterday after- Toronto and has been principal at
He holds a
noon to Fairview cemetery.
The ser- Vanleck Hill since 1909.
vice was held in Kuox charch, being science special degre acd also certificates
conducted by Rev. R. Stewart and was in agricultare, physical cultare avd art.
Saunders, J. D. Black, Jas. Gahan, us
Sepealet
A. E. Roberts and G.

E:

A.

in Scotland.

brothers and two
Willism MoMullen, Oil City; Rev. Andrew MoMallen, minister of the Presbvterian

suit of pary: biue serge, ‘opening overs

“Miss Kistrack yisited at her homo in

for girls iu pink. fine

xibbed. gnaranteed, 534 to

* 8to

and

volors, Oak, Mahogany, Walnut, White
id Black and Clear for aon; Floor
iat
It dries like glass
Fin ishes and Furniture.
on gives a beautiful finish.
Vacuum Cleaners
We also have all the modern_helps to house cleaning, O’Cedar Dust Mops
t Sweepers,
from $5 to the Electric at $25.
3 50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer, Renewal, O’Cedar Oil, Wall Paper Cleaner..
Prices
Furniture of All Kind s, Beds, Springs, Mattresses at Lowest
FURNITURE

3 Lacqueret

danghter: William

Johu

pint 25c., pint 406,
lon; $2.25.

points..75c, oe 00

Kayser Uhsmoisette Gloves, wi
white, also white with black pointe,

reached “the

George,

149

Kayser Silk Gloves, iv black and white,

that som astie Soc

by four sous and one

Dr.

was otherwise iojared.
The Michigan Central, at the request
the purpose ofa park.

8.

me to
tion of a tow years Oe United States,
resided here since. Hee was the last
member of his famil;My oe is survived

McKillop was sammoned and foand that
she had

of

‘The death occarred at her home in

the

usaal number of applications were re-

damage

resident

,the

the bar aud enrolled as a solicitor of the
Supreme
Court of Ontario,
Mr. McWilliam volunteered for service with
the G.EF., but has been rejected as
wich

AT A RIPE OLD AGE
DUTTON ‘FLOUR MILLS
John Hicks Passes Away Jn His 9st —————
Year
T. Hockin Co. Specials
The death occurred in Dereham on
Taesday, May 22, of Mr, JohnPisgcrah *

We still have a limited
quantity which we offer
you as long as they last
a the old prices: Half
quart 75¢, half-gation $1.25, gal-

Mixed Paints

«Jane 6th, the Citizens’ Baud will give, magistrate he!
herwise, and
weekly open air concerts daring the a fine of $200 and costs of $8.
The fines
summer months.
were paid.

eurenters

Tarnip.

isin Our

ee

aMangel,
‘ota eh WhiteFn Flint,os ani
Sagar Beet, Field Oarrot and

aden ona

mes
at Sa

ISSUE

“AS SIMPLE ASA BO.
Loan Alphabet Issued by the War
*)

Alphabet:

Acts for asking the nation to lend,
B sie for Belgium, whose right we defend,
z
CG. iy for certificates still to be sold.

company + with an+|

other man of mark.
And th
told x story
in bis best\

o

regarded by him.)
say the least. The
ighed heartily, an:

is for Do
is the

1c * Atlante, and

‘bis. ree

Tan of mark sat nent

Bicefoe

the opposite
wi

xf

(pects mi
laugh. © “Not much.) Tn
‘choke set. New York Evening Post,
anianEipeaaiiel
Minard’s Liniment Cures Garget In
Cows.
i
he, ‘turev. into. them offerings _ of
oot
~ tobacco, red ‘feathers aneisometimes
‘HISTORIC PUNS.
_ .

= wourk River, “where he would, set fire
toa pile ‘of driftwood, and then, taking

rae by the hand, sing sacred songs to
fire and river. In the meautime

oak twigs.
never knew the meaning
“of these offerings,
but 1 always felt

itiy

mé to resis! ee

or not
war

time,

wearing. /Forsevery-lay wear,
you will find them immeasurably

_ebetter
than hot, heavy

expensive

leather

~

«When you're out for
‘fa good time, wear
, WHITE “Fleet Foot”
. Shoes, In fact, you mus wear White Shoes
this summer, to be well dressed. Dealers

~ Styles for men, women and children.

201

ATHLETE BAL

in. 7 sia sie
a Acmairay
was
abo
captains
cam sae
i eee

preheat:

CAPT. F.

R.

Dut ar

fleet

of

infer

ise Management

he.

brae
aon

and potn'
Duncan,

‘Their,

advice * sented
er
histone: apis

laatic come ance

with

his

In pp ooh illang - victory.
setters.

ours
distance

relieve

Recipes for Making
Both White 1 iis Kasae Just Why
“ptock,made

from

..veal.and

use

chicken

bones, or tha water a fow) was boiled
~ fn with so..e
vegetable added, but
Stock or mutton made of
5

0%)

scsond

stock

. boiling of the mater-

using cbout two.

‘The eoun

‘added to this’ by-degroce off

and st’ red thoroughly to pre. This

all the: thousani

into
will

near

ot

process must not

et

ie

het:‘Soll again*afIf liked, egg
ead

than

not find anything to restore
resin ce
pers

-her® -to

Depalst

‘been cured by Dodd's Kidney Pilla
“My wife used just two boxes>
them and xhe is. perfectly. well, to the
great
eurprise of all our, Ene
‘They can telt-you: the same‘ thing.”
cannot
recommend _ Dodd's
Kidney

pee enough.”
Dodd's Kidney Pills are the greatest
Ot all remedies for weak, suffering
women. They cure the kidneys. The
kidneys are the root of nine-ten!
Moreover, cured kidneys
women's ills. clear
blood all over ‘the
Te
aoe

time for your eyes.

read

while

Above all, do not

travelling.

The

light is

Isidore
tees

to siy a
Pills,” Mr. Morered!. says...“My wife
was sick for two years. , We
could

that

means

good

cvhich

Z

tor Count

us,

Zeppelin,

making

a fuss.

diseases

in

Chicago

ness befor o calting

any

saves
the
the second day

@ docto:

of

I~

Den't ‘allow a
way
sick un

hee we not the beginning of u
sen:
Dott forget that measles,
whooptneCoe eh. senriet
eyed a
hoe “followed.

objects you

pass;

If you do this, pain

in the eyes, headache

or other evi-

teeet and
diphtheria a
y because this rule }

dence of eyestrain will in all probabi!-

ity "be the result,
Better

far

to™

sit.

wzth

yourjeyes

closed, or shifting their object from
time to time, Remember
that you
Fought to have! them in as good cond!tion as possible for your work.
Assuredly

you

ought not.

to

before you begin to work.
If

aes

have'to

work

tire

facing

them.
a’ win-

an-eyeshade.. And while you

ought always to work in a good light,
avold working with the sun glaring on

the work

‘This, Bony
the ey!
health everyShould

at “which you

willcrapidly

are looking.

tire and

strain

they be tired and strained,
ash: them witha mild solution of
ic acid, and take special. pains to
observe the precautions
ons, already mentioned, If, despite every” precaution,
feeling of strain peralsts, consult

transported

by

canoe

to

NO

GIRL OR
WOMAN
NEED
CONSTANTLY AILING ANDO
UNHAPPY,

Nature

woman to

‘All

with

those

happy

colorless

et to

gt

cheeks,

skins and sunken, lustreless eyes, are
in this condition

because ther

have not

enough blood, red blood {n their veins
to Keep them Well in the charm of
health.
They euffer from depressing
weariness
and
periodical
headaches,
* Dark lines form under their eyes, their
heart palpitates
violently
after the
slightest exertion,
and they are often
attacked with fainting spells.
These
are only a few of the miseries of blood.
Jessness.
Nothing can secure girls and
women from the inevitable decline that
follows anaemia excep? a generous suply of new, rich, red blood; and noth-

{ng has ever proved so successful In
erecting red, good blvod as Dr, WilHams’ Pink’ Pills for Pale
People.
Thousands and thousands
women owe
their good

of girls and
health
and

charming complexion to (ke use of this
medicine?
Here
power to cure.

is
MIs

examble

of its

appetite failed, and my friends feared

is a charge

my lips bloodless, and the
exertion-left-me breathless,

Decean; India.
At the period when this magnificent
peace. offering was given to the king
the impeachment-of Warren Hastings

was adyancing in parliament, and it
was current rumor that this and seydiamonds

were

the

pur.

in

the

win-

chase price of Hastinzs’ acquittal.
appeared

of tho printshops.

One

repre-

slightest
~-F-suffered

frequently from severe headaches,

of bribery

sented to George TIL, ostensibly as a
giftfrom the nizam or native ruler of

benefit, and finally [{ had to give up
my work and return home.
It was at
this stage that a.friend brought mea
box of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, and

urged me to’ try them.

By the time

the box was used I thought they were
helping me, and decided
to continue
using the pills,
.! took haif
a dozen
boxes more,
when ny strej
h had
completely réturned, my appet ite was
restored, my color. roturned, headaches
had disappeared aid Twas feeling better than I had been for years.
T3vould
wes every weak ond ailing girl to give
Dr, Williams’ Pink Pills a
falr trial.”
‘These pitis are sold by all medicine
dealers, or may be Wad by mafl at 29

cents a box or six boxes for $2.50 froin

kneeling,

‘To Make Violet Water.
Artificial of] of violet, 2 drms... $

with

‘The Dr. Williams’ Medicine Co., Brockville, Ont:
——_++e-———
et

the king was exhibited
his

mouth

open,

and

Hastings throwing-dlamonds Into it.

“Mpis is a truth which:

10
904

05

Total ....
$1 45
The etiloroptiyt ‘ig for coloring ‘the

ists, with abundant

liguid.-

Unless «this is used, the water

will have’a

many ae aa

brownish

‘color,

By this-formuta you will get x quart

of good: violet water, such 2s would
cost it bought ready for use, not jess
kiyn Eagtc.

een
and varied demands now made

2

last

oe
———
» Justifiable Adoption.

iinard’s. Linimént Cures Distemper.

i

gore
€
big, Ravtpots:
mt teaent hie? nippin'

7

+

Spanking Coesn’t Cure!
think
Arn
re vide child:
a
ren

BP. se
trouble

FREE

is

can ibe
re the

cured

of

child

me
lults troubled
with urine
urinedifficulties ¥y
tata
Med with
syne, nights Adsreat.
ealtiee by
rs. M. Summers,
WINDSOR, Ontario.
BOX 8 ss
Wily Mixe.
An

Irishman

!n a town

In the South

to let his priest

catch
him emerging from @ saloon
with a demijohn under his arm. The
priest walted for him to come by and

a good mi

“A can't, "ath
on the bottom”

” said Miko, “mine's
New York Times.

In discurcing the
Pacific report, the

fresh-made

from the MacGregor

on! Marguerite street,” explain

recent Canadian
London Statist,

which Ss one of the most conservative
financia] publications in Englatd, has
a two-page article héaded Canadian
Pacific Eccnomies, which
2
though the volume of traffic waa all
that could be desire, 1916 was one of

the mest difficult yeare ever experi-

enced. Enormove businers had to
-be
handled
with a serious shortage of
care, while the cost of material
was
rising by-leaps and bounds; fest and
wages Were tncreasing, and labor
éearce and jess efficient. Had aot the
road been vas'
improved fa recent
years and the capacity greatly increased, serious ccngestion must have oc-

curred,

making

proper

control

over

expenditure impossible,
The
Statist alludes further to the
great improvement in train and carjoad statistics and to the increased
egonomy éehown by the
conducting
transportation ratio, It thinks
that
notwithstanding the advancing costs.
the net. earnings and. profits for 1917
will compare favorably with those for
1916, and that there ie aNary. Hkelihoed
that the growth of the c
tivitles will prove a6 woud
future es in the
past.

——_+-2 ——_.

my

I was going {nto consumption.
had
becn doctoring, but did not derive cay

sented Hastings wheeling the king to
jaarket"in a wheelbarrow and saying:
“What'a man buys:he may sell-again.”*

In another

as

STATIST FAVORABLY
IMPRESSED BY C. P. R.

inte ni

blam

womed

In the history of the Hastings trag-

the geatle art of caricature’ ‘an oppor:
tunity euch as aad. never come to it
before, and showed
the power that
caricature could wield updn a people.
‘At a levee of the king held.on June
14, 1786, a very valuable diamond of
untisual size and brilllancy was pre-

dows

forward

«+2

nnd heal thy.
0
nh
find their lives saddened
suff
sey always because their blood

Crorophy}

ee

BE

edy

Caricatures:

these

“Mike, what {fs it you have in tha:
demijohn?”
“Whiskey, eir.”
“To whom does it belong?”
“To me and me brother Pat, sir.”
“Well, me
pour yours out and be

against a king, George II1., which gave

lesser

brought

PERFECT HEALTH
DUE TO THE BLOOD

my blood had seemed almost to have
turned to water, my cheeks were pale,

eral

he

resoyree, and vowed he would do his
beat to “sell one or know the rearon

the

Nearly every great diamond has a
history.
These histories are always
romantic,
,embodying
numerous
adventures, some of which are tragic.
of England

“Too Much Troubl

was carcless enough

has

caused Health Commissioner Robertson,
f.
that city, to. tts a
of “conregicus diseaze dont’s.""
fellow:
Don't
forget
that
aoe
hi
kes
lid ut home and away’ fro:
tha
Gren if the ehild ts tcl, in any’
Don't fall to get a doctor ani “learn
what fo ‘the matter with
n't forget that diptheria sands toxin,

siven
the first
Don't wail antl

HELP.

coast and finally sold at Bahia. bringIng the finder, it Is said, $25,900,
cording
to estimate:
would furnish fully 2.

Orris powder 1 ounce
Deodorized alcohol, enough to
27
ma) Me a quart ,.

ee

Etc.

Kiddies Get Sick.

‘The spread of ecarlet fever and other
contagious

MILL

Gonsner

Hlunketa NtoprreHess asthe,
pazteulars \. ADL yytoto Slingsby Wee fo,

Britain

the!‘amount they can raise {f they
try.
’
is for Ypres, where men fought for

make these periods of travel-a-resting

Tikely to be mone too good, and the
swaying of the car increases the strain
of reading.
a
And do not s:t Jooking steadily out
it-always\ gives. me pleasure
of the.car windows at the various
good word for Dodd's Kidney

the great kidney remedy
Mercredi, of thig.place.

health.
‘Then wo
telling of several

De

to steady

vision,

Canadians who praise Dodd's‘Kidney
Pills for the good
they have done,
there ig no more fervent admirer of.

ping.

strain

Good to Bear in Mind When Your

Den't allow a child not feel nis well to
chook,
Also, from time to time, close the
eyes entirely. Let the muscles of your playeoates
na
if
contagious
ever. “determined
‘whole body relax. Sit Hmply in your Ginense $s barneal
day of (he attack.
chair, Dismiss all thought of the work first
ore throat
Don't neglect a cold,‘Court
on re you are engaged.
rash. It may be t beginning
2 “disease
t up and walk about the room,
———o+
-—___
DODD'S
KIDNEY.
PILLS CURED
160k eat of the window, poke the fire, Minard’s Liniment Cures Diphtheria.
MRS. MERCREDI.
think of nothing in especial.
——
2
<
Both these procedures will be found
THE HASTINGS DIAMOND.
She Had Been Ill Two Years and wonderfully restful to your mind. They
Could Find No Cure. That's Why have the additional advantage of givHer Hueband Is Enthusiastic Over
ing your_eyes a chance to rest.
» Dodd's Kidney Pills,
i
If- you ride in street car or railway It Involved a King of England ina
Bribery Scandal.
car to and from your place of work,
Fort Smith, Alberta, May She <80e
clal.)—Among.

a quart o}ofsoupj.;

Y, an occasional glance
for a few moments

the

DON'TS.

as He Admires Them

3

one should

mean
long
rests.
If, for
example,
your work is of a sort to require close

Application of the eyes at reading,
writing, designing, etc, for many

‘Sky Charles Napier
een. AE
have sinned)
+

GooD SOUPS.
=

of the cyes

eames vudad them frequent rests, as
well as taking care to use them under
lighting conditions that of themselves

Révere winter’ approaching?
strain,
r havea
ecauly to advine You to keep Up a lessen:
Frequent rests do not necessarily

DESJARDIN,

Sehr, Storke, St. Andre, Kamoureska:
i

For « white soup

remote ancestors far-seelng eyes.
e consequence ts that eyestrain,
with its
resultant evils
is an everpresent
danger.
Mauy
can avoid it
only by wearing spectacles. All have
to manage their eyes wisely if they
ee
ene
trouble.
“)

A FEW

ey

our strength and

by

Y

depth,

The puntshment of Indian children
is usually in the hauds of some uncle
father than the parents... Our punish-

addrei is of‘memorable
on nse
said

for the: Navy,

our stay,
ies tok Ocean,

It-remained-for a Turk, wandering
far from his native land, to find the
largest crystal of beryl (aquamarine)
ever discovered, a long distanc« inland
in Brazil,
It was dug out at a snallow

JUST

EhingabyOnt.

Brantford,
oer

go

for the Loan that will bring the
boys homie,
for Munitions for which we must
pay,

——#—.
Minard's Linlment Cures Colds,
——_+->—_$__
Largest Crystal of Beryl.

everywhere have “Fleet Foot” Shoes, in. all

naked.

ja my family for years jand
every day ills and accidents of life I
consider it has’ no equal. I: would’ not
on a aids without it, if It cost
a, dollar’ ‘a bottle.

won:

the

ToEten,

WANTED

L

x

Tommies

O werites fully tof) ts
ments were inflicted generally because
which eciaed ae Aina
Swe ‘had. disobe yed- grandmother, had| tiefallvolofCulleden.
the
val
OURS »
resistedfasting, had fought 20me
w > dlsa eyede a byby:
u01
radvan
pope,
Wa ean Hawley
oie
{Indian boys or had cried without sufi
‘ficient cause —Southern’ Workmen.
Mia "Beotland’ dcertescend!
ornate That the opposing forges,
f
malrtht
this pune
ning
Cope could not cope, nor Wade wade
rough the snow,
the
Noe: Hawley.haut his “cannon fo
Minard's.Liniment Co.,, Limited.
Gentlemen-—I__have
veed
MIN-

thelr

8,

Neays

TRttandee:
HEU
and Thea
este

clock,
hours?" ake
ed Patt
r cuneu toa
pale Mdoubeing thelt capacity, to do'dnye
ny
ay if show you what they do." sald the
he set, the hands of 1
P in for Paper the Huns
tore. to sale:
toa few minutes to 12. When the litte
pen and the cuckoo thrust his
gwey for dear Iife,
Q is the’ Question—how much will
it when the
you lend?
lum and
R
ag for Russia, redoubtable friend.
for & mo8s foe oe Sailors and Seas that-they
OU JNke (hate asked
“That's
a
staggerer
for
iz tor our Trust that the Truth will
Faith and bexorsa: X ahould Uhink It
is." declared Ya
trouble enough
U is for Unity~—all must help all,
to
r to ‘ind, i without having
ee is for Victory, now within call,
12 dink’ ot Feeding: the bird.”
W's the War Loan that Briton’s must
bpy,
.
tf

only
oushout
ener
‘erent
.
‘oceastonally” euitvenea ora
a, the most trivol“Bitish

with

TED—CARD
ROOY {
Nroskon
ML paAver,
iets day and
ni
pene 3 Th.re

Pat had seen: nearly every
clock in
the place, -but pad discarded all of them
ae not-being good enough for his purpose...
‘Tho weary shopman had’ exhausted his
whole stock except = few cuckoo clocks,

°

Le ight, seasy, \ comfortable—long

: Sober’ English Chronicles
“that come Uving thing
actuated ’ both! ‘When
the fire and the river.
HOG Were: Frivolous.
Another
uncle came to visit us
7, Bud everytime. he came
The Engilsh ‘re Gectared ‘to take thetr
Pleasures : perio
they do,
spring, carrying
me horizontally under, but on the other hand they often show
his arm and ould yicies my head an admirably gallant gayety in the face
danger, difficulty and discouraging.
into the water untilI almost suffo- of,
eircumstances. “An abundant corresponerase ern the front has.recently. reveal
His common form of discipline was.
x
a
ahs falas: far trom Delage
{oat
to
me hang by my hands on tho Roda?” za
nae
cere
enue KG ee fire:
poles of the wigwam until my re tous
sme ached
My body writhed before
ni hhonaehae “is
ig frequent: i
See

eco)

Wan im for.cia
oaD
Appl;
Moapital,
Bt. Cattariness

I fs for: Interest earned if we lend,
J. is.for June and the first dividend,
K
is for Kitchener, lost ‘neath the
foam,

N

“Jead me to the sandbanks of the Mis- }ed pee gues back to-me and

‘Then he oat

for the

M

F-aropped. This uncle seemed to ike sre
‘best to.command my older brother to
But
tle my hands and feet pie a rope, who

turn silver to gold,
er which asks for

NO. 22,1917 el —

si ) HELP’ WANTED.

derful dash,
Gg. mands for. ‘German, whose gods |=
are hi
ns.
H ae ze Hate of the Hungriest

,

ier +
glumly”

nats

it;

rour
F

My grand:bother ‘nad twelve- -ehtl= azen, and one uncle undertook to.teacl
“me the art of worship, He used. to }.

©

>

it

‘The British War Savings Committ
have issued the following War
Loan

‘Theseminent,
‘playrighe were. In

ae

Savings: C
ear

The Food of the Future.
It ie not difficult to conceive.
Science will have a hand in it.
Chemistry Is bound to do great food
service.
No doubt that much food fn the fu-

ture will be manufactured by sclentlfic process.

Yerendy we have food products

aa

the result of chemical sclence applied
to nutrition,
The right arrangement of cons
ent elements, ‘carbon, nitrogen, ote
fe all that fs required.

The tobacco plant, potato plant, tea
and coffee shrubs, may be supplanted
by

laboratory products,
Chemical ecience, which has contri+
buted to so many dishonest and impure food frauds, ought to provide the
pure article—the result
of sclentific

and conscientious preparation—s¢
reasonable price.

For the Upeshding
Man—at the front, in the
trenches,
in.

any.

on the firing line
business,

the

best

food_ to. sustain. energy_and
strength is Shredded Wheat
Biscuit, the food that
supplies in a digestible form
the greatest amount of bodybuilding nutriment at lowest
cost.
A. better. balanced
ration than meat, or eggs, or

a

tho

nile

playing,

ui

Heat i

“thie

when the drumfire marking
th
‘k began,
stopped © whatever
they had been doing and huddled to-

‘géther in clusters, thelr eyes glued op
thé smudge showing where thetr comrades were storming the German nes

SS

saw

kilometres

(n

little

Jess

than

two

village of Chevreux
furnace,” as the

oven then “in the
French say of a

heavily bombarded

place

where

great

wreaths of yellov: smoke clouds from
high explosives overturning it, and
cecasional tall black jets, ike water
spouts, spurttog upward when the
heavier shells, with long time fuses,
penetrated deep before exploding.

In the valley and on the lower hills
thla terrific fire came,

sight not a gun,

not a

horse, not n
soldier,
but
sudden
flashos, Uke fire-flles at night, indlcated the gun omplacements, although
the
flash did not last long enough

definitely to locate the battery, Not a
wisp of smoko betrayed the gun pos!tions, as even the exhaust gases from
their muzzles

were

blown

out and

led

away through plpo Ines.
The correspondents had ‘been watch{ng o short time when one looked at
Its watch, saying, “It's 4.20—the attack should begin pretty soon,” and
the words were hardly spoken when
there came the

reof

destruction,”

as tho army calls tt, which is intended

smash, pulvorize
everyt
within
radtan,

and
the

break up
prescribed

It was.ns though the guns had not

been. firing
seconds the

at nll
volume

before.
Ina few
and intensity of

the bombardment soared in a mighty

crescendo,
The
valley
looked
ar
though swarms and myriads
of new
fire-filos had appeared.
all winking
madky, and the nolse rose in pitch to
resemble a’ wholo
procession of those
long skeleton-bullt
vehicles
used in

America
to carry
tural_atect

girders

and

artillery

barrage

moving

up

they be surrounded.

hour—et
4.30
o’clock— an
attack
would be made against the Chevreix
defences.
Binoculars showed the
Powertul

whenco

In the yillage of
Missy, which’ the
Germans occup!ed unti)
April 17th,
the Germana had marked “Got strate
of the town
Amerika” on the walls
hall after the United
States entered
the war.
Everywhere
waa already
marked,
tr strate England.”

At

that

Rheims

{t was

the

unsafe

as tha Crown
turning

ail

party

wae

to enter

warned

the

town

Prince was appareatly

his

attention

to

destroy

the cathedral and the city also
fore another

Brimont cast and
ed the withdrawal
Mpe within range,
ekirta of the e!ty
whining of the
Taced acrors tl
dul) crump as they
NO

be-

pincers movement from

PRICE

Nauroy west cauror capture of tho
From
the outeculd be heard the
biz
lis aa they
yo and
.then
the
burst.
TOO

HIGH.

The meat Impreesive tdea
gained
from the viait ig that ao
price
was
too high for the French to have paid
for the positions
conquered between
So‘seons and Rheime,
as now
they
aro firmly entrenched everywhere
in
the domi:
g pesitions which
will
enable the
to make
further ~ and
lesa coetly progress.
Before tt waa the enemy
who held
the heights of the Afsne
and
the
quarries
and other vantage
points.
No matter what
price the
French
pald, they nseuredly
dfd not lose 30,000 priaoners, as the Crown
Prince
did. nor have forty-four
divistons
shattered as he did in his
furlous
counterattacks
to regain
the poal-

G000 GAINS BY
THE CANADIANS

gated.

struc:

Small Minor Affairs Result
;
in Advances,
was blotted

Sntensity

range.or tyre
of fire.

of

In

an

attack Uke.this {t {s Impossible usually

for the
front trenches to communicate withthe rear,
as the
hail ‘of
shells plows
up. tho ground everywhere, cutting tho hidden
telephone

and telegraph wires, and the smoke
pall prevents tho aeroplanes from
making accurate obsérvations, Occastomally='a

few

special shells charged

with certain actds

and

gaser

were

hurled
into’
tho
village,
the
chenileal reaction with the hizh expla.
sive
-#dmoke
caused
it
to
vealsh
temporarily,
affording momentarily a
glimpse ofthe scene of the bombardFrench
overhead,

aeropianes
were
always
besides ninerFrenca obser-

Yatton balloons, and not a single enemy

alreraft

wag

in elxkht.

The

Krupp

gunners Were evidently too busy trying to\ald thelr infantry and break up

fhe French
attack to waste timo
and shells against the French aviators
tew|
clreling above at will.
jtimen did glasses show anti-alreratt
shrapnel bursting near them.
©The
captive observation balloons were not
‘bothered nt all, docauso the crack
anti-afrcraft gun crow of the French
_army was stationed in this.sector, pro~
tenting them,
GENERAL WATCHED BATTLE.
The
popular
conception
that the

modern-general sits comfortably
uw Splendid chateau, mifles away,
ani

Toll

the

ond S map,

battle

was

‘eral commanding

‘with
in this

o telephone

‘Stood at the observation post

City

of Lens.

German trenches—Iiguts in Uttle bal‘loons; directing the | respective artilor

Dillty to he called

Admiral

von “Hintz, former- German
—Ministerat Pekin; Prince Alfred von Hohenlohe and his American wife, the German professors
Kunemann,
Kuno

Meyer and Lieut, Stotzerr, the Tibet
who left 60 boxes

mans

ere were also 120
and Austrians and

men on*board,

of his colother Ger200 Dutch-

The Germans and the

Austrians
would not associate with
the other passengers,
One Dutchman
safd this occured all the way from

New

York,

The

Dutch

passengers

considered the . British
authorities
were too considerate to the Germans.

at Halifax, The unpleasantness reach-

ed a climax when a message arrived
stating the vessel

was to proceed

of

His

war.

is pun-

exceeding
five
arid {mprison-

of military

or

male
save

nayal

forces

on duty or members of crews of boats,

Amsteram
Cable—— The
Ruth
liner Ryndam arrived at Rotterdam
from New York this evening, bringing Tarnowski, former Austrian Am-

explorer,

success

ment.
The order applied to every
person within the ages specified,

Were Afraid of Torpedoes.

lections behind in Pekin,

the

might

Violation of the reguiation

Ryndam

Washington;

“which

to|

Rotterdam instead of Bergen. - The
Germans Were very angry, and were
greatly alarmed, because they feared
submarines, although the vessel was

trains, ferries, street cars, etc., plying
between
points within and
without
Canada, when
sctually in the performance ot their duties as members
of such crews.
It 1s of the greatest {mportance for

anyone

desiring to temporarily
from

Canada

mate nurpose to familiarize

himseif

himself

with

the

are

regulations,

plained {ni the official

for a legttl-

which

ex-

announcement.

‘To obtain a permit it fs necessary to
make application on a printed
form
obtainable from
any
postmaster
of
railway ticket agent. The forms mast
be
flied out In duplicate,
Formal permission to leave the country, if grant
ed by the imimgration inspector, is inscribed on the duplicate. which is then
retained by the applicant and must he
kent on his person for protection
at
nand
«oof any
immigration

‘The information called

for

on

the

Plication schedule {s:
Name and aduress.
Date of birth.

Nationall:y and
at present

London, Cable. —It fs
an. important change In
tween the Government,
unions
fa contemplated.
i
probably,
many Jabor
during thy owe

length of residence

addrese

Names and addresses of four persons
for reference as to identification.
Destination’
and reasons for desiring
in, to leave Canada.

of 44 Liv
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Cable,—The British trans-

vania. was torpedoed on
port Transylvan!
4, with the

May

los of

413 bret tegrs
in

understood that
the relations heand othe trade
the. movement
the

FO}
SS
J, it in stated, with a view to
making
eof the assistance of
trade union leaders In strengthening, th
rdinatiog
Min'stry
of Do r
work with varloux
alty, the War
ments, su
istry of Munitions and the
of
ent which alt
Shipping Control departm
with the trade unhave
over labore
fs making

engquiry,

it

FOUGHT
5 DAYS
“WITHOUT SLEEP

4, resulting

WENT

the

DOWN

IN

50

MINUTES.

mady men must have been kihed. At
the time the troops were on the narade deck. ‘Tiiey
behaved
eplendidly.
There was no panic, The crew had a
clear way-to- the deck from below. As
they came up they aw
the soldiers
standing Ih a line five deep. The 66
ot

“Women
boys,’

the

— reasonded,

Dear Old Blighty.”
“It wag obvious the

thus

French

soldiers

singing first “Cipperary, ‘then, with a
touch of grim humor, “Take Me Back

aiong

Cable.——"A mar-

first!’

nurees were beinz lowered into the
boats, one woman called, ‘Give us ®
song,

doomed,

Enormous Captures in Desperate Encounters.
of

3

The story of how the Transylvania
went down was told by John May, eecond cook, He eald: “A torpedo struck
the vessel at “10 o'clock in the morning
fo ‘thevbunkers near the engine-room.
There was a terrific explosion,
and

to

ra

ia

officers. and’ 373 of other ranks; also
the ship'’a captain, Lieut. 8. Brenell,
and: one officer and nine men of the
crew,”

nurses also on board showed splendid
self-po-session. When, after the cry

Legion
Foreign
French
Again Wins Decoration.

Grand Headquari
Armies in Franc e

‘Loss.

Trawler Fights Off a
U-Boat.
Londou

Men to Advise Brit.
;
isk Ministry

the trade uncr
Pe
of dl~
relitve theme various, Cepartments
industrial
= quesab-

sent

With

LABOR TO AID.

upon to render mili-

ervice

ishable by a fine not
years, or both
fine

members

to

auttor-

allies in the present
prevailing

FEARED OWN SUBS.

bassador

person

visions of the order will be rigidly ene
forced,
——_2++
2

ized to grant such ‘permission, who
must be fully ‘satisfied by. sworn declaration that the intended departure Union
Ig not with the object of avoiding Ha-

ra
situation
and a demonat
fact that “politically, time 1a pot on ow
ie."

the

:

Sosa: Rt Ottawa.Report.—-Under.an- order-in-} 8 cure. a

pats.

tion inspector or other

to pass.through the.
zone,
Tho Dutchmen

so-calied. gare
made no con-

Win Several important Heights and Villages
in Sudden Assault.

Captured Over 9,000 Pr isoners Including Over
_ $00 Officers.

out by a thick, clinging cloud of heavy

leries to change the

¢

frequent trips.
Vorweartaof Berlin, 207% vort | Council, elfective.-to-marrow...trom
‘The order in Council ts now opelw
illegal under heavy|
nents of Prouier 1-¥0%7 | coast to forcoast,anyit is male
days offlfor the first few
tive, but’
person within]
penalty
fie
will be allowed to exercise some.
clals
inclusive,|
it
ages of 18 and 45 years
After a fews days the prodiscretion.
im Canada,

Germans On

+

et

FUP Rage

Sevetal

to

the

engaged,

vessel

was

destroyers

reecue,

Whe

and

racet

they

while

were

a boatload

‘us being lowered, the second
torpedo struck ft,
It biew it eky-high.
The ¢
f steward wae in
boat
d hes survived his terrible exper!-

nee,

ITALIANS SMAS H AUSTRIAN
LINES ON CARSO PLATEAU

yellow-brown
smoke. — Oczasionally
«lgnals floated up from the French or In the Struggle Around

shells

infor-.

natred
yellous regiment, ammated
Many
finding ’ the
Transylvania
the highest spirit of heavily listing, went over the sl
of the enemy
and were pulled into the boats. N
sacrifice.”
Expected length of absence
5
ty all the boats were half full of waThese
words
are
used
in
the
official
Heisht, welght, color of eyes and
cealment of their pro-American sen
ter, and it Was
{mpoestble
to
row
order in eunferring the fifth estore owing to a heavy sea, De-ments, which were expressed loudly.
of the tamous For’ stroyers did magnificent reseue work.
sa eee
|" valr
Oecudation
°
aluntry in tne re- iivery available part of the decks was
‘A professor in Maine has discovered | Each schedule must have attached etgn Legion for
. The reglcovered with
nurses
and
soldiers,
that aicoho! 1s good for chickers. Lots | thereto a photograph that Is a wood cent figuting in Champagne
tlona, whose value he knows so well. of the chickens, however, have beaten likeness of the applicant.
ment is unique in the number of times many of the men having sit astride
Despite the German
claim
of un‘The declarations must be signed by mentioned and decorated.
the'guns, The destroyere kept cruising
the professor to the — discovery.—
im
equaled French
losses,
the
corre:
‘The
staff
correspondent
of
the
Asso
round
uatil
help
came
from
shore
four
the
applicant
and
sworn
to
by
Washington Herald.
epondents found the
army's morale
clated Press visi uted the legionaries hours afterwards, but the Transyluigh—the surest proof that the men
Veula went down in 56 minutes.”
in their rest cam np, Where they. were
were being properly
cared for.
and
tiling
their
ranka,
and
recuperating
The survivors of the Transylvania—
great exuberance smong the officent
and heard pera onal narratives from how many {t is nor known here —
over the entry of the United States
cfficers and men whose conduct 1s so were taken into Savena, Italy, by resInto the
war. Coples of
Prosident
highly praised. No matter what the
There they remained until May
Wilson’s speech, printed in German,
ared for bs the populace and admen’s
nationality ~and citizens of no
ag ceattered tnelde the enemy lines
miniatered to by Red Cross authorifewer than 51 nations are represented
by aviators, adorned the quartera of
after
joining
ties,
Whin
they Ieft Savona on anothamong
the
leslonarics—
many officera aa souvenirs. One
ofthey immediately became imbued. with er veceol for an unnamed deétination
ficer's copy was creased’ and dirty.
glorious traditions, a throng of thousands of persone
the
regiment's
bur he explained he had purchased {t
esmbled
at
the shore and cheered ¢
always
where
the
poy Lave be:n
a3.a souventr from a German priconer,
arture,
?
Ushting was hott est.
captured Sunday
whom
he Interro-

passing over cobblestones.
BLOTTED OUT.

Immediately Chevreux

the

* the Permission.

on
mocrats regarding war
ine oA sald that the desires of Austria
and Russia, were also those.of the Ger. It continues:
“Phe German
people do not jn the least
think of submitting to the domination of
itariam after the war, and they will
ing such doming-

towards the west from
near Vailly,
ausing the Germans to fall back lest

three

Jrespondents wero told that in half an

there was in

in

hed ats]

ordinarily resident’
leave or attempt
to leave the country
for any purpose without the written
permission of a Canadian
immigra-

movement, They smashed
towa)
the east from the Laftaux sector, and

miles) In the
rear, on & high knoll
overlooking.
the
plain and town of
Ville-Aux-Bols, the party stood at the
general command of that particular
army, and saw all there
wes
to see
of a modern attack.
~
As the party approached Craonne—
the
cutomobilo
fullowing
4 road
paraitel--to the Chemin Des Dames,
where
fierce righting was still going
on for the Callfornte
and Vauclere
platean—the.
Tumble
of
a heavier
bombardment
further
east
became
apparent,
Not a aingle second ticked
off the watch unaccompanied
by the
wound of a bursting shell, Making their
way to the observation point. the cor-

around,

was” still

eyes it was hard to follow.
During
the entire
engagement
not a single
evidenced.
sign of human. iife
uring the morning, near Solesons,
the party saw how the French nipped
the German stronghold on the south
bank of the Alene by a gigantic pincer

attacked by: the French,
point,

oie Cale.

‘Fore

acrora the village, but to unpractliesd

Man

pened to arriye
at Craonne
at the
psychological
moment
half-an hour
before Chevreux, a mile to the northobservation

th

a good
@ statements
belleves
mation’are correct.

No Male Between 18 and45

of Teutons.

and even
had
been
Bit wore

tain progrres, as wel] as by the Ger-

aiong the 25-mile front the party hap-

an

ae

i

s

like

ots

Corre

Solesons and Rbelms on April 16,
While traversing the new French line

From

had

devastating Brimont, where the Krupp
guns that
Rheims — are
mounted,
Officers at the Chevreux
observation
post
stated
tt they.
could tell, by the shifting lines of ahelt
explosions, that the French made cer-

first. tlme the fruits of the great
French - offensive unleashed between

east, was

allit

and

for the

Paris Cable——Newspaper
Tuesday

x

Russ Decision to Stick to

raining down when
the correspondents left to wee the French batteries

Resulted in Three Lines of
Trenches Being Taken
From Foe.
on

had relatives,ar

Many

bardments they ha
endured,
the
all woods
hich
’ ‘sheer
i
ol
tour
profuse green folluge.
NO SIGN OF HU:
The annthilating drumfire

RAIN OF SHELLS
spondents

Ore

visible sigs of the tremendous bom-

ek

ce. —

Sr

evreax.

onl

Vantage Point

a

=

:

Was Rorpedodin
alne «Grant Blow, | oun Doo With | TS eet TE copay
ee ACR Mat
the Mediterranean
i chraittt| Politiealy, Time Not On Side| Regulations ‘hat | Govern
Saw | Crictno, Chavon,
ab

i

Ber

i

ype
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must be signed. by?a

who must be a bank mana~
police, clergyman, or
oft
|, who
has known the

but

rl

(Canadian

(By Stewart

Press

the

Forces.)

Canadian Headquarters

Cable-——On _ a

front

of

Italian

troops

meter east of
Pletrarossa;
Hill 68, Bagni and Hill 21.

“The enemy was

at first

Hin

7,

surprised

have smashed the/ and non-plussed
by
the sudden onslaught,
but
towards
evening
he
the town of Castagna
, counter-attacked
in force, supported
by
an
exceptionally
heavy
mb
ot)
Gulf
the
of
the head
to
Vizza
ment.
He
was
repulsed
with
severe
In their renewal of their of- | losses.
Trieste.

Austrian line hard, and taken various |

Lyon)

positions

Correspondent

the Canadian

London

nearly ten miles In the Carso plateau

in

with

France,

from

fensive the Italians

received yaiuable|

jap During the day we captured more
ald from some of the nine Brit!
than 9,000 prisoners, including more
batteries which have hauled their bi ee than
300 officers.
guns down to the Isonzo front to help
“Aerlal squadrons, consisting of 130
conquest
the
In
at
aimed
efforts
machines, including a group of navy
Lens, which, in the aggregate, have re- ofin the
Trieste, Austria's big seaport on Seaplanes,
dropped ten tons of bombs

Cable-—— Several
minor operations
uuve been carried out on the
Cana
dian left front, {n the vicinity of the
electric station,
to the southwest of
sulted tn a considerabie gain of ground
by, our men on the most difficult part

ofthe Ire. These small advances are
equivalent to stealing a base in a closely-contested ball gaine.
In. the tangle of
rallway embankments, pit mouths, miners’ houses and

‘heaps of shale, through which the
Cunadians must advance, a regularly-defined
front-line
‘trench, properly wired, is almost impossible. The
enemy creates defensive positions with
Ureless energy,
and
from our
point

‘ot view the German wire is enough of
an Obstacle to our advance without
adding a Canadian strip of wire to it.
‘No Man’s
Our-men put outposts into
Land" and the forward positions ot}
the enemy
and steal the ground
by
night- surprise attacks,
umber of
houses‘in which German snipers
had

quarters wore taken in a rush, and our |

ou!

ts now occupy
saps south of the

electric station,

‘Through the deep sunken
into thé chalk hére= there
mm
I

road cut
-has been
in
the

the Adriatic,

Not alone were the Itallans success- on the enemy’s Ines and brought
ful in. capturing numerous points of thelr machine guns to bear on masses
of tho enemy. Our alrmen all returned
vantage,
but
more
than 9,000 Auatrian prisoners, including
officers
inj safely.
.
British batteries. which are
excess of 300, were taken. The Austrians are declared to have been taken on our front as evidence of the brothcompletely by surprise by the suddeu> erly co-operation of our ally, made a
contribution
to the. artillery
onslaught
of the
Italians, who.
to} large
Our
naval
guns also
divert attention from the southern end | preparation.
proved very effective.
of the Isouzo line had
struck a hard
“In the Gorizia area our troops repulsed
heavy
enemy
attacks,
captured
the. Austrians, recovered from thelr|

blow to the -north,

When, however,|

a strong

point

surprise, they launched heavy counter. '
attacks, but
the
itatians tenaciously; lopes of San
held the ground they had won. .
} fighting made

‘The new advance

of the

on

‘the

northwest

Marso and after. severe
considerable progress in

Italtans| the Monte Santo and Voulce areas.”

»> REACHED OBJECTIVES,
rifge ~ them
appreciably
—-nearer;
Trieste, which, from the lower part of
London Cable——The Italian
sive has entered Into its second
the Hne, is less than . ten miles away.
ground traversed and yet to be
TB®
passed
over.
{a difficult for military
operations, and even with other suc-

offen.
sjage

attained

most ferocious

except

by

nature.

acecunt of its adventurous career,
Many Russtans, Belgians, Italfans,
ftish and Ri nantans have recently

be
transferred to thelr own armies,
reducing
t
legion's strength, but
Spaniards
iss and South Americans

are jolnin| Be

he t jon's task, for the successful
achievement of which it was honored:
to-day, was the most difficult in the
recent
French offensive.
lts front
stretched westward from Auberive,
the capture of which was included In
the objective aimed at. For five days
and nights’the legionarles fought contnuously
without! t a moment's sleep,
accomplished the task set for
They
of the life of
them, but at the cost
thefr colonel,
and many other
gaps In thelr ran! ks.
At the end their
commander was M fajor D——.
Anberive w:
emiered
and carried
by-a Meutenant
with a non-commisstoned officer and ten Meno with unbe:
Hevable
daring.
The
non-commissloned officer single-handed attacked a

machine gun emplactment
twelve German guaners.

and killed

The advance of the battalfon operwas
ating to the west of Auberive
retarded for some time by the opposition of an unknown series of German

entrenchments

“formildably armed

in

what is known as the Gulf.
It was
impossible to attack frontal!y across
the half-mile of open growuc, but the
legionarles
succeeded
in outfianking

the

position,

Ughting

mi

cessful advances, such as the last on
the objective of the Italfans will not |
be

battalions,
When the war starte
forming two regi ments, were sent to
he front; now only three bettalions
one
regiment.
remain,
fused
{ into
ericans from
‘Among them are still
various states of the U! ton, as well as
from all the repudliies of Central and
South America. There are men from
every British colony, from all the
countries In Europe, Asia and Africa,
and also a number of Frenchmen who
tothe tegion_on.
have Been attract ed.

for

and

made

every, foot

thelr wa:

along

jon trench until they

a com

had car-

the whole: position.
They threw
of thelr own hand grenades in
the course
of the five days, besides
many thousends of German grenades
ried

000

fighting of a

.

rice,

they discovered in the dumps on the

(enemy. territory.

‘When the fighting
was over, many
of the exhausted legionaries slep’ t as

‘The division captures for th

iho. Ceca pihases
bv igmpeepalaone ‘trench mortars and
47 machine guna.

Captain

land,

Brcnell,

¢ommanded

who

lived

the

in Scot-

Transylvania

when she went down. He {s one of the
oldest captains in the Anchor
Line

service.

'

THE LOST THANSPORT.
ic
The Transylvania,/ an Anchor Line
steamship of 14,315
been in the service
of
Government
since /May,
i915, when

her qillings

have been no
movements.

taken

over

were

/cancelled.

recent
When

ere

reports
of
she
wes

by the British

her
first

Govern-

ment she was engaged in transporting
troops to Gallipoli.
The Transylvania was built in 1914
She
was constructed
especially
for
passenger traffic between
New York

and Mediterranean vorts. She was 543
feet Tong and had accommodation for
2,450 passengers.
FRENCH LINER. TORPEDOED.
It is officially announced
Dy'
the
French Admiralty that
the
French

finer Sontay.

bound

for Marseilles,

was torpedoed on April.16th With
a
loss of 44 lives.
The steamer . san!
rapidiy
in a.
heavy sea,
but
the
prompt and methodical
manner
in
which the small boats were Jaunched
saved the mafority of those on board.
Magea went down
with

ship.

The Sontay was a vessel of
TAA
tons and was built in 2898. © Shy ec was
owned In Marseilles.
A WEEK OF IMMUNITY...

No Italfan steamers

were sunk by

submarines during the week
May 20.
One was attacked

ending
by gun-

fire-and sustained some damage. Only
two sailing ships, both under 200 tons,
were lost during*the same peried.
TR/4NLER FOUGHT U-BOAT.
Details of
trawler Ibis

ine;

{mn

a, battle
between
the
and a German’
submar-

which the

submarine

was

driven off, have:just been made pubKe.
The fight took place In the Bay
of Biscay, on April 22.

‘The sea was rough and
was blowing
hard when

sighted the submarine.
boat ‘had “her trawl down,

unable to get up any »

the

wind
bis.

anes
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bed
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cut

in

the

spring

pull slipped
done every
of pasdle, “(his reducing to de stitches
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other row until there are

or

Front needle 28, side needles

allow poultry to run through it. After the needles.
until the foot (from
cutting xeasou is over, spray with i4each, Knitthe plain
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required, Sf 10.
than
Jess
lady
bird
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which
destroys
many
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of these insects,
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tain to within &
stitch oyer, knit
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Plant only seeds which Have no signs
ft, knit 1
‘Mr, aod Mrs, Harry
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Pull up and burn
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5
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Knit plain towithin 3
needle:
Third
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RootMagSPROUTS.
was the quest of her aunt, Mrs, alex. BRUSSELS
tot A amtall whitish colored mag- | stitches af the ia.end,rounds,
knit 2 then
together,
knit as2McCallum, last week.
decrease
Knit three
long.
then
got one-quarter of likean a inch
before; knit another 3 plain rounds,
Rev. W. J. Spence, Chatham, will]
grain of
rounds,
ev. | Looks something
decrease as fore. Knit 22 fi plain
give a lecture ia the towo hall this
2
another
to the | Wheat, found just below the surface
i
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before.
sa
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decrease
then
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song.
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years
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st Léiteb.
a
toohand
‘Mies Camorou's departure
part
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“abe tins always taken fio the
* 4 ghurch
aod communi ity.
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io.
years
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thanked one sod all
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plants on

followed

folinge

appear on the
wilting

jack

ght.

by

root

a soft

and

on the stock, Spray each: week with
a mixture of Bordeaux mixture coyering

the entire

CUCUMBER.

Black

and

plant.

-Beetle:

Striped”

beetle

-striped

yellow

which feeds ravenously on the tender

leaves

of the

In

plant

early stage of.growth.
ashes

when wet with
lime.
Squash Bug.

the

very

Dust leaves

or

© Dark

air-slaked

brown bettle

which sucks the juice from the plant.

Hand pick
the leaves.

and

destroy.

Found

.) TYRCONNELL
!
Windsor, has
A-violet color, patches
“Miss Gertrtude Revell,
the boli
of the. onfon.
“retutned home after spending
Some advise spraying with Bordeaux
~ days atJ. OC. Revell's.
Regiment, st it. mixture from the ‘time the onion
Pte, Evans, of the ¥5th
jomas, spent the week-end

st bis

in sufferiog from
sates

an

bo has haan co3-

9 the house with quinsy, is

plant is three inches high.
POTATO.
Colorada Beetle or Potato Bug.
Dust with paris green
when the dew is still on the plant,
or place a teaspoonful in a watering
can of water aid- pour over the
plant.
If. possible have the plant
dusted with paris green before the
bug appears.
Scab, Wasfly recognized by charneteristic ronghness of the skin, Im~
merse the uncut tuber just before
planting
in a solution of two fluid’
ouncés

of formalin

with

two

gallons

of water. Dry, cut,‘and plant.
*
Brown spots distributed
‘Blight.
usually found
| over the leaty surface,
ar
,
the whole
plant.¥
; i
yed.
Spray once & week
‘for four or ave weeks with
mixture from July ist.

Wil
$s Jey tag Uae whole plesy.

Root Maggot.’ Use the

se roralion ae aires for cabbage

with

green,

or

lavender

and

Misses’

beak cai.

WW ANTE

;

N

modelin
one-piece
exceptionalVoile.
Comes.

washable

men’s

blue;
stripes. WoSizes, Narrow

Skirt

CA

three

has

A wonderful value ab

CORNER WOODTIARD © STATE
DETROIT

‘
5

.

=

y

:

f

paid.
Highast oasb’ prices promptly

orders

attended

to

*,

i:\
3

|
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Rags, tron, Brass, Copper; Lead,
Paper, Magazines
Zinc, Rubber, Material:
Jang , Waste Géacription: of “every
AM

:
Cc

FSS
CASES
ZZ
3 SSS SSO SEESEESS
=

.

\

pink,

‘BSiEGELG

$7.50.

1

“

i

$y,

Dattov.
dropping a card to my address,

FLEISHMAN

M.

DUTTON

Poultry shipped every” Wednesday from

Creamery.
.

THE

R.E. FRASER,

st

. nas2 Conroe
Beat! ‘Aejgocre

FARMERS !

MARKETS

lb-prints, wrapped.

$

Bin eos

8

Every Building on Your

DUTT anesday, May 3
Batter,

hs

=

Cash for Eggs

on

maggot. No effective means of control,
Spread charcoal over the
ground or try the corrossive subllmate
solution.
as
recommended

Dress

~ Imitation filet lace insertion trims
the large white collar and turnrows

FOR SALE

MELONS. Cucunrber insects usually attacks and may be destroyed as
given above.
ONION.
Onion Maggot.
A white
maggot similar to the cabbage root

Very Pretty

black

3S

Farm

BSaSe

Toaving for theoyerwest.by

the season.
Spray forcibly with
a
solution made
from
steeping
one
pound of tobacco refuse -in one gal-'

.

waist

season. | and repeat.
and save)
( ‘Cut these directions out

sti any
inmes wnicn
artis
manly malts |
grovin inmots

LARGIE-

f

at
immi
i
trimming
lack velvet ribbon
black
of bodice.
line and front

reverend
geotlemaa
‘0

On the eventhg of May 25 the Maple
Leaf Clab, with the friends and neighAlex.
‘bors, assembled at the home ofevening
Oe stood a eocial is shortly
SEEN
_ with Miss Flora Cameron, who gathering

£

E BREAARREARS
EAINASRED NOON

,

_ An

in.

white,

Paint.

Good

Needs

Paint protects,

Paint wards off rot and decays

Paint is.a

whole
property improvement that increases the value, of-your
in prosperous
place. Paint is an investment that pays a big profit
appearance and long life to:the buildings.

-SENPAINOUT
MARTINPURE
”

ea

me

ROS

!

4

Voile

&

The

and

Picture

Le

took
green mixed with three tablespoonful
Pumty, Satt
PUPS, auteton,
of | (jOLLIE
A plece
of amall Potatoes
alae ‘a quantity
purpose
I baye fought the| Sf four when young. this
d paid a tribute to the | burlap may becanusedwithfor holes punched
HD, V, DOOKER, Wallscetows,
5
tor
an empty
or
to|
the front, and also
Lake Shore,
and
brave boys
Wallacotown
172
Phone
ma.
sof character of Pte. | in the
SS
the noble
ine
Aphis, also called louse. Small
‘Mateer, whose death the community|
body.

for hin
good fight,’

Values in All Trimmed
Untrimmed_ Hats

ER
PANT
“R. KEMTHEPRIGHT HOUSE
BARA
A

35c.¢:

$1.00;

:

quite early in or hellebore
Sea, D siho Oraopemen’ of Weat | sppeate
Dust. with
the plants have headed,
when pyrethrum
Torne, of which organization the youngiv || 5owder
Gust with a teaspoonful of paris
6.
preset
being
member,
a
was
soldier
*
a

in fancy stripes, each

Shirts, blue and black, 85c., S008

WEDSPEDPO SLES

sy ,oe-quarters of an ° inch long, which | {eave stitch on. Return to front needle
the

Work

PIR ZINES
FIN
EIN
G
ASSASSIN

511 wool throvgh and take of sitchs Pee
on ee groune during the early part | Gerning
oie eh oe
needle to oe
a wail - gfoentit Worn
were

A memorial service for Pto, Charles

Mateer was held in the church on Sunafterooon, conducted by Rey. R J-)
doy
Morphy, when a large” congrexution

Shirts,

Special

ient paris: green ei
wool
that theee
carefal Dea
; Same jularly
and
ta{# taken
Ens- | ee One
receipt of ne
See alias
Martin, acknowledging ete
wally anin Che)
eee readily
needle in first
Pat der
the | oo.
until it crumbles
Nee eee
%
ne if to purl,
hand, ‘This moisture should be kept Bot of thie: b
|_|
EAGLE
x

Fine

}Men’s

and thread it into a darning needle,
Greyish white grubs which work theal | sock
of the
Pat darning needle in first tostitch
(be surface of the soil cutting,off
knit, all
as if
trapped by | front knitting needle
plants,
They may
be
and take off stitch. Put
spreading a mixture of poison bran
front
of
stitch
next
in
Garning needle
over the surface of the soil close to
tbrongh bat
heegle ax if to.purl. pull wool needle,
the plants.
A pail of bran with suffibeing
to highly. color it, Jeave stiteh on.z Go to back

out direo-|

tions Tor socks for satore ooo, avd in|
making shirts and pyjamas be sure to
fell all seams, leaving

Men’s

one-half ounce dissolved in five galspain.
Now
you with
s of water, at the rate of balf a
the next thres rows which leaves
teacupful over each
plant
once a
on 2
week for five weeks after they are |
“Intake of Toe Having 20 stitches
front,
the
across
needle
on
10
put
set out, commencing three or four
needles,
Break off wool
and 10 on back needle.
days after planting.
off
finish
to
which
with
yard
a
leaving half
Worms
and
White
Grubs.

Konurtz on Thursday afternoon to sew
for the soldiers, All are invited, Sewing commences at 2.80 aod continues to
5 o'clock.
Mrs. McFarlane, of London, is the
guest of her soo, Dr. W. H, MoFarlane.

per pair
Cashmere Socks,
f

Natural

Men's
is wimee|
SX
knit 2 to-

of the front end of side needle,

gether, knit 1.
:
Front needle; Pisin.

ea wees

attacking

—

diseases

inch long, which appear early in May
and feed cn the young shoots.’ Keep

the

t
‘
iat

Towelling, per yard, 15c., 23c.:

EA

Quan ehrore

plant.

with romedtes or preventives.
ASPARAGUS. Beetles, Blue, black
or yellowish colored, about one-half

1B ZB AN yVESBXAYy WANN Y
~ vb
Loo eaN
NWy eBCOSVEN
co

and

;

} ;

eG

SY W
;
;
50c.¢
Hai tbe ales of. the'tront neato | EEG) hite Turkish Towels, each I5c., 25c., 35c
eee the aes
eterna || eee
eee ae
ra || ty goe nein ot op sod tote | SEY IVE E72’ S All-Wool Socks, , per pair
Unt Set
Py straying
comeeae
:
‘¢
on ne wo | 203 Mens
feed stores and other rms hand: | 14 slehe a) el witches
Cashmere Socks, 25c. 35c. : 50c. 60¢.
Black Cash
en;s Black
oceezere |[Likeminertern eines |

oe

ie
era

Pure Linen Hand

aS

. Printing

os yy

ee
Developing and

i

$1:25

$1.75

$1.00, $1.25,

Skirts,

Wash

tats (wage tng to set sen ut] 2 Ladies’ White

Gaiden: Fox

also

Sitk Waists, 36 to 44; each;

ey Ladies’ White

hes on

Sahn, AT, Hann | “eta,

We

ae

each

34-to 44,

the Amateur is Inog
:D
Brassieres,
ot| oe ; Ladies’
thes ain 3 wowed
cel ne nce t reinges | toa,2 martha
S
as
J
sean | SRY
ea for heel, wi

In This Column

~.. “400%

Fe

e
in Canada)
(Mad
f
' of dollars
is saving the farmers of Canada hundreds of thousends
wear and weather.

by protecting their homes

‘and barns from

cheapest in the
‘This pure, reliable paint spreads easily and is the
gallon and
end, because it covers 900 square feet of surface per
or’
. Jests far longer.than the cheap prepared paint

lead and oil.

x

ae

Ae

ea

Countty Homes”... Just what ° you'll ‘need “in
Spbtinurhtadics

&

a

“DUTTON, ONTARIO, JUNE

7, t917

No.

1467
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‘Hardware

Groceries

THE

“Farniture - Wall Paper

THE COUNTY

Crockery

BIG STOR

ft

fe

Sigin

_the Past Week

Ai

f

Do You Need Glasses ?

Do
oyés.
‘come
from
your

you
tire
?
your
aa vor burn? Boot the type beblarred
in reading? Do youguffer
frontal headache? Does it hurt
syes to look at the Movies? Do

tot, we can
Bud.

. Plumbing

the most nodece equipment knowo
most

Now is the time to have your
and
factorily
Eave Trough and
pairing

done.

ting 200

who will beable

We

have

See us about any work and

our
You

bring your re:

Telalty
Unirirsity. URGE. ‘Baindurgh,
Leadon, Eng.
C8. Edinburgh
FT.8. files Mors.
oryon
- MAN 9t,, DUTTON,
ly

W.H.

Galvanized
Come

seo

us about

any

work

Plumbing

MoFARLANE

Office Hours
2 to 4 b.m.; 7 to 8 pum.
Wallacetown
Ont.

Ab the
meting of
town chapter
LOIN.
on Hytiay
tonctatice
a7
res
passed that members observe two meat-

Made to Order. 9

less

and

Furnaces

SMITH

Special

in Razors

shops.

He

leaves

a wife and

Seed
§carry

E. A. TESKEY
DENTIST
Moo and Residenco—

Our Grocery

Shackleton Street, East
Proxs 7,
At Rodney every Wednesnay.

CASH

DENTIST

ee Sips Sane eS St. sare

entre ae

FOR

two

Dy as nists salle eens, attended to,

All

Car

Finest west of Toronto
fornished

for any

occasion,

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

J. A. Campbell,

Plumbing
s

Phone 30

bribe

8.

of

Chatham

Coatsworth,

of

of

conspiring

- - $495-

Dealer,

the

‘‘ He went over the Great Vimy
on

Easter

ry
in the chest and hip. I saw him shortly
after. _He was conscious and cheerfal,

bat I saw there was little hope for him.
We
him‘as comf.
‘as possible
bd
ite were of his men—if

they were
doing what was required of
them, and if they were~all right,
To-

wards evening we got him back to an
ced

dressing

Fancy Prices Paid for Unwashed Wool
A Gar sf Fi Conant Just Unloaded.

Sevea Choice Brands’ of Pure Masitalso
Blended
ebe,
Limited Amou
of White
ntand Yeliowfete pene

‘A Few Boge of the Celebrated Delaware.
Dutton

from New

6

Brunswickin

station

hs

95,000
Gas

from

solicit

tended and

a

officials of the

pany.

The

station.

final tribute to a good

soldier, a brave officer and s dutifal,
fearless son of
. He died in the
victory, 9 noble death for the

midst of
canse he

and loved."’

case

an

team for two years, and was
eager worker for his

we

enlisted with the 5th

Jone Morris, the 13-year-old
ter of Morley Morris, ‘Tilbur;
went to the field with her

daugh-

admitted the tratli of the state-

ment of a witness
that her own brother | the
had been intimate
with her.

—.

and to die at last for the cause of

:

she

and mbrcy—foar

right

square—fronting

the

CAPT. DANCEY DISCHARGED
is

; | Was “Active ini Recruiting in No. t District.
—Addressed

a Dutton

Meeting

» snd, consequently, to the increase of this count?y's
luction.
Furthermore, be gives it as bis opinion
trips

the money.expended in bowling
will benefit a greater nomber if

invested in patriotic fands,
The wire worm is said to have began

its destructive work io-corn fields in | Bx

some parts of Kent, as a direct result of
the continued wet weather which that
section

of the conntry

has

tionary ¥ ‘orce through
aah ordera of

Brlg-Geo,

commanding

exteot that it will be necessary for bim |
ito crops of some farmers, it is said, | took
it the farmers do not anticipate that

the damage will be great.

‘James M. Courtright, a prominent
‘westera Ontario man, died Friday night
at his home in Inwood, of which place
he was one of the founders. Mr.
Courttight was one of the engineers

in charge

made

of
work on the Canada
| kno:
Southern Railway when it was built in
1871-2, and later went into the stave
illing business at Inwood. H

Spring
‘Suitings
SSS

Come in and get your clothing
hand-tailored to your measure
Fit, workmanship ‘ani style
assured.

The Newest Fabrics
in
Blues,
Blacks
and Browns.

BR.

SCOULER|

Conadian’ Weights’ and Measures
In contracts forsale and delivery

of any of the
articles, ged rr

undermentioned
should be deter-

T.

Dancey

been exper-

iencing. A prominent Harwich township farmer bas found that the worm
bas destroyed his corn crop t8 such an

Dutton

Wool + Wool : Wool

has

pany and the mer of his

Chatham,

to

was enlarged for one week.

the girl on the stand daring cross-exam-

Ford Vanadium steel has never been equalled in

Touring

young

to lay

Donglas, of_ Wallacetown,

No matter what price you pay for a car you cannot get one
‘with a stauncher chassis,
ernment Laboratory tests have
shown that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to those

. _ If you want a car that can plow through deep mud, sand and
gravel—that can cross fields, corduroy roads and ford streams—
that can climb the steepest hills with ease—that will give the greatest mileage all the year round with the least expense and care—
then there is only one ONE car for you—The Ford.

man

sacrifice and yet.i

replant thecorn,
The same destruc.
tive worm is also working among the

Runabout - $475
F.0.B. FORD, ONT.

and

was

with criminal assault against
Mary Bell Schram, of 8t. Thomas, was
acquitted by Jadge Colter on
.
The caso
& senestional turn when

the Ford.

ins 5, pine car.
ngth.

The

He was buried in thesoldiers cemetery
at Evonciors.
The officers ofzhis com-

Owing to the prevailing high prices
the track and fellover on him. ‘It took
some time to remove the car from his of sugar farmers near Blenheim os coniy:
was a native
im, sidering growing sugar cane. Seyeral
and leaves his wife and one young son. |’: years ago aot of this plant was grown
there and a mill there did » thriving
business, manufacturing heat
ACQUITTED OF CHARGE

approached the durability records of

Cpe

Tinsmithing

He

is nothing experimental about it.
Every part bas stood the test of time
and proven its stability with bard
service.
No other car has ever

Mr, MoWilliam will be at tho Dutton
office every Tucaday and Friday.
—$—$—$——

from

night.

HE Ford car has been on the market
twelve years, surely long enough to
have proyen its high quality. There

Money to Loan.

Couches, Caskets and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the

C.

charge

of Proven Quality

DR. A: Jd: HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontario Vetetinary
College
all disoases by latest methods,
aay calle promptly answered,
Ofice—Henry Block. Phone 23
—————
ie
McCRIMMON & McWILLIAM
jarristers
OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.

J.A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

‘Another Queen's

(New York Sun)

A

relatives,

received from a balky horse a week be-

fore. He was
44 yéars of age and leaves
a wife and nine children. He wae the
‘owner of 300 acres of land.
Aldermen F, E. Baxter, F, H. Brisco

Double Entry With a Single Thought

‘ince 1805,

FLOWBRS

state?

many

where

officer is one of two brothers
down their lives in France,

of 8,

which requires no ice or chemicals, and
has sold thi 1 right to manufacture it in
‘the United States for $50,000.
Bi
W. Hutton. of Kincardine
townabip, died from the effects of a kick

@

going off duty when a car of flour being
D)
on a side track by means of a
“flying switch” in some manner jumped

Thomas

& ARMSTRONG

pedtario:Veterinary
ieeed at.eeerie
seca
liege, haa been practicing
ot

Diplomas

You will be

EGGS

CRAWFORD

back of the
the Anderson
Co,"s"3 81 Btore,
‘write to St, Thomas for ap-

Pesan

Department

pleased with our service in this department,

DAR. FRANK €. BENNETT

JORDAN

yards late Saturday

Is always replete with what is newest and West.

they have

death:

‘were arraigned in the police court on

this line.
All_our corn is bought from
before we offer same for sale. Corn-is
so take precan' tions.
Bay from us now.
We
all the leading varieties. * Call and see nus abont same.

D,

G, Molntyre. of Clearwater, Mau., who.

formerly resided in Dunwich,

Ridge

week

ory of his wife.

aod

Corn

each

Stanley Wilkinsou, of Leamington,
has invented an electrical refrigerator,

DENTAL,
D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S.
Honor Graduate of Toronto University.
Graduate of Royal College of Dental Surgeons,
Oflce—Henry Block —
Dutton

t

days

hospital which he foanded

io

ney Cowlin, of St, Thomas.
native of England, where his parents
reside.
For five years
was
ployed as = car repairer
in the M. C. BR

We have only a few Keen Kutter Razors left,
which we qffer at a. bargain price.
Each

Phone 1364,

potatoless

ree
. ghtirma n tt
of the
‘emiskaming an
orthern
Ontario
‘Railway, bas given snother $10,000 to

memory o!
The church was draped
in black and
‘purple, with fl@ga and white oarnations.

wot

Speolalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
‘Hours 1 tod and by appointment,

and

during the war.

and bring your repairing along.9

@ Are you intending to install a farnace in your home? If so, now
is the time to look into the matter and let_as give you specifications
and prices on samo.
y

Buecessor to Dr. Crane.)

DR.

and

Iron Smoke Stacks

‘ing from the
Kir
Ht
refers to the death of Lieut,

it
«|

Eeoson

R, D. A. CAMERON
HD.O.M. Trolty University; ¥.7.0.M,, Trintty Mesidar Gallegos MOS Ontadoe”
Orvicn—Main Btroot,
Rasrpexcn—Shadkloton Street,

The
Standard

Molntyre, ‘son of Mr. and Mrs.

ex;
‘says
that before six
guided
through his iong
there will bes greater oil | °2
at the frons: ‘I trust hambly in
gas-boom in the Dover and Tilbury mopthe
God, whichever way the issue goes, and
East field than Wostern Ontario ever ask success for our arms, forgivenoss
saw.
for our sine and rest after much toiling,
-bye, aud if I go to join
A memorial window to tho late Mra. So now,
bless you.”
His brother
W, D, Mogs, of Glencoe, was dedicated Jack,
in 8t, John’s church, Glencoe, on Sun- Jack was Killed on the Somme iast
dsy. The window depicts Our Lord's Repent:
Jetter from Major Hanter, of the
Ascension.”
29th
» gave the details of his

own
will

along.

is of

at ten cents a
pound Jess than the market price.

an ex-

ta, do your work

‘kmanlike manner.
We make
out of the best tron.
Get our prices,

find them reasonable.

MEDIOAL,

repair work

LEX. MoKILLOP, M.D.C,M.,

D*®

‘_“Teddy"’ Roosevelt has been invited
to speak at Dominion Day celebration
in Strathroy. '
.
:
The 80th souual session of the Weat‘ern Association of Baptiat Churches is
being held at Chatham.
Herman Zimmer, manager of the
American House, Stratford, was fined
2400 and costs for kedping liquor ou his
premises.
a
Ae_a result of the Chatham civic

yon.

for testing and with 85 years’ experience

The Gallant Soldier Had Many Relatives.
in Dunwich
x

changes and Varlous Sources

5

Hydro will be turned on in Aylmer in

Tinsmithing.

_ UEUT. McINTYRE KILLED AT VIMY

NOT FAR FROM HOME
’News Gathered From Our Ex-

Daring

public

D.

R.

Military
had

Hemming,

officer

District No.

8.

His earthly lite of teaching,

f

eaear ae

miracle- Working,i and
;to
a close, He

w

was

n

June 10 , 1917,

Farmers are usually ‘ae
‘the cross | 20t than friend!ly toward

NM

progresses
Spied.
fe. tnIn ;faslarks;agriculture
Ddobolinks,
orioles

robin

and

the

and

‘biue-

Dirds are now found in Northern On:unknown

up

was bi ily

and Jesus

me

and sank beneath his bur-

* mhoved bim to ‘accep’
gatha—This was the Hebrew name for
“the place of a skull.” It was outside
the walls of Jerusalem (Heb. 13: 12).
The traditional site, the place
Stands the Church of the Holy

where
Sepul-

er, is within the walls, and does not

Swell

answer

the scriptures.
walls

resemblance
“4g

-belleved

Phere

description
bears

many

to

to a human

by

given

At the north of

which

skull.

be

in here a garden

fn

the

a striking

This

Golgotha.

tomb

which

was: possibly the very place in which
Christ lay. Tho top of the hill is now
used as a Mohammedan burial place,
18. They crucified
him—Jesus~
was

fastened to’ tho cross by spikes driven
through ‘his hands and his feet into
the wood. The cross was then raised

At what hour was
What
sayings
of

Christ on the cross does John record?
What were bis other sayings?- What
classes of persons Were present» at the
cross?
hat inecri|

different
rie) temple when

Christ

gave up, his

PRACTICAL

Nest

all

his

They wanted the supreme

court, the heathen power, to grush and
defile the idol of the people
among
whom
were some of
their leadérs.
‘They wished to deliver
themselves

from the responsibility

gaged in putting Jesus to death, the

Jews
him,

who

had

falsely

and

unjustly

the Roman

officials and

sol-

dlers who were brought into

case

were

they

not

fully

aware

of

what

were doing. This was the basis of the
prayer of Jesus for them while he
was

on

the

cross.

While this

ts true,

those who crucified iim were not ex-

cusable for attempting
to heap ridicule

upon

him.

It was

not in the power

of any to détract from

the dignity

and

superiority of our Christ, even though
they had him, for the time, in. their
power,

G

19, Pilate wrote .a title—The cause
of one’s execution, was usually, written
on a board or. tablet end carried at the
head of the procession, ag it moved toward the \place of execution, or was

guapended from
seoner, After: He.

the neck of
was. cruel!

nailed to, the cross
King

of

above

Jewa—In

the

the
case

this

pri-

‘

the

the accharge was that of treason, butmockery.
cusation.was Written halt in
20, “Read. many of the Jews—Pilate
HeJanguages.
had it written Jn three

comDrew. woe the language.of the
mon people, Latin was theofficial lan-

guage and Greek was the language ot
the
‘the foreign populatioa, Greek-wae
of culture; Latin, of power,
Yanguage
. and Hebrew, of religion. 21. Write. no!
The King of the Jewe, etc—The Jew
ly

displeased with Fulate
titie om the cross of

avitig a gort of re-

their

inelatently

demanding

hen he desired to relesse

What

1 have

written

1

have

of the act, and

checked fora single
produce

sixty

tage

increase

of.

season, would

millfon.

The

we

will

others to figure out.

per cen-

leave

for

It is estimated

that a pair of gypsy moths unchecked
for elght years would produce enough
Trogeny to ucstroy all the follage in
the United States. Death to the gypsy

moths,

from.

a

ther’s

housc

are.

“Because

ease
s

1

many

{t were not so T would have told you.”
“His

the

grace

will

to the end

Stronger and brighter’ shine,
Nor present things, nor things to comme
Shall quench

the spark

.

much to increase their numbers
in
Ontario,
‘The meadowlark {s another of our
which {s. fast
bn hered co-workers
The fences in springit ppearing.
time used to abound with them, while
now we can only see an occasional
one.
The Meadowlark comes to Us in
March aad leaves in November, and
during’ all these months it feeds on
insects entirely, never tofching grain
or fruit of any kindIt is particularly
fitted to search for cut worms and
other insects
feeding
underground,
£arly In the segson
they eat wire
worms, cut worms, caterpillars and
beetles, while jater on tney feed heaydy on grasshoppers.
Protection from

divini

.

H. T. Miler.

The

Story

of
heen

an Exceptional
Dog.
his

from

up

looked

farmer

The

work anu eyed bis dog intently.
“Good aog, tat,’
he
remarked,
Yes,"
1 repued, “but she’s only young
yet.”
“Shes tue look of a good ratter.
“a
T-hind @ dog oace,” he continued,

is
sensible thing We can do about it
to leave nature alone, and !f nece:
sary to assist her to make our work
ure as an eX:
more profitable.

despised

foundation

frequently disturbed and for which
dearly.
he very often hay to pay very
insect
Bird life has a predominating

the graciies and
the cowbird
are
elther of no particu:ar benefit to the
farmer or they are serious enemies

His decision. was

to announce

Iife-purpose for the world to read.
en he had written and placed upon

fn scorn to mortify the
testified
superscription

majesty,

his victory,

the

‘The
Jews.
to Christ's

his jurisdiction and
of his kingdom,
and dissimilar
Many
government.
the
were the groups gathered around

cross. Some were drawn. by hatred,
some by curiosity, some by the duties
of their office; a few by the impulse
of faith and loye. Jesus was subjected-to every indignity and shame.
A
few. friends otood by in this hour of
greatest

trial

and

effiiction.

They

manifested wonderful self-control, as
ff thelr
souls bad caught the calm
‘apirit of the crucified One. Theirs was
more than the ordinary affection of
human

kindred*and

from

friendship.

plous

It was

attachment,

arising
him
from Christian hope and faith inThere

love

most

insects

so

prodigious

think of a small

larva

prolific, but

feeders.

or worm

which

can consume within twenty-four hours
two hundred times ‘{ts own original
weight in food. And the worst of it is
that this food is our own §
cel
bages, roots, apples, grain,
or any-

thing they may conceive a liking tor.

The most

What can we do about it?

quisite poise, which man. has all too

diet, and if we curtail the freedom
traps, snares
of our birds by gunfire,
their wanton deb this equilibrium
which nature shows, an d increase for
ourselves trouble from injurious {n-

cats, crows and

eating

In

insects

truth,

whose

good

in trees,

there

are

offices

than

and,

of

are-rather

appreciated.

the
far-

some,

like

Crow,

but whose

the

biackbird.

of our real friends. ‘The cowbird is

or laws permitting
struction. we distur!

Experiences {n Hungary,
sect pests.
Russia, United States, and in fact all
over. thé world, hare confirmed the

thet

Jesus.

FLICKER.
a most pernicious foe to our valued
birds and should be exterminated as
a lazy, good-for-nothing sponger.
One word about our sleek and sly
friend, the house cat.
Careful obser.
vation of cats which were supposed
to be exceptionally good ratters, and
which were well fed, have skown that
tabby.may make away with from fifty

and

beauty

ed

$0”

hen Jesus had
sing the

31,000,000 cats in the United States
averaged only ten birds per year.

—=The Canadian Countryman.

help, whose

eae

hope

God.—He led them forth by ‘the right
way, that they'might «oto a city of
Ahabitation.—There falled not ought of

any good: thing which the Lord bad

ae
z
Phere is “prison
ie drawn woen we can
Death's: SUCHE
Bay.
a
dreams, plone ‘can bind
a
an

Wotmorrow's. Rope.
1

y

Ae.

¥
lifting.

“with

“yesterday.”

eee?
y head,

se ihushing’ fair,
TiSye reds ¥04:
a=
in cities of the
Grow best
* and from the grave

man's

of the:

despair.

spoken unto the house of Israel;
came to pass.
>

all

When | sent you vithoul- purge: and
scrip, and shoes, lacked ye anything?
And they said, Nothing. — Because
thou. hast.been my help, therefore in
ay shadow of thy wings will 1 re-

joice.
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1
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INorthern, #26 to $26; No. 3 Northern,
S24t- to
$2!
‘Corn—No.
3 yellow,
Sito #148 F-4._ Oats—No. 3 white, 9 $1.712
to 0
Po

l-tc.
Flour
to ROM.
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Bran,
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Duluth.—Wheat—No. 1 hard,
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$206; No.
No. 3 Nort 1
seed,
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May, &
October, SSL
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the « butcher
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active $16and tyatcady:
S110;
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my
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Eston isitient\t iw 12. Was Rover! ey || eee
Sh
Qis
butcher. known
seen the.
errand. and bad ran on in front while

we srare
sorting,

driving

them:

fm

an

“On market days," he sald.
wai

that

there

uot

week

“w:

th

was a townsman Jn the. saloon ‘cra
us
bet

up’ his dog to thé farniers.
“i'd
anyone, says he, ‘my dog is fhesl

best in Derbyebicg,’
farmer

who

Uved

ae

t

one:

us;

‘I'll

take

2

kms

eA RICRTS.

Oaialty

se

=

Mae

‘O

1a
Ov

etait

strobe:
eell=

3

go

calves

tines
‘cows

$9.50

to $10.59;

as: Rover.”

A Strong Will.

peers
kt SREB

“pastus,” eald the judge; "you

‘The soul revels in immortality; {
forward, but it lo k
‘ard.

eay
aad

iptativa,

aren wv8 Bese tat

wl

“ou,

t

eho'es
‘0
F

ea els

7.80;

that at 5.to. fin sovereigns.’ "What's | !aobs#0 fo JS bee eenIS te ee
siee
238.
mine? | #79

farmer concluded, .“but none 80 “good

*

fs

ape of

were larme
dorices were tirmly riaintainn

“ihe arteritis

the dog you sayde better than
lo SO ARE aaa tA INES Sg Pe fits
His
dog, Rover.” ‘I'm not taking you,’ says

thetownsman, I've Heard of that doz;
T mean any but that.”
“T have had several good dogs.” the

.

MARK

“Done!” naldse | eis ate ieeoh

near

i

2 lambs

other. steady.

MONTREAL

petite.

There |

.

cay

nete:

offering of
ontreal, Keport.—T! ne
Sanwaian iaelfic
lve stock market
:
aa.
rain, wer
hoes
u
.!
.(
zi

\orderly way towards the gate, and
when we got there we found they were
the exact sheep that bad to go,”
oe other anecdote he told me:

T

lambs,

Wanerg

talicagand, liaving Sinfghed. ft"? ok

was

ae

ees host

and

bad

used to go into one Inn after

to put confidenct in man.
It Is betver to trust in the Lord than to pu
tonfidence “in princes.—Happy
is he

was pathetic Ling
ed friend. There
fn tlre language in’ which

so If was

us
ho
8%
nw

do, do. canner:
do, bulla...
Feeding streets,
Stockers,
chol

When we. started forsthe field, which
was about a_gnarter of a mile away.
Rover Was missing, and when }
whistled 1 Heard no answering bark.
“We passed along
the road
to the
fleld,"anha. eho we swese ailll: i. wood

Y

His beloved diaciple.
of His loving confid to Mary.
John. None could “be nearerand trust:
te
than Jesus’ ‘mest intima

farm,

{ heard‘a
‘sniffling’ and barking round
the machine.
1 looked round and saw
Rover, who, falling to find me return:
ing to the farm, had come to meet me,
and had tracked me to where I then
was.
When he saw me he gave a
joyful bark and tried
to reach me.
However, after one or two atters)ts,
be gave it up, and, at
my Ddidding,
returned to the farm, where he
sat
down and whined Jn tho kitchen,
“My wife, wondering what wag the
matter, came to look at him, when he
caught hold of her
skirt and dragged
her to the machine.
“When she saw
mo she, feiched some.‘hands’ and had
me got out.
J was not very seriously
hurt, but I remember when I wag in
bod the week’after Rover used to come
and whing at the sialrs door eve!
un! he was admitte

with

to sixty birds In the course of a year.
Just figure the loss in bird Iife if the

twenty-five have been found in this
(proyinee, The range of many of our
Birds ts extending steadily northward

side of the

MARKETS.

up fn his cart and had a short chat

Zhuth | the muimber

the
stricken moth=
temporal needs, of His
er. He kept death at bayof uatil
love ‘per creases. their’
ormed. the late duty
to close00 gtroyers, aince they.
taining to this life. Death wasJesus
‘a spot very quickly, which offers good
all earthly relationships.
knowledged: a mother’s
food.

it happen?

CATTLE
choice

catde,

“I remember another t!me,” he con
tinued, after a pause, “we used to ha
our s
Which were “golng 10 tae
butcher's spetlally markew.a day or
two before, so that thoy’ could easily
be hunted out on market morning.
Well, one morning’ tre-buteher-drove

by injurious insects
80,000,000, most of
to the 5 eareity of in-

Of
nedes |the
providing for the-spiritual
for
provided.
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and ¢rops cau! sed
fg estimated at $1)

which) is due
as the Messiah and Saviour. — women sectivorous birds.
wes an inner circle of three
loss to ¢t
who States the
through insects
ymore courageous than the rest, cross.
terests of the country$700,000,
000 -a- few.
the
stood under-the-shadow-of
Was placed at over
They could hardly have placed the It:
reproductive power of
selves in a more perilous position.
th
yet
xtraordinary,
marked their fidelity, courage, affec:|
tion, sympathy and privilege.
|
bitter,
was then experiencing the sword
shall
requ
of Simeon’s prophecy, “A heart
also," since |
to maintain their acpierce through thine own
stoning sacrifice, When tive aistence. ‘The young. p articuIf Christ’
fl

did

xt
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pretty serious position, Whilst J was
wondering what was best to be done -

more

very. few birds directly
agriculture,
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other
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ROVER.

the cross of Jesus that threefold) in‘scription, his positfon was finallyto
taken. He unconsciously publishedroythe world the glorious tact of the
alty of eJsus, though he meant itonly

loye.

are

are

to

ed

ring across the world:
live, ye shall live also’

Saviour

quently is of greater
fruit grower than
.to

they

only

dence

ee

in

Soul's

and which we breve pisnted and cared
for at a cost of twenty-five
to one
hundred doll:
an acre.
What are we going to do about, it?

# 600 to His mo! th 79

Byers

down

the

entangled in the machinery. The machine was a cocd way from the louse,

y,

pane

low

of

Why, Pll tell you.
I had been work
tng on the threshing maciine, and the
machihery had just stopped.
getting down when I slipped, and be-

regent Who

loved —J

placed

words

skunks would help

Not

ere mau, y present at the cruon” Jesus (Mark 15.

‘whom He

boxes

the

toward an increase in their numbers.
The Baltimore oztole {s a bird generally considered as an ornament rather a useful citizen.
This feathered
songster feeds almost entirely on leaf-

world,

should
aus’ care for, His mother (va.
25. ‘There stood by the crosa—

sic,

our

‘ama
Radlahes,
Spinach,
Sage, bunch ..
Savery, bunch
Turnip’. bog
er peel
, bunch

collie, and tac most intelligent dog
lever saw—and
l'ye seen some good
dogs. He sayed me once from a seri-

the sentence of death against

and

of

orchards where they will not arouse
the envy of the- sparrows, would do

I. The world’s - rejection of Jesus.
The Jews were profoundly anxious for
Jesus to be put to death by Roman
crucifixion.
They wished to stamp.

out in disgrace and shame

another

real friendship none
It ents neither grain
nor’ fruit, but. confines »itselt to insects when they are at all
available.

Topic.—Finished work.
“1. The world’s rejection of Jesus:
IL Christ's atoning sacrifice.

claims...

is

friends whos
can
dispute.

SURVEY.

to avoid being called to account. They
and let down into the hole made to
receive It,
The pain borne by
the |. wished to have a Roman guard to preyent haying snatched from them the
victim was excruciating and death did
realization of thefr inhuman purpose.
not usually take place until the second
‘The Jews wished
to disconnect the
To Jesus was offered
name of Jesus from all their ideas of
the stupefying
drivk that w
pre:
pared by thoughtful women to relleve the Messiah and represent him as a
the sufferings of those crucified, but ‘usurper, Pilate was irritated at haying been dragged into the position in
he would not take it, wishing to have
which he found
himself.
How
to
-bis senses fully alort during the awful
maintain his popularity with the Jews
ordeal,
Two other with him—These
and save-his conscience ~.conctituted
were bandits who were being justly
To him the hour had
executed. Jesus in the’
midst—In & difficulty.
come when he mnst reveal the spirit
mockery Jesus was placed in the posiof his life by one sreat act of decison.
tion of honor,
Those who were en,
He must crucify Christ or his selfsecured

than formerly,

‘e

©

_/

the

is a hill

place of execution?
Christ crucified?

eoreconsi-enupoccces:

‘The way

» -Oyrene in
the cros!
iim. There is a tradition that Simon
‘afterward became a Christian.

E eorce,
F RSSHRSESSE

sixth,
john 19:30)
The seventh,
“Father, into. thy hands.
I commend my spirit” (Luke 23:46).
The first
have reference to others,
the next three to his awful conflict
and with the Jast he commends his
apres
was required of the person spirit ;to the Father.
Questions:—Where was Christ crucijwas to be crucified that he should
carry the cross or assist in carrying it. fied? Wt carried his cross to the

ore

ay BE

OYNH)

ae
of thei
es
the
{9
the house or over the ‘barn
farmer is very aot to consider’
them
‘very harmful and undersirable_
Those who have made a study of
bird Iife are able to toll us On. as.
tonishing stories of their value in de- they build their nests where no atstroying Insects, mice, etc. The ra- tempt is made at concealment.
A word of commendation should be
pidity of ingrease among insects of
spoken for the robin, There can be
most kinds {s appaling
when
one
stops to think
of it. One of our Canno doubt that this bird, whose cheery
‘adian Entomologists
has computed song we listen for in apring time does
that one single pair of Colorado po do considerable damage to fruit. in
vision of heaven as & pertato bee!
if left to) multiply un- orchard and garden but if we weigh usin;
the evidence carefully we will find petual sweetment. He will not frightthat what fruit and other produce is en man out of v! ice by the vision of
ful
schoolmaster.
eaten, is pald.for during the @eason: }the rod of a
‘The robin is particularly helpful dur- But this silence Im ‘the interest of the
ing the early
of the season, when preservation of character, taken in
it feeds itself and young alniost en- connection with a thousand dim hints
-tirely on cut worms and the larvae of and suggestions, 1s “cpauent with
testimony regarding the Immortal life.
the June beetle..
The larva is very
pernicious, and the “white-grub,” as ‘By a thousand whisperings nature init is called, is very destructive — to timates immortality for man. Jesus
Christ, dying, . spoke in ft
round
growing.
plants of many kinds,
cutting them off at the surface and caus- tones, bringing Ife and immortality
to light. Like a great bell of hope,
ing their death.
.
mellow, ceaseless, glorious in its muThe bluebird, far less common now
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John

Baring

aaee

eee

ips

Mothers. -

How

times have changed! No ‘more
ey sll sit
they
Beaide the hearth. ai nd gently kalt, <.
Nor with ai eft fingers =x and bake
asd)
The “pleq that moth-;
x to
make,

Nor anyoshawlaor-cap permit,
‘But now

trom’ goit to danes they fit

So etrenuous and lithe and fit,
ja
Tha it daugiters weary
How times

their

have changed!

took Gent. Parades they_lead with: gles and. grit,
dudse,was:A h"titled
to dat “And use their pimp! le, ecathing wit

the

reat.

New

c

On_boarda, whose mere male mrzn-—

-

‘Delamere,

A
stead, his face
‘and he turns back hastily to see

wuring esmy dariiiins * Ath: me. ‘
anes from.
ea of these tipp!
hi

arkness.
It ee som
to th

Se

starts, and

ste

says,

with

to Hide

half-closed eyes, as the door opens
and Lord Delamere comes in, “I am
‘rather grateful to ‘the mountain torwa

Hector;

lam sure

the place

we

tended reaching to-night could. not
ave
better than this; the room
comfortable!

ead sit down!” and she holds out her

Re Soke
his fac) dark ond trou., torts, laughlagty, if you do not come
Is anything the 1atter with the
h
es. fixed on the line of in.
horses?
sky.
ountalns.
acainst
“Thank Heaven, 10!" he arswers. |
mere is fate,” he mutters, half audithe
“A week earlier
or la!
fervently.
oly.
“That's Savane uttered,” sho says,
road would have been open.
brightly. « Come in.
Ww
give teh yearw of my life if we were
it as
Gn any, other spot of the babitable
ycur omelet?
globe!
utter
Dr.
Johnson's
heart.
Come, I am
pant
exclaims
the —_ landlord,
curtly, but not
“your lordship
without cause.

—who is so keen to as
est

changes

in

the

rt

its

detect the air of grave
Siem

that sits upon it.
almost

apprehensive

There
is a restless,

light in his eyes,

and as he stands
ae MnO Dae cobalr,
seems to be listening; then as she
turns her head to look at him, he
imeelf.

q

6," he say
at eee very com:
But—I did not mean
to
It ig a pity ete we did
aes smile.
other, and
better, as the Spaniards say. 1 think
is
What is- it they
is a
most
Bam awful
exasperating smell, an
hungry.
Are you sur you are not
“Wet?

No,”

he

answers,

as

if he

had forgotetn the storm.
“They are
cooking the supper.
IL will go ae
see what they have got.
We shall be
lucky if we get an omelette. and
some soup.
I won't be
answerable
for the presence of .garlic!” he added,
Hghtly, but with an effort.
Signa smiles.
“I will forgive them even the garlic,” she says,
nestling down again.
But why should you trouble?
Cannot
mee faithful Saunders
make the
in~

=

ee
faithful Saunders is busy with
the horses,” he says, as
he moves

toward the door; then he
coming back, stands with
the fire, looking down at
strangty intent expression
ey

pauses, and
his back to
her with. a
in his dark

rou seem very happy, Signa,"
arn almost interrogatively,

‘he

Rm quite.” she replies. “I don't
why.
“Because
1 am getting
so well, and because—I am afrald you
ane

will be
shocked, Hector, but
there is a great deal.of the
jan in me—this traveling and
ing It,’ as you call it, suits me

ably.

1 think
Bohem‘roughadmir-

I have oftea envied those gyp-

sies

who go about the
country in
all covered with
brooms and
cradles,
Jt is the freedom, the liberty Of the life that 1s so delicious.”
“You had better sell the Grange, and

buy a hawker's van,” he says, with
a

She

le.

laughs

and

colors.

It is the

first time he has referred to his princely wedding

nite

ae

zift,

and.

in

some

it jars upon her.

is silent for a moment;

indefi,
then he

at “think I will go and)
see
how
Saunders is getting on.
may want
some ‘help, and none “of these good
people moerser
w to
BS:
mber——";
then
he

stosp short, aoe glences at her quickly; but the Isst two words of the

sentence have escaped her, and, with
a troubled brow, he leaves the room.
There fs a long passage between the
guest-room and the ‘loor, and at the
end of -It-he-seos. the short, thick-set
figure of the Inndlord, a black object

between the sky and the taraplight.

ae

he

The man
.turns as he hears
Delamere’s
step, add, with a our
makes room for him to pass.
Lord
Delamere steps into the road,
then
turns,
and motions tne man: to follow.
With a perfectly impassive face the
landlord of the Mountain Goat obeys,
and stands silent and attentive.
Hector stands, looking peyond him
at the mountains that rise beyond the
valley, half-absently, then turns his
glance upon the landtord.
“Do you not rememper
me, Hermann?”
he says, quietly.

‘The landlord bows, witt'a’ cal
“Of & certainty, my lord,” he says.
Lord Delamere nods.
ek thovgh so, notwithstanding your

smile.

nner,”

the

Jandlord shrugged

der, and

extends

his

“shoul:

his hands,

palms

upward, after the manner of his countrymen.
“Sob!”

he days, ‘erat

Te was

not for me to pash myselt ‘torwa
my lord.
It was for me to wait and
see whether your lordship wii
me
to remember,
If so—good; if not—
well, then I forget!”
stern,
Hector. takes a
with
face, as if the man's deerécy annoys

him, then he comes back to him.
“You understand,” he says,
“that it
i uit the merest accident that we are

tere man explained, my lord,” is
‘the brief seEne:
Hector
“We shall ‘Teave inthe
morning.
Mcanwhile——"

he hesitates, his soul

Joathes the task upon bim, but it is

necessary—“meanwhile

it is my

wish

es her lady:

is

band

at all disrespectfully,
troubles _ yourself
All that little busi-

ness is done with and forgoten; even
here

in

Casalina

things

do

not

last

nine days and that is—

ob, asions lime. since, Be at rest, my
Tor
Lord asco
nods. Upon his face
that
is the look which rested there

night when

Lady

Rookwell told the

tragic story of his, Lord Delamere’s
crime, but added to it a wistful appre-

henson

Which

reveals its cause as he

Slances
at the windew behind him.
“Yes—yes,""
he says, “theré Is no
danger—I_ can rely
cretion, Hermann.”

upon
Then

your dishe pene

for a moment, and his voice drops,

he anes abruptly—“And she! Where
fg
The landlord shrugs his shoulders.
“Who can say?” he answers. “In
Paris, Rome, where you will. CasaHina has ni t seen her since-—"
“1 kk now—I know,” interrupts Lor@
,
Delamere,
sternly. “At any rate she

is not e
“Of a certainty, not,” replies

the
dlord. * “Bhould I not have told
Yes—yes!"
yourJ lordship at once?
“That would have been of no use,”
he say ®, moodily. “I tell you that we
were compelled to take shelter here.

The horses could not have gone back
to Pezzta, wnere we stayed last night,
and

fearfully

hungry.”

He puts his arm around her, and
they go in. The supper, a luxurious
ove—trust a German for good living
—is smoking on the table. A tidy
wald-servant stands ready to wait.
“Gloriou:
it not?” says Sign:
taking her chair. “Give me Casalin:
for a resting-place.’
He shudders, but instantly dispel
the cloud from his brow, and makes a
great show of enjoying the situation.
“It only Lady Rookwell or Aunt
Podswe}l could see us!” says Siena—
“to say nothing of the Duchess d'Ornis.
—heow

surprised

they would

be.

Hector!

you

J

but

Signa

a

happy,

With

halfsemothered

leans back in her chair

but not quite as light as for cake. and

a
%

rest-

yawn,

and

“My music hath no charm to soothe

the savage breate,” she says, half reproachfully, “You look tired out, Hector.”

am, and yet Iam

rest-

nas, : wit ‘hash this cigar;~ but you
shall go to bed. my darling,” and he
crosses and put his arm round her
with a careés that has something of a
protecting air, as if some intangible

‘eyon

Mant,

Paris. life; a:
‘and

bewildering

the gay, brilthis

ene accursed spot on whiciy je Btands:
seems tho only real thing. itis here
that the most tragic events of his Ife
the whole
of whic has-yet to be iearnt,
truth
the bi tter results ‘ofwhich havo yet
to be felt. As he stands, troubled and
micody, the place se2tns to change him

has occurred, m tragedy,

head upon his band, is lost in thous!

“I wonder how many hands
«hi
uched this dear ald thing?" — he
says.
“I wish ] knew a Tuscan sons.
What
was that we heard»
the other
day?"
and ehe picks out a tune slowly,

Bets it by memory, and beging»to Nit

to iL.-With a suddenness that almost
atartics ber, he raises his head,
bis
face pale,
his Nps compressed.

be eaten
split up

at once after they have
one side and
fliled

STRAWBERRY

Though
name,

it

dish

is

really

thin

Slices

rather

crumbled

pieces

goes

out

to

him

with

eying

says
Saunders, but with a faint tone of
oubt. “They are a little stiff. I'll take

and

of toast

very

Delamere

delicious

toast

2

amoag

and cifting sugar all through
about half an hour.

“AN right, Saunders?” he asks,
the Borses critically.
“Yes, my Jord, I think
80,"

most

n

light

brown, Butter this very lavishly and
Ine the bottom and sides of a pudding
dish with them, Fill the dish with
strawberries and
heap them in as
thickly as possible, placing a . few

served

Lord

has a homely

confection and literally worthy “to set
before a king.” Cut stale bread In

“Very well,” she says. “You will not
long?’
He shakes his head, and
lighting
the candle, leads the way
to their
room. When he comes down again, he
calls impatiently for another bottle of
wine, but
forgets
it when
it is

morning sunlight ‘Early as it is, the
house is still astir, and
hissing and whistling about his horsés.

PUDDING.

BREAD

this

danger were approaching her.
be

been
with

ered with whipped cream.

Bake

an eager inquiry.

beat again

slightly crushed strawberries and cov-

them.”

The maid has been telling me
in pure Tuscany that there is mot a
pele place than Casalina: I wanted
him—“ ‘she’s not tired, my lord?”
you to show it to me.”
“No—no,” says Hector, and his face
“It Is not worth seeing,” he gays,
brought, and allows {t to remain on
lndy- simon sternly.
relaxes its’ sterness.
igna locks up at him with heleht- the table untouched, while he falls to
Sanders,
chip is all right, thanks,
on the restless pacing of the polished
ened color, and a touch of pained won:
Get in to your supper when rou have
jor.
der in her eyes. It is the first time fn
finished here.
They will make you
At last he stops abruptly, and
puther life that his tone has been any- ting
comfortable.”
his hand to his forehead, as Sf to
thing but gentle and loring with her. obliterate
“That's all right, my lord, thank
some painful, mental vis“Is anything the matter, Heetor?”
you,” says the man, with true English
, murmurs:
“I know that by the con- she murmurs.”
confidence.
“What bas come to me?
This
ia
ee
he saye,
with a forced
ition of the stables, my lord. Stables
worse than womanish, this presentl4 @ look of self-reproach. “No
plenty of corn for the
clean, and
ment of coming evil! It is this cursed
Lerses, always means clean linen and darlings, nothing. I am ouly annoyed place. Thank Heaven, we leave ft t0that we ehould
have been turned out
plenty of victuals for the man.”
morrow
of our course, Let me give you some
Then ‘he goes upstairs, and holding
“I came to tell you that we start more wine
She ehakes her head. still a little the candle above his head looks down
early to-morrow,” he says, turning to
at
the lovely face with the peace
of
hurt: and he {lls his own glass, and
the door—"I mean quite early.”
sleep
lying upon it, and
hia
face
an eagerness
faunders nods, his eyes on his be drinks the Wine with
works convulsively with a pagsionate
quite novel with him,
leved horses,
senderness
ce
awful
apprehension.
Then, as if with an effort, he die“Yes, my lord, I was thinking that
I
ing!”
he murmurs,
Siocm that seems to hover
perhaps, we should eet a day’s rest for pels the
cae Heaven that
tne
him like a cloud and begins to rina
"em. There's no denying that they over
hand, which, stretching out from
the
telk to her, ag she loves to have him
are a little overdone.”
past, lies so heavy on my heart, may
tulk:
witty
and
gay
by
turns,
with
“We shall leave here to-morrow if every now and then a tender word of never touch you! To-morrow! Oh, for
they've a leg to atand on
he says, love for her:
to-morrow”
with so strange a harsuness In his
CHAPTER XXIX.
There is an old piano in the room—
tone that poor Saunders cotors, and,
there is always a musical instrument
The morrow. breaks with the clear
touching his hat, bends down to his of some kind in every Tuscan inn:
sky of @ Tuscan. morning;
the sun,
werk in silence.
and Hall Canoe
she opens it ang
keenly bright, as only an autumn sun
Lord Delamere, goes “Gut into the touches the key:
ran be, deluges the little inn, and
night again, afd stands looking into
“Play romething—sias, dear,”
he
makes white walls and yellow thatchthe darkness, As if in a vision he cces says, 6uddeniy.
ed roofs gliister again.
the peaceful village of Nortawell, eces
‘And she alts down and, touching the
While Signa is still asleep, Hector
his own once deserted, now magnifikeys softly, sings one of his favorite
has risen-and’gone downstairs.
The
cent Grange; in spirit he once more songs.
He gots up and paces the room,
black cloud of the previous evening
the
boat,
with
‘Signa
lying
at
steers
for a few minutes, then he seats himhas disappeared, as if dispelled by the
ne
It is alt self in the shadow, and resting 1
his feet, toward. St. Clare.

a vision to him;

and

have been sifted twice and mixed with
a‘sultspoonful of salt. Now beat {t
again until it is smooth and pour into
bultered gem pans that have been
heated in the oven untii] they are
warmed thoroughly. Bake in a moderate oven. When done they shouldd

Jooks at him.

f

up supply

and then add two cupfuls of flour that

to-night,

less strides he paces the room egain,
with

to keep

two cupfals of mil

are

ladi, and one of the maids heaves
elgh and murmurs:
Appy. man!"

until,

how

better, one that {s not at all aitueult
to make, Bent three eggs rather light,

Will this do?” and. the clear

looks anything

and

when out of season is set forth in the
following array of recipes:
STRAWBERRY
POPOVERS.
These. popovers make a very pores
and delicious dessert, and, what

with breathless enjoyment
to the
Sweet voice of the young English mi-

ere are moun-

the pull ® the sunshine from

season

yolce soars into “Fair as a Rose.” And
his head goes down on his hand again.
Outside’ In the passage the whole of
the household: is gathered to listen

t 0.

Early.” she says, open-eyed. “Sure-

patriotic

‘They

Texas.

and

in

a

cold

moderate

them

and over

oven

for

This is delicious

with

thick

cream.

STRAWBERRY CHARLOTTE RUSSE
Make a custard of one quart of
milk, put over the fire with a cupfal
of sugar, bring to the bolizng point and
atir in the beaten folks of four eggs.
Stir

constantly

for

a moment

and

men,

makes

that he believes Dr.

Pillg sayed

his life, wae

ago 1 was

attacked
w

layer of strawberries slightly sweetened,
Arrange another layer of.
the
berries,
Pour the:custard
over all,
t the-whites of the eggs until ctiff
and stir into them four tablespoons
of powdered sugar; color with # litle
juice of the berries.
Pife the meringue

lightly over the top or ornament. with
a circle of large, firm, sweet berries.
‘The ingredients of the trifle must ‘be
very cold when put together, and it is
a-go0d-plan-to-keep-the dish~on-ice
until served,
_ STRAWBERRY WHIP,
Rub a quart of strawberries through
a fine strainer
an add powdered sugar

Wi

pe

eee re-

grippe

ina condition diffienlt

to deseribe.I was

a!

- gene

ally

almost eubsarebie:

eral weakness, pane a constant dull
pain ia the stom!
I became so weak
that I could not rail a yongred yards
wines sitting down to reat. The food
I ate continually soured on may ea
ach: My nerves were all gone, and pal
pitation of the heart anda Tottering °
seneation all through my chest, espec
at night

was

I was finally compelled .to £0
and called in a doctor, who real my
heart was affected, and treated me for
that trouble. After three months attendance, and feeling no better I calli

another

doctor.

Hig

treatment-

0 fi
third doctor. This one sald there
nothing wrong with my heart, that
the

trouble

was

After treating me

due

to

my

stomach.

for a time he ad-

vieed that I go to the hospital at HalMfax.
On a previous occasion when I
had an attack of rheumatism
I had
been cured by Dr, W! Wane
zine PHIs

and I decided that ratherthan go to
a hospital I would again ‘
this

medicine. I got a eupply of the pills

and began vsing them. In a few weeks
I could feel my sean returning, my

stomach

was

giving

the palpitation

me

of ‘the

less trouble,

heart diguppear

ed, and after a further vee of

the

pille
1 felt as well es ever I did
in
my
Iife. I can truly say that I feet
more “thanteful then words can expreas
for what Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have
done for me.’
You. can get these pills from
any
dealer in medicine, or by mail at 69
cents a box, or six boxes
for $2.50
from The Dr. Willlame’ Medicine Co.,
Brockvilie ,Ont.

The Good Time.
Frequently you hear @ rich

+

map

abveed because he 6tays on the job
that made him rich instead of spend-

ing h‘a time gadding about the earth

in search

of

a good

time,

But

it

hardly falr to eesume that avarice and
srecd

prompt

suc hi action or even

that

it {6 lack of faith jn humanity, Very

Hkely the work done represents
the
good time for the man who etaya at
It after all need of work has passed.
for it ia certain that there are many
Ideas of what conetitutes
liappinese,
and the man who selects loafing i apt
to change his mind in time {f he tries
it, Do‘ng nothing is harder than work,
and if a man has spent many years at

work.

brin,
butt:

learning

Httle

of play,

work

him more enjoyment than the
exietenc
chison * Globe.

—ss——

SHIP.” DREAMS

re-

move from the fire. Dip balf a dozen

ladyfingers in cream and arrange them
fn a glass dish, Pour over them a

to taste,

Dutt. He has beena, member!

stored him to. gopd. by

ed

and

in Alaska

grow

Maine

to North across the whole counSouth
In
ees * What to do with them while

thet,” he says.
“It—there {¢
in it, Sing ‘something Eng-

gna laughs softly.

“tee

avd

renew

dit;
for his
“Not
tay

to Clip Out.

Strawberries

6

then she
She stares for a moment,
A
“Ah; yes, I forgot.
You have teen
here before, have you not?”
“Yes,”
he says, calmly,
but
his
band trembles as he ‘ifts
his glass.
You must take me
wl over the
Place to-morrow,” she says, with @
tone of anticipation in her volce.
“T

rthe Careful Housewife

Florida

Look for the Red Balt Trade-mark
on every Carton and Sack,

there

overdo ne; that last mile or two tried
them after the day’s journey: but
they'll be all right tomorrow. Her
Indysh ip, my lord,” he adds, glancing
epprehensively to the pale fac abo ve

for their Use,
Fo

One of the best known men in the—
town of Port Hawkesbury, NS., ie Mr.

sehich left a

A Bunch of Tested Recipes

the Sugars that have
always been pure, and
cost no more than any
other?

After

was no place but tils to
ere. “There are mounNo matter—we leave here
I hope to Heaven tains, oh, yes.” She Jooks at him wonto-morrow early.
that 1 have seen Casalina for the iast deriat 6
“Ie there anything the matter with
time.
e hi orses?" she asks.
The landlord, who has only” half
He starts and laughs.
cought the almost inaudible aspiration,
“Nothing. They
are rather ‘Urea
bews and turns Into the hous2,
and
Lord Delamere makes his way to the and so am I, and go should you be
you ave bhad a long journey, my darstables,
Saunders is busy with the
ling.”
horees, whistling cheerfully as he dries
But°a happy one
she says. “Do
their wet skins while his own is still
remember, 01
a not, my saywet, and he looks around
as his goa re
ing—the day 1 think it was when we
nunster enters,
were
in
the
boat
ealling
to St. Clare
“They are all right?” asked
Lord
-—that I longed to be in Italy? 1 supDelamere.
The man starts at the altered voice, bose it is because I am here that | am
6o
happy.
you
remember
which he has never heard cut with a
“[ remember everything,”
he says,
pleasant, cheerful ring, but which is huskily,
“There {6 nothing that I fornow hard and stern.
Ket, But come, darling, you must
“Yes, my lord,” he answerz. “Rather
141
We start early to-morrow morn-

turn

THE LUSCIOUS
STRAWBERRY

pure and uncolo;
So—why take chances? Why
not insist on having Lantic—

ail, a roving life is the one that co!
tafns the most enjoyment. You don't

has

torrent,

swollen

the

friend,

disarranged our plans.’
: (To be continted.)
SS

in the hands of yourpAsey is

understand my enjoyment, perhaps; It
is all so stale to you.
To me St is
simply delightful.
What wine is that,
Hector?’

He
ey
“Pure
Eermann was aways, famous
wine.”

Our

OF

“PORT HAWKESBURY
IS RE.
STORED TO HEALTH AND”
STRENGTH,

pple | William

What a lovely morning, Hector!
And whst,a, pretty, placet Is it really,
@ ghall not-be abdle-to pee
that
am afraid so,” he replies, looking
away from her. “We have a long jour~
new before us. and must start early.

Now that the Garena
has absolutely prohibited the
usé of any articial coloring
matter in sgeaae we tell you
again that we have
—never used Beets
—never used Ultramarine
Blue
—never used Aniline D:
—never used Ve,
in refining any of our sugars.
‘This means that every pound

‘And so will the supper be,” she re:

is delightful!”

i

“}and bright tis the lovel; face,
igrace the

Bas Nothing

hurries.

ps Don"tain’
C1
there, my darlt
he
says, chidingly; “the night airis cold.
“This

ec

| standing in the open:
Hoe apart of the mot

youd €to Heaven. we had braved
torrent; anything would havo Leen
petier: than being heres”
“Hector!” »comes. voles . In. the]

eat

nn
ee
/RESIDENT

WELL-KNOWN

“Fate! Fate!™ er

(Carroll

O'Conneil.)

Mitsy night, stars so bright,
Dusky shades afalling,
In the

distance,

Whip-poor-wills

hidden

quite,

acalling.

All

around, hills profound,
Lolty and serene,
Purple miste must have kissed,
Their soft, luxuriant green.

.

The little flowers, with twilight hours,
Their dainty heads have drooped,
Mother Rest thefr slumbers blessed,
As over them she stooped.

S
aN

The Inke so blue has darkened, too,
And still, so still, {t seems,
‘Tis fitting night, for fairy flight,
In my little Ship o’ Dreams.

Beat the whites of three eggs

toa very stiff froth aud mix this tm- Ship o° Dreams, led o’ Dreams,
Tide me far awa:
mediately
with the mashed. berries
and put in a quick oven. Cook for 15 To the Happy Vision Land,
Bring me back. at
at _bbreak o° day.
or 20 minutes, according to the degree
of heat in the oven,:and serve as soon
The Hindeaburg Line.
as baked. A souffle of this kind is
always more delicious If bzked in 4
me,
low baking dish.
An
marizink the result with faces
‘ed and gluta.
STEAMED STRAWBERRY. PUDDING
Make a soft dough with one cupful They put it ub to Hindenburg with fat
of milk and ove pint of flour,
in
The stout Fictd Marshal
stood
which hag been sifted two level tea
_seratched the comers of his head,
spoonfuls of baking
powder and’ a Where in the intermeshing cogs continuously
5
Nittle salt. Put a spoonful
of — the
“This
thing
must
stop.
W
to
dough into well-groased cups, then. a
draw. the. line somewhere, ‘vehe got
said.
spoonful of strawberries, then another
Ang whereupon they started In. at once
of dough. Steam for 20 minutes,
to draw tne line,
STRAWBERRY SAUCE.
>
the regulations perfect in
Cream two tablespoonfuls of butter, In fact the Katner said It
@ doubt divine.
SR
tout
add gradually ono cup. of _ powdered
Sugar and a little lemon Juice.
Beat
‘Tia ‘done! fg Tin ome,
’
done. at lant inyatrict
in crushed berries and+serve ‘cold, or
Toudiy: al ene Teutons back
melt the butter over hot water and
raw,
serve hot,
cd NE
quniverse Jools
“BERRY BAVARIAN CREAM.
Mix one pint of strawberry
p:
But now the Britivh. nice
em
rather stupid chaps,
ee
and juice with half a cupful of pow
Haye cut 1
broken t—completely
derea sugar. Cover half a pox of gelatine with.one-fourth
cupfol of coid
water and soak until soft.
Add
on

fourth cupful of hot water and disso!

and strain.
Stir this.into the fruit,
stand the bow! containing the mixture
in a pan of cracked ice and as- soon

As it begins

to thicken, fold iu one-

halt pint of cream,

{ntoa mould
place, Serve
Strawberry
‘fered at the
sUghtly,

whipped

stiff. Turn

and stand it in a cold
with the whole berries.
‘sandwiches may be. oftea table. Mash the beradding a Uttle orange

Jules and. plenty of powdered susar.

Butter thin slices of bread
with the berri

the thi

fi
As there.they pe didn't
perhaps! pe
Semone ew ork Sun,

“Making Amends.
ae Turkish ae ate; of Constantiagn
it work upon ¢
tat his footie 8Bnd fell Into thet‘narrow

“cd

mtlvel:

a the slater 7

m

Mi

WBA

}jing Apparel, Carpets,

abont

Belleville,
lingwood

The

Rex

y
Many

Store

Peterboro,
and Owen | ————————

GARD
“>
OF THANKS

in May.
‘Goons
aoe from the Province of
isin Geen, favorable and

in
Danwich, where @ has
eee ‘tee west was blessed Pith cx: and
since settled
resided, being amongst the most

firs

of May, with the result that|
acreage

sown

is more

moni

a hardworking aaa

nearly | and cleared
the handsome farm on

which

What ‘was expected,
and while the | he lived. He is saxvived by his wife,
‘seed was put in late, good growing | twosons, gone at home, and Dr, Joseph

fee

would greatly offset this | for
Hooley,
‘who is locating in Ridgetown
Dp.
the ‘practice of his profession, and an
adopted daughter, Nellie, at home, and
it would that,
be safeso tofarsay,as also
f I think
‘Our reports,
by two sisters and one brother,

Mrs. Onell, of West Lorne;
Mrs.
Southwestern
Saskatchewan
und | Go}
. and
James
Southern Alberta are concerned, | Hoo!ley; of Donwich. The funeral will
the prospects there are better than | he held’on Friday forenoon to the OrowSaskatohewan

S ireports indicate about
oe
prol
ge

an

ley

equal

sown as last year: ee
10 per cent. lessin wheat.|
‘western conditions might be |
up by aaving. that, oonsidering the unfi
le weather |
‘condi!
to the end of April, the
present situation is better than
“might have bgen expected.
‘

eae 6 Vn end &

service

being held in St.

SCOTT—JAMIESON

ANY)

IBAA
ZN)
VANES
VEE
oy)

“The Alexander”
LION

Men’s

.methods
have
been
to prevent Canadians of
itary age from evading military

ms,

aod

carrying

and
by crossing hes 3Inter:
omens.
An
jer-inhhas been passed and put
ot iow
eatin im
ou: ae
sak with mabey

a

white roses and

ithout

match,

e

white

march

was

age without per-| biayed by Miss Lila Allen, of Beachville,
‘The groom's gift to the bride waa.

three-stone diamond dinner ring, to
Pianist a
L peo
and to the ‘over
le
hes.
gidpons
ere present from Hamilton,
Londod,
Beachville, Ridgetown, Dutton;

Mairkirk, Oashmero and Orinan,
After partaking of a dainty wedding
‘obable that a joint atanee the young couple left amidst
be made with the
he good oe Oe thei many friends
for Toronto an
er
points.
ts.

Se
bride's

trTravelliog suit was ote navy

bla
hh mustard
with hatoof old rose silk.

800 §

MES
SS

a

Blue Siiits

ome.

ad

Light weight Felt Hats for young men,
the season’s newest colors and s! wh

Furnishings

se eeseeeeeeeee+
2:50, 3.00, 8.50,

4.50

Children’s Linen Hats
A wealth of now shapes -and colar

ise

House

}

Pana ma Sport Hats

per sui

Rolled or droo)
pinched

pace

brims,

ee
1
with
striped silk band..,....,..1.00, 1.25

Sport

Coats

New

Styles in Ladies’
Wash Skirts

5

A great variety
of smart
models in Sarees Corded
Honeycomb
an
Fabrics
New style pockets,
weave.
buttons, pleats and detachable
belt; Prices, $1.25 to $3.00.

roo:

carnations,

net and trimmings
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) Check and Tweed Patterns, Velvet Cords and Coverts, with
loose, flared backs, also belted effects, trimmed with large
collars and pockets
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bougaet of American

Canion Hats, Light weighta, 180 180” 250

Extra Heavy Work Shirts, double back and front. .§1.'
Cluett, Peabody Newest Shirts ........ $1. 00, $1.25, 81. 30
Newest Caps, 500., 750., $1.00
5 Slide Braces, pair, 250.

to Mr, Dancan Albert Scott, of Rodney,

and

Drastic
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> Boys’ Low Neck Blouses,each.
French Balbriggan Underwear,

4 pretty social event{took place at the
homo of Mr. and Mrs. Danie! Jaciiesou,
miners; on
near ay
see nee
marriage of their
danghter,
ie Be!
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§ 20 dozen Tan Half Hose, special, per pair
5 Lisle Half Hose, grey, tan and blaok, pair
fe Half Hose, extra value, per pail
Heavy Blue Bib Overalls, pair.
Striped Overalls, bibs, pair

silk cmbroldered voile, trimmed with
satin, and with veil of embroidered tulle
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Mexican Hats, for everyday ae, as

Dresses, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50

Designer for whole year only 59c
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50c, 75c, 85c, 1.00
Real ‘Panavisa, two shapes... ..4.00, 5.00.9

> No matter what you intend to pay fora
suit we can satisfy you, price and quality
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Hooley, after an extended illness.

New Sennett Braid Split Straw, leather
sweats, black silk band.
New Sailors. ....$1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00
Alpine shapes’ .....,.. seeeeed.00, -50
Fedora shapes, low or high crown. 50c

find something to suit you here. -

Men’s
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at his home in Danwich of Mr, Michael

late
Mr. Hooley was 68 years of age, was
born in Ireland, and when three years of
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}
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better-shaped straw X% &
hats than ever’before.

British guaranteed, fast colors, all sizes, 34 to 44>
‘Two or
three-button models in coats, mohair ‘lining, pants made with
cuff or without, belt Joops with self
balt; 3 -pricea, and each price a eaying of dollars ....--.++.++++- Sees
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of Mr. Michael Hooley—Was Ill
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The death occurred yesterday morning
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mers, for the most part, off the land | during his recent sad beresyentent,
LIVED 65 YEARS
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Straw

With a New Suit of Clothes.
New -models just to hand’ in
You'will
Tweeds, Homespuns, blues and blacks, Cassimeres.
find here the fabric best suited for boyish wear. Carefully
tailored coats, lined with mohair, pinched back, pleated and
belted styles, ~ Pants are made full bloomer atyle sizes 26 to
. $4.00
to $12.00
4. Prices range...
Boys’ Odd Pants, all sizes, 24 to 3S. in khaki ak cottonade
and Tweed8.....+sseceeseeee
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_ Smart ‘New White Hats in Our
Millinery Rooms
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THE MOLSONS BANK

Every Time You Drivea Nail

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
96 BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED

toa

le

z
:

CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
BANK MONEY ORDERS

SAVINGS BANK: ‘DEPARTMENT
highest current rate
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Buy

Our Lumber |
We. Sell

at

Right Prices

Lumber, Lath, . Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds

Mouldings
Cement, Lime
Brantford and Ruberoid
~ Rooflings
‘Hard Wall

You'jl shake — hands
with yourself when the
job's complete, because
everything will be right
and neat. When
we sell |
lumber to a customer
once, we. look forward
to a continuance.
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Maybe

could
[she

upon a fine,

- New woven patterns in delicatelytraced designs in imitation of the’ fine
hand-run scroll effects so firmly estabMshed among the high-priced veilings,
are:
among those’
mod.

mits
ings

to

SUBSTITUTES

develop some of

the most dainty of the ne w hand-run
Ry

fa
Cutting off itek vicads as a strenuous ring, dear to the hearts of all lovers
c
a
its of metal are likely t drama pert, biue lights, the meloNy in\unlooked-for directions, polbet oneal
injuring:

bystanders:

y

‘fic

RIVETS

WITH

‘very

NET.

severely.

Sthatthe ioows rivetit heads:
onthe

ric

rivet-cutting

gangs. with?

|

ended

Libyssa; the

pur-

his life at

But what about solanum rostratum,

ves te
oa sure
cent
entative "0
for the:
Before,is rivets:
it has flown,
sx inches thas ef

“It is of the sec.
ican,
ster if it 4s colorless with small

t fqulte or if it is without
is
color]
water ifit. jscolori
oat4
faulta or ie it is distinct!
Ine ‘eorrect’
‘valuation
{x
ifficult .and often
sub-

Le

CROSS,

or any

<e

Own

A

before

Gentlemen,—I beg to. let you
that I have.used.
MINARD'S

know
LINI-

THOMAS J. HOGAN,
Glog. and’ Pedestal
‘The Champion
.
Danc:r“ot Canada.
eos

. NEWEST. IN VEILS.
-) The yery néWest Vells are charming
admit it, for
and allu ring. Both sexes
a pleasing
face
(what man can resist ‘meth?

mesh?

‘cara

fnven-

f any that went

waged

by

the

Turks

fortified cities.
e present great
war, it was German skill in:the handthe Treks.
ling of cannon that alded
in|
One Urban, a Wallachian reared

of reducing

to
Greek before he attached himself.
devised the canthe Sultan's forces, days
battered the
non that for fifty
eastern
capital
of
the
walls
On
the recommen:
Roman Empire.
dation of Urban, the Sultan, before
is campaign against Conh
erected
a
foundry
and in
stantinople,
it was cast @ gun with @ mouth exceeding two and a half feet inf dia-

of youth
hat, the very

Urban.
—
Garget In
Minard’s Liniment -Cures
Cows. —_-o————_

FINGER RINGS:
of

lon

Babyl
Iron Ring
Theirof Biguificance

| Have Had

ey

tween

certain

there

plants

exists

be-

and. certain

ant-

mals a curious association that seems

almost like mutual affection. The catnip, which came! from, the East with
the
cats, ‘is said never to flourish
where
ere are no members
of the feline family. to teed on it. The “buffalo
eras, ” in our own country has, it is
sald, practically. disappeared

with . thi

‘Then, too, there is the bur-

buffalo.

dock, which seems to clinb tenaclously

to human kind, evincing an unwilling-

ness to grow) where
mans Jn sight.

there

are

no

hu-

yicinity

the | Rockies eastward.
like fifty, years ago the
farmers of the Mississippi valley became aware of the presence of a new
Its ravages soon
pest in their fields.
assumed
alarmii
proportions.
A
‘ky, gaydily, striped beetle, which
multiplied at an amazing -rate,
had

Something

ted in the ground, and an important
crop wes lost.
‘This beetle naturally recelved from
the farmers the name of “potato bug.”

It was found to have begun an east~

Ward

march

ern

Kansas,

from

the (hen

uncultivat-

ed strip of eastern Colorado and westand

it

came known as the

peetle.”

subsequently

be-

“Colorado potato

It was also found

that in the

region of {ts origin this beetle had fed

upon

solanum

rostratum,

a plant

be-

Jonging to the same genus as the pota-

to, Doubtless the insect had been quite
content with this article of food. But
some settlers planted a field of pota-

toes and the beetle at once fell in love
with them,
‘Migrating eastward in eager search
beetle
of its new food,, the: Coloradorapidity.
multiplied with astonishing

in
few years {t had covered
the
powhole country and had devastated
tato fields to the Atlantic coast, Then
soma
of the beetles, or thelr ens,

vessels across the
in
were carried
a new carocean, and the insect began World,
for
eer of conquést

in the

Old

iF
ell
ng. Oe wee i ee
r
is often obtained by in-) accordi
for the
Post-Despateh, and
:
y-hord
years it was used as-the ~most
the
ornaments Se
the crown rotise
of the of 2,000ient
ing
convey
of
means
conyen

of finger

to Herodotus, the wearing
with the
originated

rings
the

ring. of those times

custom was
Beat iron. ‘That the
from the Babytransmitted

Tonians tothe Hellente eas
the richly chased gold rings
[isteieas ely
talismans by warriors on thelr
gradually
G

worn
departure for the

istorians

st

the

in

way.

ml-

My

encourof India in the present war fa
done
aging proof that what we have both
but
eo far we have done well, work and
the
continue
to
ua
to
look
of India
ent
Governm
the
develop
to
and
on the lines of the free Empire,
not
we have to see to it that they are

eat it,

would

beetle

80

play

times,

ape

just

like

praisea

it nice of her?

me

a

real

daughter.

my

cooking.

ated: but let it be intimated

contempl
do not
to the Government that we
to
agitation
a panic-stricken
need
es,
make us submit to these necesalti
but will accept them cheerfully for.

Mailed at lowest
Ible prices,
Ronastent with high-grade work.

oe
Cures Diphtheria.
——_-—_———
She Likes About Her
Mother-in-Law.

rus
mn your
Yor anything in our ine.
GENTLEMEN'S TOUPERS | at
$25.00 and $35.00, that defy detection when worn.

Linlment

(Home Chat.)

“How do you wash your
She s2ys,
curtains?
“They always look so nice,’
When. we go hom she doesn’t treat
him as if he’s a martyr just returned
tor a taste of the old comfort.
. Ike her because she credits
me
with a bit of sens», instead of imagining that I've everything to learn.
earned
money
‘You sce, you've
the
know
yourself, therefore you
I was not so fortunate
yalue of It.
Rather nice of her,
when I started.”

wasn't It?
“Don't d-op your girl friends,” che
A husband’s very nics, but I
sald,
v're not all-sufficient.”
Know
git it jolly sporty of her when
Ith
she said that it bad always been her
wish to sec her boys happily married.
She lets me know when 6he's com-

eapecially to the civil popula-

tended,
of us
tion, There may be times ahead
to
in which we shall be called upon
to make
submit to real privation and we
have
gacrifices beyond any that

Isn't

$t."—New

return

Germany

by her
would mean not only to us but to the

whole world, and, as Geferal Smuus
says, forcea will be set in mtion which
armwill be evea more powerful than
fes. Let the appeal be merely to fear
and self-interest, and the greater part

of this force will go to waste.
So when General Smuts, apyealing

own experience,
his
eloquently to
hopes that “freedom will be the rulto vicIng ight which will guide ta
a
tory,” he Is doing more than make
the
phrase in a peroration. If all
Allies and
the neutrals
can
prought to believe
in very truth that
their freedom depends on
defeating

MINTZ’S HAIR GOODS
EMPORIUM
62 KING ST. W. HAMILTON, OW
(Formerly

Mdme.

I. Mintz).

the German attack by eea, we may be

we
certain it wil] not prevail; and
may rely on every effort and eacriflee to prevent its prevailing. And if
that,
all the world can be persuaded
when they come to the terms of peace,
the Allies will really make freedom
“their ruling light,” the Invisible forcwil
és of which General Smuts speaks
everywhere Tally
to
thelr
elde. —

wee

---

THE---

“RULING LIGHT”

‘Westminster Gazette.

ee

8
It does somehow

Minard’s Linlment Curea Distemper.

to the

get us down

A BROAD

quintessential difference between the
British {dea of Empire and all others
that have figured in history thet Genera] Smuts should be with us heart

ing round, a thing I appreciate,
cause I don't like her to catch
me
in
the mfddle of my work, she knows and soul in our present struggte and
that it.
be hailed everywhere zs one of the
She doesn't keep eaying, as she goc8
“Now I should do
over the house,
this,” or “{ should have that there.”
I. frequently ask her
Consequently
2 cold she doesn't say,
the tone that insinnhad it under
Vell, he always
her care.
She say
was subject to them.
She always asks so nicely after my
I think a lot
mother and my people.
“in

PORT SHOES
i

WITH

‘

CLOTHES

SPORT

vogue, this
That’s.— the
year = to have one’s
th
shoes in harmony wi
the ‘sport suit, cr outing
*,

skirt and

:

sweater.

wars, while at the

end etof ‘another century every freedman
a signet.
in Greece possessed the
Roman era we
Coming down to

most

powerful

and

leaders

dian

spokesmen

of the British Commonwealth, To the
enemy hie appearance and that of hia
and. contrade-in-arms,
“old friend

manifestation

perplexing

of

these times. They bave not the clue
to it cor the mental habit which can
their
interpret it. They shrugged
another
it
shoulders and thought
whim of the mad Engilah, which byand-by would joure to the advantage
when, at the end of the
of Germany,
South African-war,.-we withdrew our
had
army. and trosted the men who
boen in arms against usto jotn with
thelr former enemles in working out
to
the free constitution which was
make a nation of South Africa. We
our

have

reward,

and.

when

General

Smuts appears to receive the freedom
of the City of London, he fs able to
claim that now, a6 ailwaye, he is a
consistent fighter In the cause of free
dom, “When { look at the effort of
“I
this naticn,” eays General. Smuts,
declare without Mattery that Hberty,
Uke

wledom

1s once

more

justified: of

her children.”
The same reflection may occursameto
usvea We-read the epeech on,of theBikantr.
occeaton of the Maharajah
in India, declared it to be an abeurdity that we should claim to have aay
Empire at. all when wo. were

of the
lishments were a large majority
maintained

European. population and
on a footing of war against the native
to

poptiations: aad he could think-of
other teat by.whick aa Em,

Company,

absenteo' OWners
to. cultivate . their
holdings.
A circular has been issued to some
8,000 absentee owners,
pointing
out

the

profits

which

can be

le by

cultivating their lands, and
showing
how many farmers sold
their
last
year's crop for more than the original
cost of thelr farms.
‘The company offers the advice and
assistance
of
its Colonization
and
Development ~~ Department,
~-free~-of

charge, in supplying reliable informa{fon a8 to how to go about getting
the

land

under

cultivation

and

will

send; on request, the fullest details ae
to routes
of travel, customs regulations, passenger and freight rates and

similar data.

In undertaking this campaign the
company’ {s following its usual broad

policy of Dominfon-wide development,
realizing that every new settler means
greater

shortage

production

which

to

meet

the

food

threatens

at present

the world, and which Canada,
“with
its extensive and
fertile
unplowed
areas, can provi

—_—>——

Fashionable Laces.

Filet.
French Vals.
Novelty nets.
Vents edpings.
Enlistment
tired feeling.

fs @ sure

Brighten
where

you

cure

The
are

by

for

that

Corner
eating

a

food that docs not clog th
liver or develop poisons in © —
meats and. starchy potat
and eat Shredded Wheat
Biscuit with berries or
other fruits. Try this diet

(

jemarl kk goes on shoes for
eed —for work and play—for
en.

Railway

an active campaign to try and induce

the nations under the British fing, fs
most

Pactfic

through its Colonization and Development Department, of which Mr. J. 5.
Dennis is the head, has
undertaken

General Botha,” both as leaders of incomparable skil {on the field and as
stateatien, powerfully helping to unite
the

POLICY

In order to encourage
the settle
ment and cultivation of vacant lands
in the Western Provinces, the Cana-

on the
We have read: a German book
Indian Empire, which, after reckoning
We kept
up the number of troops that

find the freedman, in imitation of the

-

—FoR—

ance of snipping off a lock of your
to

“Stlent invisible forces
this great
gays, “been set in motion in comes, it
tragedy, and when the end
not 60
will be recognized that it was
arm~
much the valor or strength of our
the
jes that carried us to victory as
inepiration of @ great cause.” His appeal to us to have faith in this canse,
too
to be patient and constant, neither
much
much elated by euccees nor too
us
depressed dy ill-fortune, comes to
t, and may be com-

she

‘LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

erty at the begining of the performme

the
till of Napoleon's opinica that
forces.
moral forces are the dominant
he
have,” a6

be-

HAIR GOODS

“Excuse me, sir, I have something
belonging to you. Knowing you to be
the author of the play, I took the lib-

What

pleases

something about that I always

ec.

She often

want and sald;

Allow
Times.

foreGenera] Smuts puts into the
{deal aspects
front of hia epeech the
if any man, knows
He,
of the war.
and
s
munition
the valuo of guns’and
but he le
multitudes of fighting men,

sends for me to go and see her some

the
Sitting in
was being produced.
“he
last row in the orchestra stalls,
The
Mstened to its leading phrages.
the
plece was 8 complete failure. As
playwright sat, pale and sad, chilled
to the heart by the fatal silefice, a
sitting behind him leaned forwoman

hair.

disappointed.

thinks, and, as my ways are not always her ways, I'm grateful to her for
that.
She always treats me as if I were
such ® success, as if she always knew
I would be, that I just can’t help Mving up to it.
‘When she’s not feeling well
shé

it came

The playwright’s own latest

s0

cause she doesn’t say everything

With the se! ttlement of the
plants of Hurope and of

East. to find that insect.—Exchange.
—_-e—
Rubbing It In.

mother-in-law

-

{AS DOMINION . EXPRESS
Money Order. ‘They are payudie
everywhere,

But.she sald, “Now, I know
what
there fs to be done.
I didn't always
have cervants, so we'll eltherrlet the
work go or do it together.”
I know
real relatives who don’t look at {t that

ly it realized that its destiny
was to be eaten. Nothing but the po-

of

begun to devour-the potato vines, The
potatoes, deprived: of their, vines, rot-

1

smoothly when she visited us, and I
worked like a nigger {we've no maid.)

the native vegetation. But the solanum proved an exception to this rule.

‘One of the most extraordinary tn: | ~°"*
Minard’s

stances of the apparent migration of a
plant as if to “keep company” with
“he removal of the
an meect was
homely solanum rostratum from the

ed
m the earliest period of civiliz
has been

broad-biimmed
finger ring
relationships a:thesre!
Drimléss chapeau’|
of fidelitypledand
se or the thas
iw brim
sen
accepted asthe *fulfil
only/tbe pro-| truth
‘fulfilment af t aa pledg®,
(RATTOW g neatness can’
in
an
give.

~perly-ly:s

It appears that

dear,

and ehe’s got to put up with me.
I wanted everything
to
run

One

friend?

eastern America tended to crowd ont

tato

That Devastated It.

meter and
capable of projecting to
a missile
the ‘distance of about a milein welt
of six hundred pounds
wer
ns of a smalier calibre
of
constructed
under. the supervision
ape

eee ar ¥r om

‘slightly
while the wally
ana

season, Eefor, aeoook
“dis
SeR
<s
even, merease the 1 Musion

that

the

service in tite
Germany, who had seenHungarian,
and
| armies, of German,

very truly,

di a ra
made
hay
have

him

y, then, as in

for the

© Fawing an entatcing

was

a means

it the
MENT for come time, and I find joints
Yours

set

against Constantinople in 1452-3. Its
culmination not only brought the
‘Turk into Europe, but. 1t brought
into warfare the use of artillery as

developed negative.”

Montreal, May 29th, 09.
Liniment Co., Limited.
yi ‘armouth, N. 8.

surpassing

campaign

tlon and resource

Aptly Described.

and muscles.

soon

a fat, healthy

First Use of Siege Guns,

aT have been courting her for two
eee: said the disconsolate one, “and
¢I am certain that ehe will refuse me
“when
“Ah, I that is js interest!
intel
ing,” said th e.
sort-of unamateur photographer—"

used

‘They

he is

Co,, Brockville,
Ont.
——.o

is, they

ever

Tablets.

The Tablets are sold by. medlboy.”
&
cine dealers or by mail at 26 cents.
box from, The Dr, Williams’ Medicine

as to Increase

I have

“My baby was very fll and
all his food.
He was cross

right, and now

PLANTS.

Weed That Followed the Bug

and cried night and day and nothing
helped him. till I began using Baby's

bo£0.
full"ctof flaws. that thes would be
rai inked ag ‘bort.” or dignons. a o7coly
aor: mechanical © pu!
for the gems
di
mot been such erdement
‘the price."”

best

SICKLY BABIES

other of the minongills of little

writes:
vomited

are of the y third quell“th

3

MIGRATING

ones—can
be
promptly
Baby’s Own Tablets. Concerning them
Mrs. Jean’ Paradis,. St. Bruno, Que.,

veil of the stones
"Moet
col

an enemy.—Buffalo CCommercial,
ce
aaa ets
Minaré’s Liniment Cures Colds, Etc.
eS

them in their

Sickly babfes—those who are cross
and fretful; whose little stomach and
bowels are out of order; who suffér
from constipation, : indigestion, colds

col
us prices and are to be
the treasut re vaults
of
168 Of the second water are nummihere cars. $*
always
iy pure, but ‘almost
hi
There ure oftenwome_ in: clusion.
as this
~ color
can be seon

| mond he

ee

{ts old

ty
free from the:
|‘would supose
devouring attentions of the beetle, it
Would have been content ‘to remain
where it was.
But this was not the
case, since the weed seems to have set

westward.

ie

my

Mis.

MONEY ORDERS.

‘What I like.about her is that she
}yloesn’t view our marriage
m
her
‘"aon’s point. of ‘view alone, but takes
me into equa! consideration also.
I've always got the feeling when I'm

of Demosthenes, the
anello della morte
of the Borgias,,
journey
eee carried a secret point made to’ out Immediately on
of the beetle.
with
rsa
sSro8, this. point com: - eearch
‘The prevailing direction of plant
ears
app
gration in this country
ital scratch while shaking hands with

as his father,

Slingaby

BuaLeult
iranteand, Ont.o

her that she likes me for myself,
it spread over the British Isles and tho. “with
hot Just because I'm her son's wife
cont
it of Euro] pe.
abandoned
by

sinister

‘egntaining “@ hol-

sued by the Romans,

basket
baskets

wire

les .of\ this

low bezel with which Ee

with

exive to tho general good health atta
mane Bh emploves: gor ‘of the Bebe.

©:

agent “are the:

flying)

{ember
yw.

1917

23,

WANTED.

ANTED — PROBATIONERSWellandrat
| TO
fornurees. Apply,
WASiin
Hospital, St. Cathariars, Ont.
WANTEDAYVOOLLEN | MIL
Nupper
iron, necuston
and
cloths,
eft
Hiankets and hi

of bringing up, Baby, but ad-

that many of the modern ieachare improvements on the old

the sweetest of moods, but she doesn't
take him. worae by siding with him,
but whispers to me: “
‘80!
of

aie

| Black, Mixed or Natural Green.

a
CATCHING

HELP

ones.
There are times when Tom isn’t in

PASTLY REFUSE. yyy

{s.used

I

hug her when che says that

never seen Jack looking better.
doesn’t incessantly criticise my

‘Tmethod

=

‘colorings

I'm ailly, but I always feel

NO»

ISSUE

of her for that; she realizes that:they
are atill my people.
2

embrold-

=

also
pat
ie

for a few days and see how

the

ve

anewer

ey
to

¢hia

in the

ee

“Imy at the feet of his Majesty
ae

eee

at

much better you feel, The
whole wheat grain made«~
to:
the

digestible by steam-cooking,

shredding

ox

elo

FOR tPA

ee
ica

ot

“You mmust remember that the enemy

tion,

“We

Gorkey,

Statements.
Gorky,

occupying

three

Rizow.
Th

eiloas:
poss!
“1 70k
emoking
sald the

delivered

had approached the Russian Ministers

at Stockholm and Christiania with a
proposal to conclude
“an honorable
peace” between Russia and her foes.
He received
a
rebuff.
Immediately
after the revolution,
Rizow renewed
hig attempt with the Ruesian Minister
at Christiania, who was an old ac:
quaintance, and got, through the win
ater, a reply from
Professor
Pau!
Millukoff, then the Foreign Minister
io the temporary.
Government,
that
there could be no question of a separ-

and

Austria

will

not

again

{res

of

\regime

Ing concrete

‘Russia

aecembly,

a Russian

With

the

of

to

sympathizers

deciding

Me

many

Liberals,

who

were

be

present,

Diecvesing

the

same

home policies.”
Asked

what

he

thought

of the

sita-

ation in Spain, the former Premier declared

that

{t became

more

more conftsed “every day,

or

grave aad

ant very

hour of the day.” Qurstloacd
as
whether he thought tie Cories would
be summoner, Count Bomeuvnss omie

ed and answered:

Prohibited ail public muniteata:
lative to laternational avast o
“dangerous to the interests:

matry, in View of the Impo-tant cip-

Tomatic negotiations nuw goi.ag ou.
Several such demonstrations
had
been plauned in Madrid
and other cites.

‘The conatitullonal. guarantees

On

War Diinister Kerensky
been

marked

by

to

peice

the front

enthusiastic

de-

monstrations,
The Minister of War
docldred “that heSwillshimself march
at

the

head

tallons.

“of

bat

t ythe army take the

otiensiye, mot
his

the jxdvancing

Kerensky. tally appreciates

the ni

country,

fils party.

only in the Interests of
but

He

in

suspended in Spain at the end
March,. following several strikes

the’ Eateronn

To the

front.

congress

x or

a

uf delegates from

Col. Jakubovitch.

the

new

Assistant’ Minister of War, delivered:
an address
on the situ tion in the tield.4).
He" said everything was ready for an
offensive except the
hecessary sense of
duty, which had impedes

‘arriyal of

foodstuffs and fodder. Transport sup:
plies “had improved -considerably ‘durting ee
fag
first days of the revolution,
then gradually things got worse, until

& week ago there was completes dis

Pllc

rn' soldiers

un:

and

out

by:

the Bliowins erudcieed stateme

day

night slong the various sectors
+ battle line, and there
the ann
pRsses
and Nacclare themselevs as
of shells. which two years ago
friendly
to
Serbia's
ind
Tave been regirded as Tittiesshort of which state,, by |folntng with ‘Montemarvellous. But the game of modern
warfare ia ever a progressive one, and
miracle of to-day becomes the

increasing

artillery

duel

RUSS SOLDIERS
ASK
OFFENSIVE

BRITISH

London

Cable-——"Beyond

Feeling of Men at Front Has
Changed Lately.

mutual

No Fraternizing Now—Tesertions Denied.

attiliery
activity at
different
points
along our front nothing of special interest occurred during (he day,” sald
the War Offic? communication, tesued

Thursday night.
“Two

the

truce is now over, anc the Patente apParently siicceeded
mmuitaneous’

In

vestigation -and- having nothing to

REPORTS.

German

aeroplanes

Petrograd Cable-—-A
of soldiers’ delegates from
at the front has passed
relating to the attitude of

were

riven down out of control yesterday.
of onr machines:
machines {s Taissing.

FRENCH
cH REGAIN
LOST POSITIONS

the

trenches dealing

conference
units now
resolutions
the men in

with the

so-

called frateraization.
The conference
declares that information published in
the
press was exaggerated.
Isolated

cases

were

stages of the war, but it did not affect
the fighting spirit of the army,
The
truth was
the army was undergoing

Drove Huns From Ground
Won in the Champagne.

the men would
issue
stronger and
more conscious of duty.
With regard.to deserters,
the con-

ference was of the opinion that this
reproach’ wag in no wise Zepplcalite to
the units at the front.
Th¢ mass of
desertions occurred exclusively from
units {n the rear, Sometimes fighting
units waiting reinforcements received
red flag bearing the Inscription,
War till victory.” but the company
which was to bring it'fafled to appear.
The conference welcomed the order

Several
German
Planes
Were Shot Down.
Paris Cable-———In the Champagne
sector to-day the Freneh forces in a
heavy counter-attack
drove the Germans from trench clements they had
captured northeast of Mont:Haut and
re-established their former-front-in Its
entirety.
To the west, in the region
lyiag between Solssofts agd Rheims,
there has been a conunuation
of the

with extreme soverity,
A soldiér tells me the feeling of the
army at the front has changed in the

tors,

not

notably

Vauxalllon

that all deserters should

past week

various sec-

and

Laffaux,

months,

tion.

carri¢d

out

This netted

a sapping

them portions

trenches which: were blowm up.
The official statement teeund
War Office to-night rea

of

by

{n favor of an offensive. Not

fail to awaken

to this necessity,

Jullan front’

the

Ns Ge

curred in the)
regions of Vauxallion,
Laffaux and-tiorthwestof Rheims.
In
the region of Hill 108, south of Berry-

au-Bac, the enemy, after having ex-

Revolt Against
Invaders
Was Terribly Punished.

trenclr elements which had been shattered by explosions.
“In Champagnea vigorour.. counterattack drove back
the
enemy
from
peints where he had gained a footing

Tied to Stakes and Shot by
Machine Guns. -

ploded several mines,

occtpled

some

London, Cable—The ‘Times correspondent with the Pefbian. army. cabling froza
Saloniki uader date

machines,

previously

been damaged,

reported

were

in

was virtually Mamped out sf: the. ana at
Eebruary
Cait
red
15,000, Including many solaters recruited In
Bulgaria’: 's wilzaffected provinces of Vidin
and’ Tirn
ere, the majority
fababitants a of Serbian bl

Programme of Foe Socialists
:

for Stockholm.

Would Restrict Sea and Air

di

our artillery
fire,
ae

acca. Cabe-

Accords tn

programme of the Austrian and German.delegates to the Sorlalist con-

Exery ene
‘one in
in

Saeko.

who

was

cap-

the remalnone of the
th{he roral’
lnbabliante’
rt
“gural ‘inbabltante
ofike
“the. eho
dlatricts

Were requested
pate De

cies
of.the ‘Turks,“w
to remove them to thelr

nn gi

pealte Beasiste
ame Morthovo
Mor
matron oP:
ference to be held here, a8 formulated are,
ecagloving.
ing Serbian women and chi!-

ina group

conference, provides for
indemnities

BRAZIL JOINING,
CHILE. TO FOLLOW.
Rio de Janetro,
he ine
gilian Senate voted
authorizing
an alliance of Brazil with other States
to defend =the American Republics
inst the

Washington,

May ‘31.—Despatches to

the State Department

from

Chile ‘ind!-

profound impression upon; the Chilean
press.
There’ were indications Abat

ae

.

public sentiment in Chile favors action
cn thé part of the Catan, pales
ment similar to Brazil
ene
preas is lusisting that. Caer solid
of American Tepublics cught not t6 be;

German

propaganda betog conducted

throughout
South
America. . In m
Instances
the pre-erman agitation fa
met by Interviews with
American dip-

‘A Latin, America diplomat
id to-day it ts only neceagary ‘for
ine United States to expose the German inspiration of the widespread pro-

Austrians, Are
Becoming
Taunted With German
Brutality Now.

A FEARFUL. THREAT

the weary

brigade

had

troops
pushed

and

of
up

its effect.

++

TRACKERS.
of Australian
Hunters.
'

London CableThe Rome corres‘pondent of the
Times,
telegraphing
from Stalian headquarters under date
of May 31, slates incidents in the recent fighting:
“On the third night of
the struggle bet®een Carso and
the
Arezzo

to neutralize

BLACK

Marvelovs
Skill.
Aboriginal

Families of Deserters Will
Be Killed as Punishment.

lower slopes of Hermad

Daganda

the
the

were

hanging grimly to positicns taey were
near the end, For two days they had
had nothing to cat but emergency rations,
and for many. hours had _
nothing to. drink...
The sun. had
fierce,
They were under heavy shell.
fire,
and
enemy
aeroplanes
raked
them a
machine guns.
They had
had n
leep since they swept
over
all
nt
‘The third night of strain

In endurance
tralian aborigine

and speed the
Ausis not the equal
of

the American Indian, and his weapons

of wood are poorly fashioned’ stones
are effective only at short range; but
as a hunter,-says the Natlonal
Geogtaphic Magazine,
the
native
Australian is marvelously adjusted to his!
environment.
His. success lies in an

intimate knowledge of
animals on land,
trees, and under

in
the

the habits of

the ground,
water,
and

in
his

vonderfully developed powers of obser-

vations.
He decoys pelicans
by
imitating
their crys, catches ducks by diving be-

flight of mosquitoes, finds snakes by
cheer ving the action of birds, and follows a bee to its store of honey. Any
animal which leaves a track, however
dim, in sand, on rock, or in grass,,
falls an easy prey to the black fellow.
Children are” taught to” track” lizards

and

snakes

isnd

their absent

over

bare rocks

mother

by

and

to

following

tracks -too indistinct to serve asa
guide for an European. When a whito
is. lost in the desert or a child
ying
them hardly. Two o'clock man
strays from home, the final resort Ix
in the morning, when the general, like
a “black tracker.”
,
then men, was midway between sleep to ‘secure ——_e———

and waking, when‘the voices of an orderly
soldi
and
his servant,
who
should ha
been miles
ce
.
on his weary ears,
‘Signo
rale,

we brpught dinner. They were roundly

scolded»
while
they
stood in silent
content es the clatter of many hoofs
was beard on the hard,
stony hillside.
#% long mule train
3 arriving with
hot focd and coffe for all the belgade.

“Here fs a grimmer

story

Hudi
Log there {s, or was, a cones:
road
where
two
communication
tremubes intersected. By that w:
porting
troops came and messengers

But on the third day of

AUSTRIANS
WIPED. OUT
Udine,

Ttaly, Cable.-—tho

A

jae

in attempting to récapture San, Giovan-

oi, on the southern portion, of the Caz
#0. plateau,,came into a terrible hondto-hand fight with

the

Italians,

«hien

the fighting the trenehes _ no longer ended In the annihilation of the anebout 6 ¢0) Insurgents tnnd been
existed. They were illled with broken
2000 we
arily ‘eheons
my. | Among:
th
0aa ceoroian
thls holocaust
‘thes
rock
and broken bodies of. Italian
siteeted with machine suis and
Gabriele,
D'Anuuszte. the vot and
cam:
Austrians,
messenger,
playwright, whose word and exainple
the crossroad, hesitated, an
asked
infront tofof wiwhich the vieerrant
in tho heroic
Time. were, mpound to-atake and thee: | ere the communication. tren!
3 feuggies the soldfers
KTOUDS.
bodies
is none,’ he was told, ‘but folflune in
trenches and,‘e immediately
During. "to “ther
low.
the dead bodies and you can’t
he arta
sustects
who_participated.
nzurrection no mercy was shown misg the ae

Warfare,
abet

were eee for

broken tip.
American dipiomati¢ officers In Latin
America are effectively
ee
and
defeating the
ends of
prn-

passed back.

ie

troops

GUNNERS: ALL
CHAINED16
THEIR: GUNS | ©

sea, when

2,000 SERBIANS
SHOT TO DEATH.

opera-

throw additional light on
Germany's
manoeuyres at this juncture. to distort
the predatory pbjects she had in fore
ing. war on pea sul polahh
pelghbore,”

be punished

‘ll realize how necessary this is fot
cause for ‘which democracy {s
tenting, but he belfeves the men will

and south of Berry-au-Bac tue Germang, for the firse time In several

conceal, the Government gladly will
allow all ‘sections’ of ‘the public to
advance thelr views. These delegates,
including Messrs. Roberts, MacDonald
and Jowett, will only further Inform
the Russian people hdw we were driven
into the devastating
war and will

not unknown at previous

process of transformation, from which

<2 TETON Pia
PLAN OUTLINED!
thd

+,

On, the

tions.
Some of their aeroplanes also
are taking desperate chances in flying
low over the line, endeavoring to keep
in touch with
any important move

has

Germans

along

I

teplied effectively to the enemy's
and
rere Bee hindered

cate that the course in Brazil in relation to the war between Germany
and, the United States has createda

lately

fightin,

whole easters front,
Frankfurter
Gazoste this morning publisbed a lead.
ing article emphatically: warning © the
publcethat.
the
»20-called *-nnoffictal

two.attacks.on our lines.on the

the: Rocolana.-valley, but railed com-

which

activity

reality destroy,

cofmmuniques, continue to-refer to

made

forthern side of Monte Plesul and in

ene,

as having.

heavy

the

meeting

Vodice area

infantry

enemy

cabien
Cable—The

of

whe ee
They oe
that ~the
Balkan with a very small Soliowing:
rly
have not, been over
States should
arrange their own invigorous prowzentlon oe the
stairs -without outside inter- in fhe
ternal
been confined wholly to raids and ference.
notte
minor local attacks, These are conLorraine
woThe British Government bas war in
The future of Alsace ahd
They entered the
ducted mainly for the purpose of is-net
ing te hide.
mentioned.
keeping
in touch with the enemy's
defence of the rights of small nations
The Czech,
Sr
and
movements and Intentions.
Both the del
and democracies, freedom and justice
es attend
t
British
and Germans have adopted
did not join {nthe prothese tactics, and, the few hours of free bat
They. will formulate their
gramme...
darkness Jately are filled with trenth
pe hg prmcsrtito
own promremnase,teleivs
Jater. 6
marauding expeditions.
a very different position. They cannot
‘The Germans appear dally to grow
allow Germany to profit by the gains
more neryous and
worrit
the
wrested from them unscrupulously and
present lull.
They are watching the
fn defiance of all rights
British like cat-like alertness.
“Desiring, therefore,
the fullest inslightest. alarm during the night sets
The

“Yesterday five German aeroplanes
were brought down by our pilots,
ing to late information, other

ge

deatrous

common-place: of to-morrow.

established.

The

outlet

been
Saiaeeray.

be
views of ee Russian Government
at firs!
they should be endbledof toall learn
sections of
{nfona
is
the Government
British thought,
of
facilitating the journey to Russia.
politithe representatives of different
factions
cal opinion. Among these are

or estas. Ta®
Tae the
t
our artillery dispersed ;

GERMANS: FEAR:
RUSSADVANGE |=:
undoubtedly. ee
“the Eastern — fron!

an

if of

negro, can
to the aoe

the previous night northeast of Mont
Haut, our Ine being completely re-

ot
‘The worst of these evils
was the deterioration’ of Russia's Pes
we efficiency.

of
and

ton that a revolutionary
movement
was in progress, but this was denied
by the Spanish Ambaasador. The op
erations of the censorship have cut
aft detinite snformetion regarding “ho
Tecent internal
ir
Lsiigapon.
ion in
in Spain.

great deat-towards allaying ioe
or
the evils which threatned to conyert
the Russian revolution into a conflict

the

were

serious
rdera, throughout
‘the
country, It, Was ‘reported in Washing-

Visit of New War Minister
Has Been a Remedy. .

has

duels — break.

spirited artillery duels-on

+--+

The

‘Artillery

i.

of George

visit

approaching

party,
of the “Labor
chairman
Jowett, president of the
Frederick welew
to Russia,
party,
dent
Indepen
nt has

of the

to

&:d-

portance, [t will perhaps exercise
a
greater influence on foreign
than

WHY RUSSIANS
WERE INACTIVE

Cable——

most

he meeting wes of enormous !n-

Maxim Gorky
‘characterises
despatch
a6
“base and stupid,” and declares that
nie aly reply wilt be ite publication.

Stockholm

aiong

the war is far from
@ great machine
Ing forces continues
to move with nover-resting energy.

sald

ject. with
the correspondent
of a
French newspaper, Count Komanones

telegrat®

Lack of Sense of Duty
Part of the Troops.

to reign

partisans of

the Allies. would’ also have Iked

who

Alexel,

Suaday,

that if he had been preseut he ‘vould
have maintained
the declarations
made in his letter to King Alfonso at
the ume he resigned. He added that

must be a Reasian of authority.
Invites Gorky
to acknowledge
deepatch and appoint a meeting place
Dy telegraph to a certain Grecoff, residing
in the
Strandvag
in Stockholm, and suggests that
he conces)
name,

continues

western front

ment.

Forecasted.

last

with |
‘London -Cable—In_ connection
the

the
Roberts, Lord Commissioner. of
ald,
‘Treasury; James Ramsay MacDon and

their -guns going, and many defénsive
barrage curtains have
n projected
vselessly in front of the British posl-

Former Premier Count Romanoncs
has declared to an intimate friend
that he regretted he way not invited
to the mass meeting held by pro-Atly

Thie, says Rizow. is the only means

with his Christiaa
by the name Max.

whole country

prisoner, and_I canunder my. authority

tional guarantees will
be suspended
again {n two or three days.

to gave the Russian revolutfon from
dieaster,
He invites Gorky to
meet
him at Stockholm
or
some.
other
Swedish town, or, if that ie impoas-

hig identity by signing the

person

to Get News,
R. T. Small, Statt Correspondent
of the Associated Pres.)
With the British Armies in France,
Cable——While
comparative
quiet

One

follow-

{ble, to send a representative,

the

Madrid, via Paris Cable —acco.d
{Dy ws ae uewdpapers, the constitu

constituent

aim

and

Demonstrations On Foreign
Affairs Banned,

conclude an tmmediate armistice with
her foes, both beligerents retaining
their present fronts, and to summon

immediately

old

the Russian people freed themwith
such difficulty,
We are

Guarantees

you the right to con-

proposal:

the

Suspension of Constitutional

tinue shedding Roeslan blood?”
the

im-

GRAVE UNREST
IN SPAIN AGAIN

The Provisional ‘Government,
adds
Rizow, must be forced to answer the
quéetion: “Who, after
three
year's
makes

means

to take so lightly a task entrusted to

common in tho preeentW

thereupon:

no

them. [hope that henceforth officers
and soldiers will keep an even stricter
Kuard that the military regulations of
the old regime demanded.”

wise menace Ruséia's new
freedom
He accuses England of belhg the real
militarist State, not Germary, and declares that Russia has no moral obllgation to keep her treaty with the alMes; because treaty:
sureaking has been.

gave

by,

the chief representative

clares that Germany and Austria in no

Rizow

was

ind the guards
sitting about
and: talking
with bystanders,"
commander,
“and the change

responsible before the

Rusela, and add> that both powers are
willing to evacuate the occupied. territory without the expenditure of another drop of Russian blood, He de-

maxsacre,

SAG:

for guarding this
not allow troops

ac-

against

at Tsar-

guilty of the terrible oppression from

that

undertake an offensive

palace

on

are guarding

which
selves

quaintance, maxim
Gorky.
He
atzempts to refute successively the argu
mente customarily used hy the
Rusalans and the allfes againet a separate
Germany

insist

of guards was éxecuted in a haphazard

his
two repulses,
himself ae Ruesia's

real friend, mow approaches his

atthe

and

manner and not according to military
regulations.
ask you to remember that we

ate pexce.

Notwithstanding
Rizow, announcing

this,

y-and irregularly eeieko oe
and hinted that under the present con-

at Petrograd in du-

Plicate by two German agents. acting
todividually.
Rizow
begins by, proclaiming that already
in January he

for

after visiting the palace, di
the duties of the) guard
were

columns,

was

own

called forth complaint from the commander of the Petrograd district, meee

proposals, and, al-

roposal

front—our

and Empress are prisoners, has
Telaxed
(to such a point that ehhas

though he himself 's an almost fanatieat advocate of peace, denounces

to ‘Maxim GGorky

fraternalism and

only one

akoe ero, where the former eae

In the Novals Zhizn, of. which Gorky,
ig the editor, he prints Rizow’s gecret

despatch,

haye

accept
pay
oe it.
@ guard

‘tine negotiations for a separate peace

‘with concrete peace

interior diucreaaten:

with

ane. that of our allies, The army mi
not rematn quiet, but must help the
allies by advancing.”
Information fromthe Tamboy GovaoeSotging ate that the peasants
it for the py is
lameasinecy
quantsntities. Some of
village- authorities are~ refusing” “s

“Why Prints Proofs .of His

the noted Ruasian author, publishes a
eengational account of an attempt by,
D, Rizow, the Bulgarian Minister
at
Berlin, to invelgle him into clandes-

our

Away.

Officials: Made Bei
Secret Offer| a

‘Petrograd Cable—Maxim

Se sereey were,

following:

is ‘watching

to Maxim

eae
ne the ae

tained

x
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§Dainty Wash: Fabrics for’
Warm Weather Costumes}
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othe. QoweRs
wie 8. fait

considering
Pele gic
rere
a
Toe tonk shed wise

atentanes

weather.:
ce
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to Delaware

Conyention.

on

‘the school
chan 8 dainty lanch
Next m jecting to be ald
:
.
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home of Mrs.
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+ the

foasth, Bother
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with we. were checked for some honrs,
|e
otherwise Dothing distur’

Better see us about Kodak a3
we, sell the celebrated: Kastman.

end

initiate St. Thomss,

the
Peel

at her home in tha oes

Mra. J.. A. Cameron isLind cl
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mother and sisters at Crina: ae
Miss
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Whittinghaw,
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Thomas,
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jod by her friend, Miss Ryckman,
of Bt, rath
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system in:
mer company
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Another railfray

Phe with her parents, Mr. and Mra.
Moyer.
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Luke

Toronto

Agent,

Passen;
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x

vin Bleio Hewots, of Kitobenor, who has
visiting here for the past two weeks,
Miss Muriel Dj

Pacific
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an

Dutton,

‘Thomas,
Mrs, D.J. Lane, herebsister,
Mrs.

SHEDDEN

‘Mrs, John Trace, who underwent an

for seed,

a

cic

Waltncstown.

Phons.tr8 Wallacotunn and hake8

- WANTED >

her cousin, ‘Bhiele
Lloyd Atkinson, who has beer spend- geet for = tow. cette
Liddell. i Rags, Iron, Brass, Copper, Lead,
moe past woek with relatives at the | Liddell, and aunt, Mrs. Annie
Zinc, Rubber, Paper, Magazines
returned
ey
and Waste Material (of {every
description.
S
sor, while on a a ee ip, speat Monhest cash prices paid.
da
oe Mr, N, L. Stormes in the
All
atten’
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etae
tomy
card
a
‘The mai
friends of Pte. W. Sloan
The an nual meeting of the W. I. was aro
ve uO agents or partners.

n, of Wind-

stbended

orders

that ho passed held in the ball on Friday, June lat, with
will-be ‘pletxed fo'loarn
bat splendid
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ne, | Inege, attendance. eeu
Ae, with:
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and o Vimy
as sorathe agar]
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et Baitalion and | pr.
“First Aid to 6 "dapy"y Dispoutton,” tak:
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a
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ere
aie
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“Word has been received here that
whi
to good health, without

Charmingly effective styles for summer
wear in Voiles, Lawns, and Batistes.
You would willingly pay $2.00 for most*
of them. Two styles are pictured. Many
are hemstitched. Every new style in the
large collars, Some embroidered fronts,
some with pin tucking. Misses’, regular
and extra sizes.
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Paris, Ont., Jano 4.—In « terrific
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Tena, spent Sunday io St. Thomas atUnion communion service will be held feasting: the Church of Christ conyenjon.
Ym Chalmers’ church next Sabbath
Sarab Marr is ill with an attack of ap:
oe
areparnsiey service will be
Friday at 1i a.m. to de con- pendicitis,
Ethel Leith, who for the past week
Bette by Rev. Ww R. Molotosh, of King
bas been suffering from an attack of
street church, London.
«.
Lent. Job A. Carroll, who bas beep appendicitis, still continues very poorly.
The Red Cross Society mot at the
_ home on leave for some weeks, left for
home of Mrs. D. Marr on Weduesday
overseas last week.
Daniel H. MoOallans, who has been in | with a good attendance, gallon being
Victoria Hospital, Loodon, for several | the work and also packing 15
The
nicely and eepects socks aud ® sumber ‘of tow:
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has returned to Detroit.
Institute was held last

Satarday afternoon when an address wap
riven by Dr, McEwen, of Linen on

in the

~ hall on May ae iera oan! attendance.
ies bale was packed for the McKay home,
‘Gt. Thomas, containing 25 pairs socks,
St EC aber
1 pair pillow cases, and 6
mo
The bale was valued at
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Linen Suitings, light green, mauve, old rose, sky
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; Repps
in white, black, Cope and Palm Beach
wChambrays
and Ginghams
in checks, stripes
and plain effects
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Fancy Voiles, in stripes, dots and floral designs
Seeded Voiles, in floral and stripe effects
Linens in floral patterns
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MEDICAL.

“ALEX. MoKILLOP, M.D.C.M.
Untycesit;
Mainbi
TM

~

L.B.0,P. London,

ACD.O.M., Trinity Universit: 1 F.T.0.M., TrinSolloge; M.CLE.S.
.0.P.8, Ontario.
ity Medical College;
Orricn~Main Btroot,
Besrwence—Shi
D®

W.H.

McFARLANE

Office Hours
2 to 4 p.m. 7 to 9 p.m,
Wallacetown
Ont.

Suocessor to Dr. Crane.)

DR. SMITH
Speotallst Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
480 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hours 1 to4and by appolutment,
Phone 1354,
DENTAL,
D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S.
Houor Graduate of Torouto University.
Graduate

of Royal College of Dental

Surgeons,

Office~Henry Block

Dutton

E. A. TESKEY
DENTIST
Mea and Rosidence~
Shackleton Street, Eas!
Puoxz 7,
ry Wodnesnay,
At Rodne}
DR. FRANK E. BENNETT
DENTIST
flonor Graduate
of Trinity University, Grad-

jurgecus,
uate of Boyal College of Dental Surg

17 _Hincks Street, St. Thontas
‘Third door bacl back’ of the Andersou Co.'s Store,
Phone
295 or write to Bt, Thomas.for appointmenta.

WIRE

SCREEN

at $1.50 per-day.

BEE

SUPPLIES

WON VICTORIA. CROSS

A complete stock in all this line, 8 and 10 frame hives and supers,
excluders, extractors and all necessary requirements.
Foundation,
all grades now in stock.
Bring us your beeswax.
We will
exchange for bee'supplies or pay, you cash for it.

The

Children’s

Brave Deed of Sergt. Sifton Saved the
Lives of His Men

Delight

During an attack on the enemy
trenches Sergt, Sifton’s company
was
held up by machine gan fire.

We are agents for this wonderful

play toy, “The Kiddie Kar.”
Stocked

in

two

different

$2.00 $2.50

FURNITURE

|

We have some specials to offer
you in Furniture.
Special prices for 10 days on
Baby Carriages’ and Push Carts,
A complete assortment to pick
from, ranging from

$1.50 te- $10.00

We

CASH FOR EGGS
CRAWFORD
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.
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occasion.

Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.
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Canadian Corrs, have been
awarded the Victoria Oross.
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Presbyterian General Assembly in
session at Montreal
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the
minimam salaries of married min-

Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario
Everything required can be farPhone 454—Residence—
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St. West
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The Newest Fabrics
in.
Blues,
Blacka

and Browns.

-A'Gar of Fresh Cement Just Unloaded.
Seven Choice Brands of Pure Manitoba, also Blended Flour.
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m

of Wm. Pincombe, Paul Coates, townof Osborne, and Bich.
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Vanadium steel has never been
surpasved in quality and strength.
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with

as opposed to the scheme antil after the

Tilbury bowlers will cat out the game
this sammer and devote their spare
ratdening,and the money usu: |
on bowling
wi
resspent it on
tri; to thi patri. \otis fuod.
mee
.

year, to take effect January 1,
next. ‘The minimum for ordained
missionaries is.to be $1,000, married
yjme@n; $950 for single men. This
mans an increase of thi
of
salaries in the east, and brings
them up leyel with the minimams
formerly established. in the west
The recommendatien for increased
minimams in salaries was moved
by Rev. Dr. Alexander MoGillvray,
of Toronto, who
moved for nan

Both by laboratory tests and
actua] service tests, the different
parts com posing the Ford chassis
have proven themselves superios

J. A. Campbell}. Dealer,

and

Plumbing

will

St. Catharines in one day by ecole
sel
beer containing
more than twoand one-half per cout.
of aloobol.

with manse,
ship~treasorer
at $1,000 a ard Hunter fell

:

, Service Stations
in Canada

niahed. ~ Flowers for any occasion.

Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.

the

Expensive upholstery doesn't
prove that a car excels in quality.
The real quality of the car is
determined by its ‘chassis—its
power plant, transmission, axles,

and qll the

Director = Embalmer

al

Wallacetown; Private Milne, of Moose-

jaw, and Major Lumsden, formerly staff

»

yernary services of the Glencoe Presby-

teria church on July 1.
jes
Fines totalling $1,100 were
io

Place

Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Finest west of Toronto

J.

‘The di
is as as follows:
London, June 9.—Oaptain MoDowoll.
of Maitland, Ont.; Lieut, Harvey, of
Medicine Hat; Sergt. Ellis
, of

isters at $1,200 a year,
and single ministers

to

took place on

forth be a general

in

_ Latest Funeral Furnishings

B.

to the success of the operation.

‘Friday.

UNDERTAKER

farnisned

the lives and contributed largely
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Diplomas from
of Embaiming and Canadian
; Embalmers’ Association
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‘ Asa result of a visit to Windsor
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BROWN OPTICAL

will be at tho Dutton

Couches, Caskets

oarry-

killed,

DUTTON.

Money. to Loan.
McWilliam

serve
The Conservatives of South Essex
‘The county won the case before the
have nomiosted William C. McCormick, court of sppeal, and the
ent of
farmer, of Harrow, és a candidate for the connty’s solicitor
was the foundation
tho Legislature.
for new
1,
under this
will again endeavor
to
the barden
on the county.

Herbert Auderson, of Harwich, waa
Ridgetown aud
found guilty ofa breach of the pouudage
on Wedaesday. fiom tis
act by taking possession of a number of suffered
storm within
hin cattle which wore being driven to I
pouod by his veigbbor. A fice of $l For over 15 miautes hail fell ranging
Sod costa was imposed, $7.90 iu all.
ja aize from that of a hickory
large
walnut.
The
ae done beg
Subsoribe for ‘The Advance.

Barristers
Mr,

position,

of Toronto.

McCRIMMON & McWILLIAM
BLOCK,

the

bat his conspicuons valor uidoubtedly

increase ten years ago, when the
General Assembly met in Montreal,
and seconded by J. K. MoDonald,

College
,
THREATS all diseases b: by
.
Night and day calls p romptly soawerod,
Your patrocago solicited,

OPERA

In

ing ont this gallant act he was

:

have not advanced this tea in price.
Buy now before the advance,
The soldi ers’ drink, Chocolatta.
Include,one in your next box,

J. . B.

men gained

MINISTERS’ SALARIES INCREASED

GROCERIES
Just arrived a fresh supply of
Monkland Oats.
Don't forget to
specify Monkland Oats in your
- next order.

Special in Teas
While it lasts Red Rose Tea at the old price, 40c. a pound.

to be begun at the close of the war,
Ia Blenheim dogs ere not allowed to
run at large.without their
is

services of a night

eneniy party advanced down the trench
he kept
them
off antil.
our
bat

DR.
A» Js
HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontarlo Veterinary

Phone

y

located the gan he charged
handed, killing .the crew.

sizes.
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Bitton, of Waliacetown, wi
fell in action, had been awi
Victoria Cross.

‘Telephone 29,

Ofice—He!

bes beep

June 20, owing

All widths, to repsir your doors and windows.

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
Practitioners of Veterinary Medlcine, S jurgeryand Dentis' try
Dsy and night calls promptly attended to, All
‘animals
treated on the lates f and most im.
ved jmethods.
Dr. Armstrong,
ual
tarioiVeterinary College, haa been practicing
‘since 1805,

uutil

BRL

Ee site

the most eerie sotory Te:

e-half the regular prices.

Glencoe horse show

beavy rains,
Exkfrid council has fixed the rato at
which statute labor may be commuted
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for. testing And with 85 years’experience

‘and the moat modern equipment known
_

¢

of the Tillson85 years has

ii

No charge

.

resigned.

i

If Hot, we cau iuform you.

|

5. H. Wilson,
barg public epee

$1.25 to $2.25
We have large assortment in this line.

‘Mrs.
droped

Roporta from the Rathveo district

We have a complete assortment of Screen Doors, about six different
styles to pick from, in prices ranging from
ah

NOT FAR FROM HOME”

Ps

or go back. The conn!
cent. on roadg and

receives
20 per

per cent.

on

301

Velie On Puts

“Have to Sell for $15 to ms tie of Rie
Prodtice

‘attening Increase.

The modern tendency is
therefore to market beef animals.as

vides

SURVEY.

I, of sone
, | yeara J

command

a’sociated

apos-

tles had never tdken In his meaning.
Ree they ‘were forced to give up
their hopes of an earthly. Kingdom ahd
fee him ‘submit ‘to ‘crucifixion, » they
forgot for the time all his assurances
that he would rise again. ‘They’ “continued

to conclude

things according

to

thelr own reasoning. Mary's discovery.
of the empty tomb was the first indl-

corres}
ing
prices for at least several years

¢ fature

the

secret

of ner

sorrow,

then

this matter. 5. Yet went he not in—| turned away to weep alone. uninterJohn was able’ to see the interior of |ruptedly, She did not consider that
‘mind, for the time, every other thought

it into the Sepoldire peter was |/and pereeptidn. In her ignorance and
too impetuous to stop outside.
‘This | deep grief she had tarued her back
was In>keeping with ‘his disposition |'upon her Lord.: 'Jesaw mterpreted and
the

time

he

first

became

‘a dis-

7. The napkin .
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itself—The
linen clothes
the body ‘was dressed for

Uurlal lay in one place and the napkin

that
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about

his

head

|'accepted

jlerrors,

hér

love

regardiess

His question, “Why

|'thou?” aroused
|'and expectation

of

her

weepest

the spirit of search
anew in Mary's heart,

|'She wes ready to-undertake the care

{fn another. | of

hia body

Sf it could

be

restored

to

There was no indication of violence or |ihor, That was.sorrow. in its resolute
haste. 8 He saw, and. belleved—As | and hopeful aspect. In a tone of falthréevefence at firat kept John at.a re-} ful remonstrance Jesus sald, “Mary.”
spect{ul distance from where the body } Tenderness and revelation came in
oe, aeJesus had lain, so faith, upon aj}that one word. When Mary's eyes
more complete understanding ‘of con-| were opened and her ears caught the
ditions within the tomb, led him to | sound of his voice, there Was no longer
enter and to believe that the body of | any doubt or healtation,
Mary recog-

had

not. been

taken

from

0 carry the animals along unti

Omen

several days’

journey

ket, but under modern
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to
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that

uttered

it.
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bended “the situation without

absence of ‘an understanding of the | which Mary received.

to 1,400
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finished,
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who

“saw

ed.” 12. Seeth two angels—
at the place

jew and:

Whether it will pay ‘better to
and feed stockers or raise and iat
the animals oneself will depend chief.
wo e's Ski in buying and selling.
For the average man who only
feeds
a few animals each year, it

that

from

are

20

me of
lone
aro

keep on feeding them in the stable
until they are sold.
The reason for
this {s that no. matter how carefully
the change {rom winter to summer
feeding may be made, it ts practically
impossible to prevent the animal losing weight for the time being.
Two
weeks after animals
are turned
to
pasture it is not unusual for them to

weigh

120 pounds or more less than

eye for cattle Is required,
One must
le abie to distinguish
between
the

when they were
turned out,
The
gains made on
pasture
will, of
course, depend on the quality of’ the
pasture.
“Animals should gain from
43 to 2 pounds per day.
When pastures dry up and afford but little sustenance, then supplementary feeding
should be resorted to.
With
the

tnat ili make use Of all the
that is given it from the antmal
ig thin because-it Is a

be expensive, quite apart. from the
a
of.the feed.
A good plan, therefore, Is to seed down 8 certain acre-

it is more profitable as a-rule to raise

To make money buying and fecding

cattle requires considerable skill and
Jn the first place a good
thin

animals

of

strong

shortage of Jabor this. year this will

constitution
feed
th;

claim that it there is a difference of
cents between the buying
price

and

further
cae

the

selling price
One experienced feeder
quainted with reckons
rage each animal costs
to house and feed during the
and early spring, He figures

re ‘with the annual pasture

mixture

that has given such good results at
the Ontario Agricultural College. The
mixture consists of one bushel each
of wheat, oats and barley, and from
6-to 7 pounds of red clover seed per
acre,
About one month after sowing
the mixture, when 6 or 7 inches of
growth has taken place, the cattle

may be ‘turned into {t. This. pasture
a profit of from $25 to} will
“It was a us| | on$80 making
carry about one steer per acre.
per steer.
‘The great advantage of
the animals quickly is that,

to “hope.
From’ the sense
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passed to the|
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finishing | Last year, which
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known but’ part, she wept.
eras all, _her joy was full.
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the vital functions of the body.
mere act of breathing uses up energy
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Only when more than enough food is
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What is Life?
patter: E asked a child,
happy all the
. wet ‘eiuces® the hula Fe.tied,
‘Lady, Ute is pla}
Next I turned’ to maiden fair,
Sweet and lovely beyond mmeusure,
“What J uc
1 questione ed her;
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GRAIN
EXCHANGE.
\ lack\NIPEG Open,
High.
Low. Close.

make such good use of the pasture.
If no grain is fed the steer will fill
himself up with grass ond eat more
but
tor maintenance,
when fed grain he eats less 1
some of the grain has to fur

pet.

ie

20

Under average

conditions we may reckon on froin 6
t
producing 1
pound
of Increase when fed on pas.
W ithgrain selling for 2 1-2

ptookers and Recders
Cows and hetfers

Se

this means that it| Calves -

‘
4

®

will take from 15 to 20 cents. worth

of grain to produce 1 pound of gain.
‘This meant that cattle must be selling -at $16 to $20 per hundredweight
to return @ profit on the grdin fed.

Prices: for cattle are usually highest
in the: month of July, but even thoug!:
they

are

at

the

year,

we

do

not

present

$2 per hundredweight

time

about

choice

steers

more than last

expect

to de selling for as high as $20: this
Grain feeding may be
profitable in some cases where prices
for feeding stuffs are not
present prices
but with
Canadian
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aeke glue clawing

The hollybock gets its name from
two words that Indicate its origin in
the Holy Land and its membership in
But aprerently it
the mallow family:
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femoved to other pasture,
but the @ ‘ual and permanent pas-

or its equiv-

more ‘eo
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of corn when fed to cattle on pasture
to produce one pound of grain, but
practical experience has shown that
in some cases {t will take from 6 to 8
or
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duce one pound of fattening increase.
From thig we might expect 3.6 pounds
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pounds of starch or its equivalent added to a maintenance ration will pro
duce one pound of fattening increase.
Expressing this in terms of corn we |
find that 3.6 pounds of corn if added
to a maintenance ration would pro-

of fattening
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for fattening purposes is on’ the basis

one pound
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food conatitu-

of the amount of starch
alentalent they contain.
mals are fed a -roperly
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from

in

Skueus
wasesa

with

the tombswithout entering, and’he saw |iher Lord might be preserved to. her
the grave clothes, but not the body of | under new conditions. A deep feeling.
. ‘Revezence of his ee ey have |of bereavement excluded from Mary's

A pince ‘by
with which

Do.,
59" eee bunch

expensive}

rich

uss

that would lead to the recovery of the | thing which love prompted under the
mh
4, Did outrun Peter—This verse | circumstances.
She trusted the angels

ciple of Jesus.

are

BSE

The two disciples hastened to the tom» | gering, in-her increased courage and
with the hope of finding some clue | her intense feeling. Sne didsthe only

bats him from entering. 6

cate
from: going
while it fs being heavily

beet

tions the sooner animals, generally
clear that t was John himself.
(tion until she learned the whole truth speaking,
are marketed,
Il, Peter and John at the sepulchre | about her Lord.
Her
devotion | to
(ya, 3-10). 3. Came to the sepulchre— |ijesus was seen in’ her persistent Iin- not mean to market young stock be-

the anxiety of ‘the disciples in}

that

cation of the fact of his resurrection.
weighed 2,000 pounds or miore at. for ren id gains, requires, skilful. feed- equivalent Is the chief
‘Tho two apostles, John and Peter, left they.
probably the safest plan for ent’ thatnuts fat on the animal baer.
the tomb convinced that Jesus had tour or five years old. This was all the and
average man is to alm to have so that'a fairway to compare

@isciples of its unexplained disap;
ance, ‘The othér disciple, whom es
risen, but ‘were ‘unable to fathom the
1
oe
mystery of the resurrection,
Mary
ie
eet
ue roan
F Paneth {toed Fesolute. - ‘She resolved ¢o ques-

shows

© more

those

forequarters, cwt...
normally {s dearer.| jeer,
that is, protein
Do.
binuquart
than
starch.
At present prices, how$6.52 per cwt.;
two-year-olds,
2.16 ever, S wil! be seen from our mark- can
pounds per day at a cost of $4.99 per et pages, feeds such as cotton seed
owt; at yearlings, é pounds per day
meal and oll cake that are very rich
at a cost
of 4.30 per cwt. The younr
ay protein are cheaper reckoned, both
er the animal is when finished’ ‘the
&@ source of protein and of starch}
shez
eqalraient than corn and other foods Abattolre
if hs
that are rich rich in starch or car- Mutton, eave «
profitable if one

hard cas!

producing

Protein-rich
foods
be given as protein can also be
into fat as well as into
but as a rule foods that are

than

in even greater feare the
es reward of
old system op

con’
Bee,

daily gain of 1.65 pounds at a cost of

Tt takes threo years to produce a
prime steer, whereas a crop of wheat
can be produced in six months, Those
farmers who have been wise enough
to “hang on” to their xen testock are

The

price per hundred

2
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Se eine eae

ot
aud ils closely

a higher

welght than an older animal weigh{ng 1,500 pounds. At the Central Ex-

ee

A

finished when it is 1,100 pounds will

ia

pros conclusiyely in his resurrecton
the dead, and yet his dis-

were on the wa}
chre, who should roll away the stone
‘(Mark 16: 3). ‘The opening into the
tomb was*like a door in a wall of rock.
‘end was covered by a large stone, like
& mill stone. 2. Runneth—In her dis-

Sos

brotherhood.

recerpersiaey For three
ad declared
among his

followers that his Messianship would

el Erplea

ores
so that when
eds are given fatten-
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Pix Dliesor action

enough

ing foods (that ‘f, foods that are rich
in starch or its equivalent) should be
given rather than foods that are very

1, Of Christ's resurrection.
garden near Golgot!

wide chiefly for the
starch or its equivalent

they contain, The protein forms fiesh
or muscle and the starch forms fat

Glorious Revelation.
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‘The longer an animaljs kept
the
more food Is wasted in supplying
this

n8.—For what reusaat tsts. =
doctrine of the resurrection
portant one? Who went early 16 oe
tomb of our Lord? How long had the,
aia of Jesus lain in the tomb? What
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salefaay th
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HERLOVER
HUMBLE==

this.
alee oe fen Tre
dandior
“Milor
it
*
by the painted
~+You -will know itshould
be no corm
sign—in case theré
&
there—it is 8 poor little place—take
~Wait there till
nose bag with you.
1 calculate for two bours'
we come.
rest for the chestnut.”

ignedly.

Wanderings

there

all our
never » been

‘has

Lord

the map
stands

Delamere

gets

up,

crushing

together with his hand, and

with

thoughtful brow.

v’Surely there are horses to be had;
crisper ham and whiter cream, and—
®lborrow or buy them—anything; but
ah, I am so hungry!”
:
He puts bis arm round her walst, get them.”
“No, my lord,” says Saunders, reCareless of any spectators there may
spectfully,
but
firmly.
“Knowing
be, and kisses her.
“Is this the same pale-faced: young that your-lordship wanted to get on,
lady who used to turn with indifter- I. made inquiries; there Is only one
-euce from all the delicacies of a Paris- horse, and we must have two for the
used a great doc-| carriage.
ian chef, and.who
‘tor to look

he

grave?”

says, with &

gentle banter

“Sometimes I think It is not,”
she
No, it {s the same Signa who munched

or
follows him out.
“What a mind!"

“Would

to heaven

make

I suppose

so many

put

“You think they are thrown in for
ettect?’ he retorts, laughing. “Hem!”
and his face grows grave.
asks.
“What's the
matter?"
“Point out the road for me.”

He takes up a fork and traces the

thin, dark line on the map.
“It's our friend the torrent

he ways, knitting his brows.
ped

us

yesterday,

and

will

“It

ste

hinder

us

agaln to-day. We must go round titre,

Instead of straight forward, and—I'm
afraid we shal find oo inn that we
could stop at under thirty miles.”
“Oh, the poor horses!”
At this moment
Saunders’
heavy
British knock is heard at the door.
He comes in quietly an drespectfully,
but looking rather grave.
“Well?” asks Lord Delantere,
“I beg your pardon, my lord, but it
is a very long journey to-day?”

A quitk look of appretiension comes

Lord Delamere’s eyes.
‘es, Why?"
the chestnut
hen
I am
afraid
. won't be able to do it, my lord.’
‘With an exclamation
that
sounds
strangely in the ears of Signa and the
man, with
whom
Lord Delamere’s
marked gelf-possesion {s a matter of

Hector strikes the table.
“We must leave here to-da}; It—It

course,

1s imperative.”

“Yes, my lord,” assents Saunders,
quietly; “that 1 must make somo arrangements. Can we break the journey, my lord, a matter of twelve or
fifteen miles—"
“The journey is, twenty-five, and
must be done in thé day,”.replies Hec-

; tor, sternly.

“If our horses canuot

"{t, we must get others.”
‘Saundera looked rather doubtful.
“There

only

one

horse

in

do

the;

ia

alae

puts her Nght

oel

et Te
fe}
CI ARETES

harness,
lord.”

the

cloak

round

her, and

they go out.
The little village
street, with
its
half dozen houses scattered irregulareunly on_elther side, is bathed fn
Hight; a few peasant women, standing

gossiping

musical

at thelr doors,

chatter to stare

cease their

after

the

two

‘The landlord comes,in with an elab= strangers, and then utter swift words
young English

orate bow to milord and milad!,
but of admiration of the
.
he does not help the situation much. miladi.
‘The one horse {s at milord’s service;
‘A venerable priest. with white hair
if there were a dozen
horses
they
‘and that profound expression of serhis
to
peculiar
should be considered milord’s, but —
enity and peacefulness
the street
there is but one; and he stretches out
class, comes slowly down
his band.
from the chapel on the hill, and with
pater“How soon can you get a couple?”
a smle raises his clerical hat in
flushes with inSi
demands Lord Delamere, curtly.
nal greeting.
The landlord ponders. The nearest nocent pleasure and bows. and Hector
village Iles ten miles back,
A man
Ufts his hat in acknowledgment.
could obtain a pair from
there—the
“What a beautiful place.” she ex-“1
expense would be great.
clalms, almost beneath her breath,
being unhappy
Lord ‘Delamere maxes an impatient
cannot fancy anyone
gesture, and paces the room for & here, and yet I suppose they hear the
angel
moment.
All-wonderingly,
Signa
fluttering of the wings of the
looks on.
‘To her this eagerness to
of grief sometimes.”
leave this pretty ittle Tuscan vilingo
Hie does not reply; with every step
{fs inexplicable.
Not for a moment
they take he grows more silent and
does her memory connect {ts-beautiful
mivody; and once he stops and takes
name with the story In Laura Det
off his hat, as if to cool his brow.
went’s letter; the only reason that oc“The place Is stifling,” be says, with
curs to her for his reatiess desire.
to a sigh.
push on is that he~may
spare her
Signa looks up at him quickly.
some trifling inconventence, and she
“Let us go back,” she xays at once.
ig about to speak and {mplore him
to
No, no.” he says, with an
effort.

remain, when he looks up with an alr

of relief.
“The chestnut?" he says to Saunders,
“It 1s nothing serfous.
You
must take her and the oay half-way;
it ls twelve miles
only,
they
wll
have nothing to drag, and rest her for
an hour or two.
Ye could
follow
with the hired pair and the carriage,
and #0 make Florence to-night.”
Saunders’ face clears and he nods.
“I never thought of that, my Jord,”
he says, with admiration tn his tone.
“Certainly.
Ob, yes,
that's all she
wants—to go the twelve miles easy,
and rest a bit.
Ud take her forty
miles that way.”

Hector
promptly.

“Dispatch

turns
a

the

to

man

for

the

“There

is the chapel—you

that.
1t will be cooler
quickens his pace.

must

thers,"

and

see
ho

They ‘ascend the green slope and
reach the chapel doo‘
it Is
wide
open—for in Tuscany,
as
in Italy
throughout,
religion
1s
something
more than a one-day-in-the-week affolr, and the weary peasant or trouLied housewife can enter the dcors
nt any hour and find peace ani consolation.
With

the

reverend

apirit

whieh

al-

ways falls upon Signa when sie cuters

a house of prayer, she goes in ecftly,
and stands for a moment looking into

landlord | ths interior, made peacefully shady
by the old painted windows. Coring

pair

you

Do
|sepak of without loss of time.
|
he won't run in double | not let him come away without them
he puts al
I've tried him already, my | —you understand?
on
note
England
of
Bank
ten-pound
:

not a bad animal. take him all

place;

(round,

is

time to do

stalker that has
proved
eminestly
serviceable during the trip.
Reluctantly, with a forced smile, he

{t,-and leaning

as they

shall have

Mons, at any rate,” says Signa, “Let
sus“go at once, Hector.”
‘And she takes up her hat—a deer-

me see,

there are not

we

but

out

of

the

sun-glare

the

into

im,

religious light, Signa can scarcely dis-

ccrn anything but the dark outlines of

the carved pulpit and the great window over the altar, She pauses with

bent head—never in her life has: she
stared.at through an opera-glass; and

with the feeling of awe which always
posseases her on the threshold of #
sacred edifice, she stands allent and
motionless.

Hector looks in thoughtfully, hest-

tates

a

moment,

the intense silence. It fs the organist
practising for the
coming
harvest
feetival.
With
bowed
head
end
hushed footsteps, Signa goes further
into the chapel, and stands Iisteningreyerently.
There is something
in-

finitely

sad

young

in

the

girl

who, unseen

by her, has

her

path and goes slowly out by a coor
at the other end of tha chapel.
As
she passes she looks up, without
the
slightest trace of curiosity, with the

deepest abstraction, at the bright, love-

ly face, and Signa and she exchange
glances.
The girl's face is a beavtiful
one; but It is not the beanty which
strikes Signa, it Is the sad and somewhat wild expression which shines in
the dark eyes.
For a moment only
sho looks at her, then, an reverently
and softly as she had entered, she goes.
out and rejoins Hector.

He looks up and siaris as he secs
the tears in ler eyes.
“Well?” he says.
She sinks down beside

“Why

in, dear?”

“They

are

not

angels of yoodness

like my darling,”
he
says, gently,
“Shall we go now?
Do you know that
you have beén in there over hal? an
heur?™
“Have I! I should have stayed until
the organ ceased, though {t lad been
re you-so hot-stilt?”
.
“Let us go back.”
They go back to the
he women
are still gossiping at
thelr doors,
a

of girls are

chattering

and

and Signa

this place, and Laura—I wonder where
sho is, by the way? in Londos, per-

haps.
It I could patat, 1 zhduld ike
to paint that chapel and the village

street,

women

and

all.

But 1 imust

postacript, telling Lady Rookwell how
the
who

omnipotent Earl of Delamere,
carried all before him at North-

well,

was

brought

lina.”
He staros

at her,

to bay at Casa-

then

forces

&

“Yes, do so,” he says, grimly; “telt
that
not
even
I can
fight
against Fate.”
“Fate in tho skape of a scarcity of
horses.” she says, with a happy laugh.
Her light-heartedness awakens)
2&
faint response from him.
“Tt fg evident,” he says,
“that it is
easier to get into Casallna than out
of ft."

It fs tho first time he has spoken

the

name

of

the

village

since

last

night, and he hesitates slightly, as {f
the namo were distastefal to hint.
The landlord «lances trom one

the other,

then

disappears,

and

contentment,

pnd,

the Iuneheon

hay-

piece of paper In his hand.

utterly

face

is

unlike

pale

Its

and

usual

troubled,

grave

and

ADDY.

°

my.
be;

were

acco’
I

Signa writea a long letter to Lady
and a shorter one fo Aunt
well,

Inclosing

an

affectionate

note for Archie, and so the-motning
glides away.

»

Suddenly she hears’an exclamation.
ard looking up, sees the Jondlori, all
one end. apologetic bows.
2
a8
|, Lam sorrow itself!
“powerless! ‘The horses Mave bean
went two leagues distant. and cannot
en ae

‘until

to-morrow!”

e is a hasty, joy
it
from Lara Delamere,
furthe phat

on

one of our

By

has

taken

heaven,

for

possession

half

a

of us*

word

I would

afraid

Why

to

be

left

should

forgive

I be?

alone a little

while.

We should never

ourselves

if

we

left

poor

Saunders for a moment longer than
we could help! It would be desertion.
Think,

if we

were

he would fly to us.”

in

hts

plight,

how

“Saunders!
Saunders!
It ss of you
I am thikning!” he says, with
wild

"bitterness.
“And

you—and

I have

no thought

but

for you

him,” she says, gently. “

I not know how you would feel
if
you did not go? Good bye, Hector, my

own darling!”
ly,

He strains her to him, almost
then, with a. suppressed

wild-

filings himself {nto the saddle
up the street.
“(To
be continued.) .
—_<+-e—

and

gallops

Power of a River.

‘There are more spindles turned in the
milla

of

Lawrence

by

the

wer

of

the

Merrimac river than are turned by any
other river
in the
world.
Four hundred acres of mills, employing 40,009 hands, put out 2,000,000 tor
Of woven fabrics each yoar.—Exchange.
———

THIN-BLOODED
MEN AND WOMEN
Need

ho exclaims, “this

the Rich, Red Blood Dr,
lame’ Pink Pills Actually
Make.

Thin-blooded
(rom choice

Wil

people do not remain
put from indifference,

“What is, Hector?”
sho
asks,
springing up
coming to his slue.
“Don’t be alarmed. my darling,” he

so

says, controlling nimself.
“There has
been an accident.
It Js nothing serious, but Saunders bas been thrown—

breathing and a tendency to be easily

at Teast, I imagine so—an‘ Tes at the
little ‘inn
a broken,

I spoke of. the Eagle, with
or sprained, or strained leg,
not say which; but he cannot

exclaims Signa.
oor Saunders!”
Poor fellow!
“Let me see his note.
And yet he thinks only of our convenience and the horses. Is there any
one there to look after him, Hector?”
Ho has put the question to himself
niready, and js afrald of the answer
“I do not know,
Most probably
not.
What Is to be done?”
“You must gc to him,” sitys Signa,
quietiy.
“You will, won't you, Heetor?”

He pauses in his pacing to and fro,
and looks at her.
“and leave you here atone?”
he
ys, troubled.
“Oh, me?
Do not think of me,”
she vaya, instantly. “We must think

of him oaly, now. Poor Saunders; 89
falthful and devoted as ho has been.
You

must

g0,
3

Hector!
pate

and

hesitating—

He kisses her, stands for a moment
watching her
arrange
her writing
materials, then takes out his cigar
case and goes to the dpor.

we

Is it on
need not

ride back

not leave you even now.”
“[ shall not speakthat half word.
dear,” she
ispers.
“I am not

self:

“Of course!”
says Signa, cheerful’
ly. “I shall be quite safe—safe' what
4g there to harm me? Don’t think of
me, dear.
‘That,
ww fellow may be
lying there quite
‘helpless, with no one
ay
to understand hint.
‘ou must go,
Hector!”
He ‘stands motionless another mi
ment, then muttering, “Fate. fate!
He and the Jandlord
he
goes out.

that

with

genius

_

ing made its appearance, {s about to
call Hector, when
the
clatter of
horses’ hoofs breaks tho stillness, A
of
moment after she hears the voice
the landlord
in deep dialogue with
another voice; Lord Delamere chimes
in; and suddenly he enters with
@

possession.
“By heavens!”
is too mucht"

Signa.
“[ shalt

own horses, darling.”
he says, holding her in bis arms, “and shall not be
Jong—at least, I hope not!
Some evil

to

pre

sently a mald enters to Jay the cloth.
Signa cofis herself up in a windew“seat, and watches
her with serene

only for a few houra.
You will come
back, or J will follow.
Hector, I nar
uot afraid."
*
“Why should miladi be afraid! Of a
certainéy, no!”
puts in the landlord

and

She looks,up from her writing case.
“Why are you In such a hurry, Hee-

ie

“Pleasant,”
he echoes.
with
&
laugh that has a hidden bitterness.
“Yes,”
she 8a:
“{ must add 4

out of all
“Wait till
baye
will
yould
then.
the

to heaven

jellies from setting, because St. Lawrenge Red Diamond Granulated is free

“It is rather a pleasant doom,” says
Signa, cheerfully.
He looks at her, then glances at his

his usual self.
* he says,
“I cennot
leave you here alone!”
“Why not?” she says, “It will be

something to write about

_. St Lawrence sugars hiave stood the test of time and have never caused preserves toferment,

main here another night.”

Ieoks

give them 2» word pletury
Hie stands at the tab
down at the
bright
face
thoughtful eye.
“Why choose this village
we have seen?” he «ays,
you get tO Florenco; you.

:

The only hors-

es in all Tuscany, as it appears, cannot be got, and we are doomed to re-

His

him.

did you not come

she says, and her voice is like the
sweet tones of the crgan.
"lt is a
beautiful Iittle chapel!
Oh! [ cannot
understand how some of ‘ho tourists
car stroll around such a olace jn the
cold-hearted, irrevereut way they do?
Often and often {t las made me unhappy to see them.”

for every purpose, but especially for those which exact the best.

and have a supply

mournful

peen close beside her, crosses

USE RED DIAMOND
EXTRA
‘ST. LAWRENCE < RANULATED ‘SUGAR

:

and

strains of music, and as she listens a
strange feeling comes over her
that
makes the tears well into her eyes.
Sho waits until the music has ceased,
ana then turns to go out, feeling awed
and soul-stirred,.
As she does so a

tor?
you

Baya100 I, bag of St, Leworence

the

stone seat fn the porch. So they remain until suddenly, yet not sbruptly,
the solemn tones of the organ break

like a scene from an opera,

It is, your guarantee that the sugar
is all
pure cane of the highest quality,—that tho
weight is exact, that the grains arc eithcr
coarse, medium or fine,—as you may have
chosen—(your dealer can meet your choice).

ug

on

takes it all-in with keen enjoyment;
but Hector just glances around
him
pnd then lapses Into moody self-communfon only half concealed.
“I have some letters to write,” says
Signa, as she throws ner Jat down.
“l want to tell Lady Kookweil about

Diamond

FOR JAMS AND JELLIES

thenssinks

lavghing at the fountain in the middle
of the street; {t is for all the world

look for the
Red

(affected: resignation.

been guilty of regarding the cathedrals and chapels of the continent as
show places to be entered notsily and

group

When you buy
Sugar —
.

ATHLETE BAL

YACHTING

view that he turns and re-enters the

fi inn.
“Well,

she says, jump-

mountains

206

Lord. Delamere comes out and watches.

4

really

see
Next time you go to town, be sure to

the “Fleet Foot”Fi Shoes for summer wear.

Saunders harness the horses, and even
is
assists with his own hands; and it
not until they have disappeared from

over his shoulder .“‘[t Is always a mystery to me how you find our
way by
ft. It all looks one mass of lines and

eaterpillars.

tAKesio€

a fine thing of it!”

“Truly, yes!" assents the landlord,

P

less

with a sigh, as he hurries on.
With the same suppressed eagerness

“Could you?” he says, almost ¢agerly;
then be shakes
his
head
and
smiles, “No, we must obey the doctor

ing up and unfolding

e haa ta
OU Me
ee

are far
and theyfered

are

‘sha

woald

and stop, the Mountain: Goat.

she ex-

Let

bis

to get ®
this way.

I say, landlord, 1f you were
few more like him to pass

“Yes, yes," assents Lord Delamere,
impatiently, , “Is there nothing you
can suggest?” Call the landlord.”

-claims, innocently. “But do you really?
Why not go back. +ector? Do you
, think I should mind? It 13 all one tome so that you are by my, alde.
old Northwell!
Yes, 1 could give up
Florence without a sigh.”

which {gs our route!”
“Here-is the map,"

jerking

and

hand backward.
Saunders grins.
“What, my guv'nor? Rather! You
can put him in @ hole that-he-can’t
find his way out of, if there is a way.

we were there

and complete the cure.

a
wear “Fleet Foot”
styles arid
When you.£° There are plenty of differeasnt evening—

EvERYOAY,
ele~

he exclaims,

eyebrows,

his

yating

Diacuits and drunk coffee without miTk
cout of a tin cup in the Island of St.
now!” ho says, unwitingly.
“Without seeing Florence"

summer. Wear’
Don’t work in heavy, leather boots this
“Fleet Foot” Shoes.. They are honest and ‘sturdy _
enough to sta d the farm work.”
-—sensible—and so-much —
comfortable—
y and
heapet

“

the note
want. to

taking - up

‘The landlord,

sald

plenty,”

“Plenty,;. my . lord,
Saunders, cheerfylly.

care shall-be. taken of ml-

between them saddle the one horse in
Casalina,
then he comes back to

Bie teal

securities

of an

MANUFACTURING

INDUSTRIAL

in some cases form

despair.

who are pale, langufd,
of
the
heart,
some.

People

with palpitation
difficulty
ia

tired are suffering from
thin blood.
‘They need only the resolution to take
the right treatment and
stick
to it
the remedy
that cen de
retied upon fg Dr. Williams’ Pink Pilla
for’ Pale People.
With
every
dose
they make new blood, and new blood
means health and strength. The red

| until cured,

¢heeks,_good.

appetite, —

in

weight and strength that follow the
use of these pills prove
their
great
value to thin-blooded people.
Here

fs an example:
jun., Hay,
believe Dr.
my fe.
aemia, and
fousness of

Mrs.

icDonald,

Ont. says:
“I
honestly
Williams’ Pink Pills saved
Some years ago I had an| did not realize the serthe trouble I soon becime

a complete wreck.’

1 got so weak.

L

could
hardly walk.
1 neither
ete
| Ror slept well, and could not go up
stalrs without stopping to rest.
At
times I had almost an unhearao'e parm
in my back and would dave to remain
in bed.
I suffered almost conytantly
from a dull headache and when sweep-~

ing if | would stoop to pick. up anything 1 would get so dizzy that J

would have to catch hold of something
to keep from falling.
At times my
heart would beat so fast that | would
have a smothéring sensation. My eyes
were sunken and my handsand limbs

would be swollen in thé mornings,

tried several kinds of medicine without benefit and my
friends thougat
Iv
would not reco’
Then
“bey
taking Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,
before long could see and feel
thay were helping me.
I gladly continued the use of the pills until 1 wes
completely cured and I
cannot sav
enough in their praise, and I strongly
recommend them to all run down girls
and women.”
You can get these pills’ through any
dealer fn medicine, or by matt at 50
cents a box or-six boxes for-$2.50-from

‘The Dr. Williams’
Brockyille, Ont.

Medicine

Co,

Making Amends.
A-poor Turkish blater of
e
oat | a foots ‘and fell Into the parcow
aman.
ae
filed 2by the conctianions while’ tha
six
the slater
ped, without
mater
injury. A som
e ee:
ed

tele at. worksupan

the root of w hones,

ense.
Juatien,”"
the
a even
as thisanswered.
man says,
that there -should

In

I be’ atin
aaao.then
te
tt
‘ of thin

A: E.Roberts |

NOAA
SBS

| rug Sto re

Too busy to come down Phone*3

ete.

exceed

100,000’

men.

It

sets

out

ten distinct classes from
whom
will be selected.
‘They are as follows:
‘
;
Class 1.—Those who have attained the age of 20 yearsand were not
born earlier than the year 1894,
and aré unmarried, or are wido.iers bat have no children.
. _ Class 3.—Those who were born in
years

1889 to 1893,

both

inolu-

ive, and ere unmarried, orare widowers, but have no shildren.
8.—Those who were born in
the years 1888 to 1888 both inclusive,
and are unmarried, or. are widowers, but bave no children.
4
Clase
4.---Those who have attained
the age of 20 years'and were born
not éarlier than the year 1894, and
are
or are widowers who
have
« child or children. . Class 5.—Those who were born
_ in the years 1889 to 1898, both
“inolusive, and are married or are
widowerg who have a child or

children.

:

‘

Class 6.—Those who wore born
in the years 1883 to 1888, both in_ olusive, and are married or are

widowers who

have « ohild

or

‘Clase 7.—Those who were born

din the years 1876 to 1882, both inolosive, and are nnmarried or are

‘widowers ‘who have no child.
»—Those who

were

born

“in the yetrs 1876 to 1882,.both inolnsive, and are married. or ate
-widowers who haye a - child or
Clase 9.—Those who were born
in the years 1872 to 1875, both inoluaive, and are anmarried or are
‘widowers who have no child,
5 10.
who were born
the years 1872 to 1875, both in-

a

and

Ore,

are married

or are

ohild or child.

away

50c.

from

furs,

up

Administrator's’ Notice to Creditors

Inthe

Surrogate “Colirt
County of Elgin
aged,

©

‘of the

In the Matter of the Estate of Maria

3

©

of

juttan, are required,

19iT,
MS

day of July, 1917,
to deliver

*

undersigned

solicitots f¢
he admin.
the
«
fall Fariculars of

ANOS,

claims, and the uature of thu security
tei
held’ by then, vefified by statutory
Heclaratio: 2.
r
Aud furthor
take notice that after the ssid
10th day of July, 1917, the said adininistrator
Of the aid
w partion entitled
1
regard only to the elaims of w
shail then have
te nibld sad:
1
bution of-the sai
to any person
Deen: received by nim
je thine of such
distribution.
CHARLES: URGESS, Admiuistrator.
By GUTHRIE,G UTHRIE & KERWIN,
Gaolph. Ont,,
His tolicttors,
Dated at Guelph, Ont,, Jaue Sth, 1917,

Plain and Woven Stripe Organdie and Voile’ Waists,

$1.50.

Misses
Fast color Ginghams

in barrels, as do hominy,

Just

barley,

the many

.

wees

650,75

00, 1.25, 1.50

Men’s

Blue

Y

DoOooS

Straw Hats
Opening

with

the season this store is

prepared

lighter weight better-shaped stan

bats than ever before.
New Sennett Braid Split Straw,
sweats, black silk band.

leather

Alpine shapes .......
Fedora shapes, low or

high crown.

Mackinaw Straws
treeeeeeeeeeesess50e, 75e,
Real Panamas, two shapes... ..4.00,

Mexican Hats, for everyday

wear...

Suits

British guaranteed, fast colors, all sizes, 34 to 44.
lining, pants

Two or
made with

$16.50 18.50 20.00
,

Alexander’?

Silk Half Hose,

Light weight Felt Hats for young fnen,

°

extra

the season’s newest colors and shapes,

nitealeatyean .-2.50, 3.00, 8.50, 4.50
Children’s Linen Hats

ws

value, per pair...

A wealth of naw shapes

Heavy Blue Bib Overulls, pair.
Striped Overalls, bibs, pair..
Boys’ Low Neck Blouses, eac
French

Balbriggan

Underwear,

DESIGNER

FOR

and colors.

75c

00

|

Pana maSport Hats

pe!

Extra Heavy Work Shirts, double back
Clnett, Peabody Newest Shirts ..
Slide Braces, pair, 250.
Newe:

appetizing aud

gees

floral and stripe patterns, 32 in. wide, ina

:

The, 1:00, 1.25

three-butten models in coats, mohair
olf
cuff or-4vithout, belt loops
with

20 dozen Tan Half Hose, special, per
Lisle Half Hose, grey, tan and blac!

con-

Rolled or drooping
pinched crow:

brims,
trimmed

ulation or
with
a

striped silk band..........1.00, 1.25 %

WHOLE

YEAR

ONLY

59c.

¥

POOOK:

little packages
are .‘'so,
although they add 25 per

MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
Resolution of Appreciation to Mr. McKay
and Regret at His Remoyal:
A the regular meeting of the local
Ministerial Association,
assembled in

the Ohalmers’ Presbyterian church,
Oowal, on Monday, Jane 4th, the Rev,
McKay,

NN

ODALS
PEARED
DRE AIS
OE DPEASESAEALE
SANSA
N77 ISZARZISONS
SRABSAS NaAds

ASFA RRA

SHECDSAESR
ne CORES
PEDALS
AENSINT
RZINREIN SATIS Zh IRIS
USSSA ADESSO
USS
PASCARNTES

nm, tendered his resignation, owing to

Resolved, that we, pastors of the var-

fous devominations
and

of tho evangelical

members

isterial Association,

wish

of

this

to place

Min-~

on

record;
dy That it is with regret that the pleas~
ant relationship which h
red. for
40 many years is abont to be severed,
owing to his removal from our Association.
a

AN
USN

'

cbsirmar of the associ-

his leaving Qowal for Dorchester.
The
followiug resolution, proposed by Rev.
. Bingham, of Dutton, and seconded
by Rev. Haig, of West Lorne, was

oharchea,

seeee

wealth of color combinations, per yd....heseesesseees 2
Ci ‘olored Cotton Voiles, in colors, pink, two shades of blue, maize,
40 in. wide, per yard ..........ceceecceeseneensceee

the Boys Enjoy the Best
Month of the Year--June

‘

Corn,

cent.'to the cost.

Donald

Leader Voiles, large

Men’s Furnishings

healthful dishes that canbe made
from Indian corn are not only 500
per cent cheaper, but contain more
nourishment.
.
Oatmeal is much cheaper in bulk,
but the
handy,”

khaki cool designs, others ranging from simple dot and =e

} No matter what you intend to pay fora
suit wecan satisfy you, price and quality

tained in the widely-advertised
breakfast foods Jost the consamer
from $10 to $20 per, bushel. “Oldfashioned
“Iyed’’
‘hominy and
grits, and

York

* patterns to elaborate floral designs, per

With a New Suit of Clothes.
New models. just to hand in
Tweeds, Homespuns, blues and blacks, Cussimeres,
You will
find here the fabric_ best suited. for boyish wes
Carefully
tajlored coats, lined with mohair, pinched back, pleated and
belted styles.
Pants are made full bloomer style, sizes 26 to
4.00 to $12.00
Prices. range....--.- eepecgecreinece
34.
ic loth, cottonade
5,i
Boys’ Odd Pants, all
BING, THEO
00 c'cecoae'cs
veces ceucesesescoedere 60e to 2.50

LION BRAND

of. the

etc.,

Voiles From New

Black and White Striped Voiles, 40 in. wide ......
+, 400
Oxford Suiting, black and white and blue and white stripes,
36 in. wide, per

...........0008-

Let

could do without or make at home,
and it all has to be delivered.
“And
oats, rye,

18s, 206, 20
50e

’ New Sailors.....81.50, 2.00, 2.50, $00

~The

baker for bread, phone to the grocer
for a thousand of things that we

wheat,

Sport

Y Fine White Negligee Shirts, Cluett and W. G. & R. makes. ..
Men’s Belts, Collars, Ties and Udderwear

Nowadaysit

of L.

‘Blend!

Sia

FS} port Voiles, 30 inches wide, in highly patterned plaids, stripes,

Lb

¢ White or Linen Sport Shirts for men and boys
Boys Sport Blouses

36 in. wide, per

balt, 8 prices, and each price

is all different
It is phone to the
butoher for meat, phone to the

H. C.

and

or

White Dimities, neat checks and stripes, per yd
White Poplins and Voiles, per yatd ,.......--

ing of dollars ib

in the back room several cases of
‘fat backs’? and a barrel or so of

race,

middy

White Marquisette, per yard .:
White Linen, finest Ran natura

to Hand in the Men’s Wear
Department

grits, rice

it all helps that w. k. enemy

checks,

Newest Styles ready this week.
Sailors, Turbans—flaring styles,
2 White Milan Shapes, roll brims and side roll effects, finely“sewn.
Banded Milans, large or medium shapes with flanged edge.
Our assortment of Ginghams, Crepes, Light and Dark Prints,
Chambrays, is complete at nearly old prices,

nges.
Outside the dour there are
several kegs of salted herring, and

haman

and

White Millinery

and muny other articles that are
now packed in Hthographed pack.

black-strap molasses.

Tub Dresses

and Plaids, stripes

Mehighidedgts
2055 co eu
ee

ZB

Men in Canada Between the Ages of 20
@
and 45 Liable to Serve
Ottawa, Jane
11.—Sir Robert
Borden's compulsory service measure was introduced this afternoon
in the House of Commons.
Its
outstanding feature is a clean,
definite removal from politics of
compulsory military service and its
enforcement.
The bill provides for securing reinforcements, which unless :Purliament farther authorizes are not to

moths

to

Blouses

Plain White and Striped Gabardine

large collars trimmed yal, lace, tucks and hemstitching
Fine Sheer Voiles and Organdies, with val. lace. inertions and edgings, new shoulder and Quaker collars
> Plain White Silk Wais:s, apecial‘at

y 33

BILL

guaranteed

Silk

$1.25

White Piques at Popular Prices.

W7 i, NS

keep

sonceivable
; the most violent and fanatial agitator. Bofors its effects are
spent the Romanoffs will not be the
nly
dynasty which will have to
al
te, the Russian bureaucracy
will not be the only band of exploiters who will have to surrender
power
disgorge,
thd Russian |
peasant will not be the only olass
‘who will be called to participate
in |
counsels and partake of feasts from
~Which they have hitherto been oxolnded.”’
THE CONSCRIPTION

Bags,

PES DAEDE
ea
Pe] Ns PANNA)
ARI
U USS!

.

Moth

Muslin, Crepe-de-Chene and .

SSH)

he great war has,” says the
New. Repnblic, ‘been’ subjecti: g
‘the political fabrics of ull the fighting nations
a
flo strain.
Memes which might have survi
indefinitely and been slowly
modified intosqresping. better, are

Moth

quantity,

:

iN

fs

.

also have

Lee

We

Balls, any
5c. up.

est Of the brave,

~
»

.

Large Tins, 25c.

ANA
ES

e8 be laid down his own, and
‘Won! what ‘every British soldier
68, the Victoria Cross, given for
© most Conspicuous bravery. No
;
bet honor can be bestowed on a
s
lier and that he did not live to
~ Sreoeive the decoration at the hands
of
his king is one of the fates of
;
. Sifton
was one of the

;
VAIN)
VE NB NAN
BS an BS1B NEN
ANA
BS
xsWAS
eS CDI DUC DUC DUC
DUC

ing
Apparel,
Carpets,
Blankets, Murnituic’

C3

In thus saving many

of

ZL

if.

ravages

in Furs, Wear-

BR Wy %NYY
ESV

against

og

a

: June Sale of New Voile,Organdie

fp
£ E23
POs
oy AS LAY RS ay ARiNySAR
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For your protection

Zwi wna
\)
ZN5S VANY
DP

Lavender —
Naphtholene
the orew and held the posiD the face of an advancing
of the enemy until his men

Hot Weather Comforts”
Hot Weather Fabrics

POSTOFFIOE
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ZeE>SNaay WZ KeZas)WY
y

DOOR

ANON
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NEN
EN

| ONE

VESEY
s
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You'll: Make A Hit

THE MOLSONS BANK

Every Time You Drive a Nail

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000 ,
- 96 BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT

‘we expréss our high spprecible.
per in

Bank

:

MONEY

ORDERS

Our Lumber

2

MENT
SAVINGSallowedBANKat highestDEPART
current rate
“Interest

If You Buy

H

Hr. 5. WOODS, Manager Dutton Branch

E
OATS
0.1 QOnality

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings
:

Cement, Lime —
Brantford and Ruberoid
Roofiings
}
Hard Wall Plaster
-Ceil Board, Etc.

You'll shake
hands
with yourself when the:

job's complete, because
everything will be right
and neat.
When we sell
lumber to a customer
once, we look forward
to a continuance,

W. SAUNDERS

“HS UFE FOR is COONTRY
Gunner George Stewart Killed
eigen dpe tobe

We ie you the most -complete line we have- ever :

Gan

900000000000000000000

$ IN AND: AROUND

et

ee

has
Ford car from | 2

J, A. Campbel

shown

pocired ene

000000000000
_
Wm, Fluni, Wallacetown,

chased a Bre peeeense

—Largie.

unoe of

Ottawa

5c to 10c a roll. Oatmeal papers, 30 in. wide,: all

what delsyed the despatch has not

colors, 25c a roll.

‘Mrs, R. J. Morrow ‘and sons, of Toronto, aré Visiting her Parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L; Hamilton.
Hewkios and family, of

verseas,

penalts several days with ee trenches since early in the year and
Mrs Hapter,
he last letter received from him was
14.
oKay, of Cowal, who has version,
accepted a call to Oromlin and Dor.
che
will Breach his farewell sermon community at tho death = the brave,
soldier. Io Duron, where he attended
Bebool, be waa well known
A number of the Oddfellows of Datton the 4High
fayorite amongst his classmates,
attended service at Shedden on Sunday, and
who made hima
when Rey, O. O. Elliott, of St. Thomas, the
colors. “The
preached to the order.

Dehuasas fot ta, the entre DUTTON

Rev, R. Stewart and Rey, D. MoKay
will exchange pulpits on Sanday. There

the 68rd Battery

to

the

MoKay will preach at 3.
fact that the grounds

will not be iv condition owing’ to the

sommonty
family.

the

pablic school

abe ‘all

Pe

Mrs.

has

orter, dalisuiet en ecreeen
In
nddition to the fraternal organisation

The marriage took place at St. Paul's

memory of the oldest inhabitant
occa:

ortho

on Wednesday
when
2.8 inches fell
within an lioor aud one-half.
Lands
in mauy
parts were covered with water

text

reverend

crops.

the

I. Peter 9:17,

old kirk,

took

for

fear God,

for which

had shed many

One of the new 76 type locomotives,
reeeny: pat in the freight service of the

M.O.R. at St. Thomas, palled cat ot the
yards Satarday itis teal of 1
cars |
longer frais

are

expected to” operate daring the sammer
mouths.

The anuval nicoting of the West Elgin

Helen's vharch,eval
conducted ‘by

Administrator's

their sooeners

Mee

had been killed in action is fortanately

?

‘They wera to hono:
BOWLERS

Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or Deep Wells
All Kinds of Repairing

ORGANIZE

A meeting of the members of the Dut.
ton Bowliag Olab was held in the Mo-

Panter, D.D.G.M., presiding.
There
war w
Topresenjstion from-the
different lodgés in attendance and the

Intyre House on Friday evening for the
purpose of organization for the coming

season, with a good attendance.

rict-depaty for the

a.
Giddy was elected presiden
, West Lorne,
Jos. Hout xia poesia, and W.
In cotinection with the London Oou- Misopiese tary:
ference. m jubilee
service was held in
W. O. San’
Saksy eae
aE. Gerow were "phonor of me Eli Middleton, of Toronto, pointed grounds committee
of

Chatham,

both of whom have completed

Oampbell

favored

observance of Sundays
with so many charch

infringing
home life.

too

A qniet bat

much

now-a-days

pretty wedding

on

bel

clubaof Dutton, Weat

2

head and <. N. Giddy
to consult with the other clabs

=

for Niaga

os being present.

The

‘ete on the evening

train

the matter.

the absence

of

kev,

eoeaise

A few

Dr,
:

JEWELRY,

choice Delaware

potatoes

for

Farmers who have logs at my mill are :

—Toa,
The ili
re. ** The
of the Empire,’’ will be given in

REDUCING
WATCHES,
-CUT GLASS

as
ib,
er
the

Re wan mda | Oroas

rred

in Stratford on

vi

ae

June

Necklaces

Resibubits

Pearl Sunburst, reg. 7.00... 4.75.
Solid Gold Rings

Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Fobs,
TYRCONNELL
Bar Pins, Lockets, Tie
‘Rey. Dt. Moore, of
ibe palpi inin the Metbodiay church on= oan Peart fates
ss ais a
a nitiesaeee 18 just Geeaty Seren |
say

ond

ee eae

were

eat Rea nd Mr. Allen and Me and Mrs.
Lypes maphored bg

,
é
1.50

UNDERWEAR

,

In Balbriggan and Lisle, also excellent quality of Cotton.
Hosiery

in All Qualities and Prices

JAMES
o

F.

GAHAN

™ Custom Tailoring
Suitings of the Newest Shades|
and Choicest Materials

. Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Arch.

McCallum

Parte

TAILOR

ee

1 to June

30

Additional Parts, Supplementary Springs, Hoods,
Special
Wheels,
Radiators,
Accessories
and

Changes

are not necessary ifjjyou

buy a

Silverware

Gold
fd Necklace, asais ‘pearls and

~

SALE

CLOCKS,
AND CHIN

Days

Asst.

extra good

Value

Our entire stock at your disposal at practically your own price.
We positively must secure a large turnover in June and
to do
80 we offer extraordinary yalues in all lines,
Below is partial
list of the many bargains.

Birthstone Rin,
2.00...
“nearly forty-three yeare. 8he was in
Cn i
ermine. Jone rane Rings, ree i. aeons
notive work without
wit
Z Fal ee
Rev. W. J, Spence,
‘ Pearl Rings, reg.
jiday.| 15, by
Ment and» without baring a
Everbody wi
Red
‘Three years ago
Signet Rings; reg.
re ie 00.
95 and 10 cents.
two years
MP oravioasl

ay fc Alssander MoPhervoa

F. J. SMALL,

sale at the Dutton Elevator,
amet iyst, reg,
ssecegs. 4 00°
Giye the Datton Elevator Oo.| zpet Gold Nooklace set with pearls and
SfaeCOOW, for Rex Middlings as $44,00
cameo, ‘reg.1
00

requested to have them sawn now
- | att will be has, during harvest.

‘

Resouson ae

Resipexor 44

Berry
5;
-00. ....
Gold Necklace, ee with speerls and Cold Meat 1yoda ig 1.25...
neta, reg.
+++-$3.50 Butter Knives, os B5c...0..

SPECIAL NOTICES

Fal
accompanied by the
of thelr many friends,
to

poe en

. | Highgate, followed, the ssheme
endorsed. a Halling
ansnimonsl
ceremony
was
J, H. Stewart, aly ttthe

STOCK

:130

Disonssion relative to the formation

was of a league, consisting id the
pe powtiag

‘at the home of Mr, Peter A.

hange coop

Dir

ate‘Tollowio, mere elected as aki
T. Hookin, R. P. Roekie, ee ms aia y,
Dr. Dow, W. Affleck and
A. Oamp-

and feared that
ies they were

Oils and Greases in Stock

T. R. SMALL, Manager-

Dow's seeds A, Campbell, echereaiames:nt

the old-time

Specialty

Station Street

T. Hockin, “emtersip

fifty committee, and W. Hollings!

sania, the ministry.
Mr. Middletou,
was formerly ou the Datton ciroait, and

in his remarks

and

:

In the

absence of the president Vice-Psesidept
Hookln: presided.

coming year.
Thesgn
fell upon W.
H, Bole, the genial manager of the Union

Haylock,

Auto. Repairing Our

of

Duchess Satins, all colors, per yd...6..+-e0+ee0ees1.25 to 1.765

Term

Dutton Pump & Garage Co.

King, fear

God, and pray for thee |in
i authority.

The ennaat ieesting of Bigin Disrict No.
I
was held in St.
‘homas ‘oa vionday eee
with R. K.

prin

|

CRs es Seee++81.00, 1,50, 1575

colo red collars, made

Extra values in Silk and Lisle Gloves...,....25¢, 50c, 75c, 1.00

‘Tho houseand totwill
wit be offered for sale,

free-

SKIRT

Fancy Neckwear for Men and Women
Shantung Silks, Plain Stripes and Coin Spots
Chiffon Taffetas, black , navy, browns, greens, per yd......

she street.

he said, “is that for which our society
stands for.”

3

(hq

fal articles.

An

Voile and Silk Waists--Wonderful

Jers, jars, snacks spa 8 lot of other use-

the Society, to help the fatherless and
the widow, for it is more blessed to give
than to receive, and thas live ap to the
laws of God.
“What the world needs,”

France,

bac!

Middies, in all white and
material.
|

belng composed of Lob 5, West Huser
FOR SEES
oe house is nearly new, size
28x28,
OOD Geoeral Purpose
wits leaa-to, bard and soft water. ‘Eivery:| Ol ae iene he
es
thing in first-class repair. Will be sold| hupey
ir. Apply at
subject to reserve bid. $100 cash on day| thisoftice.
of sale, balance in twenty days. This is
a desirable home. Farther particulars
z Lost
made known on day of sale, or apply to
Datel Black & Gon or W. H. Cape.
tarday, near oF in Da ton, a& raincost,
Qi de
der hl pices Soars
leave te ea ta
ACK:& 80N, Auctioneers.
CHARLESH, BURGESS, Adwieietrator

Corner

Need

This summer.
See our range of White Sport Skirts in Pique,
Reppe and Middy Cloth, made with pockets and gathered

STRAYED
N the premisesof dhe undersigned. Lot 19,
ON on)s: Dunwich, « calf. Owner
is notl:
fied to prove property
Femoveyo the
the atsame,

clocks, lamps, 1 whatnot, curtains, bool

Busy

OUTING

Store |

commodes, | feather tick, 1 bureau, 6 care
seated chairs, 4 kitchen chairs, 4 rocking

chairs, extension table, leaf table, organ,
couch, lounge, cupboard, writing desk,

the

You- May

R. P. Reekie

Gasterson, to sell by public
ATURDAY,
JUNE 93rd,

000e

At

-Corvusine

late

BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

forget to use

tot, the following property and articles:
2
bedsteads and springs, 2 mattresses, 2

Mr. Stewart referred to the objects of

not correct.
A letter was received on
Friday by W.H. McAlister, with whom
he was formerly employed, stating that
he had received .
es wound in the
arm-and that
jed to be backin
the firing lin before’ | icon.
The lester
Was written by himself in a hospital in

ee

[=| I 18 E

when sowing your corn.
Stands wet season better and sure keeps the
birds away.

Daniel Black & Son have receiyed instractions from
Charles
H, Burgess,

to prootains’ the giana tidings

to others.

Don’t

Sale_

administrator of the estate of the

W

A Timely Reminder

Clearing Auction Sale of House
and Lot, also all Household Effects

a dropwof blood.

charity. The precept, love the brother.
hood, exteuds to all mankind. They
were to hovor all men from the highest

Robertson,

by

CARD OF ! HANES.

referred to the fandamental proeipteotof
the order, which is pecevolanoe, watchs
is closely allied to the greatest virs

ized the race, s trait Shak sent such men
as Moffat, Liyi
icKay,

bearers being Sonn inn hail, T. Lynch,
Thos. McOatlam, J A, Oampbell, J.
Delaney ‘and John Lynch.
The report that Pte. John Merrlees

year

yy bnicher shops

honor

tis together.
democrati
rit and the love for
domand help! ‘alnoss that haye
ch:

jown, and was
jer Fearth, the

the eee

his

blood was shed, An honest man is the
noblest work of God, and therefore the
election of officers, to decide places of | scau monger, the faistters the deoeitmeetings or short courses for the coming fal ia unworty of
No uation, he anid, atc
stood for higher
year and to-arrange for some social as
well as practical outing or outings for igeals than the representatives
him and uo traer brotherhood could tbe
this summer.
found than that existing in the ae
The faneral of the late Mr. Michael
Hooley was held on Friday to the daye when the clansman was as
was
well
held in St.

off

in cities and big townsa have been fored
to close owing to the falling off in trade
on account of high prices.
J
———

to the lowest, for all come from the
hand of
. and for whom. Christ's

Board of Agriculture will be held iu the
towm hall, Datton, on Jane 28rd at 2 80
m., for the trausaction of business,

Crowley
cemetery,
aud
attended;
The service was

A. E.

‘BS,Hoouiry andfamily desire to expross
eartfelt thanks to their man’
and neighbors for the sympathy: a0
Kindness shown them in their recent ssd
‘Honor all men, bereavement.
j

speaker

love the brotherhood,

fallen

nearly one-half.

the
King," and at the outset took
and considerable damage was done to occasion
to weloome the brotherhood to

Even

daughter

Saraeera oe eae

tendance, many
church, Exsex, on Sanday, May 20th, of there was a
Layman Day Root to Miss Harries L. being present from other congregations.
Daring the service
solo was given by
Oldfleld, of Essex
'y Ain Coantree,”*
daughter of Mr, and Mrs, W. Oldfielg, | 5,Ww. a peientend.
\d by Miss MoGregor, ‘When the Roll
who formerly resided in Dutton.
isCalea ‘Up Yonder," which were mach
The heaviest fall of rain within the
reciated,

Windsor,

40

ere nic,

The Sons of Scotland to the number
Danwic!
Robb,
ts, John
of about forty attended service in tha
Prsstvsacies ecbarch on Sunday, when |” It is estimated that the per capita
Stowart, chaplain otof the consumption of freah meets in Cannas

il Robertaou, of North: se
About
thirty bee-men wore prose
id were
mach interested in the demonstration,

for

Icolors, Oak, Mahogany, Walnut, White
aud Black ‘and Clear for Linoleums,
ir
shes and Furniture.
It ales like glass
ome ‘gives a beautiful finish.
Z
j
Vacuum Cleaners
to house cleaning,
’ We also have all the modern’ helps Carpet
Sweepers, O’Cedar Dust Mops
from $5 to the Electric at $25.
Oil, Wall Paper Cleaner.
50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer, Renewal, O°CedarO
> 6 Furniture of All Kinds. Beds, Springs, Mattresses at Lowest Prices’.
HARDWARE, | FURNITURE

1.250, 85

W. 8. Robband little

afer

Lacqueret

Lig—In Toronto, on Jane 11, to Dr.
and Mrs. G. H. Ling, son,

J. H. Stewart

redaced the fracture.

bee demonstration was given at the
spin me Ralph Coates on Tuesday by

Silk Hose

sizes 43¢ to
Getpet

is manifest for the berenveds)

An Earnest Discoutse Delivered by Rev.

sod

fractared his Jeft hand at the wrist. Dr.
Me

White

ho
for women,

White Cotton itibbea "Hose

SONS OF SCOTLAND ATTEND SERVICE

a Monday as George, the, ten-;aoe
old. ‘son of J. A. Ford, wi
at

at Pota-

st the High School, who is forcedby
the trying ordeal to
uish her examinations now in progress.
The deepest sympathy of the entire

very heavy tains, the Sous of Scotland
have found it necessary to cancel-their
Lapeer ames on Jone
tree

and ja now

have: a ‘limited™

quantity which we

you as long as they last
at the old prices: Y Falf
pint 25c., pint 40c as quart 75c, nal baton $1.25, 2gallon, $2.25.

T.,Hockin Co. Specials
Oat Domiaics Granulated Sugar

waws. ‘a stator, Mise jessie, isastadent

willbe no seryice at Daff church in the
morning,
Owing

FLOUR MILLS

‘York styles
ac
respect for the gallant soldier, fat gaye Middiee ie cbildren from
Middies for misses...
$1,00 to 2.00
up hijs life ou the altar of duty.
Besides his parents, he leaves three Woaee e aes Hate Dresses, oe
ietin;
brothers and two sisters. One of the
brothers, Hog, recently enlisted with Print Dreane forchildren

Mr, and Mrs,.R, J, Marphy.

We still

Mixed Paints

in|

Mr. Johu Ford aud danghter, Mrs.
(Dr.) Brown, of Markdale, are spending
a few days st the rectorywith Rey,

at the lowest prices.

Nice bedroom papers from

annoanced

150
.85
a i

Teaspoons, reg.4.00 ...+-+ ++
Casseroles,
$6 to $10, special
ies:
# %
i to
Special Prices in Watches

for June Only

7-Jewel Waltham, complete 85.75
5-Jewel Waltham,
en
a

spams Elgin. complete.
iD,

plete.

5 Zedewel Walthann, gold
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Blectric Starter. Electric
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renee

a present defect, +
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whichthe ¢

already (0,

government
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doubtedly factlitate interstate

‘coal supply can't last more than ee
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sweep the wind
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ering wildly Found,
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He nad: caught it, it e Wot another angry
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thing to ralrions: his gee Meehervusey,
the woman, sald, in, wonders
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jon't know where
it 4s, but that's our little black hen you're
Forty-One
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Undone

A PERFECT MEDICINE
FOR LITTLE ONES
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Transcontinental Railway.
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to
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complete

the
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Malian

Baby’s Own

transcontinental’ railway. The {mpor‘tance
of ‘his news can hardy be ovaes"
. for the completion .of the
.Mpall pieco-of ‘trackage promisés. to
Rave an influence on Australian devel;
2

Tablets is the ldéal m

felne for little ones. ‘They, regulate
the bowéls and stomach; break np
colds; cure constipation
and indigestion; expel, worms, and make teething
easy, They are guaranterd to be ab‘opment comparable
in a way
with
{that exerted upon the development of solutely free from injurious drugs and
i this co:
by the opening of the May be given to the youngest child
Union
nearly half a century with Dertes safety, “Concerning them,
«ag.
ik up

M. Forknal}, Miss City, B/C,
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vegetable
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PEAKS 11,000 FEET HIGH
Made Accessible by Kootenay Central

de-

very

on
September, vite and the constructi
there
so rapidly that
pl
of

forty-one’ miles

rentain only

track to connect the Port Augusta
Kalgoorlie division.

of
It is probable that the opening
transcontiaental
4he first Australian
te cfline will have the same’ immedia
feot a8. Bid the opening ofline.the fee
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American transcontinental
ian’ railway, and more. particuh
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, bejy the thousand-mite
Kalgooriie,
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relatively

a
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land, which does not seem now
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t
the different states in
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of ratlroad building. In the
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esfour

d the
2, dela’
‘and added expenses to these transfers,

of . apprec'
section. of the line,
‘
more serious
re ne as the volume of

increases...”
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has

caught’

self.

‘The art of

confined
tribe has

to the
brought

pitch of perfection.
which

each

priest

spirit of, beautyIt
sand painting is not

the

this
Navajos, | but
highest
{t fo the

‘The method:

painting

Is

made

in

has

gana, nervousness,
desire
flashes, dark rings
palpitation,
under
the eyes, hot
of a loss of interest
tm life, write
to me to-day. Address’
Acq, M- Sommers,
Bor g Windsor, Ont.

the past summer in the invitation of
Mr. A. H. MacCarthy, an enthusias-

abolished

and

the

emancipation roclaimed by ‘the Emperor Alexander IT. they all kept these

special

family

—FOR—

names.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
Mailed
at
lowest
possible
prices,
conststent with high-grade work.
Our
Natural
y
3-Strand

‘a clergyman, ani when they first en-

Switches at $5.00, $7.00 and, $9.00 In
alt shades
ore leaders with us.
Just send on.your sample, or write
for apytiing
In ovr line.
GENTLEMEN'S TOUPERS
at
that defy detec$25.00,
$25.60 and

tered the church they chose a name
for themseives.—London Answers.
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Cures Distemper.
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tion

For Round Shoulders.
An excellent exercise to straighten
round shoulders for women who have
to sit a good deal
iz performed by
the bent

The

or

wand

arms_are

when

worn.

MINTZ’S HAIR GOODS
EMPORIUM
HAMILTON, ONT.

62 KING.ST. W.

across
bent,

without

HAIR GOODS

nected with the church.
In former
days the clensy Was a class apart, and
be
‘a gon of a clergyman was bound to

stick

fs

resiony

ahe North American Continent, andHt
4 soon as roads and trails are
have
will attract many tourists who
the more
hitherto been content P.with
R. main line.
beaten path of the C.

‘Their names mean always a feast day.
or a precious stone or something con-

the back and letting it run out through

2

ee orem

ly

Mame.

I. Sfinta).

so that the hands ‘rest on the chest.’
States

possession

{nto United
count of the religious character of the
cerentony.
aes
ae
suckers i's a
. Event ishing for
with
hook
Rood plan to bate your

Keep
back

should

be

conscien-

he

Magazine.

represents

-

I bought

a horse

with

a supposedly

Hotelkeeper at St. Phillippe, Que.

the arms and sholders pressed
-and-down-and walk about — the

room in this way for
utes.
in the armory.

a

f OF

Men's. Women's
Prvc@tlcbraicte cola
Looks Better
LastsLonger
Easy to use
Shoe
Perens

the Toronto Fat Stock Show directors,
who announce their elghth annual exhibition
in, this issue, to be held at
the Unfon Stock Yards, on
December
7th and Sth next, Our readers will re-:
member the record prices pald at the
auction sale at last year’s
shoW, the
grand chantfplon being bought by the
‘4’, Baton Company at 50c per pound,
live weight,
Premium lists will be out
In a few days and will contain all the
old and several new classes.
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Liniment Cures Diphtherla.
——_+Africa Will Lead.in Railways.

Minard’s

world.

highly

Charm

inail.

‘The court and the Roumantan

bulit in this delightaristocracy
There
ful valley their summer homes. made
Is." All that
i
Prahova

and

its

sweet

freshness.

and
Near Sinaia the valley widens.
chief city of the
pears, the
he salt mines. An-

liberty assemble.
to lick: it) for.

geographical dtvilocated in certain

areas—as

in the

pushing of any considerable

propor:

tion of the projects that were in contemplatton before the war
will give
that continent
a decade’ hence, not
only a fairly even network of lines

over the greater part of {ts area, but

thei

also more ranscontinental Mnes—both
latitudinal
and
longitudinal—than

either South Ametica or Asia will be

‘able to boast atthe same: date,-Alno
in the Imminent — completion of the
tion which
will. be considerably, ac-

Cape-to-Catro . project—a — consummation which will be consigerably accelerated by certain work done during
the war—it will have a line traversing
its entire length from north to south
Jong before any continent but Europe
can lay
claim to.such a railway. The

Cape-to-Calro—with metals
all the
way and steamer transport on.
Nile

and the lakes ellminated—might easily bring Capetown
within
ten
oF
twelve days of London and Paris, and
a day or two could: certainly. be cut
from even this schedule by a line the
French plan to run from Tanglier—op-

posite Gibraltar—across the Sahara,
via Lake Tchad and.the Belgian GonRhodesta—World
go, to northern
Outlook,
£
2
Kal and
exke.

of Prahoya.

No traveler who has vizlted Ronprais: eet
mania returns without
Here, afier.ou
wonders of Prohoxa-is
has passed thé heights of Predeal,
of fora charming Valley in the midst
‘of great rocks and spouting wa:
@
The landscape evokes recollecters,
arehit
tons -of Switzerland, — with
“Azuga,
ture ‘that recalls the orient,
of a
Bustena; are seated on the bank
away is
Farther
tumultuous river.

Save Europe, the railways of

developed

United States and southern Canada in
North America while other
are left blank ,and promise to remain
so indefinitely.
In Africa, a vigorous

When

{ive or ten min-

i , musket tn the hand is worth two

FAT STOCK SHOW
“Better than usual” {s the slogan of-

all the other great
sions are largely

the class of peasants, for It very selhappens
that nobles become

thin

Eighth—He

the
piercing
un the various creeks
eastern slopes of the Selkirk and Purof
cell, ranges, Mr. MacCarthy being

Since then many of — them
names.
bave received the right to belong to
the class of nobles,
The Russian ¢lergy.
belonging to

elbows,

studious

Africa already has the
foundation
for one of the
completest
and most
evenly distributed railway systems of
all.of the great
continents
of the

the opinion that for interest and varand spectacular beauty © this
{ety
rival on

Jvanoy—Ivan's (John) sn, and sd.on.

a

be

Alpine
tic member of tho Canadlan
Club, who has a fine ranch at WilUnmer in the Windermere district.
{mleadership.
der Mr. MacCarthy’s

portant exploritions have been mado

called son of Peier—in Russlan Pel
so also Smorniv—Simon's son;
To

piecing

.

should

ren-

Al"Three considerable parties of
pine climbers, numbering nearly forty
States,
{n all, mostly from the United
during
region
made ascents in this

rewire

to tell a tribal legend with
desert sand, the wrinkled old

and

to follow.,

American

great snoW crests appeared, Inscrutebly looking down upon us.

season

have

good

the
particularly
as
methematics,

“Seventh—He

and the interests

peaks, which mirrored in
the clear
of
water, rose abruptly ~ thousands
guarfeet on either hand like grim
Beyond
dians of a lovely treasure,
a
the lake the Ufted eyes rested on
the valley
terrace “stretched across
like a giant curtain efghteen hundred
feet above the lake, down whose vorcascades
dant slopes two gleaming
traced their foaming course and tied
the
with
amphitheatre
the whole
farStill
sounds of falling water.
In the background,
ther and higher

Write for Premium List To-day

priests,

natsonmem-

whelmed the writer with {ts beauty.
“Before us,” he says, “lay a lake of
exquisite blue color resting
like
a
Jewel in a setting between two rugged

ee

of
were blocks
colors
to fit each
y ground

of i nd
cleah

reputa*

dered accessible to mountain climbers, are described and illustrated by
Mr. C, W.Stone in the Canadian Alpine Journal for 1916. The approach

December 7th and 8th, 1917

the

and

and

incurable ringbone for $30.00. Cured
him with $1.00 worth of MINARD'S
LINIMENT, and sold him for $85.00.
Protit on Liniment, $54.
MOISE DEROSCE.
to Mount Ethelbert, a peak. which ar-

Canadian Pacific Railway

UNION STOCK YARDS
- TORONTO

cunningl
has its
other. ‘very Hne and anglé
striving
hidden significance; but in. grains
of

mode

temperate

character

Branch, C.P.R.

FAT STOCK SHOW

was

be

tions, modest, but courageous, peralst‘ent, energetic, even tempered, economfeal, faithful and loyal to his friends

‘The wonderful icefields and eleventhousand-feet-high peaks of the Purcell range, which the construction of
the Kootenay Central branch of the

‘TORONTO

slavery

andy

strong
morally.

d thoughtful, keeping his mind upon
bject until it is mastered.

ANNUAL

When

should

to their

poses

wore still slaves they had no family
names, but were called by their father’s Christian name. Peter's son was

and purified with endIt (s.useful in all localities been cleaned. The
rogms.
artist smooths {ts
Jess patience
where rats and mice are found.
a pole
It must be borne in mind, however, 4 gurface until i is a8 plane’as
.
ished
that all draperies in carpets will fade;
he traces
the
exposed to
‘On that smooth ‘surface
gns
also wallpaper, if -hats
a—desi
design
e
and clothing queer and intricat
fumes of sulphur;
lines—of broken’
of jagged
formed
are also bleached by it.
conventionalized
the
triangles, of
‘After a locality has been disinfected
swasthe
ad- whirling cross of fire and
it should be thrown wide open to
mit the alr and sudshine for twenty- sun
Nowhere does the pattern merge
four hours,
sloventy mto the backgroynd. Pure
meets pure red- or blue aa

in

spelling, writing, geography
and history; and also a technical edu-t
cation concerning the lines he pro-

Informer. days when. the . peasants

EIGHTH

pass-

truth:

belleve

.| education, including
fundamentala such

seldom accept triv title and generally
decline the privilege.

has

should

“Third—He
should
healthy, physically and

rests the attention
at Spillimacheen
Station, seems almost to have
over-

and close the

vermin

“Second—He

‘

4 wfficlal papers,

200 years ago, but tho merchants

smooth,

young

“Fitth—He should possess good
ural ability and a determination
stantly to improve his mind and
ory.
“Sixth—He should possess a

law was made by Peter the Great over

white sand, 10 or 12 feet in diameter.

stone

%

art

a

“Fourth—His habits and

baron and occasionally that of prince.
All those mercrants who have kept
their firms always flourishing for a
hundred years have the right to recelve the foreign title of baron. Thia

writ-

sulphur may be used with edvantage
in disinfecting dark closets. and musty
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done looking toward
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about
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‘This sand has been carefully selected

dyes.
It destroys linen or cotton by
rotting the fibre.
It injures most
metals.
Sulphur. is.

log

Coe gue your aubendnnce,

development

down

their

vas of circle of

me will suffice, about six or eight
ours.
.
Sulphur gas bleaches fabrics r ma-

Mining, Chemical, Civil,_Megbanicl and
Engi

and

price ot dinosau-

gard
tion.

‘ In Russia no middle class or gentry
are. known, There are only nobles and
peasants. The Czar, however, -grarits
sometimes for special- merit the right
to be styled a nobleman and also for
the eame reason-the titles of count and

the work of these Indian craftsmen
fg- fraught with a mystic religious
significance, but in and for itself, it
has all the claims to respect of any
‘The sand painter has for

placed on a shovel or iron steel plate,
{in the room to be fumigated, all outlets tobe close&
Break the sulphur
up in small bits and pour ‘alcohol over

quitoes

through

ttle

says

man:
First—He should be honest,
ful, stncére and serious.

ess or Baroness So-and«o.” Her children are called by their father’s name.

to son, to keep green the memory of
those who wi
ht patiently and

well.

‘The time of exposure required for
bacterial infections {s 24 hours.
For
fumigation necessary to destroy mos-

now

of her former

Jawa

we

Gary's Recipes for Success.
Judge Gary’ gives his recipe. for

gucessc. ( He

“Mrs. So-and-so, born Princess, Count-

tribe.”

the masters of the. past worked on it;
of their works no
remains.
‘There 1s nothing. but word-of-mouth

The sulphur to be burned should be

built

as
ot

that survey

the

vieting

has
a form and ebauty but no permanence. .No one knoWs -how = well

door.to the room or closet.
For every 1,000 cuble
feet
of air
space to. be disinfected five pounds of
sulphur are necessary.
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MONEY ORDERS.

are only a few exceptions to
Their art is. like musle, In that’ it ‘There
this rule.
‘<
i

For this reason, when burn-

it; then set fire

‘Bete

Contrary

TO

Ont,

and his companions selected with re-

disinfectant

respiratory

the

England and Sweden,’ in Russia, when
a lady belonging to a titled family
marries a Russian gentleman” without
a title she takes her husband’s name
entirely, and the only right left to her

hedged about by miles of lava-strewn
mesa, dwoll the sand painters, priests

ing sulphur for the purposes of disinfection {t is always2impoftant to avold
exposing oneself to the gas.

from Adelaide

had

is

inflammation

Vic-

for 375 miles: from

‘Biéctrical

th

In the fastreservation,

and artists of a barbarian

"| Judge.

since

ONERS

YOUR
our or toe,
SUP.
BYeY
es ‘with Dominion Expreas Money
Orders. Fie dollars conte. three cents.

es, Nobles and Peasants.

least known and most beautiful of the
people.
Navajo

cent.

—

ATED or naten Appiy, Wellasdrs

Where There Are Only Two Class:

aed

Tn’ Gattup, New Mexico, in

at or Pee
esses
O}
e

‘That the market
Tnses

TITLES
IN RUSSIA.

of the painted desert, wnere ine foes
ing colors of every sunset
are
outdone by the bright, barbaric -nues of
rocky hill and canyon, eays Fretieric
J. Haskin, there flourishes-one of the

and deodorizer.
The fumes or gas is
intensely irritating to the, throat when
inbaled and may. produce dangerous

at the

lines

"Wales,

Australia,

extended

eastward

'

of

rafilway

South

Australfa

‘yailway

——_-+=—-—
FUMIGATE.

_ = SAND PAINTING.
‘Strange Old Are of the”

E212

By the year 1889

‘railway communication had been es{tablished between the four capital cities of Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne
‘Queensiand,

Brockville, Ont,

Sulphur is a Splendid Déodorizer,
and Disinfectant.
:

im and by the different states rather
‘than of a carefully matured ‘program-

{aiiles,

Co,,

ANTED

‘That if the hair cut off each day tn

_ Black--Mixed—Natural
Green

24,.

Hospital, St. Catharines,

the barber shops of New York City
were piaced end-to-end, it would reach
from New York to
iclsco, with
: ten. days’ stopover at Grand Can-

Sealed Packets Only - Never
in Bulk

is

|{solated streteties of Hines constructed

fand

Medicine

:

Australian
transcontinental
.Yailway has been tong in the building,
sand is the result of the linking up of

!me of-development,

“Ll have used Baby's Own Tabmy three! little ones and have

found them the best medicine a mother
cam give her children." The Tablets
are sold by medicine dealers or by mail
at'25 cents a box from The Dr. Wil-

un-

é

are more

tore round

to be pusainy, says

e

NO.°

HELP WANTED.

generous,
‘That there is getting to be so much
prosperity ‘in «the country that evea
the farmers and the wage workers are
trying to:get bold of some of it.

Wrong Quarry.
With a wild

longer.

That: eternity 1s just as long in the
the next world as in
where the

and, in conjunction with its principal
branches, will alow the produce of in-

a-cornor ant somoved-the hat from-the
hénd of a respectable and near-sighted

ISSUE

‘Things to Worry About—That

kon of the Austra~} ©
‘ontinental rallway will ak

beating oggs,
they

will

use pinch

be mueh

-of

lighter for

saard to brop iwieat:
All depends on what you eat
as'a substitute. It is a- good’
time to study ‘food value.”
You may be éating the &
wrong foods, the foods that ©
cost most and give the least
~
nutriment.
Shredded

Wheat
more

Biscuit contains

real,

body-building

nutriment, pound for pound,

—

i
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&

Fedakit
of Bearpe, Won,

prisoners.

“GUNS STILL BUSY

dian: bomber, who was. hit
strenuous
atter several days of very the
crest
said:—“Just onde:
ing that he'd

Lively Air Fighting Again,
‘With Allies Getting
Results.
captured

north of the

front

of about

the offical
to-night

German

‘Starpe

positions’

River

a mile,

over

a

according

of the

to

report from headquarters

and the Germans

are engaged in

ar-

Ullery duels, which are especially vioJent ground
Dixmude
and between

Steenstraete and Het Sas and in the
region of Wytschaete, south of Ypres.
‘The

dug-outs, and stayed a bit with them.
One queer thingI saw
going
acl
machine-guns
ip

aged,

and

the

four crews of the guns all stone dead,
led by our ‘shrrap.’ “When I got to
the dressing. station at last, I found.
charge,
with
his
working away on our
wounded like good “un!

‘and it is impossible to

Another Cansdians told of a double
Germans are heavily attacking dugout which must have been either
French troops in the region
a battalion or @ company headquartbut exSotssons wnd
In the smaller division «were
sector they have. every-| C's,
four of tticers, i with two orderlies:makg coffee for them; In the Jarger
sion opening out of it, thirty-five
officers and men, Not one of the

by ‘the Germans.

‘Again there

wes

itch. unm
heroic efforts of Frenchm
the “soll of thelr country.
troops in
in France are
find themselves fighting f

right

went

From the North Sez to the FrancoBelgian frontier,
the Entente
Allies

the

‘They

attalion
al
‘The British troops | them and over: and that was the end

London cablo:

have.

never
their emplace-

hidden.

ittle bit, but it was’
ere our rifl
They’ lobbed
those Emma Gee em- |
eS
eee . aor a vit, Se
rou!

‘has been lively fighting

whole

lot were

ing the four officers, surrengered

connection,

France,

at any

made some efforts to

prise

Lord

the mitigation

cable:
Paria
ment issted by

able losses.
“The

efforts
Dames,

concentrated

north of the Chemin-deswhere they attacked on
Pantheon]

land

repulsed In its ¢1
ie to reach our lines

of Filain.
except at one point south
s
the neighborhood of our Bovette
after a stubborn engagement,
ments

of the first line

Basie. of the
our

enemy.

assailants were
wn trenches.
the remainBelgium,
save in
the front
of
der
took
fighting
where ian artillery
t.”
place in the sector of Nieupor

FRITZ NOW HAS

NO SANDIN HIM

nadian Who Has
Says _ Canadi
~-~“Been in the Struggle.
3

Ty

BO

‘ard
sent aid
is

‘Was

Barracks

plecea

ef

had

either

the

statute

That they had been

for

fn friendship

with
_iwe captured pong
Hindenburg
real

Was making a
‘ance to the reat jn double tine. said.

ote

‘

beside

in spite

of, their

sugar

house

d’sap-

it conceivable

before’the

to-keep

world

that she
Great

2

matt
a pool of

share

given

seventy

had ‘not © bled after its re-,
nig wat no good st all, Wo fine moval. ody
The heels of both’ the soldfér's
ot
shoes were intact, but beside the stump
je had evidently taken
a rubber hee! was found.
The
‘ot this, the police belleve, is {5 thi

affected

of

to Ireland

in.

in

the

her

es
Se
cosy goat Believe we can

stand all

Charley, arr tes
re,
‘Tompkins, *:

sii tell

cause.

way alone,
with her

empire,

so

reflections

xing down at, you and

wrote

were

Marsillac,

ce.

tet

which

attack was’ accomplished
and deviltrles of latter-

under

many

of

them

her

here

set

down

are

through the minds of many thousands
of Irish soldiers in trench and camp.
to-day, and of these things many and
many an Irish soldier thought who will
never think again in this world.

filled with water and

spurted
streams

half red glag, which
have found a. ming.

“The

molten
metal
of golden raio

appalling numbers: abou!

the defending soldiers. High explosive
and shrapnel fire was carried out with
writhed under the force of the attack.
Mines that had taken two years to
with
an overwhelming
explosive broke into an avalanche of
flaming destruction in the half-lght of

dawn, This was, indeed, a Ypres day
yiclous suffering of two . years and
Hill 6D, of evil renown, always

{mpulse
mining

aks

plans

had

even

been

so

if they

great

Thursday’s Victory Evens
Up Scores Haig’s Men

Have Been Holding.

~HUNS: APPALLED.

manoeuvre intended to
holding

that thelr objectives had been reached

a

cut th

it; suddenly a steel cable that.

which

is called

the ‘sweep’

broke

the

of

struck the

It must-have come in contact
with one of the deadly needles,
vial

acid

inside,

which

sets off the discharge, for an immense
column of water shot stralzht into the ‘
went
sion occurred.' Then the sloops
on in search of other mines, and thus
ic work of clearing the path
ships through the high

Reaches . France-Food
Camps Are Prepared.
can

transport,

American
has
artillery success had made the
try assaults comparative
to-day the. Germans
were

two

to the bot-

means that they
At once

and

cally and geographically
the assaults
were victorious and all the corps and
divisions“ employed-reported - to-night

in

sank

leading stoops raised

did notvaffect

flanking

Infanfs

now

being

reception
brought their guns
far forward
the ridge and were prepared.

on

was

and the fury with which

containing

troops, which are io come
crossed the AUantic under

tlon of an’ American warship,
unloaded

at

a

Freach

positions,

it was carried

They had been completely dazed by
the most. gigantic.mining operation yet

than 1,000,000 pounds of high exploGerman forward positions

|

two

strong points under the
of hundredsof tons of a
that

The

however, in piercing the’ mine. which

long-range

the

destruction...

immense difficulties, remuiting
the
rolling of the. boat, fired
shots without touching one of

British guns, The night was fille

had been expecting the
attack,
but
were taken completely by surprise by

RETALIATION
FOR YPRES DAY

means

sheered off the the gunners ,using a
special rifle ball at about 200. yards,
fifty

by

over

sent

brave

can Irenational

owing from. time to time its
mortal
needles, contact! with

four

of supreme

Porayictory”
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Americat

newspaper further says,
bases, similar to those of the
tryt

have

andi artiliary, and

Dritish

aviation

parks

been established for American
rs,
‘The Matin. says the arrival of the
transport means that the provisioning
of the

army

is well

under

way

accordingly whe American
make

no

¢alj

on

the

French

‘

before

forees will
stock

of

‘during the

past twelve months, and the upheaval
of a score of separate
mines sprea:
panle amonz the troops, already harassed ag:they were to the point of dis-

traction by seven days and nights of

Washington, June 7—The naval collier Jupiter has arrived in France, See
SE
laden
to-day, Ee

fire from the greatest concentration of
gans-on a given point since the war
began. The battle of Arras had reach-

ae tonseas
of wheat
with 10,500

WARNING ‘RUSSIA.
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Japan and the Allies Tell of
thorn on the ae

ven

shereforee ds ae

to us,”.

and, ,for some, reason
could explain, remained in sight until‘
the gunners could get action. upon ft.

:

sderer,
:
poate. : “asa
tives, aeere ,the, would act ff her
fication,
ly was es-|¢
conceded by the Britt
———

so many

a

1
ee

the
The

its
and: brought” al

ore’

given

peace and war with England and Scot;
the great young nations

From

Britain

the

upon

parther, ready to take her full place In

was ready

her

there inay have been

; instinctively

have

way, and in this
land, consistently

voice of dissent, but no one can doubt

in

grasped

soldiers to the common

then

her share of the comrule, and {twas for-

platform jn

been

field of battle be grasped upon
fields of peace in Ireland also;

the Irish " represeditatives spoke|
was net that
with the assent of the overwhelming

“some

have

which

blood, and there, {t Is belleved, Payne's
oce
is murderer's first placing themselves in alliance with the
Wagland.
was to etrip
the body to pre- Germin and the-Turk agaist
vent identification, and to this end he
with France, horror at the
removed the shoes: Tho leather {nner Sympathy.
unprovoked
destruction
cf
Belgium.
nd of them before’ he these things undoubtedly at
ON
ineetee th
body ‘toa

of their

safeguard for minorities,
Let old pre:
judices be cast aside; let
the hands

Trish surely" could~ dono Tess,
worldwide sympathy which had: been

found

salvation

{t can ever be revived.

jeath, In
Proofs of His Claim the belief of Coroner McN ell, of Avra, mass of the Irish people, Had not the
their pledgé-to work loyPayne waa still on his feet after being Boers.
ally in the empire, having been grant4 od freedom in their. own: country? The
——_
stone,
with hair, was

the

‘The old system
of government
in
Ireland is dead—no sane man belleves

‘
"Offered.

CorresponLondon ‘cable gay
Press)—
wence of the Associated any sand
“Fritz don’t seem to have/
like what
g
nothin
days;
se
tnoiim:the
‘they were at Ypres in 19 15," saldee
Expedition- private of the Canadian
from, the
ary Force recentiy returlofoethem
whor:
“One
front in France,
a party thes

have

and amity.

south may not be trusted to work out

thelr. constituents, declared
granting of home rule
wonld be the
beginning of a new era of friendship
and brotherhood between the peoples

torn

‘His ‘bredst! was Covi
gash
however,

in the fleld

full of

the mine reappeared ‘fifty yards

that, under a falr anid free system of
government,
the men.of the north and

the Iriah peonle felt that

Ireland to show

been’ trampled

je

men

are

: disagreeable

it {s Joss,’ he replied, mean-

fn all seriousness if tis is not a sign

book.

Britain had kept
pact as to home

every

Payne, his comrades
evident.
claimed,
had about $40 when he left
which,

to

These

brotherhood

the biil er-

theshome rule compxct as well.

one

into the earth and almost buried in
the base of a atump at the scene of

IFOU

Parila-

her own pledged word
share Jn the defence of the
empire,
huving hud her~clatm to-her- Pariiament ratified by the British electorate

‘Thirty. cents In silver-were found-in

va

éountry.

own

for its reap-

disappears

ing“Then
that if would be-fatal.
“On this occasion the fates

On the fields of France and Flanders
the Orange troops from the north and
Catholics”
from the south

laud should refrain from carrying out

beside

for wome tinie. Saturday he obtained
a pass, and left wearing his blue convalescent
uniform,
in which
he was
and

to Ireland

‘Th:
mine

friendly

may from time to time! be inclined to
the real attitude of Ireland.

ho

Payne
had
been
under
treatment for rheumatism at the mill-

Wolseley

and

pearance,
a sighted

rvice
which should never
ght of by Englishmen, who

main-

won. Home rule waa the law of
‘the Jand,

its greai

infinitely

made that tragedy possible.
In the course of the ‘war
troops have behaved with their accus-

only

of Lincolnshire,

murdered this motning in the woods
on the farm
of Wesley
Shoebotham,
five miles north of London. in London
Constable
B.
F,
‘Waterworth ig to-night
seeking
the

pockets

her

Parliament

paseed

At

Parl
n it is inconceivable that the
of Easter, 1916, could
have

days of the home

had

paesed through

England, who lived for a time before
enlistment at St, Mary's, was found

at

If ehe

below.

by

Har-

63. Battery,-@).man

tary hospital

that

déck searching {ntently

‘at from

into operation , and the ‘righ poople task of statesmen of all ‘sections to
devise a new system founded on freediaappointed when * ey
of were
dom and possessing every reasonable
told that, pending the warthey w

Gunner

owner of a rubber heel found

A second later it disappeared.
We:
steered In its direction, every man on

which statesmen of all parti

placa fankly and fully in the empire.
In 1914, just before the declaration of
wat ,the British people, through
the

Robbery Likely Motive—A
Clue Found.

40 years, and a native

the granting

of it given
he

that -

signall
binck mass adrift appeared on the
crest of the waved ahead of our boat.

of the Irish Parliament were in
open the response of Irel:
more “magnificent” still, and this

waya steadfastly proclaimed by

.

thelr

involved

From the earliest

| Brutal Murder of Invalided
dombard-the],
aing, after thebetween
et ae
of. our positions
-ment
Man in Woods.
road and
‘Ailette River and the Laon
the
northwest of Braye-en-Laonnols.
at
Germans delivered several attacks Two
sector.
this
in
yarious points
Mortler,
du
the Bola
attem:ms
imdown
north of Vauxaillon, broken
fire, Kave to te
mediately by our
result than apprecienemy no other

blown up inthe service, had
flashed to the boats of the group

ya

Irish Parliament {n abeyance, Ireland's

‘rishmen had helped largely to create.
What
wer

They

jescription
Kitchener, when

Ire

that

circumstances, they would loyal
their part in the defence and

SOLDIER SLAIN
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.

night reads:

waa

quarters

some

in

eng of
thousa:
And yet this attitude of Ireland

of it all 1: amos accuracy and precision
Vimy ees pet apoeer ea
.
-} azing.”
in
=
were] = "*
Bigne German aeroplanes
toda!
fiehting, one

REPORT.
official stateThe
toWar Office
the

of its

rate,

the. conditions under which Irishmen

including four officers,.
that struck one most
ficent gunnery, and the | fine staft
# fe Pris’
Wea8bave@ resultalso captured
out] work 1 had only been out five
is carried
0:
oners
early this morning north of Ypres,
Weck’
|
1 w tine
last thisJuly.showAnd beaae,
Soa ar amtin been considerable wounded when
struck by oUF progress
ariliety soley ot Se pe mengely
cs, staff work, and co-operation
different arms, It really
a
Ba eTe ta, the north bank of the] bet
Scarpo and in the nelghbothood of ig a wonderful machine now.

FRENCH

within range

ns

relleve ireland

e6t influence toward

prisoners,
ow

ing.”

Gr

in the course’ of the war.
opinion
‘There may be differences of
as to whether the number of recruits

As betw
Fra:
1 think they are more highly
captured the enemy's pogitions on the}8] p44
therefore, {t caused no surprise to
syined nowt! han they ever were bewestern slopes of Greenland Hill on
OF
from that, the two things
front of abaut a mile and taken 162] {5.5 apart
should’ prefer to fight upon the elde
were the magni-

others Were
misstrol. Seven of our machines are

boat of the group, who has served on
four mine sweepers that have been‘

4, with a violent bom-

and atrocities perpetrated by Germany

jn the air between
the British and
ir.
mind you!”
‘said
Uermans, in which elght enemy may officer Ipaxner
chines
were
shot down
and eight
gentle
others ériven down
out
of control. “|*There's a war but
outsl
on those
said;
‘i
O14
Ma-|
et
seven
Boche
offt
lost
‘The British themselves
chines.
+
they only scowled; not a smile
Sir Douglas Haig’s report from head-| ©orerga word from the bunch.”
reglquarters in France reads:
The Adjutant of a London
.¢ shoulder had been brokcommenced . last
“Th e operations
“the men were splendid in
night north of the Scarpe were succeS8-| an said
this how.
But they have been from
fully completed during the day, and
M
do
better
all our objectives gainud . We huve

alr
brought down fn the our
lines. Eight
within:
of which fell driven
down out of ci

{nau
de!

and children, There are few I
who would not consider

all, in-

and

wounded,

methods of warfare
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if October,

of the

British,

from it in th

1914, ion

They
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bavi?3 at tociee ge aitananr
hold this point of ventage.
‘Blobbs—-Skinnum attributes
cess in the stock market en\
pluc!
‘Slobbs:
at’;

was one of the plucked.
;
“The doctor
says I must. cut

clbions aisohol and. tatacneara: yaa
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is

remarkable

‘that

the

Ger-

Peat
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St.

when

Thomas

op

addresses
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W,

. O,

East

%, Brackio, of Chatham;
‘Lean,

evening,

were given

Chariton. candidate for

patriotic

A. Galbraith

ain

R.

“Indian

Warden Mo-

and

Dogwood was the

“William

“Indian

Tolmie.
Mr. Charlton dévlared that
the,Borden Goyernment had no Yight
to

declare

for

conscription,

It

dlared,
belongs
autocracy.

ERA

meét the third Thursday to sew for the
soldi
=

to

militarism

Chambrays

:

red’!

with

Red.’

source

which

the

trea,

SALE

NDER and by virtuo of » power of sale

-and

whieb
in a certain.Lap gs
contained
‘sale, there
will be produced st the time
auction ov
‘will. be offered “for sale by panto 1917, atthe
LY
THURSDAY, the Sth eer:
House,
tyre
the
at
m.,
valence
hour of 9

OF GOOD ROADS

ponnds honey, 864

pairs

of socks.

.

Miss. Elsie

Hamilton;

tary-treasurer,
dirgctora, Mrs.W. Moore, Mrs. f. J.Wride,
H.
Mra, W. Atkinson ; auditors, Mrs. distriot
Sella and Mrs, A. Siloox;
director, Miss‘. Baird ; representatives
and
to district meeting, Mrs. J. Jackson
‘Miss Eisie Hamilton ; organist, Mrs. M.

B. Stafford,

z

‘After the election of officers Mra. Ww.
on
‘Atkingon’ gaye. s splendid paper
~The Sunny Side of Life.”
‘The ‘meoting closed by singing the
National Anthem,

CANADIAN LOSSES 65,549
the
‘The Canadian casualties at and
front between June 80, 1916,
June,5, 1917, totolled 65,549.
ita secured during
aber of
that period totalled 74,510.
y 1,
‘The onsnaltics from Februar
17,645,
1917; to April 30, 1917, total
and the enlistments auring that

as
period were 19,584.
Of the 65,549 casualties during
the past year, 12,064 were killed-in-

comment

during

extensive

development

the totr

that

the

Province is on the eve of somewhat
of

its good

roads system. Several causes have
led up to this, buta principal one is
the relation of the automobile to}
country
jnorease

reservi
.
fount por cent, of the purchase money to be paid
ro ‘ite elme cf cate and the balance within
of
conditions
and
Jars
Satherto DANIEL BUAOK, Auctioneer,
For apply
sais tony
of the undersigned solicitors,

roads.
There isa steady
in motor traffic, not only

from the cities, but from tlie farms
as well, and the increased motor
tuxation

by

the

“Province

revenue of $700,000, figures in each
ouse which correspond to the totals.

for the whole of 1916. A large. part
‘of the inorease is froth the country,
the Government

bas:

evidently

devided to return tho taxation in
part whenoe it came.
Tirenty-five of the thirty-seven
connties in Ontario have adopted »
road

codnty

mileage
Ime

as

of

system,

in

varying

well as in perfection

these

were inspected

ee
tad
pated June 5, 1917,

Women’
or M

To

dur-

ing the tonr, and the meetings with
the county connoillors at different,
points wore emphatic endorsations
of the
roads principle.

WHY EGGS ARE GOING UP

COAT

Be Found Anywhere at This Price

feta Silk, Coverts, and Mixtures. Black,
navy blue-and all the new summer, shades,

2%

reel at, Thomas,
‘Vendor8 Solicitors,

ne

Rags, tron, Brass, Copper, Lead,

Zinc, Rubber, Paper, Magazines
and Waste Material (of .every
description.
Highoat

:

MAIL

«

SOLICITED

j

iFGEL
.

yf

heat —-—— vo
DETROIT.

» ASZSSS24

cash prices paid.

.

to promptly by
All orders attended
Dattoo.
to my address,

dropping # card
,
LT bave no agents or partners

M.

FLEISHMAN

Brees

3

.

eloua

DUTTON

BK

as

,

Cash for Eggs
Street.
At B. J. Scbalt2’s Rooms, Main
ay from
Poultry shipped’: every Wednesd

Oe:

ass
jon, ee8,810 died of wounds, 911
of the Oxford sone, 7
Mem
ed
died of sickness, 1,328 are presum
were connoil agreed that.a county row
45,828
,
missing
ure
603
Gead,
from ten to twenty per cent.
“wounded, and 1,010 are prisoners of. added
to the valneof a farm, and it was
war.
.
wh
added, significantly: “Nobody
Of the 17,645 casualties during
séll a farm located on ®
, March and April, 3,071 wants toroad
Fel
fails to state its locain action, 842 died of connty
it.”’
were ki
s, 426 tion when he is advertising
wounds, 602 died of sicknes were
dre presumed .doud, 12,242 and 61
wounded, 490 are missing,
ate prisoners
of war.
Calgary, June 8—The Alberta
Ina
crop prospects are excellent.
to few. districts there has been too
‘A stained-glass chance! window
was
notably about Crossrein,
the memory of Mrs, anna Mons
moh
. field, and in some- laces the crops | F
* goveiled in’St. John's church, Glencoe
‘he weather is
on Suodsy. ~.
:
are doing well.
in sev- favorable. . The acreage will’
Asevere ipacsbaseee was felt
.
on Monday
pet cent. ander last year, |
Quebec
ofte
abont tenoe
eral par

ALBERTA CROPS GOOD

5

isses’

THE BEST

By placing immense orders with the leading coat manufacturers, we are able to
at thisi price, that
offer summer wraj
have’no equal in fabric, style, workmanMade
ualities.
ship and - long-service
abardines, Taffrom. Velours, Serges,

has

swollen the Provincial revenues in
a direction and, to an extent formerly undreamed of,
Up to the
end of May the Province had issued
"55,000 motor Hoenses, bringing 9

and

Dug

BUYS

Ea

101.

15%

?

ee
MORTGAGE.

stripes!

effects

HE RIGHT HOUSE
$3 Si PSAESSSASEZS

2;

feathers and buckskin clothes.
They.
procured the dye from the roots of

had,

plain

checks,

in

Ginghams

R. KEMP PANTER.

ot ‘the
the war-

f Dutton the
t
Central Ontario Counties in Favor of a the > yi
SHEDDEN
the System
Xe} or tract of land atid premines, xitaate,lyThe Women's Lustitute ~ held theirof
‘Toronto,
June
Sth.—''This
is
the
8,
Number
Halt of Lot Concessunual business meeting and election iss | re-awakening for good roads in FIRSTLY, The Northerly
South of
‘Bix,in. the Fifth Conesasion
officers. Wednesday. afternaon.
Ontario,’’ ssid Hon. Finlay G. ake
Baird gave s “splendid report for. the
sucoNbiy.Al'eaden
|
Pablio
of
Minister
the
Mucdiarmid,
for
receipts
Total
year as follows:
tes
ion 1A tek
Boal ats‘Gonogag
ED, Works, as he concluded on Wednsigh wa
pow tray
year, $883.24; expenditures,
On- sou thwester]
tibed and isp ocieinal al
aye.
$253.08; cotton and cheese-cloth, $6.43; day night the tour of central
began on | {:Koon
and the
described,
Byron Sanatorinm, $85.90;, miscellan- 8 tario, which had: by be@n
above
,
d
e
oe
¥
oA
Lot
|
Moin the
Mr. W. A
Tuesday morning
jorthwesterly Half of Lot Number
eous, $61.03; total, $356.44, leaving
“A
ion South of
Lean, Deputy Minister of High- xsald
‘balance on hand of 926,80.
Work. sent to the C, W.C. A,—122 ways, anda party of representatives
vermin
of
the
daily
and
agricultural
preas.
|
{
flanoeljshirts,
including
articles,
It was quite evident from official | herotot
suits, pillowslips, 28 Christmas boxes,
21 knes-caps, 3
wristlets.
‘The following officers were elected for
the’ year: President, Miss Lettie Sells;
vice-president, Mrs. J. Jackson; secre-

and

We aim to give you value for your money

Ios spingaie "cad aloe come ot

<

and

riors at one period dyed their eagle

he said, not. given the volun!
system o fair deal, He strongly condemned. the conscription of men and
not of wealth.
Conscription, be de-

War - Workers:

in Dominion.

From 140,000 avres of peat recently discovered in one district In
Canada it is estimated that 115,000,900 tons of fuel could bé procured,
Deposits of peat in Montreal and Ontario districts are sald to be capable
of yielding 50,000,000 tons.

body acd Mrs.
Hind had her hatd
jnjared, ‘The others escaped unhurt.
New Liberal club rooms{were opened

‘boxes for Mey amounted to’ 912.50,
{The R,C, Committee mot and ‘packed
two boxes on Tuesday afternoon—one
to Londow containing 3 ébirts, 4 suits
amas aud 27 paira of socks; and one
to Toronto containing 21-pairs of socks.
Miss Ethel Claus, of St. Thomas,
last week with her cousio, Miss
spent
‘azel Clay.
Rey. Mr. -Mollroy is in Toronto.
The

and

bad s-miraculous’ escape from serious
injury wheo their auto ti
completely over on the Talbot road,
Mra,
Clay was
painfaliy
braised about the

HOME
from

it

mans,
at students’ of folk-lore,
should
doing In stich a case that
which, according to folk-lore, was
Mra. Maitland Clay, Mra,
certain to bring the subjects to a disMrs. Koott, all of Fiogal,, uatrous end,

Hiod and

WALLACETOWN
The

said

some time ago,
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AROUND.

_ Seeded Voiles, in floral ‘and: stripe effects
- Linens in floral patterns :~
Whi te and
n Colored Batiste, stripe and spot effects&
Gabardine, in checks, stripes and plain patternsy
Steel Clad Galateas, light dark and stripe effectsy
a
Colored and Fancy Crepes
|
Linen Suitings, light green, mauve, old rose, sky
.
Piques in white and pink
Repps in white, black, Cope and Palm Beach }

ee

to be @ prisoner of war in
4 missing
He was re

Plain Voiles, in white, sky, pink and black

Fancy Voiles, in stripes, dots and floral designs

tN

a

P. Reekie
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ee

eee

do developing}and
short notice.
us about Kodak ss
celebrated Eastman.

gpa

SASS

> We also
| printing on
Better see
we sell the

.

its dangsrha cient

e
g ==

1, ES
the
I Introd sc Bette
ring, eae
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ro the
war.
the
Mr, Sims,
ortei the war, he inst:
‘ented a safeguard
Hed Erie Cha) pter, 1.0, D:¥,,, St, Thomas, a child’s catl,-ent
will observe Wedootday and Fridey as against drowning, which a Ute over
meatless
days ant ajao two
potatoless two" years ago,)-could © have” been
for two > shillings,
dave 8 eek,
uw
=
os Pore
for two pounds ten sbillings—
William Araold, a well knéwn sboe- gold
increased prite being. due to the:
maker of Port Stanley, died Thuraday the
submarine,
Nearly every man Aow.
te ae days’ new with past
carried a) mascot,, usually.
.
He was.
prominent
i
Ie fighting
beneath the clothing. In
case of
the Russians, French, and Belgians
The death occurred st ber home in these were generally of a. religious
North‘ Yarmouth .on, Sunday, of Mre. ebaracter; the, others were. charms
Joun Trigger.
She was 7b years of of substitution—the smal) image to
age and lived in thecommunity all her divert the evil eye; the “charnis. of
life. Her husband and two sons sur- “Snoculation,” such as fragments of
enemy shell and. symbolic amulets.
vive her.
ms
t
Lieut, 0,’ E. French. who left St. Referring to the wooden statue of
Thomay with the Vist Battalion and Hindenburg raised by the Germans
and the driving into it of nails, be
trausferred
‘to the Royal Flying Corps,
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~. Developingjand
Printing

inty Wash F abrics.

-

Pee

died after an illness of two months.
‘The Rodbey Mercury. which was,
recently dold-by 1, .W. Bims to Mr.
MclLeao; bas agsip been secured by

;
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‘years, ‘and shown Cie nee
of refinement Was very ..sopecryears| ! 17"
Mr. Edward
Lovett
jon, | recent sald
lecture at’ (he Horiiman
Mu;

Jacob Loach, who for many
‘was proprietor of the hotel at

a
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order to invare it agsmet
YOU have got to paint your home, in destructive
action, of sum,
the weather, Paint resists the
‘better yeu paint, the
the
Of course’

MARTI
~

PURE” PAINT

“100%

400.

‘hogs in the

HAVELOCK COURT APARTMENTS,

=

CO. TU. ONG,

DUT
aneedas. 20 Tune
wréppeds

|

(Mainile
Canada)

wood againstweather because
is the greatest known protector of pure White Lead, pure Zine
it is guaranteed to be made only of
‘

Oxide und Pure Linseed Oil.
~.

You. insure your home.

lightning.and burglary.

Insure it

painting it’ with “100% Pure’” Paint—t
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eee
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weite for 2 copy off

faerie In New-Toae”—"
pre. Free—of
course.

painting this spring, coll
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Do yousaffer
Does it hurt

We

your eyes to look

Movies?

onn gasrautes the thost satisfactory
suits, at one-half the regular

WIRE

resident in Lambtou county.
He was
Ib the neighborhood of one bundred
greatest
is sur- cars have bean sold. ip Glencoe this
your.
yived by fiye sobs and one
ers
Strathroy bes sunk~ six artesian
David Denvis, a’ well-koows and
’ and enol one yields a largo
highly esteemed sone
eee of | wells,
‘Aylmer, died Friduy
@ Hngeris ofp
i
, aged 24 yours. He is survivi
by bis mother, one brother ‘and oue

acting a8 8

Ridge,

Children’s

Delight

We are agents for this wonderful
pay
toy, ‘The Kiddie* Kar.”
tocked” in two different ‘sizes.
D*-

W.H.

~ $2.00 $2.50
FURNITURE

McFARLANE

Office Hours
2 to 4 p.m.

7 to 9 p.m.

Wallacetown — Ont.
to Dr. Crane.)

have some specials to offer
, - you in Furniture.
Special “prices for 10 days on

Baby Carriages* and. Push Carts.
A complete aasortment to pick

from, ranging from

D._H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S.
Honor GréSusie of Toronto University.
Graduate of Royal College of Dents! Surgeons.
Office Henry Blook
Ditton

E.

A.

Just arrived a [fresh supply of
Monkland Oats.
Don’t forget to
specify Monkland Oats in_your
~ next order.
S

TESKEY

DENTIST
Mey and Residence—
Shackleton Street, East
Prox 16,
At Rodney every Wedneshay.
aa
ees
DR. FRANK E. BENNETT
DENTIST
Honor Graduate
of Trinity Uhiversity. .Grad-

uate of Hoya! College

of Dental

Burgeons.

7; Hincks Street, St. Thomas
door back of the Anderson Co.'s Store.
Phone 295. or write to St, Thomas for appolatments,
JORDAN

:

$1.50 te $10.00
GROCERIES

DENTAL,

Special

in Teas

While it lasts Red Rose Tea at the old price, 40c. a pound.
We
bave not advanced this tea in price.
Buy now before the advance,
The soldi ers’ drink, Chocolatta,
Include one in your next box,

‘CASH

FOR

DR.
Honor

ESTATE
OOOOCOO

& ARMSTRONG

A-

J

Graduate

REATS
Ni

All disoases
oud aay
calls

.McCRIMMON

ethods,
aoswered,

very

Over 700

Finest west of Toronto

ye

f
”

irector = Embalmer

Service Stations.
in Canada

Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario
Eyerything required can be farFlowers for any occasion.

Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 45a—Residence—
Shackleton St. West

E. MoLay, who has

J. A. Campbell;

business’ io

Senatorium

‘frieods

suddenly

at bis home in Soathwold on Suoday

pb,

inflicting soveral.

legs.

di jeop wounds

on

aObristian"’

bis

.O.
0 O.
9G. Biiott, of
ott,
St.

by far

The following officers were eleotedjfor

of age,

eee

ig year: Prosident, Rev. T. J,

A

it

28,000

Canadians

Now

mer

5

+trens.,

New: Sar

.

ook: of

.

Availto

Ottawa, June 15.—Sir Edward Mrs.
, while
Kemp submitted to Parliament to- ligGlise 8 fa with, coal Os
a nel
day a statement showing the nummanner her clothing
waa
) amt
bers of the Canadian Expeditionary she rashed from "the house towards
forces which are as forces: On the
4th of June 1917 there were 136,400
troops all ranks in France; there
were also 747 in the near east and
180 at St. Lucia. On the same date
A former Brantford boy, Walter E.|
there were 108,736 troops all ranks Wheeler, who seryed hie
iticenot

counting

those

Senior,

of

in

for reinforcing purposes.

in

Whiting home, he states
the life in a tank may be a short one, it

and
in | 8!
while it
casc‘of real afficult we are under oath
joe,
ves
to destroy the m:
very

oe

ty

of of God,”

and

on

by Rev.
H. H.

Bingham on “The Value and Power of

. | Persoual Work."

EXAMINED
GLASS%Ss
na

Expensive‘ upholstery doesn’t
prove that a car excels in quality.
The real quality of the car’ is
determined “by its chassis—itgs
power plant, transmission, axles,

siderable

223 DUNDAS

ST

A LETTER FROM THE FRONT
Charles Hubble.
The two eloyators
contained abont 1,500 bushels of wheat.
Fitimore,
The orca m apd Bikes Be do. Sapper Geo:
writing
to his cousin, Miss inode at:
partments
were summoned. It is
eup, Tillsonberg, from France on
that the buildings tinghs: fee
May
21st,
says
in
part:
G, T. RB. train.
Two

Just a fow lines to thank you for the

“| fine parcel I received
= few days
1s came in good and just at atime when

ait

I was short

else nearly,
money

of money and everything

Of course
being short of

is nothing

new

to me, bat you

believe mo when I say that a par.
wonderfully out here.
,

:

Both by laboratory tests and
actual service tests, the different
parts com posing the Ford chassis
. have proven themselves auperio:
to those used in other cars,
“Ford
Vanadium steel: has never been
surpassed in-quality and strength.

Dealer,

Spring
Suitings

Dutton

Come in and get your clothing

hand-tailored
to your measure!
Fit, workmanship
‘ani. style
assured.
The Newest Fabrics
in
Blues,
Blacks
and Browns.

A Car of Fresh ‘Cement Just’ Unloaded.
Seven Choice Brands of Pure Manitoba, also Blended Flour.
A Limited Amount of White and Yellow Eye Seed Beans in Stock.

ss

at

was drowned while swimmiag at Pusuch Lake.
The young son of Fred. Steyons, of
Chatham, was severely injured while | w;
uttempting to clim! b a bai
fence.
In doing so he fell, the barbs | dress

FOR REINFORCING, PURPOSES

QUALITY

Fancy Prices Paid for Unwashed Wool
—

been io
Glencoe | mittes.

on visitto Adrian, Mich., due to ap B, Walker,
ing the first Farmers’ Institute io Elgin,
Afterwards be attended acd
juated explosion while she was using a gas;
lege as | iro a
from the Chicaga Veterioary
Doctor.of Veterioary
Science, practiced
Dorris, the three-year-old daughter
of Mra, James Scott, of London, fell
first io Peoria aud
Cadton, Ill, and
later in Washington, D.C., where be backwards into pail of boiling water
and board: |. that was
opened ‘the Robinson li
on the floor, aod was 20
Upon the death of his badly scalded that she died soon after- | Smith
ing stable,
father be bacame the owner of the old
home, “ Linsdale Yarm,” aod moved
|B
Rev. Jobn
Yorkston, & retired
there two. years ago. He is suryived by Baptist mivstor residing in keh sumer 4
his wife, two brothers and three sisters died suddenly on Satard:
He was
bim. His youngest brother, Freoklin
of age sad mi:
4., died three weeks ago in Toronto.

;

Wool : Wool: Woo
‘A Few Bags ofthe Celebrated

over

about 500 barrels of cement

Right

ete.

for avy occasion,

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

SCHULTZ.

the

the

blown

+H

in

Place

Latest
Funerat Furnishings
Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the

nished:

occurred

gas io various | Saram

wind

of the
for seyeral years, has disposed
same and will move to St. Thomas
or
Chatham.
Lient. Robidaux, a returned soldier,
t at the | O
who’ was

of Dr, Jesse D, Robinson. son of the
late Jabel Robinson, ey MP, He was
55 years of age aad was born in St.
Thomas.
He: took a course st the
Agricultural College, Guelph, and with
others was instrumental in extablish-

ES

* Quality

Diptomas from Meyer's School
‘of Embaiming and Canadian
mbalmers’ Association
Couches, Caskets and all the

J.

G

the colectaking

of Crinap, was the scene of a quivt but
pretty event on
it
afternoon,
when their daughter,
Is, becam«
the bride of Mr. Marshall Hagermoo,
of Windham
township.
Rev.
Mr.
Haig, of Weat Loroo, performed the

death

recent.

Company at Eriesu
were
and put out of business.

arrival of a doctor sbe would have bled
to death.
The home of Mriand Mrs. J, Zollar,

The

a

ee: Ew

See

i

J. A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

B.

was

F

Mr, MoWilliam will be at the Dutton
- office every Tuesday and Friday.
Saar

furnished

knife which she

B

~

Money ‘to Loan.

FLOWERS

The

During

two coal hoists of the Lake ‘Etie Coal

using slipped and seyered the main
artery io her wrist. . But for the prompt

.

OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.
:

for life...

available

-& McWILLIAM

. . Barristers

He had drilled for oil aod

Derte of Caueda,

On the foregoing total, however,
only 28,000 men were immediately

.

by latest
promptly

of Petrolia, died after « short illness.

at Vimy

overseas with the

hospitals and convalescent. homes,
but counting those on passage from | Csni
Canada to England.

Veterinary

Your patronage
solicited,
Office—Honry Block: Phone 23

weat

in England,

(HAFELE

Ontario

College

stretcher-bearer

le

Pragtitionsre
of Veterinary latex
Med!Sine, Surgoryan
Buleie pitiedon Mie teeta Test
Brortt.Weterlaazy College,
haa been practicing
ine
189,
Telephous 2,
?

‘He

91st Battalion.
While fixing a flower box Maude
Bray, of Mapleton, had a close call

Ony

EGGS

J.B. CRAWFORD

eveniog.

on

ceremony, only the immediate
being present.
:

We

DR. SMITH
Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hoars1 to4andby appolutment, ~
Phone 1364

-an atisck

The death ocourred at Palmyra of
‘Mrs. Isnac Orr, io ber Sles year. Her
Corp. Harold Sawyer, of Lyons, bas husband, seven sons and two daughters
survive her,
been recommended: for a distioga
conduct medal for his bravery.
wheo
Henry Haryey, s well-known driller,

SUPPLIES

“The

made of what

on the Ypres front.

‘All widths, to repair your doors and windows.

:

taken

es’ Mission Otrcio. Ba

Be. | of a business place ic Glencoe
during

Foundation,
excludera, extractors and all necessary requirements,
We will
Bring us your -beeswax.
all grades now in. stock.
exchange for bee supplies or pay you cash for it.

Dondon, Eng.
ai

‘The first day was entirely

iter.

‘A complete stock in all this line, 8 and 10 frame hives and superg,

M.D.C.M.,

Gathered From Our Ex-

ages aud Varlous Sources

‘There are now seven farm tractors

Heory Stafford, a pioneer
of Jaffa, died Wednesday,
ars of age and spent the
ion of his life there. He

SCREEN

BEE

MoKILLOP,

ows

ee

Come and inspect our stock.

We have large assortment in this line.

reprices.

Duriog

t Week.

six different
have a complete assortment of Screen Doors, about
to pick from, in prices ranging from
pei

MEOIOAL
LEX.

BIG STORE

$1.25 to $2.25

Do

a know if you haye perfect eye-sight?
‘not, we can inform yoo. No ol
for testing and. with 85 years’ experience
‘and the most niodera equipment known

NOT FAR-FROM-HOME |

THE COUNTY

ants

come blarred in reading?
from frontal headache?

“=

Higin

‘SCREEN DOORS

2
Do You: Need Glasses?
Do your eyes tire ‘easily?
Do. your
eyes ache or barn?
Does the.type beat the

o

—-Wall-Paper Crockery?

get oarir Prices on Hees oad Poetry

Pollard’

ieee

sep

Tendeare. Groceries Furniture

;

y ‘Pollow Too Rapid Administration of Liquids—Powders
rsoh Sho has not acquired the
skillin using bis hands

rr S| ea

ines, the principal
waste, and, of course,
ed, more can be given
we

low

Hid object that wis

to be: trans:

‘

the

until the head has
the proper height, or & stick |
may be fastened to the Joop, and an
assistant, by the use of { t, can hold
‘The operator now. inserts the neck of the bottle or drench{ng horn into the side of the mouth
reached

for Jesus to! retire from ‘the

) vigtaity of’ Jerussiem, : Such a. miracl
as that and the healing of the man
born blind were ~
ie seripjjtural viderices of Christ's Messiah~
‘and |.ship, and such as the Jewish mation

Messiah. }
fiie |were taught to expect-in thewere
bPINE
‘ot

While many of the people
convinced, the Jewish
rulers’

were

Josing the pre-eminence in matters ‘of.
religion.
They plotted secretly _ and
labored openly to mould poptilar opin-

lon “aghitist Jesus.
‘They could’ not
deny the ‘graciousness
Ot “his works.
‘They ‘covld not ‘find= him “guilty of
crite,’ ‘Théy ‘could only clamor against
what they interpreted as disregard for
their traditions. ;They ctuld not en/dure hiv °claim- of equality, and open:

more

occurrence

from the Jewish authorities to get
Jesus into thelr power, All that Jesus
had said about his atoning sacrifice’
Mfte
‘and his purpose to lay down his
for the rédemption “of the world was

i

is

DY

no

means

passes

it sets

fluids tw

of

jow hit
Christian Identity. pare

his ‘most self-forgetful
his
hibited in Gehalf of

Jove oneiforithe other. ©

tionships. were made and
-opportunity of: declaring « risen

Christian

spiritual

things

may

be

a

it causes.

Mma,

In order to safely admit
cines in this way, called
it is necessary
to closely
the patient {9 swall
wheter
jhe commences

prevent

him

holdt

ing

in-

the

mouth

to

open

(it

veterinarians,

A

BOLPS,

to administer a ball
the horse getting it, or
¢ operator, between his
It the hand-should. be-

such

still

the
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‘with a spasm of f
must not wait until
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boy comes
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and followed by
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familiar
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‘ance that the arommtic’ subsitices
retained in the conmmerctally prepared
leaf, the. process employed in curing
the product must be such as tot to de-

lets.

“The

Early this summer the Lake Wenof Ojibways were joined by
a Keewatin
Indlan ‘named Charlie”
fisherPepamee, also a trapper and
He was disliked because he
man,

ex-

periments have geet made by the Gov-

promiptly

is

He

in summer.

employee

camp

bowels and sweeten: the-stomach,

stars above her white cheeks.

I was mad, but thero was method In

my

near

thus

amére, your husband!”
Signa turns upon him like a stag at
bay, her eyes flashing ‘ike fwo violet

of sweat from his brow, he goes on:
“T left you that night — crushed,
maddened bp shame and defeat;
1
had behaved in my madness like a
brute beast; I had made the woman I
loved afraid of mre!” He groans, ond
presses his hand flercely. vpon the
lable.
“Icleft her almost in the arms
of my rival, knowing
well that he
would console her, that he would gain
the Jay, and all that 1 had lost, Yes,

the mal
strong man and is feared bywhich
he is
members of the band, of
whom
He {s the
a member.

determined

price

and

decamped

They

Blade.

the Toledo

says

north,

cording to’its quality. *It'is said that
the finest: teas:are-not!{mported into
America,.for the reason that in cross-

ted’ Btings ts

the

the

and

libs

fi
Tea
by no’ other consideration:
China or Japan fetches a price rang-

and

laxative

dog,

the

the man who had), won’
her in the
poker game and who loved her with a
man's devotion.
‘The men were Ojibway Indians thecf
the same band as the Ophelia of

Ine of ancestors as honorable es Lord

a

done

eave

Delamere's had challenged him. With
‘col-blaoded self-posseenion—that
is
the name they give it—the Engleh

lord had shot the peasant-farmer’ like

even of © madman!”
And -he. smiles bitterly,
r
She makes a cool jesture of assent,
which he takes as permission for him

learned
what
Charming” had

can scarcely

monient
her senses, and looks hastly
the room to be sure that she is

not dreaming.
But it is, no

atthe

Lady* Rockwell.

the memories

But: inatinct

to Msten—I only ask you ‘to “Hsten
Treat me, if you like. as a maniac—
choose,

a

and

villain,

Ind
from’

tovad,

Wenonsie
were encamped at Lake above
which
6%rd parallel
the
“there is no law of God or man.”
in
trapper
a
is
Akose
Peter Pemap
gold
end
fisherman
a
the winter and

substances mentioned,

os
“T fornd little difficulty In discovering: the trath of the story told, by

she says, ichly,

to proceed, and wiping the cold drops

‘An intense, almost painful curiosity fers no greeting, nor asks him to be
ant
Before her rises. that awful
wre | Seated.

takee possession. of Sigh:
about to ring thi

of {infinite contempa

js stronger sométimes
than “reason.
You @isrogarded
my warning—yon
turned
from the love of an’ honest
man to the arms of a villain.
Stay,
{f this is as false and wnrelinble as

If you

be @

to

she

Amik

Pawtic rapids,

precious ingredients.
‘Tea depends for its flavor upon the

up his hend :and lets it fall
as if it
were the ax falling upon a condemned
criminal.
Signa sinks back, panting, breath-

honesty except those of. Instinct—-”

such,

she breathes, involun.

a pile

, biank-

man

the

pony, by

and

prospector
Manitoba,

against

game

poker

in’a

tered

of nuggets, aieanoe, a
ets

in
cally in 100-pound lots to obtain,
plire form, even
avery little of the

man who bringa proofs!” and he holcy

and wearincas.
“I ‘implored you to
fly from him while there was time. I
had no reasons for my doubts of his

“and mad jealousy,

-Daniel 5. / MacLeod,
«a
from Gold Lake, Southern

been determined,
It may be stated
however, in the light of the investiga-

like
“Sitence!” The word rings out
trumpet note; clear and metallic,
with fierce indignation and) contempt.
his
“Wait! wait!” he says, waving
to take
hand, “I ask you to listen,
nothing on trust. Remember, if you
like, that it ia a madmen who speaks to
you and accuses him, but it is a mad-

who has become your husband”
Hie pauses, but Signa motions him
to go on, with a Httle smile af incredulous wonderment
“You warned me!”
“T warned you
against @ villain.
Hear me out—you haye promised to
hear me—I ask no more.” "For Signa
has .raised her hand tc the bell;
Jets ft drop, and sinks tnto.a chair

jealoury,”

does not Inebriate,”” have often

qared to ‘fie’ matter, although as yet
the exact nature of the secret has not

here I found that my instinct
true; ay, even in the face of
and a rival's natural — miehad been’ true; and Hector
“Delamere,
otherwise Lord

was proved
scoundrel!”

to strive to save youofronf, the man

mad

‘whilé in Winnipeg told this story ot
an Indian Ophelia whose life was bar-

but.

nd cruelty connected
re—here to this very

inn, and
had been
jealousy
trust, {t
Warren,

sane enough to wary you against, and

“And
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POPOL
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asked themeslves, “Ta what does the
tea leat. oa
{ite peculiar and-aromatic
pro)
%
‘There seems to be*no mystery in re-

cold, chill blast of the northhis words
He sees the impression
have made, and his eyes gleam.
of the
“T had forgotten, the name
a6 you. have done;
place for a time,
t came to me, and
the

he says, calmly,

with a gestnre

Went to Death *

‘who are given to “the cup'that cheers,

1 came to Casalina.”
n
- a eee
“Casalina!”’ cca
‘oe
her
of dread. sweeping over
wind.

that will cost me much, that-will cost
Lady, Delamere, when last
more.
‘but I was
Wwe met, I was bait’ mad,

“Go, please; it—It 1s an old friend.”
‘The landlord goes at this,
An in-

age—though !t is but a moment
6s, and Sir Frederic enters.
CHAPTER XXX.

“Casalina!”

no

fou

to

sbakes

place.

:

i Girl at ‘Stake

many. persons

that

Made in

meal.
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tions made by the men-of science. who
have given the matter study, that tea
With a sudden pallor, with a tlght- ‘owes its aromatic properties to certain
ening of the lips, Signa turns her face substances
the sort knowh as “eshim.
sential oil
of
She now remembers every word
the Jeaf in such minute
that aayful story, ‘and the name of th
that the herb must be-treated chemi-

eyes Testing on ner face as
speaking words that he had rehears“Yesy a duty
ed a hundred times.

send a curt refusal; then, as she remembers that, she {s alone, and the
hot, wild temper of the man, she hes!tates.
After all, will it not be better
to sea-him, to listen to what he has to
say, and. to persuade
him to go
at
once,
and
quietly,
before
Hector
should return?
Above all things, she
dreads their meeting.
Should
ashe
refuse, Sir- Frederic,
in a stubborn,
obstinate mood, might insist upon. remaining, and then— An awful vision
of the two men: face to face,
with
their hands at each other's
throats,
rises before ler, and, with a shudder,
she says quickly:
“Tell him—tell the gentleman that
I will see him at once.”
‘The landlord bows,
expressing reJuctancy as plainly as if be had put it

t it, and Signa: is
and looks across
ex{mstantly struck by the etrange
pression’ on it. In the dari ¢ ‘es ehines
ib}
an expresalon of inexp!
touching
fulness, that {a all the more
to
for a vague vacancy which seems
like a
sit upon the beautiful orbe

have

. It is probable

‘was perpetrated

shameful decd
rival——'

any

What you have said;.if T amy anythin
ut a niere straw in the wind to you,
the
you will obey my wish ahd Ieave
place at once, at once!”
“ae says, “but I
“T will go at onee,”
have first a-duty to fuiffll.”
“A duty!’
incredulously, wonderingly.

that. he will only stop

instant

make

“If you
think I wish bim to most
Do you it—if
there fs-any truth
in
you?

tation.

imperative you should hear,
F. B.”
For a fuli: minute Signa stands s
ine at the words,
©What shall she
jo?
'

children are playing round it in their
place; the women, in their picturesque
with their
oss the street
dresa,
knitting-needies in thelr
‘hands to

you to

a fierce agina, coldly, and yet. with fear,
I have.

to:you that I must say, and that it is

shoulders.

songht

But that you
until death.
have
to defend myself, 1 would not
Bpoken aa } haye done!"
“Why are you hetc?” demands Sig-

for some refreshment,
‘and
continue
his journey’ in {gnorance of her proxiniity; “but suddenty the door opens,
and the landlord,coming
in, closes
the door-after. him carefully, and with
a series of apologeti¢al
shrugs
and
bows, places a scrap of paper, evident~
ly torn from the back of a letter, on
the table in front of her.
She takes it up’ reluctantly. Scrawled in pencil is written upon it:
“I have. travelled hundreds of miles
on the bare hope of seeing you.
Do
not refuse me.
I have words to say

£

no longer mad,
yet I'love you a
made a
san: “do not ring;

and

protestations of a passion which, will
tell you,
jest me, as yuur heart will forced
me

ing after her for-a minute, he wrapped the cloak round him and returned
to the inn.
‘There, is the usus} little stir and
bustle, and Signa,
with
‘stran ge.|
thrill, heats his familiar
volee in the
passage.’
Avwild hope springs to life

femian Life is not the one he should

lead."

am

not

T have

rection he Indieated, and after \took-

in her. bosom

1

wheat with milk and berries,
«take @ delicious nourishing

I

t to Paris.

Earl of
tor Warren with the
“fools not to
mere. I—we were all once,
‘Yes, he
have discovered ft at
and borea
was the Earl of Delamere,
of wild disname stained with # muss Paris 1 went
From
sipations and vice. here.
a
1
to. Italy—I came
Rockwell's
‘certain evening at Lady
place was menofthis
name
when thé
and
&
which
in
that
as
tioned
by mY

both into the darkness
she is thinkiag,
He sees of what
and his faco grows more
You wrong me.
“You fear for me!:)
Jamere;

a. his handa clinel- | T thought it worth
human stomach.
for thein
"gra
‘Pworor'three of these crisp
} little loaves of baked whole

on

* | AROMA
OF TEA,

Heethere, sufficient to identify Dell

more

hurl
force, and stood ready tobelow.

se,

ed

of &

I left
“while, In: defense of- my own: honor,
'
night, vowed toa
in defense of yours,’ sworn
“phanks!" with bitter irony.
for
or body. unttl-I bad learnt
_pray-what effect, did you
you
extremely
di
ic st
who and what was the mén
which
expect
ed, and what was tho mystery
have upon me? What did. you
Sees
he
I ehould do in the event of my
enshrond
th Hthat
unclasping
belleving it?"
x
He pauses, and
if he were
©"
(To be continued.)
cloak throws it back, 93
choking.
ve
“
inquir‘“f-went to)Loution; I made
n
jes: Noudetective could of have
the ‘blood:
more
vigilant,
more
Oils in Infinitesi1_ em: Due to Essential
therefore
was,
hound than: I
in
som
T learnt
mal Quantities.
learnt
hand: burning me,

man
dragged this
had
tor Warren
by sheer
‘to the edge of the battlement
them

she almost forgets her
astonishment
they were and dismay at Sir Frederic’s arrival.
Had he approached and spoken to the
tiade cue in Northwell Church. ae
he girl from sheer pity? she wonders.
Yet she is sorrowfully glad wl t
Nas gone when she remembers © the That seemed the reasonable explanathousand and one little acts of kind- tion, and® yet she could not sea
has: proved \nerself of an impression
nese by which: Saunders
was. someting of’ recognition © in’ the
his devotion.
To jeave him with a maimed limb at girl's Iook, that the two were, if not
a wayside inn in a strange country, familiar, certainly: not strangers.
It was a problem that puzzled and
the language of which he Je next door
harassed her strangely.
fe stood
to ignorant,
would have been ungratef
ful indeed jand with ‘this thought to and ‘watched.
Presently: Sir Frederic.
said someto the
console her she goes back
guest-room and takes up a book; but thing, and pointed=to the wood.» The
Hes girl got up slowly, and With the same
Itsoon slips from jer grasp and”
air of defection, and went in the di-

fhourn at a étretch since

mance that the
beside the reality, She recalls. Northis
well and the Grange, of which she
now mistress, and Florence notwithstanding, almost wishes hereelf back
Hector’s
again, Then 6he remembera
Strange dislike to thie place, and decides that it arises from an anxiety
to, get back to England.
“When he comes buck
Saunders,”
sho thinks;
suade him to turn the horses and get
to the Grange. After all a Bo-

“Like an outcast, wit
shame, with the touch

you here.”
A gleam of scornful irritation lights
his eyes for a moment.
be
“Do you fear for bim or rs for me?”
says, coldly.
and
ven in that moment of dread
‘hint
returns
she
apprehension,
glance of scorn.
deshe
“Can
you
ask?”
Te:
as
sho
swiftly,
Hee- London;
when
moment

a

bravery

Ime that: Lord: Dela-

usbend, was a —murderer
mits

eartiess betrayer

and

majestic

before the towers of

vistas.

the.

ouispreed

with

grime

and

blcod

way

back

to

Gold

and

“The Roamer.”
MacLeod
and fis friends

talk about

on their

Dake

through the Ofibway encampment.
the day of their visit Charlie Pepamee
returned from one of his:
trips

into the bush,

In bis arms he carried

a bundle.
The bundle was
of Kokekikomikook, “The

the

hody
\er.”*

He had found her body in the waters
of Arik Pawtic.
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Fancy Neckwear for Men and Women
Shantung Silks, Plain Stripes and Coin Spots
Chiffon Taffetas, black , navy, browns, greens, per yd...... 1.50
eeceeee e125 to 1.75
Duchess Satins, all colors, per yd... 5.
Extra values in Silk and Lisle Gloves..
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virnlent type against the daylight
saving scheme have broken out in
the .Newmarket Farmers Clab.

opeuiug over a dainty Georgette blouse, little can ‘be done before nine
aod with a large white pictare hat. boar} o’clook. The petitioners wind up by
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was attended by her sister, Miss Eleanor saying that farmers have always
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ceremony Mr.
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Flesh and White in the follow-

‘and tanght with much success fn Ontario

ral use

be madeof flags and suitable dosuranions
e order thatthe jubilee of confedera-

The Oddfellows’ ‘Raliet Association
» and the Oanadian Order of Foresters
parpose patting into effect substantial
increases in insurance rates, according
to information received bythe provincial
et of insurance.
Mr, A.D, MoGogau, of Aldborough,
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Springs, Mattresses at Lowest Prices
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and gives a beautiful finish.
Vacuum Cleaners
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t Sweepers, O’Cedar Dust Mops
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The an-

Forecast,

‘The original purchase price was 6.25
cents per pound, live weight. The sellprice was 8.1 centa per pound.

Tonic

Wonderful
Williams’

bringing atrength

given 60 per

roots and. meal than were

the four light fed, or Lot 2. Number of
days in test 90; total weight at the
beginning fot Lot 1, heayy fed, 4573
finish, 5.295° pounds, an
For Lot 2,
{mcrease of 722 pounds,
light fed, at beginning 4,206 pounds;
at finish 4,880 pounds, an increase of

such
How often victims of disease,
as la grippe,
troubles are left wei
pondent attér the
They.
do
not pick up
disappeared.

anaemic

by Aascl-

P

heavy fed, orLot.1, were

inexpensive.

LINGERING WEAKNESS
-FOLLOWING DISEASE

th
Cures

preparatory ration for afew

In general, rapid healing
takes place, with superior end results,

about one-

that has

is done

the pure
But there's a way of telling
i.
a curt
of-a greenish color, hgs
ad has
ovely thick consistency

the

iways as old as she
as she thinks ahe

elect-

under

fic light, and electric, while brighter
than ges light or tamp Nght; js blue
and containg a different
of light rays,
the yellow light
a modern tungsten vacuum
light is oflight
reaujres a difference iv
electric

d infantile paralysis, It

In

and

Powers of Dr.

a country

qu

siderable
pus
found “bene!
loose sloughs,
and tho surface dri
douche.
‘The dressing

‘The
arm
000° officers, and privates,but with
ore fa atwaya an army ‘of 23,

dn the

Je whould any emergency
and
ogcaal
t {n any event relief
will

in

rifle clubs that

bu‘not only. disseminates’
r

shorts

less

nearer

ad of disease.
riting

developed

prevented

The Rosetta Stone was
to Turkey.
are the Fath‘Three heavenly bodies
er, Son and Holy Ghost.
“steamboat
the
The invention of
rivers to spring
caused a network of
uD,
&
of & voter at
‘The qualification
he must be the
school election: {8 that eight weeks.
for.
father of a child’ the
party
Republican
After af while
the Free Spoll
became. known
Telexram..,
party.—Youngstown

on

nual rat bill of the Unite
alone js estimated by Mary

Econ

be

the

naticn.
ride
Gvorflla warfare Is where men
on ‘guerilisa,.
& missionary

Costly and Dangerous, They May

ed in that-tine by* the
comor of ships aYailablé'to ‘the

Canada

Typhoid

RATS.

OF

RID

can.

in

small

in-24 hours and comes awa,
and without pain, It is

&

kind. of military training

Belng

While noaing. through... sxchanses,
John D. Wella, ‘managtnig\ eultor-and
column
conductor of fae Buffalo
News, aneatthed this choice: collection
of unconscious humor which {s sald to

loudly:

wothér, "fo im

training,

In very

vs..good

Elght steers were selected, In such
condition that they could be elnased as
stockers.
These were dehorned

‘with formation of.a thin pellicle.
|.weeks previous to starting the test, in
cotem _sccustomed to their
this is placed a very thin layer of
ings, then divided inton, which {s fol
to two Jots of four each. The four
remedy. Thi:

re
are already 60 numerous that, ae atet‘an efficient: force of near4 be called to arms if
fig services were required.

publishing” the

ney, Biood: Nerve and Bladder Diseases.

Hon,-Seoretary-Treasurer.
Montreal, Canada, June 2,-1917.
ce

a yerr'a

heavy-ted

stockers, light fed, were as follows:

I!

freezes

service. But those not drafted still re-

liniment on the market. I have found
ft excellent for horse flesh,
ze
(Signed)

‘THE central executive committee will
issue in the fmmediate future a report
ring the whole of their operations

for

ture of application.
finéd to b.rns, for

is then reapIn no type of burn Is it contrapiled.
indicated.

je nes
army

“Belgian national relte!

degrees F.). and then cool
grees C. (158 degrets F.),

trea’ tme
first applied

between

Lee
* Pho results obtained at. the Expert:
mental Farm at Nappan in feeding

any. co}

after the
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ease,

then,

shi ould
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two

oak Sac arate

focus

or a newspaper,

incher,

nearer to
than under lamp light.

by fire is due to the rat,
tarts floods ‘by burrow-

The

quite
and,

reason

for
clear, The eye is a single
as a photogral

lens.

Is not corrected. Jor ©

people,

according

tion, or, in other words,
rect itseif for various

to the wish

the eye naturally. adjusts
yellow and green, It {a th
of focus for blue,
the number of ight waves;

from | ,
“Help to the, children removed

are

waves

slower

faster than yellow
‘A newspaper pr’

ust fire and pestilence,”
continues:
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jot be Dinced
In an gpen

s
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trust yourself to slip
AN’T
jn canoe, sail boat or yach

~ of course, you have to have Fleet
golf
Shoes for te

and

th

blu

eye
average
per, therefore, for the
of | sixatiould be read at a distance
{een inclies; on

colored paper

one

-a
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@ biué-w
, to put the
matter
an
reading a. newspaper
or
book on whit ‘¢ paper under a pink, a
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yellow or @

just the same adjustment of distance,
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oat
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Line.and: Staff. Officers.-

high food value
i

‘They
deal

will be work

to you next

ou can.
a great

sinnoaia

the Russian empire consumed decidedty. less. alcohol
thia the peoples of many other Euro-Jy
gean counteles—Robert P, Blake
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Venizelos”
Zine of Policy . Xet Unknown,

Foe’s Plot to Hold What
‘He Now Has.

from Berl
Fersian

Gulf the net {s
HUN “PEACE” TALK.
to underatant
“Is it mot
has
that
for peace
aieaae

HUN ALONE TO BLAME
Socialists Mere

Tools

snare

peace,

was act and
peace has been

the talk

‘been

More,

‘of the war situation, sald
“Al
wars

French

When‘Work is. Done,

by the most prominent

.

war there was tirst the French per-}.
fod. Later came the English
while history will recognize the .perfod deginning to-day as the American

upon the initiative of the nationsto hold
which she now deems herself
the/advantage. A little of the
has been public, but most
been private, Through all

sel

period.’

HO.N A, J. BALFOUR,

Can

y

Referrine to Italy's proclamation of
Albanian
M, Cambon |.
sald.
stand aside and let it be dominated a
“The French’ Government feels no
over Italy's - decision, as it
in a Flag Day address on the Wash- Government would be willing to sccept. long age through by sheer welght ot
arms ‘and the arbitrary chol
% was taken solely for ay, reasons.
ington Monument grounds to-day that
‘That Government has other valuable I constituted masters, by
the nation ‘The Italians considered Valona (Avthose
Germany has carried {nto effect
the pawns in its hands bes!d
which can maintain the biggest armies Jona) as an
indispensible
position
greater part of her immediate plan have mentioned. It still holds.a valu- and the most irresistible armaments
which it was necessary. to place be->
France, though with —A
er to which the world has yond the reach of the Austrians
of conquést, and now. ls negotiating a able part-of
slowly:
relaxing
grasp,
and
practically
Te |,
new “intrigue of peace,” desigmed to the whole of Belgium. Its _armies attorded ‘no parallel and in the face Bulgarians, Moreover, an
ot which polltical freedom must wither cently concluded at London -on. the:
to end the war while her aggressions
Bo thick were our
dre secure. The President recited again preas close upon Russia and overrun and pe ih,
Poland at thelr will, Jt
cannot
go
the battlefield: that pilots com plained
th
aggressions which drove
‘“Por us there ts but one cholee. We prol
further; it dare not go back. It wishes
it-was
not safe to fly. Xs a matter of
le
United States to war. He declared
have made. it. Woe be;to the man ton of the country,
bargain «before it 18 toe or group of men that seeks to stand-/1 iy respecting the Uenspeeera
0!
fact: we did lose two machines thro’ ugh
tire purpose for which American ,sol- to. elose
no
intention collision. So scarce were the enemy
diers now carry the Stare and Stripes Jate, and ft has little left to offer for in our way in this day of high resolu- other portions, Italy'has.
to Europe. forthe ficst time in. his- the pound of flesh it wiJl demand.
tion, when every principle we hold of violating its Serene, what fs -¢story are not mew to American tras
FOES: SEE FATE COMING.
dearest {s to be vindicated and made tablished in Albania ts not, technical@ protectorate, but rather a protons, because realization
of Ger“The military masters under whom secure for the salvation of the nations. ly,
many's
war aims
must
eventually
We are ready to plead at the bar of tection against Austro-Bulgarian .deGermany is bleeding see very clearly
igns,
mean the undoing of the whole world. to what point fate has brought them. history and our flag shall wear a new
‘Speaking
of the.abdjcation of Con‘He spoke in part as followe:
fe shall make
Once more
It they fall back or are forced back lustre.
stantine, -M. Cambon ‘sald:
‘ {
“We. know now, as clearly as
we
an inch, thelr power, both abroad and good. with our Hives and fortunes “the
“The French Government expects
knew before we were ourselves
ena great faith to which we were born, Constantine's abdication to result in
gaged. that we are not the cnemics of at home, will fall to pleces
anda new glory shall shine-in the face
a great improvement in conditions fn
the German people, and that they are house of cards. It fs their power at of
our people.”
home they are thinking about now,
Greece, with the establishment of the
uot our enemies, They did not originunity of the country, which w!
ate or desire this hideous war.
or more than thelr power abroad, it is
we are fighting their cause,-as

a

they

tary power

of the,same elnister power that has
now at last stretched its ugly talons

out and drawn ‘blbod from us. The
whole world {6 at war because
the
whole world fg in the grip of
that
power, and is trying out
the great
dattle
which
eball
determine
whether {t ie to be brought under {te
mastery or fling Itself free.
WAR OF MILITARISTS.

“The war was begun by the military
of

Germany,

who

proved

to

be also the masters of- Austria-Hun-

gary,
These men have never regarded
nations as peoples, wen, women ani
children of-like blood and frame
as
themselves, for whom governments existed and in whom.
governments
had

their

Mfe,

They have regarded them

organizations
merely
as serviceable
which they could by force or intrigue
to their own purthe
Med
particular, and

the | people
whelmed by

force,

tural tools

instruments

ation,

and

could

je over=
their na-

as

of doniin

‘Their purpose has long been
stateamen of other ua-

‘The
avowed.
tions, to. whom

that

purpose

was

in-

credible, paid little attention; regarded
what

German ‘professors

expounded

in|,

n writers

their clase rooms and Ger

set forth to the world 2s the goal of
German policy, ax rather the
dream
of minds detached from
practical af-

fairs, a8 preposterous private conceptions

of German

than as the

destiny,

of responsible rulers; bur
actual pl
the rulers of Germany themselves knew
welladvanced

lay

intrigues,

back

of

what the professors and the writers
were saying, and were glad to go for-

’

‘ward unmolested, filling the thrones
of Balkan States with German Princes.
putting’German officers at the service
armies. and
of Turkey to drill
her
make Interest with her
government
of sedition and redeveloping plans
setting
bellion in India°and
Exypt,
The
demands
their fires in Persia.

Tade by Austria upon

Serbia:were a

in a plan
which
mere
single step
compassed Europe and Asia from Ber- |

iin to Bagdad.

They

hoped

BRITISH FLEET
TOOK TURK FORT

that power which fs trembling under
their very feet; and deep hatred has
entered thelr hearts. They have’ but
one chance to perpetuate thelr mill-

Into
that

will'wome day see it, aa well.aa our
own, They are themeelves in the grip

masters

those

or even their controlling

political influence.
If they can secure
peace now, with the immense advan:
tages still in thelr hands which they

have

up

to

this

point

apparently

Saliff, On East Shore of Red
Sea, Captured.

gained, they will have justified themselves before the German people; they
will have gained by force what they

.

expansion of German
mense enlargement of

trial and

commercial

power, an imGerman Indus-

opportunities.

Thelr prestige will be secure and with
thelr prestige their political power. If
‘they fall, their people will thrust them
aside;
a Government accountable to
the people themselves will be set up
in Germany,as it has been in EngjJand, in the United States, in France,
and in all the great countries of ,the
modern time. except Germany. If they
succeed they are safe, and Germany

ang the, world are endone; If they fail
Germany Is saved, and the world will
be at peace.
If they succeed, America
will fall within the menace.
We and
all the rest of the world must -emain
armed, as they will remain, and must
make ready for the next step in their

aggression; if they fail, the world may
anite for peace and Germany may be
of the unfon, ©
SOCIALISTS KAISBR'S TOOLS,
“Do you not now understand
ths
new {ntrigue, the intrigue for peace,
and why the masters of Germany do
not hesitate to use any agency
that
promises to cffect thelr purpose, the
decett of the nations? Their present
particular aim is-to-deceive all those
who throughout.the world stand for

rt Sallff, on
Cable,——
east sho re of the Hed Sea, has
captured by, British warships, it
officially announced this evening.
London

could

the rights of peoples, and the self
government of nations; for thay ee

what immense. atrength the forces of
justice and of liberalism are gathering out of this war: They are employLiberals. {n_thelr enterprise, They

are using men, in Germany and ajth-

owt, os’ their apeakers, whom
they
have hitherto despised and oppressed,
using ‘them for thelr own destruction
Socialists,
the leaders
of‘ labor.
thinkers they have hitherto eought to
silence, Let them once succeed, and

these men, now

their tools,

will be

ground to powder breath the welgiit
Of the great military empire they will

supported; Germany

herselt will lose

binding together raciak
units which could be

to

ment

haa

Places1 nigh

world,

and

nowhere

are

they

more

seen than in the United States, |
accustomed to.deal
histetes;

with|
id

abdicate,

countr;

we

followed

the

preced-

it is strictly a measure of

conservation and
to the prosperity,

procection, tending
unity and peace of

WONDER’ WORK
OF AVIATORS
OF GT. BRITAIN
rece.”

Completely Cowed the Huns
On the Day of the Messines Battle.

on Kamaran Bay, in
Southwestern Arabia
works
are
located

ITALIAN GUNS
“STOP-.AUSTRIANS

our

Cable,—The

=

Austrians on
noriaeast y:
Gorizia ‘in’ the Austro-Itailan- zone
have delivered attacks against the IfalCargo

platea

fans occupying

and

positiocs

they

to-day's

kPa Ine. M

were

Mes-

flaw

oyer

each

aerodrame

and pouring » maciine-

Kub

fife Into the

hangare,

fire

. Our men poured
into these, making

At go aero-

machine gua
ic impossible

for any enemy mache to get a start.

Convoys, ammunition wagons
and
transports: of -all-kinds moving. alons
the road suffered greatly, and they
| unted trains, firing on them.
Whea

‘Theat
at
vigilance, Th The

tack failed owing to our
enemy then attacked’ {n force and with
buts the dy jefenderr
y drove
bim
back ta
envy loss.

explosives

drome was auy machine out of the
éhed,
though at some sheda lights
wete seen
and apparently preparations for the day's work were In pro-

recent-

i.” BAYS

men

flwing round

ly-captured. All the attacks, however
went for naught, owing to the accur-

cently

of

within a
certain radius:and simply
terrorized it, Besides dropping exploeives taney attacked the aerodromes.

Plateau Were*Checked,

London.

tons

{n the morning of the

the trains stopped
Leved, falrly
‘Uver

00

at

stdtions

of the
swith: the. «wishes -of.
expressed by their
some bie
complished without
(advices
according to. deisyed

and

wounding

are

known

of

their

im
thie manner.
flicted. were many

The
walties fnand the demorsliza-

infinitely greater.

score.

Sixty

Greek sol-

When

the

French

troops

occupied,

Larissa, the Greek General, Basyis,
ingreed not to resist. General Grivas.

‘of the Greek forces, however,

later

barracks detachment to?
onthe French cavalry:

ordered a
open fire

which immediately replied.
‘To-day’s French War Office state-,
;ment says there have been no further

attempts to interfere with the allied

POULTRY MEN
SET FAIR DATES

‘Messines Victory Due to Artillery.and. Aviation.
2
Cablé——Dikcussing
the
London
British method of attack at» Messines,
jaurice, Chief Director
War
jperations at the

id to-day that the impression

bout: th: at the success in this
due to the great mine exbut
thet
this, was
a false

assault
plosions,
di lea.

“Our real auccest was

“due to

Much .Good Work at Convention at Guelph.

the

arrangement of our artillery fire and
the superiority
of our artillery over
the Germans,” he sald, “This:artillery
superiority in turn was due'mainly to
our
superiority in. the .air
service,
which directs the artillery.
of explosives
“The million pounds
the
set off certainly was an aid in
attack, since {t caused a, panic among
the Germans, and permitted our men
were

the

Guetpl.
Cadle-—At today’s ses;
sions of the Ontar!o Poultry Association
dates were sei tor holling
the
different poultry exiibiticns throughout the province ant judges were appointed,
The coayeg:ion
peeecd
a
resolution asxing tLe Government for
acreased gratis tu locel poultry associations, secosdinz to the sembership and atze uf show.
dt was
also

front
held
Mne trenches, which were not
strongly, so I belfeve’‘the explosions
caused only a small proportton of + ‘be
the
Gerinans
sufcasaalties which
fered.
“Our success in gaining everything
we set out to get in this battle Ja th
more striking
because the Germans

knew an

under

attack

just

German

was impending.

secured

some

German

or.

“The

destruction

tillery

caused

by

eur

decided to patiticn the Government
to
continue

with

the

work

of organizing

rine Tosaarcoe of, the country and to;
T} start earlier next year. Among
the

ar-

in this battle was territle.

a

of Shows.

But our

to get through more easily,

mines

;
:

Judges. Named for tha Series

resoltitions

gassed

wes

oue

‘Domintou. Government
if necessary, purenase

urging thi

to locate, and,
for redistribu-

tion such rcasonaply priced foods. aa)
are avaliable in (bis and other pra-,

I) Vineea for the adequate feeding

have
tack

toured the section since ghe
at:
ere:
end found every dugout,
observation pcat, every trench and
emplacement
every machine
gun
very heavy
smashed, - This means
German casualties.”

General Maurice was modst/optimtstie In bis talk to-day, remarking that

of

povttry, ap ‘offical to be appointed to
take charga of the work
a -bul-

letin to be iesued giving location and

prices of those eupplics.
The
Dominion and Proviacial. Governments
were urged to continue -the eampaign!

for. increased poultry

producttom

«ud

for having a proper eyatem of resords
British successes We > steadily | of ogg laying.

the

growing

greater.

DERBY'S CALL 10
‘
IN

BRITISH

To Come in as
the Home
First. Week’s
Totalled
New

York,

a]

eS:

‘Qe
§

Recruits for
Army.
Enlistments
843,

Report.—A

cable

mes-

Bage Irom wie Bari OL Vetoy, sriuna
Secretary of War, calling upon Britisi
subjects in the Laited States
Mist, w
adier General

vi
W.

'

ie

cases

‘a

diers were ‘killed, fifty-one officers,’
including a general, were taken prisoners and 269 men captured,

the British Kecrulting Mission,

fying law down over Infantry marcnthe roads
and firing till it
scattered. . Wherever feinforcements
Were coming up these were attacked

.
»from-

-A Greek:
Saloniki received to-day,
‘colonel at
treacherously fired:
on French cavalry, killing two French,
officers..and
four cavalrymen
and;

ders which were captured from prisoners, and these show the enemy was

sines battle on various
aerodromes,
rajlueads and similar pointe of
{mportance, but this was only one detail
of the air activities, At earliest down

Series of Attacks-On Carso

the

ti

dropped

which

jwould>

conversant of what was going on,

‘The captured fort les about 370
a
miles north of the Gulf of Aden,
force of Turks to the north.of Aden And Fought Anything Moving—ot an Enemy
has.been long in the way of the BritIsh In attempts they have made | ¢c
Took the Air.
The purpose
advance from that city.
of the selzure of Fort Saliff may be in
RY-ROBINSON}.
facilitation of a movément to work in
(By
Headquarters
in
France.
British
behind thls force and capture or dishave
already told how
Cable—i
perse it.
some

2 revision of the |

British Success at
Says
Front, Steadily Growing.

have

CLOSE 10 EARTH

oTRALIAN:REPORT:
On the Asiago pl

utter these thinly
103
ties. The facts are patent to all the

It should be distinctly

‘What the protecting nowers have
now done {is not an act of war, as it
has been accomplished in accord with
the constitutional government of the

}acy of the fire of the Itallan artillery;mén,
Likewise in ‘the Trentino sector
ancient traditica of isolation in © the ‘ heavy oftensixe py,
Austrians was
politics of the natlone; and seek
to put down by the Ital
the enemy
undermine the governmentsmith tales being driven ; back ja disorder,
and
professions of loyalty to ite princi sles} with heavy losses,
A WAR FOR FREEDOM.
“But they will maké no headway.
Rome Gable.
a
‘The false betray themselves always in
teau last night it the enemy made a yurevery accent.
Jt is only friends
and
partisans of the German Government
whom we have already. identified who

his tal-

ent of -1868, when Otho 1,,of Bavaria,
was
replaced by King George.

th
been
was
The

Also in the Trentino the Teutons Failed.
try In Europe to which the agents and

dupes of the Imperial German ov.
ernment cen get
access. That govern:

the role

It was
Constantine who had violated
the constitution, and, In asking him

“The
commander-fo-chlef
{nthe
East
Indies.
reports
that
Tuesday
morning His Majesty's ships. under his
command captured the fort at Salift
after a resistance of three hours.
situated on the eastern
“The fort
shore of the Red Sea in the Kamaran
anchorage, 180 miles north of Perim
between Lohelya and Hodelda,
prisoners, three ma“Ninety-four
two mountain guns
chine guns ani
the
and
and military stores, camels
rbor plant were captured.
“One Britisher was killed.”

many spokesmen here.
19,
and low, They have learn.
ed diecretion.. They ki
within,
law, It {s opinion they
utter now. not
sedition, They proclaim. the
lberal
purposes of their master; declare tom
a foreign war, hich erm
tovch Anner{ca-with nodeager to clther her landa
or her institutions;
cet England at the
idea of solidar- contre of, the stage and talk of her:
The chbice of | throughout the world; appeal to our

else! It rejected the
dty of raco entirely.
ed no part in itat all.

ents warrant.

apnouncement says:

Fort Saliff is
Yemen Province,
Large rock walt
ere.
here.

to play

understood that the protecting powers have acted with strict regard to
constitutional
methods: and precedents,
We have exercised. only those
rights given to us by the treaty, which
requires us to defend
Greece
and
Greek institutions against ajl attacks.

Enemy Fought Three Hours
Before Quitting.

CONCEIVED [N BERLIN.
her ehance of freedom; and all Europe
for the great, fmal strug“Their plan waa to throw
a brocd will
and sie.
S
belt of German military power
“The ainister intrigue is being
no
political control across the very cen =
‘tre of Barope and beyond the Mediter. -| leas actively conducted {n this cour:
try than in Russia, and tn every counYanean into the heart of Ai
a

Austria-Hungary was to be as much
their.tool and pawn as Serbia or Bulponderous
aria. or Turkey or the
tates of the east. Austria-Fungary,
to become part of the,

mit Venizelos

promised to gain by it: an immense

bu t|
not arouse Europe,
revolutfoniate in
whether | Pave set uw ip; the
‘to press them.
Russia will be cut off from ‘ll auccor
Boy did nor not ,
though: t¢|| Or
¢o-operation {n western
Europe.
themselves ready for the final issue o'
anda counter-revolution fostered and
Plany might
they meant

arms.

but
to
the end..of the war he intended
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es
questioningly, then slowly
she
trouble and at the most of much anher speak quickly.
the folded paper from her
dress, and
“Yes, yes, Lucia!”
he says.
“But
guish to himself and her, that he was
reluctantly as one parts even for
a
this story!
Com:
right that night on the tower in warnshe
relic,
Tho girl sighs and
fa silent for a moment with a treasured
ing her against Hector Warren.’ He
proofs!
hands it to Bim.
memént; then she
has proved to her that she has given
Ho inclines his huad. Atl throughout
He takes a glance at it andiextends
It 1s a long, rambling, sometimes
cold, hearther pare heart's love to
the
Anterview ho las
spoken
and
{ncoherént story, but {t 1s all to clear,
It is a’story of a man’s treachery, ofa
m: an's crime; sometimes it ds broken
with sobs, andthe tears roll down the
girl's cheeks and fall upon her heavto that
ing bosom; when she comes
awful encounter between the
bridegroom and the betrayer Ler face grows
“No, not”
“pot here—no!
in this house! There
are poop!
how ‘nite, “her hands unclasp sudde!
and fling themselves before her eyes.
“Who will hear.”
}
“will
“He—he shot him!” ghe says, in a
you come with me, chen?
r.
“AD, yes!
wild, tremulous wh!
a (ew steps;
or
are
you
afrald?”
He
he was brave,.was the signor!
hoareely, and with a spasm of humulla-

moved” like -a-man wound
up-to
maintain his self-command; he moves
now to the door with the stiff galt of
an automaton.
“Stay—where?” she falters.
“I am going to produce my procf, It}
ta a living witness.” 7

shot him!”

For @ moment she pauses, then she
snatches up her hat.

‘There. is an-awful
ed, frozen,
8!

silence; benumb-"
Jeans
against the

it to Signa.

.

“It is in Italian,” he says, in glow,
id it, If
cold voice.
“I do no unders!
it be forgery st 1s not forgéd
me.’
Signa scarcely hiears.or com:
With a shudder sho takes the letter
moment
“her
and ubfolds it
For
task, a film
eyes refuso to do their
the paper is
seems’ to cover them,
spot
of
white.
just a square, misty
‘Then with an effort she looks at it.
It is only a few lines in Ttalan:
“Dear Luci: —I have recelved your

letters, and they have given. me much
pain. Be patient and all will be well.
You

must

try

and

forget all that haa

To

Succeed

with’

preserves, buy.
fruit—it must

not'be over-ripe.
Buy Good Sugar—

St! Lawrence Red
‘DiamondGranulated.
)

SStesilize

your’ jars

thoroughly.
These

- cae

“]

précautions

fin Prevent the usual
causesof

fai

if

his lips till the blood comes.

of | P&S

x

.

:

v

contents until she comes to a plain,
black dress;
{t ts the one she wore

that day—the

happlest

stands

in her lito—

for a moment

as

if trying to

om
4
and, still like one in’ slesp, sh
out the contents—poor trifles
call
ble,

ho

Te:

the day, the very hour, a thim-:
a Jenife Archie had consigned to

thing had-struck her to the heart, she
stares at a fragment of biscuit wrapped ina fragment of An old letter,

Back it all comes to

him.

kneeling over

her.

duty,

She sees

the fire, his haad

Aseuit.
case.
she
1
With trembling fingers she unwraps
the
letter and
glances at it; as she does so, the cry
eva oo s
ee ie
with an
un
ne of horror.
ie leer is tn
Italian, ina
'¢ peadaviting: it}
Lnela’sts
oe.
ts one of the

of

P

|’

Mahmud’s away: of less than he three
died
for the world,
21—was 8

years—happily

at the early

and

cruelty

frightful

of

he length of the Afghan
Ispaban.
in
regime was only eight years, butHad
of
‘that time the heart
Deen so bruised that it Was never

ho|/mutters,

him, for the
the,

him x

healed.—Buffalo

Express.

SATISFIED ‘MOTHERS

No other medicine gives asas great
does
satisfaction to mothers
Own Tablets. These Tablets

Baby's

are equally
babe or the

absolutely

-newborn
‘They are

the
for
good
growing child.

{ojurious,

free from
1;

Morneau,
“I have used Baby's own Tablets and
am well ‘satisfied with them,
would, use no other medicine for my
little ones.” The Tablets are sold
by medicine

cents a box

dealers

from

or. by

mail

at 2

The Dr.¢ Williams

on lying with her, the wretch who
is unfit to touch the hem of Ret dress!
The world may way it “was A my spite,

Medicine Co., Brockville, Ont.
1
——ore——_

gteat-heaven!

All the Way From Wrist Length
to Shoulder Straps.

ed)bim!” and

he strides

up aad

down

outside the inn, his face working, his
uN ips pale and dry with the inward feyercthat consumes him, 5

air,

and

asks him,

with the deepest respect, if he
enter and eat of something,
ic shakes his head. He
en nothing since morning, and
that

a

him.
‘The

‘single

morsel-

landlord

shakes
je

Ba!

NEW

SLEEVES.

-

| The landlord, watching him from the
Little latticed window, comes out, with
@ grave, deferential

the men

and Ike one
takes off her

teally she puts this on;

did my

chilliness makes itself folt;
did my duty, T could not, let

bite

own

helps

only

drawing his cloak round
noon draws in and.

he

it ataine-to-her

tr

WE SUGGEST
that the 100 Ib. bag
of St. Lawrence Red
Diamond Extra Granulated, is the best
for the Farmers’
Home.
It engures “full
weight’ of the best

Ispal

glory

of a
‘This ruthless soldier, at therimy head
of
desert-scorched,

facq,»
that he had found’ s6 beautif: ‘ul
with
and left so worn and
“haggatt
y, haunts him like a spectre:

you

beside her traveling trunk,
with
heavy, faltering hands turns. out the

! _:admittedly without any superior—will never cause preserves to ferment—
_ 33 it does not contains the organic impurities which art. fermentation.

your
good

My carriage is here;

must take {t——"
She flashes upon him a look
scorn and leathing.
“With you!” she says,
hard voice.
Only thos
‘ut they make him writhe and

waebowed Theas.gase.to tse bie

and.who buys only the best sugar—because

SIMPLE
PRECAUTIONS.

at 3 ouce.

bles and mechanically
to put the horses to.
Signa goes upstairs,
in her sleep,

ST. LAWRENCE RED DIAMOND critica

a bundred
yea

the

live with my Lord of’ Delamere, and
yet Str Frederick 1s far from happy, to
se, he is
put it in the ‘broadest
| wretched and miserable. The white

to England to—to Lady Rookwell—"
He stops, for it is evident that she
does not follow him. In silence they,
reach. the Inn..He_walts in. the
pa
sage for a moment, sees her drag he! >|

wife who insists on quality—

Mabmit ud, just

less wretch, scarcely worthy
the name
man: he has convinced her that it
would be better to die rather than to

gays.
“No.
You shall go
I will arrange
everything.
My man ts trustworthy.
You wi
reach the station at Aletto before—
before he can overtake you.
Go—go

Wisely obstinate is the farmer's

shrubs.
‘With the invasion of the barbarous
deghans upder their youthful leader

of

“No,”

|

+

He

she: regains

She

the accents of
may. There 1s truth in that
wilf take
the wild yoice—truth

z
=

an'effort

awful story.
sho cannot,

i

ig aislde, allows
Le you'thimk that Ido not know you):
Signa |
ate
With swift, ~
—that Iam not as eure as that lam}
and starids with |
~gtanding here; that your pare nature’| reaches the fountain,
set |
resting upon it, her face with
hand
f!-|one
his
with
Tculd got endure contact
|
slowly,
her
follows
He
cold.
and
|
charac
sete had learnt bis true
d signs to her to|
motion of his
S
ert”
mo-|
A
ao
goes
"and
wait,
*}
ms’
face
Wer
hides
and
She shrinks
|
the
with
returns
he
with
but
her,
shodder sweeps over

ii Faea
disiee
uel

5
:
,
ee
Sir Frederic’s presence
“I amt not afraid,” she says, coldly.
in ber life
“T- expect! I knew,” he says, With]
with yous Where Is it?” | forgotten; everything
cold, low eiphanls, “that you w>ald| |: “I-will”go
all’ that
dream;
»
in
if
by her as
to thesold fountain,
He point
fiy from him as from some wild) beast.
realizes {3 the girl's voice telling
to pass.
her

will nat
‘but Sir
has eat-

would

he tee!

choke

his head.
in his excellent

®

Lengths,

however,

are experiencing

the change that usually comes with
the rising of the thermometer, and in

the late spring and summer dresses,
particularly, {nthe
latter, one finds
them varying according to the type
of frock to which they are attach!
and adapted to the age and plumpness
or slenderness (to,put both kindly) of

English,
— every
“milo
a
wentwell-to-do Englishman {s “milord” tn
the remote parts of the continent— ‘mure ler
“will take some wine?”
wrist to mere armhol
shoulder
Frederic assents absently, and straps. Some of thé.sléeves in: summer
the landlord places a blasb of red wine
are three
inches
above the
on the table of the sitting room, and elbows. Yet others, in both summer
ee eae Abs fact to’ his guest.
and spring frocks, are ‘long, transtinued.)
> ferent
and Ddishop In lite, Lanvin

German.

|.

vors a comfgrtable

Lacquered wooden: hand bars.
Wristbegs made of millinery pos:
Bitiped allk; rose-embroldered sn wool,
son
feather. satche!s.
ae pene eae

HAIR GOODS
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
Mailed at
lowest
Sonatstent withbi
Our Ni

seven-elghths Ta
Bernard
langth bell
‘blouses and
full-length

aspect by means

trasting.

color.

seven-eighths

ca

and

conservative

sanctions .a plain, half.
sleeve, using it for all bis
spdrts dresses. Bernard's
sleeve is given a novel
of a deep cuff In. con-

Many

tailored

Lanvin's

sleeves

have

a

Ungerle undersleeve- puffed at the

Evening
gowns
are
in nearly all
|) Cases sleeveless.
Beer, however, compromises with a mere cap of lace.

fitted with sleeves
iN a fnIn Tar
full} engta be
walt length.
.
Pe
The kimono

line seems to have come

to stay; and it is probable that ‘ir
many seasons to come we. shall hare
a choice
between. inset sleeves cod
‘that Oriental line.
* Bulloz has an

ea

suggesting

’

©

oys' an ad Men's Suits for
a “in| Toronto”

=: | Naphtholene

cede was JohnH, Rathom,
“pablistier of the’Providence

ten

who, throng his paper,

to expose Han

‘his paper,

was'the

|

most entrancing

din Toronto, and as the method
{the plotters were trapped
was

a

Si

the large audience was held

a,

Even

fiction itself

greater |happenings,
plots

in the United States by
Koes back to the
after the opening of war.

Providence Journal
Ses,

ete.

We

also

have

color.

over there, on
two Stations
oue at Block
coat Jadith. When
ae

ae conceived.

"atoor

jained. Mr, Rathom,
siptors ‘were pht to work day

After,nearly 100,000 m:
been annoin the ‘vaults,

‘was fortunate
to-read
ba
with

enough

some
facts

8

“sizes for 10.00.
Boys

uprising.
When the papers were
Mr, Rathom said, in Wlustrating his
ante there is « certain amount of

svupidity in: the Suna diplomats, Vou
Bernstorf made application to the State
Department to have them, returned. He
was told that any pay er he could identity

to discover the

of these messages.
thus revealed, the

Journal's reporters were rout out to take

would be retarned to.
how he had soonest

nsulates and other
essages.
Ono of

‘ways made a mistake which
eal beatae would be elt

regard to German’

United States bas

med
Half

plots in Canada and the

what we :were saying...
against the wind.

We were shouting

depated

to blow

up rr

\d, disguising himself
as a rough
Chsvegiied jorkman—old
Drea dirty

boots, worn out carpet

beg,

He,

However: ex
gave himself nway by; riding
in thepaste car of the besgtrain ranning

‘through New
England,
(He
was
"at once, Afterwards wher
Sana ens ho did not travel in a diff r-

n he replied that he

ing an office:
‘was the way be: was

ntleman, and
sooustomed to

SEanpther
ted thetoss ofa portfolo
igh
Heinrich Al rt, an
ome,
which
contained
‘papers relating to Ambassador Dumba’s
to incite labor trouble iu the
eke
‘created quite a stir among
‘Mr, Rathom told of how

Ae eswion Dr. Albert
‘but for months Sonate vasbenod
he wentinto leather

President

Wilson

minister

all details of

“only

by. systematic

Odd Summer Weight
all Sizes and Prices

—

to’the

a

series

of

New Shapes Panamas...

0004.50 6.00

A Pull Line of

Straw

Hats--All: Pricss

Bete paper soles at

Ladies

Pumps

‘

White Poplin and Canyas, Pumps ..$1.75 to 2.00
White Canvas Pumps, rubber. soles. 1.75.to 2.00
Patent Leather Pumps, on new last, with the
new Louis heels .....++
3.00 to 4.50
Patent Leather Strap Pumps, special...+-- 3.00
Ladies Kid Strap Pumps, low heels ..
2.50
Patent and Kid Oxtords.a onnsianle last. 2.50-3.60
Buskins for house wear....+...++++1.76 to 2.00

ais Shoes
Men’s and
At Popular Prices

$3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50

needs and market conditions over
the world and the necessities of our
people at home and our armies and
the.
armies
of.
our. associates
abroad.”
Members. of the RE
sonnel
baye recommended to
the
dent

New Sennett Sailors“...

Footwear

of

tematioally directed in the light of
regard

Special..

Khaki Trousers, belt and cuff .

Price and less. Table of Ladies and Misses Outing Hats--new

American-trade.

with

Blue Bathing Suits...

End- of the season.
Special
offering this week of all trimntrimmed Shapes at
Hats at about Half the Regular Price.-

alles ce!

«The free play of trade will not
be, arbitrarily interfered with.
It
will only be intelligently and sysfull information

Wash Neckwear.....sse-++
Sport Shirts, white or cream

Pants

rubber sole and
White Canvas pas laced boots, ru
heels, on sport last, very popular .
« 2.50

operation

direction

at $10
made, mostly all
i

FOR LADIES
High White Popa Laced Boots, capsidaeels

appoint-

“A victorions outcome of the war
- an come,” said the president,

ood .styles in Ladies and
At the above prices we offer a score of g
patentfcolt, vici kid, gun/
Men’s Footwear, button and-laced styles,
These shoes were
metal and box calf leathers, up-to-date patterns.
contracted early, hence the low prices.

LadiesPatent

L eathine’ cloth top, special .,...-.+..+00.%3.50

Ladies Patent Leather, laced or button, cloth or leather top,
special
4.00 to 4.50
Girl’s gun metal or patent leather school shoes.... 3,00, 3.50
Men’s Box Calf or
soles, special.

Gun

Metal

Bluchers,

medium toe, slip
«+ 8.60
to 4.50

ind
Men’s Heayy Chrome Calf wearing shoesat Jess than thet0 4.00
ent cost, frOm,.sseseersseveverseteecemers 3.00

eriblaanpe

which will:put the law into sotive
operation.
The first proclamation will require the loensin,
ing of all coal and
fuel shipments

mau.)

the

ment of an exports council comprising the seoretaries of state, ag
ricnltare and commerce and the
food administrator.
.An execative
order creating the council directs
the department of commerce to ad-

and its
-| ernment
we

by

Prices 5.50

inoluding

_&

had been

Holeproof Hose, silk.

.bunkers,

is to give the govfirsta firm grasp on ship-

ping.

‘The seoond will provide a syeene
of licensing for, every class 0! ex:
supplies from reaching Germany, ~|
Prodlamations to follow
commodities which
‘name specific com:
anywhere with:
may not be shi
out licenses.
ie first commodities to be woiigaKed will pee cereals

he was) nd other foodstuffs. | By
the ane wall
be pried ant

.

who

Wanoeboro’ ‘bridge,
‘Thia young mau
2 pe foe to the trouble of growing o

Suits for Men

Black Silk Haif Hose.

There is nothing more stylish and dainty than white. White Footwear will be worn
We
all summer.
It is cool, comfortable and dressy and suitable to all occasions.
fending high-laced boots,
have all styles and kints of white poplin and white canvas,
pumps and strap slippérs, in leather or rubber soles.

TO CONTROL WORLD'S 7TRADE
ave several instances where the most
tnborate plots had fallen through beof this characteristic German British-American Agfeement On Shipping
and All
rts
pereecsty:
ity.
ie
those was the case of
Ne
Control of American exports has
Warr Hora, the young German office:
been assumed at Washington by
“>

18.00 and

in stock,

White

tively true," declared Mr.“Rathom,
the first nine or ten moaths no one believed

nobody
of.
He

Wood Fibre Silk Hose, grey or black .

Millinery Specials

He then
realized
himself it aarine.

that they be returnedto hiin.
‘Thres days before Bernatorif was orderel
obec
ts the German Embassy
ed to return to Germany, Mr. Rathom
declared,
he demanded that the Amerioap
st “The material we got would keep us
Government
suppress the Providence
going for 26 years,” said Mr, Rathom
“We haye not touchied 50 per cent, of it Journal.
“ Every statement that we have made in
We have not printed 10’per cent, of it.
We would have gone on doing so bat
the result we wauted came about.”
Mr. Rathom caaseda burst of laughter
describing the brains of the German
t as "green blubber,” He al-

for boys, all sizes now

_In‘grey and brown mixtures, three pieces, well

ne see
paint

had
the Journal

Blues

awed

cal, that a qregt
reat quantity otof important
important
papers were scoured from Wolf yon Ingel.
‘Rhese: papers revealed the Casement ‘plot

tlie idea of ‘listening in’

Nottolk

50¢
1.00

Black or Tan Lisle*Hose....+sceceseee

$5.50 to 13.50
wer

wireless.
We
of our own on
Island avd one
the war begau

Prices, 15.00 and 17.50,

Fach a saving‘of dollars at these prices—16,50,

‘

in the.

Penman's Poros Knit, cream, short drawer, suit...
Two-thread Balbriggan, Penman’s, extra fine,
+ Men’s Athletic style union suits, fine nainsook ..
‘Men's Ribbed Union Suits, short or long sleeve «.

British Blue Suits, all sizes, 2 or 3-button styles, guaranteed fast

tion of wireless tolegraphy « “bbg,’ as
Geet

throughout.

$16.50, 18:00, 20.00

‘

50c,ate

have been eyer since the inven-

pinch backs, in sizes 83, 84, 85, 86, two piecos,

New Blue Se:
well tailo:ed

Moth

You

Balbriggan Underwear, Conva make, all sizes up to 46, each

, . $15.00 and $17.50

Balls, any quantity,

Distinctive to Show

_ Good Buying This Week
”
Men’s Department

loops on pants, three prices, $13.00, 14.

Large Tian. 25e.
Moth
nee
guaranteed to
Keep motliis away from furs, *

of the

and

Young Men's Belted ‘and-Piuch “Back. Styles, medium weight,
fabrica in grey and tweed mixtures, tw eee aa
suits, cuffs re

ee

5c. up.

neyer

z

history of the exposure
7the

Blankets,

New, Different

$13.00, 14.00, 15.00

ing Apparel, Carpets,

the *blnbber”’ lieada in the

‘aod Austrian Embassies, He

ithe “Association on “Some
§ History,"" and: hjs story, as he
how plot after plot was exposed

eaiciees

For your protection
against | ravages of
moths in Furs, Wear-|

conspiracies in

) Btates than any other man,
Sayed that country as well
“trom plots that .were con-

fin

‘eek’s Selling

pear

What Is Worth ,

| THE MOLSONS BANK

BUILDING

virtually,
ry export commodity is,
drought Bates the operation of the

- | aot.

ran agreement
to be made
day, | with she British Government, pro-

At All, Is Worthy

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
96 BRANCHES IN CANADA
}

'»,

THE BEST LUMBER

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED

It.

jeok ys

SEEegg

‘fomia

a

ea

better

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
rate

the difference in cost is
so slight, that it should

time

d

_ Mouldings

5 ~ Cement, ‘Lime

neoue

to

advantage, requiring less

‘Interest allowed at highest current

oleate

works.

CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT.
Bank MONEY ORDERS

and

labor,

‘Thus,

cut no figure,

You'll find it will pay

Brantford and Ruberoid | to use the best—
sare
Rooflings
THE KIND WE SELL

Hard Wall Plaster

a

reen

%

om \—A few lines still iu atook.
All the best yarioties of Tarnip seed.
~.
Tue T. Hooxm
Oo.

$y AND AROUND TOWNS wen
tenerensstestessesesys

Gray-Dort car.

Mrs. Israel, cs paps
is visiting
her
brother, A. E. W.
as
Monday next a be observed as the

5¢ to 10c a roll.

ae

: ae

bo
pepe sees

.T.

Neil MoWilliam, of Orsaeville, fs | shore

Hockin

Co. Specials

“kare las for a poroh or ve! randah,
is no more serviceable covering
mw Nippon Rog.
The colors har-

spending afow days with his parents.
J. A, Campbell has installed a Desco
Electrio Starter on a five-passenger car,

Alfred A. Berdan, North

sa seem nese

DUTTON FLOUR MILLS
is}}

Mrs, MoOlaro, of Brantford, is visiting
her
eae J.M. Bine,
Oharles Gibsou, ret Ridgetown,
is Mialting fciendeas Dati

meat

Dunwich,

enatitally

and

make

‘ton, $2.25.

the

ppear. clean
cool,
rage okaseally: kept dlead: ‘They. ‘come

had s team of borees killed by lightning
the other morning.

ueret
Lacq
BOD
SOSOOO
FOIPOOSOSO

Fresh maple sugar to send to the eolparty of St, Peter's ‘ann saatpie ahs was presented,
showing the receipts for the year to be
Miss Nellic Molntyro, of poltornhy
$145.60, ana the expenditures $89.49,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
bh. jakviog a balaboe on hand of $56.01, Dominion (

diers at the garden

obarch.

MoOaliam.
W. Patton

meeting

of

Scotian

is attending the annual
the

Grand

Toron!

A. Cole, who has

Camp,

been

Sons

mhe.repers-ne ster

of

onal

has resigded.
jal service will

mathematical

be

held

in

of the Nativity on Sauday eyen-

At the annual meeting ot the
|
5Haron
Oléricus at
B.

hom
> 50c

Exhibits conld be made of seeds,
ete., with dem
wile Lr eyenings would be of a svcial

jowledgements

retarned to her home iu New York after

lly.
speuding a pleasant teu fare visit with
"tive matter ot invine the
her cousins, Mr. and Mra.
farmers to visit
a wee
Tustrabdtious have eed issued notity- sidered, r when. ¢ poner a
either Battalion"
or Bastery."*

Beri

habit
og ‘Batt.’
failing to spell the word ont to its fall
length.
It is impossible for the postal
authorities to determine whether the
ter is addressed te a battalion or a
bastery.
The spplication of D. A.
McNabb,
executor of the will of the tate Peter J.
loOallam, of DanWwich, for constraction was made before Justice Lennox in
Loudon ou Taorsday:
©. St. Olair

Leitch appeared

for the applicant, G.

N. Gosnell, of Blenheim, for Mrs. MoOallam, snd J.D, Shaw for the beneficiaries. James McBride and Donald

MoBride.

Jadgment was reserved,

particularly sad death Seared, in
Ekfrid on Friday, when Mra. William
MoTaggart passed away after a few
ra" il
les her husband she

leaves a family of seven sons, the eldest
bat sixteon years of age, as well as her
parents, Mr. and Mra. John MoGugan,

was con. A. Gal-

by E.V. Docker,

Pte.

for an aato ep

and

Aldborongh

in August.

WITH

patiateet
ae

So

A’pleasant time was spent at Cowal
on Monday eyening when ores sotof

Ridgetown orcharch garden

Mr. aud Mrs. McKay's

acqaaintances metin tee chnron tcomad
sxocial hour with them and to
them God-speed
previous othe dapat
Dorchester,
v. R. Stewart,
bis asual happy manner and kopt the
salen
in the best of hamar.
iy
alogistio
io addresses of Mi r, and Mra, MoKay were given by Revs. Mr, Haig, of

‘are for their new home at

pota-

For Sale at s. Bargain—To; bogay.

be Foulred,. By
and

he

program.

A iood peogrant

Admission,

brick

rooma

and

the nurses.

Ad-

pastors whose influence has reached
© immediate
beyond the bounds

peculiar to your offices. Your
Mitrations
and

pore, always

been

Ey-

recreation

apartments

for

Dutton Pump

Pat adie

Auto
_

Fancy

Neckwear
Silks,

for

Plain

Men

Stripes

and

Women

and

Coin

Spots

UNDERWEAR
in All Qualities and

JAMES

F.

Prices

GAHAN
ie

Pejuired.
Fare paid.’ ‘Three
in family. Ade
MRS. GORDON RAMBAY,
1 Prince
ar Avenue,
to.

& Garage Co. ™ Gustom Tailorin
Specialty
Ganace Prox 68
Restorxce 44

F.J. SMALL, ‘Asst.

STOCK

REDUCING

Suitings
and

of the Newest Shades
Choicest Materials
_

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Arch. McCallum

/

SALE

I to June 30
Below is partial

bargains.

Silverware
Necklaces
Berry Spoons, reg. 2.00.
.... 1.50
Gold Necklace, set with pearls and Cold Meat Forks reg. 1.25... 85

sppefolition ‘we sare you to ——-

sarnets, reg. 5.00......--.83,50 Butter Knives, reg. 85c,
on
arte with the assurance that i
with it the high esteem ota katara fe id Neckiaoe, set with pearls and ‘Reaspoons, Bet 4.00 eso
3.00
st, reg. 6.00....+-- 4.00 Cheseroes, $6 ‘to $10, special
4
Gold Necklact,'s set with pearls and~
cameo, rég. 10.00 ........ .7.00
5)
+2.25 to 3.00

arSe

Brea Taya 360 to £00

#

g a

' E isd

pad

Sunbursts

Pearl Sunburst, reg. 7.00

Solid Gold ings
Rings, reg. 2.00 .. 1.80
10 ccs

for June Only
Towel bi
complete 85.75

| emel Bi.

CHEVROLETSI50
The

New

Design

FOUR NINETY Aj
really beautiful smail car eqttipped with every
desirable appointment for comfort and convenience.
NOTE EXCLUSIVE. PERATURES.
feu

nmoy rt

ee

|:

TATLOR §

TAILORS

WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE
CUT GLASS AND CHINA

June

\

Tn Balbriggan and Lisle, also excellent quality of Cotton,
Hosiery

Repairing Our

4
e

Chiffon Taffetas, black , navy, browns, greens, per yd...
Duchess Satins, all colors, per yd...
Extra values in Silk and Lisle Gloves.

geuoratyyf fs.

Oils and Greases in Stock

list of the many

i cor

July 4, undor the auspic

SKIRT

Voile and Silk Waists--Wonderful Value

tndiy tate af tae

WANTED
tale at to fesk

Grosse

80 we offer extraordinary values in all lines,
win

Z

ad-

ne

All Kinds of Repairing

maint mie} 30 Days:

adi

E

of music,

sence Brace, . Admission,
160, and
‘Astrawberry
social will be Held on
the High Schoo! pros Dutton, ou

OUTING

An

Our entire stock at your disposal at practically your own price.
We positively must secure a Jarge turnover in June and to do

i :

vagy

i

on

3

house

Pinda:

Corner

Need

This summer.
See our Minge of White Sport. Skirta in Pique.
Reppe and Middy Cloth, made with. pockets and -yathered
back
eeecesees eb ecvswecees $1.00, 1.50, 1.75
Middies, in all waite ahd colored collars, made of extra good
materia!

the Nurses’

building with

individoal

JEWELRY,

is Lele

15 cents.

‘erybody welcome.

rogram

~ Lost

a

tion, love and Feapect t have grown with the

sae pptrtt gardon party will be held
sobool

later

eal

T. R. SMALL, Manager_
Per
neiey: bas haa:kee ‘&deer
Jong
history
number a ole

townline | 7°

15 and %5 cents,
‘The Ladies’ Aid of the Presbyterian
church, Wallatetown, will hold
ie
onthe church lawn on Wednesda:
» Jnly 4.

Sod” receive

Sir Adam Beck,

with zeal, and they bave
plans under
‘way now. for their personal gift of a two-

story

awn social on Jaly 8 at the home

ary Erskine.

for these

will be- built,

founder snd president of the sanatoriay,

and Lady Beck have watched its growth

Oarroll and Marion MoNabb.

Mathodist ahroit wil ‘Told thelr straw. | 672%
of

e ETE

3x4,

return to the Melstyre House, "patton,

Busy
May.

:

vii, | Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or Deep Wells

Duan Faurxps,—Nearly
years
you came into our rldet an the’s iritual

with wheel cushion rg
Cred only | fal
p buggy, steel | fer
three times.
irs at good ae now “de + on pbell,

Ladies’

will beT eaablahmens
permanent, and
Sillslong
ore

Tyre and
and. Rim,

the

Shantung

Lost
OTOR

a4! Station Street

Delaware

FURNITURE
WARE,
HARD
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

You

sStoze

The soldiers’

made bj

tenders of this people AN thas. thanewe
sive strangers
to you.“ Now,
‘The Dutton Elevator Co, haye now on ta 708 are about tollea te for.sipiber.
seed buckwhear, millet and of inbor, we are glad to testify that affeo, also some

R. P. Reekie

new . Soldiers’

ipsttion wil be amoog she fet ot

Mr.
7 Eeeuine
replied on behalf
of himeolf an
The following is the aaa

SPECIAL NOTICES—
Come and enjoy
y the
chestra ptit St,
Peter's
party July 2.

Flesh and White in the following odors: Lilac, Violet, Rose,
Mayflower and Nylatus.
You
Should Try
tne Nyal
Special Baby Tsicum

vide for a tofal.of 225 to 250 patients,

Leaving Cowal

and H

the

by dirAdam agd Lad

E

bereaved family,

and

gift cre Narses’ Home.

Tribute to Rev. D. McKay and Family on

parses, the presentations

Nyal Quality
Talcum Powders

Mops

Cleaner.

Paper

Wall

Springs, Mattresses at Lowest Prices

At

a ship-

ment of the

Tabercalosis Hospital that will prove a
great stimalus in the campaign in poo
don, Oi. $e
for this ane
has
y Beck.
Itis the

PURSES

Daniel Toroer, Mre, Dagald

We have just received

A contribution tothe Queen Alexandra

Sanatorium

PRESENTED

O’Cedar Oil,

Cleaners

Dust

Carpet Sweepers, O’Cedar

WHITE

A. E.

pablished,
Both
appreciated the socks
@o mach that cousributore should take
new encouragement from them.

to the var-

joes points of interest in Southwold,
Dauwich

Irwin's letter will appear

weoxt woek, but as Pte, Lacey's letter
was of a
eon
pittare it will not be

iswas

that sach au invitation

be extended

of the socks re-

East Elgin

Mr. Stewart and W.
Palatine in: London, and six brothers, West Lorne, and Douald
McBride read
Peter, Daniel and Duncan, London; Osrrolland
——
lalcom,—Melbourne; John, Muirkirk, an address, while as a mark of
they
and
their
children,
Kenneth
and Allan, Inwood, The foneral was Dorothy, were ne
with well-‘alled

»held on Sanday to Mayfair cémetery
and was very largely attended by the
many friends and acquaintances of the

3

Vacuum

helps to house cleaning,

ek: $25.

to.$1.50,, Liquid. Veneer, Renewal,

char

Hawkins, of Blyth, formerly ror ation, cont the office ofpresident for) abe second
3.80 p.m.
Brery meinber is kiadly rewaa elooted president,
resonea v0 be present as eet is imMoDiarmid, of Fingal, was pertant basiness to atten
Rev. W, B. Hawkins, of Blyth, .who
. Pearce
see
od slow —
aud J.
Ata
pene held 1last Friday
was visiting friends in town for a few
Scare
was
hold. a
wwherry
days, was called to his home Friday
the ‘following
fal
are the directors:
social Wednesday, jal
ain, onthe High
owing to the serioast illness of a member
Southwold—D. MeGibbon, H. 8. Mo- School grounds, Dutton. Each member
of his congregation.
Diarmid.
is
asked
to
do
her
bit
in
doing
her
best
Miss Christina Carmichael, a patriotic.
Daonwich—M. Blao, z MoPhail,
% make this sobvial « success,
worker, famous in
many lands, has
Alaboroagb—F. J, Spence, W. A.

ing all relatives or friends of soldiers at
the front that when writisg to them or
sending parcels they must be addressed

erin

$5 Ae

secretary, in place
of Mrs, W. J.. Morri-

sop, who has
resigned on account of her
early removal from Datton
The
ba rogaine meeting of the Desks
Thene election of officers followed whan of tl
impire will be hel
Mr. McPhail was pre’
to Bo- Lor.
ball on Friday, ‘Tape 320. a

2

and gives a beautiful finish.

Furniture of All Kinds. Beds,

away with some of the smaller

:

Walnut, White
In all colors, Oak, Maliogany,
aud Black and Clear for Linoleums, Floor
It dries like glass
Finishes and Furniture.
lern

800

A box has been forwarded to.Private

the

‘ing in commemoration of Confederation.
Mr. John MoLensan
of Bothwell, and
nephew, J. Ross,
icetod are visit?
ing the former’ ‘diger,
s
Mrs. Matheson.

Sugar for Satur-

ee gaee
_ LO. D. E NOTES

teaolier in the High School for a number
of oe

ed.

day, June 80 Cosel).
Ostermoor Mattresses, best

he places

x

We ‘still. hare a united
quantity which we offer3
you as long as they last
gna
a the old prices: Half*
pint 25c., pint 40c, quart 75c, half-gallon $l. 25, gal-

ree

Dominion }/ay holiday.

25c a roll.

~.

it

8

BOP

SSOHIIF
20 HOGOED

lor »

arg,

ee abipupait is sold to J. H, Mil-

L
a

Tal
ah
A; Ostrander,
of Tillsonby

sadayintownes

Lighting
} efficient

and ~ Starting
valve-in-head

se

een

Sa A nhsine eresens Sans Sos

PERIL

Gor

eT

;

Sepulchre of Broken Hearts.

yh thecold Fravdistad *churct of the
| Holy Cross rises one/of the two mou

‘cons!
puohss, to be Neto rapidly”
ethan

te bis

u

‘ave

mortal

to be on

of literature,

MONEY

ORDERS.

'T 18 ALWAYS SAFE TO SEND A
Dominion| Express Money Order. Five
Gollars conta three cents.

the

2

WANTED.

ANTED -— PROBATIONERS | 'TO
train for poten
ly, Wellandra
Flospital, St, Catharines, Ont

‘This church might be well known as
the Broken Hearts, instead of Saint

‘\ Croce, for near

the

cal
na
call or await an opporlo. sore. call
If.
Wha ‘the ‘operator’ edites fo commu-

Dante's

cenotaph—his

exiled ashes still rest in Ravenna—ties

micate with another station and findd
that some other

Lay a)ai

mastérplece

Divitia. Commedia,

station.

from one “tune” or

length
to another,

HELP

ments disdaintul Florence condescended. give her greatest poet, w!
greatest honor les invhis gift'to the world
“Jat one splendid sweep ‘of a pure and
recreated IiItalian Janguage—until his
time Halting and’ feeble—in that 1m-

his heartfe]l once more upon dark and

And Galileo is, here

tyrannous
| too, and Alferl,
many

and

Macchiayelli,

and

brilliant train, y
lagt.work isin. the

anoth

ining, Chemical, Cll, Mechanical
Mechanical
» and
great house which deigned to favor
or its enmity
him with its
ife.—National
Geothroughout his.
graphic Magazine.

terna-|
fact that all stations have

area

The

fg

often,

theory

of

their

or notes.

| Therefore,\

being

heard

one

though there be several “sparks”

that

are

on

as-two

persons

the same,

The. French

t

Not

only

must

embroidered

not

afternoon

that

painted

know-approximately

when

for peace on the

Allies,

suc!

whatever’

“may

Gov

in
. ‘Tip Ai

LITTLE WORRIES
IN THE HOME

ate but another form of motion, as are
light, heat and sound, These alljhove
ip the ether in the alr, and wireless

waves are likewise propagated in the
“ether,
To those at al!
familiar
with the
aelentific theories of
Ugbt, heat and
and

measurable

Almost

wave

of a home

lengths.
2
It is in the measurement of radio
waves and
their adjustment that {t becomes possible for numérdiis ‘stations
to operate slmultaneous}y

worries

cause

no dirturbance © with

an-

other station operating on @ wiive of
£00. meters,,.[n

fact, not

sa, very

long

ago Marconi, the perfector’ of wireless

ccommunication,

afnounced''that

Wrinkles

every

woman

meets

in her

and

blue

be the: di

about

the

all

he

be too small

little

affairs.

The

the

work

contribute

to

Most of them

to notice an

hour

may

after-

wards, but they constitute a constant strain that affects the blood and
the nerves and make women look
prematurely old.
The effect of these
little worries may be noticed in sick
or
nervous headaches,
fickle appe-

tite, tiredness after

slight

exertion,

‘would ‘soon have apparatus that would
enable stations with but a yaridtton of
ve motres to operate ‘without each

and the coming
of wrinkles
which
every woman dreads.
To those thus
affiicted, Dr.
Williams’
Pink
Pills

disturbing the other.

to
brightness
color to the cheeks,
the eye, a hearty appetite and a sense
Amoug
of freedom from weariness.

39 inches.)
At

the present

(A metre 18"ibout

time,

however,

com:

mercial ebip pnd shore stations usually
operate on Wave lengths of
metres,
460 metres and 300: metres, with effl-

offer a speedy cure, a restoration

the

stretching from

Gulf

of

Persia,

the

Baltic

of

for

the

They.
Katser.

gates with assurances
elded

into

of

conference

a

that

the Socan

combination

be

strong

enough to impose its will upon the
Governments
at war and
to secure

peace on ter
ternational

thereafter

‘The Russian delegates, intent on domestic reo!
lon and more or lews

indifferent to outside perils, will prob-

strue

giadly

to German
they

as co-operation from

promises.
will con:

the Ger-

man Socialists, they. will probably be
tempted
to bring pressure for an acice of the German promises by

the many thousands of Cavadian woand
men who have found néw heplth “Mrs.
through these ‘pills is who Pgocialists represénting Great Britain,
clout meatia of rapidly cladging
trom| Ytrength
will
G. Strasser, Acton, West, Ont. three
France and Italy, Thus Germany
one to tl
er. Nayal stations, ship;
of
bemother
the
“I am
have, sticceeded In creating a rift
monty operate off, wave! Gays:
children; and after each birth I be- tween Rusala and the Western Allies,

tongths vai
g from
600
metres to
weak,
came terribly run down, I had
an
1,600 metres. ‘The powerful station
at
ured,
felt
4hin blood, always
work.
Radto, Vag: formerly — Abington,
Yinable to do my household
1
*child
“ally operates on & wave of 2,000 metres.
rs After, the birth of my-third

Generally a
clange of 5 per,
a
station's wave length ts suf! icfent to
the
overcome, disturbance caused
fir.
operation
earby |
i

Se
Eee abo tn
Governments of the world have
wave

lengths

agreed

to be

used

poh eg
atatlons,
id oth¢rs by:
‘naval ddd Government statfons, Some
been given above. An‘otl
for sucn wide divergence
of wave lefigths is that for the purpose
of
the effects of “forced
ons.” By this fs meant the
“uncontrollable waves that are given off
‘by every station, but which fortunately
-do oot carry

travelzany.

very

far,

Were

they

to

great distance there would
deal more of “Jammibg,” a3

the more readily appreciated wher.
‘one realizes that frequently there are
‘ecore or more of ships on the water

worse,

and

1 found

was

the

from the Pillsaud

os

a

gal

time

strength.

very

great-

soon

Indeed

as in
after-taking them I felt as wellpleasure
my girlhood, and could take
Baby's Own
T also used
fn my work.
Tablets for my little ones

found them a splendid
childhood ailments.”
Dr.:

Williama’

Pink:

and

have

medicine for

Pills

~are sold
¥0"
oT.

all dealers in medicine,
by mall at 60 cents
can procure themboxes
for $2.50 from
or. six

by

a box

Dr. Williams’
The
Brockville, Ont.

Medicine

Co.,

eS ee
CRUDE WIRELESS.

Long Used byan Indian ‘Tribe of
the Amazon’ Valley. © >~

French,
that
for it is inconceivable
acBritish or Italian Soclallsts would by

cept at face value any pledges givea
szent

shifty
Rethmann-Hollweg’s)
or that .the French
Herr Scheidemans,
would
Britieh and Italian Governments

be influenced

even

by such pledges,

goif, accepted, by. Socialist delegates
consent.
ing to. Stockholm with thelr

jerman

or

pastoral

calls “blu de la

;

=

ceeding years.
For seven years following he served
as {nspector of the target oi
of
the navy, with the Bureau of Navigaon as his department.
When the

Atlantic

ornaments to-day, aud

elaborate

for

the

problem, {s ‘being put at the service
of the antiGerman naval forces. ir
respective of national names, The man

who transformed the target record of

the

hair

high shell

was inset with brilllants;
a row of pearls across the
while a third had a pleatattached to make it yet

of white

erful

enough

seats

the

peace,

to restore

and

maintain

Until socialism in Germany unpresent

Government,

vaing it as'a plaything,

now

there cannot

be the slightest hope
of permanent
peace through such a concord. To de

feat and then shackle Germany fs the
only policy on which the Allies can
safely rely to bring about a world setUement which will be just and lasting.

—New York Tribune.
eo

Minard’s

Cures Dandruff.
++
Waterton’s Climb.
Liniment

‘The steeplejack’s ability to xefp b's
head and feet while working
on
a

“top,” whith Is @ ledge three feet wide

influence

° De.
Admiral

embroidered

in

roses.

They have secured no interKaisers,
they have denal’ political’ reforms,
as the Russian
throned no Emperor,

ly omeinto

of

determined

Socialists have done;
have. dared

‘only a few o}

to speak

openly

rethe ‘possibility - of an'anti-dynastic "
them

yolution.
duped at
If Russia ts willing to be
conference.
an international Socilist
ould
Great

ivad Belgium,

They

are

aware

the naturalist, had

have adorned

the gift, and

in.pearl

gray

for

the

boudoir

broldery.

vertical

lines

and

in

of

bis-

Maya

green

RELIEF

AT

men

do not drii*.

When on a ‘visit to Rome, Waterton

to rival the feats of che
the
Jtalian climbers who yearly scaled
dome of St. Peter's and the pinnacles

I promise

to-send

you a FRE

absorption

treatment,

d left his
Angeles

glove

upon

the

the

MRS, M, SUMMERS,
Windsor,

.

for

sale

-every-

2———
Relieves Neuralgia
——o
Gurious Andean Keyholes.

trial

Liniment

A curlosity of the Aldeah villages
are the doors of the houses, which are
hard to open and hard to close, but
which, despite the
Intricacy
of the
locks, admits the alr
freely
on all
sides,
Harry A, Franck describes one
such door,
writing in the
Century

and

Box 8,

Magazine of the town of San Pablo,

Colombfa:

Ont

“The

shape of a swan.

keyhole

Head in

was

in the

Others in the town

and all through Narino
of a man, horse, §
other ludicrous shapes.
made doors of Andean

ADMIRAL’ SIMS.
Snowden
William
Rear Admiral.
the United
Sims, now represcating
with
y in cooperative action
Siates
author
nayal
French
and
Brit
headuatwho 1ag his remporary
wt
of
any
lose
not
ters in London dveo
at the pre:
his symbolic significance,
ent moment, because

by

with

—_<++——_
Why the Trail?

Minard's

PILES “tone”

the boldest completed the
a waving
Gross: with
crowning the
Eactt night's show was
torch-of fire.
on
the average, to cost a man's

scaled @he dome

had

can monkeys as a fifth hand: in the
alligator as a flail; in the skunk as
warning to enemies, the same in the
rattlesnake; in the flying squirrel
an
a helm for volplaning;
in the gray
squirrel as a parachute to
break
a
fall; {n the porcupines as a dangerous
weapon of offense; in the fox as
a
muffler for the feet in cold weather.
In the cat {ts service 1s not very obvicious, but it seems
used as
directive mark when signaling one of
Its kind from behind: that is achieved
partly by the color pattern azd partly by the nervous twist or the tip.
‘These are only a few of the uses which
occur to me and each illustrates another development of the tall.
I would
udd that in the beaver it is used aaa
plunging paddle in diving, as well as
a signal sounder.

LAST

Shetch of U. 8, Navy

Waterton

has

torms—in the giratfe and the elephant
as a fly-(lapper; in the South Amen-

em-

of the castle of St. Angelo, to iNumiSt.
nate thelr summits on the feast of
Peter.
Highty men used to climb the

pinnacles
dome of St: Peter's and. thespectacle
by

who

In reply to a question, Mr. Ernest
Thompson Seton has this to say in
the December Guide to Nature:
It would take eleven large volumes
to discuss the functions of a quedruped’s tail.
It {8 commonly believeé
that the original ancestor of quedruped's was aquatic and used its tail for
a sculling oar;
but since then it has
taken
countless different
additional

I want to help you {f you are suffering from bleeding, stching. blind or
protruding Piles.
I can tell you how,
in your own home and without &oythe
oné’s assistance, you can apply
best of all treatments.
.

of the new

Liniment

where.

Yellow
silk
with insets of yellow
sequins.
Stockings
rivalling the rainbow in
color, some platu and others
lacestriped.
‘And: breathe low, there
are
allk
hoséttes for women, just alittle longer
than men’s socks, in blue with stripes
oft white, gnd-bl
with white stripes.

would Address

the profession—the on-

which

navy,

Sims‘ marriage

Minard’s

the decls-

concessions

States

American, and who has
shown inventive skill in devising ways and means
for accomplishing
professional
and
naval service ends,
1s on
duty
in
waters off the coast of western Eur.

Sports stockings of while silk with

narrow

should not be yielded In the vain hope
of creating » socialistic soliderity pow-

United

more experience with craft built to
combat the submarine than any other

AND IN STOCKINGS.
Silk stockings fnset with net embroidered in beads.
.
Hand-painted, of French
gtay, with
pink and blue roses.

nent political system in Europe.
The
Allies, excluding Russia inher prevent
, are at one on
this point.
It

was

daughter of Ethan Allen Hitchcock of
St. Louis, former Secretary of the 1nterlor, quite early in his career, gave
him
an opportunity of disclosing and
higher.
developing social graces which are not
IN SHOES ONE SEES.
the least of his assets, as he carries
Low shoes with
toes of kid and
on his proféssional work in European
sides of cloth.
capitals. —
Shoes with vamps of pink kid and

Mules
colors.

Commercial Traveller.

flotilla

all these years of special study of the

comb of our grandmothers time fs just
the thing for her granddaughter.

One comb
another had
square top,
ing of tulle

fleet torpedo

formed, In 1918, he was put in charge.
Now the experience gained, through

cuit color, two-toned.
Laced English walking shoes with
low heels, tan, with fawn-colored
appers.

JOS. DUBES,

HS

of great value to Admiral Sims, and
to the United States, during the suc-

yell or plain weave, with a
falls of Troy, is outlined

Veils of fine
mesh have
edges of braid in design.
COMBS.
“Excelsior!” is the motto

Degree

Navigation School

nance,
gunnery practice,
and — the
mechanism of ‘watching,
recording,
and shaping the shooting skill of a
fleet or a navy’s marksmen has been

from your own locality it
abysses 500 feet deep, is a references
I assure
Gov. between Like
you will but write and ask,
no
fons of the GermanhaveandnotAustrian
the poet, the steepleteck
Send
you of {mmediate rellef,
wrung any gift.
Tiey
ernments?)
{s
born,
not
mai
Charlea
Waterton,
tell others of this offer.
but
money,
two
for socialism from the
to

In these days of wireless telearaphy
it may be interesting to Jearn that ds They remembe'
Geograph
long ago a July, 1898,thetheMiscovery
of justification of the Invasion of neutralJournal’ recorded

jeal
in,
graphic apparatns’
wireless
communication atone and the! ‘among the Catuquiners; an ndlan
ft ts.4n achievement if tribe of the Amazon valley, in South
¢an-do ao. Herein, also, Ameritas
4)
Gt. effici‘The ‘apparatus, called cambarysu,
consists of a hole in the ground about
bove this
half filled with comrse sai

Paris

buckles.
Siren pumps

the

dominant forée fm European politica.

“ably sten
Having

silk

STUDY

ore eendance be

July
and August
December
to April
16
GEO: Y, CHOWN, Rexistrar

Gray or tan pumps with ny tips on
the toes and. ornamented with steel

St. Joseph, Levis, July 14, 1903.
Minard’s Liniment Co., Limited,
Gentlemen,—I was badly kicked by
my horse last May, and after
using
several preparations on my leg nothing would do,
My leg was black as
jet.
I was Iafd up in ‘bed for a fort:
night and could not walk. After using
three bottles of your MINARD'S LINIMENT I was perfectly cured, so that
I could start on the road.

which will make in-

socialism

A taupe.
border of

upper

German

Europe

of

seen with bands

flowers

| with black velvet ribbon.

——————————

at Stockholm with secret instructions
from Bethmaan-Hollweg.
Their plan
wil be to cajole
the
Russian dele
cialist proletariats

which

spring.

to

are.
still stool pizeons
They
going to

the international Socialist

lace

ae

Summer School

‘Vells naturally come in mind. Square
and
‘weaves are good this

yain from the point of view of civilization.
Other territorial readjustments
that the recession
of Atsace-Lorraine
will be necessary to establish a perma-

Sotialists

of

are

with

a

Big, wird sailors are made of Paiswn, organdy, silk and other
fabrics, to match the costume.

‘NO annexations and no indemnities

consolidated

are still the ready tools

with

“Marne.”

nations.

t
indemnities

through military conquest.
The German and Austrian

the head

mauy

of her little ones,
house

Pallid

rich

Beautiful mushroom: shaped hats are

gro and Roumania. They have worked to create a greater Hohenzollern

Look

at

dally

household

care

these -worries.

in compara-

tively close range to one another. Thus
ptations. working on a wave length of
600 meters ‘and pr@perly
jnsted
would

the

Faces That Make Women
Prematurely Old,

sound, it Is acarcely necessary to add
that all these fori of motion have

‘Individual

Bring

of

made: ot Georgette
crepe im the nbw

gression,
They
fought
without
a
whimper to crush France an
to enslave Belgium, Serbia, Montene
empire,

These

floss

scenes.

is a programme which would protect
_ appeared. In, tid contre the ripples aré such’ A station will discontinue sq
Paéxatoos; no
eh argeuoneed, but as they broaden ing, This !s essential, for in cro
demand his just been renewed by the her in her crimes—which would leave
she}
operat} “in turns ac- Russian Council of Soldiers’ and Work‘out they gradually dimfnish in intend-| areas stat
to the order.
in which’ they men’s Delegates. It must therefore be
ity, until they
disappear
altogether €
ave signalled their intention of send~ frankly
Yinally. A Jarger stone will cause
faced by ali the powers at war
stronger and broader‘ripples to form. Ing; the shore station usually taking with
‘Gérmany. The Government at
So it Ja with wireless or radio com- note and Jater giving “‘instructfons. Petrograd
fallen into the hands 01
munication, in which the exciting force Should the operator. have been “of
Yarious groups ‘of radical Socialists,
4a the “park” or discharge of. high tune” or Inattentive, he is-apt.to cause who alm at making over Burope
potential electricity oscillating at a interference. by breaking in. during through
use’ of the:machinery of
yety high rate of speed.
The power peripas of seeming inactivity, as, for
Internatlobal
socialism “That machin- ders and her atrocities in Belgium,
Sr broke, fore completely when Gerof the transmitter and the efficiency. "fidtance, when a sending station bas
in “tuning” determine the distance of ceased transmitting and ts awaiting
iagy started the p1
it war,
The Northern France and the other terri:
station or German Socialists forget their frater- tory overrun by her armies.
communication,
We come now to the the “0, K." of the récelving
for evil in the fupandence
nal obligations to the Socialists of ture must y'sbe power
‘theoty that science gives as an @x- 4ts perhaps awaiting co!
circumscribed.
itherthat the latter may have for him.
France and-Russia- and backed the
planation of fts operation.
——_+-+e——.
Kaiser {a his policy of nationalistic ag- wise the war will bave been fought in
Scléntists tél us that wireless, or
“more properly, slectro-magnotic waves,

heavy.

affair

Sports hats

principle
in so far as It may be

construed to prevent the return to her
of the lost provinces of
and
Lorfaine, In that ‘she will have the
Of all the rest-of the Entente-

he

in

Ori
colors. A hat of straw with
Temovable brims converts milady’s
small travelling chapeau into a large

basis of no antiexstions and’ no indemnities.
France refuses to accept

ticflonof throwing = pebble into’a stir)
which causes tipples to form in “conversation” of other stations oper~
all directions in a ‘circular fasblor ating near him so as to dé able to
spot at whicl: the pebble dis-

has

are talking, ligten

the Riiisian deinand

conversation of some one per‘and who are practically oblivious
of the other conversation ebout them.

operation

J
.
A frequently used yet perfectly good
_ Ailuatration is that of itkentug it to the

Government

Liniment,

shrank from indkilig a'pikin answer to

in

HOME

Me

———_.+-__—_
Cures Burns, Etc.
f Feta
nds cremate
Passing Tips» On Fashions.
Sports hats are seen with crowns

Minard’s

a room

conversing

in-Which there are quite a number of
people ‘all of Whom

A

Her ‘Answer

partieu-

Which’ hé 4s, working, much’

asked,

ia"it possible to operate several

the

tones

even

lar wave length, and experienced op>
erator can pick out the “spark” with

f leds stations {n tho sae vicinity with_jout muttal Interference? To answér
the question it is necessary . first to
eas

France Gives:

“sparks” of:

have

the form

villages

never

fit easily, and ‘thelr Tocks always have

European Waters.

some peculiar
Idiosyncrasy of thelr
‘own, 80 that-by-the-time the traveler
learns to unlock the door of his Jod-

ging without

ready

born
of Canada; (He was signifi
cance 4s
In. fact thats
Pennsylvania
fact
the
ving given bim

native assistance

to move

he ts

on."

Lighten

the house

keeping:

by

serving 2

ready-cooked, - ready-to-eat
food that contains the maxhaving
imum. of nutriment at lowNaval
est cost, and with the least
taxon
the digestion, Shredone
tury,
inning of
not especially. ded Wheat Biscuit is the
eeattable to him, but
from those of real autocrat of the break@ifferent trained
by. the
a

The American ‘people. wo
given 1s that. same hospitallty

Huge Shell Holes Now.
ey

=

in Them Goes}:

es

Z

OP

UNITED

,

“What moves me, and -ali of Bri
tain, and France) too, is
something
and
[deeper namer. the trentent
gpolttaneous enthusiasm of America
for what 1s wow our common cause.
and the deep feelings cf sympathy
which manifestly animate the entire
community, north, south,
Ameri

s s W hi rit Made Possible the
RevethealPlan
© “Great Spring Offensive. —

‘of ‘any

Prais eis “Men arid Officers, Thanks Cana-

On Constantly.
British

Headquarters

in

ir
on
to create that f
was merely. the occasion for its mhnia
festation;
it gave the Americans
welcome chance “to, sho’ yw what they
felt in the cause of world freedom.
And this is che greatest and profoundest result of-our trip. This tsa
result of which the value cannot be
mi easured
the mere effect it will
have on the present war, but which
ae
generator
> “Thus the mission has ‘deen the occasion of the most beneficent devel
epment of international

France,

Cablé——The
western front nowadays’ fs marked by many © changing
phases, Bast 0. tbloody Monchy-lePreux, on the Arras battlefield, and
weat
Warneton on ~ the Messines
battlefield. trench lines-have. been forsaken and fighting is being carried on
day and night between large bodies
of opposing ~, tro
lying: ‘out in
the sitell holes.’ Some of these. holes,
blown dy heavy callbred
ns, Are

roy

really enormous

craters,

In which

offensive

weapons

‘and ambitions,

Haig

as long os possible before retir-

ing to thelr fixed lines
in the rear.
“This, ie, quite a change from their ordinaty. habits, for
heretofore
they
have joved their deep duzouts In the

and there-

that

taken

seldom

from ‘ehell

bodily

out

in

nocturnal raitid—have frankly declaropen.

The

Germ: ans

recently

tumed

@

hurricane of anuiiilating fire on the

of utll-

The manner

high explosives.

izing @nel} craters is little short of
marvellous. Thousands
of men
2
take coyer in
these craters. yet from
even the mosttorward — observation

post the battlefield looks absolutely
empty. A considerable attack fom

be watched
hell hole positions can
without the realization that desperate
there

fighting {s in progress. Always

fa no'se from exploding grenades. but.
these miagtles ere so small that they
cannot be seen im the air from a di
Aance of 300 yarde.
From time to time, a emall
group
but
on Infentry Hill;-east of Mouchy,

another, dragging machine guns with{n
them and’ djsappearing 6o quicklyseems
the new @hélter that. the earth
to hays opened and swallowed qem.

‘

to hell
The carrying of supplies
holes end bringing back the wounded
during the mid-eumfe very difficult
battlefields
The
goer short nights.
heat
e been enwrapred in @ great
wave, but are relleved
temporarily
thundernow and then by violent

HON. BALFOUR
REPORTS ON
TRP TO U. S.
America is in
Confident
War for Allies With Her
Whole Heart.

FOR CIVILIZATION

Ot.ceat

says-—Arthur

Cable

for

J.

Bal-

Forelgy

lis
30 necounting of
Affairs, gave
his
with
stewardsnip in connection
States, to mem:
mission to the United
to-day
ns
bers of the House of Commo his honor
in
{na luncheon arranged
y Associabythe Empire Parliamentar -room ov
dining
tlon in the beautiful

the terrace.

s of Par
The guests were member rs, witht
Ministe
Jlament and Cabinet
ador, Walter I
the American Ambass
representa-"
l
colonia
few
Page, and a
tives as the only outsiders.

Herbert

‘ExPremier

tal

ided ag a tokemof
character of the

“H.

Asquith

the non-politioccasion, with

AmbassaMr, Balfour on bis right and
George
dor Page and. Premier Lioyd s ofthe
other member
Non his left, The
table,
Cabinét-sat at a centralweloom
home
e
‘After a cordial
voiced” by.

sald:

+,

Asquith,

Mr.

Mr.

ACCOMPLISHED.

GOOD

MUCH
of the
“[ undertook the headship reluct‘American mission with[felt.some
it do easy:
‘ance sud ditfideacer
so easy

not
to do harm, and. perhaps back.
But. ooking
to do good.
_—

ae
‘that no harm
|» My coll
eS.
te

2

with,oe

1 fee!

aaa

skill—

iffcations

to far

and

the

sides of trenches collapsed,

“Continuous
and . systematic. ad
vances drove the enemy out
from

successive positions until the 2nd
of
March, when we reached Le TransloyLoupart line, except at Irles, which
formed a salient.
Seven days
were
then devoted to Improving commun!-

cations and bringing up guns, and on

by a vote of 72 to 31 to-day
resolution condemning the

republican propaganda which is being
carried on in South Africa. The moyement was referred to in the resolution
ag

being

Our

the worst
became
acquired ground
quagmire.
Contrariwise, the
roads
behind the enemy Improved the further he withdrew, and a succession of
ed
misty days prevent
rapid pursuit,
Consequently,
ft is greatly
to the
credit of all ranks that constant touch
with the enemy was maintained.

ot

the 10th of March Irles was captured.
Our casualties were
less than tne
number of prisoners taken, who num~-

bered 2.804. The way was thus opened
(or attacking Le Transtoy-Loupart
Une, which was shelled so effectively
11th

and

18th

of

March

fostered

by

duties.

the

ever. that the ¢nemy

WELCOME

“The

OPEN

prospect
of

can

eign

ap-

advanee|

removal.

men

of 100

metres

could

show

men

did what

machine gun,

and

fired

on

ug with

a

‘None of our aeroplanes

themselves,

driven off at once,

The

they liked, and

this was

why the bombardment was so good.”
—_—-

IN MACEDONIA.

His Fear.

Affairs, declared

that

sons of Health.

.

Paris Cable——The War Office report on
operations
in
the
Eastern
theatre reads:

the en-

aetir,

He sald:

“Theasaly: Our troops have reachc?
Furka Pass on Othrys: Mountain. the
southern limit of Thessaly, and “hold

“A feeling
of
serious
unrest was
caused in Germany by thé entry into

the struggle of a country which brings

important

to the Allies, together with its entire
strength, a freshness and ardor which
have not been’
diminished
by three

years of war,

Americans,

Germany feels thay the

once éngaged

in the strug-

everyone

realizes

that

uneasiness and fear are’ Justifted.”"

to
and

be.

In

horse traisport-and ‘cayairy wes completed, and by
.2-in the afternoon of
capable
of
the 20th. Neate Writes

ic, had re-

coneiderable

hae
the

to

them=by

from

Britisit

drawn, Our patrols are active on
east

bank

and

have

cleared

villages, which small

the

seyeral

.

hostile | detaeh-

mente
had
occupi
The
«round
evacuated by us la completely dominated by our
positions
on
the hills
west of the river.

troubled Berlin {s because of America.
France

A.

been surrendered
population.”

headquarters at Salon!!
jesued
tonight, reads"
“Owing to the advent of the mal
jal season our
troops _ east. ol
the
Struma
have been somewhat _ with-

multiplying its efforts to sp
dis:
sension
among the Allies.
“The incident of the Swiss Socialist
Grimm's intrigue in
Russia.
reveals
Germany's handiwork, and. is one.
of
the straws showing how uneasy and
In

localities.

quantity of arms and munitions
‘An official statement

gle,-will not give up It is to prevent
this cementing of close tles that it Is

siderable, width, and
where the cur
rent flows swiftly. ‘The work was
commenced on the morning of the
18th of March; by 10 "clock the same
night the intaatry bridges were completed; by 5 p’cloek on-the morning
of the 20th a medium-type bridge for
taking of all forms of

artillery

was mainly the work of the English
airmen, . They were so bold and {mpudent that they came down toa hi

“Eastern
theatre:
Our artillery
countershelled the enemy artillery in
@ lively fashion in the region of Mon-

this instance six gaps had to be bridged across the river, where It is of con-

placed the lighter type.
TRANSPORT SERVICE

“One day we had a nice bombardment, All the dugouts were blown in,

day,

the nature of the obwe encountered, and

the rapidity of there

on June 16, toa brother

in the Flying Service, sald:—

trance of America:
into
the war had
caused serious unrest ih Germany, in
the course of an interview with a correspondent of the Associated Press to-

The bridging of the Somme-at Brie ‘is
an example of
stadles which

writing from a point

infantryman,

near Ypres,

Paris Cable-——Jules Cambon; general secretary
of the Ministry of For-

general

fighting

‘fair and

British Withdrawal for Rea-

FIGHTING,

of a morc

open

war

once

Recent. . Trickery
Shows

oridges and railways made unprecedented’ demands on the Royal Engineers, who were already heavily burdened by the work entailed in the preparations
for the spring
offensive.
Our ‘steady progress in the face of
great difficuities is the best testimony to the energy and
thoroughness
with which those demands were met.

contempla!

-the

enabled
him
for resistance,

that

Joining’, Allies Causes
Unrest in Germany.

Foe’s

regarded with great confidence. The
systematic
destruction
of
roads,

trom ~ the

Ww)

of

Although -deliberate,. the ent.

resumption

this

“British

In regard to the publication of the
peace programme of the German majority Soclalists at Stockholm, M. Cambon said:

detachments
occupation

-are_particiof Thegsaly

“It proves, that’ their alms colnefite
with those of their Government, eapee™”
fally on the Alsatian question, which ts

to be the big question’ when ‘negotiations begin, _ The
American’
public
must know that all our questions, such
as those concerning economic, colonial,
maritime, indemnity and Belgian matters must yield before it, and ‘atcording to'its solution posterity will know
who triumphed.”

M. Cambon refutéd the’ claim that
Algacé-Lorraine Was originally German

territory, which was wrested away by
the French in population and language, and. was given to France by treaty

Britain’s Food Controller
On Country’s Dependence.

Confident Canada and U. 8.

Will Not Fail.

in the elghteenth century. As for Alsace, the Minister sald that Jt came
to France as a rewara for French

vices in the Thirty

ser-

Years War, and

while Its mixed population spoke German, it always preferred French dom{-

nation:
Turning to the Greek situation, M.
Cambon:said that the Freneh ,Gorernment

did not

think

it necessary

take any coercive measures

to

regarding

Constantine's residence, .because
-his
role was henceforth estimated as uninfluential,

TO ROB AUSTRIA.
Semi-official German Paper
Demands Territory.
indon,

‘Cable.

London Cable.—“In
especially

at this

this

stage, food

war, and
power

is

co-equal with man-power,” sald Lord
Rhondda, the new- Food Controller, ia
au interview to-day.

“The

‘problem

food

primarily

lam

they

of

|.

depends

Great
upon

Britain's
the

sup-

ply, and im the main the solution of
the problem of supply.lies In America,
wil} not ‘let us down.’ ”

Lord Rhondda took over the duties
of Food Controller. to-day, and this wis
hts

first

interview

with . members

of

the American press,
“The whole problem of the nation's
food primarily depends upon the supply,” he continued, “and unless we can

‘be assured of food sufficient to enable
this and the other allied countries of
Europe to carry on the war to a successful conclusion. it would be

PRAISED,

“Throughout it the wwinter the transport problems ‘Werte most serious, both
in. the: battle area and behind the
Ifnes, and on the rapid solution of
or failure depepended. The
these success
cS
of the year's‘.

eventually the
evacuation
of tes slo
greater sallent between Arras and the
Aisne valley,
The deacatch then deals in detatie
Lwith the -¢ operations: between the -Mth
pand
qooke 18th ofof 4Avrili
Ses in-which the fi Allies|:
‘Peronne. and numerous villages, trom
ef whah he eaey see
Pee,
reached the etaze..

Her
Hindenburg. line,
increased

light during the period of retreat.

that

concern

to

resistance

moderate throughout
the operations
on the Ancre, became exceptionally

Hindenburg line, running from “Arras.
southeastward to Queant, thence west
to. Cambrai.
towards
St... Quentin.
‘arious switches, branching off from
rte ae ¥ wae! being constructed.
immediate:

proceeds

destruction

“WORRIES HUNS

to employ device to inflict losses. Our
casualties, which were
exceedingly

that the German withdi
1 would be
further extended.
It had been ascertained that he had been preparing a
new defensive system, known as the

jemy’s

enemy's

my's
withdrawal
choose new ground

the - extreme

Nationalists among the Dutch farmers.
Gen. Hertzog, leader of the Nationalists, sald during the debate that
theoreticallya republican did - not.
use he
republic to-day
advocate
realized that-the only hope to- vmakebe shen all

of the

by our continued success reintroduced
conditions approximating open fighting, in which cavalry was given an
opportunity to perform
its
special

whereupon
Grevilliers
and Loupar
wood were occupied and methodical
operations
begun
for attacking
the
next line,
THE HINDENBURG
LINE.

peared |t

despatch

the

ground

to the growing
‘A’ striking testimony
British ser fal'service

COURSE OF U.S.

necessity
enormoug

retreat to which the enemy was driven

the enemy -fell back, to parallel lines,

e

the

the

the condition.

of personal hardship
and
physical
strain,
1 cannot speak too highly of
the qualities of all ranks.
The abjlity with which the troops in the Ancre
rwere handled by General Gough, and
farther south by General Rawlinson,
‘was in all respects admirable.
The

“Prior to this there were indications

Cape Town Cable.—The
Assembly
passed a

Miraumont.

ent.
weather favored the enemy retirem
the
The thaw broke up’ the roads,

REPUBLICAN.

despite

man

they were subjected, to the maximum

The

Drake

was obvious.

of

wrought in France's
prosperous country.

behind,

nd inconsiderable’ instalment of the
fruits of the Somme battle, and has
gone far to opem the road tc their
full achievement.
The courage and
endurance of our troops have carried
them trimphantly through periods of
particularly trying fighting, in which

the west of Serre were captured.

on-the

¢freumstances

farther

the:open

plan had already enabled us to realize

pated. forced the evacuat
poslFeb, 24. On the’ following day~
court to
tions from the north-of- Gueude

South Africa Wants No Such
Doctrine.

Balfour

acquiring the

anti¢lsubsequent bombardment.ion as.of Pys
on

the

defences

:
were taken.
evening and night the
an exceptionally heavy
three separate
made
agsaults with object of

five prisoners
Doring the
‘enemy, after
Hombardment,
and sustained

‘all ranks
with Hvely satisfaction by
the
ofthe Britis army in’ France," At
the feelings of deep ‘sy!

his many counter-attacks, particularly
In attempts to recover
Beaumetz-lee’
Cambrai.
PRAISE FOR THE FORCES.
Speaking of the outstanding features of the five months’ fighting from
the 18th of November, Field Marshal
Haig says:
|
“Despite the’ unusual severity of the
weather, the winter
campaign
was
conducted to a successful Issue, under
the most trying and arduous conditions, The activity of our battle front
was maintained without a break from
the conclusion of last year’s offensive
to the commencement of the present
operations.
The successful accom.
plishment of this part of our general

further

and

com-

regret provoked

hand, a6
they left

ag we neared the
emphasizing the great costliness

hund:

fifteen

of

im the upper
fences of Pys.

ly ghauld also
b? that or the little headland overfooking the ofd eastern harbor of Ply.

NOT

how

and gain“We succeeded completely, alzo
com:
ed the desired observations,
ns
artillery positio
mand of the enemy
valley. and de
Ancre

“This.” says the Times, “ts simply an
English translation of the German
name, but ft is not perhaps: wholly

the famous

begun o

and

of the

emy placed in our Way, the work ot
repairing and constructing
bria5s,
roads and railways
was carried on

raged, the troops assaulted with
gallantry.

understands
Prinea Louls of Battenberg will take
the title of Marquis of Mount Batten.

which

and ecreening*

ground and the ingenuity of the © en-

February the assaults ground, a thick
Tespite the heavy
who barmist and an alert-enemy,
great

in the future.
Times says it

mouth, from
salled.”

progress

“Meanwhile

ture Miraumont.
the 17th of
“During the night ofwere delivered.

Schlesstyled
Helena
Louise,

of

such

for caution

upper
a Poewller
small attack: was designed

Liaud tw

name

prepared

In

Morvalextremity of the
the
ridge, which commanded Mirand
approaches to Pys
of the
and the observation
taneously
Simul
valley.
‘Ancre
to cap-

that
who
have,
that

aceldental that the mew
former sea lord's famil,

of our

difficulties which

northern
‘Thiepval
southern

the princesses
bear the title
at the King’s
title, and the
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QUALITY
No matter what pitoes3 yo tu pay for a car you cannot get
.one
with a stauncher chassis.
Government Laboratory tests. have
shown that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to
those
in any other car. ~ Ford Vana dium steel has never been equalled
in
strength.
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left..
Be. sure and get yours before they are
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fegt oes aaeene
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‘These pills have

4

rifle

is an example.

al)

“{ owe miy present health, if hot life
itself, to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.
bed alWays besn an active man, and
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but

my

appetite

was

poor,

I slept

fo the housé.
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steadily

badly
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condition.
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manufacture
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their ability to pro-
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tricate patterns were produced, and
cloth of the most delicate textures was
metal'artictes

were easily ‘preserved, and 6o we bave

Minard's Liniment Cures Dandruff.
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OOWAERDS IN DAYLIGHT,

been able to learn that the people of
Machu Picchu were-extremely skillfuk
makers of bronze.
Their surgical tools were Roo
pears to have been practiced to a eon:
siderable degree, if one may judge by
the large number of trepanned skulls:
that we have found in caves within a
radius of twenty-five miles of Machu

the Great Eagle Owls
Are
Fierce Fighters by Night.

‘There are

birds,

about

led by

200

kinds

Picchu.

of owls.

a crow, may

had. taken:

feeling.as well as ever I did, and was

Wil-

ams’ Pink Piils at the outset Jwould
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nothing
of handling
blocks of stone weighing five tons and

upward,

Indeed

there are numerous

the circulation of blood Jn the brain
will produce a feeling of faintness and
unconeclousness, The heat in a.crowd-

stones that weigh over 15 tons which
were fitted together with a skill that
har amazed all beholders.
It appears that the Incas and their
influence throughout the Andes extended no farther north
than the
known limits of the Hamas and the
alpacas; in fact, tne development of
their culture may be sald to have de
pended in large measure on their success in domesticating these varieties
of the South American camel so long
ago that no wild members of elther

Persons faint when exhaveted, when
suffering from indigestion, from
the

lamas

bdelfries

or

‘other

high

towers, Among so many kinds of owls
there are some, of course, that
do
harm, but most of them do more good
tor men than evil—Exchange.
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Islands,

and

supply

they are now

eae parts of the. world continue to
this day to be the chief sourco of the
of cloves, though

cultivated in a number of other lands,
but the cloves of
pelago remain the
commerce.

in groves

in the

the Indian archistandard cloves of

has been “introduced
world and now is, and
a century
Guiana and the West
Clove trees now grow
Island

of Mauritius,

where plantations were set out under
the auspices of the French in the 18th
century, and in Zanzibar and Pemba.
‘These Inst-named islends, of the edst
import-
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to
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Most unfortunate was the failure oh
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Moluccas, often called the Spice floor. See that the head ts lower than
a-small eee of Islands of re the ee as a better to lift ap the feet
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facilitate the flow
or
ood $0 ‘the drain: “Unfasten’ the
}many of the early » nz!
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WUD. Sip

uncommon.

They had no machinery and did not
uso fron or steel.
They used levers
and inclined planes.
They also made
huge {!bre ropes, out
of-whtch
they

of blood. (oftentimes), from lose 100 pounds apiece enabled the Inca
Notwithstanding that the clove has sight
of blood, Sudden tidings of an illness peoples to carry out engineering aod

it is really an important little thing in

Suyten
eon can ae these pills through any
dealer, or by. mail at 50

it as a means
overpowering,

In same cases the cause of

the operation appears to have been
disease; in others evidence leads us to
the conclusion that the operation
was
Jntended to relieve pain caused by
wounds received in battle.
Since the
favorite weapon of the Inea peoples
was the sling, and clubs were commop, it'is not surprising
‘that the
skulls of many soldiers should have:
needed the relief that came from skillful trepanning.
In the art of war
they exhibit ski In defense rather
than offense.
Fortifications constructed with salients and reentrant angles
so as to admit of lateral fire were not

owls with none at all.
Some
are
snowy white; others are mottled. Some
live in holes
in
the
ground
with
prairie.
hogs
snd
such
animals;
some make burrows for themselves.
But most owls live in hollow trees or

in church

been so useful as e humorous subject,
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helping, me.
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devices,

Use of steel.

and: notwithstanding
the
doctor's
treatment
grew so: weak #hat I had to
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supply

‘The clove has been the text of jokes

‘The great future of molybdenum is
the economy it can command in the

I lost flesh,

Aerts: ‘my. -busiziess ‘and was

productive

Something
About a Well-Known
Article of Commerce,

ways.

it my Rervous sys-

tem was badly shattered.

the

ordinary guns.
Molybdenum is used

when I began to run down in health
pata little attention to it, as I thought
ft. only a temporary, weakness.
As
time: passed, however, I found myself
growing worse, one consulted a’ doctor, who said that, I was not only badly run down,

be

barrels,

Teally. aid. Sot realize its vast importance until Germany's great guns, containing 3 per coittos ber cook.
of
molybdenum alloys started
to smash

Mr PL i Callan, a well-known business man in Coleman, P. E. 1, says:
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one-half as much is needed to produce
the same results,
THE CLOVE.
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kon sixty and seyenty miles long that But, when night comes and the bird
no (white man has ever seen; the can see, only a mighty eagle dare do
Maékensie mountains: even
the In- battle with it.
dian. knows nothing about; and it
‘The hawk owl is one
of the owls
‘will be many years before the mystery which work by day, It is big and
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of ner~
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the need of team

ana

priate
mphasizing

Work’ between

the

The following have Base sncoesetal at aainisver. avd people, in order that a
chorch may render the aero
the’ London:
Nérmal eanoal examina.
ani
tiona: Misses Jessic
‘ker, Ellinor C, service to the community.
xoellent music Was isuaston by the |
Black, M rar
Leis
Dalam,
choir,
ander the leadership
of Miss Doan,
Elva L.-Carroll aud W.
lark.
Daring Jone the aaa
of rainfall aud a solo by Miss Lillian Mowat was
as reported by the local branch of the much appreciat

Department

of Agricaltare

was afforded
ister and his
the London
supper was

“ The present season has been excep:

of meeting
wife, and tithe
Presbytery,
served.
At

r. McRae, on. re

tionally “favorable

the new minvisitors from
after which
the close Re

of the two.co!

sample left with as grown by Mirs
Faunic Patterson
The berry measured
2% inches bsg teed the top aud was proportiountély Iai
A most suoiecstal Jawn social washeld
at the rectory at St. Peter's church,

Rev,‘Mr.

family.

tions by the O'Neil orchestra of Ridgetown being specially appreciated.
The
proceods were $135,
At the sale of the rtock of McKillop

Lorne, registered cows

brought $80, calves 7 six. months ee;
grade cows §80,
The sale, re:

Lote 122, is auctioneers being D, Black &
Son aud N. D. MoLachlio
on Tuesday,

and

haye been with

than delighted with the entertainment

q

at fone | bistliots

Sanday

Scoyne.
Mr.

if

was

held

Holland, and |

Walkerville;

shy

of

with

Mr.

the former's par-

Arthur Ppaff and sister aud

forwarding

here

andthe

‘Toronto;
at whigh

Mra. F, Stroad and| danghiter, Jean,

of Ottawa,

and

Miss Auoa

aud

Oorp,

maple leaf,

Rev. O. Eu-

r Sharp, rector, officiated, Jessie M
M., Oharles

Oakes

Er-

Jennie

McDougall, teacher of Union

Miss

Hodder,

of

Mrs. John Hodder,

‘The following teachers are home fe
the summer vacation: Miss Lilias McKillop,
Miss Margaret
March,
Miss
Dahl, Miss Kerr, Miss Cole.
yrs. . Roy Cook and little daughter,
Dorothy, and Miss Maude Hodder, of
Keswick, are spending several weeks at
the home of Mrs. O. W. Hodder.
Mrs, W. J. Archbota and dan; hte:
Eva, of Detroit. aud Miss Bérnice
of Toronto, are visiting their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J_ F. Berry, Iona Station.
Mr. snd Mrs, J_F. Berry, Mra. W. J.
Archbold and daughter, Eva, also Miss
nice Berry aud nephew, Pi
ir,

gnerite, Youngest daughter of the Inte | spent
Be
Toesday with Mrs, Mary A.
George Jerrold Potts, M.D., of Torduto, elje, Datton.
was married to

Miss

DUNWICH

Korr at her

Ingersoll, are visiting their parents, Mr.

now in possession of bis mother,
A. O. Grahi
Pate quiet wedding at St. Thomas’

4 Paar

Patterson,

spent Eriday.

hoine in Danwich.

George

to Evergreen

had tho sholl made in the form

ands

Oharies

| few days with Miss Shirley

of a cap, which has been decorated with
regimental buttons

Nyal Quality Talcum Powders

trust that it will often bring pleasant
recollections of your sojourn among us.

an, Belmont, | Mary Kerr, of Paisley, are spending »

Toseph K. Holland,

on Monday

to

Mrs.

Dominion
Day with
‘sata
ta. Danwich:

Somme has been received by Dan. Graham,
St, Thomas, from his brother,
Corp, John L Graham, of Datton, now
in
France, being a portion of large brass
German
shell,
which Corp. Graham |
foand in a dog-out after that battle.

Previous

Miss

over

their uncle and aunt, G. M. and Miss
Faunie Patterson.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Robb motored
from Windsor on Saturday and spent

A momento of the battle of the

Graham

and

at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
and

Cass Oity, Mich.,

a David, ‘of’ West Lorne, ‘The faneral
cemetery.

W.

INSURANCE COMPANY

Tho regular snonitbily F_ meeting of the
Donwici Insuran:
pany was held
on Saturday when t the following claims
resulting from lightning were paid:
Dancan Mclatyre, heifer killed, $55;
Jacob Beecroft, 16 sheep killed,rales
Neil McIntyre, ‘steer killed, $65; N. FP.
two horses killed, $800; D. D, MeMillan,
damage to barn $10.

M. Baker read ten ‘applications from
A leberonge for insarauce, amounting
to $85,750, and ten applications were

presented from Dunwich
for
r $18 460,
which were acoce}
jie Kendall was ‘appointed valnator

ro tam,

FOUND

DEAD

IN BED

The death occurred very suddenly at
her bome at Kintyre on Tuesday morning of Mrs, Neil McDougall.
The tele-

matinger, of St. Thomas, janior jadge
of Elgin. The bride,
who was given away by her brother,

Mr. and
Miss Elva

ot M. Patines

home
‘here,
previous
to going
to
‘0 daughters: William, of
Kitchener, where she will be engaged
as Datos; Noe of Orford; Clarence and
inspector in one of the manition factories Misa Jean, at ‘home, and Mra. Smith, in

of-the County

Mrs. W. Hollingshead and
Hollingshead, Dr. and Mra.

Plone bell had rang-and as she was in

A.E, Leiteh of Saginaw, and Mra; J: 0: the dct
of rising from bed to answer
the
Payne. of Dannyille, left Monday for a. call eho fell dead from heart failure,
Rey. Jerrold
tts, was uD!
She Geren ne as travelling ‘an of coople of weeks motor trip through Mrs. McDongal!l revently retarned from
® yisit to her —
in tho Weat and
pearl grey taffeta, with leghorn hat | New York
Miss Vern McIntyre,
teacher at waa apparently in the best of health.
me touch of mauve.
vis arvived by her husband, three
n raising was held on tho farm Hespelpr, spent the week-end at her Eee is
at Campbellton Friday

when a portion of the frame comprised

the eee! os a
farm 60y

~_

aot on the same

there doring the vacation.
Mr. and Mrs Oharles Dahl announce
the ougagement of their danghter, Nina

mongst the spec-

tators wae‘Mr. Davia Andtews, not
his 94thy

“tains at the

10 was one of the coe

hive of the original bai
cent is

Mildred, to George O. Curlisa, Assinidoia, Sask., son of the Inte Mr, T. Ourlisa and Mrs, Onrliss, of Bolton, Ont.,

three-soore yeara ago. His 0)
the

exciting

contest “of other days was

the marriage to take plage in Jaly.

Mr. Dancau Finlayson, of Dutton. who
recently eutered his 95th year, and these

are the very few remaining of the stalwart mon who assisted st the raising of

LIVED IN DUNWICH FOR 70 YEARS

The jubilee of Confederation was obeeryed in the looal churches on Sunday,

_ An old and esteemed resident of Dan-

the first frame barn in that community.

wich died Movuday at his home in the

rsou of Mr, Traman Welch, after an
illness of several weeks,
The late Mr.
Welch was in his 80th year, was bora iu

in ‘Accordance with the royal proclama~
; tions throngh the federal and prariogsy
€

ahem of the country, as a day of
and intercession. The wraetty

of ri
ah

Dominion

‘ova Scotia and

nearly

, educational

10 years

0

came

for several years at

numerically

and yea

Talbot

to the farm on which he died.

the lastse his
fea

a8
upon,
Special roles,
ence was made to the peace and amity

the Domi inion, bat for the eutire world.
Se
fee ree
SPECIAL NOTICES

ta for sale,

phone 176,

first-class brick for sale

De

—

celebrated the 50th
serie
of their wedding,
Besideshis wife, be is arvived by a
family of two sous and three daughters:
ho Mines St
Mrs. raat
bt
H.
Albert
nell, Dutton.
The faneral will be held ou
at 2 p.m, to Pairvi
cemetery.

J. 0. Black has been re-engaged
teacher
at Coyne's
Corners,
iy

The death ooourred at Rodne:
ey 1000,
Dee Wednesday morning of Mr. John cat
Oe

ee

ee

Mrs. T.
*

W. Onrof de-

ieee, vaaicosbess memes og ies
family are Mrs, W. Gibson and W.
Westfall, Rodney:
Se

te | ana BeeA, ele, Detrolgg

1

Flesh and White in the following odors:

Lilac,

Violet,

R. P: Reekie

WaDG Sore |
A Good Place.
To Buy
Wedding Gifts
We specialize “in gifts
oecasions,
At present

perhaps

At

You

May

Need

Corner

ae :

An

OUTING SKIRT]

for all
you are

This os
summer. ‘Bee our, bir
and
Middy

tase

Middies, in all abit
material.

$6.00 upwards

$6.50 to $10.00

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of

China 75c. to $2.00, or something
in fancy Forks and Spoons at
75c. t© $1.00.

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers
Issuers of Marriage Licenses

1.00; 1.50, 1.75

colored

collars; made

of

extra good

Value

Fancy Neckwear for Men and Women
4
Shantung Silks, Plain Stripes and Coin Spots
Chiffon Taffetas, black , navy, browne, greens, per yd...... 1.50
ee eeee ced. 25 to 1.75
Duchess Satins, all colora, per yd...0..
Extra values in Silk and Lisle Gloves..
-25¢, 50¢, 75¢, 1.00

UNDERWEAR
In Balbriggan and Lisle, also excellent quality of Cotton. ~
Hosiery in All Qualities and Prices

interested in wedding

Mantle Clocks.....+.---

and

of
bie Sport Shire in ae
made with
pockets and
yal

Voile and Silk Waists--Wonderful

JAMES

gifts.
Our-stock includes:
Cut Glass Water Sets.$8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...
Fancy

the Busy

Rose,

Mayflower and Nylatus.
You
Should Try
tne Nyal
Special Baby Talcum

F- GAHAN

me Custom Tailoring)
ica

of the Newest Shades
and Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
Arch, McCall um

MERCHANT
TAILOR

Weat,

PA

a ped brace Arecoming

into line

will embrace the county good roads
scheme.
7
A

bridgea ae Bincacking were caraway
by
Sonday’s storm, which
raised the water to a recorfl height.

eel

erte anag a ea

Weer nouxp
AST BOUND.
team dopa. Bt.Thomas 11 Sean ap 2
74am

49pm.

11S} a.m

4,45p.m

1am 42pm
7.40.8, 436p.m

Shedden

Towa
DUTTON

1137am 8.31pm

11,900. Bp.
11.190.m 6.19 p.m

all information apply to
R. W, YOUNG,
M. 5,
CLAUB,
BP A, Loni
Agen, Dutton
BPRUBEN Dation and wy home on Jane
the

@anadian

Paelfic

W. B. HOWARD

Dutton Pump & Garage Co.
Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or t Deep Wells
All Kinds of Repairing

Auto Repairing ‘Our

| Station St eet

CHEVROLET$750)__
The

Wost Lorne 11,00a.m, 8.90p.m

was

Welen, at home, and Mrs, Foun MeVan-

Coal business and sheds for sale or
_ Feut, Apply to Datton Elevator.

tomato

ak beet

all of whom lived

2900his olee partner
Dominion has lived | and
our roan
in which great
democracy to =
ers

the great Posslbilitice of this ne
dodo grat
‘Anglo-Saxons, not only for

-

to

id after resi

Se

the pupils,,y oung people and parents

will jadge those ‘abo follow ta your
work. We ask you to accept thi
a slight token of our regard for you and

spending the

Mrs

AE. WHITE
We have just received a shipment of the

8.8. No. 1, Aldboro and Danwich, was
preseated by ber pupils with a silk, goldhandled, folding umbreila sa: a token of
remembrance.
+ presentation
was
made by Hugh Ripley, ‘and the following
address was read by Harry Garbute:
“Kt ie =p much regret that we mect to
say goodbye. You have been to uss kind
sect faith(al teacher, always ready to help
whenever you could, or to encourage us to
jo oar
“And aot only haye you been to asa good
er but » friend as well, joining with
us in our sports, making us feel that you
were interested in our play, as well an in
our work.
“To ahow you in a amall way that we appreciate all you have done for us, we take
Blassure {in presenting to you this gift, and
we hope that success will follow . eberever
you go, also Peace and happiness

acd

> 50c to $1.50, Liquid Veneer,
Furniture of All Kinds. Beds, Springs, Mattresses’ at Lowest Prices
FURNITURE
HARDWARE,
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWEERY ‘Ae
|

During the years you

us you ect a high ideol

holidays with friends
at Largie.
Miss Cora Taylor, graduate nurse, of
Hamilton, speut last week with her par-

Mr,

It dries like Blase
Finishes
ae a
Patuiine.
and gives a beautiful finish.
cleaning, Vacuum Cleaners
We also have all the modern helps to house
’Cedar Dust Mops
S jweepers,
from $5 to the Electric at $25.
Renewal, O’Cedar Oil, Wall Paper Cleaner.

‘a to the work of your profession
your conscientious endeavor to Hye a

Jotbat ideal nee set a standard by which

Frances’ Mill, of, Siasaen s spent

The death occurred at West Lorne on
¥riday of Mrs. John Erskine in her 56th
he deceased had lived in the
lity all her life and was very highly
esteemed by all.
aby perl

Among

. Morrow,
w, of Toronto, Lee
ant "atliday
with
Mr, and Mrs. L.|
Hamilton.
Mr. aud Mrs. Oory Stidwill, of Hamilton, sre visiting the former's father,
Wm. Stidwill.
Dr, and Mrs. Seott and Mr. A. G.

dance was large and every ove was more | fax.
provided, consisting of pipe selections
y Jas. Brace, sougs by Charles Auld,
deet by the Misses Kerr, addresses by
Alex. G. Leitch and D. A, McNabb, and
dancing by Misa Sara Brace.
The proceeds amounted to $110.

quite reverse.

'
x

In aitcolors Oak, Maboxany: Walnut, White
nd Clear for Linoleums, Floor
aud

the latter we wouldolass your

from among us.

Miss
Leitch
and
Miss:
Charlotte
Leitch, who go oyerseas with St. John's
Ambalance, left ou Saturday for Hali-

The atten-

, some of which are.

pleasing; otha

ents, Mr, aud Mrs. Augos Taylor, Largic.

A very*successfal aud enjoyable social
was given by the Patriotic Olab at the

cee of time clianges aro con-)

tinually taki

Mrs. Mekay

Leitch, of Toront

sold from 8125 to $210, yearling heifers

aacne School

and

PERSONAL

Tyroonuell, on Mouday evening, A
splendid program was given, the selec-

Bros., of West

McKay

-| Dear Teacher and Friend,—

In the

for the growth of
constitute theoh
large strawberries, as evidenced by the grogations ‘which
resolution of welco

44

Mins Mavesieny cough takes by ears
thanking them not only
se thelt hindoees shat day bat for their
kindaees to her during the thme spent
amongst them. The following is the
address:

Following the service, an opportanity

was 4.75

inches,
Thia ts the heaviest fall recorded in Jone for years. Lass year
8.87 inches fell,

at the old prices: Half
756, half-gallon $1. 25, gal- |

pint 25c., pint 40c, quart

Lacqueret

Fosder to hie People
Rey, & R. Mentos! ih, of King Street

on Exaby
reebyte:
i
by
ress to0 the oobarenptt

Pa nts #
Mixed Pai
lon,*$2.25.

prove a worthy shepherd, guide and

Memorial service for Gunner George

S.Stewart, who waskilled by ashellon|

May 25, will be held in. Daff church
Sunday afternoon, to be pandeowed

DUTTON
FLOUR MILLS
a
PRESENTATIONS T TO TEACHERS

church,

basing his admonitions on oe ‘advice of

We still have a limited
nagntte which we offer
you as long as. they last

Specialty

New

Design

FOUR NINETY A
A really beautiful small car equipped with every
idesirable appointment for comfort and convenience.

;

ea

A,

e

Mrs.

paheuans

POOSOCO
SLO D9000000008
-

es

©
$ IN AND AROUND TOWN$ hia
harmonious

phan:
we oman, \ forget
her suckling
child, that she abould ‘not have compassion on the son nf her womb? yea,|.
they may forget, yet will 1 not forget

—Can

Shut up the-doors of the house

ee,

by

poor

reafing

of

devel-

“sore ‘distress: upon him,
of his acts—The Lord sent
Ieaish to Abaz, but-Ahaz
ey help) he might have re-

‘hiyartily spas ann rors
tothe

\Ahaz

slept with his fathers
‘Ahaz

divine.

was
typunishinent was sent
} What effect did his dis-

have: upon
¢

him?

orship?

What

What

did

gods

he

do

to

thie temple?) Where was he ‘dirled?
Who was his successor on the throne?
‘of
Pe his
hls,

PRACTICAL SURVEY.

immense armies,
ewtry
by foreignthe

5
3
‘Topic:‘i —A1t-idolstrous'-carees.

the bringing
of Judah low

s affferent
of the.
setntation

&

le.
that

Measure

He

H
wag full of
‘predecessors.

the true religion of Je-

adopted the false

worship

of BaalsyHe utilized all the idol sanctuaries of the land. He Introduced th 0
or ites od. 0
is of Damascus. From tie beginning he reversed the policy of his
into the
father and thre® himself
arms

of

the heathen

‘one of the worst
dah. He revived
tions of the old
He took for his

re—Having enumerated the

party.

Ahaz

was

ofthe Kings of Juthe worst abominaCanaanitish religion.
wicked
pattern the

kings-of the northern

idolatries

kingdom, whose
their, own
bringing

were.

He did not plunge Into

idolatry for lack of good advice, Isainh,| théygreatest
of
‘the
prophets,
stood beside him and addressed
to

were per-

remonstrances which might have

made

the

most

reckless

He

pause.

presented promises which might have
kindled “hope and courage in the most
despairing.
Ahaz disregarded warnHing written and proclaimed. warnings

and

Ahaz

scis
ven by Israel later, Dane

was

providences.

Iterally

devoid

of

of

Not one redeeming feature-is found that canbe placed to his
credit, While Ahaz was.a very great

‘transgressor,

‘only was he glven over

is

gradu-

but the element is so firmly held in
complex combination. that plants can-

not utilize it; Beds of phosphatic rock
contain immense stores ‘of - phosphor
us; but ‘before such rock is of Jmme‘diate

use

in

crop

production

feeds,

it must

be treated with sulphuric acld or added to decaying organic.
matter, the
acids of which make this otherwise
worthless material 2 valuable fertilizand

peat-are

rich

in

he was also a very great

plant

chemical

availabig

food

test,

is not.so

in a soil

but

the

fs

determined:

He ‘recetveil repeated chas-

Antroduction

of

Baal-worsbip

luxury

and effeminacy had crept in. Injustice
tivity. He told the peo
had

te

od’s

e

even

been

seasons

long-suffering

of prosperity.

mercy

was

ex-

nitro-

whole milk

In two

daily,

12

pounds

of

rocks,

shown

amount

Sols

weeks of age with
bran,
equal_p
ground corn, Start
elghth pound per

until

enlarge us;

virtue;

ence enrich,! ennoble

that

grey

paths

of

Oceans, archipelagos, coastlines, star

on star, millions of worlds piled on
millions, yet throbbing with common
energy governed by the one central

mind, design, air, and end, all_com-

prehended Within the circle of the all
sustaining,
illimitable,
unaameable
One!
Here is grandeur in repose, the sleep
of infants, the rest of God!
His service is life; His smile ts liberty; His

THE CHEESE MARKETS.

alr of the intuitional, eat more than
angels’ food, have delicacies delightful,
exquisitely coniplete.
We
will graap
truths at first hand, and tremble with
emotions that throb
from
the very
heart of God.
coe

hirty tubs sold at # ents
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.

.

joy is boundless,

We will

inhale the

ees

G

Ig it the herald
touch {s that
of the dawn,
Awake, thou that sleepest!
Watchman, what of the night?
The morning cometh!

day was used and all liquids as well

Use Your Hat and Your Head and Spr

Mt

Js

estimated

that

yalue of manures is 50 to 100
of tue yalue. of the chemical
ents, depending
«pon the
vhich the manure ig used
menner of application,

humus

per cent.
ingredlsoll- on
ang ‘the

What

A RUNAWAY

You

HORSE.

Can Stop Him.

‘The observer of people and
events
wonders how many peopie have
the
slightest motion as to how to stop a

runaway

horse; An old farmer in

adjacent

state

was

coming

home

an
the

other morning when he heard a terrifle commation behind aim, and when
he turned, eaw a horse racing toward

him in a frenzy of fear.'In the spring
wagon was a little boy of six or seven,
a
and behind the 6waylng vehicle was
gray haired man—evidently the child's
grandfather—chasing- the” runaway.

Tn an_instant the farmer was out in

hat
the middle of the road with his
whieked off his head, both arma
gyratin wide circles. The hat-did- the
afterfolks
told
work, for the farmer

ward

that his mother

a horse

work of a few seconds. to calm. the
quivering animal, and soon the grandfather came up. He threw his arma

ay.

,

and

every

*

Love 1s the light which lightens all the

untit at last, when earthly love fs

STRANGE

FORESTS.

Australia’s Flora Contains Unique
Relics of Jurassic Times.

the rescuer and fairly wept for

Next time you see a runaway Dobbin

coming your way don't forget to use
your hat—and your head.—Columbus
Despatch.

over one Salf-of the value of the man.
urs
oid te
efor? «:e"y
e?The Elusive Rhyme.
fort should te made to conserve all
ent voided by animals. ~_ I sought a word I hoped to rhyme
With childhood’s happy laughter,
|. ‘The waser retained after twentyI
followed
on an endless time
four hous by 100 pounds of material
Pursuing closely after,
*
used: fur stsorbents in the stable is
éstimated io be as follow:
searched my books by day aad night,
Wheat ctraw, 220 pounds; Oat straw
And lexicons I treasure,
dg;
well
peat,
600 But there I found no word that might
235
pounds; ky: sawdust, * Attune the dainty measure,
éricd Jeaveg,-182 pounds, —
:
Canadian, Countryman. ‘Til, wearled of my fruitless quest,
I atolé away to wander

:

Kaiser:—Thank Heaven, Sethmann.
‘we have won another great victory

had told him

would always stop at the
being whirled diréctedly
a
in front of {t. The animal came to
few Inches of the farmstop within
the
er, who stood his ground. It'was
that

around
It is a well known fact that halt] § joy.

the total value of the excrement from
live stock is in the urine. If the liquid
jy allowed to drain away
through
poles In the stable floor, or otherwise,

Which. Joys. in 1

stip

do not

averaging in weight
close to 1,
pounds each and running locse in two
Dox stall at-the Experimental Staa per
covering
S.,
N,
tion, Kentville,

nutdus

net

WINNIPEG GRAIN EXCHANG

felt pres-

us, add to our

with love, Fairer than the fairest crea-

sricultural production, the value is
n greater than that given above.
Nothing has. been .allowed in the
above calculation for the value of the

‘bred:
Boy
bred bocr snuuld h¢
‘of the same breed as”

the

This

fountain-head

lét the

claims

tlon we enjoyed in the
time.

5 cents per pound, the price of potash
before the war,
‘A ton of the above manure at these
prices would, therefore, have a value
of
‘At the valuation of $2.63 per ton, 112
tons, 140° pounds
would “de worth
$295.40, or $12.31 per steer, a Httle
over $3,00 per steer per month,
Considering that. potash. will eath year
brecme 2 greater {actor in economical

‘read: ly to
the sow-should be watched
vghe has caught, If she has
‘days later sie will
dications of heat and

to

does not blind, oh,
gleam that léads
not astray; company that exalts, employments that enlarge;
vistas
that
give mountain tops, clad in the purest
snow, warm with
life, and beeutiful

cancuts for phosphoric acid. Potash
or
cot be bought at any price, but in the
to get at a fair valuation for
‘e manure we should allow at least

systematic
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that do no confuse, Oh, the light that

the solids were saved.
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tell us that this fresh
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> AN EXCURSION.
(By the late Rev..H. T. Miller.)
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People are starving to-day in Belgium,
Poland, in Armenia, in many quarters of the globe.
every
wide-spread’
more
becoming
Famine conditions are

in the nation’s honour, heed!
Acquit yourselves like men.
As workers on.the land, do your
duty with all your strength!’”
eeLloyd

ONTARIO

On

:

the

United

States.

~ He

known, *

conditions. becoming

d a Food Comptroller

selected

Herbert

to

Hoover,

C.

whom the world is indebted as Chairman of the International

THE CRISIS
~

alarming-food

these

President Wilson immediately ap}
for

_

:

Be

day.

George.

Belgium Relief Commission for his personal direction of the
~~
distribution of food among the starving: Belgians.
Mr. Hoover is already urging sacrifice and food restrictions, for, as he states, “The war will probably last another
ear and we shall have all we-can do to supply the necessary
sa tc carry “our Allies through with their full fighting
mina.”

France, England and Italy in peace times did not
depend upon America but on Russia, Roumania and
Belgaria for most of their breadstuffs.
With these
sources closed the crisis of the hour demands that we
see that our soldiers and the Motherland are fed.
Everyone in Great Britain has been put on limited
rations: meat is prohibited one day a week and the
making of cakes and pastry has been stopped. Further
restrictions are anticipated.
:
Bread has gone to 28c per four-pound loaf in England, for the first time since the Crimean War.
Lord Devonport, British Food Comptroller, propores taking authority to search the houses of Great
ritain to prevent food hoarding.
Forty million men, less the casualties, are now on
active service.
Twenty million men and women are supporting
them by service in other war activities.
In the last analysis, the land is bearing this burden.

The Problem for Ontario
The land under cultivation in Ontario

1916

“in

was

365,000 acres.Jess than in 1915.
Consider how much LESS Ontario produced in 1916 than’
she raised in 1915:

Fall Wheat....

meat. sss

or

Year Acres
+ + 4916 704.867

J

MIR

Barley and Oats... . 1916 529,885
ese,
ois soaais
Peas and Beans... . 1916 95,52.
“8
| 915 126013
. $016 258,992"
1915 300,73
Potatoes and Carrots: . 1916 199,593
"
“
-. 1915 173,008
Mangel-Wurzels
4916 42,793
and Turnips. .. . 1915 50,799

One million tons of food-carrying ships have been
torpedoed since February Ist, 1917.

Bushels
44,952,050

Sa

1916

Acres

DECREASE

105,315

12,388,969
socaigo
24432
1,243,979
2oia09
31401
12,717,072
21,760,195 51/441
7,408,429
43267,003 34,411
9,756,015
2556323 © 8,006

Bushels

9,794,961

799,070

done
tial. The first is Time. _ Whatever we are to do must be
at once. Nature waits for no man. The second is Labor.

9,043,424

=
Many farmers cannot plant the acres they would because they
we:
Many are afraid to
cannot get the-necessary help.
culti-. :
their acreage because they fear they would not be able to
Ie
itvate and harvest an unusual crop after they have raised
they are to do the work that is essential for them to do, the last ie
man in each city, town and village must be mobilized at once.

5,858,594
15,600,308
for

So short is the world’s food supply that witlrout increased
production many in Canada must go hungry, and even with
enormously increased production we cannot expect cheap food.
The world is waiting for our harvest.
___ If peace should be declared-within a year, the food conditions will be no better, for the accumulated hunger of the:
Central Empires must be met.
This will absorb a large part of
the world’s supply.
3
We.do not know when this war shall cease. It is endless—y
its lengthening out has paralyzed the thought and conception”
of all men who thought ahout it and its_possible time of con=?
clusion.”. Three months—six months, we said; nine months, a
year, we said; and yet two years and eight months have passed
their long dreary and sanguinary length and there is no manwho can tell how long this gigantic struggle may yet last:

in ~ its

—Photo ftem London (Eng.) Bystande.

increasing and conserving

Lloyd George, in-a letter addressed to farmers throughout

the Empire, said: —

A 15-year Old Girl at Work
Miss Alexandra Smith, one of the thousands of British women
workers on the land.
She recently won an All-Comers’ Cham-

Under date of April 10th, Ogden Armour, executive head
of Armour & Company, one of the world’s largest dealers in
food. products, stated. that unless. the United States wishes to
walk deliberately into a catastrophe, the best brains of the
country, under Government supervision,
must
immediately

of

~

pion prize for plowing. -

’

“*The line which the British Empire holds
“against the Germans is held by those who WORK
“ON THE LAND as well as by those who fight

-

Canada and the United States must wake up!

Cwing
scarce.

to

destruction

It_is much easier to
and
England
than
on
Australia.

by

submarines,

ocean

ships

are

protect shipping between Canada
the longer voyages from India or
-

One vessel can make twice as many trips from Canada
to Britain as from India, and four timés as many as from
Australia,
Therefore, every ton of food stuffs
grown in’ Canada is
worth to the Motherland two tons grown in India or four tons
grown in Australia.

Why the Call to Canada” is So Urgent

ne

not paralyzed.

So,

end malatalned,

ate

Acquit yourselves like men, and as

land

for the honor

do

os

ar

of Canada’s

dut;

di

2

soldiers

i

—
ice-—and

a
itizens
that, in the hou:
3
response was worthy~of their nae OTSA RCRESE
ae
We owe a great debt to those who are fighting for us.

Organization of ‘Resources. Committee, |
Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Therefore, the right solution of the present war

2.

on

for ihe. Bory of our New-horn Nationood—et tbe said of

problem comes back-to the farm, as to a foundation upon w
ee

eed!

workers

“strength I’?

if this country does not raise a big crop this year, not only
will the people of Canada. suffer but the Motherland and her
Allies will suffer and their military power will be weakened if

our whole national and international structure must be built

~

“on land and sea.
If it breaks-at any point it
“‘breaks everywhere.
In the face of the enemy the.
“seamen of our Royal naval and mercantile marine
“and the soldiers gathered from every part of our
“Empire hold our line firstly.
You workers onland
2
“‘must hold your part of our line as strongly.
Every on
“fall day’s labor you do helps to shorten the strug“gle and brings us nearer victory.
Every idle day,
“all loitering, lengthens the struggle and makes dee
‘feat more possible. “ Therefore,
in the nation’s

Food Production is the Greatest Problem
the World Faces To-day

food supplies.

Armour urged the cultivation of every available acre. . The
European production
food shortage, he said, is world-wide.
is cut in half, the Argentine Republic has suffered droughts.

east

|

Ontario’s farm lands are waiting—the
implements
are
ready—the equipment is complete—the farmer is willing—all
he needs is labor.

1917, to be the poorest ever recorded and predicts a yield of
244,000,000 bushels below the crop of 1915.
The 1916 crop
was poor.
Even with favorable weather,
the wheat crop of
the United States is likely to be the smallest in thirty-five
.
years, not more than 64% of the normal crop. -

means

\

‘men and boys willing to learn should not allow their

Can the-employer render a more signal service inthis
s than by encouraging these men to help the
farmer
to
2 every available acre, and by making it easy for them.

official report, announces the condition of the fall wheat crop
‘(which is two-thirds of their total wheat crop) on April 1st,

devise’

j

Capable

lack of farm experience to stand in the way.

David Lubin, representative of the U ited States to the
forty
by
International Institute of Agriculture—maintained
Governments—reports officially to Washington that the food
shortage
a
showed
1917,
34st,
March
on
world
the
grains of
of 150,000,000 bushels below the amount necessary to feed
He declares it is beyond
the world until August, 1917.
uestion that unless a greater acreage is put to crop in 1917
before the 1918 crop is
.fhere will be-WORLD-HUNGER
harvested.
The failure of the grain crop in the Argentine Republic,
which is ordinarily a great grain-exporting nation, resulted in
an embargo being placed, in March, 1917, upon the export df
grains from that country to avert local famine.
—Agriculture,

Every man not on Active Service can help.
In every city,
town and village are men who, by their training on the farm,
or by their present occupation, can readily adapt themselves to
farm work.
These.can render no greater service to the Em-

pire at the present time than by answering the call of the farm.

As there is an average.of not more than one man on
each
hundred
acres
of
farm
land
in
Ontario,
the
prospects indicate even a still smialler acreage under cultivation
in 1917 unless e
labor is supplied.
re
aa me rye

World-Hunger Stares Us in the Face |

‘Fhe United States Department ~ of

reserve, an id

are the last

grown is the strategic gone

To their care is entrusted the -base
on which wars are decided.
:
;
of supplies.
To enable the farm to do the work two factors are essen<

7,504,160

Other crops show as critical decline.
Reports from Ontario on the condition of-fall wheat
1917 are decidedly discouraging.

Germany’s hope for victory is in the starvation of
Britain through the submarine.
Canada’s sons will have died in vain if hunger
compels the Motlierland’s surrender.
The land is'waiting—the plough is ready—will
we make the plough mightier than the sword?
Will we help the acres tosave the flag?
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Dainty= Wash Fabrics for
Warm Weather Costumes

on June 27th

home.of Mrs, Dan MoKenszie and
a bor which was shipped to the

House,
St.
060 00,containing

Thomas,
valued
the following: 28

sooks, $22.
5. flannel’ shirts,
a 20; 8 sheets, Py) 08 ; Tanits pyjamas,
98.00; 1 pair towels, 40 cents; tobacco,
= A100; toilet soap, $1.00; gum, 82 cents,

Spa

W, Balsden and part: motored from
pomeesall apt spent Sunday at bis home
ore,
Mr, and Mrs, Chas, Lyons. and. Mr.
aud Mrs, Bert Braddon motored to IoRes on Sunday.
Alfréd

Page and J. A

Page,

of

Loo

Sti sary

* don, spent Sunday with J.-A. Page.
Orvill Eyans, St. Thomas, spent tho
holiday

with

his parepts

at Shipman aud daughter, Blanche,
f St. Thomas, spent Sunday with
Mins Sarah Balsden.
The lawn. a
held at the home of
Mr. and
ee as, Allen was a decided

H oeof f

vicinity,
ing a few days with her uncle, Re

ford.
W. Wann, of Dannville, Be
the
~ “week-end at his.home bere.
Mr. -and’ Mra. Ross, of Torontd, are
latter's

ré, R. Mumford.
Mr. and Mrs.

parents. Mr,

Wallace

had

in all sizes

Buckler

for misses

:

Can be

and

ladies.
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Demon”

aud

weal

the

shirred and belted at waistline.

af

Miss Rosa Beer, of Detroit, is

ore ie

The picture gives a good idea of the
smartness and tailoring shown in two
typical models.
Made of snow white
Gabardine, pearl button trimmed with
slit pockets and belted yoke, or with
fancy pockets, pearl button trimmed and

Ts

-Buokler and’ son, of Windsor,
Sanday with frieuds in this

f

ape

ey

he proceeds amounting to $78.
“EAGLE

W,
spect

delighted when

i
8

success,

were

Were assigned to what was
+ be, and what has turned out to be,
the hottest corner on the whole
British froat. Major General David
Watson's

here,

age

spent

Sunday, with frienda at Clearvillo,

"Caahi jor Ee

J, W. Shipley visited her sister,

Mrs. Eckhardt, of Togersoll, on Sunday.
Miss [J. Lush was a guest at too

| At B.d, Sobalte’s Rooms,

on

program is

» Miss Nellie ua
facerned.to
to resume hor daties as trained
Fa two montiia’ vivit with her
oe
Clark.
poehase Mrs.
W. C, Pearce, of Hensall,
‘callers at Mrs. Dama Lumley's-on

“FOR. SALE
PRACTICALLY, newy threshing outfit for aalg
ebeap, Apply to
ALEX. McCORMICK:
RFS
Bhedden,
"a Stomach and Livy:
the
god bowels end stimulate the liver to healthy
rity eua tone up tie
system.
e one at night and you’ te RIGH'
the morning.

ffreei Chamberlain er
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Company, Torosito, 16°
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Bauer, bIb. prints, wrapped.
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‘Thureday for London
@ week's visit with bersister, Mrs. Ben
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.
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an How! tt loft Thareday. tor hia
3 3, Middleman, bad charge
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= half sore eet
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Do your. svetetire easily?
Do your
“eyes ache
Does‘ the type “be-

Se eerrea dnreding? Do yon suffer
frontal

headache?.

Does.i

r eyes to look at the Movies?

Do

for testing and with 85 years’ experience

proof is to cover it with

'

LG arrgatedl
orru
Tw

MEDIOAL.

Sheets

Madeel the finest corrugating
trom sebeartee <

RY D, A, CAME!
MD.OM, Trinity University; F.T.O-M., Tripity Medical College; M.C.P.S, Ontario
Orvice—Main Street,
Husipexce—Shackloton Street.

os

a time.

This assures perfect uniformity—an

sccurate

fit at both side and end laps.

to plant the

430

Talbot

Street,

St.

but if if die

fal carnage, bat in doing
so she would
tive lost that for which she lives.

fener
sayeth his life shall lose it.””
It is only presenting the other side of
the aula to
Deny it we way ;to save our

Thomas

lives
ast be
ly invested.
“He hae Tosoth
th his life
ry.eake and
the gospel’s, the anal
save it.””
208
f prot
rom many
Thay chorghe he was mnaking®

Phone 1384

DENTAL.

The Galt Art Metal Co.

D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S.
Honor Graduate of Toronto University.
Graduate of Royal College of Dental Surgeons.
Offloe -Hunry Block
Dutton

E.

GALT,

GROCERY

A. TESKEY
DENTIST

and Realdence—

Shackleton Streets East

At Rodney pie Wedeenay.
DR.

FRANK ! e BENNETT

-

5
is

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
Pragtitioners of Veterinary Mediurgeryand Di
Day Sus sah callsTr Tatletattendedwt ae
im:
eulmels
tent andta
ancthieds:
Dr, Aras
Gesaspet 8College. baa been practicing
‘Telephone 29,
Honor

gone,

as

it is

very

Red Rose

J.

hard

to

these

get

CRAWFORD.

Bo.

goods.

supreme:
are vot losing

dying for a great

McCRIMMON & McWILLIAM
Barristers
DUTTON.

us Who

ESTATE.

Diplomas from Meyer's School
of Embalming and ‘Canadian
Embalimers' Association
Couches, Caskets and all the
‘Latest. Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the
Finest west of. Toronto
FLOWERS

farnished

tor any

occasion.

Cor, Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

B. J.

Director

hard

service.
-No~other car has’ -ever
approached the durability records of
the Ford.

Touring

F.0.B.

Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario
J. AL Cabantl Dealer,

a

ae

re

Fancy

Prices

Paid

for

A Car of Fresh Cement Just Unioaded,

relating to: reckl:
driving, exceeding
the speed limit aad the driving
of motors

pereons who are intoxicated.

In the

reasonable and probable grounds for behere on) genet has been committed.

and [Robert

fog
the names
sate ofof satysix seom mbasbergof
the cbarch who ave eee ibe a

Thousapds.of dollars’
dove ts tb tui erp in ose oe
hail storm on Monday
somo di riots pieces of foe ao jak
ae fell.
R. W. Norwo:
of
Ons MemorialNowe
London, ~~
one of the Saino
fo, Philadelphis.

Epistopal ch

as he formerly was, for violations of
the law. if he was not responsible for
gach acts.
The law now says he sliallbe
beld responsible, nnlesa at the tine of

such eater the motor_was in posses-

rson
other than the
fon ctspighout his consent, sacli person
not being inthe'employ of, the owner.
Thies ovidendtly to relieve the owuer
f the responsibility when the law is
prokee by some person who has appro-

eee

ivcar,

A

person onder

18

oe
not drive
under the old law.
Now ai agtreo over 16 und under 18. may

ter an examination
Before Magistrate MoKenzie, of
Glen- drivo if
It was formcoe, an Ekfrid township farmer was) as ee ehanffer is.
that
a motorist on approaching »
fined $10 and $10.15 costs for assault- erly
horse or # horse-driven velicie, outside
the son of a neighbor in the church
cities and towns,must slow downy to
kas at Mayfair.
seven miles an hour,
Now « fitteen
Over 700 acres of beans haye been intle gaitis allowed,
With regard to
of Gos- fuveral processions an importaut chauge
janted in
aud a por!
ld this
In former aeer not’) has been made.
Motorisin were remore tho fitty acres of beans were quired under the old law, when meeting
oovertakinga funeral procession, ovtplanted in tho same district.
side of cities, to stop or turs off iuto an
Six head of
0 beet cattle,
g highway. Now the motorlonging
|itithes to stop
mi to Marshal Dickey. ot Tad
or tarn off only ou “meettownship, broke thro
wandered onto qeogeoneB.om aes ing’’-s procession, not ‘overtaking’? #
two = them were instantly killed.
‘There isa change with referouce to
. Je W. Crawford, minister at the lights on motor yehicles.
Until the
as willton Groye. has been unanimously law was altered a motor.could ¢
to Erskine Presbyterian church, its front ove lighted. Iamp at nighe
Blenheim. The stipend is $1.200, with Now there mdat be two lixhted lawps on
front, and a matorcycle wust have one
a fine manse and ove month's
holidays
lamp in front ad and extra lamp for the
each year.
The use of sedroblights hes
Henry
J. Billings, formerly manager side-onr.
bee
rohibited-for years
Soe cars
of the Se aslpene
Ridgetowa, died
Wednesda:

thas ~e

as

out the

healt
eaie

oars,

we

He

bad

these lights sui used revolyfog lights. _ chee lights have now been

ee ordered ou!
wife @ light ‘hich

No motor cau carry

revolyes

oo w

pirct,

80
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Seen

3 DUNDAS

GLASS
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ST

evidently went about. the job delibermals
for he fastened a double-barrel
shotgun to -piece for farm machinery,
and then uttached a string
to the

Suitings

Happesings

in Bigin

the Past Week

During

Bergt. G@. Haynes, who was through
the terrific fighting at Vimy Ridge, returned
to his. home in St. Thomas on

He lost hia right foot in that
trigger. He was 75 years of age.
engagement,
Allan C, Arnold, of Kent Bride.
The death occurred at her bome in
from injuries received while aoe a Yarmouth on Monday of Mrs. Christina
horse.
The horse reared and fe!
Norman,
widow of the late William
taking the rider with him, and io the Norman, figed 86 years.
Two’ sous
fall.
Mr. Arnold sustained » broken and one Seughtet survive ber,
collar bone and a fractured skull, He
As
Dan.
of St. Thomas,
was’ in his 67th
year and leayes6 was backing Treadwell,
his automobile from his
widow, seven
dren, a brother, home opto Talbot
street be ran the
sister and his mother.
car directly in the path of a belt live
~ One of me heaviest storms of tho car. He.was pitched out, but the auto
year
ver portions of Western was completely demolished.
On!
on, Monday evening.’ In OrMrs, George Knowles, St. Thomas, is
ford the
were rendered im- in receipt of w letter from -Sergt.
inundated to thi
beste of the 4th °C. M. R.. regarding

Tuesday.

death

of

her

son.

Kuowles of that unit,

Spring

ONT.

THE COUNTY

township.

William C. Leggatt, a widely-knowo
gardener, committed suicide/on the
farm of bis son, near Chatha:
He

- $475

FORD,

that

storm was equally severe.
A bad wreck occurred on the Grand
Trunk, vear Chatham, when an eastbound es Seederailed.
nia
ood as: ne yeoallof spedtter
a

Sergt..Koowles

Sergt,

George

The letter states

was

killed

while

baseball Debiud the lines. A
“dad” shell was lg ig near and this
was hit by the ball.

be dud shell ex-

plone aud killed seyeo of the players.
luding Sergt. Knowles,
The co
adds that it was most cuter
tunate that ber brave .sou should go
through so

much

bard

fighting

with-

out being hurt and then to be killed in
this manver.
Sergt. Kuowles enlisted
io St. Thomas.
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in pool rooms and dancing Lewd nT
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Wool : Wool

motors

meatfocalGohecro.
that the rays euiey be projected ‘in any.
has
and Walter Brown; healers, direction. ~The head ligut-problem
earth, for
iteonanees and oie are 19 James
been dealt with by makiny t anlawfol
and 17° seareieed
old,
v8so
the
sf God's throne, The
to carry any light of over four caudlebest way to house the memory of those
power
equipped
with
a
reflector,
unless
wi
in
are
vous
te
‘Sunday
oe
tie
bathing,
ne
whom we mourn is to invest our lives in
® acsbae a
were taken the same shall be to designed that vo
each a way. pint ie petal
for which
of the beam of reflected lighs
they died m:
ly recognized. out ina sid time’ but life was ex- portion
16 feet
of the
lamp shall rise
tinct.
above 42 inches from the Jeyel sarface
off, & Batak, ot tances
Alexander Drommond,'s prominent ou which the our stands,
‘This regulnle by si
ing
bimself farmer of Logan township, wasfone: tion comes
into force when the Governorhead,
dead in as field a short distance fro:
in-Oonncil orders,
® team of horses he had been ‘work:
ing. Ho was eppenes iy. strickes with
coming bi
boert-fallure.
fo was in bis 68th poceceoosoooce 90000000
the frout/Jell and broke her neck.
year, and was widely known through-

- - $495

Runabout

Embalmer

FOR,
Tinsmithing

at home may spend oar time

halls, -"-They- are. not -dying

mare
No matter what price you pay ior ® car you cannot get one
with a stauncher chassis.
Government. Laboratory ‘eels. have
« shown that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to those
in any. other car.
Ford Vanadium steel has never been equalled in
strength,
>
.
If you want a car that can plow through Jeep
mud,
A
gravel—that can cross fields, corduroy asa and-fosdpil ak
that can climb the steepeSt hills with ease—that will give the greatest mileage all the year round with the least expense and care—
~ then there is only one ONE car for you—The Ford.
‘

SCHULTZ

Byerything’ required can be farnished. Flowers for any oovasion.
Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 465.
:
:
Shackleton St. West

hile wess

may, ‘becomex malliogaiees

J.A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

ders and France:
aie oslives.
They are

Let us remember, however, that they
are notcalving. their lives that those of

and means

* and proven its stability with

Money to Loan:
Mr, MoWilliam will be at tho Dutton
office every ‘Tuesday and Friday.’

nae teers

horrified at the suffering and cruelty of
which we read, we are delighted with
the self-sacrifice that is manifested.

| HE Ford car has_neen on the market
twelve years, surely long enough to
have proyen its high quality. There
is- nothing experimental about it.
Eyery part has stood the test of time

8
Intest mo!
and daiene
_ Sour Right
patronage
Doliclt
a falls promptly answered.
Office—Henry look. Phone 23

bat Livingstone

fully today than eyer he did. By losing
his life-he saved it. Christ went to the
cross against the wishes of many of his
t|
followers: An spostl
‘rom thee,” Bat by
foany in the lives of multitudes of
eee
Whosoever will lose his life
ju righteous cause the same will save
in Our boys. who- are making the

-A Car of Proven Quality

DR.
A: J)
HAFELE
ees Colore
Ontario Veterinary

BLOCK,

DEPARTMENT

Tea at the old prices.
Cash for Eggs

spe

OPERA

investment,

Limited.
ONTARIO

We have a few packages of Monkland Oats
left.. Be sure and get yours before they are

ador Gctdaalgat Tie Ulnar
joyal College of Dental Sargeo
* Hacks Street, St. Th
aogr backot the AndersonOo.
Store
. Thomas for ap5

it bringeth forth macli

froit.”
Britain might havese i ont of
te present war and thus have avoided

Hours 1 to4 and by appointment,

Mee

may lose that seed.

Except a corn
of wheat
Obrist said, “Except
ma
into the groand and dié, it abideth alone,

~DR.
SMITH
Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat

i

ae rae ay eee,pia ieee
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e orp

sow,
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Corrugations are not rolled. after the wsual

ction,

gt

sponge

service.

\

W.H. MoFARLANE
Office Hours
2 to 4 p.m.
7 to 9 p.m.
Wallacetown'
Ont.
Successor to Dr. Crane.)

‘than meat and the body morethan

will give! at least fifty years satisfactory

they

i

Motors

_ceangee in the Inw governing

failure to exPablio Bevel I
Troland, of markers, as for oxaniple;
in s proper way. for
Bt. Cathe:
yery suddeslys hibit the number
when ranuivg a motor, for
rae on ns Oe ase
position forTeaphbesn yoars intoxication
tanning
s
motor
before
the
lexal
age,
Mark 8:35,
was 54 years of age.
life ‘shall: loseit, but whosoever shall it
and for omitting to report an accid
There are now seven Grilling rij
Under the amended law, the penalty is
lofe his oeformy sake nud vhe gospel’, 5
working
in»
the
“Glencoe
oil
‘old.
left to the discretion of the magi:
shall save it.
ite" Stowart inthe conrse sf his dis- Neeny all = wells now being drilled who may impose a fine ‘not excee
for the first offence.
At the same
yore sald
that the statements ire seid to be
Prospects.
;:
be’ contr:
time the rale soeetdlus accidents has
A motorist is!
i LT
‘were strnok'-by
lightoii 1S on Sat. been made more sevi
required nothonly to. ifepors an accident,
i | ‘urday,
ea
Py,
eet ys
one of which,
Shag
be most."‘render all) possible aid,
‘Abgus, was tatally dos
which
he may be panisled,.
v7 Te
iz
An.bonor_ roll. was wareled fo, the
Bot the motorist if not punishable,

eet,

LEX. McKILLOP, M.D.C,M.,
Trinity Universi
BOP, London, Eng:
idinba:orgie
LBO.8., Bdlabe
and
and M.O.
London: F.T.ALS.
Mai er, porrow,
Jy
orice

WARRANT

aa been made in the penalties
Guistin
‘Morses,
in the | F.’. Robertson,
for fateahions of the law.
Hitherto «
the union of two great‘Thecountries
united choirs fined $200 and costs etch for wilatiog straight penalty of $50 was prescribed
for violations ,of the
law relating to
the tem; perance act. act.

water,

sults, at one-half the regular prices.

Dp

ee

oy ays

MITHOUE

Law. Governing
and Motorists

‘pastPriolators of the law under these
a Boutwells of ase at the 0. ©, B. sation. | heads had to be summoned {to appear
Sat ey
Mrs. J.
‘before the magistrate.
Now, auy peace
ou the-spot
ooo who decired | Te Keat county osuneil passed the officer may arrest offenders
cont
She
tn
| to#0th,
show their sincere respect.
seed renee ye Ceres forthe | withoat -&. warraut, provided he has

necessary to
barn,a factory,
shed, orwarehouse,
outbuild-

aud tho most modern equipment known
cau ganrautes the most satis

ML
as

1475

jave,come into force as &
foninet the legislation passed at theThe hotel at Highgate bas closed.
Jast session of the Ontario Honse. ~
A-horse owned by Joba Barnes, BelOne of the eee interesting is « clause

the county.Allen
Searsasd Stripes faEar
anache
o.n'vjdondnok
wind, JM] | being
ing of anyfire description,
Cook,
side by side, typifying|
displayed
and lightning

hart

yoo know if you have perfect eye-sight?
If not, we can inform you.
No charge

of
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The Newest Fabrics
in.

Blues,

© Blacka

and: Browns.

TO GET RID OF ANTS
die3 tance of from fifteen to twenty feet
| into the ditch, plowing
be
entire | Powdered borax scattered where they
right-of-way, avd scattering the con- fesanons will, it in said, exterminate
teute in all directions. The cara\which
| both
and black ants, but it mast be
used persistently. Do not swoep up
right after, bak ee it remain untilthoy
rinkling

A little Powdered

anew

sagar

necessary.

mixed with the

borax would caase them to eat it more
really. Para balsani, 1 ounce to's galused

as a wash, will keep

w. Holsteins

“Mr, T. A. Dawson, Manager, ‘Tells How to Feed for High Becubds Abundance. of
Feed.

the

“Many

are

called,

but

the Passover?

ee

at the Lakeview Stock
Farm, our
milk, butter, and ‘Shoste production

‘The

Breat

puri!

sacrifice

was

offered

en Hezekiah was king of Ju‘as Interested in the spiritual
‘of the kingdom

of Israel,

SURVEY.

Lakeview Stock Farm is on the |
‘| iicement highway between Torontoc and

‘Topic-—Reanion in worship.
{Tn memory of national life.

ten@ed with great devotion and rejoic-

eer

eect

are eta
first turned
eee oe

‘familton,

at

Bronte.

The

‘owner, ! 25 milking cows

When

Bran

=

test the

meal

Interesting Features of Adelaide,
in Australia.

Chi

Adelaide's unuguel plan—e buainees:
section surrounded by a zohe of 2,000
scree of park lends, beyond which are.

{s to Induce

the animal

to drink.

To

make sure that enough ‘salt is given

II. In,covenant against idolatry.
J, Id memory .of national life. This

ROOTS FOR MILK
“There 1s nothing

chapteri¢ontains the account of Hezekfah’s Arrangements for the ol
:

PRODUCTION.
Ike

exceptionally large and gi

signed to put buelness cares, recrea-

tion and quiet home life in separate
compartments.
The organization of
city life to allow for lelsure—a feeling more prevaient in Adelaide than
{n Melbourne, or even in Sydney, and
almost unknown in American clties—
imis responsible for the universal
pression among visitore that Adelaide
ranks high in general culture,
Both climate and the high
quali
helped to
also factors which have
make Adelaide such a desirable place
‘of residence. Thoee who are attractmanner
and
ed dy the climate, people
of life of the foothill cities of Sout
érn Callfornia, who care for out-of
doo rilfe and flowers and fruit, and
wiah to, ppend week-ends - in. nearby

day While a cow {s on tes
and feed four times acday. W.

ad not been done since the division
‘The Passov
festival
as cow
1
by.
vivid memorial
of an unpre-}-

sire js Dutchland
‘The senior herd
sire is
Colantha Sir Mona, whose.

buch

jnountaiia of st tho seashore, Wonid

the famous Colantha Joba:

3 champion 3-year-old but-

- san,ithe

first. month
correspon:

of

the

foundation

34.66 pounds

containing

of & covenant,
Junior Herd

rel

Sire,

King Canary Segie. He fe a grandéon
King of the Pontiacs.

at preent: io|
5 | siajor ELF Osler, who
his;country's bat

stock

that | in’ France, fighting atulated
tles, 1s to de.congrlocation onfor havhis
ing such an {deal
T. A.
farm, while the manager, Mr,
Dawson, is no fess to be congratulattd
far
many
so
developed
for ‘having
mous champions,
MILKS

THREE

TIMES

out

on

the

trees

this -year.

Lakeview

Farm.

we

Mf;

Dawson

considers

that

ly test is much preferable, a:

a

sary to condition
months

her

give

in

this

issue,

{s

King Segls Pontiac Howell. His dame
was Pet C, Countess 2nd.
proLakeview Rattler, as a milk
@ Last
ducer, can hardly be beaten.
made a Canadian record-by

The

for tubercul-

724

year-

indi
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he |

his admittance

All hi

husk

the world

the patient, who

séo

Hghtly.
“Go thto the drawing-room,”
she
cays to Sir Frederic. “! will fetch my

fiave,
yOu
deen to
wr" she

had pean
“7

where Lord Delamere

toc pursue the girl:

himself,

and

kept up only by the excitement, folto the room

his .shoulders

ec wound is @ bad one,” he says,

looking dowh on

ing . 8 case of instruments ‘from
drawer, he darts up the street.
Sir Fredric, faint and
exhausted,
to find

shrugs.

to commit

the, mannet of his'tribe all.

“Ab, yes!”
exclaima the
landlord,
with a white face, as he
selzes
his
hat,
‘It is what I expected. Ob, my
poor milord!

bat

be-

es, it is I, Sir-Frederic,” she anis nothing’ of the old
old
sparkle in her eyes, or of the fe, you

the | La

room.

priest, anxtously.

houra!

decide

swers, and there

motionless hand laid death-like on the
coverlid, goes noiselessly
from the

on
down the village street to
inn.
With breathles words he makes tho

in. two

derous criminality

tell you
I can
“But, look herethan all
something more interestingwho: really
I've seen #pBoche
that.

licuse; the servants speak in a low
yolce, and Laura Derwent
treads

says the priest,

and Sir Frederic, just touching

Give me

that towel yonder.
Light the other
candle.
Good!”
aa Sir Frederic,
nerved to strength by the serens calm
of the good old man, obeys each com:|
mand.
“Now fly to the village, to the
inn,
and tell them to send me tho
landlord, Hermann.
He {s almost a

of

she
tell

“If 1 know Sig—Lady Delameze, she

will

her!”

eric still keels.
“Delam
says, in a hoarse
whisper.
“I—T believe you.
I believe
you are innocent, however
black
it
looks,
For Heaven's
sake, forgive
me!”
“I forgive you. Bring her to met” is
the breathless reply.

a

strong, stalwart.man, now as. helpless
as a child, as lifeless as a fallen tree,
chamber.

lows him,

stops

sigh

ey and thousands of livés lost—every
rae day—what keeps It going Ipng
{s not

After it has been finally decided
the will. of-nations. No, it ‘s the

them ‘2 good deal, more, especially.
the killed.
»
THE BOCHE FROM MUNICH.

he says, significantly:
The
stopa at the villa Lady
Rookwell has rented, and Sir Frederic,
ns they enter the nall, notices the

‘The soft voice dies away—Sir Fred-

him: who,

and patlent! Yes—yes,”

“wo

been

around; there are several
the drive,and one of them
It is o close

a

But Lady
cide.”
He smiles sadly.

be: principal:
drive
-in
tb@}
Elysee—walking slong with

loving, and

breathes

Paris

On the third day, as he Is walking

aman

blood.

!

He

for that! Blyte, you have—made—an Champs
—awful mistake!
Don’t—don’t let it his"head bent, his. hands clasped..be-|.
‘upon your mind.

.

say the Hapsburgs,

of

wounded. would) startle

in “Killed. and

then. relapses ‘{nto silence. He
out a timetable and studica {t mejeally.
“If-It be possible she must leave

~

Despair seems to fill his heart; the
dying man’s command , heunts him
like a, dream, and for the Ife of him,
try as he will he cannot leave Parts.

in your place I might have done the

hangs on a thread.

Fp

no trace of Signa.

“No, no!” .groans Sir Frederic.
“Lwant.to say, I want you to belleve
that 1 am—innocent.
The good father
here, wlio would not utter a lie to save
his own life, all our lives, can vouch
welgh

but a few moments before, was

Dro)

tela,
:
He begins at the Grand, and finishes at the.Hotel de Lisle, but can: find

ae“As—as

wwe do
“Hush, my son!” says the priest,
trembling, yet already self-possessed

carry

533

swers.
eit
“What has he done, then, that
should leave bim1,.You will-not
You must not
me? At any) rate,
her; there ts the-shadow of death
yeur face,
Sir
Frederic. .
with her!»
§s
aunt
my
Heaven,
to do!”

“shall not die untfl I see her.”
Par
Buoyed up by that he sevives jp
the” ho
fs, and commences to search

done. iBtop!""

‘What—what—In Heaven's name shail

they

with

“Ot courae she Aree Aim. stilit",
“Better than’ life
itself,”
he

‘will forgive you all the herm you have

‘an answoring cry the fao him, and with upbeld

them

ead, heavy

They

too; but the Ausirians
‘vould
thankful to make
to-morrow, but

‘can guess. what tlie people in
meant to think about it
000, And. the figures

is to tell her?”

nfs

hensollerns.

tet i
*
she alriy par cies

Tiny? ; Yes, and.

“1 jenoy. not... I.dare not!

Mght_kneels beside him.
“He in Killed!” exclaims. Sir Freéerie, -hoarscly.
“She has killed him!

Between

who

- ie

Bring ‘her here

tht.

i -met

ext |'and indectafon.

ring and give-it to him.”
The priest draws the ring off. It
comes oft egsily;. the fingers have alrea y.
“Show it to her, and she will—come.

stanch

place did you

es Man?Xen, B08

Wi

ce ree he, fough' fae diel
the girl—ah,
T: think t seet: Ob, ‘April;

this supreme,moment he cannot
‘the half-taunt.
“Father,
¢

ig wildly

“What

a

f-the priest

a woman" dress, 2
it
ter, the gleam of steel,
‘Sir Fredrie turns, he {sn
Lord
Delamere
fall
and
see
against the gate and slide
with a knife buried in

Po

hor

own.,.eyes;

my

with

whole
they'd revolt-and call’ off the:
of the truth,
business... But Instead
cas
well, look at the official Ge
papers
‘our
in
repubUshed
lsts,
ualty
‘the month of Aprils
from thelr’s
the
-and
we
And
prisoners) 633...
them
French took forty thousand ofI know
. Of course
doring thet month
thelist dqes\not say that it includes

murmured, Laura.

ean: tell. you ee
nothing aner
more t enerentg ”
“Whats does it all inean?”, exclaims

will reach:

the priest.
:
an Engiish-;
ie?
Sir Frederi¢ ts no! t onlyibe

not have crossed until ‘to-morrow—
this morning.” .
“Quite right, my, son,” murmurs the

to.
“Great Hea’

“what js the matter?”

“T fear he

of

death!
Love is “indeed stronger
the King of Terrore—“that
she

foes stand

‘and Hector ‘stands aside for Sir Fredcerle to pass, when suddenly there

‘of them, ‘They go on paying the
about
T've seen

thelr dead leon the ground. 1 eh
thick
their peop'e
Knew the. tra’

es, yes!” gasps’
les
“I—I want'you to—to fetch her you
yourself, I*have calculated”—fancy

“I will
gone to

he gate. A Hght
dawns in the house, the door opens,

3

the meaning

and—and | w!
of fair play.”

Ge:

ely;

he

does not speak.
“You are an Englishman,

Hector Inclines his head, and in flJence thoy reach the little gate which

“walt,”
says
.oget a light. My

unlifted finger,

in

starvin,

peer

house?”

the father’s

there

ss

my

ed by

lines;

others,
Boches; and I-éan tell sl

a
ab:
medicine
at'25 cents a . box

mail

from Tne Dr. Wijiatna’ Medicine

Bneckville, Ont,

;

Taking

No

Co.

Risks,

“phere 1s a certain Scotch minister {

ct
pisad
rus
who
hae ie never
Wes
1¢
1° permit a stranger
yet been
occupy his pulpit,
"The other day, however, an Edinbursh
mans every single day
and willlions divinity student was spending a © fe"
in the Parish, and onLp. Saturday
of monéy—for what? To shield the re- be called
at/the manse and asked the
putations of a handful of princes and
inister to be allowed to preueh the foipolitictans: It’s the greatest crime the
dear,
minworld hag ever known, Here on“ this later. laying
“snow!
front our people are being killed like der,
“gin I lat-ye preach the morn,
fies
Your artittery — kills them in
bunches. There
isn't a minute of the
in ye're
gay but what arms and legs are being
an me, yo're no’ worth liste
wn off. Our men would gladiy give
id It, but’ you know

the people

might dowwhen

they

learn-

ed the truth, they keep tlie thing g
ing,

and

sacrifice

thousa:

er

Little
mother

Charlotte“
to°the

home

accompanied
of

ance. When ‘the dessért

an

her

acquaint.

course , wae
was

i

- "Sir Frediric, it 1s not unlikely

lence and 5;
iy, and.
“\Heetor, I shall die.”
t th
A hol! low moan escapes Sir ¥reder-|
making a signal to Sir Frederic, he
father, that he will die.” and the tcn{e's lips unwittingly.
comes and walks beside them.
"The good father sighs,
“But Ido not mean to die yet—not
‘The good father bends a
benign
on the band:
until she is here, I have sent for you der-hearted sister gnzes
glance on Lord Delamere.
es “You.-wish--to- speak ..with. me, -0¥-4 -pecatise;-though-you—you- -hate-me—" $4
Sir
Frederic’s
head
droops,
but
warnJord. Will you bring your friend into

brought

Beenie

‘The priest lifts his hat with the rx© quisite smile of warm-heatted benevo-

-[Special Lineof Ladistes ArWhriitvede
-|Voile Dresses. Ju

| Soldier Boys
_

Overseas

withan
erence of‘the yar:
cnt)

-At- $6

..

a _very

50

with

Sash of Paddy

whois here to-day, smilingly dethat he had any intention of
entering federal politics.*
the-western
Liberal
called at Winnipeg next month, in

whioh the four meen

Adams;

s

Inte

of

the

Township

provincial

A Splendid

new

national

government,

but one

condition is said to be the elimin-

-

the nsséts of the
‘among
tho
partics entitied thereto, baying regard only
to the claims of which they «hall
have
notice, and that the said eXeoutors will not" be

nu Par arses

Both

b.—Beizing

HANGED HIMSELF IN A CELL

‘A

David McCubbin, Formerly of Dunwich,

fects.

was

foand

a paper

the same of MoOabbin, which
was
identified by his wife. His watch
and other
were show:

two

king

with the new

Assortment of New

e rooms, , she
to” Fergnson’s uu
ved the sorrowial daty of farther
estal

Outing Skirts

White
A Special

‘Unknown’ Man Attacks. Two Little | 1
:

White

eautorby thers af 8

Hecate
ated
the Lot da of Jal;
al a 5 1917.orbs
é MoWibutaN,
4 MoCHIMMON
Bolicitors
for the Execntors,
—

Among

RL KILLED

made

over

trim med with hemstitching and
Skirt is a pftetty gathered

blouse,

rose.

FOR SUMMER

WEAR

Whitewear at Reasonable Prices

Good

White Outing Skirts, many styles, including flared skirts with
large pockets, belted style and button trimming, $1.00 to $3,00

lable for the said assets, or any pert th

3!
Commits Suicide
London, July 7.—Overoome + with
remorse when arrested on a oharge
of
shoplifting
at Woolworth’s store
of the Conservative, party,
eral | Tharsday afternoon, David MoOnbbin,
also carry with it the Libera
175 Horton
street, a city fireman,
party west of ‘tho Ottawa River. com!
suicide by hanging himIn such s government the grain ‘self in his cell at che police station bewere of tere west won
aeye. = tween 5
and 6 o’clock, less than two
‘as well as the Lib- hours after his arrest.
reprosented
When brought to the police station
erals, but it would probably be able,
‘he gave the uame of George Anderson,
“go lang
as the war wason, to rehe had relatives in Ss. Thomas,
the support of the west, with- claiming
Not ‘antil 8.80 o'clock Friday morning,
out dealing for the
it with was bis identity established, when his
_ . the tariff
and some o' er gouté is- wife called at the police station aud
gues upon whichthe western mom- atated that he had not been home since
feared somebers wWobld unite with other ele- Thoreday noon, and
“mente to overthrow any ordinary thing mi vere Batpensd © him.

“party government.

dress,

At 46c., Corset Covers, plain and Iace trimmed, all sizes.
At 5oc., a splendid range of Corset Covers, lace and embroidery trimmed.
all sizes.
At 75c., Nainsook Corset Covers, deep Iace yoke, with sleeves,

wéstern Liberals, who are strong scconnta nod

ation of the two leaders uf the politioal parties.
They want. a new
cabinet
a new premier, al.
though, itis said, they will not in‘They
” -sist on a Liberal premier.
“would prefera man who has not}
‘been closely identified with either
political
joved that a governmen'
Conserva-

handsome

“NEW: UNDERWEAR

mted,
D,
ates “in | th
-willarrange to put
the field'against the candidates of | t;
the Borden Government at the | st 4
next election.
of the
im
Itis ramored, however, that the
for, pons peee) will enter into negotiation
for the’ formation of a

A very

~-dainty frills of lace'and finished with. sash of yellow or
_« model with deep hem.
An exceptionally pretty dress.

A Line of Very Pretty Colored Voile Dresses at Popular Prices

vy

of

Dunwich, in the Ooauty of Els iD,
Mail Onrrier, deceased.

Skirt has graduated tucks,

green velvet.

gathered
Fine white voile dress, trimmed with hemstitching and lace-edged tucks on full
skirt. Sash of black ribbon velvet.
with
Special dress of embroidered yoile, made with tucked yoke and skirt and trimmed
fancy buttons and the new colored embroidery.

At $9.50
Hi
Mai
ee
‘siloredited with having refused to
|, gnter the
it government,
and
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
' Premier Martin of eects:
Ini the matter of the Estate of Renben

lace and touches of plain chartreuse or rose’ yoile.-~

Stylish coat dress, trimmed with torchon insertion and lace.

At $7.50
At $8.50
At $1

with half-inch tucks, in the new belted style, and trimmed

pretty dress, made

Venice

showing of White

Waists
Waists,

each....-+,-+-+++++ $1.25

Middies_

_

in Indian
large assortment in plain white with colored collars, to $2.50
Oc.
Head, Gabardine, Pique and Silk, prices

Silk Habutai

Middies

each $3,00
> All sizes, pointed pockets, shirred at top, sailor collar,

Shantuny Middies
} Belted style, gréen

and red stitching ......sseesseee

e 082

Silk Sweater. Coats

green, rose, gold, rose with
‘A wealth of New Colors, including
blue. and white
— white,
white, black and white, gold with
$10.00, $15.00

stripe, large collars, belted style, prices, $8.00,

Buying This Week
Men’s Department

in the

Balbriggan Underwear, Conva make, all sizes up to 46, each
Penman’s Poros Knit, cream, short drawer, suit ......2+-Two-thread Balbriggan, Penman’s, extra fine, each.
Men's Athletic style union suits, fine nainsook ...
Men’s Ribbed Union Suits, short or long sleeve
Black or Tan Lisle Hose...--+++++++

50
1.00

Wood Fibre Silk Hose, grey or black
Black Silk Haif Hose...
Holeproof Hose, silk.
Wash Neckwear
Sport Shirts, white or cream,

Blue Bathing Suits.

Special

Khaki Trousers, belt and cuff .
New Sennett Sailors

oe

New Shapes Panamas....-.++++
A Pull Line 6f Straw

ecials
Millinery Sp
Half the Regular

End

of the

dee

Hats--All

4,
Pricss

Special

season.

offering this week of all trimntrimmed Shapes at
.
Price
med Hats at about
Outing Hats--new
ses
and*Mis
ies
ad
of'L
le
Tab
:
less.
Half Price and

eae eerie ideutification until later | £
daring

the day. when she was taken

to

the andertaker's.
:
‘Sho stated to the police that her husmed

to’ be laboriog

under

ro
of
MoOnbbin, who was a native
tae ot
ian
been
er

What Is Worth |

THE MOLSONS BANK

‘BUILDING
LZ

At

00,000 ©
‘CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,8
ADA

It

© CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDI

DEPARTMENT
SAVINGSalloweBANK
d at highest current rate

| Interest

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
~

ch
's. WOODS, Manager Dutton Bran

Worthy

LACORS

96 BRANGHES IN CAN
A-GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
T
BANK MONEY ORDERS

All, [s

-

Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings

:

Cement, Lime

Brantford, and Ruberoid

".

Roofiings -

works

to.

better

advantage, requiring Jess
time ahd labor, Thus,
the difference in cost is
-| sq slight, that it should
‘cut mo figure.

-—

°

You'll find it will
to use the best—
a

THE KIND WE SELL

q

“A

Hl

rou.

ume for that here, as we have roll call
at a.m. fall
in for P,T. and B.F, at

F9LOOS
GSO SOO FS OOD OOOO

6.40, one hour off st noon and quit at 5.
ti

00S OS0OOH090

ee

then by the time a fellow gets

aipment and rifle cleaned,
ete., if
oat.

“We left Oanada April 29th and landed
in England May 7th, and we bave been

‘Miss Margery Cole is taking'n course

|

7
Rev.

Arch,

Lhompaon,

of

T

23

in physical culture in Toronto.
in ‘three different
since coming
Donald
MoMillan,
“Largie, has re- over bat we haye been broken up and
tarned from several weeks’ tripin the site with the 204 Beavers, put into the
West.
old
Brant Battalion 125th. The 115th

Two rinks of Datton bowlers took
ra in the tournament at St. Thomas

on Sunday.

DUTTON

Mr. and Mra. Geo, Kendall, of Ohatham, , are spending seyeral weeks with

al

friends in town.

COUNCIL

ton, $2.25.

Lacqueret

from the Home Bank, Lawrence Station,
branch at Thorndale.
O,-W; Buchanan is attending

up

« con-

ference of the district representatives in

of them, then the
nel sta
to come,

one

and my

cover that I was

was #0

jae,
to be expended in accordance with the
by-law.—Oarried.
ilton—That
the clerk be

Ottawa from July 10 to 14,

that it knocked things off tho shelves,

Miss Sadie Graham, of -Ions, is in
Toronta, visiting with Dr. and Mrs. F.
R: Scott, Roncesyalles Ave.
Miss Utah Dahl, of Detroit, and Miss
Hazel, of Hamilton, are spending their

cleaning started to form fours, etc. We
rate of
did not realize the danger till after. authorized to add intérost at theaccounts
like | seven per
They were eo high that they looked
white pigeons.
I saw them through a
lector’s
roll.—Oarried.
telescope, could see the German X on

holidays at their home in town,
-Is is probable that the M.O, RB. and
P, M. Re employees will hold a uasign
picnic about Augast 1 in-St, Thomas.

them quite

Mr.

and Mrs,
=
the High

of

plain.

They

‘The following accounts were pait

went then to

“A.B, Ford, work and tiling,
W. March, work and tiling, $3.87; A.
, feos re enforcement o'
ground | M
temperance
act, $11.45; John Wilton,
owing to their poor j
tot distance.
work on wells, $6.52; M.O.R. re“I did not have time to finish this the cement
pairing
gates,
40 centa;
2
.
other night ss they oame after me to
and
drawidg gravel, $74.25;
lay
|.
We were playing the teaming
16ist and we beat them 8to7.
And Treasurer, L.U.D.E., monthly grant, $20,
and W. O. Sankey, salary, $52.
who do you think their pitcher was?
k Black. -T, L. Rivers aleo at the
1, 0. D. E, NOTES.
game. We sure were surprised
to meet.
Their lines are next to ours. Rivers
The I. O. D. E.
will hold their regular
was runpivg the sergeant’s cautesn that
meeting in the I. 0. 0, F. hath July 13, at
p.m.,80 after the game we spent a good
3.80 p.m,m.,
:
time there over the table.

legiate Institate.
Siward Jones, Rev, H F. Kennedy
and G, Sasigrove have parchased fivepassenger
Ford cars from the local

“We

Rey. T, T. Shields, of the Jarvis street
of

~ While in England he proposes

fifteen to five.

Sanderson, the

Th

it

8

Sons

o

v

a peorebelly ste

of Scotland Benevolent Society decided

SPECIAL NOTICES

upon an immediate increase in the rates
‘This step is necessfor older members.
in
ary to offset a deficit of over $600,000

St Oarweek,of Northwest
Oall DuttonOatsFloat Bila,

She

the maprvaery fad: New Soelsieg
x
pected from
move because
that at least one half the
is estimated
esti
fa
mombers affected by the new rate will
cancel their membership.

|
Coal basiness and sheds for sale or
¢| Tent. Apply to the Dutton Elevator,
Do not forget the annual monster
garden
sy at Appin ov Wednesday,‘Aon
Grey county, first agitated for a better,

system until ovary

in

OUTING SKIRT

Bug Finish
For the Potato Bugs

i

R. P. Reekie -

~ | ost

Bigger

and

better than

ever.

We specialize in gifts for all
occasions,
At present you are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts. Our stock includes:
Cut Glass Water Sets. $8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...
Fancy’ Mantle Clocks...

$6.50

If you are merely wishing
to purchase a slight remem!
we.
can show you small pieces of
or

ogisiation {a detail,as wall
aa the cost | vided The Darton Pend
i

highway improvement, acres.
intended making
com,
to give up the idea
At
{ for the present, at least.
were

She cline

wee

hing

and

apswt

wi

APPRECIATES SYMPATHY SHOWN

reso-

‘To the Editor of The19 Ad Advance.
ir—Since the receipt of the

death in ‘action in France

KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES
empty

side.

wi

9 had her right

’

.

Voile and

T.

1.50;:1.75

secccccccccoesas'ecedee¥1,00,

eitciee

material.

of extra good

-.

Silk Walists--Wonderful

Value

Neckwear for Men and Women
Silks, Plain Stripes and Coin Spots

UNDERWEAR
In Balbriggan and Lisle, also excellent quality of Cotton.
Hosiery in All Qualities and’ Prices

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

"€ Custom Tailoring
Suitings

of

the

Newest

Shades

and Choicest. Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
MERCHANT 6

Iesuers of Marriage Licesises

@

favorivg the scheme.

was upset owing to the horse be

J- Bambridge& Co.

oss

Intioa ‘wasalmeat unanimously adopted |
ask

eet ||

An

Chiffon Taffetas, black , navy, browns, greens, per yd...... 1.50
Duchess Satins, all colors, per yd...0++
eoce0el.
25 to 1,75
Extra values in Silk and Lisle Gloves..
-25¢, 60¢, 75¢, 1.00

A Good Place

75c. i $2.00,

Need

Middies, in all white and colored collars, made

Fancy
Shantung

China

May

This summer. See our range of White Sport Skirts in Pique,
Reppe anid Middy Cloth, made with pockets and gathered
Beet

Derham and Northumberland—had | 4 Jawn.eoolal will be held
in fi
Forks and Spoons at
carried out onspoons of the eiiealty
ate wo!
of procuring material.
by-laws
to oops the
on Thursday evecing, Jaly mh. "A || 75c.0 $1.00.
50 asked
available for the shipment of stohe,
ce
ae
out
the
great
adsplenait
is
being
prepared.
Al
|
|
—————_—_________—
the
of
I
senso}
it was .etated by the manager
ville Contracting Co. - In factit
ible to secure them. and nol to the ayerage farmer, which
he ‘said in | attendance.
250. and ‘Cross
150, | | Jewelers: ‘
is ira)
greeny batevery municipality that Danwich, would be $6.98 per hundred | Proceeds to be applied’

riding

;

Corner

Busy

the

You

$6.00. upwards

Inst

He

Muoh of the proposed street improyement
in Datton this year will not be

ine

and gives a beautiful finish.

At

' Pure
Paris Green

To Buy
+
Wedding Gifts

D. R, Curtiss and James
Todd, of Yar-| from you. I might say Shay came a
mouth; A, Miller me M.D. 7
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The Monroe Doctrine.
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the type.

Do yousnffer
Does it hurt

your oyes to look at the Moyies?
Do
‘ou know if you liave perfect eye-sight?
f not, we oan inform you.
No charge
for testing and with 85 years’ experience
and the most modern equipment known
can gasrantes the most satisfactory
reguits, at one-half the regular
pi
S.

A. E. WHITE _
MEDIOAL.
M.D.C,M.,

Universit: L.B.0.P, London, Eng.
4» Hdinburgli:
LaAt. Edinburg,
} P.T.M.S,, Toronto, aud M.O.P.8.
Orrick
_- MAIN Wr,, DUTTON.
dy.

Kills the Bugs:

Feeds the Diant,

CAMERON

MD.O.M., ‘Trinity University; ¥.T.O.M., Trin
(ty Medical
College; M.C.P.5, Ontario,
Ovvtor—Main Street,
kloton Btrest.
Raatpexor—
McPARLANE
Office Hours

Bug

2to 4 p.m.; 7to9 p.m.

DR. SMITH
Speolalist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
1

Street,

St.

Thomas

to4and by appointment,
Vhone 1344.

Bet. in’ Canada, Nov, 2, 187,,J42,16"'
30%
fon-porsonousY PREVENTS*CLIGNT.$

DENTAL,
D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L,D.S.
Honor Graduate of Toronto University,
Graduate of Royal College of Dental Surgeons.
Offce—Henry Block

E.

A.

Dutton

TESKEY

DENTIST
Mee nnd Realdence—
Shackleton Street, East
Phoxs 76,
At Rodney every Woduosnay,
DR.

FRANK £. BENNETT
DENTIST
Gradwate of Hoyal College of Dental Surgeons,
Street,

St. Thomas

door back of the Anderson Co.'s Store,
Phone 995 or write to Bt, Thomas for apents,
JORDAN

of Veterinary

eeeese 19 1-2c.

J.

B.

CRAWFORD

A:

Graduate

J:

-A Car

of Proven

Phone

23

is nothing experimental about it.
Every part has stood the test of time
and proven its stability with hard
service.
No other car has ever
approached the durability records of
the Ford.

will be at the Dutton

office every Tuceday

and Friday,

UNDERTAKER
Diplomas from Meyer's School
of Embalming and Canadian
Association

Gouches, Caskets and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishings

Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
of Toronto

furnished

for any

occasion.

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.
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are the

Where the foliage is most
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mud

J. A. Campbell, Dealer, Dutton
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would place the rate at sbout
It is proposed to bring the

The following “was sont from the
trenches by a well-known Wallace-

Runabout - $475
F.0.B. FORD, ONT.

Fancy

He went

parents.

DUNDAS

Street.

FOR

for brayery in France.

arrived home ou Wedn

aud West Lorne.

Flowers for any occasion.

Phone 454—Residence—
‘Shackleton St. West

Corp. Geo M. Secord, son of John
Secord, of Mosa, who bas been awarded
the military medal

power to Glencoe by tapping the trunk
line at its nearest point between Dattou

gravel—that can cross fields, corduroy Ts and’ ford
od and
that can climb the steepest hills with cage—that will give the greatest mileage all the year round with the least: expense and care—.,
then there is only one ONE car for you—The Fora.

Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario

and-

aya

as be claimed he had go intention of
committing an offence.
A retarned soldier, William Hollowey, Brantford,
laid a charge of

assault

Orillia plans to raise $50,000 for a
memorial hospital to the soldiers who
have gone from that town.

Ford Vanadium steel has never been equalled in

zs

Main

him so seyeraly that he died

in s short time before medival aid fe
could be obtained.
For haying a bottle of whisky io
his automobile James A. Hutton, of
London township, was fined $200 for
having liao in s place other than a
rivate
dwelling.
WAS Bj
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veteran down, and then with his boots
tried to disable him sitogether. Glue
must pay Holloway $75.50, being bis
pay as s munitions inspector for ten

shown that the different parts of the Ford car are superior to those

SCHULTZ

Phono 45—Rooms

I am,

No matter what price you pay for a car
you cannot ge
a stauncher chassis,
Government Laboratory tests ‘ae

rector = Embalmer
nished.
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NEW

QUALITY

.

J.A. CAMPBELL

Finest west

sympathy,

days.

OPBRA.BLOCK, DUTTON.
Money. to Loan.

Embalimers’

stinging

deepest

Quality

HE Ford car has been on the market
twelve years, surely long enough to
have proyen its high quality, There

Veterinary

McCRIMMON & McWILLIAM
Barristers
MoWilliam.

i

“Moat sincerely yours,

HAFELE

Ontarlo

Office—Henry Block.
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REATS all disoases by latest mothods,
Night and day valls promptly auswered,
Your patronage rolicited,
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Did you know that 150 feet of Eiymouth Pure Rope weighs about
4 lbs. less than the same length an size of any other Manilla Rope?
Therefore, why buy inferior rope and twine when you can buy the
best from us at a cheaper price.

One

‘A> four-year-old chifd was seriously,
if not fatally, injured at the Orsnage

Mra. J. H. Stewart havo re-
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cine, Surgeryand Dentistry
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present and
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ly present)
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bow long snice bright day
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were very present in our thoughts, if to meet the needs of the allied armion
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aad people. Full economy in the use and
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“May the God of comfort be with you
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at this time and may all the glories
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Binder

We are agents for Plymouth Binder Twine.
If you have not
already purchased your binder twine you should do so immediately
or you will be making a big mistake.
Binder Twine is liable to
advance at any moment.
See us before you purchase as we have
the good goods and at the very lowest price.
500 feet Twine.
+17 1-2c.
600 feet Twine
18 1-2c.

650 feet Twine-.

Honor Graduate
of Triniy University.
Hincks

Special price, 6 pounds for 25e.
Try this on your potatoes,
Agk
for 25c. worth with your next order.
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Finish

We handle Church’s Bug Fihish.
Use this on your potato plants to
kill: the bugs and it also acts as a
fertilizer to the plant.

Cre

Wallacetown
Ont.
Buccessor to Dr. Crave.)

up

u i; # 2 ?a)

H

Paris Green
Berger’s Paris Green, direct ftom
England,
put up in pound and
Lalf-pound packages,

A UTTLE GRAVEYARD
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OM Max 95,

all sizes,

The best rope on the market, and sold the world over.
Complete Stock of Hay Forks and Handles
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Pure Manilla Rope at 35c.
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Owners of yineyards are pleased over
the prospects of a bumper crop of
grapes.
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y have résigned.
Hospi
_ a | danghterof
J. L. Hull, of Glencoe,
wagonload
of
, amounting
to $8,200.
Three hundred of the fiye huadred
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Glasses?

Four out of the six teachers at Wheat-
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Crockery

Paper

and “tt ts by ‘no
th

Assy

mini

Goaventon,

‘army, iasteesbonvia
anced tee Utle of
“king.
Questions-—Wwho was. Sennacherib? wit
Who, was» king of Sat
‘When did
Sennacherib. invade Judah?What was
ss nature of the fate which the sine

ot Assyria made? What did the Lord
promise to do for Hezekiah and his
people? What sign was given that it
would come to pass? What calamity
befell the Sssyrian army. What fate
did Seninacherib meet? How, !s pie
Kigh an example for us?

eid
pies

Dates

pet Bill,” fw which
Gt -present. prices

cattle | thar

one

tor

feeding
stuffs
$4 per ton for

sn

its palatability

and

succu-

into consideration,
that it was worth about $5.60 per ton
when milk sold. for $2\per> hundred.
“I’read the article on corn that you
in | had in ‘The Countryman:-this spring,”
ery seldom has he | sald Mr, Flatt, “and seeing that Bureee evidences of ene
eka corn ylelded. better than any othSat
T bought.
15
bushels -of
et
planted 22 acres of {t this
spring. me first planting was oe
a|on May’ 17, and it has
large silos, ‘and | ceived its first cultivation.
So tarrt

Mr’ Platt ts a feeder
eo well
wallee6as
feeder
as

grove. alx- ialles aeons
cot
breeder,

‘ite had
h

two

7 ie
day we were there (June-13) we
found the err eaan
knee deep in Senet
PRACTICAL SURVEY,
pastu: ire. The
jens if 223
acres
an
Totation of |
Tople,—A crisis in Judah.
clover, corn odeoaie:ter followed. “Mr,
1, -"Phrough “mistaken peace raeth- Flatt: is. a strong believer a clover,
8.
and sows. it wherever possible”
“I”
If, Through unprincipled
dip!
Ye
I, ‘Through mistaken peace methods,
presents

we stated that’

¥ raid that the trouble Silage was worth about
~too- many live: ‘stock men
was | the food nutrients it contained, but

sent to Hezekiah?
What
aa Heskish do with the letter? What
| mepsane:
bear.
king
+5
udah?. inet mistak ehad the king

‘This history

|am more than pleased with it,” ‘Tho
day we were at theifarm (Syne 13) it
)\was up about
every promise

five inches
of ylelding

and gave
a bumper

crop.
‘The varieties of corn that 1 had
been in-the habit of growing,” contin-

of the mo:

memorable crisis through
kingdom of Judah ever

which the
The

‘Assyrians, the
“rod of Gi 's atiger,”
ung over
Jerusalerh,
showing how
| near dijestruction itwas if God did not

| anterfere.
pat

“king,

and

Isaiah

passed

away

and conditions

became much as they were before. The
Axyrians had taken al the fenced cities
Jerusalerh has. been spared only, on
paymient .of a ransom that greatly {mpoverished it,
of help.en
and
faltering in his faith in God, Here!
made an wnworthy. stbmission. sie ‘
conduct in this matter cannot be jussad
He had ‘himself~ transgressed|
through pride on the occasion “of -the % Rarely
Flatt,
visit of the messengers” from: Babylon.

d

Ii, The Lord's answer (vs, 20-34). 20.
to Judah.
vlna

in God,

Isaiah had warned

Seeking alliance “with
implied a ack of trust’

As.anation, Judah was.expos-

He felt that,God's chastisement:

was upon him and that God alone
could deliver, From) Hezekioh's point
of;view it was 2 day of deep distress
martification.. With God it was a
day of chastisement, For the Assyriany
it was a day of blasphemy and impious
Yaunting

against

Jehovah.

times,

Ii, Througl

acy.
4

unprincipled

Hezekiah’s

gift

to-every principle

to

the

king

Flesh

as

forming

as

clover

{s richer

constituents

nutrients

In

(protein)

(starch

the

pastures

begin

to dry

up.

teed not only grain but silage as well.

1

We never let the cows go down in
their milk flow through lack of feed.
We sow a mixture of peas and. oats
of
to be tséd during the hot months

July and

August

feed, and

as green

show

cows,

ued Mr. Flatt,
“were Wisconsin No.
7 and Leaming. From the table you
gave in the paper the Eureka variety
does not mature quite as early a5
some of the other varieties, but gives
far and away the greatest. yleld of
green corn. ' My idea in feeding silage

fg to give succulence to the ration,

and if,I-can get. the yleld I do not
mind even if the corn Js not quite as
rich in food nutrients as the earlier
maturing but poorer ylelding varieties
If 1 want cancentrates I buy
them,
and ae not expect silage to take their
plac
Mr. Flatt buys a large qiantity of
feeding stuffs.
Some of the feeds he
‘buys are oll cake, cotton seed. meal,
dDran and dried brewers’ grains.
heartily recommend
his system of
buying to our readers. In fact, it is
the
only way to buy to advantage.

‘Feeding etuffs are cheapest during
the months of June and July, and

“There are about two months of
svery. year that the cattle do not get
*
continued Mir, Flatt,
“but

tePrine
fraught | stain,
when

Merete

unti]

it

fs delivered

to

the

constimer, “The milk fs tested by the

1ta—
Rhubarb, 3 bunches
trawberri¢s, bow ..
tables—
‘Aapare
bo
small
The a fs onticely, free from tuber- Beans, new,
wv, bunch ——
‘culosis; for
they ure tested -aty- ucumbers, each .
frequent intervals.
The
are Cauliflower, Can.
cows
Carrota).new, bu
milked by machine.
Celery, per. bunch
“Many people claim that you can- Celery,
Cabbages, each.
not ge
pure milk when the milking
Horseradish, 1b,
Leeks,>i
is done with
a machine,” sald Mr.
oes
e.
Flatt, “but this has not been my ex- Lettuce,
Do., nead, Goz. ..
perience, The proof of the pudding is Ontatis, bundle
bit
in the eating of it, and the fact that
perm ud:
we sell all qur milk as “Baby Spe pid
a
» Gal
cial” at 18 cents a quart should conDor, iat. be
me
even the
most skeptical that Potatoes, per
We bet
Do., new Peck
measure
mailing wanes is used.” We may
Rudiihen 2 bunches
say in passing fhat Mr. Flatt's eviSpinach, new, peck
dence on the matter is in agreement
Sage, bunch
with experiments carried on at the Sevory, bun
Turnipa, new, » pinch
Ontario Agricultural College,
Here,
without adopting any unusual pre- Tomatoca,bkt. Ib.
cautions, they were able to produce
Hamilton

Health

authorities,

and

the

stables and milk utensils are regularly Snare ee
Last time they
Inspected.
they scored 99 per

were
cent.

milk, when the milking was done
machine, with a bacterial count

by
of

When
many.

as
to

we state thar milk
has
bacteria ‘as from
250,000

e

10

with

2
wo
6

&
rc)
ow
0
0
0
vo
2
©
8
0G
0G
0 6
0 00
60

these ere the months when
buys his winter feed.
He

Mr, Flatt
is not in

the dairying business—to use a slang.
expression—tor the sake of his health
and so he buys when he can. buy the
cheapest.

done the metal parts of the machine
are thoroughly washed and-svalded,

and the rubber tubes and teat cups
after washing are immersed {na disinfectant solution specially :kept for
the purpose.
After using a milking
machine for a numberof years, | am
convinted)-that if the-maehine is a

clover

siskness,

Mr,

Flatt

1
over xranulat:
c over 100-Ib, ba

good one to start with and does not
givecsatistaction,

the «trouble.

with, the.machine,

batowith

is.

not

comm:
vr COWS, choice .
do.
med!
‘

the man

who runs it, Our machine has three
units, which milks the 28 cows that
we are milking at the present time in
about an hour and -a quarter.
One

man.

runs

the inschize,

while the

other strips the co’
Mr, Flatt bas about 100 head of
cattle and both from the point of view
of usefulness — and of beauty. they
would hold their own in any kind of
competition.
Jenny Bonezges Ormsby

{sa

cow

She

{fs ten

of great size and capacity.
years

three-year-old.

old

but

She

looks

WINNIPEG

like a

js giving at the

ever.
Daisy

would

Mottle Beauty,
estimate,

about

a typical datry cow.

weighing, we
1700

pounds,

is

She_had a bull

talt by a son of Liiu Keyes who gave
2.8 pounds of milk per day and ovér
“Last summer,” sald “Mr. Flatt, “T
36 pounds of butter fat in. a week.
bought my winte:
This cow as a four-year-old gave 31
July for $18.19 a tone During the winpounds of butter fat averaging about
ter bran Was selling for as high as
$43 per ton, so you can see what a 100 pounds of milk per day. The dam

supply. of bran rl

GRAIN’ EXCHANG
Pen.
.

present
time under ordinary condltions 93 pounds of milk per day, She
is the only cow that has given over
thirty pounds of butter a week for
five years in succession, She has had
nine calves and is milking better than

High,

Clore

MINNE.
RAIN MARKE
Minneapolis. —Wheat—July.
September,
$190 2-2; casi
Nofthern, #33 1-2102 26 1-2; No Le yet
low, $1.80 to #181. Bran—§9 to 52

1-2;

DULUTH

GRAIN

MARKET.

ath.—Wheat—No, J dard,
$229:
1 Nerthe orn, $238; No. 2 do,
Lin
d—$2.82 1-2; sive 32M; September, 8.5:
Gctover, $25
LIVE

Cattle, receipts 16,000
Burket stron
and feeders

re-

Low.

Ye

GHICAGO

‘also use corn forthe same purpose."
Asked if he had had any trouble

tone: y-of man,.and.the Lord
ae

anywhere

vee ‘aa Apel
than the ordinary
re. grasses, Mr. Flatt’s practice
te Staaed on sound scientific principles

y, He attempted to work upon Hegekiah’s
fears. He attempted to coi
fdund
true ‘religion. with the ene

‘ehall|

own

not feeding any grain

and. energy-giving

of

kind-

araAngue,
‘
0¢, faleehood. and, blasphemy, he: area Hezekiah and
his
le to. surrender, He undertook to
Geol, one by one, Hezekiah’s conences, and to show how Vain it was
for him to hope to.
on war. He
yocked Heztkiah’s faith as 2 mere

08

only are t!
their

pasture, but

eay nothing of honor,
the
Aesyria
‘despatched a
aoe

in iio Jpdea, Rabshak
‘ed sath
‘Giplomatiat of-the

rd of such uniformly high quality as that of Mr.
extraordinary heavy milk producers, but they

a

Most
feeders
ave at least some
grain to the heaviest milking cows
even when they are on the best of

diplom-

of justice and

seen

at present to even the heaviest milking cows—not even to .cows which
give as much as 90 pounds of milk per

Hezekian

Assyria had not saved him. Contrary
| Oess, ge

Not

hold

we

Way pi

did well In requesting Isaiah's ae
cession, He was the one person wh:
faith was unsheken, through all hess
Pertious

have

ft enriches the soll with ntrogen, and
thus puts it into better condition to,
grow other crops, and it furnishes a
first-class feed
for the cattle. The
cattle are up to their knees now in
clover pasture, and feeding them this

ed to:an overwhelming calamity. Hezekiah meade full confession of his sad
state,

m the cow and kept at alow tem-

keep dt.and-all the parts:scrupulously

seed down every cropap
can with red
clover,” sald Mr. Flatt,,“and at the
present time 125 acres of the 223
acres of the farm {s seeded down
with clover, Cloyer does two things,

Egypt, but no help reached him in the
him of thi
other -not!

”

it Is drawz

clean, The trouble with many, people
is that theysdo not give the machine
proper attention,
After milking is

would

He had besides been seeking strengthen ‘hiinselt by @ political alliance with

hour of expremity.

immediately

milking is done by machine as when
dt fs. fone by han,
le grea
ning. in using a milking
machine,” continued Mr, Fiatt, “is to

of Judab, a fearful blow to the prosperity and resources of the kingdom,

earth migh'
jow that the God
Terael Was erteee God.

cooled

500,000 per cubid-eentimetre ds recognized by the ‘Poront: Health Authoritles,as fit for human consumption, it
is evident ‘that»pure milk can; be pro~
duéed pracieally as ensily’when the

‘The religious fervor) enkindled by the
Vassoved,

Dalry Prow
Butter, choice csiry

eune

8,000 to 10,000 per cuble centimetre.

“Degpite the efforts of Hexe-

Kiah, the

TORONTO MARKETS.
FARMERS" MARKET,

(From the Canadian Countryman.)

and aan him, that they
ee
aotossess|
rect ek
of his dinsdom, Kear

See

es

ES SAS

the heathen god, as it was a custom In
the east to name prices after the gods,
‘These two sons conspired against thelr

ty.—l. Prayer for delivRosie
19). Sennacherib,

RaRSSS

vreterence

Soccoswoeso:

ppomaitnes

have

F osPNSEeUtotaee
NNBSSSeeessess

(pean might

2a
388mS 3
ooee

yaa
aacpeenigioogne’

iy
5

fares of thhis god,

STOCK.

it heifers

plied: “No, we follow @ definite roeae) dove of the nations, Ravsha-} tation of crops and up till the présent
ed firet from the standpcint time have had no difficulty aetf aeve
sinenatly
enrenest: | 8a good catch of clover each
the aa ere ee than it wae,
He do not grow alfalfa, as our on = too:

ati Meaaneioe

ae

*

ight for it, ‘although ‘on heavier types
6 no doubt of an excelarmies and valiant} of
We have not tried sweet
numbers of. them, |,
“We hear
In war and
His miétake “wae vot Jt, In my opinion sweet clover will1
So far-@s
‘The might of the never cacy alfalfa.

decauce. Genaacherib

ees

aren

soldiers and such
he was Invincible
eee God and man.
in demonstrated.
favieible was
the
ee of

to. ‘be declared axainsts
the visible. Rabshakeh

made -fal
es. He held ‘before Mer than alfalfa, and it
the people an attractive prospect. Hei enopi tune amack clover /ez0e1s
view the ech:
cut
us e for hay it nly
| soment fo4stkeepand from
captivity, The Boney, is
the fate that wwaited

snot surrender.

them

were

CHARM

and

y.

if they aa

prom

Another of Mr. Flatt’s beauties. Observe the
shaped body of the typical dairy cow. Utility
thig cow to an extraordinary degree.
th

ila

he

er

is aot
ne

only

wet with rain or dew,

leaves

them

in

the

pas-

anert t time.
only about four oe
et is
rea rootsa hefor
are to foots, Mr, Fiatt likes

‘Lcows that are on test,
roots
{he is going out of

as he nage
ean got more. feed per acre by
-and at-gonsiderably less
rc in
‘|eost.
He ts 4 -corn enthusiast, and
like it for prot | thin} there is nothing cost.
He feeds
{ducing oan
at a low cos!
ut, 40*pounds per
on. the. ay!
‘bout
cow on test gots
ee cae

* roots

a)

or"THE

BIBLE.

Its Poetic Beauty, and the Marvel
of Its Word Pictures.

early

as ft pas

FL of conque
€swere alluring only by contrast.w:

Lambs, na)

have observed,
weet clover's strong
earpoint is that it- provides pasture

saying I effected. 1 Roun sone
ae ae
cake at tht same time for

straight top line and the
and quality are combined

of Daisy

Mottle

Vin

Beauty gave 20,800

pounds of milk in a year’s test and
ton, and since then it bay
ee well. Wag milked only twice dally.
Royalton Canary Echo, a daughter
ing at from aN, to $65 per ton, This |
year I have already
bought — some” of P, DeKol Violet, has give;
Gried brewers’ grains for sa per ton. , Pounds of milk in-one year,

Some farmers do not buy feed during. cow of outstanding quality
well developed
the simmer, as they are afrald ano
will Bi exceptionally
She has a bull calf
not keep,
My experience has bi

that bran and the other feeding acute | iave

dam

was “the

famous

Lalu

wilt keep indefinitely if stored’in

and other foods do not ae ‘Rrdellia DeKot»Tensen as a junior
ie-repnele qnadea world’s record by
well, however, ff stored,
as they iets
9 pounds of butter fat in one
io
me mouldy.”
he a oath after freshening. She
All the milk
ey tam ta
are, cpa doubt
que
to Hamiltor
and sold as}
tinea ‘esp “of Holstein:
Special” milk,
‘This milk 48 |
quality
a,
in,
trictly sanit
way,

Bran

to-be just like ethers
to be Focseben _|
you are
Swork well, We must Be
ao

aS

brought
projectiles

the settee: thousands of
firedfi

practice,

At

the

“present price of‘aap fron, Tae 600,000
Set
ae gat
es dotwill be

o towne | worth «ome

‘Thea nome of ue who
rature took up
fcund its peetic beauty
Look of Job—
Swinburne
heart—and

orth Magan
his
Set thou wade Artur
us with hie
We rend Ie the thirty-seventh ‘churbook of Weekiel of that
ageftul
of bones—"“and
camo
ne fo
rely one of. the
Seeriertul visions, of the imagination !
all, Nterature,
we read ihe marvelous, denunciaTetons of Jerempen an
the’ music of the melodious 2 heartstrings
of. King David.
rca
aajuration ot: the King, Locks
10
remember
the dayne
youth, eft ha arti
pictures
ard tees levaliness ot Tae
Sonzs’’
into
lives
vers
this ae wt
lovo
m addedne gathin, The
the
Bike, there
4
‘yas
ritual
od 1 will confess for et
times an I fall- aalee,
wonder If even. the. taost)
fnodern
Sew Sonate se:

chard Le Gallienne ere
in

Sees

Unklng

of

the

with the chapel-bell, ringing
eT eons for
vespers, Hector,
my Lord ,of Dela-

otfonless,

wit

acetate

WEARING THE

brought the verdict, fe or-death, in
a

crimson

Beside

mild,

him,

stands

dove-lite

eyes:

hands.
“Well?”

glow. that,

Hghts up ihe wan face with a
lance of its former self.

semb-

tho sister, her

fixed:

upon:

face with intense, yet half-concealed

demands

almost fiercely,

Lady

Rookwell,

while Lauya

the

other,

not

shrugs

his

shoulders,

unfeelingly, but as an intense
fe
watchfulness.
5
She returns in a few minutes with
his inability & answer them.
“Yes, instr Detamere.
“Tq the Hght too much, milord?” sion“Weof must
Lady pokes and closes tne door
wait,”
eays.. “Ho is
ot
rhe
fnquires.
“Cannotyou guess,
guess, Signa? He. -has
better nor™ worse, -Another man:
“No,”
he says, and only she who’ neitherhave
What ie all’”
that Laura Sent him. to. ‘tell yon. tat that yon.
ben
twice over; bet :
Ras grown famMlar fo the almost ta- would
~-bas-been~telting= ae ‘Sit Fredoric?™ Bre to go back to him.”
this man—he!—has ~the will of three,
A shudder runs caren
Signa’a Audible voice could hear him.
And, milad!, a. man who can will himI
am
waiting
for
it
to
go—another
frame, ot her ey
self to live as he has done will not die
hour, or less. Did you ever wait as L
fog
it true
we is—I cannot

that poor
speak the

It cantor be true.”

“Tt {s quite true,”
Yolce.
“
‘There {s on time
Lady Rookwell.
brian
his—his wife

he says, in a low,
Heft him dying:
for
explanation,
My miston
to him.

“No,

e

Tae
Rookwell stands at the window, and he knows that the tears are

renaits

Seva her face.

Then

he

sould noe

do that,

He

noe: ‘that I would not go! Never—.
ne But peta) only say suppose—
he Reena ou?”
ret”
“Yes; be realm, ‘my .ehild! Sappose
was

ea

you

1

very

much;

go to

waited,

sister?

Yes?

dead

‘To-night,"” he murmurs—“it
only evening now! ‘The train is

is

sure
to be late.
Ah, how weak my voice
soundel:
I beg gon pardon, aid

him; you would not be eo wicked,20
unforgiving,
:
pee nina have, done what
‘Tonight!
3 to
e may,
lve till she comes, and
Signa tice
panting, should.
Teens:
think I shall.
Give m3 a
ming
breathlo: se.
ee
at
you
could give me the
“What is 1t? Oh, ai me at once!
elixir
men used to dream of
Don't —don't keep
in suspense
in the
irctddle agos—the
‘elixir
of
You are killing me!eWhat is it you.
youth and immortality now! ~ But
Want to tell.me, and pi afraid? Is it
you can only give me—w
1s it—
“ery. “He is ill,
champagne?
Thank ypu, th
you.
Iap, as she and I am here,-all thoes miles awey!
Put the clock where I can. hear “it.
days, as if} Tell me—you shall- speak! - Why do

lying idly in her
for the last two
the world
and lost

to

in

the

oat,

dear,” she says, then faltere.
opens her eyes and
turns
‘iene
upon her with the awful, debrand
yew which has wrung the
every time she hts
jear,”
she says, ner you Lt
better, stronger?" and 3]
the hair from the face iat has never
looked lovelier even in ite hours of

Diss thar it does now for all {ts palLady Rookwell

“Better.

comes up to herard

stronger?”

echoes

Signa,

with a faint smile that is pathetic in
its mirthlessness,
“Yes, I am quite
well, Lady Rookwell: I am lying here
because it would hurt you if I got up,
ul. But
I am tired,

-y

do you

If one couid but

‘ay one’s Hife when it got unand
ask?”

she

sighs.

“But

why

:

“Becauso I wanted to speak to you,

dear.

You

know

we

have

not

press-

ed you, have not bothered you, since
—slnce—"
“You found me more dead
‘than
allve in that awful station
Yes, I
know.
You are all goodness to me.
dear, I always knew that you bad the

you eit there staring at me?”
“Hush! hush! my peor child! Signa,
be
brave till!
T wi} tell you

ore! a tell you, the truth! Hector is

M—dangerously!

“It ss false! You mean

we,

she

shrieks.

“I

that he

see

it in

is

down

at Lady

Rookwell's

white.

Lady Rookwell catches her
d

holds

her.

“No,

no!

in

out

Ho

is alive

and

he?

has

Oh,

her

is

sent

for

Heaven!

all

ent was mine and his, znd° he loved
me. He loved me, and I was not con-

tent. Yes, I deserve it all! Heaven has
punished me!
.and her head drops
upon Lay Rookwell’s bosom with
a
Jong moan,

changes

suddenly,

“dt will take—I must start at once!

ness.

Lady Rookwell sits silent for a moment; sha has often had to “break”
bane news,
but carer such news as
I may

You know you wero very i117"
bok at
meat mat”

she says,

“Yes.”

in

a

to her face, leaving a deathly pallor

“F

she

ye}l,

dear,

says,

with

I—I

distended

telegraphed

to

“No!”
she exclaims, with a shudder;
then she sinks back.
ni
it
did not matter ;he was not
there.’
+“No; he was not there; but—but
why do you. look Ike that, Signa?
You—you surely do not fear him?
im?"
repeats,
with
“He {s tho cause of all
But for him I shcu'd

on, happy In my ignor-

ce.

ter

tears, and

vlolet

the hands

modically.

“But

never have known;
fone down

eyes

fill

with

interlace spas-

for

him

T should

I might

to the grave

hare

in ignorance,

and dled in—in my darling’s

arms,

heppy to the Iast!
Fear Sir Frederic
Blyte!
I loathe him!”
east
Lady Rookwell sinks back
in silence. How can she tell her that

the,See fs here, in the same house?
{es a

moment's

pause,

then

coe = its up again and stares at her
wildly.

i:‘But, why: do. aps erent
say ail this? Wh?
nak
on asl

oa

you

Why me et mention that mun's

yi Rookwell: nerves herself ; for
{fort
says, — sently,
ehe
dear,”
Oy
joking
19k
stretching out ber. hand and.
the white one pearest her,
here!"
ae vate
In this.Tote
ow dare he
e CO"
aE

a

*

ee

ee be ‘sate|
no puis Bie
He
sea chia!
his hateful _p! resen

from.
“Hush,

hush,

1

hi
¥ do not bell
her hand away and thrusts
a
beak ‘ber hair from her face with
aes
“ay Sear

“it

ds true.

has sent

“Are

Can

him?”

you

“Bring

“Do

Where

is

sure——"

him

to

me!”

with

a

low

you not ete that J have

come to my senses?
I know what I am

Do not be afraid;
about. Bring him

fo me! If my poor darling has sent
him, I will see him and take my hus
band’s message from His Hps. Oh, do
not-be

“People in delirium are mad for
the time, ear, and you were delirious.
You wandered a great deal in your
talk, and mentioned names; amongst
them was Sir Frederic Blyte’
Signa starts, and tho blood -ushes
behind.
“Well?”

this man, Sir Frederic?
Bring him to me!”

moan.

speak,di

what
not—not—of
brought me here,” she says, fearfuly.
“But, Signa—well, I must say this,

witipon

Ab,
he?

Lady

afraid, I am

Rookwell

quite calm

goes

© -with me,"

out

now!”

immedi-

she says to Sir

“Be patient with her; ste
has been almost out of her mind, but
she {6 calm now. You ean tell her the

worst.”

iting his lps tilt the blood comes,
e follows her.
White, statuesque, Signa stands
in

the middle of the room, and eyes him

as if he were no more to her than any
other messenger from her beloved.
she pants, “your mes-

“Lord Delamere Ja" dangerously”{11;
he has 6

2 me

ae hima
With

for you. I ree to give
says, as if e'
word
make and behands herthe

a Pm cry she

presses it to her Mpa.

takes

ore?”

‘Nothing

more—except

it

only talking to while away
the
ie,
lagging, lame-foot time.
There ja a silence for 2 minute or
two, then he looks up 2t the clock,
whore dial he cannot decipher.
“Sister,” he says, “I have just made

and

She

“No?

shakes

You

her

shall

head

incredulously.

see,”

this—he

is

“Innocent! What should I care for
that? Innocent! Though he were guilty of all you accuse him of, and worse,
I should not care! I left him at the
bidding of—of——”

“Do not spare me,” he says,

with

you can eay

he

says.

“Raise my head a little. Give me the
telegram.
I will sleep this dawdling
hour away.
What fs it the poet says?
“‘ah,
So

me,
long,

that time should
and life so short.’

oe

and

with

be

a sigh

so

he clos-

‘che sister watches, and presently
bends over him.
The will so strong
still, though all else is so weak, has
conquered.
He is asleep.

“

be says, with

hushed

surprihe;
“it is time they were here.
Listen, what fs that?" for there ts
the sound of distant wheels,
jector seems to hear them even in
his sleep, for he murmurs:
“My darling!
At Ins’
It has been
very long—long—long!
The priest goes on tiptoe from the
room; he has caught the sound
of
hushed footsteps in the hall below.
A few minutes pass,
then the door
opens, and Sigua glides in.
She has
thrown her hat and jacket off, and
Wears the old black dress which she
Wore thet day to St .Clare.

For a moment she pauses at

the

bedside with averted face; then with
one effort hhe braces herself to meet
the change which she knows
must

have come

to the handsome

face close to his.

Half an hour passes. The sister and
the tender-hearted father stan jn the

w out of sight, both

weeping

silently.

At the end of. the”ball hour Hector

Urs and opens his ey.
“Signa,” he Darentay ‘am
ing ven
She
puts her arm round
lifts him till his head Mes
m, and lays her lips

I dream.
him,
upon
upon

swiftly to the door.

upon

Hector's

joy

tace;

voice is full of patient serenity, BS
after a time, he speaks her nam
“Signa!

“I knew thet I should Ive until you
came, dear!” und he seems quite content to fe and rest with his head up-

on her
looking up at her o¢casfonally, as if the sight of her face
were Ifo to him.
rived, and stands

The doctor has arlooking down with

“Wait!”
she says, “I shall.be ready
in five ivantten O!
Oh Heaven, the miles
—the miles between us! Dying! and
T am here!”

face;

seem

as they

would

wring the trith from iifar, goes out
‘f the room.
Downstairs two pale-faced, anxious
women

are

awaiting

him,

as

if he

regiment;

ore
a

“but that

not all of, it—wo're. wearing
ae in a variety of ways, Now, have
tiny example, Where
I was we all

DO WN

“"L got It i both legs
reached

the German

be'to en
lay

before

lines,

we

but, Glory

T fell Into a shell-hole, and

nm as

enug

as

you

ina

clever place. I lay there for houre, and
card a
in’ nolae com!

Knew. the Boshe hed made up bis mist i-prased {twwould. ne!
to win back at any. price at
me bein’ hid in the shell-hole, But
B at
of Hindenburg iine we held.

beard it go~roarin’
quite- near,
“He tried different dodges,as I dare- and toe it got stuck, and 1 could hear,
say'you've heard. Opposite my Jot he’ ¥ enueBe Ine otrugglin’ to get clear!
vit atar 4in

aie

day,

@

I know

ing beltind the lines—the very cream
elightly Minded: Hulls
is troops, you know. Well, ney.
ys
came ik with a h— of a hurroosh,
no the Bole. ‘For God’a sake have you *
doubt. I've flot seen anything to beat waterDottle with you?’ says
I, ‘me
their

bombing

attacks.

I don’t mind

admitting that we learned a thing or
two ourselves
from
them—about
poeta attacks, I mean—some quite
tt
vate

And we thought ‘ we'd
the job pretty well, too, since

last July.

But we got an extra wrin-

lege

ja both

“But here's .my point. mer

broke

and

I can’t

movo

helped,

them

to get a grip of mine,’ He threw me
down his waterSottle, and it bein’
full of rum re
ler eft kept me
goin’, Then it beganto’ rain,
and
another lad, passin’ by, ¢aw mo and
threw me down as’ water-proof sheet.
Late at night the stralenencbearere
kot me, So they were all
aritans,

overpowered us vent times by sheer
weight of numbers and—ginger.

the

way

they

that «aw me lyin’ by the wayside.”
‘THD COOL SHAVE,

“The coolest.
there,”

eald

a

thing

I've

private

Of

out
the “Arey!

“wae Se
efter Pantonaq-

lasted

four. days:.on the first day

they beat

“Yes,” oe eay!
glad,

us

on

the

ing, that you hold, not a trench, but
Jugt a line of sheH-holes,
This time
our shell-holes were next to a battaljon of ‘the Gordons that mostly ane.

the word

Was no snap left in ‘em.
By
the
night of the fourth day we'd fot back
all the bits of ground we'd lost, and
we were pounding h—. out of these
Grenadiers
at their own game. . Then

shelling, I just dropped into a shell-

“Poor “fellow! signs eend for then.
Father, come
Signa'*—putting
out hie hand slowly till it touches the:
priest's thin one—"jf -ever—you hear
‘friend spoken, think of this

Poor things!"’-and his hand
tries
Press the one he holds.
“Father,
want: you to do one thing more

to
1

m6. There is—a—etory to tel] that she
must hear. It will come Setter from
your lips than
fet it, which I cani
ers to hear i.
it. Him—sir Frederic
bon
WL you send for them,”

“Hector!” she pleads, bending over
but

he

ead,
“It has

smiles

gone

dear,”

on

says.

and

shakes . his

quite

long enough,

“Concealment

has

borne too deadly a crop already; Ww:
will eut it down and cast it into
the
fire. You ehail tell them, father, how
it happens that I have been called +
@ worse men even than I am. Let them
come jn.”
from the
The elster, at a signal
priest, goes downstairs and speaks
a
word to the three who are waiting.
“He has sent for you,”
says.
they follow
simply, and noiselessly
her into the hushed room. The doctor

follows.

“It can do no harm,” he says. “He
must have his wish. If it should dis
turb him to much I will hold ue my
hand and you wiil go out, pleas
Hector grects
them with
a “taint

smile, that grows Infinitely tender as
Lady Rookwell stoops and kiases his
hand.
«
“Hush!” be says. “Don't cry! That's
not Itke. you! Besides,” with a faint
copy of his old tronical emile, “TE sare
sent for you to.bé—amueed, Sit dow!
—no, Rt me hold your hand—ah! this
‘was worth living for! Now; father, the
troth, and all the truth

(To be Continued)

++

out

of

bits

of

trenches;

third and fourth days they came ne
again, but on the third day the,
far more than they gave. ‘The
day there wasn't ‘a trace ‘of ‘thé’ “tire
they showed on the first day. There

from Morayshire, my country, an
ne were quiet except for a bit or
hole where the Gordons
"Thero

was a sergeant-sralog

hole, ehaying
Were no euch

in this

a6 calmly as if there
things es ahelle flying

tho remnants of 'em were withdrawn, around. Heald to him,*vafan, Serjeant-

eaid, “ye arenas
fear't?
They were done to the world—fin- major,”
Says he, 1 left my fear by the "elde
ished. / We
were just beginning to
@joy ourselves, and doing much better, o' the Losle’, That's the r'ver that
Elfin
stands
on.
And
we
had
8
bit of
than they did on their first day.
a crack then. He told me he had been
“Well, we're only
an ayerage
K.

army lot, you know, and they were the
Prussian Grenadiers, I tell you we are
wearing down the Boches we
don't
‘kill,
By the time the American mis
Hons are ready next spring, I'm think-

Ing Master Boche will be hard put to

It to offer them a decent show at all.”
GOOD SAMARITANS.
“Our barrages now,” sald an Trishman in.a north
country . regiment,
“they're just as good as they were at

the first of this shove forward,

Ot

course, the pushes come atlittle bits
of the line, here and there, anu there's
not so much weight in the barrage.
On Easter you could see nothin’ but
® curtalu of fire for miles, with the
turf flyin’ and the emoke risin’in-wan
long Hine,
But you'll understan” that
now, with us drivin’ in little bits here
and there, you can
only see them

places

where

the guns

are poundin’

the dust out av them
“Ita curious the way

benind

we go forward

the barrage and there's some

an athlete
told

me

man

in hie day, and

his

name,

when

I knew

him

about

Elgin

talking

away

he

for

famous on the cycle-track.

were

Pluecarden and Moestowle, and about

pedple thereabout, when euddenly &
Boche
turned up at the crater lip.
How he got there. Heaven onty know
owe were a bit mixed up. with the
Germans round us near and far. This
Boche had an ugly look as if he meant
mischief, but it didnae
disturb the
Berjeant-major much.
He just laid
down his razor and picked up his rifle

and_ bayonet, and ennnterel out

with

opp down ‘one side of hie f
The Boche had a bomb in‘his hand,
bat he dropped it without drawing the
‘ety pin, and he up with hie hands.

e Sergeant-major rounded him up

into the ehell-hole, dropping him in
by the scruff of. his neck. He made
the German hold up the mirror till he
Uniehed hls shave,
“I
had to.laugh.at that. The Ser:
jJeant-major looked as {f
‘St was the
most ordinary occurrence in the day's
work. I had to get back to wept jot

of us that are too impatient to be takin’ the quiet gol behind [t that-we

thea, and I don't know wi

Inds were

gettin’

ed to the Serseaneemaiar and hie na
pe
soner, I hope be came © through al}
right.. The Gordons went over the top

ficer

forward

ought to, This last attack where 1
Sot what puts me in bed like this, our
because they
ran

under

were

our

own

foo eager, An

at

the

risk

of

fire

of-

lis

ik,
‘poor lad was kill
ed just ae he checked the men,

(West-Coast

of

South

America) contains some of the greatest nitrate fields in the world. The
country
a vast tract of
slag, rock Iqoksand likecinders,
shimmering
and jndescent
Rain
falls

one

occasion

carrying.
mobbed

in the
blazing
heat.
so
seldom
that on

a

man

&
in

the

street

who

oon after, and I hear they
awful. meee of the Germans.
Gre all of the same breed ua
ieee bisfr, I don’t wonder
jenst.”

made
a they
the Ser
in
the

scrap

umbrella - was
by a mock-

of fresh

meat,

of fresh water. bas to. be brought bundreds of miles up the coast ‘by. steamer, There are, or were two abe
2
Antofagasta.
One was owned b:
British hospital, and its milk Jealously
reserved for the patients; the other
Velonged to the wife of the manager,
of
the © com
house.—"Wide
World. Magazine.”

“
Sectional beits.
Scalloped pela
Pendant skirt
Narrow foundations, for

re

er.

A

INGREASED COS1 OF SUGAR IS
SURPRISINGLY LOW.
Women Now Realize What a Foolish
Extravagance it Was to Do Without

Homemade Preserves.

tunics.

-and

‘figures'to

Last year, when

demolish

sugar

a

went up a

few
cents
in
price,
some people
decided that they would not keep up
thelr regular.
supply of home-made
preserves,.
They cuuld only see the
2-cent or 3-cent increase in the price
of sugar.
They could not see how

more

{t would

cost them to

replace preserves with anything
They did not stop to figure how

{nerease

in

the

else.
this

cost of sugar

was

going to affect the cost of preterving.
Others -did, however, and
proved
that the cost of preserving, due
to
the increased cost of sugar, had been

greatly exaggerated.
Here

is

the

way

LITTLE

MISTAKE.

Bitice Gladys
took foto gardening

her-wak.
My heart go Old
pit-a-pa
Last night beneath the silver moon
She weeded “the
he potata.
Daten
‘With slow
patient care,
asped
her in my arma and
Dey tad
oew then ane
ce
My Gindys, but’ her broteee.
~Minn& Iryine. in New York Sun.
a, stole

There is nothing quite so effective
as facts
fallacy.

much

‘ore is plenty of room at the top,
ater Soe the man
who wants to Jouk

down on the rest of us.

was
greatly,
exaggerated last year,
they
are
determined
to
do
more
preserving, and
also
to
enjoy
an
abundance
of delicious . home-made
atte
Jellies
and
preserves
this

was

ing crowd, and there is a valley near
every

PUT.UP PLENTY.OF
PRESERVES:

these

HOW 1S YOUR--APPETITE ?.
—————
Loss of appetite. during
mer months is @ common
and

indicates

that

the

tem is out of order,
healthy
appetite, many
Decially women—go‘ tdo~
cut

food,

food

or

Seema

the sumtrouble,

digestive sys-

Lacking a
people—eslong ~-with-

eat sparingly

because

to distrens..them,.and-it

clever

women proved It. Béfore»
the war,
weeknow that aaees was 5t% cents: m,)
pound,

Because

of

war

conditions,

the price of sugar fluctuates,

but the

This

of

is ‘an

average

increase

3 cents a pound.

only

housekeeper “ knows
that a quart.

jar of preserved

berries

or fruit requires only half a pound of
sugar,

so

that

the

increased

in

you not

This is why a jar

strawberries,
1, peach

of

berries,

cost

of

homp-made
ae

@

We

and

A Rainless Coast.
Autofagasta

every green vegetable, and every drop

en, and then but to say:

& home. country

or whatnot, and they fairly bombed
us out: of seyeral bits of line.
They

country,

An bie later she is stil Jying in
her arnis, and there {s still -nilence
between them. Only once has he spok-

“We're killing the Boches at a
rate,” sald a wounded

came in full of Beans,©

and where, according to tradition, it has
began.
her. never rained since the world
of the
his Owing to the barren naturé

can be more hard to bear than my
Own remoree. Rest assured that 1 am compressed Ups and inscrutable face;
punished——""
he feels the flickering
pulse, and
She looks at him, through — him, nrording: the violet eyes that, fixed
then sides

rapt

look of peace and deeply pene

Tests

face of

her beloved, and looks down at him.
Then, with not a ery, with not
a
tear, she kneels down and lays her

without a single word:

innocent, Lady Delamere.”
She laughs with wild ecorn.

ead bitterness. “No words

is

up my mind to si

0 to him—o}

her mood

rolls on.

face.

He

my darling, my darling! I have been
mad, mad! I see it now! Who was I
to judge? What did it matter? The
Dast, the past was nothing, the pres-

Then

and sniokes « cis:
calm end cold th:

night

for the next hour. Even the
Ke
man, No brother, no
mother,
ther is satisfied and praises mé,” and could have done more for me than he
he smiles again, but tt 1s evident he |has done. But words are poor things—

ut

is

the

48, 1 have been saving up my strength

allve! I said that J would tell yon the
verWhere

Another hou!
“My lord must calm-himeelf, or he
will be worn out before—before the
time.” murmurs the’ 6fster.
A wan sinile crogses his fs
“IT am_ calmness itself, sister,”
he
ays.
“Yes, I know how important it

le seems.

‘slowly

of exciting the pa-

your

and she starts up’ wildly, with
her, "hands clasped, her eyes staring

and with a calm, almost baughty geeture, she frees herself from the trembling arms,
speak to me; leave me alone
tenderest heart in the world, and you for“Don’t
a moment—to think! Where
1?
have proyed it by rae?
me keep
Casalina!
my secret," and she takes the wrinkl- In er Paris sand he is in
eathand in hers and kisses it softly,
“Yes, yea!
letting it drop ogain with a listless

armen

do anything. You need not speak
low your breath, miladi,” he adds;
“{t is a case in which no noise, ecarce

She takes the familiar pap*r from saything is
re
grasp, and
Is the message:
“My darling, 1 stall be with ie toeine he goes ‘om
cht
arette, much less

ce Se oe “her,” she says, with a
tone of decision.
‘Stay here. I may
send for you.”
Carefully removing all tracer _

ber hand

without a hard fight for it, But I eay
nothing; I can do nothing; noone can.

You

know, ae
Boe: long Pe minutes
can_ be,
seem
hours, bat
weeks! Read me the laerans again.’

that—that

a poe with a gasp.
“Very ill, my dear, you would

she

have

FE

word!

BOCHE

clings to.

her trembling.
The doctor looks from one to
and

+

| Battle Stories Fromi
the West Front
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ca
ALUM
Naas

ant

lowing of the cattle pees driven glowly eer float in ‘the
aay evening alr, and mingle
jously
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from the food Is not being
distrib t
" alee various frgens-of. the
th toay.
thineer, hata
Words, ‘the blood is growing
You

need

a ‘summer

ae a eastnte
Pills

equ

ene

tonic,

and

<in

there is no

. Williams’

Take. a short. ane
now.

Pink

be

e
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Cream
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roposed. an

to the offeot that the
amendment
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resolution be not farther
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eal
V

conscription of wealth.
Mr. . Pardee, another
mn Liberal, and when the

the Graham

on

umendment the Liberals seemed to
i
a ve again united under Sir Wilfred

‘made an.amiable. snd

oss, He off

Rexoll

The

Early
Closing
we, the unde

ernment npon almost any terms to
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‘would not put through theandresolu-|
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Miss Car of middlings
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DUTTON FLOUR MILLS
Miss Sarah O. MoKellar has been enObristine. Erskine, (bonors) No. 10, ————
as teacher ib 3. S. No, 9, Aldgaged
Miss Pool, teacher,
boroagh-Danwich,
Thomas Garbatt, No, $7J. 0. Black,
T. Hockin Co., Limited |
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would call your attention to our Men’s Balbriggan Underwear at per suit
00
Neck. Dress Shirts, either high or low, stripe or plain
Collars, At. .eccceseeececccececceececersss50¢, and $1.00
Men’s Merino Shirts and drawers, light weight, per suit..$1.00

Free

tov;

Men’s Women’s and Children’s White Canvas Shove, Pumps
and
Children’s
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To Buy
Wedding Gifts
A
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Runners
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.$3.00,

1.65,

1.40,

1.25 and 85c.

Wash’ Hats at........ sececcccceses.25c.
Men’s and Children’s Dress Straw Hats
Men’s and Boys’ Two-Piece Bathing Suits
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have splendid range of Wash
Something to please everyone.
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00 upwards
Fancy Mantle Clocks.......--$6.50 to $10.00
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in fancy Forks and Spoons at

"€ Custom Tailoring
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ject. for he. cartoon being at once
unanimously. accepted without argument, SOR
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as an inspiration.” When,
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ae

idea

the

the Pilot,” Sir Francis Burnand gave
entirely. to Gilbert a Beckett.
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Instance of the suggested -subother
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, Barrister,
caters and will algo visit
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editor ofPunch
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normal times.

that

country

At

is open

to

navigation.
The food situation in Scandinavia
bas foreed the Swedish Government
to send to America Mr, Lagererants,
former Pralnty to Washington, and
one of Sw
blest diplomrats.
It

is-not caitkely that Mr. Lagercranta
comes asa representative of-all-the
Seandinavian countries, inasmuch as
ney, have pooled their interests in
the

handlingero

tions during. the.
Washington

to

anes bargo
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splerbas (one!
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A sale that makes a long reach for the best
you.
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that
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ever

brought

Blouses so new tit the box wrinkles

still remain in many
of them.
Voiles,
Lawns and Novelty
Stripes. All sorts of
collar styles, fluffy vets and pretty sleeve
and cuff conceits. Many trimmed with lace.

MAIL

=] BSBECS

INQUIRIES
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do orcirmany OT STO
DETROIT
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meager pervice.

Goes'te Press

+917 at bis own
in advance for
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RE. Coates,
Sparaellalebisall

First Self-Government
‘Tho fret aicesne¢ of government
by
the peo!
America was in

ie whee, BE Gers Yeardloy was
trom England as Governor of
I

patter

44

F. J. SMALL, Asst.

President

nt

Co.

for Shallow or Deep Wells
All, Kinds of Repairing

Main Street. Full Line of Pumps
Poultry .shipped every Wednesday from,
At B.J. Scbaltz’s Rooms,

Honey,in comb
,straine

shipan

=S==

blouse

Feed floar
ihe

$7.00 $9.00
Two Styles Pictured

can

commuricate
with.
America
by’ a
northerly ‘oute between Iceland-and
thé Faroes.
German
U-boat:
circled the Faroes, sinking
and threatening
merchantmen
and
laying for_
vessels
plying
between
Archangel and English and
French
ports.
But it would bardly be practicable for Germany to
patrol
the
enormous stretches of the North Sea
except perhaps during
the
season
that-the route north of the Baltic

to Archangel.

ae

Voile Blouses

But Sweden is sold out.
mans have eaten up
her
livestock.
The country bas
nothing
much
to
subsist on except fish. _ The population will be bloated with scurvy unless the country can import grain in
Denmark is in exlarge quantities,
actly the same position, depending on
the Western World
for
provisions,
which may be cut
off
whenever
it
pleases the peevish war lords in Berlin to do so.
Norway, may scrape.
through
on

Peninsula

Greatest
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in

country

Department
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If such figures meant

bate fations, for that.
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guided by a wierd intelligence which
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will -not understand,
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in which

dethe figure of Burnand jis. shown
scending the ladder, while Mr,
Jeansvover ‘the bulwarks*with a face
disa
up
sets
Toby
and
of sorrow,
mal howl,
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tie ports for export.
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ay Fancy Vestings at..
ae 1 piece of pure Handkerchief iiien, per sae

ling g

anything at all now as indicative of
reserve stock, Sweden could ‘not be
The country*could live on
starved.
meat and fish varied with the very
limited amounts.of grain raised in

‘patty

per GALA esa awa

G31 piece of White Muslin with red dot at...
Zh 1 piece of White Swiss Muslin with, black dot, per yard .

point to the enormous food materiala

dinner

Crepes,

ay Piece of White Myslin with black dot at....

some way or other, got the impression that they were going to meet
Sir Henry (then Mr.) Stanley, at a
‘and’s house,
Mr. Stanl ey was, as a
matter of fact, not in England at the
imo, but Sir»Francis’ did not undeceive: them, and persuaded
Mr. Alfred Watson,
the famous critic, to
impersonate, the explorer, ~ sir WilMam’ Gilbert was one of the -guests,
and the whole party prepared to enjoy themselves,
Things might have
remained tolerably easy for Mr, Wathad.it not been for Sir William
hough Mrs, Sambourne: did show
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Ki 2 Pieces of Brocade Jacquard tee aR eis a Eh BN
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Francis’ colleague, Mr, ,Linley, Sambourne, and Mrs. Sambourne, had, fn

‘Women. War Workers
seh at She home of Mrs, Bert
Thuraday afternoon, July 19th,
jenominational sewite sifole
who a!
9 ew. for tho’ brave boys
for us and most ladies are able
it is hoped a larger number will

nk
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and
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So Pieces Sof RAtNG! atsice scvas cainw be nevipcie oss > sdleePaen tend edes one
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Rusala managed to export enough
wheat, barley, and rye to:keep Sweden supplied and help materially in
provisioning Germany, although Russian peasants <did not have enough
COWAL
WALLAGETOWN
te-eat, and the Russian aoldiers were
‘The lawn social on Thursday evening
“1
Highgate,
the git | was a decided success, Leslic Kendall,’ atareIRS, in their trenches,
ses ‘lla and Millie Bitton last deputy: estes yory ably filled the chair.
the
-reyolution, brought
Charles3! haw. of Largie, was the star aboat not by mismanagement of the
"Richard Smith, of Wingham — High entertainer, givyibga number -of songs war, of which the people knew Uttle
“school, is- spending his holidays “at chis and recitations. Mrs, McKellar aod or nothing, but by hunger among tha
Sorocupiert the village.
will
civilian population, Russia’s crippled
Miss Patterson, of Iona Station.’ deDr, Geo, 2105
Olay nse to his homain lighted. the-audience with songs an d and inadequate transportation systhe Lad
week
tem Has been devoted principally. te
duets, ‘The Dutton Band gave « oumthe } distribution of food: stuffs among
iis aban, ‘Hire, John Cle
ber of selections.
Receipts, $100.
\
half-starved
population of the
» Charlie Small, of Detraik mpent
Rey. A. F, Webster, of Ancaster, will the
country. But no grain has been ship_ th ‘wook.ond with bis parents, Mr. and conduct the services on Sunday,
ped to the port of Riga or other Balila, Ea. Small,

jadlecom!
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nations

of Northern=:
into the whirlpool of warPat ‘simost

Gar-

Miss Sadie Bruce, of Dutton, is the

guest of Miss
Miss;Raby
ners,:was the
Braddou last

Anyone who knows Scan.
dinayia and its people must

decided

} Sonday to hold their annual picnic on
‘ednesday, August. 1st,
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of T:Pyro oa
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4
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LIGHTNING
KILLS FOUR BOYS
Under 3 Bridge Ouring a
| Took Shelier Terrific
Storm
:

NOT PAR FROM HOME

Over sixt,

HAYINGT
- Deo You Need Glasses?
‘Do your eyes tire easily?,

eyes ache or barn?

Does

Do your

the typé

be-

‘ome blurred in reading? Do yousaffer
from frontal headache? Does it hurt
Your eyes to look at the Movies? Do
a

know if you have perfect oye-sight?

‘not, we oan inform you. .No charge
for testing and with 85 years’ experience
‘andthe most modern equipment known

‘oan gaarantes the most satisf

Te-

at one-half the regular prices.

MoKILLOP,

D,A. CAMERON
1 PLT.0.M,, Trin‘Ontario.

W.H.

Rope and Draw Rope

=

E.

and

fon-porsomous.! PREVENT

of Dental

A.

¥

TESKEY

OfSce and

Residence—

At Kodney

Puonx 16,
every Weduesnay.

DR. FRANK

Buubr Graduate of Trinicy University. Graduate of Hoyal Coll: jege of Dental Surgeons,
2 Hiacks Street, St. Thomas
Third
door back of the Anderson Co.'s Store.
Phone. 295 or write to St, Thomes for appointments.

J.

————
JORDAN. & ARMSTRONG
Practitioners of Veterinary
Medi‘cine, Surgeryand Dentistry
Day and night calls promptly attended to. All
treated on the Jstest and most improved fajethods, Dr. Armstrong. graduate of
yntario;Vaterinary College,
haa been
since 1805,
‘Tolophone 22.
z

B

CRAWFORD

wes

Quality

Over

in

Wy

SCHULTZ

700

Right

older had been

to

The bodiesdead.
burned and
certainly instantaneous.

Both by laboratory tests and
actual service tests, the different
parts composing the Ford chassis~
have proven themselves superior
to those used in other cars.
Ford
Vanadium steel has never been
surpassed in quality and stfengt h-

iy

Service Stations
in Canada

Director = Embalmer
Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario

J. A. Campbell,

aired can be far-

nuhede Wiens
for any occasion.
Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 454—Residence—

Dealer, Dutton

of his best troops

your strength.

at
the Presdyterisn obi
He was formerly a medical
son

of

Wm,

Marys

of Tagerestly straok

hard to get rations ap to us, but we managed to liye through it, Weare now ont

Hard-

& cow

general

the

hospital

some

2

on rest, having

deon

jones

boys

survived

by

Death

‘y
was

A‘Rome despatoh says that the
Kaiser is seriously depressed and
that his ph;
ns had recomhe
take
the Homburg
mended

all

so many

but

I guess

of my cbums

horrible

used to it now,
over

aud

we

sights

were

back

LATE
Thisis

BLIGHT
one

of

and

in

Canada

once

most

destructive

are subject to,

the loss varying from 5 to 60 per oéht. of
‘the entire
crop.

‘The disease attacks stems, leaves and
tubers.
It is most noticeable on the

time

to Joho

leaves, where it appears at firet as dark
‘These rapidly increase in

rotten,
follows
the stem and attacks the tabersin the
rot.
Warm
westher with covsiderable
amoont of moisture in the atmosphere
favors the spread of the disease.
After
the disease ix established there is no

time pre-

remrdy—preventattye

measures

only

will be of use in controlling this disense,

Spray thoroughly with
tare.

one dangbter, one brother

Bordeaux

mix-

Start spraying when plants are from
5 to 6 inches high, which is usually durathe first part of July.
Keep the

An official message bas been received

the mixture antil the

danger

about the first week in

last October,
and went to
January.
He was nineteen

baretr nay ;

I am

OF POTATOES
the

@iseases that potatoes

and two sisters.

artillery
Frasice in

are

I have

that

but still I wish it were

more. You know I could write page after
page and then not tell you half, so I guess
it will bave to wait until I see you all

ahe was admitted for trestBesides her husband, she is

movt.

Nearly

gone, and it sure does seem hard.

Joseph's
aint ui agecpestodly
ieia Bk. «St. Jomapo's
a short

it quite easy,

you will agree with me when I say we de-

mare was
killed, her young colt badly burt aud
the foot of a driving horse fojared.
Hospital, where caly

We stayed in for nearly »

week, and I can tell you it was the toughest week I ever pot in in my life. Water
and food were scarce, ss it was rather

~

‘asually requires at least four sprayings
to do this,
The spraying ‘should be done thor-

the wielus,

oughly, getting the mixtare on the unof | der wutece of the leaves as much
-

to the granting of a
Canadiaoa
who are at
ing line who eu!
Canadians
at the outbresk
of the

Paris Green can be

petition
is being
nesting
Thomas-

circulated

in St.

. An apple spraying outfit can be
to good advantage for spraying potatoes.
When it is desired to use poison for

three years ago.

Albert Armstr:

Spring

Suitings

formala

for

ime.

for potatoes is fresh
at
searoh
He

_

cal e

ueighbors when
jound the body:

in o tree
in a nearby
leayes a

\s.

was
cael

Bordeaux

mixture

lime, four

pounds, four pounds of blue stone to 40

‘of water.
Dissolve \he bine stone in a gallon

20
lone or 3 barrel.
little waver; this will slake faster if
fost use
the water is slightly warm.
water to cansé the lime toslake;

ool: Wool : Wool

St. West

FOR
Tinsmithing

| Phone 30

the

Expensive upholstery doesn’t
prove that a car excels in quality:
The real quality of the car is
determined by ite chassis—its
power plant, transmission, axles,

Gane

forany occasion.

Plumbing

.

About ten feet from Jones, closer to the by Rey. W, H. Molntosh, of Kingthatstreet
his
abatmont, was Lovely. All four were | Presbyterian church, Londow,

Place

Finest west. of Toronto

ie

Leovard, the

Scopus aswas tase
iieg bartea
close
to imthetheJonesground.
bo

Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont,

and

The two Jones boys lay dead

Sak

Canadian

Shackleton

went

the bridge.
It was
s horrible
Three of them had been in swim-

together.

some

I was big and busky, bot I
was as weak
as achild when I reached our final objective,
Ie going was so hard it took all

told me. that two

was horrified to find,

ming.

¥Embalmere' Association
Couches, Caskets and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the

EByerything

to

up by

‘‘I immediately

under
sight.

Diplomas from Meyer's School

J.

I was called

Dr. Roatledge.

and

bad

torve is,

to

the spot,

be

masved against os, but our artillery took

ware Company, fell off s footbridge
er a raceway and was drowned.
Commis-

not two boys, bat four of them dead

J.A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

B.

although

in fighting the

Carr, manager of the St.

boys were lying dead under
bridge on
hig farm, over Dingman's creek,’ eaid

will ba at tho Datton

furnished

‘The Han didn’t put up much of » scrap,

London, was killed i

in Formosa.
Lloyd, the 5-yesr-old

at

Money .to Loan.

FLOWERS

call

Inter.

DUTTON.

@

as i

was 20 severely injured that he died

who

our bat-

Loan tell you L thanked the good Lord
whou I reached there, You can't imagine
what our sctillery fire wee like,
You
couldn't bear anything, ot even see much.

over Strathroy on Friday afternoon.
A number of trees were sha!
and
tbe crystal
aceon the fair grounds
was
.
John McIntyre, a well-known resi-| dent of Palmyra, died Thuraday, after
being io failing health for about two
He was 60 years of age, leayt Bo his wile and one son.
While riding on s motorcycle with
three other companions, Thomas HE.

Baker,

antil we reached

tation's fiual objeotive, nearly s mile, and

power on « basis of 100 horsepower.
A most violent electrical storm passed

& McWILLIAM

Embaiming

just kept going

Rey, Dr. Smith, of Mova, bas accepted

Dixon,

office every Tuesday and

of

step without

‘
Jaceiat
& prominent
a

;

tee since it commenced

Barristers
McWilliam

es

on
jast
and
his
line

wandI picked
ap quite a few interestiog souvenirs. We

the Chatham civic purchasiug commit-

17 1-2.
18 1-2.
++-19 1-2.

Office—Henry Blook. Phone 23

Mr,

can

aration, | high cost of livieg.

o’clook

all

the fight out of him. We immediately
to miake an | Zotion oo Jaly 20. He ‘waaio Frasos all
consolidated our position after reaching it,
only three months,
The sum of $5,218 was expended by bat he never came back_st us, I thought

a
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BLOCK,

while, beth

on sr

cement
spentthepeta
- | Blenboim.
suntan nrg a Sereck!
missionary

:
Twine

DR.
A: Js HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontario Veterinary
College
TPHRATS elt diosanee by latest methods,
Night and day calls. promptly answered,

OPERA

a

ee Gactor:

Did you know that 150 feet of Plymouth Pure Rope weighs about
4 bs. less than the same length and size of any other Manilla Rope?
Therefore, why buy inferior rope and twine when you can buy the
best from us at a cheaper price.

E. BENNETT

DENTIST

McCRIMMON.

See

By

dropping

second line our artillery was playing
his third line and it was terrible. {1
blotted everything out of existence
tell where
. In his third

Avtar. conyeation to be held
at Poct
Bs
Rav. Ac

terme |

aftera

500 feet Twine.
600 feet Twine.
650 feet Twine...

Shackleton Street, East

entrance examination ot

Saturdey evening

.
If you have not & | makingit doubly sare
We are agents for Plymouth Binder Twine.
had been. in
Jones
The
already purchased your binder twine 2.you should do so immediately § | swimming,
leaving his younger brother
or you will be making a big mistake.
Binder Twine is liable to
See us before you purchase as we have
advance at any moment.
the good goods and at the very lowest price.
9
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DENTIST

.

h
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were

bound to loss men in an advance
Taya be tha" dasdidaled whe a8of wethatarekind.
By the time we reached his

thom df ht cletborand | wr, Thora,
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y eee cease sthe bask, ana fuer
lay on the edge of tho water.
& | corpse

‘our boys

atound, but it wae not to be wondered at,

successful
| Glencoe
years, was
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Wille were

Joined by Sooyne and Lovely.

BUGHT.

7
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Surgeons.

this time
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theromen, the. younger
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ou the bank under the bridge.

Try this Ga your potatoes.
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for 25e, worth-with your next order. Q
d
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in Canada Nov.
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favorite swimming
$edny Baker's farm. ‘Tho two Jdbee

Special price, 6 pounds for 25c.

appolutment,

of Royal College
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vionty ot ge

este ara toss 8 | eerie

D. H. DOW, 0.D.S., L.D.S.
Honor Graduate of Toronto University.
Phone

—
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-
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=
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5
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.
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packages.
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Ont.

Phone 1384,

point otr barrage had lifted-and was play-

ported missing. Aareeey, St

$

boys rode their bicycles, and later were | drowned in the Thames at London ou

Paris Green

Kills the Bugs:
Feeds the ‘Plant.

‘our shells: were bursting on the German
frout line. By the time we got to that

Fi

for 910,000.
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Complete Stock of Hay Forks and Handles

B ug

Office-Honry Block

We went over the top at

a

.

W.Scoyne,

St "thomas on |
rctet
|i Misi?
The storm
home.

Trip

‘The best rope on the market, ond sold the world over.

DR.
SMITH
Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas

Graduate

Slings,

Rope

tracks.

steel

MoFARLANE

1 tod and by

have ever seen.

candidates ts Beet Kea i meabageaehel

.

Successor ta Dr, Orane,)

Hoare

2 Ekfrid Siding
and moved to London.

of all

was

Office. Hours
2 to4 p.m; 7 to9 p.m,
Wallacetown

“Well, Tom, long before you read this

ave Heinie-an-awfal beating on April 9.
It was one of the most wonderfal sights I

Complete stock of Iron Track amd 3 | Spsss:sfseoterite’ dsisnnenter | autcss,"emoontogWold,"tu von tom,of eld
John
attachments for both wood and Mey Seg? incl’ ith ibe entoveanate “git, Dong

Reapencu—Sbacklotou Street.
D*-

Cavanagh, Dutton:

6,80 in the morning and it was raining «
rowers sold) little
at the time. When I got started and
Haying Tools: Wartmian & Ward, | ,iscmielasdwarircrtionip scboce | Coan srawberry,
fooked ahead of me, I thought to myselt,~
parry
roerbo
Ceuta.”
16,|
aged
Seorne,
the doer Ginn
well, this ie where
you get it. All you
Beatty and Maple Leaf Hay Cars.
cottld s60 wae s solid wall of fire where

M.D.C.M.,

Uniycéaity, L.R.0,P. London, Eng.
Halaburgh; Lat. Edinburgh, and
T.M.8., Toronto, and M.C.P.8.
MAIN @f., DUTTON,
y

Fue Tonowing career aie ROOK.
a letter written by Corp. Harold James,
formerly of Dutton, to his uncle, Thos,

schools

A.D, McCallum bas sold-his store at

Pure Manilla Repe at 35c. per pound, all sizes.

MEDIOAL.
Atex

aoe
county
ange of teachers.

you will have segn in the papers where we

have a complete stock

We

Went Through Battle of Vimy Ridge—_
Nearly All His Chums Killed

News Gathered a Fe
From Our Bx.
f-henann ant Veriana Sanseas

Yas terrifid ‘mranaer storm © which
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clulioa of

dibemusiumelteastie canta

da baoee

haat

THIS GREAT. OF FORTE METS

Every

Eiri
geas oa tamnch Vow badl@re(ta name
twa el nati tll you Same
neiies

No season of the
r is so dangerous to the life of little
asia the
summer.
The excessive heat throws
hand’ the

first and second prises will

Tar lottigebockh Lat
either dom st * Lamar Sater

oar ee

him-

self.”
Sir Frederic: raises bis head for a
then it droops again.
ed by ber inhuman father and ‘an old second,
—*Milord himself, 1 seo him now as
woman,
who followed her like a shaI
sec him then, pele and weary, yet
dow, and was in the pay of the man calm
and impssutys, Uke his nature.
who had bought her.
Poor child! day
He rode {n amongst us as if ho had but
after day she would come to me with come
excursion
of pleasure.
tears atreaming down’
her pale
face, Baptlate flow at him like a wild beast,
her eyes wide open with
horror and
dread.”
The yolce pauses @ moment, and a
quick, sharp sigh comes from Laura

ed that she would seck to take -her
own Iife, but shé was carefully watch-

SUMMER HEAT
* HARD ON BABY

5
ere:

acorios aad descriptions

CONDITIONS OF THE CONTEST
Every girl may compete
at the rural ocho! {sir in her district,
District Ne. Counties of Gleogarry. Stormont; Desde;
whether
or nut she atteads sobool raving tet er dh bray Greaville, Leeds, Frostense, Lanoot and Addington, “Catlotoas

the village

milord

pictures,

Qed, 4th and Gch Prises.—
" Bread mixers. This ai
made,
machine takes the hard work-out ot(esd meting, Tina of totic Locating
of to
dom satin the
tura the handle aod the dough is thoroughly

night, while I still sat ‘at the inn
striving to pacify the furlous Baptiste,

once, and 20

titles,
Deautifal
Pte late Queee Victoria ee

Prise.—The “1
" ia the name given to thefive bir mabogas:
Me Pie at acisa:
ft will give you codiew pleapers aac eateriainmeat
you to playband
all
‘has s Ol no matieg Tatteshimocts
what make, and readies, coablingTeoroduces
Sera:
Mlecea perlectly; with it goes a doses of tho amnous
Paths records.
‘value, $180.00,
2d District Prise.—Set
of Diclsses’ Works, 18 rpleadidly
bound rolames with mam
that Dla Prt Decks kn the ect ae Oliver Twist” nad “Old Curiosity Shop.”
etrntiens. Anes thet etawrcian
7

casts a glance of admiration and wo-

lately the happlest girl In the village,
Was now the most wretched.
We fear-

a

the eatries number six or more

ape ursr Colleges

manly approbation on the pale face lying on Signa’s
bosom.
“—Lucia
was saved,” says the father
mildly.
e deed waesa rash:and desperate one;
I cannot accord itmy.approval, and yet”—he pauses—"but sée,
oh, my children, how
one
desperate
deed
ets another!
Listen! At mid-

hand moves impatiently, and the'calm,
a
yolee continues:
“—
Lucia’s anguish wes terrible t

years.

ae See ieee ee ert

fair-automatically
a_competitor for tho following. District
ee, or et of praia
:
loaf will be acne to ibe Cele

Jong. breath
relief,

besatifelly bound. Mestented' !book with
ith 800 pages of stories sedmothers,
articles about
This
ol girls aod their
isterests young girls, older
that particularly.

s great

% you cas treasere for

ST

be awarded. Unless the ectries number ten or more Bo
prize will bo awarded.
_ The District Prizes.—The winner of the first prize at each local

will give him every information, and

Lady Rookwell draws-s

air.
Jn Loca, Prise —"Giet's Own Anson’

th Sent
Tei the pepeOf Britain's wortl-wide Expire,
Local Priza.—"The Queen's Gilt Book."*
stories, pictures aad sbaeiil
sitoby Beal's
bem ran: the roceede ee eee bas ara le tbe

he should ask you who has done this,
you may tell him that Lord Delamero

and utters a stifled ‘Ab!

No;
Cream of the West Flour.
‘The Prizes, remember, ‘are offered for the best loaf of bread biked with
By local prizes we mean those given
For local prizes we offer a number of valuable books.
Howe willdo.

est

To-morrow you will take

that he will never seo her again.

If'you win first prize there, you will then

automatically become a competitor for the phonograph and other district ‘prizes.

igi

hfs daughter bac been
removed to &
place of safety, and that no harm will

wasted

is guaranteed for bread

several counties.
For this contest we have divided the Province into five districts, each with
the
a set of Dickens’ Works and:three bread mixers. | These are ealled
we will give a large cabinet phonograph,
(See list
to be given in addition to the prizes offéred.at the local rural school fairs.

“*You will be driven back to CasaIna, No harm will befall you while

sho was ordered, and marry the man

heer flour that

the bard

ing the coachman, sald:

in

of his choice, and that sie’
should
otey him though he should lose rather.
than gain.”
|
Hector moves slightly, and the doctor comes round to the bedside and

was

Attra

More than $2,000 worth of prizes for bread making
will be offered at the rural school fairs this fall. Among
phs, fifteen
the prizes are five large cabinet phon
Canuck bread mixers and many attractive
ks. These
stirring
most
the
contest
the
make
splendid prizes-will
“Every girl between the
ever held at ruraljschool fairs.
ages of 12 and’18 should read all about this fine oppar
The
im now to prepare for it.
tunity, and
prizes, under ‘the~¢onditions explained below, will be

girl to a carriage’ which had been concealed under some trees by the roadside; then the peasant came back to
the bridegroom's
chariot, and address.

think he offered to purchase Lucia’s

who

in Ontario

carried the weeping and almost lifeless

freedom with a larger sum than that
for which the father had sold it; but
the old man’s heart was hardened,
und for once hate and malice overcame his love for gold. With an oath
he swore that ths girl should do as

She

At Rural School Fairs

We want
trial.
—the flour that you will want to use always, once yo bave given it a good
wholesome bread
you to know for yourself that it makes splendid big loaves of the lightest, most
That is why we make it well worth your while to try it, by offering
that good flour can bake.
:
these attractive and costly prizes.

vain. The mad love for gold avermastered every other feeling,
even
that of reverence for ‘spiritual su(hority.
The girl ‘wag his daughter, he
sald, and should do his bidding.
‘The
village was much
excited, and
the
story was discussed at every fireside
and every fountaln, and it camv quickly to the ears of milord.
“Hig nature was quick to sympathize—the English race is instinctively
‘on the'side of the oppressed.
He wook
up poor Locia’é ‘cause, and
-weut to
plead with’ the stony hearted father. I
will not ‘Say that it waa 80,

feels his pulse, but the thin,

carriage,

roof, I hurried fo the ion, and found
that the news was true.
“The
coachman's story ‘was
very
simple.
Ten miles from Casalina the
coach had been stopped by a tall and
powerful peasant, who had hurled the
coachman from his box, and,
without
barming him,
had bound acd gagged
him.
“Not a word had
been
spoken, or
was spoken, until this peasant

returns to her loving watch again.
“—The father sold hor!
The girl's
tears, entreaties, prayers,
could not
move him. Gold was more procious to
Mm even than bis child's happiness,
and he commended her to obey,
and

the father, but

poor Lucia away,

coachman

Signa raises

accept this man for her husband.

the

ed to the village empty,
driven by a
strange coachman,
and with its own

te

behold.

old gracemuy.

It ja difficult to grow

lord that all our efforts hed proved
futile, and that the hard-hearted, goldcursed parent
had proved
merciless.
"There I beard that milord had left the
fon, taking with him two of his horses
and that the landlord had no information as to his
lordship's
route
or
whereabouts;
he did not know, even,
whether milord would return.
“Sorrowfully
1 went
home.
At
nightfall,
when
the
village, which
had been In a stir of excitement all
day, had sunk tnto quietude, my servant came to me with the strange tidings that the grand chariot which had

advantage of ‘it.

‘There is a dead siien:

with

d than at the auction sale of the
Bighth Annual Fet Stock Show, Union
Stock Yards, December 7th and Stn
next.
—Mme., de Steel.

ed in its wilvery hair.
“My heart was wrung as I bade the
poor girl farewell, and I directed my
steps to the ill to tell the English mi-

that such natures sould exist,
he offered to buy this girl forehis wife,

remoratrate

D

and, amidst the ominous mutterings of
her old playmates, she was driven oft.
It was a hard task to keep the peace
‘and prevent bloodshed that morning,
but peace wis kept and no blood was
spilled.”
¢
‘
“Thanks to one person,” = murmurs
Hector, looking at the pale face, fram-

con-

Lucia cepulsed him with
ke; but the man pressed
knowing
her fatner’s

S
&
6a

she would
If the cholce wero hersremained
unthat

¢yes

ene whose sole god is money.
The
girl, bis daughter Lucia, was deautlful.”
At our village ‘feasts she had
been twice crowned as our queen, Our
young men were in love with her, we
were all proud of her; and her
untroubled life sailed
on like a boat vpon
the lake yonder when ‘the water ix
calmand ‘the sails shine {n the sun
Ike
sHeets of silver,
unt!l
there
chanced to come into Casalina a wenlthy meréhant from Florenc?.
This
man, who was old enough to be
the
father of Lucia, and of whise life report had spoken evilly—set his. eyes

tent, 6o absorbed is sh» in the loved
ome. 1¢ will matter
nothing to her,
however
dark and awful,
the story
may be. If ehe ebould hear that her
lord haa been aa wicked end criminal
{t will
as he has been represented,
make no difference to her. Love has
sentlovercome all other feeling and
ment in her.
ia to
It is for others.that the story
interest
no
hes
it
herself
be told—for
whatever; all that life holds worth
pillies
the having or the knowing
lowed on her bosom.

rather that the mysterygo

whose

disregard the heavenly traasures abcve
them. . This man was a :niser, one

curiosity, or fear, scarcely of inter- rul
Ii
est, She barely glances aside, ao 1n-

solved,

those.

rtantly fixed on the mire and dross
of the world, while they neglect and

&
&3
=

his mild, benignant ‘gaze resting for a

father forced her into
of

eat bet ot

bought;
they were rich and: costly,
fit for lady, and too fine to deck the
ce of a simple peasant girl. But
they brought no consolation to poor
, and only her father’s threats
could induce her to try them on. The

eee

mere’s

ee

i

>

HER HUMBLE
habits

It fs doubtful if any of us realize
the need that’ there will be for meat
and live stock in the Eupropean counpeace is
red,
Canad-

Derwent'y lps; Signa makes no sign.
—"The day for the wedding was tix.
ed. She was not to be
here—
there would Have been danger and
bi
her father knew—but at

a

CHAPTPR XKXIV. ¢
It Js © strange scene. The father sitting in the dark, high-backed chair of
carved oak, with his white, thin hands
folded peacetaly
on als black gown,

7
I draws a long breath.

it.
Lu
who bad bought
wratch_
Mightest
would not move her in the
#€ the father had sald in plain words,
“milord sbot him!”
the challenge. "The
“p{flord accepted
fixed for. the following

s

and B Ib, Cartons—
Montreal.
26, 80 and 100 Ib. Bags. Canada Sugar Refining Co., Limited,

LOVER

Lueta,

not move or falter.
Hector, ut‘absorbed, sho bends overconclusion
of
terly indifferent to tho
her
he story. If there is any bias’ fm

ever doubts
inits No Si one Years
of use no one has ‘ever bought a
zs fee
eae ak « ‘Redpath sugar. Jt is _
made
in one grade
only—t highest.
2
:
“Let Redpath Sweeten it.”

=

of

‘(Toronto Fat Stock Show
See

poor
. hiding
a
“not tell im,
t-| Fiiord would torthe
mild glance cae
dt wello,’ ce

ay

i ITIONS IN COUN

(ED BELOW:

Hector.

and struggling, Baptiste
was led away to his home, and then
He had carhad. interested in her story,/anf there
she was
to remain, hidd

until

‘The Campbell Flour Mills Co., Limited

“her -father— relented.

he did not relent, the. she would go,
with thes people ‘to Emgland,.
80
mueh for the story of Lord Delamere's
® peasant gist on her

:

a

i

(West) Toronto, Ontario
Bah ie seveuncrment jenna)

ts

~

$0 DEALERS:

The shove: preliminary sdyettinement is inse

bread-making competition. .W Twillphortiy

Soon the “honoe

i

‘

us

ae

pri” payee of local ©

-_niames of Wesler handling ‘Cream Wale

ee

‘the

ee
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‘Too busy to come

:

Bargains in Every Departm

“Do. Not Forget the —

Boys

e
Dutton’s Largest and Best Stor
Boys and
Bargains to be had in
July Shoe, Sale
Department
Men's
Voile
and
Muslin
July House leaning. All Oda
At

> 15 Pairs child’s kid shoes and patent
Choice for 98c.
strap sandals.
man’s Canvas Outing Shoes, canvas

Alberta, Half in Saskatchewan
tion is felt in all
21.—That conWinnipeg, Jal:
i
yy the retronadian
praitie
ditiong in the
s step of the
J.
hen
different.
munioipaliti es | West, insofar as this year's crop is
d to aid the building of the concerned, are on « par with those.
the
it was stipniated that the two at the same time in 1915,~when
jord-breaktrains would be ron daily prairies reaped their
adore poreientsl bonuses ing crop, is the feature of the fourth
the
season,
published
by
nd townships
railway deagreement,
expect the
up to their

“OUR CANADIAN INVADERS
York is invaded ; and New
ces it. ‘The braw laddies of
revive memories of un-eg
courage, of uncom,

‘Gevotion, of terrible hardships
‘borne with unquestioning fortitude.
| their skirling pipes they
tho clouds of gloom which
ttention to the sordid details

“something of the
peas the
te isomer

nre

heard

from state that rain is badly

Fifteen points report the

needed:
wheat

orop below the average,

and

no distress.

Quite a few report a
and several
three-quarters crop,
deolare that fifty per cent. is all
that can be hoped for. >
Of twenty-one points heard from
in Alberta, ten report an insoffipienoy of rain. ‘The reports as to
the conditions of wheat are four
points

below

the

average;

16-quart Tin.

Pails, with strong

at 50c.

ik Pails, 35c.

_

Mattresses and Springs. ~
Tron Beds,
ts for the Celebrated Ostermoo. r

EHS
:

:
tresses, $17 and $18.
re Tubs, light and wearable, special

rice 1.25 to 1.60.

Pails, special at 50c'to 65c.
D> Fiber
Preserving Kettles, Colanders
Strainers, Fruit Fillers
Basting Spoons, Food Choppers
Sprinkling Cans

6

Dominion

White Dress Skirts in GabarPoplins and Reppes,
dines,
neatly tailored in many styles
25 OFF

Boys White Shirts with collar 50¢.
New White Neglige Shirts, with collar,

Tbe.

:

Summer Neckwear
Collars
and Shirts

Light Pris ts; reg. 20¢ for 124¢-

All Millinery
at Half-Price
and Less

Welch’s Grape Juice,
the
famous
healthful summer drink.
A full range
of Heinze Celebrated Pickles, Catsups
Baked
and
Butter
and Relishes, Peanut
Everything in Cooked Breakfast
Beans.
Rideau Hall, Chase & Sanborn
Foods,
and Woods’ Gilt Edge Coffees: Shlada

Also a full

Sugar, $8.25

<

7

The newest and most desirable Millinery
at prices that will enable every woman
to have a New Hat to finish the summer
season with.
:
$6.00 Hats for.
5.00 Hats for.
'
4.50 Hats for...

range of bulk teas, bought before the last
@dvance—extra values.
Washington Coffee, Reindeer Coffee,
Chocolate, Anchovy Paste,
Tuna-fish,
Paris Pate, Silver Cow Milk and Cocoas.

Granulated

S

Boys blouses, good patterns, 60c,
Excelda Handkerchiefs, coloreé border,
3 for 250
Boys blouses, small size, 290.
Worsted Pants, good wear, made with
belt loop, 1.75 and 2.50.
Natural Wool Underwear, not all sizes,
1.25 each,
Straw Hats, Fedora shape, 50c, 75c, 1.00
and 1.50.
Men's Sailor Hats, all the new. st;les,
2.00 to 3.00.

stripes
10 Pieces New York Voiles, dots,
patterns, black and white
and all-over
checks and stripes, 45c per vd.
and
10 Pieces Printed Muslins, pink blue
white stripes, black and white and
and white, 124¢ per yd.
pattern
striped and floral
10 pieces
Voiles, 28 in. wide, 19c¢ per yd.
5 pieces Palm Beach Cloth, striped patterns only, 86 in. wide, 40c per yd.
50c.
Children’s Print Dresses,
Women’s House Dresses, 1.00.
Women’s Black Cotton Hose, 15¢.
Striped Crash Toweling, 15¢.

and Lipton’s' package teas.

ES

90¢.

Grocery Specials

Bargains in Every
Department
All Hot Weather
Goods to go this
Month

¢
q

Boys’ Khaki and Cottonade Knicker,

per pai, 75c and 1.00.
Extra heavy striped Cottonade Pants,
1,50.
Black and tan. half Hose, 15¢.
Boys New Sport Shirts, white, extra,

Scotch Ginghams, L5c.
Ecru Lace Curtains, 3 yards long and 60
in, wide, 50c per pair.
White Bedspreads, large size, 1.98.

You will find

Hees

d

The Early Buyer

gets best choice

per

100 Pounds

rac

me

Foster

introduced

MY

a73:

jepressing; they are eleo-

Galvanized

44-quart
steel
bales. Special

¢
CORS

at

~ Some

Seasonable Specials

three

ormal
points fifty per cent. of
trio with. life and power an
crop. One point indicated a fifteen
; The manhood of them, bushel crop, and the remainder a
intent, the authority they fuir to good average.
Oats and
bolize is written in each dis. barley do not
ow up well. One
move and recorded in every points reports a fair crop, one &/
‘of their ordered. display
and
another
crop
doing |
good one,
‘The call tu duty they utter is not well, while the others are “badklaintive or apologetio; it is cheertanding
rd"? a
jar’
and
proud. 1I¢ sammons not to sac- still,” “short and
patchy,"’ eto.
‘but to opportunity, It ininte |
In Manitoba
the eighty
“but ‘does not plead.
He who heard from, with the exception of
© and answer and does not, two, report rain since the last Free
‘been
Press crop report, but it
men of the nee lea are mostly showers; only one or two
nation of
Prussia’s fail ne: re]
while
e
to
report that rain is
such as they respond
Wher
Liberty will attain |).a1y needed. . Eighteen points rel
of Liberty,
gal
of
wheat
below
zNne
victory.
‘port a
a
average, w!
2
AS THEY ARE
fair ave: rage orop, this being contingent_on rain coming within a}
few days. With regard to conrse
grains,
reports
rts: generally. are
Tuly 93,—There is to be that they are improving, but Inte.
of sunlight in OanACTION. ON O'CONNORS REPORT
drab

g

They

From 190 points in the three
Provinoes heard from, it is gathered
that seventy-five per cent, of the
oud in Manitoba and
crop is in
Alberta, and a little better than
fifty per cent. in Saskatchewan.
Apparently all the damage from
tha heavy frosts and cold weather
of June has not been fally overcome
by recent precipitation
Rain has been fairly plentiful in
Suskatochewan, bat fourteen points
out of the seventy-eight points

NVA :

now if the
live up to its
@annot reasonably
ities to live

x vy LZ WANVBNY
aN v Ve
WePAN
BS Y BS
LN
<

f

YANY Ye

faithfally tainting their obliga-

“topa, rabber® soles. and heels. Light,
Y durable and easy on the feet. For mea,
women and children.
Other lines added as we come to them.

5 Colored Voile and White Dresses, reg.
July sale price, 7.00.
8.50. to 9.50,
2 White Voile Dresses, sll white and
white with green velvet sash, reg. 7.50.
July sale 6.00.
and
5 Colored Muslin Dresses, reg. 3.50
4.00.
July sale, 2.98,
i

Re

CROP CONDITIONS IN THE WEST
Three-Fourths in Head In Manitoba ‘and

sale 8.00,

Og

is

) Pumps,
Sale price.1.98.
gi
15 Pairs Ladies black and tan suede button boots; reg. 4,50, for 2,75.
© 25. Rairs Ladies tan calf button »shoes,
¢ good shoes for-general wear, at 2.79.

July

2 White Voile Dresses, 1eg. 10.00.

specal values at

Oe

the condition

Bluchers.

Underwear, per suit, 1.00,

Men’s Combinations,

1,00 and 1.25.
Boys’ blue Bathing Suits, 50c.
Blue Jerseys, short sleeve, 35c.
Summer light colored yests, all at one
price, 1,25.
Blue Striped Overalls and Smock, each
1,50.

IN Red)
ait BNZ

in thickly populates

A}
SR

for

Metal

Sale price 3.49.
15 Pairs Men’s Patent Blucher Oxfords. |
Sale price 2.98.‘
25 Pairs of Ladies Patent and two-strip,

ZN RIN
Ne

but

. It is no wonder that con-

Gun

price Saree
15 Pairs Men's

only 50c.
Balbriggan

2) Ii 1) NsNS ah
aNOn eSRERi o] )Ax RSRi PUSSY
WA
D S CU et iy

Supplies

Sale price 5.00.

25 Pairs Men’s Patent tan or gun metal> Oxfords, new and up-to-date lasts. Sale

The REXALL Store
for

price to-day is 8.00,

Colors and White
Patterns with
Colored Trimming

nN

Taees
:
Pipes
Chocolate Bars
Zambuk
Oxo, Etc.
Boy at the Front

Soldier Boys

,

Bw)

Tooth Washes
Shaving Stick
Shaving Powder
ing
Healing Salve
Remember Your

ars.

Biuchers, the

BN 90

owder

Headquarters

ti
o
this might be tolerated for

t
25 Pairs Men’s Tan Laced

CDH
E35 he
of L) WR7) L) R 3 aa iy SAIN y
UL US NEN SS NZ fh SS TW AN

‘aper

Rs

ma

Bibles, Testaments
Magazines

large - sizee,-

Best \Vaute-.Work. Shirts,

:

I

Blue Chambray Shirts, 75¢ and 1.00.

__Week’s Selling, in

TN \Y)

LD STOP BONUS TO P.M.
fortanate that Dutton is not
‘meroy of one railway—tho
sEquette—with its one’ pusn west and another cast
| to make matters worse
new time card now in

Bath
tom a

©

6 Doz. Men’s Bib Overalls, pair 1.257.

Dresses for this

.
Lines Must Go.
sg Ever} Paira ‘Money Saver:

Hair Brushes

WAS ayAY VBSo NNY BB ZN
NYAS

i

note when Dutton
it will be words of deepest

Safety Razors
Combs

he
Go
GORE
te
SZ ARGNz NN INR
Ny
IRSA
WZ, USS NUHn) SS)
SS) M7 ZS N71
TUL

Talcum Powder
Foot

Fags Lotions.

Comforts
©

REY

Your Daily
With Him

YAN

Share

TUSSTUS

~~ Overseas =~

ZI

' Soldier

down Phone 3.

CORE ON
WESTIN

SRE
ANNs
OS

TSN

ay:

thi

Ottawa,

July 22.—Action has been

taken with a view of enquiry into
the matters set forth in the recent |.
report of W. F, O'Connor to the
the
minister of labor
joe of
purchase price and
certain foods.
The food ‘controller has ,been
called into consultation,’und it is
Yelieved that the actio: n
ich is. to
be takon is
n his0 annsaada:

isn

We Would Be Pleased

THE MOLSONS BANK
98

BRANCHES

To

These
minders

IN- CANADA

A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR
BANK

services
of 4 very
‘to assist in the oaatee have been
ae io. Gad e oe
Sr

MERE eremary om
Ropart_W, Chambers
is

‘poyel in

C

Everyody is tall
haven't started "The
ited | gin wwitis the secon

tan

It
eke
Restless Sex,

yo

LETTERS

OF

t current rate a Interest allowed at highes

iT

H
s. WOODS, Managerre Dutton Branch

Sash, Doors, Blinds

Mould!
Cement,

ings

Building

Material

would be worse than useless were it not a fact.

Our sole object is to keep

Lime

Brantford and Ruberoid
-Roofiings,

Cell Board,

reare

and

Luthber, Lath, Shingles
+h"

frequent
that
we

Selling Good Lumber

We Sell at Right

CREDIT

ORDERS

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
MONEY

Have You
Drop In

Etc

the fact before you, expecting that when in need

of anything in our line,
you will give us

a call.

|[W. SAUNDERS Mills, Contractor
Dutton’

tv _oui

will Last for

‘of wood and |stool in the
afew

z

is

Myohoe wil
spent later

nin.

fhe death, oobarred at his homo in
ton on Satarday of. Mr. Dancan

Oo. || ®x¢ of 95 years,

'T. Hooxtx

he

ee
~

9000

We offer you the most comwe have ever
pleté line

SY°FY.| Finlayson, who had reached the great
His health was pot the

best for some time;-but he was able to
be
t and eager for a chat with his
iotimate
until quite recently,
when a once vigorous constitution
yielded to the weight of many. years.
Mr. Finlayson was born fo Lower Oan-

v

$ IN AND AROUND TOWNS
Seeeecooooooooooooooes

>

Mrs. Wallace, of Ridgetown, is visit-

ownee
the
first

ing her sister, Mrs, Hanter, in town.

ae
settlers

shown at the lowest prices.
Nice bedroom, papers from

p

* 5c. to 10c a roll.

ada on May 34th, 1822, and when twonty

of age
‘ith bis parents
and settled on a farm in North Dapwich.
near the civer Thames, which is now

Miss Lena Potter, of St. Thomas, hae
been engagedas teacher at Ioan.

%

y

Mis Oe Drake ls spending s {ow | erhich was thon adense forest and ‘whos
days with
Mrs, George
Val, of Aylmer. | tho hardships and privations of pioneer

‘The preset staff of the Public School | days were endared
Bat by patient
has been engaged fot the ensuing term. | toil he overcame the difficulties of thove
early days and lived*to enjoy the re- | Bran
Miss Leta McKishnio has been ay
ward
of
his
Imbors.
Until
a few years Gar of middlinge just arrived,’ $50 « ton.
pointed
to the stuff of teachers of WindILLS
-on—thie-t¢ ore
then ‘DUTTON FLOUR-MILLSLsgr0
Li

sor
b sete = Se

made

Soret tes aioe

Clifford, of Hamilton,

Nivevalo, New
York, are visiting Mr.
and Mrs, J, Bambridge,
A, E. ‘Cautelon is ill with neuritis
and will be anable to bein his photo,
gallery for a few days.

of Wednesday

appears

the name of Pte. Jesse Dell, of

Detroit,

are the gubsts of the former's

‘The faneral was

held

son, D, Erskine, Alex.
P. B, 8. MoPherson.

appointed
and com-

The

FRUIT PROSPECTS
Latest

In the notes of Joly 18.

Pro-

Walnut,

White

ec

Ontario about the same; the crop in
Eastern Ontario will be slightly less than
Inst year, Olean frait. is confined to
orchards that haye been well cared for

‘Lacqueret
Furniture

cally

be home shortly.
.
Rey.R. J. Murphy aud family are}
a week with relatives at Al-|
spending
Rey. 8. A, Mac- |
Markdale,
and
ligton
donnell will take the seryice here next |

short,
The crop in the
is very scattered,

failure,

more than

per

committeo
‘An official: message was receifed_in| were shipped. by theto packing
be distribated: 9
Datton Friday to, the effect. that Pte. | to the following Sister
Ella B. Forsythe,
‘Thos. Osborne had received a gan-shot | pairs to Narsing
to each of the following: Pte.

aby the crop will not &xceed 40 per cent
of last year.
From Grimsby to Niagara
Falls there will be about 60 per cent of

are practically no Spies or

paire

Pte, Osborne | Wim. Taylor, Pte. Paal Malloch, Corp.

to assist the Daughters
[with their sewing, which was gladly

and staff, of Shedde®
Rebekah Lodge and

Inst your.

treasurer; Mrs. Atkigs,

Chaplain;

‘Ada McKillop. J.G,

Moore,

county, which has about
te
year’s crop.

z

packing and attending to the socks, some

‘The Canada Life Assurance Oo, are
giving an outing to what it has termed

of which have

to be laundered,

agents who have written that
business the
t year,
Daniel

by the ladies to the post office for mailing.
Also
ise and
appreciation
shoald be anlimited in regard to the

much
Black

hag been notified that ho is a member

efforts of the convener, Mrs. Dan. Black,
in secaring knitters and the strenoous
cam
ground ou a lake north of task of distributing the yarn or launderSault Ste. Marie, where they will spend img the yarn for the machine knitting,in
to sacrifice
addition each | no effort being too
acouple of weeks,
at the front,
member will be presented with a din-| doing her bit for the heroes
mond ting.
¢
A Canadian woman, who has been
ofthatclab.
The party will leaye Sarnig on August 18 by the Huronic for a

in Eugland,
A special meeting of the W. M.S. of | visiting Red Oross hospitals
tifa,
very
seen
on Thursday. | writes: “I have
Knox charch was held
etic thibgs here among the men.
Interesting pacers on Kongmoon HosThere are two young mou here jast
pital and the people of Soath Ohina|
most appalling feet, yory
wore given by Mrs. Scouler and ‘Mrs, | now with the
is an AustraMiss Baker, of St. Thomas, | bad trench feet. One boy
Goldie.

‘He

sang very sweetly

oe

. Dow,

b;

solos

lian and theothera British, What these
I wish every
adinn woman conld see these two

Lifted Me."’|

Mary | boys must have saffered!

Miss

men's pitifal feet. Iam sure the patriotic sovieties would never have to ask
agajn for socks,
has beew stated

of. the program Life Momberahip. Cer-

tifloates were prossasen to Mrs,
Jamieson aid Mrs,J. McArithur,

Wm.
Mrs.|

M.|

5

an offloer that trench feet are almost
unknown

among

the

dian

er

and that is largely owing to the splendid
- | sooks ths Canadian women send them.

it comes from good authority that

Still
unless the ladies carry on the ardaons
light refreshments were served by the | task
of knitting even thro’ the hot aumladies of the society.

ing was closed with a social hour,

Dr, Roy A. Decew, sou of Mr. and
Mrs, Daniel Decew, of Lemford, Sask...
died recently in Nebraska, where ho
had gone on account of failing health.

He was about $0 years of See. and was
born at Middlemiss,going
West with his

parents ere
parents,

mene SEO:

ho is surviv

two

and one sister, all in the West,

mer
our winters
men will go without sooks the
eeciag
TRACTOR

FOR

ELGIN

‘The fau-

will be ander the direotion of the district

to Elgin

eral was held at Lemsford and was very
largely attended by relatives andfriends,

representative.

The!
re, who httended ina body.
re were six cousins of the de-|
ceased. The floral nies wens names

Bachanan,
Dutton.

County

a tractor,

Plowing

will

which

evidence

LOWER SCHOOL RESULTS

eft
5

ot

ny Se

TICES.

SPECIAL NO
Hay for Sale—A field of about 10
acres.—Alf. Bobier, Wallacetown.
For Salo—Steel boiler tubes, suitable
for fence braces, 60c. each,—R.

Coates,
Private money fo loan on farm mortschool
.w!
on the
Apply at ADyANOR
gages at 6 percent.
examination for entran
ivembelow. | OFFICE, oF Box 204, Dutton.

oe annual mouster
med by theme Bae Do en not forget
in on Wodnesday,
at
others
er
l candidate tailed | hugan oth, Bigger and better than
all_wore scosessta
examinations at Easter, in1¢

set for the

occasions.
of

for

train

im.

MEATLESS

*

Mone

Smith,

—At
inst., to

‘a daughter.

_ on
Mr, and

:

tl

This

are

JAMES

interested in wedding

F.

J.

days

or

restau

or

Fridaya

on

and

Suitings

and

at

Tues-

that ‘uo

bacon

be served on those days, either, aud ou
t.

Also he

suggests that at every meal there shall
be supplied some sal
ite for white
‘Dread and that no more than two courses
may be served for breakfast and luncheon

with courses

Printed cards will be dis-

Iaawers of Martiege Licenses

We,

the undersigned
to close

merchants

of

our

of

places
:

Chas. Dahl

Cascadden

is employed

at

Duncan G, MoOallam Wm. Affleck

Wm. Ramstein
E. Roche
. Doyle
lam

James Broce

A, E. White
B. B, Scoaler
), MoMillan
B, J, Schultz

lockin Oo.
. H, GI
the store of Manson Horton during the
busy season.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
‘The Baptist Sunday. School picnic will
be held on the lawn of Mr. Moore on Thureof the
Ravingclase Xghisat the extate
day afternoon, when »
time is ex- NO
aahip of
inte Duncan BM fePherson, 2 of
‘Ice cream and refreshments will Danwieh,
in the County'of Rigin, who
served by the young ladies.
Miss Margarette McDougall, Southwold,

is spending her vacation with her cousin,

Bensiah fa he cngahpuziee toe Sco

fei aaa

Miss J. MoArthar.
‘Miss M, Marr, of Southwold, is spending

‘a

week

with

her

cousin,

Miss

Andry

A aguat, ‘AD,
nduniniatrstriz ‘will proAD. 101? {07
to distribute the estate of the deceased.
‘only to the claims of which abe
jas. been ser- hat
bave bad notice.
jously ill the past three oe and was then
Dated at St, Thomas
the 14th day of July,
slightly improved. has suffered a xe- A.D, 1917,
CAMERON & GRANT.
lapse and his condition is most serious.
Solicitors.
for the Administratrix,

Storms.

=

Joseph Spackman, who

After the recent rains baying is the
order of the day.
Tbe farmers are
working long hours, as the wheat is rip.
jay
straw

be @ bumper
crop.
will bo very heavy, the
clay

Innd.

ou

the

sand farms it is looking remarkably
well and will be av sverage crop. From
present indications there will be av enormous yield
of potatoes. Farm labor
is very sotrce throngh thin section—iv
fact it is almost impossible to secure.
avificien|
ages t help. Some farmers are pay
day aod board, and would
no doubt, pay more through the busy

fay or |

TAILOR

Every Wednesday During August
At 12 o'clock, noon

J.B. Crawford Estate R. Kemp Panter
J. x Bambridge& Oo. J. F, Gali an

Miss Ehith

Materials

§

Early Closing
Datton, agree
business

siderably the consumption of bread, beet
aud bacon.
.
SHEDDEN

Shades.

Newest

Arch. McCallum

Opticians

tribated setting forth the necessities of
the situation and asking every citizen

to sign a form of pledge to reduce con-

of the

Choicest

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

ree eee
a
Bambridge & Co.

Jewelers

ment, the most important item of which
is the suggestion that no meat be served

hotels

Spoons

75c. to.$1.00.

Food Controller Suggests Canadians Do
Without Meat Two Days a Week
Toronto, Jaly 23,—How. W. J. Hanna,
food controller, yesterday issued
9 statein

Forks and

aig Te
o

:

eS

China 75c. to $2.00, or something
fancy

50c,

GAHAN

gifts.
Our stock includes:
Cut Glass Water Sets.$8 and $10

dn

MENU

and

Two-Piece Bathing Suits
summer we have splendid range of Wash Materials.
Something to please everyone.
Don’t forget we carry great values in Hosiery
Boys’

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of

of Walkerville

heads aré Alling nicely aud a good wee
is expected. “Although corn is a little

BORN

and

out of St. Thomas are discontinued, bat
a morning train will leave Blenheim at
for St. Thomas, and another will
“i @ St. Thomias at 7.05 a.m. for Blen-

out

. | slow on the “heayy
-

At present you

YOUR

Wash Hats at.......sseeeceeeeseee+25c.
Men’s and Children’s Dress Straw Hats
Men’s

{nto St. Thomas and the evening train

train

Blenheim for Walkerville.
East of Blenheim the morning

ening rapidly and will soop be ready to

Witsow,--In Datton, on the 18th inst.
to Mr. and Mrs. Brock Wilson
ter.
Winnitred
the 28rd inst., to
Prrgg,—At lous, on Piper;
“ ween. e
Mr, and Mre-Roy

perhaps

BOUGHT

PSO SOP SCO CO OO OPO
Dishes... || F0°
and Bakingles
Cassero
i
00 upwards
FINE
Fancy Mantle Clocks.........e
$6.50 to $10.00

morning

Blenheim and the evening train ont of

out.
Wheat

Anuett, Katie Kendall, Wil, Mervyn Glass, Oatherine

Children’s

A Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts
We specialize in gifts for all

DISCONTINUED
recommendations

came into effect on July 22. The new
service consists in the restoring of the

at 45 cents per hour, farmers.to provide

District
:

crop

be about

the Dominion Railway Board the Pere
Marquette Railway's new train schedale

be done

being nearly a mile | fuel aud boatd operator. _ Application
01
the
wishing
The ceremony at the grave | forms will be proyided to thoseto O. W.
inwaslength.
performed by tho Oddfellows of| work done by applying
Representative,
.a
ono and very beso!
of the very, high, esteom in which he
* was held in the commanity.

Following the

to be defined.

With a view of assisting
ion
the Department of Agricaltare is sending

grape

or three courses for dinner,

don Hs

brothers

ra

It wiil
late inmaturing.

P, M. TRAINS

pressed

and all sewn in pairs, tied securely in
bundles, then sewn in cotton and carried

‘the $100,000 Olab, coniposed of those

10 per cent. of

YOU

would call your attention to our Men’s Ba)briggan Under00
wear at per suit....
Free Neck Dress Shirts, either high or low, stripe or plain
000, Std 81.00;
ce doneseecssceasaccececes
collars, at
Men's Merino Sbirts and drawers, light weight, per suit..$1.00
Men’s Women’s and Children’s White Canvas Shoes, Pumps
and Runners at.....--+--$3.00, 1.65, 1.40, 1.25 and 85c.

Stor

The

be in the

year, -witn the exception of Lambton

tion of the knitters, also of the packing
committee
in their arduous task of

Miss

section,

probably

Corner

Busy

the

We

R. P. Reekie

neighborhood of 50 por’ cent. of last
Outside of Niagara there are
practically no: peaches in Ontario this

to
the | cepted and half-dozen pairs pyjamas
Fay
installed the following officers forNG.;|
make will be given to them at once.
J, D. Black,
Too much cannot be said in apprecia- | two
P:
iss Mabsl Scoyne, secretary; Miss
weeks
Mrs.

whole

whole crop will

ensuing term: Mrs,

Katherine Robbius, F.

‘Prices

Warm Weather
UNDERWEAR?

For the Potato Bugs

1ta8 are particularly

light through the

ac-

Green

e

Peaches—Petwoen Hamilton and Grim-

Daring the last week 75 pairs of socks

chard, D,D,G.M.,
visited Shamrock

§

HARDWARE, | FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

HAVE

Bug Finish

speaking all varieties are light, showing
monch scab and falling freely.
Winter

varieties are particularly light and there

pital at Leport, France.

Paris

Lake Ontario district
The fruit did not set

Mr, Ervin L. Small, B.8,A., of Clover- | Page, also for tlie parcel R.O. McOaliom.
by
dale, B.O., the marriage to take place | and sweets received

was formerly a resident of Dutton and | Jack Graham.
His | tthe speciul meeting on Friday a
enlisted with the 9lst Battalion.
committee representing the Ladies’ Aid
family are now in Eugland.
Qr- fof the Methodist church kindly offered
On Friday evening Mrs. A. E,
of the Empire

-

not

80 well, particularly on winter varieties.
In the Trenton district some orchards
will have a good crop but generally

from the society to the soldiers.

Sunday evening.
of appreciation aud thanks for
Mr, and Mrs. G, Gowan, “Hillcrest | Letters
speci
engage: | the towels were rend at the and
Farm," Dunwich, announce the Viola,
A.
to| meeting from W. R. Mitton
of their daughter, Laura
mont
of towels, socks

wound

at Lowest

Mattresses

Springs,

At

Pure

In Western Ontario the crop is practi-

cent. of last year. The only varieties
that hi
any showing are Wealthy,
Dachess, eto, Later varieties sre vory

(Dr.) McKillop.
People are requested not to ask to
mm any of the
buy yaro or socks
as it is dtrictly
Daughtora of the Empire,
All socks must go directly
forbidden.

15

Beds,

4

applies particularly to Baldwins, Spies
and other Iate-fail and winter apples,
Early yarieties in some orchards are

slight orror

went overseas with the 91st Battalion, | Hicks by auother committeo
has landed in s Canadian port and will | workers, the conyener of which is Mrs,

hos-|

of All Kinds.

aud properly sprayed.
The ee is light in Lambton, Norfolk,
and
the Niagara district.
This

Word has been reoeiyed by his family | 46 usual.
‘A box lias jast been sont to Private A.
in Dutton that Pte. David Walker, who
of faithfal

i" the chest and was in the

Floor
aud Black and Clear for Linoleums, glass
It dries like
Finishes and Furniture.

to $1.50, Liquid Veneer, Renewal, O’Cedar

ctop. In the
district
‘The regular niseting will be post- fair
Greening, Duchess, Wealthy
antil the last Friday in Aagast- Ribston,
are spending a week with their parents, | poned
Fameuse giye the beat promise, but
The sewing meetings will be continued, and
Mr, and Mrs.:A. M, Molntyre.
eyen these are less than a mediam crop.

early in August,

'

In all colors, Oak, Mahogany,

and gives a beautiful finish. ©
Vacuum Cleaners
to house cleaning,
We also have all the modern helps
Carpet Sweepers, O’Cedar Dust Mops
from $5 to the Electric at $25.
Oil, Wall Paper Cleaner.

50c

=

prices: Half:

at the old

n $1.25,
} pint 25c., pint 40c, quart 75c, half-gallo
sion, $2.25.

Apples—There have been soms changes:
in the apple situation siuce lust mouth, |°
Indications now point
an increase of
90 per cent. over last year’s cropin ‘Nova
4
Scotia and about 10 per cent. je in
Columbia; Quebec will have only 40 per
cent, of Inst year’s crop, and Western

and

they last

gal-

information:

occurred.
he amount sent for the
French wounded was $26, instead of $20.

Mrs. Arthur Woodward, of Ohstham,
aud Mra. Q, St. Clair Leitch,
St. Thom:

a

The latest report issaed -by the Department of Agriculture regarding the
fruit outlook contains the , following

on Taesday to

Finjayson

Department Keport Indicates
Very Unsatisfactory Outlook

:

offer

we

which

_you as long as

Paints

Mixed

late

1. O, 0. E. NOTES

8, A. Littlejohn, Tyroonnell, has retarned after a month’s trip upthe Great

Lakes and through the Western
vincea,
°

Dattou,

the Kerr cemetery and was well sttended, The service was conducted by
Rev. R, Stuart. The bearers were Jas.
R, Leitch, D, McKenzie, John MoPher-

sister, Mra. W. Crowder.

menoes his daties to-day.

in

tou, and Margaret, of Detroit.

Dunwich, as wounded,
Mr, and= Mra. Charles E, Gago, of

W. O. Sankey has been
tarnkey “at the county jail

home

member of the Presbyterian, church.
Ho was the last-surviving member of
the stardy family who
made
their
rode home iu the dense forest in Dunwich three-qaarters of a century ago,
aged partnar in life, he
leaves two sons and four daoghters:
Alex. Finlayson, on the
homestead;
Daniel Finlayson, in the West; Misses
Florence, Ohristena and Kathleen, Dat-

are the guests of

Mr, and Mra, A. E, Roberts.
Mra. 0, W. Wyse and daughter, of

In tho casualty list

his

“We still have a limited
‘quantity

Mr. Finlayson was a man of sterling

character, whose word was as ood
as his bond. For many years he was &

field Pablic Scbool,
Mr, and Mrs. J, Patterson and son,

papers, 30 in. wide,-all

Oatmeal

colors, 25c a roll.

Bie amongst
the
community,

COOOOOOCOOOOOOOA

Hams. Fresh Pork Sausages
and
moroiog.
Satorday

The New Design

CHEVROLET$/50

FOUR NINETY A
iA really beautiful small car equipped with every
desirable appointment for comfort and convenience.

"NOTE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Yacht Line Body, extremély graceful.
Finiished in Rich Chevrolet Green,
nicely striped

Demoontable Rims
Ww:
sl
Top.
Ques Mav Mohair,
> and. rear. fender
New design
skirts,
Tire Ourrier desigood with Tail Lamp
|. - and License Bracket Attachment,
Selective Sliding Gear
with three speeds forward and

Startiog
Electric Lighting and
‘stem. ie
yalve-in-head
efficient
motor.
Speedometer; ammeter; oil indicator.
; foot
light eqaipment; robe:
splash guard gives
rail;
s
front of cars conventional
Boor:
tone
oss
pile
ance;
doors; band pads
pockets in
linoleum
on doors; ranni
, alaminam botnd; nonPowerful,

30,1017

fest No.

a

Hep

WANTED,
TO”
NERS ||andre
PROBATIO
ANTED for— nurses
‘Well
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.
train
eS
Ww
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Hospital, “St, Catharines,
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SERV
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GERMANY'S CREDIT.
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the Boomomic|
‘fin Estimate ofof the
Empire.
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Dutton Pump & Garage Ce.
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Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or Deep Wells
All Kinds of Repairing

‘Auto Repairing Our
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While there are no federal lawa prebiog the observance
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Soldier Boys Like Rag Time the Best,
Says Bandsman Dillmatt
Writing to Miss Frances Patterson
trom France Bandsman Dillmutt says:
Your most. weloome letter received,

°
¢
The village. ma Thamesville: raised
hoisted, in ot

but it reads as if you were down-hearted, but I can anderstand why that is.

matances, at

‘At.!Morning and

Byenisg

Colors’ at

It strikes me you are thinking more of

forts and) military: posts, civilian speoa
ition
stand = at.
unoorer dt
the
ig of *'The

the boys that fall or sre" wounded

i eee
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The fisg should never be allowed to
Electric

has. caused s, teampacors
The extreme heat of the last few da:
sale of Electric Fans.
It is yery har to obtain them but.we have
While they last at they
successful in obtaining a few by express.
following low prices..-++.-.«+«.87,50, $10.00,
the heat when you can get a guaranteed
Electric Fan for $7.50?
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i
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eee ce cnoat bektatAnte
one-half the regular prises.

WHITE _

9
) Balance of: our stock of Veranda Chairs at greatly .educed prices.
‘A nice display of Lap Spreads and Fly Nets at different prices.
yA fairly complete assortment of Screen Doors, also three different9
.
sizes of

pee
IA Ee ee
w-#: MoFARLANE
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» Do Not Neglect Your Potatoes
Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
Hoars1 to4and by appointarent,

Lewis Berger's Pure Paris Green. _
Church’s Bug Finish, 6 Ibs. for 25c.

Grocery
a
D.D.S., L.D.S.

Phone 61—Omice and Residence

ania

ata

Neha

‘Toronte Ui

Graduate of Royal College of Dental Surgeons.

E.

A.

Department

of Fruit arriving nearly every day.
Fresh’ Vegetables every morning.
Come to us for your Fruit Jars, because we have the best price on
them, and also have a complete assortment of all sizes made.

TESKEY
a ever used Parowax for svaling preserves ?
We have it at, 20c, a pound.
handiest and best thing on the market.

Shackleton Street, East
Puonn 16,

We pay Cash for Eggs and Half-Cash for Butter

At Rodney
every Wednesnay.

DR. FRANK E. BENNETT
DENTIST

Bring us

or Graduate
of Trinity University. GradDental Burgeons,

your

produce.

ia a iiiets
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Graduate

Ontarlo

Veterinary

hii

College

Office—Henry Block.
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Average

Twelve Bushels—

Rain Badly N

Regina, Sask., July 30.—Acoording. to official statement issued tunight by the: Provincial Department of Agrioultare of the average
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EXAMINED

QUALITY

$5.

for selling the

In

the costs

Expensive upholstery doesn't
prove thatia car excels in quality.
The real quality ofthe car is
determined by its’ chassis—its
power plant, transmission, axles,

Assoolation

Couches, Caskets-and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
of Toronto

Ld

Service Stations

to those used in other cars.
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instantly,
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of fine cattle shipped
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Thursday

from

evening,

wore soon d
were
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‘The
fire was noticed when the trsin was
about two miles from Io;
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about finished what looked like a
fair crop.
In. the east central area wheat
will run about twelve bushels, cats
will ran aboat forty. bushels, and
barley about twenty-five bushels;
in

some

sections

rains have fallen.
Correspondents

of this area-good
in

the

central

part state that summer fallow
wheat will run about seventeen to
eightecn bushels; harvost. will be
about August 15; rain is generally
needed and wheat is short in the
straw.
In the wost central area wheat
will run about fifteen bushels; rain
required, and tho hot winds of
+the past four days have dried the
crop ont.

$350,000 TO STAGE ENIBITION
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at the Canadian Na»
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instantly
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surpassed in quality and strengt h-

s

recovered in a few minutes, and was

was jammarsied and resided

‘there from Toronto ou Thursday sight.
She bad gove to Toronto to seo her

Ford

district

prospects are’ not bright; wheat
will ran about twelve baahels ; oats
are a failure, flax will be fair, and
rain is needed at all points.
In the southwest section of the
Province wheat will run about
twelve bushels; drought and hot

killed by a Grand Trunk train arriving

Spring

that all crops are

crop looks like.» total failure.

Mre, Wm. Beattie, wife of o farmer

Both by laboratory tests apd
actual ‘service tests, the different
parts composing the Ford chassis
have proven themselves superior

and

Regina-Weyburn

While Frank Montgomery,s motor»| man on the Chatham, Wallaceburg aud
ead came in contact with a telegraph
leand he was knocked unconscious,

PLOWERS furnished for sny occasion.

Cor, Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

sud

Lake Erie Eiectric Railway, was waro:
children playing ou the track, his
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revolyer

the

reports indicate wheat average of,
twelve bushels; all orops very dry
and in sume
parts of this urea the
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need,

suffering from drought.

One of the men was fined

from Meyer's School

Plumbing

a widow
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for was not warranted, as the passenger
traffic was not heavy, and the company
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Finest west

He leaves

While pastor at Delaware

of schedule 15-A, which was being asked

BLOCK, DUTTON.
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many years.
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J.A. CAMPBELL
Diplomas

believe

thing of what Lam doing.

the | one son, Norman McIntyre.
Rev. Jobo S, Fisher, ove of the
oldest Methodist ministers in the displace until nm
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to reply the trict, died at bis home in Lambeth,
game day, as,tho
left two and a aged
hours
later. Officials of the Pere
London sod Hamilton Cooferences.
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be. baila. | % bave gone to wistive, afterwards many parts, unless immediate recovered: by” {naarance.
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there
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for
account
cannot
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have been temporarily. thrown out
In the southeastern section corrework by the firs.
spondoat. report wheat will. rin
A young lad from Mosa appeared
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fore Magistrate McKenzie at Gleocoe
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Slee 7 oe
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boys are in the trenches we are practicing
new music to entertain them when they

Shortly after 5’o’clock Tuesday morn-

Brored paethods.
(Veterinary Dr,
College, Armstrong,
baa been practicing

fli 1s,

They look well, bat would

rather be back in the little town.
Ww.

ing. fire broke out in the Woodburn
Milling Companys past Glencoe, and

& ARMSTRONG
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Camp Borden
We play for them twice
‘nesday, the former being killed, and come. out.
‘daily wheu they are resting. During
the latter. haying his leg broken.
‘or the. first time in its bi3tory the past wook we were yory busy, doing
ie
Collegiate Institute, is adyer- ‘entry duty twice a day, » concert in”
tisiig for s classical master.
a. the afternoon and some place or other
anything can.
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times the officers. give a garden parey
to fall staff at the end of the funeral.
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cleaving up in the morning, inspection,
The Cauadian Defence Force will practice, then dinner; more practice in
Ohatham, July 27/—In an endeavor to cease to exist at the end of the month.
seotre a better service on the Pere Mar- In London military district the order the afternoon, then we have our s0quétte Railroad between Erieau and
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strong delegation met George Spenoer,
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WHOeas ‘CAUSED

Premier
and Gen. Korniloff+

Petrograd (able—One of the first
results of the Russian
mp has.
been @ general agitation for a restora-

th

referring to rumors

that

tion of the:death penalty for. insubor-

Government day whether

able,conduct on the part ot agitators.
General Korniloff, commander on the
has issued orders to

demoralized by 18 months

Serbia was
Ake
had been
of inaction

jeserters and
aximalists,
del moralization

‘hose
of the

troops is directly attributed, have been
arrested.
7
RETREAT

NEAR

A

RIOT.

Copenhagen
Cable—A__ sem|-officJal German report describes
as a-striking panorame the retreat of the Russlan armies in Galicia.
Retiring col‘umng, stretching to the horizon, can
plainly

be

observed

from

numerous

vantage points. The retreat occasionly degenerates into ‘2 full rout, particularly under the influence of the Austro-German field
hich are.
abreast of the infantry van;
and
dash forward

to a

hilltop, from

which.

they. pour.a demoralizing fire into the

masses

crow

in the roads.’

addi-

tional quantities of munitions,, provisfons and six heavy guns were
Dtured,
Another report says that airplanes heavily bombarded the station
at Monasterz;
ang the new road
for the Russian troops south
of the
point from which regular communica:
tion has been severed.
NEW BALTIC CHIEF,

Petrograd

Cable—Rear,

Admiral

in pestilent surroundings.
‘Cecil;
Robert

tor

Serbia.

While

declining

“Austria

Germiany

{s, and

must be,

be free from change
the futuro,

and

the future peace

(Reuter Despatch.)
Cable—in moving

a voic

of ~ £660,000,000

sterling

credit

Right Hon. A. Bonar Law,

the

estimate--by~

£1,000,000

daily,
The estimate
was £5.411,000
daily, whereas for
112 days
of
the
financial
year the daily expenditure
was £6,795.000.

‘The increases were under the following heads:
Army, navy and munict-

palities, half milion

vances to.

pounds

ad-

daily;

Allies and Dominions, halt

miiiion
daily;
miscellaneous,
three.
hundred thousand dafly.
was
that he
Mr. Bonar Law said
despite
that
disappointed
somewhat
to
the entry of America our advances
the allles had increased.
he said,
‘We have held throughout,
the
“that the allies were one, and that
on
money spent on them was spedt
‘The burden we assumed
ourscives
unselfishwas great and evidenced th
ighting for
ness, and that We are not
ourselves
ne.”
United
that the
He was satisfied

would deal with this question
States
that the
jn the same epirit, realizing one,
and

was
the Allies
of
cause
recelving in the
that we relied upon
to
necessary
United States rere
‘kinds for the
pay, for supplies 0 if

‘Altes.

Allies and
‘The total advances to the00,000,
but
£1,025,0
dominions were
dominions
the total advances to the
000.
were only £146,
Part of ae
diture.
Mr. aie

ons

jine has

front,

Suggestion

*

made greater
that we had
India for services
a

“Yesterday, a thick haze interfered
greatly.
with
operations inthe.
air.

Bombing raids, nevertheless, were carried out by our aeroplanes during the

day, as well as
the
previous night.
Fighting “took place in. the evening.
Four German machines wers driven

down out of control. ‘Thr2s of our
machines are:missing.’*

PRENCH REPORT...

Paris - Cable — The official communfeation {saued by the War Office
xo-night reads; _
Casomates and ‘Californie plateaux: in
Moron-

yilliers, and on the left bank of the
Meuse...

Everywhere

our.

‘batteries

Very vigorously took to task the enemy

artillery..

action.

“Shells

to the

Thero

is

number

fired {nto “Rheims.”

no

infantry

of 567

in

auction

with

en-

Great support

with the. bayonet were
enemy forces which bad

were

——
How Spiders Welk.
tly.
>The way
a spider moves ita eight
in walking
-ts :an
2: Y |tegs
‘heodore Savory in Belence

threw grenades
sian troops.”

extensive.

|

Canada in|

Reuter’s
otD. Rees made

Government of Canada the
propriety |
of taking similar action, in view of
the fact that the Dominion is now im-

points and captured several prisdners.

of

an

prived. of the home market, the»Colo-|
nial Secretary might suggest to
the,

number _ of

rezion

on

from China and: Java, in order ta help +
the indian and Ceylon growers, wiio|
are at present to « large extent de-}

our rifle-fire.this afte:

in: the

for

London, cable—(Via
tawa agency.J—Sir J.

noon north of Bullecourt, Our. troops
raided the enemy's trenches north of

Champagne,

engaged

advanced patrols.

on the retiring

Rus-

MORE THAN 60
PERISHED IN
MINE. BLOW-UP

the suggestion in the House of Com-;
mons to-day that, as Australia had{
prohibited the Importation of teas} | Worst

“The activity: of the two-artilleries
was
Vory 8p!
particularly on the

i

broken

British Commons.

been

front of about 20 y
:
“A
German. raiding © party..was

“°"

been

The bravery and devotion of the

BAR JAVA TEAS.

London
Cable—The
War
Office
statement to-night reads:
“Following a
heavy bombardment
of our trenches.
east of Monchy-lePreux, the enemy early this morning
again attacked our positions on
Infantry bill, and with the assistance of
flammenwerfer, su
in. driving
in a few of our advanced posts on a

at a

rearguard

emy

Regiments.
remained
close co-} and Semoszky
faithful
to duty
and
are
fighting
and RusIn the streets
sian forces, and also to the vigorous southeast of Tarnapol.
activity of our allled artillery.
1 of Stanislau there were stubborn bayengagements.
The
populace
“The
powerfully-organized
enemy onet

Heavy Artillery Duels--On
the French Front.

morning

Carpathians our troops continued to
retire eastward,
On the Brystritza at
Solotvina, {n ‘the Stanilau region, our

and 19 guna, including some heavy‘ ing Tarnapot, retreated, unpressed by
But
the
Probrajensky
ones.
We owe this success to the the enemy.

Hun Flame Attack Gains at
. Monchy-ie-Preux.

this

Ust Battalion.
“South of the Dniester, as far as the

skilful manoeyvring
and
operation of the Roumanian

BRITISH LOSS
ON THE WEST

Yprea

143rd. German Regiment was. almost
completely destroyed by the Sth Cyc-

at Petro-; broken into the town. The inhabitants
wrad_to-day, says:
’ of the city threw hand grenades from
“In the Sout Carpathians — troops thelr balconies
and windows on our
Averesco as- } departing troops.”
sumed the offensive and. occupied the; ‘The official statement from Petro~
villeges of Mereac! and Volochany and ° gard rays:
captured several
hundred prisondrs;
“The Russian Guard Corps, defend-

in politics at this crisis.”

off. by

According to the
officer,
the

under General Rofoza

but that if not convicted he will be
isolated for the duration of the war.
‘This last measure, is is explained here,
would, be adopted
as
a precaution
against the presence of “a crazy man

driven

towards evenings

3

perior enemy forces.
testimony
of a

rafiroad

engagements:
‘A report of the general staff of the, fought
with
Roumanian army, received

the Radical Socialist

ment may know that he has
guilty of taking German gold.

Tut

was given to our
infantry
by Polish
Vestige of harrassment by the epemy,
Uhlans, who delivered six mounted
the Russians have not stirred from
their trenches again to face the foe.
{ attacks egainst the German infantry.
“In
the
streets
of
Stanislau
stubborn
RUSSIANS ASSUME
OFFENSIVE.
|

report——Information.
|
New
York,
j that the Russian Provisional
Governjeent has decided to
terminate
the
Apparent _ pro-German
activities
of

Chancellor

of the Exchequer,
said
that it was
larger by £150,000,000 than any previous vote. The average daily expendlexture out of the last vote of credit

ceaded™

Spy,

working in the interests of Germany,

Sees Resources of New Ally
as Big Force for
Entente.

important

part, despite which large numbers of
the Russians !gnominously retreated
to their old positions without even.the

leader,
by arresting bim and many of
bis followers,
has reached the
Russian information bureau here,
These
advices Indicate Lenine probably will
be shot. if he {s convicted as a spy

LOOKS FOR U.S. AID

London

LENINE.

So far as information
recelved
by
the bureau shows,
no evidence has
been uncovered in Petrograd to contirm the
statements
{mplicating Lemine as an agent of the German general staff, although
the
Provisional
Government's present determination to
take Lenine into custody leads Russians tere to suspect that the Govern-

the.

36 miles east of Halicz.
Since the penetration of the
German Mnes on a wide front near Krevo,
in which the “Command of Death,”
composed of women, took a notable

of

‘Will be Shot.

{Nikolai Lenine,

Chancellor Law’s Statement
On Finances of Great
Britain.

of

proaching

junction of Buczacz, which lies some

eeepc

Hun

On

1O~
our detachments halted on the
vee-Getidovee
line.
ing had time to put in forcé its strong manovi
West of theStripa the Germans pene
repressive measures, which M, Kerentrated
our
positions
in
the
region
of
t,
sky, the head of the Governmen
Olesha, and towards Tuesday evening
promised to apply in order to stay the our,
to the. Prjevloktroops retir
debacle.
Egirjany
Bard]
front.
Cited
$
Nadvorna, in the fringe of the fooi“Particularly noteworthy
was
the
hills, Stanislau aud: Tarnopol and nuwork of two cyclist battalions,
snerous smaller towns have peen tak- gallant
which
fought furiously, against. 5
en.by the Teutons, who are now sp-

desires it only because it fs the great-

to

the region n orthwest of. Romanoyki
left. their’ positions: and moved to the
rear.

In order
to observe this
=
leisure—for~ it: is|

porting quantities of Java teas.
|
Mr, Steel Maitland, Under-Secretary

of colonies, replied:
*
“I do not think that representations
could usefully be made to the Canadian Government, and if facts are as
stated in the question,
the Canadian
Government will doubtless duly consider the matter.”
He
added
that
during the year ended 31st of March
Jast, which was the latest period
fer
which statistics are available, the im-

ports of Java tea into Canada did not
exceed one per cent.
ports of tea.

of the
.

total

Im-

WILL SIGNALIZE
FOURTH WAR YEAR
service In London,

which King George and Queen Mary

will be present, and a big-mecting in
London, August 4,
Premier
Lloyd George will
-innugurate
the
work of the National War Aims Committee in an important speech.

The object of t

mittee is to keep:
the coum

No.

to the
landing.
e
tothe landing have had to
it by another route than that
y
taken. Herole work js“belng done by
scores of Yplunteens,-and. two of the
who

went

down

into

the

BRITISH GAINS
IN EAST AFRICA

Inflicted Heavy Losses
New

in

Victories.

Main Body of Germans
Retreat.

in

afternoon
only a
bodies
had
been

greater number

will

ile where they are until to-morrow.
Great crowds of
people,
including
weeping women and children,
etill
mouth,
dent Tonge
and
@ group of officials,
who were-early

On the spot went
thig afternoon,
workings

and

through the colliery
report that the

ventilations

are

enemy

is now

in retreat toward

the

south after having suffered heavy losseg, Says an official, announcement is-

“sued today. The text reads:
“An engagement on July 19, et Naroncombe resulted in the enemy being
driven from. all. postions. , The
body, 1s retreating southward.
enemy's loases were heavy.

main
‘she

“A small German column.
is ‘at large
on the north shore of Lake Manyara.
“We are in touch In Lubuka with the
enemy retreating toward Mahenge (in
the southeasterly section
of ‘the ‘co)-

a short time.

7

garlan

press,

trying

to

orders

———

B.C. Bank Robbery:

report—Homer
J. Minot,
police to be one of the men
the robbery of the branch
Bank of Montreal at. New

Westminster,

in which

B .C., several

more

than

taken, was arrested here

tody,

but

they

réfused

CHARGE

years ago,

$350,000

lest

was

bight,

to~give,their

conrob-

Léndon
Cable—William ~ August
Cassoon, a retired civil servant,
was
remanded In Bow street police court
this afternoon, charged
with unlaw-

conspiring

with

Wing

Com-

mander John C, Porte, R. N. A., and
Lyman
H, Seeley to contravene the
provisions of the Prevention of Corrupton Act of 1906.
The charge concerns large sums of

money alleged to have been from time
to time corruptly pald and received by

Porte, as agent of the Crown, in re
spect to certain contracts
between
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty
end the Curtiss Aeroplane Company of

New York,

:

Had

Clear

is

that

tated

by

a

spirit

of

conciliation.

!t

fa necessary to remove all doubts ou
final would be their’Fubservience
Germano-Magyar:
were Tow made

10

domination if peace
on a basis of no

ister of War
Palnleve, and
Albert,
Thomas, Minister of Munitions, had a
long conference
yesterday afternoou
Minister

of

Foreig::

Affairs.

After the meeting M. Ribot went to
the Bylsee Palace and saw President
Poincare.

SHORT ITEMS
. OF THE NEWS
OF THE DAY
Earl

Grey

Undergoes

An-

other Operation—His

Condition Critical.

Germans Allow 500 Out
2,000 Belgian Slaves

to Starve.

of
.

James Dunne, a mason,.
dled.
io
Kingston as a result of sunetroke white
at work paving a road.
Mrs. Findlay, of Fort William, was
fatally and four other persons badly
hurt in a collision of a motor car and
a stPeet car at Port Arthur,

Roy Birmingham;

aged

Keven;

was

drowned while bathing in the
at London, and the bowlers
championship
tournament
broke up their ganie to help
men search for his body.
Frank M. Haines, manager

Taams
in
at or
the fire

take
charge
Toronto.

in

of

of

branch

the

Wat

‘The British merchant cruiser Otway
was

torpedoed

waters on July

killed.
saved.

The

rem

and

sunk

in

northern

en men

were

ler an board, were

The Copenhagen Polttiken reports
that the German cattle buyer has re
duced by 15 per cent. the prices he wii
pey next week for cattle to be sent to
Germany,
Fire destroyed the grand stand and
other

buildings . at . thie.

Exposition

grounds at Re,
The grand s.aad
Was packed to suffocation, but, so far
as known,

all got out safely.
Green,

; Waa arrested at

Week—

the

Dr. Salluste
Duval, © professor at
Laval, the Polytechnic School and t
Normal School, is dead: at his howe
in Montreal, after an illness of sonie
weeks,

Gerald

LOST NOT A SHIP.
France

under

Office,

impression

Bank of Hamijton at Palmerston, will
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GREAT DRIVE IN FLANDERS

:

British and French Advance On a TwentyMile Front
;
London, Jaly 31.—The great assault of. the Entente Allies, for
which the big guns had been preparing for three weeke in bombardments of unprecedented violence,
has began in Flanders along « front
of abont 20 miles, from the region
of Dixmnde’ to south of Ypres,
«roud Warneton.
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3 only Hammocks, regular price $3.50 and $2.00; to clear at ..$2.509
1 only Lawn Mower, 16in cut, fully guaranteed, to.clear at., $6.00,

R, D. A. CAMERON

?,7.0.M., Tein- |
D.OM,, Triality University;
M.O.P.B, Ootario,
Ovrich—Maisi Btreet,
~
Rustpexon—Shackleton Street.

Lonly Lawn Mower, 14 in. cut, fully guaranteed, to clear at. 85.008
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Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat

Balance of our stock of Veranda Chairs at greatly .edaced prices.
A nice display of Lap Spreads and Fly- Nets at different prices.
assortment. of Screen Doors, also three difforent 9
sizes of Screens for windows.

A fairly complete
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D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S,
~ Honor Graduase of Toronto University.
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Couches, Caskets.and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishing:
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Finest west_of Toronto
S PLOWSERE farnisued for any cocasion.
Cor. Main & Mary
St. Dutton, Ont.

Over

700

Right:

Expensive upholstery doesn’t
prove that a car excels in quality.
The real quality of the car is 9
determined by its chassis—its
power plant, transmission, axles,

Service Stations
in Canada
J. A. Campbell,
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Fancy Prices Paid for Unwashed Wool
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A Car of Fresh: Cemedt Just Unloaded.
Seven -Choite Brands of- Ptire’ Manitoba, also’ Blended Flour.
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Both by laboratory tests and
actual: service tests, the different
parts composing the Ford chassis
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to those used in other cars.
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Ww. Donaldson, of East Zorra, was
knocked down by sn automobile in
Woodstock end died as the result of bis
iojaries, He was, 89 years of age’and a
pioneer of the county. His farm was

DR. A: Js HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontario Veterinary
College
IREATS all diseases by latest methods,
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Saturday morning.
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F, W. Smith repairs on grader. .
J:B. Orawford, sewer pipe, onile

The three Chatham aldermen, C. 8.
Coataworth, Frank Baxter aod F, H
Brisooe, have been committed for trial
on chatges of conspiring. to solicit a
bribe from officials of the Chatham Gas
Compaty. Bail of $500 was granted io
each case.
‘The basket and berry box factory at
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the water.
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are summering at-Port Bruce, had a
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upset their canoe, throwing them in

‘Trunk shops.

~ DENTIST
Honor Greduate of Trisisy University. Graa-

‘wate ot Hoya! College of Dentel Surgeons,

many

Three St. Thomas school teachers,
Misses Pinfold, O'Brien and Price. who

Department

We pay Cash for Eggs

for\

to the{St. Thomas cemetery.

Parowax

At Hodpey every Wednesnsy.

vears.

is survived by three sone, one brother
and six sisters. The funeral took place

Haye you ever used Parowax for ssaling preserves?
It is the
handiest-and best thing on the market.
We have it at 20c. a pound.
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practibed his profession at Saale.

Fresh supplies of Fruit arriving nearly every day.
Fresh Vegetables every morning,
Come to us for your Fruit Jars, because we have the best price on
them, and also have a complete assortment of all sizes made.
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DENTIST
Shackleton
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the arch gro’

scouts’ posted wareite ‘the in
ive aotied ‘of thie’
the railway signal -f lacmlstrye:
the sifiple village % o—pass
res eeclal train hes
jon,

roe

te

“Leave

‘ine ‘alone, my. dear!”

aro Delamere's own

with

eed

Deana,

them despatr, owe thelr present good
health

tb: this eeatat

If you

note the dailyais

in new health and

at 60

or

cents a box.

Co., Brockville, Ont,

are the bells!
Iwas Ustening for
them!
Isn't {t grand?
Signa, tt 12

like the

queen

restive.

and

ose

is-be

With

a

causes

She rises and leans over him.

Look

How

at the sea, Hector,

«top.

gatifiel,

Lord)

sudden

but

iripuise

for
he

What
We

a time

you

expected

you ap

». taking

his wife

ing,

ft to fall beck,"and

takes

glad, oh

crowd

collected

out into.

at

the

bottom

hearty cheer.:

off

his

converts

them.”

(To be continued.)
>

Giye the ‘hustler:
half
and he will take all of it:

burst:

a

is St, Clare, and Whitfield's boathouse.
And

there {s the little pay where first

the

past

—where first we met, you and I. Oh,
and

this

is

Teality. Oh, how glad-I am to be back
emongst it all, Hector!”
“Well?”
delighting

he pays, watching
in her delight.

her

and

“T was going to say that we would
never leave this spot. And, after all,
why should we?”
“But what {6 to become of the other
Dlaces—the castle ia Scotiand and the
house in town?” he says with a smile,
“Let them all go,” ehe sys, fervent-

place, I

the ‘world beside. Ah! if you were
woman.
“Well, tf 1 were a woman’”

a

he asks,

emiling at ber enth
*¥ou-would Tove ‘the place you were
the happiest in."

“rhen [shall love,

“{

am

cruel

only

though’ the face

to

be

kind!" re-

torts the old eye grimly. ae Sir
Frederic, J am
and) 1 am

and 1 do.love

is eomewhat

pale,

there is health in {t, and in the bright
eyes that auine: ko violets -with the

dew upon
ae Hops Archie will cons teto the staAnd oe: i. ‘wilt eaieay you
ue.”
she
that your place fs here amonget the close es "him in
her contly furs. “TI
rest of us, and that it is no part of wonder whether he has grown?I shall
your duty to run away
«cither
from
be
quite
jealous
of
Laura:
his letHector or his wife. Listen to me, sir. ters are full of her Are ~~ you
a tired
‘This morning I had’ a ‘letter’ from
ES her eyes ‘grow anxious in
Sign a, and itnorevda’ (hia Mie 2su: it: adear?”
momen|

Tell Str

Frederic that we shall hepe
and expect to see him at the Grange
when. we arrive, and that his presence

‘will be considered Indispensable both
to

Heetor’s

complete

happiness

and

Heriweghe):and puts his arm round
her,
“Tired! I oon
righ long it will

be before you

red

it

hut:

“Signa,” whispers Archie, in a frevzy of delight, “he’s going to speaks to

Loo!

fs all a dream,

his
rises.

into an open ‘carriage, and stl] standare all waiting.

quietly.

Northwell!

‘suddenly

and. touching the spring of the hood

the Grange as they glide into sight.
“Near home, my darling,” he says
old

in, isn’t Jt?”

,| Delamere looks cut gravely, bat re
a pleased light in bis eyes,
Not f

In_ the saloon carriage of th
proaching train, Delamere
wife 100k out upon the faimiliar 4

“Dear

coming

words—can ever this,” he says. “But sit down,
forget her.
But"—and his voico is the ‘air te cold, for all the sunlight. Let
me pat these furs round you. So,” and
earnest with truth and dignity—“my
her
love is that of a brother for a sister, he draws the soft sables round
white throat. For times have chi
and he who deems it otherwise wrongs
and he has resumed his old duty of
me even more than | deserve.”
“Oh, aunt, I will go in!” murmurs
Leura, the
ming
eyes. to require much look!
“You are cruel!”

are

‘one of thew
id ailing give Dr,
ink Pile a fair trie}, and

Before she can reyiy, there rises’s
ringing cheer, followed by a storm of:
quick hurrabs, and the horses xrow

the station-master, with
Tose in the button-hole of his ae
coat, donned for the occasion,
com
ut ‘and show
shouts:

_ex-

claims the terrible old lady, turning
on her sharply. “Let him answer: my
question.”
“Yes,
will answer it!* hy says; and
his \face. ts
pale:
"tam still in
lore ‘with: her, Lady, Rookwell\
No
man who “has. ever loved her-—these

you!”

Served

ery, With her hand fast clasped tn ais, bave been!
Hector pointa out the white towers o!
“That I value your friendship
and
esteem, you know,” he xays, simply.
“But I say also that you ‘make a
great migtake if you
think
otber
people, Delamére especially, cannot be
unselfish and forglviag as yourself.”
He turns pale.
“Do I not think so?” he saye, with
sudden warmth. | “Do I net know ‘hat
he ‘fs one of ‘the nobdlert: mea
~the
world holds?”

to the

splendid
ighout

@rew {t”on paper first, and built up
‘The answer -is- easy in
of it himself.”
home. where Shredded some
Signn glances at her husband. quickWheat Biscuit is the regular ly.
was very kind of Sir Frederte,”
every day
fast ‘cereal. who“It gays,
with sweet gravity.
“Oh!”
Being téady- cooked
and und she breaks off with a little cry.
‘Lock
at the
people,
Hector;
all
ready -to- cat, Shredded
|+
Northwell: must be there!”
“There!” shrieks “Archie;
“there
e. ipantn “Ob, bbe! Biscuit a the: joy of

Rookwell.}%

them

drive?”

haye done,”
its Lady ‘Rockwell,

‘Is Breakfast. Ready?

|

‘on alone of all the crowd

glad

“You wrong me,” he says, simply]
“Mncerely, heartily, I welcome them.
‘There is no one, not even you, who

believe it. That Is to eay nat,
you are a generous-hearted
fellow,
who through much suffering
havé
steward

really
‘phe adds, ‘with
»peTare)neat “Sir Frederj> foes

welcome presence out of their sight.
dase

and

$2.60 from The Dr. Williams’
PMedieine

low——1

“Im going to see that.the flag-rope
ig all right!
outs. Archie. “I've
eft one of ne itis to ri up the

appetite

abounding
vit
You can getchews pills. through any
medicine dealer or by mall poet bald

4

presence of all she—they have‘vndos
gone?”
“Down

Webs to the eree,-2 steadivew

wind

as the triumphal

They are coming back: happy, and %’|
dresh and greater happiness, pleas.
Heaven! Do you think it would
well

you eyer made'’

BS

~idiee “be says; quietly,.1n_— low.tt

Tam

‘i

iw

at

come from

the right -way 0

them?”

‘that
Uiet I

do you

be quite—quite—

*Late, of course; it graye is
is whenj and the feeling (hat prompts him to’
you" particularly
want it to be punc- shrink: from meeting Signa and \Hed:
tual,” says the beauty, catching | him,
sod arranging
his coat and collar for
the hundredth time.
“Perhaps I'd better go and tell them

‘aye

Who" sleopy 501

Hw far

of. the: maiior.

the steps 8

vo
“yea don't? Then why do
away i. the moment of thelr

‘and

night?

| pa

mine! Now, sir!"<she concludes tri- quire
di as ae ni
quire
a great lea]
cmp
analy
an
1, do! You nearly ‘Killed
Sir Frederic turns his head aside, oureing =e end you still nae dt up,
and ie silent for a moment; then; with- though th
T feel. now
out raising big head, be says huskily:
are the pangs of hunger. My dear, you
‘It Is like her—like: tert ¥es, 1 will find me riding to hounds before
will remain.
Her word is Jaw: to me,
the week is out if this weather laste.
and she knows it! If you will go in, By the way, that reminds me; I must
Teil
1
tollow you,’
Be waves Lis ee after the hunt; we must do our
duty, you know.
“Our duty, dar assonte Signa, eag“Aunt!
exclaims Laura, indignant.
ear!"
ly, “you have tortured
him!
It isa
shame!” and her face crimsons with

The regions pictured here are in the Highlands‘of Ontario, and were

the hunting

‘before the ships of Spain turned to the: westward from Palos. - The Huroas selected
loveliest Gatscte in Cos ‘The scenic beauties, the health gi aq
ae
a ¢
are nowxttracting rs

grounds of the Horoee

in these Highlands of Ontario.

atmosphere - and the, excelleat
One day’s journey from most of the large
cé: rts

O fidhihg
“places the traveller in Muskdka, Lake of Bays or Algonquin Park, and the Grand Trunk lines threadshatberttaey
ly growing army of visitors,

in such a manner that ever) point is made easy of access.

thes launch out into the deep woods by canoe.
i

Park.

Fleets

From the ttain you may visit the outfitting stores and

Whole families now spend thzir vacations camping in Algonquin

steamers give service over the Muskoka Lakes and the Lake of Ba:

Whilé

these

districts

sy including
Rees golf links forthe
nae
Jost! none’
Of their ‘pdimitive loveliness
) “evotees of the royal anil antient game. There are modern hotels [or the lover
of social life and
quiet‘ipots
‘those who wish’ to be near the heart of nature, while in Algonquin Park log cabin Soe ite have mae
constructed back from the beaten paths of travel, which corabine primitive surroundings with the comforts found

in hotels
in large cities.
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Felt Mattressesgive

TTRESS
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=
MORTGAGE

is as good as
onthe day I

boughtit,

years of wear,
felt that will
.. $10.00
Made of comfortable carded
of neat .esign, two sizes
covered with art ticking

Springs

and dari bl:—two sizes.
Coil Springs are very comfortable
steel frame, spring with
Spring, twisted link fabric,
Duplex
all damage to bedding.
e
obviat
en ‘covers that
oe

s
Alaska PilAlllow
grades to

Are buoyant and very sanitary.

# thirty years ago.”

SALE

Many

wh
4ped by virtue
of{ the. power of sale

show you.

New Designs in Beds
at Right Prices

Clearance

Sale

§

of Dresses oe ee 88.00

10.00 .

to 9.50.. 7.00 @
White Dresses, Te. 8160
5 Colored Voile and
hite with green velDresses, all_white

2 White Voile Dresses, 1¢g.

Q White Voile
vet sash,

an

so50ge2

reg. 7.50

G00.

and 4.00.
5 Colored Muslin Dresses, reg. 3.50

Our Midsummer Sale will be
Every
Continued this month.
Warm Weather Article must be
Cleared out Regardless of Price ¢

the members of the
will be reminded ‘of their

turned to the canvasser, to
tors.

filed at P
the pledge ise osrd
“Aocotnpanying
IN AUTO ACCIDENT.
‘the same size to be hung in the CHILD KILLED
‘window of each house, where
erold, the 19-year-old

Fr

Suits, hand-tailored.
Men's Stripe and Check Worsted
sack coat, pants made
throughout, regulation two-button
This is-the better class_of.

First Showing New Suits treginat:vxsancn' eve.

$20.

Tailoring. . All sizes. 36 to 42.

:—Wollowing the
Toronto WorldO'Conno
r, Sen coe
of W. F.

¢

00 &

half and no sleeves, all sizes, 15c.
20 doz. Ladies’ Cotton Vests,
Small Mats, 25c.
3x4, 4.00.
Verandah Rugs 2x3 2.50, 3x3 3.00,
rS are sanitary and made in nume
CONGOLEUM ART SQUARE
house
the
in
room
every
for
sizes
many
ous attractive patterns and
We areagents here for these
Many
well-known corsets.
in
now
Styles
er
Summ
new
:

Crompton’s Corsets

is assured to wearers of C-C
Good style in all its essentials ing qualities wi ll: be apprecistock.
fitt
ectr perf
s depends the appearance
ala Grace Corsets. thatThei
in the fit and comfort of these Corset
ated by ladies who know and see the New
‘their gowns. Come in

‘Models.

a
Wé Would Be Pleased

To

Have You
Drop In

py

FSERVE $8,800,000

These
minders

Selling Good Lumber

LETTERS OF CREDIT

“=

jONEY ORDERS

$ BANK DEPARTMENT
at highest current rate

frequent rethat we are

Lumber,

Lath,- Shingles

Sash, Doors, Blinds

s

and.

Bullding “Material

would be worse than use-

less were: it net a-fact.
Onur sole objectiis to keep
the fact before you, ex-} Brantford
and Ruberoid pecting that when in need
“ Reoflings
- pot anything in ‘our line,
Mouldings

Cement, Lime

‘| you will give-us

a’ call.

aing

|.

ot We
Advance . takes

Now in Demand
to $15
Oil Stoves from $1.75

5

next

‘consequently there | ss¢
no issue of this) the co

Screen Doors and Window Screens

Thursday next,

| Ti

at |.

‘No paper néxt week.

MoWiltiam has sola Ohevrolet

2

Arob.
ars to J, A, Gowanlook and D.
tou

as ccoaber fot 8.8. No. 4,

{ Blgx. MoLachlin lias disposed of his
jam.

outfit to Arch, and Angus
;

.

Wm. Near, of Jona Station, has par‘chased. a five-;
x Ford oar from
iA Campbell
For three years commencing Sept. 14,
‘1917, the purchase or sale of =e quail,

‘ooaook oF partrdxe is prohibited in

Rey. T. Bingham is spending three
‘weeks’ potas at Parry penne eae
‘meanwhile
no preaching service w:
held in the Baptist eharch.
aaea sarees Qlab will hold toate

+

‘On Tacgday, Augost 14, A good program of games, speeches, oto.

Garden Sprayers for Paris Green
Bug

“

"‘BeBSSu8Bam
SRESSSASRSSSARES

"Miss Raith N, Halpio, of Port Talbot,

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

and Shoes in Dutton and.
Lines of Boots Call
Sslf The Best
and be convinced.
prices.
lowest
the
at

AE. WHITE

the na
Ho:
| Obareh, in the presence of a large nam-

ber of friends abd sainive
‘The bridal
gown was of silk crepe de-chane, 0ov-

Paris

ag fg’ our nocturnal prowls in
5 | tilh

motor lorries have been busy
week, and from
y morning

‘at night

nothing

is heard

the steady roar of motors, eto.

‘Yesterday afternoon I had a job emptying s magazine dump. -My, the cases

of grenades and fases and barrels of
gun cotton, etc.!

SUCCESSFUL

LAWN

SOCIAL

‘A. most successfal lawn
held

by

the

social

Wallacetown

|)

For the Potato Bugs
R. P. Reekie

UNDERWEAR?

would call your ‘attention to our Men’s Balbriggan Underwear at per SUib..seoceseareesserecee® cowocececessOl, 00
Free Neck Dress Shirts, either high or low, stripe or plain
85c. and $1.00
collars, at.......+
drawers, light weight, per suit ..$1.00.
Men’s Merino Shirts and
Men’s Women’s and Children’s White Canvas Shoes, Pamps
$3.00, 1-65, 1.40, 1.25 and 85¢,
and Runners at...

We

was

Women’s

Institute on the fair grounds on Wed-

. Tho. large gather-

A Good Place

Children’s.

‘To Buy

by the Deloo system.
The proceeds
James | Were about $140, which will be giyen to
patriotic purposes.

i

SPECIAL NOTICES

Found.—Pair auto curtains in Datton.
Apply at this office.

. L. Pesroe'’s

and

Gifts

This

We specialize in gifts for all
genanioes.
At present you are
perhaps interested in weddi

gifts.

Our stock includes:

Cut Glass Water Sets. $8 and $10
Gasseroles and Baking Dishes...

Tyroonnell.

Fancy Mantle Clocks...+.s2+<«

Tam still noting as agent
for the Port
Elgin Narseries and will call on my
ers and others shortly.
Reserve
your order for me.—Thos.
Dennis,
Wallasetown.
SHIPMENT OF FISH DECIDED SUCCESS

Citizens of Toronto were saved
$600 throngh taking advantage of
the special car of haddook and
fish that was bronght in throngh the
efforts of W. J.
ma, the Domindon food controller, and distributed
Pte, David Walker, who wont overseas through the loos! stores Tdesdsy.
the first concrete rene os
With the oles
of

oar was

upwards

.

$6.50 to $10.00

If you are merely wishing to pur-

cbase a slight remembrance

we

can

pieces

of

Spoons

at

show you small.

China 75c. to $2.00, or something
in

fancy

Forks and

75c. to $1.00.adie ae
ee

eet

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers

Wash

Opticians

eee 25c, and
at.....+.eseesseveees

Hats

Men’s and Children’s Dress Straw Hats

Men’s

Alt.

|d-rimmed glasses.
jor will pl
jeave at this office or with H. Simms,

Stanley, |

Wedding

YOUR

Weather

Warm

a big buuch of wire to reel in and every-

ve about the camp is beiug cleaned

YOU BOUGHT

HAVE

Green

Bug Finish

bat

We had

HARDWARE;
FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

At the Busy Corner

Pure

Small—Smith

The hooie of Mr. and Mrs. F. Smits, | ¢

1880 16th Street, Detroit, was the soene | %
wedding
ou
Woeduesday
1,‘anited.
when their
in m: daughter,
to

;

Bug Death

and

Finish

AUGUST WEDDINGS

of,® pretty
evening,
A’

Swatters

+. Fly Traps and ‘Fly

|

Writing
to his parents from. Shoreham, Sussex, Ford Marphy, whois with

Signal Corps, says:

reville,
«Rev. J. M, Whiteno, of
will condact
the services at Oowal on | W. Riddell, toamin

fetes,

GETTING READY
FOR FRANCE’
ya

Sapper Ford Murphy. Writes From Shoreham Camp, Essex

~ Thé Irish Picnic is being held at Port

hase

‘Electric Irons, Electric. Fans.

Ge'seouy 860,
& bushel.

gerbe ie || DUTTON PLOUR MILLS

SiN -AND-AROUND TOWNS

R

The cffice will be open
for business as usual.

04 OOOSOE sooeese
GOOOO95

i holiday

summer
Don’t

and

Boys’

50.

;

Two-Piece

Bathing Suits
we have splendid range of Wash Materials.
Something to please everyone.

forget

we

carry

JAMES

great values

F.

in Hosiery

GAHAN

i ustom Tailoring
a

Suitings

and

of

the

Choicest

Shades|

Newest

Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Issuers of Marriage Licenses

“NOTICE TO CR
given

1

Government, which also paid the
advertising ag ree and the fish
was Seoured, distributed and sold
thirough: the regular r
so

tradé. The wholesalers bought the |

‘pro.
‘of the deceased,
‘only to theclaime of which she
‘Thomas the 1th day of July,

Fish Com-

have hed notice:

MoKeo has returned from
relatives in Detroit sud
2

Toronto attend
of the L0,0.F,

‘Phe Ontario Departmentof Agficulture
will shortly have 60 tractors
throughout the province.

at

work

land.

“A Satisfactory Range
disappoint
“Pandora” Ranges hever
2
the cook. Also they last longer, main-

CHEVROLET $750
The

N ew

Design

5
t
FOUR NINETY A.
s
really beautiful, small car equipped with every
convenience.
and.
comfort
for
sirable appointment
NOTE EXCLUSIVE, FEATURES
2
Elfetrio Lighting and Starting
Sytem.

-

-

>

?

WANTED.

eare‘TO is
tig Wane
WASTER r omea

‘Hospital, ‘St. Catharine

AT A Pie fey. Sass=

novels.

eon of a bookseller, was a Hbrarian in the French
Senate, and 2 Paris journalist.
Willian

Allen

White

got

St, Mathews Aves, Flamlltap, O26

Y ORDERS: |
HONE
AAR

‘his liter-

é
an
editor.

ary start asa writer on the Emporia
Gazette, of which he’ is still

32, 1917
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Like Scene From Middle Ages.

eet

‘The oldest and largest. university in

a

EXPR
BE acne leat or stolen,
You
ESS

:

back.

your

4

ALGERIA
A NEW FRANCE.’

the:world fs Bl-Azhar at Cairo. Found-

ed in 976, it has been from the start a
national
the rector.

the khedive being
minimum age of en-

‘The

Result of a Century of Work
Against African Savagery.

trance is fifteen, and the applicdnt
“must. ey. half the Koran by heart—if

After_a

vast

expenditure.

{mn

lives

€) and treasure. France 1s beginning to
reap its reward from the conquest of

x

Algeria.
northern
abode of

iapan;~

most forcible way possible, the finat
with the 1 past.

far, and’ ‘away ‘the

amongst the worft’s capital
Its history, however, streteh-

A MONTREALER ON HIS VISIT TO
THE 1 MOUNTAIN SANATORIUM.

“We are proud of our Mount Royal,”
& Montrealer
writes, after a visit to

pire’

Hi
“but yours has one royal
distin’
that ours has not achieved
in —. crown
“We

in
‘alt

Ger hag te Botteix the toot
to
y niais Pcie,

send our own

ple ap.

¢

2,

RELIEF

the |

cone’s assistance, you can
best: of all treatments.

Climb ‘yours, and you find a Sanatorfom. That/is your monntain’s crown
tae

“What I noticed np
B J there

first

GIVE

of immediate

money,

THE GAMB

Address

OHANCE.:
Force,

MRS.
in. a

total

‘are being treated for tuberculosis. This
doubtless got a first lodgment in them

It has been. stimu-

custom

ed
t it

bat

saw:
overtaxed, > the germs:
trom. their torpor and Dake, another
attack.
3
FORTIFYING
AGAINST A COUN.
TER-ATTACK.
“The Military Hospitals
Commis-

sion evidently realizes this, and does

government and self
when all the world isa
on of unrest, unreison ‘and dis-’
1
1
Teach your boy to rule, but first to

ie |

‘9

‘A. Sleicher in Les+
—_~+-+——
Liniment for sale,

every:

Odds and Ends.
.

The

British

army

consumes

tons of potatoes every month.
érmany
mot: pecome a
bailding

nation

until

20,000

ship-

the last

within

generation.
t
‘The torpedo as fired from surface
veasola is effective up to 10,000 yards
range.
is made in
of the Balkans
“The bread
the form of chains, and sold accord-

ing to

te! length.
The crying of

weasels

at the baying

ot dogeare considered evil omens by

ies
nie waylaimost unique; Tolklo rep~ the Js)
his
wears
tind
epoch in thé history:of the. °The tor tentoe tae‘soldier
his cap. instead
of across ‘his lett breast,
Within. a radius of 100 miles of New
York

Due
BO

city

lives on

th - the

popu-

of all the United States.°
fation
has 40,000 miles of
railof the total
way ‘or about one-sixth
Site
mileageet inthethe United
hid
me

‘The founder

eee

owas’

ine
ouoes tf ty poverty-stricken dealer in

was
ae
i

irretrievabl

it rest
in Ja pan :
court
at

English

Iaw

no

clergy-

the walla
ieee Selarrosted within
to
fis church, or while be is*going
are no
there
Seabee States:
ron
metion picture thea‘a total investment
represe!
jer $2,000,000,000:
of the United States
"The biggest gun Jength,
weight about
vy 1s 60 feet in
ive weighing
30 tons, and fires project
2,100 por
tste et
¢ he erin, Bree pao
fairly complete

can;to

soo.

that

every

one of thé tdberculbus soldiers ‘under
its care takes the full treatment required by ‘hts*particwjar-case, and also
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jeasure” ant
ment of Jehovah upon a
-puntatied (ve, an 6. In what he knew was wrong wete his:
‘the king—Theflight of Tuin, |”
UL. Suce23ded.unparelleted forbear.
was cisoereced
ance, The days: which: marke the-dif-

wieinn, aithoagh he

of larger WORK
i Raine option
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States

Sa
RE

a

.at that time to:
king of his com-

Most of the
vest is. well

plete “discomfiture and no .king, like
Hezekiah to lay the message of an in-

(the pool’ of Siloam, by th
corner‘ of the rae, outside
Phe way the army took
into

There was no Isaiah
assure the intruding

rT

‘valley be-

hills Moriah and Zion,

cir

he lived, There was little honor in
being king of Judah when Zedekiah
came to the throne as the last-king,

results
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A well prepared firm seed

TREATING

of

Judeh by Nebuchadnezzer was tyran’
ny, an outrage on every principle jee?
humanity and
justice: .-He was

master and terror of the age in whten!

l-gt. bist.
MEAT-WH
Beef, forequarters,
:, hinequarters
Careases. chotes
De

preparation
of the soil
wheat as with other cerpays well. If seeding has

bed *48* @gsential to uniform germination and a healthy fall growth.
The
, best time to. seed varies more or less
from year to year, but ordinarily the
sooner the seed {s in the ground after
the first of September the better.

Just as corrupt*as their rulers. Back
of the bad financial policy, when the
kings

bed,

‘Justify it.

were
strangely,
The
people were

prophets ill-treated,

Tomatoes,

to, be postponed a few days beyond

For a nation whose God was

Jehovah,
prone’to

ndle ..
mallmuda:
DKt.
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ig of the end” for

some\fudah dated from the first invasion of of Canadian farmers
‘Nebuchadnezzar against Jehotakim. what overworked and oe, little attengiven to the, amellora~
(Only nineteen years ‘intervened. be- tion has been
which . militate
‘tween the’ first Intimation which the tion of conditions
against the demanded increase in proJews recefvedof
@anger* impending
\their new. enemy until the en- duction. Rural’ Canada ‘has, for the
itire, destruction: by, that enemy.of their most part, contributed more than her

a

useseses®

and

Leeoncoduscicosesonstees)

pould effectively: ants missiles
its ofthe city to destroy

The“

end.
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present.

eters
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ty. “As already stated, many fielda do
In. Followed ‘mation! tansgressio
not promise any phenomenal return
u
his ‘father
nis
asone ane ‘Assyria had been ee |
ae but
one’ season with:
oF Babylon and reigned torts: For
Tod. of God's anger’ over’ a: disloyal
another,
Winter .wheat, in. many disawiingon says: “It is
people. As the appointed timd:tor Asan
acreage
trlets, 1 {3 one of tho: hent paying crops;
that, but for
syria’s
fall © approached,
Babylon’
wheat,” Without. entering at ‘al into This at with the prospectof high
Babylontans | emerged
into the undisputed ‘posses- the patriotic aspect of the question, prices and the unprecedented demand
-hadono ae in history.” sion” of Imperial power. It had been it may satély be stated that good busi- for wheats of all ‘kinds, more than'usst—The forme of expression .predicted
that the final overthrow‘of neds:
wafarnts an extension ‘of ual attention should be. given it, and
An:
-B4:. 1 indicate. the
‘Judah would come through the Chal: ‘the’ fall wheat°area: The demands of eyen in districts where spring wheat
9
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The hare inpteaiel ctsia fear
| fall wheat crop is not In itself Ukely | econonitcal
| to induce any great oxpansionin next
year’s ucteage. ‘The amount ‘of winter
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BLACK, MIXED or NATURAL GREEN

eOh, cigarettes

——
Pale and red by turns, Signa leans , royal reception, I’m afraid. - Never
forward; the crowd suddenly
grows mind, Til forgive you, you and
Mr.
-allent, and begins to press closer to Pedswell;
suppose we go and have
the carriage. and amidst the sudden a cigar while thess fadiea let off the

1 beg to thank you
with
h
‘elt
gratitude for your kindly welcome.
I

thank you all the more deeply
Eady) inasmuch as I feel
nothing to deserve it.”
‘Yes, yt
shouts a voice.
and ours
ee
at

have
the

7

earned
Grange

and

“Us

o

a sight
o’ late,

my

rhaps,” he says, graveand
house has stood in your midst

that my

@esolate and deserted.
But it shall
be so no longer—"
A burst of cheering breaks in upon
this promise.
“I have returned to ive amongst
you, I hope, for many years; and from

torrent

of chatter.

Of

course, they have enough to say to
esch other to last for a month: but
we'll give them half an hour.
1 can

Just wait that time, and no longer. for
(ier Pare
almost starving!” and he leads
“Where's, you maid, dear?’
asks
Laura.
pies Janets quietly.
one.
You soe. T don't
re aboutiL and Hector—~

“Well, Hector, what?” demands Lady
Rookwell, as they make their way ta
Signa’s
dressing
‘room.
‘Well. Hector has gut into the habit
Sscourse, ” a maid would

Once

more

we thank

you

sincerely, most gratefully!
CHAPTER XXXVI.

‘There {s not much eloquence in the
speech,

but

plain

and

it is, stirs the hearts

unvarnished

of the simple

village people, and they
@ tremendous shout.

receive

it

or

pretty young ladyship!”
t these last artlesa words, Signa,
who has been listening, pale and excited, with tears trickling down her

cheeks,
flushes
crimson;
youn
girl.runs forward and
rosea into
ing bursts

ense
zane
of
white
Signa’s
lap,
the
cheerout again, a hurcied mur-

mur flashes through

there
front
In
from
men
with
riage,

.
drops

the crowd. and

is a sudden, swift rash to the
of the
a twinkling the -horses are led
the bar, and twenty stout fisherand laborers grasp the pole. und
a shout start off with the
carleaving the horses prancing and

pawing in the hands of the astonisned
To

whis

trie

Delamere are conveyed to the entrance
sr

js where the Grange
party, surded by servants, stand to receive
welcome them.

and

With innate good foeling and delimeeethe crowd, having etfected-their
pose,

give

one

cheer

more

end

quietly retire, leaving Archie dancing

in a frenzy of delight cn the top of the
sone balustrade, and Signa clesped in
Lady Rookwell’s
embrace.
For the first time tn her life the

ol¢ lady cannot tind words, but still
holding ‘Signa by oue arm tntwined
around her, pats her on the back with
@ trembling band.

“My dear,” she says, at last, “this

is the happiest

day of my Jife.

will somebody
that
breaks

stone
hit

knock

And—

that urenin off

wall befure
neck?”
2

he

falla

and

Hector laughingly lifts Archic from

his

perilous

eminende,

and

they all manage to get futo
“When

somehow

you have quite done

the halt.

with her

aunt, I squid like to say. fomp80 ay
‘dor aS aura
wens,

you do, my

Why,

Let niefet severe}

you

don't

look

a

ike

an

iovalid-—And he wrote and told us you|
had been

-very-1ilt*

Signa laughs, her eyes shining ike |
stars; her cheeks (lusied with pure,
unalloyed joy.
“Tf I had been

dear

ic says,
get tack.

dying,

T think those

would have tured met”

them a hand each, and: kisses AM
Podswell’s sharp. face~ affectionately,
fho could love- her bitterest aryif
she had one, this morning: Then shy

Jooks rounddgolete, ng Ter <olos
very pale, his.

and
vant hie. ant

jo. nces,S)
a ‘ittite x
er

it!” she adds, so naively

that

Laura

tursts Into a ‘augh.
“Nothing will ever elte:
dear?" she says. “Here have

you, my
you been
queening it in Paris—oh,
eard al}
atout it!—and going through the most
awful scenes, and yet you come back
to us just as you left, the simr
dearest of children!
What
lov
sakies!" taking up the heavy,
almost
unique
set, and holding them with
owed rapture almost at arm's jength.
“T saw them half a bitte off. Waerever
did you get tuem——"

“There she ta!" exclaims Lady Rookwell,
“Dress, dress, «tress
before all
things,
There is not much of the

child abont you, Laura!”
“Hector got them from a. Ruastan
Princess who had iost all her money
a Tena
A lady wao crosssd with
s
ey werd the most
eho had ever seen.”
pertect

“They must have cost a fortune!”
exclaims Laura, under her breath.
“Yes;

I never thought anyone could

be so extravagant a3 Hector is. . He
buys everything he thinka that I have

If you

very good

of him!”

says

at the door,

nm

demure

servant,

hands

in

and

with

Oh stop! i ahd she runs to ths door
and calls'to the maid. “'Tell the messenger to give my love to Lady Blyte,
and that I will come and see htr tomorrow,” she says.
*¥or some unexplained. and mysterfand

kiss-

dear, good girl!”

sh?

hays’ with

a vitid blush, and hastily

disengaging

herself

brace, she hurries
room.

‘from

Rookwell:
“Now, my dea
pay any attention fo her, bu

tell a abou t_ yourself. You have been
vory
“RXen." Says Signa. simply, “But 3
am so glad, so thankful that 1-kept
well until he dad quite recovered. I
suppose

Iwas

very

fil.

It was

‘very

hard upon Hector, for he had to nurse
me; I said
that we ought both to go
into’ a hospital. .And that dear,. good
doctor!
I shall never torget him or
his kindness,
He never left mo for a

Moment

for a whole day!

But Iam

all right. I have been quite well fora
long time; I grew better from the day

they told methat

we could start for

home.
That waa what I wanted.
I
wanted to see the hills, and to hear
the sea—to-know that
.we were tn
England. . 1 hate"—and her eyen flash
—"L hate the continent!
But. this"—
and she anes fo the window—"this ts
Paradize?
“You'll be ill ogali

Rookwell, decisively. "auth‘this: wilt be
too much

by yousmark

my

words.”. +

{fit does
music

fa-

and,

Signa’s

em-

quickly from
5

th»

t

finds her laughing
heartily at some
fishing story told by.a ruddy-cheeked

young fisherman who had summoned
up courage to ask her to dance.
The

ball

{s kept

up

until

midnight,

and at its finish the guests group together

|

to

give

a hearty

cheer

to

my

Ks,
yt
but, ah!

consort

and

happiness

we are not an-

eral
Lused to wonder what use
a great tady could be. ‘Now.. 1. under-

stand. <I¢ {s to make the people under
her happy and contented. ~ Hector, I

shall be content-to live amongst them
for the remainder of my, da:

But she had not to do this.
comes a certain
period
of
the year
when my Lord of Delamere
‘finds it
imperative for him to. be in - London.

There is his’

seat

in

the House of

Lords, amid his brother peers, and at
“What—vhat docs she mean?» Why
should she be so pleased that I sent such periods Signa has to take up the
the message?” asks Signa, wonderingrole as the mistress of the great house
ly; but Lady Rookwell only grins and
in Grosvenor square.
grunts an unsatisfactory “Humph!”
And she plays it well. If she chose
It {es a very happy party that sits she could be the queen of the high soédown fn the sinall dining-room
that
clety
in which she moves;
but she
evening.
does not choose,
It is not in her to
* Hoctor is in the test of spirits—albe a professional beauty or a leader of
most boyish in his. cheerfulness—so
ton. She leaves all that to less happy
much go that it is difficult to realize
individeals,
that he 1s my Lord of
Delamere, with
Still her dances and her evenings
‘tifty thousand a year, and the ribbon
are crowded by the best people, and to
of the order of the Knights of the hare a
we
for one of Lady
DelaGarter.
‘s 1s a passport to
“Lady Bumbleby ought to be hore.” the‘beat ot society.
says Lady Rookwell, with a grin.
Laura Derwent
an reign’
Her
“So she shall, before long,” he saya.
beauty
undimmed
and
unfaded,
is
“IT look upon Lady Bumbleby as
a still the talk of the town, and her phodear friend, who understands a good
tographs may still be seen in the shop
story to the fullest.
I tell you what,
windows;
but a change
has
come
Lady Rookwell,
we will have high
over this flighty damsel;
and in her
times this Christmas, so prepare your- off-hours,
she calls the rare interself! The Grange has been empty and
vals when
she had uo party or ball to
silent long enough.
Why, I've read
attend,
she finds her way to Signa’s
how, in the old times, the old place
in Grosvenor square, and spends
was crammed with guests, and thut
the caveniug there.
the servants’ hall was filled to over-

flowing haif tha nights, of the
Why shouldn't it be so now?”

“Why

not?

I

pew

no

against It,” says Sign:
And iiy. looks aco ‘the

gratefu

year.

Treason

table at her

“T eorit it will be full encugh tomorrow,” he sn;
ee morrow?” demands Lady Rook:

wel

“Yes,”

-he

adds:

“I've

asked

all

What

shrieked

“Do youwant
again?"

Lady

Rookwell.,

to have your wife fll

“Tam not‘afratd,”
he says, looking
Bt Signa “Signa is never so ‘happy as

when she is making other people hap-

Dy;
-and happiness
does
cures, Lady Rookwell.”

not

kill—it

“How are you golng to feed two hun-

dred

ae

people?”

demands

her ladyship.

for me, ead Blythe, to find

says,
laying
his
Sir Frederic’s 31 onder:
They solve the
problem

hand
oe
somehow,

for on the morrow nearer three than|

two bundred present
themselves
for
admf{ssion to the Grange,
and Hector

and Sir Frederic are ready for them.
As in olden times, the huge hall has
long tables set up within ft, and the
tables are spread with good, solid food.
‘There {s food in abundance, and plenty

ot'sound October ale and cider.

The crowd of guests file in in twos
aud“threes, and “the gentry,” taking

the place of erent the time be-j
‘walt: upon

them.

Sir Frederic is now
Lord Rexlade.
He bears the title nicely and modestly.
He, too, is always to be seen at Lady

Delamergs assemblies,

always

near

her elbow, and ready to carry any
message or undertake any commission.

i

Jers or: by matt
m The Dr, Wil-

rockvil

“grants

‘Washing Their Food.
Few

American

wild:

more widely
known or
popular interést
than

which

occupies most

—t

animals

are

oxcite’ more
the
rae

of the os

na
ieee
the earentiony ‘of the higher moun:

and

amusing

pets.

They began to figure in our srontier
Uterature vet, an early’ date.
skin capa ,with the ringed tails hapging

Mko

plumes,

made

the

our wild Mfe it is a- pleasure to note
the persistence with which these characteristic and interesting animals continue to hold their own in so much of

thelr original

clusive! » Signa, you know

offers I have refused?”
“Nearly all,” says Signa,
“You kaow. I could

asks
con-

how many
smiling.

didn’t lke!" says the spoiled
beauty, “and now I have got an offer
that I do like!”
“Really! My dear Laura,” and
she
takes a step toward her.
“Stop! You have not heard me out!
You don't know who it is! It is. Sir
Fredert oT mean Lord Rexlad:

“With a joyous cry Signa fugs Wer"

gtave and

wistful,

imputge #he glides to- |”
holds out her hand.
a

-

ite

land.

tiona of

this old country, its Catholic

ugh an'of» Was bet-

quis
eon in

the Bpaniah in
in as a poet.
Irlet deosent died rece

er poet of
in Madrid,

ant

mare

diplomatic opposition
“Most of these [rish

range.—Natlonal Geo- grated during the
nineteenth sete
i
graphic Magazine.
oo
ri
quickly
THEATRE AUDIENCES.
comers—and
hardly

oes

A Sermon for Those Who Arrive
Late and Depart Early.
It Js one of the most hallowed national customs not to go into a theatre
until the curtain has risen. If by some
stupid blunder we have arrived punctually
we
smioke a cigarette in
the
lobby.

Irish

life,

But

they

ear

thelr. family tales ofa
2
{jy romance,

and their

doubt overwhe!ming

hi

opinion. which Spain,”
progress of later yeata

So the cunning playwright takes care

not to start bis story until at least five
minutes later.
He occuples these five
minutes with a colorless scene of some

kind just to
amused.

keep

In some

the

cases

each act in the same way,

groundlings

he

will

begin

It depends

on how fashionable his audience !s and
how thirsty, For a converse reason he
must finish his play five minutes before the final curtain falls.
Another of our national customs Is
to leave the theatre the moment Hd-

win has embraced Angelina. althongh
the author may have reserved a quaint
comedy touch or a dramatic
for the actual end.

@re

generally

1

We're All
Terence V. Pomderly. §

surprise

It fs no use altering the hour of per-

fermance.
Begin at midnight if you
lke; we shall not come unt!! five. minutes after.
Leave off at 10; we shall

“The

general,”

trouble

withh

he said,

the wor

thoughtful

hat we all know just what.she

fellow,ought

It is in the

to do,

but we take

we ought

young

bride @ne

nence.—Louls N. Parker, in New York
‘Times.
The Wild Pigeon Mystery.
That the wild pigeon, once so com-

w

feel as if I couldn't do it, unless you

¢

bi
r of many ploneer hunters, and
coonskins were recognized articles of
barter at country stores.
Now that
the increasing occupation of the country is crowding out more and more of

blood
The idea that an audience owes
any consideration to authors or actors
is entirely foreign to us.
The very
suggestion of it is almost an {mperti-

concurred!”
“What aro you going to do?”
Signa, smiling.
“Something very dreadful and

where Irish

favorite

go out five minutes before...

Signa gently dismisses the mald, and
all attention.
at Is it dear?”
‘Signa, you will be. surprised;
I
know you wil!
“Shall 1? What fs it, Laura, dear?”
“I don't
know how to tell you, and
yet I feel as if I must!
Frankly, I

‘sountry

e we there ia an Irish clemant in Spain,
ugh less numerous, alao aa
ieIsisotetis that the@pecial

faith, tte monarchica! gpirit, and noble
traditions, particularly attracted tho
mote di@tingu‘shed irish families in
search of a new tome while the pla,
try, nuts, fruits end
ene
preferred
hen near water raccoonshi
cur- die and poorer
fousae ane ‘habit of washing | thelr sail to eee raenocrae and English.
tood before
eatingit. Their fondness speaking lan
“This” poaa: xiansett most, of
tor ereen corn leads them. into frequent danger, for when bottom’ land
on yah Boece
= ish ar apni
liste abounds
bo ads
corn tempts them away from their n3- army’
ike
eCosners
ual haunts raccoon hunting with dogs wi
ean,
ina, ONell, oe
eon
at night becomes an especially favored
hal, and in
sport.
Raccoong are extraordinarily
tle of MarIntelligent animals and make inter#st-

to Stgna’s dressing room, where she ts
in the hands of her maid, who is attiris ie te the coming levee.

says Laura, impulstvely,*
ait to vapent to you. Send the girl
away.

“You are, perhaps, too mich Inclinsaid a Spaniard recently,
“that Atherica «1s we. only forelgc

Its diet‘is extraordinarily varied az
includes fresh water clams, crawti
frogs, turtles, birds-and- their cass

He loves her, but it is, as he told Lady
Rookwell, the love of a brother for a
sister.

One day, late {n spring, Laura comes

Did No,
Not /Get All Em’,
of the Ruferald Isle.

Racoons Have a Curious Habit of

ing

After all, these simple people are ours.
e is not One of them for whose

te slave,»

. rhe ‘Tablets are

oldest

a pause of the toativities, Hector fi
time to approach and address her, he

“Laty

~ thoughtful!

Jumps ap

rie

it

Dler thi

a

Rookwell hands them to her:
ladyship,
“So it
8,” says her
Popntes, to the label.
w kind

the

millar to the ears of the ‘quests,

Tonae of chalice Bet house flowers.
“For met’ says Signa, as.
Lady

© Lady Delamere,

quadrille

Laura Derwent’s ball;

Sig-

a knock

one Baby's

And here he coment
am Tepe
wilt be
be close neighbors:

ps

Hec-

comes

Biytes unis and good wishes!”

the

"not quite succeed,

knew

Phen

Signa.

to

‘The band 1s tne village on
tries its hardest to eclipse the London
one, which discoursed sweet music at

tor worked for me.
don't think
Lord Delamere
will
find a single
screw loose on the whole estate.”
HAs: grew. loose!"
moar:
cell. “That's a lady-like expresBoone
«tio

leads

farmer on the estate.

He has

for you as your

Northwell \ here to-morrow—men, wo:
the slightest fancy for, and yet have
men.and children.
“We will have auch
to scold him into ordering clothes for a night of it as has not been known
himself,” “and she laughs,
ior: the last twenty years—ah, the last
“Put those things Gown}” exefaleds
fly!

Lady
don’t

and passing be-

mon in-the United States, has become
extinct is one of the strangest myste-
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Epidemics of diphtheria, which arise without apparent cause, have becn
traced to animals, and
generally
to
and
especially
to
domestic
The diphtheria bacillus can
be found in the throat mucus of many
domestic animals, as well as in
the
cloaeal mucus of birds or fowls,
according to Dr. Gourrin, to the salivary

secretion. of domestic fowls we must

add those of antmals, such as rabbits,
dogs, horses, cattle and other domestie animals.
While these germs are
not virulent
in
the- animals,
they
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nerves aud tones the entire system.
They give you a new appetite, make.

seek

These precautions are to be espect-

ally observ>d during periods
of epldemics, but bold goo4, of course,
at
all times. . When epidemics preyait
among fowls, Jhe healthy ones shoal?
tp separated a: once. and
the other
incinerated {if in limited number,
or

Pills for Pale People. It is the actual
mission of these pills to make new,
rich, red bidod, whien atrengthens the

Strength

of the Condor.

-

The enornrous strength of the coudor is equaled by. his voracity
and
boldness.
This immense bird often

many people, If you want to expe:
ence new health and happiness give

Dr, Williams’ Pink Pills a far trial
You‘can get these pitis through any
medicine dealer or by mali at 60 cents
a box or six boxee ror $2.50 from The
Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Brockvilie,
Ont.
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in scparate places,

To build up the blood and xtreagthen
the nerves there is one remedy that
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pounces upon small an{mals, but from

the sbape and bluntness of his claws
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‘The
emell
of cooking may be removed by taking a basin.
of botliog
water and pouring into it about five
drops of oil of javender.
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CHOLERA INFANTUM
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What You Can Do:

At
You don't know what you can do.
you're
any Tate, you don't know {Until
Soma
up against it 2nd lave to try.
a
day you're going to bump against
It wil] look fm
whopping bit of work
You'll’ want to quit.
possible to you.
You'll say to yourséle that it simply
And then if you ars
can’t be done.
really worth while you'll tighten your
velt and jump {nto it. You'll say, “Vye
thing you
got to do it.” Then the first
And the. best
know !t will be done.
the
part of it is you'll enjoy it, and

when it ts dono,
satisfaction that comes
will be worth more than’ hearing ‘your
umole has left you $10,000.—Amoricay
‘Boy.
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a trsalliney, desires to take adVantage of the opportunity afforded at

Fertilizer
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¢ he cpeolng oFof the.
the exhibition to

be present on that

occasion

~ TAXATION RATE 23 3-5 MILLS

™ 50c. TO $2.00

Get your supply now from
A. D. CLAPP ; DUTTON
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cil was held on

‘Boys’ and Girls’ Shoes, in Dongola, CalfSkin and Ganvas AT ABOUT ONE-HALF
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marriage by her father,
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visit Lake Louise and the Canadian
Rookies
before going to their home

at Cloverdale, B.O,
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For the Potato Bugs

Harold

Coates, B. E.

Sifton.

John

Store

ford Lunn,

CHURCHES

A Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts
We specialize in gifts for all
occasions.
At present you are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts.
Our stock jncludes:

Kennedy preached on the subjeot, “The
Process
of Transformation
Soal."”
Miss
Margaret

in the Haman
Soheston. of

Sarnia, rendered in a most charming
manner

Day.”

the beantifal

solo, ‘A Perfect

Cut Glass Water Sets. $8 and $10

She will sing again next Sunday

the pastor will continue his

Marks

00 upwards

Fancy

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of
China 75c. te $2.00, or something
in fancy Forks and Spoons at

PARTY

grounds Friday evening ven under the
auspices of the Patriotic Olab.
yi

75c. to $1.00.
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music farnished by James Brace.
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rs, Roy Lea-
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ee turnkey at the county jail, das

$1.Bi

W. 0, Sankey, who waa Feoontly ‘2;

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers

Opticians

Issuers of Marriage Licenses
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red or beatae

4 as"he,

$8.00; 4th, $3008
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nt pigs, bacon tppe—Same prises as

wOalves aud
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NOTICES

Found.—Pair auto
ato curtains in Datton.
| appa ak ale office.

Pretty

Wash

Voiles, Ginghams, Chambrays. Galateas, Etc.,
th make very pretty dainty dresses
in all Wool Serges, Gabardines, foetinys
aids, Etc., for fall and winter dresses
Also broken Checks and Plaids for sport and separate coats
a

Taffetas, Pailette Silks and Duchess Satins, in all shades,
at right prices
We carry several of the best lines made in the D. and A. Corset,
which is one of the best corsets in the trade, also the washable,
unrustable Coilene Corset, which is a perfect fit.

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

© Gustom Tailoring
Suitings of the Newest Shades|
-and Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Arch. McCallum
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bring the desired resale. Prise lists will

20d,

Mantle Clocks..........

$6.50 to $10.00

Abont 800 peo; le attended the monster
garden party held at Campbellton school

Tasye. comio
Elgar
enjoyable

Busy

Casseroles and Baking Dishes...

of

Obristian
Manhood,” takin;
erie. “The Spirit t of Triamph
Throngh
A cordial invitation: ‘is exrey 2 all

A BIG GARDEN

the

All Pure Silk lines, per pair .,...ssseesess
Men’s and Women’s Vegetable Silk Hose at
Princess Ribb and Cotton Hose at.
All Cotton at. Peiseccocesvecees

Special

THE

evening

At

‘Special in Cotton, Lisle and Silk Gloves at 25c., 50c., 75e. , $1.00

Re Laing Saeeeee Estate
ICE, pursuant
to R.f
1914, Cap. 121.
oy
ene
‘goat aitH having
better known asthe -Mauro Farm, Lot | NoseSee. 66, ia thhereby

practically

HARDWARE, _ FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

Special

R. P.., Reekie

‘Mce-

Pherson,
James’ !)uncansou, — John
Pearce, R, 8. Garbatt, Herbert anh,
Peter McPherson, W. S. Pearce,
Ceas-

musical program.
Hollingshead performed the duties of
passedd| chairman in his usual bappy manner,
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‘Jamnee
we GW

Bug Finish

the
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patiminn Carrie, ot Gisegor’. Soot, be. obtained at Tooal t banks.

Be vane

Thorndale,

Daring au electrical storm that
ower the soath-westers part of Dunwich The receipts | at the gate were $176,
two barns, one belonging
«Daniel
DISPERSION SALE
McGogan and the other to Edward
Clark, were burned ‘almost simultanAE, Cameron, “Homewood Farm.’
i
The former barn

Gall (pa
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of

-M. Pearce, Jonas Page,
Sifton, James Page, Stewart Pearoo,

early in

the dates this year are one week earlier
then asaal--Thorsday aud Friday, BepFor the past two
with see ibe. and 21,
ears the fair was marred by very un-

neanaing aeweek wists

ae
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will take place

of

aler, of Forest, haa reaoe

aunoance
daughter,

ee William Stidwill announces the
engagement of his youngest daughter,
Cive
Blanche, to Mr.
Percy
Jerold

peut trip to Aiterhte
evial aad

Hardiog,

Judge

in connectlon with the West Elgin Fair,
has made his award.
In reporting Mr.
Harding says that “It was a -difficalt
et to decide between some of the
fh
The awards are in the
following
order:

Hazel, to Mr, James Brown, of Datton.
The tnarringe

relatives in

r visiting her cousin,

Seoyne.

H.

werlee: Oc sermons on; 2 ne

ANNOUNCED

Mr, and Mrs, Joseph Dent
the engagement
of their

‘A; G. MoMillan, of Detroit: is spend.
lag acoupie

Pure
Paris Green

BaPTist.
bouquet of bridal rores and sweet peas.
Service
will be held next
Sunday
The wedding march was played by Mrs. evening,
condncted by the pastor, Rev.
D, W. Graham,
aud as the register |
Biugbam.
was being sigued Mr, Norman Welsh
METHODIST.
softly saug‘* God Make Thee Mine.”
in Sunday, evening last Rey. H. F.
A dainty wedding supper was served

ie visiting

Sack Kirkland returned Saturday
from several months’ trip in the West.
Harvey Stewart, of St. Marys, is
Site
with his parents at. the

R.

judge in the field competition

in

Hazel Oxtorue, of Ohatham, is

tas kee ee
Delaware, is
uae out her aoot, Mrs, (Dr,) Ling.

In Standing | Oats—The
Had Difficult Task

georgetts
carried a

was spe
Mr. and Mrs, Small left
later for atour up the lakes and will

meee

Awards

was prettily

attired in a gown of ivory
crepe over taffeta silk, aud

‘Mra, Phoebe MaKay, 0
of Detrele, spent

Mr,

Wendesday

evening, Aug. 8, at ** Hillorest Farm,"
Danwich, when
Laara Viols,
eldeit

by a nomber of girl friends of the bride,
after which a pleasant social evening

PERSONAL

ake

ete., aud four days’

work for boy, $80.75;

=O

alee White, w‘with black poin
FIELD CROP COMPETITION

were paid:

Joel Satton, ditching, $16.60; Johu Wil-

to them.

The rot was taken from Lincoln sheep.
Major Oliver Jewett, formerly of

ete

ee

Gaelph, s cheque for $181.69, the returns

tables and

Children's Lisle Hose, fine ibe io pak
lah blue, also white

ton, tiling, $16 60; John Welch, digging

the Ontario Shoep Breeders’ Association,

on.

A. E. WHITE

The clerk was authorized to propare a
bylaw regarding noxious weeds.
On motion of W. Patton, seconded by
H. A. Miltou, W. Leeson was engaged
as village employee as per former resolotion at a ealary of $25 per mouth.

The

will be displayed

marked in plain figures. Come and make
your selection early.
Sold for Cash only.
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ARange You Can Trust
The “Pandora”. doesn’t require con_Stant watching.
You can trust it to

do its Work while you rest or attend to
% turba that insure far: gvonter eMicleiny
and economy
other ranges.

than can be found in©
eee eee)

The New. Design
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off the correct shape on your ironing
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ser.
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Last year we were caught in this

profess

Ridgetown's
mills.

‘The

the sister riding Jast year has incré ased
in popalarity was impressed on Friday

to know noth-

Let us have your oder,

upon

oo Sunday

tile, pictaresque aud historic sections of
Sonthwold aod. Dunwich. Tho heavy

contents of

ng! contents fora

rain of the proseding day uscegsitated
the postponement
of the auxiouslyware- looked-for
trip to Friday, which probably
$880, | prevented many from attending, but the
result, so far as the large number who
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CRAWFORD -

A Car

of Proven

From

and

ni 7

Quality

Ford car has oeen on the market

twelve years, surely
is

nothing

Labor

about

AU

OL

EYES EXAMIN

the Ford.

QUALITY GLASSES
No‘ matter what price” you

and Canadian |
Assootation

pay for a car

ot

with ja -stauncher ‘chasais, Government Laboratory, "ects ‘nave
shown that thé different, parts of the Ford carare superior to those
in any er car.” Ford Vanadium steel has never been equalled in

AT

MODERAT

223 DUNDAS

ST

ara
Phone

1877

Caskets
and all. the

‘tungral Car—the
est of Toronto

procession

to a charge of selling

frait and

recently mérried at Peace River, Alta.
A car belonging to a Palmyra man
took fire on the road from » gasoline
leak avd nearly burned ap, the surprised occupants making
o burried
exit.:

left
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following
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pain
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10 way to inapecf
the prize herd

of James

south of
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fortunate shooting accident

now ready for distribution.

of thanks,

known

morning.
A youog nephew from Detroit, who was visiting st the home,
was handling a rifle which he did not

He referred to
by

Margaret

Mrs. Arlo Irvive,

'!We are the people,”
who

not

petition for ber

been signed

as the farmers
what it is.
In

of Ellis Sifton,

Miss

son, aud a

the present struggle betwenn labor and
the famers are standing midway
he said, amidst cheers,

is

Link, to the lat-

sympathy is iv-favor of Miss Thomp-

history of the Talbot settlement and ite
founder.
=Dancan Brown said that they had

on,

it

bas been confived in Loudon jail for the
past two months, aod steadily refases
to tell whete her niece is.
Public,

tory of Dunwich, whieh be regarded as
the best township in Ontario,
These
outings, he said, have come to stay.
|. A. Galbraith gave an interesting

looking

meoce, Jean.

ter’s father,

pleasure at the snocess of the ontiug,

and

and

For refusing to relinquish ber 18-

year-old

‘agh MoPhail, president of the West

to make history,
made West Elgin

burned,

whether he will recover or not.

of the East

of Agricultara, after «
the gathering had been
Cantelon, iutrodaced a
of speeches, expressing

met
had

at

ham, was seriously, i
fatally
in|
when he
accidentally touched « high
voltage wire. His hand and body were

Elgin Board, extended s hearty welcome
to the visitors, and referred to the his-

tenet

help in
greatly

by returned officers and men.
belpiee of The Family Heraid is

»
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map
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map alone
paper ‘and

map are given to both new and renewal

Come in and get your clothing

hand-tailored
to your measure!

+ Wool : Wool

have

gathering

Herald

Runabout --$475
FO.B, FORD, ONT.

Sos Campbell, Dealer, Dutton

weat

social intercourse, . While the happy

The war

- - $495

_Pancy Prices Paid for Unwashed Wool

the

yalor had won the Victoria Cross.

‘If you want a car that can plow through deep mud, sand -and
ree
can cross fields, corduroy roads ae ford streams—
can. climb the steepest hills with ease—that will-give the greatest mileage all thé year round with the least expense and care—
then there is only one ONE car for youn—The Ford.

Touring

time

ve selections on the

All that ia reqnested

it.

approached the durability records of

Meyer's School

East

of good things, James Brace,
Day is in excellent condition, ofabuodance
Dutton, gave a uomber of upprecia-

the day a sucess is favorable weather.
There Tse
meainecnereen
dete
aap etre

Every part has stood the test of time
and proven its stability with hard
service.
No other car has ever}
“e.

The track at West Lorne for the races
oa

long enough to

experimental.

of

ng illness.

Joseph Peters, fruit merchant, of
Windsor, who ran down and \killed
serving refreshments aud making them
Walter Larue by striking bim with bis
fee} at home.
automobile, has been
admitted to bail
‘The procession re-forming with O. W.
iu the sum of $5,000,
Bachanan, the district representative, at
Pte. John McKerracher, of Wabash.
bead,
by way of Fingal to
who
who
hit
in
97
different
places by
the historic spot at Port ‘Talbot,twhere
shower of bullets, is now at a base
8° | the founder of the settlement, although 8hospital
in'England. He is anxious to
connected with the nobility of the old
recoyer aud get back again to the
land, lived the life of a reclose,
For
trenches.
first time many in the party were
| visiting the place aud the numerous
Whilo at work in the plant of the
questions asked. showed the deep in- He. Cavadian
Products. Company,
hadin. alb-the~ eu!
nee
than,
William Gaadiow was inand that they were impressed with the utantly killed when
be was pinned
fact that they were standing on historic
an 1,800-pound culvert tile
ground. Mr, Jas. Watkins was ongiriug beveath
which Le was assisting in loading on a
in his efforts to show the
athering every
ration.
Here a
coaple car.
The only squ'of Dean Stevens, residof hours were delightfally
. the
feature of which was a picnic luncheon, ing near Dresden, fell. into s. cistern
when the ladies of the party becam:
sud was drowned.
T!
mm had
all with the task
hostesses and
been
left open by threabers when they
‘ground after plowing
No | Of lightening the overflowing baskets. were washin;
to aspen:
to
ace shi
Ample opportunity was afforded all to sod
the
two-year-old
yo fell
in
should be grown on the same become acquainted, aud it is safe to say
while they were at the meal,
field or very uberis for one or two sen- that
the ties between the esst and the
sons,
,
W. Stanbridge, an employee of the

estate

have proyen its high quality.

residents

afte.

three cbildrea suryive

2
. Kergason and his family
extended every courtesy to their questa,

Racesat West Lome Labor Day

HE

the

interest them,

Soap Sale
ek ome

progressive

died

.

years the liquor fines collected in Stratvisited, the drive past elegant homes,
where .theré was every evidence of ford totalled $4,005, while for the
+ | prosperity,
and on historic roads made
bole, of 1916 the amount was only
pe.
almost enchanting by natare, could not | ¢9,/
but impress the face they were in the
While milkiug a cow the 13-pear-old
garden of Canada.
‘The firet stop was at the large farm of sou of Samuel McEachreo, near Mall,
A doctor
Robert D, Fr
wo, Union road, where was struck by lightoing.,
the visitors
found many things to worked over him for an honr before he

Three packages Jelly Powder for 25c.

Goblin

the

attaocks,the wheat midge has made ite np- Yarmonth in’ tho distance until ‘sweet
io the counties of home" was reached in the evening there
‘elland
was ‘something doing all the time’’ that
tent kept the visitote interested. The o fi farms

Grocery Specials
—

is

ve
bles on Sanday, aud was
fined
$10. and costs,
A valuable horse belonging to James
Carruthers, of Melbourne, got caught
in a wire fence and was so badly cut
that it bad to be killed,
Gordon Hull, formerly of Glencoe,
and Misa Hill, of
Toronto, s former
teacher iu the high school there, were

Eigin, and moreover laden with wellfilled hampers that were to play an
important part in the social feature of
the delightfal oating.

After many years of

3

also

guilty.

larga.stream of about 100 autos, coutain-

"The three new ‘Bicycles are fully-goaranteed and-in order to make
room for other seasonable goods we will offer them for the
next two
weeks “at. exceptionally low prices.
The'second-hand bicycle, which
is practically new and equipped with good tires and overhaaled, is
,
certainly a snap.

We

of « few

reached the rivulet had grown into »

‘The balance of our stock of

Bicycle

One Second-Hand

T to Op.

Wn.’

the procession

made to it at every concession and ham. | es and when the promised land was

Two Empire Bicycles

Successor

monntain

con. | antos left Aylmer on sohedale time, aud
as it wanded on its way acoessions were

! cycles. offered at big reductions,

to 4 pit,

is 39

Ww. D. Andersov, s farmer residing near Wyoming, dropped dead aa he
was returning to work in the field after
dinner.
A. resident of Leamington pleaded

the trip, exceeded the sanguine expectationa of ite promoters. ~
‘

Cleveland

taxation
-

while bathing.

itis. wife and

joined in the excarsion, tle pleasure of

One

of

While cutting staves at Bothwell,
Bert Boddeu bad the evds of two
flogers takeu off,
The sum of $600 was realized at the
garden party in counection with. the
North Caradoc Presbyterian church,
Thomas H, Burke, a life-long resident

).507 on buildings $7,500,

‘Office Houre

rate

rate of taxation in Dresden

Jobu McKay was drowned at Honsall

when the East Elgin Board of Agricultare made.adimilartripthrongh the fer-

Fire, Marshal
as
rer of
in his sworn claim of loss,

“as our prices are right and we have the goods on hand,

Big. Sale ot Bloysles commenced.

HOME

urated by the farmera of West Elgin to 83 mille.

line and found it impossible to fill the-demand,-but this year we are

prepared aud have« good’supply on hand.

FROM

Chatham's tax ea te is 80 mills,

‘Auto: Excursion of Over 300 People—
An Enjoyable Outing
‘That the novel anto excursion inaug-

We have a good’

Now is the time to. purchase your Honey Pails.

FAR

EAST ELGIN- FARMERS TOUR IN THE”
- SISTER
,

Honey. Pails
supply of 101b. and 5 1b, sicos.

NOT

1477

Fit,

workmanship “ant

‘assured.

style

The Newest-Fabrics'
ip. Blues, | Blacka
and Browns.

sul
iptions at $1.25 = year, bot the
map cannot be secured otherwise.
The

Family Herald 4s the greatest
and

farm

paper on the Continent

* | greatcredit to

Canada.

family

and a

Bitoox, and then to the farm of Dancas
their herd of

There may be more picturesque
routes
those travelled over, but
we do not
know whore.
*
At the home of J, L, Pearce & Son,
bouquets were given to thoee ladies who

had time to procare
them.
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Produce,
Retail—
face
tillage’
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occasionally
replace
merciful intentions toward the scattercapinto:
farm
and
{s
necessary
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the
case
of
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the
take
necessary
before
the
land
{8
in
pro
|
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rnd’
plowing
,but
cannot
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it
altoit
coure
ed flock.
Primarily,
this referred to
from
out
them’
fal!
plowing
where
a
single
plowing
bring
és
#10
1
gether, and’ makes ‘st stil!) more unper condition for seeding.
igity 1%.
definite the restoration of the Jews from cap- persant that when Cone, plowing must is used. The object in this case {ts
ho panpls—Tre ‘Lord gives acaptivity.
When long
stubble, weeds
or
1
tivity, and their prosperous -reesta
entirely different from where flat fur- green manure crop Is to be turned
E
.
be well done,
\
}iroralen of deliverance from
Hshment in thelr own land.
It
tow
tand—
row plowing. {9 practised, for whiley' under the rolling farrow will prove Butling
whit tries rhem to thelr own!
Plowing
is
slow
and
expensive,
and
Live hens, 1b.
es
typical
of
the
good
Shepherd's
tender
had
the latter !s used with a view to denation they
E
the most effectiva
In this style of String ducks, 1b.
is, together with, the scarcity of composing
SoRerony4ovot heathen.
care
of
the
souls
of
his
people
and
the sod and of killing weeds
the Jord of Judah, it wae
CHICAGO LIVE 8T
plowing the furrow ts. turned over tn
kindness to his church fn every age to labor, bas brought. about a tar too
by further cultivation, the former !s such a way as to cover the material
they
>
"a peaole.
Cattle,
receipts
13.000.
prevalent
idea-that
time
spent
on
good
the end of the world, Those who di{ntended ¢o do as much of the prepar- as near completely as possible
. Thes would be
t stead:
It is
eat acenpy
plowing Is not profitably
employed.
rected public affairs os well as the
o esptts ueuntsins nnd by sts ‘people had their transgressions shown This has resulted in a great deal of ation as possible with one operation. aceomplished by halding the plow at
they were longing in
There is little greater pulverizing. acangle, setting dt to cut-rather deepockers and fe
them. In a peculiar sense the Israel- land belng merety surface scratched tion in the process of plowing, but the an
Cows
and heifers
34.
A good picture—
lysand
by
putting
some
pressure
on
plowed...
Good
ites were brethren,
a
people highly instead: of properly
furrow slice is left in such a position
strikingly
lke
handles.
Such plowing results in
recelpts 14000.) 7”
privileged, Wound to the discharge of plowing {s as essential to-day as it as to expose the greatest amount of the
the soll being so completely pulverslow.
was. We may get along. with
pecullar and very {important duties. every:
surface and to be thus most readily
ized that no crest is left on the furnN
fewer plowings on certain solls and
yates
vlerty.
Notwithstanding
all
this,
they
had.
deacted upon by the frost.
Frost is a row slice
fn Babylon
This style should not be
under
some
conditions,
perhapg:yet
to
cipirTo, Tew!sh : exiles
parted grievously from the Lord and
like
most effictent epulverizer, and in this used in the fall except on light solls,
be
found
out.
We
maybe
able
to
ac.
¢ tha prophet were
a
brought. great-atominations,
«It: had
plays a very Smportant part for on heavy land the pulverized soll
eS Be
iwootest, muste.
7 3 were words of gone {Jl with the tlock, Israel, when complish It more quickly -by turning | respect
ai
sulk of sales .
.
a different type of furrow and by the in preparing the seed bed...\This Is would run together and bake, FolSheep, recelpta 13,000.
fold—The sheepfold ts
Market stron:
ity
arid rest. 16. Cause the shepherds scattered them by ruling use of greater power, and it may ne | particularly true on heavy clay soll& lowed by the packer and harrows It
ethers
...
5
ithem with force.down
results
[a
the
optimum
conditions
for
He
that
are
not
properly
drained.
No
that
when
we
understand
more
foilr
down—Sheep
1
Lambs, native
11. By the great Shepherd's power.
of different implement. or method of tillage will the decomposition of the material
¥ have. ror the time: being,
BUFFALO
LIVE STOCK.
‘The'symbolisms of the Bible form one the cultural requirements
under and makes the land fit
agersand when they of its most interesting features. God soils our ideas as to what constitutes do as much to prepare such soils for turned:
East Buffalo,
Despatch—Cattle
recglying the seed as will their thor- for further treatment very efficiently
116.1 will seek that which calls his church his flock, community good plowing may. change further, ‘but ough
celpts.
200; slow.
secure?
and
in
the
shortest
time
possible.
expoSure-to frost.
The heavier
aS long as the eradication of weeds)
Veals,
receipts
150;
which he has himself formed and oyer and
‘Three distinct types of plowing can
the economical preparation of aj and more poorly drained a soil {s, the
hepherd’s
tr
Hogs, receipts 400;
which
he
Watches.
He
knows
tho
inf that given ward nature of men. as ‘well as thelr good seed ‘bed are prime cons}dera: | greater need {is there forthe pulver- thus be used to advantage, depeud- mixed and yorkers $19.76 t
top Lian tie!
iziug action of the frost; and, conse
ing
onthe
time
the
work
is
done
and
tions,
good
plowing
will
hold.
first
yorkers
$16.75
to
$17.50; pigs $16 to
otitward
conduct.
The
blessing
which
ene evil shepherda.
quently, under these conditions the the objects sought, » Each {s. suited to $16.75; roars
of tillage.
$17.75 to $18.25; stags
Sta fet and the strong—Those
he gives includes protection from evil, place in the operations
its particular purpose.
Shallow flat
The fundamental object of tillage ty more-extreme should the lap be.
ST pg paws swould become ric
tof good, peace and prosper
plowing
is
best
sulted
to
belng
used
.
‘he
fade
thatthe
turrows
are
set
up
3; receipts 200; slow
eppresinns
ity, . His “showers of blessing’ are to furnish a suitable home for the
sod iand is broken up in July
and unchanged»
commensurate with the existing need. seed to germinate, for the plant to in this type of plowing makes it pos where
od
eo
sible for large alr spaces to occur be- and August in preparation for a hoed
grow and produce a.crop.
This object
He directed the phophet to speak ten |.
‘Hoya’: 2 would, carefully,y, salsafegu
crop
the
following
year.
Deep!
lap
ig accomplished by the plow. through low thecfurrow slice, which caute the furrow plowing Is most useful in ‘fall
Uishen flerly to the flock, to ass
PUNCHINELLO,
Lotialls bis people, T will feed
the-pulverization
of the soil, the kill- land»to Warm-up and dry out earlier
merey in store and
with dudament--The,
plowIng, so that the furrow slice may.
stantly, true
In accord- promise of the Messiab.
‘gospel’s Ing of weeds, the aeration of the soit in ‘thei spring without incurring” the be
exposed to the frost, while a less
A Memory of the Days When Hardi justice {nm conglorious history of the restoration of and by the improvement of its phy- dangerjof the sd¥Lrunning, baking and
cracking This danger often results| extreme lap, put up by a plow with
epirse pursued bythe un- the wanderers, was included in
the sical. condition generally.
per’s Weekly Was a Power.
In serlous injury to the physical con- bolder curves is best suited to spring
ee
Three distinct types of furrow can
prophet's message.
‘The
Lord engaged
and thirdly, the rolling furdefend his’ flock’ in the be used on thé farm to good
advan- dition of the soll, especially in heavy plowing,
4 pebuked® (v8.17-22)- | eftectually topromised
row
jufted
beat:
to
plowing
ander
clay
types,
when
they
are
not
properly
Ie
the days when Harper's Weekly
that
so
Messiah
tage,
depending
on
the
objects
sough!
ertel shepherds be | days of the
ivered out of his sheep might dwell safely and rest and upon the conditions desired. These managed. -On account of these com- long stubble, weeds or green manures. was at the height of its popularity and
The. Canadian Countryman, influence it commanded the services of
“himself, comfortably, even in the most perilous are: the flat furrow, lap furrow and! paratively large air-spaces underneath
Topic.—A lost nation restored.
1. From its bitter oppressions.
Il, By the Great Shepherd's power.
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THE OLD STORY.

a marria’

confident,

Hold,

me

impetuous ¢for

Onwardway,1 pressed—Ambition 2led the

and Mary or on tl
‘or even When hanging
the cross,
in His wont
fe WSL Judge.
aud.
ite)

cere believers. | The
throwa
the’ clearest light onhim “aboy
se rues andxin
toale of the

voices:
Give me the pure.timbrel of
the child’s:holy mouth, and you can

‘have the inatruments of brass, and the
blow of the organ,
-¢
Come along witliiyourskodaks end
take the tremor of these thtant Hips in
‘the great’ Haliolujah.:
Zt

und tumble; what convulsive catching

forward to d2~
whether . he

loved deaciples only or by the.
er multitude, whetner
inquisitive,

at home
hi

the
possible ‘victim. Oh, the laughter of
neayen! . How tho waves rise, and roll

aim apart whether
whether at
at

ntain apart,
or a burial,

nation

to

ting

} lean

Honors:

‘ning bright,
t

“wag

the height!"

group’d

= and

4

whispered —"Scale
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Saver wow! Pim travesng Life?
dijecline;
guasts:of
upon

un arm—they're

Contentment“cne is called.

rather
-

guess
tis HapYou know her sister's pams—
iBeRs.
*
New
‘Warren Hackett in.
Ms
YorkSun: 5

SEEK YE THE WORD:
my

words in
and bind

heath

what

and

~heaving

of

the

mountains of mirth, and

ovinkling of the eyes, bubbles flowaig
trom a Jountain. . Oh; the busy landIng place, thousands upon thousands
Emigrants from earth
every month.
--yes and migrants from God!
Let-

iors Insuftleiently addresse’—returaed

to the dead letter office—and dumprd
on the shores of the blest, to be read

by experts,

translated, adorned,

bossed. set
the palace.

en-

in Jewels in the pan
The admiration of angels,

the recognition of the blemished..maternal faculty. Mighty halo © around
the head of the Master!
Not

the

distrust,

laughter

of

incredulity,

of;

of doubt, like the beantifat

Sarah, who langhed, and then dented:
ft (womanttke!)
Not’ the laughter of
the unclean, the emptiness om thetace

SORROWFUL: TREE,

|;

In farotf

Persia tuere grows a

which Js called

tho porramtuts tree,

Another name ror this tree is the night

icasamine or the sad tree: The reason

why, it is: called ‘the sad-or sorrowful
,tree ts because It-bloomsjonly.at night.
When the first star.appears {hp the
sky the first bud opens on the “won-

derful tree. As the evening advances
‘the buds open more rapidly until the
tree

is covered

The

‘bloom

with

a delicate

bloom

and it appears. ike one+ vast flower.
Is quita

fregrant,

and)

the

foremost

Mustrators

including the cartoonists.

In

America.

,

Every once

in. awbile a group
of these
artists
would become dissatisfied with
Harper parental control and

leave to establish an independent {las

trated paper.
.
Having squandered then
substance
in riotous printing, these artists would
come {o themselves and recurn to the
‘Harper home, where was bread enough

‘and to spare.'No fatted calf was killed
on the return of such prodigals; but
Heury

Mills Alden,

the veteran

editor

of Hatper's: Monthly- Magazine, agserted that the house of Harper never held
aagrudge against any . contributor.
whether artist or writer who left tu
try..0!
Such was thé ortine

inello, 2 comic cartoon weekly Which
tirst sppeared in New York city on.
‘April’ 2, 1870.
in calling attention to,the fact that
the first number was dated the first

odor is like the perfume of the evening
A}L..Fools’, day, Punchinelly
primrose, 7a the stars
in to grow
“This isch
‘since
dim and the dawn approaches. the
the titer of the uninstinted. But tho tlowers begia to fads,.and by the time.
allthe
fools, and Jesters,
solld face of the holy, reflecting
the
the sun-has tacn not
a
flower can be' and is therefore
first in the rage for
to
fight-cf the Eternal, basking in the
the: crown of comic Jaurél and the
breath of the mountsin
sid, where
t tHe tree quiver
of. satiric shafts."
Durigg
its
Iesncos-of seorn and .dérision may be
sto“
de pehort, lferJess* thea,a yea
was
gathered coacermus
the
base, the \. bésn” injured:
in some,
nerys but fy entitled ‘to that honor,—Cartaans MagA
vassals of the God of
realityit-is cimply xe:
cf folly,
under

the cackling

a pot

Not

(of the

the smile,

thoras.

the gria,

down-trodden,,
this world, the Prince of the Power of
the air, the Spirit that now works In

fthe dissbedient, and unclean.
Tnughtex

fn Heater

because

life's

ju order

to put

following night.

> Chis

new

blossoms

on the
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heaving

-unto
an

:

Se
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tie nativés of’ the country .where it
The kindly: oldycquire waa giving m
As a.eurice- yiue treatto.
the village echool chilthe world.
‘dien, Altet (ea he stepped onto
the:
When cut down ‘thése trees send pup

grows and is looked 1
the requiem. L-ity..by..
pitimate Is, reached. Oh, the
heaving}

with shining teara
breyst
of the mother’s
it
.

azine.
Delsbe

treeds held In hush esteem by

‘pprouts from
ture into o fl

roots

will

ma-

pallor

“Now

girl

The jewelsCHS Pinwcn Bienes mast
be. worth. stealing, if many

remarkably

and afinounced

witha

mt

I am

perform

cer-

going

to

tain setions; and you iust-guees what *
proverb they represent. The bey or.

eee images

oe
fesse

who suépéeds

firet:

wilt

recelre

a quarter.”
*
That, did, it. Inetantly every

et oe i genes

S

“eye”

in lay
=
down on the platform.
een nie
-torwatd and tried in vain to.

~

it et ents

fot

Why

id

Stole His ‘Wife’s
Wea ith.”

md

;

of Europe

Willie

J

great

pean

ir to.

further: ‘thelr

own ‘ bieete and “umbltiont ~Aak © him
whether he has not beou made ththe initharney 4 for pushing the Kaiser himto ‘these “wicked plots, And ‘tell
him" the concluded, thet tor every

a busband’s Jove, beet of
“hope in. ae ‘tature, bereftof wealth—

deliberate slight he puts

upon

me and

how dedolute, indeed, 1s the Mot of Cr- mine I shall strike back some day and
eille, Crown Princess of
any, oFIce 4n some’ way!"
my beloved mistress, sae to my life's

pages of BY diary.
‘The past calls me. Pr 1 sthtak of the b;
gone days when Cecilie might have
stood before the world 2s a symbol of
jhappiness even as she now stands beit as a Symbol

of woe,

end

my.

heart burns with indignation against
the man whose callous selfishness and

unbridled
chan;

passions

wrought

this

4

for-

sollern, the Princess Cecilie will retire
into private life a comparatively poor
woman.
‘The means by which Cecille was in@uced to part with huge portions of

are

the

stories

that

I

the expense

Ue,

to

friendly
TALK.

—

“Willle’s

of the Crown

material

was too unfirm to take part,
represented at the German

gave

HEART-TO-HEART

These speeches on

he

wes

they

ostensibly

gave offence to the
eee
but not
nearly so much offence al
the pubMeation of a biography a the Crown
Prince, written by a well-known
author named Leman, and published
at

warlike friends.

shared’ every ambition and hope of his

.
:

and

In this year, {t may be remembered,
are was a great formal interchange
courtesies between Germany
and
fo ally, Austria.
This took place In
Berlin, and though the old /astrian

ambitious woman whom he had married. morganatically,
and who after
wards shared his death,
as she had

:

the provocation

A

companied by the Bealisat and equally

“

boastful writings were attracting

vations.

Court by his ambitious heir, the Archduke Francis Ferdinand,
who was ac-

~~

bis loud, Indlsereet apeeches, and fool-

nelghboring

means to relieve her of collosal sums.
tell about the matter.

‘to

the eeaaton
of all
thoughtful
Germany of whom objected
very
strongly to the tone of his remarks,

&nd

her fortune were variou
2 the early days of the marriage . the Prince
traded upon her overflowing love for
his unworthy person, using it as
a
Janumerable

at her word, and to repeat

long in coming. The Prince was more
than usually bellicose at this me, and

tune has bee!
I juandered since
her
re, waa should the expected re-

sosld

{rlend; and dy the exercise of her well

from some great folly or sin.”
‘The opportunity he sought was not

half
as much
with the’scoun-

lite.
this huge

exci!

cannot believ
willingly into auch a great crime
aa
Princess Zita outlined, if he were not
under 6ome compulsion, 1 must
out what it Is; [ may even save him

; of the neta

or who was to
aig
rhe spreatar art of

now

her husband all that her friend
had
said. She meant to press him for hie
reasons for being so readily made the
‘ar Party.

tra-

only o:
a
‘cash her father had Teft at her dispothe years of her Shinority the
‘um had increased wonderfully, and
she brought perhaps
egain to her marriage

her

known’ tact contrived to change ne
subject. But when the Pricess
had gone she was very thoughtful, wae
many of the words uttered hed an
echo in her own experience.
She determined to take the Princess

Zita

Royal. brides in all Europe. Her patrimony was valued at the time at the

‘proximate cetint

soothed

ro

‘fore

Cecile

‘This

book

created

tts appearance,

a

Prince's

sensation

becavee

on

{t cunningly

compared father and son, and that
yery much to the disadventage of the
Kaleer. As the Kaiser knew that the

of the bodk

had

been sup:

plied to the writer
by
the Crown
Prince bimself he blamed that young
man for the whole book, and showed

dimself very angry indeed.
The

Prince

was

accustomed

to

stormy scenes with bis fatuer, but the

scene Which followed the Kalser’s peru:
sal of-the book and the notices which
appeared In the German press must

ZITA SPEAKS HER MIN!
Among the guests of honor were alhave been more than usually terrible
so the present Emperor Karl, though
“He says he means to eend me away
ostensibly second heir to the ‘Austrian |
on ‘another of those artocious tours,”
throne, was an obscure cavalry capWilliam
whined to Cecilie one eventain, poor and unconsidered, 2 state
ing.
I was sewing In the adjoining
of affairs which did not at all please
room, and heard all that passed. “He
his brilliant add acute Belpmeet
means to get me safely out of the way.
and
the soul of courtesy
econ
1 swear I won't go. I had enough of
nsideration, Cecilie showed no litte
it in India, where there was someArchduchess
Zita.
thing to do and eee, J will not go out
moved
to an extra
o}
to those abominable, unhealthy col-

ontes in Africa;

a man might die of

feve:
“But why do you enrage and cross
him 907" asked Cecilie, genuy. “Surely

it would

boudoir
Ventlyy to allude to the behaviour
of
e Crown Prince, sreatink apologeti-

My

and excusingly of 1

said the Prinny give understand,”
ita calmly.
“It is sweet of zou

be much

better,

ahd you

would be ever so much happier, if you
let-him make all the speeches
write all the books?
You know how
he loves that kind of thing.”
“One cannot
aiways do just what

‘one likes,” muttered the Prince, gloom.
fly. “It fs a matter of state, you see,
Cecilie,
You cannot expect to under
stand such things.
“One thing I“Go understand,”
she

replied,

bedi

i

enuine’ 8
tar his own aye

throne,
pim » teHe theis bound

of Austr
by the

bitter-

"For years,” sald the Suter

“he has been importuning the Pope
absolve him from his oath, and the

pile old Emperor has supported him.
0}

jtands

firm,

he

is now

Fned to this terribte war scheme, with
b Kaiser and the Crown’ Prin
tam afraid I do not understand,
ha Cecilie,

coldly

perhaps.

Fave you not guessed?

a

little

One day,

What have my husband and my fabr to do

with

it?”

jen all is ready, and it will be very
bn now, they intend to make war
Russia and France. Germany

{i} crush thé life out or France while
sia holds the Russians
beck; then
two countries will (prio
upon
jasin and deat her to the
ground.”
‘My mother’s; country!
bile,

wae

does t eee
“They

*

exclaimed

eald. t
will

“and

of things
necessary
ecems to
somebody

that is that you do a lot

which make great and untrouble
for yourself.
It
me sometimes
as
though
was influencing
you
to

behave as you are doing, Tell me,
have Von Heydebrand and Krupp von

Bohlen any hold over you that they
silways seem to be
pulling
strings
which set you in action?”

“Whatever makes you think that?"

he stammered.
“Listen,”
sald
the
Princess, very
earnestly.
When the Archduke Kar)
was here you were very rude to him;

and the “Archduchess Zita was”
hurt

about

it.

She

spoke

very

to me

at

very great length, and explained

the

reasons

you

which

made

her

think

were {intentionally unkind to her and
her husban

Cecilie then went on to repeat the
whole of ber conversation with the
Princess

Zita,

to

which

the

Prince

listened tn afigry and disturbed silence,
-“What

fs it?”

she‘pleaded.

“I im.

plore you, by the love we once shared,
and

by

the

children

whom

we

becaust

Neennes oft the fornia in which Jt was
couch! oe
”
“It some day es atphfot calls,

rie

sand the

You will ra
it always wi i seperti ic
Still-the Prince maintained a sullen Sour side this moment of highest sole
silence.
dierly happiness.”

have

“Surely you will tell mi
served, with a touch of bitterness

-}-~ When—Coollle.
burst into tears. “But
in

with

a

jangling

laugh.

“They

have

been buying up my debts ever stnce I put in an appearan
was'a boy and holding them over me, betweenmais Ups, and he wi as hilarious
wine.
They have advanced me money
in
great sums, when I was ready to please
a cewiah that wher be had e cargo
was
them, until I do not know how much
of Mquor on-board the PHince
T owe- them. They hold the
pursecapable of the wildest freaks, I re
strings. I can’t get on without money. mained in the corné¥*wheré Twas sitGilite possible, his
You know that!"
ting, deat, as was
mirth “Should
“We must pay them back,”
sald
mood of {rrespons!
Cecilie, cheerfully, and without a word
of reproach, shpouge more than once

she had disc!
own
resources ‘what he posttigely affirmed

was a complete Mat of
bis debts.
He shook hie head,

"he

haye

no Idea how

the

whole

to a mood

he cried,

of cold-blooded

de-

slapping dus chest

and swaggering across tite

of

“You
up;

“We: shall look at them’ together,”

Cecilie’s
‘Sol

or

Tal

she sald, with unruffied cheerfulness,”
jegripped e chal
“and then we shall see about discharg- him:
‘Where ‘are those whelps of
ing them without loss
of time.
The mine? “Tell ‘em to get up and—hic—
Crown Prince of Germany must not greet their father—if I am thelr fathowe large sums to his future subjects;
is he added,1
sly.
and such subjects!” she added, with
Cecilie flushed scar]
shudder,
“Kindly refrain rom * insulting me,”

“It 1s very good of you, Cill!,” be
sald, with
something
faintly approaching gratitude in bis voice, “but
you will get a shock when you see the
total, I am afraid.
“T get a shock,”
she returned. “eve

ery time I read one of those
war-like speeches of yours.

fierce
When

these people are paid, promise me you
will have nothing more to do with
such wicked plots as‘that for provid-

mh
We're all human.
he
hiccoughed; “very human, indeed, my
dear, You're flesh and blood the same
as I am, aren’t you?”
“GOD HELP GERMANY!”
“1 want to know,” said Cecilie,
j noring side issues,
“what you
| by breaking your promise to me?”
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of gay

dogs behind the high walls of a garden

detect a casquette

wise,

They

have

been

through

the hell of

whistling shells and red wounds, these
dogs, blindly following man, who is

go the animals

thelr god, into battle.
And yet the
approach of a human visitor awakens
a deafening cacophony
of gratitude.

that are doing
-

espécially

such

on

the

Physically, 2 more pathetic assembly
of dogs that bave had their day could
not have been” gathered together,
but

thetr morale was unaffected by their

wounds of war. They were of all sorts
and sizes. They had sitters all kinds

of injuries, from flying ¢t:
shells,

from

stray

of

bullets,

from

‘Their sufferings, as #000 as

the
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tearing entanglement of wire, from
the multitudinoug menace é2!N} Man's

(or Dog's) Land.
One of them, a fine,
upstanding fellow of a wolf-hound, had

a great ugly

gash

trim Httle terrier
legs; a nondescript

im his’ breast;

hobbled ‘on'three
beast with a heavy

shaggy head had lost

his

sight;

‘They were covered

with

Confession by Eskimo Who
Slew Priests.

a

fourth, of a fancy breed belonging to
the Bantams,
had been badly scalded
about the body.

bandages

they ara

convalescent, are all forgotten,
and
behind the low grille
of the garden,
in which they play as briskly as their
various disabilitics allow, there is an
unanimous manifestation
of waving
talls.

Edmonton,
the

murder

Aug. 16.—The feature of
trial

of the

Eskimos,

two

Sindistak and Ulukeuk. yesterday, was
the confession which was put in evidence by the Crown prosecutor, C. ¢

cannot

be picked off so easily,

and they save the Hives
would otherwise have to
on these errands.
One of the chief studies
commanders is how to

human

warfare,

Mfe,

Any

of men who
be employed
of the Allied
economize in

‘That {s the fine
blundering

art of

general

can

get men killed; {t is only the wise ofBults and yet

spare

his men,

Here,

again, is an [dea which it {s possible to
develop enormously—the use of dogs

foot on

for all kinds of light porterage in the
danger zone.
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Sightiess though he {s,

satisfaction
he will
take it (%
bis
guardian,
He Js spending his declining strength In showing the other !p
mates of the hospital how
to do like-

at Neullly, near Paris, drew my attention to the House of Healing, where

they

scheme,” ¢he contre is no place for
and. your husband

ned Sraihte:
to
me
aro not necessary

in-caps is still the favorite
of this veteran in his days

somehow

placed on the ground, and with @ sober

(Victor Carter In London Daily
Mail.)
barking

with

risks.are avoided.

of retirement.
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The

guide a search party

unerring skill to the sufferer,
Thu»
not a second {s lost by the ambulance
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gary Francis ae

sea

darkness,

OOO SO

Healing the
}
Dogs of War’

£205

and daubed with ointment. "There were
McCaul, K. C.
It was made by Sin
The Prince waved his hand alrily.
dogs with paws In splints, for all the
the
nisiak,
He said that he was at the
“Couldn't keep !t without breaking
resources of veterinary
aecience
is at Coppermine River,
Archduke Francis Ferdidand.””
and
that
bath. :
my—hie—word,” he grinned, through.
thelr service,
Leroux
asked
bim
to pull his slelg),
STAGGERING DEBTS.
a cloud of tobacco smoke
These ragged regiments of battle
and he would pay him in traps, Both
“There is nothing In what that iat
“T fall to follow you.”
scagred dogs bad performed their alhe and Uluksuk, the other accused
jan woman sald," he began; but
ose unioen Te to me, ‘Big smash
lotted tasks jo the trenches with the
gave their ald, The next day, whilo
ming unless I get lot of—hic—monput her fingers upon bis lip:
same fntrepldity
and skill as their
they wore still helping, 1t was storm
“Promise,”
she insfsted.
om
‘They’ ll sell my—hic—racing stable,
masters And those duties, though ing, and they loat the road. The two
to put aside all this terrible ‘aeise |
thing.’
I say
to the Baroness:
humble, are, nevertheless eu essential
Eskimo found a cache and were look
war, and making war.
If war should| ‘Pat 3 your faith in me.
I'll get you the
part of the general
plan.
The four{ng at it when the
priests camry
come at any time, let 1t come through
Don't you—hic—worry, my
footed allies of the French are dauntFather Leroux was angry, sald the
the fault of other people; do not deless soldiers under the deadifest fire.
confession, and, when asked If he was
Uberately scheme to make Germany
“What?”
cried Cecilie,
Ivid with
have at least earned the right of
going to kill them, he nodded hin
begin {t Promise me this, and you! rage. ron uae been using my money They
being borne carefully when they are
head. After some further quarreling,
shall
have as much money as you
to pay a
woman's debts!"
hurt to the hospital at Neullly.’
they became frightened, and Sinnistak
want"
“Why not?" guffawed Willie, drunkCLEANDRS OF THE TRENCHES.
stabbed the priest In the back with a
“I promise,” be sald. “I am sick of
enly.
“I would
do anything—hic—
knife,
and
Uluksuk
Unished
him
the life I have been Hving; and I do
‘The Countess Yourkevitch, a lady of
anything in the world for the woman
Father Rouviere, the narrative cor
not want to be sent to Africa.
I will
Russian birth, is at the head of the
T love”
tinues, ran away, and Sinnielak took
apologize
to papa, and we'll try to
Institution,
and
prides
herself
on
“Who Is she?"
Cecille
hiss the
the rifle from the slvigh and shot tho
please him, and have an easier time.
nowing each of her patlerts 'personwords,
fleeing priest.
With the ald of an axe
It 1s very good of you, Cilli,”
he
ally.
She makes a point of treating
“The Baroness von
Arnheim.”
he
and a knife, they both
killed him.
wound up, meakly.
the most serlous cases herself, and the
answered,
giving the name of a noA day or two later I learned that torlous divorcee, whose disorderly life gratitude of the dogs ts touching, One, They then cut up the bodies, ear!ug
the llver.
the Prince had come to her with a tist
whore back is one raw wound, will not
had led to a boycott even
from that
——
of the obligations which he said were
least squeamish of teahtonable coterles
permit anybody to approach him but
held against htm by the rich men who
Around the House.
the countess.
the Berlin “smart se!
wanted to provoke a European war.
“What, exquisite testa you have in
Their functions
on the front are of
To remove ig
che gon Potties, eee 1
women!”
Cecilie,
with
witherThe total was
an
immense
one;
three
kinds.
There are the ratters,
something over 8,000,000 marks—that
the porters and the rescuers. Rosalie, ond
ing scorn.
“Don't you—hic—dare to say a word the perky little fox with the damaged the label end. orien the gum or paste
{s, £400,
“The
money
to
discharge
these
ear, has killed hundreds df rats’ which
Drive « mail through an empty spool;
against her reputation!”
There was
it will make a handy
hang damp
debts shall be placed to your
credit
an ugly gleam in his eye.
had made the life of the trenches hide
on in the kdteben or laundry, ua
without delay,”
she told
him, and
“That would
be impossible,”
said
ous, She !s guaranteed to clean up a clothes
it will not tear or rust the clothes
then went on to talk of other matters.
Cecilie, cuttingly.
‘Her reputation section as quickly as a British raid
Toothache that is caused by some acid
“Let us never mention the subject
cone
to exist long
long ago. ~
empties a Hun stronghold. She pur- Praeiratinw,
a casity may often, be
again,” she said; “it belongs to a bad
The Prince staggered to his feet, an
sues this war within a war, this war
leved by rinsing the mouth with « inte
past, which you and I haye forgotten.”
oda
and water.
oath on his Ips.
that is older than all our wars, an
“You cannot
terrify me with your
in which no peace will ever Be signed
In tho end, the ratsing of the great
An excellent way ‘Yo prepare a new tron
pot
house”
language,”
sald
Cecille,
while the last dog 1s able to totter afsum of money Involved necesaltated a
fill it with cold watowering above hifn.
“Have you paid
© meal; keep at
ter the last rat, with a rare gusto. For
journey on Gillf’s part to Altona, and
bolling polnt for “several hours,
the money you Gwe to Krupp and his
1 understood, some confilct with her
the moment she ts hors de combat,
friend?”
pat she {s eacer to return to the firing
An ceay wey to remove mildew staina is
brother.
All obstaclas
were, howtu rub a little soag over thent, and on tor
“Yes, with my eloquence,” grinned
ne.
ever, set aside by her, and the money
of this make @ thin paste of chalk and
Willle. “With words that will fire the
an atmosphere of death and dewas duly placed to the credit of the
lemon juice.
- A few hours in the sun,
world!
They can have as many—hic—
here only the devotion and vigi- followed ty ordlnaty washing, Wil bun
Crown Prince.
speeches as they like.
But !f they
Ish the spo!
jance of the medical and sanitary serFor a few weeks all seemed to go
want cash out of me they must whistle
vices prevent a terrible epidemic, the
very smoothly.
The quarrel with the
A, quick way to clean
when
for it! *
making
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tisk of rats carrying Infection Is obviKaiser was patched tp, as many
&
colander with w sprinkling of fl rand
It was an older and sadder Cecilie ously great. They
multiply tn the
previous quarrel
had been, by the
it with your
fiigers: ine ital
Prince eating humble ple. The Prince who sat opposite me at the breakfast track of the armies with astonishing cub
arate from the currants
"ani fell
table on the morning after this last
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rapidity.
It should be possible in the
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the part of loving husband
plece
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interests of cowfort,
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and devoted father for quite # month,
clear,
health to develop these dogs corpa to a
when, as usual, it began to bore him.
“I believe I am married.”
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much greater extent.
‘The symptoms of this boredom were
me,
“to the worst Mar in the pore
‘The French army are training more
familiar enough to me.
He mado his
God help me,"
she added, “and G,
and more dogs
for this purpose.
In
entry {nto the nursery for some disa2No heart for anything” is the cry
the
well-known
Jardin
d'Act!
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a
of thousands of men and women who
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young
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seen being taught the tricks of ratly make.
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lot of
bation
they
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goly expected somerning of the kind.
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self that.
The Prince was now free
cucumbers actors are taking thelr long to a class whose co-operation in some chance remark.
Sleeplessneew
from the influence of the party which
the war is more direct and conscious,
paragus-tips for the walter muat They perform a pwilous work, and robs them of.energy ‘and strength;
had used him as a tool, and as a lever
thelr
eyes
are
sunken,
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limbs
to force the Kalser fn the direction of
their Jabor has visible and immediate
—Grace McKinstry.
tremble, appetite is poor and memory
results.
They do not merely follow
great schemes of aggression.
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ee o—often falls.
is’ nervous exhaustion
he kept out of the toils of these peotheir instincts;
they possess a higher
Not the body, but the soul, strikes
is one of the most ‘serious
evils
alple, she was content.
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For a time all went well; then the Maga.
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During the week a large number of
men from towns and cities have been
placed on farms through the medium
of Government
regulations, and
thy
more immediate agency of representatives,
The open weather of the last
month has somewhat lessened the de
mand for agricultural help.
Farmers,
too, have been
interchanging
work
fhore systematically and satisfactorily
than ever before, and improv

ing even Jf he was not aware that the
building has been a hospital for eev-

Galician ends of the eastern front, ac-

“a

mantan forces attacked the AustroGerman positions in the regtons of
Grozechit and Soveja, but, the state-

ceeding Gen, Klemboysky.
Gen, Letchitzky was the right-hand
man of Gen. Brusiloff in the success:
ful drive of the early summer pf last
year. He captured inany thousands of

buried under the ereckage hefer? betrs taken prisoner.
“The town pf Samogneux. and also
Regnieville, fell into French hands

adds,

ali

the

assanits

were

repulsed’ with Reavy losses.
Gen;

Letchitzky

has

been

commander of the northern front, suc-

Austrian

troops

and occupied all of

Bukowina.
RUSSIAN, REPORT.
Petrograd
Cable-——
Wedriesday's
War Office report suld:
“Western front:
Monday,
in
the

ments wos the official announcement
that the Nattonal Liberal party would
join the coalition group in its deliber-

preparationg

undertook an offensive west of the
‘Tirul marshes and
drove
back our
cavalry advanced posts, which retired
to Anting and Kemmern.
Since
the
morning of
Tuesday
the
Germans

apace, for

fall wheat crop,

;the,.new

Up to the end of the

week, howgver, the land was too.
for ordinary’ ‘plowing In many” flelde
ations, although reserving . to t itself
and rains weré awalted to soften ‘the
atthe right to take an independen
tltude on questions of the Govern- burface ‘of the‘sdlf.
ment’s foreign policy.

——.

GRAND

DUKES KICK.

Want a Share in the Russian
Elections. Fetrograd

Cable——The

military

LWW, STRIKE OFF.”

Arrest of Leaders in West
Brought Reason.
Missoula, Mont,, .Report.A. refer
m vote,.on.orders issued by James
‘Rowan, district
»wecretary. at, Spokane,

counc!! of the Don Cossacks has anto nounced i's Support of the const!
for a spneres strike
of
Industria:
tutional democratic party
and
its Workets.of tae World, in..Montana,
$2 to $2.50 lanes
to form a fusion
with that Idaho, Washington and Oregon,, “wo
in the «approaching . elections
postpone for at least two weeks, and
prices are bélng pelt: at the The ty. Astrakhan
Cossacks. haye with perhaps prevent, a walkout of ‘construc.
in Ontarlo,
United
drawn their
representatives from the
according
to Arthur
workmen's and roldiers’ group, basing thelr action upon the status of
Smith
= councit as: w self-constituted or ministrative work which owen was
lozen.

‘No, ey comb, wholesale,

8 letter of protest against the pro
blem of the former Imperial family
trom participating in the coming elec
yas

by gras

doing

when

he

was

arres'

Sunday,

by miltary authorities. He said to-day
that the conetruction workers
had
ordered to ethy at work until a
referendu: man
in. The agricul.
ce wor!
are Boe Tattected, how-

Paul
takoff, who is charged with working scene
5
out a pi
for xhe. a went © as- al
The le
beara aiso: the Bunk ab

at
pausi

nce

will, be no strike
sense,

of

the

etrei ae

MASTERS.

appointed

ment

direction of Tukkum,

are

months.”
‘DEL THEMSELVES

hectlar correspondent writes: “Ta

the
slopes or be Mort Homme have
appearan
of a crumbling
edifice
from the eftecte of the fire from pieces
ot great calfdre,
while the
subterranean fatreeses
on
this hI have

Tractors .are in, insistent. demand, a»

develop-

‘Female

South Verdun. He waa flying
at
a
hefght, of lesg than a thousand feet. 60
he must have known what he was do-

and, Teutons;was reon thé Baltic
and

eliinery

One of Tuesday's notable

ts'also heiping out,

of the whole, opera-

tlon. A German
airman
dropped
bombs on the clearing hospital
of

Cable.——Fighting | activity

an offective suprort to the Pope's
peace action, ond ns such will
meet
the wishes of the German people”.

hetp {n the
fields
has.also beene:2
factor in meeting the rush
of .work.

tunnel, and, generally speak-

ing, of the success

than for many years, Both butter and
cheese have been inggood demand, and
with a large supply, of fain and hay
and plenty of straw and other
ro
age on hand, less mill feeds-and other

London

par-

me
delayed by clouds. of gas, Nothing daunted, they put ‘om masks and
cared in them and in less than ap
vhour bad advanced nearly two. miles.

the announcement,
‘All
clear, was
made, indieating that the raiders hac
been erie off.”

Live stock {s in good
condition,
although
flies have
caused
much

mm

tear shells andall the latest in
But
the
French
soldiers
are
fighting with the utmost
dash.
At
one point..6f the advance the ‘French

last night.

Abont..an, hour

yostrday’s

has

jating

One of the raiders attacked the ty
of the Humber, and was fired on by
anti-aircraft. She
dropped
some
bombs, then made off to sea.
+”
“The dainage ‘so far .reported 18
slight. One man was injured., An air

have

.during

the enemy

ticularly active in the use of asphyxi-

bush fruits generally have borne well.

ment would have to reckon.,
If the
msjority rameins intact: the German
note

RAID

London _ Cable—Germaa, airships
made a raid off the Yorkshire coast
last mits it {s announced: offictally.

that Snow apples and Molmtosh Reds

“We do not yet know how tne Government intends to answer the Pope's
note in ‘all its details,
but
we
do
know that the response
will be
io
accord
with the wishes of the Austro-German Government, and the German Reichstag majority.
Between
these two factors, as far as discernfble, there is complete unity, and with
thot harmony every German Govern
to’the Papal

haying and

and

at Dover

bate cot ; thee
up 10 | Next day ee 3D, bridgi
ng “tetters
at Maren Gaaualtien reported darage
srlenda, faraed
The material
rrived
ha Pro injured, enemy
| neir departure,
machines Were’
wag slight. Two
the
morning
this
and
night
Tast Pringe delivered | heavy coun:
M-)!Crown
raft’,
anti-airc
Drought
fire
and down
by ourby own
airplanes.

are scahbing considerably,
The raspberry yleld has been a Jatge one, and

Bays:

finswer

aig far as Dover.
PerBombs were dropped

jug well.
Young
clover is coming
along nicely, and the second cut
of
alfalfa has been satisfactory.
Reports from Eastern Ontarto' state

ted.
The National Liberals are lendIng effective ald.
It would seem
Chancellor Michaelis does not yet unCerstand how to manage thia RefrhVorwaerts,

to

tyy vaitecting the epirics of ‘he men.
have
wo or three hunezed see
One
creesed: Into -tde: French fines,
neethe platom.
gaver LSeAR EAP, | nde
-cii

homeward.

turned

then

=
in
ettect. of Ww!
‘ensl
ton” erat the~operations in aFlanders
severe
and on the Aisne willi

but
inder skirted’ the coast'to the

Margate,

ane,

A-féw very late fields were mow
during the week. Alstke fs also yield-

Deutsche Zeltung says:

dreds of thousands’

appears

| Reet sett anata

en
the Kentish coast,
bout 10.15 a.m. Bet!
by machines of the Royal
Sly en:
Fly
ve
and Royal Ni
fro
Bavine, Saas‘also by gunfirewere
‘unable
the raiders
aircraft guns,
to penetrateInland.
ot
“A small party travelled west

overlapping most of. the fields have
been left very weedy.
‘Hay 6n the
whole is an excellent
crop,-the bulk-of it having been -cut
and cured Si most favorable weather.

vent te gd wholesale, $2

Beel
stig cautioned not-to sell
prisoners second grade honey for. table use, but

French“ Headquarters © Cable! saye—
are
Generate Fayolie and: Guillaumat
out the traditions
onme
Petain
em -by Generale
ban
and ‘Nivelte fe tarning the defence of
worthily

the progress of he blight to

but owing.to

Yo are permitted to hold the three
great international powers,
Social Democracy and Judaism, working
{n complete unison to bring to shame

the German

{t also

i

.—Prisoners-Cver-1

a considerable extent.
Roots look splendid wiere well hoed.

2g

over dead

‘The, first shock wae not the worst.

As our troops, in, uneven formation,
reached the parapet of the German
rench systain fresh enemies came up,
“and the second encounter was more

ae

to-day,

Taken as Pledge.

the feels of their barrege. “An autumn mist clung to the bhush.twilight

«ryssed

coast

English

the

in the county ot Kent.

‘According to Weekly On“tario. Reports.
to
2
Variable; Hay
Wheat
Chancellor's Statement. is Fall’
Plentiful.

In the Foreign Policy
“German *
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German

Cadle—Ten

London

planes approached

have conducted
Tirul marshes
About

8 o'clock

the

Gtrmans

attacks between
and the River
in

the

the
Aa.

morning

they

heen reduced to . tape ct ston large
usits of Gerntans veing temporarty

Tuesday, and, golag corward with the

utmost vigor ant bravery, the Sreuck
{pe
a long soriss of. tren
unit:
g Samogneny
with hill 348,
af---

bibody hand-to-hand fighting, in which
they drove the Germans: before: thom
from traverse to ‘ravers.
The et
treme violence of the»German, barrage

fire andthe

y

our

fire.

The

‘sas

in the

region

east of the River Aa.
“In

the

direction

of

has been animated

“In the

direction

ducting

a

against

our

German

enemy

ts

leading

to the

Dvinsk

there

of the
enemy

artillery

Brodyig con-

fire

trenches.

MAY BE TROUBLE.’

French

batteries,

Friction Over the a
of Prisoners.
ed breakdown

in

The

ere is a threat.

troops

courage.

reachzd

statlore?

the

forces

the
the

creek and blew. up. eight gigantic mortars, whose breech. pieces. thay, car

ried off.

It was on the right, bake of

the Meuse
where
gress was made,

the. greatest proHere the French

troops were the same as won the rictory at Pepper Hill on Dec: 16, “They
were obliged fo Chargs on this occasion

wearing

gas

masks,

and

with-

in an hour hid gained 3,060 -yurds,

an

held
1s.”

it despite
FRENCH

a furfous
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rain

of
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Paris Cable-———The
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London, Aug.
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of Brody (Gall

vigorous

by
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and ca~

artillery fighting.
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both
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overcome

“During the irst ‘is of the battle.

ried with maga}iiceat

aivecting his artillery fire against our
positions
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when the double summit of
oux Le Mort Hare
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thret by Zouaves and Tirellleurs

tion of the sea coast near Reggedzem
and oe
of Lake Babit were re-

pulse

gaq,did

i However strong the enemy
por
fronting them, the Carman resistance

succeeded in penetrating the position
of our advanced detachments, which
retired from between two and
versta to the north.
“Insignificant attacks in the

volumes f

affect in the silkhtesy the,dac.: anc
impetuosity of the Freuch troop. They
felt themselves masters, and ,zhowed

artillery fight-
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of

the official
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War

ee our batteries carried out ‘etricatious fires and destroyed
additional gas reservoirs,
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)
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underetrasiete!s ap obsermatory,.at
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aud electrical storm
Brantford distrigt on

He was a mornber of a family promivent

iu the carly life of Kent,

Rey. Dr. Smith, *of ijurns' church,
Moss, bas accepted the call the Proabyterian church at Blenbeim,
close his pastorate ou Sept, 9.

He

Hessco Electric

Sept. 2

teeing their bonds [or filteen years,,

Cauadiau farmers have gone to the
front in considerablé sumbera, The

causing

the

that as

rope

pear

to spring

and catch bim under the arm.
William

Lampman,

ing machine,

up

a farmer residing

The Toss

will be about

$8,000, with no insurauce,
While preparing to go to
meet
her
mother
from
sire. Ralpti
Vail,
at

the

gate

Saruia to
— Detroit

to take

her

jor

ry the

train_avd as she stepped outside
door ‘the sudden summons came.

her

Au auto driven by Chas. Barrett’ be-

came stalled on a
near’ Duart, and
backed own the incline, dropping eight
feet over the end of » culvert iuto the
water below: The driver, bis wile aud
child

were

badly

bruised

but escaped

aoelous: injury, althonab carried down
over
the culvert.
© car was
baal
wrecked.
“
2
market
cost

Oct.

has been undertaken in LovThe chairman of the high
of living committee has been

authorized.

to-purchase 500

pounds

to

be sold to the citizeus, and if they
show an iuclination for more fish the

city will go into the business on a larger
and permanent basis.

Miss Coll, of Morpeth, drove. to the
station at Ridgetowa and left her borso
fo charge of a young man while she

went iv, the ticket office,

Returuiug,

which

buggy, was

she

found

missing.

a

purse

she had

left

containing

iu

the

The young man

COMPANY.

Quality

in

the

Right

$5,

denied tak-

Gouches, Caskets and all the

‘Over 700

Funeral Furnishing:

Cte
SY

haye proyen themselves. superior
.

to those used in other cars.
Ford
Vanadium steel has never been
surpassed in
i quality.and strength.

Campbell, Deaier, Dutton:

-

:_ Maul Wo
es

Hus SES

for Unwashed Wool

MODERATE

223 DUNDAS ST.

the

machine

slashed,
He lived for only three
hours. He was 50 years of age and. is
survived bs a widow and five children.
Miss Maud Hotsoo, a school teacher,
of Parkhill, who was summering at
Lake Huron, left a note with her hosts
the other morniog, saying that sabe was
going

COST

Phone

off aboye the knee aud bis face seyerely

1877

for a row

on

the

lake,

When

Suitings

But He Has No Device We Cannot Perfect,
Writes Capt. McMillan
Oapt.

James G, MoMillan,

France to friends in DunWich, says in

part:

We finished work a couple of days ago

and baye four days before going ou other

work.

his

known

is the first time

Newest Fabrics
Blues, Blacks
Browns.

I have

this to happen; osaally there are

two jobs waiting for the one that is
finished.

However,

our men

tho rest after sixteen months’

going.

deserved

steady

Lately we have been annoyed

with gas sholls quite Trequedtly, at night
in addition to tits usual bom!
iment,
Soare of tho gases cause] sneezing and

make it difficult to keep the respirators
on.
Tho idoa in using these gases is to
throw them among troops before they

bave their respirators on, and, baving
started the sneezing, prevent them keep-

ing the respirators. on Then the real
poison gas is throwa over (quite a refinement in develtry, but ove that we use
just as effectively).
In fact, thore seems
to be no device of his that we cannot
perfectagainsthim,
Tho aerial activity
is yery great thissommer.
His planes
do not get over very often daring the
day.
The other night we had some of
them dropping bombs
Oursearchlights
made a great show, sweeping the sky for
them.
Twenty or so of them were
throwing their beams of light across
the sky.
We did not kuow there were
such things on our front.
We had
often seen German
ones but none of

ours.

The people here are basy with the
harvest
Aagast is the chief harvest
month, but this year they were well
started in Jaly.
All grains seem to
ripeo at the same time,
Hops are grown
quite extensively,
so are beans and roots,

iuoluding chicory,
For

several

weeks

past

our work has

been quite difforent from formerly.

We

have been building headquarters under
ground some distance behind the lines.

You will havo read of our offensive of
Jouve 7th.
That was the first change
we had from trench warfare in a year
and a half fn this part of the line.

‘There is onc thing more trying than

a

contipoous routine of the same thing
day after day for four months and that
in not kuowing what you are going to be

pat to next.

interesting
Hoperente: Roe. is fn itself
an
interesting . spectacle,
hia one
started off with the explosion of a series
of mines,
6 fas each half: mile of the
rout ou
re.
“Lhen eyery gan
opeued on the | re Jost bebind his froot
line, while the trench mortars opened
on the front line itself.
‘Thy firss waye went over as the barrage was slowly lifted for ay eighth of

a mile.

After ten minutes’ time for

clearing the front live, the barrage
was
lifted to av eqaal distauce in advance of
the next linv of trenches aud the men
wen! on to take this.,
Afters conple of
houra’ continuons bat 80 ‘intense bom-

rdment, another wave

goes out and

NOT

In “reply to

TO

BE

inquiries

EXTENDED
from

several

school boards in the province respecting
ila
farm work,
cation, has

statomont:

he havo been ongaged in
Dr. Pyne, minister af edumade pablic the following

«Representations have been made to
the goverament
that many of those

ete
ees
to.lesye achool

Inst Easter to work on the farma wilt

nothing for dast and smoke, except the

TWO EAGLE MEN FALL IN ACTION
Official word has been received that
Pro. H, J. Leith, formerly reported as
missing, ia reported as dead.
Ho.is a

son of Mr. and Mra, Leith, Eagle, aud
enlisted with the Oat.

Pte, W H. Jacques, formerly of Eagle,

has also beeu reported killed, He was
a member of the Sist.
He leaves s
widow, daoghter of John Pollard,
wich, and family

Dan+

“SHEDDEN 1 FAIR”

The
fifty-vinth exhibition
of the
Southwold aud Danwich Agricultural
Society will be bold at Shedden Wedees
Sept. 19, There are three events

speed program—free-for-all, 2,50
trot and three-year-old trot, The OneiMilitary pone

ane
_
and

of the 2nd

Canadian Tunnelling Oo., writing from

aeroplanes, which keep contact with the
troops as they advance.

lations ponstetiaging shea them
Come in and get your clothing

Friday,

hor body was discovered at the south.
ero end of the Iske, She was a daugh-

pupils of et schools who have ayailed

hand-tailored to your measure
Fit,
ip “ant ihe
assured.

on

IN DEVILTRY

takes itsposition, ready to move on and
take another objective.
Ten minates
after the first gun is fired one can see

HOLIDAYS

Fall

ADEPTS

she did uot returo at her uccustomed
time, o search was instituted-by fisbermen,.who found -her bost capsized a
mile from shore. Several days later
ter of Dr. Hotson, ot Parkhill,

Both by laboratory test: and
actual, service teats, the different
parts composing the Ford chassis

Service Stations
in Canada

i a

oY

Expensive upholstery doesn’t
prove that a car excels in quality.
The real quality of the car is
determined by its chassis—its
power plant, transmission, axles,
ete,

Association

EYES EXAMINED
Dey ier m8)

QUALITY

Before

be stopped one leg had been torn

GROUND

Place

Iplomas from Meyer's Schoot
| of Embalming and Canadian

times.

L

Fair

Regt. Band which will play

GERMANS

tax exemption for teu yoars aod guaran-

of Militia statos

WILKrK

pao

a by-law

a free site of five acros,-froo water and

Minister

BaxpMastsr

ot theast

Company

Tilbury eietbend carried.
arantiog the

will

machine in epee on & farm io Bleybeim township his clothing was caught
io the belt and be was burled around

_ UNDERTAKER

Finest west of Toronto

bail
the

Sunday, doing mucti darouyu,
Te is estimated tliat 80 carloads of
onions. will Ue shipped: from Leansiug:
ton district for fall wtle,
Buyers aco
offering $2.50 per bax.
Alexacder Peck, a resident of Kaleixh
for 70 years, died after w stort illuysa.

her

McWILLIAM

: Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the

A severe
passed over

it, aud while she went to consult
John Pelle, of Harwich, lind his $8000 ing
the police be boarded a train but wan
barn destroyed by lightning.
taken in-charge at Chatham,
As W. H. Kipp was oilinga threshing

Mr, MoWilliam wil be at the Dutton

P Latest

fees..

Coaneit jhdjoarned

day,

Barristers
‘ 5 OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.
z:
Money to Loan,
- ~

‘Smbalmers'

Torouto of
sou of Beu-

jamin J. Fletober, of Glencoe,

‘The establishment of a muicipal fish

H, Lilley, teaming Oarrie road
Kate Wallace, county grant.
Grants to
OBS. é

oe Ofioe Henry Block. Phone 23

J.A. CAMPBELL

indy of

which started bya spark from a throsh-

and

R, F. Smith, grant fo
a
Indge Colter, fees McNabb ‘in

Members’

‘Tuesday und Friday,

uld

near Essex, sustained a serious losn
when his baro, with its couteuts of 45
tons of ey: was destroyed by fire

r

29.

ee ony

of engine

D.FiteLashiin, teaming

-DR. A. Je HAFELE
Honor. ones Gole
tere
Veterinary

McCRIMMON.&

tse

A, 0. Turner, work
3, Stevenson, work
McKay
tile
D, A. oN
George Milli
drawing grav:

of
of ate cnary Medl-

Rit Rana
Penis
ataba dayyeasails

.

Arch.
tT. ae

tea
tmost m=
methods,
matropa,apdgradua
je
7Bibidge: bes bees presticisg
ae

fark, sundry persons work

for 250.

& ARMSTRONG

Srnci Geea

an

-uewlyevariialiod
aru.

The death occurred ix
Oswald KE, Fletcher, eldest

way,

work on Marshman catve.
A, Aslimore, McLachlia oalvt
Neil MoPhail,
sundry
persons

Lenox Soap, Ge.
Goblin. Hand Soap, 5c.
Monkland Oats, 235e. package.

Hincks Street, St. Thomas
soar beck of bs 4 Anderson Oo.{s Btore,
to Bt, ‘Thomas: for ap!
otaieats.

Stevens,

as could bo ascertained 46,797 farmers
bad enlisted, and of these 24,592 cama
The following ao
were granted:
from Western Ontario.
H. Lilley, gravellio
Emmanuel Ash, 80 yours of aye, of
, 8.
Totman, eardy: persons dr,
Ekfcid, bad bis sboulder. dislucated
‘gravel .
while drivivg the horsesin unloading
. A, Lioas, ditehi
oats.
The pulley in tho baru gave
x W. Smith, uso ot} ‘jack screw
W. Pollard, grading
W. Marshman, watering and tightiug culvert.
‘Thos. McCallum, sandry persous

and

and 500. a package.

Soap

5 Shackletonpia Sts00k, Bast

wold aud Danwich, west to the Cowal
dideroad, between lots 23 an
.
The
said portion to be left out, and in lieu
thereot to add that portion of the Willey
sideroad, between lots 18 and 19, from
Back’street, between-Cons, 7 and §, to
the road allowance between Cons, 9 and

furnished by W. Braddo:
W. J. Sloan, grading.

Specials.

Jelly Powder

Micb and Residonce—

JORDAN

oh

weeks at exceptionally low prices.
The second-hand bicycle, which
is practically new and equipped with good tires and overhauled, is
certainly a snap.

We

oD, H. DOW
DOW, D.D.S.,
L.D.S.
Honor Graduate of Torovto University. *
‘Graduateof Royal College of Dental Surgeons.
Offioe-Henry Blook
.
Dutton
Phéne 61—Oftice and Residence

i.

new: tires

room for other seaconable goods we will offer them for the next two

Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. ‘Thomas

srr

y

between Soath-

Mrs. George

5

MoFARLANE

Office

of

the townline

sa

W.H.

Big Sale of Bicycles commenced.

Two Empire Bicycles
One Cleveland Bicycle
One Second=Hand Bicycle,

2 to 4 p.m. 7 to 8 p.m.
Wallacetown.
Ont.
jnccessor to Dr, Crane.)

KY
:

A, from

CAMERON

‘Wy Medical College; M.0.P.8. 01
(OvFion—Male treet,
Austonndn—shackleton Street.

2

in thst portion of the roads desighaeed
in Danwich, between Cons. 4 and 6N of

Bicycle Sale

y

by-law iu order to make a

The sugar beet crop in Keut will he
about 70 per cont. of au average;
Ridgetowu, foll-on' a
floor aud broke her

88

"an

Maue wr., BUTTON,

D.0.M., Trinity Dbiversity:ra te M., Trin

s

Roads

888

R,0,A.

to be for the

ax

+

grants

November aud
Dece:
ir.
MoMillan—Sorith—That
the county
conucil be requested to ameud the Soot

McKILLOP, ‘MD.C.Me
M.D.|

ui
ty, 1, B.0,P. Gordon,
ae malgvargsoy LM. a.

-D®

lopa Station, said

months of Aaguét, September, October,

Our Exe
Sources
oo
ee

8

LEX,

Patriotic Ulubs of Cowal, Campbellton,

Ee .

SB wo

VALE." =e

From

$8

:

equipment:known

the most antivfacrory

» graut of

$10.4 month be made to each of the folRed ‘Oross work:
*, Wallacetown sud
Maple Leaf Olub, Largie, aud the

noe

esram moat
erence

‘Oau RoarAntes

exemination

McMillan—Smith —That

charge

2

you. No,

‘with 85 years’ experienive

83s

ee

Concession, Cleanud {be granted, and
that
the cletk -be instroctéd to votify

2

ee

ghe?

&

: is

1

ese

is

3888s

Does

2
Sarees
a ssess.

fieadaclie?

a kdow ie; you bare perfect pres

MeMi! iHan—-MoCallam—That the application. of Jobu D. McNeil, to baye
the portion af
the MoOaffrey
drain
ssoross Jot 11 aud purtjot lot 12, 6.N of A

Now is the-time to purchase your.Honey Pails.
We have 2 good
supply of 10.1b. and 5.1b. sizes,
ast year we were caught in this
line and found it impossible to fill the demand, but this year we are
prepared and have-a good supply on hand,
Let ux haye your drder,
as our prices ure right and we have the goods on hand,

3

ee

byesto look ar tl

be-

red

pchanges and Various
¢

~
&

id iu résdiog?

:

%

type

carrent year, was pasaed,

sasesseeess

al aig

IN

jorge Watte was rapperaine collector

-Sbsee Senate

or barn?

ve Wiel

at a Salary of $100,
By-law No.-864, to luvy.a rate of five
mitia-ow (he dolar ow all the rateab!
property if the township
to defray tow,
alip uxpenses, and seve:
iis on 1!
dollar to defray countypexptans
+
for tli

Pails

PSOOSOSOOOO
FAR’ FROM HOME -

NOT

of thé Dunwich

ue Was aT on msudi
nagtubers preven

EE
°
aS

“Do gaat

“DUNWIGH countit
The regular esto

he

fornish

masic

and the Elgar
Ladies’ Quartette will
farnish tho ait
eae the couoert in
the evebing, which will be held in the
Methodist charelt.
it,

died when on

within 2a mayroilee of the oit

=A significant fact in Senet

tain-wae

with-the

is

ea

ANDH

who

young men with a view to aacertaining the progress they had made during their positions in which he desired
thelr service. He found the four tote!
abstainers superior to the others

‘under
fed with

t
food from his

how came he to be in Babylon? Who
were his three compantonh? . What
what
roquest dia Daniel make and for thjs
a
if what) respect’ was
reason
What was the result
wise reiest?.
of thé ten-dave’ test? How long was
the course. of training siven
of
young mon?” What was the object

‘the

end

of

that

tlme

for

his

inspection, The four youths just men, then nee from twelve to
wane bk. age, were chioa
suing. For thelr Jewish
esta de
ey substituted accord.
oriental;custom, ‘The Jew:

tha training?

ef

to

and their new

to & noble famtiy In Judah.
during che entire period of
captivity

five years
gose

was

2

‘strong
..

desire

the

and

to

king’s

meat,

a
nor

Influences were
numerous and weighty Nebuc
hadnezzar,
bear,
beougbt toe
the natione, purproud conquero! rhe ofeuperi
ority of
posed to turn t}
four young Hebrews

kingdom,

va

to accoun!

He proceeded

head

be

; ently violsting the principles that had
c

ro sacrifice of principle,

king's dainties” woutd not fur
them better nourishment
-and-

they

might:

%

* 4s more

love—The
‘revised
kindness and comexact.

,t@ Daniel

Asbpenaz

gives

way

expressio

pretty

and

duty

of

‘his

found

ments.

‘thovend that Tie titure prophet: might’
ave a standing ’st the court of Baby-

the animal.
dead.

ich

to diagby

the

in vast
can

bo

numbers—their move-

5,12)

at the allghtest

B.) This seryant was . re!
Shorsibie té the king for the pliysicat
condition anit ‘intellectual

no

practitha

doubt,

Bo donb

the fourth stomach of the sheep, findjng a suitable habitat, they develop
th ere.
1 have fonnd the spirits of turpenthis
tine and milk more effectual with
Isease than any other agent which

life of

suspicions

might

which

peculiar

disorders

an

extent

that

it

these organs

it has

a very baneful

the same doses and In the same manner as recommended in the forego
ing for worms.
casions resorted to the fumigation of
the bronchial tubes with fumes
sulphur, and while, if judiciously appied, jt will have a good effect, care
must be taken that this line of treatment jg not overdone, as by so doing
more harm than good is likely to re-

; su!

Another

worm

which

ini deed,

be} much

there

to

invades

the

invade

the

OTHER MARKETS.
EXCHANGE.

WINNIPEG

such

being

nodules

only
strictions

upon
sheep,

shouldbe

in

by placing certain
the shape of qu

kept

month or two,
cny

with

worm-like

disease

by

nature,

themselves

DULUTH

for

&

ALAVAYS

AL the
{ue corapaxtior 6!
cn the elde of right
7 yok thelr stand
reprover

MARKET.

CHICAGO

or

LIVE

STOCK.

upon

the pasture

that. oury St eeeoeoovrrree
Our |
beginning.
ever
lad
¢
are the casence of our person‘@ are in the body, but we are
itty.
not of it, by an easy process we can!
the |
leave
and
excurs‘on,
an
go ca
do thie in sleep,
We
body benind.

no’

voeeereeey
2

GIRDLES
‘AND BELTS

spirits
epirits

the thuhder craaled—

GRAIN

a

for healthy sheep for a season oF 60.

4 minimum.

we

tense. Our inspirits
part,

| gay,

ao

unique,

ao

Hogs,

reteipts

and

mixed

$17;

plgw

500;

$14.80 to

strong,

$18.50;

light yorkers
$16.25 to $16.75;

yorkers
$16.50.

to

Be to $16.75; stags, $13-to
6 ant. But a word. to th
is
of they're not to be worn on
It is only when we enter the region 6in, coats that already ha
—_——
the Mesh, that weefind darkness, only | amount of ornament.
WITH ELECTRICITY.
mistakes
confusion, separation. 4which
needa tue
been making lately. The new belts and
another name for hell.does epirit.
on
5
not
‘of time, girdles
are
no food or clothing,
{6 independent
journeys,
nothing; it
Mountains end oceans are never
Wears
never tires, never sleeps,
you
do
What
out; it never grows, town grows,
¢ | 60 striking
m
mean by growth? A
that are more or (Gas touching with their fingers a 110 volt
birds, bodice grow, bul
with costumes were.
;
mit, and then. begin
‘or 229 yolt A: C. or D.C.
it mivat notvhe drawe
spirit nover dea; t
of
epirits nee are
‘ao aunset to the growl
earth,
|
‘i
“is on
”
God, The law ol
No draw at tight would be
‘They neither marry ; gormel
n
arriage,” there is no to spol! di
o decrease. If there i
5
Beader girdles are meeting” with

gre perfoct, whole
‘put whole, because

; a wise

Gi

re-

of the verminous

which
they have
quarantine season should

gan to be, We are fot 6 are.

‘OUR SPEECH BE

GRAIN

of

our;
For mere accessories, belts, and gir:
do thia When, in the full
that is 4
powers ve go into a region
recetving-an-amaz~
stand+ dicg are certamty
sexices, fleshi¢es; timeless. We
amount of attention just at
[8
“They
ir.
ster
M
the
{n the definition of
is 24 it were,
enay
Fashion
is
tie.
This
present
are as the angeis of God.”
an
fa the eimpl
making up for past neglect.
| but tt is amazing. Here
life, We
certainly ‘6 doing it royally.
life, the pure ttfe, the Christ
ever
epirits
can live it here, bcauge

th

cee!

from the system to some extent by
the lungs, During its passage through

suggests

might

ts

effect upon the lower forms of anlmal life which may invade them, and
no doubt causes
‘The medicine may be administered In

the ground, the chance of dissemina-to
tion of the complaint are reduced

oe

xed, Hie:

four He’

underneath,

jungs
of she
a specific fo!
ItIt seems
The remedy should, | eee ooaila,
it
bs
be used in the early stage: }
oe
¥which,
disease.
ten
zime-t0]|
disease
a
it-uam
tojto
oe smeefore of the animal | server, resembles

when the ship has no helmsinan;
use of

ews
“the four young Hebt
of
tony from. the order
Were,
king whose sinves ‘they
12. prove puch @ course pee
an- | ivés. Danlet's0!
rt We6,

foot in the

have
a cop-

These two lung diseases
intestinal parasites will answer Very: perculosis.
| of: en accompeny one another and are
well for this if given In time.
by the same kind of troaiovercome
}
be
to
delieved
{s
As the disease
t it must be admitted
| ment,
disseminated ox spread from animal
preve ntion is better than cure, and
the
yo animal by eggs dropping to
if the locality fs free fromthe disorground from affected sheep and taken ! der the greatest care should be taken
water
from the pastures or drinking
to keep the di
healthy animals, the cutting off of

[Soon Home

dnezzar. wos Ws, @ tyranl hie own
‘fadnezzar
it, accustomed fo having
o
Way, and Uis slightest
we The Pr)

a

‘skin

discover

‘ive in the present

yudér:

may

fret game of the remedies used for|

by affected sheep.

religion,

by
em
en ft Wapin Canger

|, and

to those who study the actions
drugs. that turpentine

py
jhis means of circulation is a certain
Add one part of spirits
of preventing this disorder, and
to 16 parts of milk. The ! way
sheep which are known to be healthy
two.to four ounces for
kept on new pastures by :+
|
according tothe age of shouldbe
from
themselves and required to drink
y
repeated in two days if j troughs
which have not been contamnecdssary, and again in
{nated by~-diseased animals. If the!
‘The disease may be pr
sheep are fed from troughs } tead of

proctaimes himse!

tres | His ear

nour!

been used by the writer, preference
given to turpentine:

of turpentine
dose is from
mul,

retu'

9
o

{ts origina! | variable sl: ze on the surface of the
dountful if it would regain parasite
was | lung, whic h in some instances contone, even supposing the
pus. The nodules resemble very
destroyed. It is probable, however.) tain
much the m! iliary appearance of tu-

to

which fall to the ground
shoep
the worms which infected other
at
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as far as external surroundings were
concerned, so the exposure would be
practically the same in all individuals.
‘he worm causing this disorder may
be-found in the nodule by means of
an ordinary,
low-powér
magnifying
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This disease has’ not been Investi-|

seamtaaea
Mantel

to

be aroused, knowing ‘that the whole
flock. had been treated about alike
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no-

the cause of. the sickness and death
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it
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ts a special
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an animal to a considerable
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“My

ing-stock.
He would stand it no longer.
~
The upshot of all this brooding was

‘Why you never tell me?” 3!
‘ed, frowning. slightly.
‘He spread out his, palms.

a staff of willow

the use?

two fingers thick, and carrying it as

place to co.

fi
as possible, crept back
to the village. At the door of his teepee
he picked. up the two little carcasses
bank,

but they

stick, and drew
‘Within

saw

him, and

She shook her, heads:

in the water,

She laugh and

paddie away.
“got go pull
‘The men
Beavertal] out.
That night he
steal

his horse back from Charley and ride
ome.
é
“Everybody. tell the story round the
lake . She not get a husband now 1
think...

We never get rid of her, may-

be, She isis proud} too, She wash herand comb her hair all the time.
«man who could not keep his women | self
Treat us like dirt. She is
With the shrugs went warn- Foolishness.
crazy. We hate her.
lances toward their own laborious
Such was the conventional ¢stimate
spouses.
In the whole camp this mornEach'man's scorn might well have ofing,Bela,at the
sounds of strife issuing
been migrated with thankfulness that
her father’s teepee, the only head
he was not cursed with a daughter like from
that was turned with a look of compasCharley's
Bela,
Bela was a firebrand sion for her was thac of old Musq’oosis
inthe village, a scandal to the whale: the hunchback.
©
His teepee was beside the river,a lit@ devil;
tle removed from the others. He
«st
girl born with the heart of a man.
This

«

phenomenon

was

unique

and being a

at the door, sunning

in

lke a
ttle
squatting on
If it had
Bela’s lot in
have become

She would not do a woman's tasks
(unless.she happened to, feel like. it);

of consequence,

she would not hold her tongue in

presence

of men,

known

Indeed,

she

to talk back

to the

himself, smoking,

meditating, looking for all the world

simple

folk they resented it. Bela refustd to
accept the common lot of women.
‘Was not enough for her that such and
@uch a thing had always been so in the

‘teen

old
wrinkled
muskrat
his haunches,
not been for Musq’oosis,
the tribe would long ago
unbearable.
Musq’oosis

was her friend, and he was a person

teepee

the

The

position

suggestod his social

of his

status.

He

was so old all his relations were dead.
‘He remained with the Fish-Eaters be-

had

head

he loved the lake, and could not
man himself, and she had had the last: cause
be happy.away from it.’ For their part
word into the bargain.
they were glad to have him stay;
he
Not content with her own misbe- -brought
credit to the tribe.
havior, Bela
lost no opportunity of
‘As one marked by God and gifted
gibing at the other women, the hardworking
girls,
the silent,
patient
équaws, for subritting to their fathers,

brothers and husbands.

This netural-

Jy,enraged all the men.
Charley Whitefish was

violently

ob-

Jurgated on the subject, but he was #
poor-spirited

creature

who

ela, amazed.

dared

not

take a stick to Bela.
It must be raid
that Bela did not get much sympathy
from the women. Most of them hated
her with an astonishing bitterness,
As
Nee! nah.
hooiiam’s
wile, ex-

with superfor wisdom, the people were
inclined to venerate
Musq'oosis even

to

the point of according him super-

natural attributes. Afusq’oosis Jaughea
at their superstitions, and refused
to
profit by them. This they were unable
tounderstand; was it not bad for bus!ness?

a

But while they resented

his

laugh-

ter, they did not cease to be secretly In

“So long agot” Loselei replied, with
shrug.
“Wiiat's
the use?”
Bela’s teasr were ineffectually called

the cause

the ground

in.

winea frome Bis
ler

‘We have no pence here till she go.

“Dow the river they say Bela'a
pretty girl,”
remarked Eelip.

“Yah!

crazy

very

What good 1s pretty if you

in

the head!”

retorted Neenah.

“She twenty years old and got no husband. Now she never, get no husband,
because everybody on
the lake know
she. crazy. Two, three years ago.many
young men come after her. They like
her because she light-colored, and got
red in her cheeks.
Me, I think she

ugly like the grass that grows under a
log.
you,

fodls.

Many young men come,
f
but Bela spit on them and

tell
call

She think she better than any-

“Last fall Charley go up to the head
of the lake and say all-around what a

fine girl he got. Theré was a young
man from tho Spirit River country, he
‘ay he take her.

He come

so far he

not-hear she crazy.
Give Charley a
horse to-bind the bargain.
So they

come

back

together.

young man, and the
He

a

wear

It was

a strong

son of # chief.

gold-embrofdered

yest,

moccasins, worked

with

and

red

and. blue silk. He {s call Beavertall,
“He glad when he see Bela’s pale

forehead and red cheeks, Men are lik
that. Nobody here tell him —she crazy
him

want

her away

take

parted to Bela—that was why she was

crazy, they sald.
., He had taught Bela to hepak English. Bela’s first-hand observations of
the great white race had been limited
to half-a score of indtviduals—priests,

policemen and traders.

The row in Charley's. teepee
had
started carly that morning.
Charley,
bringing in a couple\of skunks from
i@.traps, had
ordered Bela to akin

them and etretch the pelts,

She had

as she sald

.
stolid squ We
“Was he good to you?”
“He was good to’me.
Not like IndHe like me dreas_up
of eyes. in the camp could match. It isn husband.
All the time laugh and
yas for the conscious superiority of | fine.
jokes,
He call me “Tagger-Leeles.”
her glance that she was hated.
“Did he go away?”
trom the outaide would have remarked
Loseis
shook her head. “Go through
quickly how different she was from the the ice with
his team.
others,
On|
o

but these were
people.
It
the

a thoughtless,

“Under

the water—my

repeated

warily

his command.

for

Bela

saw the end of the stick and emiled.
Charley sprang at her with a snarl

of rage, brandishing the-stick.

nimbly eyaded the blow.

.She

From the

ground the wife and mother watched
motionless with wide eyes.

“My mot'er make

‘Again her mother looked at her in-

presaging another disclosure,
Bela, laughing, ran in and seired the | tently,
“Me, my
ee
ie

staggering all over the teepee, falling paid tnOw.
het sbrupt

body. objecting

to

such

a thing?

one would give her a

boat,

she had

traveled twenty miles on her own account to find a suitable cottonwood
tree, and had then cut it down unatded, hollowed, shaped, ‘and scraped it,
and finally brought {t home as good a
boat as any. in the camp.
Since that, time, early
an
3
lake had been her favorite haunt. Ca
ou Lake enjoys an unenviable reputation for weather; Bela thought noth-

all
She ing of crossing-the.ten miles in-any
So he speak very nice to her,
;
show him her teeth. back, and speak stress.
When she returned from fishing, the
She got no shame at all for a
*You think you're a skunks were still there, and the quarresult was
you.
than
faster
man, eb!
J can paddle a canoe faster than you
out of the teepee beaten, and the little
Did
I can shoot straighter than you!”
flew
out
of
the
door after
carcasses
you ever hear anything like that?

Decauso

“By

and

by

Beavertall is mad,

and

her with canoes, Ever
hie say; he o race
the lake to see. They want
Beavertail to beat her good,

The men

moke bets. They start up by Big Stone
Point and paddle to the river. It was
most there. Then Bela
she beat him easy,

eenatter, 2
push-him:

n

push ahead.
She got no

he come along,

cwith her paddle.

does who has just

Aanicw
KIDNEY
co
_

foot.
man

been — worsted,

sought his mates for sympathy.
He took his way to the river bank
in the middle of the camp, where
#&
number of the young men were mak-

blown

lamp.

He

turned

to

run.

the

white

stood for a moment,
her face working

were

breathing. hard,

wh!" erfed one,

‘Here comes
lven® out’ by the

side him.
-“Did

she

Charley?”

lay

survey,

In,.t897

went to

Australia in adiministadlye metallurgical work and mining.

’

Returned to Califormia,in 1899. After
Jew months left fer Ching ay an engineering adviser to the Chinese Government,

Returned

to Californta,-1900;

after outbreak of Boxer rebellion, After a few months left California again

She rose.

like
ple!

they
these
All

oddly.

stared

at her

uncom-

‘up in rough semicircle

open to

{the

si stream.
‘This stream
(Hah-Wah-Sepi
they
callit. (came down from Jack-Knife
and
after
Mountains to the north.

Ww
eeinged with
bil lows.
Jage was snugly hidden

Thus

the

vil-

between the

some 25,000 people. Returned to California in 1901.
‘Thereafter opened offices in San
Franciseo, New. York and London, vis-

iting all points annually. Employed in
administration
of
large
industrial
works, embracing raflways, metallurgical
work,
mining,
iron and steel,
shipping, Iand
and. electrical
enterprises in California, Colonado, Alaska,
Mexico, India, Russia and China, until
the war broke out
in
1914.
Wes a

trustee

of Stanford

University, Call-

fornia, and spent much
time
there,
1901-1914, in affairs of that institution
and on conduct of
busines: in that
state.
Went to London _ just’ before

war broke out. When,the war broke
out became engaged in the organization of return
cans, In October,
mission for rellef
mained in Europe

of stranded Amert1914, organized comin Belgium, and reduring the war, with

ed States
in the
winter of 1917.

fall

the exception of # return to tha UnitThe commission

of 1915-and

for relief

of

the

Bel-

gium from October, 1914,; until April,
1917,
handled the import of: upwards
af 100,000,000 bushels of wheat, rice,

beans, peas and other ceraals,jtaxether

with

many

products;

thousands

of tong of meat

operating its own fleet of

from 60 to 70 ships,
its own’
mills,
and in addition thereto acquired \and
redistributed cereals and several.other

staples in the occupied

territory in-

volving between 30,000,000 and'40,000,bushels of other
cereals,
and farge
quantities of meats, ets. The commis-

sion for rellef

and distributed
people, directly

well

child, will

stomach sweet and pure.
They are
sold by medicine dealers or by mail
at

25 cents a box from the
Medicine Co., Brockville,
Cates

Willams’
Ont.

in Belglum organized

a ration to 10,000,000
employing upward
of

125,000 people

in its operations.

personnel was
volunteer, and

in
the

dia, is the religious center of the Sikh

Rfth, and as such it gains a high de

greeof interest and distinction.
The
Sikhs: are known all over the British
empire, as the bast of the native Indfan fighting men.
‘They have ‘lone
every
battlefield

tive troops, and ther are immensely
proud

‘of their

ing ability.

up fo April,

1917,
were three-elghths
of one per
cont. The aggregate amount of money
expended
_on imported foodstuffs and

record’

and

They are

their

perhaps

fight-

the

most militant creed snd people in the
world,
The city of Amritsar wes built
br
the Sikhs, to. serve as.
headovrrters
of their -churce.
The name itself si
in
nifies “The Pool of Immortality,

reference to the great tank In the
center of the town.
In, this tank !s
an island and on the
island
sta
Amrita
the
Golden
Temple
of
which
is to the Sikh what Soler
‘s
temple was to the ancient Jews. and
what the Tomb of the Prophet
is to
the Mohamniedan to-day.
The Gold=
en Temple is so-called on account of
{ts
burnished
copper
dome,
that
gleams with a dull flame in the fierre
Indian sun.
Beneath
it, the - holy
men or gurus, of the Sikhs, expo
the sacred books.
These gurus
re
old. men,-and. the fighting Sikh pays
them all devotion, but bis real vene

ation {s for the sword.

.

‘The origin of the
Sikhs is 2 goo
indication of the kind of
men
they
The creed had {ts birth in comparatively
recent
times,
when
the
Junjab wan-chafing under the hezvy

heat of the Mongol

conquerors.

A

certain man
of
pugnacious
temper
grew
weary of the oppression,
anit
decided to raise a small band to fight
for freedom.
He drew his sword and
stood shouting In the market.
place,
calling for volunteers.
The
people
thought he wis mad, and feared hin.
but at last another fignting man, tired of servitude, volunteered.
‘The first man concealed himself tn
a secret plica, and returned
to
the
market place, after smearing himself
with the fresh blood of a shcep. Again
he
called
for
volunteers,
but
the
people thonght he had killed the first
one, and fied.
But at last he got an-

other voliateer.
him,

again

he

Again he concealed

smeared

himself

with

blood, again"he called for recruits. By
this system, he only got those who
thought

they

were

going

Geath, and did not fear it.

to

certain

When ha

had collected a dozen men by this rystem, he put himself at their bead and
they sallied forth to rout the Moslem

oppressors.
‘Thus the Sikhs had their origin in
battle, and it battle they have mainThey
tained themselves ever since.
turnish to-day some of the most
loyal

troops

The

a great ‘majority
total overhéad ex-

of the commission

The city of Amritsar, in British in-

in the. British empire.

Coin Profiles.
Where a face is used on a piece of
money it ie always in.,profile;
besuse the cameo

{4 more readily

struck

pines and the willows. and one might through the organization inthe pur- eented the nose of the gentleman or
the style at the mission, Then I think] dozen
have sailed
lake’ ex:Ali nes, je of native‘ food supplies was ap- lady would get damaged in cireulation
times ubwithout su!lown the Ate
y
and produce a ridiculous effect.
Indians followed | Proximately $60,000,000.

Pigs they are! I] Tience

of these people!

In this the

Late them!’ They aro not my people!”
their ancient instinct. For generations
Losels, with a jerk Uke an automa: | +, there had been no enemies
to hide
ton, recommenced kneading the dough. | ¢, rom,
Bela raised-a . streaming,;accusing
It was.at jthe-end-of
May;
the

—
‘a womax
ease yourenffering. I want
to write, and let me tell:youof

—-+—_
Slipper Day in Holland.

There

is

a

curious

festival

called

day celebrated in Hol and.
eadow was like @ rug-of rich-omer-|lipper
face to Her-mother,
ts the
the willows were fresh-! Slipper day in the Netherlands
“What for you take a man like Ma velvet, andtheir
the
day in the year | In which over
pale leafage, The | one
“A|{y decked in
passionaely.
cried,@ flea
that?” ashemouze,
Dutchwoman claims superiority
weasel,
of a man
A whole scene was mantled with the exdog is more of a man
“My mot’er gave.me

than he!
to bim,'’

mured the squaw apologetically,
“You

took him!"

cried

Bela.

He
mur-

husband. On that day she rules
quisite radiance of the northern sum-] her
him to her heart's content, and he genun.
Children and dogs loafed
me:
and rolled in aimless ecstasy, and the erally obeys good humoredly- enough—

“You

old

go with bi
Was he the best man
you could get? I jump in the lake be-

people

sat

at the

blinking comfortab! ly.
The

she said abruptly.

Bela pulled up short in the middle of
|’ her passionate outburst, stared at her

Aca 2 es

teepee

openings

conical
teepees
themselves
with its bundle of sticks at the

fore I
sha
y children. with a co
each
top and its thread
yote fora father!"
at her | inharmonious note
Loseis.
looked
strangely
Only upon
“Charley not your father,” | ture.
daughter.

primed. for. him

:
at laugh greeted this ° sally.
The soul of the little man” writhed’ tre

mother

between’ sobs. ““I-hate them!
not
Enow what pigs are till I see them in

ing little man, withered and blackened
as last yéar's leaves, ugly aa a apider. |His self-conscious ‘braggadocio invited
derision,

1 love them
They not pics

a | 18 cl

Was strange to ber own mother.
¢
erled.
“Pigs!
Pt t:
ee

that men in a crowd are
much the same white or red.
was a skinny, anxious-loo!

I

the village, rounded a point of
prehendingly. For an Indian woman passing
the pines, traversed a wide sand-bar
to ery is rare enough; to cry in a moLake.
ment of triumph, unheard of. Bela and was received into Caribou
wes
heavily

and while affecting to pay no attenCharley,

but

whole white race.

heard all that had passed in the teepee,
tion-to

people.

ask Musq’oosis tell me what

asked Losels, auxdouble wale of dust was left upon It.
jously.
A whoop of derision greeted them as
“T will go to my people!” cried Bela,
they emerged into the air.
Charley
|
jooxing
away
as
if
she envisaged the
neuttled Uke a rabbit across
the enclosure, and lost. himself in the bush.
The Indin mother raised her eyes
Bela. stood glaring around at the gufina swift glance of passionate suppliBela
fawing men.
cation—but her lips were tight.
“You pigs!” she cried.
did not see the look.
she sald.
Suddenly she made for the nearest,
“I go talk to Musq’oos!
brandishing her staff. They scattered,
“He tell me all to do.”
CHAPT! ‘ER Il.
laughing.
The village of the Fish-Eaters
was
Bela returned to the teepee, head held
a
Digh.
Her
mother,
patient,
stolid buflt in anarrow meat dow between
equaw, still gat as she had left her, pine grove end the little river. It was
hands motionless in the dough.
Bela a small village of a dozen teepees set

ing or repairing boats for the summer
fishing just now berinning. They had

Charley

PSS

er!ye

she.
and

him, propelled
by a vigorous
Charley, awaggoring al
aaa

Way:

Bela stared at her mother, breathing
of the embers. Losels shielded the pan | quickly.
““Then—I ‘most white!” she whisperof dough with her body, Bela finally
wrenched the stick from Charley and} eq, with amazed and brightening eyes.
@ m: my heart!" she
“Now I underst
in her turn raieed it.
I love
Charley's courage went out like a| suddenly cried aloud. “Always
not know.

against the poles, trampling in and out

startled

Wasn't the village full of smelis?
Nevertheless, Bel
6 fishing.
Bela was a duck for water. Since no

me,’ Losels. said,

with sad stolidity.
matters,
these
Bela wonderd on
Her
fi illed with a deep excitement.
mother. kneaded the dough,
“T half a white woman,”
the
girl
to
herself
|
murmured at last,
m ore
“That is
why
I]
than the
other,
strange here. =

stick as he attempted to raise it again.
They struggled for possession of it,

Suddenly sne flung herself on the
ground in a tempest of weeping. Her

heard of any-

father,” mur-

Geologicai

mured Bela.
industrial
oe ate on of:mines
turned on her mother accus- | [0% Cinecomprising
aud
| Sho
coal
ee ne ei ee . tmtekly, ‘lingly.
‘Yow have good white hus- works, fleet
ls, rall.
of 20 ships,.cana
Works,
ad son tae Charley after!”
ways and harbor
works,
employing
said nothing—words
were
a ney.

waste of time, but watched
his first move.

He

Born . West

Herbert,Clark Hoover:

which no other pair

to go fishing; in the second place, that
she didn’t like the smell.
run from me squeaking like a puppy!”
Both reasons seemed
preposterous
to Charley.
it was for men to fish
while women worked on shore.”
AS

for's smell, whoever

Tabloid Biography of the U, 8.
) Food: Law, Administrator.

hardy boy, and her eyes gleamed with

to the

- is Interesting.

the sun.

as slender as a young tree, and held
her head like a swan.
‘She kept her mouth close shut he}

Cee
“Now.
She
i.

occasionally

prevent their coming on. The Tablets
are guaranteed by a government «nalyst to be absolutely tiarmlers even
to-the mowhorn haha. They. ALA AaDScially. good in) summer because they
regulate the: bowels
and
~keep the

C. HOOVER.

tives, reaiding at Newberg and Salem,’
Ore, until 1891. Became ‘self-supporting at 13 years of age. Went to Stanford University, California, 1891, grad~

refused point blank, giving os her rea-

sons in the first place that she wanted

my

as a sculptor’s ideal. In a community
of waistiess, neckless women she was

from his coat at each stroke, and

ure.

Tn earlier days
Musq'oosis had sojourned for a while In Prince George,
the town of the white man, and there
he had picked up much .of the white
man’s strange lore.
This he had im-

peated

:

HERBERT

Bele,-starBele.

her

I
Whack! came the stick between his *sawaoys
-awe of him, and were ready enough
With a mournful how! he| t hey do.
to seek his advice. When they came to shoulders.
ducked under the flap, Bela after him. lve nice.
him,
Musq'oosis
offered
them
sound
Whack! Whack! A little cloud arose peop!
in4+ sense without any supernatural admix-

plained jt to Eclip Moosa, a visitor
camp:
“That girl Bela, she is weh-tigo, crazy, 1 think. She got a bad eye.
Her eye dry you up’
when
she look.
't
say nothing
at al
tongue 1s like a dog-whip.
1
‘.
L-seare for my children when she come
around,
I think maybe
she steal my
baby.
Because
they say
weh-ti-gos
got drink « baby’s blood to melt the ice
ip their brains.
1 wish she go way.

rej

father, full-bosomed and round-limbhed

a fire of resolution

en

Religious Centre of the Sith Race,

Branch, Ia., August 10, 1874. Quaker
was a in.silence in the teey-|
Tove | parents, After death of parents in
ee while ere,
it sunk
led the girl's ch tn
4883 gent to Oregon in. charge of rela
5

Bela, looking up, in-

him; what was in etore. Coolly putting her tackle behind her, sho rose.
was

what kind, of;

“A white man!”
ing.
Th

stantly di
bl
eyes and from the hand he kept behind
She

“Tell me,

father?” she eagerly demand
“He was a white. man,”

“Charley stopped within the entrance,

3

fee)

AMRITSAR.

mé_now.
Pmad for cause I think I
erable fat'er lak Charle:
(To be cont

have another husband:before that.”

“Why yon never tell)me?” murmur-

carefully filing the points of her fishhooks, Fish-hooks were hard to come-

glaring at her.

“Ma!

boxof Baby's
Louse may,

of smoke made no

that is, unless she {s one of those lad{es not unknown in Holland or in any

other country who aspire to complete
Tule over thelr
unheppy
throughout the year,

free ual pose*

rail

tarn him

I.

From within the teepeé of Charley
Whitefish issued the sounds of @ famMy brawl. It was of frequs lent occurFence jn this teepee. Men at the doors

thelr experience,

i

the circle of the teepee Char-

of all the trouble, knelt on

wi

the

near to witness the

{ na pan. Opposite her, eBla,

want to go,
Too muth young,to £0.

lets. fa. thet
plete

that
thé yest oF théir little ones sre
reasonably safe duriag the hot weather. SI
cholera, infantum and diarrhoea
ands
of little ones
mer, in most cases bec
er does not-havo a sf medicine at
hand to give promptly.
Baby's Own
Tablets cure these troubles. or If giv-

good.

leys wife, Losels, was mixing dough

E

CHAPTER

saw

You

rm
J t'ink you feel bad if I tell.

and entered. He hrd avoided the river-

B

f

too,” she went on.

tty ete

that he cut himstit

-

mot’er’a:

owwD.

k REEEAEE HE
Ha
i
B3
:i
4 {t

eens

~ Black—Mixed—Natural
Green

sit quiet, and

“IT just

aceaget:

oughts speak to
o
ee dropped on her knees — before
rested. sitting on her heels,
Without any preamble’
in Jap.
‘My fat‘er a white
she said simply:
man.”
Musq’oosis
that,” 2

their laughter.
to the

stated Bela,
ee everyt'ing,”
:

partners

ee
in the scene of naclose look was the
In its cheeses, now pratically unobSwitzerland has a first-class
, tajnable,
by evidences amet
joveliness a little marred
Rebargaining.—Springtield
for
of the Fish-Eaters’ c=reless housekeep- |

Ing.

Musa‘oosis’ lodge stood by itself out- {

publican,

Do not think that you can approach

went on sige the semicircle und a little down | a man’
teary BASE Chation (hota
Thecowner wan ailll ding |ccresta Compaions ek

ee
1t is not an imposstble task to wash

# four-in-hand ‘tie.

The

difficulty

[A.E.Roberts.

@ SCHOOL SUITS FOR BOYS

‘Too busy to come down Phone 3

Drug Store
ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIOE
Ee
CS

= /SCHOOL OPENING
High School Books

Clothing
/ A greater and_ better | ot of Boys and Men’s
est
thejb
‘by
de
is'ma
that
than ever before. ‘Clothing

Public School Books . _.
Scribblers

School Bags
Pencils

ries into.a single organiza; The Food Miniatry is estab-

| the United Statesa single
‘agency, and will make all
this
be-

x

farther

Boxes

Water

Colors

Style-Craft Suits
Made

Etc.

Ou: stock is complete, our prices
the lowest.
We can save you
money by purchasing here your
wante for
both High and Public
hools.
:

arrangements,

to continue imports.
of Canadia:

Pencil

Crayons
Lunch Boxes,

will be granfed certain imof bacon ham and lard from
(porters
‘other countries ‘than the United

P.S.—Fountain

Alexander”
The
LION BRAND

Good:

“hard-wearing

Brand

at fixed term:
yi
and profits, thus protecting
i
oo
‘A statement issued by
the
Ministry says:
‘It should be borne in mind that

po

ny oe

and that they must be maintained

iva

Resident of Aldborough
Passes Away After a Long Illness
Angos
D.
Mr.
Me MoGugau, one of the
Dest known residents of West Eigiv,

eS

at hishome in Aldborough on Tues.
ied ‘evening,
after an illness of several

Re

tem

pc

duly versa
which date

ging one of the pioneer settlers of the
ownehi} ip. He was about 60 years¢ if
ge and resided on the homestead, which,
his care! fal management, is
mder
a mongst the best and homelike in the

Our

tate, having
they then

,
the

before September 22, i917, after
tore will distribute aald

regard only to claims of which

1d Southwick Stroct, St, Thomas,
Solicitors for’ Belborne Bet taba sna Trees
‘May Brown, Executors of said Eatate.

:| SHOE REPAIRING

years,
‘with the agricultural societies for
and his 6ne:
and progressi ive ideas
Jed to much of their sa ooess.
<Mr, McGugan was's Liberal and a
very active worker in the party, fre-

-

on.

Having taken over the Shoe Repairing Business of Edwin
~ticit-your patronage:

Wight

I s0-

New

* | All kinds of Repairing Promptly
and Neatly Done
Satisfaction Guaranteed

EY
O. SANK
a |W. KIRKLAND
BLOCK ~

;

‘one brother,
Mrs. Ford, |PERSONAL
~and J. B. “MoGugau, in the
1D. MoLean, of Toronto, spent Labor
West,
on @riday at Day in town.
will be held
‘The fancral
.
_ 2 p.m, to the New Glasgow comotery
H. E, Radebaugh. of Windsor, speat
‘Tuesday in town,
4
POSOSOOD
Higis

the Past Week

During

was
J. McQueen, s of Hamiltoo, who
ins sister in Bt. Thomas, died
y after a brief illness.

Sizes 27 to 32.
Price. +8 3.75

Ay

Suits, Lion Brand, serviceable tweeds, with double seat,
People who bave bought this line know the
and elbows.
4.50, 6.
wearing qualities
goods, sizes 24 to
Serge Suits, Norfolk style or plain,
to 12,00
No better yalues elsewhere.....---.++ sess se 5.00

Winter

Goods

Are Arriving

F
BORSALINO HATS
osm:

Colors,
We are sole agents | or these celebrated hats, wide brims.
$4.50
greens, greys and browns ...+++.++
greys,
greens,
browne,
hens
Christie’s English. Hats, fast colors,
ers, fawn shades...
Dozens of the newest in caps,

tweed mixtures

ae

New. Fall Shirts, Collars
Hosiery and Gloves

He was

John R. Gow and Miss Lena Gow are
attending the Toronto exhibition.
Mr. and Mrs. Jaokliv, of Chatham,
ae the holiday with relatives in Dan-

Mr, aud Mrs A, S. Waitoding arethevisiting
State

in Windsor and are
Fair

in Detroit,

é

of Strat‘Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Jobnston,
Company, of
of Iis
Sheri ford, spgot ‘a week at tho home “me
Mrs. Joseph Hookin.
sister,

Fish
Wee
eed ala
ucers’,
‘Port Stanley, hes
Mee tetitities ‘are about

‘$21,000, with assete of $1

Suits

Suits, good wearing goods, in tweed mixtures, coats

pleated and with belt, bloomers good full shape.
These values ought to be seen to be appreciated.
Boys’
knees
good
Blue
84.

:

’

cannot duplicate for the money

Miss Millie Doyle, of Ohatham, spent
*| the week-end with her parents.

THE COUNTY
{a

Fall and

In Every Department.
~Buy Now 4s Prices Are
Constantly Advancing

PataGan in sarvived
by biawife,

} Happoatags

we

That
Boys’ Tweed

:

:

Specials in Boys

Special

we contracted for
"These are fast colore and goods that
with good Italian linings.
ago. Made in three-button Sack Coats, loops. sizes 34 to
ea
belt
plain,
or
cuffs
Pants are made with
special price...+++ s+
made throughbench
and
goods
wool
all
Suits,
Serge
British Blue
are medium peg top,
Coats are two-button sack style, pants
out.
36 to 42, equal to od
can be bad. with cuff or without, sizes rerssesertsres
ttt:
sescenr
-..++-Special
work at $25,
Suits, mostly all sizes,
We have some clearing lines in Tweed
and will xive satisfacstyle
good
in
made
stripe,
fine
with
,
Good wearing goods and well worn
tion.
Also tweed m*xtures.
a
ton
sees este 10.
more money. . Our price....seeesereceerersrte
Also browns,
greys ‘and mixtures.
plain
in
Worsted Suits,
Fine
to 15.00
+.-12.50
o ..-een
with
th neat checks or stripe..

Estate

took deep interest

tural matters, being conn

in

Anderson

blue and tweeda papatterns.....-eeee-+sees

:

Three

Men’s Blue Serge Suitssome time

te

20th, 1915, are required to furnish ‘the under.
signed
tore
particulars of thi
,

'y, but for the past several
Mr, Mcrapidly grew weaker.
‘was a native of Aldborough, and

ne ‘of its most respected aons, his father

i Sarge
connty.

Laing

q

ages 8 to 5.-..+ 2.50
10 only small suits, button-up neck styles,
, khaki, bloomer style,
Boys odd knickers, in tweeds, cottonade
wee, 2D0c to 2 50
every wanted pattern..«.+-+-++ &

OTICE, pursuant to'R.8,0,, 1914, Cap. 121.
, “egettat
46. Ju thehereby
that allANDER:
havin
dintine
estategiven
of LAING
SON, late of the Township of Southwold,in the
County of Bigin, contractor, who dled October

due tointernattrouble. His conat various times bas beer very
:
critical; he, however, recovered only

g2 gee

oo

A Saving in Boys’ Suits

Bec Piatra hn a Pat

*) DEATH OF A. D. McGUGAN

of Patterns.

Full Range

.$5.50 to $12
Plain blues, belted, single or plain, sizes 24 to 84...
coats, pants bloom‘A clearing line in boys’ sizea, 21, 32, 83, plain
ct soa
stripe,
and
overplaid
neat
patterns,
grey
er style,
goods,
All at one price .-.+-+++++++
inched
mixtures,
tweeds,
serviceable
good
Suits,
School:
Boys’
, 6.00
,.$4.25, 5.
and pleated backs, fall colors and patterns
ages 3 to 6 years, also
collar,
sailor
with
¥;
Suits,
Blouse
Boys
5.
ereers 4.00, , 5.00

COUNTY OF ELGIN
¥ VIRTUE OF A
To Wie:
Warrant issued
by the Warden of the County of Elgin, bearing
date the 1ith day of August, » salo of Lands
in arrears for taxes in the Townships
of Ald0!
‘and’
Port
Btanley, will bo held at uy ofice in the Court
House St, Thomas,at the hour of two o'clock
In the afternoon, on
Tuesday, the 4th day of December
1917. unless tho taxes and costs are soot
paid, Notioe ts hereby given that the list of
iands for sale for arrears of taxes ia being published in the Ontario Gazette on ith August.
Ist, 8th and 15th Beptember, and that copies of
thé said list may be had at my office,
Court House, Bt, Thomas, 2rd August, 1917,
K, W, MoKAY,
‘Treasurer County of Elgin. .

at such a figa re as to insare the
Fegular shipment to this country
of adequate supplies. Producers’
also have been fixed for
ham and
h
juced bacon,

Suits for Boys

and belted
nicely made, with pinch-back pletes
Prices range from aes $4.50 to$10
sleeves.

twéeds,

Lion Brand Knickers.

Treasurer's Sale of Land
For Taxes

countries over whioh
‘the Food Controller has no control,

vc cscs

PrICELE.

ould like to show you this special range.

style, double elbows and
D

Toronto

Co.;

by Hackborn

stripes
bench-made suits. Patterns are mostly
This represents the highest grade of men’s
e
with cuff and belt. loops.
and new checks.
Coats are two-buttou sack, pants made csteeees* facet $20 to $25

Lion

Pens at lowest

prices. See our stock of Pens for
school ij children.

Con-

stock
in the country is represented in this large

makers

N, A. Campbell aud James Mor-

Rev.
, | rison-and -families,- ‘of Inwood, visited
frienda in Dutton on Labor Day.
Mr. wud) Mra. L, . W, Lougav, of
with the
yal | Detroit, spent over Sunday Mrs. 8. G.
latter's. ‘parents, Mr.an' a

src
“Mrs.

ea

George

aud
Dancan, of London,
family,

ret has.

wud
‘week-end with

“apoonsitant with tue e
Walkerville,
spen
his pareots,‘Mes aud

Sheds as Assets

THE MOLSONS BANK

A Good

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
98 BRANCHES IN CANADA
“A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
_ CIRCULAR

7

LETTERS

OF

:

Plenty of Shed

CREDIT

interest allowed at highest
Branch
S. WOODS, Manager Dutton

Room

will not only yield good
dividends in the way of

We Sell at Right Prices

* BANK MONEY ORDERS

RTMENT
~ SAVINGS BANK DEPA
current rate

Investment

4
|p

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds

Mouldings
and Ruberoid

* Roofiings

-

‘ Hard Wall Plaster
‘Ceil Board, Etc.

extended

use

and

better condition of the
tools and ‘ implements
-housed therein, but add

to
value

\.. Cement, Lime

“Brantford

the

the equipment

and

of the farm.

"Get Our Prices on |

Shed Lumber

|W. SAUNDERS gase, nice

‘Ont at

Possibly the citizens of Dutton aod
~ | Dum wich never Fen
entered into ®e reception
with more genuine warmth,
greater zest
riotic enthusiasm
than that
ni pil awh ied ead

N AND AROUND TOWN$
2oeoceooees

‘We will offer you this week a collection

‘The High Sehool ay opens on Taesor ae afeoord attendance for the

“Peter D.rMoKKottee‘as
tas paren
Seapeet

Ford

pel

ear

from

A,

obtained

jog.

from

has enlisted with

Overseas
pany.
"At the. ‘Paronto exhibition J. ‘Trothen,

goon

"| CATHERINE E. REEKIE

‘was awarded first prize for | Bau

A.A.C.M.

(any other variety).

te. tan mother of H. J. Mann, is

setiogaly- 11!

for her recovery.

lamicson, when

(Post Graduate)
Teacher of Pianoforte.

ipes,
/
retarning
to the hall, w!

her home in Aylmer,

bani Boopeapce

dense mass, had coll
|. the propasi
cand eloquent
wore given by.
ent

threshin;

£.| epoakerss
A. E, Roberta
ided and stated
the
jo wad a1 Nowe yo herd
Bel ompceant ity for
for ¢!the
the heroes w!

“Term

that

shoe repai

business

aon a “aaa ot oats‘on‘a field,

vila

McKay, son a

Mr. and Mra.

rong eee ie

book,

‘London.
Mr, and Mrs. John G, Lacey, Danae epnonnee, the
6 of their
Florence
ine, to. Mr.
Ghatiesos William Fillmore, son of Mr.
aid Mrs. 0. E. Fillmore, Danwich, +!
oe

to take place in’ September,

We
answered,

greet you as brothers; yea, and come.

and loviug God.

We are proad of oar paeedion
have fought er Ypres,

Mr. Givley ieft se

‘North

pe

The

also

years

home

of

Mr.

mand,

Malahide;

Hen

and

Mrs.

danghter,

Hazel

Fern,

ied a bougaet of

the bride's sister.
After partaking of a
dainty
wedding
dinner,
the happy
conple left for western poinita acco!

telephone office, where by her unvarying
courtesy she mad many fri
friends.

comfort be with you

and James Todd, Yarmonth.

eTHE

ae. ‘and give you
a long and

CHURCHES
BaPTisT.

Next Sandsy

s panes at

the Sabbath school will’
2.45 pee Batak il a.m.
service at 7
pastor's sub-

i jeot, ‘‘God'srOltiaatcn, 5"Oome

to | bring
a friend.

and

Ohatham,

for fence

cents each.—| RB. E,

fickle
psa

firet-olase dairy
Apply to Minor

to

Windsor and pointe’ in Mie
sain

igan. Daring their absence the services
will be conducted at the usnal hoars,
Next paatay Bro. Johu Bedford
nell and Rev, Mr, Moacetown and Datton.
16 Rev. Mr, Howell!
London,
wie
at the tl
oh:
in. beif Belgian relief w‘work.

eos

ara

1 0. D. E. NOTES
The Daughters of the Empire will
ve m tea in the Oddfellows’ hall on

rida, to which all the ladies are cordially iayisee

to attend.

During

the

expected Nursing Sister
who|
Matilds Once of itlecab ae,

.| bleo Theat

returned

aaa

pose
vate.
ot

6 trout,

80. iirtlnd, “wil eis

sddresses
on the

Aiimission, 100,

All Pure Silk lines, per pair .....+-s+
Men’s and Women’s Vegetable” i
Princeas Ribb and Cotton Hose at
All Cotton at..eessseeerereeee

in bisvis

Pretty

A Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts
We specialize in gifts for all
occasions.
At present you. are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts.
Our stock includes:

Cut Glass Water Sets.$8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...

.00 upwards

Fancy

Mantle Clocks..........

$6.50 to $10.00
If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of
China 75¢. to $2,00, or something
in’ fanc’ at and Spoons at

75c. to

\

Jewelers

& Co.

*

Opticians

Wash Voiles, Ginghams, Chambrays. Galateas, Btc.,
which make very pretty dainty dresses
Special vere, in all Wool Serges, Gabardines, Poplins,
ids, Etc., for fall and winter dresses
Also

broken

Checks

and

Plaids

for sport

and

separate

coats

Taffetas, Pailette Silks and Duchess Satins, in all shades,
at right prices
We carry several of the best lines made in the D. and A. Corset,
which is one of the best corsets in the trade, also the washable,
unrustable Coilene Corset, which is a perfect fit.

JAMES

F. GAHAN

'* Custom Tailoring
Suitings of the Newest Shades
and-Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues. and. Blacks
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Cuts Down Fuel

Bills

» The “Pandora”
requires less fuel than
other ranges because the. McClary
Flue System directs the heat Twice
‘Around the oven and stops the usual .
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_ criptive booklet. We mail
it free.
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Design
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‘A really beautiful small car equipped with every
Idesirable appointment for comfort and convenience.
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postponed until Tuesday, drical metal casing. «This is entered
lo
s
September
from a platform icading from the up- Timothy see
RS
ain
conyention is being per story, Like the straight allde, it is Alsyke, per bush
ld'ia the Baptist church Wedaes:
Hay per on....
used as an amusement device by the
dey of this/week, when Rev, and Mra,
puplls. A local hospital makes use of
Hog Msrket
Timpaocy, missionaries from India, will
The quotation for live hogs
one of the same design.
>
be presevt aeaddress the conyention.
has

to examine these exceptional
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genre OR.

~ Mr. and Mrs, Hatton, of‘st; Thomas,
were visitors bere on Monday.
EAGLE

Futility of “No Trespass” Signs.
In the American Magazine. David
Grayson comments as follows on &
farmer who covered his land with “No

Sale

“T did not need to enter his fields,
nor climb bis bill, nor walk by his
brook. -But as the springs
passed and

SATURDAY, SEPT.

Mr. and Mrs. Wann.and. son, .of Detroit, spent the week-end with the
former's, brother be:
the autumns whitened into winter I
daughter. Bes: came
Mrs. D. MoKillop a:
into ‘more and more complete
sie,
are-visiting friends ia St. ‘Thomas.
Mes.
. Crawford.and son, Chester. so jealously posted.
and Mr. aod Mrs. Wm, Lyous and seeds fey upon bis hill, saw. April
oa hand ketute Vital
of
ees called bidssem in bls orchard and May color
in this yici
the wild grape leaves along his walls.
ore
Shipley ie Pease
after
June I smelled in the sweet vernal of
ae days at Coyne’s Corners
his hay fields, ‘and from the October of
his maples und beeches I gathered rich
y "Eve Method
at this appointment |_crops—end ‘put up no hostile signs “ot
Hold their avbiversary services ov ownership, pald no taxes, worried over
eet we Rev. ees
ners
no mortgage and often marveled that
ort Stanley,
preach ‘al
a.m, he should be so poor ‘within his posted
“and.7.30.pan.
domain end I'so rich without.”
-Mrsa. F. Shipley and Edva Page bave.
after a fow days with friends
Combe and the Hair.

Mcintyre

of Stock
House Yards, Dutton

8,717

Property of J. H. Miller
6 New Milch Cows and Springere.

@ Heifers, 2 years old.
§ Heifers, 1 year old.
10 Steers, 1 year old.
20 Steers, 2 years old, 850 to 1050 Ibs,,
mostly all Durhame.
:
Sow and 7 pigs.
Terms—Six months.
DANIEL BEAOK
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A fine comb
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a
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te SON,

EXCURSIONS

ADDITIONAL

For HARVESTERS
CANADA

To WESTERN

has ‘many disadvan-

«via

10th and 12th’
Canadian Pacific, Sept.
Ottawa, Smith’s Falls and-West

coarse comb is
. A metal tooth comb

tends to pull out good hair and fr Uablo

to wound and scratch the'scalp. Neyer
tise a comb: the teeth of’ which are
broken. One should neyer try to save

money at the expense

Woman Should See

MAIL
INQUIRIES
SOLISETED

gra eb coarse comb with smooth,
rounded edges that will not cut tho

DATES OFFAFALL FA

‘Every

Fashion, seems to have put her finest
touches to the new coats. It is no won
der that we are surpassing every
a
season in early selling—to see is to buy.
The coat sketched-is a type of hundreds in serviceable and warm woolens:

. jo St. Thomas.
Wane.

values.

ti . KEMP PANTER
*
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SSS83hS5

”
ESekar

in the

,| local market i is $16 25,

people ‘attended. the
park Stanley on ‘Monday

Winter

aim-to give you value
for your. money

“PateiotioOlab was heldin’ tbe. ballon

Several
senor: at

and.

ee

“THE MARKETS
DUTTON
Wednvediy, Bept. &
Batter, 1b: prints,
36
ter, rook

as Well

Fall

- From

All Stations in Ontario,

GOING

of a

‘The comb:
dhe pasion seer nee
in water in w!
ammonia has
Sarva the oh
a
and soap. A ‘sun bath is also”

RETURN

TRIP. WEST.

FROM WINNIPEG.

TO WINNIPEG

ib.=

i “We
ship
every day”
No ‘ation and correct
Phono 80.
3

Forther

particnlare

TRIP EAST

$18.00

$12.00
from Ontiadian Pacific Ticket Agents.

W.

B.

HOWABD.

District Pass, Agent, Toronto
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London, Canada
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September 7th to 15th, 1917.
1867--"'A Half Century of Success’~-1917
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We extend a cordial invitation to all
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in all

> Goods.
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practiced
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thelr

Ca

“carried

aS

they’

Se

cy

to the

not very long ago, has been known and

as a Protection.
;
Some. of the California schools are

equipped

cause

SIUC

cases

FIRE ESCAPES FOR ‘SCHOOLS.|
eae

tneyitably

weupons on their.beads.
* The famous “criwl" stroke, which
occidental
swimmers
Orsat
acquired

Le Gailienne in Harper's Magazine.

chur

would

quently) made’ use of this trick when
“crossing a river or stream,
In such

BINNIE

impact

foreigner who sbould try this fent. It
is said that the oll thme”samural fre-

ous hotel in the mountains—for such a

one to Watch the coming of spring, day
after day, {na stretth of old woodland
Js to-come ag-near-to the recapture of
youth as is possibi¢ in a world whose
oue irremediable sorrow is. the. inescapable doom of growing old.—Richard

N Wey ENN

holiday . at

styles and shades, at special values.

MISS E. M. KISTRUCK IN CHARGE
} We will also have a full and up-to-date dis-

SIU

mysterious way -he contrives to escape
the paiufu! consequences
* which the

ucquaintance, with nature that is to be

‘Robertson,
pene io Chalmers’:

“In sone

SEN
SPN

height” and
strike the ‘surface of the
water ‘with his chest. without sinking

or wetting bis face apd bead,

some fashionable beach or some luxuri-

‘These Serve as a Play Schome

When we will have on display a unique showing of Fall and Winter Hats, in all the leading

of the Europest:cnp teap from a great

the elty for a number of years, having
during that time had'no more.intimate
annual’

while be rarely emulates

arose

‘The expert.

the xraceful high dive-of the American

and Saturday, ‘Sept. 14-15

_ Friday
aN)wy vA
ZB

water-no higher thim the loins. while,
he fregia gun. writes of a slute, paints.
a plcsure on a fan svith a brustt, or.
‘moves freely. in every direction as if
he were walking on xolidqround:: ©

with that ambition, ~
For a man who has been exiled th

bis

to! the

example, be can jump Into-feep water
ard maintain
bis position with the:

the oll streams and gu coon hunting:
the,6ld woods. I know many men

in

equal

e

Mére_nhd tmor¢.such men are.plan-

ning to estape. vowing to themselves
that they will rest satisfied with the
| tiodest commpetence rather than the big
“fortane, so that they can pull’our while
they still have some youth left and ‘be.
voys again inthe otd countryside,
fish

snatched

are not

aS

records of Japan

Western, a Japanese expert can per
form some teuly wondertul ents: aro

SQUINYIANY

boyish

and oreiard, of wood and stream, tus
/appealihgly, making pictures to the inGer eye as of lost peradises as they sit
huprisoned in thelr “pataces,
tuectelepbone and the ticker,"
<

Great
encalten! §
Exhibition
of Western’ Ontari ‘io
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Furniture

SSSOS|
Crockery} |

THE BIG STORE
Stoves and Ranges

Hardware

your ay!
is now.if you

Groceries:

Wall

Paper

fe

"Is

|

Oo"

porroN.

CAMERON

Above is the out of the Treasure Range, made and guaranteed by
It is a winner and one of the best sto yes on the
The D. Moore Co,
market.
Come and see this stove on our floor,

SMITH

Gas

-

by appointment,

D. H. DOW, D.D.S., L.D.S. ~ Honor Graduate of ‘Toronto University.
Graduate of Royal College of Dental Surgeons,
Dutton

Phone 61—Orfice and Residence

A.

Heaters
We
in
our
We

DENTAL.

“Qflce-Henry Blook

*

TESKEY

are fortunate enough
being able to procure
supply of Gas Heaters
are well stocked in all
styles and makes.

See our
stock of Gas
Heaters in. the various
styles and makes.

{x OEnTSt
‘Shackletou Street, East
.
Powe 16,
At Rodney
every Wednosnay,
a
_ DR. FRANK E. BENNETT
OBNTIST

GradHonor Greate at Prins (
tal Bargeona.
7 Hiacks Street, ie
3 = Thomas.
Gove 8Sees,
aqoe back of the An
or write to

of

Durieg

win-the-war

We
We also have a complete stock of Wood and Coal Heaters.
are the leaders in the stove business,
Come and see our large and
complete stock of Stoves, Ranges, Heaters and Gas Heaters. We will be only too pleased to show you our goods

iJ.
J. B.
B. CRAWFORD | estate}
ESTATE‘

.

eae

gest amount paid avy farmer for

hogs in Essex county in a great many

s_

heavy.

BOMB

_atrohebls one,of ae saddest incidents
the great war, so far

electrical

on
Sundsy
of Thomas
esteemed resident of the

storm,

who were ou farloagh

in

London, were

which he served for almost two years.
le was three times promoted, risiog
from the ranks and winning the military

Dredge,
au
village, aged

85 years. He was at ous time a commercial traveller.
He is survived by

$8,000.
on
Rov. W.E. Gilroy,
ey

ee of the First
Hamilton, bee
been asked by the Iadependent Lal
party of Braotford to be thele casdidate for Brantford, at the Dominion
election.
While assisting at s threshing Hugh

former home,

for burial.
The Michigeo Centrai Railway officials baye decided to dispense with the
a

of

all

single men

He went through Vimy Ridge

ployed

by

Sorat.

the

omley

Tractioy

was em-

Company

at

Eamabeth ieee to his enlistment.
‘Lo tragic side of his death lies in bis
having served for over two years
through some of the hottest fighting.
winning tho military medal aud three
promotious, then being granted leave

Railway cood
ied at bis Lowe,
St, Thomas, on Friday.
He was 52
years of age 0d Fear
bis wife aod
three daughters.
remains were
sekes, to Eoamington,
bare

modal.

nnsoathed

one son aod one daughter.
Bruce
ee
a popular. Wabash

daring which

le lost his life.

the first

© he bad

This was

had for many

monthe,
Besides his parents Sergt. Lumley is
survived by one brother, W.G., and
Miss Mildred, at home; ‘Mrs. Duncan
Gerowell: and Mra, Peter Carswell, Lon-

of military

at the'St. Thomas yard office, Their
peed will bo Shed by returned soldiers.
ly on the job learuHis One veterau is al
ing
ee
ow duties.
on memorial service will be held in the
The farge bare of Lloyd Warrou, Methodist charch, Iona, on Bander.
stitches were required.
The cap be
south
of
Aylmer,
was
destroyed| td fire | Se pt, 16, at Zo'clock, by Rey. J,
wore at the time was toro ioto ribbons.
belt aod burled scross the bern.

Two Tilbury boys, aged 8 and 9 years,

bave confessed
on the C.P.R.

to placiog a large nut
rails to see s train wreck.

ov Sunday sfterwoon, together w

season's crops,
ot wheat, 600

Kilpatrick, for the late Serat.

jt

ties before it could be stopped.

bushels

of oats, implo-

Ag anto driven by Robert Cohen, of

The shdoak resideut of West Lorne, in

the

in of ar

Thomas,

died on

v, aged 94 years,
Hoe came
Strathroy, turned a complete som
ssult when the wheel Melioff on
ontthe te tho yillago over 40 years agg and for
road between Mount Brydges aod some time conducted a draying busiStrathroy,

burliog the cocupsnts some | 468s.
‘ies. A. Lethbridge, who
bad her wrist

was in the machine,
broken.

While Mr. . Burkholder, of the customs
and
ies were

motoring through to Chicsgo, their car
struck o rat hidden by the grass when
meeting another car east of Strathburn.
»| Their car wont over an eight-foot embankment to’ the
it, and
the occu:
ipjared.

While waiting jn the G. T. R. station

at Thamesville fara traia to take ber
to her home -in Detroit, Mrs. Herbert

iauiss:

consisting of 300 bushels

mevtsandanautomobile; Spontaneous
As a result au express train was par. combeer
©is supposed to be the causé
tially derailed when the front trucks
left the track and plowed up more thao of the

pants were thrown out bat not seriously

i:

BY GERMAN

Sad Death of Sergt. | Lumley, of tona,
While Sitting in London Hotel

over Yarmouth, the barn killed nt the same time.
kia was struck ana ARTE
Tho
ih ataten that the two soljaatodiue 200 bushels of
diors wore sitting in the frout room of
oppose A. B. McCoig.
.
James Matnett, « bricklayer, of Lon- The devth occurred a? hee bowe iv ao hotel whens bomb dropped in the
stroot, and Lomley was strack in the
doo, was. fined $200 and costs for Sarnia of Bessie Logan, eldest dasghtcr
sudabdomon,
Ho was taken
taking liquorto the home of a friend of Wm. Logan, formerly of Rodney, iu toface,the chest
hospital in a chair,
Bond was
her. 22nd year:
‘The romaios wero
and giviug him o
strack on the head.
Both were inAs Arthorssc ot Orford, was taken to Rodney for burial.
stantly killed.
Au inqaest was held
In sealers at Port Stanley a and the verdict of d
a ball he was attacked by the
by high ex.
Greek, named Peter Pappas, endeayored
animal, aud only for the arrival
of a
plosive from a hostile aircraft was renneighbor
who was attracted
by bis cries to cbew off oe thamb of his adyersary, dered,
James Jeffrey.
He pleaded guilty to
gt. Lomley enlisted at London
forsoe
he wonld have been killed.
Heory Teske
sctivered 57 bogs to the charge before Judge Colter avd with ‘the B4th Battalion and on arriving
was fined $50.
overseas was transferred to the’ First
8. B. Green at Eeeex to
Canadian
Trench Mortar Battery, with
The death occurred at Port Stauloy
ed a check for $1,005.76.

DEATH

OF MALCOLM

CAMPBELL

Was a Prominent Resident of Southwold
For Many Years
Malcolm Campbell, one of the best
knowa and most prominent residents of
Southwold, died at his home ia ¥isgal

on

Friday

morning,

ag

A few weeks ago Mr. Campbell tell an.
apd

broke his hip, and the shock was too
severe fora constitation
ened by his great uge.

The

Hamil
was held on Friday to the Gilties oom
tery,

SALMON

PRICES

already

weak-

Inte Mr, Campbell was the last

saryiviug member of a family of ten,
and was born on the Campbell homestead, Union road, Southwold, where
his fathor settied
on coming
from
lao
The family landed at New Glas-

UP

gow, and Nelles Hill at thas place was

The following comment on the market
situation as regards foodstaffs appeared
in the Canadian Grocer this week: “Of
Primary interest to the grocery trade

daring the week was thesnponpoeniahs
of prices for the 1917 salmon
pack.

named after the deceased's mother.
For many
years he followed”

the

saddlery basiness,
aa also clerk.
and treasorer
of Southwold. retiring &
few vears ago ov account of old age.
Mr, Campbell was marned to Susan
Cameron 68 yo-rs
ie, Toren ber.
who sarvives him,

Prices would be
Boel! wae stricken with heart failare | WAS
Ronerally ox
high, and in thin there was no dissppointi,
Bho had
ment.
Owing to the dis»ppoiutingly
visiting in town aod yicinity for wo small
pack there will be only a percentage
Osmpbell, of Hopkins,
weeks.
Sbe leaves a busbaed
a1
delivery by the packers,
In the case of Osmpbell, Lausing,
Mich.
growa-up family; The death
one-pound sock-eye tins there will be
Campbell and Mrs, George

and died

Te
ae

cose

er aged mother, who

a great sh
was travelling ae

her,

only 9 per cent. of orders
while in sockeye half-pound

delivered,
tins oe

0
{| will be only 4C per ceut. delivery,
It is very definite that bund:
women are being released from tm:
ation eohoe salmon there will be 10 per cent,
work. Fairbaoks-Morse, Toronth, the paleeey on one-poond and 40 per cent.
tios.
On
pink
salmon
big and ‘popular plact for womeo, bas} ou half-pou:
Bow not s woman or girl makiog eae
tious.
Eight buodred workers
put off last week, and about halt of
of

there will be the best delivery of any of
the brands, namely 50 per cent. on one

have released very large numbers and

bacon from Osnada are not taken seri-

these

were women,

Other factories

o

ve reduced the number of shifts.

ing

Se
Ar

Complete Service to Ford
Owners Everywhere|

Wm, Trimble, a young farmer residsear Essex, met with a serious

accident while refilligg a presto-o-lite
taok. The plog bléw ont of his chargbaried itself in his bead
jog & hole io

1 yor are aires

and
Aseaa

iends”.

ously by those oouaated with the provision trade, It is pointed oat that

Great Britaio needs the bacon and that

in all probability somie central baying
erency will be established similar to
that
operation for the purchase of

cheese.

Asroyy?

Jackson,

of

cat Alma, and Mrs, Edgerton, Allegan,
ich,
Mr,

Campbell

was

master

Warren Lodge, A F. &

strong Liberal aud
Baptist charch,

of

A.M,, Fingal, a

« member of

the

FUNERAL OF THE LATE A.D.McGUGAN
The respect iu which the late Angas
D. McGugan was held wasshown by the
large wamber of friends and acquaint-

apoes that attended the last rites at his
late home on Friday. The gathering
was probably the largest ever seen in
Aldborough, friends being present from
wi
surrounding townships, towns

pare been a Pana

pastor, and

hope

is

held

out

‘ee

Man-

itobs floor was another: commodity in
which a reduction was registered, a
clean iron of $1 per Sarref taking place.
This was ind
by reason of a 200.
decline in wheat."
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PALL FAIR
FAIRS

Iu the naw Hons of Commons at
Ottawa there will be
stead of a as io
ivi

384

mombors,

- McD. Haig, of West Lorne, the for-

7

mer in his discourse referring to the
virtags of the deceased as well as his in-

8

John McLean,

Arob,

pet

Koily prt Stal:

oom = Molto
‘be floral eibates were beantifal, and

REPRESENTATION IN NEW HOUSE

Cyne
URTEOUS attenti sceto your needs whierever yru Tay
owner you can get

ind and 100 per cent. ou half-pounds,

Ramors of an embargo on the export. of

na recorded ‘ie
on porridge wheat.

bones.
Little
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pares os
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Bowosn, of Deofield, was caught in the

Ph

ae

mass

Barns on the farm of Wm. Polls, Har-

Specialist Eye, Ear, Nove, Throat
430 Talbot Street, St. Thomas
1 to4 and

a

wich township, were strack by lightning
. together wit
and compl
a large ci “Or wheat, cate and bay.
jaced at between 97,000 and
The ont is

D® W.H. MoFARLANE
Office Hours
2 to
4 p.m 7 to
9 pam.
Wallacetown
Ont.
Successor to Dr, Crane.)

Hours

THE

years.

-D.0.M., ‘Trinity Ualvors
«ty Medical College; M.0.P!
Qrvicn—Main Street,
Masinevon—staekleton Btrect.

DR.

HOME

meo and wows, at Obatham Mayor J.
G. Kerr, of Chatham, was nominated to

ny

matter.
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Riven «call to the Presbyterian church dronk.
being killed in the airsmaid in London i
Walter Lang, who for wavy yoard Toosday night:
at Dunganaon.
Sergt. Lamloy was a son of Mr. and
Thomas,
‘Signalier Harold Ketob. of Alvinstov, conducted grocery store iu St,
Mra. 5,0. caf aud went overseas
Thursday after a short illness, aged
eg
of the Alvinston Free Press, bs
$wo yours ago.
6 and anothor soldier,
82 years,
has been killed io action,
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You ‘need a
Now is the time to plan for comfort for the winter.
If so,
new Range or a Stove, or teaybe rou ate wanting & heater.
-why we are the people who oa
t 1 your wants with high aval?
guaranteed goods and at reasonable prices,

ootronraatn the
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in-

fro ® large circle of friends, They
were borne by Norman MoNicho!, James
iy, Norman Buchan and Marray
McLean.
Interment
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in the

Rodney

cometery, the remains being placed-in=
steel vault,
aring the hour of the
fenerst service all places of businoss
wt were closed.
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—Daniel Biack & Son's Sales—
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Priestle

The Rexall Store

in excellent condition

to go ahéad with the now campaign.
Probably 500,000 United States soldiers will add a new and vital element to the fighting forces, and the
‘serial arm is being multiplied to a
- degree that is regarded necessary
for conclusive operations.
On the whole, therefore, we may
feel encouraged about the outlook
‘We have to set our

people in

the

following

oxprosses

article

on

THE

Tu

and

the

Friday,

FIXED PRICES FOR WHEAT

Ottawa,

Sept.

10.—The

price

of

wheat will -be-annonnoed by the
board of grain supervisors. There
is no necessity for reference to the
dopartment of trade and commerce
in the matter. The board has only
to act and will announce the price
it has fixed.
Sept. I1.—The board
of grain
supervisors has fixed

SATURNALIA “OF HIGH PRICES
Tlie Ridgetown Dominion

every

office

the

price

WAN

Ladies Brown Bals

every kind of wear.
idren’s Shoes forYouths'..,...1.50
to

cbarges.

GREAT
¢

Is.

VALUE OF TIN.

Indispensable,

and

There is

—

WE ees

ASS
‘\

3.00.

yp,

The

material

Dn

te!

ra and

styles for the

from

al Showing
Suits from

all of 1917 are excepchoose from, including
full bloomer styles.

to $10

$3.50

:

Small Boys

2 to 5 years

-

MEN’S

'

$e2>
i

&

Men’s work boots of the best material for service and hard wear.
Every pair sold under maker's guarantee ......4.00 to 6.00

ans
yee

ES csEe Nelda ocencs oosecenece
cone cee cseee ee S0

makérs

FALL

00 5.00:

Dept.

Wives

a

oe
aS

Men’s and Boys’
represented ~here.

Ye
AIS

FURNISHINGS

yeas

Fall and Winter Underwear

ees

Combination Suits and separate piece, including national wools,
union goods, fleece-lined and heavy ribbed ail wool.

SS
as

New Fall and Winter Weight Caps

SS

Borsalino, Christie’s English and Domestic

<<

Felt

(3
PE

Men’s Clothing
New Fall. Styles from$10
to $25
Prices

a

7,00

aS
oe
SeS8
$3935
gz
SS

NEW

SUITS

ASS
pee

Men’s Brown Bals, on new English last, the latest’ ..6.50 to 7,00
Men’s yun metal shoes, new English last, neolin soles, rubber
heely.....teeseee cece ceecee cee seceee cesses 5.50 to 7.00
Men’s Fine Calf Dress Shoes, English. new receding toes.$6 to $7
Dr. Vernon’s Cushion Sole Shoes, bright vici kid ...6.00 to 8.00
Men’s gun metal and box calf shoes, knob last, button or ioe

the
We have ready for your inspection
Only best
Clothing in the history of this store.

BOYS

ze

Range

Hats

now

shown here,
$2.50
:

to’$4.50

New Patterns in Shirts
New Sweaters and Sweater Coats

aS
ee

ASS

SZ

¥
Flour millers in the interior west
of Fort William and Port Arthur
wlll be
permitted to pay in excess
of the Rxea prices a maximam of
one cent per bushel diversion
oe

sees

hing
Boys’ bestClot
assortment of

Men’s and

of

i

ic!

(ee

Weoe
SSS
e

fawn, 8-in. cloth top, up-to-date last

..
Ladies Calf Bal., Walker last, grey cloth top, low heel..
.
5 Ladies Vici Kid Balmoral, Walker last, low heel, special
50
> Ladies Vici Kid Bal, 8 in. top.
.
00
kid top,
Ladies Patent, Shoes, laced or button, cloth or dull 8.50 to 5.50
i
"3.00 to 4.00.
mfortable
> Ladies Work Shoes, in box cal
eee.
2.50 to 8.50

top-storey prices prevailing:
3,

cn

balmorals, which the
§ Consisting of thoee p Jain black yici kid)and brown calf, high 8-in top Jaced
By
the right and proper footwear for the fall of 1917.
5) New York fashion ma’ kers have declared
‘ou
these
lines
and
many
others
in
the
most
ample manner at
careful selection we are able to give.y
prices that mean a saving to the buyers.
8 7.50
new receding toe, with high‘heels ..
> Ladies Brown Bals, 8-in. to}
8.00
ng Boot, receding toe and low heels.
Ladies Brown English Wa’

the Canadian wheat crop of 1917 at
Fort William and Port Arthur. as
follows:
No. 1, Manitoba northern ....
No. 2,
rs
.

No.

and

Mongolia

Serge,
Ta’ ffetas, Wool
Cord Velvet s—every color.

Footwear

Fall

New
Wy Be
42)
1B
VB NNoth VB Ay
y
WN RN,AY Wes
YY CIUGes ay eS ZENE

be

include Gabardines,
Black Estamine
many other cloths in colors, New

New Tartans and Plaid Silks, very
1.50 to 2.50
:
:
new, 36 in.
New Pailette and Taffeta Silks, all
colors, 36 in. wide.

‘Keon able to carry ont their

D

Styles in-

here.

shown

styles

ment satin lined.
Cloths

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
of Veter!
Russia as a combatant, Practitioners
cine, » Surgeryan
a Benietey e
‘but at least it prevented Day and night calls promptly attended to, All
latest end soet. im,
‘any friendly assistance coming to suimale breated oa; the
Dr. Armstrong, gradi
any
from the great eastern Botarioeterinary College,
has bea practiclag
1805,
nation.. We owe it to the revola- since
Telephone 29.
tion that Germany is not to-day
drawing huge stores of grain and
DR. A: J: HAFELE
perhaps munitions and possibly Honor Graduate Ontario Veterinary
men also to help Germany to fight.
College
‘Russia is trae to liberty and true CPRB Ape. ofl-dieeuees: bs. latest methods,
Night
and day ceils prompuy. answered,
to the allies and will come back,
It appears as though the winter Your pauronage
Office—Henry Blook. Phone 23
“was to be relied upon to leave Germany in « worse condition than
RI
& McWILLIAM
ever. Scarcity of food and all the McCRIMMON
Barristers
vations following three and a
OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.
years of war will break the
German spirit more than war,
Money: to Loan.
the spring all the nations of the en- Mr, MoWilliam will be at the Dutton

Plush Coats for Women

Many
clude belted and plain backs, large c ollars, each gar- &

triumph of Italy and the successful
ot
of the Fronoh and Brit- Schools.
ish to-end the war this fall, bas
P.S.—Fountain Pens at lowest
: came none
eb gamit! for another
prices. See our stock of Pens for
schoo!
‘inks its not'so bud us has
been feared, it would have been

exclusive

new

Etc.

co

proposition the war
but very satisfactory.

=

First showing. of Ladies Ready-to-Wear Suits
Dresses, Ladies, Misses and Children’s Coats
Furs, Dress Goods and Trimmings

__.

~

BAN

ary
ww

Water

Crayons
Lunch Boxes,

Wes

___ Friday and Saturday, Sept. 14 and 15

-

School Bags
Pencils
‘Pencil Boxes
hoose the alternative for

WAN

x

vy

High School Books

AY)

oo

p

ONE DOOR NORTH POSTOFFIOE
Sa
ET

Public School Books
Scribblers”
a

CE NB NE
A

ASS

Ne

ee

Substitute For It.
el-and tin are the only
that-baye not been found in
quintities among. our.
rces, although the fact that

1933

we

n

ue the jarsest. consumers of tin: plate
ia the World pas stmalated the searel!
Vin ore in small: quantities bas been
found in several places In the United
States, but most of what we use comes
frown Cornwall.

in

England;

Banka,

<s

con

oss

ARIAT
ZIRE EINER
SAN ABS ARANETA
PURSE ANNONA ORCS

SRE SREOIRE
ARRAN

BINSSLANS SAAN

tn |

‘ie East Indies, and Malacca, in sonth-

can Asta,
‘Theis w metal thut bas played an important part in ‘the- history of the
world,
Combined with copper to make

United States now uses in the manufacture of tin cans a8 much tin pla ite
for.

Sheds as Assets

THE MOLSONS BANK
98 BRANCHES

A Good

Plenty of Shed Room
will not only yield good

IN CANADA

dividends

TRANSACTED
‘AGENERAL ‘BANKING BUSINESS
OF CREDIT
CIRGULAR LETTERS
~ BaNK MONEY ORDERS

the
We

T
AVINGS BANK DEPARTMEN
Interest allowed at highest current rate
:
nch fi
_S. WOODS, Manager Dutton Bra

Investment

Sell

at

Right

Prices

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings
Cement, Lime
.Brantford and Ruberoid

Roofiings-

in the way

extended

use

of

and

better -condition of the
tools
and
implements
housed therein, but add
to the equipment and

value ‘of the farm.
|.

Get Our Prices on ;
Shed

Lumber

‘FOR

ithing

Dutton ‘Planing:

. Mills; Contractor

The
:
Balance
of:
ie

rey

-

Vision Your So ns, Mothers of Canad
Canada can do this without depriv

Vision them at early morning when

ing her own population of a fair share

through the rising mists, there bursts a
hurricane of fire--See your valiant boys---calm, grim,
‘but cheerful, “stand-to-arms” until the
Hun’s “morning hate” dies away.
Picture them at breakfast, the meal .

of any of these foods if You Wom

will but help.
All we ask of you is, that instead ©}

buying so much white flour (if you-do

- your own baking) eo vary your baking”
by using one-third oatmeal, corn, bar
‘Jey or rye flour. Or, if you buy your
bread, that you order a certain proportion of brown bread each- day.
Second, ‘instead of using as~ mu

susthe

that must bring them the bodily
tenance to carry them through

strain of another day. |
Then think what might happen if,
one morning, there was no breakfast
---no food, and word went down the

lines that Canada had failed them.
Vision all these things, and then---

as Women of Canada---Mothers of
Men---Answer this Call to Service.
Canada must send to Her Own, and
‘~
to the Allies Fighting Forces, more
wheat, more beef, more bacon, and
more of such. other foods as are non- perishable and easily exported: -

They
Statistics show that, everyday,
y+

of toed
sien Smart Soe a Sealy
emesis
of Pens beak
aes oes

|

Such

waste

tity

is shumeful

and

-

your family’s diet, by substituting for

eef and bacon such equally nutritious _

foods
nuts,

as fish,

peas, lentils, potatoes,

bananas, etc. -

--- positively prevent the waste of
single ounce of food in your house
hold.

Must Be Fed

in Canada, sufficient food is

thrown into garbage-cans to feed the entire Canadian Overseas
eS

beef and bacon as formerly, you vary

q

at any time; but in these

—-

~

Our only hope is that with these truths before you, a:
view of the vital issues. at stake, we may count upon
earnest co-operation in stopping this appalling waste;
an
substituting
other foods for the wheat, beef and
must be sent overseas,
i
ee

Next week a Food Service Pledge and Wi

delivered to
» At is
Window Card is your

Dedication
to
lem of Honour.

Sign The Food Service Pledge

“times it is criminal.

z

%

Woman's Auxiliary, Organization of Resources Committee, in Co-operation’ with The Hou. W. J. Hanna, Food Controller

7

S

ory

Car Fell Over Bridge
and Bride Severely

“Shoe Sale

ce

day in
the end of a
to the depth

g IN AND AROUND TOWN]

of seven feet.

was severely in;nero in theback, while
with’s small cat on
ea
of thre Cia aoe

“Shedden Fair nekt Wednesday.

nivesSe
at

We will

eortis and
nd i

“See Ditton Elevator's ad. this week.
t Mrs. Brown will have
The attendance at the High School is sofficientlyieovared to take the trip to
now

Dr. and

Mrs. G: H: Livg

\ tarned to Saskatoon.
‘Rev. Thos.
ee

have re-

FAIR NOTES

left Toesday for

Remember the fair is eich
a trip to
to Saskatchow.
© Harold: fava hes oe robased a Ford Mer ghia year. The dates are Sept, 20
we from J A. = ia pa
—
your entries now and relieve
A large nomber from Datton
and ee stake
secceny, otthe big rash previous to
vicinity aré attending the Western Fair. pe
OQ. W- Buchafan is in Oxford county,
ee
Ged fair is seven years older
where he is jadging at a series of school
an Confer
the directors are
mating this their jabilee year.
one aud Mrs. G, N, Giddy are spend26th Regt. Band will fornialh a
Po
= enn
jocaatened weeks with friends io
8] jondid program

Baxter, exeoutive offloer of
tied Feat ¢Ghildren’s Aid Society, was iu
Datton on Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morrison are in
town for a few days before taking
their residence in Toes

up

“Malcom White
parchasedD. J.
MoMillan’s livery besos and will conduct ao sto service in connection.
Secretary of State Meighen says vet
Thankegiviog Day this year will be ol

served on the firas Monday inOstelon
the.first day of the month.
‘Misa’ Henrietta Barr, of Chatanoogs,

Tenn., and Mrs. W.A. Watson,of Rodney, épent a few da:
‘with their consin,
Mra,
Dadcen Walker, and other friends

jn Danwich.
Miss Edith

McKay,

of

Pasadena,

California, who is visiting her parents,
Mr. and a; Issial

of

lotic selections on the

military pnd

DUI TTON FLOUR | mHiLLS

underwent

a enccesefal oer
pendicitis in
Se. Joseph's
epital, Toodee, on Toes-

25c. and

inthe prize lis
Now that ne big fairs are about over

the smaller fairs will receive attention.

track,

grounds

and

nurses:

The frost on Monday night did great

Having purchased the Livery bosiness

bnildings

have been pat in excellent shape for this

espe-

Exhibition, will
be shown

lately conducted by D J. MoMillau,I
solicit the patronage of the public.

tent,

These

pictures

The donth occurred

st Aylmer

will

show

led and by her
aes

bosband leaves a aly et th

Ohsriton, Springfield;

Taso, ‘Danan, and

Bron idence, RL

George
funeral

Th

MARCUERITE. MANN,

DUTTON ct
COUNCIL
The regolar mooting of the village
council was held on Monday, with all
oe members present, except Councillor
iltou.

has com-

Post Graduate and Graduate of
London Conservatory of Music

Teacher of Pianc and Violin
PAGE'S WINNING

HEREFORDS

as the
Toronto ‘Exhibition James
‘was prominent in the Hereford
competition, taking several first and
other
izes,
is winnings incladed
first for two-year old boli, second and
on motion of W. Patton and W. Sco;
Bylaws for levying
rate ose e.
6 waills third for junior ball calf, second aud
fifth for cow, three years and ander,
on the
dollar on the rateable property
first for two-year-old heifer, first aud
and for the appointment ofa collector
w.J.

Mitton was appointed collector

were read and passed.

The clerk was,

aathorized to place on the collector's
roll the amounts bapeld foe
§
scavenger

Datton, A.
. Melutyre;
work, with 7 per cent.
A bylaw for
ein $860 from the
one y, J. Mistele.
frat draft will be for 100,000 men Boyal Bank for carrent expenses was
and the call will
be made: by
read and
The men must present themse! ves
On motion of R. E. Fraser and W.
and from that time until they go into Scoyne
the I,0.D.E. will be granted
$20
nniform they will be given leave.
per month to the end of the year.

presiding:ig;

The following

‘BARN DESTROYED

second for senior yearling heifer, second
for junior heifer calf, first for two pro-

meer. of Jone cow, third for best four
calves, second for graded herd, third for

SCHOOL

chased pr ththe village was given its first

and
30 00
92.25
12 00
1k 35

oKay
, tile
Joho’ Nrelon, “work on well

J. H. Sutton, sprinkling.

J.D, Blae, _seglataringbriaw

LO.DE.,

We specialize

10 50

814...

- 30

20 00

nese

oe

“THE

At a meeting of the congregations of
Ohalmera’ and McBride's charcbes- ou
ae, & noAtimons call was extended
Gnatavas Mauroe,-of St.
Davids, in ‘tlie Hamiton Srey
The sti;

$1.200,

manse atid four weeks’ holidays. ‘The
‘all
oa witl come.
map to-day at the London
commissioners

the foonke the following puns

a

ie

8. Tayior,

‘Nurse Noelands,

pairs were sent to the RedCross; Lon‘This makes a total of ot pairs
oe

Bae nave: een
Match I

sent from Datton since

GOOD ) ROADS

a oa Wed-

formerly of Dutton.
RM. Soayare otiaaties:

spoolanag

arge

bride

Fraser, of Grey county,
|. Fraser, af Dattos,

COMMISSIONER

Nine After ‘the Position and the Council
at ‘to Make An Apotielinaet
jal meeting ofthe Elgin county
St. Thomas on
Tasedsy afternoon for the purpose of

black | ©!

HEAVY LOSS IN’ GREY COUNTY

Mr, William
or:
ee

the Inet

scien: ‘of socks: 16 Pairs each to

Sergt. Locke, Pte. pomp iri, aleo 109

residence
id Mra,
Bae
5
thoir cseet' ibwaahber:
ones ‘was matried to Prerees D. Mo-

buffet lancheon Mr,
a ee a ener trip, the
travelling
in
Oxford rey swith

of

sang two very pleasing solos, oe which
refreshments were served,
proceeds were $14.85.
pastponte women of Datton are.
still doing good work for the boys at

“MeLEAN—McKILLOP
eaeig took

by the Daughters

the Empire on Friday last was vary
largely attended. Au sbtrem wen aiven

ap- | W

a

_& qusf

given

&

commissioner

of the good roads

to

"

gaaiee
and

preach,

ANGLICAN.
the
ag

Shirtings

and

Overalling

F. GAHAN

of the Newest Shades
Choicest Materials

Arch. McCallum

The Newest Fabrics
in
Blues,
Blacks
and Browns.

Maodonell will preact in
ary of pe Tetras next Sanday

in Standard

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

assured.

BAPTIST.
Richmond, of St. Thomas, will

Values

® Custom Tailoring

Come in and get your clothing
hand-tailored
to your measure
Fit, workmanship ‘ani style

in the absence of the pastor

to T5c.

getting that new suit you will need a pair of our perfectfitting Corsets in the D and A or Coilene makes

JAMES

Suitings

Sanday school will meet at 2.45,, and

f5erroR i

evening. Rev. R.
Marphy will conduct harvest thackag! ing services
Grace Charoh, West Lorne, morning
and eyening.
N.
Morning subject, ‘Christ's Model

Sermon ;"' evening,
Book of Esther,

second

address

on

Wallacetown Fair next Tharsday and
Friday.

M. A. MeALPINE

SHOE REPAIRING
ing Business of Edwin
lieit your patrovage.

have

Aa

Wight

I s0-

Licensed

Terms

Auctioneer

SANKEY

-KIRKLAND BLOCK

-reasonable

and

guaranteed.
CAMPBELLTON,

A‘,

For Attractive

Styles

Smart Millinery
At Reasonable Prices

The

New

in

Design

(CHEVROLETS750

Dutton

~MILLINERY
-

ONT.

Qusntity
fe
of Choloe Glover
le, Tet-pound pelle at Ise ~~

BH Coates

|

satisfaction

HONEY

kinds of Repairing Promptly
> and Neat: a, Done

W. O.

att,

Exceptional
When

Fall

Be

CALL EXTENDED

The "oe

seeeee 2c.

and Stripe Shaker Flannels, per yd.. 1c. , 18c., 20¢., 25c.

Plain

=i

CHURCHES

hall Friday, Sept. 14,

8.20 p,

Woollen and Shaker Blankets
Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’ and Children’s Scarfs and Caps

FAIRS

Yarmouth Heights,

in

Dress Goods, Silks, Satins, Velvets, Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.

J. Bambridge & Co.

Sonth Bayham, Vieons, October 2.
South Malahide, Mt, Salem, October 3,
South Yarmoath, Sparta, ‘October 4

*E O. D. E. NOTES

To.

Continually

Jewelers
Opticians
Issuers of Marriage Licenses

West Aldboronugh, Rodney, Sept. 24.
East Aldborough, West Lorne, Sept.

ARRIVING

GOODS

NEW

all

75¢. to $1.00.

South Danwich, Wallacotown, Sept.
Sooth Southwold, Fingal, Sept. 27.
North Southwold, Payne's Mills, Sept.

The regular meoting will be held the

for

FURNITURE
HARDWARE,
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

At the Busy Corner

If you are merely wishing to purchase.
slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of
China 75c. to $2.00, or something
in fancy Forks and Spoons at

Octobe:

articles, ae well a Fy fancy chickens,
all of which were destroyed:
is $400, with an insurance of only $50,

in gifts

25.

at a fire

whichdestroyed a small bars beloogiag
bell. ‘The

3
3

enna

|

occasions.
At present you are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts.
Our stock includes:
Cut. Glass Water Sets. $8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...
$6.00 upwards
Fancy Mantle Clocks.

Schoo! fairs will be held in Elgin as
follows:

cheques were issued:

Satton, digging wel
Joel Sutton, digging well.
ae ieroe. ingiog well

A Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts

jagior herd.

J, B. Orawford Estate, order Joel

recently pur-

evening

LCM.

On motion of R. E. Fraser and W.

pleted the work of locating
the exempHou tribunals under the MileT, Service
‘We-t Elgin Boards will be
established at Fingal, sone McLennan,

real. tést on Fridsy

Dutton

ment of $1

EXEMPTION TRIBUNALS IN W. ELGIN

The gasoline fire engine

WHITE

7

Mann., Scoyne, & peck: -room Hoense was granted
will be | to G.
msey for 12 mouths on payt

beld at Aylmer to-day,

Tho Department of Justice

MALCOM
Mein Strece

the

agricaltaral development of Northern

on

Autos to Let With or Without
driver. Feed Stable in connection

in a special

cially to beans, corn and vegetables, and
Ontario, forest protection, mining dismany “Telde have been almost ruined.
tricts, as well asthe activities
of various
Tomatoes, which promised to be a heavy provincial institutions,
institutions.
crop, hayo also been badly damaged.

AE WHITE

NEW.
LIVERY
and Auto Service

the competition to bablos‘one year and
uoder, Judging will take place as 3 80.

and

tables

on

Come and make
marked in plain figures.
Sold for-Cash only.
your selection early.

NPh
Qa
ore

will be op toits usaal high excellence.
‘ise
Margrie Monro, Toronto, sopravo
soloist, will be-the :apecial talent.
The baby show will be a special feature again this heath The donors of the
prize, the T.
0
limiting

$2.00

displayed

be

will

Goods

R. P, Reshis

trot.
‘riday — free-for-all, farmers’
pace and green running race.
The concert on Tharsday eveving.

The

50c.

the jar

The first and most Se poeHane is the great
fair at Wallacetow:
The speed
aie for Thursday are
2.85 trot, 3-year-old race and farmers’

favorite ae and the directors are exMiss Florence Lyons, of Dutton, has pees 18 17 to be # record breaker,
enlisted
with the Hospital
Unit
of
hy ee aerate exhibits, attendance and
Detroit and is now in Army Hospital in general enjoyment.
New York, and will
shortly ED orecoees
The Government official motion picto France,
Tho
anit comprises 100 tures, that were a feature at the Toronto

damage throughoat this section,

vanishing peroxide creant
cooling and refreshing

will

whit

PRICES,

REGULAR
from:

50c. TO

®

pat-

A

some

THE
range

Nyal’s
Face Cream

The special prize of $1 given ty a
Hall, St. Thomas, is for the best
salt. Tenet heed, not poh
Ricn Reales

aes

is weeks:

ater you

300 pairs of Men’s,, Women’s,
Girls’ Shoes, in Dongola, Calfand
Boys’
Skin and Canvas AT ABOUT ONE- HALF

of

Dutton the end of the week.

I

raeemeeerr

nage
aod Bacon,”

sansa

iar

tor

FOUR

NINETY

A

iA. really beautiful small car equipped with every
desirable appointment for comfort and convenience.
NOTE

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Blectric | Lighting.
ee:

Che

Green,

Yaoht Line Body,
rae,

in

Rich

motor.

aera
siege tees Secs

kena

skirta.

io Ontrier designed with Tall Lamp _
Selective Sliding Goar
EN

System.

Powerfal,

RRO

ee

and Starting

efficient © valve-im-head
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subject to strain are under-nourished

and you may have muscular rheumat-|

or lumbago. If your blood is thin |
you’ begin’ to show symptoms of |
of these disorders, try. bullding up |
blood with Dr. Williams’ Pink |

‘Thig was the red saltire on a white

‘There was only one criticism

to make

<—-would the professor be eo kind as to Some of South America’s
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‘about the hives every day
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The illumination of the Statue. of
Liberty in the New York harbor is ac-
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Powerful

ed by the use
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each of 250 watts capacity.
‘Within the twelve. months

lamps,

ended

March 31 the British and Foreign Rible
Society
distributed
11,000,000 Bibles
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Motor,
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The race for improvements In fighting planes between the allies and the
cefiffal powers has been nip and tuck

all thé Way, writes Will Irwin in the
Saturday

Evening

Post.

Late

in 1915

of rheumatism

oy vain

kinds

ie ang
as
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of

MINARD’S
tried it the

reme-

god.

One

LIMISatur-

night. ‘the next morning I was
feeling very good; I tell you this remedy

ig very good; I could give you
a
certificate
ime that
you would like
to have one.
If any time I come to hear
about any person sick of rheumatism,
I
could tell them
about this remedy.
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an TMNT
East, Montreal,
26Feb.Rue 14,Dntario
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IN THE-TRENCHES.
Names wi" the alr o' the mountain and

glen in
Names
wi them,
tha’ (he sound
tt,
found 0° o° the pibroch’sy
Names wi’ the ding o' the dour kilted men
in them,
Ob, rte
but ‘the; ‘y're beautiful,

Shiela, my

tbe Germans eprang the first well rec- Namee
wi'ee thetee amell o' the0 hi hag les and
Te
ognized type of what the ‘British call
‘An electric lamp on the phonograph a acout machine. “It was the famous Names
« wi' the flavor of whiskey sae
helps the orator to guide the
needle Fokker, an exact copy of the French Names wi’ some ciods o° Ben Lamond’s
broad feet in them,
4m rigorans'effortto @uppress the 11- to its proper place on the record.
to the monoplane
Famous for fetchin’ the hale wari
‘The average passenger train earns
Jegal sale and use of habit forming
re
The cars and early
York police are now ar- about. $1.40 per mile.
Names
wi" the thochts o° the Bible and
locomotives weigh about 550 tons.
through a pfopeller, it had supremacy
Burns in them,
e
‘The resources of the State of Arkan- until the French perfected 'a similar Names
wi’ the hearts o° the heather t
gas are being boosted by means of an device.
it frh
Nadee eo wi"wi we kilts
babe: exhibition train, accompanied by
125
The
French
‘then
answered
with
a
fing Hun in theo,
Son
residents of the State.
Ob, but “they're beautiful, Shiels, my
Diplane of greater speed and) greater
| A large insurance company
claims
a
ity.
That
killed the
‘that out of 100 average healthy men of practi
25 at 65: Fifty-four will be dependent monoplane {dea—at least for the time Names wi" the memories o* Wallace and
upon relatives, friends or charity; 36 being. The-latest machines are all of ‘Names wi" the bond o' John Knox's auld
Willsbe déad; five will stfil be earning the biplane type. The new models
‘Names wi' the skit] o' the bag-pipes let
their
daily bread; four will be wealthy
loose in th
and one will be
.
:
‘Whaur san ye
beat them the halo warid
a
them.
“| Minard’s Liniment Cures Diphtheria.
Even the fastest, most agile ma- eo
MacDouyal,
MacNab and
——
chines of a year ago will be out of Mec?’ 'TsOD, MacTavish; - MacKinnon,
I
date
this
summer,
In
July,
1916,
a
the
FLAGS OF IRELAND.
and tracts printed in 497 different Ian-

prior to 1798 Nattonal
Color Waz
.

Blue.

‘The universal belief concerning

‘‘Great-

the | ®

MacCulloch,

MacCrimmon,

Macleod

New York to Panama. |

tre

Hane

(that's

Irlah

by

turns), ‘and Stewart, Dunlop and Mascamphell
Cameron men frac the Jando’
With,

natural

the

viewing

for

arranged

of that great outdoor

mu-

The elk dislike to be pursued

by

phenomena

tourists
with
cameras
and
keep
away from the stage routes.
If visitors would leave the highways of the
park and seek out Its byways, either

And it is over 2,000 miles from one
Sad.
Chile New
to; the
far asof from
Yorkofher--aiinost
to Glasgow! as

=e
Odds and Ends.

known. ‘Texas could be lost tee 10 |
“little” Venezuela and still leave room |
for Peru
Kentucky
Tennessee.
could and
comfortably
swallow
California, Oregon, Washington, Ne-|
vada, Arizona, Utah and Idaho.

seum.

on foot or by pack and saddle trips,
they would have a marvelous oppor-

which Settee of ait seomntace wind
}jfe—not only the elk, but mountain
sheep, deer, beaver and many other
als.
°°"
ae
Minard’s Liniment Cures Colds, etc.

Certain German naval authorities
Gold {s found in every
state of
South America, and from Potosi alone are experimenting with electrical mathe famous “peak of silver” in Boliv- chinery for gathering peat.
Berean College students, numbering
ia, more than $2,000,000,000 in silver
has been mined in the last three cen- 1,400, are being sufficiently fed at a
cost of 17 cents per day, and those at
turles.—World Outlook.
Carlisle School at a slightly lower

RELIEF AT LAST

I want to help you
{og from bleeding,

protruding Piles.

if you are sufferitching, blind or

I can tell you how,

in your own home and without an.
one’s assistance, you can apply the

best of all treatments.

cost.

Pittsburg’s
pay-roll
amounts
to
about $1,000,000 per day.
‘The manufacturing
capital
of the
Southern States is nearly 60 per cent.
of that of the entire country in 1899.
‘The world's consumption
of cotton

last year amounted to 24,500,000 bales

at 500 pounds to the bale.

It has been computed that 25,000 ve-

PILES “tone”

hicles

I promise to send you a FRED trial
of the new absorption treatment, and

Fitth avenue, New York, each day.

and

fous

pass

Forty-second

street

Bu-

According to data compiled from varsources

by

the United

States

references from your own locality if reau of Labor Statistics, the number of
strikes and lockouts during the year

you will but write and ask.
I assure
you of immediate relief.
Send no
money, but tell others of this offer.
Address
MRS, M, SUMMERS, Box 8,
Windsor,

even

though ‘they “be washed © with

those of other families

of

1916

was

1,229 In 1915,
‘Apart

from

3,323,

as

compared

in which

there

be infectious diseases.

Such, in

yico after an investigation

by M. C.

|,
substance,
is a report just issued by
the United States public health ser-

with

thdéusands of lives de-

atroyed by fire, the United States sustains an annual loss from this cause

of at least $300,000,000;
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o1y ato in the afternoons come a outmoreto
It ie ditticult to fmagine
feed.
beautiful sight than is then afforded

miles
© Rio de Ia Plata fs 120
wide at its mouth.
And notwithstanding
all
Colonel
Roosevelt's discoveries South America
still has
the largest unexplored
area of any continent,
Almost everybody knows that Brazil Js larger than Europe or the continental United States, but the size of
the “little” republics
is not so well

MacGi
or, MacKenzie, MacDuft. and
Ironing Kills the Germs.
Homilton, Chalmers, Scatt, Laing and
One need not worry about receiving
Grahame, Gordon and Watson frae dark} infection in clothes sent to a laundry
|.fonro

During the summer months the elk
Uyve high up in the mountains, gen-

11,
erally at an elevation of 8,000 to offer
000 feet. ‘The grassy plateaus
revives
bikbest
the,
Gt’
sides
aed
sn
We
|
‘superlatives!
the
on
Bring
write of South America, the continent | there are parklike glades where the
est in the World.””

from

For 15 days in the month of January

through any dealer in medicine or by
maf] at 60 cents a box or six boxes
Bee- | for $2.50 trom ane De, ‘Williams'
feline Co,, Brockvi
Ont.
or

his Indian name of wapiti. The wapit!
fs the largest of the red deer family
and closely resembles
his
smaller
brother, the European stag. The
piti is not properly an elk, as the European elk !s more closely allied
to
the American moose.
‘The wapit! {s now numerous only in
the states
of Wyoming, Idaho
a

weenp niga! eR et tor gar, Planet. It canbe | 990 bead, It Is rare for visitors to neo
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pieces before the egg will become lght
‘A few grains of salt dropped into the
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‘The whites then “beat up” much »
er than {f tho salt had not been added.
Table for cooking egxs without keep‘or
temperature:
, one-nalf pint of boiling wate.
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“Charley,

dear,”

sald

young

Mrs,

Torkins, “I want you to promise that
if you decide to enlist you will teil me
all
about it without delay.”
“What
for?”
“I want to speak to the gen’
eral, so that he won't let you forget

your overshoes and eat things that
disagree with you. You know, Charley, you are so careless}"”"—Ws
‘Sta

Of course, unhappiness

is the cause

Don’t Waste,
more germs than
the
‘There is, however, danger
clothes washed by Aclesntreng as

able diseases
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and your efforts should be directed
toward building up your blood.
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DOMINION

similar experience befell another

ping in Touch With Riga

Coast—

Others Retreat
Rapidly.

|

should

penetrate,

Dugouts

are

,

ito Be Object of Bombardment of ;the
Coast.

barrage came down tpon the trench,
preparatory to an assault,

lost mauy
and

The enemy

men by our artillery fire,

when our Infantry came

up it was

Report—
+ Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
its
‘The American Bar Association at

session to-day denounced the war methods of Germany as illegal.
‘Yhe indictment of Germany, which

was embodied in the formal report of
tae committee
on
international law,
aroused no discussion except the suggestion, which was atterward adopted,
igat the document.
be
sent to the

but a half-hearted resistance that the

military op-

shaken enemy offered.
No serious attempt has

gan of ths Riga front is of the opinion
“that the Germans were able to cross
the Dvina because they knew absolute-

been.

coyamuittee on public information
such use as it may desire.
The

made

to recover the lost ground, which was
‘almost

the last position north of Lens

from which the enemy could observe

Jy the positions of all the Russian bat-

movement within our lines. There has
been abnormal bombing activity by the
enemy and shelling of the back area
of high-velocity: guns.
The
British

tery emplacements, and thus were able
to silence the guns.
> Military circles say that it {s impos‘sible to foresee what line the retiring
Russians will eventually take up;fat
everything depends upon arresting

port

many:
Sinking
summons,
zone;

already

have.

drome.

The

explosion

quickly

righted and

violently

ed the attacking seroplane,

fon River Aa, past which the Germa
‘The more W2s:however, are still
ping in touch wit! h the coast, in the

the

bump

but

!t

aviator swung

———-——

dent effort not to lose this protection for their flank.
communication
‘The eupplementary
general headg

of
nd centre
“The northern wing
rethe 12th Russian army are rapidly
treating.
DID NOT LOSE A MAN.
‘The Berlin Tagebiatt’s correspondent
jescribing the passge of the Dvina River, says that this
loss of a
was accomplished without the
thariks to the effect of the Ger‘The
numGermans had assembled a greater
ever beer of mine-throwers than
affore and brougat them into action
ter the reguler artilery had bombarded
the first and second lines for severai

hours.
‘The effect of the mia bombardment
ing.
Houses
‘was literal): y overwt
* were reduce! to fine dust and the de-

survivors
fl
Russian
ross the Dvina,
at this point 400 yara: wide, by which
storming parties crossed and assaulted
Other bridges,
the first line heights.
‘{n the meantime, were. being conarmy was soon
ntructed, and the hewhole
regimental
_ bands
crossing, while t

“= moralized

Bridges were thrown ac

played.

carried
‘fhe whole
operatio! n was
‘out atisuch little cost that three diviwere in the thick of the
sions wh!
amount/} fighting had total casualties
ing to only 150 dead or wounded,
RUSSIAN REPORT.
%
— Wednesday's
Petrograd a
Cable

i

it BAYB:
2

In

the

direction

crossed the
of Riga, our troops, having
ure
continuing
iver Aa,
Ly lvonian
further retirement along the coast ot
in a

the Gulf of Riga
in
direction.

northeasterly
on
the

kov road- and the River Aa the
remy. continuing “his offensive,
Abrant

from Riga.

ings
of the
River
‘Hintzenand: below

ts

(about 33

miles)

Our troops operating
from Ri
direction

in

re
fan easterly
tired under enemy pressure to
old, Lemburg and Deteshu brayd.
“The enemy ships which shelled the
Guif of Riga proved to be submarze_

08.

there
the directiot m of Dvinsk There
lively, artillery fighting.
‘re fusilades on the remainder of the
In the direc“Goumanian front:
of Czerno’ witz, in the region of

‘in

Ja, the

ee

Testored.

enemy

continues

Having occapled
he

heights,

We

was

took

MCancasian front:

STILL PREPARE
FOR NEW DRIVE
British

Fliers Far Behind
German Lines.

Take

Record Number
Photographs.

of

or

of Ger-

merchant
ships without
‘proc!
tion of a barred

conspiracies

against

the

do-

London Cable — Thet anew
thrust
by the British is tmmediately immlnent on the German nes in Flanders

is shown by

to-night’s

report

from

headquarters, which reads:
“Our
aeroplanes
have
continued
their bombing operations sctively day

rand

night,

Yesterday

great

activity

in the air prevailed on born sides. Our
artillery machines and balloons worked all day in
co-operation with
our
artlilery, despite vigorous attacks from
hostile aeroplanes,
A record number
of aerial protographs were taken, many

of them at great distances behind the
Une.

“Though

the

enemy's

aeroplanes

showed themselves disinclined to meet
our fighting machines unless well to
the east of the line
five hostile machines were brought down in combat
and nine others were driven down out
of control. Seven of our machines are
missing.
“A strong party of the enemy endeavored to raid one of our posis east
‘Of Klein Zillebeke during the
night,
but-was driven back by our
fire with
joss before reaching our position.
Ar-

tillery activity continues on both sides

of the Ypres battle front.

“Last night enemy aeroplanes again
dropped bombs on different places behind
our Hnes,
few
casualties
were
caused in one of our
haspital
areas, and there was some demage to
property in the civilian zone,
There

nesday night reads:
“This morning, after a violent bombardment.
the
Germans delivered
against the Callfarnie Plateau. two

offorti- attacks, which were repulsed. ‘One
by ficer remained in our hands. There
ition | were spirited reciprocal artillery acbanks of the Meuse.”
than 200 tions on both
———_+-——

two

‘The situation 1s

SWEDEN CHANGING.

Turning From Germany Toward the U.8.

ficient

administrations

Sey

—Hjaimar
to»

Lundunder--

States, The appointment is
vignificant of a change in Swoden’s
zu
commercial. policy. Before the -.wer
Swediah jron ore was to a considerable ‘extent exported to the U.S... and
pohm‘a mission, it is -underuni
to re-open this
toh will ‘canse a decrease
m ore sent to Gergeneral aituation,
the result of the commercial policy

with

Stewart
Lyon,
Canadian
Press
Gorrespondent with the Canadian Forces.
cable
Headquarters
Canadian Army
——North of Lens, a most successul

minor operation was carried out

BLAMED.

Petrograd Cable — The aim ofthe
congniracy In connection with
which
Grand Duke Michael
Alexandrovitch
and others were arrested was the restoration of the autocracy.
The chief
conspirators
were
Mile.
Margaret
Hitrovo. of Tobolsk, and Mme. Liubov.
Hitrovo, of Yelaburg, members
of
well known bureaucratic
family, both
of whom were arrested.
In the home of Grand Duke
Paul,

when he was arrested, was found a
mistress of the court, Mme. E. A.
Narychaine, confidant
of the former
Dowager
Empress
Alexandra
Feodorovna.
Mme. Narychaine was not
arrested, but an immediate domiciliary

seitid.

According to the Birzheviya a number.
of officers have been
arrested,
and

other grand dukes have ben taken into
custody.
“The State's attorney refuses to
assumed
rested
irators

divulge their names.
It is
that one of the Grand Dukes
was the candidate of the confor the throne.

BIG GUNS BUSY:
Artillery Duels.
Julian Front.

Germany

On

Gung There.

“On the Julian
front there
were
more intanse activity by our uirplanes.

“Last night, under’ favorable atwospherie conditions, thirty of our
airplanes fiew to Pola and bomimilitary

In the harbor

works:of

this an~

flee: at un-

and-in-the

although

atrackad

Ly

svaplanes ‘apd: -sheled> by. « fatt-alrcraft batteries; returned safely ©
their

bases.

While this operation
was in progof our
men
adress, another party
~ considerable
vanced eastward for
com:
distance
along
the
enemy's
munication
trenches on the north of
Lens.
»
1
Heavy shelling by, our, artillery.
in
the Gerthe Lens sector has forced.
fe

mans to.abandon
fences

and

use

their first

holes

shell

line

de-

instead.

Several large explosions occurred in
Lens last night and this morning.
IN, BRILLIANT MOONLIGHT.
London . Cable——Telegraphing

party) moved out farther

south

along

600

yards,

forward

of their

a front

‘They succeeded

of,

about

in establishing

and

posts

front lines. A few prisoners of the 2nd
Prussian Guards Reserve Regiment
were brought back. The raiders found
the Germans chiefly in shell holes, Into ¥hich they had
artillery~ fire.

been

driven by our

RUSS. RETREAT

FROM RIGA IS
STILL GOING: ON

Burning

moe Them

Villages Behind
to Check
i the
ined Ad-

i

nnabruck, says Oat alter covetal ur

the town

German

all the

in

in,

lasted six

being

intense

gion of Kull.

At

1915

with
waves.

hours.

in

and

the

re-

against the enemy, their flags unfurled
and
singing
the
‘Marseillaise.”
During the night," however, the
-Germans, having received reinforcements.
compelled the -- Russians. to retire — to

the north of the line of Kull Oger.
critic

of the

Petrograd Bourse Gazette, who is on a

or be abandoned.

impossible

the me

any

of the

movemént

Dvina,

strong positions, formed by the

Pe-

by

Take

system in the Pskoff
region.
which
are well fortified. It ig incredible that
the Germans can overcome these _ob-

stacles before the rainy season, the
writer adds. even if they do not meet
with serious resistance from
sians.
Col.
Shumsky says there

sufficient German
for

the

Rus-

are

not

forces on the east-

ern

front

a great

expedition

and

he scouts the idea of the Germans

of

the kind required to reach Petrograd,
landing a big army for an attack.
aim

of the German

blow,”

Col.

Shumsky concludes. “is Riga, and perhaps Reval, which is scarcely possible,

but no farthe:
RETREAT CONTINUES.
‘The Russian ofifcial statement
of the
retreat from
re

“In

the direction of Riga on Mon-

day our troops evacuated the town of
Riga and blew up behind
them’ the
fortifications at the
mouth
of
Dvina and bridges; across the: Dvina.

The

retirement

along

retcion,

is

the const

being

continued

in a northeasterly

.di-

The villages of Kabit_,about

27 miles south

100 miles north

of Pernau

(which

Hes

of Riga), Mainashtu,

Koshoul and Pidze on the Gulf of Riga
coast are being shelled by enémy ships.
“In the direction of Uxkull on Mon-

y

the Germans continued ‘to devel-

op their success in a northerly
direction. Towards evening the enemy dis-

rolles), in the region of Valenrode and
occupying

northward.

it.

penetration,

roops

Following
measures

are retiring

the

were

enemy's

taken

fo:

the readjustment of our front.
In the
region of Mildep, Rybnak and Kramzen our troops, fw
to withstand

the pressure of the enemy, are retiring In a northeasterly direction.”

TRIPLE SHIP OUTPUT.
France Has Big Plans

for

1918 as during

normal

times

according
to official

announcement made to-day.
Und

it Marine,” says the
t, “which
he conducted
ot

ge ee

of metal and”
what quays, ¢
and

women

of

cotntries

has

the internal
been held.

6.—The conferences

belligerent

been

and

neutral

postponed

Socialistic

until

conference

—
HOLLAND'S

has

FOOD.

Special Mission in U. 8. to
Make Terms.
| Washington

niizsion

from

Report

—

Hollana

The

to

States arrived at an Ati
day.
The special Dutch Missiva

sp:

L
port
comes

‘o

the United States bringizs inferniation

vs to the food situation
Holand
and statistics covering Dx
and imports of the last thr
quested by tay -smerican Gavernoien
an a recent note handed to Minister
van Rappard.
Negotiations looking to the
>
ment of foodstuffs to Holland wil! be

taken up by the mission where brok

off a week ago, when the exports
ministrative board declined to perm:
the sailing of nearly 100 Dutch ships
loaded with food and cattle feed.
The situation in‘ Holland has v.
sénted one of the hardest prob!
that hag faced the exports board in
uftempt to put into effect a ration
system
for the
northern
Europe
neutrals. The Dutch buy most of the'r
grain from other countries and
ex-

port large quantities of dairy and mes

products to Germany.
The Americ
Government desires to stop this fo
exportation to the enemy and at
same time does not want to go #0 far
as to impose any actual hardshlp oi
Holland.

ARGENTINE STRIKE.
Men On Leading Lines All
Threatening,
Buenos Aires, Report—Employees
of the.Pacific Railroad last night rormulated demands-upon the company,
while

workmon

of

Great

Western

the

Central

anc

Corboda companies, are.awaiting
reply to their derfiands, amd worker
for

the

presented

demands,

Railway.

threatening

have

to

strike”
immediateyy
-‘foovesnas
ct
workmen are now ont in tre generot
railroad strike.
*

~The.

strikers. atthe

plant of

Electric Company

refused

we

tre

company’s offer, and the men 1omaiu-

Paris Cable-——~Frauce expects >
be able to construct tnree times as
| many vessels for the merchant marine

during

Stockholm, Sept.

of

German

Coming Year,

before the war,

conference.

of the

prospects

the

on

400
.re-

on’

butidlso’

i

Gover

the

of

is
In well-informed circles, however, it
,considcred that the
recent
British
labor conference at Blackpool sinaghed any hope’ to gét the Stockhol:
conference together. Pieter J. Troe’
stra, the Dutch Socialist leader, sail
that the Russian delegation to Blac
pool could be expected at Stockh
within a. week, and that then the:
would be time to decide what to do.

trograd this year, The routes lealing
to the capital are protected nét pnly
by

i
~

x)
ly dropped, and it is impossible toleading Socialists to make a statement

quire not less than two months. and
in the next two or three weeks the
rainy season and bad roads will render

=

The attitude of the

demand

to

Socialists

{t will: seriously
.

An offensive movement of over
versts. Col. Shumsky says, would

i

Russia
mostly

definin the next few days, to settle
will bu
itely whether the conference
held without complete representations

visit to England, writing
concerning
tle evacuation of Riga, says the German offensive there cannot be carried

td 2 point at which
threaten Petrograd.

i
5

Germans, are expected to arrive with-

dvancing

military

Zimmer-

taining passports.
Some representatives from
are here. and other foreigners,

morning, under cover of his artillery

Shumsky,

i
;
i

for

plans

Socialist conference
abandoned, because of the

the

after

Riga

fire, the enemy threw his~ first, pontoons across the Dvina...
Two of his
bridges. were
destroyed)
by Russian
batteries.
At 1 o'clock the
Germans
had succeeded in gaining a footing on
the right bank of the river.
Throughout»
the
afternoon
bitter
struggles took place, -the loyal element
among the Russian troops
constantly

‘Col.

at

conrerence

t

"

11 o'clock in the

cqunter-attacking

The

—

Cable

Stockholm

Socialis
ten days
wald, Switzeriand, to be held
here,

the

has been
difficulties the delegates who
Sept. 1. great here
met through trouble in obcame
commenced

Rus:

began

particularly

ii

Switzerland Fails.

At the

advance

factories

to Central

in

Conference

Socialist

provision

The bombardment

3

causing casualties among~
Swed- Seperation
andimcldiers
in, hospi,
‘oft the Entente nations toward
en, causes her to seek relief, but
ine
‘
Ge ripany “Is no longer able to export
SKODAS. FORHERS
sntfictent coal for Sweden's demande,
«al
ti
to
forces: ‘Sweden: to

the

offensive

“The

day from the front, Reuter’s correspondént at British Army Headquar-

Fasa-

na Qanalr-—-Nine.tons.of
banihs were,
uvopped on tie tagots, causing. desirueion
and great conflagrations,

Gur machines,

a more favorable position for observajon.

from about 250 yards

Sending Men-and

val port and the encmy

taken belonging to the Second Guard
The result of the
Reserve Regiment.
operation, which was carried out by
men of Manitoba and Alberta Battalwith the Joss. is that
in
the
fons,
region due north ‘of Lens, our outpost
line has been advanced some 260 yards
nearer the city than before and is in

midnight
the Canadians
the
outer
In the brillant moonshell’ of Lens,
Ught a ‘raiding party went over from
our front, opposite Cite Sainte Elizathe enemy was busy
betti, «Whilst
dealing; with this incursion another

Rome Cable—The
Italian, officlai
announcement reads:
“From Stelvio to Monte Rombon
there were the usual patrol actions.

cher

and killing and wounding many of the
enemy, A number of prisoners were

once‘ agiit” bit in upon

FOR ITALIANS

Heavy

early

resulted
in the
this morning which
and
penetration of the enemy's line
communication trenches on a front of
about six hundred yards, and the ¢stablishing of a new outpost line well
in advance of these formerly, occupied

At the Bottom of the Romanoff Plot.

search of her home
made and her correspondence

of

(By

——o——

and

to abandon

The artillery preparations
at 5 o'clock in the morning
asphyxiating shells
and
gas

the Attack.

election and Inauguration of a President exposes us to the gravest
risks
and may cause the loss of our separate evistence as a nation.
‘The proposal was referred to a spec{al committee for Investigation.

of

The

Western Troops Engaged in

terrible

with

and Maximaljist propaganda,
were removed

“Front of 600 Yards.

powers for destructive aggression and
the present long period between the

proceeded

had been made

time

Foe Trenches

Penetrate

been

owing to the slight resistance expec:
ed from the: troops on the northern
front, whd, as elsewhere,
were largely contaminated by the international

virtually

NEARER 10 LENS

“other natiohs are developing very ef-

barded: the
Stockholm,

CANADIANS WIN

Allies for the purpose
of
checking
such lawless excesses and overthrowing those forms
of autocracy which
menace the peace, security and civilization of the whole world.”
The
proposal to seek ty Congressiona} action, or constitutional amendment, if necessary, a change in the
date of the Inauguration from March
to January,
was favored by some of
the
members
on
the
ground
that

One of the enemy's raiding machines
was brought down by our fire and deFRENCH REPORT.
Paris Cable — The official communication issued by the War Office Wed-

{o the anti-aircratt firé, the fate of the
kite balloon Was not observed.”

entry of the United States inio the
war in conjunction with the Entente

was no damage of military {mportance.
stroyed.”

comfighter patrols and shot‘An down,
enemy kite
pletely out of control.
and the obballoon also. was attacked,
Owing
forced to jump out.
server Wi

men and young girls, und sinking hos
pital whips and supply ships sailing
under safe conducts from the German
authorities.
“We welcome,’
sald the report, “the

WOMEN

driven oe
and the

more

acts

States, murder of civilians,
and assaults on women, wapton devastation
of localities abandoned, looting of oc-

The use of machine-guns upon trains,
lorry convoys and similar enemy ta!
gets during these forays is now 80
common that {t Is not thought worth
while reporting such Incidents.

falien

back more than thirty miles to the
northeast, retreating behind the Livon-

*

tnese

amestic peace and trade. of the United

‘the shock of the German attacks. The round and crossedthe aerodrome at a
bombardment of the coast south of height of 700 feet to observe the reas prepara- -eutt-of his lucky hit. Great clouds of
tion for a German landing, with the »IMUK smoke were rolling up, and it
railway junctions connecting Reval, was evident that a large part of the
_dacobstadt and Pskof{ as the objec- plant had been destroyed.
ns

aenounced

aviators also have “been\ ‘extremely
busy since thé return of clear Weather. cupied regions, murder of apt. FryIn one case a direct hit was made att and threats to treat other mariners
as franc. fireurs, deportation of woith a heavy bomb on an enemy aero

panic in the rear of the army, where
there is great disorder.
HEA present time,” says the paper,
“the braver units alone are retaining

| and
emceeThree of T

niu,
whehce to operate
ap éonjunction with: the naval
toward Reval,
¢
on the Guit of Finland, in an inside
t
London Cabic.— British merchan
yor to seal up the Russian fleet
ne in
tons of the gu!
—Many
ships eunk by mine or submari
{London Cable—
knocking:
were
Germans:
While the
ed twenty of
peen
in’ further:
number
week
past
tie
‘bo!
west
the
from
Riga
at, the gates of
i
establishraids on German smilitary
and three under
dfidsouth-weat, hurling shells -of- al) “more than 1,600 tons
“official —
nents. in Belgium, causing large Tires: @aibres
tons, ‘according to the
and loosing-sas-waves. against. 1
‘
jay
gave out the
.
‘che Admiralty to-day
a cinoenine to-nightveewsels
town, loyal Russian troops. held
sunk the
‘the
‘operations:
these
of
t
account
merchan
tollowing
British
ay them back long enough to blow, up
ne
instant
submari
or
third
the
=ine
on
by
“Ab midnight
previous week)
the
fortifications
at
the
mouth
of
the
and
tons
naval:
by
out
1,600
carried
over
n
bombing raid was
ed eightee
‘
.
Bruges docks, the Dying and raze the’ bridges over the number
five under 1,600 tone.
wherd
the
, 2
and the Chis- waterway to the south
The weekly summary: Arzivale
defection jn the ranks of the Ruselans
,
apparently was greatest, the Germans, 384;, eailings 2,432.t vessels over 1,600.
British merchan
according to the Berlin official comprevious.y;
including’two
munication. took. some thousands of tons unk,under 1,609 tons, including
prisoners and also captured more than twenty;
¥
|, hits were observed on syecl
previously, three.
one
were 160 guns and large quantities of wer
ishing vessels aunk, none.
Many sheds along the quaysidecaused
material,
p
hant vessela unasucce’)hit, and large fires which were
five previjnclading
when the
_
BOMBARDMENT
OF
THE
CITY.
burning
be
to
seen
still
were
All our
Reuter’s Petrograd
correspondent
machines recrossed the Ine.
says the German attack on Riga had.
niachines returned from both raids.
“On Monday afternoon,
been anticipated for a considerable
ABANDONED.
time, and that the evacuation of the
instant, an enemy aircraft
machine was enguged by one of our principal establishments already had

(raps

into the front-line trench and put on
thelr gus masks, At that moment our

eS

and. givin,

=

when gas {s projected into the trenches
ag it seeks the lowest level available
and settles there-untll gradually absorbed. {nto the atmosphere. .Forsa’
ing their dugouts when the gas alarms
began to ring, the enemy rushed up

“GERMAN LANDING

= Petrograd Cable — The

covering a

object would
“of the Riga army, or
thereby entirely clearing

i

=

com-

pany.
‘These misfortunes cut the nerve of
the enemy, and the clrcumstances of
the attack Tuesday morning added to
inetr demoralization.-That attack was
nreceded py the projection ~of sas:
Some drums of gas Were taruwn ta10 1
the German trenches beyond the point |
to which it was intended that our men

$

ren aaee

PANS SCORED

holding the trench. In a few
utes half of the company were wiped
‘out. In another part of the trench a

a

the

labor js

fug-at work Joined the strikers, Naval
forces are’ guarding the naval stoke>s

Le
a
cppdnct the ‘service. in ths Methodist
chureh on’ Sunday and’ wioe
een

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 14-15

Pund.

WALLACETOWN
Miss Margaret. Garrett, of. ae

styles and shades, at special values.

‘Miss’ Margeret Graham, ot Detroit,

has returned after srebdion. two weeks
vineber
ae here,
Mh
is the oa
off
tceods inSpeen
“Dr, an

‘MISS. E. M. KISTRUCK IN CHARGE
We will also have a full and up- -to-date ‘display..in all departments of Fall and Winter

ot
Whittiegham, of St. Thomas, is |’

name

particularly

“sea lawyer”

un-

is the

one sailor can use toward

board ship is supposed to

vVesse} to meet with gales.

‘saying is, “A cat carries a gale
;" and the average
sailor bewhen a cat frisks about the
@eck she ig raising'a
storm. Pigs also
have a bad reputation
on shipboard.

©

Benefit.

we one of the saddest of. the
benefits which have been celeat Drury

Lane

on June 27, 1828,

was

that given

for Grimaldi,

the

of his aptimely end.
Miss Gladys Cusack, of Buffalo,

has

We

at You and Some Never Do. _
You probably have tioticed that some
ees in pictures

also thatfn

seem

to follow

you;

other pictures there are

faces which are hot looking at you, bat
no matter where you walk, even though
it be in .the direction in..which they.
seem to be looking, you will never find

Miss *T, Walters, of Tyroonoell,

is

ing on that side of you.

This works

very

a group

queerly

if you

have

In bis essay

“Perpetual

ae

pub-

| Deace

until

the

world

Js politically or-

ate]
appa ste
into the nowee,

and

broke three ri!

Blind Dogs and Rats.
born’ blind or that become

WHISKEY TO

BE’ MADE.

plind by. accident are able to smell.
‘and paw their way into the most inac-cessible and out of the way.places.
It

DZS

AZSASSE

We

the

more W.

purposes, and

eee

| tarning

for

many

‘of them

Sept.- 9,—Althongh

formation

no.

is available at

nnderstood here that

‘ed.

Found

Anywhere

BSiEGELG

|

“MAIL
INQUIRIES
SOLICITED

ComaR WOQOMARD & STATE

WO COMMECTION SITH any OTHER

DETROIT

ee

==. Hogs Poultry Wanted

DUTTON
Batter, Ib- petals, wrapped.

Sept. 12

68

ASK

FOR.

PRICES

The highest price will be paid for Hogs and F

yperton....

We

hop-pertou

have

others
‘this work,
distillcries into. man-}
nts for yeast, vinegar

ae byts.
;
REGULATION OF APPLE PRICES
“Ottaws,

Be

Beautifully tailored after the newest fashions that the season has brought out. Plain
or trimmed styles developed from -Gabardine, Men’s Wear Serges, Oxford Meltons,
Velours and Homespuns.
The colors—
taupe, navy, purple, black, forest green,
balsam and Java brown,
The new. high
waist line, submarine collar and bell cuffs
are a few of the distinctive features. Trimmings of velvet, braid, fur plush and embroidery.
Richly silk lined.
All sizes,

~

Distillers may continue mannfacturing eloohol for commercial

ae,

2 $25.0

Mindactre inthe U, 5. Ends Under| them, oe

Food Conservation Law
.
Weshinxtoo, Sept
Sept. 8.—To-night
way interferes with th
at IL! ane whiskey mannfactnre Jearn tricks, acquire habits or find
ceases in the United
States ander
bed.
Of Course It Can't Be Done.
provisions of the food control law, thelr
Rats, as a matter
of fact, if they use
Of course well informed people know
knd the millions of bushels hereto- their eyes at all—a doubtful matter—
are some ignorant
fore used in making ‘that form ef can see little or nothing of the world.
be diverted to food. Tlie retina of these creatures has no
a good time without spending more
a see epithe
stops polnt of perfect vision such as is found
can afford.—Claude Allen in pei ora
‘ast how mach
grain in the higher animals
and mah; hence
Star-Telegram.
willbe added to the food supplies thelr. noses, muscles, touch and: bear
as a result is not determinable, but ing give them information-ibout the
experts say about 100,000,000 bushNever Finished.
world they live in.
(anxiously)—About how Jong, dar- els are a
Bye the. distilleries
sill it take to complete
your trous- every year, of which about
>
Rice Culture.
She—All the rest ony married 000 bushelf are, wnsed in whiskey
‘The culture of rice 4s alluded to to
mani
‘Talmud, and there is evidence that
Gustoms officiais throughout the the
it-'was grown In the valléy ot. the
country after to-night will seize all Euphrates and in Syria Before 400
importations ‘of
ritnous liquors
\ It -was taken toto Persia trom
ees
the United States. © Of- India ‘and liter tuto Spain by the
of the fateraal
roreaT
jts. cultare was introA
rae throughout
the oduntry
| 886 that$ distilleries will ‘make no |

Are Showing

To

of

a pail

Mr. paivard is

some time,

NO MORE
‘the people, nee the kings, rae.
And he
added that the peoples of the earth
faust cultivate and attain the spirit of
hospitality and good will toward all
ae
and nations

fell over

iu bis 90th year and bas been ailiog for

EE

Best Fall Suits

ever you stand ‘he will seem to be look-

visiting Mra. Pettit.
people who were all looking at the
The Willing Workers have completed camera when they were photographed,
arrangements for the coming fair night If you look at the photograph from one
in the Methodist church. The Elgar side they all seem to turn to follow
Ladies Quartette, of Loudon, aad Miss you and then to turn back if you look
MoDiarmid will fursish the program.
sat it from the other side.
But it they
A eed accident occurred at the home |*, were not Jooking at the camera you can
ot Lawrence Bainard when Mrs. Bain- never get them to look at you,
ard, while belpiog ber husband up the

Pa

ROR
EDS gx ARTIS
RAS ARNT
ANC ANION

returoed after spending the past week
with the Misses Emma aod Eva Cosack. * | the face looking at you. Indeed, faces
Miss Nora Whittingham is the guest in pictures
are either looking at us
of St, Thomas friends.
‘from wherever we look at them or else
The Willing Women Wer Workers they neverlook at us from wherever
will_ oot meet this mouth on account of we look
at them, The same
is true of
pe ‘teir being beld. on oe third Thurs- photographs,
TLa rule is very. simple. If the perays
won who wasbeing painted or. photoSHEDDEN.
graphed was looking at the painter or.
Mrs. John Trace ia ‘seriously ill at
the camera, then wherever you. stand
her home here,
_
ho will seem to be fooking
at you.
If
Mrs. Oyrus Stafford, of Obicago, is
visitiog friends avd relatives in the be was Jooking on one side, then wheryillage,

- lished in 1795, Immanuel Kant declared that: we can never ‘bave ‘universal

R. KEMP

EYES. INPORTRAITS.
Why. Some Atwaytnas
Seem to Gaze Right

aim to give you value
for your money

ations.
of the great caretakers of History. tol
jowed Caesar.

|

With greatest’ dislike, for

considered

We extend a cordial invitation to all
Goods.
to. examine these exceptional values.

in

ZEA

omen, while women are beto bring bad luck. Lawyers are

home

:

a

kind

Cornmeal, Oatmeal, Salt iby be
"GRAIN WANTED —fighet Pi
05 | Seeds Wanted and cleaned free

6

Dutton Elevator

BSS

ling her holidays at her

ro
Sn ecan
BSesssasa

sci

16” villuge.
gt atd Mes. John Hall, of Windsor,
called on friends in town last week on
theit way home from Toronto Fair.
Lhe Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist.
church met at the bome of Mrs. Flam
on Tuesday afternoon,
Rev. Mr, Moliroy oocupied thi
io the potas eburch on Say
alterooo:
The Women’ ‘6 Institute ‘will serve
luaghes ‘io the town hall’on Fair Daye
Proceeds for patriotic purposes.
The relatives or friends of the saldiers
overseas from Wallacctown or south
Danwioh are kindly meunpaied: to send
in their complete pddrees to the Red’
Croas Secretary as.eoon as convenient,
The many frieuds of the late Bartley
Lumley. of Iona, wore grieved to eats

S24

d

When we will have on display a unique showing of Fall and Winter Hats, in all the leading

sister,

ee eod Mrs, 8. V. Joues aod Laura
oliard were the oa
of friends at}
[5 Union for the past week,

5 necessa fi
High =

oe) aa
geeeskSasuee

Mrs. Jomea Lyaok.

fact eve
bie

with hee

ssussasse

weak-ood

Carman
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Bran and Feed Flour.
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ae Coal, Molasses ‘Meal
lomestead
ad for Wha, Beans, Oats, Baler.
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Pollakd’s « Old

Dutton Pump &

Scand:

Garage

Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or Deep Wells:
All Kinds of Repairing

Auto

Repairing Our

Specialty

Oils and Greases in’ Stock ©
Agent

for

All kinds of Storage Batteries Charged.”
Chevrolet
We always have a falt line.
stock.

Station Street
T. R. SMALL, Manager

Free: Air.)
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ailacetown Fair Thursday and Friday, Sept. 20-21
DEATH OF DR. G. W. LING
Was Prominent in the Community: For
. © Nearly Halfa Centory:

(NOT FAR FROM HOME
© Bx-4

STILL

The death occurred at his home-in
this village on Sanday of owv of ite moet

ent.
1
inthe
persou
George W: Ling. ‘Two years ago he
suffered » paralytic stroke, from which’
he partially recoyered aud was able to
mingle with the pablic, bat since Inst
aatamn he had been confiued® to’ his

Now is the time to plan for comfort for the winter.” You need a’

ane

new Range or a Stove, or ney be
arate wanting a heater,
why.we are the people. who can fil 1 your wante with
it high quality, 2°
guaranteed’ goods and at reasonable prices.

home, gradnally
tho. end camo,

form
No charge
ith 85 Years’ experience

. | Sach
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edacation

achoola a:

old

weaker avtil

as

until he entered

the

AEBX

MoKILLOP,

London,

be

Rag

Pore
G. Kare,

hac

R.D. A. CAMERON
‘MD.OM.,

Trinity

4

MoPARLaNng
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Office

Hours

erage

an

from
from a

in ‘jumping
train.

active villag@® with

Prospects,

bright

sayor of Chatham, nom:
of. wio-the- wat
foOdig, bas

Wallacetown,

Buccessar-to

DR. SMITH
Eye,

Ear,

Nose,

Gas

Throat

fatare

He bailt upan extensive and

Despite his active life be foaud timo to
devote ‘his energies to other matters,
educations!
and
mavicipsl,
In 1889

them
There
ja my
counts

OR. FRANK E. BENNETT
Grad- |

|

J.

B.

CRAWFORD _
OOOO

Board

namber

#0

much’

they

had already acquired considerable prop:

estar

His arm was
be was other-

erty, and antil bis illness le took undivided interest in the welfare of the
village.
He again entered manicipal
life and from 1907 to
1913, with th:
ception of obe year, was reevo o!
village, aud amongst the most efficient
officers, aud uot a few of the improvements that make Datton pre-eminent
are dae tohim.
In the county coancil
he was one of its most prominent mem-

bers, presiding with marked ability over
the various committees and lending his

influence in the canse of progressive
ideals.
In politios He wasa Liberal aud was

president of the West Elgin Association.
He was also i coroner for the county for

Years

ements
DETROIT
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Sasser

Poultry
Wanted
FOR PRICES.

and
will be paid. for Hogs.
pricest
The: highe

Poiltry.

did

uot regain

of i

died in the bospitai

his wife and son, of

are « lot

When there

sare:

make ‘Mise

yoar

Dan-

Like all mankind Dr, Ling bad his
outspoken

firm

in

what

he thought

in his judgment, bat

possersing asdisposition

that

made

him

intike when you get 6. weekor two

ae

Aud: tfie-tents!

of

Well, You might

#» well be ander an apple tree that
never
h had w leaf on for teu years aa be

the
one in which I am domioiled—justin pat
you jo

mind when we used to fll in the
lake down at Whitesides’,

Private
Mra.

Sowden's

Thrilling

Experience

Willard 3. Griswold
has joss re-

ceived a letter from her brother, Private
Joseph

Sowden,

whore

name

appeared

in the casualties recently. Pte. Sowden
writes to say he is getting along fairly
well.
Following is the letter in Part:
It seems that tho shrapnel will haveto
stay in my shoalder sa they cannot
rot
it out without hurting something that
would be worse, The neck, shoulder
and arm are in bad shape, bat I think

‘hey are
ry wl get better again.
to moe here, it is a British
hospital. The Oanadian hospitals mast
have all been filled.

the friend of many.
A Onnadian Red
lo is survived
by his wife and one sou, sround the other day
ni
Dr. G. H. : Ling, who is on the staff
containing

Cross lady came
and brought me-a

a

razor,
she Saskatchewan University at Saske- | shaving
brash, wt
soap, cous
tooth brush,
brash comm,
aa hair
their auto toon, avd who left for the West
and a lead pencil also a box of:
the previous Sanday after spending the
of bri
summer in Dutton.
One brother also
Tho
Canadinisn Red Orose is certainly
tals tes.a
mighty good thing Ih
sarvives him, William Ling, of Weatmi
yr
on the battlefield nt Hill 170,10, Whoa f
The faneral service will be held today
was wounded the atretober

way

to

yinit.

away all my. equipment.
at 1 o'clock in the Presbyterian charo!
which the deceased attended, and inter- | © verything to get at me

ment

will take place

oemetery:

in the St. € Thomas

The Packing Cnmmittee

tunic

started - ba:

aid

could

so Tisans,

uot
take hole
me away
right then
® shell
for Awhile,
autil so
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He

was right,
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collars of self and novelty materials,

g‘eiv

Twill deaye it

The aviators certainty have sheir Boise.
work
town fine—some flying apside down,
0 others twisting Jtke cotkscrews. It is

norm trifates nf
et
gio Fair for » namber of years.
In 1900 he moved to Dutton where he

F

should See these coats to understand

the real values.
Made of Cheviot,
English Kerseys, plain and checked
Velours;" Bréadcloths and Novelties,
Many:have trimmings of fur’ plush:

of

about.

some piece of
rot allowed to

some aight to watoh them,
Say, Harold, talk about

if aH i FiFE ijtsf 84 jut riii

Shown This Season
The picture will give you some idea
of the smart styles, but mothers

ASK

seen

read

wioh clay after heavy rains! Why it is
“ tenuis court compared to Flanders.
is aaKociates mt
An hove’s_rain here. makes = regniar
bot ope have}. arr
#0 you-oan-imapice what it

Le

7-50 and *10

SEAS

you

tani

of bews
swore
togethar

has dq.

trance examin:

“40 aduolt.
papile
ew
on cettificato. Pe Ibe anoninol

many years.

ie

yet. I certainty would like to,
are two or ‘three other Slat boys
battalion, bat according to all acthere cannot be many of the 9st

Taw writing this sitting by® shook
o of wheat that ix close to my téut. The
airplanes are flying over iy head like »

SO OOOOOOOOOOGOS
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from
Jana-

ron

to do so.

was driying off an

to

I might

show
hard-

tilt Tget home, if itis my good fortune

well stocked ial
styles and makes,

/
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probably

T have
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Whey are: co: tainly’

See our
stock of . Gas
Heaters. “in the. yarious
styles and makes,

‘a7 Hincks Street, St. Thom:
a
eee beck ot tee Anderson Co.'s Stor
one.
or
fo St. Thomas tor
ap:|$
polntmenta.
|| PLOLOOOOOOOSOOOO

in

and fire those anvils of Bill Af.

picturesque,
beiog built baudrede of
years ago, bat the Gérmana took
care that they did not leave many

Heaters

“We

hell,

mode of<agricultars is very ancient,
The fow gharches that ar@oft are very

‘bead. of @: threshing
® farm in Gosfield

“Wed

DENTIsT

is

| France.

‘Toroa'

eke
ae
rey et
pe
mplete stock of Wood and Coal Heaters.
are the leaders in the stove business.
Come ani id see our large and >"
complete “stock of Stoves, Ranges, Heaters and Gas Heaters,
6
;
We will be only too pleared to show you our goods

:

ate of Trinity University.
caste
of oyat Collage
of Dental Surgeon

War

loft,
[am afraid the opisber wiil be
yery
small that will return to St.
Thomas,
=
Thia is a very beentiful part of
Fhe oropa are good and not a
{oot of land haa Roos to waste, bus the

our stjiply of Gas Heaters

|

‘A. -TESKEY
Ss sRmoe 16,

sare

past.

chinery,

Phealh tomes nnd Residence

At Rodnay
every Wednestiay,

thing of the

ary,

Vand *1883, ho wal depaty.reave for tlhe

We are fortunate enough
in being able to procure

i, DOW, 0.0.8. L.D.s

we

are keeping
the time is
Fr Bill isa

a desoviption of anything

Phoug 186,

r of ‘Toronto Universliy.
|
Hoor Graduate
‘Graduate of Royal College of Dental Burgeous
* Offloe—Henry- Block
Dutton ,

ot<)

Oot here, as the stuff
ut

fleok's, obly ours was a very. tame
to this. We are uot far from the
ast plave ou the whole front,
LT bave uot wet any of the boys
bome since I came to France last

t 4and by'appolutioutit,

DENTAL, *

DE

ae

‘ats you

480 Talbot Strest, St: ‘Thomas
Houre)

Gra-

ot
et woe.
We
right. at it-yet, wud I bi
oot far distant when

powder

& successfal praotics, not only iu Dotiwich bat in the surrounding townships,

De. H, A.See
phd bi been «
of the rardsvills High School
52 years, bas resigood and is

Above is the cut of the Treastirc Range, made and gtiaranteed by. x
The D. Moore Co.
It isa winner and one of the.best stoyes ont
market,
Come and see this stove on our floor,

=) 2 to 4 poms 7 to
9 p.m.

Specialist

L-

Dattou, when we paed to got some black

Vatvoruty; P70. M,, Tri

OFFIcg—Main Strese,
Busrpaxca Shackleton Btrest,
WH.
PD

John

in-mind of » 2th of May celebration

: tay algateas Colleges MOP A Deine.
"<

Corp.

graduated from Trinity Univermty. Tor-

onto. Ha entered upon tho practice of
his profession in that year at Melbourne,
where he remained for.two yours, ra.

—

M,D.C,M.,
OP,

7, M,” Bdinba:
ito, dnd MC,

from

he foar of the artillery and noise of
be barating sholis ia awfal.

moving to Wallacotown, which was thea

EON
‘nace ty,4
Gondor; {PTB

Hookit

quite»

the pablic and high

University of Ann Arbor, Mioh,, from
‘which he graduated iv 1865,
“In 1866 lo

the. moss autlsfactory re-

‘one-half the regular prices.

E.

growing

AWAY

bam, in France;
Jast a few lines to let you know that
I received your parcel of tobacco and
tmany thanks fér same. I consider it

Dr. Ling was in hiv 26th year and was
born at Hamilton, whore to received

ave perfect eye-sight?

PEGGING

Writes Corp. J. L. Graham—Flanders Clay
Stick
eth Closer Than That of Dunwich
The following . extracts are taken
from a letter recently: received by Har-

around me,

have sent to

Hyman Hall, London, 37 pairs of pyjamas

An appeal has come by cable for the fol-

lowing articles, to which all the ladies ar
Ssked to contribute material to. ma!

way

T can hardly realize that I am

from it-all,

This in bapa
evs greatest battle
é
Stretcher caps, mad: je of cloth or serge, of the war, and I be!
lined with flannelatte,
a
be
tchern of the
mans,” and we try to live up to it.
Twenty thousand personal property bagi | y kick
myself sometimes that Iam
& month, made of khaki or other colored
there yet helping the boys to hold it,potas
devin,
Houve-wives of kbaki, denim or linen, this pa
Jor plucé waa von and lost
them:

fo,

contain

yarn.

daroing

thread,

shoe

by

the

Imperials

two

or

three:

times.

battle may decide the war, for
lacew,
{sear
needles.
grey Tho
we have all of Langs there id when
bachelor bui- ooontry
a
tons.
for » good
miles in front
Bed socks, kvibted, or like large boots;-ot | °f 8% 80d wo van fixmany
him there.
tweed or serge, lined with
flannolette.
Face clothe in: very large: numbers as | keep: HUW 70 and Le:
nee, either knitted or of. Turkish towo!. eee that the Canadians were + thers.
ing. nine inches square.
hey moved us away from the Vimy
for any of the above will be to take: the ottier, and we are doing it.
thankfully -reosived
any Daughter of | 1 think: that it will soon be over now.
the Empite,.or roay beby lett
at the Library and I hope that-I reach home safe. I
any Thareday.
(Mrs. vas Mrs. White and

Mes.

been appointed
to

Hol.

or, ‘pect tobe ih the hospital for a long
ume and, believe me, Ido not like
the lif 9.
Pe Sowdou also states in his lotter
thas be saw
fighting at Vimy, Farbus,
Le, atin
‘Vion,
‘Fromoy,
dat
a Hil
The writer wont epethede. with tae

Willow anil, Eom
Down

Avion,

, of Calgary.
at ‘Campbellton,

or a. nomber of years.

but is w

where he lived
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Looking

unto Jesus

the
who

‘of our falth;

|’

idured the cross, desp!

“and is set down at the right hand of
the throne of God,
THE PRIVATEER,
‘he steps of my. first pulpit rested

‘his

prayers and devotions, that he. would
endure any loss or puniahment
rather than discontinue them, even’ for
They

calculated,
on

his ohed!-

eace to God. They could make hia frequent prayers to God a sure basis of
calculation in forming the‘r echeme
(or his overthrow..They entirely ¢onCéaled from the King
thelr designe
against Daniel.
They gave him no
ume to deliberate, no 0)
cobstlting. with. Dantel,

E-built upon the flat
ital house, usually at
Being thus..clevated.
there would be free circulation of alr
Toward Jerusthrough the windows.
alem—Solo:
tivity or in strange lands,
pray with their faces toThe Jew Was acto pray with his face toward
Kneeled—An attitude in‘the temple.
earnestness.
‘gicating humility
and
"Three times a day—At nine, twelve

sand ‘three o'clock.
‘The first and last were the hours
e thanks—
et the dally sacrifices, Gav!
nd 6
were faith, courage
n in” Daniel's ‘heart as

wr thankfulneax” under. such .circumHi
he ald
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b
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,
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“the
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14.
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acted

lion's den,
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conversing With God.
secret of his strength,
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the

not
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was'that of loyalty to God,

he ee
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study of the feeding
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without ostentation

-or

yay to-show
his God behis God

While he did not omit
fear of danger, he add

nor
way of insult'to his * persecutors;
G
sovereign.
defiance toward his
worldhonored God at x time when the

tality
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fourth.

though

Alsike clover is the wet land hay‘ and
It, is-richer.Anprotein
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forage
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respond

‘hol
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uprightness Kare
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“ut
mine

but

when

comes

a
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Manding the top prices?
early and thoroughly.
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O'Donnell
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that

of

also important.

why most

mame

the

And

ts as famous
fn

Wellngton

in
land, General O'Donnel! was which

of

Queen Isabella's reign, and his trium-

the
phant march was only checked by
diplomatic opposition of England.
“Most of these Irish-Spantards eml-

the
grated during the first half ofquickly
nineteenth century. They were — which
absorbed by Spain—a country on newquickly stamps her character
comers—and hardly any of their pres-or
ent representatives apeak English, and

Finish beef

beve

knowledge

any

English

of

everywhere
frish Jife. But they carry
a dark past and
tales
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One after one they left us;
\. Phe sweet birds out of our breasts
flying away

‘they come

again

at nightfall

between

link

ee

Roman

Catholic

priests still

for
It creates a
in Salamanca.
existing:
continuous channel of — communicacountiona for the clergy of the two
ary

in the morning;

Will they-come again to their nests?

Will

of

thelr family
thefr dames as witnesses of thelr is famno
ily romance, and their Influence
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opinion which Spain,
aptertalte
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elven BUFFALO LIVE STOCK.
East Buffalo, Report.—Cattle, receipts,
125; ateady.
10 817,
Veals, strong, receipts ga 1slow;
others
Hoye, receipts 1.08; p!
19 $19.55:
trong, heavy snd mixe $9.5yorkers:
yorkers $19.15 to $19.2; I ht Troughs
$1
9 $19.25; pigs $17.75 to $13;
to fis; stegs $14 to
‘and lambs, recejpts 1.28; active,
Lambs strong, #12 to #150 ‘others un-

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Cattle,

very rarely.

When

receipts 17,000.

Market et stro
Teaves
Weatertr
Western
.
Crockers and: f
Cows

and

helrers

.

Hos,
‘recelpts 12000
Market slow.

Bulk of

dis-

‘ease attacks @ pearl it turns color and

after a time criimbles away. The most

valuable pearl ever known is supposed.

belongs
‘to nave become diseased. It
Russian milllonaire who kept it

‘sales’

Sheep, receipts
Market 1

18,000.

Wethers..
Lambs, na

Our Humorists.
hope any
All we can say Is that we
Hive out
given bumorlst of ours will
the greatest length
of days and not

need
stop Joking before he dies. We years
every moment of his threescore
and ten to keep us sane and kind, and
we cannot de satisfied with a stinted
measure of time for him. When he beging unsurpassably to delight the world
cur
national
pride as well as our

human need is bound up in his continuance:

Possibly

we are ‘going trom

bad to worse, as we have always been,
‘but we think we have been kept fron:
the ‘worst by the humorist’s smile; not"
by the satirist’s frown,
er races,
other lands abound in songs and ser:
mons, but we have ‘sent our laughtey

over the world to save it alive more
than anything else could.—W. D. How~
ells in Harper's Magazine.
ee

The Man Who Thinks,

A’ man. with dirty face

aiirt

in
education gecieraily place them
io
Engtist-apeaking convents, either
Spain or in England. These convento
generally.trish."—Pxchange.
are
=
Death of a Pearl.
i
‘Pearisiare almost the onty precious
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mince woe

MARKETS.
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in
com-

Eng-

inyears of

mand of the Spanish troops
vaded Morocco in the last

com~

Cr

a; LT cattle, 31 calves, 2,000,
sheep.
1075

Did Not Get All Emiof the Emerald Isle.

lesa nunrerous,

General

three or

are

CATTLE

TORONTO

ficer in the Spanish infantry, was better known as a poet. Another poet of
Irlah descent died recently in Madrid,

four old steers when baby beeves and
two-year-olds

tations on

‘oronto delivery, 18

ow
yellow
15 10conte o
randlated in 20-Ib. bas,
ewt.
ice: 1e1d. bags, 3) cents over: S-locartons, 23 cents over, and 2 tb, carto!
er.
»

the Carlist wars won the title of Marofquis del Norte. His son, though an

fore bave a told

en they mount high int othe
“hottest ‘day in eummer

enough,

letters of

MacKenna, ONeill, earl of Tyrone, became o Spanish field marshal, and in

“Quality in dairy products is the seeret of success of Individuals or com,
:
wwell-{inished

issues

“This would explain

food stuff;

ruggedness

.

Christ calls

of individuals
most
remunera-

panies

|-

in the main

faith, its monarehical spirit, and noble
traditions, particularly attracted
the
more distinguished Irish families. In
search of a new home, while the middle and poorer classes preferr
to
sall’ to: more democratic and Englichspeaking lands.

the best and most persistent cow; give
her an
opportunity to make greatest
profi
.

Went

ance was as
plete
nis. obedience ng fee

less

o.. heavy
Lambs, yenrll
Spring’ iambs

a superior authority,

branded

It 1s probable that the special conditlong of this old country, its Catholic

‘The Yeavy winter milker Is usually

ere. He mgt Tene when he.sam the
tint formed by Andenerasunder

and

Beef, forequarters
Do., hindquart.
Carcases, cholce

But there je an Irish element tn Spain,

be exercised
daily. Overtat, unexercised mares usually show 60 per cent. greater mor-

ing)8

of

“You-ere, perhaps, too much Inclined to think,” eaid a Spaniard recently,
“that America
«is the
only
forelgo
eountry where Irish emigrants
land.

per

Good rations for any class of live
stock must be well balanced as to varjety and palatability, ‘succulence and

As the horse is larger or smaller,

souls

IRISH SPANIARDS.

when

pounds

boldly

America
grants

the feeder, yet a mixture is very acceptable to the stock.

grain a day, and 4p equal aniount ‘of
Timothy

four

the

+2 ——_—

the enallage, or hay that would other-

to one-third of the oats with corn, barley or bran. A 1,400-pound horse whl
usually do well on 17, to 21 pounds cot

feed more or leas.

to

and

tn sight,
then the old rebel flag
nauled down and the Mag of loyalty
and freedom {s hoisted up. What kind
of flag files at your masthead?

wise be wasted, cut and mixed with the
ensilage and roots, 1s a great saving to

be cheapened by replacing one-fourth

recognized as one of. the. best roughages for the work-horge, ‘bul a good
prairie hay, red top,
quality
of upland
al
Sever‘ orf
alfa, can be’ substitut

two

the

stronger than the strong man

“Cut feed means ess wrste und greater palatability.
Cut straw mixed with

ee
_ but that, the ration. can often,
grain, De

hay.

~atifyom

for God

of this world, who

had: trusted: in
Dakota man advises ‘dividing the
religion. was a part of ‘The
feeds ag follows:
Grain feed—Morn- }- In-foal mares should

sou;
assall
jel did not go-out of his
his determination to honow
fore his King. He

place

Do you see the point?

Should
molasses

pres rer car?

in

you His own, by conquest, by gift, by
purchase, and you are really His by
voluntary surrender and consecration.
Men are held in possession by the God

hero of Mons, is a

good supplement

head

mast. you capitulate
at
discretion;
you hand Back your sword, and your
ship 1s confiscated.

“daxativedfeeds and exercise are the
“a Nery

war ta.
“
an. cabbage, dozen
rr
b.

that is why

the

‘The way some men carry themselves,

broad atrow-is

nobody.

secrets

uncover

anid an iron is put {n the fire, and the

thao his life.
Ike the pro-

nothing

mot

‘ate boarded’ by

cat. he is in posseesion of nine

F

If you

ters of marque from a constituted authority, to swing around snd look big,
and make reprisals,
but when they

strong

is collar, A
-was ‘not to

to treat it tenderly until he came back.

. Ma

Christ.

you would think that they carried let-

Or out of it,” as-he often sald,
When
going out on’ his nightly prowls he
left the pipe with a mate, telling him

f@, fears

even

as a master;

they-do

his head, He was taken prisoner.
Gahey carried a litte black » cla.
pipe, “the best he ever saw fn Ireland

than red clover andican be eeeded on’
wet, sour land, when red clover and alhim, } falta’ will not grow:
power, Was depying and deriding
aban+
be
to
not
wa
devotion
of
lfe
‘A
“A ’man who'hay’ had much experience
doned by any. proclamation from men.
‘to, seed) alsike
plan d’
says itifé a’ goo
have
ered too Inte He appears from first to lastdoneto what
clover
with “timothy, with orchard
“himeelt—He discov
He
have
innocent and to
top. “When seeded
grass Yor with (red
drapithat was eet for, him. to
9% Kept
God. Piety wrougi: ‘alone
‘of the clover lie on the
was Tight before
the
stems
fool'ahis allowed. hia vanity. to
integrity of life and ohar~ ground and-make +a mat’ that fs: dittibi
in. hig consenting
h the most envious ton.
_@
1. TASS, serves to hold
ft worship , for
no hold. He was.a cult to, cut,
spite to deperception, prayer and the cloverThe uD,eenikns
mixture 1s also more: readHe Beare nen a sense of per- easier,
fly cured.
yiction: of divin
“A good. mixture |
ee
distrusted his Lord's purposes,
‘Hmothy,
Sate tive pounds, |@
not.in:
were
erclover: five
power. His thanksgivings
per acre: or
2 A pounds,
s ten |
“wieked step he ‘hed ‘taken; -terrupted by any of theseer
ec
pounds,
and orchard
coh
My
(01
ee
nate ‘adopted a plan
Fe nets “Thovgh he ers
ea tcon will give, Taost. alslke

to

nize man

brligs thermost money to the owner.

The hore
The wise and di- conalyweats

manifold perils, Danie!

his God

was

pipe more
alive, for,

Master,

po

U-gt. bit.
Onions, plekling
Ege
plants, il-a!
Head lettuce, ham}
Gherking,, 11 ats.
, 6 Quarta.i
Green pepper
d
ra,
Gat

Presence of others, My floating church
first carried slaves to the West Indies;
then she was transformed into a meet-

be trified with. The young fellow”
ped his bayonet and put hig hands over

He loved hix
‘He {a still

Canadian

Whatever

of wealth, we are

want to insult: Quaker, just say in

Were often at a loss-to understand his
thing the German did:

fore;

was no- balanci ing of consequences, no|
thought of compromise, Daniel's deepest purpose

4s your

at, ceeing ithatoGahey's © mates
that

rank,-or station

here'to serve. We are forbidden to be
masters, “Be not many masters.” One.

part

daily earnest prayer.
He furnishes an
example of well-principled and well.

regulated devotion.

‘Werecare destined to serve?
our

and-be made —priout to fight! Your

hi

‘egotablea—
Can, onions. 75 Ibs.
‘Tomatoes, 110. Gate.
Beans, t-at

the Redeemer and the prayers
of the
saints,
A change of
Masters,
truly.
pid it ever occur to my readers that

vagabond,”

and

Do., tat. flats
in, Dears (Bartlet

order,

chain, before they heard the songs of

The boy did not understand Gahey'
remarks, which was hardly to be won-

bis

Many of

this

your letter,
Mr. Joseph Jones.
Mister
means muster, and they do not recog-

te made a prisoner

bay: fone!

ringing tone
thim out 0°

That was the
his habit of

expremga vi peparatnt pi

not—The
Taw...s/Which: alterethcould
make
king
the
f

was

fatake,

to

His
position.
rupting influences o!
ver hi
decree. | public Ife was upright and beautiful
ae
J
‘and
the king—Dantel’s because his inner life was devoutshone
spirit
princely
His
Dreverful,
|
king's
the
gecure
hardened
before | in his captivity, He was not
by his captivity nor exalted by his
honor. “From early youth,

respected officer.

ae
we

oe,

ee

before.

bomb,

talion took part was perfect ceed
him, To see him standing on'the parapet of. the enemy trench, his bay
gsUnting ac a flaring star shell Mt up
the scene of conflict, and to hear’ his
loud laugh and louder voice echoing
through the night, were a tonic to his
mates and a terror to. his foes. Hi

of a loyal subject of the Most High.
He set at naught th
ft
date and punctually.
accustomed devotions’ with
feartessness. He could risk the peril of the

;

ihe va caased to’

fe

due

little

of

first heard the groaning of the prisoners and the clanking
of
the
slave

Ve.

and

scheme of cold-biooded
mi
o
destroy the’ greatest, best and purest into
was eomething. to
nian> in. the:
to “put out of reniem'a dugout,
.
the sore the king's
most’
“falthful
And little Charlle Sader (comedian
before he took
on
the
London
tor-study and imitation, up realistle work 31 on the more serious
Faithful as Daniel was to the king and
@. where war's tragedy has a long
attentive ag he -was to. his. interests, | season) remembered Gahey’s
there Was a polnt at which obedience when giving a perfor mance in a constopped,
He would mot even seem to cert behind the. lines. Charlié: imperbesobedient ‘to"a wicked law which sonated Gahey fiing:ng a bomb on «
robbed the God’ of heaven of the worGerman dugout and shouted out in a
ship

ye

hey.
“Away back,
sonet! Sendin’ you

the commerce

Were

8

convinced that Daniel eo valued
& tlme.

lunes,

were

slave-traders

MASS:

They

our

irate mother reprimand!
|, Away back with ye

bis conecience would

to obey,

to cruise against

of its enemy in time of war.

over the hind-

*

.

ecec0eorcost

that

him

a gent

sal-

quarts

wgisnscerkee

‘mit

him

ergiost parts,

Do.,

A pri-

fitted out

BeSsestseses Fgnasesesnusss’ Sun

a law

gave

ducks,

cantéloupes.

wa BB a1 co cre ot
ee
SsosVssnessuywnynse:

rame

ment

‘Orite weapon, the bayonet, and he
gloried in the job. Suddenly: he came
to a dead stop, when a young German
a boy of 17 or 18, rushed at him and
tried to run him through. Gahey watt+
ed until the steel almost touched “his
khaki, then he stepped quickly aside,
reached out with along atm, caught
the German
by=thé?®oat ‘collar, “and

“pace

vessel,

and the wooden walls of my old church

le ‘n the open. Gahey had
a hard fifteen’ minutes with his fav-

an

Can,

by private individuals, and carrying a
commission from a belligerent Govern-

day, near Lens, the Ger- an attack
inst a
{n-which pif Dattalfon was
a ¢. Britishers

‘
‘Ga: | euch
ieee

Se

FRUITS, VEGETABLES—W’

done. with privateering, arfd letters of
vateer Was an ermed

a
lest
Underhanded, jealous and envious Hoe | most gruelling
march, Gahey was an
‘tility that could not bear to see Vit) trtahman
and .a soldier
second to
tue rewarded. Dantel’s conduct
‘none,
the scrutiny of his enemies. In his in- 1 ‘On cé one of his mates was asket di:
tegr!
@incerity, simplicity and-faith
“What
W
h
a
t
kind
of
fellow
is
this
Gah .
he shamed them all, They
it int
“Ole ‘Gahey!" he’ réplied.
vain for any fault in his character or of the
best pals'a
man
{nistration,
get rid of him: regive you the very sugdr from
quired ekill. His enemies knew
“him
8 tea!
‘
:
‘well enough to be assured that on no
“What. kind. of: fighter.
{s -he’
consideraton would he forsake or nex: the next questiony~
tect his See They planned
to
26.
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though

SsRacn

him,

and

vestry,

marque will.no more be issued.
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destroy
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were steps to the pulpit you went down
into the pulpit instead of up.
. It is.well. for the world that we ‘ave

rmade-a-note ty

unimpeachablencas. the more desper~
Ute they became in their determinaMon.

and
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dea tunga
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Did you hear it?”

“Did -you bear tt?

Joe continued to cry.
|

inalde my
Jate
mon

M“BELA”
had

“Noy like ‘-volee-laughing,” stam

mered

Joe

expected

turned their breasts to water,
Big

di

Jack

finally

crept

toward

the

lor.

without taking breath.
Lord, this Js
enough to give a man a thirst!
What

was no sound in the shack but Husky

would you give for an old-fashioned
TY’ welcome a few pink
skate, boys?

muttering over hig game, the licking
‘of the wood fire, and faint, mournful

for days.

nothing that can shoot in!

ed'Bhand.

Big Jack clamped.

his-teeth on, his

pipe and fell silent.

Fora while there

“I could drink a quart myself

W!

Intimations down ithe chimney {from all? Are you hypnotized?
the pines. The man'on the bed/shud- love of Mike, start something!” ”
dered involuntarziy,'and glancediat his
‘The pressure of dread was too great.
mates to see if they had noticed it.
‘The hurrying voice petered out, and
‘This one, Joe Hagland, was ¢onsid- the shack waa silent again.
Husky

erably younger than

the other) three.

He was « heavy, muscular youth, with
curling black’halr and comely features,
“albeit somewhat

marked

and self-indulgence.
Back in the world

by wilfulness

outside he had

made @ bluff of continuing his game.
Jack and Shand stared into the fire.

Joe lay Metening, every muscle tense.

It came again, a sabilant sound, as
if out of a throat
through clenched
teeth.
It had a mocking ring. It was

impossible to say whence {t came.

‘been driven out, "however, by. an /ep!thet spontaneotsly.applied, bythe fraternity:
““
Joe Hagland.”
The trouble was,.he could not ‘con-

trol his emotions.
; say something!"
he criedeat the end of a long silence.

“This is as cheerful as a funeral!”
“Bpeak a plece youreelf, if you feel
the want of entertainment,” retorted

Jack. without looking around.

“I wish to God I'd never come
up
to this forsaken country!”
muttered
Joe. “I wish I was back this minute
in‘a man’s town, with lghts shining

and glasses banging on the bar!”
This came too close to thelr own

“thoughts.

Thoy angrily silenced him.

ed

Je

his

face

in

his

er silence succeeded.

arms,

and

It-was broken by a new sound, a soft
between a whisper and a hum.
It
might have come from the pinetrees, which had many strange voices,

Dut it seemed to be right there in tho
room with them.
It held a dreadful
suggestion of a human voice.
It had an electrical effect
on
the

four men.

Each made believe he had

heard nothing.
Big Jack and Shand
stared self-consciously into
the fire.
. Husky's hands holding the cards shook
and his face changed color. Joe lifted
a Uvid white face, and his eyes rolled
‘wildly,
He clutched the blankets and
“bit his Up to keep from crying out.

‘They moved their seats and cbutfled

their feet to break the hideous silence.
j Joe
bezan to chatter irrelevantly.
“A funeral,
that's
what
jt is!
“You're
lke a tot of damn
mutes.
‘Who's dead, anyhow?
The Irish do
{¢-better.
Whoop things. up! - For
‘God's sake, Jack, dig up a bottle, and
let's have one good hour!"
The other three turned to him, odd-

jy

grateful for the interruption.

Jack

made

no

move

to get

the

Big

sug

filled the room.
Young Joe's nerves
snapped.
He
leaped up with a shriek, and springing
across the room, fell beside Shand and
clung to him.
“Did you hear it?” he cried. | “It's
out there!
It's been following mé! It's
not human!
"Don’t_let it in!”
‘They were too much. shaken them-

selves

to laugh at his panic terror.

Both men by the fire jumped up and
turned around.
Husky knocked over

How

Much

Whole

Wheat do youeat? You
have

never

thought

much

about food. You have eaten
what you liked regardless of
food value—and you may
continue
to eat what you like
but you are certain to like
the foods that nourish and
strengthen if they are prepared in an appetizing way.
Thousands now eat Skred-

ded

Wheat

Biscuit as a

substitute for meat, eggs
and potatoes and they have
learned many palatable ways
in which to serve it. It is
100 per cent. whole wheat.
For any meal with milk or

cream,

sliced

other fruits.
Made in

“* 1S NOW PRESIDENT OF

GRAND

It

TRUNK

peaches

or

e
Canada.

the creek, and I went to sce if I got

were strong men and stout-hearted in
it| anything.
1 was walkin’ along not
the presence of any visible danger.
that | two hundred yards beyond the stable
was
the supernatural
element
¥ hen something @oft hit:me on the

“Don't open It!” shrieked Joe.
“Shut up!” gtowled Jack . They perceived that it was not his intention to
. He dropped the bar in place.

on:

“Let Redpath Sweeten it.”

n2t2iNest's.,. ‘Made in one grade only—the highest ! ;

logs outside,

“Oh, my God!" muttered Joe.
Joe.
the
‘The others made no sound, butThey
color slowly left their faces,

him to. The Hquor was stored with
we had to change to
the
rest of the outfit in the stable.
jesired to have the door opened.’
land trails. Now, by gad, before the ice No
at that moment.
on the shore is mélted, it ‘ll be time
Young Joe's
shaking voice rattled
for the lake to freeze over again!”

“No use grousing about it,” mutter-

experience
and ad
of the name “REDPATH”.

No onc made a move, nor did he offer t> himself.
|
‘As they Mstened they heard another
sound; like a stick rattling against the

wheela,<and sink to the hubs in the

mie ee.

to

Shand. .
“Oven the door!” eal¢ tig Jack.

swoeks ahead, and

a

Joe,

“Right at the door iike—trying-

get in,” addi

sald Husky.

cried Shand, “It's
‘Their flesh crawled at the unholy
ion “hig. words conveyed.

‘They
stood elbow to elbow, backs to
the fire, waiting for more. For a long

back
of the head. Iwas mad, I spun
there wi
around to see who had done it. There
wasn't nobody, “ T-eearched that plece fair-haired, slender,
that excited kindnéas,There lay the
of woods good, I'm sure there wasn’t difference
between him and the other
anybody there. At last I thought it
was a trick of the senses like, Thought | >
ar“We want wands. eae Meee
I was a bilious maybe. Until I got to rogantly.
“Go out and get
it.”
the trap.”
‘An honest indignation made the
ene was {t bit: you?”
asked
he
“Wood!”
fire.
eyes etrike
aleepy
lusky.
the matter with you?
cri Jed, “What's
“{ don't know;
Adump of sod it It's just outside
the door. What do
felt. ike.
T-ywas too ‘busy Jooking for you want to wake me for?”
it :to.a9e,
»
“Ah!”
@naried / Hi
~
“You're
“What about
the trap?” asked the cook, ain’t you?
What
do we

time it was quiet except the trees out-

side. ‘They began to fee) easier.
denly something dropped
down

Sudthe

chimney behind them and smashed on
0 hearth, scatfering the embers,

to. \that,
It was
there was, gooee’s quill

sprung, 1
stickin’

in it.

Now,

Ifeave

it to you

it a wild goose ain't too smart to go
inatrap,
And if he did, he cotiidn’t

get a feather caught by the butt end,
they saw that it was could he?”
Facing around,
They murmured in astonishment.
only a round stone such as the chim“Me,” began Husky;
“yesterday
I
ney wes bullt of. But that it might
have fallen naturally did not lessen was cuttin’ wood for the fire a little
way back
in the bush, and I got het
the fresh stock
to their dei
nerves. Their teeth chattered. They up and took off my sweater, the
stuck close together, with terrified and one, and laid it on a log. I loaded up
with an armful of wood and carried it
sheepish glances at each o!
muttered Big Jack. to the pile outside the door here. . I
“By God!"
wasn't away two minutes, but
when I
went back to my ax the sweater was
from here!
of} gone.
“I never believed in—in nothing
“I
thought
one
of
you
fellows
took
“But
this
the kin
growled
Shand.
it. Remember, I asked you?
I looked
for Jt near an hour.
Then I came in
“We never
should
have
stopped
to
my
dinner,
We
was
all
here
tohere,”
said Husky.
“It looked bad—
gether, and I was
the first to get up
a a deserted shack, with the roof in and
from the table. Well, sir, when I went
lived
all, aMybe the last man
who
back to my ax, there was the sweater
here was mur—done away with!”
where I first left it.
Can you beat it?
Young
Joc
was.
beyond
speech.
It was so damn queer I didn’t like to
White-faced va. trembling
violently,
the big fellow clung to Shand like a say nothing.”
Jack asked of
“What about you?”
ch! id.
.
“Oh, hell, sald Blg Jack.
“Nothing 5)
Shand
nodded...
“To-day
when
I
can happen to us if we stick together
walked up the shore there was someand keep the fire up!”
His tone was
thing funny.
I ‘bad a notion
I was
less confident than the words.
followed
all
the
way.
Couldn't
shake
stammer“Al! the wood's outsiae,”
tt. . Half-a-dozen times I turned short
ed Husky.

“Jee or no fee, to-morrow we move on
deata all!”

“Burn the furniture,” suggested Big

Jack.
Suiting

the

.
action

to the

he

word,

put his barrel-stave rocker on the em-

bers

It blazed up generously,

and

giving

filing

every corner of the shack with

(There

were

‘sounds.
Meanwhile

them
no
the

light,

more
confidence.
further
untoward
fifth man

.had been

sleeping quietly fm the corner.

The

one who goes to bed
early in camp
to sleep through
must needs
learn
anything, The other men disregarded
him.
The table and the
boxes
fallowed
The four disthe chair on the fire,

cussed
tones,
“I

what had

noticed

Big Jack.

it first

happened

in

yesterday,”

low

sald

and ren {nto the bush to look. Couldn't
see nothing. Just the sameI was sure.

No nolse, you understand, just pad,
pad on the ground that stopped when
I stopped.”
“What do you know?” Jack asked in

turn of Joe.
“W—wait

till

I.

tell you,”

stam-

mered Joe.
“It's been
with me two
days
1 couldn't bring myself to speak
of it—thought you'd only laugh. I saw
'e.
did it look

“What
Jack.
“Couldn't

like?"

tell you;

demunded

just a shadow.

This morning I was shaving outside.

‘Had my mirror hanging

around

by the shore.

from

a branch

I was nervous

account of this, and I cut myself.
See,
thet
ie mark.
I come to the house

“Me, too," added Husky, “What did to get a rag.
“You wag all in plain sight—cookee
60
Inside, Jack and Husky sittin’ at the
Jack glanced
idn't see nothing.”
‘as | door waitin’ for breakfast, Shand
about him uneasily,
“Don't know
it does any good to talk about it,” he
muttered.
“We got, to know what to do,” sald

Shand.
Vell, {t was in the day Ume,

tha
for

at|
trap

" Jack resumed.
“I set
a
skunks beside the traf] over across

THE BUSINESS WOMAN

the stable.

I could see
him through
r. Jie couldn't have got
to the tree and back while | was in the
house, When I got back my little mir-

ror was hangin’ there, but—"

“Well?” demanded Big Jack.
“It Was cracked clear across,”
“Oh, my God, a broken mirror!”
murmured Husky.
“I—Iteft it hanging,” added Joe,
Meanwhile the chair, the table, and
the boxes were quickly consumed,-ahd
the fire threatened to die down,
leayjem
in
partial
obscurity, an

before, is
To-d: y, more than ever
woman's opportunity. Many new oc- | BE
alarming prospect.

now
opened,
to: her,
cupations are
which, before'the war, she was deemed
And truth to tell, she
unfitted to fll
has risen to the opportunity/ and now

shares many. business responsibilities

in former times confined to men. But,
women are subject to more frequent fluctuations of health than men,
it

many will -be- handicapped, early,

The

only other

movable was the. bed.
“What'll we do?
id Joe, nervously. “We can’t break it up without the
axe, and that’s outside.”
Husky's. eye,
vainly searching the
cabin,
was caught
by
the sleeping
figure in the corner,
“Send cookee out for wood,”
he said.

“He hasn't heard nothing.”
“Sure,” cried Joe, brightening, “and

they regard their health requirements
too lightly.
if there’s anything out there we'll find
The nervous strain, long hours and
out on him,
prolonged mental or physica! fatigue
“He'll see we've burned
the
-stuff
thin the blood and weaken the nerves.
objected Shand, frowning.
Py ‘What
Such conditions
as women are
now
of it?”
asked
Big
Jack.
called upon to undergo can Only be en- | “tHe's got to see
when
he
wakes.

dured)

by a full-blooded. constitution. | Tas, t none of his

This fs as true for men as for women,
only Weaker women
suffer soonest.

The woman

worker, in any line, re

business,

any-

how.
lo, 5 Sam!”

cried

E Husky.

The recumbent figure: finally stirred
and sat up, blinking . “What do you
want?” Sam-demanded, crossly,
As soon as this young man opened
his eyes it became evident that a new

element had entered
the
situation.
rues nee
nr nies difference between
his masters, easier to

ail Hove than to a
¢. There was no love
Ww | lost
on either
s
Clearly:-be
wee not one of them, nor |
. Sam’
‘bad he any

fall of

yRESIDENT HOWARD G. KELLEY.
“who has jist
ot. the

hire you

for?"

“You'd think you paid
hear you,” retorted Sam.
grub, and I earn it.”
fou do what you're:told’ with leas

sald Husky threateningly.
At thie point Big Jack, more diplomatic, considering that
a
quarrel

might result {n awkward

disclosures,

intervened, “Shut up,” he growled to
Husky. To Sam he sald conciliatingly: “You're
right.
Husky
hadn't
ought to have waked you.”
It was 8

bit of thoughtleasness. But now you're

awake,
wood.’
“Oh,

all

right,”

He

threw

off

ently,

you

might

s6

well

sa‘d
his

get

Sam

the

indiffer-

blanket.

Aa

they

all did, he slept in most of h-s clothes.
He pulled on his
moccasine, . The
other four watched hin ‘with {ll-concealed excitement. The contrast
be
tween his sleepy indifference and their
parted line
and
anxious
eyes was
striking.
Sam was too sieepy and too trritat-

ed to observe at once thut the table

and chair were misolng. He went to
the door rubbing his eyes. He rattled
the iatch impatteatiy and ewore under

hig breath. Perceiving the bar at last
he flung ‘i

“Were re you

here?"

he

back,

afraid

muttered

—of robbers

up

‘A swift reaction passed over
four .They sprang to his ald.
“Hold the
light up!”
Bam
lke

men

ine!de,

attitudes
heard

They

listened

with

Sam

go

bated
to

When

ed

he returned

their careless

dropped

the

wood

the

in etrained

breath,

They

wood-ple,

cad

thoy

hastily

expressions,
on

the

reaum-

hearth,

“Better get anoiuer while you're at
it,” auggested Jack.
without

a cat!

Carry

comment,

went

back

eaid Jack with
a foolisa
look, “nothing doing, I guces.
“I thought
there
was
0 thing,”
boasted Husky.
“You —" began Jack
Indigzautly.
He was arrested by @ gasp from Joe.
“My God! Listen!”

‘rney heard a sharp,

low cry

of

astonishment from Sam, and the arm:
ful of Wood came clattering to
the
ground. They heard Sam
run,
bdut
away from the cabin, not toward the
door, Each caught:his breath In euspense. They heard a thud on
the
ground, and a confused
z
sound. Then

and clear.

“Boye, bring a Hght! Quick! Jack!
Shand! Quick!”
The four wavered in
horrible
{ndecision,
Each looked at the other,
waiting for
him
to make a move.
‘There wae no terror in the crica, only
@ wild exeltement. Finally Big Jack,
with an oath, snatehed up the lantern
and threw open-the door. The stlers
followed in the order of their conrage.

Joe bringing wp the rear.

in.”

Clean,
mean

both

elippery

and

strong.

was

They

got

her inside “at tast: The others crowdéd-after, and they closed the door and
varred it.
, Usually 60 quiet and wary in

this company ,wee transformed by excitement. “Now, let's eee what we've
go!
he
cried, “Put her foet down.
Look out or she'll claw you!”
They set her on her feet and stood
back on guard. But as soon as she

Was eet free her resistance came to an
end. She did not fly at either, but
coolly turned her back and sho@x herself and smoothed her plumage like a

ruffled bird. This unexpected docility
eurpriged theni afresh. They watched
her warily.
an!” they cried in amazed
“A wo
tones. “Where did she drop from?”
They
Snetantly
secribed all
the

supernatural

manifestations

to

this

human cause. Everything wes made
clear. and a load of terror lifted from
their breaste,
The suddenness of the reaction dizzied them a little. Each man blushed
chagrined, and Uckled all at once
Big Jack etrode to her and held the
lantern up to her
face.
“She's
«
beauty!" he erled,
A eilence succeeded
that
word.
Four of the five men present measured
bis mates with
sldelong
looks. Same

shrugged and, resuming his ordinary
circumspect air, turned away.
contin!

)

Rain Races Light and Sound.
Why does a‘heavy downpour of rain
often follow a clop of thunder? asks
the Popular
Science
Monthly,
and
gives this answer:
Tot, as {s popularly
believed,
because
the
thunder
Jostles the cloud pariicles together into rain drops,
In the violent turmoi}

between the positive and negative
electricity in # thundercloud
there

well be places where the production
of drops by condensation and
their
eubsequent
breaking
up
proceeds

more
in

rapidly

these

than

places

elsewhere.

there

will

Hence

be

more

drops to fall as rain, and also
electrification,
about the same

We

more

the rainfall occuring
time as the flash:

have, then, starting. toward the

earth at the same time, Nght, sound
and raindrops.
The light, traveling

at a speed of about 186,000 miles per
recond,

reaches

The sound
still,

us_almost

travels far

Thus

we

more

observe,

instantly.

slowly

first,

the

Nghtning, then the thunder, and then
the

rain.

Ancients
The

Used

plethora

Few Adjectives.

of

adjectives

in

mo-

der literature contrasts with the abstinence

of

the

ancients

in

this

re-

spect.
A contributor to the Italian
review, Minerva, with time to. spare,
bas made 2 count of suhstantives and
adjectives

Dante

and

of the

in

the

works,

Leonardo.

“Aeneid,”

of

Virgil,

In the second

which

contains

the fall of Troy, there are 1,637. uouns

and 589 adjectives.
In Dante’s “Divina Commedia.” out of the 6,215 adjectives which it containa only soven-

teen are in the superlative,

are facts from which the
erature may well
draw

Caristian Scfonce

Monitor.

Good

“Tools”

hygienic _ utensils
» tastier food.

OLD

These

tyro in lita mora)

DUTCH

\ quickly
and thorotighly cuts
burnt-in grease —
ways
insures
‘gienic cooking.
ttens:

ead-

had all they could do, for she

Good Cooks Must ;
Have

cried

This

Between them Shand and Sam carher toward the door, staggering
and
laughing
wildly. Their
burden
wriggled and plungéd like a fish. They

book

A bundred yarde from the door the
Ught revealed Sam
strugg'ing
with
something on the ground.
What
it
was they could not see — something
that panted and made soun2e of rag:.
“Boys!
Here!
Quick!”
criel Sam,
To thelr amaze.nert
ais voice wes
full of laughter, Th
hung back,

her

ed in a peal of laughter.

ecornfally.

counted each piece of wood
as he
dropped it with a click in his, arm.

© the

breathlessly. “Shand, grab her foct.
I've got her arma locked. God! Bites

“Close the door after jou,” commanded Jack.
.
Sam did 60, and simultansously the
mask dropped from the faces of the

Sam,

you

SYSTEM

“What have you got?” erie] Jack.
The anewer we a6 startling as an
explosion: “A girl!”

and firmness. It~
mouth able
si

by

gested bottle, nor

coms

inat

went out two

commanded Jack.
lose together, all thelr

animosities forgotten 1 a
ero was nothing
fear.

to be
J yepr4 pnt the wind in the treetops.
“Maybe it-was # beast or x“
‘an owl," suggested
eome kind
of
Husky, shakily.

Bz

“To cap all, the ice

nt

“Listen!”
They 6

Packets Only. Never in Bulk.
Sealed
Weld, Waaed Gr Greens
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We ANUZENVERVES

y Disp

in This Department..
_ We Specialize.
Pencils
Pencil Boxes
Water Colors

TS Aastrin hus tuken an

amiss,

We

have

Europe

muy,

our

part to play

—a ead and heavy dauntless part.
We cannot,’ dare not fail) our
pledges.
Should Enarope yield, us
before

we

can

assert

our, strength, America sloné must
moeot the Central Powers, free then
to devote their undivided fleets und
armies to our desolation.
:
This is the time for minutemen
—for

the

right-minute

time for the best

rest to heed;
bold minds;

to

man—the

leud and

for swift
for vast,

the

minds, for
andacious

plans; the time for unity, for‘suorifice and action,
We've sworn to save Demooracy
—if we delay, we may not save
ourselves.

WASTE NOT,

WANT NOT -

“JORDAN
& ARMSTRONG
Practitioners of Veterinar:
cine, ‘Surgery and Dent

ates:

di~

Day and night calls promptly attended to, All
Aufmnala. treated oc the Tataet aud most. ina.
proved methods, Det Armatroug, graduate of
ntario: Veterinary College, haa been practicing
Since 1805,
olophons 29,
DR. Ay de HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontario Veterinary
College
peaars ail aiasases “by ‘latest nisthods,
Phar BbAnd day calle promptly, anewared
Offce—Henry Biook.

Phone 23

McCRIMMON & McWILLIAM
Barristers
OPERA
Mr,

BLOCK,

McWilliam
office every

pig'sOnnadian
ariny of 800,000 men

200 days.
“The bones thrown into the garevery day contain the
‘bage
easence of hundreds of plates of
o bread thrown ‘there every
is a waste of thousands of

loaves.
No bone should leave the kitchen

‘antil every

scrap of marrow has
out pf it; no scrap of
should ever be thrown away.
‘The womnn who wastes a crust,
F
the war effort of the farmer,

the miller, the storekeeper and the
ans

This

tion

und delivery

men.

is a time when every men's

to
the’ country
the invaluable work of

YN

VAAN n aN

SQV)
s7e

Sale

Mcintyre House Yards, Dutton

Tuesday,

September 25th

106

HEAD

Consisting of
30 Steers, 2 years old.
20° Heifera; 2 years old:
, 80 Yearling Steers,
20 Yearling.Heifers.
Cows.
All good Grades,
D. K. Bennett, Proprietor.

THE

Leato,

two

reside in.London.
For violations of the temperance
the year that if bas been in force
sum of $8,000 was collected in fives
8t, Thomas,

:
act
the}
in
t

A large meeting of the women of St.
Th
‘was held on Monday to discuss

Wi
od means to conserye the food
supply of wheat, beef apd bacon. A
splendid’ and
instructive address, was
give by the Hou, F, G. Macdiarmia
upon the
t necessity for the conservation of the food of the vation in
jiers avd sailors of
order to.
pl iiekss eo
and
Great Britain
sistér-of

Walter

Seon

ae

Chalk,

Olallc,

the young man 6f Port Burwell revently
N

Jager op

zi

8

gallty,

args

|

, and sentenced

Mercer Reform:

| f
‘owing. to exten
waa allowedto go on: suspended sontens.

2

sy

Taffetas,

Wool

and

Mongolia

Velvets+every color.

Footwear
calf, high 8-in top taced balmorals, which the
By
and proper footwear for the fall of 19i7.
and many cthers in the most ample manner at

Ladies Brown Bals

oes8

high heels ..
and low heels.

Ladies Calf Bal., Walker last, grey cloth top, low heel.. ....6.
Ladies Vici Kid Balmoral, Walker last, low heel, special
Ladies Vici Kid Bal, 8 in. top.
Ladies Patent Bal., dull kid, 8 in. top
pasapeseree sgt Gs
Ladies Patent Shoes, laced or button, cloth or dull kid top,
regular height ....
pe cgdececeeees
3.50 to 5,50
Gun. Metal. button or laced ........-,
«++
3.00.
to 4.00
Ladies Work Shoes; in box calf and box kip, on comfortable
ASE. cos cee
tence caer vows pecees secece
2.50 to 8.50
A full line of Children’s Shoes for every
kind of wear.

Men’s and Boys’
Pert’

in the

BOYS
The

Men's Brown Bals, on new English last, the latest ..6.50 to 7,00
Men’s gun metal shoes, new English last, neolin soles, rubber

heels

ee Walae wae pew ecaew-el

.5,50
to 7.00

§

Men’s Fine Calf Dress Shoes, English, new receding toes.$6 to $7

Dr, Vernon’s Cushion Sole Shoes, bright vici kid .. .6.00 to 8.00

Men’s gun metal and box calf shoes, knob last, button or laced’..

sector teeececceses secereeeerssceerscee

cee 23:50
to 5.50

Men’s work boots of the best material for service and hard wear.
Every pair sold under maker's guarantee ......4.00 to 6.09

_ Youths’ ......1:50. to 8.00.

Boys Shoes......1.75 to 3.50,

Clothing

7,50

fawn, 8-in. cloth top, up-to-date last. .....

5

Dept.

Clothing
s

‘

%

—

for your inspection the best assortment of Men’s and Boys’
history of this

store.

materials, patters and styles ior

the

.Only

all of apt

as exsep

choose from, Inc'ucing
tionally good. ‘There are many styles to
belted styles and pinch-backs, Pants are full bloomer styles. +

FURNISHINGS

FALL
Fall

and

here.

represented

makers

best

NEW

SUITS

Prices range from $3.50 to $10

, Mr, Westell; pastor of the Sparta | >
Revues
eburcb, bas resigned avd will

Eva

Cord

Winter

Underwear

including
Suits and
Combination
ail woolwools, » »
ribbed national
heavy
iced erpiece,
Meeoeseparate
union-gooda;

New Fall and Winter Weight Caps

Borsalino, Christie’s English and Domestic
Felt Hats now shown here, $2.50 to $4.50
New Patterns in Shirts
New Sweaters and Sweater Coats

a respected

resident of Aylmer, died sfter
honors’ illness. io her 7ist year.

gonvi

Fall

Spec ial Showing Small Boys
Suits from 2 to 5 years
in
?
,
es
g
ps New Faut Style Seber ee Cloth

COUNTY

Mrs, Amauda

New

We have ready

Happenings in Higin During
‘
the Past Week

New

New ‘Tartans and Plaid Silks, very
new, 36 in.
3
‘
1.50 to 2.50
New Pailette and Taffeta Silks, all.
colors, 36 in. wide.

Consisting of thoce plain black vici kid and brown
New York-fashion makers have declared the right
careful selection we are able to give you these lines
2 prices that mean a saving to the buyers.
>> Ladies Brown Bals, 8-in. top, new receding toe, with
> Ladies Brown English Walking Boot, receding toe

RY
Ss

will be at tho Duttea
Taesday and Friday,

Stock

000 4s. & conservative estimate.
ae
in wheat at $2 a bushel,
;
000,000 bushels,

s.

EN CSO
ENS

DUTTON.

Money to Loan,

Food waste in war time isa crime.
People in Europe are starving for
» Belgium is devastated and
the orusts Canada throws uway
wonld be picked out of the dirt and
eaten by the starving Belgians,
». Berbs, Poles and other unfortunates
of the war zons,
ORBE,
covered” bugay. open Peationbugk,
“Canada wastes an
enormons
wivel
amount of good food every year. ollntank,
REV, 8, A, MACDONELL, Wallacotown.
‘Phe Food Controller
gives $50,000,-

ption.
in méat
‘40 cents “a pound it would be
},000,000
is or enough
to su)

|

Serge,

Estamine

Black

other cloths in colors,

many

VAN

The Rexal& Store

.Gabardines,

include

Cloths

YIZNN
ANYVIANNY ANOVA
SYPWES 1(JZ BNE NEN EN
DISC
WG ICD

tor

—

The end of this grim war is not
in sight. Whoever thinks the Aled canse is wou has read his fucte

Pens

AYIA

arms against him.

of

-

Voss

sinughter-

ten lowest

our

school children,

ANY

the

Ps See
prices.

WIAA
AV VESAY
Ver SESE

for

constant transports ply

the seven seas. Pathan, Egyptiun,
Anzak promptly answer each fresh
all, and the ustoundiog Prussian,
. with never an invading foot npon
the fatherland, oaluily eats their
steel, presents unbroken fronts,
maintains his hold from Antwerp
tothe Dardanelles, and insolently
challenges the world from pole to
pole to pool its might and come in

|

$20 to $30.

Prices range from

Priestley’s Black Suitings for Tailored Suits

Oa

levies

5

full;

BN

oeasing

her

recruits un-.

Sy)
BW

*

hurls
west,

clude belted and plain backs, large collars, each

ment satin lined.

OS

in vain

Our stock is complete, our prices
the ‘lowest.
Ws can. save you
money by purchasing here your!
wants for
both High and Public
Schools,
.
‘

NN

sir
16 ot a night romoved
- from
own |).nndaries.
Romania struck one blow ana
then became a German camp, «|
looted -renlm; and Servian Peter|
leads his homuiess wuifs on alien |
Brituin

! Salt’s Celebrated Plush Coats for Women
inMany new exclusive styles shown here. Styles gar-

Crayons.

|Lunch Boxes, Etc.

strength into the

‘Hatters’ Plush, Large and Small Sailors, Turbans, yp
Tams, Matrons’ Shapes. Good Assortment of Prices.

.

DeANS

with o

.

eS

The

-tive Dress Hats, Black and Colored Velvet Hats, also &

hy RAN

Tights «8 children

they do uct understand, who,

io search ivr revelation, breuk
the works beyo;d repair.
iS

Attrac-

lines added to our display each day.

New
Scribblers~
School Bags

¢

PEPE

NANFA

Ae

A

BAPSAEDA

DREDRE
DRED
CSS USNS

WRETINRIANS

SBE OLE ROAR RAR GAR) Ns
S ANS
REAR RELRIAR ARR
DS
NSD NEON ONO
nz ZANE

4

DOE
Oe CSHE3
RReTIReTNS
ZUSSUBS
DN

g

PINSIN

Sheds as Assets

ace

THE MOLSONS BANK
“CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
98

BRANCHES

will not only yield good

IN CANADA

dividends in the way. of §.

A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR:LETTERS OF CREDIT
BAeNK MONEY ORDERS ~

~

RTMENT
~ SAVINGS BANK DEPAcurrent
rate
5 Interest allowed at highest

S. WOODS,

;

Plenty of Shed Room

Right Prices:
H

Manager Dutton Branch if

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds
?

the extended use and
better condition of the.

tools

and

“implements.

housed therein, but ‘add.

to

=
;
the equipment
and

Mouldings
value of the farm.
Cement, Lime
A
Brantford and Ruberoid | “Get Our Prices on
~

Rooflings

~

“Hard. Wall Plaster

,

g

-GORED TO DEATH BY BULL

=| eee

eee

=

Sad End

|
a

A ieee Sec
ee
dsy forenoon a mile west of Dattou,
when A’Tonibald Mobhersoe wasaerenk ed
by a ball and received such
to cause his death.
Mr, MoPhereon,
wi

i,

atl

raIN AND AROUND TOWN$} #00. managed
©6606O6 | second

vate William Fraser, of Molesworth,
fe apeenlon a fow days with his son, R.

coeded in driving it away,
Mr. MoPherson was terribly injared about the
body and face, and lived only half au
hour after being carried into bis house.
e animal was grazing with the other

ake and Mra, E. J. Clark, of WindLacy
here days with friends
ia\Dalbernn
1a
and Daowich,

years of age, and a son of Mr. and Mrs.

anns,

week-end

Mrs: W, O. San

with

4

who was about 35

Hector MoPherson, of

Danwich,

was

widely known and held in the highest
esteem, and bis tragic death is deeply
regretted.
For several years he had
been ring steward at the Wallacetown
Fair, and had éverything in readiness

their

Miss Mae Lees, who is dietitian in the
Regina
le oes the week-end

with her sister,Miss M: Lees, B.A., of
the high school ant

for sesarning
fai

Face Cream
A

his daties at the present

vanishing

has disposed of his

of Dat

two weeks’ motor Nip
land and Detroit.
W.

of the P.M.

Oldfield

One

of the best known

aud

Oleyehas

office during his

with

which

he

was

stricken

several

R.P. Reekie

months ago, which, combined with his
assidaous care of his iuvalid wife,

osietiaed, the 16-year-old son of Mr.
£0.D. _ Clapp is i mie
mild attack of
le paralysis,
6 board
of health
icaeilie every
a natiee to prevent its

MARGUERITE

was a uative of Ireland.
He came to
Canada when a mere boy and foranam& Monet showed eight head
ber of years was compelled to earn his
rds at the Westero Fair, Lonlivelihood by hard work and was thos
aim and wapeuredelgnt pelves reoniving
deprived of the opportunity of receiving
first on two-year-old bail and rese: rved | au education, having attended school
champion.
for only a few months,
Bat despite
this hardship, he in after years applied
Anniversary services will be held in
Chalmers’ church, Cowal, next Sunday himself to the parsait of knowledge and
ame oue of the best informed men in
at 11 s,m, and 7.80 p.m. Rey. 8. Lawrence, of Paslinch, a former pastor, will the township. He possessed mach vigor
on the platform aud was always listened
Preach
services.
to with profit.
He was a Liberal ofthe
|. ® student of the High
old school, aud iu the counsels of his

Bohool, wastaxen ill with appenicitis on
Toesday
of last wee! yk and taken to
Howitel:

Seer

London,

where

party his advice was frequently sought

and acted upon.
As an efficient chairman at union political gatherings he
had fow equals.
His tact in the heat of

a

oreretion was performed,
QO. H. P, Owen, Tonkee6 s St.
Jonas church, Glenooe,
Sp-|

pointed to the rectorship of oer,
Peter ‘6
oburoh, Tyroonnell, to succeed Rev. 3.

A.
on

, who isie moving
the first of Octo!

The followingseen

day for the LondonNi

to Strat-

lols on

Mon-

School:

Misses Bernice MoAlister, May
2
Leiteh
Lizzie Whitelock and Isabel Oampboll.
The attendance at the school is 222, of
*~) whom only three sre young meu,

The

Patriotic

Clab

of St.

Peter’s

charch shipped to the London Red Cross
eae mouth 6
pairs pyjamas, 77
towels and 82 pairsof socks.
The seb
also tinea tothe Byron
20 dozen eggs for the returned soldiers,

years ago and settled on the farm on

which he died,
As a neighbor he was
ever.ready to lend a helping hand.
His

ner,.whom .he married sixty
years ago, survives him.
‘The foneral was held on ‘Tuesday to

Pairview cemetery and was very largeiy

attended,

The service was conda

by Rev. R. M. Stewart, the bearers
being Daniel Erskine, Wm. Thomson,
Joho
McVannel!l,
Neil
Oarmichael,
J. J, McMillan and D. Oalder.

DISASTROUS

ROAD

POSITION

THE

REGULAR.
from

will

To Buy
Wedding Gifts

Salary $1,000

We specialize in gifts 4or
occasions.
At present you

At the adjourned meeting of the Elgin

county council io St, Thomas on Tues-

day Fraok:Pineo, ex-warden, was eleoted xuperiatendent of the good roads
system on the vinth ballot
A couple
of western men switching from Alex.

perhaps

gifts.

MoColl was responsible for the final
act in the loug drawn outcontert.
The
last vote stood: Piveo, 13; Todd. 3;
McColl, 4.

superiptesdent

in

bis duties.

township as an evangelist, died in Victoria

Hospital,

London,

ou

Monday,

He bad been ill for several months. Preyious to his illness Mr. Booth condaoted
ee

io _services

in

the

Methodist

Jona and Tyrconnell.

interesting

event

took

east of

Wallacetown,

auto, supplied by the county,

and |
wi

pay 40 per cent,
Governor W. Luton's valary was’ ine
creased $100,-and the matrou, Mra,
Lutoo, wis given a similar advance.
The council will also guarantee the
rent of the clubrooms of the Great War
Veterans’ Ansociation if the sum does

‘includes:

bat nothing could
the home of Mr, Boajanie: Jobamoes | save
£2! hered’
either the baildings or

Fingal, on Wednesday pipmnodan ‘wheo
his.only daughter, Agnes,was married

to Mr. Benjamin J. Sohottz,‘of Dutton.
The ceremony was

oe

Johuston,

performed

M.A.,

by

Rev,

brother of the

Offloialuo

tice has been reosiyed by
his,relatives | that Pro. J. R, Brennan has

deen killed in action,
ee

He enlisted from

where his parents reside.

Phe young soldier spent his boyhood

days if Dutton with his grandfather,
Alex.
oe
and attended the pablic

Co

(Dr.)'T. D. Campbell attended

at Waterloo on Wednes....day_of Evangoline, daughter of Mr. and
-Mre, Munro Davitt, Waterloo,
to Dr.

be done to

apy of the’
coatents, it being found impossible
to
reach even the five horses in the table,
all of which were lost,

ar

ig pen, allin

call was signed by 112 money and

3100."

J. Bambridge & Co.
Opticians

Issuers of Marriage Licenses

Fall

is

i

. D, MoKay,
/

was

sent‘to 8 committes

its being carried out,

to arrange

ne

‘NEW LIVERY

Heisa teaber of theae of Robert
son-Morrish Oo,, wholesal

HOME WEDDING

and Auto Service

is in Fae. peal. or the

Vern me!
vegetables for the evaporators at Van.
conver and Ladner, B,O.
| tables; whichconsist of onions, carrots,
a
aap
after being
poresedr wea
‘fen their bulk

‘The home of Mr. and Mrs. John G. | England
and thai

is reduced

driver. Feed Stable in connection

MALCOM

to| Main Street

WHITE
:*

|:

Corner
in

Silks, Satins, Vel-

and

Shaker

Blankets

Pall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’

and

Black Cashmere

Scarfs

and

Stripe Shaker Flannels, per yd..15¢.,

Excéptional
When

Children’s

Caps

Hose, per pair...... secccvvecces2be.

Values

in Standard

to 75a

18c., 20¢., 26e.

Shirtings and

Ovéralling

getting that new suit you will need a pair of our perfectfitting Corsets in the D and A or Coilene makes

F.

GAHAN

.

®t Gustom Tailoring
of

the

Newest

Choicest

Shades

Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Black

of

°
ted.
ee

The following talent
Former Tyrconnell Boy Now in Employ cured
tor the ogncers fa she hl nou:
of British Government
the
aieee pervinut sixteen jaca
‘with the
+ Margrie MunJohn W. Morrish, who spent bia boy- this (Tharsday)
balance Corps iu France,
bood days at Tyrconnell and who left ro, vocalist, Toronto; W. Hi
ne ‘conpert to be given in the town
st village fesaizcfte years ago for Piper James Broce, Sara Ear and
hall’ on-Fridsy evening, under the
Beame,
oes of the Oharch of the Nativity, for the first time in that period in the Tho halt will be brightly. slteanigpsen by
tbo due of the most enjoyable enter- southern part of the township.
| thepe
EEE
6 in Dutton
for some time,
Tecogn!

~ PRETTY

Suitings

Z

Wing, D.D.8:, Guelph,
who retarued from she front a year ago,

eebortereand

and

Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.
Woollen

and

TO-NIGHT'S CONCERT _

facea he met on the street
ot all semblance
* | of the boy whomats Dunwich a» quarter
‘as forgotten.

Busy
Continually

Plain and

|

recommending that s committee
bushels of oats, peas moat of ‘the
rests ry in
a order
oda
that— t! he general
farm implements,
Those firat at the Te @ presbytery
be carried ont.
fire are of the eplaisa’ one it started on assembly’s action
Ail tipenda are to be $200, wits hoose
the floor near the gran:
and the usaal vacation.
The matter
‘The loss will react Maney $7,000, with

k- | of a century

tables

NEW GOODS ARRIVING

Suitings

Rev. W. A.
ner
first-class “oonaifion 7 theThe
report
on the increase
of sti;

VISITING SCENES OF HIS YOUTH

the

vets,

Bri

2ides all tithe orops inclading 70 tons of
mare 240 bushels of wheat abont 1,000

wich Mutnal.

At

JAMES

implems

an insorance of only $2,950 in the Dun-

willge

FURNITURE
HARDWARE,
BOOTS& SHOES, JEWELRY

Casseroles and Baking Dishes...
$6. 00 upwards
Fancy Mantle Clocks..........

ton, presented »|cali
from Ohalmers’ aud er ed mates
to Rev. G. Munroe, of St.
The

e minister,
The burned Dallalogs -inciade the LiDorchester,
the

large baro,

which

on

Dress Goods,

Jewelers

pot exceed

CALLSUSTAINED AND
A D ACCEPTED

Our stock

75e.

under circamstances that are evtirely | on,
call was tosernie,
‘The blaze was first noticed
by the presbytery and presented
McCallum, a neighbor, who sained
Mr. Manroe, and has been
Hstened to the scene and aronsed the

phoue, and in a short time neighbors had

place

displayed

Cut Glass Water Sets.$8 and $10

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight Temembrsnce we
can show. you smal! pieces of
China 75c. 292.00, ‘or something
in fan
and Spoons at

“His

were destroyed

family who were asleep at the time,
The alarm was sent over tlie 8 rural tele-

be

$6.50 to $10.00

lowance will be $1,000 a year, an offic!
expenses, of which the Government

all
are

g.

in this

Women’s,

$2.00

interested in wedding

when the outbuildings of James Lynch,

George O. Booth, well-known

PRICES,

TO

A Good Place

FILLED

Ex-Warden Pineo Gets the Appointment

FIRE

An usteresting feature of the fair will | The Outbuildings
of James Lynch
be an attractive oxhibis by the St.
Destroyed—Loss About $7,000
* Thomss — Hortio
rticultnral Society, and
Probably: the most disastrous fire in
hich
to
don, and which was most favorably the history of Danwich took place
after midnight on Saturday
* comment
upon by thé press of those shortly

Men’s,

Post Graduate and Graduate of
London Conservatory of Music

‘The council appointed J. 0:6
Cote phe,
a
swarm debate commanded respect. Wm. Tolmie, wT . Hare
He was s member for many years of Todd to coufer and oc-opurate cnn
Kuox church, Datton,
r. Beaty came to Danwich over 50

of

A.E- WHITE

F.L.C.M.

|.hastened
"are. Boatthety end.
was 89 years of age, and Teacher of Pianc and Violin

ieee

- Tistete

MANN,

pairs

4 collection

Come and make
marked in plain figures.
your selection early. Sold for Cash only.

tespected

residents of Danwich passed away at
his home on Sanday in the person of
Mr. James Beaty, The cavse of his
death was primarily dae to paralysis,

300

range

Goods

the jar

Was-a Prominent Resident of Dunwich for
Many Years

“oharch will be Bela’ on Sept. 80, to be
condi acted by Rey. F seabooaige of Toroute, editor of The Prsaertan
Mr. and Mrs. M. 8, Olaus sre ona
ohare

50c,;

DEATH OF MR. JAMES BEATY

ween Windsor and St, Thomasin three

heat and forty minates.
The’ anniversary services

25c. and

some

= 50c.

peroxide cream

cooling and refreshing

Besides hia aged pareuta
leaves
Daniel,
100-nore farm on Hogg street, Danwioh, three brothers and two siste
Danwioh; John and Edward bee home,
to.Bert and Oisir MoUallam, of Cowal,
a married sister in Detfoit, and Mrs.
the price being $5,500.
E. J. Olack, of Windsor, who arrived
A ron of 94 loaded cars M. O. R, | only yesterday to attend the fair.
Seven
cars was made on Saturday be.
Johu G, MoOallam

will offer you this week

Boys’ and Girls’ Shoes, in Dongola, Calf-—
Skin and Canvas AT ABOUT ONE-HALF

stook and was never known to possess

vicious natare.
Mr. MoPhorsda,

Miss Ida and Flossie Fairley, of Oalit the

of

hastened to the spot and euc-

a oma

pitchfork

W. 8. Pearos bas
Bal
cue Oheverlot ee line AA. howit.

gary,

We

adjoining

farms, saw the inforiated animal making the attack and the latter securing a

Rs

4

ited with friends here last week,

3006

Roy Oarpenter, working ‘on

for hogs Thareday,
ee
Mrs, Orawford, of. Pontiac, Mich..

4
OOOO
0 906 000004

‘The’ Dutton Blevator Oo. paid §

3

¢

The Newest Fabrics
in
and

Blues,
Browns,

Ar rch.h. McCallum

MERCHANT

TATLOR

§

B.R.
SCOULER

[aS

‘SHOE REPAIRING
Having taken over the Shoo Repair, ing Business
of Edwin’ Wight I soeit your patronage: ©

CHEVROLET$750

Dutton

FOUR

A really beautiful

NINETY A

small car equipped with ev

esirable appointment for comfort and cheventonte:
NOTE

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES

sauce

‘Your sand os
ts
Rlaly‘a"red
o'er and o'er tn many ‘a

Sikh eee

| For

eed

Ahd

Srey

thehate-blood tn thelr veins begins
‘eeriaela

in out Bits

stom sean flea.

ce

is the bubbling,

ee

est possible™
‘tumbling over each
other in their eagerness to get out, for

~

Afid they obey ihe signal in the quick-

The one!place in a warship where
pleasure in fife finds {ts most joyous
expression
Ba

the last

F

to

leave

will

be

grabbed*)

the “dogs of war,” who
own
fect!
teach him the desirabilSty of being quicker in his movenext time. All this is the. onttering ahimal
and

a

shell-scarred

touches of Cuticura Ointment prevent
little skin troubles ‘becoming serious,

for 49a} precious, ‘sloriea

Absolutely nothing better or purer.

dead shall ever

HERINC™
ct the cand
tre of
the fight.

|e

ciplining

he gets

at

the-hands

of his

exuberant messmates of the gun{room,
‘this virtue, that}

Be
way of
by letting all the
Knocked out of him by those of his)
own
i
%
1¢ a midshipman does anything
for
which the
ler, pi
“he
should be punished, the “bloke™ does
not treat the matter as
as
he would if the offender were a sen-|
for.

“All

right,” he says,

“take

Mr.

Lanyard to the senior sub.and tell him|
| to give him halt a dozen.” And the
will_be,noth!
f thi prema- senior sub-sees-that Mr. Lanyard get?
grown-up
discernible - about “his dose” in full measure. A cane or
am dirk scabbard—preterably the latter
a

there

Bre i, iar cn be cue

it

Rate
oe

ry

Agriculture is nearly 9s old as m:
and since,
it ,begam it is probable that
have

been

studying

out

bal-

anced rations for domestic animals,
Dut even yet few housekeepers have
any. rebl scientific ddeas on-feeding the.

family. “Your state agricultural col-|
Jege or tho department

of agriculture,

ean help you out in this,
‘}-andjxou should take the matter into
consideration in making yor.
garden
and see to it that your vegetables in-

cludé the most nutritious and health-

giving.

* axe the most: valued:
treasure on the pre-:
Berve
j

properties:

ery

farmer

knows that when
works all
day he should receive certain feed,
‘arid when he {s idle—in rainy weather, for instance—he gets different rations.. How about a man or a child?
Do

you

know

how

to

set

your

table

to get the maximum results and keep
perfect

health?

Do

you

serve the

pame food to the men working in the
heat{of the harvest field, to the boy
oing to school
to the babies?
‘our garden should.contribute to the
health and happiness of each-—Reclamation Record.
—— +
Minard’s-Liniment Cures Colds, etc.
> ———

Now She Hates HerNow. she! hates one of her oldest
friends. Yesterday she was downtown
with this

friend, and just. before noon

‘eho ‘said to the other Iedy, “Well, 1
am

ear’

going

over

here

and

catch

my

‘Then the other said to her:

the gun “Well, I am going home, too; I'llTemgo
because it. hurts most—is
room's favorite
weapon, dyer on Main and catch mine.
chastising
‘the-ships. Instead of
‘and the “laying on” {s done so lustily “nwfully glad I ramacross you, and I
aot holes below the orlop
you to comme to see me
d,
that,-once
for-. want
never
it
experience
is
now
they
are
times,
q
deck,”
Martha said she would, and
soon.”
; Somfortable enough as a rule, though gotten.
In favor of this custom it should be the two parted. A few minutes a later
‘than in.others.
went-into a place to get bite
that
‘the:
offender
gets
what
is
Martha
me
and,
do you
of something to eat,/and what
je to him—and there
, The fault does not count think? Yes, there she was—eating
‘him. permanently
would lunch. “I didn’t want ber to-ask me
exMartha
her,”
with
if “logged.” As to why he got “cobbed” to go to lunch
within
Mr. Lanyard did not plained to us after sue returned front
that
might be
than does any king, Jcalsor it Hing
‘tie
his
Jongside smartly en- town, “but I don't see why she want+
earth.«Being
jon
she
why
~or-anitan
other way he showed ed to Mp away. T-don't see
ia Own
oiigh or in some
or eine “aiidighest “within
vout his duties; wanted to preten
in
lar sphere, whateyer he says | siathing
‘
which deserved to be
Tam sure I.am able to buy
;
‘no!
time! ofted. it,happens
reJgoes—and a badtries
ently
recorded
against
him, but
his
for
my own lunch, but I want her to end
stop
to
jon anyone who
the good
tionturn those patterns she borrowed,
themselves have changed

‘

‘sub;

of
for putting them in the right
discipline, Is: the: most
‘way.
effective and convenient method.
Minard’s

i
an

4

‘out So-and-so,”
behest.
“go-and-s0”

they
avalanche of.

pas big ass

.Liniment.

Cures- Distemper.

—- ——

her house
I never expect to set foot in
Fort Worth
agatn.”—Claude Callan {a

Star-Telegraph.

A Marvellous Medicine
For Little Ones

———
{
“Just a Suggestion.
er, Ste. Perpetue,
at tL atrs, Delvina Pelleti
e
Before a man ‘s hired ‘to work
. 2“] have much pleasur
‘Tablets
Baby's
certain munitions plants he ts ofrequirthat
stating
himaccount
medicine, jn
lous
‘ed to give a completea series
of printed Dave been a marvel
usbeen
gndito.answer
T,bave
theicase of my baby:
‘on a regular form.
fouryears and
sstion of all ing the. Tablets for
i
¢
ng to. equal
“head of:
Jpedigres don't think there is anythiTableta. the
ing the.
them."
# Governmother has the guaranteedo ofnot contain
they
‘ment analyst ‘ofthat
opiates or other harmthy
“ poasibly
do

_ Debt ts:
Bees.
3

Tho Dr.
Diatl ‘at 25 cents a box fromBrockville,
Williams’
«Medicine
Co.,

oysters

when put

of high-priced

will

be eaten

well

white pepper, dip

Trouble On the ‘Phone.

you

look after

one

pushes

by

KING,

I was cured of Acute Bronchitis by
MINARD’S LINIMENT.
Lt.-ol. C. CREWE
READ.

‘Suesex.
I was cured of Acute Rheumatism by
MINARD'S
LINIMENT.
Markham Ont.
C. 8, BELLING.
Lakefield, Que., Oct, 9, 1907.

catsup, one teaspoonfu) Worcestershire
juice,

three drops of tobasco sauce, and five
To
small oysters. Serve- very cold, cockserve them at their best, oyster
tails must be prepared
individually.
coskthe
tf
cups
Serve in glass sherbet
tall glasses are not at hand.
«|
FRITTERS.

enough

water

Mix
flour
it Js
olive

eggs well beaten.

Drop

Drain'a moment
and serve hot.

on

to

new

into

its nose

these

means
stop’

the

Mquor

scald,

that

form

tooth;

warning;
starch;

the

hidden

cutting a

left

without

measles; the plumbing in,the cellar
leaks; we have only enough coal to
last through
until
7 the
paint gave out when I got only half
over the dining-room floor; the main-

spring of the clock
three sisters-In-law
visit to-morrow; the
called for two wooks;

{s broken; my
ere coming’ 10
dustman has not
our dog has tho

the: looking-glase

mange;

fell off the

wall a Uttle white ago and broke to
pleces; and I think that my husband

notico of a wi-

considcrable

{s taking

submarine has

The enemy
two things will happen.
will wait upon the surface until the
submersible comes
up. or if it starts
ni
cf ai
follow, until
moving
the : enemy
the tnevitable uprising.
But perhaps

In such a case
he
can Jet a bomb
down in the water, which will explode
when {t touches the roof of the subthe submerged
Of course,
marine,
that this
bomb
is
Germans
know
the
kely to drop at any. minute;

Who Mend Olothes Right

stools,
perhaps on ‘the sidewalks,
mending articles of masculine attire.
accomplishments
of
these

them.

aro better appreciated by native work-

men than by foreign travelers.
They are never short of patrons
among

the former,

World's

Work.

ness,

home,

have

they

\g
good oven until nicely
Then carefully lft off the

them-

Generally

speaking,

these

women

and laborers

who live in the housebosts which line
the creeks of many Chinese cities and
towns, and their needles are a great

help toward the solution of the problam

of maintenance

in a crowded

city

—

The Clever Brahmen.
a ie
s
peas

Speaking of the
great
power
the
Brahmans in India posserg tn localis-

ing thought,

a prominefit

Brahman)

once said: “We would > ‘consider m
game of chess a played in this country mere
Brabman

and when slightly cool add the beaten

top, remove ‘the rice and fill with the
yater
.
»Pat on the: top, let
t very not in the oven and serve at

n reat for

to avail

are wives of boatmen

of

uncooked rice to support the top cover
. Put.on the top paste and

are glad

answers every purpose.

two

Line a buttered
yolks of three eggs.
TNAt with
‘baking dish with rich paste,

no one to mend

solves of the services of the street
needlewoman. For this
customers the itinerant
sewing woman

in-

and
salt
Jeve) tablespoonfuls butter,
milk
pepper to taste, half a cupful rich
t© mace slightly
‘and bread crumbs
then put
minutes,
few
a
Boll
thick.
the edges
in the oysters and cook until
Remove from the fire,
begin to curl.

for these are often

“paychology” of such a situation tends natives of other districts and, having
to persuade the {mprisoned crew to come to the city to engego in busi,

surrender.

make

-quart

add

cook

iniikman left only a pint Instead of a
quart to-day; the bread won't raise:
my oldest child {s sickening with the

or town.
2

the baby !s

the

we are out of sugar and
the stovepipe fell down; the

{ts navigators having made

unglazed

strain and

words,

the horrible discovery that they are ‘Women
There While You Wait.
perhaps
the net has be
trapped—or
come twisted in the propeller. Under
these conditions the wise submarine
In many towns of China ‘one may
rises to ‘the surface.
It surrenders,
mended on tho
have bis garments
becomes the property of the
enemy,
Native
and “while he walts.”
and {ts crew are-mads prisoners.
If street
women are to ‘de seen on low
it does not take such action, one o! ¢ | sewing

OYSTER PIB,

Drain

interest

the

on~ both | pout it. The net now trails along
oe
sides of the submarine—its progress
Cures Diphtheria.
—_+2
Sevealing the fact that something | Minard’s Liniment
below 1s supplying the motive power.
SEW IN THE STREET.
‘Perhaps the net suddenly stops; that

to hot fat and fry a delicate brown.
paper

oysters;,

abiding

noted

That's
dow lady that lives next door, bappenas
all to-day, but if anything
meshes. | ister I'll call you up and tell you a

to a batter
and a teasmooth, stir
of] and two

a spoonful

and

had

this morning;

U-BOATS.

Drain’ and chop a pint of oysters.
‘Mix with them the strained oyster
adding

a deep

On tho outside of the direct-

they

.
Ta eee nanunbades gets ‘rcvatien®, [205 {cr ime mont pert Geet ae

——$—$<$—

two scant cupfuls.
with two'cupfuls of
spoonful salt, When
fn @ tablespoonful of

took

in it.

‘The submarine cannot
on acsubmerge to very great depths
being
count of the pressure—200 feet
a.
It
about the limiting depth.
until
{nnocently along, therefore,

!

liguld,

depart-

their telephone very long, and every-

jar position.

—_—_—_—_<_—

Gout

Ont.

A new use for the trouble

bottom are weights
and on thewhole
thing in a perpendicukeep the

OYSTER COCKTAIL,
For each cocktail into each glass put
one and one-half tablespoonfuls tomato

lemon

parents

Kelvin,

ment of a telephone office has been
discovered.
The family had not had

are. of great size
and the meshes
The net
square.
about 10 or 15 feet
keep bobbing
has floats on top that on a fish line
up and down like a float
that

unglazed paper.

OYSTER

very

{8 made of wire
net
rope, about as thick as a lead pencil,

in fine breadcrumbs, thon in egg beat-

one.teaspoonful

not

F, Barber,

to

SALESMEN WANTED.

A submarine

en with one tablespoonful water, and
again in crumbs, being careful to coat
every portion of each oyster thoroughly. Fry in deep hot fat, and drain on

gauce,

amia-

the Work is Done by Britain’s Trawlers.

How

good recipes:
FRIED OYSTERS,

I was cured of Rheumatic
MINARD’S LINIMENT.
Halifax.
ANDREW

and

NETTING

For frying, large oysters should be
selected. Parboil them just enough to
plump them, but not enough to curl
the edges much. Drain carefully, and
lay the oysters in the folds of a towel
to absorb all moisture.
Season each
oyster with salt and

FOR SALE
FARM IN THB
CHOICE of DAIRY
A County
Brant,
Buildings No. 1
‘with plenty ‘or water. Full

you any home, little boy?”

your

raw

&6 soon as they are out of the shell.
But there are hundreds of palatable
ways of preparing them. Here follows
ome

HONEY OROERS.

ory

steaks and roasts. Carloads of the first
September

advance-

you “Trouble, call No. 4217.”
“Well, look here, little
man,
bring your mother along to the CenIt had been a hard
morning,
and
Finally
tral Hall to-morrow to hear my lec~ everything had gone wrong.
the lady of the house, in desperation,
ture on the upbringing of children,
turned to her trusty
telephone
and
will you?) By the way, what is sour
name?”
called 4217.
“Oh, stop talking nonsen:
“This is the trouble department,”
er!” exclaimed the boy.“
enswered the operator sweetly.
know your own
chil
“Ie this
where
you
report
your
Chronicle. ——_+-+-—
troubles?” asked the lady.
—
“Yes, ma'am.”
Cures Garget In’
Minard’s: Linlment
“Well, I only wanted to report that
Cows.
our cat got drowned in
the
cistern

Pink of condition,
ey are so fine
that thero.is talk of putting up
the
alongside

disconsolate

“Haven't

“Do

Now comes the welcome oyster, after

table

her effervescent

“Yessum!
“Father and mother?”
“ ‘Course I have!"

Hevo the variety of the fruits of the
soil with the finest
frait of the sea.
The oyster men who have examined
thelr beds say the oysters are in the
price lest the oysters blush

fafineré’

very

Oysters Ripe

‘on the

and

YOUR
OUT-OF-TOWN
AC
PAX, ints
by Dominion Express Money
Five dollars costa three cente
Orders,

how to bring up their children.
One morning she saw s small boy
standing at a street corner, looking

® short summer breathing
apell, to re-

Eny os Ute

sential.

ANTED
SPECIALTY SALESMAN
in every city and town, to sell &
fast selling, 25 cent to $3,00 articles; no
competition in these
jes. An. attractive and ble mone
aker for agents
for whole or spare time.
gelling exert
ecessary.
Write to-day for
full Information.
© Britannia Specjalty Co., Hox 192, Hamilton, Ont.

Summer- Over

Spanking Doesn’t Cure!

\WWANTED
GENERAL notMILT
work: MEN
previousFOR experience
¢#

Bility; she had suspected every boldier’s wife she met of secret drinking;
she had pried into the private affairs
of munition workers;
and now she
was
busy teaching young mothers

no

—Serhouela.

For the most part those ;who
have
) thelr habitat inttare mere
Ey
i
45 years are concerned, thou
ee
capable by long
.
taking on a man’s job and doing it

and Son.

1D — PROBATIONERS | TO
train for nurses. Apia: ‘Wellandre
Hospital, St. Catharine

Apply

ae bese,
Free Meee
eA Bold
bests
Meby Seis.
SApost-eard:

A saat Pred
‘on, the dead, to the
3 ie
=
a

with
*

HELP WANTED.

She had presented white
feathers
to consumptive young men in clvillan
@lothes; she had bothered
wounded

soldiers with

for all toilet-purposes, Cuticura Soap
clears
the pores of imparities, while litle

suite you well, for what man

own

spoota ot

Mother

Cuticura will help you. Used every day

piu tate toll of War's

Season

—<3oe————

- soft
and white, your hair rich and glossy.

with no-man’s cinim, wot ¢ven

see

Ne-man‘s"
ws

three or four minutes,
salt and pepper.

‘Who knows?
Then why not keep your
‘complexion fresh and clear, your hands

ring trail of red:

Ap

up a fork ee at
‘beam. with it or sticks’ it into the
therale
s
i
ey
ee
members of ‘the
-room must
Jeave it helter-skelter, AU alone,

flour and cook until frothy, then turn
in one cup of oyster liquid and cook
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PHILADELPHIA BROILED (OYSTERS.
Pick over and drain one pint of oysters, tp each in melted butter, then
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salt and pepper.
Butter an oyster
broller-and lay the oysters in; broil
until the Juice flows, then serve on
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wrest
from us.
— Latest Funeral Furnishings - *0 William
Patterson ‘sang ‘Benutifat Isle
6t Somewhere," and: the service” cloned
Rubber-tired buneral Car—the
with
singing
¥O, Canads;" and “God Sayo
» Finest west of Toronto
the King.”
;
‘FUOWBRS farnished for any occasion,
‘The cburoh was filled with sympathizCor, Main.& Mary St. Dutton, Ont, & ing friends of. the family.
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0,0.¥.,
of
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>
thé late sergeant was m meniber, marched
from the bowe of WW. Patterson to the
EERE
churoh, each wparinga white rove in memScRULTz
ory of their brother.
1ONA STATION
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Mise Barbara Milne, of Detroit, in: the:
u
3
quent of Mra,4. By MoKellae;
Ay Downs is attending thé faberal of a
Embaimer’s Ce'tificate of Ontario & relativeat Aylmer: :
}
‘The Patriotic Clab are making arrange“Everythi ag required Gan -be.for- } monts
for a sook sogial to be. held ‘in the.
flowers for any occasion
nishéd.
town hall on Tuesday. evening, Sept, 25,
Gouphes, Caskets and all the

Embalmer

one 45—Roonig Main Street.
one 454—Residence-
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR

sible. . That is, the American law limits
the profit on fiour to 26 cente per barrel
‘and on feed to 5U cents per ton.

THE

:

farmer, who owns a Ford if he would
His
ever saan try to’ get along. without it.
answer will hasten your decision’ to own one.
‘Ask any

have made
ir prices
as uearly
iv
accord with the Americican
a8 pos-

being: offéred for Viintoos ag Dee:

takes

The Ford'practi

no stables to clean,

care of itself.

for flour
been. made in Canadas,
‘as tlie price for wheat {s ideutical in both
Onnada ona pe Ulie ‘States, er.

ewes, 6 Oxford ewe lambs,
10 shoats, sow and § Re
ipaie.P dante
nyes
‘find condition and are an |:

or

No bed to make, or hay and
easier.than a horse.
oats to get, no harnessing and unharnessing, and

UD

All the big milling cor
ed on 8

2 Yeare.
ee
“Yha:z 90 extra yearling :stenrs, 20 ¢:

of
And it’s so easy to take care

vasa Ford,

91] that It was fought on a spot frequent’

e8,

mouths’ credit. on ap‘notes, bearing interest at 6

busy
farm machine made that ‘will save ‘the
time
farmer and his busy. wife so much valuable —far

Kip

fountain”

and more the Ford car is looked

upon by progressive farmers as necessary farm equipment, the same as the
the hay-rake, the drill, the mower, the

arrow and other labor and time-saving:
2
machinery.
A farmer with a Ford car can dis ie tripswithto
and make
horses
‘one or two of his
town, railway station, creamery, or to the neighthe time. In fact there is no
pours in’one-third

“Jaughty.” It means “shelter for ant:
mals," and hence when we talk of the

ayeaceold: maar: inet heavyGheeOlyde
‘years;
pair
colts, 2 yrs., Clyde;

Farm

Equipment

4fhus Bloemfontein» means “flowery:
fountain,” Modderfontein “muddy foun~

tain,”
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are gorgeously

the English “fountain,” and towns with

arrangements.
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this terminution bave been damed aft
er Dutch. farms, which are always
built beside fountains of spring water,

through ordinary channels of trade
on a fair and ‘equitable basis, and
will. co-operate in the matter’ of

:
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have, in gen-

niust have noted the word “fonteis,”
which appedrs so often. ‘This word ta

ton axalust utider.
must do #0 ‘before
th:
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deep,

Transvaal Terminations,
In perusing the names of South Afrt-'
cau towns in the newspapets many

factory supply of apples can be
«, | geoured to the people of Canada ata
fair cost without the necessity of
setting prides to the producer, and
that it is not necessary to take over
JD. BLUE, ‘Clerk:
the apple crop to secure distribution,
to

a
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that a satis-

‘curl op the weat side ‘of Cliarles
ston Strect

by a |

in circumference

by

decorated with vaulted ceflings, rich
moldings, inlald mirrors and massive
plidings.
”
¥
7
‘The domes and miharets,.of which
thére are no fewer than 2,000, the ear‘fiest dating fromthe twelfth century,
are ornamented with glazed tiles and
paintings in green and white and are
considered to’ be the finest in the world.
When Bagdad “was the home of the
caliphate in the elghth century it wis
the finest city in the world, possess!
u population of over 2,000,000.
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Ottawa, Sept. 17.—The frait and
Negetable committeo has advised
the food controller, after a careful
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centuries. The population of Bagdad is
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‘The bulk of the people are of Arab
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Admission calls

for s pair of socks from all adalts
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“BAGDAD.

In Ancient’ Times It Was, the. Finest

values.

for your money

meatless days.

HISTORIC

Winter

and

We extend a cordial invitation to all

We

service was

fllk cows and of 5,000,000 In the numder of, sheep in the last ten years,
ministered unto, but to minister
five his life a ransom for many.”.
Mr. while the population increased 15,000,Kilpatrick spoke very. forcibly ‘from ‘this 000. ‘Phe American family should in-

Diplomas-trom Meyer's Schooi
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dis-

up-to-date

a full and

to examine these exceptional

t from the Mark 16; 45:
n of Man came not to be
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‘Above is the cut of the Treasure Range, made and guaranteed
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The D. Moore Co.
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HEATERS
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spectators.
The horae races as usual were the
1
features.
There were three

The
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uate of Royal College of Deffal Su
Hiacks Street, &. Thomas
qusdacge Deck of the Andfnez Co.'s Store,
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OWe also have a complete stock of Wood
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present

at

in some
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As usual the show of horses attracted
and in this olsss
its reputation in

heavy

the
the

horses.

Jadgea—Goo, Giddy, A. MoWilliam

Amongst those who showed were: A. G.
Dancansov, Orawford Bros., J. Trothen
Cam}
w.
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MoDonald.

Kellar, McKay
Dan, MoMillan,
D. ot sicBee, *
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College Princess

Dresses

for

Misses

(

Walter

Miller, W. EH Torner, Dancan Brown
& Sons, sone
Leslie

Ken

Oampbell,

era

M.

Alex.

joa Orohiard,

Peter Love,

Walter. Parke, William ‘Sloan, Petor

Oampbell, Nelson Warner, O, west
a) eee A.
a Whalls,
jam, D. MoBain, W. T. Futcher, tai

iddell.
The exhibits

of hogs,

Ideal

for

School

MAIL,
INQUIRIES
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or

General

Wear

WOODWARD & STATE
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WITH aur OEP ATH
DETROIT

t
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‘Hlogs= Poultry Wanted
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Afor Wheat Beans,
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ae us
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s ’ Pollard’s Old Stand

he
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me

automo!
bales

bosd oS given.by the

popoore. ice cream and “hot
did a flourishing trade.

A. M. Hant, seoretary of the Weetarn
Fair, was amongst the interested

many of

the

animals were prize winners during the
present season at the
vinoial fairs.

yoarHavers Stevenson
Ste
the grand stand,

naded &to
2 the coffers of

years old and over.

and

i $41.90.

Tho
Women’s
Institute
. realized
the sam of $187 by the Tanches served in
. which will be devoted

‘All classes were filled
and the compesca, was keen.
joular interest to. the speotatore was the class open to Hereford
two

smile that
”

tatives,

Hon.

ot Labor, and

iblic

There

two encriee, bat the fact that
that Elgin oan: produce stock | were only reserved
showed
that would rank high in any content:
champion of the Osaonal Exhibition, Sorento. and
, made

, of

Fingal,

Yall the money re.

Sizes -14 to 20 Years

POSSI

breeders

$15.20

“College Princess” dresses are developed in exclusive designs and express the highest inspiration of exceedingly clever style originators.
Practical?
Yes, and pretty, too.
The style pictured is of navy serge;
narrow black silk braig trimmed’
and red silk bow.
Also noyelty.
boufant pouch pockets,

-

to local

cattle and sheep | bulls,

eh excellent hogs were shown b:

at
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santa neal a
All com:
with PoBhorthoras
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dominating. *Theexhibite were confined

McOormick, Alex.

the

It is estimated that~ 400
passed through the gates.
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to show you our goods

J. B. CRAWFORD
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Many visit it for the

exhibit. in light and
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‘red. O., G. Colley
Holley Mao, McLellan
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pleasure afforded in meeting friends of
other days sud forming new ones, and
besides this pleasure
is increased in
viewing the best prodacts of the garden
of Ontario,

Time—2.39, 2. we ‘Sm2934.

Heaters.

Wallacetown,

of the other departments.

Bat a feature of the fair that predom-

Breet “saries F

and Coal

attracted

mach stteution sud every even!
keenly contested. The resulta were
oie ae
as

other fairs held the same

much attention
fair maintained

Hitam Keillor,

Feed —

cas ot ee ee ees,
Daniel eee eer and ‘the second
Mr, sud Mrs. Brrot

all

inated this year more than ever was the

Free-For-All—
Moggie May,E. Campbell

pointmenta.
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and young—of

had to do with » somewhat smaller dis-

large and
aré the leaders in the stove business. Come and see our Heaters.
compleje-stock .of, Stoyes,, Ranges, Heaters and Gas
We will be only too pleased

Seyeral
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results of the races were as fol-
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}

the pss!

day attracted exhibitors that invariably

lows:
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band played many numbers daring the
afternoon.
The Scottish dancing of
threo St. ‘Thomas entertainers pleased

has.

See our
stock of Gas
Heaters in the various
ty les and makes.
styles

aan Wed

of

otber exhibits for show, yet what they
lacked in number was mad
in qual-

Comfort, fell at the south-western tarn,
hurling the driver over her bauk. Forvuoately ueither driver nor {horse was

our supply of Gas Heaters
We are well stocked
in all
‘
styles and makes.

5:

lives

throng
large,

social element.

We are fortunate enough
in being able to procure
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R. Ray-
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Shackleton

and the

The hall waa well filled with exhibits the surrounding townships. Tho direetors who for = namber of yoars had to
of ladies’ work, cooking, flowers, vere.
tables and frait. < The building was contend with an unkind weather clerk,
were
yin their -happiess

A LEX. MoKILLO M.D.C.M.,
7 Uatrcesity, 1 P, London, Rog,
LBOS.
Obs jatar Ro
‘ror band a.0.8.8
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filled
high

of this popular time: piece.

on Thursday and Friday, added another

particularly good, and on exhibition
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several prize winners at the large

AE |

E.

‘another
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to the long series of successes,
‘and the 57th annual
show, so far as at-
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Otdce and
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wére well
exhibits. were all ofa

roo. No charge
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-; The Baby Show

‘The Waliacetown Fair. the exbibition
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exhibitors of Southwold and Dunwich
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Movement
petition—Notes

day, was ‘the. most sucdesafal in the
history of the organization. “The

Now is, the time to plan for comfort for the winter. heater,
@
new Range or a Stove, or maybe you are wanting
with high quality.
why we are‘the people who can ‘fil your wants.
es at reasonable prices.
guaranteed goods

W.H.

fm footwear.

id Success Featured
the 57th Annual Exhibition of
“= the West Elgin Sodety
>

oe woether the 59th
Favored ia
of the Sheddew Agricalraral
Society, held at Shedden on Wednes-
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Stoves and Ran,
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years, of the average
long cough to leave

farm, is
modern

then be broken up and cultivated
other.crops.
ume to
‘The present {s an excellent
During
operation.
‘this
commerite
harvests
grain
before
baying and
there are many days, after showers,
put
when the teams can be profitably

the sails.
not

e ship
to oe eee
blime enna voyage
1e- VOY!

and

meadows down for fhe best results
and greatest profits, ‘They — should
for

hopeful.

go, and if infinite tntelli-

the wind.

apples,

sugar,

(Experimental

né

wonders.

of castor

ee late

And when I come
"Come"! ured
of a welcome,

ae

to taste.

the apples

SNOW.

nae

ff it be the immortal

the

over

sary.

Bunyan.
is here to-d.y
vere movable sidewatkBlessed
Master

pe

pour

spoon.

cupful of sago In a pudding dish with
one tablespoonful of sugar, place in the
apples, fill up with water in a moderate oven for about two hours, covering
the top with greased paper, if neces-

Bunyan

I

the

and a dot of butter on each. Put a tea-

yet John
liberty.
to be a teacher of Christian
in the
For long years be was bound
work
chains of a legal bondage at his
in “Grace Aboundin
and the proof is th
thousands of Christians Slough of Deare strangers to the
Iron Cage
spond, Giants’ Castte, The
Let us cease
and Dismal Despair.

yy and

cold

and the whites of the

Progress,”
lors beauty of the “Piigrims
1 equipped
w:

re can

coats

very stiffly;
beat thoroughly together
and serve with cream or custard,
APPLE AND. SAGO: PUDDING.
Pare and core five or six apples, filling in the centre with Demerara sugar,

‘This is illustrated

The
gangway

set

whites of eggs.
Boll the apples till
tender,
then pass them
through
a
sieve, and beat them well, When they
are cold, add to them the sugar,
etc..

paration for the end of thethejourney.”
old nowith
in
tion of life—a journey terminating
in the pee:

force.
in the

and

a jug,

thin rind of a lemon (grated), and six

‘This is in accordance

in full
stands

thickens

Into

Take a dozen large

For what

whose name Is sweet toRutherford;
of
day
Forefancy the
day, says
preyour death, and make all needful

man—even

strain

APPLE

reversal
and the ship moves on.. ‘Thisstrike
the
of the plan of progress may of novelty,
reader with all the force
Dear Samuel
let us be

from
hn

Heat the milk, pour It

eggs;

cover with whipped cream.

old as
Is it
is the law of Maine navigation?
his chair
not that the passenger sits in

and

to pulp,

apples

Pour into a bow! and flavor
When

at plowing the old meadow.
Detp plowing is not necessary, nor

5

a
need the. furrows: be set up with
natrow plow. Rapid work at this time

essential, A two-furrow
of year
plow, with three horses, will turn over
a
Piece of land in a day. At
the close of each-day the area plowed
that day should be rotled. This breaks
its pasJands ‘and
ise3 down the furrows,
ng JOY ovable sidewalk honor
not th
Sengers in safety and
one is lost.
ship,

tet the
to the everlastvane Christ enter In,
etaimd

- Russian Folk Songs.
olk songs of Russia,
z
“La Musique tn

vigor, and

has at the same

time acquired the
mental
balance
necessary to putting forth his greatest
powers, as well as the courage
and
resolution to keep him up to his best
in a continued effort.
Under most
circumstances
it
is
better to wean colts a little young

than to put {t off so‘late in the fall
that

there

{s no

to give them.

grass

or

green

CATTLE

food

mR MARKETS.
“EG GRAIN MARKET.
Wy,

the humus road,

Any

should be available at

all times,

or self-feeder, s0 as to prevent waste,
Tt is a common

practice to burn

cobs

until the cob {s well charred, and then
the fire is smothered and the hogs

are given access to this, Some people
cbar thelr cobs in a pit, and when the
fire has gained good headway the top
of the pit is covered with a piece of
sheet metal and then covered with
dirt to keep out the air. The charcoal
can them be u
as it Is needed.
It
fs advisable to add,salt' to the charcoal, as it makes {t more palatable,

1s also especially good

for

the

Og5.

ee
A Gargle for s Sore Throat.
The kind of sore throat which anroys one when the weather Js unpleaaod

$2.49

LTH GRAIN MARKET.
Linseed, $3.40 1-2; Sept. 3.49
ober., $8.
2 ask
Nov.
e!
.
anked.
SE MARKETS.
‘Que.—Sixty boxes of butpa
‘ mond & Cote, Quebec, at
wo
‘boxes of cheese sold
pat 21 9-S2c. 9
NCAGO LIVE STOCK.

kind of vege:

preferably in an open shed, where it
can be protected from the weather.
Charcoal Is best fed from the hopper

sant

0

Colts that are not used

table matter plowed under and allowed
to decay adds humus to the soll. This
does not only
preserve
the molsture in the soit, but
adds
to
the
fertility of the land,
Salt and charcoal should be provided
to furnish
hogs with mineral matter.

ong

886

sock

MARKETS.

sad

to eating hay or dry feed of any kind
will not take to them readiiy and will
not thrive as well upon this kind of
a ration as upon grass. So
far as can
be done, colts should be fairly well
ccustomed to eating dry grain before
being weaned.
The cheapest road to soll fertility is

Salt

BUYS

ecco

1b. ‘bags, Ise ov
20 cents over; S-Ib. car.
over, and 2b. cartons,

x3,

cents over
TORON
Cattle, cq
Butcher
Butcher
Butcher ¢|

bottom box
may be cir-

NOTIES.
The true
theory of training is the
careful and progressive development of
the colt's powers by
exercising them
until he has reached the perfection of

physical

STANTESS

Je quotations M on ‘Canadia:
Toronto delivery, in ef100 Ths, 99.16
be. 914
aM

A cool, dry cellar is the best place to

the jug in a pan of boiling water and
stir with a Wooden spoon until the

custard

from

TRIFLE.

four or five

the

potatoes

keep them.
Where the temperature
fs too warm or the cellar too damp
the seed will not keep weil.
Where
they are too warm growth will start
before planting time.

then rub through a sieve; sweeten to
taste,
Make a custard with two yolks
and one white of egg, and two teacup-

fuls of milk.

healthy

circulation of air.
The
should be ralsed so there
culation of air under it,

them when coo} with sufficient castor
sugar to well sweeten them, and add
A small teacupful of thick cream. Drop
a spoonful of bright jelly at the bottom
of some custard glasses, fill up with
the apple froth and serve swect bis-

over

clean,

each end of the lower box to raise the
upper one sufficiently to admit free

slice them into a stewpan, cook with a
lttle water until! they are froth; whisk

man

the days of Noah.

The

the size of an English walnut.
This
will permit all potatoes large enough
for use or for sale to be disposed of.
Avold all tubers that look diseased.
‘As the eeed are selected lay them
on the soil for a couple of days to
harden the skin; turn them over and
leave
for two or three days longer.
Gather up tbe seed when the tubers
are dry and store them in racks
oF
shallow boxes, sprending the potatoes
carefully over the bottoms only one
tler deep.
The boxes can be piled up
one on
another, first
placing a slat
across

Bake in a moderate

care not to burn the top.

of ine be-

stationary—the

pounds.

potatoes will give a poor yleld.

CHARLOTTE.

and grate a little nutmeg over,

It was seen that the usual
holder.
of the
Instead
plan was reversed.
residewalk
and the
man walking
re-

death,

nifcrobes

return

bread coated both sides with butter,
making the bread overlap around the
edge; fill the tin with the apple puree,

maining
the
and
mained standing or sitting
as the
After all,
sidewalk moved.
under
poet says, there is nothing new
as
{fs
locomotion
the sun—this plan of

they
what jg so consumine, as’an army in
‘of peace?
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" how
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mind of care eS ‘ig calmness,
eae
oe
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land. Was never, [ree whos: st
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mind of Christ there in sus
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a
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idolat
the
Seok
ae
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THE MOVABLE SIDEWALK.
novelty of locomo‘This wonderful
several
tion, bas become exhibited on

THE ARMORY.
(By the ‘late Rev. H. T. Miller.)
“Arm
‘yourselves
with
the
same
mind.”
‘One of the most dignified

brew

APPLE

APPLE

be also.

rust;

sugar,

Peel and cut into slices two pounds
of cooking apples, boll them to a pulp,
with sugar to taste and a piece of lem-

your mind.

arm.—The Lord is good, a strong hold
in the day of trouble; and he knoweth
them that trust in
him.
1 go to prepare a piace for you. And
if I go and prepare a pliice for you, 1
will come again, and receive you unto
myself;that where I am, there ye may

utterances ever printed for man.all The
sufmind of Christ is the truest,
Let us look away
ficient armory,
from the explosives and hundred-ton
sloth
the
from
guns; Jet us look aw:
of these military stores; they rot, they

the

lemon

cuits with them.

wonder

3,733

the size of a ben's egg down to those

with castor

BAKED

—Not the hearers of the+law are just
law
before God, but the doers of the
shall be justified.—It ye know these

occasions, to the

of

to

sprinkle

drink
tot pass away from me, except I
tt, thy will be done.
‘Not every one that salth unto me,
Lord. Lord, shall enter into the kingthe
dom of heaven; but he that doeth
will of my Father which {s.in heaven.

Behold, I have graven thee upon the
palms of my hands; thy walls are continually before me.—Set me as a seal
n thine heart, as a seal upon

and

of chopped

the oven for two or three minutes, turn

THY WILL BE DONE.
Bless the Lord, we his angels, that
comexcel in strength, that do his
mandinents, hearkening unto the voice
ot his word.
Bless ye the Lord, all
that
his
of
ministers
ye
hosts;
ye hig
do his pleasure.
1 came down from heaven, not to do
mine own Will, but the will
of him
that sent me.—tI delight to do thy will,
my
O my God; yes, thy law is within

from iniguity.—Many Will say
on that day, Lord, Lord, have

works?
And then will 1 profess unto
them, I never knew you; depart from

a difference

-out of the tin while hot, and serve hot
or cold.

stew
SHEEP.

cinnamon,

@-

price paid at the factory being $6.63
per ton, a gain of $16.03 per acre was
shown in tavor of the
ulterharvest
cultivation,
SAVING SEED POTATOES.
In saving seed potatoes, select seed
from hills where
the
plants
were
strong and robust and the yield large.
Potatoes
from
hills containing few

Heigho!

in thy name have cast out devils? and
in thy name done
many
wonderful
ye

powderéd

Do., head,
Vegetables.
Onions, bun:

produced 10% tons, while 36 rows of

into squares, Bake'{in a quick oven;
when done, brush quitkiy with the
white of an egg beaten to a froth,

Our patient ministration,

would grow coid, and miss, indeed,
Its sweetest consolation.
If sorrow never claimed our heart,
And every wish were granted,
Patience would die, and hope depart—
Life would be disenckanted.

of

Merest suggestion’

Earth

we not prophesied in thy name? an

me,

dust

condition

the same length 'gro#n on land eimply
spring plowed only produced 9 tons,

peel, Sift a good layer of sugar on top,
cover with pastry, mark with a knife

Did our beloved never need

‘The foundation of God standeth
sure, having this seal, the Lord knoweth them that are his; and, let every
one that nameth the.name of Christ,

Shadrach, Mere Jewish cap-

Baby on. Daniel,

shach and Abednes'

our eyes

And yesterday 1s flown.
Let the old things go.

© Place:

floc!

us turn

To the morrow and what it brings,

MONS

clared that God was the
Shepherd, who faithfully,

.

Let us closo the dead past'’s gates
On these; Jet us leave behind
The empty and outworn things.

taken

were.

Suyle persons oF Jerusalem

If mone were sick and none were sad,
What service tould we render?
1 think if we were always glad
‘We scarcely could be tender.

finer

Roots,—Twenty-elght rows of sugar
beets grown on-gummer-culivated land

sprinkle in about one dozen cloves, a

IF.

The soil on the cultivated

being in a much

and almost free trom weeds, the differenée in the profits from the two
flelds, if workéd
alike, should be
almost ax great the following season,

YORKSHIRE APPLE PIE.
Line a Yorkshire
pudding tin with
a nice stiff paste, slice up some g
cooking apples and.
cover it thickly,

Yet their inner meaning
Ne’er can be expressed.’

beart.—O my Father, if this cup may

Old thoughts, old pains old hates,
Old prejudice grim and blind—

field

SESSSSESSSSENSERUNEBED

the

last of Judhh's

and

obtained,

line a
apple
whites
add a
pieces

SBEN

During

the

That God will not leave,

a

Ing at $4 per acre, a total cost of $16
-for-the. four acres, an increase in_net.
profit of $14, or $3.60 per acre,
wi

on top of the pudding) réeturn to a hot
oven for about ten’minntes and serve
efther hot or cold)

liteelf without true witnesses in the
earth Is plain: from the marvellous

Spiritual transformation,

Jerusalem.

of Zedekiah,

kings, who went childless
into captivity.

the

cents

esti

‘ropic:
) Place:

ment

to capturs Jerusal su.
blasphemously against

in

50

NSSZSZSSESES3

aud threatened
Hie spoke most

at

oth

of

fleld

Bier soto vo ey-tonsacehs

reign

field-plowed

Bah

the

« Sennacherly,

yKing.0% asnyria, invaded his kingdom

the

This difference of 60 bushels

four-acre

SRERS
waned

three distinct efforts
made
before
Nebuchadnezzar conipleted
the
de:
struction of Jerusalem and the deportation of the people into Babylon. The
absolute. humility. came in the treat:

‘opie: “A ertsis in Judah, Place:
During

stir in the yolks of four eggs,
dish with short paste, fill with
mixture and bake.
Whisk the
of the eggs until “a stiff froth,
tabelspoonful of icing sugar, put

with justice to spare the last branch
of Israel from captivity, there
were

the

bushel shows a total gain of $30.
Counting the cost of summér cultivat-

asunsy

an

on

ESSERE

idolatry,

as he could, the evil work

than

autumn,

a

acre

ecooesre
a ASLURAS

brush,
of Manassoh’s repentance and restorainto which the apple enters as the
~gume-—Popular. Mechanics.
‘that none “need continue
chief constituent. A few are subjoined
the 301 a ‘tton
i
Tor early r
Jotham, but he departed in‘ ein though ‘much time has been
spent In wrongdoing and in causing
‘from his father’:
OPEN- APPLE PUDDING.
earth for twenty centuries; at the end
others to do wrong.
¢
of
Peel and slice two pounds of apples,
‘We would not complain that we needed
, TIL, Its piety through
individu
soul! . Are we
and boil until a pulp; while still hot
Not patil the cup of Judah's {niquity
| add to it three ounces of castor sugar,
lt a-heathen |
was full-did the Lord
thres ounces of butter, the juice of an
conqueror to frivade the sacred city to
orange and one lemon.
When cold,
destroy it, As though mercy struggled

, butting away

the other field

of four acres was left in sod and also
plowed in the autumn.
The oats
from-—-the.summer-cultivated . field
Baye a yield of 15 bushels more per

8 gussseseassnsans

plowed in the autumn;

eco
SUL

ryest, was cultivated occasionally
during the summer and autumn, an

Drices, it is well worth while to make
the fullest use of the apple crop as a
measure of precaution and saying. This
page could easily be filled -wjth recipes

3

ee

the first feld was plowed atter

BEs

bri isties used in, new toothto prevent laceration of ten-

and

Dairy Produce—

‘Two fields of four acres each were

time.

eooccoceHHesececonccoooees

“At this

when bread and meat and vegetables
and fruits have attained such high

iiietcy was ever
+ quickened

visitant,

coe 3
SES! 6

taken;

{n-some form or another it is an alltable

ETS.
NTO S MARK
TOROFARMER
MARKET,
e a7itt
Rutter, cheieg

*

ngel touched his lips with o
from the altar and he was

*

Vhe-year

despairing

to

a

is thereby put Into much cleaner. con-

impressed wit
glory and bis own unclean-

“nnswer

of

and tue fruit lends itseif so anes
yarious methods of preservation
that

ss

aka

ae:

i

\by)-the \prophet Ezektel.
e
beyond Judah's restoration
Pina? Je
via at God” in from captivity to the days of -the Mes) and: the final
‘Typle: eae

oHSZNE Ser!

‘Aneie is sca a variety.

W168.

indicate very

addition to the greater yield obtained,
it should be remembered that the land

2

Want sl

plowing the same, which

clearly the benefit derived from sum‘| mer cultivation as outlined above, In

susssssusssusssua

September 40, 1917,
Paind Sevsrity of Cod

have

. Hie cttevmanaars.

XI¥,

the humus or plant food in the
it will allow, On the Dominion illus-

tration stations some results

been obtained in comparing the sum
mer cultivation of aod land with fall

the air feels raw

and

damp,

is not difficult to treat, and a speedy

ive

:

BUFFALO LIVE STOCK. ,
paftalo, Report.—Cattle, recelpts,
steady;
olners
receipts 150; ste:

we

ccelpts 1,600
lambs,

recelpts

2,000,

ty sina; yearlings $1.
11.50 to $1LTe; owes $6

Lar!
to #

FLL.S0.
MONTREAL MARKETS.
Report.—Offerings
of
.five
end C.P.R, market tofor some weeks
ttle, GY aheep,
ip

SL

t0

oaricet
bh
i
up 0 of the harthe winding
a tith 20d
cattle are still scarce
Yest|srason
iy
jces
were quoted $10:
tond: ekeas follows:
Prlces
stocrs

$5.00 10 $6.50;
to #15 sheep 9
milk ted 12 to kh
3

it fs @ curious

thing

that,

though

human beings are utterly bewildered
jn a dense fog, most animals find their

way through it without much difticare Js always possible.
The red apculty A horse will trot alongin ite
pearance of the throat indicates4 mild
the air were
degree of congestion, whilch may be right direction as thor
: clear, and not only that, but
telieved by gargling the throat with per’
hot (as hot as can be borne without will take the right turning at the
right
moment
ff
it
is
at
all
accustomed
burning) soda water. . Dissolve a tea:
A human being.
spoonful of sodfum’ bicarboriate in a to the road,
tumblerfal of hot water.
Use this take any turning but the right one.
Bt
nd gargie thoroughly every Birds, on the other hand, are uw!
three hours. Also take a saline Iaxauve—such as Rochelle
salts, a heaping
teaspoonful. in a tumblerful- of cold
water—at bedtime, and-another dose
upon rising in the morning, It is always advisable to remain. indoors for
24 or more hours when having o mild
attack
throat.

bewildered by fog.
stance, will remain

Pigeons, for

in-:

motionless sll day

tong, half, agleep, huddled up in their
pigeon trouses, Chickens and
4
of all kinds won't etir all the time a

heayy. fox is about, Birds of'all kinds,
of fact, seem: helpless
weather —Pearson's.

Relief Instantaneous. Healed

———
TUESDAY.
FOR
Cornmeal Porridge

© With 3 Cakes of, Soap and

‘2.Boxes
of Ointment. —;

MENU
Fresh Fruit
Sam

After the manner of amateur cooks,
he Itberally plaatered hie hands and
arms with the sticky mess.

men. Her beauty

You

was

a spook

or

ar

4

Creamed Fish—
leftover poled
Any

¢ | mask over her face again, but thi
soon
of

that, But we're glad ¢o}

othi

cookee,”
“Now

Le

ict

mn
ring a ee

1 teaspoon of soda.
_ 46 teaspoon of salt.
eae
Bake in asO

r

RE walened (ne

with apprehension for the girl.
throat
How could he make her understand

pent

before the fire, each with {ts loaf.

good tobacco.
‘The rapidly

girl: had other recommendations

“Toes
up a bag of

discullp

jhe

rose,

dusting

her

out

d

the others, filled, like they

it af-

were, with

within

the

little

0

-with

would have been justified in th
a part of dediam had deen tet

her.

the

eal
firet

word

she

strike

his emotiond

highly

Thus

offensl

ruminating

“well
101

into

Jos made

haste to join them.’ They
le around the blanrong excitement of
the game, each nature revealed itself.
as paper,
Black Shand became as pale

any.
The instino-

a blow

would

have

to

to fight all

No man may

her

k

work. Such

hardihood

In

that right now if you want,” he dald

come
too. “What hadstillshe unanGoubt of her, question
was
she

Big

Jack,

having

the

loudest

battered the ears of the disputants
until they were silenced. “You fools!”

he cried. “Are you going to waste the
of night chewing the rag like a parcel of

face

omen
They looked at him sullenly. “Well,

mouthed. She had some birds that she
e
was
skinning and cutting up.
fowl

greeted

his nostrils.

what are we going to do?
sal

A significant serie

floor,

The

of the ecene. Yet

this strange

while

were

you

had

foolish

is no

“This

F
do
“the girl, illustrating

with

elaborate}

not

to beat

a chance,”

he

it

subtle e

merely shook her head. They |

decide
yshe did not

as they

chose whether

understand

or

did

not

in witha pail of water,
ost

¢ ellk
an

angry

vole

handkerchief.

from

His

Hi
the

One by one they straggied in,
inning delightedly, if somewhat seek
ishly. They shook their heads at each
other. We sure have a queer customer,
was the general feeling. It was useless

of communication when one

Apparently she had merely
gone
some
cache of her own
to obtal
biscultloaves

cried

Joe, epring-

ding toward him. They faced each other | an rh.
calddie ot thecrooen-with bared

Merits

The

were

now

men

who,

reaching

laughed

for

ou?

done

for

“Tain't the first

with them. There's
We've all got to use

me
Husky, showing his
and

got

the

the

poneted)

.
the

bone

cubes

paling:him wanted:
“v0, behind
and took
Husky reached

AND
OFFICE

to

getting at?” de-

OF THE
TRO]
ANADA.

the underlying

MENU

Oatmeal Porridge
ie
Sugar

Bread and Butter
Cake

ou got to settle with us first,

After

the

two overweening

not,

however,

lessened,

contrary, & look or a word was enough

Biscuit

ANON SAMs
FRONT,

ISSUED

al.
or Babing

salt.

meat

saving

American

Magazine

by

a writer

“A man engaged in business in one
of the trades or professions is strong
and healthy, and his earnings are ade-

quate to meet the needs of himself and
to combat

his income, sells the Dirthright of lis
faraily for a mess of pottage in order
yo gratify his vanity or procrastinating
habits.
He is strong, and the future
seems & long way off.
“Eventually on account of accident
or disease he leaves the scene of action, and his wife and a number of
small children must face the
gloom:
days of the future anassitied” by
:a

bank account or life Insurance policy
because

he

failed

to
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to look

his property, and he sollloquizes in this
manner: ‘I shall meet the Interest and

next year begin paying off the mort-

gage.’
The years pass, the mortgage
1s foreclosed, and he realizes when too
tate that he falled to look ahead.
“Still another man lived upon the
principal of his physical bank account.

is 100 per

Tea

cent. whole wheat in a diges-

or Coftee

tibleform, “Nothing wasted,

(or Luncheon)—

her
i Sn the
exercise and

and

striking

form of proper
physi
careful ‘ayklente’ va

is truly rich.
must be used if it would be preserved.
Friendghips cannot be locked away in
safes or lent to historical exhibits and
love and faith and
Like
museums.
courage, they belong to that Intangible

treasure of the soul that must be kept
from destruction by constant service.
It is not alone material things that
“rust doth corrupt.”
How many of us~ have let elip
through busy or careless fingers theof
beautiful and glowing friendships

our youth? We did not mean to do it.
Indeed, we have often
regretted the
logs until, as the years pass, the regret

gradually fades away.
true of our own

friends

And if that is
how

far more

true of our father’s friends? Yet there
have been families where friendships
have passed down from
for several generations,

father

to son

‘There is food for thought here. How

many

fathers are building

up

fine and

loyat and serviceable friendships that

they can with pride and gratitude bequeath
to
their sons?
How
mothers are
storing up like treasures
for thelr
daughters?
The question
does not end there.
How many young
people of to-day are fitting themselves
to receive such legacies?
How many
in all the varied and urgent calls of
Ife are heeding the challenge to make

themselves ‘worthy of friendships by
being loyal and fine tempered and generous. friends themselves

Powder.
recipes

A Blunder
That Has
Brought
Many « Family
to Grief.
=

nature foreclosed dy
ber victim with apoplexy.”
eee

“Aman that hath friends,” the old
book of wisdom declares, “must show
himself friendly,” and
again, “Thine
own friend and
thy father’s
friend

forsake not,"—Youth’s

Companion.
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ONE WAY TO PAY.

How

Settled
the Artist Raphael
His Bill at an Inn.

great Italian painter,
Raphael, the
are
whose-celebrated biblical pictures
worth fabulous sums .of money, was
young, and enwhen
not a rich man
countered some of the vicissitudes of
lite Iike.many another genius.
Once when travelling he put up at

aninn and remained

there, unable to

get away through lack of funds to
settle his bill. The landlord grew suspiclous that such was the case, and his
requests for a settlement grew, more

and

more

pressing.

Raphael in despémation
following device:

Finally young

resorted

He carefully painted upon
top in his room a number

to the

a table
of gold

moned his host.
“There,” he éxclaimed, with a lordly
wave of his hand toward the table, “is
enough to settle my bill and more.

Now | kindly

the

way to the

Tho innkeeper, with
many smiles
and bows, ushered his guest out and

then hastened back to gather up his
gold. His rage and consternation when
he ‘discovered ‘the’ fraud kne®
no
bounds unt!! a. wealthy English traveller, recognizing the-valne of the art
put in the work, gladly paid him $50
for the table.—Stray Stcries.
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The' Gordian Knot.
As the old: legend goes, the father

of Greek

BABY’S OWN TABLETS Phrygia,
ALWAYS IN: THE HOME| ea:

King

Midas,

once

King

of

wis Originally & poor
peapéople of Phrygia
being

urbed; an oracle had informem that a wagon
would bring
them a king who would put an end to
all thelr troubles? Not tong after this

idea’ +
) eudEugene Vaillancourt, St. Ma- saying, Gord!
dently arrived in the midet of an asRusatriee: “My baby suffered sembly
of the people, riding in |: bis
so 1 began
6
‘using Baby’s Own Tablets. . I was sur= wagon, At once, to the grest
Gordius, they made him king. fo
prised with the
prompt. relief they
°
Mrs.

joe, curiously.
There
ood between these two. Pernaps
t | ‘because thoy were of the
age,

and

He falled to bank energy and conserve

—Supper

spirits

(Wheat

“Another man has a mortgage u

—substitute whole
wheat
foods for meat. » More real
body-building nutriment for
Wheat

% teaspoon of

simply
Sugar | ah ead,

sig-

Club for food conservation

3% cup of-cornme

2 tablespoons

ance among pis friends he lives up to

FOR-SUNDAY.

each

Join the Whole-Wheat

If skim milk fs used the soup i
improved by the addition of a ttle
butter.
Garameat Muffins—
ees.
2 tablespoons dripping.
6 tablespoons brown sugar.

“In trying to make a good appear

Sugar
Were

and

above,

are as follows:
Potato Soup—
1 quart milk.
Salt, pepper and grated onion to
tast! e.
1% cups mashed votat 0.
Add the potato to the heated milk
very
and seasonings, reheat and serve

family and lay a little by
the proverbial rainy day.
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and the other three camp on the shore,
What do you say to it?”

silence while

Soup

mentioned

Muffins,

Cornmea!

Sugar

saya:

other

to drop out on

Potato

for

recipes

In the

con-

nerve

The

Cookies

Milk

Tea

Muffins

FAILED
TO LOOK AHEAD-

round. The winner to keep the shack,

dead

Fruit

Crackers

Cornmeal

to Domestic Sclence experts of the Can
were solemnly passed from hand
adian Food Controller's office).
hand.
said
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“You can’t shoot on a mat,”
floor
the
from
Joe. Jerking the blanket

y
his hand in
hia
pocket.
ain't big enough to hold
us,” he sald, meaningly.
got to get out: “I've got a
here. Three rounds, see?

man

the

scornfully.

at Big
to

ee ceet-neng ore

four

are you

Jack put
“This shack
the four of
“Three has
pair of dice

‘The low

you

Jack

in every

situation

against

side

had brought half a-dozen grouse. The
it,
I know!"

z
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Husky,

filled the cabin.

thought was

impossible

prevail

me

That's what
id,

“Look here, you men,” said Jack at

for a

place

lanced
ea: at him with a

<4)

sald

same

An

2
purport

face was drawn by. the
‘Young Joe’s his
hand and tongue

Soup

ot. .

quietly went on washing
dishes with
Sam. He stole a glanee of com
o
Was it possible she did not
realize the danger of her situation? he
wondered.
She must know.
How did
she expect to get out of it?

the

all the noise outside did not seom

haven't 1?” snarled

oe

while Husky's face turned purple.

bout. Their flushed faces an
eyes were hideous in anger.

he came to

|

AT THE

Fresh Fruit (Berries in Season)
Sugar
Milk
Oatmeal Porridge
Coffee or Tea
Omelet
on)
to
got’
—Dinner—
t
Creamed
Ontons
equal 1| Roast Beef Potatoes
Brown Bread
we'll all
Cottage Pudding with Sauce
—Supper (or Luncheon)—
him
in

“Let him come in, then,
said Jack, indifferently.
“The losers will take cara of him.”

over her shoulder, and went on with

any

Joe,

keep any dignity in a tongue-lashi

cabin door, and was pulled up
short
on the threshold by a fresh shock of
astonishment.
There she was, kneeling on the hearth as before!
.

on her shoulder, Instantly Big

ported

MEN

FOR WEDNESDAY.
—Breakfast—

MENU

Ts it

Stewed

i
furiously.

him

three kept them apart.

6h

she was, and how mysterious!
too good for that lot. It pleased him
to think that she was honest. He had
not known what to think before,

yeror of the eex. The least ab

emirked

on

tive knowledge that the first man

Trouble in the shack could
not long have been averted'if she had
Perhaps she had been better
aware of what was going on that she
seemed.
What a strange visitation it

eit on, he lingered beside her.
looking Young Joe was a boasted

Hi
in a way

his

hi

‘woods music, At the sound of
looked up from hia flour, He q@

‘all to contral

”

made more noise than
monium filled the shack.

was the first to take eober sec

cense told him she
would never
caught by that noisy crew unless
wiehed to be, In amy case, the

tered. Her voice was like @ 6t

“How

sald

{th the rest of us, or

displeased Joe.

drawn,
presently
Shand was
which
making it a three-cornered affair, Big

ond thought, He began to retract

1a,
was

ling?”
fists!”

gran

‘Joe turned

on

lengths

.

quest Made by Just
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uD, 7-4 ino ante with thetr | Be, Saat 1 init wrangle
resnited ,
dulcet invitations to the vanished one

Sam was as self-contained in

communicate

their

tasted
root,
ground.

ehac!

in s BeFine Food for Thought ice
Lamar.

crumbs.
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0 nly a
anything.

the 2: three of us, ¥ cue aft‘You've

naive promises to the
would only come back.

ug amount of electricity wi

@tored

a for. it!”

“8

settle

will you settle it—with guns?

loudly calling her name

eyes

that his hospitality was no!
disinterested, They were in
Drietle at each other. Clearl,

re

‘The best man’s got to win!”
“You fools!’ growled Shand.

and thelr facetious remar!
other were in reality for
‘A rough respect for her still kept,them

made

fl

glitter in each man’s

t

made them
more
le. Their faces were flushed,
eyes began to be @ ttle

that the girl could not s}

from the fire as they were, they could

blanket
a

clean, white

late

out in dismay, and

the door, Sam involun'
or fairly
+ for a tablecloth, and eet thi

hand

hand:

of the door, closing

ter her.
‘They cried

diminishin,

from

ef

backed away from the fire, as if to
cool off. Before they realized
ehe was doing, she turned and quietly
walked

FAMILY FRIENDS.

How could he
e thank him: for

ful ae @ kitten or a filly, or anything
of ite
the | Young, Natural, and unconscious
the dishes, whfie the o'
fogged
In a remarkably short space of time
need to ask if it was going to be good
bread. It appeared that this wondei

of bread

be

1 tablespoon of butter:
Cinnamon to season.
Lamar
In the will of the late Justice
Put
Butter the pudding dish well.crumb
court
and
iof the United States supreme
alternate layers of apple
legacy.
with
unusual
finish
and
very
there was one
with apples in bottom,
to his
“It's crumb on top, and dot with bits of
He bequeathed his friendships
Cover:
nly
putter. Sprinkle with cinnamon. , then family.
minutes
“How about the cook?”
runs, “I
will
closely and bake forty brown.
the
”
family,
my
“To
remove the——cover and
th friendsnips many and numer‘tin this game!” said
be cherous in the hope.that they will
tly, “He sleeps outside
OW TO SAVE WHEAT, BEEF AND
tinued. True triendships

him,
grace- | thére was nothing in it for

In every

1 cup

are

Sold everywhere.

hour.

one

;

Cuticura

Biail ad-A,
Eschbpby Dept.
For Free.ca. Sample Each
dress

ing—
Brown Bett
of apples sliced thin.

from the reat. Diffidence overcame
him. He ecarcely ever raised his eyes
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we'll have something to eat

two

“. (Signed) B.
Ointment I was
C. A., St. Catherines,
Grosch, Y. M.

by flakmay be served as cream fish
a good, well
ing carefully and adding
seagoned white sauce.
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ept control

from
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roar of laughter
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fish

baked
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Bread,

Graham
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Betty PudCreamed Fish and Brown
ding, mentioned above, are as follows:

the
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much as-by-your-leave,
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come we give you, mies

others saw what was coming,
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‘The girl turned an indifferent, wallface tow!
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for Men
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LAY

Ladies Patent ‘Shoes, laced or button, cloth or dull kid |

SY

regular
9 Gun Metal,
> Ladies some
ASt. 2.
A full

height
button
Shoes,
veers
line of

. .4

_

5.8
...-++++-e+e-teecresttt
5
Sat
or laced ..
on comiortable
in box calf and box
3.50,
to
2.50
seveee
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for every kind of wear.
Children’s Shoes

21.50 to 3.00,

Youths’

> Boys Shoes,.....1.75 to 2.50.

Boys’

and

Men’s

Wome

and

7

MEN

$ 7.50

4
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ss eae

Hats

Trimmed

low heel..
Ladies Calf Bal., Walker last, grey cloth yop, heel, special
Ladies Vici Kid Balmoral, Walker last, low
wane
Ladies Vici Kid Bal, 8 in. top. +--+ -+++-+ ‘
Ladies Patent Bal., dull kid, Sin. top...-..

%

EN’

--6.50 to. 7,00
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Vision Your Sons, Mothers of Canada!
Canada can do this without depriving her own population of a fair share
of any of these foods if You Women
will but. help.

Vision them at early morning when
through the rising mists, there bursts a
hurricane of fire--See your valiant boys---calm, grim,
but cheerful, “stand-to-arms” until the
Hun’s “morning hate” dies away.

All we ask of you is, that instead of

buying so much white flour ‘(if you do
your own baking) you vary your baking
by using éhethind Satiieak, corn, barley or rye flour. Or, if you buy your

Picture them at breakfast, the meal

that must bring them the oat sustenance to carry them through
the
strain of another day.
Then think what might happen if,
one morning, there was

bread,

no breakfast

---no food, and word went down the
lines that Canada had fajled them.

as

Allies

Fighting

lentils, potatoes,

Third, and this is most important,
---positively prevent the waste of a
single ounce of food in your house-

Forces, more

beef, more bacon,

pro-

eef and bacon such equally nutritious ~

Canada must send to Her Own, and
more

order a certain

foods as fish, peas,
nuts, b
as, etc.

Men---Answer this Call] to Service.
wheat,

you

your family’s diet, by substituting for

Vision all these
things, and then--Women of Canadaj--- Mothers of

to the

that

portion of brown bread each day.
Second, instead of using as much
beef and bacon as formerly, you vary

and

more of such other foods as are nonperishable and easily exported.

hold.

They Must Be Fed
Statistics show that, everyday, in Canada, sufficient food is
thrown into garbage cans to feed the entire Canadian Overseas

Our only hope is that with these truths before you, and in
view of the vital issues at stake, we may count upon your
earnest co-operation in stopping this appalling waste; and in
substituting other foods for the wheat, beef and bacon that

A

Travellers have often remarked that many a European
family would live well upon the quantity and quality of food

wasted in some Canadian
*

Such

waste

homes.

is shameful

_

at

any

times it is criminal.
Woman's

Auxiliary,

time; but in these

.
Organization

of Resources

7

must be sent overseas.

Next week a Food Service Pledge and Window Card will be
delivered to
i a
Dedication to W:
ice.
Window Card is. your Fables of Hosen,
pe ees:
ee

Committee, in Co-operation

with The

Hon. W. J. Hanna, Foed

Sign The Food Service Pledge
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- Hams and Bacon. Fresh Sausage daily. | W:
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Smith,-of Windsor,

Thomas in Av
Mrs. Roberts, of St.Thomas, spent a | sister, with the.
few days at the home of hier sou, A. E. buisnce Corpsin-Fraves.
Tba
sojourn overseas is the second for Mrs.
Roberts.

Mrs,

day

with

her

daughter,

tinction,

She in now

TRIBUNALS NAMED

Datton. and renewing scquaintances in

Member

North Donwich.

home

in Dunwich

before

centre of the village and under the full
glare of the electric lights was raided
‘and about twenty-five hills dag.
Successfal sales of stock for J. D. McWilliam and D, Benuett were held on
Monday and Tuesday. The former dis-

five tribanals in

field, which is some distance

Jobu

from his home, while the garden of
‘Williamson Atkinson was stripped of all
his Tomatoes.
Miss Ellinor Black left on Monday to

THE
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will sit

We specialize in gifts for
occasions.
At present. you
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LOST
OLD. BROOCH, Valued as s keepsake.
T Finder suitabiy rewarded.
‘MES, D. A. CAMERON.
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FOR

;

Fancy

totake a coursein the Sctiool of Practical | G, orge
Before Police Magistrate D. C. MeW.
‘Tharedsy to the St, Thomas cemetery,
Kenzie at Glencoe on Tuesday of last
‘The service was held in the Presbyterian week, Charles Elmore, of Ekfria towncharch, when the pastor, Rev. R. M. ship, was convicted of theft and senof America, who is spending a few days
‘at the home of bis pareuts at Iona Stowart, doliygred au impressive dis- teued to three months in the coouty
J. Marphy nud Rey. jail,
Station, was in Datton on Monday call- conrse,
in
‘A few days previously Avgos Taylor,
The major'sa
head -|H. ¥. Kennedy also gseisted
Dunwich, missed a qountity of wheat
quarters are at Salt Lake ity
and he the seryice, during which Miss Elva
he Ba:
and barley and a pair of halters from
haa charge of the organization in Utab,
Science, Toronto.
Major J. H. Berry, of the Volunteers

Wyoming and New Mexico.
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George B. McGill and

Battalion, is in the hospital asa resalt
of an accident while playing ball.
injaries are serioas,
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of WindFrank Mo-
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PRIVATE J. J. DOWLING KILLED
Was

elections a list of voters inevory manicipality is prepared by specially appointed

News

enumerator.

McIotyre, of Clearwater, Ma

At One Time Employed
in the
Dutton Postoffice
has reached Toronto that Private

Joseph J, Dowling,

Aroh.
Medical Corps.
who was with the France,
is spending
Bgypt. Saloniki and

sou of the late Rev

J. O. Dowling, and brother of Wm
Dowling, editor. of the Petrolea Topic,

a few days with relatives in Donwich,
course
vious to resuming his medicalis one
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been

killed in action,

He enlisted

bat was transferred ‘tos Highland anit
on going overseas.
He came safely
throogh the terrific fighting at Lens and

the other

services held
anniversary
The
Sunday
Chalmers’ charch, Cowal, last
The charch
_qill be Jong remembered.

children reside at 504 Parliament street.
Before enlisting be was in the employ
of the G.N W. Telegraph Co.

was filled to overflowing.
‘at both services
able and
eloquent discourses.

Pte. Dowling was about fifteen years
ago etaployed as assistant inthe Datton

be

and
‘ea his text Phillipians 2:15,
he preached on “The
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Tin the évening

Reler.”
Rioh Young
ted to $85.

fice, avd dang his residence in
a member of the Citizens”
” 23 he was familiatly
Band.
called,
was highly esteemed and by his
anfailing courtesy m:
many friends

. | while in the village.
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DUFF CHURCH ANNIVERSARY
There will be aupiversary services at
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Rey. P. M.
ly | Daff chorchi next Sabbath,
‘Douald,
‘out Major Jewett
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inster
and
Presbyterian,
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‘and was soon overseas,
preach
1 a.m, and 7.30 p.m.
and rehe saw mach active service
He has Tees will be special masic at.both se
tarned only a few mouths ago.
two brothers iu France.
Monday night Mr. McDonald will
——
‘ giveOn his
popular lectare on ‘Paddy,
Sandy and Joho Ball.” There will also
be s good musical program rendered by
local talent, assisted by Miss Eiva Hol60, “Feoently
appointed
lingshead aud John Kirkland. Program
t of the good roads system
8 o'clock.
Admission, 250.
is advisory commit
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FUNERAL LARGELY ATTENDED

Tho faueral of theInte Archibald W.
death:
Wi

where

the two.

Opticians

Issvers of Marriage Licenses

Tees

halters

in

Dress Goods, Silks, Satins, Velvets, Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.
Woollen

and

Shaker

Blankets

Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’
Black

Cashmere

and

Children’s

Hose,

Scaris_and

Exceptional
When

Values

Caps

verecessDBe. to 75e.

per pair

in Standard

Shirtings and

18c., 20c., 25c.
Overalling

getting that new suit you will need
pair of‘our perfectfitting Corsets in the D and A or Coilene makes

- JAMES

were also foand covered with hay in s

F.

GAHAN

mauger.

‘The accused did not deny having possession of the goods, bat said he had
$6 for them
gypsies, who

Middlemiss,

Arthar

Wrightman,

who ssid

he spent the

night at the Elmore

home,

having

transaction with

the

Fall

to two men, apparently
had called 9t his house

aboot midnight,

of

witcessed

the

Custom Tailoring

Suitings

swore to

strangers.

in Toronto with the 169th Battalion,

two, Lient. McIntyre and Pte. McIntyre,
killed
on Sept, 9. He wasd0yearaof
having given their lives for theircountry.in was
age and married, and his wife and two

Rov. 8. Lawrence presched
Io the morning

Elmore’s

Continually

Plain and Stripe Shaker Flannels, per yd..15c.,

Jewelers

Taglor’s granary were found in a box in

Hollingshead.

GOODS ARRIVING

NEW

$6.50 to $10.00

J. Bambridge & Co.

to Elmore’s home in Ekfrid.
A search
warrant was sworn oot and some wheat
and barley corresponding to that in

Corner

Busy

the

At

Mantle Clocks

75c. to $1.00.

fore were followed, with corresponding
evidences in sprinklings of graiu along
the way aa from alesky bag. Those |

McKellar aud Mrs,

Cameron, of C!
The bearers wet
Thos. Hockio,
F.

the loss of

the sight of one of his eyes.
For the first timein the history of the
appeal
village and township not a single
has been entered against the voters’ lista.
‘This, doubtless, 1s dae to the radical
act at
change made in the voters’ list
tho last session, whereby for provincial

He
To Queen's University,
three brothers who enlisted,

Mr. Kaiser and family, of

. Eli Davis and family, o

$6.00 upwards

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
ean show you small pieces of
China 75c. to $2.00, or something
in fancy Forks and Spoons at

his farm on the first concession. Tracks
of ahorse and wagon which evidently
had visited the granary the night be-

present were his brother, W. Lin;

‘Word has been received by his parents

HARDWARE, _ FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

interested in wedding

THEFT

Gaelpb, and Albert Blue, Wallacetow:

at Ridgetown that Pre, Johu Cochrane,
formerly of: the Royal Bank, Dutton,
‘and who went overseas with the 24lst

all
are

gifs.
Our stock includes :
Cut Glass Water Sets.$8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...

Asatestimony to the respect in which

and acquaintanc:

Place

To Buy
Wedding Gifts

CARD OF THANKS

LAST RITES

Funeral of the Late Dr.
Attended

take a course in the
‘ass0:
Institute, Toronto; Miss Mari
‘William retarned to McDonald Institate,

AE. WHITE

F.L.C.M.

Teacher of Pianc and Violin

aud. Jadge

John Smails will act with

aod

together at Fingal.

marked in plain figures. Come and make
your selection early. Sold for Cash: only.

Post Graduate and Graduate of
London Conservatory of Music

Ermativger.
In Dattow. Dr.
D. A
Cameron will be associated with Angus

township, The other night Neil Talmon | JPrauglin

MANN,

tables and .
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will be displayed

Goods
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Elgin, of which

to act with Jadge Colter

of bushels of ovions taken

50c.

for

Mr, Crothers named Capt. H. H. McGillivray and Neil Sinclair, Ss. Thomas,

and the Iatter 82 head for $6,224.
Petty thieving is prevalent in the
from his

West

*

R. P. Reekie

two will be in Sc. Thomas.

of abont 100 head, realizing $3,18¢,

refreshing

the

members for the West Elgin tribovals,
which will hear exemption claims under
the military service act. There will be

with which he has enlisted.
On Friday night a potato patch in the

had a couple

and

25c. and

*

lon. T. W. Orothers, member
West Elgiv, has nominated Gover

taxing ap bis work in the Flying Corps,

m= 50c. TO $2.00

peroxide cream

for Elgin, Hon. T. W. Crothers,
Mokes Appointment
§

A. MoPherson, of Sarnis, spent a few
bis

cooling

iu or
of the 168th and lefe with
them for England.

and renewing acquaintances.
Mr, and Mrs, Alex. McCallum,
of
Mossley, spent Satarday with friends in

st

vanishing

ix & year ago, be
spent last winter in Obatham as second

T. Wooldridge, of Windsor, spent the

week-end visiting the Wallaostown Fair

days

A

‘anjor Baxter is the younger son of
Mr, and Mrs. Edmond J. Baster, of
Windsor, and saw mavy mouth ot, a:

Miss Kerr, of

the public school staff.
Miss Ethel Lipseitt, graduate nurse,
Victoria Hi
London, is the guest
of Miss Miu
jrown.

range from

Face, Cream

doing hospital

parsing io
Roglaod, awaiting a0 opeving for ambulance work in
France.

which will

PRICES,

REGULAR

THE

having speat a year with
Mitcheuer will receive on Baxter,
4, from four to six ghe ‘V.A.D's two years ago and retarned
lor a wel
rved rest # year
¥
‘While on leave she finished her third
Charles Smith, of Detroit, spont year at Toronto Uviversity with dis-

Oot.

the week-end with friends in Datton
and Donwich.
Mra. Kerr, of Paisley, spont over San-

Shoes, in Don

Girls’

and

Boys’

Skin. and Canvas AT ABOUT ONE-HALS

the other
day and break ous of his | U*!

Mrs. J. L.
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of some 300 - pairs of Men

spent.

Sanday at his home here,
Wm. March had the misfortune to fall

Tharsday,
o'clock,

ry
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‘The High School field
awill
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LAUR—CAVANAGH
Come in and get your clothing

A quiet wedding, was solemnized at
the Methodist parsonsge on Monday,
whev Jean Vivian, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Oavanagh, and parso-intrainiog
at Amasa
Wood
Hospital,
became the bride of Mr. Orville Laur,

hand-tailored
to your measure

formed by Rey. H, F. Kennedy.
The
young couple left on s motor trip to
Toronto and other eastern points, and

The Newest Fabrics
in
Blues,
Blacks
and Browns,

of St, Thomas,

Fit,

workmanship -ani

style

assured.

Suitings

of the

Newest Shades

and-Choicést-

Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

The ceremony was per-

ou their retoro will take ap their residence in St, Thomas.

More than 400 members of the Royal
Canadian Yacht Clab, Toronto, have

enlisted for overseas service.

STRAYED
ROM Lot £, Con. 4, Dunwich (MeMirl
era
© Featling ‘steer. dar Sroaw, do.
F
stagey. Information wiil be
opp:
x
J, H, MILLER, Datton.
Contract for Drawing

Gravel

A AaSeE eS SS Ee
CONTRACT for dra

e

»

‘50 cords of

4. McMILLAN,

B.R.
SCOULER
A
ee

gravel

Commlesioner

and Auto Service
Having parchased the Livery business
lately conducted by D. J. McMillan, I
soliedt
of the pablic.

Autos to Let With of Without

SHOE REPAIRING
" Having taken over the Shoe Repair-

ing Basinessof Edwin Wight 1 solicit your patronage.

All kinds of Repairing Promptly|
and Neatly Done
Satisfaction Guaranteed

W. O: SANKEY

Wi

_ KIRKLAND BLOCK.

The New

CHEVROLET$750
FOUR

‘A really beautiful

_MILLINERY —
~

-

For Attractive Styles in

«= Smart Millinery

nable Prices

Design

NINETY

small

A

car equipped ‘with ev

desirable appointment for comfort and avenlance.

ISSUER NO. 39. 1917

PAPER YOUR FLOOR.
_—_

HELP

‘| yratls No Longer Enjoy » Monong
_ poly of the PaperiIdea.

Three sheets of strong, brown paper,
top covering
together, with
excelof ordinary wallpaper, make an
sanitary substitute
lent, inexpensive,

pasted

for linoleum.
of
‘After cleaning the floor, ois sheet
pasted
paper
geod, strong brown
Then ®
to dry.
down ‘andallowed
to
allowed
and
second sheet is laid
dry thoroughly before laying & third
sheet.
ts-de~
If a pattern “floor
r serves the
sired, ordinary wallpape
It is pases to
admirably.
pu

“Sealed Packets Only - Never in Bulk
seni

4 jinings are not
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making,
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COOK

ee
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the top sheets of brown

.

“The whole, being
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tie,erove, and “ayIn | lala.,

to cearch

went

guests

RICE,

a eco .¥ee

TT)

Mandered, at

the rice; previously washed,
beSling water, at the same
moust fit the pan

ashore, byt

land.near the

hip cance
dancing with # bright Fat

the ateam

pushes

right
not twelve archbishops elt at bis

fegiags. Read:
ache, bac

less You Can Keep Them.
your promises, so don't make
coer

Keep

out

thus cooked is very delicious to
y be eaten by itself without any milk
or sugar.
——
Cures Garget In
Liniment
Minaré's
Cows.

LAKES

LEGEND.

Niagara

ie4 F : iH

ay

daughters.
ter and his five sparkling betula
bark,
Their lodge was of bright
dis
and on clear days they could see the
band.
silver
a
Ike
flashing
tant occan
th

i

it

your word,

for the man who breaks his promises

It'fe 2 question of obligation that Is
not cancelled until It is paid.
‘The man whose promise or word can
be relied upon {s the one whoee influence Is far-reaching in any community

or tn any business.

Keep your promises, so don’t make
any you can’t fill—New York Mall,

that a word of advice is necesIt is a great mistake for such
sufferers and those with bad complex-

I was cared

tion

Offen they

worse,

for

could

the

greasy

‘Their
re
er drops, and their win;

not do

grease

LN
BAYARD
Chatham, Ont.

1 was

clogs

Hoops Line
and rs
Fas | Aluminum Girde
These Monster Balloons.
‘The technical details in the construcee

Youngster

judge
healthy, normal boy—Is a better
father or
of his diet than mother or
He needs every kind of food,
‘and his. system will ma-|’
for just those foods that

aircraft are

explain-

for the eilver moon

the. Little

People,

ope that some great potentate was at-

tacking the dreaded Moslem powers in
the rear, Jenghiz was identified with
the son,,or grandson of Prester John.
of
Then there were the discoveries
Marco Pole, who identified him with
or
Une Khan, the Prince of Keralt,
again with the rulers over the Plain
of Kuku-Khotan, some 300 miles west

of Pekin.

¢0

By the clase of the fourteenth cen-

tury, the legend, @6 far as Asia was
concerned, trad faded out; but it was

a perelstent legend, and when Asia had

obviously no further use for it, it reappeared in Africa. And here the proabilities of a foundation
in
fact,
namely, in the person of one of the

kings of Abyssinia, are much

little

character .Everybody had heard about
him; but nobody had ever seen him.
—Chriatian Monitor.

Distemper.
Minard’s Liniment +Cures
——

PRESTER JOHN.
Monarch of Fabulous Wealth ond
Power Remains a Myth.
about

‘
tee TA eee.
are
oP oven it four or five gas bags
remain
futirely deflated those all that
ballast, am-|

‘will float the ship after
and other non-essentials|
have. been thrown overboard.—London
ring j|i Jnunitfon
—_<-o——
/
fiven.

the

people

who

ide? | 5 they come don’t always

Prester

streets of mediaeval Rome; @ mysterof
“John, the patriarch
moves rapidly acrocs the
early. years

Spanish Irishmen.
A recent writer draws attention to
the connection which has long existed
between Ireland and Spain, In
days of the “Wild Geese,” when Irishmen Were carving
out
futures
for
themselves as soldiers of fortune in

many lands,

bers to Spi

they Went in large num-

‘Then again large num-

bers of Irish men and women, many of,
them belonging to well-known. families, emigranted to Spain in the early
All
days of the nineteenth century.

these emigrants were adopted by
country, and they adopted

the

heartedly—so whole-heartedly, (need,to
that as the writer already referred
pointed. out, hardly any. of their pres-

ent representatives speak English at
native tongue,” and
any rate, as
Irish Ite,
they have lost all touch with
They have retained their names, howthe Spanish
ever, unaltered, and in.
such
army list are to be found many
names as O'Connor, O'Neil, O'Donnell,

tian Sclence
so on.
Shaw, and —+
—_
Cures Colds, etc.
Minard’s Liniment
_—_—_+-2——_

Father of the American Navy.

‘that the
‘A native born Irishman
larly
members of his race are particu
proud of is Commodore
“Father of the American Navy.”

born in Wexford, Ireland,merin
He was
His father put him on a
years
chant ship before he was wastwelveemployed

1745,

and at fourteen he
tage,
lphia.
and leaves all old,
on a ship sailing from Philade
before. he
Rome agog with stories of the wonHe was a master of ships
When the
the
was twenty-one years old.
a
employwas
Barry
began
ion
Revolut
9¢;
the first
ed by Congress to fit for sea
Christian kingdom in the East, Pres: fleet which sailed from Philadelphia.

of the twelftn century,

ter Joba makes bis appearanct. He
a

He

dwells

take things

keep them.

more

In evidence, Indeed, by the fifteenth
century Prester John had quite definitely found his seat in Abyssinia,
eo that, when John II. of Portugal wes
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to
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unknown vastness of the East.
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to fight for the church
lem, and was prevented fro,
‘his purpose only by lack of
his. arm, ¥ across
the
‘Hardly

had the excitement occasionwhich is related in dechron! iele of Otto, bishop
wl
all. of

Barrycommanded

the

Lexington,

war
which captured the first British
vessel taken by a regular cruiser.
fleet
Blockaded by a superior British S
dt
in the Delaware,
Washsailorsand marines and joined

ington’s army.—Detroit Free Press.

ted, the engine repaired and

Airplanes

SKIRMISH

pilot.

very heavy respousibility. When there
fs heavy air fighting
he must
froquently work all dey and
night,
and woe betide the pilot of
should

of his work.

ite efficlency.
soft
of the acrc~
dome during tha night
hours is knowa
as the “Orderly
Officer.
Warmly
the
of
clad. to keep ont the chills
night. he walks around the busy aneds
end acnge
wand -then. offering
a word of advice or encouragement,
but aiways: with an ear for the telephone bell, for at any moment orders
may come through for night bombing
or the warding off of some
hostile
air-craft. Snch orders are very, Taro.
ut everything is ready for them when
they come.

ONTARIO. CROP
OUTLOOK GOOD

ia
by

tiouxs, but were driven off., They
turned to the attack a second time In
stronger force and eaysured the house.
Th. Canadians wio
had hei! i: at
save cesanized & (4
1ieratta:s, drive
ing out the Germans.
‘Artillery activity has been greater
to-day, aided
by brilliant
sunshine,
than for several days.
The tendency
of the enemy, already noted, to devote more attentron to shelling our
back areas with long-range, I:igh-ve-

locity guns increases, as does
ot gas shells in sections where
combatants

live,

The

object

‘As Sent in by District Representatives.

use
non-

Toronto,

appar:

mary

ently is to terrorize mine-workors aad

artillery officer

who

took

and

looking

plowing

much

held by us, the enemy
gun with gun,
A duel
German
heavies and
progress at the time
It is beyond a doubt

front,

not even at Verdun itself, has there
been so prolonged and steady a gunfire maintained during the past three
years, as around Ypres,
This tragic
city cf the dead looked hideous, but !t
{gs doubtless true that in the moonight, when the shadows of pinnacles
and mounds vf crumbling stone that
mark the site of the Cloth Hall, one

glories

of

the. Middle
Ages, fall upon
Grand
Place, Ypres has a beauty that not
all the malevolence cf
the foe can

destroy.
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Overhaul
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Fliers’ War Planes.
Big
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Upon Them.

" ‘Have

Pehind the british lines in France,

_ Cable—(Correspondence

of the Av

soelated
as well as day,
‘Is-full of work and hustle at the army
werodome.
Night
fiigots are not fre-

quent, out tae night 2a the tite when
mics
are busiest, putting
everyting right for whate.or to-morrow

may

oring forth.

Long alter tbe sun has sunk beeath the wps.of the hangars and the

‘trees bave changed fran
green
black, the
hard-worked
airplanes drift
sing the evenin; sky
black specks
on 2 purple clota

“Hike

nd Januing witha deep droning
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» the chopped “grass, Iie and).
wear
trom a iJag¢ alternoSoa’s work
over

the lines.

better
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ey H
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condition
than
it
With a few warm

rains
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CEREMONIAL IS
SYMBOLIC. ONE

Impressive Parade Behind
British Lines.
Shows

AIR MECHANICS’
» NIGHT IS BUSY

vy

:

"The Gay's work 1s {inished; reports
> fire heiuod in, and the pilots saunter
down (o their mess-tent amoog the
‘trees. ke mechanics appear, wheel
the macaines into their respective hap-,
's work is begun.

Why the Army
Confident Now.

is

London
Cable——Reuter’s
correepondent at British Army Headquarters In France telegraphs:
We have recently carried out éundry ralds and minor attacks with a
satisfactory measure of euecess, It is
worthy of
note
that
the
Germans
havé peen fighting with more determination than usual on
these occa-

sions,
I

at

was present yesterday afternoon
a ceremonial parade
on a large

ecale, in a Dack area, When a
guished

French

and

and

general

distin-

bestowed

sundry decorations on Britieh officers
men,

impressed

with

| confess

1 was

deeply

the splendidly-inspir-

ing bearing of our troops, Several battalions
which
had
borne
the full
‘brunt of the recent dattles
in Flan+
ders swung past the saluting base to

against the

:

evening

‘There ig much

sky, are

to be done.

ot. wires murt be orn, 5

This. cannot continue withd- industry.
out irreparable injury to commerce an
It has been so for 15 years.

tral Lines
The New York Cen
Railway System 2

«* America’s Greatest
tures by these lines
are looking and planning ahead. Expendi
y in
‘undreds of millions of ‘dollars will be necessar
involving
for increased transmand
few
years
to
meet
the
de:
=the next

partly from earnportation facilities. The money may come
blic investment.
- ings; but most of it must come from pu

respective

-reg:mental

earn a return sufficient to cover the constantly mounting scosts
le dividend on
of operation, pay interest. on bonds, reasona’
and
stock and provide a surp! lus for equipment, improvements
extensions.
eee

It was a brave

spectacle

proud

strutting and twirling of tenor drumthe»
fanfare
of eilve:

Ise-quicke!

ing skirl of tartan
‘The esprit of the khaki-clad

pes.
figures,

swine breeders in a locality club together to order a car.
It is a
purchase at a figure near the above
orice.

and

Chamber

to

maintain

applauded

their

the

Pre-

fully adhered, thereby showing
abnegation and moral grandeur.
Alexandre Ribot, Minister of

eign
all

Affairs,

told the Chamber

documents

concerning

her
For-

that

France's

agreements with the Allies were ready,
and could be published to-morrow, but
that the Entente Allies must be con-

sulted, saying: “The nearer we reached
the end of the war the closer must be
our unity with them.”
M. Ribot added that France could
not reply to Pope Benedict's note without an agreement with Ler Allies, “but
our war aims are known, and we
are

ready to constitute a soclety of nati
when we have
antees.”
M. Ribot sald
Government had

fj

In

Tests

the

necessary

suar-

that the
Petrograd
asked him to defer

the publication of the Franco-Russ!

agreement,
He said that he considered that he ought to comply, owing
ie the difficuit situation of their great
ally.
Pierre Renaudel said that the So-

A car of this feed

was

purchased

the Government
Superintendent
Terminal Elevators, Fort William. The
car contained twenty tons, costing $30
F. O..B. Fort Willi im and $35 per to
0. B. Ottawa—$1.75 per cwt:

Washington
are

this, fifteen tons were whole and five
tons ground

fine.

receipt, it was fed to all clanses
of poultry, old and young, the grain In
hoppers and the
The
moist mash.

a few oat hulsl.
A test was made

about

those
| Many

from
In twenty days

on 200 pullets

and 204.5
total
Ibs. of mash.
152.6 Ibs, that fs, it took-4:7 lbs. of the

teed to make one 1b, of gain, at a cost

ewing

the

right

who are allied
againet
in the present war, were

vived late this afternoon when it

came
ed

known

would

from

consists app

0 per cent. wild buck-

wheat. 2.5 per cent. light oats, ‘ 1 per

cent. flax seed, one-half
of 1 per cent.
bulls,

that

Boris

that
way

of
Ger= re-

be-

Bakhmetleff,
had recely-

‘On the basis of the confidential
{nstructions,
Ambacaador Baknmetieft
will to-morrow couvey to Secretary of

State Laneing oral assurances
from
ithe Petrograd Governmert voicing its
‘firm and quiet determination to carry
4orward tho war with all of Russia's
‘resources.
The
verbal
communica
‘tion to-be transmitted to the Secreof State by the Ambassador will

Meclare the Provisional Government’e
‘ability to overcome all obstacles, both
external,

with

the

a
splendid
morale, dut

offensive

on

army

the

had resumed

Riga . front

await

Premier

Pain-

PAN-GERMANS
ARE: FROTHING

‘Over

Rumors of. Abandonment of Belgium.

and

destroyed as they fled.
The resu
tlon of the
Initiative by the Russian
forces is Interpreted as evidence that
General Alexieff
{s making
headway
in hie handling of the army, and as

Petrograd

and

to the

thet

had forced the Germans to evacuate
several villagte, which the Teutons

determination and ability of the Russ:an Government to win.

‘| 4nternal

etc.

{o

the Russian

the

pendplume

again in Russia, to the advantage

in hoppers or in
birds, after eating

2 to 4 months of age.

Report——Hopes

the military and political

said

mang might attempt.
1 A supplementary
message received
by the Embacsy this afternoon stated

that

Will Carry On War With All
Her Resources.

by

the Poultry Division, Central Experimental Farm. Ottawa, through the

the city, A despatch

‘ans
entrenched
themselves in their new positions and
awere equal to any offensive the Ger

U.S. Has Assurances of Her
Integrity.

‘by Government
Experts.

toward

‘were not only showing
fighting spirit and
fine

Buckwheat
Screenings
Showed Fine Results

the parade grounds, was breathed In
the stirring etraing and dorne in the

“I avatched

newspapers

The

mier’s allusions to the society
of
nations and President Wilson's message 2s principles to which
France

cialists

G00 FOOD FOR
POULTRY, HOGS GOOD REPORTS
ABOUT RUSSIA

who clapped and cheered as one after
another of the bands merched on to

hearkened I found my faney wonder:
to those the
early dork days in

the

own discipline,

leve’s acts before voting for him. He
reproached the Premfer for forming
his war committee of old men Instead
of young and ardent men.
Confidence
in the new Ministry was then voted
by the Chamber 378 to 1. The Soclalists did not vote.

marches,

of

to

NEW YORK

and there was an elation
and
consciousness of triumph in tl
whole
demeanor which left one in na doubt

pipers and the full bands
of various
divisions and regiments “participated.

hy
ment, he said, h
agreement with the press. by appealing

f
le return.
The public will invest only when assured a bereasonab
such as to attract — f }
Governmental regu! lation must therefore
f
new capital savings.
i
The railroads must be pe rmitted to charge rates that will
}

4 corn and wheat diet did not take to
the whole screenings for several feeds,
but the mash was readily taken from |
the start.
m the grain
cin waswa: ft in |
large quantities, the wheat Was picked
ato how the British army feels out, and’a little care had to be tak: en
about It all.
in order to have them ent everything
Then followed a band competition,
weeks’
up clean.
Now¥ after)
th: ree
fn which the drums
and fifes
and
, everything is eaten up except

their

cision of the fifes.
‘And ail the while

-within.

essity
An EconomicgrowingNec
faster thas its railroads..
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defiant strides of the
tger-ekinned
drummers, and in the chatlenging pré-
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the land being in

u
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ry; © TOW bemg
fenuy early start for entering the winter
Of top.
it ha far amount and
"most. of the
Oats are exM
aught by the forst but
has been very slight.
ers have already fillA number of
cd thele silos walen will cnable
men
running corn cutters to accommodate
mor.
ers.
‘Beans have suffered from the frost,
ond will not be as large a crop as_was
looked for earlier in the season.
Potatoes are reported to be doing will.
although In some sections the tops got
nipped by the frost,
All class
roots are making oxmuch head in
cellent
growth, a
eneral condition campared with
ear
*She eccond growth of clover has done
fairly, but It is not as heavy as was exwe weeks

up

In

architectural

Ontario

Agriculture:

tye has been sown,

land, both north and south of the city,

of the chief

by

of the 10th, the weathek was favorable to agGrain
which
bad
to lle out

riculture.

bleh: but the shelter trenches on the
upward elope from the canal are still
plainly visible.
The enemy has deen
driven over the ridge and beyond the
Steenbeke; but although there !s no
Jonger an. Ypres salient and the high

~ that in no part of the western

of

made

{n the shock owing to *he rush of ha

thave been smashed intg heaps of rub-

{s now firmly
still answers
between
some
our own was’
‘of our visit.

ls a sum-

reports

press, because

HE country’s’ business is

© night

the slopes of Plikem ridge, there {s,
J was agsured, Wttle chasse
im the
Jandscape.
-The zuins of farmhouses
in the foréground which were set on
fire during the battle of St. Julien,
*

crop

With the exception of a touch of early

part

north-easterly

Report.—Folowing
weekly

Department

in the battle of St Jullen, in April,
1915, the scene of that splendid victory, when our men saved the situation and barred the road
to Calais.
Standing on the bank
of the Yser

Canal

of

Vistrict representatives to the

their families and make more dificult
the work of raising coal.
:
A quiet day on the front enabled
me to visit, in company with a Cava-

dian

of

Threshing Active—Most
Grain is Plump.

too much. publicity in the
were picked up
they
abroad and weakened’ the country’s
This part of the Premler’s
morals.
especially by
ed,
speech was interrupt
the Left, as were his declarations that

gcandals.
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mish was a certain rained hous:
the wostern part of Lens occupiad

us ag an outpost, Eariy last night a
stronz party of Germange attacked the

Premtor said

Ministers
Socialist
in ‘his policy.

of

absence

that

the

services,

Thomas’

—o

party

a raiding

of

who had missed his way.
The objective cf this morning's siir-
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to hide

ole, tat was discovered andscorecapiur
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ed. Shortly afterwards the
evened by one of our patrols that

{institution or —80- had
clety’ of nations, sald that he
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tried
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Parts, Cable———Premier Painlev
fing to-day “In the~ Chamber,
et

|

bis

ED

He

Upoa

rests the strength of the

press

outpost

or artillery-

qoan, but he has endless work, and a

_-tlons-occurred west of Lens yesterday
W morning,.and again: this morning. in
which the enemy were the aggressors.
In the first affair picked German
troops raided our outpost line and
succeeded in cutting off one of the
garrizon.

Talk On
Ribot ve
and le
Pain

a

infantryman

TA

Cable——Sharp

dolicate

XX SS.

Canadian

correspondent with the Canadian Forces.)
Army
Headquarters.

Canadian
France

very

‘The airplane mechanic doesn’t share
the dangers of the field or the hard-

ships of

"Is Trying to Terrorize
Coal
Lyon,

al)

trustworthiness of hundreds of parts,
are essential to
:
and reltebility, and fust as mach deposds on
these factors as on the skill of the

_ Was Driven Out,

Stewart

after

useless, «ven dangerous.
Tho accuracy-of hundreds of. measurements, the

Foe Took Outpost Work, but

(By

are

pieces of mechanism and need contlo~
‘unl attention. Without it they are

the adop-

tion of the strong, measures that have
ned or already begun.
The assurances conveyed to AmA
etietf from Petrograd
cover the situation’as it stands after
the euppression’ of the Korniloft
movement, and- express
confidence of the Kerensky Govarn-

n demonstration of the army'e su!
‘port of the Kerensky Government. It
fa alko regarded as visible proof of the
assurances

received

by

Ambassador

Bakhmetieff that the Russian Government and people are determined
to wage the most effective warfare

peesible under existing conditions and
more vigorous fighting
later, when

the Rues'an

army

has been

reorgan-

ized into a more efficient and
disciplined fighting machine.

better

The despatches received by
the
Rvesian
basey to-day
indicated
that the Germans
hid “shot their
bolt” in the Riga campaign, and are
not

strong

enough

in

men,

guns

and

gas bombs to prees the advantage of
their capture of that point.
—_<+e
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J. Report.How

Reply to Pope

Does.

Mention Matter.
Berlin

Cable——via

Not
‘

London

Cable—

—While the text of the German reply
to Pope Benedict's peace proposals will
not be announced before Saturday, the

Berlin preas and parliamentary circles
concur in the prediction’ that the message

Will

not

contain

specific deciara-
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carry earmarks of an obvious artificial
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war
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the United States.
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On the subject of luternational arbttration the German note, it Is be
lieved, will express) approval of the
suggestion, However, In view of the
preylous.fallute of such an Internstional tribunal. it fs assumed
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suet’
ge

a ee

mit; ORE
ack,
back,
said Big Jack bruskly
He wan both abashed. and} «co me on!” heard
the contract.
“You
Sam,
¢
to}
bim
for
impossible
and unexpectedSam— mutiny stertoritook
Another them
angry.
by signs. Moreover,|
feelings
here.
ey ons
Convey hisIt was
clear to him now that) awaited
it seemed pretty

among

from

arose

roughly.

ited Joe.

“Well, I'l help bi
suddenly,
“Me, too,”

4

img mobility thet

“play

attended to the dishes,

and

od what
what offices humanity
washing

grubrider
one most

doggedly

While

rage gnawed

“You

know

know it, You're

to

Horhad to smile

cried.

os
touch

me!”

the aky.
‘The next day was cloudy with a feelof
of rain, Not one but halfa dozenal-

continually

playing a cowardly

“Go ab

roared,

said

“beforeI

Sam,

without

of you!”
on the floor. budging. “I'm firstnottimeafraid
the girl seemed
ence and tossed the dice beat
For the
three!
were
Strange {f he could not
Her nostrils
and really interested.
from face
flew
The little cubes rolled, staggered
glance
Her
zeond the| distended.
came to a stop.
& pregnant pause.
to face, There was was
But
raised.
four stared incredulously, A pair of Husky's:
fist
great
on the instant, he
ones!
chance took place not having struck

The defenders were decidedly
it was impossible to
easy.

“Keep

impatient

“Are you

bustle of preparation.

film were being
in a darkened
eyes saw what
hours earlier,
urements were
which

‘and he made no
‘That's | him. Sho came nsback,to having
her ‘dress
further objectio

.
the ashes outit | UQusness.
Dimeeliplace he tapped
he
him away,”
mates,‘ake "before I kill him.”
‘of his pipe and prepared to fill
:

invol-

he could of the girl's deft tech-|

others had recovered
the
from the ehock of their

surprise to discuss in whispers what

what
say to her.
of her new | they should
nique: He could think
said
to-morrow,”
«| come go‘back
warmth about the| pete.
With 2 pleasant
home now to fet medl“I
heart, Sho had redeemed her sex in| cine”

eyes.
|
Careless of whether he heard them,
outrageously about}
An audible breath escad<t the girl | the men joked
sald

come. Sam ex}

untarily.
jumped up at the same mofarthest possible distance from the bed| Big Jack
he begged.
and halt hearegy: sels the garda Sor mest., “Don't go yet,”

at all Under the
could not strike
blaze of the smaller man's eyes, his
Bote,
ON® slance finally assumption
of face-|
ed away with an
to bis

«\here do you live?
«{ not tell you,’

he sald,
:
tel belnem cero”the| “in
sc sacertg || o|f maine
i arg ey se
Se raed BAC ee nevertheless,
forte the piehands Mela
“Woll, old Husk is bound for
he muttered
Jack. | Prout asily find out,”
of for-|y," Sam's byaccusation;
their fetish of fair play, | heavenly shore, I. guess
you follow eel mob sacks:

for-me to’ kick,"

co}

ing

isconcerted

ye| obsessed
they liad to see the thing through, |

ably.
proposed
Jack in particular, having
Shand.
oot!" growled dows,
lost, was bound
the —cup| ty nts ax and having Husky,
“Abi shoot’ Brput
to engage in another py his code to assist
them
y a combined

‘They seized Sam between

and started to drag him toward
oer

eee

the

seapere ey. and

the!

“We'll givo him a bang-up funeral,” |“ «12
“Spill

a

litle

answered,

5

terror.

elpleas

she

booze

and carve a
to put at his head.
It’s the least we can do for a pal.”

WI
the
gates,
if
to hold him up, he'll say.
worth to you, old. man?’”

tack,”
‘No

she announced.
offense,” sald

Jack,

tozether

trouble.’
in possession
unable to get up suffi-

and save

cast.
cient nerve to make the fateful
to wear a
He shook it as if heHe meant
offered
to let
first, and when he refused
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Long strips

appeared

an

inch

far

apart

on

hastily.

I leave it to

golden

delay

of forty-eight

riety of formations.

waves is reduced like magic.1, The
uning.
reason for this is interesterred
internsi

of

the

fol-

curve.

Arrived over their general: target they,
suddenly separated as if a shell from
an aircraft gun had burst among them,

sending them flying forty ways. Each
of the hundred planes descended swiftly in its own fashion and as straight
‘as might be for its special prey.
‘The defenders were thrown into confusion.
It was Impossible to
elter the
aim of the guns quickly enoug!
im-

possible quickly enough to find new
ranges; the division of one fairly
large though fluctuating target
into
hundred widely divergent targets
wrought
chaos,
shot
ata single
planes bore down

at.

Six
atreraft
guns
plane;
five’ other
on the city unaimed

In five minutes a series of explosions

began.
The dry dotks were blown to
pleces Torpedo planes
launched torpedoes which either destroyed the submarines lying in the canals or, rusning amuck, struck
the revetments
along the canal banks sheltering them
and choking the outlets of the canals
with earth and cement rubble.
Other
planes dropped inflammables upon the
town.
Still others spurted Nquid fire
or fet fall small
compact bundles of

f@

nig!

Beginning nearly forty years ago to
construct accurate
topogréphic and
geologic maps of both the known and

the unexplored regions of the United

substance

which

detonates

when

merely tickled with a feather.
The fury of
the onset was over in
a few minutes,
But it was repeated.
ive times in that afternoon a hun-

Eat Less Meat—Eat
More Whole Wheat—

that is the way to save
money, save strength, save
health and save food. Cut
out the expensive indiges-

very

has

water,

like

ripples
other
therefore, cannot pile upon each
to any
considerable
height.
an area
water waves cannot grow in

They were like a

alr in a shifting

top

spread upon
‘Just as soon as oll is
however, the size of the
water,
the

lock of wild geese, now in a wavering
WV shape, now in column, now looping

through the

the

on

of previous ones.

apart were

hours

near

others

tion between the water
sueceeding ripple piles up

lowed, less for the completion of preparations than fdr the sake of enemy
uncertainty.
On
the sixth day
the
attack was made.
“‘Yne airplanes advanced
in
what
seemed a long thin line, but on coming
a@ vaover the seaport they desp)

»
“{ not tell you,” she said again.
yainly
their roles
grasp.
Joe,
ron in
fad attracted
‘This well-known saying of their
“Tain't no wonder
Husky's a bit
the in"alse
wot, five, and suddenly - became quiet | F
partner produced a subdued Isugh all Jeary of you. We all
think——"
show
ends,
Ma.own
asked,
for
fe,
around.
'
“What
you
think?” she
S40
Joe’s|
over.
Jack
Shand threw four, whereupon
Sam.
Black
Shand
remarked
in
his
curt
help
to
disposition
mockingly.
in the air again.| awed him with @ look,
Metle aout reboundedShand
“Husky
wouldn't
get
along
In
“Well,
we
think
it’s
funny,”
Jack
rose without
| WAY:
‘ot eight,
command:
he
beds,"
"
t
gots
form)
the
out
Bring
44
repeated, lamely. ,
a word and, crossing the room, pro-}
(To be continued.)
e girl showed no further conhis blankets.
———
ceeded to roll up came
sald
ts over,”
Walt till the
‘Mapping the United States.
Big Jack quietly. “We'll all go oct
of the game

untell

A moment's figthey one the ground?
uring would tell.
Maps were made and distributed and
precise objectives outlined in dozens
or written orders.

st
be began to beg her
tests

euchre.
leanwhile
Sam busied
himack and
self baking bread, trying to remember | sufficiently

ripples are immediately
overtake
soon...
ripples.

developed; and seated
auditorium » thousand
had seen a few
four
Elsewhere exact measmade and scales nf dis-

celluloid strip—bow

his
All in the same breath with
not to desert

cried,

the

and the
tO be
water causes the water'sthe surface
air, Small
dragged along with
formed. Thess

tances computed. ‘These two dry docks

Sam.
and ate
Ho shook ris head, smiling,
one of the leaves.
the eviBut Husky, notwithstanding
to cry
continued
dence of his eves,
ministrations.
out and to resist their
“I
sald Bela, at lest.
“Aan right,”
die, I guess.”
can't do not’ing, He sot
.
She started for the door.
Husky.
A swift reaction passed over
pro-

he

the

of

particles

surface

wind

what form the attack would take, impossible to tell when {1 would be delivered.
a
‘At the hive of the enemy all was

brought.
some leaves sho had
to apply the mass itto
fnowed Sam howbefore
rebandaging
the wound
=
Husky strained away.

ing of the heart.
“are you going?”

compose

unite, says Popular
They
them,
to the fricScience Monthly, and, dueparticles
, each

‘man
sho said to Sam, shrugdo.”
“1 tell you w'at to
Sam cut away
‘Under her direction
trom Husky's
bandage
rude
own
hig
the wound. Tho
shoulder and washed
through.
cleanly
gone
had
bullet
mascerating
was
Meanwhile Bela
She

woree, and the other men became more
and more chary of approaching him.
However, toward the end of the afternoon, a cold squall of rain drove them |
indoors in spite of themselves.
‘They squatted on thé floor at the]

moving

the rapidly.

air which

of

.was
The swarming
shower,
again
lasting only a few minutes, and
scored
the defending guns, though they
down &
bring
to
failed
hits,
palpable
single plane.

confusion at the iminebce of a summer
short,

*

between

adhesion

particles

it here in bed with me,
Husky towered over tho slight fis ave
something.day wore on the patient grew | and bind bis w
‘As the
he

Oil On the Troubled Waters.

enWaves in mid-ocean are caused The
tirely by the action of the wind.

the aerial insects overbegd, now
shooting back
now
most stationary,
80
nothing
resembijng
and forth,
much as as group of files in restless

the in-

cried.

in the explosion of a three-mi the high
At night
of the mine field.
cautiously inshore,
seas fleet, creeping
extermination of the
.
undersea crafts’ nest.
was the
On the following day, which airplane
seventh and Sunday, a stngle
subnovered directly over tho wasted
circled, it
marine base. It rose, it with
an indarted away and returned
if satas
length,
At
nce.
séet’s persiste
rations, the gadfly
isfled with its o!
ftly, slipped behind a
mounted
feeey cloud and appeared ao more-—
N. Y, Sun,
_—_+->——

ascending as
vanishing in

with bewildering speed,
it did so and eventually

“She's a witch!”

“Polson! Polson!” he
away from me!”
sald Bela,
“You
crazy!yt
‘Look at me!”
I ain't | py,

part!

vi-

‘An extraordinary
and blinked. |
in ilusky. he He.threwgranted.
back his head and |
Hiddenty
stesled|
Betay ae aernter,and Digrose.JackGoing
to
himself, shrugged

it;

Lord, it I ever
of his end?
this I'll lead a different life! I swear
I will! Lord, chink of dying in a Godlike this without a
place
forsaken
It
parson to clear the track for you!
ain't fair to catch yua like this. Not
even & Bible in the outfit!
I have a Bible,” said
et it for me; there’s
low,”
begged Husky.
“Do you want me to
Sam did so.
read it to
you?”
he asked,
“Couldn't
“No use.”
sald Husky.
never get the hang of it, But let me

in his face.
And you all

. quietly
I'm right

suggested;

and redressing

the lake shore

let her

down upon the Seaport.
fyllpminute. Two
a low altitude for @
was driving,
men wero noticed.
of cyank.
the other turned some kind
AcWhen the air artillery wentto. into
and fro
tion the plane ziggagged

Lord,
asked.
poultice
chewed some of the
ready to die! I leave it to you, cook, || anq“Sheswallowed It before Hu: ky's eyes.
warning
shouldn't a man have some get
over
afraid, too?” she asked
he

you

—me down,

*You can't shout

A surprising

ice from

at Husky’s changed tone in his lucid
moments.
“Do you think this will croak me?”

was
con-|

again, Instead of falling
another step toward husky.

the wound

mitigate his fever.

or an instant they
flabbergasted. For the masters to be

bearded by an humble
incredible. Husky, the

the]

What
angry pain transfixed his breast.Let her|
did he care? he asked himself,
than she
go! She deserved no better
be|
not
would
pain
But the
t!
igh!
20)

eT by ihe thepatn wold an
beautiful! t
at Husky's

tho inthat of

Ky.
won't

guns

,
At, lengthas

the'morrow it became
On
straight
again,very suddenly, dropping
1t poised at

ore

hurt him,” eb

Brot him I not g
to hee'
to Sam, who had gone
to
him well.’
in vain
to mak’
comasht.
him
mT I come

the

no purpose.
to ked

per
if satiafied with its observations, the
gadfly mounted swiftly, slippednobehind
more
& fleecy cloud and appeared
that day.
visible

her

Keep

Don’t let her get me!” a scornful
foll back with

Bela

Their attitude toward
Sam.
jured one Was a5 naive as
children or animals.

bringing

away!

her

eop

figSam had no love for the gross earnwho, he felt, had
Four of you against a girl! | ure on thehe bed,
got. Nevertheless, he did

sald Shand,|
Jack.

added

shook her head.
Sam ground his tecch

6

buzzinsect’s persistence. Such was its

os

Sam

laid Husky on the bed

2

|

each
floor

had happened tried
feverish,
In the morning Husky was
to
His mates shrugged and left him

&
“Yes, I heard it!" he cried. “And
it! I
rotten, cowardly frame-up TealI wasn't
didn't agree to stand by it!say what
So 1 can
consulted.
I say you're a lot of hulking]
like,

cerned, was the first to recover himgame like a man and keep your mouth | self.
Flushing darkly, he took a step
shut!”
Sam with clenched fists,
When the cut went to Jack, Sam} toward
he harshly
“Shut up, you cook!”
caught the girl's eye again. He could) | cried.
‘It's none of your put! You stick
not help trying once more. He looked
betters
While] to dish-washing and let your good
tor
significantly toward the door,
what's
know
floor| alone, if you
the four heads were bent over the Once}
you!”
‘she could easily have gained it. slightly}
paled
and
flamed
Sam's pale cheeks
Sutside, she was safe, She
back, he took

j

‘rhe airplane hovered. directly over
the submarine base. It rose, it circled,
at
it darted away and returned with

his temper.

vowards!
blankets and go outside!”
for shelter. ‘We never |
‘A vein on Husky's forehead swelled.| She camefor here
hospitality from ner people.|
“You keep a civil tongue in your head,he} | lacked
it. |
repay
you
And this Is the way
about |
or I'll smash your face, anyhow,”
With youur mouth full of talk
muttered.
too. You make me sick!” |
“You're not man enough, Braky!"| fair play,
stared at him |

:

i THE GADFLY

care
ht
tins. Taslnst the terrors of
Sam was glad to
of what
endless and futile discussion

his

not worth bothering about.| promptly
be.
‘and turned on Big Jack, He hishad eyes
‘And #o beautiful!
and|come as pale as Shand, but were
‘Meanwhile Shand threw seven,Husky,|
com
were hot enough. His lips
again, But when
rejoiced
Joe
pressed to a thin iin

got a beggarly three, the|
young man's. triumph was outrageous.|
‘he evening had left an unsettled score}
between these two.
“You're done for, lnbster!” he cried}
with intolerable laughter. “Take your)

They

rs” camo
dred of these winged destroye
‘Their initial
th
over-the |
tactics varied, but always ata certain
Each insect
moment they split apart.
\d became a@ single

‘
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e
a
short sport,”
“Ah, you
groaned. A dark, | of
m the bed.
a little ‘and
usly retorted, “you deserve | stirred
with 3
ing on his shirt
‘wet stain was. sp!
‘She went toward the latter cool:
him.
beside
knees
his
to
dropped
Jack
|
motion.
, gliding
y>
to | noiseless
oe sprang up with a tearful oath.“I|)
she sald,
shoulder,
“Mak’ hot water,”
“Through the
{t!” he cried.
“No vital organ.”
clean
“I won't stand for
“Get
others.
the
Sam.
2|
‘to
r
by
{t
of the | over her shoulde
maid I would’nt etand for
“Can you hear me?” he asked
to|
got
Beat that if you ean!”
bandage.
2
right!
You've
the dice.
of
the
throw
withnearing
result
man.
woundedshe-devil
and his mates,
obliged to wait the
!”
muttered Husky.
fight met”
“a
of!
g
glanced ‘at each oth
was suffocating with;
Big Jack, expecting somethin
to
passed
Wh
one side, | “A devil!” did.ehe £0?”
suspense,
the’ kind; intervened from Joe's
“Where
‘and they relaxed.
arms|
Shand he touched the girl, ofShethe looked
other,
the
turned
ng
from
Everythi
Skend
other |
know.
leaping up of ‘the unat -him inqulringly. theNoneleast attention
pinned from behind} ~ “1 don’t
were promptly
night before. They
He struggled impotently, tears
four were payingSam asked her with a him,
peaks English, too, Under
great, new respect.
di
to them then.
cheeks, |
word!”
every
game. He of rage coursingsaldhis Jack,
stood
|
ing motionless, abtold
We
aay
sign if she understood the were
re!
‘They
mates, Tad
“You,tooll”
Husky's
of
invetNone
move, Mike the
ua
natives
5
the
every
oe
that
Pine
her
heard
had
in
men Le
‘¢ake? mien
Jon a ee tt
sorbed in
you
ax
.
gamblers
erate
pectators of a play.
yo
.| c can
doi
unmis
have
an
by
would
then,
we
her voice the inHe,
lost
ofor
had
She nodded,
It we
: "At the sound od his
the thought of injury
&
harbor
biankto
with
your
Get
eyes
you.
for
same
the
oe
that
know
takable gesture, let her
: drag you disease, and had ‘ come to the wilderlf.
for " was—herse
he rolled away a5
stake they played coolly.
a 0 outside, or we'll “
Ct. Blankets.”
ness ill provided.
Sam stared | ets
bed, crying
on andthe terror
got
could
‘Ketin she nodded
ne
foray
|
healing
or
pain
ted
s
antiseptic
mingled
in
at her dumfounded.
Jack, lacking
oF ie medicamen
ts, bound up the shoulder | Sut
away!
qoattering,

sho,Was

;

Them- each man’

With @ little sound of amaze

They avoided
figure on the

natural returned.
he } other's eyes. The

ed down.

bones ratheld their breath while the rolled
out,
‘When they
burned holes in the floor.
“I'm]|
joyfully.
cried Joe,

aS

gone out

passed
ind it.
with-

door

for they had
out their knowing it, Both
windows
deen within ten paces.
The only place of conwere intact,
was the
cealment within the shack proved
A ewift investigation
ed,
i
there was nothing in it or under
that
{
‘The old feeling of awe of the supér.

ae

*

the dydoor.
the

ee

not
was
not have

en
Ce

ing on Dis bac!
the tin
girlwas not to be seen.
‘They cautiously ventured

about a steamer. They

of ofl placed
begin

to

fall

down

instead.

they
time these waves reach the boat
ripples

will have lost their formative
calm surand the result {a a perfectly
of the sea
portion
#
over
face
through
which
the boat is making
Its way.
——

Father of the American Navy.

that the
A native born Irishman
members of his race are particularly
John Barry
proud of is Commodore

Navy.”

the “Father of the American

in
He was born in Wexford, Ireland,
on a merfather

His

1745.

him

put

was twelve years
chant ship before he he
was employed

old, and at fourteen
Philadelphia.
on a ship sailing from
before he
He was a master of ships
‘When the
was twenty-one years old.
employRevolution began Barry was
first

ed by Congress to fit for sea the

fleet which sailed from Philadelphia.
Barry
commanded

sailors and

Free Press.
ington’s army.—Detroit
i

BABY’S OWN TABLETS
PRIZED BY MOTHERS
———_—
(Mrs, Heny Vanreader, Rodney, Ont.,
writes: “I have used Baby's Own Tablets for the past five years and
them very much. They have proved
of such value to me that I always keep
them in the house.” Once a motzer

he
Baby’s Own Tablets
hag used
would use
nothing
else.
ey are
thorough but mild in action and never

fail to make the
y
well.
They are sold. by medicine dealers or
‘The
jaby mail at 25 cents a box
aaa

Medicine

Co., Brockville,

—__ ++

Spoiling Old Friendships.
So far as men are concerned, the
warmest
friendship fs that which
exists between, two fellows whose
wives have never met. A friend that
we have known and liked for years
has

drifted

away

from

us,

and

we

suppose ho, feels that we have drifted
away

from

him,

We

liked each

other

so well that we, wanted our wives to
meet and be good friends.
Finally
they met, and, as might

have been ex-

pected, they ‘cared nothing” in the
world for each other. In fact, one of
them sald she couldn’t see what on
earth anybody could find in het to ad-

Than By Putting That Extra 100 Lbs.
*
of Finish on a Beef Steer;

mire, and we suppose the other said
about the same thing. We felt that
our friend knew what our wife
thought of his wife, and wo were a
little ashamed to be in his company.
Probably he felt the same.
At any
rate, we haven't had
of any-

Finished Animals Will Bring BIG PRICES at the

thing to do with each
but no one would
hat
once were

Claude Callan in
‘Telegram.
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Supplement to The Advanc§
Military Service Act, 1917
Explanatory Announcement

by the

Minister of Justice
MILITARY SERVICE ACT has received the assent of the
Baar re
coeral aad ieee past ok td ie ot tad nee
It will be

‘enforced accordingly, and the ones

le can be relied upon to support

it.

Exemption Tribunals in all parts of Canada

and good sense of the

Resistance to ita enforcement,

owever by word or act must and will be repressed, as resistance to.any

other law in force must be.

Committee of Parliament, and the other by one of the

Reinforcements under the Military Service Act
immediately required
3

existing Courts.

It is the intention of the Government immediately to exercise the

power which the Act confers and to call out men for military service in
order to provide reinforcements for the Canadian forces, Thisis necessary since the military authorities report that the reserves available or

in aight for reinforcement will shortly be exhausted unless this atep be
taken.
First call limited to men between 20 and 34 who were
unmarried or widowers without children on
July 6, 1917

tlons'who were unmarried or widowers without children‘on 6th July,1 917;

are at least twenty years of age, and were born on or since January Ist,
1883. Of this Class all those will be entitled to conditional exemption
whose services in their present occupations, agricuftural, industrial or
other, are essential in the national interest, and whose business or domestic reponsibilities are such that serious hardship would ensue if their
services be required, Conscientious scruples based upon a prohibition

of combatant service by the articles of faith of the religious denomination

to which men belong will also be respected. The men first required
to
serve will consequently be those who can be called upon with the least
disturbance of the economic and social life of the country.

Civil Tribunals to deal with exemptions
Questions of exem
will be determined,
not by the military
authorities or by the
ment, but by civil tribunals
of
fepresentative men who are familiar with local conditions composed
inthe comtunities in which they serve, who will generally have personal knowledge
of the economic and family reasons which those whose cases come before
them have had for not volunteering their services and who will be able
sympathetically to estimate the weight and importanice of such reasons.
Provincial Appellate Tribunals constituted from the existing
of
the respective provinces will be provided to correct mistakesjudiciary
“made by
Local Tri
‘Tribunal for the whole
of Canada;
selected from among the present Judges of the Supreme Court of Canada;
willbe constituted in order that identical principles may be applied
throughout the country, In this way every man may rest assured
of the
fair and full consideration
‘of his circumstances and the national require~
ments both civil and military.

Proclamation will announce the day

é

A proclamation ‘will isstie calling out. the bachelors and widowers
referred to and fixing a day on or
which every man must report for
service to the military authorities before
unless he has belore that day seeds set
application for exemption.
willbe avaliable at every post office, at

Every effort will be made by the wide

ce

a

each

Joint

the

bution of

tribunals, and by
where necessary for their sitting in more than
‘One place, to minimise the inconvenience to which men will be put in
obtaining the disposition of their cases.
A Registrar will be appointed in each Province, who will be named
in the proclamation and ta,whom enquiries
may be addressed.
Each

Provincial Registrar will transmit to the appropriate tribunal the appli-

cations for exemption which have been submitted in-advance of the sit=
tings, and men who have sent these in will not be required to attend the
tribunals until notified to do so.. Other applicants should attend personally on the tribunal without notice.

How to report for service

‘Men who do not desire to claim exemption will report to the military.

‘The present call will be limited to men not in the schedule of excep-

How to apply for exemption
Applicatio
for exemption
nsmay be made by written noti
mihi

4 throughout

consisting of two members, one of whom wilf be nominated by

forms
senitte

authorities for service cither by mail or in person at any time after the
issue of the proclamation. Forms of report by mail will be found in all
Post offices, and, like applications for exemption, will be transmitted free

Postage.

Early report advantageous

No inan who reports for service will, although he may be medically

tjon sufficiently late to permit of
ibunals of most, if not all, of the applicamay come before them. “Thus no advantage
disadvantage incurred by prompt report for
service on the part of those who
do not intend to apply for exemption.
Facilities for immediate medical examination

Immediately upon tlic issue of the proclamation, medical boards will
sit at every mobilization centre for the examination of men who
feport
for service or who,

subject to their right within
time limited to apply
for exemption, desire to have their physical fitnessthe determined
in order to
allay any doubt as to their physical condition,
in advance whether there is a possibility of their
being required,
Certificates of physical unfitness issued by these services
Medical Boards will be
accepted without any further investigation by exemption
tribunals when
they sit. Men found physically fit who have not reported
for service
may
less apply for exemption
of the prescribed grounds,
including even their physical conditionon if any
dissatisfied with the Medical
Board's conclusion.

Notice to join the colors
As reinforcements are required,

to
to the nearest mobilfeation centre will be ve fons timenotice
to Hana te the teen forea netie and
Passed as fit for
of.
such
notice
will render the
ee liable to punishment, but Punishinent for failure
to report for
Retyice, or to report subsequently for duty when called
‘
vail be Imposed ordinarily by the civil
patos
openers
remain
for the performance
mititary duties notwithstanding any civil punishment which mayof be imposed
and will be Hable
to military punishment in cases

in which civil proceedings are not taken.

Watch for the Proclamation
Notice of the
or for report for.
but, as'no personal

appointed for the
of a claim for exemption
service will be
as widely aa possible;
can be given until the individuals called out

Cred. tre ened Se
eas snes,
men pombly con:
Cerhed, are warned to inform themselves exemption,
with regard to
day fized;
‘may involve the loss by them of important privileges
and
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wold, H. 8..MoDiarmid;Datton, | made
by five sous
her hasband she is survived
B. Graham,
J.B, Gow; Rodney,
‘being: Rev.
ch
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The interior
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Ma
‘menta and when completed will present | Murphy, Edmonton; James
Marya.

J, Mano
= handsome appearance.
aud W. H, Ospe have the contract,
The marriage was solmoized at

sister algo sarvives hr

Moosejaw, Sask., on Wedoesday of Rev,

25c. and

Will Be Appointed to $Prepare Vote for
Coming. Elections.

enoral, election in Onnada. In every

Soe ahd carried away. ‘

ling sub-division throngh the conctry
will be an enumerator to check up
hy ‘nootarnsl: visitor, Piero
the voting lists, to add the oames of

eee nalcote Soot

routes to keep their
cilled on their boxes.

look

Take

Rev,

O.

E.

Ratledge,

pastor of

—P
Next Sunday will be Mission Day in

addresesa will be exceedingly interesting.

the

your box and if the name {s not easily
read have the matter attended to as

oui0e,

Special
choir.

masic

will be farnished

by the

‘There was a good attendance at the

Sanday School rally in Knox charoh
last Sunday.
A very interesting program was given and « liberal offering
was received,
BaPtist.
The Rey. T. Jy-Mitchel, of Aylmer,

m- | will preach anniversary sermons
Baj ptist oharch om Sunday,

Ox-

in the

October

14,

and 7 p.m.
Special offerings
cast in Osnads and Bermuda will-be atwill11 bea.m.
taken at each service.
‘aod s. former pastor of the Datton
counted under the supervision of the
church, has been extended an invitation general retaruing office n Ottawa.
‘METHODIST.
to acospt the secretaryship of religious
Harvest home anniversary
services
Au assistant Ulerk of the Crown in
‘workin connection with the Y.M.0.A,
will be held in the Methodist charch at
Chancery will be appointed early next
0 will proceed overseas with | Wal! Incetown on Sunday. Rev. Joseph
in Toledo, Ohio.
wedding took place at the {ustractious
to a atvige
div de the the camps in in EB Eng- Richardsou, M.A., will preach at 11
ie
Aq

ford street Baptist charoh, Woodstock,

p.m,
Special thank ofScotland into districts. A pre- a.m. and 7380
First Methodist parsonage, St. Thomas. | jand andofficer
for each will be named. ferings will be roceiyed at both servicer,
siding
reday last, when Leslie Austioise || Six
\y Service
scratineors and forty special retarn- At 289 8 Sanday School
ing offloers will also be appointed in will be held, Mr. Richardson will also
Canada and sent overseas.

‘The army of enumerators may be appointed either by the Government or by

per of years.
The
induction
of Rev.
Gnatavus
Munro.as pastor of Ohalmers’ and MoBride's churches, will be held oo Taesday at 2 p.m.
The moderator, Rev.
W. H. McIntosh, will preside; Rey. J.
Jamieson will preach; Rev. J Oarrie

will address the minister,
MoKay, the people.

the retarning officers.
If tire appointment is made before the writ is issued,
itis made by the Government; if after
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Miss Bartha Hockio left for Toronto
Monday

re

she

will

enter

with a silver’ mesh

bag

from

the

Bick Ohildren’s Horpital to train for a
purse, On Saturday she was presented

The regalar meeting of the village
council was held on
Monday evening,
the only business transacted being the
passing of the following accounts:

cemetery, $8;
street, $12.75,

the choir

tivity as a slight appreciation of her
services as organist for several years.

“The déath oocarred at Belmont on
Wednesday of Angos G, McCallum
after a few days’ illness, aged 56 years.
‘Ho was a blacksmith by trade, bat before settling in Belmont followed farmHe

jis widow aud one son.

is survived

Mr.

; John Welch, work in
|. H, Satton, sprinkling

sopplios, $2.

and members of the Oharch of the Na-

ing in Dorchester,

by

tom

‘waa a frequent visitor in Dattou, where

‘TYiomas on Thursday and Friday of
Io addition to papera-by
next. week,
local teachers on interesting subjects,
Mr. FLF. Nemes Ba ofsie Hor
Hamilton, w'
School,

Gral Read

on “Or
‘stare’! and "Education and the Wal

BORN

to Mr.

e him respected,

Alice Contes) a son.

7

wife

predeceased

him

_DUNWICH INSURANCE COMPANY$

paid: John

W. Patton,

es Lynoh, barn

by. his ‘own covgregation, bat all the
others in the community.
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présent voloutary examination
to an exemption tribanal
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m MoFarlane, who went overhis

son,

Pte. Arch, MoFarat Halifax and is ex-

father and

We specialize in gifts for all
At present you are
occasions.
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts.
Our stock includes:
Cut Glass Water Sets.$8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...
$6.00. upwards
Fancy Mantle Clocks.......---

5

the

NEW

Busy

Corner

GOODS ARRIVING
Continually ‘in

Dress Goods, Silks, Satins, Velvets, Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.

$6.50 to $10.00

Woollen and Shaker Blankets
Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’ and Children’s Scarfs and Caps

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of

China 75c. te $2.00, or something
in

fancy

Forks and

Spoons

at

75c. to $1.00.

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers

Opticians

Issuers of Marriage Licenses

Black

Cashmere

Hose,

per pair.......see++-eee+2pc.

Plain and Stripe Shaker Flannels, per yd..15c.,
Exceptional
When

Values

in Standard

Shirtings-and

events on the program.

© schools

to compete and a» silver
mwarded the champion

sets ‘Tha general public is cordially
myited.
a aS
THE FALL OF A NATION

SHOE REPAIRING

F.

Ai

October
One reet of comedy ‘allt p x

cede The Pall of a Nation. There
ih Ratesot for plscaa Takata tea
ee

;

GAHAN

t

Having taken over the Shoe Repair-

ing Business of Edwin Wight I solicit your patronage.

All kinds of Repairing Promptly
and Neatly Done
Satisfaction Guaranteed

W. O.

SANKEY

KIRKLAND

BLOCK

Suitings
and

of the Newest Shades 3
Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
;
:
\3 Arch. McCallum rarcon j

Opposite Baptist Church

The Fall of a Nation
Sequel

to Fhe

foar

rennet

gk kd ater

"

ere

§
a

JAMES

Birth of a Nation

ICHEVROLET$750
FOUR

NINETY

A

NOTE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
‘will be given a. fisttering reopreaching hisnative township,

Fonr | and 166,

Overalling

getting that new suit you will need a pair of our perfectfitting Corséts in the D and A or Coilene makes

A really beautiful small car equipped with every
desirable appointment for comfort and convenience.

Nation'* aud=
Thomas Dizon.

or

to T5e.

18¢., 20c., 25c.

FIELD DAY

The avoual Field Day of the High
School papils will be held at the driving
park to-morrow (Friday.) There are 27
are expect
cop will be

At

Attractive Styles in
Smart Millinery
At Reasonable Prices
Call on us
MISS H: M. URQUHART

O, Lilbarn, Rivernino, Detroit, and

$19;

(nes

Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts

For

several

————

sented
and accepted.
‘The following claims were

Urlin

A

MILLINERY

ie

and came to this coantry with his parents when only five years old.
.For
many years he carried on farming at
Glandford, near Hamilton.

R.

a danghter.

‘The death took place on’Friday at
the home of his son-in-law, Mr, Thomas
Saanders.
$12 Simooe street, London,
of James Quinn, in his hundredth year.
He was boru.ion Tipperary, Ireland,

not ooly

trying to infil

Mrs. W.

to Mr. and Mrs. Peter G. MoOallam,

‘The monthly meeting of the directors
of the Danwich Insurance Oo, was held
arday when ten applications for in-

y sacceasfal and to
larger field in Stratford he will carry
gy aud kindly cousidera-

tion‘tha
thi

and

MoOaLLum—In Dutton, on Sept. 37th,

sarance, smoantiog © $28,900, were prethe

with the
Council of Lon-

MoKexgim—In Adelaide, on Sept. 17th.
to Mr, and Mrs. Angus McKenzie
(nee Annie McKellar), a daughter,
Uatin—At Brockville,
on the 28th alt.,

REACHED THE CENTURY MARK

His

This so-

little over $300 was subsori
who subscribed at Datton.are requested
to pay the amounts over to W.
H. Oape
or Geo. Braddon, the local committees,

yeare ago. Ho is saryived by four
reldtives reside.
Mra, Thomas
‘The anvval meeting of the Weat Elgin daughters aud two so
Mre.
Oalyiu Pettit,
Teachers’ Inatitute will be held at St. Sanoders, Londou;
Mrs Obristopher Pettit,

aeTastitate

Men's Federa-

tion of Canada, occupied the palpits of

COUNCIL

Wm.
March. $4.50;> Daughters of
@ disconnected from the harness
the Empire, monthly grant, 320; Wim.
aud flew back, striking him on the side Lowe salary, , $25 $25; J. H, Sutton. cor-‘
al
W.R. Richardson, work and
and breakiug a couple of ribs,
oa

retary of the Ohristien
olety is working in
‘National Brotherhood

torning officer,

As Wm, Riddell was moving a» car
Mar‘with a team of horses on the Pere
quartette to s point to be more covenfent for loading loge he met with » pain-

fol accident.

ress this meeting and an offering
will be taken on behalf of the General
Sundsy School Fand.
we
On Sunday, Sept. 16, T. Howell, seo>

tho writ is issued, it is made by the re- the charches on this cirouit.

aud Rev. D.

HARDWARE,
“FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

«
4

t

o -| the Presbyterian charch, when the serelectoral machinery will be created
Dr, J. M,
all members

seas for taking the Votes of
of the Canadian expeditionary force,
It isin
both in France and in Eogland.
this respect that the military voters’ act
session differs from previous
soldiers.
to
votes
giying
iegisiation
Under the original soheme, a soldier
voted and the ballot papers -were reUnder
~ | turned to Caunda tobe counted.
at the present act the votes cast in France

last |
two fall moons
were
There
month, September 1 and September 80. |
Not since 1899 has this occarred be-|
fore. The time required by the moon |
to complete ita cycle from fall moon to
fall moon is 293¢ da:

$3.00 and up

AE. WHITE. _

“THE CHURCHES

aliens.
of disfranchised
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seed this fall.
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wan 40 badly hurt on -Phursiay after.

noou when a hinge derrick fell on him
that he died-uext day at Victoria Hos
pital, Loudon.
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oe
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Come in and get your clothing
hand-tailored to your measure

Fit, workmanship -an i-style
assured.

‘The Newest Fabrics
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and Browns,
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respirators work.
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Fritz 18 carrying

rende Sturtevaut, of Chatham
township; was iostaotly killed on Monday:
when
steps.

mn Te~

almost nightly.
[He was over sgain
jast now.
Last
night wag too dark and
wet for hin,
One
dropped about 200
fost from os one night.
I don’t think bave.ever beén affected
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down some
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He was warden of Lambtou iv
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islature from 1903 to 1908.

a rest by secis on the sea

cially trying
with the company

was takiug baths. He was a promioéut
hive stock dealer at Forest for mauy
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Some of the old hands in the
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day at Mouut Clemens, Mich,, where be

Having poroliased the Livery business
lately conducted by DJ.
MoMillan, £
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:
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too,

company have been
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P..D. McCallum, licouse iuspector for
East Lambtou, died Suddenly ou Fri-
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industry has been revived by the war,

Auto Service

Maia Street

factories

Then,

Moved ou the front, where we worked
so long, aud are going toa mach gnieter

aud during the coming winter there will
be 59 or-40 mills in operation.

the 17th.

will

bathing.

wills jin Canada, but at the time
the war started three years ago the industry was oxtinct. At best eiybt or

BOARDMAN
left

ashore aud there are good

while. Next day the cows were still
there and the police were notified. I

Yormerly six years head toner with
Heiotzman Oo., London, will visit DatOrdere

the company is getting
tious,
The rest camp

had come from. Ridgetown aud would
like to leave the animals there for a

Piano Tuning
ton on or about Wednesday,

Writing to hie sister, Mrs. Obarleq
Shaw, from France, Oapt. Jas. MoM tly
an saya:
Things have eased off a bit for us ang

He,was only 18 years of age.

Four cows were driven into the ship-

is thought they were stolen.
Fifty years ago there were

Specialist,
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Eng.
Pie. McTavish colisted at St.
‘Thomas_and
wevt overseas* with the

and highly

4 respected, He had been almost
a help
lexs invalid ‘for the past four yours,
Jobn Lumsden, a rmec well-kuown
resideut of Shedd .d vd at Columbus,
+| Ohio, on Weduesday.
He was boro in
{|} the village, aud ad only returued
home from yisiting the scones of his
boyhood whee he was taken ill with
poeumonia.’~ He was State auditor for
insurauce companies.
‘The remaius
were taken to Shedden; the funeral
being held on Friday from the Meth.
odist church,
He ix surviyed by his
parevts, Mr. aod Mrs. Wm. Lumsden;
and two brothers.
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40 per cent. off for Cash

CRAWFORD J

In the first place only¥ thew yarieties
of corn which will gcow well and

ho insisrAnce and the loss will be iv the

of AO per cent. Just consider what this n
—on evert
ollar's worth of paper yollyét it for G0c.°’
Our sto
as “heen alls
he rst purchasers get the
overhauled and many new lines added.
firet choice, so come immediate),.

allow

these t win briefly disco:

shipped from’ London to Sarnia.

iy thought the fire origioated from the
fire box.
.Mr. Gilbert recently pur-

chased

per single roll and over we will allow you a cash Ciscount on your

we

saw

gether with several farmers’ yrists.

nie Slaughter Sale of our entire stock of Wall Papor for the next
80-days,
This will be the higgest Wall Paper Sale
ever witnessed
in Dutton and conducted ona percentage basis.
On
all paper 124c.

Remember,

elected

Te two days in Loudoo police court which goos ot matareorof which little
Jant week fines totalling $1,000. were is kvown other that horesay should not
varieties are
imposed for violation of the Temperance bo ased for seed. Test
always tie best.
Thore are a few
Act
simple mothods which should
be obseryed

to Isaac Gilbert ut Fingal was burued
to the ground Thursday morning to-

“WALL PAPER SALE

to me that a greater

w good tvrifty stalk, aud borne vot more
than threo foot from ths groand, which

the st,

ship, the ceremouy beiug
‘by Rey. A. R, McRae.

A PULL STOCK OF GAS HEATERS
We will be only too pleased. to show you our goods

Per Cent.

hae

to succeed tho late

Railway car robbers” “took more than|
‘a $1,009 worth of “goods from @ car

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Leitch,
of Aldborough, became the bride of D.

We also have a complete stock of Wood and Coal If
are the leaders in the stove business.
Come and sve o
complete stock of Stoves, Ranges, Heaters and (irs it

. 40

bas

Mrs. Elina Hardy, aged 71
been reported us dangerously wounded. well-known resident of ‘Sa
was fatally bucued whet her garA quiet wedding was solemvized at ship,
meots took fire from the stove over
the .manse, Kintyre, on Wednesday, which
she was preparing a-maal.
when Arthnreva D.,, youtigest daogh-

‘It is a winnerand

market.

Blenheim

Yet it was mee o

erly of

marriage to take place abont'the middle
obOrtober,

at Dupkirk.
He went overseas with
the 91st.
Pte. Walter Bouldiog bas

Abore

fiud many fields of corn in 80 good a
condition iu spite of the bad season.
not Ley bo made. 10
seed corn
this’ year. than last. There ares fow..
things that mudt be bofiie tn mind when
selecting seed corn bie fall. Some of

tractor.of
‘Thursday
He waxa

Joby Sebupkenburger, of Rodney, the

rounds ov Oct. 3 at « tiilitary hospital

The D. Moore Co.

Fellows,

of

your

stalke in the-field

ono paperin Saruia,
M. Abdey, St. Thomas, has
ord from Gttaen stating that
hor sou, Pte. Frauk Abdey, bad died or

HE 5.98-- Tete
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Mayor Morga

throagh

purchased all the tobaccd in the vicinity of Bleulei. about ove faudred
tons, at 18 cents a pound,

at Sarwia,

3

W.
mayor

[ trayolled

aud visited ~ no!

fields in, each of the townships in the
¢oanty, and was very much pleased to

tax rate is 28 mills on the

Mrs
horrbnet:
eee: Wiad voceutly Pf

week

Mr, and Mra. Joseph Schivdler, of
Tientdoaville, antiounee the engagement
of their Asughter, Edythe Barbara, to
Robert Joh, only sou of Mr. aud Mrs:

YA, D. McKenzie, business maunger of

nner

3

ees
NOE
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Packiog.Compauy's buildings ou Mou
day evening cpbsed damaye. to. the
anouut of $2,000 to the plant.

Rok

‘ Roinory’
aus

pro?

prietor of tlie Eripira Hote! 1, St. Thomas.
Dayton, Odio. oF Friday, at the
kage of 37’years.’
/ sPhe wedding took pls:

You need a
/Now is the time to plan ‘ot comfort for the winter,
IE-s0,
new Range or a Stove, or maybe you are wanting a heater,
why we are the people who car fill your wants with high ouality
guaranteed goods und at res asonid ble: prices.9
——$——e

Chatham, Ontario, Oct; 1917.
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Snow fall at. Wingham on Mouday.
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son ise rongh whd reatly.one,. but,
asoorditg to, dilitary officers back
from the front, it sufficesto show
certain essential foatures. of the.
tighting force.

One is that a larger number Sf
man are needed, to Took after tha
transportation

and
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of

equi;

Lome- wes in -Petrolea; but he wae
widely known all over the Province, ay
he had drilled in many
districts.

meant, to cook the meals and pat ap
the tants, ato., while the number of
notnal performers is comparatively
few.
Many more work outside the
ring than in it.

most prominent
physicians
and citizens,
died suddenly onrGaturday of heart din:
ase, The doctor rbtired in his usual
health on Friday nights Barly Seat
day morping ho called:to bi
Flemivg, to gét him-a- glass,of
water.
owas alarmed-at his condition and|
summoned & physician, but Dr. Drake!

tages, however, from which the
cirous does not suffer. It hasta
build its own railroads, as a rule,
St them’ and keep them in repair,
je it must also bring in'withit
arly.all the food and other sappees
It se be braced
FiaG
constan'
increasin;

juries about the- bead, “Mr: Harvey's

Dr. Fred Py Drake,

ono ot Loudon'a
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Pardon: of casualties, a
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ctal Care. and comfort, a jd in maa
‘ern wur.the big gtins ‘consume vast
Quantities . of shells daily. which
in} must be rey
immediately.
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better
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‘Good Shepherd, Lam the E-ead of Life,
Filled withi the e fulln ess of Joy."

‘We read distinctly that He taught
with authority.
“Tha Father Leth
given to the Son to have life in Himself. and hath given Him authority to

oe echo
Ri
TORONTO MARKETS.

| execute’

judgment, bsvuise His is the
Man.
~All -things:are-delivered
Him,
By issuing the fic’ ma.s-
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in His name,

do.”
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no sorrow tro heavy, too Tow down,
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follow
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he
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swath out from the standing crop
few feet, so that, on the next round,
the cut clover will be out of the way
f
the horses and machine. — By following this practice with short clover,
-) R-great ‘deal of eced- will be
red
that would have otherwise be threshed
was % by see atpee feet and thereafter left

though

in the

as in the factory if
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sar vicinity
of his

by
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thermometer

be low tn temperature.

Where clover is one foot or more in
height the most satisfactory /mpleand July of this year than in any two ment to use for cutting is the binder.
‘consecutive months in the past seven- ‘The cord should be removed, and ;the
spring on the knotter slackened so
teen years,
~ About two hundred and ninety varie- that it will trip continuously. Usually
boards that hold the
many selec- there
sheaf; these should aiso be slackened
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But in very
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Do., light
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Lambs, Spring, tb...
TORONTO CATTLE
see
Cattle, choice

HATH

1
Butcher
Buteher
Butcher
Feeding
Stockera
Stockers,
Milkerr,

willing mind, {t is accepted according
to that a man hatb, and not according

to that he hath not
Let us not-love in word,

but in deed

tongue;

tae oe
Lambs
Tlogn fed and watered
co ageseie 3 vg
Bgiven

and
It a brother or sister be naked,
of you
destitate of daily food, and cone
ye

say unto them, Depart im peace. be

OfHER

ye
warmed and filled, notwithstanding ere
give them not those things which proit
needful to the body, what doth
bountifully
soweth
fit?—He which
Every
shal] reap also bountifully.
in his
man according as he purposeth
heart, so let him give; not grudgingly,
a cheer:
or of necessity; for God loveth
Cul giver.
those
When ye shall have done all

SgkY pons

are commanded

which

things

you

the late Rew. H. F. Miller.

(By
of
temple. full
T inquire In His
| ask how far Se
strength and beavty.
the love
the knowladge of God from
are
of God; do oceans roll-between.-or
are joined?
they joined as continents

It lingers in my

heart.

WE ARB THE LORD'S.
] know whom I have believed, and
um persuaded that he Is able to keep
that which I have committed unto him
against that day.—! am persuaded that
neither death, nor life, norvangels, noz
principalities, nor powers, nor things
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1 inquire of man, and ask, nowwhenc
i a1
Yesterday 1 wan nothing;

And where its melody is heard
The {lls of life depart;
And bappy thoughts come crowding
Its joyful tones to greet—
A laugh {fs just "ke music
For making living sweet.

ro

Minne.
to $1.91," Oat
Flour—Unchanzed.
DULUTH G.
Luluth.—Linseed—
, $5.20 to SST
sk MARKETS.
Y¥.—Laat week's price
seanion of
today’
hee
Board. the total «
~ Utica Dalry
aggregated
9 lots of 3 small a,che
both large and
a
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the Winnipeg Gral
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Open, Huth,
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Exchange
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INQUIRY.

A laugh
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oo
> 5.0

MARKETS.

WINNIPEG
Fluciudfions

we
say, We ure unprofitable servants:
have done
thal which.
was our duty

A laugh is just like sunshine,
{t freshens all the
day,
Tt tlps the peak of life with Hght,
And drives the clowts away,
‘The soul grows glad that hears St,
And feels its courage strong—
A laugh js just like sunshine
For cheering folks along!
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This poor widow hath cast in more
than they all—Whosoever shall give
you a cup of water to drink in my
name, because ye belong to Christ,
verily I say until you, he shall not
lose his reward--[f there be firse a
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of men.—His gresi iove wherewith he
loved us.—Greater love hath no man
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than this, that a man lay down bis
for his friends.
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coeds to tell in detailto reduce losses
‘that-can be taken
¥
rust.
from grain ————
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thy step through

When the load from

lightiy-tinted glasses, @ dark veil, or
at least a wide and shady hat ia wsually necessary.
Where the conditions are severe In
the extreme, as in the Alps and in the
Arctle regions,
where
the flerce sun
shines down on unbroken snow, actual biindnees occurs, and is
known
by the name of snow bliindnees. It ie
uenally only temporary, and
may be
avoided by the use of dark
glasses.
but it {s one of the dangers
against
witen mountain climbers have to pro-

which must not
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A fireplace
trequently washed.
wood fire 1s
essential, and a coal or
to # ges stove.
much to be preferred
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at
best
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Of revenge in thy breast to abide,
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a strong stn some such protection 26
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FORGET.

To fling every feeling aside,
Thanallow the deep cankering

great discomfort may be eausedby It.

be used, all of
and draperies should
only be washable but
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four. years. gave

and

tothe

niedsure..

by thy side.”

AND

of eucalyptus, 10
drachms

trying

small

Forgive and forget—it is better

Of course, if we all lived an outdoor
life all the year round aur eyes and
other organs would probably become
used to more extreme conditions,
but
life within the eemi-darkners of
the
house ‘6 quite certain to upset the natural adaptation. In consequence we often have to follow up an unnatural
habit of life with another unnatural
precaution, and against the glare
of

in convale
s, and tho
more helpful than medicine
be shut out
gun will geldom need to
altogether.
curtains
Light, cheerfully patterned

jiave no

ary

FORGIVE

mixture ‘consists of

of ofl

half ounces of soap-liniment.
SUNLIGHT AND-THE'EYES.
Strong sunlight, espeelally when reflected from @ light-colored.eurface, i6

the direct

curment must be made by meansto ofsubdue

regions of the Dominion principally
t)
factors contributory
to
the
of. grain
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And ‘the’sky that's above thee be
of gnirits of camphor;
solution of ammonia, andvone and a
When the cloud of displeasure has
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severity
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/

But that ‘twas He who saves from
ell,

1 drop

of camphor water, ani
of
hydro-chloride
of

A third

ee

His

Him on the beach, and the
fish and
bread are sweet. O, far-famed Gallflee!
Comes down to drink thy tide,

recipes

of camphor,

mark

on the shady side of the bogse thrown
wide open, while those on ths sunny
side should only be open (in the case
ot windows) at the top or bottom for
a short distance.
The sunny windows

the

thrub, at any rate throaghout

1 drachm
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It should
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fore, other things being equal. it is
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vice

designed to answer meny inquries that

following,

ine, 5 drachms
half a drachm

ner blinds or curtains aré the only
should remain in the field would deones practicable a frequent spraying
pend upon the weather.
Generally or
sprinkling of them with cold waspeaking, the crop should be placed in ter
will help to keep the air in
the
the mow or stack when-dry enough to
ties: Dawson's
Golden” Chaff,
keep well.
It can then be threshed room cool and fresh. Of course, ns
the day goes on and the
sun
gets
‘bushels, 2.9 tons, and 59.9 pounds; Im- | When convenient.
round, the windows and doors must
Amber, 47.2 bushels, 3.1
tons,
be adjusted to
suit ft,
the
above
Early Genesee Gtant,
RUST OF WHEAT.
principles baing followed throughout.
45.9 bushels, 3.0‘tons, and 60.1 pounds,
Some tims. ago the Department
of
3.1
THE SICK CHILD'S NURSDRY.
end Egyphian Amber, 45.5 bushels,
Agricultura
at
Ottawa
issued
a
very
\d 61,6 pounds.
It is of great importance that tho
timely card-poster with wide descrip‘The average results of the fourteen tive colored border on “Black or Stem room in which a child Hes ill or conYield of Rust of Wheat.” The poster in su
valescent should bs suited to its pur“> yerletics are’ as follows:
grain per acre,.26.6 bushels for 1917, cinct plain language tersely gave ad- pose. The child is more impresstouvble, both mentally and
physically
‘@nd 44.3 bushels for the twenty-two
vise on the bes’ course to pursue in
per acre,
the adult, and {t must have the
“Year period; yield of straw
the preparation of land and seeding to uban
most favorable surroundings if it 19
for the
~ 18 tons for 1917, and 2.9 tous weight
prevent approach of the, dread disease to make good progress.
and
pertod;
<< ‘qwenty-lwo year
which entailed the loxs of many milThe room should be. bright and
treasured bushel, 66.7 pounds, for lions of dalars to Canada In 1916. A
cheerful, but not crowded witb fural{str and 60.9 pounds for the twentybulletin has new been issued, and can
ture or draperies.
It should be preyear period,
wo.
be obtained free Sy addressing
the
color,
the thirty-four varieties Ra for Publicatioas Brauch of the Depart- pared. or distempered a Hght ventila7S
om
Wheat which have been tes! yields ment at Ottawa, amplifying the ad- and should “have plenty
be quiet, and sherehighest
McBean'’

the

cunning.”
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footsteps on the sand: we aine with
“Tt fs not that the wild gezelle

of ofl of birch tar, and 4 ountes of rec:
tified spirit. To thisemixture add two
ounces of concentratedcompound= infusion of quaestay
gppli¢ation ‘consists
of a mixture of 3 drachms of glycer-

acre, and in weight)
per
measur
Dushel-of a few
of the
lending varie-

been produced
Jn bushels: per
Kharkov, 45.6,
“~py Imperial Amber, 45.8,
s Daw-

run-

on

for which recently appeared in “’Topical Therapy"; Mix together half-anounce of oll of cedar, 2 drachms of

sun-rays by blinds, preferably outside “sun blinds,” which leave a space
between blind and. glass.
Where in-

fork.
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Beskitctats bo

Ri har: doe Set

to keep the windows and outer doors

should be screened

the crop will be left in loose windows,
where it will dry quickly, and can

‘the average for twenty-two years in
) Yield of both grain
and straw per

his
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soldier

wriste, are

hot weather a cartain amount of care
should be taken to admit—so fer as
Possible—only the ccafest of the outer air, and to this end it Is desirane

so that the clover will have
a
course to the ground.
In dropping to
the ground,
the seed will not shell, and
a barley

well

always be stuffy and unpleasant. even

“wet. ‘There was more rainfall in June

with

as

COOL ROOMS.
Unless there is a free current of
air in the room the atmozphere will

‘comparatively dry, and the spring jand
early: summer of 1917,
exceptionally
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s, astounded allke at the of God. Professor Comstock,
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his‘shirt open at the
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bm dhe
Hal

‘throat,

“I don’t care) what you think,” she
M jusq’oows
retorted.
All tam ask
“Tell me one, thing,”
sald
Jack.
do. what you
“You have
did
you'
come
here
for
first
“what
meekly.
“f te you
“Yes, 1 tell you what I came f

Sy

A
child's air of unconcern.
Presently she caught sight of the
razor,
go it hair grow onon your
chin, too? ‘That is fonny thing. Ot'er
day I watch the curly head one scrapo}.
his face’.He not seo me, What for

affected scorn. — “Wa!
moe what to a ‘o. ‘Thert £0
lak, anyhow.”
go: jod words,” she putin
let him

see

you

hobo ff you don’t,” he jtamm mi ered.
‘She repeated the word with a com!~

went

“Col

and that a Why it wad

pe your face?”
2
Sam blushed, “Oh, 1t looks ike «

before,” grumbled Musq~

“Don’t

Re

Javgh
purpose; it makes the audience
originated, but

that enshrouded

her.

about a

\e

invigorating

the

water

cold

of

touch

instances:

However,

Violently

face.
“What is hobo”
~
brought
scrubbing Aimself with « towel, he
loafer; a bum.”
“Oh, & tram}
“We got] gamo to # sudden stop ‘and addresbed(cl tend.
ehe said.
“Y on’erstan’,”.
om:
thi
1s_a
hobdoes, too. My: motier's ‘osben’
old man! You're heading
men, i think no harm, I come here,
hobo.”
You've! gut:x}
direction.
play trick for to mak’ fun and
be
She looked at his chin again.
you can loo}
before
chin,”
toe-hold
his
a
scrape.
get
to
friends. Now I know ot’er white men
not
Lajeuness
hop
too good-looknot Jak my fat'er. Now 1 look out for let anythin’ on.
If ot'er men think she stated . “Got long halr, so. He is ate girl Ghe'aa sightbout
it straight,
think
can’t
You
ing.
you want the cook, they kill him my- fine man,”
girl ke that}
Anyway,
Sam, not knowing exactly what to Forget it!
Big Jack had the grace to scowl be.
te man sometam crazy
“Big
and the
sch
that.
You mus’ all sam mek friends gay, remained silent. He found it dif- she'd naturally pick a manst Tke § aD lem,
abamiefacedly and look away.
ting away with it, too, bu
use
No
a
to
“Say,
's right,” he muttered.
Ask moch question.
Jack or Shand,
th:
ficult to accommodate himself
Put it out of. anxiety to be up and! away he cx
When you
know
their
conversational Bela.
She was much trouble for yourself.
“You're dead right,
er. We got them well.
n
Harde
way.
his
hand!
you
know what to do.
in wrong.
I'm sorry.
These
other. wa! ys,
changed in the morning light from mind, Look the other
“Do-you claim
exemption?” inquirfellows, they’re sorry, too. We made
ourself,”
by maybe you get your man to leave the inscrutable figure of the fireside.
heavy . shotl- ed one of the physicians of the man
Then it
easy.”
the ot'ers.
it up together to tell you we was sor# Young Joe swung his
Ten times moro human and charming,
the shack.
Seeing Bela being’exam!ned.’ The Isttér pretended
promised
we
“I do all you
tell me,”
reit io true, but on that account the ders around
ry. Give us a chance to show you
searcely credit
his not to heat, ‘and) the physician”
disconcerting to ® young man
ain't’plumb rotten.”
grine
peated it in a louder tone.
he more
More* “Come home: to-morrow night,”
ortune, He approached her,
the
without experience of the sex.
The girl dimpled like a white Wo“Sure,
I'm
deaf,
replied
sald.
his breath ning and fawning in his extreme desire
took
man,
No walled look then.
beauty
her
over,
“No.
I lak
echemer.
«
She rebelled at this.
“Al right,”
“I come to
away, Bela watches his blushes with to please.
I can't be paddling over
he
“Been thet way long?” inquired the
morrow early.
I be your friend.”
“Hello! You're an early bird,”
interest.
‘oo far.’
physician.
:
every day.
she said,
swooped
squall
“What mak’ your face hot”
When the next
‘Again the
young man protende®
fool?” asked Musq'oosis,
{a“Are
you
&
most
her
in
Bela
him
hills,
at
fire.”
no
is
‘There
asked,
Bela looked
dawn from the soutnerly
not to hearjand the physician repeated
exasperated. “Where you going stay
not but believe she was serutable way.
He could
fet off in her dugout from the mouth
night?”
the
question.
only
louder.
at
offering
him
her
carry
“How!”
she said,
making fun of his. “Abh! cut it out!”
of the creek. The wind helped
“I got little cache by the creek,” she
life, I guess,”, answered
she wanthand according to the etiquette of the the“AlL-my
direction
he growled.
the
in
“They no good in the bush.
her
replied.
echemer.
“White man fonny,’”* said Bela, roll- country.
the sheets of Can't see not'ing.
and
go,
to
1 fool them all 1
ed
Noting
the
schemér
appeare’
of
view
Joo fondled it clumsily.
the
from
ing her strips of cotton.
her
hid
They never find me.”.
lak.
rain
anxious
to
get. away ithe
physiciar
“Funny!” repeated Sam, “How about
“Watch
yourself," advised Musq’@ny one who might be looking out
grew susploioua, co he decided to take
you? Hanged if you're not the strang“It's a dangerous game.”f
008.
from the shack.
the
schemer
by
aurprice,
figuring
that
taught
‘T got my little gun,’ she returned, est thing 1 ever came across.”
Her Indian up-bringing had
unlesa the echemer really was deaf he
comfort
‘They
plenty
Obviously this did not displease her,
breast,
tapping her
rise.
to disregard bodily
her
would be deceived by the ruse.
shi: scare of me now
mermaid,
Bela determinedly
freed her hand. re
like
She merely shrugged.
Streaming
vell, {
re deaf you won't
loftily-]
paddling wit!
he
sald
As soon as it cleared up Young Joe
of her self-consome
forgot
He
2
Get your
hat, |
s
that he
guessed

want seo what white men’ lak:

wan!

ink be n&

fat’er him white man.
I never see
him: Him good man, good to women.
So-I think
all white men good
to. wo-1|

want

me moch,”

“Not lak at ‘er
sald Bela, dejectedly,
men.”
“Watt~a white," encouraged Musq“Hi
wood
slow
to
coals,
ard
I
slo yw. to catch, but burn longer.
you agin—keep your mouth shutDon't

Bela had
was elicited by her arrival.
always gone and come as she chose.
Outside Charley's teepee she found
up at
Nghted
eyes
her mother, Loseis'

Later Jack and Joo made a dicker
to cut each other's hair, Shand, hearing of this, was obliged to part with
a necktie to get Jack to cut his also,
A general shave ended the ablutions.
tor Joe
had
This was remarkable,
shaved‘only the day befcre.

tng.

self get carelecs up in tho bush,” he
opined.
‘There was a grent beating and shaking of clothes, and'a combined cleanSam made a broom
ing of the shack,
out of willow-branches: Jack cut some

No surprise

the smoke of the fires.

“A fellow hadn't ought to let him-

of her but she said nothing.

the bight
and
She followed her into the teepeo
and kissed her.
unexpectedly sel
embarrassed,
mutually
‘They were
among
kiss
Bela had not learned to
Charley came in scowlthe tribe.
“The fish aro running,’

.

he

poles,

sald.

“Every body is working
you not work you €et no fish.”
“Keep your fish,” safid Bela .

In that teepes she was mum as herto

Having changed
her adventures.
in
clothes in her own little bower
the
she sought out Musq’oosis
and ‘told him her story.

Musq’oosis

was @ little sore.

io

and
impassively
smoking
Matened,
g his share of the fish hanging
Meanwhile the
sun
in the smoke.
went down in troubled crimson splen-

pines,

the

over

dor

presaging

mors

the end he said
‘When she came ‘outo foolish
go alone.

out of which

he designed

to

make a chair after supper.
“She's got to have something to sit
r
in when she’s watching beside Husky’s bed like,” he satd.
It did not ocour to him that Bela
had probably never before in her life
sal tin a chair,
“You are damned lucky to get her
to nurse you after you brow geht it on
yourself,” Joe sald to Husky.
‘Husky was now looking forward to
her return no less than the others. He

had taken e@ turn for the better, and
no longer thought of dying.

‘After supper a high degree of amity
prevailed in
the shack, 2 Joe ani
Shand helped with the cbair, and then
they all planned to make a table next

y.
y ‘What you'want of me now?” r he|““c.anq
end a hand wita this piece
tho wounds? sag | While T drive a nail, wil you?” re“Greaso’
for

‘Bela was’ mu

little food

quested

Jack,

“Sure thing!

for myself.”

. so-so.

ovals,

‘Bela shook her head a Uttle sullen‘Sho“had good reasons, but it was

ae Oe

“No

Say, this-is going to

T ought

t”to

have

a flat

to put on the seat
|? 1 lece
“T’ll go out to the stable and seo if
can find a box-cover."
|! “You stay here. I'll go,” said Joe.

room

like a row

prooded® over

of mummies.

the shack

“All

of

me.’

right,”

alee}

repeated

tepee.

Musq'oosis.

What

“T

you

goin’ to do when you go back?”

“wh on the bishop come I goin’ marry the cook,” said Bela, calmly.
“Um, grunted Musq’oosis. “Is he
the bigges'?”
Bel
iy
“He Mtwatch him. He got stronges’
oye
“Bo?”
“iq is a pretty man,” she sald, sud@enly lowering her head.
“He mak
me want him bad.
His eyes
at tam wild roses come.
Halr
tt like

mink-skin.

He

has

kind-

Musq'oosis;
coe
woman.”

“you

oness for women lak my fat'er got.”

his eyes

calmly,

foolishness, I think.”
give a fellow a chance,” begged
decent to me.”
‘Be
Ml, say it,” sho commanded.
enough.
genuine
Joe's {celing was
himself
‘The conqueror of the sex found
ata loss for words.
“The—the sight of you sort of thea
“
d.
stammere
ho
tongue,”
a man’s
You're certainly a
can't say it right,
there was
I never thought
wonder!
“More

anything like you.up here. I coul
here all day just taking you In!

‘work for my grub. They don’t let me
forget it, either,”
“Why you come to this country?”
asked

said Bela, coolly,
“{ couldn't”
Wake the over mer
too ‘ongry.

Bela.

50.

“[ want a piece of land the same as

they do,
an outfit
“When
do then’
“Builc
“White

got

to

have

the

working for a rich man,’
Bela studied his face, trying
these {dead so new to her,

to grasp

door of the shack.

“Ho wdod you get out of the shack?”

Sam asked her again.

trying

The

ingly.

I

“You're a . wonder!”
he cried.|
“Travelling about ‘alone and all. Are|)
all the gifls up here like you"
“No,” reptied Bela, quaintly. “There
. 1am Bela!
She looked at him again through her
lashes, ‘Maybe I tell you when I know
now,”

behind

perating

‘a

mystery,”

a

smiling air, ._He stood
feeling oddly flat and

he

re

“But-I

not

Suddenly she turned

er

looking at her,
her

a

head

Listen, “They gettin’ up now,”
sald quickly.
oo
Can't I speak to you it tem.
cook?" he demand

wet

But

.

It was

with

too good

before the fire, and eating
ous food ehe put before.

Big

to last.

the delicithem, the

through

thoughts passed

same

each

man’s mind
What a treasure to enrich the cabin
‘of a lonely pioneer! What would hard
work and discouragements matter if

man had that to welcome him home at

the end of the day? How could a man
endure to lve alone, hav‘ng known
such a woman? How could he hope to

succeed without her lielp?
Esch eeelng

he pleaded.

She shook her head,
Sam frowned. “There's generally no
good

lake
He
In the

he exclaimed, admir- Watching Bela'e-graceful movements

“Tt was easy. But I get all black.
rr.”
am all day cleaning myvelt

“Tell me

the

and shouted

CHAPTER. VII.
day etarted
well,

behavior.

the chimney-

“By George!”

you better.”

oa

sald

‘I Jack, Shand, and Joe all on their good

she said, abruptly.

climb

will”
as clear

waters. Joe’
t went sullenly back

Calm

the same

~

thoughts

re-

vealed in the faces of his companions,
realized

him

and

that

two

men

stood

between

his desire, and .the baleful

fires cf jealousy were lighted again.
Bach afraid one of the others might
watched his
steal a march on him,

mates lke a detective. The consequence was that hating each other,
they nevertheless stuck together like

They followed Bela-round’ in “com-

to} pany like dogs contending for scrape,
the:

ready upon no occasion at all to bare
their teeth and enarl at each other.
Bela, percelying her power, and be-

1
uman woman, naturally.
““I abused’ it a little, Thus to eee white
men "whom‘all her life ehe bad rever‘ed, cringing for her favor, went to her
away.
He had plenty to occupy his head @ little.
She made them fetch and carry for
mind while he shaved. His
“Go and wash,” she repeatéd.
don’ ‘want ho more trouble.”
Sam

in.

‘The newly risen sun was bebind her,

shooting misty beams across a lake of

shrugged

were much mixed.
the girl allured,

Tho artist, latent in
arrested Sam, forcing him

wonder and adi
.
Bela looked up: calmly.
“I waitin’
tll me met,get up,” she remarked.

scowling,

@ the men,”

» “I

days but to slave away his best years

tearing and rolling some
ground,
Dieces of cotton for bandages.
ene was dressed differently to-day—

moth
ery man,

her,

land,”

have something of your own:
own:
side, a poor man has no chance nowa-

the shack with soep, towel, razor, and
on
giess,
the first thing he beheld
" She
rounding the shack was
wee kneeling on a piece of wood to

from

at

“Anh,” ho growled, “you might give
me a chance to make good”
“ I will cook breakfast,” sald Bela.
“] bring some nice white! fish.”

with breakfast!”
deuce
“To tune
ex- cried
Joe. “I epok® you fair. You're
plained Sam, eagerly. “You've got to
to put ane off!”
“You'va

early for that purpose. Issuing out of

‘knees

stared

him all at once,
word.

and~-walked=

stiffly

In her subtle way,
an
Anger
had the lest
.

her lik

mn, she

would

have eaid.

‘Thus the eftuation was reversed from
that of her first appearance in the

He would like to show ber if he was

cook that he wasn’t..to be trifled
He felt as if
most important thing fn life was to solve the mys-

the

subterfuge

he

was

employing.)

grabbed for his hat and was
go

then

think

che

your

physician

hearing

about to

said:

“I don’t}

{s so badly

DPreesed upon
her.
“leew one for each man,” she eald.
Having made Husky comfortable,
she took her work out into the sunshine, Jack, Shand and Joe lounged
in front of her smoking, watching her
covertly; each Deter y making up his
to eccure
sewingmachine for his own household; what-

growled

of

other

Ghand.

work,

of butter and flour.
butter is melted, pour
s cf two
bezten

over
e353.

©!

the past-y shells and bake. made ot:
done cover with a meringuebake
until
the whites of the ecgs and
delicately browned.
PHACH

GRAPE

AND

SHE

For sherbets this month pe’ Dissdive
grapes will be found in best.
one pint of
one cupful of sugar minutes
and put

ing

when

can

out by pretending that his eyesight| ingue with one tablespoonful of powwas poor. He had the physicians fool-| dered sugar, finish the freezing,
ed, too, for a time. Maybe ho would pack and set aside for a couple of
frape
have beaten the draft if he had kept
to ripen. To prepareact theover the
and
his wits, but he didn’t and he {8 go hours
juice bruise the fruit
to

6erve

time comes.

able to

his

country

examining

physicians:

tell by the

then turn Into
fire until scalding hot.
let the juice
a cheesecloth bag and
drip out.
GRAPE NECTAR.

hia

weren't

usual

methods

whether this man was decelving them
or not, so they hatchéd up a
‘little
echeme
which
proved
his undoing.

tossed a marked $5 bill on the floor in

and
Take the juice of two lemons sulce,
one orang, one pint of grape
and a pint
one smali cupful of sugar
served
St water, Servo ice cold. ‘If
and
from punchdowl, sliced lemon

a corner where the schemer

orange

While

of

one monopolized

the

schemer

the

the attention

other

phyelcian

would see

it if his eyesight was just fair, Then

they Ieft the room,
It Is easy to surmise

what

pened, for when they returned the $5

“{

suppose

you're

very

anxious

Boil

before

him

examination.

aside

“You look good and i'll
pass you. Do
you claim exemption?”
“Well, I should say I do,” replied
the robuet young man, in an
injured
tone. “I wouldn't make a good fighter;
I'm eick, I am.”
‘You're sick?” inquired the physi¢lan.
“You surprise me. What's the
trouble?”
“I'm nervous, doctor,” replied the

young man.
“You're
cupation?

nervous?

What's

your

water,
Ono

Own

with plaim

stir together;

put

grape juice (unfermented), Joie of Ie
mon and one heaping tables
of gelatine, dissolved {n boilifig water;
freeze quickly; add beaten white of
one egg just before finish.

o¢-

GRAPE

One

off.

juice,

quart
one

ICE

CREAM.

of unfermented

quart

cream,

one

grape

pound

of sugar and the juice of one lemon,

A PERFECT MEDICINE
FOR LITTLE’ ONES
Baby's

Serve

Apollinaris or soda water.
BOHEMIAN
CREAM.
pint of thick cream, one pint

with
in cups and set on ice. Serve
lady fingers.
GRAPE SHERBET.
Fqr, eight persons mix, one pint of

prizefighter.”

wear

nignot.

over

grape juice jelly;

“Well,
over and win a few
prizes knocking out the enemy and 1
think your nervousness will
Pessed."—New York Sun,

of sugar

pound

one

until ft
a pint of water
and half
spins-a thread; take from the fire, and
lemons
when cool add the juice of six
and a quart of grape
ice.

to

a soldier aad fight! for yout

country?” said a physician: on.
thé
West Side to a robust young man. whu

came

together

is

This

gar over the top and serve.
citen served in sanitartams.
GRAPE PUNCH.

been placed there for his undoing.
become

add to the appearance.
AN INVALID. DRINK.

Put in the, bottom of a wineglass
add
two tablespoontuls of grape juic2;
ono ese
to this the beateu white of
sa
and a little chopped Ice; sprinkle

hap-

bill had vanished. The schemer waé
caught; bis greed for money had overcome his cunning. It required
some
pressing by the
phyeleians to convince the echemer that the bill had

SYLLAB'

Tablets are a perfect |

medicine for little ones.

They

regulate

the bowels, sweeten the stomach, thus
drive
out
constipation,
indigestion,
break up colds and simple fevers, and
make teething easy. Concerning them
Mrs.
John
Babimeau,
Brest,
N. B.,

v

Baby's

Own

found them a perfect
ie ones.” The Tablets

Gave the ham
And the ye;
Aad

& marrow

water. le odds and ends.
bone from

‘a.
A dit of thickening ands

the butehe

at 25 cents a box from The Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Brockville, Ont,

ns

GRAPE

here,”

TARTLETS.

Line some patty pans with rich pastry, brush with white of ess and chill. ;
Wash. and stem some. well-flavored
grapes, simmer gently a few mine,

im-| water, boil for three
i}
pass} away until cold, then add one pint
or grape juico
1 ulped
peaches
ne
Side”
ao freeze.
When half frozen add the
his
way| bite of one egg whipped to a mer

PUDDING.

Sift together a cupful and a half
flour, a fourth of & cupful of suger
and a teaspooufal of baking powder,)|
‘There'a then with the tips of the fingers work

hand’e job,”
eald Joe,
“Well, I ain't goin’ to leave you two

plenty

in a slow oven
GRAPE

paired after all. I gueee we
you.” And he was passed.
“Somewhere on the East
drafted man tried to cheat

are sold by medicine dealers or by mail

Fthe
r

These were welcome words to the
echemer, who, forgetting all
about}

The

of,

said Bela, wonderingly.

the night before, so he got up extra

er

Joo

“I
and

to discover if he was being made game

But I've got to work to carn
before I can settle.”
you get your land what you
she ask
a house, raise crops.”
man all want land to dig,”

the night.

protect

asked.

she

“What you Want eay?”

“I

She
glanced
at him
provokingly
through her lashes.
“WIll I tell you?
You just go tell your partners.”
“They're no partners of mine,”
said
Sam, bitterly
“I
should
think you
could see that, I'm just their cook.

throughout

et
“TH call them,” he offered, making
%
move to turn.
“Tell tiie how to get htm,” sal Be- | & “Let
them sleep,” commanded
Bela.

Ja, simply.

said,

will you tell me?”

Sam had not bad so much time as
“eomé and-go; think I got magic. They the others
to. make himself presentable
scare

she

“Why wouldn’t you tell them how
you got out night before Jast?”
“Maybe I want to get out again.”

Sam,
ing the dishes, harkened
difficult to explain them.
o alone,” she sald,
this, and smiled a little grimly io
“ATL right,” replied
Musq’oos!s, tohimself, wondering how long it would
“Why you
want
talk to
huffily.
it,
me’
‘They retired early.
The bed was
Bela glanced at him
appealingly.
ven up to Husky, and the other four
“You speak me good words,” she said. gi
rolled up in their blankets across the
I go
But
“You moch my friend.
T can’t tell it good. Shea.
I alone I keep myself much secret
me.
They not seo mi
you tell

magic,”

just plain girl.”

politely.

‘Zs
have
certainlythings,
ont of sight! of You making”
“AU right. I give You. You £0"lyo ood
knack
'
t.”
“To-nigh
jack.’
“{ go with you,” suggested Musq’-

Belx”

“Where do you go to?”"—

“You wonderful creature!”

you're exempt,"
eald the physician in}
a low tone that only a man with good |
hearing could understand,
1

.if it comes.to

rather
two

z

iey water.

ing nearer.

i
“Aw, don't be In
“I want to talk to you.
pleaded Joe,
I won't likely get another chance.”

aasf

started in
the fishing
village,
The women were splitting
earnest.
catch, and
the day’s
and cleaning
in
cure
to
racks
on
fish
the
hanging
for

‘Where
in his curiosity.
sciousnes
he asked, drawdo you come from?”

x

the |

casually remarked
ho’ ‘a wash his shirt and let it dry before tho fire while he slept. Blg Jack
an d Shand both allowed that it was a
and presently the three of
Fo! od idea,
them
were squatting together by the
creek, sousing their garments in the

“Continue to bake mtil’
thickens, reducing the

2g

the'girl sald with a direct look.

a

with

said,

sho

care,”

“t don't

ded Wheat Biscuit.
It
100 per cent. whole wheat—

nothing
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Burden, Mother”
“I Canada fails us in October, we must curtail many of our activities.”
Sir ARTHUR STANLEY, Chairman, Rxtcutive Committee, British Red Cross;

It now costs $300,000.00 a week to carry

on the work of the British Red Cross, or

Brey cele ot te cy al

$30 to minister to the. sick and wounded
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ISSUE NO. 41. 1917
Why Not Give’ Her Some Attention ‘as Well as the Boy?
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which

and

houses, in connection
with
might be found other accessor-

tea of eocial intercourse, would satisfy

Teasonably

well some

of these

human

cravings which operate powerfully In
society and are not met by the moving

"| too, if he is to make ‘a’ strong, hearty
picture shows, the recreational centres,
With this
man. Glvé both the boys and girls tenant to the general staff,a course
of
of the open forum, etc.—Independent.
he entered’ upon
ee
years
of jwar a fair. chance to dévelop strongly grade
say that four
to
Instruction
at
the
Staff
College
and
blood
Dr.
‘Wilthe new, rich
Liniment Cures Colds, Etc,
student of, everything Minard’s SS
EEaneRaEEEEE
them | ams" Pihk Pills actusily make, You while a onkeen
he spent
matters,
military
bearing
will th @n® see active “boys and girls,
The Larger Vote.
tn reading history and
of weakly children, around you. his gpare time During
the
at
term
his
“Last election night the ledding boneatest commercial rival.
Dr, Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by peilencorst
taft College be. served
both the vivant
of a
in town proceeded joyhe probable truth. re all medisine leaders :or may: be ob- infantry
and the artillery.
:
rs
to so in for
tained ‘by mal} at 60 tents a box or
Upon leaving ‘the college
he was
strong
drink on a larger scale t!
for
$260
from
The
Dr,
Wilsix boxe
appointed to the staff of the division was tor his own best interests. His traMants “Médieine Co.. Brockville, Ont.
of Florence, which was then command- yels then took him to the headquarters
————+ >
*
ed by his-father.
He was made a ef the republican country committee,
Surprises in Chinese.
captain in 1875 and a major in 1883.
where he sat and listened to the electhe enguing ten years, ‘until he
tion returns.
All night long he heard
“Some people,” said an ~ American During
attained the
ik of colonel in~1892, the precinct figures counted off—so
consul to China, “live as long as twen- there took place: several
t many for Hank Hicks and so many for
ty years
in Chita and » never learn ymanoeuvres, in which Major Cadorna Bill Jones for this or that office.
Then he started homeward, stecring
dozen
expresShe took a prominent part. It was during
little girl.
co, my Chinese’
ut a not
ee han

filet

able-

inufaaa

etonad aAlearn

sch, oven

‘each

?

this period,

also, that he acquired the

i

f

Lat
saying

©

like

fi

this,

he

ag-

farming

“agricultural,

that

bis boys to a good

boys

and

intereater;

he

school

that

he

to keep the profit from his operation,
and he has been told many
other
things, in all of. which the Importance

of the boy to the farm was emphasized

and plane suggested to make his lot
a lttle easler and more promising.
The county agent has interested htm~self in the problem by
organizing
boys’ corn growing and other agricultural contests,
But how
ut keeping the girl on
the farm? The girl does not ordinarily

do the heavy field work, but her services

in

homekseping,

cooking

for garden

and ehick-

ens, which tasks usually fall to

her

lot, are
warrant

surely valuable enough
to
the greatcst
consideration

keeping

the

And yet discussion of the problem
frequent.

girl

on

Nanapolis

Spanking

the

farm

of

is

News.

in-

Coesn’t Cure!

Don’t think children can be cured of
Redewetting by, spanking,
then, ‘Tho
trouble 1a constitutional, the child cannot help it. I will send to any
motiier, my successful | home
tygatment, with full structions, If your
children trouble yeu-in this way, ond
rn
to-day.
Ro
money,
write me
iyte
Teeatinent’
Isbut ‘highly.
recommended

Adults troubled with urine gifticulties by
day or night
Addrese.
Mrs,

BOX &

‘ood. stead

the Distecint
It 1s true his tathet, while} Seuinat

ie tho

‘Hers | results to his

por eOn eRe;

son,

eo

has |

or
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and apple sauce,
my | acquired such # perfect knowledge . ofof | 924‘Pork
eEES, ERD
defence,
to.
all that

; “70
‘Chinese ‘bo:

crite

he was al

ee

shouted,

:

25. he continued

,
swith . exactness every valley, | —Pverybody's Mastzine.

fentisr:
the
colleagues

aoe

M. Summers,

WINPSOR, Ontario.
os
Seven Bells.

2.
hap t

struck on
cantile.

British ships, naval

or mer-
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Enoch Arden.
“Briefly stated,” we explained, “the
story of Enoch Arden was about as
follows:

He

went

to

sea

and

was

shipwrecked on an inhabited stand
where he remained for several years.
When

at last he was

den put out for home

rescued

Mr. Ar-

with consider-

able rapidity, only to find that during
his absence Mrs, Arden had married

hat do you suppose was his
again.
subsequent action?”
“Hard

to

figger,”

replied

Mr.

Ham

pass, road and other strategic position,

ers

the

SALE.

brass

radiator;

the bunty appear:

elimingtes

write,

incuba

Burrowex Mfg. Co,, Toronto,
MONEY

ORDERS.

THE SAFE WAY
by mail is by
Money Order.

TO SEND
Dontinion

MONEY
Express,

AGENTS WANTED.
AGENTS WANTED | EVERYWHERE
to sell one of the beat selling wre
market: something Die:
. Donland Specialty Coa
Toronto, Ont.
SUMMERY

PRETTINESS.

Real Lace Aprons and Hats Massed With Floral Prettiness.
The loveliest of summer frocks bare
Breton or Dutch aprons of real Chahpilly, point de Venine, Brussels, filet or
mand 3 usual, for more
or lesa dressy hats to wear with tinge lingerie
frocks. ‘Tho milliners are showing quetatet,
nts
of straw, Georgette or orgudliie?
with «racefully’ drooping brizzs.
ss of white organdie hay
crowns and streamers of bls
We

such

pieces

him,
toad will jump when you poke
Prob'ly he
and folks is just pecullar,
second
either took a shot at his wife's
husband or else borrowed enough

unmoney off’n him to get back to his
bet a
inhabited island and I wouldn't,
nickel on either horn of what-d’ 'ye-call
itt”
—_+——

Modified Swear Words.

‘when Laura first went to school sha
associated with wome older children,
she had
who taught her to say things
never heard at home,
The little girl’s mother, who took
“naughty
saying
for
ner to task

words,” was surprised and somewhat

small

blacking

will

not

disfigtro

To dry a one-piece frock and have it
keep its shape, slip it on a wi
nD
ceat hanger that you have first covered with a couple of folds of old
iin.
To remove marks on paint made by
scratching matches mereon, rub them

with a cut Jemon.
—————
Minard's

Liniment

—

Cures

—+
> ——

Distemper.

“Firebrand River.’’
‘The Colorado

two

of

River

the early

was

Spanish

reached by

explorers

from Mexico in 1540. One of the explorers was Melchior Diaz,
who came
across country and went only a short
distance above Yuma, and the other

was Hemando de Alarcon, who came
in boats from Western Mexico, Owing

to the custom of the natives of
{ng firebrands in winter with whieh

to warm themselves, Diaz named. the
stream Rilo del Tizon (Firebrand River), # name more distinctive than ‘the
present one, which often causes con-

of
piderable confusion because no part
the river is in the State of folorado.—-

Banta Fe Guide Book, Superintendent
of Documents,

gratified
to
hear
Laura exclaim:
“Darn it—I mean blame St all!”

——————————

on

neath the edge and around tho nails,

and the
them.

Johnson, of Rumpus Ridge, Ark., who

the
had Nstened with deep interest to
‘You can’t tell which way a
recital.

of furniture

equares of sticky fly paper.
‘To keep the fingernails clean when
polishing the stove put
under-

Gap

Excusable.
In

a confidential

Httle

to

talk

physician

ARD’S

LINIMENT

in a severe

attack

of La Grippe, and I have frequently
ved it to be very effective in cases
of Inflammation.
Yours,
‘W. A. HUTCHINSON.

took

up

the

extremely

‘The end of reading (as of every!
else we do) ghould~ be self-improve-

eae

It is~hard to break the
chains
of habit. . It: tool”

ment ts

within

not promote

dt a

mortal}

pene: “the same

had intended to.

Perhaps
habit has kept you”
tea as before” when you =

im-

of
portant matter of correct diagnosis
the maximum fee.
“The

best rewards,”

he said, “come,

specialist.
of course, to the established
$25 for a call
For

instance,

1 charge

at the residence, $10 for an office consultation, and $5 for a telephone con+
tation.”

‘ere was an appreciative and en“
a voice from
vious silence, and then

the back of the amphitheatre, slightly
cbickened, spoke.
“Doc,” it sald, “how Pijlam do you
on the

narge 2 fellow for passing-you
Sacrificial.
without even a reference to,.books or
York Evdéaing Post.
oe
——OO
arene
Streat?’—New
—
‘aftect
:
maps.
woud
A Fresli Water Manatee.
“Here kee
Tike sae to Teave You,”
s
a
y
,
wotiie
of
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as
yeard
six
serving
“After
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not
Headed
(fondly)— ages, mould
Pap
your,
|
.
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the
society
Chinese.”
surprises in
een
He
York Zoological
‘The Newon exhibition
ed pag
‘Allin an ice-cold eherbet slace—
rank of
was raised to the of
lorl, Cadorna wa
at the aquarLiniment Cureg Diphtheria, Tort.
bis [ive ferecxewFoR Weekly.
tthe time
Cadorna
Halved
lows.
firet treshMinerd's nard’s. oo
‘Amazo!
Diced
—
~ A Sheaf of Maxims.

‘him until he finally

wm

group of medical students an eminent

him | Minard’s Linfment Co., Limited.
Gentiemen,—Last winter I recelved
great benefit from the use of MIN-

ot

FOR

See
STREAMLINE © 1100DS—COV-

FORD

Everybody
who
knows
anything] 7.
ands-the | Gn
about nautical matters unter
hang from a str
i
methods of keeping time at
—eight
0} f tne under-brim are
bells every eight hours. From 6 to 8 nm
Ing!
the evening Is the second dogwatch
but on British ships seven bells (halfpast 7) of the second
dogwatch
are
never struck.
All
other
ships, even
the American, strike these bells. During the Napoleonic
wars there was o
Worth Knowing.
Rreat mutiny in the British navy. The
To make vicely-flavored putter with
crews of the fleets lying at Spithead
the buttermilk well worked
out,
d@d
and the Nore agreed to rise simultanea tablespoonful of clear honey to every
ously against their officers. The signal
agreed upon was seven
bells
of the three pounds of butter. The preaciite
of
the
honey
canuot
be
recognized,
yet
second dogwaich. The mutiny actually
began at the arranged time, but the taste of the butter Is improved by
it.
failed, the ringleaders being executed.
‘To prevent ants getting Into a refrigEver since
then
seven
bells of the
decond ‘dogwatch has
never been erator or on @ table, set the legs of

signe

ca his cway.

HELP. WANTED. |
<0
WANTED — PROBATIONERS
train for nurses. Appix, Wellantre
A
Hospital, St. Catharines, at.
GRANITE CUTTERS AND LETTER
ers wanted; fare advanced.
Write,
Geo, M. Paul, Sarnia, Ont.
EN WANTED FOR TAN
‘Acton, of Grand Trunk,
from
.
and laboring
work at _xood waxes; healthy thriving
town; excellent choot; cheap house rent
and living. Apply Beadmore & Co., 3F
Front street east, Toronto.
ANDY MEN WANTED, ACCUSTOMed to grinding. Steady work, good
Wages. Apply at once, Siandard Sanitary
MY an
COs, ‘Limited, , Toyce
Thoys
Gowne ‘avenues, Toronto,

and

mending as well as in butterimaking,
milking, caryng

that

trast

and I
the prices of various food
that save
my | ip, ad ive some. attention beto,| Tea
when
one evening
‘ottered in that caravansary.
fondly imagined eases
was these studies and Bad im ue
she
, that
queso, 1a full of, honorifics,
aoe Ase: Ronarable
|
father.”

lapor

ike awe
SH | cea jers,anovawhich has.tae
prove -ROTMEE | hn essed Com, + ork 3
during the present | AS one ee ere

enin:

aye Ny

coinars ‘a ee

the

of

—_+Substitute for Alcohol.

Cures Garget In

modern

in order to ob-

of

the hard

should set aeide o certain portion of
the farm for the boy and permit him

ing the fundamenta} rules for infantry
t training. In its later editions this
pamphlet is acknowledged as an authority, and when General Cadorna

holbdt for 15 minutes, | Santo bemings eee 22" by ® firm In

5 ‘Then put in

The Greatest.

his

the most

viate

should send

Promotion he wrote an excellent
Pamphlet on tactics for the officers

pound of pears to pisatrae Reece

been

ricultural” machinery
of ectentific

22s

full-equipment forte:
his brigade.-The book soon became
of~ Acarbonie
acd gas le needed by © first of
known ‘to all of the Italian military
co!
ers and was much sought
“there
ta a market tor cot
‘and building
as embractye
:
rials at after, for it was reco;

:

Seeanay

Su

of keep-

has

to arouse con-

‘Tho farmer has been told that

Blacky Mixedior Natural Green.
:

:

cp

gore:
: “OF
Spe

ONE FL

mre Atioscodland Laci
eat
it.|
Germans.

cen

if more of abell acta
isd
a naked
iit he was: hurt, he replied:
“No ir, [guess fot, pee Tam. cér- Chance
Seay ‘etrong for a separa’
remarkable thing about
shell
Glos cases {6 tha: none occur during

Four Airmen Deleat Nine cf
Enemy.
‘Cable —
sountant

e

‘at British

(Correspondence.)

Reuter’ | correHeadquartere

12

an

e

~ "An exciting oxpariense was
that
‘of! one of our youne air men . who
erossed” the enemy line near Zonneraea“ a height of about 2.0
2,000 feet.
He. 4
aan

upon
Huns

7

a
and

Httle
-party
of
scattered)
them

for long periods or when they are out
on nerve-testing patrol duty between
the fighting Ines-at night, and.a big

“Upon. an-ammunition
dump. Being
peruse by euperlos Torees,
he dived
came down right
through the
‘aranery darrage Into our own line.
8 machine was
badly crippled and

German misslie bursts unexpectedly
ovay them.”
>
‘The treatment of, shell shock cases
in often closely akin to tat of fae
porary insanity. The doctor
er attendants strive alwaysnto re hi
confidence’ of thelr patients, and try

6 himself was wounded: in the leg.
Two birerehery bearers ran out to his
assist tance
got him
into — the
a

se,

were

carrying

was,

aviator,
got up to

yhand-to-hand

while all about them is the continual
roar of battle. They often become abgolutely oblivious to exploding shell«
under the circumstances until actual
ly hit. Shell ehock comes’ when — the
men are compelled to sit in trenches

with tis machine gun. A little fur‘ther on he dropped eight -bombs

atretcher, ©

to

etart

trembling

er]
chalf dazed

help

though

he

the injured man, when

although euffering
succeeded

ewthe

exploit

acute

pain.

th

away

flying

in attacking what looked

and

talking,

other

the

when.

manifestations

Manchester, England
Cable —
“Phero“is-no-romance teft im war; it)
js a dirty business, and every one of
ween,
us whols in it is’determined that|
Ameri
in ically it was,
ssionsylearned
when we finish this war; it shall .be
so. thoroughly. ae
that nobody’
Jngleted Marana
will ever start anothi
Thus writes aBritish tranaport cap taken) to. make
pulallibcation ot
tain in @ letter to his local mowspaper.
Govern
aeseribing bow he had’ just tost twen- Bnited: 61
moperatlon its
attine: into.
ute
ty of his men, although they were elon
nearly a dozen miles behind the front.
thatica cilies "
The
step
“inate
hell from a Naa
long- have united
jeciston
gun
ies, away. neutrals. a ent. off, the’‘hipnient
eh
°
chance oe Hore is ea
supplies to Germany.
the captain’s
story:
‘and: gonte, of the allies
“We
have descended on a war ot Sere Shave hesitated ‘as to just Boy
atink-pots, of spectacled ¢
jeeranding ¢
ing horribly in
obscure SeDa TD as
le be!
e neutrals and "Gert

to

ing death from tho clouds.
overwhelmed

pereing the rest, was a fine

“Four British
planes fell
nine German machines and

Not

act of

Separate
Proposing
Terms, as Claimed

death

aca

contri
eae
” raturned safely

in
with
!mmedl-

went
down.
ol. All
our

to.

Ameterdam

Cablo—

Germany

has

made no proposalsiwhatever for a separate peace elthér to France or. Great

thelr.

SHELL SHOCK
AND ATS CURE

nouncement, according

Associated

Press.)

American Traiaiag Camp in France,
Cable—American

medical

iwil devote the ¢éoming

officers

winter to a

‘speqiat study sof ‘the diseases* peculiar

at sp2¢ial

schools.

The

first -of ‘these wehools
will be estabifishea thie month at the hospital taken

‘over by the Jobns Hopkins hospital

unit. soomafter the first. contingent of
American :troyys 4a)
in. France.
‘One. subject to .which mach atten
tion will be devoted will be that
of
“shell shock". ’ wa!
‘has proved very

troublesoms to both the’ British and
-French! modival- offivers.
Neurologists inttached. to the various Ameri~
‘ean

-nnits will

study

the: problem

at

French ‘and British hospitals, and
afterwants will xIve lectures to their

‘fellow

‘medical-‘officers,

both

in

the

oe
and attached to the troops in
ing.
‘There is no'more: pitiful ogee in

the-world!thaya)man
used

and

Hypaotiam. has

frequently.

as

It stops

twitching

that.

moat
be.

& vast

amount of, traffic was/moving, by it

uns and-wagons and panting motor
back and
lorries and officers on h
ambulances.
Far in fronthung morow
lofig
tloniless in tha atrthe

plunging

ain and France bad informed the Rus-

sian

Government

that

they

would not
t
be parties to any such pro;posal.
“I herewith state that Germany has
made no proposats whatevor fora sep-

France

and

Great

Britain

formal

de-

nials that they would make peace with’

Germany to the detriment of Russia.
General Verkhovsky
made
this nnouncement.
before
the cee

Congress in Petrograd on Sept. 28th.
‘The: reported, statement re General
Inang-LorVerkhovsky as .regatde
raino has not been
in this country.

recélved

n
ie

4

to

Ra

A

ot

a

ton

» The ‘whole airfilled itself wit
ts of melitt 2ayb! rling:

of dust

and

choking: funtes.

rie
swatchios

Horses

ere plungingg/man
ing.
Above
1 rang the-seroams ofmortal agony.
eased wita borrag towards
(he
spot-and‘saw a wagonylying with Its

Phects

up in the ditch its horses ly-

ing motionless nearhy.
In the grass
by the rostdlde Inyggime Iyyrt tgures
of men whose ai
motionlessness told its.own tale.
“Ong thoughtofthe homes sudden-

ly-émptied far awaymof mothers and

wives and children tlm, would walt
in-vain.
And it hasy i
nm done by

the

unseen: yan) that

a string fifteen
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—The rv
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of the ‘American oe
the erect Meet ine a ‘comeAES
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Also-is-Bus

Russiaj.

@ cure

for

the Sremb ling
cases,
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of

n causes
dea!
piingws—the effect ot
‘an exploding mis‘the concussion gai
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CE. Military, Importaice-6shi
the thé French’xviatore-aro — k,

ir Wttdcks,on German
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cities, In reprisal for she#ing vy Germaw
tof the oper town of BarTe-Duc. -Morethati 15,000 pounds of
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sumer
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them

ape eee famed as

ee
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TROOPS “AT FRONT, SAYS M’ABOD):

to a
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“0 Baoan
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* ‘Treasury

talk
ate

Loan

by
a panateas

eae Beitieh” ‘Absatralty
says:
“On Monday night na
oe t

with) aroppyd many oe

fore Lib-

erday. WAS.0!
ponoof

a -

aerial

PEF
Ro

2
jesretary fovday |

machines

eae,

Shigidconts out of aa
machines returned
On the ‘Russian
War Office reports:

William a. Sreadoe
to-day
to éontinue his
Wis.,-to

oo Madison,
went
to

‘in behalf 9

— The dig drive
‘thfee bition ddollar second Lib-.|
| continuing
aires
oe public's e!

to reach
Ae volte, as

fa enact

of |

a

Results.

are in a position to do without neutral

ods,

rmany, . cut off from
the world, cannot exist,

tof

—

fr

here say, {f neutral shipments
“Te “those

familar pitt

the military

and economic situation
Germany,
the new policy indicates that the
Hed

Governments

have

come

to

1 afreratt

sch

mors

quickly

the usu‘Were
AN of our

trograd
“On the Baltic

mee at 5
ee

themselves. Enver: poke Tons
Geena
for is troops.~

ne

E

off

all. sup-

herd

still dathe chance that some
goo
will reach them: from South ‘Anieries:
desplte the British blockade. To meet
thie sKuatlon. the-Mnited States and
Great Britain are prepared
to
em:

barge coal shipmente.to South Amer-

jon

if neesssarv

and

are

ready

to re-

fuse bunker coal to European neutral
veonels,

fa th:

tans

may

attempt

to

engage

Public Opinion Has at Last
Forced Plans for Re-_
prisals On Huns.

London Caui.—Tho Dally Chroniele eays that the War Cabinet has

practicaliy decided In favor of creting an Air Ministry
with a separate

war service.

The

possibilities

warfare hav
to the British
by the cam-

paign of the past ten aya, as ay
experience could bring
+
e.
The result is that virtually the whole
press and public pia. ue now demanding that the polic;
pagaly
defence for Engiand ane ite
Watch-

word “Cot
ure,” Which the Government heretofore has urged upon
‘the people be dropped and
sivong air. otféacive
gainst‘the

that
a
Germany

Manchester

ken

the line

succeeded
in killing
or
maiming only,.an infinite email. number of people compared. with casual-

see oe

the, battlefront, baye, changed

Done’ betier, than

the
sonie,

ie Most two Hundred
men, including aviatormioand|
forced:
at gunketmaton hen

which: captured

See ected

‘a a

Toe

tone ofsare
attack with. Paix
conand one of cavalry. The fighting
Fou? enemy aeroplanes were
tinues.
brought down.’

which was the low record since February, only thirteen merchantmen ard
shown’ to have been sent to the hottom
iast week.
The total of ali losses to world’s

ROAR OF GUNS:
NEVER LETS -UP

shipping
since
U-boat. was went
about 49 thirds
in
the expan

Germanyis ruthiess
into effect accreen
of those clatmed, b:
a statement Moeaed

i, 1. At that time the Germans
eged at an average of 900,000 tons
been sudk monthly for seve?

months.
‘The actual totals of tonnage sunk
EE
here
show
that
wot even
jnost successful month ’for

tetU-boats—April—liave the “figures

Hundreds of Guns, Thousands of Skilled Gunners, Held Home.

3. —

this:

summary follows:

reached any such promortlony wht!
August losses dropped to gm?
the April figure.
‘

WHAT RAIDS BO

ciyliiane

‘shipping

began her
since Germany
fifAs* against
submarine “campaign.
deh
teen veseels sunk the previous

had

Oct.

Kleven

made-public

“4,000.
Nearly. 4)
‘prisoners were
ee
the British’ army? {n>
Ramadie,
tt is
nounced officially.
*
, The, conpnncement follow
ones
“at present it is {nipossible,
whi
the-dreaorer.
of
extent
Yo the
the fishing.
at Ramadie.ecearzed. 2
give.e definite me complete list of

4 by

Dy
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‘We congratniate 'you on the fact that
you have been spared to retatn to your
liome. aud trust your.recovery.will be
rapid and complete gnd that the time is
not far distant When you will be able to

She went to get it, renew your, osaal activities.

the oat fell over dead.

showed

blown down

that

the

high

oue of the wires,

of the Edison Electric Power Compspy.

It
will

is oor hope thas
be able to join

before long you
as in, welcoming

home all onr boys, ,viotorions: from the
great world war, and, {ican citizens be~
come more righ
feariug, if Canad

Joving and Sons
Iearag: to
oo aco

7 lay across the fence and as soon as
Mrs. Williams touched the cat several
thousand
volts
passed
through. ber.
Her husband, while tryiog to remove

‘cverual and remorseless
foe.

ceived such a powerful shock that he

not saffered in vain,

his wife from where sbe had fallen, re-

that

Germany

is now

knocked down.
Experts say that
escape from instant
déath’ was

Williams

was #

former

resident

RURDEN

IN

mre

ects

os oFoe

braye soldiers. will feel that, ao

In ibe mesntime, we
of our. sinoero good
‘ot Aealthi, prosperity
miraculous, . Mrs. Williams was 34 years
ness.
years old, aud besides her husband is
Mr, McParlang replied,
éuryived
Ly one so!
a one daughter,

was
his

gineer.
WAR

apprecistion

for

Rasore you
for man

and pre

easing bie

the imauver

in. which

hu was weldomed home, — Modestly, he
‘claimed he fiat done nothing to warrant
the demonstration in hts Honor, oe

he

CANADA

Besides the military. orennine an
she maintaine overseas,
ne
keeps up a considerable establishment athome. Coast defences have
to be looked after at Halifax, Sydney, Quebeo, St. John and Kaqui-

Come in-and get your clothing
to your measure
Fit, workmanship “ani style

tis battie-

a0)

riod of the world's raeoty
Whea
wounded. in. thy Battle of the cape

you and

employed aq a Michigan Contral ea-

Suitings:

the . pladgorcby.

fiold, where war had beén waged with
weapona of asi cae
cane
power as

of St. ‘Ebomas,-where ber hasbaud.was.

Fall

not
not foal"hat
ho had gone

woul
be — to mhwe
through, avd tesidea he

part they wore doing in
ebay

winding

s soldierin the trenches

had his coornge tevived. by the kindly
Again, Canadd has the duty
remembrauos of ® box of comforts from.
of guarding at home interment the
noble women of Canadas. He also
camps, railway bridges, etc., re- referred
to the work of the Red Oross,
apiring
large number of men, be~ who. are réal angels of man
es hospitals and camps.
workers of ok ey Gross are around
ei
addition to this, thete is in the soldier eye:
to the‘acing ‘Hine to.
think “4 coanitedcos
and many
home waters ‘the Canadian
Naval Por the ald ehh
Service, which since war began has | # Slee owes: ble life. to that noble
absorbed’5,300 Canadiansas officers|
‘Addresses were also given by: Rey.
and men, with its ‘aésdciated ser- H.-F,
“Kennedy and Lieut,’8.. Kirk:
Road all under ireot: ‘Canadian
maoult.

assured.

and Browns,

apples

on

On Tuesday afternoon the body of
Charles Covey, a promivent Ekfeid

Mra.
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in”
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met/with a bad acci-

limb

atanding gave

had

NEW
LIVERY
and Auto Service

perils,

performed by Rey, D. Mekey, of
foe has strewn the Dash
Atvinston, only immediate frieuds being. xways deaphewbto.
of.
Moy dy Nera
mine

was badly brokeo aboye avkle.

GOODS

avelisbis

won, where, in ‘addition
ta ordiuary

was

to

MAY

‘the embargo,has been éffective in stima-

Crepe de Chine Blouses in white, flesh and pink.
Exceedingly effective models to wear with the
new fall suits.
Very

OL

when beginning the day's’ work, :

throshet

of Aldborough, died Saturday after «

lating the cousamption a Sreah veRotables and in increasing¢
apply of

@

a

Dorcbester, was stricken with apoplexy

time ago:

Taffeta Blouses in fancy stripes dnd harmonious
color cémbinations.
Long sleeves, new collar
and cuff styles and pretty novelty
buttons

extending

the:mlantetia waa the
demonstration, which leatsted finery

jast-of his family, aod was ¢ member
of the New Sarom Baptist church.
He

a

the embargo applies to three Miratime
Provinces, Ontario, Qaebec and British
Colambia.
In the Prairie Provinows
was
the

——

riotic relections,, mean

the throng oageny

Canadian, who is the only one williog
to go-to the front.
Hugh Warren, aged 62) a widely:

after

canned vegetables
comipe: season.
z =

nomber,

bwhile,

He was born oo the
tarta.on which be died. He was the

served in cans, glass jars or other containers, has been raised, The lifting of

Suits

aod

autos, preceded by. Piper, James. Brace.
Hare the Citizeus': Band
render

J75,meu fonnd_ eligible

Av old and ésteenied resident ot Now
Sarum died Saturday in the. person of

upon the sale and
beans, tomatoes,

With

time.

{or the draft at Windsor 174 have re:

ment from the food controller's office
atates that the embargo of August 24

Wiens

Aid Committee

others io, Méeorated Batow And eacorted

ta Datton.. In the evoniiig he was invited to the town hall, whére, sithough
the notice of tho inteuded Reception was
given bat A fow hours: before, a large
boring assent bled, inclading mavy of

Wednesday.

Mitchell several years ago, Mov. Mr.
Cifurlton was rector aly Port Barwell.

it

spinach, rhubarb and pumpkins pre-

Nes

5
to
po “gntisted

Rev. J. f, Ghacltoo, of Mitchell, ban | fre
the intimate
yacqanintancen: of the rethe. réctorship of St. Jobn's
torned’soldior..
Private McFarlane was
jon of
eburch, Gleucde.
obs
going to oondnoted to the hull by

Ottawa, Oct. 4-0
—Oanned ‘vegetables
may now be sold withont restriction in
apy patt of Osuada,
0 announce-
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is-survived by bis. widow, oe gon and

We are now ready with a full tine of. all makes of Stoves, Ranges
We havea larger showing than ever before on Ranges.
and Heaters,
We handle the. Lighter Day High-Oyen, Peninsular, Garland.
Treasure, Keonomy, New Doris, Jewell and.Oak,
Doherty;
Pandora,
From all these makes we are sure we have a Stove, Range or Heater
that will be just what: you ‘want.. We were also very fortunate in
being able to receive our’ shipment of stoves and ranges before the
big advance in price camé on, so that oar prices. are moderate,
We would be pleased to show you our full line of Stoves and Raiiges
We have the goods that you want.
and give you out best prices.
A eompleté
Don’t forget us, as.ave’ can. supply, your wants,
anppls | of Stoye Pipes, Elbows :and all stove accessories,

‘Come ‘a6on
= DR. FRANK
- Caer
earth
Grea.
a
‘Sf Dental Surgeons,

Day

Lighter

go

ou

Jandon: for

James Norttoc,
aged 73) years,

in Stove Neos

Here is the. Latest Thing

to

-Muirkick,

Deceased had been ia poor bealih tor

some

nesday of each week, for. the purpose of
examinibg the men who come uuder the
y| was necessary
examination.

Rotarned Soldiers"

The death of Miss Bell ‘Molntost
occurred at the home of her sister, Mrs.

He

tmy medical board is stationed
at ihe 35th Batthlion Club Roonis, St.
‘Thomas, Monday, Tuesday aud Wed-

oa

veular

as iy stiltian Frahee.
a. died Monday wih Pi oumoola, bivtels
‘A warm weloome-was tendered to him
B4 years..Dutton on. Monday.otereniog when the
"uel Coutts, of Dawa, threened 186 inresidents
of both township and village
buabels:of algike clover s¢ed aft a6 sores ‘anitedie
an enthosinatio demonstration and sold it for-$1,500.
in honorol the gallant soldior,
Private
%
‘A svgar beet factory ia: being pi
McFarlane ud family, who. were to
posed for Leamington on condition that ¢ | apoud the evebing at the hotme. of Br.
the town will secure coatracts | fro!
and Mra. .W. Rees
a gtowers, who will’ produce 8,000’ acres: noon
met
Wallhcoto'

These: ride
mother and sister, of St, Thom
two brothers survive him.

the regent prices.

eae
Son,

ee

‘Thomas, to’ becoié their pastor at the
closé of the conference year.
Jaines McAdam,
formerly a well:
is
Ab
‘engibeer of St. Thomas,
ly ‘killed ty @ bead-on col

‘

Although far. removed
seat

of

war,:

from the|

ital

ips solection by James Brace and
owner
W. Hollingshead

wore daly appreciated.
oleom as = ae “wilt be ~ i the
u free,
list-within « week,
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NG---HOW AND WHEN TO DO I
PLOWIRS
ABOUTTE
IN
PO
“Most Important Operation in Tillage—Essentials Explained— °
Second Article—By R. Summerby.

owed

the

very

best

|

“could offer. They set about their work
methodically. and carefully, directing it
according to the law of the Lord. The
hets

and.

builders

worked

hi

ie
the tenderest grief.” Amid the joy of
hope there was the sorrow of memory.
There bad been another nouse on that
spot, There were men present who
had seen it in all its glory, To these
Men the present foundation recalled
years of shame and agony.
Magnificence should haye
been destroyed, that
there ever should have
been the pitiabie necessity for their
-beginning again, fulled them with pro-

found
humiliation, Such
thoughts
found expression
{n uncontrollable
tears and outbursts of lamentations

formation of ice.
Much can be done
toward filling In such hollows by «
good plowman, by changing the depth
of tho furrow
as the plow enters and
comes out of the same.
Skill In this,
however, can only be attained through
much
practice.
Just
as there is no marked difference between the furrows of the crown
and those of the land, there should
be Httle difference between these and
the furrows at the finish. If anything,
the ones at the finish should be slight.
ly smaller; for if heavier the result
will be a broader, deeper finish, with
higher
edges,
which
may
hold
water on the land after rains. A goo
finish must be
adapted to the soll
soil and subsoil.
if the sub-surface
soll is good, a deep, broad finishing

There was a great contrast
between
Solomon's temple and the ruins which

surrounded them; between the glorious
past of Israel and the
demoralized
condition of the nation as {t appeared
‘after the captivity; between the flourighing condition of the land and
the
prospect it presented when a remnant
of people were endeuyoring fo restore

ft to'its former fruftfulness,
Those
who‘remembered the former days and
the

glory

of the

first temple and

con-

joud
only

voices,
When
the sorrow of

those who ‘knew
having no temple

. that bad seen the at all saw the foundation laid, they
had been about f ifty- praised the Lord with shouts of joy.
| Though each expressed himself. accord.
destruction of the
-yeare since
is
oa
dej

and the final
porta
eng) and someie of
e, to Babylon,
e Jews
ed with Zerubbabel
hi

Temple,

of

the

new

temple

‘been well under way at this

Pa

the people to be able to judge

ons and beauty.

While

built |
the betemple
than not
this wag pomlarger
96 costly,
, it could
‘was not the wealth fn the
for.
pemaaetror Fee tto supply the rich ||
furnishings that distinguished the

prospect

of

national

peace.

To the opened vision of God's prophet
it was revealed that the glory of the
latter house should be greater than
the former, The people stood face to
face with the work they had undertaken. Its
difficulties were before them.

was laid ......wep
ding

The

They

felt their

inabjlity

to rise to the

She ster thronEe fon, ie They
OF ||
Te d, Erese Goatanles
fe
# faithful ministry fa the midat of the |
and Zo- |
Deople, The prophets Haggai
urged them to remember |
charlah
‘a especial commission to them in|
that he had brought them ont of cap-

dema:

furrow

of

the

furrow

slice should con-

headland,

and

there

to the

be broken

off

abruptly. ‘This is done by having the

plowshare enter and come out of the
soll'as abruptly as possible along &
straight line at the ends of the land.
Unless: this is done 2 considerable
‘amount of land in this area will not
be properly plowed.
Apart from the, discussion relative
to types

of furrow,

nothing

has

been

said with regard to the time of plowing. Clay soiJs and land that Js not
properly drained require
of the frost to pulverize

the action
them, and

work before most crops
seeded.
Neither of these

should be
facts hold

should, therefore, ba plowed. {n_ tho
fall... Moreover, sf Jeft until spring, it
fs often impossible to get on them to
true with regard to sandy or gravelly
soils, and equally as good crops can
often be grown
in the spring,
early, and that

when plowing is done
providing it is done
the proper cultivation

is given. Experiments

with our most

important

however,

grain

crops,

show

so much advantage in favor of early
seeding that it ia advisable to do as
much fall plowing as possible even on
these soils, when intended for grain.
Fall plowing, moreover, allows of the
absorption and retention of moisture.
When land is intended for corn, more
time
is available
in spring before

planting

time

and,

on

well

conditions, well
sandy or gravelly
cessary, be plowed
in the spring for
In a few cases
to do away with

hold

true

under

ordinary

drained
land of @
nature can, if neto good advantage
this crop.
only is it possible
plowing.
This will

cultivated

and

Nght solls, after potatoes, roots, and,
in some cases. corn. It must, however,
be replaced by thorough
and deep
surface tillage.
On the heavier soils,
and on those that have not been thor-

double comb crown, a method |
Two different stages in the double scratch,
i°t js used on heavy sod land and adapted to fancy plowing. By this |

dis:
there of wasthe nowork.
to his sentiment,
Ing
agreement,
no retarding
Il,

abruptness

ill ‘result in a narrow dead
will prove
p
sorrow, Wwwhich can easily be filled in oughly worked, plowing
furrow,
with the discs, so as not to Interfere the mort efficient. and | sconente
with the growth of the crop, and the grain crops. Light, well drained cornmethod the two crown furrows are placed on ,two light scratch
furrows,
proper working of implements. Where land that has been thoroughly cult!
made by means of a high cutting share.
the subsoil 1s
po r, a narrower, shal yated, may be fitted for the followlower finishing furrow, followed by a ing crop by running a furrow along
—har- each row, deep enough to turn out the
sod land, but is excelled by the pre- couple of strokes of the disc
paid to some than to others, dependvious ones for stubble, where espe- rows, or by a round with a plow when corn roots. This should be done in
ing upon the time of year, the type
the land is being prepared for seed- the faj!l, and if followed by thorough
cially thorough work {s desired.
of soil, and the object to be attained
ing,
will
give
the
best
results;
while
cultivation in the spring, may be tho
0 me of the most common methods
in doing the work.
best way of preparing the seed bed
Values | of gs etting a crown in either stubble or where soll is poorly draineda deepPoints considered
fintsh must be made oad to meetbo ealthat for grain and for seeding sown on
which a light fur-|er
land is one outin and
...20 | | god
...
commencement
condition
|
one
Crown afor land
a heavier
...'.20 row ts thrown
“
Whee plowed
sultbe
Ghade
should
turrow
of
style
The
Under certain
ey operation
{is thrown against it.
2... 6. wee eee eee
nish
conditions and aims, but as oQlthonsh Deegan
Conditions this will prove satisfactory | ed to hasthe been
wherever
accelerated
plowing be‘means
Style and evenness of furrow .
ft Is unneces-| | Ofor Die
part of | this to repeat discussed
this
of gang Lvl
In
results
“by
often
berctbo
howerer,
should,
a
It
it.
Straightness
point for | sary
starting
a
forming
tand
the
8
be as uniform as possible throughout.
Covering
and ,{n some cases, that it be replaced
weeds,
through
the land not being
Ins and outs ...
&

house—it

and

ends. Each

tinue in its full size and shape

ae

sidered how far the second one was
iikely to be inferior to it, wept with

ness

o

tivity to do that special work. They
were assured that his blessing must

their fidelity with
certainly crown
success, They inspired the people with

their own earnest spirit. The putldi
of the temple was a visible and abidthe
ing testimony to thelr faith in
existence and power of th God of
6 tempi was # testimony
heaven.
to the heathen nations and to all peo

| cut and turned. Again, on stubble land
| it sometimes huppens that a plowman
one
- 100
No part of the plowing operation re- willattempt to start the land by throw‘ing
up two heavy furrows one against
quires more attention than the comanother, in the pretence of making @
mencement, for not only is the crown
This is tie poorest method
{tself important, but upon it also de- crown.
a wide strip
possible, in that there
pends the degree of excellence of aj
unplowed,
and
uncut
land
Irree part of the remainder of the} of
it is difficult to plow
Evidences of neglect’ on this | moreover
work.
Any
first furrows to their full depth.
score are to be seen in many of our
dangers experienced in the previous
grain and hay fields, where the originthrough grass and weeds bemethod,
|
the
by
marked
is
al. commencement
much more
Presence of some of our worst weeds, 5 | coming 9 troublesome, . are

‘Total...

Gaps and flaps are serious objections
in plowing, but
imposible, such

if their prevention is
as would be the case

;

y the more speedy methods of till
age, it still requires to be thoroughly
done,
It is yet the most important
operation in cultivation, but must be
followed by other implements to com~
plete the work if {ts best results aro
to be realized. The slowness and expense of the operation makes this all

gs

they

While it fs true’ that: good
plo wing, rtwo and a half rounds
instead of ones to set, but when properly done
¢
under some conditions* ‘would s not be three. A third method, which {s also lends itself well to a nicely shaped
considered good in others, many of & modification of the above, is one land and, moreover, the soil settles
the principles will hold in ‘all caaes. in which one
complete
round Is evenly in such a case.
WHAT THE FINISH MEANS.
Good plowing of a given field implies thrown cut, without leaving a strip In
that all Jand in that area should be the centre. These two furrows are then
Of the seven methods mentioned
thrown in to form a crown by plow- aboye, the first six are used in Sts
Plowed In such“ way
as to achieve
the desired object most efficiently ing more deeply, thus accomplishing ble land and ar discussed in order. 0
2
with the least further work;
the work in two full rounds.
While
efficiency for thorough work.
means that not only must the type of neither of these latter methods are fourth, fifth and ‘seventh are adapted
furrow used be suited to the condi- AS efficient as the first one, both are to sod plowing,
ani id ofthése the
tions and purpose, but also that the more quickly done and are also effi- fourth one is probably-the best adaptcrown, the ridge itself, and the finish, cient enough for ordinary work, Both ed for general work. No matter what
are also best adapted to stubble land. method is used, however, the alms
be adapted to that purpose.
One stage of a fourth style is shown of the plowing should be kept in
CROWN VERY, IMPORTANT,
in Figure 1, Here a light single fur- mind {fn this part of that operation.
A score card is here inserted which row has been turned out and then
Wath regard to the shape of land
embodies the important features to be thrown back into its place by a deep- when plowed, it should be as level
considered: in plowing: Percentage: er_one, The crown is completed by as_possible, with a slight but gradual,
setting
up
another
furrow
to
meet
values have been — placed™ onpeated
slope to the finish, and with no proThis method is one that
these points to show ‘thelr. relative| this one.
nounced rise at the crown.
If thi e
importance. In this particular case,) can be used on either stubble or sod land is heavy, and not well drained,
the figures. are designed to relate to | Ia nd. It requires only one round and this slope should be more distinct.
plowing done on sod land in the fall. a half to complete it, but, on the other
Hollows and depressions in the land
Other conditions will
require that hand, the surface of the land is not result in puddies of water after heavy
different relative values be placed on' all cut, nor {t is plowed to its full raing ,and may thus cause much dameach point, for more attention must be depth. It fs one of the best types for age during the growing season, whil
in the fall and winter they are apt to
cause winter-killing in grasses, clovers and fall sown crops through. th 8

harrows, and, therefore,
is required in fitting the land for the
purpose desired.
In the score-card above the heading
“Ins and Outs” in included.
Under
this is consfdered the evenness, neat-

on stoney ground, the plow should be

got
back
to its proper
depth and
width as son as possible. Evidences of
poor plowing on this score are to be
seen
fn many
felds, and
in such
cases a poor crop and a prevalence of
weeds is always the result.
Straightness of furrow {s a desirable feature in plowing, but has not

the

more

necessary.

Good
* plowing,

followed by intelligent tillage to complete the work, would go a long way
towards making “two blades of x grass
and
grew before,”
where one
grow
production

ple of the worship and éacrifice due
the relative importance that theAs inexwill |ErOv, “ice certcuitural
Dartenced iw apt to belive,
fromHia poople Isracl.|
pi yehovah
bladder cam, apt to occur here.
|" anbau ‘ona much higher level
completion of the temple was | Puch as conch grass,daisies,
The
ts penscon from the score-card, of several
that
nt
commenceme
of
type
A
This}
etc.
great-| than it now is.
ox-eye
Dion, chicory,
the “flerceness of || part
partic-! other points are considered
and
plowing
sed
to
proof in itself that been
only
suited
of the land, on account of {ts
turned away
—The Canadian Countryman.
God's anger” had
——->
—
ai
and that ‘He would again show mercy
ee
‘tesa
to His people. The wisdom of the lead-

ens

ward

was

evident

48

_ Were In
“had done
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building

finished
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of the Jews

33;and, th!
Joaoank pt, we tong

for-

taking advantage
They

circumstance.

did not relax their efforts while wait-

consequence of
for his people,

er fh the paet or at that ume.

in their pressing

in the work,

of every

from

for a reply

ing

Darius, Patriot-

{sm, wisdom and plety were manifestdecree
ed in their plans. The King’stogether
and the prophet’s message
From
wore like wings to thelr work. decree
the
of
the time of the errival
the comof Darius they looked upon
pletion of the temple as only a question of time, and so at last regarded
thelr condition of captivity as being

14,

build-

verse

at

‘practically

an

cause was overru

their

drought

the

josition

to

occasioned

by

end.

necessities
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COMPANY LIMITED
TORONTO. ONT. sorrrnsAt,
. The storm blew over.
his corner, — muttering.
Shand lay down between him and
Sam. Sam fell asleep calmly. By.
by Husky began to snore. The ae
jay felgning sleep, each ready
-epring up at the slightest. move.ii

one cetiytatier dawn

they

This ia the age of tired feet.

vements

arose sim

light

D sates” i

muy

eed:

thought.

jas del
seductive,
ie ” ne told himeelf, sneer-

“T "could do

jug at'the obsequiousness ‘of Big Jack
* Meanwhile he attended
his own duties.

atrictly

to

Sam, when he chose, had command
of a face as wooden as Bela’e. More
than once ‘Bera, when she was unol
, flashed a hurt and angry look’
at hie Indifferent back in the distance.
several hours during the afternoon Sam disappeared
altogether.
‘During his absence the other men had
an uneasy me at Bela’s han
With all her haughty airs she did

The

others

envied

¢

him

eee

over his fear of Bels.

Tad ‘ro by a twisted course

of reason-

Ing, characteristic of him, he adopted
alr toward

bee

She

was

his, ‘he ecemed to say, because forsooth, he had been shot by her. This,
it need not be wie,
ae highly offensive to the other
In the middle ‘of t the afternoon, Bela
desiting a pall of water, Jack
and
Shand fell into a wrangle over
who
ahould get it. The fact that each felt

he was making « fool of himself did
not lessen the bitterness of the dispute,
Joe attempted to take advantage of

a
Mt yy sneaking ot of the door w:th
was intercepted, and

the‘scp

took on a three-corner-

ed aspect. Another entlees,
tng-mate
feet resulted.

futile jawwas = re-

ined from sthiking
i!
a “ow by the
knowledge ae the other two would
_ instantly combine against him.
ate finally en the water herself,
lering

the

three

of

them

out-

ak Jolted the door after them. The
last eound they heard was Husky's triumphant laugh
from the bed, whereupon

they

patched

S, eas sieene-

es, and joined in curs!ing him

and ex-

preaaing the hope-he might yet die of
his wound.
ey Were not allowed inside again

untl! Sam returned and the supper was
Their tempers had not imDroved any, and tho eituation grew
steadilyworse, enenghoat the meal
# sullen eflence pre
Bela ‘maintained the ar ‘ot a Baughts
mistrese’ of an unruly echool, They all
© who

ferred to her uneasily, Sroapt "Gam
kept himself strictly to himself.

His
waé as blank of expression as
& Wax-work,
As @0on as Bela finished eating shé
rose,
“tT me

mows sate

eaid, coolly.

‘Three oft ththe faces
Sam

did not look

fell

up. A

“Come

absurdly,

ciny

flash

in

Bela’g dark eyes showed that ehe ob* eerved

‘the

difference.

ward the door,

She

moved

Involuntarily

to-

Youns

Joe started to rise.
down,” enaried Jack and Shand

to themselves, none of the men

Were

disposed

to

talk

except

Husky.

Were

relaxed,

and

his

tongue

loosen

dike elck men~generally,

his fibers

“1 feel fine to-night,” he announced
at)

one

5

“A hell of a lot we care!” muttered

“It's great to fee! ‘your strength
Coming Dack,” Husky’ went on unmbsshed. “She's a wonderful fine

would

mornin,
rd? youre
_ added Shani

en
ale
turned Hi
I bet. She's
tog, oa tellows
aaa ‘all, you

a

tool,

only
ae

jealous!" rewish you wae
rare good sense,
sonieeyyour quarreldon’t know her, This

had

“Tiusky

was

voice trailed
ceased

Sam unconcernedly

whine

she might be,

the

Each

to follow

sky

was

looked

still

bright.

“Jack

about,

hoping

to

stones,

crossing

walked

on

the

to enter.

to

the

with

point

be-

—or

that sent the youth
on his hands and

quiet, don"t you,
our backs!
Jack,

Jack
Shand,

her.

we

can

putting

Husky

match

sidelong

look

at

it

up

speaks

for chances.”

Shand

Jack.

It

with a

appeared

as if these two felt thee: we other was
the only one to be fear
Joe, suepieieus of Doth, refused to
comnttt himself.
‘He's got to be satisfied,” declared
Big seek, indifferently.
arrived with the sun and
jecpet in the window.

up and dressed, she came

the

door.

-In

the

mean

around to

time

Husky

had awakened, and Jack had told him
what was planned,
It was almost too much for Husky.
His objections and entreaties were unnoticed.
Fully dressed but somewhat

You Can Do Your Bit
in preventing waste by demanding the whole wheat in
breakfast foods and bread.
Shreddéd Wheat< Biscuit
is 100 per cent. whole wheat
grain prepared in a digestible
form—contains more real nutriment than meat or eggs or
potatoes and costs much less.
Serve with milk or cream,
sliced peaches, bananas or
other fruits,

from

of Joe,
had no grounds—except
“I see it in his face!"

“It's

9 damned

man thickly,

his
he

was

more

Once

more

sat up
once

in

thi

boiling over

with

he

his

bed,

blinking—

He felt he had been
ake

demant

by

didn’t,”

said

thelr

im-

what’ the mat-

“Shand stole the Seat

Bs

‘Sam,

led Joe.
"Il

hid

nat four turned on him in aston{sh“What did you do yeat for?” de-

mented Joe, open-mouthed.
we ha then to keep you “from
before morning,”
said Sam,
“Turn in and “forget it.”

roposed

were

tiently.

putting

moving

Bela was a stranger to the tremors
and blushes
imposed upon
civiiized
women at such a crisis,
“N:
sald, with her inscrutab!
face.
“Do you want to be?"

nee shrugged with fine carelessness,
uppose

of

‘Well,
us,”

I got

get

She

‘osban’

take your pick
said
Jack,
“I

we're prize specimens,
proceeded

mind you.

to dé

s0.

Under

blow-

coolly,

er.
From the character of the silence
that greeted her, Bela instantly appresega
that something was in the
so early?”
to say

you,” Big:J: ip heeaa portentiously.

to

not.

shaved

nor slicked

‘Tain’t fair!

I ain't

Bela ¥tocd off a lite way, watching

then wardy

li_ii@da great_aeab
the Iook<or s
spelling” pee: with« @ teacher
who

meant to stand no aonsense, But each
of the men was taking it very serious:
Each was palo, tight-lipped,
Sacer

‘}upought: his hheele
ona
ere
is hs Ses

He felt that

up

nor

had no

chance to think. of anything to say.
Made me
ee first, too.
How do I
know w! it. theyre ‘going to say after

me? “hutn'e fair! ‘I'm as good as any
man here when I got my strength.
Don't

you

listen to anything

one

Who

Oh,

of

He

us.

shrugged.

me

hear

what

they

say.

you want

parent

of

walking

and

held parallel.

helpful

to

_per-

one

minute

several

times

The

strain

to any one

will

be

ap-

the firet tme

this exaggerated

form

he

of pigeon

toed locomotion. But the ultimate result will be a pronounced etrengthenIng and straightening of- the. feet,
with a tendency to
6 unconsciously @ natural position in walking

he

him, I guess you can

for

thening them.
dries

You say you want
Let

habit

the fat

each day. This position puts the strain
on the muscles of the outside of the
foot, thus toning them up and streng-

here,’ she said.

ain't

the

with

particularly

and standing,
The second

throwing

exercise

consists

the weight. of the body

to the outside

with
held

of the feet by

in

on

standing

the legs croceed and the feet
parallel. This position
‘should

say 80 right out, can’t you?" growled | e assumed for several minutes each
day and {fs often found very restful to
Bela Sosued her head. “I not want
persons obliged to stand in cramped

i

“T Jus’ want
him,”
she sald, quickly.
hear what he got say.”
It was difficult for them to think of
the despised grub-rider in the light of
a rival, so

they

decided

It-was

freak of coquettishness in Bela.
(To be continued.)
—
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WOULD NOT BE WITHOUT
BABY’S OWN TABLETS
Mra. A. C. Smith, Goodwood, Qnt.,
writes:
“I have used
Baby's
Own
'-pabiets for the Daat two years and
have found them the
best
medicine
a mother can give her little ones and
I would not be without them.”
The
‘Tablets never fall to banish the sim-

ple ailments of childhood.
They regulate the bowels, sweeten the stomach

and make the cross, sickly baby bright,

healthy and happy.
They are sold by
medicine dealers or by mail ai

a box from The Dr, Williams’ Medicine
Co., Brockville,

Ont.

+2

If

this could be done by a dozen men, or
by a hundred, or a thousand,
«there
would be no need of a stock market,
for these gentlemen
could’ combine

end enrich themselves
dreams of avarice.
No;
public,

beyond

By

the

the stock market is made by the
When the public js scared and

refuses to buy the market, Jangulshes,

business halts, and uncertainty prevaila, When the public is badly scared it becomes panic stricken and unloads by wholesale.
and all must take
thelr losses, big and little operators
alike.
I do not mean to say that large operators are not able to Influence the
market to a certain degree and under

favorable conditions, but they cannot
do this to the extent that most persons imagine. They
make the'r mon-

bending

the knees

and

walking about the room with the feet
stili in this position, alternating with

{iret one foot and

then the other in

the lead, the outside foot muscles may
be strengthened very rapidly.

If either one or both of these exercisea are practiced for one minute
periods three or four times each day
the

foot

muscles

will

be toned

up

to

resist fatigue and the tendency
to
falling arches that follows almost Invariably.— Los Angeles Times,
oo
Is Lacquer Ware Doomed?
The ancient Japanese art of lacquering Ie in danger of extinction, for the

supply of Incquer
give out. Lacquer
juice

tree.

of

the

It forms

is threatening to
js made from the

lacquer

@ yery

tree

or

varnish

hard

surface

and stands heat to such an extent that
the. Japanese use lacquered vessels for
hoi drinks. They consume about 1,-

000 tons of lacquer every year for all
sorts of articles, both for export and
home use—work boxes,
tables, “fis
trays, bread
musical
an

Three- fourths,

The public makes the stock market.
The impreeston that a few operators
ean advance or lower prices as) they

one.

quarters,

creat
riag

The Public Makes the Market.

please is a sadly mistaken

|

ete,

inatrements:
of the lacquer comes

from

China,

but

ceeds

the supply,

so.

much

has

been

used of late years that the demand ex-

The lacquer tree ie something like
an ash and takes a good
time
to maturity. The method by which
the’sap ia handléd ia wasteful, Jt costs,
a great deal to get the varnish to a
market and the native exporters have
the monopoly of it. These causes to

gether account for the shortage of the
Standard,
++
How War Comes,

supply.—London

The precedent of history show that
the great majority of the world’s confilcts. have been begun before formal
declarations of war were made.
According to authorities on international
law, @ condition of war arises in three

First—Declaration’ of War.

Second—A proclamation or mani.
Hoeft declaring that a state. of war
zl

Take it from me, I'm your friend. You
know me,
I'ma |
man.
A
woman can do anything with
me
she handles me right, \I won you from

ey by operating akilifally on the eide
that they think will win, ensiaee the
bull or the dear side.—Jasper in Leslie’s.

Third—Through).the
hostile acts of:force.

them fair, and now they want to go
back on it; That shows you what they

There is something wrong with the
German efficiency that tears the brass

seys, “Acts of force by way of reprisals
or during a pacific blockade or during

‘ou

em. You
ur scrap, and “now
“Took at what I

Black

Joe.

was
it’on

Me just out of a sick-

“Time!” he
ning all over.

Young

I

he stuttered. “Sprung

other men became impatient.
Jack stepped forward,

inna, pare g on

her,

molst, inco-

*More caer" asked Bels,
“This is serious.”
“Well,
“Let's
said Joe, nervously,
ing in here.”
Fulng ‘out oR ue. shack, they stood

w—Big Jack,

But

moyed along
the
. None
of them could . tell what
thoughts lay behind that direct, calm
glance.
Having
inspected
each one,
her eyes returned to Jack as if inviting
him to speak further,
speaks first, according
to
sald
Jack, waving
his

nothin’.
shaky, he was now sitting on the edge
of his bed,
Sam still slept in the cor.

some

of the four
ain't
sayin’

glance each-man bore himself according to his nature. Her eyes showed

bed,

eb ae
for you get up
she deman ded.
“Bela, ro aot something

impa-

“Ab, cut out
the
preliminaries!”
gtowled Joe.
Jack was direct enough when he got
ready to be, “Are you married?” he

me unawares,

the little shack

too often

hegile quarreling,
‘For Heaven's
now?”

it up to you.”
The other men

ed this up when

the polsonous broth of hate,

ter

where he stan

that we end it this morningif

asleep,”

bed,

dangerous

like » cauldron

Sam

woman in the case. It can't go on with
the four of us ies and Boney, know-

lle!”

merely to be on the stronger side,
added his voice.
Big Jack's
silent
was

“Tf
‘Ah, go ahead, and cut in short!”
muttered Shan
“Yesterday,” Jack resumed, “It may
have
seemed
it we acted lke a
parcel of uallcked schoolboys.
I am sorry for my part in it.
don’t see how I could have done
different.
A maz can’t let another man
get
ahead
of
him
when there's a

was

enlarged
from
the

toom

said

situation,
They glower at her with
increasing suspicion and anger,
Was
it possible therg was a dark horse in
the race?

“TI play

Joe renewed and
cusations.
Husky,
anger

Bela

Asked Bela, potntblank

“What grounds. have you?" he de-

manded
Joe
anger,

He

mak" all fait.

first,

He'll get you, too!”

moved a little away
grim and suspicious,

cook!
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sons who are
to stand
for
prolonged periods at ehele work.
In addition there are two simple exercises which will strengthen the foot
muecles and ward off the tendency to
fatigue if practiced for a few moments
each day. One of these consists in toeing in as much as possible—walking
club footed—and walking about the

ae got nothing but the shirt on his

to

in-

and work beare you going

the

DOws

“Another?

; Jack stared.

third, and Joe last

“I'm satisfied,” said

The other two, pal-

to stand for 1t?

of

me second, Sand

ing. measured the distance back to
the door,
But Joe was held up in. mid¢:
ey're gone!” he cried, blankly,
Following his eyes they saw
the corner was empty. Their thoughts
took
a sharp turn.
They glanced at
each other suspiciously:
Joe's anger blazed up afresh,
“You did it, you traltor!™ be cried,
whirling around on Shand.
“You made away with the guns 60
cep:
hind

This

was the picturerat Indifference.

‘There's anot’er man

go on

us off one by one! You

"you've heard us 2
“What do you

Pt Sask.
Bela

Joe.
word5

I thought

sane with rags
Jack andsShand instinctively drew
together. Joe, seeing the odds against
him, leaped without a word toward
the corner of the shack where thi

you could pick

"I

since

sprang op livid and

guns were kept

“Every

Shand.

standing

together, Thi
oe Girls have their own’ way
thelr ps
97 »want,Jack
‘ot picking out what
yy that.
us
a aay Swnleh one
ios‘
ditberatat
did as he bid her.
x 3 selber wis unbearable to them.

to speak

her. Whichever man she chooses can
draw his share out.of the concern and

a

Shand, losing his temper.

Ho

growled

cultivating

Here was an unexpected turn to the

way down the shore. Toward the east
lake was like a sheet of armorplate.
Behind them the sky was paling from amber to clear jade.
Without confessing what was in his
mind, each man
searched the shore
sor a telltale wisp of smoke. Nothing
een,
Each wondered {f
the were watching him from concealment, laughing in her slee
Returning at last, unsal
Irritable, @ senseless dispute arosé at
the door as to who should be the last

knees.

tas

Soon as she comes

right,”

weakened eventually through lack ot
natural exercise. The best way to correct this and at the same time correct
the tendency to falling arches is by

“Bure,
of them. Jack is twenty
Shand» and
years older than ant
Husky
fifteen, anyhow.
P,
husband,
@ paid. ‘Any

got say.”

they could see = long

gave Joe a push
sprawling inside

fs

“Last

by the stepping

out

yond, whence

do

indica-

discover

sign of her presence, or oe
tion of the way she had gon
Together they loafed ‘town

creek, and

to

sald Jack. “We'll Tare that to you,”
he added scornfully. “If she’s got the
sense | 1 credit her with I'm not afraid
ofy
Fa chance you have! Twice her

knew

it. would

They covertly

going

Big Jack. “She'll take. the
wants, Baseey
roe. never

say to her.”

only result in a fresh wrangle.
Finally Big Jack remarked very cnsnally:
“Let's go outside for a bit."
The other two arose oe sac

and they issued out in

the

man here is welcome to’ hear what I

Pet

rolled up and

shack.

ne

Shand?”
“Every man is at liberty
for himeelt,” repl!led Jac! Kk.

The heart of each man

outside

ae

pri-

were

“Do you: think you'll se det do all
the
talking?”
asked
“Eh,

went to sleep. The other three smoked and glowered into the fire.
No
sleep for them.
No telling how near

that any attempt

all

Jack,

to-day I'll offer miyselt to pte straight
out and stand by her answer.”

a

off “nto -

what

tell about women.

in no spndttion |ie Keep

p his end with

Big

inventd

outspoken of the

about it?’ snarledJi
“It's no good our fighting over a
sald
she

“Wouldn't you give
something
to
know what passed between us
when
gor. was locked out.
You walt and

ing the tops of each other's heads off

heard th:
- the elty ‘ai, everything. “tke a child,
‘es

“Well,

a

turn-down good and proper!”
“You're jealous!" retorted Husky.

wakened

penis
Husky!"

you

morning

‘muttered

three, “This can't go on. Inside
week we'll all be loony or under the
ground!”

plugged you! You fool! You got no
chance at all. You're already got your

and angry, too.
‘highest-priced doctor in the
- “You sung a client une

thine

“Hell!”

mortgage on the girl just because ehe

was

by hour he was visibly growing
r. The fever had left
him. He

® proprietary

talk,

of.

alike weary, sore, and dispirited.

wisest and most

were

marily to nable man to are, about
on. his feet more comfortab!
‘The outer side of the fost is of
- construction than the inner

ortly
a!
jawn
they a
i
ultansously from thelr wretched beds
with muttered curses. They looked at
each other blackly.
In the uncom
like. She thinks
see eon the case was & ne ait- but better sense
n
en Bela addressedhi
it things out for hersef all right. Me and
a3 vith
in ventions a iighiened 8arro-, her's gettin’ real- good Se
“Anh!
shut
your
silly
ead!”
gance, but for the most part he manenarled Joe. “Be thankful you ts laid
d to keep out of her way.
Not ae
ache was sneer
, for out on your back or you'd get It busted
in
for
less
than
that.
To
hear
you
irom it, This new
her ex-

It ts

algo the age of pavements.
And tired
feet are largely the result of walking

There

was

a lot

more

of

this,

The

—_=

door of a poor woman's
ae

squanders

lollars

on

To

beat

Finally vasa have

sald...
“You're
beginIt’s my turn now.”

an

rt s

Washington Star.
of seals

the

twelve

ineffectual

white

cook stove
thousand

torped

of ergs tiff,

a
al-

them cold and add a pinch

commission

of

One authority on international law,

describing

ways

in

which

hostilities

may begin without formal declaration,

an intervention might be forcibly resisted,
hostilities. breaking
out in this. way.”"—New York World.
A cat hae nine Ives, but the fellow
who tries to kill. time ‘will discover it
has more lyes than a cat,

Mowing c-c a ld

ed: near_thein
Department which we have ‘mov
t models
lates
the
very
g
win
sho
and Suit Section. We are
Miss Clark: will be:

y In th

Senet

carload
on

which

they

may

stock yards. This
gtaated by the railroad
Syzebate is iesbeing
~oony)
following
regulations made
Sr

cecal

for AscreaBag

the

beef

Ry foe the country.
im
i to the scarcity of feed in many
‘of Woeetern Onnada this fall there
been a heayy run of stocker and

feeder

cattle

in

the

My isnt

faring the past fow weeks.

Graduate

and

Post Graduate

DR. A J: HAFELE:
Veterinary

TPPRATS alt diseases by latest mothods,
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CHEVROLET

$750

FOUR NINETY A
A really beautiful small car equipped with every
desirable appointment for comfort and convenience,

Note. EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Yacht Line Bod:

pracden

Finished in ich Ohews
Serle
Groen,
nicely

striped.
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Gescribed as a long,

with machinery. Only
lon-of-the tank is running
je surface.

What

one

sees

an

iron

Sart, {a only scaffolding, or
laced Jon ‘its'back fo as -to
a deck,

surrounded

by

Ing. In the centre {a a little turret,
the roof of which is a Md, and ft t®
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on & Serfes, of Iron han-
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AIR,

'Y first air Might
py dreplane off the coasttoo:
of the French
era, near
St, Rephael, where
has an excellent

the
aero-

which {s'to train men
read:
‘ sowss sade eaiag:whi 0 hi
on ‘the dene of

to. the interior of. the at Toulon, that 1 decided tone ore
~ Aaa
p assenger boat, the sub- ete over the Mediterranean ag well
mafine is not adapted
to corpulent eames ir ee Morning I was lessas
‘persons.
»
but when the
Opportunity
Sum iduring the afternoon
By
HOW IT RUNS,
T could not
2 hasty glance at the
: “Get into the togs,”
sald
9
the boat, it is time to
commandment
of
the
school,
seo how it runs. The electric motors of a basket
end cut
ate already pi
softly, and through- an attendant brought on the beach b:
I was dressed in a pair
out the entire aisle the members of the of leather trousers,
a ‘sweater,-a canYas jacket,:a wooden hood, a leather
helmet,
i

“fooustruction’De

shovpskin-lined gloves and
a
pair of goggles, all of which
was put
on

the outside of my ordinary clothes,
I then felt more qualified to dive
than
fly. A pair of waterproof boots
would have completed the costume admirably.. By the time I was ready I
felt Ike @ cross between a trained

pe,

slender metal
- under
levator. ‘This pisto: mn, which

appears

to be a

the

called Rus-

of the surface in the fish
aquarium when looked at
—_——
glass in front. I aleo he
The need for people to be heal!
better why. the fish do not
Those who!
bes
old hook, bait and sinker is urgent.
let down to them.’ To be sure,
put outside the ranks of robust men
all and women feel their position. keenly.
water 1s not so transparent as
that of ‘They are handicapped in every walk of.
the | Mediterranean, but it
has to be Ife and weak men and nerve-worn wovery. dirty
to be
ue. In .
meén need more earnestly
th:
e the coast of France, the
t!

it lect
srayish-yellow hue. Channel
The Andromache
porate
ne voyage from Brest to
ylik-alonet
‘ou,
the Straits of Gibral

ee: sis

'@

rag doll.

hydroplanes had been launched
while I dressed, and a small motorboat
acted as a tender.
When
on board it ran in front

I was once
of the “hy-

dro” and took it in tow, while
the transfer.
The sea was pitchy and it
without difticuity that I made
m the
er boat to the
x

as

I was

I made
was not
the leap
hydroin

my

es across from the
tor-boat,
#tarts the two-wingeil
peller in Back, setting the engine
“erack-crack-crack,” and leaps

moprooff,
over

ie

should remember that
the ills of debility, nerve exhaustion,
indigestion, sleeplessness,
net

and depression come
from
a faulty
blood supply. _ Worry,
over-work
or

other causes have

im

ed

the

dlood and left the life-stream impure.
The. nerves thereby are
starving and

the whole system {s languishing for
new blood.
In this condition many
thousands have
won back strong
nerves and new health and strength
through .the rich blood Dr. Willlams
Pink Pills actually makes.
In a weak
or bloodless condition it is not only a
waste of time and money, but
a

further menace
to
your
to tinker with common drugs.

health
Follow

the example of so many thousands by
giying Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills a fair

trial, and they will transform you into
healthy active men and women,
You can get these pills through any
dealer

in

medicine

or by

mail

at

50

cents a box or six boxes for $2.50 from
The

+--+
Worth Knowing.
To cut hard-boiled eggs in smooth
Slices, dip the knife in water.

salt and

cleaning

brass

or copper

with

vinegar, rub with olive oil,

and the metal will-not tarnish for a
long time.
‘Window glasa should not be vleans-

ed with soap, as this treatment renders the glass cloudy. A little borax
or household ammonia may be added
to warm water.
Soap jelly is made by shaving a bar
of soap and letting it simmer in boilimg water till it becomes thick like
jelly.
A teaspvonful of borax
will

yl

ing for ‘prey.

It

Aea] THROUGH

THE PERISCOPE,
‘ni ldok,” says the commander,

7i

‘he jumps downyao

cone

_up

and

the"

pedestal.

@ a peep.

‘Wee the distant shores and

seagoing tug

I just left as

plainly

stuck my.own. head
ove water.
The light appears a
‘bit hazy, otherwise there is no
mance. No
‘wonder a submarine
nr ese a big ship while remain-

Minard’s Liniment Co., Limited.
Gentlemen,—Theodore Dorais, s. customer of mins, was completely cured
of rheumatism

after five years

fering, by. the judfcious~
ARD'S LINLMENT, ” » The above facts can

of suf-

use of MIN-

be verjfied

by

writing to him, to the parish priest or
any of his neighbors.
A. COTE, Merchant,
Bt, Isidore, Que., May 12th, ,98..

When
the nickel chafing dish becomes dull, wipe it ‘off with
soft

cloth moistened ‘with. ammonta,
‘and
then polish with another
soft
mag.
Fat is easily clarified if a tewjpleces
of raw potato are added to it
then

{t is heate! slowly in the oven
jon top.
of-the stove.’
When it ceases to bubble, strain through -cl
and
let it stand till firm.
Keep in a cool

vlace.
Salt wil! remove
from

a frosh ink stain

a carpat.

Forelgn bodies in the eye, if they
haye not penetrated any part of the
eyeball, are
the lid away

best remoyed by pulling
from the eyeball with the

finger, xo that the tears will flow-and
wash the partitlecaway. Never rub
the

eye.

When

the

eyeball

is

pene-

trated you cannot sec an oculist too

ei

yannet ‘na trays should not bo

little
syashed in hot water. If greasy, & them
flour rubbed on. them will give
rub

back

to

the

power

boat,

swhich is already moving forward fast,

a new

loo!

they sre scratched,

with a little olfve oll.

OF THE

SUN.

Its Source of Supply is a Puzzling

Problem
to Science.
Probably

the most

Do more

than a few tenths of a degree

in 50,000,000 years, the period geverally given by geojogists for the duration of life upon the earth,

If we accept the theory most gener-ally advanced in the past that the sun
was

formerly

a vast

nebula

extending

at least as far as the planet Neptune
and that its heat was maintained by
slow contractions, computation shows
Us that only 25,000,000 times the present output would be maintained from

this

source—-that is, if the heat were

supplied by contraction alone it would
have lasted only half as long
as life

been

earth,

‘This

known

{9

to

plainly

exist upon

the

impossible,

and

though contraction undoubtedly
supplies part of the solar heat, there must
be some other source of supply as well.

The discovery of radio-activity in recent years may have much to do with
explaining

this mystery.

It ig interesting to consider “that if
the sun were composed of coal and its

heat were kept up by the process of
combustion, more than at ton of coal
would be required per square foot of
surface per hour to supply the present

output of heat,

The sun would be en-

tirely burned up in 5,000 years if made
of coal,—New York Sun.

Minard’s Liniment.
Cures Diphtheria.
——

the

“hydro.”

The

rope’

hold-

the

tint

asrpener

shade

a

pleasant

there

summer

never

canopy

was

eifted,

Worth Knowing.

'

lane

I

may

walk

again,
Leading over a fresh, green hill,
Where a maple stood just clear of
the wood—
And oh, to be near it still!
~—Charles G. D. Roberts.
Minard’s Liniment nt Cures Garget I
Cows.

o

FOR
FoRD

MB.

eee

More :vocifer-

Co.,

37

r

WANTED.

EVERYWHERE:
GENTS: WANTED
to sell one of the best selling a
ticles on the market; something
write at once, Donland Specialty €
‘Toronto, Ont.

« reputation of being
a
where two persons are

vainly trying to manage their own at-

FARMS

fairs? It is only the most tactful sort
of persons who can successfully play
the role of third party without doing
more harm than good,
Don't try to fix things up between
quarreling lovers unless you are absolutely sure that you can trust your tact
and intuition to do the right and only
thing. Don't intervene {n the affairs of
a newly-established
household.
Let
the young people work things out for
themselves.
Don't try to bring uw
other people's children,
They won't

then

OUR

or

granite

pan.

furniture

skin

polish

side

observers of nature who have made a
etudy of the subject cay with the sanc-

good-natured meddling,
It ts better to stand aside than to get

tlon of crop experts that insects detroy one-tenth of the products of ag-

third
party in other
people's troubles, Nobody loves a med-

riculture in the United States. More
than 100,000 kinds of insects
have
been enumerated in the fields, orchards, meadows, pastures,
vineyarde,

t

up.

gardens and woods of this chief aglarge proportion of these Insects

by

injurious to crops. Birds are
sects’ worst enemies.

péntine and vinegar and placing in a
large mouthed bottle. Shake the bot-

has examined the stomachs of

Arnica is always good for a bruisdit
Keep

The juice of a lemon stirred thick

with sugarand honey, is excellent for
hoarseness,
Barolyptol, ammonis or salt
and

thrashers,

water will ease mosquito bites.
To remove spote crom wash goods
rub them with the yolk of an egg betore washing.
Rub the nickel stove trimmings and
the plated handles and hinges of doore
whiting and

‘When making ginger

cold

coffee

Minard’s

if milk
Liniment

use

ie scarce.
Cures

Distemper.

ee
Household Helps.
‘When frying doughnuts or ©} ysters In
to Into the
deep fat, drop a ps
fat to keep it from burning.
‘Try fastening
a plece of cloth around~
erhede of the sewing machine for pins.
can be made removable, and is mot
indy
‘@ pincushion.

‘

curtains from, blowing, cover

folor of the cutains, and sew’ to the
fower corners
ore

Save
them

lor’, weights

the

2-

Ecood

yound:

‘with

goods

of

the

flour sacks. wash
‘open and
hem
dion towels, a8 “Sey

are soft and of convenient size.
edicine

are

to

be

carried

forty

Why

Red

Cross Workers
Insane.

Dressy

Old

not begun

Lady—No,

knitting for

Go

dearie,

Minard’s

the soldiers

girl

needs

more

for her sweater.” R. C, W.-(in apolo-

{t stalk a sparrow and

are.—London Graphic.

—
White
of an Egg.
‘

Beautiful Blonde (clad in harmony

with her knee-high white kid: boots)—
I might be willing to knit you @ scarf,
but, my daughter is, The sweater is
the yarn.
Ample Lady (aglow with _benevolence)—No, I’m not doing any of this
sort of work. You eee, I've done my

cause

the

papera

say

you

don't

‘The white ‘of an egg. is made up

oolls filled with albumen.
By beatt:
the white these cells are ruptdred
oxygen from the
air is incloaed, whiel
ives the white and fer appear ee of
ten

—Chicago

esxs.

The

swill not inclose as
not be as light a!

I

want
of
is

any more socks.” . (Entire corpa
workers faint, and the fi ret ald

summoned.)

you will see

how cleverly it manoeuvres so as to
get behind the unfortunate bird
and
pounce on, its back,
Where the lungs

for a pic-

pauge).

every other

ways find that it powerful*paws have
torn right through to the Jungs.

hey ta
gfrevent
dlp. theleaking.
tops. invanelted
no’ to knit on Sundays...
She
wasn't
to
Bork tooin tightly
or the cork will “work te brought up that way. Besides, we al-

(Dramatic

Etc.

cat has just the same instinct.

par

for the war..

Colds,

tion of the lungs of almost

Husband (buying woo] for
wife would never consent
to the country

Cures

animal,
When a tiger or a lion at~
tacks a man It does its best to get just
below the shoulder blades.
If
it
strikes without warning, you will al-

for herself!”

ways motor
nic on Sun

+

Watch any flesh-eating animal when

getic tones)—We're so sorry,
we're
out of just that shade, but she can
this, The soldiers
P..G, (haughtily)—
tbe
rticolar,
but my daughter ia ,The oweater is
Austere
wife)—My

Liniment

it is attacking {ts prey, or watch two
animals having a fight to the death,
You will notice one remarkable fact,
and that fs that tney
strike for the
lungs.
Most people,
of course,
are
well aware wher their own lungs are,
but they haven't
the
alightest idea
about any other lungs,
Animals instinctively know, however,,
the posi-

ple of khaki yarn)—Kindly match this
little

grosbeak:

Animals Attack the Lungs,

I've

yet, but I may in the
fall,
Wool
work js kinder sticky for warm weather.”
¥
Chairman of Down-State Auxiliary
"I don't approve of
making socks.
‘e should leave comething for the
government to do!”
Pompous Gentleman (bearing sam+ My

rose breasted

house wrens, viroes, native sparrows,
cuckoos, orloles, warblers, shore JarXe,
loggerhead crow, and the crow
biackbird, which have rested under susptcion so long, do more good than harm
to the farmers.—Chicago News.

dark
or a loss of Interest
fa Life, write to me to-dav. Address:
Mire. Mt.
Beg Wiatser, Oot,

polish

cookies

in-

kinda of birds to determine accurately
what they consume. It was found that
among the birds which most effectively ald the farmers are phoobes, kingbirds,
catbirds,
swallows,

a

bottle handy,

kerosene and
a dre cloth.

are

the

Nearly all birds destroy insect life.
The federal department of agriculture

tle well each time you use It,

with
with

neglect to conserve bird life in
heedless and ungrateful country.

Ornithologists and other Intelligent

ricultural country of the world. A very

is made

thumb.

LABORERS.

people realize is a result of the deplorable
this

taking equal parts of linseed oll, tur-

Knee’ or a¢ pounded

UNPAID

One form of national waste which le
far more eerlous than the American

Neyer put salted fish in tin,
A good

SALE.

Birds Do Great Work. Yet We Do
Not Properly Protect Them.

Now, to the humane soul who hates
to see things go wrong when a word
or two will apparently set them right,
this
withholding
of
interest seems
most selfish. But it really isn't. It {s
the most considerate thing you can do
sometimes to shut your eyes and let
things take their natural course. They
will right themselves in time, and you
Will not jeopardize your friendship by

=

FOR

FOR
SALE-TWO
ONE-HUNDRED
acre farms, Wellington county. Pre
township; no better soll; xood buildings
and shade trees; flow!ng spring on each
lot; if you want a farm look
this one
will stand Inspection;
xiven; price and terms rig)
WI meet you at Gladstone or Drayton
station; phone in house; rurs} mall at
-xate.
“Walter Barkwill, RR. No. 2
Drayton, Oat.

thank you. Nobody thanks the meddier, no matter how well intentioned
ahe may be.

dler.—Pittaburg Press."

HOODS—CO"

ditor; eliminat
ce; Write for circul

MIT ON DOMINION
pney order. If lost or sto
ur money
back.

Unless You Have Real Tact Don’t
Try to Be Third Party.
Have you
third party

SALE.

STREAMLINE
bi
ra

ers the

OTHERS’ AFFAIRS.

bit

more

&

Toronto.

OPERATORS, ¥
|,
union special and A¢it mi
‘The Craig, Cowan
On, Led.
St. Toronto On

not

gave $5 to the Red Cross war fund.
At closing time woman bursts in

until nthe strokes of its ‘cylinders
roar, We cut

-Beadmore

east,

jowne avenues, ‘Toro: nto, Ont.
FIRST,
CLASS
WATCHMAK ER
ay
wanted.
‘wages.
employnient?
anee, Ont.
anes
a
WANTED BY J.W. HEWETSON SHOB
Co., Brampton,
Ont. men experienc~
od
ing,
and highest waxes to
qaperlenced operators on Consolidated
ne

newcomer:

with

To freshen salt fish, put In an ear-

Wigs—That's @ fine girl you intro- up.”
ing the two together is then released, ‘Qdeed ie to this morning.
I should
‘When beking a juley ple, have ready
the motorboat veers off sharply to the like to see more of her, Wagg—You're a atrip of mani soaut an oe wate
nd press
left, and ahead rushes the hydroplane
+
come down
to the beach thie after- dum en
San of the
ie and the other
toward the open sea.
:
Soon 6 bout 3 delock: her bathing suit Mason
e pie tin,
is helps to keep
in the Juice.
a
—n§
towing

Apply

street

its towers of flame from afar
proclaim
advance of winter's legions.

{ts

puzzling problem

‘we have in connection with the sun is
to account for {ts tremendous output
of heat, which we are told has varied

Dr, Williams’ Medicine Co., Brock-

soften it.

wn j SUB
locking its i head

HEAT

ville, Ont,

After

strange

ft glows

Than

To

Not to mention Mohawk red.
And duck blue is another shade,
Cuban brown is still enother new-

sion
at
of an
through the
ane
te at any

living.

And many a day as beneath it I lay
my memory backward drifted

~

Autumn greens are still
sian and myrtle,

and

in

When
gions,-

And

Colors.

There is Pekin blue,
And brack on brown.

er

MEN WANTED For TANNERIES AE
Acton,
on
Grand
Trunk,
%
imiles
from ‘Toronto, mechanical and laboring
Work-at good wag
yl
rivinae
town; excellent school; cheap house rent

ARG
2: demecesr-y teen
Pale are the epring-time re-

And

Sa
eee
Anent Autumn

birch

will sing of the hawtharn

the: maple

The

serab
ie, with here and there
graceful Parasol pine, suggesting Ja~

rages

per -O)
one, of its: submarines.
‘was made in the light blue
water off the leading French
‘at Toulon:

But

n groups of — long~

Oh, wo.nder!
Weare moving th:

brush

yellow

Or the “iate-teavea linden in eum- HANDY MEN WANTED, ACCUSTOM:
ed to
grinding. Steady work, xood
Apply at once.
Standard Sanitary
‘There's
a word may be for the locust wages,
Mfg. “Co,,
‘ed, Royce and Lans-

: Wile
Slep ‘ne
with
Cuticu: ra You
me minutes
Ointment. Wash off in
with Cut

n

the

Iaunches
But the tree I love all the greenwood

That

€

te
‘catkins

WANTED.

ANTED — PROBATIONERS
train for nurres. AD)
Hospital, St, Catharines,
GP®ANITE CUTTERS AND LET
ers wanted; fare advanced.
Write,
Geo. M. Paul, Sarnia, Ont.

Is the maple\ot suany branches.

8tye

tapes
to

HELP

And. merrily sway the beech
a
Breathe delicately the
willow blooms,
And. the pines
earse «= new

white

of

a

stale

jess valuable.
—<h sab! Crna The fmportanice, of beat z
egw i in cold, pure alr is ready
neen the“exchange.
eee:

|"
|:

Tribune.

[i], Catt or sead Sintory for tere edvicr,
famiahed in
form,
amo 15,
. Tce beneyerioeac
wipe.
oa
8

me

‘Savinkotf, entirely correspond — with
the decision I had already
.
therefore on the same ane ib gave the

_ WAS BETRAYED
“Accounts

Government

as

immediately

proclaim

the concentratfon

behalf

London Show Wisdom
-

Shameful

Peace,
~

Korniloff

if not

As
that

gives

all,

the

never reached their destination,

The

with

whom

he

hhad been willing to loyally co-operate
in the country's cause,
He is still a
Prisoner. but his well-intentioned efforts have not been all in vain,
The
Ormation of a coalition Cabinet
on
he lines set forth by him may be re-

by

forded as an indirect

5

not

result of his

rogarded

measures

as indispensable

was

Among

to

the introduction

.
lost threatened

. yet the

us

with

dire

Provisional

conse-

“According to
authentic
informa.
thon, preparations were being made at
that time for an armed
uprising of
the Bolshevikis in Péetrogred.
There
was clear indication
that
they intended to seize the Government if only
for a few days
in order to proclaim
an armistice
and take Cecisive
and
irrevocable steps
for the conclusion
of
shameful separate
peace.
and
therefore destroy the ‘sue,

the part

traitors

and

spies

for German mon
“Seeing tho weakness of the Provisional Government and their lack
of

_

were

clearly

destruction,

leading

Russie

and desiring to toreste!!

the catastrophe,
1 decided to concentrate four cavalry divisions at Petro“grad;
so, should
the Bolsbeviki up-

fising tuke place, it might be crushed

fn a most decisive and prompt manner.
as it was necessary to make an end at
‘one to all criminal activity of traltors

in tho rear.

fol-

owing the plans of persona! ambiton. I-did: not. seek ‘to take upon
myself all the burden of undivided
responsibility for the Government
the
» My
intention was

of
to

jorsons enjoying public confidence

and

work in harmony with the galaxy

of

jumerous public organizations who
‘were endeavoring to save Russia, I
hoped

to help

those

Men’ and endow

prominent

our country

strong Government capable
it from
shame and ruin,

+ considered {t
i

preme

public

with

a«

of saying
I merely

should

be

of the new Government.
“The Bolshevikl uprising in Petro.

‘grad.

3

intended.

for

and
‘Vnere , 6 still a steady
demand for the use of Govern:

the battle
destroyed by the British’ in.in Decembor
off the Falkland Islands
of 1914.
PUNISHMENTS NOT

aicag BS fast as
ainery can draw te

a

Septem-

Der 10th and ith,
By September 6 threo cayalry divisions were al-

ready concentrated at Pskoff, Volfkia,
+ Luki and Dno station.
An enyoy of the Ministry. of War,

for clover

season

been a favorable

afal condition,

Live Stock.—In

0

presentét and intormed mo-that
were to be
ProGovernment. strongly appre-

d that this might call forth an
Jn Petrograd and severe opmou ths part of irresponsible.
fons,
game

time

Savinkoff

told)

Provincial Government
sive of a Botshevikt updur

UNJUST.

Late advices from Berlin ere to the

effect that Chancellor Michaelis do:
clared the punishments
inflicted
on
at Wilhelmshaven were not
the men
indiunjust, papers found on them

cating that’they

selves

to

recoggize

had bound
the

them-

principles

of

prozthe Independent Soclalists and
ex{ng that party had carried on an
tensive agitation in the fleat.

‘The Chancellor is reported to have
added that the Independent Sociatists
belonged to a party in which he could
enplace no confidence as they were
dangering the state.
‘After the statement of Admiral von
concerning
Reichstaz
the
in
Capelle
Dittmann
Deputies
the naval plot,
and Voztherr denied the corHasse
Ther had
rectness cf his assertion,
said
they
conferred with the soldiers.
Cabut no such plan as Admiral von
was submitted and re-~
pelle alleged
ceived thelr approval.
They
added
at forming
that the admiral aimed

‘a coalition against the Socialists

REICHSTAG TOLD OF PLOT.
A Copenhagen cable:
In announce
ing
to the Reichstag yesterday
that
a plot
bad
been discovered in
the
German
navy to paralyze the
fleet.
Vice-Admiral yon
“‘apelle. the
Mi
ister of Marine 1s quoted in a Rerlin
despatch as sayin:
“Tt {s unfortunately a sad fact that
the
Russian
revolution
turned
the
heads
of some persons fn our navy
and
itroduced
revolutionary
ideas
among
them.
Their insensate
plan
das to recrult representatives on all
the ships , to cause the crews to re-

fuse

to obey orders, to

paralyze the

fleet and force peace upon the country.
“It
Is proved
that the
principal
agitator conferred in
this building

with

the

independent Socialist

fac-

tion in the Reichstag, explained his
plans
to Deputies Haase
and
Vog-

‘and obtained thetr approval:
“T cannot make a statement here
on the subsequent events Which occurred jn the navy.
The few persons
who forgot their honor and their duty
suffered the penalty.
At the conclusion of Adzniral von
Capelle’s.

statement — there

Leeds county horses

were

scenes of @ most disorderly character,
the
juts from the other Deputies

compared
to. $50 less
values, while cattle are

with: bebe
said to have

seaened. theiz highest figures this fall.

Large

ehipments of good

are reported

from

beef animals

points in Lanark

Hogs
ind Prince Bdward,
ind are getting godd pri

are scarce,
>

Milk. production is declining, as te

16

be

éxpected’

with:

tailing

pastures,

ind the high price of mill. feeds, althous dairy cos are deng as well as
fox the t*me ot year.
iegul
Labor.—-Farmers are now very busy
st yarfors forms of fall. work, and
mare farry lieln could de used if avall-

‘Wa,
363

Over 100 hoya between 72 and

creat

Department than to-day’s report trom
Amsterdam telling of a revolt in the

ot

have adopted the consistent policy etl
suppressing
information
1o
the
fate of the submarines sent to the bot~

to!

geod, which has had little or no injury
from frost.
being heard.
loud above. the
furious
county which
Dundas
in
‘Apples
interruptions of the
ists,
have been Well sprayed are command.
Socialist deputies
interrupted
the
has
The Wealthy
ing high prices.
Depa
been sold by local associations at $6.20 speaker with cries of dissent.
of the majority Socialists. dea barrel for No. 1 and $5 a barrel tor David,
the
Government
produce
No, 2, and it is predicted that McIntosh mand
and Snow apples of No. 1 quality will proof, and that the Ratchstay should
suspend judgment in the meartime,
oring 28 high as $8.a barrel.
Many tomatoes are late In ripening,
OMINOUS FOR GERMANY.
as the weather has been so cool, but
A Washington
report:
Few
deonfons have been pulled in good gen-

are reported to Ho selliiig at from
ernment based upon the demands

records to reach

ke of
She is a
this country.
von
tne cruiser Nurnverg of Admiral was
which
Spoe’s Pacific squadron,

Sul. be risked If the weather permits,
Corn {3 being hurried into the ilo.
about
Much of it was caught by frost
has
Sept, 10 and 16, but the quality
as &
been but little alfecved, taken
‘
whole.
than
Potatoes are being dug later
usual this year, Some ‘rot-on heavy
on
olay ticlds is complained of, but
loamy and sandy soils there has been
crop
practicatly no injury, and the
gencrally is of excellent quality,
Roots are highly spoken off, both
as to yleld and quality, but compara:
tlvely few have yet been pulled.
Clover looks as if it will be in good
It has also
condition for wintering.

necessary that I,.as su-

generalissimo,

in the latest naval

ment tractors for tais purpose.
Fall wheat sowing is at an end, with
its credit, but the
a large area to
utting in of more winzer rye will

to

NO PERSONAL AMBITION.
.“Takiog this decision was not

plows.
strong

was been p
sorses anu

decision to take energetic measures
against: the persons and organizations
who

that he could not assume such
sibility before the Refchstax.
is a battleship ot
“Westfalon~
Tho
Nurn18,600 tons, bullt in 1906. The
Hsted
berg is a new vessel, and is not

this work

and

ior fall plowing,

The Military Service Counce.

overy seven be shot was on the ground
respon-

deits

ultion

sergeants
(01
that many men can
A considerable ni umber of men who have enlist
off under the army rate of pay,’
better
es
themselv
‘have found
addition to_ board, lodging, clothing, equipment, provided for, and they receive a
were while in civilian
civili posi tions. Their wants are
.
steady ad ion to the bank account each month,
Issued by

thers.
to Wilvisit
William's
Emperor
Chanhelmshaven. in company with
tno
cellor Michaelis, was made after
mutiny had been suppressed.
to the
‘The Chancellor's objections
in
Emperor's order that one mutineer

Following 1 a summary ot weekiy
stop reputed Idue vy Ganrict represen
Uses wo we Untuno Vepartment of
reuture:
rains have helped to put
neceug
some oi che ary, Lara city soll In cua.

Germany

Bomberdiers,or Second Corporals
«
Trumpeters, Buglers, and Drummers
Privates, Ganners, Drivers

Heavy sontences were tmposed on

Root Crops Expected to Be
wood, Plentirul.

beyond all doubt, that among
many

proposal

1
of

the

was

seven mutineers be shot. Chan-

Crop is Generally
Excellent.

Potato

ot the Bolshevikis
and certain irresponsible organizations
was probable
appeared from the fact. which
was
were

the

battieships

every
protested, with, the
cellor Michaelis.
were shot.
three
that only
result
the

A LARGE AREA
TO FALL WHEAT

mand.

working for the benefit of

repudiated

mutiny

four battlesiips

to fire on them, whereupon soldi¢s
| surren:
surrounded tne sailors, Who
dered,
to have
also reported
‘A-rautiny 1
German
Ure
on
occurred,
which was al sea
Nurnoerg,
d
nen scuad the officers and proceedethe
with
in the direction of Norway,
The
interned.
being
of
intenuon
by destroyn
overtake
wa3_
Nurnberg
ers and forced to surrender.
Emperor Wiiliam went to Wilheimof
shaven and ordered that one out

ous fronts.

army, a campaign was begun against
the representatives of the high com-

them

only

of

fleet has occurred at

\Westfalen, whose captain was tnrowp
overboard and drowned.
‘vne crews landed. Marines refused

the commanders-In-chief on the varl-

tions, Simultaneously, with a view to
achieve the final disruption of the

proved

a double

crews

Wiholmshaven.
One of these

hoping thereby 1 might save the counthe
ry from imminent disaster and
slavery
German
Russian people from
by
1 was supported
In this decision

day

Govern-

{ntcntion on

playing

the

‘of the German

A

cable;

‘An Amsterdam
among

welght and responsibility, not to hand
over the post of supreme command,

ment could not decide, on
the one
hand ,to carry my proposals into
effect, and,
on
the
other,
permitted
them=to be subjected to criticism
fn
the nowspapers and various organiza-

“That such

were not

no longer: be countermanded,
cided with full
appreciation

the

these

of the

Every

His Orders of Stern Punishment Vetoed by
Chancellor. rman

presented fatal dangers and moreover,
the measures already ordered couid

| visional Government conditions which
are

still

that had been made to me, but even
disavowed
the fact of their having
made them.
“Considering
further —_ hesitation

movement.
PLOT TO MAKI SHAMEFUL PEACE
Extracts from
Korniloff's order follow : ‘I have submitted to the © Pro-

> salvation_of the army.

KAISER CURBED

law.

“On the morning of September 8 5
was shown the contrary.
I received
a telegram
from
the Minister
and
Prealdent intimating that J must immiediately band over the office of supreme
command,
Throughout
the
whole of September 9 I conferred by
telegraph with the Director of Ministry of War Savinkoff, and from these
conversations it appeared the Minister
and President and Savinkoff nimself,

had
traduced asd could no longer
help the country he surrendered himKerensky,

ous Troubles at Wil- helmshafen.

I-could not entertain the idea
an omissary sent to me by. the

of War
game.

Same

_M!

reason to consider the Minister and
President and Director of the Ministry

Bolshevikis and their allies
isolated
him from his friends and misinformed
army of the intentions
of their.
eommander-in-chief,
When
Korniloff realized
tha: he
to

at

Provincial Government could distort
the sense of my conversation, I replied
that I did confirm my words fully amd
again invited Kerensky and Savinkoft
to come to Stavaka, as I could not
answer for their’ safety If they
re
wiained in Petrograd.
“It is evident from the foregoing.
that up to the evening of September
& my ections and decisions were proceeding in full accord with the Proyisional Government, and I had every

charges
nai
bave
been
brougnt
against him,
Unfortunately for him
and his supporters, tnis order of the
day end most of
the other appeals
' sent by him to the army
and people

ff

ind

what bad been said by Lvoff.

tendéd with the movement.
to most,

as

AN ILL OMEN

to

ime
an utter impossibility,
and that
the
task of the new Government should
be exclusively devoted
to saving
to
the country, the efvil liberties won by
the revolution.
“on the evening
of
September 8
l-exchanged telegrams
with Kereasky, who asked
if 1 would confirm

ment, namely,
the order of tne day
to the army on Sept. 10, which gives
Kornilott’s version of some events aidocument

Kerensky

IN HUN NAVY

of

.

on

“I let it be.shown in. taking
decision that I’ considered and
=} Commiccn, any peturn-to the.old.

fore our readers an interesting docu-

thin-

taw

asmuch as
1 had pointed
ont
the
necesaity of participation In the Government by Kerensky end Savinkoft.

London cable:
The Times says:
Accounts of the Korniloff _movement
hitherto have been entirely one-sided.
No word has reached this country except through channels under control of
Petrograd. We are able to place be-

In

informed

martial

Under the dictatorship 1 understood not a-one man dictatorship, in-

~..Were
Too Strong and
Z
Worsted Him."

-his repiy

of

tion of martial

THE BOLSHEVIKI,
Favoring

as

of such corps,

President, and asked me to state my
views on thres. mothods of urganiziug the new Government as suggest
ed by Kerensky nimself.
“T ropiiod. that--1 considered « the
éply solution was tho establishment
of a dictatorship and the proclama-

Just Reaching

of His Plans.

soon

Metrograd.
Sept..7 there came to me
Stavka, Visdimir Lvotf, s}

Is.

The policy was

adopted as
a deliberate
method
of
breaking down the morale of the submarine crows.
lo

FRENCH ADVANCE OVER MILE:
TAKE VILLAGES, STRONGHOLDS

NEW RUSS CABINET.
Premier

Kerensky

A

Names

the Official Heads.
A

Petrograd

cable:

The

Cabinet, it is announced

the observations
A German

on both sides.
must

Sumsides

The column left

In the evening a

in

the

town

at 2.50 p. m., having

in in-excellent

ties being reported.

shape,

from

Cookstown,

they

had a little brush'with the enemy, two
ing
captured by each side,
Lieut.

R. C..

Vi C.-Kerrison,.+".P.A.8.C.,

a

R.. for the way

the

malls were

troops toward

the @hemy

drenched

bags

sand

wero the

piled

up.

Here

the shelterlexs: troops. hart.
the
day and night awaiting orders to go
over.
At length, after 5 o'clock in the

supplied.

morning, definite orders ‘arrived
the troops were glad. They wert

ward

with

and
for-

great rapidity despite the

circling the'shel-holes'and

eached theit, f{rkt objective
points
they found the. Germans crowded ‘in
nests ol
which’ hereabouts
form the first linés, the building of

sUpping through, the deg
‘They knew, however, ‘tha
cess of future. operations
upon

their ¢fforts:to-day:

mud.
io- sue:
jed

When

they

trenches in. this section of
being impossible giving to the watery
soll.
A PIECE OF GOOD LUCK.

Good luck-* had madeuthe.
coincide with thd period’
‘when

at a low height against the

Belcian

communication...

as

as

Dixmude.

for:

well

enemy

Germans were changing. the
occupying their front lines,

man
t

division

A

was just hdnding

the

troops
Ger-

over

says:

works

hand-

emy

was

feeble.

To-day

We

shelled

the enemy organizations _ at Dixmude

at the camps and distributing the mail.

and

‘The third column, consisting of B and
C companies, 2nd ©.0.R. atid A, detactment of the Army Medical Corps, unMajor Begg, left Camp’ Borden at
ee reaching Baxter Camp chout

countér-shelled — several

batteries

in action as wel! as efemy communications.
Our 75's cannonaded the Ger-

mans

before

our “right.”
<

French

offensive

on

ickly

ders,

:

cable; Amid
A

one of the
of:

Muni y,S bore

ao

Mangelasre, which soon fell inte their

PeThe

ie whale
for
wha
of operati
the day
Wee Sces out Pons
before noomy
ainfantry'’s advance

was greatly assisted by the daring of
the aviators, who would not
Weather conditions, which. pr¢
the greatest: danger

interfere with thi
artill

BRILLIANT VICTORY,
With the French Armies in Flan-

eh

tatshe dey. ‘anhonored #4,

the

French troop-

near

During the course of the

batteries with the object of co-operating in the attacks then in preparation.
Attacks were launched this morning
by,our allies, ~ The reaction of the en-

Borden at 2 p. m., visiting

or

could

the difficulties of terrain and bad at~
mospheric conditions.
‘The villaxés of
St. Jean de Mangelaere and Veldhoek,
as well as numerous farms, turned into block-houses, fell into our power.

‘The

Each day a postal corps truck

You’ might ‘correct!;

| No (amigas)

conditions,

tories.

ot the troops is being carried out.
‘The postal corps ‘alz> was _complimented by LientCot. McLaren, Cc. 0.
leaves Camp

bath,

and the only. protection for the French

contains

the efficient way in which the feeding | night we strongly shelled the German

led.

shower

withstand the penetrating
qualities of
the elententa. IY panda
os,
were filled to thelr brims with water.

“Yesterday our artillery shelled several enemy batteries and
observa-

Mills, ~ 205th ~ Machine

Gun “Depot, is*“canip “commandant,
Great credit is due Major Mayait and
Lieut,

the difficult work of the morrow. But
nderneath the feet the ground gave

way, while the atmosphere resembles

French,
ape
oe peicte
ey
uation an
There was ‘Dat
its
fore
the
next
forward”
mov
it Was un~
gion of the La Royere Farm and along a
co-operation with} the
the whole Ailles-Craonne sector.””
wi
advancing simal-

Two or three miles

in the morning,

“of

evening preceding the attack
Tound
everything and everybody ready for

cation. with other arms.
“The
number of prisoners
so
far
counted exceeds
300, of whom 12 are
officers.
“On
the Aisne
front the
artillery
action at times was violent in the re-

With pipe band

playing they marched into camp, practieally the whole population being out

to welcome them.

the vast

was just

enemy infantry and assuring communt-

covered

and

crossed
the marshy Promabeck Brook.
our troops captured, with admirable
spirit, along a front of two and a half
Kilometres, the enemy defences, despite

chine guns

no casual-

French,

The attack. was: preceded by a how!-

which. blew a tempest, co operated
actively in the attack, using their ma-

thirteen miles of hilly road. The mine

the

&
by
accompanied
ing windstorm,
drenching
ram,
which
made
the
ground a quagmire.
‘The correspondent
over the
French sidé of the battlefield on the

extraordinary difficulty in

them

of

servatories dominating the vast
ders plain ate now in the hands
the allies. GROUND
A QUAGMIRE.

in the hands

wood

hands

and,as a result, yirtually all the ob-

depth of two kilometres has brought
us to the outskirts of the
Houtholst
Forest.
“Our aeroplanes, despite the wind,

The first column nnader Major Rodgers, which eft Cookstown at 3 a. m.,
and‘lunched at Bondliead, reached
came

The

the

porder of the Forest of Houthoist.
The movement was a pivoting one,

“Our advance. which reached a mean

hall,

participated
in by both officers and
men.
The camp at Cookstown js under Lieut. A. F. Inch, 205th Machine
Gun Depot.
3

Bradford

into

a mile, stretching from
to Wydondreeft. - More
hundred prisoners and a mumcannon and machine gune/ fell

their advance took them to & position
the western
where, they. commanded

The War Office report reads:

Baxter at 9.10 a. m., and was at Cooksgiven

about
bank
three
ber of

“In Belgium an attack
launched by
us this morning was carried out with
particular
brilliance.
After
having

under command
of Major Pote,
had
with
the Canadian
Mounted
Rifles
when, half an hour out of Thornton,

was

find

keeping

Column-of-troops en route to Toronto,

town by 240 p.m,

which carried the troops forward to x
a mile along a front of
depth of half

considerable artillery and large numbers of machine guns, but the Germans

claimed the victory, that {9 the tale of
thé
running
fight
which
the
2nd

concert

are now

division which

early

British,

the

with

this morning, won a brililant victory

handing over the lines -to a fresh division recently arrived from the Russian front were caught by the French
and great numbers killed.
The result of the day's fighting,
in
addition to the men and material captured, is that the Forest of Houtholst.
comprises five or six miles
of
thi
: wooded ground, is now flanked

In Clash Between Borden
Unit and C.MLR.

where they lunched.

conjunction

the

and

dealing with
in Flanders,

domjnating

Flanders plains
of the Allies.

BOTH FORCES
“CLAIM. VICTORY
Both

of

section of the line even with the sharp
wedge that had previoysly been driven
into the German front by Haig east of
advance of
The total
Broodseinde.
the French reached to a depth of ono
and one-quarter miles, to the southerp
outskirts of the Houtholst Wood.
and
on a front of more than a mile and
one-half...
More than 300 prisoners and a number of cannon and machine guns fell
into the hands of the French.
All of

Communications, M, Liverevsky.

report:

capture

Dixmude in an endeavor to bring that

State Controller, M. Smyrnoff; President of the Ecumenical
Council,
M.
Tretyskoff;
Minister
of Ways
and

A Brantford

The

where Petajn’s troops joined up
witb
the British left wing to the south of

M. Nalashin; War, General Verkhovsky; Marine, Admiral . Verdervski;

Great Trek From
mer Camp.

cable:

munication of to-night
the operations ‘Tuesday

coalition

officially, is

composed of the following:
Premier, A. F, Kerensky;
Minister
of Foreign Affairs, M. I. Terestchenko; Interior, M. Nikitin;
Agriculture,
M. Avskentieff; Labor, M. Vvozdeff;
Supplies, M.
Prokopovitch;
Finance,
M, Bernatzky;
Religion,
M.
Kartasheff;
Public Welfare,
Kishkin;
Trade and Industry, A.
eonyalotf;
Justice, M. Malyoutovitch;
Education,

On

Paris

yillages of St. Jean de Mangelare

Veldhoek, with numerous blockhouses.
is reported in the French official com~

most

pin German aeroplese
Haassins camto ones

for-the airs

rk of red

Pk WW ondertul:
sKate MoLollan and

pus

;

garet, are Spending a weeksodas, Mar
‘Love |*
‘at Littlewood.

Quite a number

from here attended the

paday.
Deis:
tee oe aoe on Wednesda:
‘egational Sunday Sohoo!
bed

eer

uy day

_

art
Mra,

MoIntyre, of Cowal; iyo pe
donsted by Mrs. AlbertM
ing Fo'for the bean guessing contest.

ries shipped the following
ee
rooms this. month: 26
eeeis pints of jam, 18 towels, aa

}ot -tont-sugar-aud- §2:60-for the: Prisoners}They

also

sent

.

a box to

“i Jap: Silks, at

is serving in France.
The next meeting
will be held on Wednesday, Ootober 24,

SHEDDEN
, Mr. aud Mrs, JC. Graham spent the
week-eod with friends ia the village,
Misses ¥rauces~ Loney aod Velma
MoDouald, of Port. Stanley, bave aoception

© UNDERTAKER
jlomas

from Meyer's

positions ‘in the Sterling

Baak

here.
‘A. Brown is spendin; a few days
iv
London,
f
”
Charles Hamiltoo is: visiting friends
io St. Thomas.
Miss Eliza Spackman, who was takeo

to Amasa Wood Hospital last week; is
reported slightly improved. She isio
ber 82nd year god has been ailing for
some time.
‘The many friecds of Pte. Lee Hamil-

School

a

Couches GaiNts and all the’
Latest Funeral Furnishings
|Rubber-tired Funeral Car—the
Finest west of Toronto

ton will

be pleased

to Lear

that he

is

‘ible to be around again, aud expects
soov to be back io the trenches.
He
réceiyed bis wounds while opetatiog a
machine gov iv the battle of Vimy,
Ridge, and. was trausferted toa hospital
in Euglaud.
Mr. Windsor, of London, was in the

village on ‘Tuesday.
Dawdy,

who

has

aocopted

the

sitter ‘au head-sawyor for BR. R, MaoMacken, moved into the village on

Monday.

‘Embalaer’s

Certificate of Ontario. i
g. reqnired van’ be far- §
wors for. any occasion.

C.

F, Jackson

from the
Tuesday.

shipped

Shedden

a car

stock

of hogs

yards

ou

WALLACETOWN
‘The meeting of the sewing circle has
been postponed notil Oct. 25th, at Mrs.

E.V. Docker's.

«

A. E. Ropers, Droggist,
Do
Also at best draggist in allOntario tc wad
poe
ae
Modern Tprtere Refined.
Torture

was

kept

boxes
oe

SSS

NOTICE TO
9 CREDITORS
In the aie of the Betate of mictiael
- Hobdley,

late

of.

the

Township

of

Dunwich, in she: DOREY, of Elgin,
’ Farmer, Deceased.
‘OFIOE Je Borer, 2
Bareasn to Bae
bat
ee
ail persons Raving elsime oF demands

caudy

for

the

soldiers’

are kiodly-asked to leaye their
at Cameron's store before Oct.

The Presbyterian Y.P.H. M.S. will
meet at the close of the service on San-

day evening, the topics to be taken’ by

Joba MoKillop, N. A,
Mra, J. R, Cameron,

McKellar

more

refined

man

at

awake

form

zi,

nature

week

' $32

at

last

acquired

the

art

y

brought

eed

tres

out an

scaffold.

as

though

india. rubber

Kropotkin»

in the 7|

doll

alike covered
silence became

‘was

request

permitted;

at the

of

Geographical Society of
continue his work on- the

the

Russian

winter

is 3 o'clock.

Protection From Torpedoes.
A scheme that- has been’ proposed
for the protection
of vessels
from
torpedo attack consists of a shower
of whirling disks shot from special

guns, which will turn the nose of the
ancroacbing

torpedo.

~ SALE -REGISTER.

4. .

Get Behind ‘thé Wheel
of a Ford and Drive
RY it just once!
Ask
open stretch.
You'll

If you haye neyer felt the thrill of drivin; your own car, there is someeas good in store for you. It is vastly different from justriding—being
a passenger.
And especially so ifyou drive a Ford.
o

sat

are

ot

Sint

‘on 85th: rbeee

ber, and that copies of
ad wt my office,
"Thomas, Lead August, 1937,
K, W, McKay,
‘Treasurer County ofEigla.

bacanwessed for subscriptio:
Qld papers

sale.at’ ‘this office,

of's mecting

of

representatives.

eastern provinces.acting as a special
sab-committes of tho frair aud vegeBoe committee
of the food controller's
The sub-committee decided nor
to fix'the price at $1,25: pe!

other articles.

Terms Cash: Gale at 2 o'clock.
ore
MES. a A. BRATS Prope ts

BRANTON,

THE

consumer, after
cost of
‘each of
ae
Strrctlows: Outatia,f
$1.50
Soot ti

ow

DUR

Bravswick,

#1.
ionte | Batter,
' 90: cents. - Careful estiimates.
that there will bea considerable arvias
in excess of norinal consam
~ | Shorts ,perton
Bran, pee

Corn

CFe ante, Oot.

ae
‘The “Pandora” roquieas pote
other
eo
because the McClary~
m

directs the

heat

Twice

3

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Anotion

MARKETS

=8

Chatham.
aunited Crone

$8,000 t
The reeidena will sins

Runabout - $475°
Touring-- - $498
mars
Ue

Sweeper,
Gieene ee cere
yards; rag, Tapestry Carpet,-2
Squa
Ma
ees
‘Toilet bets, * Copper Boiler,
Lamps, PisWringer, Dishes,
chine and
,Tinware and many
of the. tures, Books, Dial
This

decivion has been wrrived.at as a result

_2

and ‘Goate

potatoes,

Buy a Ford and you will want to be behind “the wheel” constantly,

Vacuum
Heater with ges Gxtares, Gordon Linoleum

Rake

taxes

for

Young boys, girls, ome
and even | grandfathers—thousands o&them—
are driving
Ford
cars and enjoying it. A Ford stops and starts in traffic
~-with exceptional ease and smoothness, while'on country roads and hills
its strength and power show to advantage.

Oak Extension Table, Wicker Rocking
Chair, Leather Rooker; 5 Wood Rockers,
6 Dining
Qhallenge Refrigerator, new;
Chaira, 6 Kitchen Chairs, Coach, Queen
Hoater, Garland Range, coal or wood; Coal

17

et UeSeseseesecesesesehkte

hereby given,
shan" Sek
the line

price

your friend to let you ‘‘pilot’’ his car on an
like it, and will be surprised how easily: the

Ford is handled and driven.

J. A. Campbell

F. 0. B. FORD, ONT.

Dutton |

Dealer

CLEARING
SALE
Of Farm Stock, Implements, Hey and

Grain, neo
the
sd ‘of
thiles west

Minor Ronson, two

tfon, oD

Wednesday,

October 24, 1917

HORSES—Gelding, Syra5 Mar

8 yee,

in ‘foal; a Mares, rising3 yre

some Chief 5. Gale
G
Chief Brood Mare

CASTER

au!

Now. Milch. Cows and

3. Cows, calye10, Pegembei; 4 Cows.
; 4 Cows,

calve in zane

which freight charges will be paid you on. car

jot

oe oaierle,Dopareiseut of Agricaltare Fe aarlons that oe
is fall should be used to best advantage.
cases this
tcaa oe teotlag a few more head otof cattle a sheep. for breediny core

ee

ocr fev

tor 0!

tare offe!

Stock Yards to country pointe,

PLEASE

ee to oe
pay

freight

r ere
= ite

a

pouncaanens 6of the Fader

shipments

NOTE THESE

Ro8

@

arbitrary

NBN

up to the hour of sunset, which in a

Saaes

eae

~ An Ottawa despatch states that the
food controfler has decided not to fix an

SINS

glacial

~—

ogee ot Htwo o'clock

Tuesday, the ath day ofDecember

a

period.
Pens and ink were provided
for his use. by spécial permission. of
the Czar, but they could be used only

eS...ES

me
homed ‘the
ae

$2.00, $2.25: y

$1.75,

unbearable. © Kropotkin,
however,
had a happier lot than some, for ne

saw ¢ Sale of Land
For Liste
the soot

$1.50,

for

Saleof Furniture

dal

$1.25,

himself

pecans crite

be conducted by Rev. Mr. Penrose, of
Wont Lorne.
——
THE PRICE OF POTATOES

$1.00,

White Checks at............25¢., 35c:, 50c., 60c. and 75c-

¢ floor and five-

nasty esther

to

FABRICS

it some: BabeDyy, years in the for-

foot thick wal
ion
with felt, so that the

and

ou’ Sunday

50c.¢

lis

Fegan eh do a he

iu the Methodist church

DRESS

25c. and

HE RIGHT HOUSE BeASeAiseaia

execution, was in such a stats of colit seemed

.

R.AG KEMP PANTER

ctf

to delude bix guards that
he
was
awake, but they detected\ the trick.
Ag @ result of this tréatment Karakozoff, ‘when he was at last led out for
that

ate

; Also a large assortment of Venetians, Poplins, San Toys, Broadcloths, »
Cashmerés, Plaids and fancy weaves, in colors and black
‘
at special values,
You should see these values.

swinging his leg-while he slept, so as |

lapse

$1.00, $1.25, $1. 755
—~=""="50c. and 75e.

in Wine, Nigger, Navy, Myrtle, Tan and Black, at per yardxs

Black and

—Daniel aoe & Son's Sales—
Communion seryice ‘will be: held 1
Weansotays
24—Olearing sale of
the Presbyterian church ov Sunday,
Se
nae grain, for Minor
A large crowd attended the Sunday
Ronson,
swo miles
miles wwest of Datton,
school rally-op Sunday afternoon.
~
jane,
Fis s Aone
Sunith, ee parent is the guest Monday, Oot, 9a—Sale of 10 young
undersigned.Bir,
solletsthei?+ of Mrs.
cows, 70 steers, 60 ewes, bogs aud
i ora, Bo Sr Seta
Mra. F, WL
horses; the property of Legere
Misses, ainsaiees ta Mary McColl, of
Pouce lalate att
fa)!
ani t
Eyans, Iona Station.
& MoJackson, Mich.; are revewibg acqoaiotLachlin, auctioneers.
‘any,
bold
by
thom,
daly
verise
|
sueoucarty,
ances in town
aad vicinity.
Saturday.
October 27.—Sale of farniottea that after the eal 20tb.day
A umber frdm town attended the
at corner Nancy and Shackle‘said en.
reception given Pte. McFarlauo in Dutra
too
on streets, the property of Bre, H
ton on Mouday
A. Slater. A. J, Branton, aactionBt. Peter's Patriotic Club's October
ee
oo
shipaieut to Hyman Hall contained 21
to an:
on OF per
mae
For have boon 2: pairs socke, 2» pairs hospital socks, 5
potticitor at tho time -of-said saita pyjamas, 20 towels.
IONA
PHY, Ridgotow
?
EET aad JolinDelaney,
Mr. aud Mrs. Henry Summers, mba Saturday, October 27,
’17
bpeut the summer hero, left la
Cor, Nancy and Shackleton
to take up their residence at ‘Gread
Streets, Datton
Repids, Mich.
Oak Dresser and Washstand,
ne
Robert Wilsop bas paraines “Wil: nut Suite, Bed, Dresser and W:
liam Piper's farm sod Mr. Piper is Combined Deer ead Wasistacd, Bi
rings pnd
Mattress,
jen
mdving to the Repelje farm, Ioua Sta- se
eee a8
» Feather Bed, Secretion.
jewing Machins, new; 8 Cenon, vibe
Haryest home services will, bo beld tre
Tables, Small Table, 2 Kitchen Tables,

Rae
fies

al

a

Serges,

time, guards sitting on either side of
him, to stir bim up when he showed
signs of falling asleep.. The unhappy.

The ladies who intend to donate fruit,
cookies

of

has been omployed upon prisoners
in recent years, says The
Manchester
Guardian.
Prince Kropotkin
tells
how
the
revolutionary
Karakoz ort

:

“WOOL

when Iunch will: be- served by. seyeral
Everyoody welcome.

$1.
j” 75c., $1.00, $1. 253

a3 Shantuig Silks at

dim Lawrence, one of the home boys who
the ladies.

and Dress Fabrics:

pes, at
Se Puttestis Silks, at
akSe Hab tai Silks, at
wv Black Pailette Silk atoti

‘

Bee

Fand.-

“Ofe

service Sanday, sel

The ‘regular mooting of the Patriotic
League was held in zr hall on Wed
day with « jyeod ohteg dance, Ihe
is very ore
‘ul to. the Indies
tributed to the food ‘sale,
or wii
$16.50. wae ron{lzed for patriotic

of War

Showing

aed

for tions eapplige OL tata

to.

ae

ron

FACTS —

a

dppermons in the minds of a number

Dauiel Nakis, of Dover,
wae
‘aud costs for shooting ducks o1
. Hundreds of. eee
tee

- are, being

/

See aes

of

is the citizens
of the village and ow
Friday
i

shipped. eno

-Lambton- county- to. the North:

“ Jamea Clark, so aged aud wealthy
becholor,
was found dosd in hiis home| 1

Camden towaship,
He in survived
ty three sistera. ©
Job. 8. McColl,
yy &
known resident of
at Foam Lake, Sesk.,
wht
he bad resided since 1908, He wee 87

woegan
ti |

DAY

HIGH

OVEN

years of age.

aes

A“Home" girl, about filtees
old, who bas beeu employed by aa.
McRae, Strathbarn,
mentally

RANGE

a

sony. Newfew Der,Doris, fore
Jewell it

that will be just what you want.

SH

&
x

an

and

°;

‘djutiget of aay Ostees

epi

the

¥

Don’t: Forget

Donia Servo.

“OMise=onry Block

sepia
ead
id

and bandsome trees. With
dasuocessfal
society in the silage it ‘would
i

son,

reas

.

Browa, ofte

has

mn
x

ew: dane have been added

eee "2, 000.

SESS

SSS

berah!
per year,

balbs aud shrabs to the valaeof 60.cents,

9

A splendid group which is especially notable.
‘The superior workmanship which emphasizes.
the fashionable fabrics offers ample freedom

for

‘individual _ selection.

Of

Wool

Velour,

Cheviot; Broadcloth, smart Mixtures in all the
desired color tones. . Deep, cape collars of far

- Mush, belts with button and buckle trimming,
novelty

pockets

and

cleverly

styled cuffs.

MAIL
INQUIRIES.

SOLICITED

SEAS ESSA

es * Poultry Manted
ASK

‘ght price wil be, pad

™=

cooly surplus fish is
sent out
wert the country is untrue.

ESTATES

morniog, when
uagest
seer

it.

digappear-

ing owiug to the Sam Jose scale, and

being

homes becoming desolate in

it Was nooéssary that sotmel
ehould
be done Ao maintain the attractiveness

yy wedding was solemuized in
's Cathedral at 8 o'clock Wedmesday
F

the

es
of the late

trees,

ex-Ald. Je
aod Mrs. Forrestal, was caine,
in ‘anrinee to Dr.
P. B. Quinlan, of Stratford. The cere-

—

mony

was

performed

by

Right

Rey.

Bishop Fallon, D.D., who was assisted
by Rey. Father Forrestal, brother of
the bride, and by

brother of the

The

Rey. Father Qaiolan,

jegroom.

iy.

following officers’ were clected:

Wm. Patton,

.

W. Alfiscl,

vio; Rev. H. P. Kennedy, second
Bert Galloway, of Guelph, aged 22 first
ites W. H. Ospe, ssonstiep tose,
» Was instantly killed
ine motor

‘oer accident on Saturday

Dcsdtet snartasies

«$1750

i

rei

8 doctor, wo! iit tonto answer ques-

suorelerelin on tha sobject.

Absolutely the Best Values
In Women’s

Winter Coats

jore for the

home, aud
thoirevenivgs gowns town bow
Noa
fae ome cond

bi out rogatding his een subject, the
see
varieties of plants,
flowers, the method of cultivating soil,
etc;. aud he seemed
to be a perfect

fell ever

fh

B. CRAWFORD

of ita ease oeodthe

City."

hie ald, oroated

ve
ly

reagoa:

ones

bleavers wife aud a gréwa-

He

J.

a pirotel point.

ie people of St. Thomas were very
inten of the work scoorm:
_.
a society nena pas of towers
rovinos. ‘She rowing of
had,

it leat

pounds, sod of

rel

Rochester

Tees Company at ou
$40,000. ae eati-

-

supply.
ot
Andersen Co.'s Store,
ais
"Thecies lor ap

become

ae

more

~1>: ($e Slaughter
lag
-0f-40 per cont... °j te male

time

o
Wi)
for ite flowers, he: said

ot Virginia

That our big? Wall | Paper Sale ‘is still on;
A large number of§ é
people took advantage of it these last two weeks, and therefore have 0
ug to:have it-run
for two weeks more.
Remethder9
that every dollar's worth of paper
-you biiy, you get it for 60. conta. 9

‘Come soon mero

@ short

disposition
to

in the casualty list as

the Rook Oit

Don’t forget us,--aswe can
ly your wants.
A mee
supply. of Stove: Pipes, Elbows and sll atove, accessories.

Hi DOW, -D.D.8,, -L.D.3.

7

reesed the

the largest crop of tobaccd ever
fone by one mas in Easex or Kent to

We sould be pleased to show youu ful tine of faves ind Ranges%
re gg renecnteeeaea rec
We-have the goods that you want,

Phone 2084,

ib

sone. sarrousdings:
‘city. of amoke, auddor ey 2
tor rie that
visited it, hundreds were

FEE

SE

ety

‘oc!

in making

ase. wri fow days Seepeeniy bis
ft

We were also very fortunate in ¥

being able ty eg
ak
ee
big advance in price came-on,
50

way

i. Frank E, Beonett, of St. Thomas.
jpronidient of the Outerto Horticeltatal

for automobile
flowers and xbrabbery.
marances,
ment tisk Satan an
seee, eee toons’ J Tapholme,
of fal inflaence on tha.
}, was chunged to joy wheo a
in them # love da walh

From all these makes we ute'sure'we: havea Bie: Range or Hegter

= Haste1, to:4 nad by appointment,

fit of D ral

and was takep

oe

The Lighter Day High-Oven Range
now ready with « full line ot all makes of-Stoves,
and Heaters, ee pele vast
than ever before on

ABD Talbot Street; St. Thomas

na

in Glencoe and vicinity,

Here is the Latest Thing in Stove Newa

i

fow

‘hice
poor,
Bealth sivce August.
He ieare his
wife, parents aud four brothers.
tous cases of thieving have

RANGES
pe andora,
eng Doherty,
tee

a

te the Lo:
William & . Dayideon, veer
oops suicideeae A ey

SSAct

oigbt,

J. L. Mitchener, W. ares a i. Ken-

He

dal,

D.

G,

MoOalium,

Sifton,

aart Pearce, Brace Fasuncod ng Tend

MoPhorvos, directors.

Thy society has already

NEW.

October
29nd. 1917. | the

LIVERY

and Auto Service

Sarena eats

Autos foie Banlecat
Without
driver. Feed.
in connection

sixty

members and at a nesting ca: Me
evening it was decided to

T. W. CROTHERS

‘St. Thomas, Ont.,
ah

belt

tnoharebes,
ool and
for immediate planting,

the | 1.500 pale for the Deaton
ost were uninjured. The uufortunste
WAS BORN AT TYRCONNELL
man leaves his mother, several! broth:
ere and

a sister,

the front.

SUGAR

one

TO- DROP

brother

being

at

Pte. Ephraim W. Hanna, Missing
December, Declared Dead

IN PRICE

Since

According to information received by
le grocers, St.
about

$2 a bag ia sugar be-

ww Year, when the new crops

7
deman:
bn
fudivideasis have been buying io great
quantities aud vow the refineries are
aclliag to wholesale houses in only car-

He was born
ago

at ‘Tyreonnell,

Bin coanty, and

waa the sou of one of the aarly

Meth-

load lots that dealera may not be able to |

sell to those who would stock apa year's
reguirentons.
The
public are urged to
tay, “5
oly foadi
ried oat sogar
lowerie pric:
aaa
a
of

‘aso and if this | ©
wi

will be mach
ener |e

FOR. Pree
Hogs and
¢ | fought,
and we
which
see
1 @ has
he | COBfident that he
| made

10.0.8, NOTES

him in the
is felt q quite

| PRACTICE FOR THE BEGINNER WITH SHEEP
led’/Down and Practical Pointers Told Plainly

_ From Experience---By
jcucts
Roca

for a beginner to learn about growing
9
| rheep. and experience can be boughr
“Sheep Oughtto be ratsed because of | Much more cheaply with a small than
the intiuence which they exert upon. With a
fe flock.
One may find that

fortheWoO pad

a fast . when

Approach:

9), and

Esther

of x fast that

the. king

on!

ordered

the

she

behalf

might

of

her

‘people (Esth. 4: 16). acting indicates
Submission

to God's

will and

humility,

* and ir an’ expression of dependence
“pon God and faith In him, By fasting

ene

places

temporal.

, that

spiritual

a

abore

That. we might_afflict. ourThat we might humble our
R.V, To-seek.....5 a right
was an
acknowledgmen,

Ezra

felt

his

insufficiency

for

Bo Tinpostayt an undertaking, and an
cession

of his

confidence.
in God's

power
and willingness to render ald,
Our. substance—Goods — or. property.
22. Asiiamed to require
soldiers
; Ezra

had

expressed

contidencs

to the

king

in ‘God's — protecting

over thosé who trust
would be inconsistent

his

care

him, and
to ask for

{t.
a@

band of soldiers to ward off the attacks of enemies. The encmy—Tha
© Youte

to

Jerusalem

lay

through

re-

sions infested With bands of robbers
ready

lets.

to’fal}

upon

unprotected

travet

Ezra recognized the danger. but

8 determined to depend -upon the
rrotec;ing hand of Jehovah,
whos
servenie he aud his companions were.

Hand

of our God—A

divine

power,

and

or

< ey:
fatthee

ea

2.03

eae

ir

Were

a a realae

Levites.

age,
‘Besides Sherebiah,
Diah and ton-of-their brethren © with
them" (R. V., margin), indicates that
n
nto the twelve priests,
twelve Levites were
appointed to have
charge ofithe treasures.
See v.30.
35. . The offering for the house of. our.

God

q

(R. V.)--A

dedicatory

offe

sacredness: of worship _ offe
ind were’ ready to contribute liberally.
that worship.
ith the Jewa in their

influence enough at court to

have pro-

cured

{mpellot

him-to

They joined
offerings
for

the teinple ‘service.
26. Weighed —
Monby was mostly reckoned by weight.
Unto
tieir/hand—The treasures were
carefully weighed and a strict account
fo the amount in-order’ that
ere might, be no’ loss...
They must

deliver in Jerusalem the exact amount
ighed into “their hand” in

‘Six hundred and fifty tal-

silver—At $1,600 to the talent

of

ewe!

these

undesirable

charactéristic:

‘wit’ the‘ poor ‘backed

‘ram. ; A broad

such

heip.

-forz>

His’

faith

TORONTO

MARKETS.

FARMERS’ MARKET.
bairy Produce—
Butter, choice da
wl

0.,
bl.
Grepcs, bat.
Des li-at.

the protection.

of

a

Habylon guard.
He considered that to
reveal any
anxiety would appear to

a heathen king

like a»practical denlut

of the overssudowing
Jehovah,
A band of

provideace of
soldiers would

ugve hidden the “Shepherd or Israal.”

With: the -spiritual -pereeption-E:
saw
that his declining — the
ct
would leave open w view God and his
gracious and glorious government.
ILDirected the people to seek God.

Ezra was accompanied to Jerusalem
by members of the game families as
babel had taken with him. They
‘er
on their way from captivity
Ibe-ty, from exile to thelr ancestral
home, from the ‘land og idolatry to
the ucene of true worship. They were

defence,
Tiiey were not organized for the
danWzra was not Indifferent.to
in

‘Bnd important service.
Chief of the
priests—Those among the priests who
were leading men on account of their
* wbility and. perhaps because of their
mature age... Sherebiah, Hashabiah,
znd ten of their brethren—According

a-bunch

preme confidenca.
When making request of the King.
for autaority:
to
make his proposed journey, he declared his faita in God. and his providen:s
io promote the interests of nis pcos
ple.
Ezra
knew that he had but to
ask an escort from the hing.
He had

the
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as

Jerusa-

in

Delrever

ths
of

to ve. 1

to

fn a position of great. responsibility,
ol
care.
being entrusted with the
many ireasures for God's house. They

divinely-appointed

for

jodriey
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recoghized tha sapere
and offered
the prayer
apart

p2rjlous

the

TH. Precautions taken (vs. 24-30).
Separated—Set

a

of

Int-eated.—Truo prayer is never offer
ed in-xain. The company gathered at

ae

on

gich

This-means a heavy outlay at
ce oy

lom. He did not wont Artaxerxes t)
take the place in-hes-plans-whteb. belonged te God. He wanted. to show
that God was the object. of bis ‘su-

love,

symbol

protection

ren’

i lambs,

tire ground.

——

were

in

get to

danger

of

‘being

attacked,

be. exposed

he might.

which

marching without a band of soldiers.
They trusted in the God of infinite

who governs
the world and
n
dispose all things in it to
euch
ends as are agreeable to his will. Tso
to Jerusalem
journey ‘from Babylon
ot
under the guidance and protection

Jehovah

was somewhat

thelr exodus

from

of

their

fiery, cloudy

pillar

as

to the journey

to Canaan.

comparable,

forefathers

Egypt

they

under

y fseting and prayer
the assurance that God

in

the
but

journeyed

Not dy presumption,

they obtained
would . bonor

—

"This picture
with

the
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taken in one of the northern sections of Ontario show a flock
golden “hoof,” such az one does not sce In the older sections as

the beginning, with not much income
{ backed ram: straight from where his
during the first year. A ewe should bp j neck couples onto his shoulders right
years old before she drops her | back to his tall !s what should be re
lamb. Thus the only source of | quired, and, in addition, a round barthese waste products abound more or r | come from the ewe lamb is her wool) rel or well sprung rib, especially full
Jess. They. abound not only. in..the jelip, which should pay for her keep.| over-the heart girth.. The present day
form of weeds, but in the form of
For the man who has had no exper-|gtylish ram does not need a neck. If
grasses of various. kinds. mare
el fence ta raising sheep, and who wants |1 could “get one with his head coupled
found in quantities in the grain field [to start a flock at small expense, T! onto his shoulders T would not mind
‘ter the grain ims. been harvi
*' consider that a better method than | th» neck, he will be able to get head
Reef, forequarters, cwt.
‘hey are found in the highway! “bebuying pure-breds would be to buy the | down to graze. A short legged rain
Do., hinaquarters
and they are found so-called old ewes*which have been | js desirable, and if the animal !s well Carcases, choice
side the farm,
Do,, com
along fence borders, whatsoever may) ai-carded from the flocks of ‘sheep down to the ground on a good set of
be the build of thease tne a
men. Such ewes can-be obtained at strong legs, it is just as much in his
are
given
access
to
them
ithe cit: y markets at a véry reasonable
favor.
The. nearer the ram {s to a
ally clean up,everything and in & 1 ( Price.
good mutton carcass the better. He
“
form, and the food thus eaten woul
should have and will have, a strong,
SELECTING THE PWES.
otherwise be wasted, at, least in larg 2 |
head, broad and wrinkled nose
When a ewe attains the age of five broad
measure, Sheep. adapt themsclyes t ‘o|
when he js equipped as previously de| years many people consider her to be serlbed.
waste places, and adapt waste places ‘undesirable.
Such a ewe, if a good
TORONTO CATTLE MARKETS.
tosthemselves, They. will graze to thi ie
The above described sheep will ans—Cattle 1,310; calves #6 hoxs,
very bottom of the deep ditches. The: y ‘breeder, will not appear so nice to the swer (or the ram, be he of the mutton
and lambs.
re
summit of eye of the visitor as the ewe two or
will graze: to’ the very
breed or fine wool breed. ‘The cover, choice...
three years of age, but if her udder
succulent
rteep hills and crop the
ing or wool feature should be just as Butcher cattle, choice
grasses that grow where other | ig in a good condition thero is no
Butcher cattle, medium
good 28 one can get it. It is desirable Butcher
cattle,
common
.
fear to tread.
Thus throug! h reason why she should not be profitto get a fleece on the ram
with the
SHEEP

Sheep

the

waste

GRAZE

EPVERYWHERE.

|

should be kept to consume|
On

products.

wo
farm ) ¢, frst

every

|

Their the helpful agency of sheep many
their faith and preserve them,humilicstony or- hilly farm which’ otherwise
faeting was to express their
would
largely exist as “dead” procommitted
.they
prayer
By
tion,
pyoand
guidance
themselves. to the
expected
be
might
tection of God. It
witt:
Ezra
a6
that under auch a leader
such encouragements all the remain:
the re.
ing Jews would have joined
were
turning company. Feta’s plans
examples of courage and caution,
III, Prepared against _m‘sfortune.of
Ezra was zealous for the honor
,
ge
in daily life, and could
He traveled unat‘when necessary,
tended in an important crisis inrather
=the
than-compromise divine truth
‘estimation of the king. He would not

able from a breeding standpoint until
she is elght years old. She is the kind
of an animal I would want to start

bolic

growth

of

staple

or

wool

| improvemen*
from the um of a grade ia
it of a breed'ng venture thay 1¢
wortiy t king about.
Fhe pure b.ed
sire jx
be only kind that should 90
used. 1 would never use a ram lamb
for breeding.
My reason for. thi
that a lamb makes its best gro
in
its first year, and if it is used for
Dreeding before {t is @ year old, its

ould amount to more than
moved from
Ahava,
d'the silver yessels 3100,- van
the custody of the
‘an. hundred, talents— frrangoments for
offerings with which he was entrust‘i ae priests
ee
fitting
ed. It was
carry ‘the
things
“To no other guartemple:
ee
‘of
the
possessors of
is
‘bat that

ceremonial

longest

fibre possivle, and as dense and com
pact on his skin and of as fine quality as possible. It is hard ‘o get
length, density, fineucss of fibre, freeness from yellow, gummy,
discolored
ofl, all.in the same animal, but this
can be epproximaicd by keeping all
tho desirable features of fleece and
carcass in mind wien selecting
the
ram, These qualities are more or
transm:saible to the
“offspring
therefore should be considered care
fuily in eelecting a ram for breeting

Butcher cows, choice
Butcher cows, medium
Buicher, cows, cunners ..
Muteher’ bulls
Feeding steers.
Stookers,
choles
Stockers, ght
Milkers, chotor
Springera, cholce
Sheep, ewes .
Bucks
and culls
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growth and full development is i.at
uraily hindered. Lambs sired by a
ram iamb are not neariy so large as
those sired by an cider ram, and
wey

do not always do well and make éu

The ram should have the very best
(rere
during the Sreeding season It
is Wmportant to kaep his animal In

and

should be provided w
pas

ee

are
be
steadily Fi increasing
Gre
sSheep‘edly
-coe- This til
neighbors across’ the: tl

In

3
popularity.
eayoein elEastern
if sheep

“he raised | supply}!
Mutton {fs one
|| meat
ent tobihe household.’
a ls
meats, a2 ee
fot our best
have it when desired.
|are prone to confine their meat

Canada, and
fold in use

sheep belonging to

deserv-

by our
‘it.

h a ration euch
43a
jittle grat
, clover us
al
falfa nay, and a cousisicnt variety Catt
wit! cucourage” aa “sppetite and yet

lemperate, to a0

that

malig.

A

founder or’ over-

way

of

being

gur>

thé

vo-y

ihe Seb are bred as fast as icey

come

jn’ Season

{3

to

dust

ct the ram. with oclire and turn hint 1
with the flock
short time night
«1?
morning. He will find the ewes +
season,

‘gcab,’

fi

mange and ‘like diseases.
diseases may be conMuch better never to inthem onto the farm, since the
fds“and pastures soot
re

serve

them

and Ipave

a litle

ochre on their bodies, ‘by which they’
can-be det
and removed from the
rest of the flock as fast as bred. | The
ram should bi e turned in with them |
again. after.14 days or so in order
that he. may catch any that may. have
come in*season again,
ey
The alm should. be
‘good cdndition
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East Duffalo, Despatch—Cuttle fee
cepts, Guu; slow.
, Teceipis
300; slow; $7 to
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purity

entrvsted.”

GRAIN INSPECTIONS.
at Winnipeg gesterday
. High.
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d

Bubstitute a—carnal ex:
0
hearts
spiritual prepatation. The
to foithe people were strengthened
faith in
low his leadership with trae
of the
care
God. Ezra took particular
After
treaaures” of God's sanctuary.
the caraeh
fasting and

atanship pet and

pickling, bkt
silver aking, Dkt.
a, bar

of “animals
a rule.
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36:

observance

upon

a few choice pure bred ewes may be
auded to the original flock.
Then by
proper care and selection the pure
breds may be increased from year to
year and the-grades discarded.
—The Canadian Countryman.

céee

» Ger,

stonDini doa

breeding Mock.
If this method is followed up; in a few. years all the old
ewes will be replaced by younger ones

of better type and breeding. By getting a new sire every two years an excellent flock ean be bullt up from a
small outlay
of money. If/after a few
ae
ASaee
cegrcten ONG ex
desires to establish. a-pureé bred flock,

Bwae Suse

proclatmed

_ Wirestened by his enemies (2 Chron.
20; 3). Jeholakiny proclaimed a fast

jation of the droppings all over the |erage beginner will be in posltién to
| Inotuis way sheep leave the land pisncle well for a few RED
years.RAM..~ --sha oearaaeate
fereilliz- when th
‘than
ff was when the

animl, should’ be

Afte rthe ewes have been secured,
‘sens: je inand sappy, sheep are in:
, hegan...Thus
it is that th sone can well afford to pay a good
satiable devourers of-the same. There
‘has
arisen that the sheep hi
, price for a good ram.
It is impossible
are but few kinds of weeds that Pr,
to
get @ ram of too high quality, The
will not!trimedown and consume ani
ate docile and easily- red | better ‘the quality {n the ram, the betturn: into “good mut
n
v8 | for,
tof the care they need is re- ter the quality one will get Jn his proaccess to the same at-@ comparatively | quired eae
duce,
This js true regardless of the
operations
early stage) in the
. The returns from sheep are quality of the ewes. In.the selection
weeds. Wien: other
md
Y, profits ‘made prin- of the! ram choose for eanstitdtion,
over abundant, this cropping
from ‘pasture, with a little con- vigor -and* maseiiiine ‘characteristics
weeds wil be more
complete than,
“feed to finish up on; te enerally....
It 1s ,alwa 8, desirable, to
under other conditions.
They
are ve
small amount as,compared with
avold certafn/ phfaltai’e ects, such as
equally.
enous also for the seeds of © thi
r
necessary to finish! whar is commonly called a bad back,
on. these have been form- ; Other; farm animals for the market.
weeds.
low back of the shoulders, or sharp
Jed: and even when mature and con-}
In /sthrting a flock of ‘sheep, some | withered, steep. rumped,
sumed
by that
the sheep,
they are'so awhen
fine-| advochte
purchase
of pure bred‘ the heart girth and flatwe tibbed.
abieds an
iy efauna
thes dernokaede
sarees the purchase
All
dropped

111. Prepared against misfortune.
1.—Exatted God before the heathon.
Ezra was about to conduct his breth»

_ thg was recognized as ‘a means of suc:
‘Cesstully approaching God in. prayer.
Jehoshaphat

SURVEY.

faith.

1.. Exalted God before the heathen
11.
Directed the people to seek God.

With

chcrooeo

PRACTICAL

Tople.—Armei

a fast—Fast

Proclaimed

need.

EEE

undertaking.

they

BERS

7

attention
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dition,

Its Piay et for prozeotioh (vs. 21-23)

. 21. I—Ezra speaks in the first person
ta giving the account of his - great

the
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of this rank, Ez~a’s call meét with a
weenonse
and a. considerable
Murder: of Wavites became members

‘the readily available! them

suesssessszes

ministers

be
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with

should

eect
Sse oe

might bo provided

jambs

2

wer

‘sia? How long had it ‘been since the
first return from captivity under Ze:
ubbabel?
How many accompunteil
Ezra from Babylon
to Jerusalem?
What wasthe value.of the treasures
carried with them? What was the occasion fora call to.fasting and prayer?
How was the faith of Ezra shown?
How long were the pecple in making
2
the journey?
‘

the best ewe

SEKN

the

of

SS
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make

by the king of Per-

ber

te EENBE CoB att

to.

him

‘
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are the oldest and least prolific, should
be separated from the rest of the flock
and tattened for the mark:
A

8

present

ald was given

was

What

|

The next fall, after the ewes hare

dropped their Jambs, some culling out
should be done.
Those ewes which

ddaamanawce

Levites

made before leaving Babylon.
Questions—Who was Ezra?

3 al‘aid

— to

succulence.

SuSsecssasussna

the

Journey to Jerusalem, he sent for some
of them ‘n order that the temple ser-

pond With the inventory which

‘This class of

maintained
jonas

provide

abel

the

_ Canals connected with Euphrates River
At Altava, though some think the
, Deople gathered near the Euphrates.
+ When Ezra found that there were none
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pee of the
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and
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of the

also during
to countere

act the binding tendency of grain feeds
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of the

the gold, as well as the
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ot

arises Siret from

condition jn which’ droppings reach ; Oly a few ewes to'start with, a large
the Anu: second, from the scattered} flock can soon be grown. The flock
coniiition {1 which they reach the ought to double ftself every year, and
,ang third,.from, the.general dis-}(hia increase will be about all the av-

and

}taken

hay,

fer\llity. No class of animal raised on , he does not like sheep. This delng #0, Bec
1 to
old
ewes
fart sill
_thet—in-the-favid
rnot. try -to5 which have been discarded, thus sol
orable “influence thus exerted. This | for Iu all probability he will not give ecting the foundation for the future

record
{8° three days—Thus allowing time for
ener
Ten
! re1 it is need‘
Prepared his rest-and for making plans for future
Yona to sny that there la'a
demand
as to
rvs Jaw of the Lord, and| action,
‘| for ‘thesé’ products ‘and|
Apdieato teach { in Israel sta.
tion
0
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Data tpto a& bigbig demi
demand for/many
judgments.” We have in the }®2¢
temple. An account was
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£090 it,
ieateatand;
e
:

W. H. Underwood.
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lock (oF
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8. « beamaiitained eae Be
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any attack was
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le, Why more of th
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“te
ae
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%
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abode thers:
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splendid restlts. Turnips and
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Wore saved from the attacks at
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recelpié 7,600;

steady to 10c-

Hogs,
mixed,
lower, Heavy, $18.10 to $18.26; $15.10;
$28 to $18.10; yorkers, $17.90-to
light yorkers, $17 to $17.28; piga- $16.78
to $17; ronghs, $16.75.to $17; ®ags, 15
:
to 36.
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willow
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too,”
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“Supplement to The

hy Canada Needs.
‘More Money _

to date the war has cost Canada about $700,000,000.

UP

account.
Canada has spent in Canada over $400,000,000 on lier own
00,000.
$300,0
over
Britain
Great
of
Canada has spent‘in Canada on behalf

to Great Britain
What Canada spends for Great Britain is really loaned 1
and will be repaid or credited to Canada later on.
\

Great Britain needs so much ready
cash to finance: her own expenditures at
home for herself and for our Allies that she

must buy on credit from Canada, and from
other

country

Of course

Great

every

credit.

where

can

she

get

in cash, or its equivalent.

So Canada says to Great Britain:—‘I

will lend you the money so that you can
pay cash to Canada’s producers for what
you want.

Britain's credit is so

good that other countries, in order to get her
trade, are quite as willing to give her credit’
as we are in Canada.
Canadd wants to help. Great Britain
not only because Canada wants Britain's
trade but because we are Canada and she is

“] will ‘borrow this money

from our

own people just as you borrow money from
}
your people.

“J will also borrow from the people of

Canada money; to pay cash for all the products that Canada, as well as Great Britain,
needs in Canada.”’
That is Canada’s practical, patriotic

Great Britain—both members of the same

part in helping to win the war.
_ Without this credit the Canadian pro-

For Canada it is both a filial and
“patriotic duty to supply Great Britain's

without these Canadian products the war

great Empire, kin of our kin, our motherland.

war needs and remember, her needs are our
needs. Also it is in Canada’s self-interest
to supply those needs and thus keep open
a market for our products.
*

*

*

Now, Britain needs. our wheat, our
cheese, cattle, hogs, and many manufactured articles.

Canada also needs many of these things

—hbetween

the

two

to

it amounts

more

than a million dollars a day in cash.
And
NN

paid
be t
for rent, materials, ete. They mus

the

producers

be paid. in

must

ducer could not sell to Great Britain, and
;

would be prolonged.

So it is'necessary for Canada (to give
to Great Britain the credit in order that
Canada’s own producers, who need amarket,

will have one; and in order that Great
Britain which needs the products to win the

war, will get them.
*

*

*

Now how does Canada get the money
by which both Canada and Britain can pay
cash for Canada’s products?

By

Canada

borrowing

through

it from the

the sale

of

le_of

Canada’s

Victory Bonds to be offered in November.

cash.

Neither Canada nor Great Britain
could go-to a Canadian farmer and, buy
his wheat or his cattle on credit.
The farmer and all other producers
might be ever so willing to give their
country credit but they could not do it
because they have to pey cash for wages,

That is why Canada’s Victory Bonds

are offered to the people—to raise money
to help to finish
the war.
“Canada must keep her shoulder to the
wheel even though
it be a chariot of fire,”
and the. way for Canada to keep her
shoulder to the wheel is by buying

Canada’s Victory Bonds |
Z

” est week this space will tell why Cansda reise money
*

Victory Beads
‘by selling Canada’s

*
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WITH A PIECE OF VELVET.
A Parisian milliner can take a piece

ie HERE

black

velvet,’ fashion’from it a hat

jw muff,
give to each b;
4mming a cord and tassel of blue
and rightly consider her duty
“HER,

MAGIC TOUCH.
make & soft little hat of

fe
é

Fie
ie ce

i

and a knowing looking
neck scarf, give a narrow
‘oleskin to the hat and molescarf
and

ear.

in preventing or banishing colds. They

act as a gentle Jexative, keeping the
bowels and stomach free and sweet.
An occasional dose will prevent colds
or if it does come on suddenly
the
prompt use of: the ‘Tablets wil} quick-

ly cure it.
The Tablets are sold by
medicine dealera or by mail at 25 cents
their

that gives

¥

the little ones are sel:
with colds
that may hang on all winter.
Baby's
Own Tablets are mothers’ best friend

a box from’ The Dr. Williams’

own, it is

us our best in hatand

~~ neck and muff sets not
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CLOTH

HAT.

‘The cloth hat that has sprung into
rs admirable opportun-
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Motor
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capital stock

‘That iron is the very basis of our
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: From all over America they testify
‘}to the merits'of MINARD’S LINIMENT, the best of Household Remodies):
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| MINA

the
<

ing

of new cloth
ererywhote,'or
at least
\exsom bled,
Hinery,

sets ‘as Wéllias sets in
é

A NATTY TURBAN.

~ gometinies
the cloth is “embrotdered

+g Uttle at tho endsiin wool or chenflle
%
Somotineés it is.omly
‘ined

will be admitted

and many of our

greatest supplies of iron ore are being
rapidly depleted
because of the
increased per capita consumption of iron
the world over, an Increase which is

destined to be greater in the future
when the races in Asia and Africa increase

their

consumption

of

iron.

~ These conditions of increasing consumption and decreaslgg reserves have
often in the past,
Jcularly ebout
the beginning of this century, been
used to create a scaré, on the, ground
that our supplies of usable ore were
being so rapidly depleted that their exhaustion would occur within two or
three generations,
<
This is a preposterous point of view,

because as we lower the percentage of
iron in the rock which we call “ore”
the quantity of such ore increases at a
rate out of all proportion to the de-

crease in fron content, and as we use
leaner and leaner ores technical \nprovements

will

be

made

which

will

minimize any tendency to increased
cost of production.
o same thing has happened in
‘gold, silver, copper and other ores, and
today copper ores are
with only 1.6 percent.

being
worked
of copper in

them.—Chemical Engineering.
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Distemper.
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; and in th
6 col‘this was an adorable little'
In the Shops.
far of soft gray velvet the

in fur
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CAPE COLLARS.

fur.

*

collars and short capes of fur
to‘be an ep! idemic if the fur
Innumerable
the shops,

Wash

blouses

of soft.

warm. wool

challis are in pretty striped effects and
have collars to be worn high or low.
‘New play suits for little boys are in
one-piece

style,

striped cottons.

and

made

of

:

sturdy

Gleaming and lovely are <he new
metal cloths with satin finish. There is
green, pink or blue in addition to gold,

silver or gun metal, and tho cloths are
one yard
<
New ribbons to make bags are in
peacock feather designs, with o satin
stripe.
They are quite wide and not
too expensive to be prohibitive.
‘A dustless duster which absorbs the
st

instend

of spreading

it, and

ishes whilé it dusts, is one
articles for the
‘And it is quite inexpensive,
oo
makes the
who
man
‘The
himself doesn’t necessarily

‘and helpful

jaugh

and

grow

fat.

~"

pol-

of the new

housewife.

too.
most
have
:

the

parent

of this company

be constructed and adjusted with the
greatest car2, but must be installed in

a special vault, where the temperature

is practically uniform. It must also be
free from jar or vibration and must,
therefore,

of

-pier.

be mounted

on # heavy ma-

Lastly, it should always

be kept under tho same
barometric
pressure, and tals may be affected by
inclosing it in @ glass or metal case,

from which

the air is partlally

ex-

Nausted.
In order that the case may
not be opened or disturbed the winding {s done automatically by electri-

city, the frequency of the wiading in
some

cases

minute.

being

Only

as

often

pendilum.

attain the highest degree
—Wall Street Journal.
Minard’s

as

clocks

every

can

of accuracy.
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Cures Colds,
a

Liniment

Etc.

For Him.
New English dressing gowns, warm
and comfortable, in lMght or heavior
weight, and checked effects or plain
colors, just-as ne likes.

<<<— —

SUMMER

DIARRHOEA.

Summer
diarrhoea
is, of
course,
commonest and moat fatal among infants, but it occurs among adults also,

ter.
Should it not do so, Howeres, a
doctor should
be
consulted.
le

burn {s nearly always becoming and
seldom painful, but fair-skinned, light~
di discomfort from it.
These latter should
always
wear
broad-brimmed
shady

haired people often suffer great

hats, should dry the face thoroughly
after washing or, especially,
after seabathing and if women, should cover
the skin of the face before going out
into the sunshine with a protective
layer of good pure face cream covered
with an equally reliable powder. Both
should be removed at once on coming
{adoors out of the sun, Women should
wear extra veils, preferably plain ones,
as

an

extra

precaution.

difficult to remove sunburn once it has
a)
|, but relief may be obtained
from the burning and tingling of the
affected skin by applying cold cream
fairly thickly over it.

shoes-in styles that

must be: present, {t must have proper
food, proper clothing, proper surround-

Sellers of military brushes say that

ever so many

women ere buying these

brushes to send to the boys in camp.
They make practical gifts,
choice of various wood or silver backs
with
but one should select bristles
care.

steadily and soundly all these

you if you are sutferT want to help
Dleeding, itching, blind oF | aimos'
I canSh
you how, child
our own home and
without any- develop
bag

assistance,

you

factors

ings, and proper exercise,
1
case
of a quite small baby sufficient exercise is almost assured
by the promisfon of suitable clothing. If the clothes
‘are-simple and do not-hamper-and-imthe movements of the arms, legs,

LAST

AT

RELIEF

can

apply

the

must

not

i

way can seldom

well or thrive as it should. It
be forgotten, too, that even

simple ¢lothing is not natural to man,
nd every opportunity should be
selzed of allowing the baby
crawl quite naked for a while in suittrial able surroundings—in a warm, well1 promise to send you-a FREE t and
ventflated room, or ona rug out of
ofthe new absorption treatme!
if doors. in the sun and air acording to
references from your own locality
I assure
‘These exercises for the
you will but ‘write and ask.
you of immediate. relief. this offer. no tiny infant, should .be supplemented by
‘a certain
of
ie about by
money, but tell others of
.| the mother or nurse.
In.the natural
Address
primitive state the! baby is carried by
MRS, M. SUMMERS,
Box 8,
the mother almost continuously, and it
Windsor, Ont.
{g/clear that the mere mechanical adare
fastment of the. child’s
thi
movements of thé mother brings
the
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FOR SALE.
FORD STREAMLINE . HOODS—COVers the brags radiator; eliminates
the bunty appearance; write for c'
.
jurrowea

Mfg.

onto.

TONEY ORDERS.
Ss

END

A

EXPRESS
are payable

DOMINION

Money Order.
everywhere.

They

FOR RENT.
F OR RENT—GOOP FARM ON YONGE
street: 215 acren; near Richmond
: lot 4b; three apring creeks; first
class house: ample stabling for ‘horses,
cattle and hogs; water in stables; Metroolitan cars poorly:
inquire of Mra.
J.

Richmond
N. Boyle,

Hill stop.
Richmond

Hill, or Cook & Gilebrist, 33 Richmond
street

west,

fatigue products, there is an opportunity given those functions which have

remained inactive and eluggish,

Toronto,

Ont.

FARMS FOR SALE.

and

ONE-HUNDRED

TWO

even atrophic, to exercise and develop.

It ig a restoration of balance. For con-

fined
and
and
this

and sedentary workers even hard
coarse country work {s
restful
invigorating. For indoor workers
ort of
vacation means a new,

Tease on Iife. Very often a border line
case of tuberculosis {s maintained a little longer above the line by @ proper
vacation. The increased tendency to

arteriosclerosis and

other

over; will stand
posscasion g:
‘will-meet you: at Gladsto!
station: plione in house; rut
‘alter Barkwill, R. R.
yton, Ont.

No.

*

degencra-

tive conditions, as well as premature
senility, nearly al] the result of high

pressure and efficiency, can be much
the diarrhoea lasts the diet should be neutralized by periodic vacations, a
largely farinaceous, composed mainly | tacation
free from
the grind,
of
of such things as rice, t. sago, tapioca, ‘ course, but also from the worry incldent thereto, The vacation is a theracornflour and arrowroo!
peutic measuré come
to stay.—New
SUNBURN.
York Medical Journal.
Sunburn fs easier than to prevent
than to cure, though many people preTwo Freaks of Nature.
fer to risk it rather than to take the
annoying little precautions
necessary
Two contrasting freaks of nature are
if it is to be avoided.
To people with tho Island of Fire and the Lake of
dark complexions and hair, whose skin Snow. The Island of Fire {s called the
tans to a pleasant brown color, sun- Home of Hot Devils. It is situated In

are both sensible and good looking.
Some are all of cordovan, others ha~e
cordovan vamps and calfskin tops.

cordovan

Cures

——

Vacation and Efficiency.

‘THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BABY
‘There are many
factors
necessary
for the proper development of a young
child.
If
the
baby
1s to develop

New

these baby

So with us; the play. of the

Minard’s Liniment
Cows.

les in various parts of the United
tates are owned and
the,
Chevrolet Motor Goupany. et
sa and with serious results if no steps are
ware.
evrolet
Mo FirCompan:
eo
In very many
Ja one of the strongest and most pow- taken to check it
cases slight diarrhoeea {s merely Naerful of the motor cdmpanies.
It is an interesting fact.that while ture’s method of getting rid of some
has been
the Chevrolet Motor:Company of Can- unsuitable substance that
ada is closely.
the Am- eaten, and where it is of short duration no harm results.
But when it
erican Chevrolet Companties, it is owned and operated
:
jan Insts day after day something should
be done, and the best thing is to take
capital and,Canadian men.
r. McLaughlin is. to be
uu @ smart purge, a dose of castor oll or
This
lated In his appointment to the Direc- three or four grains of calomel,
usually gets rid of the irritating mattorate of this company.
Accurate Timekeepers.
‘The most perfect clocks are used in
astronomical observations.
One of
these has run for months, with
an
average error of only one fifteen-thousandth of a second a day. In order to

learning

baby and the child builds the framework of the healthy man and woman.

is $80,-

Bight Chevrolet Motor Com-

of kittens

up cat was acquired during

games.

Doctor

(By a Physician)

000,000 and among its assets are the
controlling interest in General Motors

sonry
ee

is

run go perfectly a clock must not only

No Danger. of « Shortage Because
of Increased Consumption.
industrial civilization

Company

(ba

The fall {s the most severe
season
of the--year for colds—one
day
is
‘warm, the next is wet and cold
and
unless the mother
is on her guard

the

company incorporated under. the laws
of the ‘State of Delaware in 1915. The

Company.

GUARD THE CHILDREN
FROM AUTUMN GOLDS

Co., Brockville, Ont.

was

Appointed @ director of the Chevrolet
Company on Oct. 5th, at a
meeting held in New York. This Chev-

a family

anee,

balance and acrobatics onthe rungs of
chair must have realized how much
of the perfect suppleness of the grown-

Chats With

little migger boys starting’
on a
run,

e

watched

Pasoed dehind @ street car and then
there was one,

things,

tains, and climb up
table legs,
and
these instincts should
be anticipated

then

were two.

to handle

and provided for. They are useful and
not
harmfol,
Anyone
who
has

wondering

‘about of the road and

want

to pull itself abeut by chairs and sur-

spree,

One jumped on a moving car and then
there were. three,

there

be

les as pos=
sible, so that the baby may have all
the liberty it needs to investigate its
surroundings without causing trouble.

sure,

little nigger boys
what to do,

be

simple,
The furniture and fittings
should be strong and able to bear a lit-

One forgot nis eafety and then there|
®ero four.
J
Four Uttle nigger bore going-on o

Three

must

airy, well ventilated, sunny, clean and

Five 1M nleker boys théigh’ diey
Were

waxes;
excellent school;

ig.

:
nee. Apply Beadmore
Front_atreet eaat, Toronto,
—$—$—$<$<$<—<————
WATCHMAKE
c LASS
often succumb to an illness that a vig- First
Highest’ waxes. — Steady”
wanted.
orous one would throw off in a day or employment,
Smiths, Jewelers, Nave

:

Played a game called” Last aoe
and then there were five.

RS _AND LETTER
cw” TTE!
fare advanced: WEG,
ted; rails,
Ont.
Si
AT
TED FORTANNERIES miles
nk, 35

earofully.watched.
An ill-nourished
or a flabby, fat, starch-fed child will

then there

glad

1917

WANTED.

Ware
v oc es numer Abpy, RSWel Hanlre
Hospital, St. Catharines, Ont,

freshly pi
, given in scrupulously
clean utensils, and its effect on the | work
child's health ‘and growth must be ‘town;

Sevan tries,
ittte algger boys playing silly

“Six little nigger boys

NO. 43,
HELP

subject of artificial diets for bables is
rather too long a one to go into fully
here, but the food should always be

PIEUt Uttle nigger boys looking up to}

eaven,
Walked
into “a moter
there were seven.

ISSUE

=

5

}

Piles, Eczema, Asthma, Catarch. veie
he
Dyspeps! la, Epilepsy, Rreumatiam,
nay, Blood, Nerve und Bladder Diseasea
Call or send distory for frre advice. Medic!
furnished in tablet form, Howrs—J0 am. to 2 pm,

the midst of a large lake of boiling
mud in the Jeland of Java, The steam

aod %t06 pan,

mud form themselves into bubbles, attaining a diameter of five or eix feet,
nd sail high up in the air like
Dalloons, carried hither and thither by
the wind and finally exploding with a

DRS.

«

and gases which arlee from the sticky

{

Please

loud crash.

ken up by solar heat, which makes
minute fiseuring in the ice, giving it
the appearance of snow.

Se

Minard’s

Liniment

Dressing

ee

Cures

——
Wounds With

Diphtheria.

Sugar.

Dr.
G,
Magnus
reports
to
the
‘Therapeutische Manttscefte of Berlin
on his success In treating wounds with
ordinary sugar.
This he sprinkles in

@ thick Iayer over the wound, that has
previously been washed and dried. Ho
covers it with a dry dressing, which he
renews every day.

‘The Journal

of the American Medi-

Association says a great advan!
of this dressing {s that it does not
stick
to the wound, but stimulates a
powerful secretion,
which flushes out
the depths of the wound, while profuse
suppuration softens crusts end necrotie tissue and
gives
@
chance
for
healthy granuletion below. When this
stage is reached salves or transplanta-

tion take the

place-of
2

sugar.

Madame’s Belt.
Sometimes ‘tis very narrow.
And then again it is a broad affatr,
coming well down over the skirt.
Often it is a wee girdle of cloth or
silk or braid—quiet and demure,

Or it may end in loops and ends, or

perhaps

a soft throw

tie, or ike some

other thing we might mention, apparently have no end at all.

Cleverly used it may conceal or reveal much—make her slim and not-so-

slim, just as she wishes, and give her
gown

the most piquant

touch it needs.

Me. ton

MIRAGE

The biggest snow lake 6 seen from
the eummit of Hispar pass, in the Ka-

range. It is more than 300
equare miles in area. In Switzerland
the sea of Ico might better be called
the 6ea of snow, as the surface 1s bro-

Sunceys—10
am tol pm

Consultation

Free

»

SOPER & WHIT
25 Toreate St,, Toronto, Oct
This Pathr.

IN CLOUDS.

The Spector That Gave an Aviator

the Scare of His Life,
An

extraordinary

story

of a mirage

in the clouds {s told by @ young flying
corps officer in the British service:
“I had often wondered*what it would
feel ke to see a
machine
coming
straight for one and to know that a
collision was inevitable. I had the exPerience'one afternoon, only
the col-

Malon did not take place.

I was on

patrol with five other machines over
the Hnes and had.
just
gone into a

cloud bank.

Just before going in I saw

the bus on my right turning to cross in

front of me,

All of a sudden 1 saw a

machine just the same as my own appear out of the cloud about fifty feet
away,
making straight for me,
Instinctively I jammed my nose hard
down and went as near a nose dive as
possible. The other bus did the same.

I turned! The other turned into me,
I was in a cold perspiration all over by.
this time, so ? thought, ‘Here goes; if
T am going to crash it might as well be
complete,’
So. straight for.it I went.
We get closer and closer, and, biff;my

machine and—its mirage in the clonds
met—
“It seemed like a hideous nightmare,

and I can still see that machine Wong
its utmost to crash into me, I ° think
I can say I have
rors of a collision

its

actually

taking

had the
fail: horin, the air without

place."—London

‘Telegraph.
Mr,

Olive—Where

in the — world

have you been, dear,
Mrs. Olive—Down
playing bridge.
night to be ou!

night,

in

to

the

Mi

“But it’s an

rain?

Card's.

awful

But I was'nt out to
I won."—Detroit News,

Erie. Truly a “shoestring repubShe is equoezed’ tightly between

e
twenty-four

provinces,

est province oe oe ens

same crystal purity

that makes‘it the favorite to-day. . Buy it in original packages

7,000 have becn

waughtered.

“| Greek Bishop’
of Aivalik

“The

conimitted

suicide in despair.

“The latestaccount from ‘Trebizond

4

shows the towns along the Black Ses
ure being emptied of their Greek popu-

jation.

Lyndon

8. Crawford,

se

i

ie eae In wit Be says fhe tollgns
Headquarters at sealer 16 ‘ou!
and
July let_no Greek man over Hebdan
‘under 50 be’fouudsin Ordon.”

Canadian * ‘Soldiers
“Five
Have Reached London.

x

From

missionary of the American Hoard at
‘freolzond, we have a letter dated July

ees

More % Air asVisitors, at
Month’s End. .

such on into the Interior.. As tor the
families, we will send further ordezs

Say Foe Expects Armistice,

Londoa

Cable

REE

MND Wihe DUTCH
wo-| FOR HUN WARFARE

x)
‘Expect

—-Lonion’s

;

rn :

§

;

5
x
hiicacns
proot § shelters ane being,
:
- card-Indexdd
— "Me, Crawlordalso wrote: ‘First lot | Ur0ot
_
}2
nes:
S
ws express once more our thankfal- | m™ preparation SITE
Re Et
° sof Furnis
nished by
Proof
Ample,
|
arches,
tunnels,
‘Sufficient
raids.
|
has
Ho
deliverance
‘zones,
“
‘
London Cable — Five Cana tans | Ross to God for thegreat,-grand
ay
and substantiel
oftictals
convinces”
Shee
ts, basements
y
Russian
ta
xent us by the
Paper
;
ro
inventoried”
and | cu arigs nave boon
es ot this
here that wireless
reached London tiaving escaped trom | 2° "2.07psopie, We are more
Baye bec ©
Huastans { Dulldings
characte: ‘prev cjiowedupicked’up
Airmen Made | character
- Germany, They Ate: 27,088, C. F. H.| more appreciating what theImmediatea0, | When British
by. formal have
persons.
million
one
accomodate
‘peddipsRaid.
region.
this
for
done
Britain’s
have
|
of
132,527,
battalion;
Stearthur, Toronto
nouncement by thé Berlin Govern.
iv
of this |) Tn anaking this andouesment to-jin Justifidation
Russian oreupation
, Latest Course.
after thein sores
Hight | lyprovings
Montreal
hundreds of | day, Sir George cares tome eet
doch E Caaningham,
Le Master;
109477, Wo
faaderss-and
a
hostile extreseaoe
ment of
eras
is
eC ar one villa Panta F
See
‘Amsterdam Cable — The Telegraaf |-quming. nts the Tebalef: Taut not
eee
ee ee ria eC oearal th
be sur- |
¥i09,231, Jobin Evans, and 1,310, J- AE
nia
ant|"“rrom the Gresk Minfster to the} w wake & canvass — of caamereaETs
mothoas : hus says the air attack on Roulers-arsenal { “laltic
‘Rities. Cunningtiam

$3
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jater."

Early Peace.

10831; SCanted
was

captured

‘ond
the

battle of
Canadian

‘on the Somme,

in

September

year

last

McArthur in the sec-

Ypres.’ When seen by
Associated Press cor

appearance
and ter- Se oieseear agon,ot thesoperating
was:one of thé most dratiatic strugsie.
»off
| of Getman st!

German
United States, Georges
Rousses,1 shelters in greater Lomion. He sal4 | yigwieuge of doubt
that the sand and
giigucest
have a letter September 21, 1917, ‘In the Government nad cocided to makeOf} { fie
crave) sent through Holland to Belit a regulation under the Defence
| which he says:
tary
<
Act to require everyone
“

Germans,

the

by

‘Backed

declared that | Turks have put into execution
the alent wasCunningham
on the verge.of revolu-| even organized their wildness.

Flanders

rible episodés of the
oe enon Berlin
troops in | the Atlante comet
rhe Germans had quartered.
patel: IMtary-DUFPOBES the
shelter 10 SE ee some
ak Se interpreted as mean-|
oe
and | possessing athe bomb-proof
which is a spacious. new
arsenal,
of the evidence
‘Tirpits,
disposal of the public} quires pi
the}

the

Christmas,

Corey

and

They.

the end

food

captured

j

are |

a sortie, with sixteen
@s a result of a ¢onfit| are announced
sorts of doprivations,
trenches.
the enemy
by | ference of the mayors of the various
yards from
ten Yer
kill || for military sercice were taken fact}
men were
and eleven
ten
jondon boroughs.
army. despite the
—_+-2
—
ed and the remainder taken prison-| torce into the
paid for exemption; some

Hig
Shire: ties: bareoes

Kdlled on the way to the German rear
bythe
British artillery.
in
sortie he received a bayonet wound
the Jeg, and was taken before & Ger& book
man General, who showed him
containing the records of the Canahim
dian army in France. He pressed

fences, and, secondly, by the’ military.

making

were | of having

ers, bat all except Cunningham

ation concerning

for

menps.

xt morning

reinforce-

he was

taken

to

German headquarters, into a hedugout,
was
Subsequently.

oe S|

‘Asia Minor, ‘Mr. Jackson. said
teen organized for non-political
stete of want:
<ions to a Fae
epee

ae
£

airnien, ; He was
foodsin the journey to the prison camp

EERS

AT 0.S. TROOPS

Dplmen, was Inoculated four times,
ft
yacdinated six times, isoldted for a

LESS CLOTHES) ==

monéh, then put on sinking pumps for

:

5

Vhis

Ai

in the

and -msked for three tickets jto a cer

throwgh the village, and rested till
night
in a small wood.
Continuing
Gourney, they enccuntered first:
Une entries, but crossed the frontier
with®ut a mishap. Thet British Consul

busy traffic was

observed

Unhappy
Berliners
Are
Gatthing It Both Ways:

hem.

for All.

Weeet-|

stations

strenm

behind

to

which

The

articles of apparel
travelling rugs and

Ger-

Petrograd

if one

has

a

—

Cable
has

customary

/
{

os

be)

One

hundred

Canadians, and all are being returned
to 7anada.

ee

aaa

/

.

(OF CRUEL TURK
“

a /

3{

quarantine.

and seventy-five out of two hundred
receatly escaped from-Germany are

4,700,000 Exiled or Murdered
in Asia “Minor.

wufficiently-trained

Armenians.

regular

army

of

only “100,000 and a National Guard of
120,000, -hardly trained at all, The various, measures taken to increase
the
army will resu:t in the formation by
spring of an army of about 1,400,000,

summer,

has. recovered

the

open-

sufficiently,

from

and smoking
west.
A-womnan’s

this.body must-bear
gt least thirty mombers
is slightly mo>@| become effective,

suits his fancy may

wardrobe

sug-|

complicated, but among the things it;
may

Snelude

are

two

blouses,

one,

to

commissioners

lion, of which

anc new

construc,

be only

four mil-

the navy

500,000,

“Any extensive tran

can

trooys

Would

cause

sume

treatments

fs

belng

meted

out

echoesyof these horrors come out froar

une

to

time.

and

aushoritative

accotnts

sonny even to cight hundred thousand
@ been deported, mainly from the

Soass Tesions, into tho interior of Asia

nor.
“The Greeks of Asia Minor have alWays been law-abiding and perfectly
Turkisn Government

Under Abdul. Hamid) they..were
well
7
treated. but hia: successors adopted &
Programme

{Aig

taal

the

at

now

fs

from Berlin that Germany

ALL-METAL PLANES
70 BACK UPON

New Type to Be Built to Aid
i
fe
Infantry.
‘
.
:

tral sources

through @. tightening of
«|; akin
» Attentlon wag called at tie confer
ence to the necessityof preventing
Sweden from supplying Germany with

the blockade.

army

9,

°

=

Preparing

Feverishly

for Air War.

(Reuter despatch:

Cable —

London

—The following.
facts, which
have
come: to the knowledge of the French
staff Illustrate the vital importance ©
6f air supremacy for the Allies:
“Germany is straining every
nerve
In anticipation of Amer‘ca’s new
air

squadrons and the
offensive.
The
battle-planes is

Aijlies' spring air

mumber of
German
being . doubled dur-

|
La

{ng the winter andthe. motor building.
factories”
throughout
Germany
are enlarging . their plants-~and’ reinforcing their labor,
Twenty-nine important
new
factories
have
been
created, Between February and August
large orders, have. been placed inj Swit-\

zerland for quantities of three-seaters
with two sixty-horse-power
engines,
z

iss

ta rag concerti ai ennes Ah
Relght of bombs and climblag 12,000
5

.

feet in thirty-five minutes.

}
|

lew models of every type are
being feverishly produced.
They inelude a new all-metaf machine for cooperation

with

the

infantry.

“A big German machine

cently

landed

in

which re-

Holland

was

fitted

with electric Installation for. the purpose of warming

the aviator.

“Simultaneously the

Germans

are

greatly augmenting the personne!
of
thelr air-serv:
and expediting and

encouraging transfers to this.
in
“A captured order issued by General Ludendorff° states the Allies are
2eroplanes — econom!:
employing

requires, 2,-

yort of Ameri.
serious diffi-

ue

to @ great

« view

with

}

oe

}

wrong to
futufe. . ‘We should be
overwork and Wear out. our alr formations which
are inferfor in’ nymber,’ the order says, ‘The infantry
it
be told it fs impossible to. prevent the
enemy flying over our lines.. The aire
men must be used
sparingly
and at
calm times
Germany must bave.
as

many

maghines. as posible for..great

emergencies

GERMAN FLIERS’
RAID ON NANCY

againet the German army than against
the nerves of the German'pcopie
and
against the internal unity
of
Ger-

10 Killed, 40

many.”

Injured,

in

~Open.-Freach. Town.

In As{a)Minor at the out-

break-of the war in 1914, subject “to
ish rule... Accordingsto the latest:
Tellable

show that-the
allies iare-determined
to support theif armies in the ffeld by
cutting off ag far’ as possible all stp:
plies for the Germidy’army from neu

metals, and the -genera): ‘opinion’ was
to | that hereafterthe nvutrals’ should be
| compelled to furnish»'the allies with

-

“Tiers were scme two or three mil-

lion Greeks

inorder.

t

paneer et
the

von Tipit
ne of vie e

in Foe

def’ th.
ie
undel

decision of the recent” allfed conterence at London. Detafls of the ‘conference are beginnitig to reach» Washl
ington through offictal/channels, They

all treore in preparation for..the com: | will be
for this trades
Ing winter campaign,

culti¢g in supplies ¢> England “and
.
France. It must axto be remembered
Not sat
New York Repor::-—
that the U-boata are a{nking more
the slaughter of bundrels Of thous:
und more éhipe dalls.
ot Armenjans ‘and’ Syrinus,
“Finally? the fighting vaite of: the
hss “also turned against, tho Greck American troops ls not great. probably
care jana 1h ts-domlafons;.and mote ; about equal to thar of the Rouman.
iams,
and there certainly will be fewthail iUy,uWv have tallza a yicum to
er of them than Roumanians. So, Ger‘permeation iu tno torm
many will have an easy task. In fact
sultetine*or ‘teporiation,tt° was
stie.doubtful
whether the Americans.
¢lared bere to-day by Frank W. Jac
will risk the venture of sending an
eon, of this city, chairman of the KeNet- Gotumittee” tor‘ Gréeks © of Asia army to Europe at all,
“The-only American help to be eerMinor, Ho gatd the reat details
ihese new ‘urkish .atrocitiess . wore “ously reckoned with is in the alr.
Fifers can be quickly
-trainedand
dest beginning to leak outs
“The story.of the Gresk deportation eeaily (ransported,.;but tae ~German
command has
“taken all neceseary
own,” said Mr.
to meet this danger.
‘he
Jacksca. “Quietly nad gradually ‘the measures
new enemy directa his efforts
Tete
to the Greeks ss to the
Arniqniana.
Althouze
‘clossiy
guarded,
cer

each

eee ee

hand

failure, and. it Js

‘purdeus

war

wilch
@ent special | goods of their oWn- production
at. the | they. cannot consiame, in «xchange for
frown. the ‘allies. Further, thes
‘front to make plans for révictualling | supplies requlrod
to.use, thelr own ships
‘The War Miniatry has»

summer,
béfore
urope
can reach
while, in many cases, a large number
must be retained at home;
so
that
not more than 400,000-or 500,000
men
can be sent to Europe. The transport
difficulties “Witt ‘be enormous,
Two
and a half million tons og shipping
will be necessary to transport
and
supply sixteen divieions, and tho total
American siipping, even lowing for

hips

particularly those

made

{Bight days before the
necessary to“have both.
Parliament{
may officiolly | the constituent assembly ‘Membere
‘A man's wardrobe
of|
its Iabors.
conaist of nine collars, three pairs 9f; will suspend will
enjoy. parliamentary|
Parliament.
cuffs, three shirts, three under vests.!
from mili- |
exenipt
be
and
{mmunity
suit,!
Work-day
one
jacket,
andar
one
by
adopted
Any-measure
service.,
tary.
|
morning
what
it,
afford
and, if he can
the signatures of |

these
Seca
wining. eiderable part of this army | Amount of underwear,

tlon, will by epring

_
ting

potions, and
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to save
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21,--The king of
3 but Ben-hadad

marvelous

with
and sent ‘the king
‘of Israel ‘word that he would send his | Sreat
Servants to eearch the houses of the
king and of his servants, and they
pea
carry away whateyer they deIi. A reasonable defiance (vs, 7-15).
2-9, This arrogant

demand

stirred

up

\hab-to resistance, and he summoned
the chief. men of the nation and told
what

the king of Syria had

said.

unsellors advi: seat him to reingly
he
, Bent word to Ben-hadad tee he would
not

submit

to

oon

rere -hadad
after reigning

him—To

this

humiliation.

of Syria,

I., who died
C. 890,
about thirty years. Unto

‘Ahab, king

‘do so

10.

known

unto

of sarael.

me,

and

more

The

also—

A sort of oath or a strong affirmation,
‘Suffice for handfuls—Ben-hadad had a
atmy, and he wished to impress
Ahab with an idea of its greatneas by
this strong statement,
Samaria

> ig/a hill three hundred feet high and
about four miles in circumference at

life of their

energy

master.

Israel went—The

deliverance

{nsp’

to make the wictory

a

ing of
rhe relation bet

aid ththe king

of Syria

make

upon

the

king of Israel?
Who appeared to eficourage Ahab? What was the sti
of Israel's army compared with that of
Syria? . Describe the battle and the
victory.
What wickednes and folly
were in the Syrian camp?
How aid
drunkenness afect the outcome of the

battle?
abstain

Give reasons why
from strong drink.
PRACTICAL

one should

it poultry

farms

a

combina- | can be housed

tion of |the two systems is.used, that

in ‘call spaceier

Ply-

mouth | Rocks or anyof the other i.

SURVEY.

¢s to swing into the ceiling and cover

the outside of all window openings
with half inch wire mesh. Make the
outside door frames of
two-inch stuff
rabbitted for one inch battened doors.
Make the inside doors to match the
partition and hang to swing
both
ways.
Provide bins, hoppers, water
stand, roosts and
nests as shown.
Make all equipment movable so as to
allow of ease in cleaning.
The folowing is a list of material
required for a 100 bird continuows
house:
Studs, 2 in. x4 ta
482 5
Min, ft.
118 board f
‘tate, 2 baa $2 ft. x 2 in. x “4 in—
64 ‘ils, ft. 43 board ft.

men.

with impunity forget God.

Disregard’

for

his. judg-

brought

down

ments. The Syrian invasion was a divine chastisement upon Israel and

sire to take a handful of dust from their king, Ahab.
The
defeat
was
the hill, there would not be enough to God’s punishment of Syria and King
ig
hill-would: be carried Ben-hadad.
‘The instruments. used of
man had taken a God for the punishment of Israel ware
‘The

king

of

Israel

an-

Suppose

that

Ben-hadad’s

boastfulness

cn this occasion was due, at least in
indulgence
in strong
12, As he was drinking—Tho
yrian king and his fellow kings were

careless in their fancied security. They

“Bave themselves up to poe
ia
43. there: camo
rophet—The
king

and

people

of

mercy

upon

them

Teracl

Bad

gone

and

sent

them

far away from the true God, yet
_ had

he

punished in turn for their oppression
of Israel.
The invasion: was nothing
Ahab
short of a-national,calamity.
fourid himself utterly without resources at the fercy of one who showed no

Clarke thinks it might
fs unlikely,

The

latter view

for there appears

to he no

reason why the identity of either of
these should be conceal
hast thou
eter
Ahab bad seen the vast

_ #irmy- of Syria and had besn 60 tetrified

that

ae had consen'

to

give

“himself, his familySane ‘his Wealth to

_ Ben-hada id that ne
served. I will deli
the

eieet

‘was

Ute plent

altitude” of

placed the ST

be preagainst
the enemy.

ioe of Jehovnh.
could

“this

well

Rte pane -come
to the besteged oe thou shalt
‘mow thatI am the Lord—One more
effort was to be made in mercy to
‘ring

Ahab

to

realize

his

wickedness

4m trusting in heathen deities and ro‘the Koa! at
Israel, 14. by

to
eeeSocthcagedr pememtee agi
the young men of the

revels during the siege revealedfoe what
had
The
he possessed.
neither
mercy and Ahab had
no

It was
His defeat was his punishment,
begun with
a pitiful end of a campaign
Benso much fury and threatening. with a
capital
his
to
returned
hadad
a ze
decimated army, ® taroished
aa

In

the

sin God

The

men.

battles

ehalt know that I am the
yah’s power over the gods

manifest

young

men

were

of

Syria

in the entire invasion.

was
dad . was
‘The judgment upon Ben-ha another
It gave him
mercy for Ahab.
nce and
warning and time for repenta
to
idolatry
for Israel to turn from
of
The glory
serve the living God.
The
God was manifest in his mercy.
the leaderyictory was gained under
ship of the man whom God might have

It was more a
righteously destroyed.
It
humiliation to Abab then a glory,
left him in the presence of his people

a helpless debtor to that God whose
altar he had overthrown and to that

had
prophet: whose companions Jezebel
The vietory--was-not one
persect’
which sonia afford unmixed satisfac

the

God

Lord

was

posed

the attack

and

that

the

prophet

was his messenger, God ordered the
pattle, He appointed the general, diswhich

was

to assure

the victory. He timed everything so
as to fit In with circumstances and to
about the promised result, Such
1

when his army was en;
Israel,

He

was

made

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Continuous house one hundred
bird unit; showing
cotton windows closed. These are hinged so as

the glass and
to swing up to
the ceiling making an open front house for summer use-

punished

his supreme power among
were
of antiquity
of national
regarded as the contestsin the
invasion
deities, God's purpose prophet, | “Thou
‘was expressed by the
JehoLord.”

on. eared

thoroughly

ast
con-

In,

x4

t.

most. Benfirst to suffer and suffered defiance
of
hadad’s sins consisted In and
cruelty,
wanton insolence
veening ‘pride and drunkenness.

Ben-had: oe
in of Sy:

4 in—96

24 pieces, 10 ft. z 2in

iny mrt lin. ft, 227 boardfi
Floor (T. & G.) 512 sq. tt (10 per
cent.) 564 board ft.
‘ Roof boards 680 sq. ft. 68@
board

Ahab and Jezestrength nor dignity.
for the
bel were primarily responsible
They were
great apostasy in Israel.

It was
tion either to king or people. was
of
not won by thelr prowess. it
the chief officers of the such a kind that all boasting was exof cluded, In his darkest hour when
PaiStelots tee the kingdom
a
found
Ahab
him,
Ddecauuse | other refuge failed
were in
prophet at his side.
‘Goa extended
{nvasion.- ‘who’ shall
eats
battle—For the time Ahab mercy. That act of grace was designed
the
that
desirous of receiving to lead him to acknowledge
r
aot

2 in. x

character

icted realm.

-Mlisha in. disguise.

Sill, 2 pes. 32 ft. x 2 in, x 4 in;

over his

rather exulted

but

mercy,

Ben-hadad’s - haughtiness
misery.
was very manifest in bis messages. His

Spring
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oe

cool

we

3

Apples, bkt.
Do.

i long eral purpose breeds; similarly fowls
is, the laying stock is kept in
k is: in a large flock can be allowed less
houses and the breeding
per bird than fowls in a small
tol |
kept and the chickens reared. isio most
; flock. Generally speaking, about four
ony houses. This combination
‘ square feet per bird will be found a
satisfactory and is recsarsrentet
satisfactory
allowance.
that ;
‘There are certain requirements
| | A:A bouse: sixteen foet wide will be
‘2 house should have to be satistac
It should be well lighted, dry found to be satisfactory as it is not
thoroughly

and

out draughts.
with

tures

with

and

space

with-! so

cheapness
result

of constraction

amount
will

be

of floor:
a house

ust will stand the test of practical
condi::
wt depends on ‘the climatic.
oe what type of roof it isandbestsontto
the

ani

location

wuld be used,
loft

house ‘ts ssuble

to

we

hold

tho dampness in such a climate.
The location, kind of soil and’ local
conditions must. eens what type
‘of floor fs best
‘Where ‘the sofl fe ght and the locaton very dry and the labor conditfons
too greatly militate against it, j
‘do not
the use of earth floors willThebe found
points
to give entire satisfaction.
floor are: the
ia favor of this type of the
fowl pore
t and the fact that
better than any other. On the,
con
other hand the increased labor necesconto keep them in a sanitary
gary
@ition and the fact that rats can readfly

burrow in them form two very ser
ryan
earth is.

‘the floor

should

that

the

sun

will

not

reach

* be seriously affected by the cold In
winter.
It is not neceseary to build any
trenches to make a foundation; simply lay the floor similarly to the way
concrete walks
Jaid and
build
from it. Take boards—i
inch thick
wil Ido, and as wide as it is thought

|

what kind of floor.
In a locality’ subject to extremes of |
heat and cold, the “straw loft,ory.gableIn
roof will prove most satisfact
;
Such a climate the straw loft ensures |
a cool house in summer and a ary }
one in winter. But ina localityandwhere
the
there. are continuous rains
a

deep

} the back, nefther is it so narrow as to

Combine

maximum
the

and

but

ventilated,

be filled in'to a

‘helght considerably
above the surrounding ground, to. ensure perfect

advisable to have the floor above the
surrounding

Iand—set

them

on

edge

and stake them into positiqn no that
rae

inside

of

the

boards

will

give

for comfort

but often
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14 cuble ds. sand.

MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapails.—Cor

ue

1.8.

2,

Onte—I

eth

DULUTH GRAN MARKET.
Duluth—Linseed 43.14 to $Y 2
©
arrive, 15; October, $3.15 1-2 ble:
Somber, ead Ora bid; Deceraber.
1-2 bid] May, $3.11 1-2 nominal.
cues MARKETS.
and rearing chicks. Either a portable
St.
Que.—At
to-day's
moeving
hover or a colony breoder stove may
of the, Dan Board ‘7 boxes of abeesc
be used and the chicks placed in th:
ero boarded
and sold at Zi #8e
170
house right from the incubators. Af- packages
iter pold to Emomis & Cote,
ter the chicks are old enough to do
Quebec,
without heat, the brooding apparatus
BUFFALO LIVE STOCK.
may be-removed and the chicks al
East Dftalo, Report.—Cattle, receipts,
2 3-4 cubie yds. gravel.
A portable colony house
of this
description {is suitable either for a
breeding pen on range or for brooding

awin 3 be board feet.

12 ft. x 2 ins. x4
2
dia. x 4 Ineo in “te,

2

008.
Veals,
Hog!
s

ay.
eo
300;
4
xed
gn. “Sorkers
roughs

slow;
114.35
$14.75

3

stone

and

aa are

window

frames,

Lee

ino xs ft. 7

and

wire

oe Le aidoor, 3 t's 6 tt 6 tn
tf, (3 coats.
“Hurdware! (aalis, ink:
—The Canadian Countryman
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. Yor!
to $188;
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Rafters,
ne, 7 peas ft. § tn, x 2 iy. x

ft.,'110 board ft.
on the outside of the frame to allow sq. Shingles
or ready roofing, 121 6q.
for concrete being placed there to
form. the outer surface of the wall | ft. Boarding (T. & G.), 312 sq. ft, 300
‘Then fill in with oe concrete to the
and to wi
100 sq. ft. building pa per.

me,

5
73
35
BO
8h
3%
18
fe
me
8 oe
1600
obi

7am.
7s Kor)

ei

one

—Unchanged.

4 in.—67.7
lin. ft. 39 board
ft.
surface of the floor.
Skids, 2 pes. Jha x OR x 6 in—
When the frame is levelled and secured, fill in.the stone, Stone should 26 lin, ft. 78 board f
Roof boards (1 iy 121 sq. ft., 121
be used to fill up to about ovo inches
board
from the top of the
floc
There
Floor boards (1 In. T. & G.), 96
should be several inches ret around

hae
a harbor for Fats, and are not the
ipa sean Case SHRCTNED

ri
Sib.
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x 6 ft.

For a two-inch concrete floor the
following
materials wil be necesry:
5 barrels cement.

bolt... These bolts are for the purpose pes bt pe
of holding the sill and should extend
studs, 7 pee 4ft. 6 in. x2 in x 4
above the finished
floor far-enough
in.; 6 pes. 6 ft Sin. x 2 in. x 4 in;
to go through and screw down a 2x4
; 2 pes. & ft.
scaniling. When the heads of these spon ete #2 ins 4
4 ft. 10 in.
bolts become secured in the concrete, 4 in, x 2 in. x 4 in.;
x 2 in. x 4 in—103 im it 7® board
remove the six-inch boards that’ ae

the bolts in position,
so that
straight edge can be used to level the

CATTLE

Cattle, chotee ....

Level the top edges

make

of the flock,

ne)
Iib, bags, 20
is, 25 conts’ over, cand
cartons, 30 cente over.

Hardware (hinges, nails, etc.)

mesh, 1 ft
tiv

Fellow

6 ft.
2 lowered windows,
Paint, 3 coats.

16 lowed
to remain until marketed or
and put Into the laying houses in the fall.
afl lightly to them, six inch
boards
‘The material rekquired for portable
30 rer they will project {n over the colony house is as follows:
foo
Nate,
2 pes. 12 ft. x 2 ia. x 4 in—

2 ft.-

a
Do.
fitoes, T-qt. bkt
Do. ereen, iat. bk.
3
MEATS—WHOLESALE.
Beef. forequarters
m3
$3 08
Do., hinéquartere .
1
20
Careises,
chole
18
seo
Do.,
common
1s
oO»
Veals, choice
D
an
Do.,” medium
iz
He
Heavy hoxs
Be |
Shop hows
20
MM
Mutton, Jahr
ie
A
Do., heavy .
ze
wt
Lambs, yeartir
pe
RO
Spring lambs
mo
Bw
SUGAR MARKET.
Whoireain quotations to th
Canadian refined sagas, argnot
trade on. Canadian. refined saxar. "Yoronto dellvory, in effect September Bi
Acadia granulated
8
Redpath granulated | =
109
St. Lawrence
granulat
Lentic vgzanuiated
‘

Shingles, 680 aq. ft.
One roll building paper.
Wall boarding (T. & G.) 80 sq. ft.
(10 per cent.), 880 board ft.
Ceiling aati ar pes., 16 ft.
x 2 in.
x 4 in., 187 board ft.
Ceiling boards, 68 pes., atft ‘A
x
in.
x 3 in.—2,176 lin. ft, 384 boa:
2 windows, 5.x 5 tt, tatframes,
cotton and wire mesh.
2 windows, 3'5 [Ux5 ft., and frames
cotton end wire nies!
4 windows, 3 ft. x 5 ft., and frames,
glas sandwiemr.bes
glass and wire mesh
2 windows, 3 ft. x 3 ft. ‘and frames

£

AL

Swered—To Ben-hadad’s boastful mes--wage Ahab replied by quoting-a most
appropriate proverbial expression. The
battle had not yet been fought, hence
~at-was-no time for the Syrian king
to boast. By some means Ahab was
aroused to take a decided and brave
--Stend against the oppressora of God's
people.
It Is not unreasonable
to

MARKET.

by fours). On these rafters, lay
thickness of one inch sheeting
ready roofing,
of, If: preferred,

Build the window between studs as
shown and fit with frames for glass
or cotton as indicated. Hinge all sash-

I, Revealed the impotency of’ man’s
power.
‘This chapter.strongly teaches
that no nation, rulers or people, cen
laws

two
one
and

DAR KL.

rare

tarred .paper and good cedar shingles,
Tald 435 Inches to the weather.*

Topic,—The God of battles,
1, Revealed the impotency of man's
Pe
.
, Il. Proved his supreme power among

his
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Gray Hairs Can't Make You Old.
People do not grow old so fast as

they used to,
neue

Time-was

notices that, the high level eurfaces fc

one BE ater. anothe? “approach
th:
plane ofthe circular eky line. It te
Arete Sa

lite

imagination to recog-

“Hie
ie Guiccesaive hilltors. the recmains ofrihe even and continuous sur-

when

the-

and the mothers seldom eft

eorber would not think of taking

in any sort of frivolous con’
on
Grandfather and
er, | Loewy!wi
around the house with a Sag
ae sort at face, and
if

got too
hilarious
pleas hear Ge ey,
A. Dissected Plateau.
Standing on a@ hilltop almost anywhere
én New England on @ clear day
and looking around at the horizon one

uD

120)

jow grandfather enjoys

Puts

te

ss
fens

nee

a gootBaye

a’football game, and a baseball gam
makes bim as young as the noxt pe

<

feat,

bodyguard doubtless made unusual ef-

:

URRS

is a striking array of Bidets myinto
this verse. On Tevaste ‘nde ‘Was order;
's courage

Robertson
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Geo.

There ae ‘two
if hy
house floors is very much on the in- barrows of sand and four barrows of
poultry, namely, tesa
ates: creases,
Fea
percieic in favor of con- ; broken stone (about one inch and a
And ‘the continuous
system. “crete are that{
rat proof, easily half in diameter). The sand and ceEach bas its aevintapa and
ane ite adraw->penne
crane. aan it may be used’ ment are mixed together, then they
® foundation on which to’ build. ‘are thoroughly mixed
with
cone:
em teripain heyot! i Its Ree renee
ot In the seen
Saeieen
nid first cost and stone the whole
with water,
‘and used at once,
unless-it_ia-kept-heavil: mixe
ratively small,aatear
60
only
a atone
16 | ‘Uttered it is aoe be cause ae
‘The ti
ing coat is composed of
| Lock
lock is kept under
toni and the| | more or less. bum!
‘one bag of cement to one barrow of
individual ‘houses are
ticattered aboi
The earcien pie “devcriptions
of sand and three barrows of fine crushoat
#0 that practically no ten- a coe pundsed nt
unit of a continu- ed stone, mixed as described above
etn ie required. The’ portable house } ous
ouse and
a Penang
colony and used at once.
Most frequently used in this sys- house. The unit of the céntinuous
The exterior walls consist of two
tem,
These are built on skids and house an be added to in order to by four studding, resting on a twocan ‘be hauled about as occasion re which it ts desired or thought advis- by four sill and supporting a plate of
quires, thus avoiding the necessity of ae to keep under’ one
2 two by fours, These studs are covhaving -a—flook-—run over the same
ered outside by only on ply of
vt tarred
Sround for too long a period. For the conHiguna toon
vee and one Inch tongue and groovraising of
s, the colony honse is | ype fer tha portable Hither may be
boarding, or one inch boards and
invaluable, and. tor this, if for nothing altered to suitit conditions,
ba
else, it 1s to be recomniended,
A farmer with a house as described
On the inside, behind and around
Where continnous houses are in for one or two hundred pullets and the ends of the roosts, the studding
use, the houses are extended in length' a couple of portable colony houses for js. covered’ first. with tarred. paper,
accommodate any desired number his breeders, and in which to rear oa with one inch tongue/and grooyof fowl,
The SAvANtAgS of this syshis young stock is in fone shape to
Inside ‘partitions are
tem is the reduction in the cost of { keep poultry with profit,
paue of studding, covered with wire
housing and labor,
one man being;
In planning a continuous house ft is mesh to within:2 1-2 feet offloor; the
a fo een
look after twice the | necessary to figure on from three to rest of the partition. is made from
fowl in a continuous honse
one Inch board’
six square feet of floor space for each
than i ould if they were scattered bird, depending gn the. variety nant
je rafters are two by fours at 20
about aS del
houses.
inch centres resting on the plate (2
an the size of
flock,
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House---By

sen

nad a definiteen

Colony

SeBe

‘which tern

Paildies’ a 100- Bird
;

S3ue

yi
~
Nov, 4, 1917,
hia
i man—Notwilegs SG
Ben-hadad's
Through - Drunkenness— aay ene:for caters
an
but the
Ne
ani Sunday.—l. Kings leaders wi eae
while the young
ee were fullyalive to the work be

CHeHeene

:
Details ee

pursue the
every one

20. Ther slew

COPPPOSePOSC
OOH HAC SCO MH CSO SeOHKSS

o
saite: host.

She
meal

Same
:
to prepare a eae ‘as eed. =
jousness did.
“DP don't think anything. about it,”
be busy.sam he. answered with an angry
~what-to-tell-them,”

bastened
Self.

trouble her if she might

loved: to-follow--her —graceful- wer
mae by the fire. What
Ro a watchdog within. ‘ents

that she was oo
to pein anagethier candid.
Sam obstinately closed his mouth.

re sro ware anyhow.
ey|
began
oe Exriosity. In carn

Y

here you live before you come
Sam?” she asked. .
city. New York. It isn't real
Gitea nos
eds w city!” “she excl taimed.

We

Which

sald

Sam.

“What

ak: ‘of the

other, and

reaching

hares ar

‘You uu say you want
“So I
pines Bela,

to the

1}

be so high?" she
good to
High roof nd good.”
there are Aifferent floors inside.
“a
of them.
low do people Bet to ue top?

set

In an elevator.

up

Whiz,

Kind of box
egies

she

ste

you

“ike

alot face showed strong fees
Bhe let the subject dro;

asked, |

the black one,
seized

words
pressed to his
and. insane
tong! ue. He put on the clamps, “What
here nor there,” ho
1 think is neither
said, stiffly, “I
t 0 you to make
y rr own choice, Up
Why drag me into

would

You, say 2 @ ae scraper, _L wonder,
at
y-BCra)
“Like tiny houses piled up one on
oak:
fun
Bela pouted. “You mi
think because I know not'lng.
“Honest to goodness!” bees swore.

best?”

one,

discomposure

‘as a river. At-night a thousand
a Hoes hang down to give}

“Right!”

Isak

Sant Aaaey DOUNEES at BIS tediples,|”

tell
me.
They s got
indows
as jack-pines.

heuee oeteh

you

be

friend,”

"the

and
question followed another,
making

Sam got up.

“There was ‘pata in her broast ss
What
was
the
matter
wenton. “I was the baby of well as his
1 ‘Sam
family.
it's
considerable
of a& with him tha he troated rer so deshaddieap toa kid.
The
baby
YOU
|
pitefully?
How eise could she find out
UD, | w, hat was in his heart but by making
grown
you've
along until after
then all of a sudden they expect you | py, Im lose his tem r?
“My brothers 4 are all a lot older than

to stand alone.
“| was always a kind o fmisfit some-

never knew why then..I lack

“Maybe
I tak’ Big Jack,”
marked casually,
“All right,” returned Sam,

bitterly.

reasou,

{i wish

“He's the riches!

an ‘instinct all other fellows seem
to
haye to hang together ana boost each
other along. Schoo) seemed ‘like such

‘A regular

£0

with ¢ach one, honest Pa
Bow FE
sickened in offices.
My rake oes mba
to tafm to mush.
Impossible for me
to get ap any interest in business.
,
got passed along from one to

confessed.

“Gome

Both

cd

a

whole

camp

Seems more ike
nd lives.
‘abig baby

rang

you'd

tikety

end

ee

Itke that.

send-off,

ch?

me into it.

in

against

each

jay Be

murder.«

Give

you quite

Well, you
can’t érag
I Uke a different kind of

day | WO man.”
Bela was no tame spirit.
swered angerane faced him
blazing: eyed

Anger an-

i Jak bear tt

want

and

you,

aman

Just @ year

ten.

Sam, beside himself
forward
and
fist over her

I've lived

stepped

clenched

like I was and

for

with

my

‘rage,

raised
head.

Suddenly
he
in his face.
the world—well, he} | laughed
go to hell to find out se emed to see himself from thé outside,
‘or.

twenty

punder

oedawent got
jed-here—"“but

was

filled

with

‘Turning, -he snatched:

pand “shirt,

and

and

do

jth rae

crashed

the willows.

ried, after.him.

asked Bela,
quickly.
“To live a.natural

and

your

blank
F

hor-

up’ his; coat
blindly

cookin’

away
e

I've learned in one

Ro folios, take

&

it like:

yoiz»s

dcoolly~ talking
wer which;one you’nt take& [tell you

sen prasbe
bean -tyguldrly

inst it ever wine.

im O8
ave to

re

half mant

1 came around,
row with ey
ed off

seeWhatte

of

ther like that? |

iN

“No woman
she cried.

Pate

up in Sam's br
that? he demanded.

“I mean it,”

“Do

you

mean

rapid change
“Don’ look

she replied,
not credit such a

of front.
at me.
Iak that,”
she
s wat wap
want me do?”

She Tooked an mim
“It you're in

startled.
about not want-

ing to make trouble,” he said, harshly,
“you've

got

to go

of them again.”

without

seeing

any

trouble.
Her
eyes
were
full
of
she whis“You
tell me go away?”
Dered,
Sam winced,
“I haven't
got anything to do with it,” be said. “st’s up

to you.

He'swas

more

than

ever

inexplicable

iat you goin’ to do?” s!
oe
he replied, nettled.
tag" up to the head of the lake> with
the bunch, of course.”
There was a painful
silence, while
Bela sought vainly in her mind.
for
the explanation of his strange attitude.
An instinct told her he loved her, but
she could not make him say it
she
“You think I bad girl,
murmured,
“How do I know what
you are?”

ae asked,

harshly.

Bela’s cache wi
on the opposite
site of the ‘reeks from the men’s ca-

life. - I'vé sont

The only place wheré'Sam could

croui without’ getting

another wet-

ting was by the stepping-stoues near
en th
He
ee
0)

ool,er busin: ess simply
of my owo,
“want ‘@ little peed: of landmy own
houre
Fall my own. Be build
You.tt and raise my own grub.T want

what ‘you

“Here's

your

tell me.

I go to-night.”

“Ab, that’s right!” he said with a
curious look of gratitude in his pain-

haunted

eyes,

‘aited for him to say more—

ted in vain.
For hersel? she
quickly have told him she loved

would

him, had not her tongue been tied
Musq’oosis'

positive instructions:

so the unhappy silence continued
tween them.

by

And

be-

“Maybe somebody
come this way.”
sald Bela at last, “Mak’ trouble. Come
up by my boat.
Sam shook his head.
“I've got to
go back aa oP
now.”

“You

not’ing

me again.

You got

a to
ome?”

spairingly, Her hands sought. his.
Sam's’ instincts 5 Fang up in alarm.
“What could I sa;
he
“What
good would itdo?

Good-bye!"

Snatch-

ing his hand out of hers, he retreated
over

the

stones,

refusing

to

c!
When Sam-entered the shack
faced im, scowling. “Where
been?”h
Sam, i no humor to be meek,

She timieshonored rejoinder.

ith that,
fist
“Have

:

Peart
rged her to

An

imperious

if bin out of wisbe
i “Tontabie disregard of her aes p-|

F

came when

er told me whatit
was you, wanted t0 talk to me-nbout.”
me
“Ail those men want marry me,”
“You have. new

is an.

Some dav, may’ ‘be—
him
again.
overcame

with, a aigh he stretched out on the
sand and rolled himself “a aS biankets. His breathing

slow.

By and by the coquettish moon

ks across
in his
fair hair with a silvery wand. Wheretpon it was no longer a mere man; it
was
young Hermes sleeping beside
the
water.
The shadow stole from
among the trees above the sand-bank
and crept down to his side.
It knelt
there with clasped hands.
In showed

a white

face in

the

moonlight,

on

which glistened two diamonds.
By and by it rose with energetic

clambered around the
barrier of ice,
dropped on the edge of the water, on
the other side.
(To be continued.)

of

1t took centurfes
for
medical
science to discover that the blood is
the

life.

Now,

the blood

were

it is

known

always

that

if

abundant,

rich.and pure, very few people would
ever be ill. It was not until the end
of the 19th century
that an instrument
was invented
for
measuring

the red part of the blood. Then doctors could tell just how anaemic a
patient had become, and with medfcine to make new blood
the patient
soon got well.
All the blood
in the body {s nourished and kept rich and red by the

food taken daily, but

when,

for any

Teagon, a person
in down
and
cannot make sufficlent blood
from
the food to keep the body in health,
then a blood-making medicine is re-

quired,

The simplest and very best of

blood makers
suitable for home use
by anyone, is Dr. Willlams’ Pink Pills.
When a course of these Pills is taken
their, good effect 1s soon shown in an
improved appetite,
stronger nerves, a
sound digestion and an ability to mas-

ter your work and enjoy leisure hours,
For women

there {s a prompt

relfef of,

or prevention of ailments which make

life a burden.
As an all-round medicine for the cure of ailments due to

weak, watery blood no medicine dis-

covered by medical science can equal
Dr. Williams’ Pink
5
You can get these pills through any

dealer in medicine, or by mall at 50

Joe
you

cents a box or six boxes for $2.50 from
The Dr: Williams’ Medicine Co;, Brockville, Ont.

made
shor
been

ing a clenched
you
vith Bela
Sam, because of the threat, Sistatned

BARBED WIRE IN WAR.

‘The erection of war entanglements,
even when the trenches are’ some dictance apart, ie at all times dangerous.
The men elfp over the parapet and
in the first place pound
in the sup-

ports with mallets, the heads of which
in cloth in or:
a
carry

the

drum—a

other
wooden

of a long pole

through

wire

qylinter Found which the wire fs roflthe centre, aie a comrade attaches tae
‘wires to the

supports.

The work je slow and nerve straining, says a writer i

Gaphic, for star ‘shells
compel the ‘men to crouch

the Garden

‘The cold water process for canning
1, Corn—The surplus (many find dif- means
the careful
sel: jection
ofof the
canned) may be
g00d

fruit. or vegetable, avoiding the ‘least
washii
(some-

for soup in this way.

oF Corn—Cooked on the cob, cut off
with knife and dried in a alow oven.
In the winter soak over night before
using and eee cook
eee
vegetable and make

ore,

Use

3. Corn recommend byt the

as

To-

ronto Garden Committee of the Women's War Time Thrift Committee)—

rack,

pack Into glass jars or in a covered’
crock, putting a weight on top. When
required for use take out what is required, soak over night fn water, then
cook as fresh yegetables.

1, Tomatoes, canned—Scili, peel, cut

in

half,

remove

the

hard

core,

pac!

in Jars as solld as possible without any
extra fluld added; add a teaspoonful
of salt to each jar, adjust the rubbers
(better new ones to be certain, and
perfectly clean jars carefully
sterilIzed), and put on the covers,
Place
the filled jars in the wash boller, on
@ rack of some kind to prevent break-

ing the glass, and in cold water. Havo

enough water to come at least two or
three Inches above’ the rack, taking
care to have enough
to ‘prevent
it

bofling dry, and give the tomatoes
minutes

after

Js reached.

the

bolling

point

2. Tomatoes, if cut from the vines in
sound condition, with an inch of
the stem left on, cleaned, and-put in
@ brine in a crock (one cup of salt to
two gallons of water), will keep and
be useful for a cons{derable. time.

“To each eolder eee

low and

takes part

warfare thick gloves

ping wire and strong

cool
the

itt

slightly, then
tops
and fill

water and seal
If fruit is done

remove sae
with:
boilin;
ing

in this way

hen!

fol

method the fatural flavor 1s preserved
andthe fruft tastes more like fresh’
fruit,

Rubarb

for

Committee’s

winter

recipe) Have

use

(Toronto

the Jara: per-

fectly alr tht with new. rubber rings,
Wash them thoroughly. and. sterilize
then

fill to overflowing

water, which has been previously bofled for half an hour and cooled. Run
a fork or spoon down to break up any
air spaces. After being eure no air t+

left in tho jar, while the jar
flowing seal down tightly
away in a cool dark place
Hendle or move the fars ag
possible.

The

committee

fs over.
and put
to keep.
little as

adds —‘We

‘have

Tomato plants pulled up by the

been told that gooseberries, red currents and very fresh blueberries will
keep if prepared. in the same way,”
and “The guccegs of these
frufte de-~

Toots
just before
the. frost.
injures
them, the roots wrapped in coarse
cloth, and the plants aung up by the
roots in a cool, frost-proof place, will
Provide slicing tomatoes until Chriat-

and’ the jare airtight
and.
properly
sterilized.”
To can half grown beets, wash and
cook in boiling water only long en-

mas, as the green

nicely.

4..

Or wrap

fruits

large,

will ripen
*

smooth,

well-

formed green tomatoes im tissue paper,
place on shelves in a cool closet, tat-

ing care to avold touching each other,
and these will ripen, and can be aliced
for the table until Christmas,

5. Green tomatoes can not only he
pickled, but a (g-like preserve can be
made from them- -espectally the small
ones,
The ripe ones cannot only be
used for sauces
and catsups,
but
a
marmalade
(used in England in
the

place of orange marmalade)
can be
made. The strained juice can’ be sea!-

pends on having the fruit very. fresh

end packti
into jars te
fi up with a mixture
of vinegar and water (4 of water to

1 of vinegar), put on the covers, and

give three-quarters of an hour in thé
boiler after'the
boiling
point is
reached.
Vinegar in this
case preserves the coloring of the beet.
To can
young
turnips
or carrote,
peel and boil in water for 15 minutes,
pack in jars, Give the carrots at least
an hour and the turnips half an hour

after the boiling point

Cool

ed hot and used for soup (cream of tomato soup) in the winter,
1, Cucumbers (recommended by the
Toronto Committee)—Peel
end slice

thin;

treat

!e

reae

ag

before

ag for exand ‘the

- 22
Three Days at Once.
Three days can exist in the

time!

same

Tt sounds impossible, but it is

nevertheless a fact that when it is very,
late Sunday
night at
Attu
Island,
Alasks, it 1s Monday noon in London,

and Tuesday morning at Cape Deslinef,
Biberta!

ter and the white midrib also canned
ard used as asparagus is on toast.

1,

The root vegetable, besides being

good
canned—especially
if
pulled
young; when thinning is in order, or
soon after—can
be stored
in
damp

sand in the cellar.
2.

Some

+

use sifted coal Ashes pre-

ferring these as being non-conductors
of heat the drying and shrivelling is
prevented.
3.
In England
a
marmalade
1s

made from carrots and oranges, as well
a rhubarb and oranges.
Parsnips and salsify cap, othe
Mg ‘the ground all winter.
1
tucky

high food value

From a few vines of KenWonder bean 5 or 6 pounds of

beans may be harvested

from

these

nt as

re

ma CAN.

deat topeers

in

for grip-

pliers for out:

£90%%-| ting it are aa essential a8 the rif_e and

-

dis ange:
the very act of-the brave vo

‘bayonets
Before
8 hi

taking, the voice found his heart ike

aa

aesault by ae own
cute his own

in=

polling point {6 reached.

Ughtly, and when
required take out
the quantity required for use and soak

. Cucumbers, if large, need not be
discarded as useless, as they can be
cooked as vegetable marrow, and also
the largest and ripest can be used in
this way.
Cucumbers can be preserved like cittou, and combined
with lemon, gin, or raisins, will give variety.
eowise Chard—The green part of the

and

(Many fruits can be dried,
ample cherries and app!
proceas is quite ens

jar,

Repeat until the jar js full and press
down as tightly as possible.
Seal
oyer night. Pour a little vinegar over
them and sprinkle with pepper, They
Will be just as ike freshly-gliced cueames, not having changed color at
all.

little

ed in jars, fill Jars with cold water
(previoualy boiled and cooled), add a
little salt and treat like other vege:
tables, giving half an hour after the

put in’a layer of sliced cucum-

bers and a layer of salt In a glass

a

structed for the other vegetables.
String beans, cut in pieces pack+

Fiase. motionless until the flare burn
modern

add

gently. to fhe boiling paint,
vegetable
ee to tiake tender, allow the jars

Cut from cob, spread on platters and long as

give a good covering
of salt. Let
stand over night.
In the morning

leaf can be canned for green for win-

-| Putting
Up and Cutting Down
Barriers is Perilous Work.

yy means

rvation of, the Products

canned with tomatoes, as the acid of
the tomate helps to preserve the corn

%.

BLOOD-MAKING MEDICINE

oe

ficult to keep When

flye

a

tion, and still moving nolselessly as
shost,: turned toward the lake, and

look

to lie. Yeh"
“he
coolly.
Joe. wi med 5 about to he " others.
aghast ut the gust of “Didn't I tell you?" he cried, excitedpassion that had drowned all his sen- ly. “I heard her'calling him. There's
make good, The idea 1s to baud up. ses for a moment, Hehad notener
poderuand Wwork- here.
“He's hid the
tt you can see gro!
he contained such possibilitie:
nus.”
asked
Bela
with a come so near <0 striking. a vomaat ;
De you ape
ore she's lid?"
Horrible!
casual ofr,
then
Sam's heart missed a beat,
Naturally, he didnot, tak to blame
Sam did oe feel, “any necessity of
Jovertook it.
her.A devll—to-provoke men to such
ae “aie
answer to this,
he; said quick- | 7 pitch, of ‘madness!. Well, he was
0.” ae a
+ °F like todo
on me
sty.
"That's snarlIcame up here for. done with
grande he Baa aaa ous r Yaa Sistting may.Seika
a,ibetred made-up my. mind to. it.
.her now in her tru
traps.”
gebalong well with people?”
food! Tere cotld iy‘norakes
"You're lying!” ered Joe.
“I'l
§ “pea ‘rasa
argument about that. If he had ever stiash
you, anyhow,
on. the chance
M
m time to-time Bela glanced pat a anything further to do’ with her
of It.”
row ae at Sam through ‘her lashes,
He
de called a soft: headed fool!
Big Jack stepped betw
Apresented a terrific epee
to one }-r
ig his way blindly through oe
running this
Sof
her. experience,
found . this underbush, stumbling over roots,
Phony intyrehangs: eM healghttul, but plunging ihto holes, lie completea fis
detour around.
the meadow. As “he
q age
‘of being a wo- ‘come out*beside the ford he heard his
no
Jaman to him. She phen to feel n arn
to do what Tv want without anybody
I can
Pelse's say- so. That way F feel

heart.

He told himself he couldn't afford
He had work
do first. He bad to get a tochold in

= look In that Airestion

He gazed at her strongly, desiring
to believe,
but suapicious still.
His

slower nature could

Co

aus

insolently,
to prove to me that you're on
bitterness now.
“I don't care.”
way to mak’ you think 1
She sneered.
ae yhat yqu-get-mad.-for?
his pa (SaduHO
he answered, cazerly.
“You fonny :nan, | think,” she murpran|
a
“It's rotten!” he cried. “The whole mured,
Ly,
That's
what makes me
“Can't ‘you wee {t?" he cried.*
business!
Have you no shame, setting
mad!
“No.” she said. © “But 1 goin’ do

iw
wites/|"
razy about society and all that, and
having things; Dotter than the nelghyou understand’ what }
bors.it

Don’ stop.,

she

wrould nothing move him? Bea felt
af she were beating with her hands
“What do you care?’ she
na rock.

w

” Bela

woman

you Joy.

a silly affair to me; 1 wouldn't learn.

all of them.>~1
tried to - make,

baby

skin troubles,_

few by.
progresa

In ‘business afterward it was worse.
“My brothers took me up one after
another.
They are all well-to-do. One
is president of an electric-tight: plant,
‘one is a corporation lawyer, the other
runs a big store.
ae on business,

most

of freshly east
fron.
Somewhere out upon ‘it Bela was
“Nobody can help you in a matter
think those things in my heart, paddling, if whe had not already
you not
of thin kind.” sald Sam ‘Lord,
Please forget it.”
ee home. His breast relaxed 1
something
talk lke & wooden ‘mai
His eyes bored her th:
and guard against her a little, He believed
whispered to him while ‘he sald ft.
through. “Another trick to get you she was a pretty fine sort, after all.
“Why?” she
asked with one of her going?"
the voice inside him asked. Had he done the right thing to send
Bidelong look:
“Don’ look at me lak that,” she falher away? She was beautiful enough
Again his eyes flashed on her in
red,
3
to.sake. aan e:er ache for her now
angry pain.
God! Was the woman
“How do 1 know what to believe?” she had go)
trying to madden him?
ee sald harshly, “You say so many
But on “the. whole he was glad she
“A girl must make per own choice,”
was gone. He did not realize
it, but
his tongue said prim!
us" foolin’ "bout those ot’er men,” his hour had not quite struck.
It was
“But you could tell me about them, she“Thu
said.
“I
not
marry
one
of
them.
man.
How do I
which is the best
I
sooner
jomp
in
tho
‘pk’.""
know?"
A becret ponng oO. sladness spurted

Bela softly.

th:
w

pans and

ex-

he cried quickly.
“No, don’t;
re
ee ame
I do!
kn ow why you
aon.
“They
ate, | “J" ws pe aor.
mad at me.’
Atter nd Sam stretched out in the al
Nelther aid. Sam himself know,
He
with his hands under his head,
looked
at
her
dumbly
with eyes full of
and told his story freely.
He sat down
pain and confusion.
again,
For awhile she made light conversa tion about muskrats and beavers,
but when she thought he was
cl
but pretty coarse.
much.
I keep mum to rola trouble.” | ge: ited down, womanlike,
obllsed to return to the forbidden a
“J lak hear you talk,” murmured

how.

| Vege

rashes,
-sore

think you help

This on the face of it seemed like
out there,
a reasonable request, but his breast
et!
pass.onately rebelled.
“Both dea.”
“If
“Well, I won't!” he snapped.
"tall?" ehe askthi at's all you want to talk about I'd
ed, quick with sympathy.
“Three | better go.
“Brothers,” he satd Reimly.
“Is Big Jack a good man?” she pas
‘of them.
They don’t think much of
sisted.
0.
mot'er

fat’er,

Such = a
im

a

pr

regh
wi

| a-bullet. | “He sto}
topped déadwith hangae rd strickenly in the
ing arms ant
direction

_ Sire and Uncolored”
f

“te pert ana NE

Se ecihiion Sake success easy,
ee
Seen

does Canada Raise Money

Boxes for:

ERSEAS:

MAILING

JustSatie
.Y.

ee

ane ‘Wo

_. by Selling Bonds? -

.

aan]
can

INDS are issued payable in ten or twenty years, as the case may be.
“It means that repayment of the money will be spread over ten or

- years instead of being raised by taxation to meet current expenditures. twenty
.

12¢. and 15c..

Soldiers’ |

To. raise by taxation all the money as fast as_it is needed to carry on

- Canada's share: in: winning-the-war, ‘would: be an- unbearable-burdén upon
the people.

ee,

vs
Empty

Fy
a

55

=

But to raise money by selling Canada’s

you give a personal pledge that you are
going to help to win the war.
Every man and woman in Canada,

Sacrifices
this generation is making;
——who will share in the freedom this

help to win the war by buying,
Caiiadi's
Victory Bonds. And Canada wants the

?

the

Ca
-

Victory Bonds.means that those of the
next generation who

5 x3.

will benefit

by

generation is fighting for and largely paying

have been communicated with
in regard
ugh
at home

_ for—will also pay their share.

to the heroio

*

*

;
*

And when you buy Canada’s Victory
Bonds you make a first-class business investment in a security that is absolutely.

safe, likely to enhance in value after the
War, and bearinga good rate of interest. _
_ You help the country
by keeping open

the British market for Canadian products
and this helps the general welfare
in which
you share.
*

*

*

And again, every Canadian who buys
a Victory Bond becomes a financial partner
or backer of Canada in the war.
When you buy a Canada Victory Bond

personal, individual interest and co-opera-

tion of every man and
wémen in the:
country.
:

.

The buying of Victory Bords by the
whole people unites them in adetetmination
to win the war.
:
Every purchase of Canada’s Victory
Bonds is a blow for freedom against the
tyranny of German Kultur.

Every bond sold is a new_guarantee
that Canada is in the war to the finish,
until victory is with the Allies and the
world has been made safe to live in.
Every bond you buy is a new pledge
that Canada will remain true to herself, the

Empire, the Allies and to freedom’s cause.

So it is both patriotic and good busi-

ness

to

~

Bay Canada’s Victory Bonds
Pq
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Issued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee
in co-operation
with
th
Fi

Ly

ones
ta renters the
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MARGUERITE MANN, F.L.C.M.
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| Post Graduate
and Graduate of

‘A, J, LUNN.

London Conservatory

zoe

Livery

of Music

Teacher of Piano ana Violin

austbe paid.29 | ———<£@£—

eters Nor, nh, oF Hey wil | MCCRIMMON & McWILLIAM

My. MeMILLAN, Wont Lorne.
FOR SALE

Barristers
OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON,

&
Mr,

to"

CAL NOTES
eo!

Pour

PS ‘all diseases by Istest methods,
Tinighs and day galls promptly answered,

a

Cocketeatt: 9 “sonst sie

eerernenes.

‘Office—Henry Blook. Phone 23
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Hon. Robert Rogers has refased to
permit his name to go before the anion

iret |

: ei : ie Fe

E

2
=

ouaieesl
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to

Association will}

A

:

Hy

ress
eee

Donald.

i laterest allowed at highest curtent rate

. Dr. Armstrong, greduate
Banarlo Veterinary College, baa been practicing

FOR

ormieeWter-| Tinsmithing
Oxford

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT

Den’
Duyand sighs salle prowplly atventied Xe, All
on the

one 29,
sr a resolution opposing. the in- Bepicoe

3

it

iffpeleH rifeiH ]
fe

° JORDAN.
& ARMSTRON

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
98 BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
BANK MONEY ORDERS

Pragtitioners
of Vetorty
ine,
Surgeryand

Beg

ae

Money to Loan.
MoWilliam will be at the Dutton

DR. A» Jd: HAFELE
~ | Honor Graduate Ontario

rasizes of Water.
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ee:
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; Tt would mean that more than a million dollars a day would have to be
Taised right now.

and”

Plumbing.
Phone 30

oe W. R. Richardson}

Build Sheds
Multitudinous are: the |

uses to which good sheds |
may be put. Ifyou have;
but one pair of wheels

snhoused build an extension “and get them under
cover, It will payin the

long run,
:
We have: the right’
kind“.of

Iumiber for

Ssh sate

er Oe

aud shy ‘When Tirst Giiven away ‘from.
ats ‘This is not an act of meanness | ‘
part, but more: froin. fear that,

tit Ke oe bay bet Bh

‘To then |

| ee whip
und ‘give ike‘reins
a jerk
43 teaching that young animal-a. bad}:
Jebon- He will’ associate “the whip
with the scare, aud the next Vime he
hetomes ‘frightened. there. may. be

trouble which the ara is anable Yo

winced ine ‘object will not hurt him
there wil be. no further trouble on
‘that_score.. “The
owho .x19¢3. not
baye

the

patience

to

do this

shoud

tat he canbe terand: Anto’ (by him:
self; of courss) he will keep in good
health. Watch his feet; they, are in‘clined to-grow

an object that frightens

him

thing

if be

is given

look at it,

a

‘The most dangerous

little timt

to

i

scarey

thing ahead of him. Frequently in this

turn ‘the wagon {s upset, the, -driver
thrown out and the horéo runs ‘away.
‘When s horse has acquired the habit
of turning around it is best to drive
him double for a while with some
-Afterwards

he should

he driven alone to 6ome (wo-Whseled

rig, handling him carefully. bus firmly,
Some horses, when
a mare
try.

thelr best to. run

2 ey

no

awa‘

seem

attention to Mae bit, how:
When a horse’ is: known

@ have that habit it-should bo a rule
never to allow an
verzon, a holp~
less child, a timid nm ora scréaming™
weman

in

tho, wagon,

for

their

out-

erics would only make matters worse,”
but in case of.a smash+up their helplessness might prove serious.
.
Ronaway

horses

should

ever

be

driven without’ a severe hit, strong:
harness, strong lines, strong hold-back
straps andi
stgut rig. it da a mistake to take chances with
such
an
pimal under the {mazination that oue.
can handle ‘any horse, for he cannot.
A man of real. experience never makes
euch claims.
Generally a man
who
can control
Nimeelf and keep cool js able to con-

‘trol end keep down a horse. But men
“ho of once become rattled tlie momreut

a horse

pricks

up

his

gars

and

quickens his gait, aad gives a bawling,
frightful yell, will seare the animal
about as badly as anybody else,
_ But if the driver can get the horses's
confidence, If ho can get him to underslend that nothing can aurt him so
“Jong as he-ts*held'tt by bit and lines,
ft fs ropliy.
wondertal.
whet may be
accomplished in the way ofsoatepiling

_ Wie by the voice alone,

Afterall, everything dey reads.oi the
snais: Wf he has not patiencs, if he is
mot cool-headed, if he has sot ruffi-

cient Interest to study the horae and
the Lost way to manage him, he will
-mecet: with ‘poor success.
Excitable,
_muek-feranered men: are nsualty Cowardly. Such aa.thesc. should. never
“attempt, $a

handlo

‘the unruly

horse.

FARM NEWS AND VIEWS.
Spoiled. silage ynay not serm to infure some farm aniinals, but It is dangtrous {0 others, and

its good

las lost meet

taloc for all.

of

‘The loss re-

eults almost cntirely from mouid, according io C. H. Lexles, df the Dairy

Department of the’ Univeraity of Missoert, and. could have beea prevented,

aliuorigh the on'y-thiug to de now 1

to

study what

has

happened

in

your

silo and learn how to do better next

Unless the «ilo was sealed or
fcedingwas. begun. immediutely-after
filling, from six {uches to’ a foot at

the top ia sure to: be .spotied.

should

ees

he

put

where

it

It

cannot

be

by. ay: farm ardmals. Lower,

down, the, presence of spolled. Willige|

~aiways

indicxtes

Sas the. maulcs

the

which

presences

.

give it the ap-

ure

Red mould,
giarm, is 1b

whieh
more

erous than? the less conspicuous
‘Storms which often pass unhoticsd,
nal}

of manure, say six to

in-respect to minerals suggestive
of

’ Now that all nations are talking preparedness, why not: discuss health propiteditele
While we {have been negligent in protecting our country against the cnemy, we. have
also failed. lamentably in -fortifying our human bodies against disease germs.

application,

‘the farmers

eight tones per acre, is much greater
and

oc amnittic
milk produced."

in & sapltary way

who

ormagure

who make - heavier’

than those

applications at

longer inter:

ately by penning ‘off’a small space on

Health’ preparedness means the use of preventive

the feeding floor or hog lot where the
young pigs have access to the feed.
which

ean

be

cleaned

easily

The pigs may be

given the same ration
as described
above for thelr mothers during the
nursing period and continued on the
same ration after weaning.

such

as

Dr.

Chaso’s

lon

demands the richest plant food at the
least cost, piain food.that will return

ternal

} ure has neither an equal nor a com:
petitor.
It contains not only the plant
food ‘elements,
nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash that the high-grade
commereta] ferti}izers possess, but at
the same timo excels them in vegeta.

retion.

relationy’

Herbert

Oliver

Wendell,

Holmes says: “Life 15 a state of an
ized being in which it maintains
Of is capable of maintaining its 6tractural integrity: by the constant inter.
change of elements with the sarraunding media.” In neither of these de-

50 cents = box, 6 for $2.50, all dealers, or Edmanson,
Bates
& Co., Limited,
Do not be talked into
acceptinga substitute.
imitations disappoint.

the largest profits, Rich table mat

and

Spencer suggests:
‘The continuous adJnstment of internal relations to ex-

Dr. Chase's Nerve Food, by means of its blood- forming and nerve-invigorating inflwence, cures headaches, nervous indigestion, sleeplessness and irritability, and prevents
such serious diseases as nervous prostration, locomotor ataxia and paralysis.

The business of farming at préserit

ble materia! for making humus.

treatment,

Indeed we seem only to make it more
insoluble.
It ls dithicult to give a good definition of Hfe, One given
in the Century
Dictionary is: “The principle
ot animate corporeat existence,”“and an al
ternative suggested is “capacity
~o!
self-preservation and
a growth by as-

Nerve Food, to enrich the blood, reinvigorate the starved nerve cells and keep the,
In this condition you have the strength, vigor and confidence
health at high-water mark.
‘which is necessary to the success and enjoyment, of life. You have the vitality to defy
disease, germs and thetghy, escape maaaty" ills which find an easy prey in the ‘run-down
system.

The feed should , be-given in a small
trough,

ine

4

Health has been neglected: ° The blood has not been Kept. in healthful condition. The
nervous system has got run down, and the -subject.under, inspection is in no condition
$0 fight the. enemies of his country or to withstand the attack of discase germs.

When the pigs are from four to six
weeks ‘Old they will begin to at with
the. sows.
They. should be fed.separ-

before each feeding.

analogy to life, but. between me
ei and the lriog there: ig an im

*

This has ‘been proven in the recruiting offices, where so many men have been turn<a down by the examining doctors. Weak heart action: diseased, Jungs;. thin, watery:
blood; ' defective. ‘eyesight, resulting from exhausted ‘nerves..
These are among the prevailing derangements which the examining doctors find.

ap-

ply lighter. applications at shorter
intervals receive better results from
#@ siven amount

nitions

is the

power

of

reproduction

stated as an essential feature

of life,

und with all respect to such high dathorities, we take the ilberty of saying that without ft no’
definition of

Mfe js complete, And this view is
shaken by the fact that
ies of animals, and in

Rich

not

in most specmany species

stuble manure Is acknowledged to he
very efficient In promoting the work
of bacterla co necessary in crop pro

of plants this power jx not fully de-

applied to sol} improves. the
texture
and mellowness, increases the water
holding capacity, promotés better aeration and increases the soil temperature.
Its mechanical effect on
heavy
clay land 1s most beneficial, as here
its use helps the close texture by Iocsening the packed sofl grains and thus
inereaces
the productivity of the soil.

complete in any one living thing, but
it is an essential factor: of life c¢onsidered {n the abstract. It has

cuetion,

The

~ Healthy sows

ty cared

manure

veloped in the Individual, but the living creatures are divided into sexes.
The power of reproduction may mat be

trom animals

claimed

Dr.

thelr usual fe2d.

The

swine

‘With

broad

straps.

112

back

of

hat

Every

rested

man

who

on

it.

This

Ils
we

izg to Sir Algernon
“
bad a crescent:of clot
the Lrim to prevent tuc rubbt

beaver or Imitation béaver of
‘vhich
the hat was made, for silk hats were
invented.”-—And-- from:

the

seme authority wa tearn that “opera
hats Were unknown, end in tho pvening a folding: chapean

bras was

under the arm."—Loagien Mafl.
ete

carriéd

May, Weddings,
In sncfent Rome there was held in
May a festival called the“relay or.
feast, of the Lemures, which
ceremony

in

honor

of

ROSARY

the. scutes

or

thent,

and

her_paszage money over, ctood- sebDing by the fireside. Thm was the
one bright spot fu herwlreary lifs, and
a dreadful feat assailed her now that
she might never see nim again.
Sup-

and

rela-

yA nearer view she saw it was’ not
Tim. She grew
anxious. Btfit
.

Then

she grew

‘The cruwd was thinning out,

Surely che would find him now. Gradunily a Gumb horror grew upon her, 30

that

thovremaining

day wero fumbled
frantic search, ;

tad

fricidents cf¢ the

in her memory.
the kind lady

‘become interested, drawn

The
who

by the

white misery revealed In her face and

who offered hor lodgings till she could
find a place to w
. All these sevmed

MWke parts,of a ‘horrible — afghtmaro
A0 j1‘that inst come to an end sooner or
Why had not ‘Tin been thero to
Iii? At the bare suppositon of, such later.
meet her?
She read his letter again.
a calamity her scbs redoubled. It Was
Yea, he bee the date and the plnce
bad enough living with an aunt and correct.
Was it poesibio that harm
hese

un

uceldent should happen

cousing who-made hier do the lten's
sharo of the ¢rudgery. “ly tt were not

Yor Th it woulti Jong have Ween
unendurable. A futuro without Tim

was too terrible to coutomplate.
“Whisht,
now, darlint,c
not be
mournin’ yer
heart out afther
In
Rone,” said Tim, who had entered the
lilte cabin unn
1.
“Seo what
ft

bringed you.
I was feared of ‘Somothing or other that might sore. 6to you
whilst

wo

had

tne

four

seas

betwik¢

if anything unfortu-

who had

friends

Uives™

anxious.

-It was the day for, Tim to sail for
America.
Nora, who was to become
Tim's bride as-eoon as he cculd carn

departed souls.
It became. w!ith the us, 30 T-went to Father O'Brien! and
Romans what we should call -bad he give mo-this rosary, whic has
form" to have matrimonfal feasty at. been blessed by ‘the Pope. And he says
the session of a’ solemn ritual, being ro harin can be comine to. you | whatno~doubt thcugtn’ to’ be an ‘Insult to ever whilst you are kaping It-with you
the’ dead to marry at “such a time. and saying your beads on it regular."
‘thin a number: of storles grew He smiled on her Tensguritighy, aud
gf the revenge
le by the outraged Nwung it about her xeck.
ghosts pon thoge-who dared to disreNorn “dried her cyes and f-It an un-

gard

selected recipes, sent free if you mention this papew.

of waiting

she could not

to

fashion. was so prevalent that; accord-

then.

1,000

reactions

= [tHe

from

aspired to be well drssed wore
coat so high in the collar tust

nut

Book,

crowé

period of ges-

ranges

+
“Male Fashions in 1850.
Male fashions ‘of#1860 tind other iecomforts bedidesloug hair. ‘Trousers
were Usht and buRozed under the foot

his

Recipe

will

have tte difficulty at farrowing time.
hey should be housed in proper quar.
ers and up to farrowing time
have

tation for
116 days,

Obase’s

that

%

od: fortune. which: Tim
had
to thoughtfntly Brees her, all
would bo well.
She
rie
‘bye to:

hud

come

te ‘Tim?~

Her

lips quivered.

fsrecial
amusement:
for another
thins, Nora, fy the nrowing apathy of

despuir that. was. coming over her, askherent what good was her own

Protection 4f karm had befatien Tim.
The rosary seemed an indifferen:
thf to hor now.
Otc-evehing when Bridget, the ecok,
id gone

to a moving pleture show,
in her -small room In
the

trembling with a ditter-'

he had never

knéwn

befare.

organisms

life

animates

the

product

of such reactions. Indeed we might be
be, Mrs, Van Renssalaecr was enter- justified
in reaching such a cgnelutaining « calier, and sne gazed stcnily sion fr
the hatching .of an SS: It
when Nora
appeared.
Bite chilu’ “tis fa the’ case, there sae
be
here, ma am*" sata: Nora, tremblingly.
Justification for believing that "neve
“He ain't in the nursery.” = Mrs, Van exists what tay. be ealied cosmic life,
Kengsalaer’s
expression
changsd.
that is a force {a- the universe dnre“Nora!” she erted, horror struck, “is cognizable except through’ ita manits my baby Jost?’
festations in Connections with matter.
AN that trachea the honsehold This suggestion, whith to far a5 we
searched for the missing child. At 6 know, has not been advanced hithero'clock, as spent and
grief-stricken,
opeus a door for thought on a very
Not
~~ outside the door like-a
wld Plane, and yet, if something of
Nash.
“It ‘twas, the wrong ch Md this kind does not exist, we ace forced
they've got hold of,” she moaned .to
assume the possibility of yoteatany
herself, “I cud niver endhure not to actiony different {n the case of differtnake sure mesilf first before the rist ent individuals, to be existent in matay thim sces him." Down the street ter, which is an {nconceivable ‘pro‘toward the trolicy line she hurried. position. 1s the difference between the
Presently there sepped down from a voluntary movements of the day-fly
car a policeman

carrying a small child

asleep,

“Tis

the own

wee cne,”

said

and the composition of
Shakespeare, a
re

assembled

ve

search

Sou.”

might

never

be

{ would

{ind

more than

a tenta-

theoretical solution. It isa yery

Ute Is something distinct altogether

you, ma-

vourneen, the saints be pralsdd.

learning

The sas of. thought followed ‘chore
to lead to the conclusion that

findin’

But the iifnute imy eyes fell on

him,I knowed

of

left. the problem
it’ -nyust “forever ~

gas of the erie
mechanical process ‘of: segregation.

afterward,

“But for the wee one here,” he said,
“I

of
or

extrao!

that she was alone in the city, of the
eclemnly,

vast he bene

escape anything

the baby.

‘In broken sentences Tim told of his
sudden Illness, of the long siége at the
hospital, of his frantic fears when he
came out of his delirium and
ed
unavailing

a

on the subject,
unsolved, Probably

known him in any gato in any place,
What. between
tears and laughter

they had almost awakened

the plays
fn kind

only in degree? Wi'®@ are not so ‘sure
that all the intermediate stages might
not be traced, given time’ and snfficlent opportunity for investigation,
An extraordinary thing about tife se
the development of species. 'Thigyw
Darwin's great theme, but. white* he

Nora

fe hind Leen so careful te provide her atoud, exultangly:
“I'd be knowin’ his
witha talleman
gainst anu. Why, ! little blue su! wid the white collar
oh, why, had xhe nat geen to it that he
anywhere."
‘She started on a run towas thus protected?
ward the pair. Then of a sudden she
stopped short. It was not at the baby
When chic had secured a Dosliton as
ntsc maid. things hecam
the was looking. The policeman who
ural. At leakt she had work to
was carrying the child was none other
her mind.
than Tim himself. Nora would have
Sho -ré-lorger were
the
rosary
around hor negk
For one thing, Ker
throc-year-old ‘charze regurded it ‘ag
a
Pdelight{ul plaything created
for this

ving

been .produced with the co-operation
of existing living organisins. This may
not as yet be considered as absolutely
established,but if we admit _ to be possible, the inference seems to be that
at a certain stage In vcertall chemical

thet have been proper.

for during pregnancy

ato happened. to.a..couple.
of 100 portni
corn teen
Fey, 300
rounds of ‘bran and 50 »ounds sof. ofl~
‘meal will .go. eS nicely with tits
roughage. Feed about one
id of
qhis mixture for’ Bach. three aid one

hat see

5

‘The increase ‘in yield of crops from
Ught application

of alr,

Beast
of votten juanore could not
without air. The iack of suffit.water in filling is the commonest
aust ot the presence of air, but wif-

jecessary.

the’ jack go barefoot. .

horse is

the one that will whirl square around
in the road when frightened at some-

‘trusty animal.

the hind feet:

to trim them down—both front, and
hind feet—if they get too long, and let

if it can

le be avoided, as ie will make
sim want ‘to be led past.e'
he
does
like the looks of, It is. possihie to drive him past almost any-

fast and

may get badly out of shape, If nor
looked after, Get a good blacksmith

bever undertake tue training of a colt,
it is not navisatie to lead him past

om

So:I

was atther telin’ the DYS that T paid
be the
one
to
take the lad to his
home.”

altar and to be ever i preeant
eet capable ‘only of man-

realy itself

in asspciation:

with mat-

Be ont
certain conditions.—Victoria
‘% She took out. the
iim, bravoly. smiiln:
ry from ier bureau drawer and
“How ‘was you Inowin’ by tha looks
Through’the har Shodthe of swatting {
-find me?"
that followed she woul’ feel ‘a iwarm ‘regarded it long and,earnestly. “ithe of him that’ you. would:
“will ye no bring him to mez" asked Nora, uncomprehendingly.
Plow Of reavsurance whenever
.,..ate
Tim pointed to: an object
in the
sutrénder
Napoli
|. With a passionate intent
“; looked at, her talisman Jytng > there |)
child's hand. ‘Nera gave a. start, then
‘apt ina e 2a errno
‘of ‘sobs.
: BeenBellary
}around ker neck: 80"
“Mise That Subsist on
turned pale ahd crossed herself, Of a even:
(In due.
calm.
Among the
aes
for:
J went? to. ne with. AseUntisua! sense re
sudden her - eyes flooded with happy discredited ‘bymats,
of
life that
ew
in her dreams Tim was stand- tears. for tightly Fgrasped! in ‘the chubby times pesrinely be
¢ Was pct.
lays. Be: Ly her
Doves Ahab has
aneScatter anee
side, ond around his neck fist, its. silver “crucifix: glinting in the dead,
estenlatye ‘Gazette.
fe future yore
ke
for sqotpions bas aes form Mtetentires
waa the rosary,
The ‘st 6of Me deathe:
* which he told ber ten- riisht, thereSune
e831
the ata!
brought him to her at: ast:
contémporary journal
tateetting.
Sense of well-being’ tontinued the
He
lost
the:
cfaree
of ‘his ‘nine ves in
The Oldest Death Sentence,
et pe.
soaeas
aga
19 Daieper,. w!
be rewith an almost
The oldest death sentence extant ts
happy. expression at the rosary lying
Morn.
bot net
uu. She would ‘not sfound tn the Amherst papyr} contain.|
fal did’she Rak
her thereon
Toom that marn~ ing.
erimina:
of .stai ite
e af: some hann.
ae eh case ay found-gullty of magia,

Eayot,about 1800 HC. The ertmingt
‘hte carried

state -“whs

ne

worthy

|

v
ee

nits, ‘Theee represent | the. best ‘ghide of
aes fonds in the
id are made in neat worsteds, Gece or sieipen, plain greys and

to see them ...2..

5

pecial Ofte

Men’s Tweed Covered Rain Coats, gpectnl offering ‘thismonth, every new rn
good patterns and all sizes. Prices. ran;180 sees
. Boys’ Mackinaw Overooats; rich Piste ‘pattern, all aeot good
double-breasted,

belted style, all sizes.

See this

line...

++ 10.00 to 1 150

of Men’s

+-22.00
to
25.00

8-Piece Suits.

Thess are siecial ‘anid ate goods con-

tracted’ by us \somie.time ago, which haye just come to.hand. All sizes
and some extra. Bond Satlerat. See these before you buy. | We are making

Kiddies’ Cree
sizes 2 to’ oyyears,plan sie oF belted, ee tweeds, with
~ self collar or velvet.
is
4,50
to 6.00 >

special efforts in this partment and yon will dad values here that are not
.to be seen in the Jatger town.. Special.;
wp 10) 0 and 12:50

‘ We Sell the celebrated: Lion Brand Clothing for boys.

;

=

The New Shirts for Men

Boys’ Fall Styles in Suite seencing pinch-back Sa and Siivees pines) belted
styles in worsteds-and eed effecta, all styles and p’
++ +4-50 t.10.00

A wealth

Boys’ ‘Cord Panis, all sizes now in stock, brown corduroy

Heavy "Twisted Cloth, extra good’ ‘wearing qualities, each.........

of

new bettame in Negligee Shirts,

stiff and lounge cuffH styles, in the sreton ’s newest

patterns, Only the best makers represented here.”
Prices.
Kiddies’ ' Be, styles, eater
belt and Russian aes in serges and tweeds, ~
Dark and Light, Grey Flaanel Shirts, with solt, cuff, all sizes, éach’.
«2,50 to 6.00
ages2 toto 66 years,
“ Boys’ Odd ‘Bloomers, ps “wanted pattern, all thse 22-35, prices.50c. to ae
Heayy Shaker Shirts, with collar Attachedfo cots sve ose ee 5s

“LA Di ES’ COATS
Warm ‘Winter
needs.

©

Goats for
range

of

the

- Handsome New Display of
Ladies’ Waists

cold weather

Ladies’

and

Misses’

In all

Coats, in tweeds, chinchillas, velours, zibelines

s

Large rangeof

are

to

carts

Navy bluea pares dresses, made in
mie

Prices ...+++.ssecececnereeee $4.00 to 6.00

one pretty

Ladies’ Skirts
Ladies-Skirts in Tweeds, Gabardines, Navy and Black Serges.

5

skirts are made in all the newest styles and are prettily

y and o1

‘self-coloreg or fancy aticthings, ‘buttons and’ prett:
hee nessye
eevdaapaspnsas 10,00, 21)

3.50 to 8.00

Our China Hail
Is “now stocked with.
full line. of. Dinnerware
aud

Ohina

direct: from

‘ saipeaesie eae
owill,

beautiful

ee

“Trimmed

Hats,

ner

|shitred: effects, swith

whi

‘set

less

‘Also a
tes i

ful Nippon China, direct
from ‘Jspan.,- Come in
“and see for-yourself and
‘Pick | Out Your ~
Chrismas Gifts’

pure

silk. velvet, all

.<rowns,

also chatalee

the season’s best make, all

black or with colored facings.
chenille

. Hats, large or small shapes, soft

and plush

little hats for young girls.

pee:

ets
ve eee

3

Autumn and Winter Millinery

: China, Tin ‘and Graniteware

«England without”

Thesé

’ trimmed with belta, pockets and self-colored stitching.
‘Full assortment of skirts for large figures _ sizess 35:38, prices”

core at

serges, trimmed. with buttons,
checks
cubene
<__
emroidery and ‘pigue collars, sizes 4 to 12 yearn, «4,00 to

‘

le-Chenes, Georgette

Black Silk and -Crepe-de-Chene. Waists,

Pretty one-piece dress of black a white check, made with box pleats
attached to deep yoke,‘ and trimmed with’ pique collar'and ancy
14

Ore)

AD) sizes, Priced 2... cee sree cons recsdceecncccenceser
to 6,00
We also have some pretty White Habitai silk end Wai
eae
in
* the newest styles from...:.......
«21.25 to 3.
Black Sateen Waists,-in all sizes, to sellat. “
ocoveh 25

| Ladies’, ‘Misses’, Children’sDresses
Sizes,

materials,

collar, self-covered buttons Price........cececeseescecuce 7.50
Black Messaline and. Habitai Waiste in similar‘tiyles and trimming,

5.00

‘ Onr Children’s Coats are the finest ever shown, All sorts
of pretty styles forthe. kiddies. at popular. prices.

puttons.

and

model being made in finest quality crepe-de-chene, with large and
small tueked back and front, can be worn with either high or Jow

very, popular garments and core in all sizes up to 44
Prices... 52. ..45,.2-..--.25,00

styles

Crepes, Habitai, Mesealine and ‘ancy Silks.

Pretty Blouse-of pink, maize or brown crepe-de-chene, made with con
yertible collar aad sleeves edged with white georgette crepe.
This
>
“is an exceptionally. pretty modeland sells at popular price of 86.00
* Prey design in \dark plaid silk with plain blue collar and, cuff,
‘astened in fancy tab effect with large pearl buttons.
Price, 7.50

Handsome Coats, moderately priced $13,00 to $25.00. ~ Blocks Kersey and Beaver Cloth Coats for full figures,
Correct styles and prices are right 12.00 to27,50
Some very swell coats in the celebrated Salt's and Lister's These

newest

deep tudked cuffs,

with fancy pockets and the large cape or ¢hin-chin collars.

Plush; made. with belts‘ and large collars.

the

Crepe-de-Chene~ Blouses, in flesh, coral and mize, made with lange
hemstitched collars, fronts prettily embroidered in delicate shades
to match and fastened with large pearl buttons, sleeyes-‘made with

and fancy coatings.
These are ‘all new styles and come in belted or loose effects

bust.

to $3.00

=

The. Season’ s5 Weight

Our assortmentof Underwear
is complete in
allsizes and Senta for winter wear,

in Underwear —

ding “-Penman's

Ladi

Natural

Stanfield's Blue and Red}
“Fleece: ra: “Men's and
in the Comfor Men,
Germents, cach .... nee
y io ‘this Depertment.

Black Fox Furs.

Ladies’ and Children’ 's Underwear

rt sleeve

nigh, ‘iowoF Daten

of a.---1..:---%s

made with

ue and nataral

irae case een Oy

or low neok, .25 to $3
Natural Wool Under-

.Black Fox Stoles, latest
Pillow Muffs to match

$

pat Een grass eee

OX NEOUS (s cvaete
CRY
Black Lynx Moffs ...,
Lynx Stoles to match, .

:

Taraball's Underwear
“We have ‘hia

and dra:

tc
oa

Prices

ast

a het.
a

| Where Did YouGet Them?
Will be the questions asked ¥o
are

cane

We still have a limited number of |
Coal, Wood and Gas Stoves to
cléar out at less than they would
prices. These goods are hard to
get. Secure them while you have
the opportunity."
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Just to remind you of those shoes that
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A stitch in time saves nine.

Rubber Heels. Attached.

to

Wr G
.

2 ‘Allan

GANK:

O.

SANKEY

Docs and Bane Ram

Pome Lane aguas

KIRKLAND BLOCK
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combe, baritone, aod Miss.
i
reader, Tea will be served
from 6 t0 8,
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For Attractive Styles in

CHEVROLETS750|
The New Design

Smart Millinery

_At Reasonable Prices
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BOOTS AND SHOES
Shoes, as you know, have gone sky high,

heavy goods,
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Regarding the choice of shoes,
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os with
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seston Boeke b
ery made
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~are-now
“fronr
jet
ie wen
and a great many
the eadobolnes
vements
have deen made ove:

THEHARDFACLON WEATHER
LITTLE ONES

“im causing foot allments, ia the belfef of Dr. Jacob Grose:

_Gleviow
low o' of Reviews
views ( (New York, Aj
He
says the infant's foot, bettie woh
and

having
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Canadian

fall

weather

_ ment.
until théy
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dren should not wear shoes
begin to walk fa thelr bare

the

result
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muscles

employad

“The outline of the normal foot
tically

thé, samo

throughout

Pee

The

is
life.

,
inner, border {s almost ia straight
line and the outer border curved with
sthe convexity externally meeting the
Anner border anterioriorly.
ith few exceptions, this outline
q
t interfered with until the con-

ve

soda and water. Soft soaps
with

.

inetead
seed;

hemp

and

seed

with

or'cot-

ton seed with the addition of a little

tallow.

aid to be made of caustic soda and
either olive or almond
Ml, It . was

of

Tatich

employed.

in the

form

of pills

intended to have a gently
antl-actd action.
While edap has

of the queerest farms in the
‘s-situated onthe Island of
in the Bey of Ago, Japan.
farm lands He fathoms deep in

bere

i
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They

are

producing
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too

feet.

milifons

aperient,
of

stances from a life of physicaljease
and plenty and forced ‘to work dut of
doors suddenly discovers that his

invaiidism ‘bas gone,

admir-

seml-

that a chronic

years’
that a

new vigor and zest of life has been
given him,
Not every one can spend-his whole
time in the open air, but a certain
amount of exercise and plain, wholesome feed in any emount not exceeding the body’s needs can be had by almost every
one.
Simple
moderate
diet and exercise
make
for
health.
These are not
faddish
food theories,
they are just plain, common sense.—
dexchange.
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Sincerely yours,
GEO. H. HOLMES,
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t Cures Colds, Etc.
Minard's ‘Linimen
oe
‘What Oorns-Are.
Cofns are hard growth ‘which occur

‘on the

SOAP
AND WATER.

toe

or some

other

to walk.

of@ nurse or with

apparatus,€ is abd-z:

part

generally-the

of the

result

ee they are thickenings
the centre of
er layer of the skin in which
projects
which is a nail-like peg when__pres!
hurts
and
downward
the
Soft cofns form “between
upon,
others
‘and-are- only. different from

to

FARMS

ON YONGE

gether to destroy this individual {m-|
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FOR SALE.

SALE—TWO
ONE-HUNDRED
farms, Wellington county, Pret
Ip; no better soll; good buildings
de trees:
vi
:

But it is possible to disturb or alto- | 884

over: will stand ‘inspsetion;

munitybe bydonespecial
treatment, with
and this,|
given:at price
and terms
can
by interfering
the | Dosscssion
Wil, meet you
Gladstone,
oF Drayton righ:
diet, the temperature and atmospheric | ste” Waiter Borkwill, aR, "No.
surroundings, and by fatigue or loss
of blood.
Starvation will induce susceptibility to a great number of diseases to which the individual is naturally {mmune, while
creatures
immiersed in water, kept in rooms
of
unnaturally high or low temperatures

:

nines

SALE—A CHOICE DAIRY FARM:
‘A photo can be fad of
to John MeCorape
5 OR RENT—39 ACRES, A-t
jand jn Southern’ Manitoba;
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ers in the Persian Gulf.

It

the
‘The lot of the native pearlers of
all run
Persian Gulf {8 a hard one, for
the
the risk of getting scurvy from
Ice, of course, is
lack of fresh food.
unknown in the fleet, and the impure
and
water breeds worms. The boiling
ort.
filtering of water do not appeal to

avold giving
suitable con-

ental people as yet. The saibs, or rope
puilers, get palms as hard and cracked
an ancient Bedouln’s heel. They

and bring ridicule upon thethem.
water gives
The exposure in
many of the divers weak hearts and
tuberculosis, and many of them bedeaf

come

because

the

weight

water breaks their ear drums.

of

the

Sharks

abound in the gulf, and many divers
have had a hand bitten off. One young
Arab was brought to the
American

may
thinks it possible that the earth
end in an incandescent blaze.
he says,
‘The earth's crust,

is very

bottom of the sea, and
thin
of
should it give way tn consequence
convoleantc action the earth might be
at the

sumed

In flames.

“Suppose,”
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followmoye-
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should let’ in the mass of the interior
waters upon the incandescent
matter.

. The water
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by the heat, the hydrogen would

smokers,
This 1s probably
because
more tobacco is emoked daily without
noticing it in the form of cigarettes
than in pipes or cigars, heavy smokers
getting through as many as forty or

fitty--clgarettes

a day. In advanced

cases sudden fainting Is not unveual.
Tobacco heart may, happily, be cured

In its early

bacco.

stages by avoiding
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to

usually ceases

shortly after giving up the habit, and

if {t has not been of long duration the
heart regains its normal
condition.
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commonly

dispensary at Kuwelt with his whole
side laid open by a shark
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got

‘The danger of drowning 1s great, for
sometimes a strong current carries the
diver far away fromi his boat, and

before the rope puller can bring hfn
back he is drowned. The Arabs have
no pulmotors, and they are not effi
clent in giving “first aid,”
If a man
remains too long under water it was
“written on his forehead,” and that is
all there is to it—KE. E. Calverley fa
Scientific American.
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- WHY SOLDIERS KILLED OFFICER.
The report that British troops had
found a German officer who had been
executed by his
own
soldiers,
the
body having the hands bound behind
the back, has been confirmed.
The
incident occurred at a redoubt south
of Poelcapelle during the recent fight

ing. There were fourteen German
soldiers and young officers holding
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The French share in Monday’s fight
was small, but what they had to-do
they did
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and quickly,
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ft.
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The weath
a
were wood, the British advanced
4 tre by @ heavy tire trom enemy. piliboxes... This.
¥,.. however, was
h stormed their

machines,

most exactly 1,600 bombs on the Bri-

“Italian front—The fighting actiy{ty has
been perceptibly
revived
in
the Tyrolian, Carnia
and tsonzo
regions. German artillery took part
in
the artillery battle, and German
and
Austro-Hungarian
infantrymen
this
morning captured the foremost
Itatian positions near Flitch
and
Tolmiho, and in the northern portion of
the Bainsizza plateau.
Beriin
report
The supplementary
Wednesday night: said:
“On the Italian front the combined
attacking operations are taking their
intended course. Up to
the
present
some
thousands”
of) prisoners ;have
been reported.”

stationed along the edge of the forest
fought determinedy
to retain their

with

tack astride the Ypres-Staden railway
Was intact this morning with the’ ex
ception of the
loss in the southern

Discussing the work of the
Britizh
aeroplanes on
the
West
front, he
eald:
“During September
our
bombing
machines made 226 raids,
dropping
on the,
Germans 7,886 bombs, repre
senting 135 tons of explosives. In the
same period the Germans dropped al-

port says.

cial telegram says an Imperial decree
has: been issued, transferring . social,

bad replaced many of the tired troops

at ali‘ had passed the
censor was
The despatch
considered significant.
ot
credited the War
correspondent
the Tribune with the statement
that
gossip of an Austrian offensive has
He. stated
proved to be unfounded.
ase
that the
Vienna.
-Fremdenbiatt

serts that Genera] Cadorna.desired- to

the task , which

-of— the
and pre-

pared.
During the night
jn=reased intensity of the artillery fi
yarlous portions of the Julian
and 2 heavy bombardment,
stly
with special gas shells, between Rombon and thé Worthern portion of the
Rainsizza
plateau,
marked
the
heginning of an attack.
Owing to
the
bad weather, however, the hostits fire
decreased
towards
dawn,
tepether
with violent bursts of
fire from our
batteries.”
CONFIRMED FROM BERLIN:
Berlin
cable:
An
Austroman offensive has been instituted
on
the Italian fron
army
headquarters
announced to-day. German and
Austrian infantry this morning captured
the foremost Itallan
positions
near
Flitch and Tolmino, asd in the north
ern portion of the Bainsizza plateau,
the report states.
Wednesday's
Berlin War Office re-

lish.
Now, bombing $s only a part of
our air-op2rations....
By. far the. moat.
important workof the airmen is the
direction of the arUillery.

this tformation was in the despatch

(By R. T. Small, Staff Correspondent
of ‘the Associated Press.)
British Front i, Franc e and Bel®ium
report:
1ne wew Alied une
established in yesterday’s limited at-

Aid for

y.”

i
ole
ae
ctetioned tte
tek
Enemy Putin, | re ind northeast of the forest and
;

man, However,
the
blow
enemy will find us steady

relins under conditiong tar more difficult than those under
which.
the
French were so stccessful the other

machine-gun

gruelling

of

of
sive purposes. A large properticn
these. troops and material are
Cer-

ot tho wac has brought down 16 Zep-

offered

and the
most strenuous resistance,
British have been forced to tight bard
for every foot of the ground they haye
taken. Their advance has been made

atttck,

to some

strong forces on our front for off.

they had of attacking the Zeppelins
in broad daylight, when the
airships
were at the end of a long flight and
partially crippled, with that
of the
British airmen in finding and attacking tnezain the nignt while the
invaders Wer: sult fresk.
“Incidentally, it ‘may he said,
the
British air service since ihe beginning

made

by German prisoners that the enemy
{s determined to hold this wood at all

during the

sent post-haste from
the
northern
Russian front. where
between
Dvina River and the Guif
of
Tiga
there has been a withdrawal by the
Germans over a wide front.
The dtallan official repor> reads:
“The
enemy
has
concentrated

London
cable:
In the course
of
his weckly talk with the Associated
Fress to-day Major-General Frederick
B. Maurice, chief director of military
operations.at the War Office, said:
“it is mo
diseredit te the British
airmen that they aii not bring duwn
a single Zeppelin, while the Frenca
cirmen brought
down
five, in the
course of the
Zeppelin
visit a lew
days ago.
No
Freach airman would

FOUGHT FOR EVERY
FOOT.
The advance of the Entente Allies

intervened

the fighting died down

for the
numbers of reinforcements
yet
Austrians in this region has not
become apparent, but Jt is mot imof them _ were
probable that_some

Gen. Maurice Tells of What
They Have Done.

ported that 1,400 prisoners were taken,
most of them belonging to the youngest classes.

confirming

}

AIS

forces

German

extent...
‘fhe official communication
adds that the Italians are unafrald 45
a result of the preparations of the
Germans and Austrians, and that the
enemy
will find them “steady
and
prepared.”
Where the Cermans obtaine? Ierse

expected for him,

eae
eee Teer eee 7. Da Stop
They Haig.
Aa.tO |__| wront
reste
their infantry line in
formation. Howover, the fact that
‘i

of com~-

passing to the rear.

Forest,

weather

and

GREAT WORK BY
BRITISH FLIERS

‘the garrison
of
Malmaison Fort,
captured by the French, was composed
of First Grenadier Guards.
At the village of Allemant, it is re-

has
the

ee mere or

hie ~ Aasiro*

“Tt

large

The Germans began their olfeasive
in
fire.
after an intensive artillery
his
which specially constructed gas
Ac
ere thrown at various. places.

jer, and the British pushed out some
800.
yards
before
the Poelcapelle
brewery,
which has become famous
because of the sanguinary battles that
have
been
fought about
it recently.
New
troops also bad
been
brought
into the fray by
the Germans bere,
including marines of the
third naval
division, which had been on the Yser.

and the precise point for which he was
‘ing.
Several American
intelligence offi
cers. watched the
successful
attach.
‘They saw crowds of German prisoners

fire

:

ased

sign

theatre

The
— of
sapture on the northern section
and
near Piitel
position
ths front
north
Tolmno, aud also points in the
ern portion of the Bainsizza plateau.

east of Poeleapelle the going was eas-

front of them.
They
vanced
as
though on practice ground, every man

in

H

. Fi

sondisn

a

“petdon ~tdives

le

This morning
smother
attack
was
made by the Germans
north
of the
Ypres-Staden railway,
but the enemy
was smashed and forced to retire.
On the right wing of
the advance

Hire, which swept everything from in

ie

Ground in Front of the Lines
ment.
here was no disclosure, for
is Thickly Dotted With
military reasons, of the objective extent
of this movement,
3
‘oe
. or
D
e or character
Dead
Foe
when the Italian oftensive would be rea

as’

Monte Rombon to

Bainsizza.

German guns.

in front of the lines, which

brought about by the harrying
munications by the Frencn,
The French troops were full
fidence when they went over
in close touch with the'r own

From

23-Mile Front

Over

step.

tified farm,
Along the rest
of the
front
the
British held firmly the
gtound they
had gained, despite a violent shelling
which continued all night from
the

were to be lield-at all costs,
he commanders of the German advanced positions -had recefved- the most stringent wagnings - not to cede a foot of
ground, as French progress meant the
enfilading of the
German
lines
all
aloug the Alletts valley.
It had been
opserved during the Preparation for
the advance that the troops of different German divisions had become mixed in the front lines, and this was tak-

en

every

BIG BATTLE ON

mians succeeded in regaining one for-

ged.

making prepirations on an extensive
scale for an important military move-

sea

had
the

From prisoners captured before the
battle it-was learned-that
the German
Crown Prince had ordered
the con-

the

BRITISH GAIN
IS IMPORTANT

semi-offiA
to-day
here

The Germans
emftrance
on

ery,
Here also the French guns had
done excellent destructive work on the
deep tunnelled shelters, while at the
Western end Saiit Guilain Farm
and
the Fruty quarry had beén much dam-

for

of this posirincipal tasks

facing the French crap. The

statement printed in a Viennese news-

interesting _ statement

was made by a captured officer of the
Guard

Washington

German

stands

Repulsed

Bavarian divi-

sion, who was captured
about
the
middle of October, asserted, as
had
the
other
priconcrs
before,
that
officers were losing their grip on the

artillery

platens
tion was

Helping.

Munitions

as

the

shells.
a new

at

state,
ich had»
again

al

veloped along the Ypres-Staden
railway, and as a result the British,
were
forced to relinquish a slight strip of
ground which their advanced outpost
bad reached,
At eight o’clock
another counter-drive was made
north
of the railway, and this time the Ger-

eastern limit of the ‘offensive at Boh-

greatest difficulties to the French at-

i

of

and it
under-

nels, through which the garrison could
escape, In case of necessity, toa quarry
some distance away. ,
Another strong
point was near the

in-

tackers, but the French heavy
guns
had made splendid practice. and several of these subterranean strongholds
had been plerced by big shells,
one
battery alone placing five successive
sheils In the same hole.
FORT MALMAISON.,
Somewhat east’ of the centre of the
position attacked Fort De Malmaison

ABOUT TO STRIKE

British and French Men and

machine

the

ITALIANS AGAIN

control over thelr men.
There is no
doubt
that
there has been a very
considerable
deterioration
in
the
morale of many, of the German troops
in
thts
region.
But the
German

fichting

the ground,

accommodation for an entire brigade.
This and other similar shelters of

late
ever, is backward, owing to the
of getting
harvest and the difficulty
help.

iti

occupied

able to afford themselves to be driven
out, for retirement meant that they
would be thrown Into the valley of the
Ailette, with its extensive marshes. The
platean ig undermined with numerous
large caverns. some natural, and some
seulting from quarrying and excava¢ fon. One of them, Mont. Parnasse,
five acres in extent, borders
on the
Soissons-Brussels road,
It had been
worked in two strata,
forming two
storeys, in which there was sufficient

in.
though some late rye is still going
Reports agree that the fall wheat
sown some weeks ago is coming along
well and prospects are that both
be in good
wheat and
clover
will

shape for the winter.

army

they held to it tenaciously, not being

ried on vigorously in all parts of the
province but there is still a good pro-

en up—
portion of the crop to be
in some sections as much as
25 per
Potatoes are
selling
all the
cent.
way from $1 to $1.50 per bag at local
is

centre

northern side, and also one or two:tun-

the Fren¢h
constructed

of bullets everywhere bebind the Ger«
The battlefield bears
no
man Ines,
resemblance to battlefields anywhere
else. The ground all around. is broken
with steep hitle rising from deep valloys.
‘The cfest. on which the fight occur,
red was vital for the Germans,
ang

An average po-

formidable

ground portions had been affected by

ing

ports of the district representatives of

a

whi

positions
held
by
the Gersouth-easiward
mans were fol
to be waterlogged Rombon — Tolmin
o and thence southand virtually untenadle.
’ Fitch and
za piateau, whien
e Germans delivered two coun- ward to the Bainsiz
north-east ot
ter-attacks against the British troops Jies about ten miles
‘
in this section, The first, at noon, de- Gorizia: Berlin War Office reports the

Two of its sides were still

the reserves

days thousands of projectiles had been
rained upon them, while French machine guns poured a continual stream

tato crop with only an
unimportant
amount of rot {s indicated by the re-

into

resistance,

intast when the attack opened,
Was not known
whether the

These must have suffered terribly dur-

Potato Yield Average—Fall
Wheat Looks Well. ©

sowing

fortress

brought

cluding three divisions of the
Prussian Guards and one Bavarian division.

WEEKLY CROP REPORT

points.
Fall

them.

a terrible

:

strong

from emerging for immediate counterattack ®x soon as the French infantry
waves advanced beyond the first German lines,
Some of the finest troops of the Ger-

man

infringement

punishable by

for six years or by fines

Toronto despatch:

confronting

them, so as to prevent

could be observed from

the sea of aircraft.

of the restrictions

was.

in

considerably,

mud

Will Find the Italian
Forees Ready.

for-

to them, and compelling the surrender
of their
occupants.
Some of the

their posiand determination of both sides—the Germans in holding
:
tions and the French in harrying them.
knowledge
of mans had transformed the dismantled
The French, in full

whac

was

pushed

they progressed slowly
through
the
quagmire, and all the time the Germans were keeping up
a
merciless
fire from
their
machine
guns
and
artillery.
Britieh
aia
x AR
_ Aid not vanse,,}
+e ie
doggedly
forward,
charging the pill-boxes as they came

in this
combat of a more or less severe character having been fought
the fury
region, but the official reports failed to convey any idea of

thelr rescue of the Norwegian sallors.
‘As a result of reports that the Germans may have received news of the
convoy’s movements
from
spies on
land,
the Government has Issued
a

British

the

up

bogged

the

and the
ity
in artillery
the superior

artiliery fire marked
ground.
eater et
east and
the night in the region to the
north of Ypres.
guns have never
The
British
bis

{g mitigating somew!
-lik=
6 work in the morasé

‘The ground

neat ~ recent’ offictai”
statements have shown that soarcely a day has passed without a

re-

the

gave way to rain and the

“gun Walrsure to~have
tite tipper fiavid:~“The

4 “Christiania cables “Them NorWeriaa’

Gen. Cadorna Says thé Foe

every avail~

‘The week of fair weather,
dried

when the final stage of the fight be-

The army. which possessed
most useful observation points

as

ward.

might be regarded as that
Each occupied a position which

which at the end of a battle one side must give way to
“sooner or later.

North Sea Piracy.

Government

orously

in morsels that vitally important strip was an unstable one for both
then captured in one day. The position

further -par-

a bright sun,
completed to-day under
hat the me

ceased

=

right

guns,

machine

holes, cleverly

Shell

able position.

camotfiaged, held their quota of
sharpehooters, who sniped away vig-

of territory which the French

ports of the heroic rescue work performed by the little British patrol ships
on the occasion of the sinking of the
neutral steamers under convoy in the
North Sea last week, has asked
the
British Government to
forward
the
names of the officers and crew of the
veage].so that Norway can express
to

which

"

the

with

filled

was

front

which were concealed in

of the Marne in 1914, French
maison, whereever since the Battle
+ grips. For months since
and German forces have been at the closect
have attempted to retake
the French offensive in April the Germans

| To British Rescuers After

won by the allies
tlon of the posiiions
was being rapidly
in Monday's attack

cn the

from Lafaux to La Royere Farm,

:

in France
With the British Armies
‘The consolidaand Belgium
cable:

Gable-—Nowhere

France

of the

NORWAY’S THANKS

the

Fatherland.
“(ny esBT,
Small, St att Correspondent
We the Associated Press.)

E

in

With the French Armies
and more fierce
French front has the fighting been more obduratenorth of the, Aisne
M. Avksentleff sald that than in that small section of the line extending
southeast of the old
demonstration.
as the
the ap-

of a small majority

telpation-in-tt,
++

» Buling Classes in the

-

of

surprise at

Bolshevikl,
the walkout was only a
which could have no effect on the
work of the Congress, since in the eyes
of all Russia the body continues to be
the same authoritative organization.
The Bolsheviki, he said, had lost for

3 Many Proofs Found by the
British After Their

Signs of Trouble

expressed

On, the
_ the French the,
Germans. were holding positions with
re of men, and hard
great 1
developed at the start. The
whole of the terfitory on the. British

‘Hghting

<apartspmenr-ere neha

Lieber, the spokesman

Trotzky’s attitude, Inasmuch
bolting of the Congress had
proval oniy

for

?

Langiey

in

A

“the

i

asks whether the Kaiser

it a0 cwitier the ehpustanPurticcrent

Tralted States aviation
Bir
® ‘and cetenCabeut
alles,
miles, rest
in three hours
minutes, Ein
Datile
‘Lieut.
tae
mb. edautes
wader inet et Pca
in_coun-'
é

=k

eee

> Delegate

the Minimalists,

“INLATEST FRENCH WIN

be enable to

fave the country and make peace.

eer

the power to. be
He declared they would

-

ie

ING GRIP.
+ ON THER: NitN

“AROUND HOME
_

Fall Shibment.

The next regular mi
of
Patriotic Gab will bebold on”‘rassduyy

rss Oke.

ENO OF ADYNASTY}

1D im

your

os

©

or

your

LAWRENCE

The regular meeting of the Patriotic

League was held iv the hall Wednesda:
with ee Pree
Mrs. A.J. Mi

tte » Wintry Days

The Rise and Fall of the Russian |

“House
of Romanoff.

Nov. 6. It will be av old-fashioned teapany: at re home of ee ete Kerr,
a0
knitting,

wien

RETA TAN
Ne
BRASS ZISSAB

FROM THE LION TO THE LAMB.

y White Flannelette; at per yard 15c, 16c, 18c, 20c@

A Line of Czars,
Mad, Bad, Liberalor
Despotic, but All Strong and Daring, |

Light Striped Flannelette, per yd.
Dark Striped Flannelette, per yd.

‘hat Died When Nicholas 11, Weak

ind Timid, Was Flung Aside.

Mra, Doosid Campbell ga:

When the house of Romanoff ‘fell
jence at the front.
with’ the abdication (of Nicholas it
was then called on fora solo, not being the czar of Rugsia, there ‘came to an
present at the time, a letter was then
end one of the most extraordinary dyready which was recat pede, Miss Swit- nasties in the history of the world,
zor from a soldie:
thevking Mynasty
hab tent, 2xtatoe of taedne -}
net for wotks réounVed.
jeague deand steppe and tarned {t into an emcided to send $5.00 8 month to the pire flung across two continents and
Prisoners’ of War Fund. A louch was “occupying one-sixth of the land space
then served from. wi
was.
of the world. It was the hereditary
rei
|.
The next meetiog will be
re ae hall Wednesday, Noyember Yue thar produced Peter the Great and
4th,
The méoting closed by the sing. | the remarkable Catherine and many
other virlle ‘and ‘tigorous characters,
ing of thé National
fal
Anthem,
yet successThe ball was filled beyond seating coe
a: yet efficient; wariton,
:
capacity Suoday afternoon when Rev.
Probably no dynasty in Europe proLE. ‘Molachlno, returned missionary
from China and a former Lawrence boy, duced so many strong figures as the
addressed the Sunday School at 2 house of Romanoff. Yet when it fell
so much to the wrath
o'clock.
At 8 o'clock memorial service ft was not due
was hi
in honor. of the
<Jate ‘of downtrodden, betrayed people as to |.SQ

Diplomas from Meyer's Schoo!
Embalming
Embalmers’

and
Canadian
Association

Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the

Finest west of Toronto

SCHULTZ

Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario
Eyerything
required can be farnished. Flowore’ for aby occasion.

‘Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 454—Residence—
Shackleton St. West

CLEARING SALE
Desirable Farm, Farm Stock
Implements, Bites

:

i

Tuesday, November 6
1

vale of stook, implements
‘articles, the homestead farm,

gores fall wheat; »

water for house

&

2~

100 ‘ores, will be offered for
bot ee
‘soe, being Abe north all otpod
irallisg
8 8
whi
iktrid,

pairs

ot

bout -ten
beech and maple,
‘south half north half south half
Proprietress.,

[oTAGGART, Auctioneer.

looted eyery item
not he. least
how

Thank God.
if what the

if the

people

want.

I am

so fund

of

flowers,”
‘While the first Romanoff to rule over
Russia was not crowned until 1013, the
family bad become one of influence in
Muscovy

}Glass Towelling,

ig the thirteenth century.

Flannelette Blankets

Values

PRR

TIRED, NERVOUS
“HOUSEWIFE
TOOK VINOL

One

It will be greatly to the advantage

Now She is Strong
and Well
Berkeley, Cal—“I was nervous,
irritable, no appetite,
could not’sleep,
always. tired,

had

in

appearance

Men?

entire quota of 100,000 men to be raised under

.

¥

r

‘

.

soul beacon they nil be planed tee

"
:

~

3

d

‘Alecks Buck ceameeten!
GESILA be Shiba ca oioeone
‘orm, whan filled ta, will be forwarded bythe
at will beinformed by tei'as to the.tims wad place’ for

a

quiet, inoffensive |ittle man, is capable
‘of the utmost
hardness,’
-“When the news was brought to him
disaster at-’

Issued by The Military Service Cocacil,

"Shoal

Dutton Pump & Garage Cé..

MARKETS
Wednesday, Oct. 31)

Butter, Ib-prints, wrapped

0

42

Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or Deep Wells’
All Kinds of Repairing

Auto Repairing Our Specialty
Oils and Greases in Stock
‘Agent

All kinds of Storage Batteries

for ior Chevrolet

Repairs.
stock.

Station Street
T.R. SMALL, Manager

We

always ha

Free-Alr.

full

mee

Barre, etsure's
Salo of:
tho

uy

hay *
Prom:

RL SUSMALL. as

for Taxes

é

= -s

azz

DUTTO: Dal

b

without

have been ‘allowed, Canada
Authorities estimate that, after all pro
ae cae
produce from the first class 100,000 men fit oartiet cathe tin upon the man power
will not be severe.
for examination.
Members of Class One will be well advised to present th
the Medical Board in their district. Upon examination
as to their
of the following-categgries:
Category A—if fit for service Se ofereben Rating unis,
ry B—if fit for service overseas in Army ledical Corps, Forestry Battalion, etc.
Catagory C—if fit for service in Canada only.
ory E—if unfit for military service of any nature,
A, the applicant will know that he is not liable for immediate sexvice,
nd ina claim for exemption with his Medical Copitcats Stiactied, vine Minar
Ee
due course
a certificate of ex emption until those in his medical
Where a
who is placed
in categ
form can be
from the postmaster.
to the registrar of the district, and the aj
consideration
of his application by the

THE

. Satisfactory Range

of Canada
ifthe

t can be secured from the first class; that is, from the men between the ages of 20

most others, since

not inspire respect, much less awe. He
feels this, and, not knowing how to
fight against this lack of consideration
‘of bis person, he becomes savage in his
though

Provide The

Thousand

fend 64 whs wore uncharried or widowers without children on July 6th, 1917.
"This ta almost self-evidént for the following reasons:
it is admitted
that, between the ages of 20 and 34,the average mari Is at
his
Cee
erent echious the chase cl coemtie meme
mee
the military service of unmaried men and widowers without children would occasion less
distress than that
Also,
it would
otalf less Enanciel burdes for Canada/ through sepanailen alewentoes, ote.

to be vital
ones. His mind is as

and,

Hundred

the Military Service

small as bis
on,
He'sees the:biggest events
go by without being touched or being even’ aware of thelr great
jes:

wrath

Dae

- Will Class One

this to say of Nicholas:
“Nicholas
[I. is one of those timid,
weak natures which nevertheles’ like
to assert themselves at certain moments in matters utterly without importante, but which to their eyes appear

R. KEMP
PANT ER
RE

SAREIR

At

. | at the court of Petrograd and-who had
mani
exe:
view of three czars, in his
to Cana- anintimate
selves to furnish their productfixed
by the personal memoirs, composed shortly
dian publishers sb the prite
a few years ago,

in Every Department _

UN ZANGSAIINZ NSIS

er | Paul Vassili, who spent twoscore years
his death

-15e, 17c and 18c%

per yard

We still have some in all
‘Have taken a big advance in price.
sizes at the old prices and advise you to secure your winter's
supply
before we
are compelled
to advance
the prices.

‘This is the descent of the recently
deposed Czar Nicholas~a lamb foaled
in e'nest of tigers and Monesses. Count

before

18c and 20cay

Terkish Towellitg, white and colored stripes 20c§

1 will
people

‘want. I will go to Livadia (the imDerial estate in Crimea), tony yardeos,

18c and 22ces

Lomond: Flannelette,

“Pure Linen Towelling, per yd: 17c, 20c, 23¢, 25¢%
sUnion Towelling, per yard
12ic, 15c and 16c¥

shrinking

by force of personal strength.

———————

AAIGHT TAKE OVER PAPER MILLS

4+ and
in some cases
hove refor it
porto skip paper where the need

8

and

that time Ivan Divinovitch beld an important post at the court of the grand
duke-of Moscow, A daughter of Romap, sixth in descent from Ivan; married Ivan the Terrible, whose chief
amusement was to watch jcople dying
in two places.
between courses ut hig bauquets. RoMrs, F. Shipley spevt Friday with man's “successors Called ‘themselves
friends at Tyrcounell.
Romanoffs.
Joshua Walters left last week for
The old. Tartar. dyuasty in. Russia
Lowbanuk, where he will assist George came to an end in-3603, During the
Miller in bis fishery for a short time.
next few years halfa dozen pretenders
Lorne Shipley, of Talbot Street, was ravaged the country. ‘The Swedes cut
a caller in this yicinity on, Monday.
in on the north ahd the Poles on the
Sarah Marr left Inst week for St. west,
the common
folk and
Thémas, where she’ will spend the gentry of Russia met In @ convention
winter months.
at Moscow and clected Michael RoAlma
is visiting friends manoff czar of the Mussias. It Is a
peculiar coincidence that.an assembly
ib Toronto.
Mrs. F. Bravchflower has returned of the people chose the first of the
after spending three weeks with friends Romanoffa and “deposed the last of
t ‘bem.
in Michigan.
There followed x line of mad czars,
Philip Lindénmap and sisters, Kate
and Florence, apeot Friday in St. bad czars, liberal czars,’ reactionary
czars, Peters, Catherines, Blizabeths
Thomas.
F. Shipley, John Smailes and Dancan and Alexanders, all men and women of
virility and strength of mind regardMcKillop were the delegates at the
less of thetr other faflings. They ruled
union conyeation in Datton op Monday.

‘Also | was very great.

VEY,

weakness

Heavy Loch

+

S

, on
- ‘North Halt Lot 16, Con. 3,
ae “Bideroad, north of Appin Road

following: 41

W Wann and family spent Sunday
with friends at the towaline.
Miss Ida McKillop. of West Lorne,
spent Sunday at her home here.
Florence} daughter of Mr, and Mrs,
©. Doan, had the misfortune to fall
off the school steps and break her arm

— WDirector = Embalmer
t

“Let it be so.
abdicate if that

the

EAGLE

furnished for any occasion.

| Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.
Ji

Inherent

15c, 20c; 25cy
15¢ and 20cf

a rlain Grey Flannelette, per’ yd.

RARSw
Teor
5
BURERERSRSSSERSSSSRAEAS:

PLOWERS

containing

socks, 6 sheeta, 6 suits pyjamas, 4 flannel shirts, 5 handkerchiefs. Also eight
Christmas boxes to Lizzie McEachren,
Jim Hamilton, John Merrilees, Fred
Edmunds, Jack McRae, George Percival, Cameron Berdas and Tom Vick.

Couches, Caskete and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishings
*

the

R, Walker, assisted by Mr. McLaoblen. meekness of the czar,
faiker rendered an shpeceean
Imayine Peter orIvan the Terrible
‘Some Day He'll Make It Pisin.” or even Alexandcr of recent memory
speaking as Nicholas did when informCAMPBELLTON
The Campbellton Patriotic League ed that ‘dn outbreak < had occurred in
shipped to the McKay House a bale Petrograd:

J. A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER
of

Trooper Geo. White, conducted by Rev.

i

R. P. Reekie

& ourse's
ah It
Mrs. D. Oemes

Yes NWWe

Better get yours now.
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gus

=
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vind that’s
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“IONASTATION

Large and a)
ve
audiences
listened to Rey. We Waikes, of, London,
at the anniversary services Sunday.

ri

Py

]

Peron:

Walt

Paper

Crockery

Do

No

charge

ng and with 85 years’ experience

dod the aioxt modern equipment known

mn RGMragtes tin twost KAtisfActory re.
galte, at one-half the regular prices.

MGKILLOP,

HIGH

M.D.C.M.

lott;
. LROP.
London, Eng
ak ‘OB, piace gb4 Tad,
Rdlabueg, and
Condon! PTB,
to, and M.0.P.8,
owrion
iy
FR. D,A,

CAMERON

LIGHTER
DAY |

Here
The

D*- W.H. MGFARLANE

:

DR.

SMITH

Paes

: “DENTAL,

Lighter

> Honor
Gra tanta of Toronto University.

CE

ae

yee

t

o &. A. TESKEY.~

>.

~ DENTIST

: OMliee and Residence
-| Shackleton Street, Hast
:

:

That our big Wa!l Paper Sale
people took advantage,of it these
encouraged us to have it run
that every. dollar's worth of paper

A

Puoxn 75,

At Roney every Wednesuay.
pe
‘DR..FRANK

Come

E, BENNETT

Range

| D, A. MoNabb, mooth’s salar;

of 40 per cent.
haye been added

,

RA

Value Groups

_ SELECT

of

SILK

PETTICOATS
at

$9.95

Two

and

¥ 3.95

Those who neglect to make use
present themselves in person at
8th, 9th or 10th,
and they will
when their claims will be dealt

Popular Styles Pictured

prices, Every desirable shade
—one-tone or
bles—also light
evening colors,
Fitted
tops,
new
flounce pleating and rufflings,

INQUIRIES
SOLICITED

ZSNSNASS

+ Poultry Wanted

- ASK FOR PRICES

watering calvort
Jobo Kuiens, tiling.

~

Jas. R, Oameron, ditohin

Alex, Smith & Son, tile...

A. D. Olapp, drawing grave

5

ASKS

36

Thos. Kece, work on culvert.

14

Geo, Olatk, work on road.

“a
=

Goo; Olark, drawing gravel
Frank Walker, drawing gravel...
Joo. Patterson, persoon grading...
D. D. Black, operating grader:
aw, drawiog gravel, grad ii
itoh, peraona drawing gravel
iu MoPhorson, drawing gravel
J.B; MoKanzie; drawing gravel
F. Taylor, drawing gravot
J. MoPhorson, putting in calvort
W. Saunders, cement.

The Military Service Council.

R. Robbins, cleaning tile drain

i Ployees = within Olass
ia 1, the production
of & recei ipt as under section 5, or the
roduction

In Military District No. 1

fr the man
soldier.

literatare of a general nature

will, no doubt, be distributed from
the
Military Service Council
throughont.
Osnada.
Bat employers are often very
they might readily overlook a vital point if it should
be om-

a

necessary

ing to mal

8. Employers are alsoTabi tes pen.
alty of from
to $500 for permitting

employees in Olass 1 who hayes omitted
to comply- with the terms

of the Proclamation, to continue in their
employmore than seven days after
bglee

or

for engag-

hy
rvices of new emplo:
aro in defeat
of thagebclamaton, "P?
ssmoployers, who employ
.

in their service Deserters, aro Mable to's
penalty of from $100 to
or imPelsoament for not more$600,than
six

5. The only thing wecossary
to satisfy

the above four sections is that each
within Olasi } shall haye Proceedeme
d to

and secured the
November 10th,

Naim for. Exemption,
eee ipt therefor before

6.¢No medical
gary, noth! ing is

examination is necesnecessary but what is
in meee ‘then nothing

pecessary un:

‘man

receives

notice
fromtheir
the Deputy
Registrar.
- For
own

protection, thereré should demand, on or
10th, from their em—_————
1° Om)

before November

a et

Fall
Suitings

of an honourabte discharge,
is known to have beou a

Kendall, pr

I have
; | mending
8 portion
the

purchase

War Loan

of

Bonds.

Canada’

Victory

Whether

it be

$50, $100, $1000, or more that one
has in hand, .there is no better way,
in my opinion, of using the. money
than to purchase Victory Bonds.

Now is the time for ull.men and
women who are
lepe lent upon
their {savings for thelr livelihood
to loan them to Canada and at the
same time help themselves.
Many
of these have been unable to assist
the various patriotio organizations
because of their limited income.
Now they maiy inorease their income and help Canada.
It is not
often that one’ can’ personally benefit by a patriotic act, and surely
now that the oooasion presents itself, no one should fall to take advantage of it.)
The objective set by the Minister of Finance is $150,000,000. Many
guesses are ;being made as to how
much more will; be subscribed. Le’
every one

bonds

help,

whether

it be

55

...

N. McEachren, work on drain
Herbert Beutloy, aato hire...

Ww. Bw ISMER.

, MIVTON MARTIN
‘no hesitation in recomto every one that at least
of his fands be used for

9

Lay
16
18
2

Jos. Armstroug,

Persons patting in coment.
Canada [ogot [rou Co., culverti
E. Sattou, filling bridge.

A WESTERNER'S RECOMMENDATION

iz}
Le., who are
20to84, uumarried or widowers
without
children.
2. Employers aro liable to
malt,
of $50 to $100 per employee, satopeiec
e.
pent, or ee in the event of their fail-

-

25

Albert Talteh, drawing gravel

of the Post Office must
a Tribunal on November
then be informed as to
with.

6

8

at

Issued by;

To Employers of Labour

or

12
&

drawing and putting in pipe.

Reports for service must be made on or before November
10th through the Post Office.

Much

..

Jas. R, Cameron,
re;

Severe penalties are provided by law for failure
to report
for service or claim exemption as above.

signed either a Report

With the advancing price
Silk, it isan achievement of Taffeta
“to sell such underskirts as to be able
these at
popular

MAIL

Blas & Smith, account ...
Jaa, Grabam, drawing ogmént and

cs

iJ. B. CRAWFORD | stated].
Two Great

t.

L.

is ‘still on.
A large number of
last two weeks, and therefore have
for two weeks more,
Remember
you buy, you get it for 60 cents.

EES

xravel

All claims for exemption must be made not later than
November 10th.

also vory fortunate in
and ranges before the
prices are moderate,
of Stoves.and Ranges
goods that you want.
wants.
-A complete
stove accessories,

have your choice.
New designs
to the sale supply.

DENTIST

Hon
‘ein ty
University.
Grad.
ate pf Royal College of Dental Srspone
17
Hincks ‘Street, St. Thomas
hind asoe back of theAnderson Co.'s Store,
Phone 295 or write to 8t, Thomas for ap-

the action of MoWariane vs, Ddnwich,
with power to act.
é.

Alex. Law, top for catoh basin

Forget

Big Slaughter

soon and

rt

and 17,-—-Oarried.
‘he reeve was aathorized to deal with

‘Those‘who make or have made their clai
for exempm
tion
in writing through the Post Office will receive
notice by registered letter of date on which their claim
will be dealt with. .

Stove News.

High-Oven

Don’t

4

Dutton

& Pyonp b1~Omce and Residence

from toad be-

These Tribunals will commence to deal with claims for
exemption on November 8th.

ae

Graduate of Royal College of. Dents Surgeons,

. . OffSq-Henty Block

Day

f
)

-

D. H; DOW, D.D.S.. L.D.S.

(

i

Sg.

Latest Thing-in

that will be just what you want.
We were
being able to receive our shipment of stoves
big advance in price came on, so that our
We would be pleased.to show you our full line
and give you our best prices)
We have the
Don’t forget us, as we can supply your
supply of Stove Pipes, Elbows and all

Nose, Throat
. St.‘ Thomas
to4 eod by appointment,
Phone 138,

- 480 Talbot Street,
1

{

From all these makes we are sure we have a Stove, Range or Heater

Specialist Eve..Ear,
Hoars

S

We are now ready with a full line of all makes of Stoves, Ranges
and Heaters.
We havea larger showing than ever before on Ranges.
We handle the Lighter Day High-Oyen, Peninsular, Garland,
Pandora, Doherty, Treasure, Economy, New Doris, Jewell and Oak,

ont.
Buccessor to Dr. Crane,)
fae
oe
‘

o-

is the

Danwioh

wich, south to road between

The location of The Exemption: Tribunals: in
this district is as follows:—
Tribunal Ont. No. 60—Dutton
Ont. No. 61—Fingal

RANGES|

~ Baswiexca—Shackloton Bireot.

ie

OVEN

~

aud

tween concessions
4 and 5.N of A, Dun-

2 and 8, Soatliwold, connecting roads 11

RANGE

M, ney See
Ney PT.O.M.,rt
Peet
Ovmon—Matn Sirect,

-

For the Attention of Class One- Men.

S28

Atex-

WHITE

wich, connecting roads Nos. 2 and 10;
(2) That portion of the townline between
Soathwold

nM

Sf on

Movies?

» we can inform you.

AE.

Aldboroagh, to road between
A aud concession 5 North of A, Dun-

ZSIES

for.

coanty council of oar portion of the fol-

nd
lowing, roede* £1) Thar.
towaline between Aldboro and Dunwich
from
between concessions 8 and 9,

“Do you suffer

Does it hurt

at tle

fou kbow if you have perfout’nye-sight?.

ita

give a grant of $1,000 for Red Cross parposes for the year 1917.—Oarried,
Smith—McMillan—That this council

exse

to look

“Duawich

heraby approves of the designation by the

be-

NY

blared in reading?

rom froutul ‘headache?
“-Fonr-eyes

of the

Se

the type

éeseion

SS58uBos Socom wom- BS8eeaue = hae S8o8at
gsessesssessxeuersssssas 8 SBLRSSRSRSSSSSSySsess

Does

Range

ZSSRZSZS El

or barn?

EXEMPTION TRIBUNALS

J wins HIGH-OVEN
Wood

(

Pae|

Do your

regular’

council .was held.on Motday, with all
the members present.
MoMillan—Smith—That this. council

D. W Graham,
J. GO. Campboil;
Charles Kerr, lig
A. Ashmore, ceméat

work...

F. Hood, filling Shaw bridge.
&E. Sattou, work, Ashmore drain,

D. Stewart, repairing bridge.
Oross T:

rere, grants .

Henry Lilley, drawing gravel.
M.O,R., operating gates

us

Edward Olarke, grant for gravel
D. MoGibbon, tile.
Ooancil members’

Be
5

your eyes tire easily?

and

er

Do

Coal

No. *1487
DUNWICH COUNCIL

{THE BIG STORE
A

1917

peers

- Groceries

NOVEMBER
8,

GLOOMY OUTLOOK FOR NEWSPAPERS
The London Advertiser saya if the

price of newsprint is i
as & resalt of the second inquiry into the cost

again

of manofacture which is
ing before Commissioner
Pringle
at
Ottawa, many newspapers
compelled to close up shop or
with their competitors.
‘eral rumors are now in circalation

-

to the effect that certain cities of the

smaller size will soon be compelled
get along with a ‘neutral’ nowspa:

to

for

of smali} denomination or
ones,, Letjevery one-who has |
t he
‘er purchase:
rt least u $50
2D continning the unobstz noted nse of the
high seas, so that ‘the products of
our farms,
and factories may
be carried to our boys'at the front;
so that the fartners may be paid
for their grain? so that every man
employed ma;iy ;Teceive his wages;
80 that
ia may be maintained

bond and thereby
asciet |

io,
Paper
make

companies
retroactive

have threatened
any new price that

‘may be set- by the commissioner.
Ppsper companies have

~The

yet to prove their

as it has been
Wo ad that
treméndous
mate
idous
fixed charges
have been m:
id that
in some in-

sho

Profits

cant.
The

ran

as high

ax 100 per

Advertiser doubts if there isa

in the high esteom of all. the Allies.

Let us show) what we: think of
our democratic sinstitntions by buyIng our own bonds, and \laat bot
not least, lot ws show. the, enemy
that were in i this war heart and
son) and will he so until he is
orashed, if necessary.

SCHOOL; EXAMINATIONS
4, Wallacatown Sohool

October re;
Br. IV.—Anudre:
Lloyd Fox, Sadie.
Jr. TV.—Eleanor

Elmer

Lyneh (hj, Merion Ashisoré

Ly

o

(b),

whole woold bave nothing to foar from
investigation

:

'y Konrts, (G! ladys Clay,
more
(6).
‘Tarvil ile, Addie Clay,
+ Donald MoOallum, Willie
2

(ee

Backus {o-

Sadie

h).
Oy

Fees Sraham,:Whittinghem,\
Mabel
e

os
pers.
There “has been a
doubling aod a redoubling of charges
for lead and various combinations of
metal.
.The news)
business as a

Helen
Joho

Fred,

saw

fit

newspaper

to

in case the

comm

ir

inquire into the extent of
‘The paper manufac.

tarera, on the other hand,
to secure ‘‘all the trade wil

have

A SPLENDID FARM PAPER

ee

Hardware

ONTARIO,

Smecenrepengneenneyys

DUTTON,

DRAULIC RAM FOR FARM WATER SUPPLY
A Principle of Hydraulic Rams---How to Determine
é
“By Thomas Stansfield
Commentary,—I. A disheartening
re-

“Gilvee’ ‘the ram,

(vs, 1-3). i Words—

1 is the

supply

pipe to the cistern or other source of
storage

r
pre: otherwise
wi
more frequently in operation
where water
Mlows ,are available, or where lakes
Or ponds are located and a slightly
higher elevation than where a ram
as

follow:

the air In the upper part of the chamPES AS ‘SOUT s“ atte"

st
ate
Bi ey
higher level {9 piped down to the
ak erted

trifling, which led to resulte of
t
Tmagnitade, It contains a summons of
the most unexpected character which
Nehemiah
as the divine
call, and which Involved great sacrifice and prompt ‘obedience. Netemiatt
Was a large-hearted, sympathetic man.
He entirely disregarded his own com:

fortable

briefly | explained

against

compressed

air

the

perty slain or enslaved. to pray, He expressed his reverence
tants
confidence ‘in approaching God on
had taken ‘and
behalf of his people. There .was earn-.
the privi- estness
and importunity in his prayers,

whole being was engaged in his devotion 28 he looked to the one source

Ti. An earnest prayer (vs. 4-11). 4.
wept, and mourned—Nehemiah’s inmoyed

of

comfort,

He

pleaded

God's

pro-

mises and reverently affirmed that
they for whom he was making intercession were included in those pro-

> and
jeard of their afflicthat the Oriental

mises.

Such

prayer

was

the

inspira-

tion and evidence of hia true patriotism. His prayer was reverent in its
attitude

toward

God,

persistent
in
scriptural

in
ite

| pressing its suit,
argument, childlike in spirit, definite
in {ts alm, Nehemiah was burdened
with a single great desire, He felt
that relief must come through God.
There wae no selfishness in his prayer.

ram,

of a hydraulic

ram.

Many,

springs

by the Installation of a ram.
By the sudden

opening

and

closing of

certain valves and by confining air
a vessel, a cushion of air is compressed,

and

alternately,..

released,

causing the alr to contract at certain
periods and then to expand. The latter

operation

forces

the

water,

or

some part of it, to a higher level than
{ts source, The accompanying illustrations

will

be

of

value

to

those

can be turned to good account

Pipe and against valve B, valve D
closes and the compressed ‘air in the
alr chamber C forces the
through the supply pipe E.

The
forced

where

the

quantity

of water

is

almost unlimited a ram can be made
work

the

water

water

supply

pipe,

up

is thus

the

opera-

Delivery Pipes

inch
inches 3-4 inch 1
inches 1 1-4 Inch 1
inches 1 1-2 inch ;
inches

under

a

head.

of

18. inches.

Second. The distance between
ram ¢pd@ thy source of water,

the
and

water.

1 :ifl

as

well”

as

his

Be
8

wing
mercy. 6. let thine
ww be ED
car
proached
the Lord as a true suppliant.
God's greatness;
of
He was convinced

3

he camo with humility; he begged for
ad he bad an important
to make, day and night-in shows his earnestness

G0"

as an

insult,

2 1-2 Imches3

This.

alight

vacuum

that

inches

operates

to be

ou

vi

raised

to a cistern

80

thought

must

be

controlled,

since

thought, no less than
action,
must
Dear its inevitable fruit.”
“Guard well thy thoughts, +
Thy thoughts are beard in heaven.”

————

TORONTO

higher tha nthe ram.

Multiply
12 gallons by 3 feet and
again multiply the result (36) by 40,
and divide this result (1440) by 30,

the height to which the water has to

be raised. This gives us 48. Multiply
this figure by 24, and we have the
number of gallons of water that the
ram will deliver to the cistern every
24 hours.
The above rule can be followed and
results will be found to be approximately correct.
Without mentioning the figures as
given above, the plain rule is as follows: Multiply the number of gallons

minute

available

for

MARKETS.

FARMERS'

MARKET.

feet

1K
.
Ducks, Spring, 1b.
Geese,
Ib,
i

supplying

this amount by 24, and the result will
be the number of gallons delivered
per days of 24 hours.
It will thus be
seen from the foregoing that the hydraulic ram constitutes a simple and
inexpensive method of raising water
wherever a flow of wate with any appreciable downward grade exists. The

steoper the grade with volume,- of
course,

ram.

the

niore

efficient

will be the

-, ureen, Heat.
‘SUGAR MARKET.
A reduction of ten cents pen owt. was
aimounced by the Atantic Sugar Go. or
ail graded of sugar, effective at noon
rduy. auotstion to the revel trace
Wholesale
ade~
ni

ANOUNT
Of FALL

WASTE

October 3—

*_ WATER LEVEL. ~
‘ise
a
cwt prices; 10-lb. bags, 2) conts over: 5Ib. cartons, Se over, and 2b, cartons,

AMOUNT OF Fh

Ww

cents over,
XAllantic quoted

TORONTO

ite

CATTLE

lower.

MARKETS,

Racelpte—Cattle, 1,236; calves, FA; keas,
ui

Reference
features of hydraulic ram installation.
“These diagrams show all the essential ‘explain
clearly any point about the working of the
. article, written by an expert, will
ram.

poisontar flowing through this pipe

eS

oo‘the
ty touchwebs hole
ete atay thcrorebreech.
tad

faint-

est touch upon either scale (a touch

fs is filled in 15 seconds.

If

1 out
to put e gun
Tins necessary
Uerorided,
of course , that you had

lnecens to it) wes a

side either of right or wrong, the

Tormatows, H-t.

a few feet to the
“ sentials are an abundance of water and a fall of
aay
pe
the small swift or air supply valve
the beight to which the water is | air, which is then forced into the alr
hurd
be
eke itted, or if the water has to
eumatic . tank, then| chamber C at each stroke or. pulsaram.
mired in the tank has ; tion‘Theof airthe being
elastic and compresscaiculat
i
it is possible to keep a steady
wiew of.an.or- fble,
flow of water rui
through the
God-on earth, God had made the
ulic
ram,
showing
the»
palace of a heathen mionarch a place
supply pipe.
ich
such
rams
near:
A drive pipe. should be capable of
of learning in the principles of governAis the drive
three times the
Nehemiah was
conveys the wa’
to the ram.
ure
g | DY. divine-provid
‘earive
pipe” is ‘givento this) purposes
lem. Nehemiah relied upon God to!
on of a ram beca' use of the fact not
to we

to

will

perhaps unnoticed by ourselves) will
deave its permanent
effect.
Safety,
then, lies in this alone,
in throwing
positively and ceaselessly upon the side
of right all the weight we can,
Even

to where the water enters the ram
(see figs. 4 and 5) and that the water

has

OLLIVERY

his request was granted, he would have
to sacrifice all the luxury and ease of
his position and ‘subject himself to
toll and danger, He would have to
endure an arduous
journey. ‘When
theresbe would have to confront the
hostility of the surrounding tribes and
act in tho capacity of a soldier.
such sacrifices he-was ready to make.
There was peril in the look of anguish
which he could not conceal for no
token of grief was allowed tn the royal
ce, It was not his purpose to
break away from his connection with
He wanted to enlist the king
in the cause so near ta. his own heart.
Israel was a sacred p
representing and embodying’ the kingdom of

secure his appointment

it is necessary

NWATER LEVEL

the royal displeasure, That he should
wish to exchange Shushan for Jerusabe viewed

when

is written

and mind He passive, evenly balanced,
with no particular dip towards the

That would mean that 12 gallons of
water per minute had flowed through
the pipe. We will suppose there is 3
feet of fall from the high water mark

per

tion {8 repeated. The sudden closing
of valve D creates a slight
vacuum
caused by. the recoil, which recoil ts
taken advantage of to keep up the
supply in the air chamber C, which
would otherwise become
filled with

Nehemiah’s unusual act of asking the
| ‘king for leave of absence he might risk
might

But

the word

make
that side go down.
‘The fact
may stand as a symbol of what may
easily happen in the inner condition of
man.
When,.as we think, the heart

the ram by the number of feet fall.
Multiply this amount by 40, and then
divide by the height in feet to which
the water is to be delivered. Multiply

rant.

First. A fairly large volume of water is required, as a rule not less than
2 feet of a head, although in certain
cases

up

the

Relative Sizes for Drive and

water or some of it to a higher level.
There are certain conditions to be
taken into consideration in using a

to

moment

who

clos ng of the valve, is In the case of
thi hydraulfo ram, utilized*to lift the

hydraulic

merely

equivalent to the preasure In the drive

himself the burden of bis country’s
woes. He sought divine assistance in
presenting his plan to the king.
In

lem

re-

a single word upon one of
the mere weight
of the
ink

in the following manner: Turn to Fig.

and

Nehemiah mentioned the aggravated
sins of Israel, committed against God,
against specific commandments,
statutes and judgments.
He took upon

One. «great
(his. greatness-and power. conand mercy—The’ faithfulness
is de~

unless

write

wherewith

3 and let us suppose that a } 1-2 inch
pipe is used to fill a &-gallon pail

This drawing shows clearly the simple principled underlying the working

are interested in the subject.
“Supposea pipe were conveying water from {ts source to a lower level,
together with
humble confessions, and a valve in the pipe ne were to”
powerful pleadings and particular re- be suddenly closed, what fe-known as
quest,
He pleaded
hi
dependen cola
water hammer woukl be set up,
upon divine aid in the responsibilities that is, an tmpact or blow would reof the enterprise he hoped to under- sult, and under certain conditions it
take,.
He uttered a powerful plea for
would be quite possible to burst the
a declining, divided, persecuted church, pipe. Now the power thus suddenly
He dwelt upon God's relation to his exerted {ithe case of the sudden
people which tre had established. » His
was an earnest to Gt
love, his regard,-his piety, and his
past mercies
in behalf of-bis.chosgn people.
His

out

place the ram at a greater distance
trom the-stream {t is-weéll to fistall

pi pe

IL, Sought guidance through prayer.
Nehemiah's power to help his country,
was a heavy burden; again, the coun-| Was-not 60 much in his rank or in his
ed, influence with royalty as in his power

run

a stand pipe made of a larger sized,
pipe than the drive pipe. For example,
if a 24nch drive pipe is necessary, a
d-inch stand pipe would be advisable.
To-determine the location of the
ram, the 4nformation may be procured

Delivery

and

same size as the pipe necessary
for a pipe drive.

than one-quarter of a mile distant, the
ram maybe
installed as shown’ in

we
ws & Delivery pips
SE for short
Se 5g distances

property

a

water

When the stream or spring from
which water is to be procured is less

Drive pipe.

prosperity of his fellow Jews in Jer‘ubalom, 3. Province—One of the provinces of the great Persian
empire

the cost 6f self-denial,
perit to himself.

and

BLAIR CHAMBER VALVE.
E:DELivery PIPE.

=

‘ stcceeding in their own land
itoration of the nation. The
je. position in the royal palace did not keep
him ‘from’ being
‘solici
for the

a bucket

Fig. F., viz., direct from the stream to

the

deepest concern in the welfare of his
nation. Outward conditions af national
existence stood tn the clearest connection with the religious life of the
people, Nehemiah was impressed with
a sense of his obligation to them at

jest

using

supply would soon
plenished by rain.

5

to feel

By

ffow through the pipe or hule in
nd
aeinete. She kole~ohacld

degree.
It the water Jevel does fall
to any great extent, it shows that the

C.AIR CHAMBER.

needed to be done, As a man,
brother, as a servant of the
bound

will

B. waste Vauve.

desire to work for God, Nehemiah first
Bought to-‘galn--accirate*information
from a reliable source concerning his
nation, both as to the need that existed and the nature of the work that
was

method,

watch, to find out how much

2
Ta been es) Sh
be the

the

~~ A.vrwe Pipe.

i ontepplauiag.
ng,

Nehemiah

er

A stick should be driven into the
ed of the
m and marked
so as
to make sure that the water does not
decrease in height to any appreciable

the adversity of his people,
To ~ him
in th
Jace.
their suffering was
his
misfortune.
Magnificence
of this
building is ‘Nehemiah was humble amidst the vanshown by the fact that {ts ruins, disof the palace, pure amidst the lux.
covered ‘many years ago, cover about itfes
faithful in his Jewish faith and
jousany
it urles,
to his God amidst
its
heatheniam,
sympathetic amidst its conventlonalities, prayerful amfdst {ts levity, plous
amidst {te anxieties, With an earnest

God,

bow the volume of water can be gauged if the supply is small and can be
dammeéd up with a board or some oth-

coed
KEAG

bh

bo

valve

never return.

csceo,
NEVA

rbonal“butritice, “This
an event, apparently

records

may

upon

and you say no.

je may

The thought bas done its work, and
cast the dice of destiny,
The garment of the bride is of fine
needlework.
The mind of the Master
is exceedingly delicate and refined. “In
rocesses they employ

senecras
SAURSWSS

on

The principle of the hydraulic ram

sacrifice.

exerted

Opening same. The water thus ar
rested in its tlow towards B rises up
into the alr chamber C and confines

He goes away.

wEewee
BYZSE

personal

IL. Sought guidance through prayer.

and closing it suddenly,
This sudden closing
results in a

of water has failed soon after it has
put In operation, Fig. 3 shows

‘The Master invites,

esaeceesevoee:
oo: .
YSRBSUSS
se shRSsusssy:

1, Involved

Powerful to force the valve B upwards
pressure

tam hasbeen installed and the supply

a po

or getting
allings, but
im;

|

the

to the accompanying
system. The chief es-

The utilization of this convenience
of civilization should be instrumental
In many cases in providing a coun!
dwelling, or even @-community, with

a sanitary system and water service,
‘There is less chance of the water becoming polluted if pure at its source
than {js the case with a well.
The
latter may become fouled by the very
fact

that

the

well

would

be

lower

Stockers,
it
AMillkers, ‘choice
Springers, choice +.
ELD,
EWES
«+

&

Topic.—True. Patriotism.

The water enters the drive pipe

A_and. at first flows. through valve B
until the flow becomes sufficiently.

table will be found useful in computing pipe sizes.
In the first place it is always well
to know the exact volume of water
at the disposal of the ram. Many a

FF

.
SURVEY.

to be

SRSSSSSSASEGTTE

to him?
PRACTICAL

is

SUSURRER

yentage

water

Retbueeerewes

for bis people? What office did

the

c
The operation of the ram {s us fol-

lows;

he hold? Who was king at
t.
How was Nehemiah’s position an ad-

which

st tandard of val-

in you there will

. Some
mt
men are moral and pursue a lowfat
is:
callings.
When
the Invitation

Moen
Calves f
%
;
OTHER MARKETS
WINNIPEG GRAIN INSPROMON,
Cares inspections at Winnipeg geaterday were as follows:
Oats
%
a

Where did Nehemiah live? How, was
he affected? Why was he
‘affectWhat was the condition of those
in Jerusalont? How did Nehemiah

Zerubbabel
upon . the
return from captivity. (Ezra 2;
from.
Ww
fn
walls of Jer+
is not known
‘but from

up

Capacity

ate aa ele
sooner

2

son

Daily

a

the man, and the though
.
thought is indifferent, cold, id, dead; the
other is a prayer, a pity, @ tear,
An —
{mpure thought comes to one and is
welcomed; it comes to another and fa
ths
rejected.
It all depends upya te
If Christ is.
quality of the welcome.

oo

generally than the sewage disposal
syatem.—Canadian Countryman.

pie
$817 14; A arrive, a $2.18. 3-4 B
asked; ; Novenzber,
Novearbery
S22 34'bidss Deere

ad

——

said recentiy that hard

lichy, Burned at Night.

for more than brilllaticy:
to.a major opera‘don,

he: added,

ld Scarcely Sleep.
Healed in One Week.

he

careful, hard worker rather than a’
brilifant s
.
These remarks hayo, excited some
controversy.
But, after all,
real
disparag:

it

the gray, There could ba no doubt of
wis, The lust of pursuit fiem‘a heart. He forgot

face became very
out in wat
and broke

swollen

red and
blisters.

iP
Hard work | would
never
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tact they aetisdseeh.

want,” reeaid Jack, grimly. “I've only

‘They saddled their horses in allence.
Joe eald
at
Jast
with
a sneer;

“Thought you told us to sit down and
shut uj
, Jacl
face flamed dd «i euddenly.
+ "1 promised him a beating if he in-

top of the grub-box, my tea;

to give
‘That's

got to take if ehe picks @
“You wouldn't believe me be- woanoe®
cook:
He ‘fixed Joe with blazingween eyes.
heard eomething from the “And
me
if any man comes
creek.
Vil take him zest
‘They pulled on their moccaaine and,
Joo laughed unpleasantly.
‘As Jack

started

to lead

his

‘On the

with

a will, but

his

ibe were

fined by the blanket.

con:

A heavy body

It was then that he

‘get him!”

“Oh,

you're

said

the quict

t”

going

to

man.

do

&

Joe replied with a torrent of abuse.

, Big
you,

Jack
yu

Whet

laughed
do

a harsh
6!

you

think

all. If che prefers

note.

you're

going:

# cook to a man,

that’s her affair, All we got to do {x
shut up. {'m going back to the shack.”
They
would not confess the reason” muttered

w

Shand,

“I'll etick

Jack etrode back slong the path, Joe
followed him, merely becacse he was
one of those natures who will choose
an énemry’s company sooner than face
Ue: prospect of being left with his

ows.

‘Gahide=

‘They“teft Shand to his own devices.
Hueky greeted them with cager ques-

clenched his tecth upon
his pipe In grim eilence.
‘They revived the fire

the

etem

and

eat

of

front of it. Each man was jealous of
hig own Tage and pain’ and refused to

share it. Joe

and Husky bickered in a
ig
Ke,
protestations, kept the tail
of an é¢ye on the whitening windowpane. In the end he roce abruptly. Joe
Tollowed ult as a matter
Jack tarned on him, snar!
I, got to be followed by you like a dog

astonishment—a

paralyzed

Joe.

‘Do

you

own

the

whole

Jack halted outside the door. “You
aX

ome way;

ly.
Jack returned

I'l go

to

the other,’

the

creek,

and

crossing on the stepping stoncs walked
Out on the point beyond and sat down

on_a boulder. From-here hi

:jy

broke with it.

The black traitross! After all
her
profedsions pf friendliness!
After
making her eyes e€0 eoft and her voice
le
60 aweet! Ghe was woree
guess why he had been at-,
waa his
enemy.
That

Sounds reached them from the alrection of the shack, and Bela, lowering her head, paddled swiftly and silently for the point.
Her face showed

only a dim oval in the fafling light.

hovers

over

his head

Take

was

stepping

into

view.

Jack searched {ts misty expanse with
1

jy. and by as tho light etrengthened,

dari

object

eteal

aid

"Onli

en

e open

turn

jal ick.”

Mittle forcs.
Thereafter
glaring at her.

e

Bit

in the trenches, in the home,
in the office, in the factory,

successive

he

Bela

come

running down

to the

‘continued to hug the

He stole another look in her
The imminence of the danger

face

never changed her attitude exsep* occasionally to swing the paddle to the

were soon swallowed
moon went down.

‘A wave leaped over the bow, falling
‘

barrowful

By and bay the first rays of licht

from
‘With the light camo a breath brow
on

as a hand

the east, cool

of fever. Twittering of sleepy

the

chicka-

dees were heard among the pines, ond
out-in the lake a loon laughed,
Day came with a swoop
up the lake.
The zephyr
reeze hi

heeame

&

the waves, began
for

Bela

to

on

the

land

had

she

*
wished to.
stroke _ of ‘luck
‘This was.a hard
against her.
€he would have come
out of sight of the: point by the time
At

oe fully light, had
e head wind.
‘

{t not been

‘over

the

bow.

could eco only the
om

was inexplicable,

is anger

sky, the mad mo-

gave place to

an

relief is easily obtain-

Pink

derive nourishment from the food taken. By this perfectiy ciatural process

nervous ills are steadily dispelled by
Dr, Williams’ Pink Pilis.
If you are

suffering from

nerves,

0}

a

blood-making tonic, give these pills
a fair trial, and nee how spéedily the

So that was why she would not land!
She did not need to be told who the

best of bealth will be yours,

You can get these pills through any
dealer in medicine, or by mail at, 50

riders

were.
His sensations on
them were mixed. It was
it for him to figure what
had happened when his
been discovered, and he
sure that he wished to escaj
his mysterious captor on!
-

cents a box or alx boxes for $2.50 ffom

The Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Brockville, Ont.

MEDICAL SCIENCE

of thought suddenly sug-

HEALTH AND HOLIDAYS.
The
to thitik’ about,
a first thing
7
freshment and health from jthe annual

rea.
bdiessed tightening of tho
the storm had reached its maximum.
‘The gusts wero no longer increasing
gth; less water was coming
over the bow. Not until he felt the relef was he aware of how frightened
been.
i

Restored to Health by Lydia
E.Pinkham’s Vegetable
;
Compound

ed
no eign

of any

‘

a

slackening

ai
by 5
quiet hotel, board
jouse, where sho could haye rest
peace With fresh alr, exercise and
cha:
of eceno and ‘surroundings.
‘worker of sedentary
‘the 01
will do wel! to make his holldey a
aly.
and changeful a: possible, t
Bela was heading for the intake of of-door
ts
not mean that h
dertake violent
stra!
or physicial
uch
a
long strenuous
Ww: <
will do
him more harm than
quiet and loafing walki
er
panion,
jo
congenial
companto:
type of holiday
which wilt te
him rested and invigcrated for the years
‘The question was, could she reach
work.
It is, however,
keep this end continzall:
ver before the horsemen?
or
cle undertaken
and not
watéhed them, trying to gauge thelr rthealthfulness
y gives
full value;
hs
A great part of the treatm
THE: TREATMENT OF FLAT FOOT.
the horses were runnin;
“Flat foot,’ “—the popur:
Sani kn
condition in which the
river by a ford near the intake from of the foot, ur the “instep,
flattens out—1s
very andcommon:
the laKe,: because: he had came? that and
tanding
persons
who
ed
way. If the horsemen cut off Bela at workby ininuch
factori
the ford what would she do? he wonery, purses, Ww
are
very
ususl
sufferers
from It.
dered.
The outlook was bad for him
ungracef
a
painful
in either event. He must escape from
fecting the walk and with it the carriage
of the wholo body, while
parti
‘The horsemen passing around the and throb so much that standing is an
agony.
‘A great deal may be done in the way
treatment both to alleviate

Tact

or Into the

Cousin Henry is an expert in motives.
If you were reading off a Hat,
of names and overlooked Henry
he
He would. know
would understanc,
oxactly the motive that prompted you
to do ft. If you don’t think to introduce him to the man who is with you
he,can seo through it. He may have
to go back four or five years, Dut
but he «vill make
a complete
case
In less than an
hour he will
Right
know what your motive was.
now he is angry because his daughter
was not selected as valedictorian of
Yon may think that
the
other girl deserved to be selected, put

you don’t know all that Henry knows.
lt is a long story, but

he js willing to

tell it to you, and after hearing it you

will understand the motive—you will
understand that ft {s a case of spite
work—Claude Callan in Fort
Worth
Star-Telegram.

TORONTO-FAT STOCK SHOW
From indications the Stock Show to
had 776 entries, comprising

brought record prices. Premium lst
has been enlarged and each class ‘carries a handsome prize.
For further particulars,

write C. F.

Topping, care of Union Stock Yards of
ee
Follies of Sciexice.
The history of science has . seven
problems which men In all ages more

or less have tried to solve, but which
have finally: been given up by all... Today

they

ing:

First, squaring’ the circle; second,

are

called

follies.

‘The usual list comprises the follow-

duplication of the cube; third, trisectlon of an angle; fourth, perpetuat inoth, transmutation of metals;
sixth,-fixation—ot mercury; ps BOX enth,
elixir of life.

Some

lists put the pbi-

losopher’s stone for the last three and

then add astrology and magic
the seven.

to make

Masaniello (Thomas Aniello), born.
was known as the “Seven Days

Duke

of Arcos,

1647, forced

him

at Nap!
to abolish

the tax

provisions and for seven
master of Naples.
He was most arand bloodthirsty and was assassinated July 16th.
He ts the herq
of two operas, one by Caraffa, called
jasanfelio,” and the other by Auber
(ibretto by Scribe), called “La
de Porticii.”

Muette

girl,

still

had a reserve of strength to draw oa.
ually came under the inthe

windward

shore

the

honest

Sam watched her with a cold admi
La

might

like face.

she shaked the dugout over
the:
ia
Though she seemed to pay uo attention,to him, she must havo meee
inin | Sam‘s

going

on behind

her

mask-

With all her pluck, what

could ehe

wo

Obyiously

it

es

sf
some
himself slowly on his
slowly, let himself down
al
repeated se’
on one
na
‘The exerciees are toore useful Jf
a
uy: for. meh
tow
than
the feet: are reallonly,
the
liy ‘fatigued. :
exercise
and
stimulus,
not
o

but work.

condition has.

multanéously,

thought.

Sam,

in

all 2,309 show animals which sold’ for.
the Christmas trade, some of whom

Sod
You never can tell. Many a straight
tip comes from @ crook.
.

.

extraordinary

the snk

An Expert in Motives.

show

aul,

‘it is very little rest or change for the
tired housewife to take her family away
lo seaside or country lodgings, where
he takes with her ali
d duties. The, chai
hovsehola care:
ft

@ lichtensd, 400, Pree

. The wind wae like
is
them a little more un

properti jes of th + vexetables

down

be held at the Union Stock Yards of
‘Torento, December 7th and 8th next,
The 1916
will be bigger than ever.

for

‘The dugout leaped and roiled ike ‘an
insane thing.
Heving e well-turned
hull, she kept ori top, i o only spray.y.
came

SICK WOMAN HAD:
CRYING: SPELLS

“oreeze,

to crash

dis-

trees.
roceeding in single file
around the bay. Even at the distance
were galloping.
they
guess
could
one

‘There was

creek. Bela’

in the murk. The

In such cases

he valunble

‘the lee of the land. If Bela’s arms hi

us

They

presently

he
wash the
ve an
fe been shelled.
peda after the
je. boiledpeas innhav ttle watersina ull
ugh to rub throug! th @ aleve,
xreen-pen
most delicious‘carrots
apd nourishing
"I
ts sc acrubhed. . bailed for
10 or
minutes, ad™ w-rved. as) 8
neparate dish with
pepper nnd salt and
a Ittle butter can hardly, be told from .
rague in
ea or

as

Pills, These pills replenish the blood
with-the food elements on which the
nerves thrive;
at the same time they
exercise a tonic influence
“on the digestive organs, enabling the system to

tiny horses with ridere

hand
gain brought

still,

shore.

of her eyes, and

ke

ken Arora

dyspepsia

able by means of Dr. Williams’

millating to credit. He looked at her
with a kind of shamed horror.

with no
lay

nervous

to admire

They had. no more than rounded
the, pofnt when they heard the men

impossible

You Can Do Your

being forced

and

fce-rimmed shére, sending sheets of
spray into the trees, and. making it

point and become silhouette

wooded istand out in the
wind was
still increasing.
the
lake
in

middie, The

though owing to his position
keel of the dugout he did not

‘nuch theaten her stability.
Bela whispered: “If you

and

beyond~

On the lake side they were passing a

headaches,

and insomnia may begi!

Tose’ the bost than lose your-

three

After a while Sam looked over

ly once
Sam was frandeally twisting in kis | haggard

bonds,
on the

all

Bij

ee

scarcely to have moved.
They were
still but balf-vay across the wide bay.

for

what an important connection . exists
betweén the stomach,
the nerves and

the biood, and how such troubles

o

oa!

oes,

as

ings

the stomach where the mischief starts,
As the nourishment {s carried to the
nerves by the blood, it will be seen

saw her glance from time to time to-

the impact of each gust she low~
and set ue
ered her head © tle
3
ie
become a
her lips. | teeth, her face h:

begah to spread up the sky from thi
eastern horizon,-and the earth seemed

night, traveling around the northern
modeae to the east, where it heralds
Tpppearance.
It was light in the east now and the

strugs!
of heavy

fatls, for some reapropériy.. Then the
and the terves bestriving to continue

their work. Impure blood ‘also causes
nerve troubles, but frequently {t is ia

land there,”
‘ it we did get turned

easily

was grim resolution in its

to wake very ‘softly and look in (hat
.
‘but @ Utfle way below the horizon, and direction.

8 faiat glow

could

ns had painted! ie did

Bot stop to
tacked. She
Waa enough,

everyw! rere I
go?”
ibeing plunged into the
?
“What's the matter with you?" re- hand and foot reached him
torted

by

t oO

she

de bank

rolled over on his

woman

start,

could

nervous

rection

Without looking at him
she quickly
took her place in the stern and pushed
off, Suffocating rage quickly eucceeded his firet blankness. Unable to move
01 r to. utter a sound, his heart nearly

But there

little

It was too rough for her to hope to
escape across the lake in the trough of
or
the sea. So there was n¢

not eee who had attecked him.
Inert a6 a log, he was . lifted up.
dragged away,
and {nally dropped in
a boat. His captor etood away from
back and saw—Bela.
For a moment he was

«yoy

Not knowing the ways
e could not guess if they
‘Under ordinary circumstances,

might have landed on the fla:s,
there was’ not a
“particle
and they would have offered

shouted Iustly.

It was cut short by a cotton gag in hie
mouth, He was {gnominiously
rolled
down the e@2nd to the water's edge.
What with the darkness and the con-

him, panting. Sam

t0|

began

wind

the

fusion of his facuities, still he could

him with your tongue.”

the

that

knelt upon his back, and fetters were
Pr ulled around him, binding: his arme
i
ce te.
and his legs inside tl
Joe.
“LN

bles. The stomach
son, to digest food
system langulshes
come exhausted in

oe

lines of white, Above all the

Bela kept to the shore

could not eee his enemy. He strugs!

clea!

to” peel nearly all
The common nabit I jf ving
In this way
rf
art ‘uf ‘thelr volume and a
ida, of thelr food value. Atl =

NERVOUS AILMENTS

ked ashore again. For up-

a furlong off the edge
ere ruling

”*. Sold everywhert.

root

ments, often arise from digestive trou-

anded, choosing his own.

getaway

For Fveecard:Sample.‘‘Cuticura,
Rach by Dept.
Mall sd-A,

dress,

Few people realizé that nervous ail-

horsd|,,,

not before noticed several gunc leaning in a corner of the stable, His eyes
lighted up.
from?” he
“Where did they come

healed.”

‘Woe-to them who expect

7
ou turn about and ru

flats the ice did not D!

letely

dy, Breckenridge,

lay ee 1917,
wm
.are.quicklyuy. relieved.
ona
and
‘The
§
Ful a
tment soothes
and heals,

alone“to “give them the success that
4s worthy
and
enduring —Chicago
Herald.

ety

"Shand found them under the sods
eaid Joe.
of the etable roof,” *
“Where is Shand?”
“He has already taken a horee
and
gon e.*
being vioSai m Was awakened by
Yently rolled over on the sand. He
felt human hands upon him, but
he
eo. eaw his

1

Lisa

ly great

wilt be corres)

ore came in over the bow,

out-of the stable, he eaw what he had
‘They were accustomed to come there
many times a day to wash or to draw
water, and the welter of fpoterials in

Shakespe:

us

truths reaad
ceived in “flashes.”
henerr ‘the brillant man {9 also a
hard worker ho conquérs thé ‘world.
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A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
- CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT
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Prices | sion and get them under

Lumber, Lath,

Shingles
Sash, Doors, Blinds
Mouldings
.
Cement, Lime
Brantford and Ruberoid |
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Rooflings
_
Hard Wall Plaster

cover, ra: It will pay in the
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We have the right
kind of lumber
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IANADA'S soldiers expect that
we at home will putup the millions they need to keep
on fighting,

Jari

crete floors
are near completion.
5 | Princess Victoria bas just written
saying

she

new Y.Ae

would

like

to

open

—the millions they must have
to win Victory for freedom, home
and Canada. —
;
What answer willCanada
make?

the

oo A. adjunct f> the canladies wo!
aa Tike ‘Windsor Park,
I
didn’t s6¢ a discontented-looking man
among hundreds. And be it sald in
repudiation of some of ‘the unjust
‘aspersions cast upon Canadians, that
a certain royalty who aa long lived
near them, and should know, be
ie |clared that he considered
well-behaved a lot of chaps as over
wore khaki.
A fine band, among
_ }whose musicians
is an Indian —
» |there are a number of Indians in the unteers is a man with no arms;
Foresters
— fills
ir with “The
el
ora uae erp cepa
alee aee
Maple Leat” and other stirring melo‘wo!ederful
I baye seen
Macross
He wears socks mado
Passing a statue of the late Prince vet
act
w!

pheasants would be annoy:
famous

artifi-

cial trout pond made by George: TV.,
and out of which Canadian — Isaac
Waltons would mightily enjoy to puil
Musical.
some fish, the visitor is suddenly
“I bear the cashier of your bank fs
confronted with a scene which might Very musical.”
well ease dropped out of Northern weiMog that I know of”
“| Ontario,
“A real live saw-mill stands
‘working off a false “note on
there in a waste of slabs and sawthink so.”
dust, while Canadian lads in cowboy bim, and you'll
hats, overalls,

a.

and

sweaters

drive

Wan. waggons
about. . The
screech’of the saws, the thump of the

lumber sliding down from the mill,

cannot

bear

a provoking

“Canada’s Victory Loan
All About

MILITARY

it”

-

is the title of a pamphlet.

Service Act, 1917

Ts

‘

Every

bond

you

buy

is an

answer.
Let the millions of answers from Canada’s loyal men
and women make a chorus of
Victory to ring around the world.

Canada’s Victory Loan Campaign
opens on Monday, November 12

word.—Hnn-

that should bein the

———_—

—

DON’T DELAY!
Do It TODAY

pay.

Canada’s answer must be,

‘When we read ‘we fancy we conld be
martyrs, When we come to act we

from the tron chim-’
Maza,
aaek eune,
*he blue-white
_ smoke_ oo
273

That is the answer we will give

to the Huns who thought and said
that Canada would desert the
Empire before she would fight or.

Rather will it be said that Canada once more, for the fourth
time in three years, cheerfully
puts up her millions upon millions
for the cause of freedom, righteousness and justice.

|, Passing the deep Dlack deptha. 6of
that

That is the answer Canada will
give to our boys in
i the trenches,
our kinsmen in Britian, and our
Allies everywhere.

Shall. it be said that Canada

, passing

Water,

when she says the “last man and
the last dollar.”

spares not her sons from the sacrifice of battle, yet withholds her
dollars to give them victory?
%

—that the Canadian
hand to
the plow of Victory holds steadfast and firm.
—that Canadais indeadly éarnest

What answer will you make?

dian boys practising bugle calla in
is where
only
Virginia

ie =

where Canada’s

—they are waiting for anada’s: answer heh the
sale of vey.
V
Bonds begins.

ae were me

U

a@re-many comfortable huts for the
of | men. ascen and kitchens with con-

teen

‘trenches sald

awfnl

Cap-

pag Augar, of Calgary,
quartermas; and Major McNeil, ‘Ottawa; wo
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fn looking after the peavies
Pease

mae

the.

roas of our artiilery and’ the ‘effect
obit ar the
eee devastated coun-

‘Ik,

Bk

never forget

ides

shells and the roar of anuilegy

lroops all ag.eager 18 we were

Sat:

Chairman, Provincial Committee,
Canada’s Victory Loan,
‘Toronto.

:

Kindly send me a copy of pamphlet entitled:—
“Canada's Victory Loan, All About It."”

hands of every man and
woman in the country.

Mail this coupon at
once and get your copy

Prov.

Issued by Canada’s Victory Loan Committee

in co-operation with the Minister of Finance
ofthe Dominion of Canada.

SERVICE

ACT:

is passed:

the Procla-

mation issued October 13th. It is now the bounden-duty

of every

exemption.

man

in Class” One to report for serv
orice
claim _

This includes all bachelors and widowers \without-

children (not otherwise excepted) who were 20 years
old on

the 13th October, JON7nand whose 34th birthday did not
occur before January 1st, 1917,

What To Do.
_

Goto your Post Ofice and sl for the form for reporting fot
-<sfor slaiming exetiotion, The fo; Contains clear instructions.service or
for
in. ‘Do this not ater than NOVEMBER 10th
z
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Filleen Cars Derailed —Traffie Held Up

Boxes for overseas.

for Several Hours «
A serious wreck occurred on the
Michigan Ocntral at Comber early on
‘riday
, When fifteen cars of an
eastbound freight train were derailed,

‘Tue T. Hook
Oo.

tying up traffic on both

main

lines for

sevoral hoars.
Tho fast freight was in charge of
Oondaotor B, Blough, and was ranning

Zin
AND ARounp
Town$
606.
6

at top
jamped

when
trask,

the

one of
palling

the cars
fourteen:

We still have a limited number of

Mrs. Bruce, of Sarnia, is visiting her others with it. Fiye of the cars were
loaded with beef, aud this was scattered
all over the tracks.
badly

sister, Mrs. Joho Wateon.
Mrs, rs, James Ralewill; of St. Thomas,
friends on

Thars-

all

day.
John Eaton, of the C. & B, steamships,
spending « few days at his home at
Datson.
Rev, -N. A. Onmpbell, of Inwood,
ape. ft Fitday with his brother, Donald
is

oy et
one ler, a ihe baraees
Bapk, Moutreal. spent Sanday with
brother, B, R, Scouler,
Mrs. W. BR. Richardsou, who has been
seribasly ill with

typhoid fever,

Mr, atid
Mra.
Wingham, spent

Alex. Crawford,
of
the past week with

malstires

Dr. I. M. Oady, of White Pidgeon,

f

, leaving for the winter camp

at

were

Matchless Flour...
White Cloud Flour...
Bran
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“Destroyed —- Resident

of Dutton Interested

The
and A,

‘Two

seroplanes

flew from

Oamp

passed

Borden

over

Dutton

It-is sald they
to

Highgate,

where one of the aviators resides,
Marion Woods, danghter of T. 8.
Woods, was taken to 8t. Joseph’s HosLonaon,

on

she underwent

solicit the patronage of the public.

MALCOM
Main

A.Y.P.A,

held

an

spetit the week-

end at the home of John A. Campbell,

Lieut.
Urgqobart
was
wounded
at
Vimy Ridge and is on farlough reouper- Ff
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$3,000, The
mystery,

aud its use

origin

of

the

$v,C00

Trimmed

conncil was held on Monday evening,
all the members being present.
An application for poolroom license

was read from J. O. MoOallum, which,

ou motion of R. E, Fraser and
Scoyne, was refused.
The reeve
and
Conncillor

Wm.

E. Howell,
Relief Association,

addressed

con-
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was raised, “apd At Wallacetown in the forenoon, $260.
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to Dr, J. BR.

farm, which

LOREEN

Paton,

fora handsome

of St.

figure.

is amongst

The

the earlicst

settied in this portion ot Dunwich, will
be managed by a competent person for
several years.

Saturday, November 10, is tho lastday

es,
O.R.,

pe, material and

repairing

hall,

$113.75: The Advance, votera’ list and
advertising, $34 6C;
- N.
MoNeil,
page! and sand. $16.10; grant toL O.
. E..
$20; W. Leeson, salary, $25; J.

MUNICIPAL MATTERS

The Danwich council for
coming
year will, doubtless,
dergo considerable change, The
O. Campbell,

HE g

yet undecided as

Ganner Rnusapll Braddon, Pri
Howara Walker‘and Private
W. Haines
ee

days

on
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othe High Sohool Literary Society mot
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CANVASSERS FOR VICTORY LOAN

place
Dexter to Union cemetery,on Tuesday at
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The Daughters
the Empire will
meet in the 1.0.0.F,of hall
to-morrow afat 8.80.
Sewing mecting every Wodnosday aftornoon in the library. ‘The assista
of every Indy in Dutton is needed. nce
Patties who desire
Tt is stated that when the uew time
to the
card comes into offect on the M.C. R. Obristmas boxes for tothe donate
soldiers ars
kindly
asked to leave at the
on Nov. 25 a radical change will be
home of
Mrs.
made. The westbouud mail, which will J.D. Black by Saturday, aa they
be packed on Noy. 13,
been
timed
to
timed
to

rey board,

who

desire
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ternoon
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.
being

Mantle Clocks..........

China 75c, to $2.00, or something
fancy

Forks

and

for

Ontario,
rom

Spoons

at

ee
J. Bambridge & Co.
Opticians
Licenses

in

Woollen and Shaker Blankets
Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’ and Children’s Scarfs and Caps

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show you smal! pieces of
|’

‘Black

Cashmere

Plain and

Hose,

per peir....... eseceeee ++25c.

Stripe Shaker Flannels,

per yd..150.,

to 75e. J

18¢., 20c., 25¢.

Exceptional
When

Nylo
Cameron
Beaumontand
Neilson’s

Values in Standard Shirtings and Overalling
getting that new suit you will need a pair of our perfectfitting Corsets in the D and A or Coilene
makes

JAMES

F..

GAHAN

Celebrated

Chocolates
ALWAYS

FRESH

Suitings

and

R. P. Reekie

BOARD FOR ELGIN
Voters’ registration boards
have been

Sppointed
wit

Store

| SHOE REPAIRING

to bsve

CHURCHES

upwards

in

Corner-

GOODS ARRIVING
Continually

Casseroles and Baking Dishes, ..

75c. to $1.00.

Busy

Dress Goods, Silks, Satins, Velvets, Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.

Cut Glass Water Sets. $8 and $10

Jewelers
Issuers of Marriage

i;

train possible “cancelled during eyery
the
winter months to lighten the coal consumption aad
the power for
the carryingof troopa from the United
States to the Atlantic seaboard, ¢

ites Vere en "read the school
, Misa
Edos
Bobier
ed two
fal

The death
on Saturday at
London of an occurred
old
resident
of Dexter. for manyand respecteind the
per.
son of Min. Elizabethyears,Sutherl
and, of
general adebility, aged 7171 years.
yea:

on his farm.
cillor Sinith
would prefer to retire, but it is Probable

he offfciala declare that the plan is
being worked ont hy orders of the rail.

the

OF AN ESTEEMED RESIDENT

the

NEW

$6.50 to $10.00
DEATH

HARDWARE,
FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

At

We specialize in gifts for all
occasions.
At present you are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts.
Our stock includes ;

Fancy

will be a candidate, his couras depend.
ing entirely on conditions as to assist
ance

at presen.

A Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts

HYMNAL

All Hymns Retained Have Cheerful and
lopeful Theme

or not he

arrive at Datton since the construction
ot the road, will be discontinued. The
mail will be carried on No, 87 expreas,
which will arrive one hour earlier thua

cat

at half

. O.
while thihe
life,fe, white
pe oer depatya
e present
lscetown; Mrs. James F. Brown, Wal.
Enalle Kendall, will be
Windaor,
and Anthony S. Waite, Buros,
Dutton.
The faneral took

that ho will be » candi date again,
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Choicest

ewest Shades
Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks
MERCHANT
Arch. McCallum TAILOR

Just to remind you of those shoes that
need

BR.
repairing,

A stitch in time saves nine,

PRISON FOR LIFE
Frank MoDanald, of Ridget
found
guilty at the Chatham asslae
s ar
wrecking No. 9 M.
May 2%, 1911, eae 0. the express on
deaths of
. | Rogineer Stephen
mao Russell Oakes, andnivlan aod Fireto Kingstou for lite. "Hig
betes
con- |

Henry McDonald, pleaded guilty
to the
and receiy

ane. charge

ed

@ like sen.
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Weth, or they
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ILLAN,

West

Rubber Heels Attached
While You Wait

W. O.

SANKEY

Boot and Shoe Repairer
KIRKLAND BLOCK

DOR. A: Je HAFELE
Honor Graduate Ontario Veterinary
College
ITBEATS all disoases by latest mithods,
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calls prom}
ie
Your porn
aap sae
“w
.
Ofice—Henry Block. Phone 23

will

Lorne.
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‘
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DUNWICH

ob has signed up for service

As yet no

METHODIST

operating gates, $1985; W. H.

mai aicipal

in this dis-

NEW

SHOES

shapes,

Oo,, rent of poles. $7.80; Chas. Riddell,
repairing rool of town hall, $0.47: M.

for reporting for service or applying for
exemption under the
itary Service
+. The local tribunal will hold its
» first session to-day in the town hall to

claims for exemption.

trimmings,

urths majority vote.
o hymn without a cheerfal or
hopefal
theme is in the new book.
The
had been iu use for nearly 40 old book
years.
A

J. M. Blao has disposedof his farm of H, Satton, constable,
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Fraser | i
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Thomas,
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Ice.
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¥ & three-fo

e, who ir suing the
Townof-Danwich for $60 dathages for
so peonide Access to hid lands at
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hats,

feashes monnts

DUTTON -COUNCIL

BOOTS

as you know, have gone sky high, but we are in a
to save you from soc. to $1.00 on each pair, in
either fine or
leavy goods, as long as they last.
It will pay you to see the goods.

Mattresses and Springs—

Splendid range of Iron Beds, attractive valnes, $8.50 to $12.50.
Springs will be mach higher, Price,
$2.50 to $7.00.
—Greatly Redaced Prices inMillinery—

and

fire is a

Division Oourt is being held today. | enl
only case
case of off im shape
Ty
fs - of

Tyrconnell.

—Beds,

Tho regular session of the village

enjoyable

.amasqment. The proceeds were $18,
Lieat, Urqubart. son of ex-Mayor
of Toronto)

Company

$3.00 and up

Dutton

Health Mattresses, $4.50, $5.50, $6.50,
Felt Mattresses; special value, $10.00.
Ostermoor Mattesses.

enabled the fire fighters to save the

sonth end of the pier,
The loss will be between

WHITE
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3-..

opportunity.

have a large stock of all kinds at special prices,

T. Hockin Co. Specials

where

Hallowe'en social at E
srcoy pa
We
7
ing.
‘arious qaaint
freee cl worn which cansed much
Urqahart,

of the Lang Fish

Street

to

MATTRESSES

We

Autos to Let With or Without
day morning. ‘I'he blaze was discover- driver. Feed Stable in connection

ed by Richard Fitzpatrick, who was
awakeued by the reflection of the fire.
‘The barned buildings include the twinehouse, the ioe house, the packing house
and the office.
A large quantity of

and Gas Stoves

the

Auto Service

totally destroyed by fire early on Satur-

a successfal operation

for appendicitis.

The

Weduesday,

|

LIVERY

Wood

clear out at less than they would
cost to-day. We also have a shipment of oil heaters to hand at old
prices.
These goods.are hard to
get. Secure them while you have

Having-parchased the Livery business
Istely conducted by D. J. MoMillan, I

fish warehouse
of H.J, Hales
N. Black at Port Brace was

‘ors Worth, Texas.
twine was destroyed, bat the balk was
aE. millaore, has disposed of his resi- saved
through haying
been left ontlene on.
street to John G. Mc- | side.
Oalium, of
wich,
Mr, Fillmore
A portion of the pier was also dewill move to Bt. Thomas,
stroyed.
A pump was placed on a scow
on Batarday afternoon.

$5.80
$30
AS

DUTTON FLOUR MILLS

ing the meat with a loss of only $200,

Fish

Coal,

stil require a few hundred bushels
wheat to fill ordera and will pay $9.10 per
bushel for wheat testing 58 Ibs. or oner,

the wastbonnd track.
More than $82,000 worth of beef was
scattered over the tracks, but a record
in salvagiog was made by the officials
of the company, who succeeded in sav-

frieuds in Dunwich and

son of Mr, and Mra. N. Oady, Datton,
has enlisted with the U.S. army for
service in France,
Arshur Olark, of the Flying Corps, is
ape
ig = tow days at his home, pre-

cars

smashed, It is bolieved the wreck was
caused by a broken wheel,
Derricks from St. Thomas aud Detroit worked for many hours, finally
cleariag the westbound track, and later
in the afternoon succeeded in clearing

is now

on a fair way to recovery,

the

,
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Spud-

hole.

{t's ‘someting wot we can un"sald Ted.
you coming, back again to the
“trenches?” I asked.
“We're
to bleep
‘ere to-night in the cellar unner the dressin’ station,”
they
teld me...
“In the mornin’ we're to reThen if ‘e
Sport to the M. O, again.
“Well,
derstand,’
“Are

Fairville,

Sept.

30,

1902.

Minard's Liniment Co., Limited.
Dear Sirs,—We wish to inform you
that. we consider your MINARD'S
LINIMENT
a very superior article,
and

we

use it ay a

sure rellet for sore

throat and chest, When ! tell you I
would not de without it if the price
was one dollar a bottle, I mean it,
x

Yours truly,

CHAS,
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Irish

and his

rifleman,

mate.
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there,
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work

make

trol! Reinforcements! (Pass {t along!"
Gahey passed the message along,
stood. upright and rushed at the figure which was lying in the
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2 workman

helps to give to some workman ® job,
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covering

party

and

was ‘one, of the'\men who went

he lay there

could:

so does every other dollar of savings,
whether it comes from wages, interest

hear

in the grass

the

jeeTs

at

there?”

he

as

hissed,

ye,” said Gahey.

he

Ye comin’

whether the owner is a wage\ corner,
‘an empioyer or an hefr of Inherited
wealth.

Income, however

he

me

and

a fight for,

he thundered.

“Kamerad!’-

wnined

the

German.

oat

for society,

a

‘The war has so increased the cost of living, the
housewife must make her money go further.
chiefly consists of
By using Red Rose Tea, which
can keep her tea bills

“Every form of savings finally seek

investment,

and

if you,

will

follow

tho

investment through to its ultimate reaction

you

will

seo

it putting

men

to

work; you will see it enlarging
agricultural, the industrial or.

ey

;' Reducing”
Reducing Expenses

it originates,

that ia saved and put to<reprodactive
uses performs an Inevitable service

the
the

strong, rich Assam teas, she
down.
The rich Assam
strength requires less tea in
the pot—and there’s only
one-tea with the rich Red
Rose flavor!

transportation equipment of the community; you will see It creating new

demands for labor, raising the rate of
wages and Increasing the production
of-things which men design. —_
“It envings are devoted to reproductlve purposes, it makes no difference
whether they are the sayings of the
workman. or of the millionelre, they
ultimately accomplish the same result
—they increase the supply of things
It 1s true.

if

the

the

men

who

manage

Sealed Package

and

work

are honest and capable they use our
saved -dollars to make this . country
in, worth

working

in,

worth being proud of, worth fighting
to preserve.—John M. Oskison in New
York Globe.———_*2

Drawn.Glass.
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account

of

wires

taut.

strength

drawn glass ls used for many purposes.
temIt withstands sudden’ changes of
extent
perature, resists fire to a great

near
ing quite motionless and very
him, but probably his eyes played
tals
the obj

and is very strong.

chief wish was that his
soon cease and allow him to get back
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so much
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‘The Dr. Williams
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Right

“mark

my leg.”
beHo caught the soft of his thigh
pinched
tween finger and thumb and
thrice. He
vigorously; Once, twice, pain.
almost screeched with the
“It's the only way to do it," he said

apologizing for, the
Aimself.

ctedcon

his log again, then rap-

eee
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of mo
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the butt of
until

[anim
he muttered.
I suppose,

home what

. But

“Take

up

charge

to

of

the

this

fighting.”

man,’

Gahey in a voice of command.
him back to the trench now!
Get
hind him with the bay'’net and take
im in.’
‘The soldier, 1 young fellow of nineteen, newly out, had heard of Gahey

and knew him to be one.of the most
reckless and daring men in the battalion.

and
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took
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charge

Gahey's

of
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burden, the Angel of
under bh
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SALE.
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a
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The Wagon Wheel Paradox.
down under the worries of yesterday
and to-morrow wears himself out tor
‘A very interesting paradox Is the one
naught. Be he who carrios only the concerning an ordinary wagon wheel,
a
worrles of today has no need of
which is solid and rigid, yet, when
Bai ck for his sorrows. If thou wilt cast
this black thing aside and give all fastened on {ts axte on a wagon, When
thy strength and cheer and courage
tho wagon moves part of the, circum:
to the things of to-day real misfortune
ference of the wheel which is fm conas

tact with

the an-

the ground

Js for as fustant

at absolute rest, while the polat dlrect-

along the wayside.
‘And when he
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at last'to

and
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speed

the

down:

going at the same rate of speed at the
same time, Yet if the wheel i¢ taken
off the axle‘and rolled down amincline

board—date

back

to

the

year

1664,

and in the latter years of the French
wars they
numbered
22,000.
The
marires aro to-day a feature of every
navy, and in most countries officers
of fhe marines are equal in rank with
oe
in the army and navy.—London

micle.

for a moment when in cortact with
ground.
Yet the wheel is one eolld

plece and
ship-

when tin order-in-Council, dated Oct,
16, authorized 1,200 soldiers to be
into a regiment,
and formed
fore regiment were later on formed,

te

there are only two points

every point of the clrcumfe~nce moves
at the samo rate of speed.
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ENEMIES TO SUCCESS.

Learn to Avoid Timidity,
Shyness
or Self Consciousness.
Timidity, shyness and selfconscious
ness belong to the same fam{ly, We
usually find all where we find amy-one,

ET a woman ease your suffering. I want
you to write, and let me sell you of

and they are all enemies of pete of
mind,

happiness

and

achlevemest.

No

one has ever done
a great thing while”
his mind was centered upon himself.
head
ea
sae. Baek
sae bee
Ss

Tae

We must lose ourselves before we can
find ourselves.
Self-analysis is yalu-able only to learn our strength; it is
fatal if it makes us dwell apo our

*

ee
tarhal contitions,

weaknesses,

‘TMmid, shy. people are morbidity self-

NS

bloating. eense of falling or
misplacement of internal orans, nervouress,
desire to cry.
palpitation,
hot flashes, dark rings
‘or @ Joes of interest
fn Efe, write to me te-clay. Adres:
Mrs. M. Summers,
ex 8 Windser, Gat.
—_—__+-+= ——_

in a good, honest, standto.take
But I suppose it's in the
to fight.
makenp of.some of them to behave

the cockles of a man’s

in

Marines.

Marines—soldiers serving on

part

the
It was on the morning after He
“scrap” that Gahey was speaking.
a
looked at his Msteners and drank
‘cup of tea from his sooty mess-tin.
den was’ the place for a
“Itwas-a- place to
fight,” he said.)

increases

going one slows up until it {s at rest,

a song.—Christian

@ poor lot: we came-on;-and they had
no love for the bayn't.
makes me mad.to see them refusin’

what
like that..,.,. 1 haven't seen
T call a good fight since,the last harvest fair I spent at Ballyrudden.”

point

settling of the sun it was with smiles
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like the
the left were rushing by, and one took
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no ped
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a
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‘And es he took up his jourzey and ly perpendicular
high rate
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horizontal with the centre of
his hands were free to relieve many @ points
the wheel are travelling pretty tast,
brother wayfarer of his burdens and but
as tho tapmost
fruits and flowers point,onlyand halfas asthe fastupgolng
to pluck sweet
horizontal

Kept Good by the

Your $50 in the savings bank works
at the Bame job .to which the $50,000
of the rich man is sent.

without

never can burden thee.”
‘Wondering, the man did
gel commanded.

that the whole community wants,”
F. A. Vanderlip said that,’
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Never Mind
To-day's Enough;
Yesterday's or To-morrow’s.

“What the divil are

atween

anyway?”

work,

hammering) in the posts, buckling the

life
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“The
economic
effect of a doljar
faved und invested {s just the, same,

daby,

“ho
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worth «ving.
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pital.”
firing trench alone.
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by

supplied

A

click of a rifle bolt was the
ponse and Gahey gave the
figures a kick, It rose upwards with
a whimper and shot its hands over.
its head,
It was a German soldier.
“Kamerad!" he appealed. ‘Wife and
three children!
“It ye yell Uke that again a harem
anda school. of children won't save

tangléments had to be repaired and
the engineers were set ta work on the
job. The infantry holding the trench

He
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—
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traln a Dorfor nurses.
Hospital, Si t,. Catharinespeace Ont.
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If you have no aim you reach

The

night had-fallen,-the barbed wire en-

a meeting-of

to speak.

“Who's

stood over it.

Gahey. sweated at his-toll..Now, when

thia.country a ‘better

for the saver?

yards away. What could it be?
n crawling out towards the

on. | earth heavy in his nostrils and the British lines, Gahey thought. He gripun dreams) and thoughts engendered
ped lis bayonet with a steady hand
in
and got up on one knee. At that mopoe
ight running riot in his head.
ment he heard the man next him callleepy, for he, had! had
e.was
¥
in
fee
ee fn a loud whisper: “The right
bef
All that
Parapets aris ‘been blown
German
~s!
>
machine

things

is a dreary thing, without real joy.
Suppose you fail to reach the heights
you have set as your standard: you
bocame sudenly alert as a will have gone higher than if you had
not striven.
You will be more ws
went
up
over
the
German
you had
and a dark object was dis- fal, of more worth, than if
moving
in the grass some not tried.—MiJwaukee Journal.
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“After
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make

pen,
Whatever your business or occupation alm to excel in it.
Financfal gain {s not all one gets from labor well performed.
Your character
is elevated and your mind fs enlarged,
and the satisfaction im having done
well is the most real Joy.
Don't be
afraid to set your atm high.
Gild it
with weer bighestideals,.._Let_ the
hope-of its-attainment-nerve-your- ev

all my days working
with
pade
like @ man on a potato patch, and all
my nights rappin’ my fingers on a
ee
Oh, glory, but it’s a funny

The night was ebony/black, but still
and warm. The sum!
clouds hung
very low and seemed to be thrusting
the heat down on the watchers in
No-Mi
Land. The covering party
@
{ize ,amjdst. the

to get back to
Ta Supdhole invhere?" ase
Goevotal peeping nto the Bugwouts
i
pudhole. 4 “Wot dyer
nt_me for?"

happen;

lars.
AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL, S —
201. Yonge Street, Toronto.
HELP WANTED.

ery act...
Turn incidents and circumstances toward the attainment of your

rick <MecGill, Author of “The
Great Puslt”.\Bte.)

cS

ory.
‘E
the tranches

are. x98

is a war in dofince of
he
said witha low
I am doin’ my bit by
my tummy and reppicy.

2i

y $0 wot meselE a

‘And how Js Tea?

ee,

let things

Ba

HU lk

mn

aT tends,

ys

longing. | home. Easily learned by our simple
with
and the times
method. No canvassing or soliciting.
the harvest fair!” We sell your work. Write for particu-

voice filled.
len for ever

‘We used to have at
-——_——
Joy in Trying.
Do not allow yourself to just drift
along through life.
Set before you
an aim, seme real
jrpose.
Cultivate
hope and ambition
to accomplish
ing.
Do not be contented to

el

ASL CR is

$25 TO. TO $76

MAKE
writing show cards at

N.

ee

ever!" he sald in

‘Ballyrudden

slow

a

a
SITUATIONS VACANT,

RE

{hs: eaapty, mesetin
atin.
for

45, 1917

NO.

TsSUR~

about

the heads “and the men’ fallin’! "Twas } —.
& sight to, see!”
a

conscious,

“food

of recent

secting
get

and

it
As

jower price or easter to obtain.
Some of the fish and cereal dishes
food alternatives. to meat,
heat flour is scarce; as an altere
fe housewives are urged to

tes

where

pork

ve
shortening

th

recity sede memerans||
it:

rains.

ey re take ae

by ertpen,

e

and

think

success in

how

i, of
forof others

“what

would
life thay would

Thousands of young people are held
back from undertaking what they lon:
to do andare kept from trying-to make
real their great life dreams
they are afraid to jostle with the
world,
os
7
which smart from the slightest
touch.
Their supersensitivencss’ makes cowards of them.—O. 8, Marden.
7

Js never

munking hay while
* instead of-goine:
people» would rat
when

themselves

gain, what
achieve.

When we speak Of m substitute, we
ot
that the original article
c
ed. When we use the world.
fs that we
|>
the

joan
make. trouble

me, dis-

wond

they would be surprised to ses
alternative” | freed: jom, ease and grace they

origin,

has a peasant ring in our ears,

used.

themselves,

they, appear and what people’
them. If these people could

exused by dietitians and. cooking
perts, it signi iea.a second choice, proburt of
viding the. seme tood yalue,

Beery permanen!

Their thoughts are Garned

inward; they are always a1

A New Household Word.
‘The’ expression”
iy prartically

They think too much about

thomselves.

Is
Eb lenll

ade

SPECIALISTS.
Eczema, Asthma,
¢

:

6

_~) HERTLING’S RECORD.
Copenhagen Cable—Count

ro others.
»& Ohi
4
felt confident
of saving these piers.
saved
0
Tho customs house authorities
thelr records on Pier No, 8, but those’

George

Yoo Hertling, wo: has been appointes |
. Michaelis as Gorman

AT WAR'S CLOSE
Bear — Financial

Strain as Long as the
Entente Allies.

ld

smn
(ess

Londpn Cable—The war ‘s making
increasingly heavy demands on
the

Exchequer it was revealed
to-day,
when @ vote of credit for £400,000,000
was asked for.
Addreming tho Commons, Bonar
Law sald that in the period from
28 te Sept.

22

‘he Chancellor

the

daily

said

average

Govern-

the

expend!-

by

£590,000

tures. of the army and navy exceeded
the

budget

estimate

easter Tan)

daily.
The average daily expenditure since
the
has

beginning of the
beem £6,480,000,

financial
year
or
£1,237,000

above the budget estimate.
Bonar Lew said that
as fer as he
could judge the financial position in
the second half of the year would
not be quite as favorable as in the
first half, partly on account of the
increaved pay for the army and navy.
29,

sald

Mr.

here must

Bonar

deducted, he ex-

Plained, apart of the gift of the Indian

‘Government,
which
amounted
to
£100,000,000.
‘The net increase in the
“| debt due to the w:
the Chancellor
stated, waa £3,000,000,000.
| The Chancellor sald America had
given

great

financial

assistance

the War

Office,

he

explained,

‘was dae in part to the larger force
maintained abroad; to the forward
movemert of the troops in France,
and to other causes, including motor
1
If the war ended as the Allies
eant 1 should the financial burden
The

Ghancellor

said
votes
of credit
to — £4,700,000,000

exclusive of
anco
to _ allies.
‘here were indications, he sald, that

not be lack of

money

that

would

be
resoverable. : Millions
had been
advaneeé to the dominions
for supaad
for
payment
to
their

Engl:

@ fmereased

In all’ £179,000,erable.

pay

of

sailors

and

soldiers and the subsidizing of the
Joan wpalé amount to between £40,-

000,008 aad £60,000,000
part of @he fiscal year.

In the

second

Germam taxation had been increased
000,000,

but

that

000 of the

purehases
Chanceller.
“It is an
secret
that mtB America came into the war
the method of financing our purchases
exchange
of
there ma@ the question
‘were not only
in my

serious problems, but,
almost insoluble probt

be support
ell.
Count von

Von

the

Catholic

of the Govern:

ica has

given

times

when

Hertling

appointment

in order

No Official Word of HertRag’s Appointment.

“Pan-Germaus Bitterly Opposed to Him.
anLonden Cable says—No offictal
of
appointment
nouneement ‘or the
imper:

je, accord

may

have

to consider

asked

the

to consult with

London Special
cfities here hazard the guess that the
first instalment of Entente troops have
already reached the line selected. by
General Cadorna to give battle to the
Teuton invaders of Italian soil. They
Are supremely confident that this line
cannot be broken by
the Germans
dare

troops that
concentrate

any
to

there.

Shon

ieerewnctoasth

Since lust Friday the War Commit
tee of the French Government
has
held

sittings,

at

which

in

close

mde

ac-

cord with London and Rome, French
military authorities
have perfected
a plan which is expected to relieve
the

terrific

pressure

on

the

Italian

a statement has
tion

that

the~ convic-

the Italians

wil! pe able

tions in favor of Italy, permitting that

country to take whatever material she
requires,
regardless of Srospectiy’
r

oversens, ~
The

marine

new

in

Italian

be willing to work
[s'
‘The new Chancellor's name has been
an anathema to the pan-Germans
of
the Count von. Reventlow type, owing
to the belief that he ia not their man
as far as the annexation programme
{gs concerned,
Von Hertling and Forelgn Minister von Kuelhmann
have

been coupled in the pan-German abnee.
but Von Hertling’s conservative ortho-

doxy concerning
parliamentary
re
form may be sufficient
to overcome
this prejudice.
Much will depend on

his attitude yn Prussian franchise reform,

concerning

, on

the

la’s own

which

ground
affair,
ee

he

that

han

been

this is

TO RUSH AID
TO ITALIANS
U.S.

Waives
All Export
Restrictions

To Send Coal and Steel to
Ally
Washington, D.C., Report—All export
restrictions will be ‘waived by the American Government in forwarding supplies
to Italy to aid in meeting the AustroGerman invasion. ‘The Italian Go’
me
‘was madé known to-day, will
be permitted to take the kind of materJals it needs most to the limit of Its tonregardless of prospective
ni

Bone,

e000

n prot

tons

of ghivving

ly by the
vessels¢ others
diready
havo been
will be deare

“Pour

that
pick’ them up
the whole amount of ton
may not be, available under thirt
Italy's greatest need
steel, for her mu
drawing on this country for
about 100,000 tohs of coal a month, but
now that English coal is harder to 0
ain, her requirements from the United
States will approach 400,000 tone monthly.
‘Tho countr: starts the winter, accordimy to Itallan officials, fully two milMons tons of coal
short.
The shipping the United Btates ts able
to roleane, will be totally inadequate to
meet the demand for coal
carry
fod und muniions.
I: te Ukely, it wax
wald, to-day, however that
talians
will make «trade with Spain for a large
Amount of Spanish tonnage to supplement t the American ships. At the same
time the Itallans will put into trans-Atjantic wervice os many of thelr
own
possible.
food situation, it wus said today, is not as bad
‘been pictured. The bread ration is larger now
u
in either France
England. If,
however, the Italians wish to transport
in’ preference te coal and muniticns they will be given export license
to ship as much as they wish.

BRITISH FLIERS
DO MUCH DAMAGE

German Bases in Belgium
Again Bombed.
into

Prussia

Cable—The

British

there

were

a few

fine

bombs were dropped on hostile billets

at Roulers and. elsewhare during
the
day, and again at night... In air fight-

ing. four
le machines were driven
down and one was driven down out of
control. ‘Two of our machines are
missing.
|. “Last night our machines again attacked the railway station “and lines
around Saarbrucken, Rhenish Prossia,
were
All

of Metz, Germany,
seen to burst
our machines

the

new

the
is accepted in
Itallan Cabinet
most authoritative circles as @ guarThe new
antee against a revolution.

Government appears to —be- vigorous
in {ts support of the war policy. ‘The

German general staff is credited with
mmoving and concentratfine work
of troops for
ing such great

no
the Italian drive, but there seems will
reason to fear that the advance
of
go far toward the achjevementItalan
the

against

designs

Herlin’s

State.

say General
Military critics bere
canCadorna’s new line behind Udine
not be broken by any force Germany

dare concentrate there. Consequently
dtaly’s position {s safe enough unless
the
internal-troubdles arise. However, tonnew Cabinet plainly realizes that

ultimate
nage is a vital element If an ded.
The

disaster In Italy is to
military
country is far stronger in a
sense than {t is economically.
that
positively
It may be stated
western
Germany afd not weaken her

Ines for the recent advance on the
Hindenburg
Isonzo, but uw
in Ger-

has been holding in. reserve
man depots.
feature of
The most encouraging
e
be
the whole situation seems~ to
the
miscalculated
Berlin
fact that
that
agreeing
political effect, reports
the Italian people are undismayed.
THE ITALIAN OFFICIAL.
of,the Italian statement
text
The

reads: “During yesterday's various engagements took place on the Hills of
St.
Daniele
Del
Fruili,
along
the
Ledra Canal, at Pasian, Schinvoneszo,
and at Pozzuolo Del Fruili.
“The brave behavior of our
covering units and
cavalry has permitted
the
other
troops
to
coatinue
the
movement
towards
position
on the
new line.”
:
THE GERMAN STATEMENT.
Tonights Bern War office report

sald:

“In Italy there have beer successful
engugements
on
the
‘aghameanto
Plain, The number of Italian prisoners has increased to more than 120,000.
The number of guns captured is more
than 1,000."
‘
An
eariier
report
eaid:
“Move-

ments of the troops of th: 14th

afd

taking

supplies

*
Premier

of the leadership.”
A Geneva despatch
Mail
Press

,
to

the Datly

says
Austrian
newspapera ex
confidence that the Itallan re-

serves will not support the crisis and

The

with. good)
returned,

dational revolution on Russ‘an lines or
at Jeast local revolt,
of Mauan territory Lave Leen overrun,
more
mace

than 120,0v0 Italians have been
-prisoner, and in excess of },vUu

wens have beén captured by the GerAnd Austro-Hungarian esmies in
saeit eight days’ drive from tae isonzu
40a Carnic Alps’ fronts of the Austro
ee
war theatre, according
to Ber

From tlie east'the enemy invasio:
the céntre

of

the

battlefront

ow Ss

well within gun range of the Tagiiamento River, where it has been preBumed

that

Gen. Cadorna

would torn

and make a stand. ‘The Italian commander-in-chief, however. has not
yet brought his troops about to: face
ane

een

eat, Ww!
the advance.

Aig

fs continuing

his

-BLOWN-OUE-T-SEA-——

Entire

for

one Lt:
Report—How
consternation

‘Washington

Irish Body Attempts to Control Food.

by wr. Robert
Davis, recently
at the
in the United States to lecture
on activities
officers’ training.
of the Rt
ross in
For more than a month, on a northern sector of the line,
had been secretly mining
German trenches,
said Dr. Da’
the
work was almost cotiplete. Duringwere,
birds
can
jons
9)
ag usual kept in the excavations 0!to
arn the workers of the presence

Mr. George T. Holloway, who vas a
member of. the Royal Ontario, Nichot

:
with a capacity. of 1,500
The need of the State is to be the
only test applied in exemptions frams
military service, essential industrie
will be maintained, and » allowance
made for previous service out. of ta~

little songster, however, esca of
its Job, flew Into the middle
Land, and alighting on
No Man's
bush began to sing.
Consternation reigned in the British
One

from

London Despateh—The Sinn Fein organization, according to the Mornoing
Post, has started a food control department in Ireland, Independent ot
tne Government.
‘The
newspaper

prints the text of a circular, which it
says is belng distributed widely, asking priests to help in making ap
in-

ventory of food stocks, as an initial
step

toward

“retaining

in

Ireland suf-

fictent food for the entire population,
an
D. to have it available

for distribution whenever famine is to
be dreaded.
"The circutar ascribes the danger of
shortage to the excessive exportation

of Irish food products, the consumption by the large garrisons there, and

the submarine menace. It declares
@
wish to avert a repetition of the calamity of 1847.

GERMANS LOST
OVER 12,000

In Four-day

Offensive

French Forces

And Also Lost Total of
Cannon.
Cable—The

Paris
muucallOn

issued

vy

officia
the

Wer

“fue

mamber

Of

prisouers

in the penitentiary.

into

and

“on tne right
bank of the Meuse
the Germans auempted tis morning
against our posiuons in the sector of

beaumont a surprise attack whieh wo
repulsed. Between
the Meuse and

Bezonvaux tuere was quite a violent
bombardment
during
the course
of
the afternoon.
“On Oct. 30 six
enemy
aeroplanes
were
brought
down by
our pilots;

Tuesday last, died
Sick Children.
‘The colebration

Captain

condi-

tion within their own lines. Our bombIng escadrilies
last
night
dropp?d
7,100 kilos of projectiles
und explosives on the railway stations at Thionville, Bettembourg, Maizleres-lez-Metz.

Con-

GERMANS BLAMED
FOR COSTLY FIRE

$5,000,000 Blaze at Docks at
Baltimore.

Ship Also Burned
and Sunk.

Bakimore
Despatech—A
disastrous
fire, which wrecked two-of the finest
of the Baltimore
& Ohio terminal
piers at Locust Point, spread to a
British steamship,
which had just
dockéd,
and caused it to burn and

sink,
th the probable loss of four
of its crew, broke out here la:
ight
and was got under control at about
8 o'clock this mornzag.
Ten stevédores, who tad been at

work on the ship and were thought
@ tear-guards h:
Just where Cador:rna | *eliave gotie downy were all accounted for to-day.
By

Vic&President J: M. Davis, of the
though the weather conditions. were’
B. & O. Railway, sdid-it was the beexceptionally bad, ‘This morning
at 11
Hef of the raliroad officials that the
o'clock twelve of our machines “went
fire was of incendiary origin, as credthe centre,
ark
| further afield and attacked. the muntstated they saw flames
According to the latest ‘Berl!
- ibie witnesses
tion works and gas works at Pirmatrom piers No, $ and-9 at tive
an
2 ea leap
sons 20 miles beyond Saarbrucken; cial communication
points’ almost simultaneous!).
Bombs were seen to burst on fac: |
tories and the gas works with excel- |and
ere
:fient results. Many
taken and the weather was good, All
our machines returned.”
a
Z
BRAZIL PREPARES FOR WAR.

The Grand Jury has returned a true

the wharf and the Gaspesien.
President Wilson was urged

along

the

railway

.n

the

named

who

Huff,

@

of «smallpox,

sult. of an outbreak

Northern

has

sheds, being the victim.

cm

been

Navigation

Rey. J. B. Silcox tendered his resig-

over

and got away with a large nuwber of

announcement

and numerous other articles. The job
fs thought to be the work of local
men.
The conductors and
motormen ot

attempted

shot

de-

to

cap-

ture our-small posts north of the Loivre, in the
region
northwest
‘of
Rbeims.
“In the Argonne, in the region of
Boureilles, the Germans made a sur-

prise attack. After a spirited engage-

ment they were compolled to return to
their lines, haying suffered considerable losses.
“There is nothing to report from
the remainder of the front.
“Enemy aviators threw down thirty
bombs last night on Dunkirk. Neither
up to

the present.”

FOE PATENTS 10

U.S. LICENSES

guns,

razors

and

pocket.

knives

the Kitchener & Waterloo Strect Railway have been granted an increase in

wages cf from twenty-five ccnts an
hour to twenty-seven and
cne-half
cents an hour, to take effect on Junuary 1 next.

Thames.
The power
carrying
ger, and

blown

schooner

White

Bear;

a crew of three, one passena shipment of bullion,
was

to sea by a morth

gale

20,000 Articles Affected by
the Order.
Washington, D, C,, Despatch — The
vast-store of German scientific Information In this country was opened to-

violent

American

manufacturers,

the

and

will be licensed for’ manufacture
citizens

of

the

United

States.

by

cal

commission. met

mep

to consider

manufacture

of

a group

certain.

licensing

the

drugs,

prin-

cipally salvarsan, —
virulent
blood diseases, and non-toxic substitutes for local
the supply in

anaesthetics, of which
this) country bas run

dangerously low since the war inter.
rupted

¢ommierce.

Approximately

ne 8: aid tobe aarer
oa
are:
4
ted bythe
mission's order. These include
atuft formulas. of vital.

26,

tele

dye“to

first."

No

were

DRY WASHINGTON.

When

of .medi-

“safety

U.S. Capital Cuts Off Liquor
5

the regulations had“ween made public
the

of

deaths during, Octohcr

auto fatalities. This makes the number for this year twenty-six.

in

copyrights

campaign

*

fewer than seven of the twenty-seven

regulations issued “by the Federal
Trade
Commission
“under
which
patenta

“

toll of lives from automobile
accidents on Toronto streets is rapidly increasing, despite ali the efforts

of the police to punish speeders, and

to

t

-Sun-

day while on her way. frem Solomon
to Nome, Alaska, and has not been
heard from.
‘Two men sus
of having
a
hand in the disastrous fire which visited the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad
terminals at Baltimore, were arrested
and grilled in the office of the De~partment of Justice. The names ofthe

men will not be made known at. pre7

enemy-owned

x

Litule Irene Ryan, daughter of Pte.
Thomas
Ryan, Ingersoll, who
went
overseas with the 168th Battalion, was
drowned in the Thames River.
The
circumstances point to her having fallen into the river when she endeavored to cross a foatbridge
over
the»

German Secrets Free to Am- sent
The
erican Manufaturers.

day

4

a

nation as pastor, of First Congregational Church, London, Ont. He came
from Kansas City three years ago.
Burglars gained entrance to FW.
Karn’s hardware
store,
Woodstock,

in
off

tillery fighting on the whole sector
between Vauxailion and Pinon,
and
along our new positions in the region

reported

civil adminis-

of the Japanese

tration

man

at Frolmont. We repulsed enemy

:
7

Shaniung Peninsula between Tsingtan
the
and Tsinan Fu, captured from
Germans.
EdThe Queen’s Hotel at Point
re2
as
d
quarantine
been
has
ward

“Nort of the Aisne there was ar-

have been

at am

China has protested against the ex-

tension

the

is in pragress

‘vhich

to call

session of Congres:

a special
carly date to declare war on Austria

the front of the recent French attack

tainments,

4
“

in a resolution adopted by the Board
of Trustees of the American Defence
Society.

by the French, the War Office reports.
battle

vell-

drowned at Quebec by falling between

Another Futile Air Raid On
Dunkir!

artillery

a

bill. in the case of William McBraty.
the owurPort Arthur, charged with
der by shooting .of his son, NRovert,

ployed st the

An

eburch.

the

K. C.,

J. H. Pouliot, manager of the Caspe
Cam& Bale des Chaleurs Navigation
pany, owners of the coasting steainwas
Percesien.
ers Gaspegien and

ARGONAE FAILS

north of the Aisne. The
follows:

in

St.

Church.

Knox

J. Tremane,

Halifax lawyer, died after a
known
brief {Hness. For many years he was
scvenan active Conservative. He was
ty-four years of age.

on thé night of Oct. 3rd.

HUN ATTACKIN

attack
Leaten

burning of

the

of

for

Hospital

in the

place

took

Mary's,

victims nor important material losses

British

on

mortgage

the

A Pacific Port.
Report.—Count
yon
Luskner, conunander of the
jerman
er Seeadier, told Fiji Iskand newspaper correspondents, when he was
tured near the Fijis recently, that
the
rulder_was destrvyed by fire two thousand
miles
from land.
according
to of-

Parls Cable—A
German
the Argonne last night was

mak-

17-montha-old
the
Harold Jukes,
by
Toronto child, who was foundof finmes
mother enveloped in a mass

Boasts of His Work.

Artillery Battle Along
Aisne Front.

Se

an American avi-

ator, feli and was killed white
ing a flight over Kochi, Japan.

thé

nothingness.

Raider Seeadler’s

+e

.

Frank Champion,

SANK 25 VESSELS.

captured

Longeville-lex-Metz, Josphy and

ArnFor a serious offence, William Coatswas sentenced by judge
werth at Toronto, to serve three years

‘ag it hopped from twig to twig. Finally the artillery had to be called on.
A-trench gun with a well aimed shell
song

;

to the front.

a visit

pay

to

old

vessel was wrecked on an island.
+" "The count also asserted, according to
the steamer’s officers, that the. Seeadler
destroyed % steamers and sailing vessels
cn
Five of the
“captures
180 raft,ity allcruise.
walling vessels, were sunk in
the Viscific, he said. All the crews were
sent ashore.
'A favorite plan of his, he was reported
to have sal
us to send out a wireJess message ‘asking for the time. Somecom- one would obiige him, and often
the
shin,
supplying the time was traced and
Gite
eurk.

OY wo tm vee hese OL ULE Usenet
ieem Uct, 2o Wo Was s%a0/, OL Woum
usi Were oltiwere. 4ne cannon numwered 100.

four others fell in a damaged

way

by

soaupal Teas:
“Le (ue nurs of the Alsne artillery
ACwwUs Weuiee al Lue be: suru

es viuen.

President Wilson has sent a taon the
sage to the President of Brazil into
the
occasion of the latter's entry
war cn the side of the allies.
Ten members of thé United States
their
Congress arrived in Paris on

to open fire on
{t, But it seemed
the
life. Even
to bring it down,

biew the bird and the bush

eas

miles.

lines, If the bird had been discovered
weeks
by. the Germans, the work of
would go for nought, as the enemy
of
‘could easily interpret the meaning
combat
to
prepare
and
its presence
sapping operations, The infantry was

immediately ordered
the canary to destroy
to bear a charmed
sharpshooters failed

1
i

Commission. died in London.
is
Another large military hospital
at Kingston,
likely to be established

1s fatal to the. birds.

which

fire damp,

4

Two Suspects Arrested in
Connection With B. & 0.
erminals Fire:

in a mes-

sage to General Cadorba has assured
the commander-in-chief that all classes
of the population of Italy are with him

the Isonzo armies, which,are advancflans, as well as on the
station
at
ing cut of the Carnic Alps are taking
1Luzembourg.
All our objectives were
piace in accordance with the intentions
reached.”

THE SITUATION SUMMARIZED.
Virtually one thousand square
miles

intervals, during which our airplanes

bombs
effect,

LUTION.
announcement of

‘The

War

observed for our arullery, and
fired
several thousand rounds
fom their
machine guns at enemy troops in the.
trenches and on the roada. About 100

northeast

might

precipitate a crisis which the enemy
thinks would lead to a separate peace.
GUARANTEE. AGAINST. REVO-

Also

Office last night lesued the foliowing
statement on aviation activity:
“yesterday

military drive, this discontent

that internal disorders will lighten the
task
of the
invaders of Italy.
The
Zelt declares
that
the Itallan peopie
cannot hold out any longer, while the
Soolalist Arbiter Zeitung
hopes for a

Succeeded.
London

is believed tho huge military
enterprise probably was launched in
an
effort to start a revolution in Italy,
where the activities of the German
been afoot.
propagandists long have
The shortage
of
coal,
food
and
metals,
and
the beginning of cold
weather apparently
is
expected by
discourage the Italian
to
Germany
great
the
Accentuated by
masses.

CANARY

ONE LITTLE
Cause Trouble

;

ae
lecde

by Autos in Toro
Streets This Year.

noe! 9)

A large.

shipping also Is to be given Italy: to
work in conjunction with her own0
merchant

Killed
Twenty-Six Persons nto

to

stem)the tide of the invasion with the
eid of French and British troops sent
to reinforce them. Tet
rican Government {fg to Walvé all export restric-

Reichstag Icaders, according to _ their forces.
trial, and will stand
expressed wish. In this case he would
“CWvle: “Bays—Semi-official- by him and the army ~ Watt! vietory
hear nothing favorable from the “So- theLondon”
authorities here are
taking
@
rests with them
A similar message
clalists and part of the Radicals, who cheerful
view
of
the
Italian
crisis,
bewas
sept
to.the
British Prime Minisalready have expressed themselves as Moving that the Germans thrust is {nter,
cs
being opposed to his candidacy.
To
spired quite as. much by the political
2
the Catholic Centre he would,
as military conditions.
Germany Incourse, be highly acceptable, and prob- variably ‘plays politics and war toSINN FEIN RULE.
ably the National Liberals alo would gether, and in the present instance it

Raid

‘NEW GERMAN
CHANCELLOR

Bethmann-Holiwes

for time in which

at

times when her expenditure -was
‘greater than that of the allies.
The tnerease in the vote of credit
for

guiding influences in

party, and aa the head

Told in British Commons by
the
Chancellor,
=--Bonar aw>
> --

expénditare of the British
ment was £6,414,000.

represen-

ment In the second largest Federal
state he has played an {mportant role
in Imperial affairs during the war. He
supported
Vou . Bethmann-Hollweg
against the Conservatlye sampalgn for
a long Ume, and whea we withdrew

(THE WAR'S COST

July

the hon-Socialist

tatives.
Even after his retirement from the
Reichstag to become
ler of Bararia the count remained’ one of the

2

Cannot

tlea among

-To-night:

3 wv ‘ashingtot ee
the

national

Dearne iniaaighe
capital

goes

dry.

Among the-establishments going oxt
of business:
» under the terms
of Sheppard
bition Law, are several’ which. served

tiaatt

as
meat

more

pele

durii

than

im meeting

FeWashingtonon Ja plana ng
celebration,

scenes probabd!
oot lasing.

a

historic

cen-

places
rt
a

os

for

farewell

Sarpiend

id
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AROUND | HOME.

THE wig ASE

LARGE

Ata

ieeting of the Maple Leaf Olub,
held at the home. of Alex. J, MoMillan4
on Nov. 1. a bale was.
for Hy.
man Hell, ‘consistiug of 41 towels, 45
pillow slips, 17 sheets, 14 suits pyjamas,

annelette

of Christmas cheer were packed for the

i

.
COWAL
The managers of Chalmers’ oburch
haye put a concrete foundstion under

the chnrob sheds,

for traffic,
~ “Mise Kite Belle Mera:
bas

been

engaged

ie, 5 of Dutton,

‘as teacher

|.

in 8, S.

No. 7 during the illness of the teacher,
The regular meeting

of the

Patriotic

A. E, Ropers, Draggist) D

Club was held io the hall on Weduesday,

with a very

large atteudaoce,

In

Also
tows
2 at best draggist inSeeall (Ontario
eee

the absence of the
dent
Miss Effie
McLachlin occupied the chair. - Flossie

NO: MORE GRAIN FOR ALCOHOL

Murray read a very ivteresting report

of the avstal convention of the C. W.
O, A. at St. Thomas,

Ottawa, Noy. 5.—No grain of an:
kind and no substance that coun oe
used for food shall be used in Caun-

Papers were also

read by Alice Little and —Catherive
Whitelock,
A bale .was packed con-

ada after November 30 for the dis-

taining 3° pairs pyjamas, 4. hospital

shirts,4 day shirts, 60 towels, 29 pair
socks, quilt aud a quantity of old licen.
‘The total yalue of the bale was $58.25.
The ladies of the club also contributed

J.A. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER

$34 for vending Christmas boxes

soldiers in the hospitals,

Diplomas from Meyer's School

of Embalming

and Canadian

‘Embalmer

and

Jy

ScHuULTz
s
s

Embalmer’s Certificate: of Ontario f
| Byerythin;
juired can be farnished. Pipwaretar any occasion.

“Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
“Phone 454—Residence—

:

¥ VIRTUB
‘errant

OF A
‘issued

An

in force ‘' until

It will

the

gover.

tion is a fine of up

K, W, MoKAY,

THE

kindly

Happesiogs ia Bigin

the Past Week

During

‘Whe death occurred on Thursday at
of Mrs. KcKay, south of

Bodney, of Charles Tavner, aged 72
years.

aid. John RB.
merchant tailo

scree

a eelleanome
‘announ'
a

with Re loaudidate: for the Bt,

ay.

The
oharch

Ladies’ Aid of~
met at the home

the Methodist
of Mrs.
Lorne

Shipley on Monday.

changes and

VariousSources

¢

2OSOSSOO0 0000000009606
Thomas Wilson died in Wingham in
hia 93rd year,
James Cushman,
of Lovgwood, died
at the age of 00

years.

:

a well-koown

Lon-

farmer

of

Chatham township. died from typhoid

fever.
His wife and six children are
stricken witb the same illpess and are
being waited ov by two nurses.

Thos.

Magladery, provincial

pspector, was

koocked

license

unconscious

and seriously injured atParkbill, whea

track by a Graod
Maip street cross-

IPRESRE
DLE SLED

LARA TARA
USS
INARA
SS

aloohol for manufacturing or mnnitions purposes; + The
new
order

will save for food purposes considersblé quantities of barley, corn
and rye, although for months
the

distilleries
grains.

facture

have been

principally

of

using these

in

the

mana-

industrial aloohol

and

not for beverages.

AUCTION

SALE

Of Stock, Implements avd Furniture.
Dauiel Black

& ‘Sov

Btructions

from MACK

by public

auction

haye

received

WHITE

io-

£6 sell

at the.Queen’s Hotel

Stock Yards, Dutton, on
Saturday, November

roth,

1917

2 Horses, Cow, due to calye day.of
sale; Cow, with calve by side; 2 Cows,

Complete Service to Ford
. Owners Everywhere

count for cash.
We will sell for another party,
Household Effects, consisting of Cook
Stove, Heater, Bedroom. Suite, also

Robes

aud

Blankets,

at. Town

4 o'clock. Terms Cash.
DANIEL BLACK’ 8ON, Auctioneers

CLEARING

opposition

Irish Jack; Wilkes Colt, 4 yra.,

which

they were
to av

to relioquish

iropending

deal,

‘their
haye

There are more than 700 Ford Dealer Service Stations throughmotor adjustments,

The cost of Ford Seryice is as remarkably

the car itself.
$5.40.

Black Mare, 8 yre,, 1,100 Ibs., in foal to

coming

to Canada

when

He took a prominent part in

a

the

business life of she city. Hp ix strvived

by one son and two

daughters.

6 two-year-old

8 pigs,

100 Chickens,

2 Pails

Nineteén of the most called

LF

Reansbout - - $475

Steers,

of

;

Inter-

Touring - - $495
Coupelet - ~ juss

P

THE UNIVERSAL
CAR

nétions! Chicken Food, 1{ acres Corn in
shook, out by binder; 7 tons Hay, 100 buahels Oata, 2 loads Bean Straw,-10 Ewes,
6 Ewe Lambs, 12-plate Dine Harrow, Bean

| J. A. Campbell

Wim. Munroe, of Mosa, suffered 2 | Poller, Grayel Box, Oliver Bean or Corn
new ; MoCormiok Binder, 6 ft.
severe loss when his. barn and .shed, Gultiyator,
oat, with tracks
eyat carrier; Deoring
with most of sae eens were de-‘to | Mowingo
Machine,
yed by
fire, wi
is sup}
altivator,
8-horse; 2-farrow‘eyWalk.
Land Oultive:
er Saati
from 6 traction
engive
Plow, Cockshutt, ne
‘agon
‘drawiog ® drilling-outfit. through. the iit fay Hack, Set Troa
Bet Sleighs,
premises. Lt was with difficulty that ‘On+, ropes, slings ; 50 Ibs. Binder Twind,
the house was saved. The bul dings oe Buggy,
id
ts
Aeatroyed
‘were
v
a
l
u
e
d
a!
ire, Set
Heavy
Set Light Farm
al
sere
$4,000, with = small insur: Harness, 2 Sets Single Driying Harness,
Massey-Harris Cream
ne
sence id the Ekfrid Mutual, DANIEL BLAOK
& SON, Auctioneers

Sedan - - - y6S¥

O. B. FORD,

:

.

Dutton |*

ONT.

Dealer:

Dutton Pump & Garage Co,
DUTTON
Wednesday,

Nov. 7

0.

Ae

“

SOLD THE FARM

Gisatink, Bale of atin ‘Btook, -Tmple- | BOT

ments: a Oe ee Bay, the property of
JOBN Baiz wees (UM, Lot 20, Hogg:

low as the cost of

for parts cost only

Just compare this with the cost of spare parts for other

cars and you will realize the advantage of owning a Ford.

1,000 1bs.;

Grey Percheron Sucker, Grey Parcheron
been soguitted of the charge.
>" ~
Horse, 7 yré., 1,500 Jbs.; Grey Pe
Herbert Allen, who had been man- Horee, 10 yra., 1,400 lba.; Roan Cow, 5 yrs.,
ager of the D. 8. Perrin Company, Lon- to calve April 1; 2 Cows, to calve in spring,
don, since 1884, and after the death of Red Cow, 6 yra., to calve May 1; 4
D. S, Perrin, some years age, president
of the compauy. died Thursday, after
an extended illness. He was boro iv

travel is something you appreciate, and beings Ford
owner you cangetit.
You are always ‘“‘among
ends”,

out Canada. These are always within easy reach of Ford owners’
{for _gasoline, oil, tires, repairs, accessories, expert advice or

SALE

Chatham Gas Compauy,-in returo for

to solicit a bribe of $5,000 from the

OURTEOUS attention to your needs wherever you
(

Hall-at

Farm Stopk, Implements, Hay and Grain,
the property of WILFRID MILLER,
Lot 2, Con. 7, Danwich, three miles west of
Wallacetown, on Talbot street, better
ynown as Buchanan farm, on
Tuesday, November 13

~

“Ald, F, Brisco, Frauk Baxter aud O.
S. Coateworth, charged witb conspiring

boy,

and
Mrs; Crosby,
bride of George Pope, of
the ceremony being
‘nbull.

KEMP PANTER

Old papers for sald at this ofice,

NOT FAR FROM HOME
‘News Gathered From Our Ex- 3

England,

r
ame”

R.

to $5,000, or

for a ootermbothnot feo
exCoding ai months

thanks

was large aud av oxcellent eutertainment was provided.
‘The proceeds
amounted to $120,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Forbes, of Detroit. called on friends'in town on Tues-

ing.

COUNTY

in Every Department

and ‘imprisonment.
Under an order-in-counoil
of
all who | AUgust9 the use of wheat for distillation
and
manufacture
of
assisted,
The tea-meetiog in the Presbyterian alcohol was prohibited, except that
cburch ‘on Monday eyeuing proved to the food controller may license the
be a great “hucoess, ‘The attendance ase of wheatin the distillation of
‘The ivstitute

his automobile @as
‘Truak train on the

5

Values

from town and vicinity, and ten to WalJacetown boys to give to soldiers who
do not receive avy Christmas boxes.

A. Moore,

‘Troasurer County of Elgin,

Blankets

imprisonment

A- Hamilton man'was fined $80 for dueto calve in spring; 7 Extra Yearling
:
the
Warden
of the Couuty
of Elgin, bearing
shooting partridges and bad bis gun Steera, Durbams; 4 Steers, 2 years old;
Bkiovthe ith day of August «vale ot Tans
of
“Ald: confiscated.
Yearling Heifers; 17 Ewes, mostly all
for taxes-in the Townshi
, Dunwich,
Yarmouth, Malahide, Bay.
James Reath, an esteemed resident
yearling; Ram, Leicester; Ram Lamb,
ham,
the Villages.of ‘Dutton and’ Port
‘will be held at my ofllee in the Court of Ekfrid, died on October 24, after a Libcols; Drill, Rake, Lauce Tooth Har
c
‘Gt, Thomas, at tho hour of two o'clock brief illness, aged 73 years,
row, Waggon, nearly vew; Pair Bobetternoon,on
Fines totalling $1,000 were imposed sleighs, Plow acd otber implements.
Terma—6 months’ credit ou approyed
by Magistrate Aroold iv Chatham on
joiut notes. 6 per cent. per annum disfour local men for selling liquor.
on is being pubtario Gas jette on 2th August
September, aud that copies of
yy be had at my
ollico,
‘Thouas, Grd August, 1917,

-Flannelette.

Have taken a. big advance in: price.
We still have some in all
sizes at the old prices and advise you to secure your winter's
supply
before
we
are compelled
to
advance
the
prices.

A large number of ladies met at tbe | penalty. for violution of the regula-

seas. Twouty-six boxes aro-aent toboys|

:

For Taxes

liquors.

the recommenda-

nor-general-in-council has by order
declared that the present abnormal
conditions
Have
ceased.”
The

" Shackleton St. West

- Treasurer's Sale of Land

‘potable

upon

tion of the food controller.

to the | remain

town hall on Tuesday and packe
thirty six boxes for the boys oyer-

all the

Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Finest west of Toronto |
FLOWBRE furnimed for auy occasion.
Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

of

been passed

WALLACETOWN

sociation

Couches, Cashets

tillation

order-in-council to this effect has

15¢ and) 20c
18c and 22c

eavy Loch. Lomond Flannelette, 18c and°20c
re Linen Towelling, per yd.17c,.20c, 23c, 25¢
nion Towelling, per yard
12ic, 15c and 16c
lass Towelling, per yard
15c, 17c and 18¢
urkish Towelling, white and colored stripes 20c

‘Bra:

Full Line of Pamps for Shallow or Deep Wells
All Kinds. of Repairing

«|

eee

koa

4800

48 6C

Auto Repairing Our

1%

S

"All

a

Repairs. _ We always
“stock.
Free Air.) -

Manager

10
10

1b.
16

~ 20
3s

22
25

it ea

‘

Soa

Memencwdae ao

F. J. SMALL,

2 2 .auomc
=
0

Hog Morket

a

e

~

have a full line in
fs
sonia’

Street

R. SMALL,

&

~

Kinds of Storage Batteries Charged.

Chevrolet

8) Station

se

Specialty

Oils and Greases in Stock

cote 03; Agent ‘for
35 00 55 00
A

©
s

|R. P. Reekie

Duowich
and
Southwold, which has
been audergoing repairs, is How open

et
Flannélette,
per yd.
Flannelette, per yd.

ain Grey

baoae

y

ht Striped. Flannelette. per yd. 15¢, 20c, 25¢

ark Striped

zi 8 5S88ae

ee

The kind that’s guaranteed.

PAN

Wi, Eustes, Wiio-tias
be n io poor
health for some time, has moyed to
Talbotville, where be will spead the
winter.
The bridge at tho townline between

These Are Extra Good Weight at Prices Quoted
White Flannelette, at per yard 15c, 16c, 18c, 20c

v7

Daowich boys overseas,

ww Bx
ZN 0 B r AY MN) WAN
any HAN WBNEN
ZB INVA
zs
BS5 WEN WZYsTaNWES NAN
aN
oNN WA SEN
N EXWNW NY y ZE
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Y
tS SY WZ SN ee 2 i BOE
ES v
es

4 mattress pads, ends of cottor, valued
at $78.25.
“Also 23 pairs of sooks to the

trenches aod s quilt tothe Belyian Relief Fand. At a previous weeting boxes

5

Be

4

4

No,

1488

0009000000000009000000
NOT FAR FROM HOME
‘News Gathered From Our
mae

A NEW. PRIVILEGE

wages WHS Vartons
Sone

Glencoe bas made arrangements to
have goveromeut fish supplied to ite
thetchants who wish to handle them.
6

eyes'tire

barn?

easily?

‘odind blarred in reading?

from

frovtal headache?

your eyea to look at the

§ For the next two months we have atranged to run speciat, 4 :
Qsales on different lines of our stock,
The person that

Do your

type be-

X takes

Do yousuffer

Does it burt
Moyies?

a know If you have porfoct eye-sight?
£ not, we oan inform yoo. No

E.

WHIT
MEDIOAL.
ag

LEX.

MoKILLOP,

et

‘ad9

:

Be

ier,

5

béen shown.
It is believed

boute

agen

Sante inesarnaT eae et

o

{€ lost, may be rept

after aeons evidence fas

|

sal
@ will
be

that this

M.D.C.Ms,

Z “PP 2.4. cameron .
o
{MDOM. Trinity University; P-7.0.M,
Way Meisel College; M.-F deiesgen Tt

WANT HOG PRICES
FixeD
}

Ovrton—Main Street,

10 Wires, 48 in. high, stays 16} in,

Sale price, per-rod: 50g.

90 Rods. 10481 Ideal Fence

Rusromon—Shackiston Stroot,
ete nn
D®: W- H#- MoFARLANE

:

_Oftice Hours

10 Wires,

48 in. high, stays

.12 in,

Sale price,

10 Wires, $4 in. high, stays 163 in.

a

Sale price, per rod 55.

100 Rods 10541 Ideal Fence

SMITH

19: Wires,

Specialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
+ 480 Talbot Street, St. ‘thomas

54 in,

high, stays

12 ia.

Bale price, per rod-60¢.

180TL, Rods
1157 Ideal Fence
Wires, 57 in. high, stays 164 in. Sale price;

ours 1 to4 abd by appolntmenit.’
Phooe 1

3
per rod SS¢;

says: Hom

GET READY

the.

ufacture of

"

"We

Te
jixed, 40c.
) Red
§ 20c.; Eggo Baking Powder,

Biking

DR. FRANK €. BENNETT

polntments,

*

toe No : wee or

7

te :

ee of
Powder,

Fi0o acd-abo.; Ruse Stor ae

B. CRAWFORD

*

of Triniey
Grad:
+; eateor
1 uate
Coltega
of Den: University.
Surgeons,
if attincks reet,
mas

~ pul aco

le Soap; pe cakes afew:
kage
; Holbrook’s. Custard
10c. and,

estate

ror

"Thomas

ter

>

ears, Lass, 4 ig

a2

ess
oo,
0.

_| Dake,

1

:

iy

on

“50. Wats,

he al

lors, $490;

Lars

toon

$ 115,

, Cowal, $180;

=| King Oole, to W. Wise, Uuion, $130;
the part Duchess Jane,

at

condi
‘
nee
PES Kn tae tions Bog
rend

‘The
Harris}Ab
attoir,. which-repi
‘thie

feriegs Maren

int

ee

to J. es Saath, Couam
tod:
~

$186;

sie; Roan Lass, to L. Evans, $140:
Lass 2nd,
to

toe soeneesttion

0.

den.

the

$165; Rubells

A.

Stafford. Shed-

Ingleside

to

$160;

MoNeil & MoNeil sold. thres young
balie~,
Brae to B
Lad-to J. H. Milter, ¥ $140;
oe

Smart looking, full-length coats with all

els with deep collars of taupe-dyed
Russian
lynx, lining of pure silk and warm
interlin-,
ings. Winter coats whose possibilit
ies for

And

Brae to James Parker, Watford, $185;
Brae Real te E.
Son, Iderton,

the softness and richness of this beautiful
,

unlimited.

robased
E. Luton,

snap alone | Beal Tah to. Aw. EB. Pests
ee
charge in Eerie: ball, to Patrick y.& Appin,

warm and serviceable material, Belted
mod.

are

ae Beanty, F. A. Agam,

Southwold, for $60.
4
—Horetords—
James Page sold the following: Miss

abou!

With Foll Fur Collar

all-wear

Gat

L. . B Byans, Tooa Station,
Karo, heifer calf, bred by E,

FREE WAR MAPS

each

to D. Graham.

Tor

ge,

given liquor tos

coat

measures up to the B. Siegel Co.
standard.

The aunual

}

MAHL
INQUIRIES
SOLICITED

commen

;

?
"i

€
:

distinction

of

was one of
He leayes

teu-year-old girl.

W.

rs was assigued a like penalty on

Charles Russell, a bachelor farmer
about 50: yearr.of age, who hes been
living

with bis brother: near Pinkerton,

was found lying on his back in the.centre of a swamp, a mile and a half from
bis home, with his throat out from ear
to ear. He was summoned as a witness iu a liquor charge preferred
against bis brother and disappeared

on

Oct. 22, the day before the: trial. His
bod¥ was found by a party buntisg
rite.

‘

aur: McGarry, of Howard, met with a
very paioful accident a few days ago

whea

be was looseuiug corn in the ‘cut-

ting box of the corn binder. The horses
moyed aud the unfortunate tuan’s hand

was pulled into the machine,
He managed to stop the horses
but was unable.

to release bis band. ‘Throwing the macbive out of goar be drove the horses
three-quarters
of &
before he
| Secure belp, Even thea they hadcould‘to

RECENT STATEMENT MOLSONS BANK | ©,pa
2B Show: Earnings of Over 1S per cent. for
the Past “Year
_ Notwithstanding the fact that Canada
hes now entered the fourth

om the.
in: the

on the road for 50

the

conviction of having liquor ia, his: possession otber than-s private dwelling.

McCall

seent | Glenoe, 9176; oa Favorite, 5k

evjoyed

town Elizabeth Durty was. sentenced
to

James

A. &J.

be

£200. and. coste_or...
bhreo
months io jail for selling liquor, andthe
evidence seemed to show that she had

.

e,
$117.00; Prinoses WelcomeLethbridg
to J. A:
Sepith, $80.
“Contributed

eugineer

bis wife, one son aud one davghter.
ter,
Before Magistrate Murphy at Ridge-

Gontribatea by W.-H, Ford—Lady
Joy,

week, either.
$
r
is ; thisrisw
of the tremendous1 balkee | noen Prince, Ailas tare Frese toe
as dong ‘GPs
Loyal Lad, a Laas, Wallacotown,

a

5-28

yeterau

for many years, where he
the largest shippers of hogs,

to'P. Gratiam, Iderton,

to adbniinulate im the coolers.

Coats

Burnip, a

never having sustained an injury,
After a lingering illness the death
occurred at bis home in Glencoe
of Dan
Dobie; a well-kuewo live stock d
.
in bis 62nd year, Mr. Dobie was a sou
of the late Wm. G. Dobie, of Ekfrid
township, and was a resident of Glencoe

“The loval kilos wero hs follows:
—Shorthorns—
Contributed by W. A. Galbraith—

ae
ae ¥, Oarr, Toun, $120; President, $120 andY. |
eve biden: restricted
for sonia
| Ped Rose; $105, to. Kendall, foun.
Yonios Deciha:
produot | , Couttibated
by BG. Gameron &

Plush

in Inger
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while not highly nitrogenous or. oily
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he saith
shall come to pass, he shall
have whatsoever he saith. Therefore
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ye desire, when ye pray, believe that
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Now for the actual feeding reste
From the very first the fowl tool
being

them.—Without

cut off, it

tionally well. It is not 80, good as a

Utter feed as they pick out all the
wheat and leave a large part of the
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when
fed {n hoppers
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pick

out’ the

—With

wheat, but where they have to eat the
buckwheat before they can get the
wheat they clean everything up just
as they, go.and seem to, make as
good growth as they, ever ‘did on ordinary rations.
The ground screenings are) being fed to the Jayers three
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possible.

faith.

It means a cause, a sult at law,
regard and reasread Noah walkthou and all thy

house into the ark, for thee have

available and it gives satisfacresults.—Canadian
Countryman.

casualtios. | I'm.

our

a purpose, claiming
onable respect.
We
ed with God.
Come

in buying this feed; it is the cheapest
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tory

all things
SAKE,

beef

perfectly

God

increase

(By the late’ Rev. H. T. Miller.)
This ig an Anglo-Saxon word, very

has never been
than it has been

feel

faith it Is impossible

to please him; for he that cometh to
God must believe that he is, and that
he fs a rewarder of them that diligently seek
him.
He that had received the promises
offered up his only begotten son, of
whom it was said, that in Isaac shall
thy seed be called;
accounting that
God was able to raise him up, even
from the dead.—Being fully persuaded that what he had promisec he was
able
also
to perform.
Is anything too hard for the Lord?

was several days before they finally
accepted it. However, they now eat it
readily and the stock are doing excep-

will throw

IN GOD,

| shall believe that those things which

kindly to the ground screenings pte
ate it with relish. They did not take
to the whole screenings
so readily

and,’ on other food

FAITH

Have faith in God. Whosoever shall
say unto this mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea;
and shall not doubt in his heart, but

of
an

tion of which is usually enriched by
e
crushed green bone or meat meal,
comparatively low percentage of fibre
is a feature that enhances its value
for poultry feeding, as this class of
make use of high-fibre feeds.”
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In the storm
the birds are singing,
And the bells of heaven are ringing.

uf

g Poultrymen

6.5 per

Take thy task—if joy or sorrow;
Still the dark will bring the morrow.

between wheat and wild buckwheat.
From its composition {t should prove
fan acceptable
id valuable pouy,

(5 per cent. of which is hulled),
per cent, light oats, 1 per cent.

and

Sowing time and time for reaping.

screenings.
It has a feeding value intermediate

advantage

LIFE.

In the fields the toilers, sowing,
Hear the harvest bugles blowing;
Life, my dear, is joy and weeping--

before“erinding

essentially the same general composion
as the
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fat content
“not exceeding
that
wheat—which may be considered
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Here is a rhyme and here ‘s a reason
Still the red rose comes in season.
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Rolls the old world ever right, dear—
Sun by day and stars by aight, dear;
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‘This product, it will be seen, consists approximately of 50 per cent.
whe:
0 per cent. wild buckwheat
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seen righteous before me in this generation, | will establish my covenant
with thee. Was it for Noah’s sake that
his family was saved in the ark?
The Egyptians were blevsed for the
sake of Joseph. Isaac was
blessed for
the sake of Abraham. Lot was saved
for Abraham's saks, and Solomon was
blessed for the sake of his father
David, while Cyrus
called and
blessed
long
before
he came for
Jacob's sake. How wonderfully is man
related to man,
and how high the
standard of values in some men more
than fn ot!
rs.
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God has a right to every man. “All
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me!
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ferior grain Is enough to make our,
grandfathers turn in their graves.
Present quotations are; Oats,
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shen, ag quickly 24 possible,
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Every mail brings In letters wailing
about the scarcity and high prices of
poultry feeds, and well. may producers
wail.
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11, Inspired. generous support,
1. Combined falth and works. ae
lesson describes the circumstances
in
which Nehem{ah obtained his commission
from Artaxerxes to rebuild the
walls around ° Jerusalem.
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feeling, patriotic enthusiasm and religtous faith united and produced a
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Topic-—Qualified leadership.
1.—Combined faith and works,
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to argue with himself,
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start,"
the
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the
of his will. gules
did not instaatly
himHe Irrespective
went
end,‘ of course, he ate it, byt it
“Our good old Fteam roller sure rolled!
‘toms
fire Bela called after him.
It might have gouth, with a nearburial within the
sourte of the music,
{Hines
ho
je would not give any sign that he
a | Austrian empire for the laet three cen But we'd: better. Jet wo, now!new thak
song of a twilightHe bird,
the
been
hold”
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on,
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pees
forgot anes has failed to destroy or break | And endeavor to xet a
heard.
mocking-bird.
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of
side
other
the
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e
spirit of the
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nation of “You are old," said she vouth,
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“and
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.
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Czechs or Bohemians.
“The Czechs are now more numer |" And you haven't had nearly enough.
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Your Partin Winning the War

Siete Creator

-.

Money Can Buy

a

fs

For weak, ran dow:
en ald people
‘pec
aaa
elioate
sii
obit:
dreu, nervous conditions and a conatitational rem
a
‘ha, colds
eer:

Recent news from the northern
neutral ovantries furnishes additional proof that Germany can exages Nay
wary little help from them.
‘k farmersare
cows
and pigs gee ee = eee
This

“not
Saar

mont may
eee:

food and the Govern-

ride exports of
is

je

and maintain our soldiers overseas--they help
Great Britain, our motherland, which, has so far
‘borne the heaviest financial burden of the war.

—Are Going to Win

assume control of food supplies.
The neutrals, with short orops and

|.

:

pares eaves Se:aoe
soldiers here they
‘be in good
spirits, although 1ir

eld

in the near
strength canrednoed. on this
account in the coming winter, and
hunger may cause internal revolt
not éasily su;
.—New York
‘Times.

CHANCE

FOR

Oeypeoplea

any
All We can hear now among
is the talk of going to oglaad saa tor

uhie:Sa

CLASS
A MEN

tomake it fe

But a Bond is such an imposing thing you say—beyond the reach of the
Average Woman’s pocket-book.
True enough, most bonds are. But you may
buy a Victory Bond for as low asum as $50.
Moreover, you pay down, on the
date of application, only 10 per cent. of this amount—$5.00 now, $5.00 on
January 2nd next; $10.00 on February 1st; $10.00 on March 3st; $10.00 on
April 1, and $10.00 on May ist.
o
°

hed

have seen enough and are

Taking a Victory Bond

Those who lend money to the Government in
these strenuous times help to feed, clothe, equip

~~ ALL INTHE GRIN GAME
Canadians Will Do Their Best to the End:

Seeet ins fo}
aay it See ato

Lie in

Everyone who has ‘the winning of the war at
heart will want to share in the Victory Loan.

marae
may.
Ge

it the "Danish apetpie have

May

Other

=

denominations at which

$500, $1,000, up—with payments
tween now and May ist, 1918.

Ottawa; Nev. 12—Announsement

Victory Bonds are procurable are $100,

to be made in proportionate

The interest will be paid to you every
the obligation imposed upon them
by. the statute, but there are still
A hows
considerable number who have
pl ieee
the imperative require- Fast
tai far enough.

te
te repocatand,

yery
They ‘aou’e

high

explosives and

fierce.
When

the acdemmnoe

ae

s man
19 in the front line he is
weer

1st of June and rst of December.

,»
Furthermore, should you need the amount of your investment before it matures you may dispose of the Bond at any time you may desire—any bank, trust
company or broker will sell it for you.

till they started to
come down irene I would instantly
make
for ooyer. These shells
she! are
eyes

ander

be-

Bonds of three maturities are procurable—five, ten and twenty years. That
is, you may secure your investment for whichever of these periods you wish.

through the air and oe
tite
of fire followsthem,
I have stood atmy
post at night and
a tiny seen them
as soon
as thoy at See oe and natarally my

» the

ee
, however,’
statement says,
‘‘that many defaulters have become such throngh
Seiad and a failure to realize
the vital necessities of the time,
and that others have been turned
down from the performance of their
G@uty by the foolish advice of unpeer
and evily disposed perIt has, therefore, vee de-

installments

.

strain, always: ex-

& somethin;
The bova over bore
of good beart sud all'are chums

CANVASSERS

Dutton---F. W. Drake, W. J. Mitton, Thos. Hockin
North Dunwich---Arch. Crawford, Arch, McGeachy, Alex. McLachlin

South Dunwich---H.

Bobier, W. W. Gow, J. R. Cameron
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» Shall not thereafter
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ings,
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eecceaet
“Offloers
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ently
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may per-

:

commanding districts
instructions that
eo alw:
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-| are the Bee iinst the world aud
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a
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reimee
bursting shell, bat eye

—

always got throngh with the help of my

comrades, who do what
can for
each other,
We are all boys a the
ill 00 Ue eee
samé arias ocby 008
De een ae
Canee ‘The Kaiser is afraid of
toe
ie eg ad before they
— solemnized af | are
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wil hb him,
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Build Sheds

2 The Molsons Bank
recommend their friends

to invest in

Maltitudinous are the

CANADA’S
VICTORY LOAN .

uses to which good sheds

may be put.

and are ready-to receive ‘subscriptions. The
Bank ‘will undertake to hold Bonds for safe-

We Sell at Right Prices
Lumber, Lath, Shingles
, Sash, Doors, Blinds:
‘
Mouldings

keeping without charge for a year, whether

this subscription was placed through the Bank

Apply

to the Baik Manager for

ation
I informati

Cement,

Lime

‘Brantford and Ruberoid

aS

FOR

S

i

Roofiings

If yon have

but one pair of wheels
unhonsed build an exten- |
sion and get them under |
cover.
It will pay in the

long run, .
We have the right
kind of lumber for
sheds.

car see eee |
| bet Sune:

of Shingles

‘Tas Sonam oy-yinisch' slice Toe Ba

abeceatbc -

Canada’ s Victory
-
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Loan

aS

é

$150,000,000 51% Gold Bonds

Bearing interest. from’ December Ist, 1917, tnd cffeed in three maturities, the choloe of Which ts cotlonal with the ehertbany at fellowet: $
~ 18 Je

Beads doe Beseabs 1

ear

year Bonds due December
Ist, 1937

This Lens

nto

ender hs of

he

tment

of Cade ed

toch

cpl end

rt ae

cite

pom the Commit

Reve

The amount of thle tesue 12, $150/000,000, eaciastvs of the amount Jit any) pald by the surrendes of bonds of pervious imues. ‘The Minister of

Fond

Finance

‘The Proceeds of this Loan will be used for War purposes only, and will be spent wholly fn Canada.
Principal and
Interest.
bie in Gold
Deneatinations: ‘feo,
}, $500 and $1,000
Schacgtions mat be in sume of $50 or mltnies thereat

xs

without
it the Office of the Minister of Finance and Recei
General
at Ottawa, or
Genera
nt Hatter Be Joka,
Chuslottctows, ‘Moser Foestn Wiseliee, maa Cae
ead Wns
Interest payabie, without charge, half-yearly,

at

ae
Offca

‘Aviacant Recelver

June Ist and December Ist, at any branch in Canada of any Chartered Bank.

&

=

Bearer or Registered Bonds
wegen!

Bonds may be registered
as to. princi i he 8a peincipa! gael Loperest:

£
4
:

certiieates, po-negotiabe. gc pavatie 0, Dears In Sccordance with the
cant
toe
allotment.Sisto
inbe, exchange
forfot -boads,
these scrip ceniscates have besa paidin
full
thereonor byforthefullybankregistered
receivicg
the money
: “ and pay sa to principal,
bonds
w
peetared’ wuhope
coopuus,
la acurdeney
Sa red,
the WM ae
erin certfcatea anf detative bade wil be made through the Chartered Han.
Bearér bonds with‘on which
til be direct
Issuedto inthedenominations
of $80., $100.,
$800.,
resis.
te paid
owner by Covernmeat
chcaues
willandbe$1,000,
issoed and
1a ‘may
densiaioalions, OF 1000s BDO.oc ayFolty
Aavaoriced
Subject
16 thé payment of 25 ceats for cach
bond ismed. holders
of full peiliersd Gone without crepom $20 Say ibe vieht £3 cosivert lato bonde
denomination of $1,000 with coupocs, and holdefy of boads with
latoeiry ss er moray ase
‘of authorized desomtaations without coupons, at any time, on application to the Minister of

Bes
have

natn

Surrender of Bonds

Debentare Stock,

é

October Ist. 1919, and. bonds of the three

Dominios
of Canada War Loan

of Poiios f Ganade Debeaare Sack due Och
ee 16 beads of this Issue, under the following. conditions:—
‘dive
Yet, 1910, st Par and, Accied Interest.
Loan Boris, due
ee Desens AIDES GE ST Fe ap Acero 1 jaterest.
(ihe Shove wl be cccepncd In. art povent or
‘OF the thice maturities of this Tae)
Wer oem Beads. dae October toe. 3931, at 9755 and: Accroct Interest.
Loan Bonds, due
Ist, 1937,
Interest.
(Thces will be uccepted ta bert parmon foe bonds ‘of the 1937 maturity
ONLY of this Iseue.)

z

Iswes,

Bont of the various mataritcs
of this imac wil In the event of future Isoes of like maturity, or longer, made,by the Government,
other than ianves

made abroad, be accepted at par and accrued interest, af the equivalent of cath for the purpose of subscription to such fesues:

Issué
Pree trem

any

teaposed

Price

in

Par
fed

Payment to be made as follows:
10% om December 1st, 1917
on =
on January 28d, 1918:
on

February

let.

:

of

1918

oe

by the

of Canada,

Yat, 1015
Lat, 1918
‘lst, 1918

A full half year’s interest will be paid on ais June, 1918,

‘The Bonds therefore give a not interest yield to the layestor of absat:

5.61%

on the 20 year Bonds

5.68% on the 10 year Bonds
5.81% on the

“A

j

5 year Bonds

Ai piyseens osm 10 be tebe 1 0 Coamered Sask for che credit of the Minieter of Flaanop: Fait
vast
forfeiture,
and the
allotment -to cincellation,
a depont ¢
Eiroagh the mediom of a Chartered Bank” Any beanch in Cansda of acy Geereaea Bank wih toe
aie es
issue provisional’
recelj
nos
in
*
eee, bees
be applied toward payment of ne cee
me one ‘ea = tke per
instalment.
ay be guid
ia fall on Jansary
iptions ‘ma:
F re Sed oh flies or
ee
erent
wt
the
ste
ak
SENG
Doe
sei. Unéer
thie provision pa;
subscriptions. may:
Hf paid on January 2nd, 1018, at-the'rate
of 89.10705
1
tt bald on
Tet, 1918, at the rate of inn os tis
If paid on March 1st.” 1918" a¢-the
7237
i
Hf pald on April Lets
Hig ae fhe ts of Gazzrt pr
rete
Farenct,
oplaation,
maybe
ppl
be opialoed from any braschft fa, Canada of any Chartered Bank, of trom any Victory Loud Commitier, oc icmaber thereof,

Applications will be bade fa due Gourte for the isting of this Ins 08 the Mostreal sind Toronto’ Stock Fichanigen
Subscription Liste will closs on or before December ist,

~

Devaxnontr
or F: RANCH,

nu,

7

Ortaws, November 13th, 1917.
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Subscriptions

received by Molsons and Royat Banks
or following canvassers.

Dutton--Thos, Hockin, F°, W. Drake, W. J. Mitton

z

North. Dunwich--Alex. McLachlan, Arch. Crawford
, A. McGeachySouth Dun
wich-H. aa!

Ww. Ww. Gow, J, R. Cameron

i

E. WHITE

|

STOVES

‘We:still have-a limited number or ¢

eae
(onb6bbbsbaRcheSSen:
> | St. Thomas.
a personal letter from the
has been received by
explaining the terms of the loan:
— yietory-Bonds pare the way to Ber- adalt
Don’t wait for the canvassers to call on
lin.
David Fraser, of Listowel, spent »
fow days with his brother, R, E, Fraser
The honorary comubittes
comtittes for for Danwioh
Danwi
The
T.-Hockin Oo, are maxing pppll- is John.
J. 0, Oampbell and
cation for a sapply of government
fish, Alex. Matin
a
ne
Arch. MoGeachy and
Mra, Oascaden, of Hamilton, wad the Arch. rewiei
loLachiin.
Sout
uest of Mra, Geo. Oarr on Monday and Alex.
» W. W. Gow and J.R, Oameron.
‘nesday.
Hockin, W. J. Mitton,
os J, H. Miller loft’ Taesday for ae
Rg. '. Datton—Thos,
W. Drake,
Mioh., to attend tho fanoral of
ne}
George Miller.
.
HEARING EXEMPTION CLAIMS
Mrs. L. H, Eokhardt and little dangh-

S IN AND AROUND TOWN:

Mra, A. M, Hatchinson and Mrs, Jas.
Will, of St. Thomas, were the guests
oh
. MoWilliam and Mrs. T. Sloan
for a few days
week.
stating that

their

danghter, Florence, Red Cross
had arrived safely in France,

a message

nurse,

DUTTON

~

©

by D.

J.

McMillan, I

, | Autos to Let With or Without
. | driver, Feed Stable in connection

MALCOM
-| Main

Street

UNTIL NOY. 22 orders for the above
varieties of apples will be filled. Call’

pal
5
ens
From e perasal of the press in differjaries to bis back and injared intern- ent centres the opinion is prevalent
ally.
:
am
men that it will not be
before the government calls out
tatives of New York firms long
secu!
tons of the finest Erie fish, secont
, married meu from‘20 to $4
which ae rushed socross the border, years of age. ‘They doubt if the 100,000

ee
ee”
DUTTON SERIAL WRITER
Contributor to The Youth's Companion
—Author of Several Books
Olapp,

In the

list

of

Littlejohn,

writers

Limited,

for that

well-

known and excellent pablication, The
Youth's Oom;
|, for the coming year
Frank Li
Pollock, a resident of
, | Datton for nearly two years. Mr, Pollock

to
pare
rary work, Mr. Pollook
BLAMES RAILWAY MEN FOR SHOOTING spent last winter
in Alabama, where
ion does not take place antil the
the scene of his forthooming serial is
11th of December.
Connty Magistrate , Will Try Charge of laid. Tw
books are in the pabLieut. EK, MoGoun, of Zorra, a former
G. E. Meyers, Formerly of Wallacetown
though read by many
reotor of the Charch of the Nativity, is
Geo. E. Meyers, for mavy years a fow are aware that their author is livreported in the:
y list as wounded,
ingin their midet¢
His wound is @ severe one in the leg. blackemith at Wallacetown, now of
In
the Announcement Namber The
Barwoll, has Inid an information
Licat. MoGoun'went overseas as a chap- Port
ogttie Coes pas
says: ** Frank Lilli
before the connty m:
lain, but subsequently reverted to the
Pollook, author of thi
Depital and
Engineer M. Ryan, Fireman Baker and
| ranks where bp won his commission.
serials,
Brakeman Bain, of the O.P.R., Pors Beast Companion
Official aimovncemest has been made Barwell, chsrging them with unlawjonds, Black Gold.
by the food covtroller at Ottawa that
The Orystal Hi
> will
fally attempting to shoot him some
applications for: loense for manufacmonths ago,
tare or sale of oleomargarive in Cau:
Tho men absolutely deny the charge,
“or for its impottation, should be m:
$0 tho office of the pestrlnary, Citsotoe:
~ general,
ment
icultare,
tawa.
eee
the licenses will bo

stating that the shooting, if it did occur
with a gun in théir hands, was purely

accidental. . It

these

story

preparation

id in ad- | HONOR

are adopted.
.
Jn the official list of casualties appear

the following;

FOR DUTTON

the gun.

is
of

terpretation

iA. E- WHITE
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HARDWARE, _ FURNITURE
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

oOo

decoration
Naroarrow

of the home.
left fo!

Fanoy

Mantle Clocks

upwards

At; tiome

Mr, and Mrq.

after

hey

Deo, 1. at the

t, Jefferson and Park.

The bride ae
in Wallacotown,
and |-where she is
‘nown,
having bee
Waest of her aunt, Mrs.

At

7c. to $1.00.

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers
Opticians
Inauers of Marriage Licenses
—_—_—_—_

FRESH

R. P. Reekie

QBP Ese

the

NEW

Busy

Corner

GOODS ARRIVING
Continually

Dress Goods,

in

Silks, Satins,

Vel-

vets, Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.

$6.50 to $10.00
If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we:
can show you smal! pieced ‘of
Cl hina 75¢. to $2.00, or something
in fano
Forks and Spoons at

:| SHOE REPAIRING

‘tion. Relat in sonors, Wiens

oa

|e

Sn

We specialize in gifts for. all
occasions,
At present you are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts. - Our stock includes :
Cut Glass Water Sets. $8 and $10
|}
Casseroles and Baking Dishes...

ALWAYS

an

by-Dr. Pea

Ww avenues,

till

ir.

t| North. Woodwardx M, E. cherob
8
wedding
Was served
the two
families and a few friends, to Obrysanthemnms and antnmn foliage carried
out
@ most effective color scheme in the

the

cenit

te

og |

id oarried a shower dongaet pf bridal
Following the ceremony. which
was
formed
by-Dr.
08,

perf

A

la ret ctto

i

. 91 Goodwin avenue,

Fics Sesartay evenis oy
sae
, St. TI
, on
Wed.
18
a
a gown of pusay
willo:
, The Times thus speaks taffeta and wore
tulle with silyor trimmings

ft

up

Boots and Shoes,
as you know, have gone sky high,
but we are in
to save you from soc.
Position
to $1.00 on each pair, in either fine a
heavy goods, as long as they
or
fast.
It will pay you to see the goods.

Chocolates.

NANCARROW—CHALK

MUSICIAN
4 PRAISE FOR DUTTON
~
In its
report of§
Mra.
Maurice
Ho
Peck
ot
peste
and Miss Ostharine Reekie, of Dutton,
tal

ESSES

3.00 and

Celebrated

fe

of Datton’s

the opportunity.

BOOTS AND SHOES

Nylo
Cameron
Beaumontand
Neilson’s

HIGH SCHOOL

son of

Mrs. Stride, Toua Station, who. was
pererely wounded in the arm by shrap| Shoald be
bardie: George Jewitt, of
nel;
¥
ld,
4 =
formerly
of patio, ‘shot’ ta
was
P.E. Holden, of
‘Woods last summer ander
fo!
yy | Father mysterious circumstances, and
-|} Millard,
Pre,
after regaining consciousness co! ald not
| Spparently throw any light on w ho fired

i aye

-

Pte. M. B. Stride,

and
ter.
It is a boys’
‘sides boys will revel

youn

that others

| | ia.

ive will not be announced until

farther regulations now in

ny
resourcefal

Woollen

and

Shaker

Blankets

Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosier
y

Misses’
Black

Cashmere

and

Hose,

Children’s
per pair...

Scarfs
...

and

Caps

ee, «eeee25e.

to The.
Plain and Stripe Shaker Flannels,
per yd..15c., 18c., 20¢., 25c.
Exceptional Values in Standard Shirting
s and Overalling
Wheh getting that new suit you
will need
perfectfitting Corsets in the ‘D. and A or a pair of our
i
Coilene
makes ie

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

FINE
&

Suitings of
and

the

Choicest

Newest

Shades

Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Arch. McCalHtum ae

Mea eA yes Of those shoes that
Tepairing.

A stitch in time saves nine.

Rubber Heels Attached
While You Wait

W. O. SANKEY
Boot
and Shoe Repairer

KIRKLAND BLOCK

OR. A & MAPELE

Homer Graduate moar
Gat
3
Co QatarioVi‘cterinary

The necessity of immediate
to the gallant
bi

fered possibly more ita te

6

- | in the world01 war, . is

PeRight
and aciraate by
eet oar ee Promptly answered:

is

Blook. Phone 23

tton,

The New Design
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& MCWILLIAM

3 MeCRIMMON

isters

e

Money to Loan,
Mr, MoWilliam will be at tho Du
office

every

ay and Friday,

Tuesaday

((aa

For Choice Home Made.
and Factory

CANDIES

Fresh Oysters, Fruits :

Try

‘Quick Lunches.

C.J

to

have a large stock of all kinds at speci
al prices,

A Good Place
To Buy
Wedding Gifts:

. D.

Manager

In view 0f the contemplated removal

Nominatioa mecting for the coming
Dominion election will
eld on Monday next..
Nominations will be received from noon to 2 o'clock, The

are hard

them while you have

or phone.

double the former prices being off
men Osnads expeoted to raise under the
the fishermen
call will be secared by the first
ro) at many of the larger fish- Arst
draft,
ing

mot

We

Dutton

Spies, Baldwins and
Kings for Sale

noon 26 claims had
his nomber 19 were
gtanted exem|
and 6 were refased.
Acting
in conjancture with St Thomas
ene BO Hames are being given for

These goods

Secure

_MATTR

>

WHITE
¢

APPLES}
APPLES

Mil-|

prices.
get.

‘The Exeniption Tribunal for this dis- solicit the patronage of the public.

animal was outrot College Augusta 2nd, offic:

and afcerwards on the third Wednesday
aod Thursday in the month.
While Thos, MoUaffery was leading a
team of horses on Saturday they be-

purchased

lately conducted

‘ At'the'0, A. O. sale of Shorthorns at
Gaelph last week W. A. aaisih per,
chased a yearling boll at $895.
This
by,Proad Diam:
Mrs. B: J; Sohults will be at home
each Wednesday and Tharsday afternoon daring the remainder of the year,

or oner ,

FLOUR MILLS*

NEW
LIVERY
and Auto Service

Say Second Draft: Soon

Mi. and Mrs. Win. Lyons have re-

“ goived

bushel for wheat testing 58 Ibs.

Local Tribunal in Seision—Military
Men | Ha ving
trict under the Military Sérvice

cost to-day.
We also have a shipment of oil heatérs to hand at old

ease Yat

CS.

~_

eS

We still reqairo a few hundred buahe la

wheat to fill orders
and will pay $9.10 pe ©

COP
+S O
+00O
2; U
CCCCS
ORS

ter, Marion, of Ingersoll, are visiting
her parents, Mr, and Mrs. Wm. Lyons.

Coal, Wood and Gas Stoves ‘to
clear out at less than.they would

CHEVROLFT$750

» FOUR NINETY A
really beautiful small car equipped
with eve
irable appointment for comfort
and convenience.
NOTE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Finitety MCA Siero Gc, pa, Ustion snd Staring
nicely striped.

Powerfal,

efficiént

—yalve-in-head

:

j

SS

46, 1917
NU.
a

JSSUE
strang'

they

In first three months of 1917.

sur-

You owe it to
raelf to get
to-day for free information:

UNITY Olt& BAS

and the usable
‘of th
mens is therefore ace oft fom cin

posted now

Profits in on",

regarding

OF HAMILTON BLOG, HAMILTON, ONT.
USING

UP

LEFT-OVERS

into a ‘made dish” that will take

Imagine yourself residing in the
province of Kiangsu,
China.
One
moraing you are.out for your. constitutional and feeling a bit curlous to
Aamiliarize yourself with the interior

of the Chinese “general store,”

That

the

business

is

a
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About nine million acres out of
a
total of 210 million acres in Quebec
Province are under agricultural
development. The chief crop of the
remaing
200 million acres is and will
always be timber, for the reason that
the soil is unfitted for tillage.
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HELD BOMB TILL EXPLODED.
On our left reports of aesperate op-

position from ‘a stronghold 75 yards
from Meetcheele are not confirmed.
Our Infantry were on top of the enemy before he could work his guts. 80
the
advance
moved
on to
Mosselmarkt, where real assistance was offrom a nest of concrete strong
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for the past ten months ;was
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themselves up and: realizing ‘thatthe
position could no longer be maintained, held his own bomb in hand until
the explosion blew him to pleces.
‘he most desperate fichting of the
day was at Vine Cotiage. on the extremo left of our advazce.
There, atter prolonged resistance,
from a company, half of our men, who were de-

/ > Were found suffocated by gas.
— Immigretion into Western
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than
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+ of Jast Sear, and more than treble that
“in the first ten months of 1915.
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Samuel Petch. one of the best known

tafled for th!s special operation, final-

ly rushed the place, taking 40 prisoners. Such, in briof,
is the infantry
Story of Passchendaele.
FEATURES OF BATTLE.
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this morning's battle—the disciplined,
trrestible attack
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infantry;
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fal} his fron cross and had not picked
ap, He bad come ov!

the

Berlin

ronshed.
tuousand

the

Durpris-

To Attend Coming Most Important Conference of

the Allies.

UNIEY THE FORCES

the

people

authorities

and

soldiers,

are

promptness

The

credited

with

and

efficiency

AMERICAN,

FORCES.

in

Report—An

American

mission landed in England to-day on
the eve Of the dpening™ of the first
great war conference in which
the
United

States

Colonel

will

Edward

r
presentative of the
48 accom, panied by

participate.
PresiM. House,
al friend and adUnited

a staff
cy.

in

imiral

representthe

United

forces

circumstantial

Is

everywhere

nection

tow

in

Europe,

reports

indicat-

accepted,

significance

In

is

this

con-

attached

to

Dutch
reports that Austro-Germany
ig preparing an upward
revision
of
war alms and demands in case of suc-

cess in Italy. These stories are undoubtedly inspired: as {iP the past. Jt is

;a German game designed to frighten
the people, if not the Governments,
placed on the track.
from the Federu! garrison at Torrecn of the Allied countries, and cause the
were either killed during the atteck or masses of the people to fear a very
executed soon after,
Everyone on the long war and strengthen the hands of
{rain waz rol
ang made to disrobe. the pacifists everywhere. If such Is
even the clothing of the women. and
ehiitren having been taken by the Villa the purpose all indications are tha: it
followers fcr their camp followers.
will be a failure.
British Jabor
is
+
strongly supporting the war policy, as

NEAR FAMINE.

Teutonic Food Shortage
Very Propounced.
London

Sir Arthur
economy,

Cable

Yapp,

In

a

(Reuter

of

food

delivered

to-

ition was serious, the position of the
ntral Powers was still more serious.
‘The only commodity Germany had in

us was pota-

toes, of which the allowance was seven

pounds

per head weekly.

outside urging, because the miners are
that

{t {s nationally

There was

no tea in Germany, he said. The weekly rations In Germany were: Bread
or four, five pounds for a person doIng heavy work and 4 f-4 pounds for
others; meat,
9 ounces;
sugar,
6
ounces: butter, 3 1-2 ounces;
while
only 26 eggs were allowed to each person yearly.

SOFT COAL FAMINE.

Washington Report.——Directors of
the Nauioual Coa; Atsocatlon, repre
PeALNg VAUD
coal spe.acurs wich
@ yearsy
output of 250.000,0u0 tuns, me
here today to frame a comprenensive

programme for Gealing
with the
suFea@livd coal shoriage,
Primary consideration will be given
to co-operation with the raflroads to
obtain un» adequate car supply
and
quicker movement of cara waen loau-

ed. Heports from eastern and middie
western coal fields indicate that, the

car shortage hae reduced the output
of these mimes from”
two-thirds to
three-fourths of their capacity. There
is every ind.cation, according to mem-

Likewise in Italy, and France pouttcal bickerings have_hren placed in the

background in face or the peril of the
allies’

cause.

There Is a universal deter,'nation

to exert the utmost
sist

the

blow.

cessitles

Including public utilities plants_supplying eastern. cities.
with

When

ee

a
the dri sergeant: will tert

a fellow is looking for a fat

strength

Germany's

have

military

dictated

effort

ever

to

re-

internal

the

convinced

that

ne-

greatest

organized

in

hope of ending the war before
winter. The Allied Governments
if Germany's

the

the
are

‘supreme

effort fails,
especially
if another
Marne and Verdun can be accorrplished in Venetia, the Centra! Empires
may

present

posaible

peace

proposals

of a contest
the Allies,

of eudurknowing

before spring. The Italian thrust, Ia
fact, brings the war for the first tine
into the phase
ance
wherein

Germany's

desperate straits in refer-

ence to several
Heve an Allied
only a military

vital necessities, bevictory is certain if
di
ris averted in

the immediate
future.
Oe

HAMMERING BULGAR FRONT.
Paris, Cable.—The French War
Office
referring
to operations in the
pene
wer is
.
ritish artillery vigorously
-bomLarded
the
enemy
front,
eg
Pake
olran
The enemy
artillery reacted fntermittently auainst
neg cast of the Vardar
Enemy
patrol
dispersed
in
the
ncighborof were
Moglena
6nd rcee
the+Gerna
Bead." ;
Sapa

eastern

SEVENTH

AUSTRIAN

WAR

LOAN.

Copehagen, Zabled.—The
telant war Youn. will eof, the
the ner
vent.
tyne, and-will be Issued at 4.
ma
turing In forty
“yeara.oageording to a,
nna dexpareh to the ‘Vonsiache
Zel=
tung of: Sarita
Bupeertbors will “ee
celve a bonus of a month's
the hark “ili gef/a commission of
if

of

one

per ‘cent.

66

that

the

ane-

loan

+ the Government: approximately

IMPORTANT.

BRITISH

bers-of the association, that cold
‘| weather still further will reduce. ou! ‘,aeoiae Epes
by the M
put, unless immediate remedial oe Tribunals
vice, which.
has.
are taken. and that serious embarrass- from
the cont
ment to all users of bituminous coal, ities, The

Senet
il ome

neces-

sary that the Industry shati proceed.

day, said that while Britain's food poany degree ‘resembling

indicated in the result of the strike
ballot of the South Wales
miners,
where
roposal to strike was oyerwhelmingly defeated without serious
convinced

Despatch)—

director

speech

is

of the

Struggle.

American

(Italy preparatory to a new peace bid

Operators Confer in U.S.
Vigorous
Capital to Remeay It.

And Attain More

Washington

some

statement

US. MISSION
IN ENGLANG
TO AID WAR

Prosecution

the

the
say

crisis

“On the Venetian Plain

Livenza line has been
ing the pursuit several
oners were taken.”

place

attempt.
) “Bue the task of the Canadians was
not yet complete. They had to fight
house to h ousé and were cOmpelled to shell the mayor's residence.
Prussian major who liad. taken up
his quarters there had a dugout 20

In

text

umes the
‘Three
fro
the.
struggle.

“ghey bad been
take the church,
death, and. large

by

hurrying effectives south.
LARGE

tage of the situation,”

‘Lug Surfespondent uf ue reuc sarinjen’ On tie British front says rasscucuuaee is We HOWDNE Or & DIBuLMie.g Of struggie und We Panlnmest
of an‘end, “1ge efiort of our aulies is
AIMEMea, Ute tae’ SUpETOPLEE
My ier
guns 1s "provea, lie curresponuest
meus nave oven
courinues.
“The
agigaiedand dis.odgea trom tue

charge
midaole

the

semi-official

reads:

ternoon, making actual ob3eryations
mucn casier and smoothing the way
for the troops
who
got a thorough
drenching last night.+
FORMED A SQUARE.
Paris. Cable.—(Reuter
despatch)—

mat
ported

Press

Italian

which gradually is being solved by the
assembling of troops. on a previouslyestablished Une ahd by the rushing
up of Anglo-French forces. While this
is being done fighting is going on all
the time so
to délay as much as
possible the advance of the AustroGermans,
who eesire to take advan-

ceased and

during

Associated

“The retreat caused a military

Germans de-

rain of this morning

the

of

Tagliamento,

barrage fire,
‘The

the

According to to-night’s German
cial communication the invaders

pending mainly on long distance
maebive-gun fire’ for defence
J
rds of 400
prisoners
were in
the Canadian cages this morning, and
five
field guns had
been accounted
for, The
German losses again were
very heavy, while those of the Canadians were comparatively light. Many
wermans were killed
by
their own

bright sunsnine came

wires

correspondent on

‘There was Very :ittiy hand-co-hand

jasm

French

especial

-

ing that the numbers
are
already
vastly
greater than
is
commonly
known either here or
in
America.
‘That Germany {s meking extreme efforts to win a spectacular success in

the

reached the line of the Livenza River
on the Venetian plains. It was to this
line that
Catlorna announces his
troops have been withdrawn after the

at close quarters.

independently.

Juarez, Mexico, Report.—With bloodwindows, anc
red floors, shattered
with frightened Mexican
men, women and ctuidren, who | wei
shivering, holf-naked, in
=
broken seats, the Meas

of

after the recent retreat of the enemy's

ally was forced to surrender and. foriy
Germans were made prisoner.

were remarkably successful in hurrying reinforcements’ to Italy, “here
they were received with great enthus-

netivity of the nations
which have
been unavoidably acting in a measure

tude

place was
strongly held by
machineguns and the ground about the
reGoubt Was Very marshy and difficult
to traverse.
The Ca) nadians St0) stormes
the fort dnd a sharp conflict ensued

;

enterprise

Bandit’s Followers, Kill.125
On a Train.

pressure,”

This

such

and continuing to exert the extremest
pressure against tho Italians. Reports
agree that the French and
Fagtish

ie con-

clusions reached will be of the highest value in preventing waste of energy and in bringing into harmony the

A VILLA MASSACRE.

of

‘The Itallan. situation continues to

be regarded as grave in view of the
‘Austrians crossing the Tagliamento

turn in advancing the common cause.
‘The exchange
jews which will take

place at the conference

intimations

have thus far been given out.

forces and {ts resources and energy
where’ they will give the greatest re-

‘There ig much varlety of opfiilon 2s
to what disposition will be made of

veloped on the left of the Canadian
line at the German stronghold known

as Vine Cottage, near Goeberg.

eral

4

in the military
movement
now
in
progress in Italy.
The reconcentra-

Uon
is. developing with reasonable
promptness, conside:tng the megni-

girl.

three weeks ago, disclaimed responsibil

Cable-———‘On
with

ci
be carried cut on the newlychosen Italian front depends the issue

not, and

vigorous attempt to retake
positions is not unexpected,

‘dled

Marquette

first

more

ground lying south ot Fasscnendacle.
However, there is ample opportunity for the Germans to come at them
from tft north.
The
fact
that
the
enemy
hay
not made a big assaulc

Seine
Hotel Dieu here on Octoder 16,
from the effects af a criminal operation,
war placed upon Dr. George A. Fritch. 0}
roll
ing to the
ict rendered
ary, here fe-niabe. he
a ister’ of the dead

ars

uetr right by a wide sweep of marshy

to

gone

narrow. gauge

Canadigns

protected

al4

cad been oxtended, plank roads
been advanced and board walks
heen carried forward.

W ENEMY COULD
a

the

Important
Tet.

su
ee embrace not only those pertainct to military and naval operations

Tt is the earnest wish of this Government to employ its military and naval

X
Teutons Claim to Be Up to
New Italian Line.

:

gne

regimental

ward all manner of constructive

tivity;

ontered
British

firms and find themselyes unable
deliver their products.

vud.

But the guns

of October 25 and Oxtober 30.

in. progress fo?
British order-in-

Cotincil issuedlast February, prohibithoe imports into Great Britain,
milerican manufarturers have
into contracts
for supplying

night

the main dressing stations, and so to
the Red Cross trains, the medical ofticers, straining to expedite the treatment of the
wounded,
assisted in
triumph in, the
evacuation and
¢stablished a proved record.
The conditions of to-day's battle on
the whole, were not 3s bad as those

that the fate of the great battle initlated 12 days ago will be conclude?
fn our favor.
Negotiations are
modification of the

of

In the

tions. from

at

neces-

sarily ¢lapse before an equilibriunt
has been re-established, but all exven

by

and ammunition were there.
More
than any thice else,
the capture
of
Paeschondaele has been
an artillery
vietory.
Before five this afternoon battalion
after battalion had reported and its
wounded had been
evacuated.
No
equal record has been made
in the
history of any of the corps fighting
in this salient under such conditions
at such a time of year.
‘Tt infantry to-day are singing the
praises of the medical service, as they
are those of the artillery. Stretcherbearers, in some cases suffering losses
ot 50 per cent. from the
shell fire,
persisted steadily In their great work

Charles Edward Monette, one of the

gang of alleged dynamiters, was found
guilty at Montreal. of attempting 4+

bread

slime,

volved herole work, both from
those
who tolled with the guns and those
who moved back and forth constantly through
the
shell swept
area,

Bay, NoB., valued at more than $100,000, was totally destroyed
by fire.
_ About eight
also. burned.

and

and by day, our guns had been advanced for the day's barrage.

plant

at

services
Through mud

HAVE REACHED
THE LIVENZA

uninking they all would be killed if
found in
the pill-box.
Accordingly
they came out and surrendered.
. FAILED TO ATTACK.
At least three small bodies of Germiats formed up in different places
in “the
~afternoon,
apparently
for
counter-attacks, against-the new linc,
wut in eacn case the British artillery
uipped the proposed adventure in toe

the striking efficlency of our artillery,
and the splendid work of our medi-

ives, effective Dec. 3, Was

The lumber
owned

wage

and bayonets,

broke down the defence until the enemy surrendered in numbet
One
rman officer, seeing his men giving

.
respectively, fifty. and twen© ty-six, who came from their home,

©?

But the Canadians, rushing

the position with bombs

near

son,

near Picton, to ‘Kingston,

may be

He was spared, but both
nts from prisoners and the
testimony
clared that the forward areas,
dead, indicate how
Boche
with the
heavily the enemy suffered,

Capt. Matron Annie Hartley,
from
tford, of No. 4 Toronto
University Hospital Unit, has been invested
with the Order of the Royal Red Cross
for her work at Saloniki.

wounded
| drowned in a: prospector
heir

I pray
to God I

Last, Week-One of Most

phat

dot aaleo the. financial.
commercial
| ecconomle ned-othak. plinises “af. Sa
present situation which are of .v!
importance to the successful, prosecuported. Our losses in this highly suc- and shivering: under
ion of the war.”
vessful operation were very light’
undoubtedly be an ef|} autumn ‘wind in “thelr “muddy: fastts
nesses,
British Front in Belgium, Cable—
Byery hour made the British “poslcommander®
‘Twp vermaa vattalion
Passchendaele,
of
fronts
and their statis were taken prisoner tlons onthe
sults
will
ler co+opera:
tg
MI
be
full
know
by the Canadians “yesterday when Moeselmarkteand - Goeberg © stronge’
eff
London cable—It is.now.
pro- consequently a much higher
insscuendael? fell. ‘n the capture of for the “work of -consolidation
ey and’a More Vigorous prosecution of that ‘last week's conferences of the
e of these
commancera
probably
ceeded apace during niost of yesterday
eo war.
political and military leaders im
and-all of-iast night.
ve.
‘Allied
the
“The
United
States,
in
the
employMes a partial
spires not
whos:
Passchendaele,
London werd ainong the most imiportfailure of
the
enemy,
ment of its man power an material
was
counter-attack ‘against the village at
Jong ago showed picturesquely against
ant of the entire war, Not only
ition, resources, desires to use them to the
elevat
a time when
it would
have stood
the sky from their
greatest advantage against Germany. the Itallan situation dixcussed with
hamlet
little
The
memory.
a
chance
of
success—before
tile
now
{s
zt
has
been
no
easy
problem
to
demost
te relief mea.
immedia
to
the
under
reference
disappeared
british bad begun their
concentrabut
all
has
termine how they can be used most
but plans for the co-operauion
1
effectively, since the independent pre- sures,
fon.
4 deluge of shells. It was not the vilon of all’ military,
counted, however, but, its sentation
‘This man was te commander of a lage that
of requirements ‘by the and Unificati operatio
ns are. under
reserve battalfon which
had been enviable site.
allied Governments has been more or and. economic been
in, &
co
have,
to
dlastood
great
brought up for the express purpose of
insa conflicting on account of
each
‘Prom it one can see a
ary way. Particular attention
He and
his staif
counter-attacking.
tance out across occupled Belgium, Government's appreciation of its own prelimin
dil
be
to
expected
is
for artillery wants, which are necessarily given
had come Into Passchendaele to cou- and the possibilities
situation
Italian
the
with the
battalfon chief
comgreater importance than the wants of
work here are wide in scope,
sult
of cl
troops
in the village,
Its logs threatens the retention by
manding
the
other Governments. By a general sur- ing, to ng
@
the
practically
and when both these commanders and
s of their defences for vey of the whole situation, and a organizi
world outside ibe’ ¢Central Em
and
their subordinesates were
taken their
free
discussion
of
the
needs
of
all
the
Haig
Marshal
Field
miles,
many
to
troops were teft with-ut a com- the Canadians on the spot are watch- approaching conference will undoubt1ander.
Consequently ibe reserys
ing to see what
the enemy's next. edly be able to give the demands of
the several Governments their true
battalion’ appears to have waited In move may be.
scheme involves réciprocal communretura
perspective and proper-place, in the
a state of indecision for the
Rain continued to fall to-day, renposity. relations between countries
ventured
of its devlers,
and never
dering the task of keeping up com- general plans for the conduct~of the sessing
capacity to provide particular
munications still
more difficult, but
. whether of food. indus‘Yhe two commanders,
with their
‘Though the resources of this coun- necessities
the British engincers appear
capable
trial
products,
man-power
or
finanstaffs, were in a conference in a contry are vast, and though there is every
ef coping with
any situation.
Milicrete. pillbox when the Canadians enpurpose to devote them all. if need cla) capacity.
tary. movements
were
ing
be, to winning the war, they are not
tered.
steadily during the
y over the vile
‘The attacking forces swept by the
without HMmit. But even if they were
ground
below
the
ridges.
3
pill-box, and nobody thought to
exgreater, they should all be used to many.
amine it. As u result
the
German
the highest advantage
in attaining ary Work has heretofore been done In
connection and. bow Jong wittsbe
officers were left In,peace.
They rethe supreme object for which we are this
iafned in their safe
hiding
place
fighting. This can only be done by
a required to worlf.out kuch a scheme
among the nations or the
extent to
until four o’clock in the afternooon,
full and frank discussion of the plané which
the Governments have roughly
when the Germans becam
easy,
and needs of the various belligerents. nequiesced
in the plan.
Only the ken-

Im another officer's diary is the sisnificont sentence. ‘We are in Zilverberg for tho fifth day now ay the
counter-attack division.
The artillery fire and mud are frightful, one
Tosex ones boots éven; one can. hard

Lottie Ackerman, aged three, of Toronto, died of burns received
while
playing with fire, ~
Y.W&.A,

regiment

in London

Allied Conferenc

Front
dn Belgium, Cable——

chendaele and- on’ the high ground
the north of the village -contim

our

ak

without interruption from the enemy.
be retaken
[esse iat village it must
In spite of the great Importance which t a. ai Costs, nad not stirred his bearer
ft as known the enemy mttached to
back: troops to action vp to u
this commanding locality, no hostile
Lantit-within striking, didtance, but the
morning.
has-yet followed-its capture.
OaSeS Were BO” enOrMOUL..
tere ors)
watrepid-anadlanz . were. eull
et
, tneladingdered-to retire.
On the*retreat , they’
@ticers, Were taken dy-us {n_our.
were mown down
by our
machine
tack
yesterday,
so
far
as
has
bee
guns.

Bread Price and Standard

In

his

(By R. ‘T. Small, Stat Correspon
woe
the penne Press.)

Flanders to-nigat

Feaua: “Luring the day the work of
organizing our new positions of Pass~

suffered “heaviest . losses."
Orde
to counter-attack, his battalion in this
regiment advanced in extended order

President Wilson to Fix

—

Haig’s report ssom

‘troops being caught in our
while others were

DECISION.

important

request

i

ever

48. NOW) A -MEMORY-

London * Cable-—Field, Marshal

vancing
barrage

Extra Good

& White

a

'd Atkinson left on seeder
® woek with friends and
Niagara Falls and other Points, :

ot

Light Striped Flannelette, per xe

aod 7 kveecaps wer:
eeepc: They also
nt
as
for
ioe the busy neabon for". women
“asked
increase
thet ntue The
i sll eck,

it’s
We

ys

NAY

THE COUNTY

Morrison).

tappestngs
a

1ONA

it Funeral Furnishings
tired Funeral Car—the
inest west of Toronto
—

FLOWERS furnished for any occasion.

‘Gor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

with ber cousins, Miss Aonio Siloox and

spent

Sunday

J, Armstrong,

B. J. ScuuLtz

with

their

sister,

Mrs,

‘Robt, Wilson bas purchased the farm

lately owned by Wm. Piper and Mr,
Piper has purchased 10 acres on ShackTeton street from Mr. Wilson.
Mrs, Pyatt aud Semlly, pBore Stanley,
are moving this week-to t
Mrs. Wesley Smith Hey ‘ata
Mrs.

Director = Embalmer
Embalmer’s Certificate of Ontario
nishod. Flowers
Get ser eng estate

Apel, are Jeaving their farm and moving

to their home'in the'yillage.
Bev. Mr. Bingham, of Dutton, visited
last week in town.

‘Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 454—Residence—
Shackleton: St. West

TYRCONNELL

Vera Evans, Sarah
Page

have

‘Thomas,
Mrs, Wm.

Treasurer's Sale of Land vat
coungy

oP
OF

TR}

B*

fornia,
ET Ue Ore
OF
A

by the Wanten'of the County of BI
date
the lith day of Ai
a
perowas.

Veer

‘and, the Villag

eee

He

Baleden ond Edoa

seoured

situations

in

St.

Oboroh: and: Miss Walters
after

spendiog

&couple

of

waaks; with relatiyes «t Eagle,
Morley Page left 6a Saturday for Cali-

- For Taxes

where

he-will

spend the

months.
Pte. Wm. MoMnilen

Beare
bas
any oar okCoe’ oflont

winter

returned to Lon-

Speen ig | don on Saturday after spending m
* | of weeks with his parents here,

le

The death

Mrs.
Wm.
Jr. for a few days.
Miss Ni
Canfield has returned
from London ‘aller - three weeks’ yisit
with Mra. F. Cotta:
Mr. and) Misa geal
of Largie,

couple

Fred: Moore is in| Chatiam hospital
where he underwent « serious operaticn,
His many

friends wish him » spent:

8:

covery.
Mr. and: Mrs. Alfrea Koehler ‘were
©
in
the city on Saturday.

_

Mr, and Mrs. Keillor,and-Mrs. W.

‘of | @nd-Narse Crane motored from St, tha
‘as-and spent a dey last week wi
and Mra, Wm, Orane.”

“The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist. aa
‘will hold a bazaar on W: ednes day evening,”

occurred

suddenly’

at

Supply

Tens McKillop: io visiting friends

before

~we

WalteS

are

compelled

to

in Every

KEMP

advance

ber

the

prices.

Department:

PANTER
LANZ
IN
SON

HX)NANG

eons in Bayham of Mrs. Thomas Denois. She pears
ber. husband, three
Sons and two daughters.
Mra,

G.,W.

Babbitt,

-St.°

Thomas,

has received acibes fier son, Blight:
Lieut,

Ralph

titted

to

Babbitt had

the’ hospital

been|

sufferiog

ies

wounds,
Pte. James Newkirk aid Pte. George
Wilson, of St. Thomas, and Corp, Percy

Holdeo, of -Finga!, al! members

Qist Battalloy,

baye

wounded,

bees

of the

reported

2

Mrs. Souepls “Ashford,
St. Thomas for 26
day after a-short

resident of

years, died Wednesillness. She is. sur-

vived by her husband, five daughters
and ove son.
Rev. 0, C. Biliott, pastor of the
Baptiat church, St.Thomas, for over
seven years, has resigned to accept an
sppoietenec ander the Baptist
Home
rd of Ontario aud Quebeo
as general eyan,
On Friday evening ‘willa the hydro
was off. some one pried ‘open the window of the L. & PS.
8. failway

ticket

of

fice on eae Street, St, Thomas; Whilo
theageot was at tea, and took $23’out
A tin box in the corner |
of the ai
containing $187 was.overlooked.

‘Necessary

Jobb Stubbs; for 45.years engaged
farmiog aud butchéring in Sontenta,
died op ‘Thursday evening in bis 85th
ear at St. Thomas,
He was largely
ea meatal jn erecting the Methodist.

Farm

Equipment

church st Middlemarch and'was a promivent member of Apple Grove Grange.

Tho bara of J. Edgeworth, of Fingal,
pod a quantity

Pass

of

early

bay

aud straw were

on ‘Lbaraday

1s. heces-

morvivg.

y.the assistance of neighbors the fire
soya
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source of the
‘ressurer County of ign.
blaze ‘a not known.
Arthur Liberty left on
reat to visit
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when Wilfréd Irene, the | .
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home five-yearghter of Mr. aod Mrs,
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Blankets

a big advance in pri¢e.
We still have some in all
old» prices and advise “you to secure your winter's
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J. W. Gonlter, of Palbotville, bas sold
Highgate.
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ee rams to au lows breeder.
Peter DiMagei and J. C. Dundas were
BE. Bennett has bean elected
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cousooutive:year as presiber in the yil
dent of the St, Thomas’ Horticultural
Mr. abd Mrs. Shiploy West Lorie, Society,
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ere
visitora at Win. Fletcher's,
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a former manager
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Banke, st Pickering.
Mrs. eer
of London, visited
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Crockery
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o You Need Glasses?
ore

easily?

Fof.the next two months we have arranged torun special

Do rage

perfect eye-sight?

inform you. No charge
(0 pete od with 85 yenra’ experience

This fence sale will-last only two weeks.

:
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the most

at one-half
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stays
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Sale price,
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This

‘Take

it

through the efforts
fair hear-

of. ‘the chairman, were given
ing.
“The

7
‘nomination

proper

was

quiet

W. H. ‘Hoard reosived tho | DADe
ernment.

per rod 55¢c.

“All bought," said a lady on the platform, and the aadience cheered.

.

a

+ FRANK E.BENNETT

Use
furnace,

Minister of

wheat, 3,000 bushels of beans and 80
tons of cheese to feed the boys at the
froat,
Mr. Crothers with
-| ag hecklers
and the propoun:

tionaires
took a0 second place

& corporation lawyer and blamed
for being the cause of potatoes

hiny

of quesith any

reaching
$5 per bag. when
he had it in
hia power to place an embargo ou Oan-

adian

th wasnamed-ag chair-|in

potatoes,

and

thas

retain

them

‘he The profiteers had pur.
Canada.
at the | chased them at about a dollar = bushel
and

thus

were

enabled

mense profit.

to

charged Mr.

an im-

Orothers

with haying
on five occasions paired with

Liberals and afterwards

them on mild days when you Will not have to light your
No smell and they can be carried from room to. room,

@ | corded
The
in the
not be
Mr.

which

We offer the following stock of groceries while they last at the
old sale price: Twin Bar Castile Soap, 5e. cake ; a few packages of
| ¥ Red Rose Tea, mixed, 40c. package; Halbrook’s Custard Powder,

went and re-

his vote.
miaister rose to
ly to this but
excitement his explapation could
heard.
Tolmie discussed the O.N.Rideal

he characterized as the biggest

|. | staal in the Dominion.

millionaires own this country,” he said,
and oar menare fighting for them, .\We
can’t do anything to stop the profita of
.| Plavelle, according to Crothers, bat we

| $20c.; Fuso Baking Powder, 10e, and 260.; Extracta, 8 for 250,

B. CRAWFORD sue

faust send our boys to the front to make
the egerifies for him.
Mra
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St.

Thomas,

been | the meeting in favor of

RAISE

MORE

who

has

Union Sofoen.

. | ment, condemaing Laster
ou the Military Act. -

An Exceptional
e
Thanksgiving Sale of

Silk

the

war? Practically nothing, while he (Mr,
Tolmie) had prodaced 3,000 bushels of

SPECIALS IN GROCERIES

GEES.

rebuked

Present and also for his intention to
arrest anyone and thus curb discussion.

Heaters

on

Tolmie

What had Mr. Crothers dono to win the

GET READY FOR THE COLD WEATHER

Ole 42tshty"Biook

‘Ai Rodingy
evry Weariedeay.

Mr.

per rod 60c.

We now offer another
spring when they received bargains in fence.
sale in fence, which you will find another exeeptional good offer.

Monor Graduate of Torouto Uaivertity.
Gradaate of Royat Collégeof Dental Burgoous.
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‘Phone 01-4086 sind Residence
:
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EE. A. TESKEY
i
DENTIST
Odive and Resideace—
a Shackleton Street, Gast
|

on his stad
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HOGS

Urgent Need Pressed Home at Representative

Dresses

Meeting

Atak
ly attended meeting of stock
breeders of Eigin County called by C. W.
- | Buchanan, the
representative of the
Department of Agrionitare, held at tho

Coart. House on Friday afternoon, it was

|. | decided

at

ipt | of Bigin

$715 :28
Reduced

From

aad

$25.00

Women’s and Misses’

of

silk and.

georgette erepe and@late,

wool

organize the hog breeders
anty with a view to aidiug

the prodaotion

¢1

Broken ens:

maining » from our “best
hence the reduction.
One model ‘pictured.
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of bacon

ing
.
and with s view to finding if
Oounty coald not take geome mints
asaist in the
production of pork,

Fashioned from soft chiffon taffeta in
every fashionable shade of ‘the season,
‘Trimmings

to

way

pork.

Mr. Bachanan presided and ontlined
the instractions he had reosived from
Hon. W. J. Hanna,
the food coatroller.
said thas Mr. Hanua had informed
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10481 Ideal Fence

per rod 55¢,
11 Wires,
A Jarge number of people took advantage “of our fence sale last

eee
—————

OD. H.. DOW, D.D.S!,, L.D.s

|

rod 5064

Ldgmaed und Uae Goverementrxsdly
will pay 62
¥
to meaship couse

of

Ideal Fence
180 Rods57 in.1157
high, stays 16} in. Sale price,

430 Talbot Streat, St. Thomas

30

48 in.

Sale price, per

164 in,

Ideal. Fence
10010 Wites,
Rods54 in,10541
high, stays 12 in. Sale price,

Specialist Eye, Sar, Nose, Throat
hr

10 Wires,

high, stays

Fence

cries

690 Rods 1054 Ideal Fence
10 Wires, 54 in. righ, stays 16 in. Sale price, per-rod
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Motoalte
‘
a
reosived by a namberin tho hall, by
and fihally
| referring to them as slackers
Gass monet Onn beoa
The
ooanered at her home in
3

e

d

ing to Flavelle’s profits for pork

hoéaid that the Govornment
waa not to
be blaimed as that was a basinoss traasaction between Fiavelle and the British

iE
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payee

know if you have

‘

The person that,
sales on different tines of our stock,
takes advantage of these sales and prices will save
For the next two weeks of the
money’ in the end.
salefiwe offer ‘exceptional low prices on wire fence.d

‘to reading? Do yor saffer
hoadache? Dosw it hart
to look at the Moyles? Do

Sr

your ore

ie

picid to oa nearest

elder

previous.to
the time when
the bolling is to take place so that the

are

roportions

of

bestowed upon him.

It is a psalm

t | Some: of the

heart and the. exigenctes-of weakness
and asin.
It is a striking aerene.
of the being, character and purpose
of God.
M4 algore clear partionel
of the ‘tiiata,

nice

and destiny
forth

© 4s comprehensive term

ote

begins

his

e

umeratio:
81

en

the Lord,

not only

hia alns, or healing

for

the mal-

4 of spiritual aicknoss, but for heal-

ee

redeem

rom

man.

called

from

ite

ders. sion—to Jebovah is given
for
the preservation of the

Boodly

choir,

the workings
of God,

a

the

is of God and every Hving thing
to. accentuate the joyful strains and to
make his praise glorious.
He profoe
universal, unreserved adora-~
With ie busmess of faith he
spake of the ‘eternal One 1s standing
Hy close relation foad 8‘maa 0 of his voul
and
in touch witn each
other.

He

a

*soltcitous

that

bis

Praise should be spiritual.
iie bade
his own soul yield its whole ‘self ‘to
raise

fall

in a, way pleasing
is @ type. of in-

of purified emotion, based upon holy
thoughts, ‘the immediateadinornete:

“Mody

in

the

last

day.

5.

.satisfieth

thy desire with good things (R. V.)—

though

de

an

ting

q
5
Hee

(va. 6-18).
neés and Nadgenete rae Lord

iteous~
does not

“favor the rich and bigh aboye those
who are poor and peanisnd: Be does
not show respectof persons., He administers dasiice casPrelleves the opmad
his ways

absolute,

{s

not

tyranni-

cal, After exhorting himself to
le
the great God on account of the bene-|
fits whichane
had conferred,
thé
psalmistgave Keneral reagons why he
end! el

of this bird, after which it looks fresh
and renewed.
|, The Srentnngs oFeeGod's
mercy

a

amen should

pon

pealmist

diess

his

holy

blessings enumbrated.

The

specified
certain

causis

for

thanksgiving, the first of which Is the
rer seer of sin,
God first bi
pene and then receives his praises

for the gift.
How he takes care of
the disaster wrought by sin, he does
notexplain,
It {s plain
that
his

mercy is so great that he forgives ein
and then adds great favors‘and great
privileges

and

enjoyments.

Forgive-

ness js a perfect blessing, a priceless
blessing,

Israel—By his miracles he showed his
power

and

wisdom,

and

his

love

for

the crown

of God's

benefits,

He. loves to forgive sinners, . to adopt
them
them

into
with

his
bis

family
promzses.

to. cheer
wiedge

his. chosen people. 8.
yus—The of human frallty is the occasion of
Lord shows fayor to sinners,
mbo his compassion.
Consciousness of the
deserve no maeeey at-his hands.
tender mercy enables‘the soul to piexult
‘grants the grace
lon to those in its deliverance.
The pardon of sin
“who repent aad:
a believe In him.
9. comes ore that it may. be‘ seen to be
re grace. ~All mercies are
he will not always chide—The Lom an act
the gifts ae God, the purchase of infinrebukes and chastens men for the
The acceptable
return
profit.and not for his pleasure.
He ite love.
will cease his chastenings as soon as which can be made for them is cae
tude, praise and service. Man/s cot
their
is accomplished.
anger—His displeasure.
When meh fs downward until he ts divinely Store
cease from sin, God's displeasure with: given and healed and enabled to rse
a

ends

10.

hath

oe

dealt

with

ed ts as
or We should long ago have been eut
off

beyond

the

hope
ae

of mercy.
11.
ibove the earth

to:heavenly

places in the realms of di-

vine grace,
God is ee
and again
ited as the source of strength,
as the supreme cause of heaith. «He
provides

suitable nutriment to sustain
He will pro-

n is above the earth
tell "stars are known to
{stant that it requires “four
thoysand years-for thelr “ight to reach
earth,,and

cond,

light

travels

at

en
aah

‘mistake made | by men
Bast out an | orchard,
wuatoar
mor tt
Eivee Or émiall; {a that
they wait until nearly the time for

Planting before ordering
the nursery. Nurserymen
prac|

the

‘and tender mercies while he clings to
his sins,
Renewal is essential, God's
mercy.
es all the extent of human
ion, hunian expectations, hupas
sentiments
and hopes. “It flows
“earth,
PanPOny.
stream from an infinite
13. As a father Pp pitieth his achildren: | Foun
rountain.”
It is heats attribute
"In
we
Deity
perfectly
delights.
Espen
eB
ee
ted his world to
ae,
us!
sufbi ‘cad lll cea him to do or Him
ho fear
te, God's pity Far ose, whe,
that of an earthly
Yolves

comparison

the unmeasured

the heavens, and
greatest distance

in y. 11 in-

stretches

stock from
follow the

énced by growers who do ‘not a the
variot es they me is frequently due
orders: came in
rae

ee
mee

ae

gubstieate

iz

nurserymen
ree the.‘ic

ae

to

varieties of stniise

nurseries.

desired,
80;

If

no

substitutes

unpleasantness

growers

who

say

would

this way ‘often be avoided.
Fruit

are

the order sheet( should

much

in

planning ‘to

plant out orchards of any size, even
tovhalf an acre, should)-secure catalogues from several nurseries: so-that
prices may be compared and so that
the best trees will be obtalned. Every

nurseryman of any importance uses a
catalogue and will be pleased to send

one

on request.

should

be

These

secured

catalogues

now

if they

have

not already been written for and the
order sent in as early as possible.
MAKING APPLE BUTTER.
Who fs there
who
does not like
apple butter, or cider apple sauce, as
it ts sometimes called? In some sections of the country
nearly every
farmer will: make his own supply of

this delicious: by-product.

Occasional-

ly one finds a person to whom

cellent dish. is a stranger,
people

are

acquainted

the commercial

home

product

this ex-

but most

with

at

if not

least

the

made,

The best cooking apples as a rule
e the most satisfactory for making
ple butter.
Such well known and
ndard varieties as Northern Spy

and.

Rhode

ample,

Island

make

Greening,

excellent

samples

for

as

exdo

King and other varieties of
‘cooking
reputation.
apples
should not be used,
tend to
destroy the high flavor for which
apple butter fs best liked. A Ifttle vinegar

of

this employs
the
pertaining ‘tom tho:

added.

when

cessarily ovrripe,
cfency.
Only fresh
used and it

the

apples

are

ne-

wil help this defi-

sweet cider should
is common
practice

be
to

the

Boiling

apples, and

is stopped

To him that overcometh will I give
to eat of the hidden organ and will
give him’a white ston
id in the
stone a new name ‘written, which no
knoweth

eaving

he

that

reéceiv-

eth It
WORK.
‘A-ehip once asked a man, “What
shall 1 do?” And the man said, “Come

with, epars, and sails, with
pound timbers and a good tell k youto

turn
what

the water, and I
to do. I WHI put

will
cargo

in

the

033
os
08
0s
9st

OD,

the cider no

when

longer
moved,

determined

by cooling small lots in

@ saucer at frequent intervals: until
4t reaches the consistency of apple
sauce.
Immediately after boiling, the

was

conscious

of @ new

bees quivers,

shakes,

bur-

den, So, when God puts the Spirit in-

2s
to
pan

find.

nie is

other.

is

re-

ah
table marrow,

ed, employed’and made
the way, there is no

We ae

juet

to let God

.
each

ote
6 be
1s

nearly

every

year,

and

there

is no

known

way of preventing it except

by

the most intelligent cultural practices

known and as full a knowledge as
ible regarding the habits and the
methods of growth of the fruit plant
in question.
Quite a large number of grape vines

die down every year and numbers of
them never recover. Undoubtedly the
most

important

factor

in

the

winter

idling of grapes, as in the winter !nof most other fruits, is the {mmaturity of the vines when they are
brought face to face with the severe
tests of a cold winter. The vagaries
of winter are hard on human beings
and ‘they are no less hard on the

:

BURDEN

OF

WORRY.

A wayfarer carried a heavy sack,
under which he tolled and complained
unceasing!
From
none could he
get help or comfort.

as he slowly journeyed, groan-

ing

under

his

burden,

Opportunism came
kindly, saying:
“Brother,

what

he man

the

Angel

of

to him and spoke

carriest

thou?”

answered surifly,

“My

worrte:
The angel smiled pityingly
upon
be sent into winter condition in an
him and said,
us look into thy
unnecessarily
tender
condition
be- burden
and:
oe
they worr!
cause of the laxity of a careless cullooked in. But le, the
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Turnip, ‘peck
Beet,
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To-day’s Enough;
Never
Mind
Yesterday's or To-morrow's.
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fill us,

Apple butter may be made without
cider
by the addition of water to the
&pples and the use of brown rather
than white sugar.
work reuttully, sperestionly,
dently, Victoriously,
WINTER KILLING OF GRAPES,
‘Winter killing of fruit plants is a mony with God, who worketh ta ‘iis
servants mightily.
serious question among fruit growers

00
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0
e
9
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apple butter should be packed away guide us, and dring us home. This is
in sealers or in sterilized :stone
Fellgion!” “O that ‘thou hadet hearkor crocks.
My commandment, then had

a
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OTHER MARKETS.
WINNIPEG GRAIN EXCHANGE.
Fluctuations
on the Winnipe
Exchange
ro yesterday were as f

tender tissues of the plant which may
tivator.
The

energies

ably devoted

of

the

vine

are

to the ripening

prob-

of the

fruit as long as this remains {n an {mThus
'mature condition on the vine.
the ripening of the wood and the buds
{fs left until the short perlod which

elapses

between

the harvest

of the

fruft and the cessation
to the cold weather, If
been a large one, and
been taken by the fruit

empty,

surely!”
cried the man,
“there were two great worries, too
heavy for man to bear; But—ah, yes,
I had forgotten—one was a
worry of
yesterday, and so it ts gone.”
the other?”

“That—why,

that

was

a worry

of

of growth due
to-morrow, and it—{t
has
not yet
the crop has
yet come."
no steps have
hen the angel smiled with Infingrower to has- ite pity, saying:
ten the ripening of the buds and the
“Hearken.
He who
bows
himself
wood before the frnit needs all the
down under the worries of yesterday
energies of the vine, it Is quite likely and to-morrow wears himeelf out for
that there is not sufficient strength naught. Be he who carries only the
left in the vine to finish the maturing
worrles of to-day has no need of a
of the buds, with the resalt that they
sack for his sorrows. If thou wilt cast
are more easily killed by the winter.
this black thing aside and give all
thy strength and cheer and courage
The bud of the grape Is compound,
consisting frequently .of; three buds, to the things of to-day real misfortune
never can burden thee.”
enclosed within the same bud scales.
Wondéring, the man did as the anOne of these;-the- primary bud, {s for
the purpose of producing fruit, the gel commanded.
And as he took up bis journey and
second
for the purpose of growing
went
lightly, swiftly on, his heart
wood, and the third {sin the nature of
an auxiliary which
expands In. case
id
the others are destroyed. If winter
to.
“pluck
sweet
fruits and flowers
killing destroys the primary bud, and
along the waynide,
possibly. the secondary one al
the
And
when
he
came
at
Jast
to
the
third or auxiliary bud may still exsettling of the sun it was with smiles
pand and give rise to the impression and
a song.—Christian Herald,
that no fruft buds were formed because of food exhaustion.—Canadian
In view of the Bernstorff exposures

Countryman.

it may
are

they “also may be one in us}—Ye are
the body of Chriet, and members
-in
partioular.—Because I live,
ye ehall
live oe

man

the Bolrity you have to
ot fill yourself,

0
oO
of spicing.

soos une

elous rate of 186,000miles 9: se12.-as.far
as the.east
is from

the Weést.—The

spring that it is someto get them planted

maturity.

the
fon,

filled with

90.

.

spring

early enough.
As a genoral rule, however, spring
planting iat etill
, partly because the
of fall planting have
not been mn
icfently.
demonstrated
and-beoause ‘growers are wi
te
spring planting that they .h
e
experiment with
“plants ne doubtful

sepa

<0
and to

do better

than when

they start to grow

for A Nuataliabic.
Snel
ently inéeuned
are
th’s practice, warning of which can
Pivtte 2a*usually
be found fn the catalogues of

‘physical life in the midst of countless

MARKETS,

bush fruits, such as car-

gooseberries,

planted

‘So early in the
times difficult

ere a jessings

tribete to tifinsolt
if

and

when

planted, because

heart in which he dwelt. Finding his
voice inadequate to give yent to his
gratitude, the psalmist summoned.

are included in the following
forgiveth all thine evant

les—He
ea

this

rants

FARMERS"

a

Dairy Produce—
Butter. cholee dairy
‘new-lald,

sv

Most of our hardier tree fruits can
_ and sider used should be
be fall planted with success, provided
eal ae
ae the quantity of apples:
however that trees can be obtained L esed. ye
equal, to the original
from the nursery which are sufficient- eesaly or cider before boiling down.
dy matured to be dug, shipped to the
grower and planted

of Ife, the experience ot 6 iRroboing

TORONTO
4

anh

enced.

hold to keep

you steady,

I will put In

provisions for the crew, charts,

com-

pase and chronometer, I will come cn
board and control, guide, and bring
to destination.”
A man once came to the Lord
and
asked, ‘What 6! a I do to work the
works ‘of God
t
Lord said:
“This is the work ot God, that ye be-

Meve-on Him whom He hath eent.”
‘That fs, come, like the ship, empty,

be remarked

not

the

only

that

animals

in here for the purpose of making

ifiwide
cargo,

you

shall

be

made

shed

love

to you. 1 want to match this ribbon,

and I don’t care a hang whether it's
the color of your eyes or not."”—Birm-

inghaw Age-Herald.
———

“How's the little old
now
“Fine,” replied
gins.
“Run
it
every
We teve to alternate.
deck, safe guidance and a eure arrival. What the wind tx to the sail God | buy milk and the next
We can't afford
to the soul, What the man 1s
to
unocoupied;

crocodiles

who

‘ears on®a bluff.—Florida Times-Union,
“Young woman,” said the irastible
family man, to the haughty salesiady,
“you neodn't treat me with such lofty
disdain.” “Well. sir?” “I didn’t come

clean

and outelde, have a wholesome
intelligence
on the quarter-

the ship, God fe to the man. Listen. se

flivver going
Mr.- oe ug
day?”
No.
One di
e
we buy gasoboth on
the

285
2%
NEAPOLIS GRAIN MARK
_oblingespelle —Corn—No,
ow,
.
Oate—No,
3 ehtte, xg my
a“
Flour unchanged.
Bran—siL) to
DULUTH ERED
Duluth~Linseed,
to $2.46; arri
$3.36; up to Novembe: ‘a bia: Dorm
56 ‘S34 waked: “iad
zt 1
‘BUFFALO

LIVE

STOCK:

East Buffalo, Report.—Cattle, receipts,
slow.
Veals, receipts U5, slow and steady,

Mh;

keep and lami
000;
aud steady,
Lambs. is to hints:
Sisto! others—
unchunged.

few

Worth Remembering.
Half a teaspoonful of salt
to
quart of cooked starch will prevent
irons sticking to clothes,
If you, will soak new clothes pins
in cold Water for a half hour before
using, they will not split.
When baby falls and gets bruised.
put butter on immediately and {¢ will
not turn black end blue.
Perspiration stains may be removed with solution of oxalic acid.
Automobile grease, tar, ofl and ordinary grass spots can be taken
out
by soaking with gasoljne and then

washing with
usual

soap and water in the

way.

Silk stockings will wear longer
if
rinsed
in cold
water
before
being
worn and every time after they are

worn,

Salted water, or water to which turpentine has been added will set pinks

and blue, Colored silk stockings may
be successfully

the same rules.

washed

by

fol owing

—+-+—_

day.'—Washington Star.

That

Serge

Frock.

It's nifty.
And an economy.
Because serving 80 many occasions.
It's marvelously durable, too, you
know,
Midnight blue is the very » best
shade for fee
it.

Was

Tv you?

day
‘Somme one started) the... whole

seis sin

oe

3
+
of Its eong— |

oe mi
So fe eae ear
ining

ome on frowned:

Was it you?
Some one started: the as

mi eee

‘Going South.’’
hushed.
The
robin mecbreast's gone
i
Hix
Iittle hor yee
He
Has to the suany
thtand gone, where
food is cheap and plenty.
| envy him hisduck! Tygaae ape
On,
Ned with wise eyes.
Atmown future. Living’a coat Has jot
oi aidew a
me Evrom the Kansas City Str.
Model.
The fussy old gentleman asked: the
t
inion:
a

“Ah,

{ndeed!

Doed

he> pmoke?"

x

*No, alr, he never so much as toudh-

ed a cigarette.”
“So much the better, sir; the use of
tobacco !s a poisonous habit. Does he
frequent¢!

“He has never put his foot {n one.”

“Allow me to
songratulate
Does he never come No:
ate?"

eenere
after

He

dinner.”

“A amodel.

gods

fo bed

you.

dircetly

young man, sir, a model

i py

»

afew years ago.
elder will be quite fresh when used.
Alesis
shown ‘that in It takes a long time to boll the apples
some ‘cases
ler some conditions and cider oe ee. occupies the
elder is
This var Pisatins otof nursery stock is bet- Greater part of a day.
shore aatatacto ‘will: be productive of usually alles. down to about half|
tory results than.apring. its
ee

announced hi
would not allow

ride

W:0 00h tw

POWDER
orrraies
attected to shrug,

a
ed. * take
don't need & woman
me!,Do you think you're going to keep
ummer?"
“TN,

9 “Just

ces any by staying here.t*
“They

kill

you,

ehan-

my

won't help

You

.

¥

anyhow,”

she

sald,

A:mehari‘on the warpath the
rarzia,
save three men. © Two ride it, and pull-

voice. “After they Kil, you

{s
third takes hold of its tail and
jatter changes places

War Camel
of Africa }

D

cabin,

in
anyhow?
Bela wae silent.
“Give me a plein answer!

was your*iden in

He

bidshed

as

ig me

he eald

it,

“Oh

e
hear those men talk,” Bela sald
nd set eall on her brief voyage
sullenly, “Say they goin’ kill you in
in the sky from southeast to ‘the
morning. 1 think if I tell you, you
jus” Jangh. So 1 tak’-you away quiet.”
It had not the ring of truth. “Rot!™
exclaimed Sam,
“Why should they
fre

Short

enough

want

without

to

kill m

Having

no answer

matzed

ready, che

silent,

‘You're

lying now!”

cried

‘The truth Ja, you were sore
1 wasn't after you
lke the

To think

I could

of it was

send

being tled
up
manded Sam.

and

carried

She hung her: head

that,”

off?"

are

you.up

to now?”

all disappear like magic.
iS and’
3
» “In many parts of A
In 1 nis heart be 6 did know it,forced.how:
t being f
keep ali their date stones and

he might rage athim to do.
ever
@o what she wented
eri
he
1”

he

was

true,

Watching

from

willows, he saw her th

“IE sorry

behind

Ung,”

Sorry

wen't

sald Sam.

mend

Upon. this rude

any:

ith
@ beating heart. Making his blankets
into a bundle, he took his way once
more around the strip of beac!
moccasined feet falling nolselessly «0
a.

it wag about two o'clock, and the
afterglow bad moved around t

&

ency.

Bam

cir elze In this dusk
of
kept cloee under the wilt

against tho sky. A she drew

close

Bela’a camp he eaw that her fire wae

out, from which he argued that she
had been ‘asleep for eome time.
Coming nearer etlll, he made out the
form of the dugout agaluet the pale
eand. Bela had drawn it up higher,
end had turned It-over, Stil hugging
the willows,
he ‘paused,
josed she had made her
der the willows beh‘ad her fire,

“Sam—I say I sorry.

we

Tsay 1 fool.

not

Following the direction of her point
ing finger across the lake, he made out
a black spot on the
water, between
them and the head of the river,

to say.”

“Those men comin’ here,”

Still he had no answer,
“Why you so hard to me?” she demanded, rebelliously.
“Cant
you see
in my
heart?
There
ts nothing but
good in there for you.
I want you be

Hoe dared not approach to make sure,

eand to the dugout. It lay on {ts side,
the bottom turned toward h!

denly softened him. Alone
and in the all-concealing

him she miust ‘take. the covsequencts.
‘When a man's liberty, wae at stake he
could not be too mice with the sex.

you're Hke
that—if
you're
on
the eagerly. ‘Then go round ot'er side of
equare. Something might have come lane.
They never catch me wit’ my
of {t..
But you've spoiled It. You've
put me on my guard against you forever. A man has his pride, A man
Her eagerness made him suspicious.
has to choose, He can’t submit to a What had she up her sleeve now? he
You wouldn't want a tame
wondered. While he could scarcely re-

I want you come wit’ me

So

Her

I act foulish.”

simplicity surprised and

sud-

with her,
dusk, his

Hig heart was beating Ike # steam queasy pride was not obliged to take
up arms, In return he was as simple
hammer, If with one quick movement
he could turn it over and rush it into and direct as she.
the water, let her wake as quick a6
“Oh! I'm sorry, too,” he eald, in an
6he chose. If she attempted to stop uncertain volce—and regrotfully, “If

“] walt till come close,

m sorry!

y

for ten paces, gneping. Then bh
command of himself, and came

stood

looking

h an odd ‘wistfulnese.

bac

jo

back

to your

at

own

said, in a muffled voice.

get away

“L-want to

from here!”

‘ou try to stop me

your

3

‘Rather to his surprise she fell back
He e
lanced

Putiing hie hands on the

sash other
fire,”

2

CHAPTER XI.
awakened by the rising
He arose
sore
in spirit and
unrefreshed.
It
promised to be a

brilliant day, with a gentle breeze from
the west: Such wind would blow him:
to the foot of the lake, the nearest

shore, and, observing it, he immediutely started to drag the logs he had collected down to the water's edge, care-

tess now if Bola. discovered what he
“How you goin’ mak’ it go?” asked was about. Let hertry to
5
a
si
Alls oats
swearing eav- sshe dared!

Sam camé to a étop,
had uegagely. In hia excitement he They
were
flected-to think of paddles.
mianded .
“I hide

answered

‘em/t sho

“Tell me

‘where

the consequences!"

coolly.

they are or take
he cried, approach-

Building a raft promised
to be no
easy task.
Ho
owas without hammer
and
nails and he had
not been long

enough in the country to learn how it
might be done without.” His only tool
was a pocket knife,

After seyeral

fruitless. experiments,

he hit upon the scheme of
lashing th
logs together
with
withes of willow,
It promised to be anall-day job; anda
clumsy one at the) best: Still, if the

wind held fair @n@-light, it might serve.

This
to him-to strike

her. Wher

it came

to

could not do it, of course.

age. Must she always g¢!
;
ad
‘been

dusk.

you.

expect

taking a Jeat-out

to.

gain

her,

kill you for ‘cause

they

put

the

plate

down

“When you sit down, her bend

the middie.

Water

come > over)

‘silence:

“Wien wind blow she all bus’

ig

mak

‘o answer being forthcoming, Bela
across the lake. Sam
fidgeted, Something: told

camel

It refuses to
vicious, and

driver dies of blood
by a camel's

poisoning

bite.

Africa

ts

a superb race of camels, known as the

swiftly

you

jf

i

forty or fifty miles an hour, may bur}
the machins over a preciplee or over

such

But

embankment.

an

it on

turn

s

a lapse on the part of an aviator has

j

are

There

results.

deplorable

such:

no

no precipices to fall from-and no ob

structions

The

te collide

aeroplane

some forms 0!
torboat. going

with.

{s even safer

;

than

vel, The mo
speed of forty miles,

at a

ar hour or even slower. {3 a more
an
risky form of transportation than exer
m boat strikes
aeroplane. If euch
a smat} obstruction, such asa floating

plank, its side is panetured and it sinks
But there are no
seconds.
{na few
air—O'rviile
the
in
danpers
euch
Wright in Harner’s,

RHEUMATISM CURED

“When a baby mebarri Is born tt ts
In the days of our fathers and grandin bandages to prevent
stomach from getting too large and is fathers rhoumalism wes thought to be
way | taken into the family tent, where it is the unavoidable penalty of middie life
you]

swathed

the}

nursed

and»

watched

over

|and tenderness.
When a year old it
is
sheared‘and is known from then’on
a

bou-keutaa,

which

means

‘the

ed

Suggestions
to Childless

ink!

ability. to
well

Tabane

‘egetal

correct. steril

etter dan homista
ce
these

blankets,ae
orien
orgotten Loans2 Tinnee

a

thittk of them

‘4

files past with

and old age. Almost every elderly per-

son had rheumatism, as well as many
young people. Medical science did not
understand the trouble—did not know

the speed of an ostrich.

stop Instantly st a pull on the

he happen to fall, a well trained
hari will stand quite stijl_ and
walt

now.

while should the master happen to be
injured the faithful beast will. never
leave hi
is never used as a beast

ing the polnt before the row: | saddle (something like a Mexican sad-

ared from around the other | die made of gazelle skin, dyed
nally the white | with a high pommel and a cross
sidevof tho i island.
wide
black bars, | front), two saddlebags and ¥a_t!
Dianket, | w! ith {ts
‘caught the wind anid Bela ceased pad-| ‘The rider {s. buckled into t
To Sam it seemed as if they stopped
moving ‘upon the stilling
of that vig- neck of the mehari.
10 | orous arm..
‘e looked. anxiously, over usually, slpng Barots the pommel, and
oahe

ne rs!

the

She was

meter withan

watching their

the mehari is guided

of the rider's toes.

by

vi

‘when their perplexed | the Arabs. when on the
having

circult of the

almost
di,

completed

i

“An iron ring passes
nostril of the animal,
camel's hair is attached.
“The me!

colums.

ing, blood-onriching qualitled ‘of Dr:
Williams’ Pink Pills is becoming every

It will
rein, no matter what speed {t has been year more widely known, and {t fg the
{more general uso of these pills that
J
sho? has robbed rheumatism of its terrors.
rider jumps
the rider
off{ft oror shod
avin n the
me-

off and paddled like a wild woman
“A mehari
until. she could weather the isjand un‘They: eucceeded | of burden.
fer saquare| sail,

his

established,

at

.
Yor the dugout,
the boat
‘al was ready.tor the start,
ne, bow first, ifito the’ lake, In|

the wrizgll

ae

through

one
o

At the frst len of poor blood. wistgs

is

shown by loss of aj
disease

by

takingDr;

ht of them sailing blithely dowy the
e.
A great roar of anger came
down the wind to them,
‘
(To ba contin

:

| FIELD CASHIERS
“PAYMASTERS

-eald- calmly: —‘L tak. 01

Willtams”

Pink Pills. They: have<cured ‘thou~
sands of people—if you give them a
fair trial they

will not ‘disappoint ‘you.

You cam get these pilla through any
dealer in medicine or ‘by ‘mai! at’ 50
cents @ box or six boxes for $2.50 from,
The
ville, Dr.Ont.Willla ms Medicine’

They

——
Simply Won’t

Several young men.
asked

by

a waiter

Co., Brock-

Be Married.

were _reciint: 1
fn

the ‘Women's

Home Companion why ‘they refused’ to
married.
Their answers throwlight on

wh: at

a

finally . caugh' it

ye

tions, dull skin ‘and Nn ewelorsenee
yourself against the, further: ravages

of

considerable
eeceeee

warpath,

to look in:
her direction.
‘After ‘a “while the’ astonishing “girl

“and

such—ro-bridgss to cross, nO. moun- *
run
tains to penetrate, no ‘signals to

mebarra.

don’|

“I.

come.

as

pursuers,

u

it be overburdened
Most camels are

their bite is very dangerous.
g week passes ut the large native hospital in Tunis but some unfortunate

“In the Interior of northen

this

in

shrugged and sat down in‘the sand as
if she meant.
to spend the
morning

there. She
scowled and

what

care

you.

Raft got be hard lak a floor.”
‘Another

up

el sho-exclaimed.

MOTHERHOOD
WOMAN'S JOY

and

Finally she sald ‘scornfully;
“You
can't get to shore on that.’ ~°
No answer from Sam,
sc}

keeps up a continua!

should
a rise.

patiént can reach the hospital.

A

sprang

Belt

say s0 many

believe. to, be’ oblivious of

She

: SP
‘1

track,

definite

a

follow

calamity,
se
a frightful
cau

by and no switches 40 be misplaced.
the
Or compare this new craft with
The
rough road of the automobile,
on
slightest mistake or even !vattenti
on the part of the driver going,-say.

1” he cried, sb.kLut | meharra (singular, ma
ont care. about myself,
cad —esen camels.
roman
breedden't | deal to the care taken {n their
ata
ear san. OS
La
a | {ng during the past 2,000 years.used An-by
you, n elther—but yo
care
cient writers speak of camels
wenan.about
eedn't
think
you're
2,000
‘a | the army of Xerxes, more than
I'll ha:
getting the best of me.
years ago, that had the speed of ‘the
it!
for this—but J can’t stand and
lastest horses.
“a

to

disappears.

olmost

caused

an

with

may

which

father of the shearing.’
that it was rooted in the blood. ,It was
gard Jack, Shand’ and Joe in the light
“When it {s two years old the me- thought that rheumatism was the mere
of deliverers; his galled pride forbade
ght of the boat, Bele pul'cd | hart’s trainiog pegias.
and damp,
effect of exposure to cold
him to put himself in her hands again,
tied
cord
a
and
| placed around the head
and [t was treated with lintments and
the bushes, nad they wrked
He suddenly made up bis mind.
whence
to one of the fore feet. It is kept quiet hot appilcations, which sometimes gave
back under cover to a point
“Go ahead!" he said, harshly,
temporary relief, but did not cure the
they could watch thelr Jursuars in first, but should it make a step
anywhere you like! I stay here!
ted again.
comparative
safety.
trouble, In those days there were thouside,”
ja changed color, .and a real fear
what is required, but the lessons are soads
“Maybe they goin’ land this
of rheumatic’ cripples... Now,
in
she sugges! tea
run lok | only terminated when {t willfor stand
ie they
scienct understands that rheuan en- medical
ward him Inyoluntarily.
one place without moving
smilin
of
ght
See
matism {s a disease of the blood, and —
“They kill you if they find
you
tire day.
that with good, rich, red blood any
Five minutes of breathless sus ene
“To make the camel a fast runner
or woman of any age can. defy,
one the rider whips it on both ftanks with man
macoonded < BUD pole, te a
by killing
rheumatism, can be cured
ae bay. “tended )® Thinoceros hide whip and cries out the poison in the blood "which causes
the tae
Island and, an they (12 Arabic to excite it.
many elderly people
are
There
it.
c
bari
is
very
fond
of
its
own
skin
and
iy
by on being struck starts on a gallop. The who have never felt a twinge of rheucut off
together what they goin’ do when they
thought, But
the ‘watch
matism, and many who have concatch us, and get more mad,
keeps up,
Whipping
zi-| | tries
the boatela waslucktheir
keeping
quered it by simply
find me gone away, they get more mad Qe
to get away by running faste
them...untilFinally
bessureuponof this
blood rich an@ pure: The blood-mak:
Wren they catch you, they got
1pOn tga they dashed together | ‘Zhe long legs scem Ike wings, and

of her book

watched him for a while, Sam, under
her.gaze, became hérribly conscious ‘of
the crudeness, of his handiwork, but
he worked ahead, whfstiing.

oath.

la held the best cards.
threw down his work

epi

After a while Bela appeared arounc
the shore, bringing his breakfast. Sam
by making

“What aro you | keeping
ido

got the raft. built.

essayed

‘4t out on! He broke into
unciations of her. It was
enough ecene, there of the shore
dim

Raising a.mast presented another probdeferred consideration “of

ally

>

so bad.

not exist
lias
across live

ing motion-of a camel's Jaw crushes to
it bites, so that the arm
the bench. | or11)legwnatover
covered the.two atfigures
their on supineness.
has to be amputatod, and bloodpoisoning usually gets in before
came on with increased enersy.
Sam t.n-

she said.

good to me.

atop and look over their
Evidently they had 4is-

men.

“IT am think before maybe
come to
day. Yesterday I guess they ride down
the river and
get Johnny Gagnon’s
boat.”
When she pointed St out, the object
was clear enough.
The rise and fall
of oars was suggested.
He
was ready to welcome relief {n any form from his hateful situation, but was this relief?
“How do you expect to sail to the
they're
coming
from

Likely she was a light sleeper.
Following man’s first instinct,

Dent double, and crept across the open

dre

circumscr:be
50
The aegrop.ane
wishes to 30.
Its tracks are wie
In the air
There are no ovszruction
as
pockets”)
“alr
regard
—uniess We

were | and

be glanced
unwillin, at!i
of uncertainty and looked
full Occasionally
at
BEA Derr
‘
jaf the etid of that fae ts boat was ||
of’ Aer
quarterof a mile
jess thafi
‘They
saw athesteersman
point,
|

Sam,

tood in uncomfortable silence.
1 fool,” she repeated,
“That

camel in its jong march

tpples to
“The usual -werght
with §0) gold.
‘
carried by a camel varies from 550 to
ve minutes passed, while obstinfor journeys from town to
tended silently with obstinacy. | 600 pounds.
or on the borders of the desert.
town
all|
with
‘sat looking at nothing
tofcism! of her
ancestors; ;
Sa: Sam} Going across the desert tho burden is
*
bus1
When
a camel is being laden it
of
pretence
futile
maintained His

Ie:ao gk wtvbiig: apeajlans' not wen Ae
m.

move a different sound esHer
hands went to her
“Sam—please——"
He paused. “What do you want

to

strong
the east

the

Jn

wwas glorious
‘All the little

tlons on the raft as if he had never

know why

if.

“The
finds very little
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gifts,
Our stock inoludes:
Cut Glass Water Sete. $8 and $10
Casseroles-and Baking Dishes...

$6.00 upwards
Fancy

tion in the large cities, will be wen

Dutton on Thursday,D
The

play

sents 18,000

contains 5,000 oat

in
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story is divided in two acta.
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orghestra, Janae théagaeetel at ibe] y
famous condoctor, Jules Brazit.

“SPECIAL NOTICES.

At

the

NEW

FURNITURE

& SHOES,

Busy

GOODS

JEWELRY
ae

Corner
ARRIVING

Dress Goods, Silks, Satins, Velvets, Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.

$6.50 to $10.00

+ Woollen and Shaker Blankets
Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’ and Children’s Scarfs and Caps

If you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance w.
can show you small pieces of
China 75¢. to $2.00, or something
in fancy Forks and Spoons at

Black

75c. to $1.00.

Cashmere

Hose,

per pair...

+. 26e.

to T5e:

and¢Stripe Shaker Flannels, per yd.. Lie., 18e., 20c., 25e.
Exceptional Values in Standard Shirtings and Overalliag

Plain

J. Bambridge & Co.
Jewelers
, Opticians
Issuers of Marriage Licenses

When

. Nylo

getting that new suit you will need
pair of our perfectfitting Corsets in the D aud A or Coilene makes

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

Cameron

Beaumontand
Neilson’s
Celebrated

Chocolates
FRESH

R. P. Reekie

OOS

« Custom Tailoring
Suitings
and

of

the

Newest

Choicest

Shades

Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Store

Arch. McCallum ™greuanr ;

SHOE REPAIRING
Just to remind you of poss shoes that
need repairi

A stitch in time saves nine.

Rubber Heels Attached
While You

W. O.

Wait

SANKEY

Boot and Shoe Repairer

KIRKLAND BLOCK
ial
IIT SA rb oah
DR. As de HAFELE
Honor Graduate oaearic Veterinary

ene.
REATS
disdases. by Intest
ight abd’ ey a calls promptly.pensaereds
Your pat
Ofice—Henry Book.

Phone

23

The New

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG

Design

=== CHEVROLET$/501
Progivoners. of Sant Conte

“metablets sen cénts
ner hoax,

pre.

actors aud 8,0C0 horses;

BOOTS

Mantle Clocks.

OPERA BLOCK, DUTTON.
Money -to Loan, —+
‘The spectacular play, “The Birth of
Mr, MoWiltiam, will bo at the Dutton ailments are quickly:
as Nation,” which has created » sense
office’ every Tuesday
Friday.

cost $600,000. for actual production expense, and took eight. mouths to pro-

toa

A Good Place
._To Buy
Wedding Gifts

Day and aight cal!

before

HARDWARE,
=

ALWAYS

SUCCESSFUL FUNCTION
Nows-Record, Kitchener,

prices,

SHOES.

A. E- WHITE...

“OTHER WISE Mt

Rev. W. J. Spence, of CHatham,
will give an illustrated leotare in
the Charch of the Nativity
on Monday evening,‘ Nov. 26, his subject
being Dr. Heury Van Dyke’s Other

Thomas, hag. been killed’ in: action in tribunal, which

5
MoNaugl

BOOTS AND

where

for many years he condacted-a livery
business.
Haying disposedof his property in 1907, he moved
to ‘Mortacth
whero he sgsin engaged in the liyery’
basiness, which he conducted til his

head
Managiug Oommittes—W. Affleck, L.
Hamilton, J. M. Blae, J. A. Campbell,
W. Sauaders, M.S. Smith.

A cablegram was cécelyed on Monday

dsnoe mubiaiveed in thetr claims.“

of this district, and.was one of « family

of ten children,
In hia early days be
was engaged in farming.
Going west

satisfactory decision in yiew of the eyi-

yen

hours in Mortiack, Sask,, reoeuitly, aged
72 years,
Mr.
McCaltam was boru at

Svoretary-Treasurer— Harry Hlotlings:

los

of-

one of the early

Zachariah and Jaue McCallum, piouears

The

vew officers are:
Hon. Presideut—M. 3. Smith
President—Dr. Dow
Viou.Presideat—L, Hamultor

“Affleck, J. Walker.
Ratertatoment—T

Jona Station a NumberYears Ago
McCallom,

Iona Station and was the eldest son of

Ss

Collins. St, Thomas.
A Presbyterian Soudas Schvot sud

at the Melutyre

DIES IN WEST

settlers of Moosomia, Man. died at his
for the
Monda;

large stock of alt kinds at: special
3.00 and up

Boots and Shoes, as you know, have gone sky high,- but we are in #
@ position
to save you
from soc. to $1.00 on.each pair, in either. fine or
it will pay you to see the goods.
} heavy goods, as long as they last.

PP. Littlejoha, Tiratton:

DUGALD McCALLUM
Resided At

have a

Dutton

A. D. CLAPP
pidungoe

Doagald

CURLERS RE-ORGANIZE
evening

5,

Spies, Baldwins and
Kings for Sale
UN‘IL NOY. 22 ordera for the above
varieties of apples will be ‘tilled. all
oF phone,

residence ax reqaired of

male persous is capable of voting

best grade should well for about fifttoun
conta less than the best grade of butter
An)
organisation
nieeting
of
the
womeu voters of Dattou was held iv
id town hall oo Monday eveviug, whon

, 3, Morphy: was appointed presi-

=

APPLES
>

the pew oleomargarine sect/pu, saya
that oleomargariie will probybly be ou
anle- onthe “tst-of December, andthe

7a
aud Mra
Alex.
Law
secretary,
The meoting waa addeossed by Mrs A
A, Bailey, Miss Coyne aud Mrs W.'L.

Street

J

ts the wife,
widow, mother, sister or
daagtiter of any person, male or female.
living or dead, who is serving or who
has served without Canada in the mili
tary forces gr iu the naval forces of
Cauada or Great Britata during the
Present war

ont of feed,
Broderick, Torrance, of the Pepart
ment of Agrioaltnre, who has Yjrarge of

Main

- We

WHITE

Wal-

W. Lumlsy, Iona; No. 8, James

MATTRESSES

Livery Paar
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.
Wol- baltvon:
No. 6. Augas Macray, Iona St

she following: Guuner

lingtom, St. Thomas;
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joodman,,West Lorne; Pew. A. A Sbingte,
Fiugal;"Pte.
D. Molatyre,
:
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Prospecté
for a
large — Christus

MALCOM

eytitled ¢o vote not alrvady on the list.
‘The following are the enameratora for
Datton and Donwich:

He haw
Empire

the

Autos to Let With or Without
driver. Feed Stable in connection

work, In tho cities all eligible to yote
mast be eurolled. In the raral districts
the printed voters’ lists will be used, the
cuatnerators adding the names of those
Dattou—J, Gordon McKellar.

parchased

lately conducted by D. J. MoMillan,I

_ The enumerators for the coming cleotion have beeu sppointed and are now st

Thomas,

aod hae moyed to that ‘ity.
seoared’ a position with the

Having

the. opportunity.”

Vy

old pig which weighed 290 pounds aud
for which he reosiyed $49.30,

prices.
‘These goods are hard to
Secure them while. you. have.
get.

DUTTON FLOUR’ MILLS |
NEW
LIVERY
and Auto Service

5

ment of oil heaters to hand at old

We atill require a fow fnndred boshels
wheat to fill order nod will pay $2.10 per

bushel for wheat testing 58 ibs or over.

_| Slauy beaatifal floral tokens wate placed
A mectiog iu the interest of Wm. | 00 the casket,
sympathy is expressed to the
Polmig will be held at Wailacotowa orf| “Much
family iu pp Sore ber
bervavement,
Friday. evening.
Gv B.; Bamsey
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LOCAL ENUMERATORS
A.D. Urlin, the brick baitding now oovioe work.
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.
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AGRAND MEDICINE
FOR LITT
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<
and that is why we make ite holt

Baby's Geaebiaaaees
Tablets area grand med{cine for littie’ones.' They area mild
but
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cure:
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laxative;

are
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Concerning
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indicated

that

THE AIRPLANE'’S LIMIT.

this

expect still to do.

After all, it {s your

an Impossibility.

ture of the airplane. All sorts of ridiculous notions are afloat, largely father-
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middle of the efghteenth century
father of modern Prussianism had
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{a one thing to be lookpresume,”
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why
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lmitations,

are alao wonderful fliers, 1t-i¢-e law
of nature that the larger the bird the
poorer its flying ability.
There are
mechanical reasons for this. The main one fs that
as o birt increases in size its weight
increases ata much greater rate than
the area of its wings. Thus if a bird
doubles. its size it would need, to lift
itself in the alr, not twice as much
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Possess the world.
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soul, we class that man as a criminal.
Tt matters not what particular form of
outlawry he adopis;
whether he
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come safe cracker, house
burglar,
horse thief or counterfeiter—he is a
criminal by choice and by profession.
Nor does the possession of extraordinary mentality, of raro versattllty, of
accomplishments
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a
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invaded
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and

Hollweg

tremor of
torn up
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soldiery fell upon
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-rof a Tirpitz bescirching the chivalric traditions of the sea by the deliberate drowning of unarmed and
unoffending ‘men, women and children—
of the deliberate violation of that sacred symbol the Red Cross—of a Kaiser
standing in the midst of his organized
deviltry and calling upon God to wit-
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FOR SALE.
A},

apettmen

a
say “Breakfast
“
Food’’—say ‘Shredded
Wheat”—for while you no
Shredded
doubt ..mean
Wheat, you may get one
of those mushy porridges
that are a poor substitute
for the crisp, delicious shreds
of baked whole wheat—that

5
y
3
f
:

i
4

for

supply all the nutriment

¥

a half day’s work. Two
Biscuits with milk or cream
make
a nourishing meal
at a cost of a few cents.

ae

Made in Canada.
NEW —AND

FOR

‘

HER.

Quilted Japanese Vests With Satin
Outside and Silk Inside.
Those quilt} Japanese vests
so many women like to slip
their coats in cold weather now
with satin outside and habutat
inside.
Some have slecves and
haven't.

which
under
come
silk
some

The long, shawi-shaped collar js
particularly fasbionabie, and among
the new pleces 1s one style of Georgette crepe in this popular shape. Real
Ince trimming and a touch of hand
embroidery

An

make

extremely

it

quite

lovely,

handsome

now

fur

coat was of Persian broadtai!, with big
collar and cuffs of the now fashionable
skunk.

A great _ many

women

now - wear

bloomers in preference to petticoats—
80. says one shopkeeper who ought to
know. If milady prefers the bloomers
she may have them in crepe he chino
In light colora or black satin if she

|

wishes something more practical,
a
ee
Minard’s
Liniment Cures Distemper.
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Counting the Salmon.
The
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Wood river in Alaska has been
to fishing for many years
and

esorted to for breeding purposes by

salmon escaping the nets in Nushugak bay, The counting.of the salmon
was first undertaken in 1908, and has
been. continued
annually eince that
time, except in 1914.

‘The counting is made possibie

|
|

by
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Belt

buckles.

count
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day

Simplicity of cut,
Combined materials.
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handling the telegraph business

Rich, colorful embroideries.
itraight and sem{-straight tines.
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throwing a rack across the stream and
compelling the fish to pass through a
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for the entire perlod of the run, and
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when a nation has lost its own soul
these are the very things that will inevitably happen.—Gcientific American.
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Used by Indians to Balld ‘This

Remarkable Structure.
ension bridge constructed by the Hagwilget Indians across the
iver dn Central British Columbia has coliapsed and now floats
ratere of Hagwilget Canyon, held by the cables on which it was

and it is also the principle that Imita
the sige of airplanes, which fly just as
| birds fly..,Each- increase in size de-
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a
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cal; and when he set out to conquer
the world by military methods he de-
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is, its weight increases'as its cube,
whereas the ‘area of the wings increuses as its scare.
This fs the
principle

things,

AMERIGAN
SHOW CARD SCHOOL,
801 ZYSrOS Street, Toronte:
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Therefore, when we read of a Bernstorff using the privileges of his high
} and honorable offico as a channel for

bird, and . certain insects, which are
much smaller, such as the dragon fly
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sclences, or of the social graces, serve
to do anything more than make heavfer his accountability and Increase the
detestation of his crime.
By the degree to which Germany
has been fruitful in art, science, industry and social uplift, by so much
the more was-the murder of her own
soul a foul deed, first against herself

no alr-
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I-don’t see Sei 1 ‘should forget you read the “Confessions of Frederick
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Hastey, Gleason Road, 'N: B., writes:
“T Bave used Baby’s Own Tablets and
have found them perfectly satisfactory
for my little one.” The Tablets are
sold by medicine dealers:or by mail
at 26 cents a box from The Dr. Willlams Medicine Co., Brockville, Ont.
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the British commander,
has now lost half its entire effectives,

He said
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one

Tones eiipageat took

chine-guns.

:
t Genera: Maurice
said the British
front in Palestine now ran along the

piled up for this enter-

Palestine

front.

The

forces

opposing

bay.
mn very
roughly
They have lost half their ef-

fectives and

must

be

reinforced

the army which yon Falkenbayn
been preparing at Aleppo
dad attack
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from
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for the Bad-

British destroyer and

monitor
junction

a

-

this evening.

A wtal

‘The text of the
announcing the losses reads:
His Majesty's destroyers and

tement
me of
a small

of 33 men from the

two vessels

missing

from

from thep

the.

destroyer,

and
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‘

attack of

our

mounted

troops and infantry, from this pesition

and forced to retire a distance of five
miles to the Wadi-Surar, eight miles
south of Jaffa,
Our troops
captured
the enemy's strongly entrenches posts

i

at Meamlyeh,
a

es

Katrah

“Telegraphic

communication

Petrograd has been
‘Tuesday

— witit

interrupted since

afternoon.

Thercable

station

Finland, reports
that no
reapents could.be obtained from Pet-

hold
east,

through Katrah and
Xebnah to the
wea.
‘Full.detafis of the captures are uot
yet

available,

but

one

mounted, élvi-

sion alone reports having ake
prisoners,
guns,”

14

machine guns
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KERENSKY NOW
IN POWER ACAIN
Finland,

But

don cable say

ful reliability, were recetved
agealing

hile
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es, and these o doubt-

ay

with what is ign!crs
Rus-

cable:
vessel

Only
of more

one British
than
1,600

weex,

according

to

the

weekly

is the lowest record
began her submarine

campaign,
Five vessels of less than 1,600 tons
and one fishing boat were sunk during
the week.

Not since Germany began her intensified submarine campaign in February
has

the

total

number

of British

mer-

chantmen sunk by mine or submarine
been as Small as the above Admiralty
statement shows, The previous lowest

vious years. Facts show that this is
untrue, ,Germany nas been able to
eend food. to the neutrals only by remewous,

ail rations allowed the inhabitants of
occupled territory. Suen. supplies as
pnow are reaching Hoziand and Sweden:
are taken
from the mouths
of. the

Belgians, Frerich and the Poles, while:
that Siberia has declared its indepen- the Germans themselves eonthiue suf.
“denee and proclaimed former Emperor fering erent hardships.
_ Nicholas ag «Exmperor.
few facts are piteicleny ‘te pie:
occupied. Kiev.”
tu Feonditions.
The most siguificant
"Consacks have occt
are theunending
rts of children
ee

One

Fishing Boat.

evening.
This
since Germany

supplying certain foodstaffa to-neutrals, which is taken
as evidence
of
much better food conditions throughout the central empires than in pre-

say

Under That and

statement of shipping 2osses issued this

Much comment

“cuconic

Five

tons was sunk by mine or submarine

Occupied
Territories
Are Paying the Price.

ducing, -with-truly

|

Only One Briton
of Over
1,600 Tons Sunk.
2

last

has appedted on Germany's action “in

Copenhagen cable:
‘The Berlingake Tibendes' Haparanda correspon*
“dent {n a despatch received here says:

have

appeared

in

are

Y

:

that

the

Bolshevik!

move

ment {s nearing its downfall. General

signed

by “M.

According

to-these

advices, which

were received in « cablegram filed af
Stockholm at 4 o'clock yesterday af-"
ternoon, Premier Kerensky defeated
the Bolsheviki at TsarskoeSelo. Thi

;
1
‘

’

Kerensky, General —

Kaledines and General Korniloff.

Cossacks are reported
to
stroyed the “Red Guard.”

|

have
dé:
The tele

graph Ines are now in M. Kerensiy’s
hands,

the

Telegram

Travelers

the

arriving

Finnish

Bureau

reports.

Bureau

reports,

from

Telegram

Petrograd,

say thet when they left the capital
there was fighting in the streets between the Bolsheviki and the
ee
lace. The Petrgorad garrison was

ported to be deserting the Bolshéy! ike,

and the Allied embassies ‘were said: to.
have. got into touch with
Préiujer

The

people

of Petrograd,

the travelers said. were turning
the Bolsheviki
proclamations

London
amercnant

Suffering Hardships to Send
Supplies to Neutrals.

«
“Lonion cable says:

- Such is Latest News of Rus- sian Maddle.

“Ofticers, at Tornea.

TEUTONIC BLUFF
ON FOOD SUPPLY

and = Mughar,

with miignificont dash, and now
the line from Hi Tineh, on the

which

Kaledines, the Cossack leader, is sald
toorders
be dictator
of southern Russ!
of the provisional prpearenat

‘

{

Kerensky.

SHIP. LOSSES
LOWEST:

in these telegrams by the following
despatch from Stockholm

‘ograd to its signals. It-is presumed
THE OFFICIAL REPORT.
that t the Petrograd station is occupied
atement on the operaby military forces.
.
‘Gen, Allenby
Kaledines, the Cossack
leader, $4
reported at 11 p.m.
it at- Said to be dictator of southern Ritrsia.
ter stiff fighting on
the
12th
witb
The orders of the Provisional Govern‘Turkish forces which
had attempted
ment are signed by M. Kerensky, Gento take dew positions
on
the
Wadi
eral Kaledines and General Korniloff.
—.-e——
Sukerelr, 12. miles north of
Ascalon,
the enemy were driven on the 13th, by

a combined

}

of the

down
and

hooting their leaders on the’ streets.
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record.was twelve merchantmen, elght
of them of a tonnage in excess of 1,600,

‘and four of leas than 1,600 tons.
The high crest of the wave of Brit:
ish.merchaotmen sunk was during the
week of Aprit 22, when 40 hips of
1,600 tons and over and

16 of less ton-

nage were eunk— a taial of 65.

The

next highest record was the following
week. when 38 vesyels of the -larrer
and 13 of the amaller~category. ‘were.
Sent to thé bottom,

‘The loss of French shipping was one

vessel over 1,600 tons.
Four wnsuecessful attacks were aude by U-boats,
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and that the

aro nearing completion.
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by
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mid-ocean
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Ottawa report:
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George Perley in London. under date
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told Of the fallure of the Italians at
cructa} points to make a show of fight
against the Invaders. .
——
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Lengon, Cohle—The

Pres-

in

Tuscany
by English
soldiers
firing
upon women and children, and
alsa
describing French
soldiers — riding,
over the bodies of agitators, etc.
“It also wee established that in certain sections Buigarians and Croates.
wearing itallan unfforms, penetrated
among our troops, favored by a thick
mist, and the ability of speaking Ital-

Jan perfectly, having studied “at the
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cnr soldiers, through telephone. communications, to abandon important
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were reported tumults and rebellions
in Naples, Florence, Sicily and Pugile,

with hundreds

Kerin a

baitle near Tsarshoe-celo.
For the last three
days reports
have been coming from Scandinavian
sources of the defeat of the Bolsheviki, but they have been contradicted
by wireless despatches
from
TO
grad. This is the third time that an
account has been received Of a battle at Tsarkoe-Selo, a .Kerensky. ¥ictory having been reported twice-and
.@ Bolsheviki success on the other oc
casion.
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ferences to German
intrigue in the
ranks of the Italian army by an offl-
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cntmy .n order to undermine

-
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celved from Petrograd that the
ensky forces had been defeated

Disguised Bulgars Gave’ Retirement Orders.
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overthrown the Bolshevik as to sug-_
gest that they may be a delayed version of the same reports, which were
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«He. will live five years longer bearmy than in civiblife.
He has better medicst care at the

eee

man
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sons and two daughters.
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eee en
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the Sailor,’ 12.
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‘and old, Fickote, aso

A WAR PROPHECY FOUND
The following article translated trom

Get

Behind the Wheel
of a Ford and Drive

. ‘The.
Siast inlets
Se

i
ee
te
was wriften in
eayin friar of the osavent, This
‘arope sball at one.

chair of abe

See
when

RY it just once!
open stretch.

the

itaour friend to let you “pilot’’ his caronan
vai ll

is handled and di

in vacant,
be visited by a

m7
like

and will be surp!

If you have never felt the thrill of driy:

thing good-in store for you.
xSere‘the centre,

a

on the wrong side, sshtoenden
is

ae

And

be

It is vas

how easily the

your own car, there is some-

aeparoar just riding—~being .

especially so if you

, wornen and even grandfa' hire, thoesands ofcr
cars and enjoying it. “A Ford stops and
are utexce|ntional ease and smoothness, ‘while on country
its stren;
and power show to advantage.

le from east
5

and

Buy2 Ford and you will want to be beliind ‘‘the wheel’’.constantly.

‘extra; | men died from disease to one of|
bailets.
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Towelling

at “Alma
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daughter of

This War Less Wasteful Than Any Other.

E,W, MoKAY,
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SAN

CHANCES OF COMING B BACK
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KEMP

resided

nt! One in Twenty-Nine
Killed At the Front] ana"™

‘{reasnrer County of Bigin,

50c, 75ciee

» on Wedner*

Vera, only

Hi Pale
er, aistet y es
ir
the M, O-R., she is.pase
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-

‘The tractor is at work in this vicinity. |

ol the County of Higin, bearing

i

London,

“RB, Stevenson is ill with pleurisy.

~ For Taxes
uae

in

W. Small has given up farming and
in moying in the house of D. Guest, in
the village,
Mr. Small will be employed at the berry-box and basket fac-

= _ Shackleton St. West

has

Mr. sae ae M, M.
iam, of Yarmouth, to Col lin Mclatyre: of the same
eee
Corp.Fred Edwards and Pte. T, M.
Wanless, Sou of whom enlisted from
‘West Lorne, haye been admittedic ae
hospital'suffering from wounds.
Edwards is dangerously. a his ori
being penetrated by a bullet.
Mrs. ‘Seldon'H. Palmer, one of the:
best-koown citizens of St, Thomas, died
fa a London boepltas aon pees,"chee a

A reading by Mrs. Keillor

yin;
mewn
oy

marriage

church manse, St.
day of Miss Inez

git the8 meeting to a close, to mest
r12.*

Phoos é6—Robms Mala. Steeet.
-Saadas —Residence—

ane

ie

anton
“tor Ball years; died on
Thorsda:
ja year
He leaves
widow, Totes
sons and two d
Word has been réeceiyed in. Rodney of
the death of bared Fred,
Bolton in
France on Octgber 30. He waa's former employee. of the Royal Bank. He
had been in the trenches for 22 months.

Seed Sown in the Ground with the
Seed Sown in Our Home,” Some splen-
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ue ‘war 1s leas wantetal of life
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ten per cent.

bled | for
food

further.
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service
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Panty
one of the lentes
cent, the
government will re-edaoata) him
another vocation at)

J. A.

which he oan earn‘a living. .
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“Better your country
- than to the Kaiser—!
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FORD, onr:

a

Dealer

:

:

Dutton Pump.&

DUTTON

Fall Line of aie for

Dutton

Garage Co.
ee. or Deep Wells

Auto Repairing Our Specialty
REREw
gueassesusessse

J.

Ne

Gorefor ae
Ao ithave
iy

. See

ace
Agent tor Chevrolet Repel

Static ‘on Street

shuss

B.

Linen: Towels, each
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Cor. Main & Mary St., Dutton, Ont.

Saiuadete

0

72 Bath Towels in White Terry
) Bath Towels in Dark Terry, each

Frederick Felker, of Aldborengh, died

Diplomas from Meyer's Schoo!

Caps, dark ee

: Boys Tweed Caps; lightand dark .
=
BATH TOWELS

THE COUNTY

ee

Inst week aga result of injariesnin bac
when he fell from the mow of his
The
November meeting of
the
Arthor Baker and Harvey
Wotnen's Institute was held in one hall

UNDERTAKER

75c and 1.00%

.

Men’s All Wool Tweed

: spin, 4 pounds: font
js maple su;
ppontage in &Bigin Durt
froit
cake re 92.80 to the BES
the Past ‘Wee kk oe me
in charge of the Obristmas boxes packed |
Milk ie 10 conte & quart iv St. Thomas,
om at Mrs. Walter Biddle’s on Mon-

J.A. CAMPBELL

25¢ to 7

CAPS

Men’ s-T weed Caps, in plain greys and stripés

untry, The meet
oan of the Natio!
WeXt mesting to be held in the
Wednesday, Nov.’ 28th. The

suger,
pound

s

agein Stock

We
We chess Were al:
Free Air.
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Thieves

Plan : Now. : About Your
resents —
Christmas -P sure
ae
an git:

Y This year it should

nt useful gifts, think ua
Sour store as headquarters.
Our store is filled with: scores of usefu
~
and beautiful gift

|,

LEX. MoKILLOP, M.D.C.M.,
wceaity, T.R.0.P.
London, Rng.
80d
i

alge
‘

Fpdinvarghy

and

M.C.P.8.

Beer
oP)R, D. A. CAMERON
i
weraity;
ity a fice Gaiieges OES
“Orripg—Ubia Btrect,

I

F.T.C.M.. Tris
tario.

ap ete

204 p.m. 7toGp.m.

. Specialist Eye

Ear,

“Nose,

Throat

2 480 Talbot Street.
Thomas
Hours1 to ghd by appointment,
~. Phone 1386,

Bight

outfits” are naw at

James

Hawkios,

market

Ridgetowo, claims to have raised fiye
pee Somers quarter of an acre of

6
6
6
Q

from bis sou, Gordo,
box of
‘at Peace River, three of which weigh
4 poungs and: 10 ounces.
Dr. Hugh. MoGougee, of. Thamesford, died while viriting at the. home

6
0
9
6
O
o
6
5
>
6
6

of his brother

you.

st

ARES

‘was 45 yoars of ago and

I was just needing sooks, so they

them direct, so if you haye any and care
to adopt my suggestion, alright, if not
no harm done.
Exouse

my

presumption

in

making

this suggestion, bat I know where such

He

comforts are néeded-most and most appreciated, so adopt my suggestion if you
soo fit.
Meantime ¥ wish to thank you very

leaves s widow.
without coat

mouch for the socks. ‘It is # great comfort to the boys to know that some at
home care and think of us aud show
fuel supply.
Urcce
ima
‘form of
Slaughter of
lus deer at Rondeau their
what we are trying to do,/add may God
Park commenced
last week. The deer grant
victory complete and lasting may
have become so. numerous thet they be onrs, and if any of your sons are'in
‘are @ nuissoce to the surroundiog the game may they be spared to you snd
‘en- | fatmers, and some 200 will be shot ‘yours.
s
, | and the carcasses sold.
‘Again thauking yoo very kindly, I
x
| Ap unknown man, about 35 years of remain
Very sincerel:
leaped from the starboard side of
ferry Promise into the Detroit
River shortly before:midnight oo Satys
senk at. once in the icy
TRIBUTE TO PTE. JACQUES
waters hod ‘was not seen again.
Having: received notfication of. the
“A mesting of farmors was held at
death of your husband, Pte: Jacqtes,
door apo
which his
., He ig | Kintail when « resolution was
while ‘ou active service in “France, I
survived by two brothers, /Willfam and protesting agsiost the interpretation wish
to.offer you my sincere sympathy
py local tribunals of the militery service
of Southwold.
iu your loss and a word of praise'to the

going -to the woods for their wiutor’s

stanley.
| te.

>
o
>
6
>
>
>
>
6

§ A’ piece of Farniturefs sure ‘a welcome gilt-and-a very useful one. >

Never

Had

fe

resulted in the. following

‘were very Ww
i. However, I would
rather see them: going to the boys in
France so I'm going to give you a couple
. Lhe boys would Sree
of fc
ciate
the persona! toach
to your
sending

J. E. Hall, of Glencoe, bas received 8 |

act, whereby orm laborers” exemption
applications
are held
up for au indefinite

Mrs, Annie Weir,of St. Thomas, bias
eon notified that her son, Pte. Dayid

SLASZSSASASZSS
Have

which

‘one pair, so here’s just 9 fine to thack

garieser,

g
6
6
6

memory of your husband.
Pte. Jacques, while a membér of the
*Elgins,” was
a model soldier, clean liv-

_ | period of time.
§ We baye placed numerous new pieces of furniture in stock and we
Pte; Colin McNaughton, of ‘Turnberry.
have marked our furniture with apecial- Christmas sale. prices.9 >
is | township, has been killed in action,
‘DENT!
ae
There isn’t a.child.but. who has.his or her mind-set on.a Wagon, 4 parents at the time of bis death, He | Prior to enlisting with the 168th Ox§
Knife.
Pocket
Organ,
Mouth
Skates,
of
Pair
leayes also his wife and « obild, tw: 0| fords, he was employed in the Royal
4 Velocipede, Sleigh,
41. DOW; D.D.S.. L.D.S
Bank
at Gleucoe. He was 23 years of
found 2
Y Then in.our Cutlery and Silverware Departnient will be
por Graduate
of Toronto University.
‘ge, aod is suryived by. bis parents,
% many designs in silver-plated flatware, w hich so delight the women ¥
of Royal College of Dental Surgeons.
two brothers and two sisters.
Dutton X of the household. - We are therefore offering sale prices on our entire
The 8-yesr-old daughter
Edward
4 stock of Silverware, Cutlery, Cut Glass and Plateware.
Davis, residing east of Woodstock, was |
OThen for the Min of the house we have Razors, Safety Razors and
by
came
‘4
% Blades, Brushes, Shaving Soap and Pocket Knives.
aloog at aleir speed and the little girl
ances, which make a good gift. 4
became confused aud stepped directly
§ Then we have our Electrical Ap}
io front of one of the autos. No blame
Grill Stove or Table Lamp.
| SGive her an Electric Percolator,
is attached to the driver.
Ralpb Robertson. of Delaware, was
severely
injured when his coat caught
the
In our Grocery Department we are always. in_the front line with
13
in the fly-wheel of a-gasoline engine.
OR. FRANK E. BENNETT | Q very best of Raisins, Currants, Peels, Spices, Fruits, Nuts and Candy.
be sot been
«a
strong young
‘DENTIST
man
aod able to, tear
bimagif
Of Triniwy
ty. Gradot Dental Surgeons.
Jose, from his clothes. he would bave
been. instantly killed. He had bis arm
and collar bone broken in several places,
and also received several acalp wounds.
While leading a horse to Ipastare

We

com!

closed a note with her name in a pair of

socks,

‘acknowledgement from Epsom, Engwork in tue Geese ‘olf field. ©
and:
:
E
‘Eawatd Bieber, of Palmyra, was fided Dream Fatexp,—You ate a. friend $200 and costs for baving liquor in « indeed, because you
‘@ friend-in
place otber than a private dwelling.
need. My old nurse—and a grand one
she is—Sister Forsyth, of St. Thomas,
Alabastive Com:
pet forwarded me a couple of pairs
y, Paris. was burned by fire of unrn origin, causing a loss of $50,000- of, sox and I ran acrosd 7gar name in

>6 | oF

gr mah

Dp: - H. MoFARLANE
«Office Hours

knitting

MoAlpio ¢ House, Glencoe, has
=
and carried away.a been closed.

entered the premises
of Jobo

be your motto to be

YIn these days: of stress it is your aa
4 novelties, terefors wae you think al

oe

oe:

aan,toons:

Samuel Hunter, of Scotland, is

to be relied on for any service,

France he was « brave man, and, 95.
‘no doubt you know, he was recommended.

for the

Military

Medal,

bat,

anfortauately, the recommendation, as
in mauy other cases, did not get throagh

to the proper authoriry.

‘The loss of such meu as your husband
apparently
is a calamity,
bat
an-

doultedly

the fatare. of the world is

secured to
government through
the heroic military life of such splendid

types of men as Pte Jacques,

. Stacy,
Formerly 0.0."

COUNTY

*

Major,
Elgina’’

COUNCIL

There was very little business to be
transacted by
county council at its
concluding session held last week.

‘The principal matter waa the location

of the Stalter Creek bridge under the
| £000

thought

to have been:kicked nd killed almost
immediately.

A

found

bis

Tie

Before

ts | county road,

provided the Government

- | engineer report favorably on the constrnction of a bridge over the Staiter

Such

galley over the present or any other site,

‘Winter Coats
TO.SELL

ing. energetio-in his duties -and always

and that the Government will aj
of the designation of soch

to enlisting
Ope prorat
hs him.
Pte. Dayid F, Acknort
November 6.

AT

we
a8

county road, the township
of Malabide
to agree to the assuming of one-half the

¢
was killed on |. A

county’s suave of toe cost of the bridge.
Consent to the foregoing proposition
was given by Malahide.
‘The

expenditare made on the ood
system 60 far “hag reached $4,080,

and this inclades the conatraction of
bridges

and

calverte.

The

work

of

maintenance ‘has consisted chiefiy of
ontting
off the shoulders on the sidesof
of the roads.
Gravel is used to fill ia
the rate and in many cases a continnons

’

coat of gravel has been found: necessary

Costs fer women and: misses, which, at
this ‘price, have no comparison anywhere

for good looks and real seryice.

ao

«J

Coats

in faney Tweéds, Cheviots and Kerseys.tailored or trimmed with fancy
stitching,
velvet or fur fabric plush.

©

prevent

the breaking

z

up of

‘au arm broken in two places and several

fractured.
Joshua Minshail, s hii

_ Full length models, straight line or belted,

resident of Thames:

respected

daily. tespeeset

MAIL

INQUIRIES

was made

ZS ZS

ultry

ISOC

_-- ASK FOR PRICES
NE oe
al fea
ed eae ae

for
iz

SOLICITED

|

Suitings
Come in and get your clothing
hand-tailored
to your measure

Fit, workmanship “an! style]
assured.
7

bim
between

the plow bandles dead. His death was
caused by heart failure. He ix survived
by three sons and one daughter.
<
‘The governor belt of a steam ovgine oases
salary asked was $1000 per
‘8 cutting box on the farmof
Altes. be
men
'm. Clark, Metcalfe wwusbip,came
off, “his comuell ‘r9ocmmended
allowing
the engine to ruu away.
The council} of 1918 make s grant of
Patriot
ation,
to. the bigh rate of to. the Canadian
‘The ‘Ohildren’s Aid Society received s
areug cf $400 and the Y,M.C_A, over-

StantagieGe “mq mieiaeds
one was
»

weighing
awsy.

several

Seven hundred

One.

Oeste

was throwa

Q, St.Olair Leitch addressed the countogarding the designation
of ¥
ity. highway system.

Toads in the

He held that thie could not be done,
bat

and

ninety farmersof

+} Oakiand, Burford, Townsend
and Windham tow

see coueel) contd

aRky

& grant to the

~

‘With Shorts Selling at $45 per Ton the Price of Hogs Should be $16.13 Why Farm.
ers Should Raise More Hogs—By Daniel McKee, B.S.A.

chietly

(Neh.

2;

noted

for

his

He is called

10),

probably

‘A people navi
Ae the J

was acquainted with the internal'state
of Jerusalem.
Through his Influence

much

purpose:
to

their anger in
that the

‘done,

work

was

ocnst

detriment

the

threats

of enmity.

the forces than the intimidation of pro-

only wished to set up a sovereignity
and to become
independent
of the
central power at Shushan.
He was a
most dangerous opposer, for he could

id the walls
when they
actually be-

is

insinuate

back

to

Unless the government
guarantee.
the price

is prepared
of .hogs, it

should not advance increased profits
as-an argument for raising hogs, but
base its appea! solely on humanitarian

considerations - andthe

grave—very

gTave—-need of more foodstuffs,
For the campaign to succeed
the
government must get the confidence

all

Nehemiah’s

was so absorbed

8. Conspired

to-

go until the work was done.
Hi. Met skill and perserverance,

Hay-

ing set his hand to the work, Nehemiah judiciously. employed
every
means calculated to promote {t He
first sought divine direction, then em-

ployed means

upon

which he

implored

the divine blessing. In no other
could
work have progressed
been ‘successfully completed
esess in his
short
Nehemiah resisted
undertaking, and
and he believed the Lord foes bya time.
pressing
all’ his people
* would not fait him at this critical ‘service, by ‘inspiring
them with
,
Watching
a

way
and.
BO
his
into
con

in God, by insisting that there
no parleying withthe enemy.
it

bee necessary to present « bold-and
united front to the enemy and to be

soldiers as well as‘builders.
Gay by
zeal, diligence and unity could they
nope, under, the blessing of God, to

‘part of the Jews, prayer, xa
eae concentration of purpose to

eros Jerusalem with walls and bul
arks..
Recognizing their weakness
and dependence and regardless of dish

prayed.
They
a ‘watch fulness |
precept Bad gamle
As diff

eee thickened, Nehemiah’s courage
me more evi
my aorsway. the many
1! of confidence
ired-others with
dlt the wall not:
vk active opposition
‘They

built-the

ar
paaass together.
by the willingness on the part of each.
to do his best and by courageous trust
‘here was

|

thoroughness an

a

dager te busy hi
Ad 8h te eee
Jerusalemwi as-to be no

n-

eee
longer down

i Seance: her

is used

in

Canada.

in-certain:

sec-

tions of this country quite extensively

as hog feed, these sections are limited.
Oats ts the most widely grown grain

other—as barrels roiling down
plank.
Now,
the time which we im-

tothe

agine is only a symbolica! representation of space.
When we
think
of
‘states succeeding each other, we are

end

of their

a

If the gravity

work.

TLR

A

not thinking
space.

of time at all but

A HOME

SONG.

{read within-a poet's book
A word that starred the ‘page;
“Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bare a cage!"
Yes, that is true, and something more
You'll find where’er you roam,
‘That marble floors and gilded
Can never make a home.

walls

But every house where love abides,

And Friendship is a guest,
Is
surely.
me, and

a

For hess the heart can res!
—Henry

Broan

pray

Vay "Dyke.

for us.

Is any sick among you? let him call
for the elders of the church; and le!
them pray ovér him.
And the prayer of faith shall gave the sick, and the

Lord shall raige him up.’ “ Pray ‘one
for another, that ye’ may" be’ healed.
‘The
effectual fervent” prayer of) a
man aVaileth much. | Ellas
‘was a man subject to like passions as.
we are, and be prayed earnestly that
it might not rain; and it rained not
by the
ice of three.
Praying always with ali prayer-and
ee
the Spirit; and watchg thereunto with all the perseverae

‘and supplication

for all

saints.

‘ Without ceasingI make mention’ of
you always in my prevers<cAlWayE

laboring pee for zane inp)
that ye may
d- perfect and.
piete o all the | wesof. Goa.

is here—

an actually present, moving, changing
now.
In the mind states do not He.

outsid¢ one another, like barrels, but

interpenetrate, and tne whole individual conscioushess
changes
without
ceasing.
It is only in space that one

thing is outside anocner

thing.

real change there are no
Everything is a living,

nt.

s

In

states at all.
moving pre-

=

hogs.
front,

, Existence In time
ts Ife, it is a
whole life (holy).
Life is not measurable at all.
~~You~
cannot
count
conscious states.
They are not quantities, but pure qualities; and outside
and distinct from one
another,
‘but
living

¥Sehs

sooo

—The

Canadian

Countryman.

HERPES.
Herpes

is

a

skin

disease

which

appears

avINN PEG GRAIN EXCHANGE.
nthe Winnipeg Grain
a

du two or three forms,and is n painful
us well ax a disfiguring affection. Perhaps the most common form iq that
known as Herpes faclalix, in which the
eruption gppcars on the lps or face,
mos: usually the former.
somettines called Hi}
exaiiote:yuuatiy:on
developing into a swollen reddish
pal
while
er
becomes covered with amall
busters. ‘Though the patches most cou
pene
appear pumy.
there
three,whic!
m1
euch otner.
ry
and

“Blessed

know

the

eae

is

3

Daten

all

pure

things.

in

That

fs,
' know the ea
of all things,|
both*jn heaven and in earth.
“{ create the fruit of the lips." The
words of the tongue are His, and as
Bas
AL TIME.
they come een - they: neces
ths
property, of the
ser.
part
ieee
my bere ‘of action
of man thet he-can-utter.the
purulent, there mn
etn ofveonaitions that determine amy glory
Lifeee a | aoa
Re
rring..and in elderly persons rthe pein
words of the aio
ion.
aoal How inserutibie is the
eee
js Ways:
act,
| Tellowahip of God and man
acid powder,
are-past finding out!
»| tor. woot fads held
la In place
‘as K00d a lo
treat ae
incre ine ruption | ha ulcornts
ae
‘What “‘Amen’’ Means.
leanliness
g
ne
ountmaea
ahould be
signifyin
word
Amen {fs a Hearew:
powall
ea.
his.
Wil sleo Help. £9,
yee, troly. in Jewish synagogues the share akin soft, and lesson the risx

glee

.

een

as

‘hate

pu.
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to REE $512.13
fag z
toa
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cured

who 1s see

are the

BS

3

2

ima
weseesseesess ©

ducing more hogs.

ever the-bad smell of earth rising to
contaminate the sweet beauty of the

saints.

mx, 30 ¢
wAUantic quoted “be lower.
‘FORONTO pe
Ane:
hol

r there are none. They
hold the front line trenches because
they feel it their duty to do so.
“It
las been said
farmers
ever start
& war but always finish it, and they
can help to finish this one by—pro-.

and Rermeatas | the

individual,

heart’’-they

ations 5
‘Satusian refined sugar, Tor“jin gitect, October, 3:

When men enlist to go to the
they do not consider the busi-

felmgst inevitable
aubyect. to a ebte affection weil
Simost
any small derangement of health,
a ehill oF alight iseatize trouble, being
quite sufficient
outbreai.
the creative power of ‘the *ndividual Somecimies pores oS strom aoe ae
responsible. If the patches are acral
who is dne and indivisible.
ny Nand dirt
alloy
to ore ne ghent ioe
sequences may becom:
One star differeth from another star
for more ‘dificult of tront=
In glory:
But each moyes in the
magnificence and majesty of an entire
ent Is only, ever ‘possible to a
lmmfted extend, but atte
and postive whole. Men are too prone
1
health
will
do a
ca
to count quantities like dollars. They
oft
ion. When the first signs
are slow to estimate qualities.
It
attack show. theraselves—and he
would be difficult to count the bubples of the ocean, but a child can dip
water-or painting
it w
its cup and taste the quality”
of the
dion
will eneanties
reetrict
it in area
wea.
The Master ‘said, “I am the
erlty,
Ones, the blisters have
Aetually developed the
light of the world, and He guid
"Yer
should be taken to prevent ‘thelr rupture,
yare the light of the world.”
but
tod, a
said, “Ye are the salt of the earth.”
r
Perhaps He
ee
this
of
Himself;
though {t is no’
ed, but we
of iwenty arains of nitrate of
know this eins. effusion rises like a compored
silver In
ounce of spt. acther nitrost
cloud and gives the atmosphere of the
to lessen the frequency of the atay hel}
¥
jieavenly places, thus preventing for
interpenctrating

Cuulifiower,
Carrots, peck

at | Chats with
the Doctor
of

Real time, the true duration, is entirely different. It is not a succession.
ime does not run.
Like a bird, it

does not fly, but, like tife, it

that

the enthusiasm of his patriotic purpose quickened the hearts of. the
people with an energy that never let

corn

work in a religious spirit. They nor
only°began well, but they persevered

of the farmers

efforts.

in the restoration

price of hogs with here

Although.

of

dence

that unprincipled - metives
of

price of hogs.
Therei {s room. for a_good deal_of
difference of opinion as to what the
best grain would be to compare the

crop in Ontario, there being almost
three times as many acres sown to

of thé farmers. If will get the confi-

From sneers and thunts his enemies
Jaid ‘plots. and conspiracies to, overthrow his work by force. Nehemiah

eee no longer be an
“breathed

than

nounced foes. Geshem was a cnaracterless man.
He brought false
charges against Nehemiah, as one who

to have been a jealousy because
creasing poWer and prosperrnsally

He showed

They were far more likely to weaken

their home
in,
Ashdo-

were

for pl

wrought.

those. within who were
disaffected.
His pleas of friendship were a greater

dites—The
bitants, ‘of Ashdod, a
» eltycof the Pailin, near the Mediterranean Sea.
ere very wroth —
‘They were angry when
they heard of
) Jews’

eyll was

contempt for the efforts of Nehemiah,
He ridiculed the plans of the. people
and kept up s-constant intrigue with

|-

wich

is

from Horonaim, a city in Moab. Tobiah—-He was an Ammonite Neh. 2,
*10),
‘The Moabites and the Ammonites were enemies of the Jews, and this
fact may account for their bitter hostility. to the plan of rebuilding. the
Wallis.
..Arabians—Wandering
tribes
of the desert
ly under the leadership ofsceene
«Neb. 2; 19). Am-
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Sanballat—An officer of the Persian
Hostility to the Jews.
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Dairy Proauce—
‘

there were sown to

eankey

fe

them oats this year as
or.| fall. wheat,whic!

ere

SRASSS,

formed

pe

Re
q
at

conspiracy

is

Teasoi
ee eeely grown ee
u
ing an-eppeal to all Canadian farmers|
threny
axbollent.
-horece-ai
“Sj IO" DYERA” As Hiany-eows- “ae-they--cen+ Gr Hogs 1 Be ay Suara nee: , arouses dis-| cattleIi itis
not suitable for feeding to.
2, ‘this fall,'so as to-increase-the-supply“Th
profit argument Digs’ except in mixtures, and then it
should only constitute a smal} part of
of hogs next spring. The Food Con- should be tet severely alone. «
How did the people
‘There is no reason of course why the ration, as it contains too much
receive his plan? How were they op- troller; the Hon. W. J. Hanna, in openshould
guarantee «rude fibre. Shorts or middlings canHow did Nehemiah meet, their ‘ing the campaign for greater hog pro- the government
not be beaten for pigs, and we are
‘opposition
What complaint “did the duction at a meeting of farmers and
men of Judah make? Why? How cS pesos representatives held-in Pariia— munitions were requ! red the manufac:; fair, safe $n assuming that shorts or
turers were guaranteed a tatr. protic, mid
ings is: the-most-widely }used
Netemiinh. aie the plan of his enet=
Buildings,
“Toronta,-on
-Novemmeal-in-Ontario‘and as-one-farnier remarked,“
mie
low.
earrange to meet.
a sauce for the-ggose is -bauca te the
The average top price for hogs on
thelr: torees? What appeal did Nehe- rer ‘s. “sald that never was a
greater need for increased
wander.”
the off cat basis at the Union Stock
milah make to the people? How did
When a general asks his soon. to Yards, Toronto, for the last ten years
Lis plan effect his enemies° How did than ‘at the present tlmé, and that it
farmers did not make every effort to charge th fae, he does
The average priee for
are was $9.25,
he arrange
complete
the
work?
What was the need of @ trumpeter? increase the supply of food our Allies -antee that they will not get "aned or shorts over a similar/period of years
in France would be reduced to some- “wounded. it is said that Hector Macwas
$20.84 per ton, or $1.29 per hunPRACTICAL SURVEY,
thing approaching “starvation. There donald, before the battle of Paarde- dredweight. This means that the price
Topic:—Opposition.
Was & shortage of 32,426,000foe a burg in the South African war, told ‘of 7.17 hundredweights of shorts was
Europe, and he appealed
1, ‘Tested loyalty and devotion.
the Highlanders that they would have ‘necessaty to induce farmera to stay
qian farmers to make good this short- to wade through blood up to their in “hog raising business: When hogs
Ji. Met skill and perserverance.
age
by raising more hogs.
Were cclling for more than theeprice
knees. The soldier gives his all, anf
1, Tested loyalty and devotion. It
Mr._Hanna’s..remarks .. concerning the least that’ those who remai
of-7.17 hundredweights of shoris hox
Was exasperating news
to Sanb4llat
that Nehemiah had come from Shu- the profits to be made In raising hogs home can do is to make certain, a raising was comparatively profitable,
shan to Jerusalein with a commission would have carried a good deal more far as lies in their power, that the but when hogs were selling for less
from Artaxerxes to rebulld tte walls weight with the audfence if he had cause for which the soldiers are giv- than the price of 7.17 hundredweights
the government would
Of ‘the city. He'and his friends had declared that
their lives or suffering torture, of shorts hog raising was comparaa minimum price for hogs ing
tively unprofitable,
both physical and mental, day after
at first thought it Impossible “that guarantee’
Although we say that during certain
Nehemiah would-attempt to repair and. and a epare farmers against loss. day, without a grumble, should sucHe
said
that
if
the
Canadian
Govern:
ceed.
Mr. Hanna and those closely in ‘years hog raising Was relatively unrestore the'city.. When they found the ment guaranteed the price of hogs,
profitable, we do not mean that a man
food
situation
work progressing, they gave vent to it would be the equivalent of a forced touch with the
their wrath in scoffs and ridicule. San Joan to the Allied Powers, and the France and Englaythsay it is vitally was necessar!ly actually losing money
during these years.
We simply mean
ballat. was most {rritating to Nehe-. Canadian government required all the
that during these years hog raising
mish and taunted him bitterly.
He money it had for other purposes. If
ize the serloudgess of the situation’ Was not as profitable as it was on
sought {n every way tu check the work prices
hogs are going to be high, they. will produce as’ many hogs as the average.
by abuse of Its official leader, He as the forspeaker
declared they would they can, even if they have to sell
combined open o>posinion with mock: be, the government
What the future holds for. the hoz
would not lose a
j producer so far as profits are conery. As his custom was, Nehemiall cent: by > guaranteeing a minimum them at cost or even at a loss.
Unless a definite ratio is fixtd be- cerned, it is extremely difficult to say
detook himself to the divine Comforter price for hogs. To tell farmers that
and there poured out his wounded feel- hog raising is going to be profitable, tween the price of hogs and the price with any degree of accuracy unless a
of feed, no one can tell whetaer hogs ‘definite ratio is fixed between the
ings in prayer.
The good work
of and then refuse to guarantee a mint
Nehemiah was in serious danger from mum price, is inconsistent. The law will be produced at a profit or a loss price of feed and the price of hogs.
the next few years. The United
It fs certain, however, that the bus!
the craft and violence of its fobs and
of supply and demand makes prices during
situation will have
from the faint -hearted of its friends,
lower when the market is gintted with States government has appointed a "ness aspects of !the deciding
Canadtan
There were enemies without and dif. @ surplus of hogs, just.as it makes commission to determine a fair ratio Kittle weight
fieulties within. ;Tobiah with others*| prices high when there is a shortage. between the price ee corm and the farmers whether they will raise more

to prayer, committing the en_ tire cage to senarate yet used his utmost . diligence.
to
fo
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‘made. use of his.own skill inpoms
forward 1 the work and in guarding
th
workmen, and had prayed in faith for
h rebuilds the wale ot Jerus- the success of the undertaking which
io
Print” he was certain was divinely directed.
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THE eA ALere OF SCARLEY FEVER.
The, records. of! various outbreaks
of
woarlet fever in the: past show a most
curious variation in the
disease. ‘This variation

fatality of
fs noticeable

the
not

only in epidemlos separat:
in time
ana locality, but in outbreaks which have |

simul

near

jborhood.
ees! is of

arclose,

wees records

a
‘how

these

-

THE DOMINO TRICK
SUCCEED—Baitimore

MAY YET
Ameritan.
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Origin of the Jury System.

LA fury
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a body of laymeit
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9 ascertain
Taised.

i

sun-

“the

ona
and
scrambled out.

Sam, scowling and hardening at
peo
was careful to keep his
rte
fo wuspected her of s dedistance.
sigito cite him:
force. |
“Th
*
sachs talk,”

mh Soci

stinnincrs dei

“Let them, curse,” said Bela. “Cursjn’ won't catch us. Already they ba cht
Get tlre’ soon.”
fn’ half an hour.
hey've got a spare man tochange

a

:

inded her.

a re

on

‘gon: not on!
too.
masters, but "treedom from “her,’ they
Looking over their shoulders,
ge to one of
an
< the oars.
‘Thereafter the rowboat
ne on with renewed speed, but the
dugout seemed to draw steadily ahead.
however,
Bela,
3 heart rose.
5
wide sky and the water
“for weather signs, began to look anxious.
“What
“Wind

is it?” asked Sa:
goin’ down,” ake

fepliad,

heavy
eae: enough, presently the
sail began to sag, and they could feel

the dugout lose way under them.
They
groaned involuntarily,
At the same
Froment their pursuers perceived the
slackening
of the wind and shouted in
a ial ere
key.
wind freshened

Bela watched
Dnneiotaly to see whet
they would do when they got ie the

is the
mocern exponent of cheap
eae ir Clenner, digestuble home-made
to-day,” he sat
“When my ,oar
back,
I do wiat you want, Sam.
bynautey iF. buker’s_ Dill tn. half, and clwas possible, tha!
“wilt you give me a little eas or eee a ianetien! 1 was lookin’ at
might cut her off at a point, below
it "your
jccoun!
“Td ratbor
fees
he
you?"
won't
--Vietory
7epele hung: her aon
“He tak’ me
where. e_trait
ed the river.
suave. 70 ur incney, and buy
f not bot'er you no more;
Ido ev~ starve than go Wil
Apparently, however, they meant Bonds.
away/' she murmured.
“I vink he
Sold’ by
your local
ir
*She burst into tears:
“All ont i
erything you want’
2 think
to follow. by water. And the last sight ordered
marry me then. I good girl.
“direct Jecal agate atvereds all
all
In
her
distress
Sam's.
angry
eyes
give
8
food,”
sho‘said.
She
turned
she had of them before rounding the
marry bimchose to see only chagrin at the prosthe dugout, and, throwing
first bend they were still sculling.
with a
Bela,
cried
marry!”
pect se is escaping her. At the same back
eINo
put
‘The river pursued its incredibly cirback the cover of the sae
fine
assumption
of
anger.
“He
throw
time
her
beseeching
face
filled
him
had
The principleo
copiers as
cultous course between cut banks
bread and ee
me down. Speak badto me! 1 hate
rachived by users of the “Canuck” wil oSa wild commotion that he would what
fringed with willows. All the country Pventually.
left into a cotton bag.
win
the
war,
nize.
a
only
recourse
lay
w
him!
I
want
pooish!”
m in the dugout,
Sam. awaited ner, mging wits that
fea “Camuck’™
for
Give sour
“Sounds
a
somehow,”
muttered
Sitemian giving: for tsi
em on.
bitterness that a tender Jack, hesitatt
© What good ‘does ss “{ntolerable
aust | he com fined to useful—not luxurand obstinate man feels at the sight
go?” he cried, harshly.
“I telly
“You come mi eae * she said, ae:
bank was steep
to the point of overs
of ® woman's tears.
going.to thePaves! of the jake"
“See all I d
+hanging; on the inside there was in- E. . ‘WRIGHT C0., Limited., Hamilton, Can.
him the little package ging
offered
you
there
ue
She
“Maybe the iden: is to get us away
ariably a mud Ee made ey
wit!
“Tak’
iy.
es quick as
of food, and a blanket at well.humbly.
for the boat so he
sneak tack
water flowers.
the
said,
she
"
walk,
Hall a mile down the rier
my ot’er bisakerS
and viet
it." suggested Joe.
river that Tack-Knite ‘Mountain, id
Sam,
mockingly.
“I'm
going
the
there is little ‘backwater to hide. We “I can gel
foolish!"
said. Bela,
with a
only object they could see above ti
other way.
To the head ofthe lake.”
let those men go by and then come
He sesehieatly. shook his head, re- ‘giaiee: of scorn, “You dan walk to
wiilows, was now on their right band:
“If you gack they catch you.”
a
fusing to meet the lovely, ‘imploring Johnny Gagnon’s and get your horses.
now on their left.
“Til He low till they're thrown -off
eyes... “Here,” he, sald, offering the cre fen may stay here to watch the
‘On the turns they sometimes got @ bieacent.
rll walk around the north
“pocket-knife.
“For the ‘food.’
current of wind in their faces
and
‘With a fresh burst of weeping she
d-stop.
Now that they
caus on!" erled Shand. from the
ate you stay with me little while,
of his hand, and cov-

. HeHi Was now | ashore and tak

an slip.as Bela.

“endo trom, he inte

ak keen 2to give them

urugeling forward, seulling Fane
suepneiog
ining

again,

and once
-tugout

SERIOUS ILLNESS AVOIDED

no longer required it, the
momentarily strengthening.

wind

was

pretty soon we meet Poli
comin’
up,"
she
suggested.
“Then
they
can’t touch you.”
“Much obliged, " replied Sam. “I've

“Wouldn't it be better to take the

“The shore they were making for began to loom nearer, but”
e puffs of
-wind,were coming at Snes and jong-

er intervals, ae finally they ran into
& ylanay calm, though they could see

Sante of wind. all about them, a situation to drive pursued saflors frantic.
Bela paddled manfully, but her single blade was no match for two long
oars.
The sail was a handicap now.
Bela hed staked everything on it, and
they could not take it down without

capsizing the dug-out....

sail down?” Sam suggested.
“Can't tak it down witTout
matter,

chuckled

what
inwardly,

03

es the
On ‘the

vantage.”

She still refused.

‘

water If boat sink.”
“We

might

“Look!”

said Sa

“They die in

ae
mel ump

then," he ee

overboard,

she cried, Naadenty.

“Wind

comin’, too!”*

Book ani Stationery
Business

Behind the
rowboat a dark
blue
atreak was creeping over the sur iacs
come
quick!
Come
ick!” Bela murmured involuntarily.
My rani:
mbe!
At the same time ae did not coane
paddling.
The rowers saw the breeze coming,
11;

from tl

oars.

Good

Both

boats were now within.a furlong of
the river-head. The race seemed over.

90

‘The rowboat drew even with the dug-

JAMES

for

selling.

STREET
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ONT.

poner

baie

of

the

boat.

entangled

wrung from Bela.

“Sam, don’t go!
Gaining @ sure footing on the bank,
he faced her, laughing.
“Well, how
about it now?’
her face then.
It worked
tion Hke any woman's.

“Don't go by yourself,”
Foal 60
0

“You

not

not'ing.
et!

know

this

with

emo-

she pleadoan

No grub! No gun!

“I can walk it in two days or three,”
he said.
“I'll build a fire to sleep by.
You can nee me a little grub if you
want.
trade my pocket-knife for
it.
It's. mah I've got.
You
got me
into this, enna?
“No
1 grub,” she answered, suldsaly. “Give all you want if you come

aici

yelled to the heaving oars-

st the be

A sharp ery was

¥

“or she'll give us the slip yet!
Get auret and cut
her
off!
You
damned‘ dish-washer, we've
got you
now!" he added, for Sam's benefit.
With a sharp crack, Big Jack's oar
broke off short,
He capsized backward into Shand knocking him off his
seat as weil. At the same instant the
whispering breeze
came'up and the
blanket bellied out.
Shand and Jack were for
the mo-

ment

a

An adverse puff of wind piew: them
ioe = an
overhanging
wil
h became entangled with “thesail
Sam
saw
the branches, te
aged to swing ashore at the cost only
of wet ankles.

ed.
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HAMILTON,

out, and they looked into their pursuers’ faces, red with exertion and distorted in cruel triumph.
‘The steersman
.
“Don’t

"he

reasons

Apply toTHOS.

They

managed to keep ahead of ft.

location.

Will be sold at a sacrifice.

too, and bending their backs, sent the

water

.

with

There was nothing inscrutable about

IN HAMILTON
Established 12 years in good
central

up again. As he put it, he ora
her of “trying to put one
over
him again.”
“I don’t want to look 5

Sam

=e
he returned,
sald
a ugh,

“No
shoot.
already.”

“Plug their boat, then,”

fowl.”
“I promise I not do that
again,”
said Bela.
“Suret™ retorted Sam.
“No doubt

next bend, seeing her struggles with
the baffling air-currents, he
asked
teasingly:
“Well, why! don't you go thes ve got plenty other tricks just as
ashore and take it dow:
“if I land, you promise pot run baecrd you look at me you seeI speak
away?" she said,
truth,” she murmured.: “I your trend,
Sem."
a light
Sam laughed
e sald.
“Not on your lif
‘The threatened break in her voice
my own master now.
brought all his old disquiet surging

Bela had no more to sa:
The oarsmen
came up rapidly with derisive shouts
“Where are you bound fort?
{nm anticipation ofa speedy triumph.
presently ask
“You've got your
"muttered
“Down river,” she answered.
“You're a better shot than any
TH have to be leaving you,”
Use it while you
have the
She shook her head.
‘00 mooch trouble mak’

no fancy to
jumped on at night
again and tied up like a roasting

on

actually enrich and purify the blood,
and

in

this way

build

up

the system,

tone and strengthen the nerves
invigorate

the

vital

organs.

ning
upon

of the blood
should
as a warning sign,

serious illness should

be looked
and mote

be avoided
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constitu-

tion.
These pills will
give
you
a
new appetite, improve your digestion,
tone and strengthen weakened nerves,
banish depression, and lack of energy,
clear the complexion of pimples and

blotches, cure pain

in the back and

celved them,

There

the

wonderful change

will

these

pills a

soon

note

Your spirits will brighten, good health
and strength will reti
and you will

feel like a new person

You can con:

firm these statements
inquiring
among your friends almost anywhere,
as thousands and thousal
‘of hi
less sufferers have been |restored to
new health and energy
using
Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills.
.
You can get these pills through’ any
medicine dealer or by malls at 50 ¢ents
a box or six boxes for $2.50
The
Kkville,
Dr. Williams’ Medicine Co. B;
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behind

them,

men

to the

ears

‘inding her

thus,

gaped in boundless astonishment.
It
was anything but what they expected
to find, 2 eae peeres into the bushes
for a sign o!
“What ine devi is the matter?” de-

manded BigJi

“Where is gam?" cried Joe.
Bela answered both
questions
at
once.
“He leave me,”
she sod!
with “heart-breaking effect.
* ‘Left you?” they echoed, stupidly.

“Gone

wafled-Bela.

away,”

he done
Black
inely
tears.
Ta

with me for
Shand and
d at
Joe.
with

“Say

good!”
Jack were genuthe sight of her
more hardihood,

had the oar.

He drove the

boat on the bank slongside the dug-

no sign of any figure, but the dense
of
both

lows

marking

the

tortuous

course

river provided plenty ‘of cover
d down stream.

Which
way did
he go?
Jack
called down.
said eBla. “Down
“I don’t know,”
river, T think.”
Below, Joe, full of bitter jealousy,
was still upbraiding Bela.
Jack returned, scowling.
“Cut it out!” he said, peremptorily.

was

“EL will get to the bottom of this.” To
Bela he said, harshly: “What do you
expect us to do for you, girl?
You

magazine

promsed

us a fair answer yesterday

morning, and in the night you skipped with the cook.”
ue
raised
an
innocent-seeming

Mf P-B- TUSTIN,
Chairman.
Wireetpea, MAM,

“iAVhat you mean, skip?” she asked.
“Lit out, cloped, ran away,”
said
Jack, grimly.
“I never did!” she cried, indignant-

ly.

re-

was a straight

their

three

addressed

“Serve yowwell right!":said he.

“He carry me off.”

They
gain.

stared

at

her

te

open-mouthed

grace.
“Now,

pursuers

wit! me!
Tears threatened again.
‘They were only half convinced.
“How did it happen?”
Jack
de-

The Brawn and Brain

manded.

= of a boy.are
not made out of
“books or sermons. They are
built out of foods
that supply
“in. well-balanced. proportion
‘and in digestible form every
enéeded element, .° These ele_ mentsarefound in Shredded
~ Wheat Biscuit, a real whole

“In the afternoon

he find

my

cache

tare I stay by the little creek,” she
“Talk to me lak a friend.
11.
Baul
think all right. But in the night he
come

back

when

said.

“You

promise

said Shand,

come on,”

im-

patiently.
“Leave your guns,” commanded Bela.
You
get maj and
shoot.
Jack scowled at her with reawakened
suspicious.
“I keep my gun with me,”

he growled.
“He

got

scornfully.
wit' hands?”

no

gun,”

“You

sneered

‘fraid

Bela,

catch

nim

“You sald he had your gin,"
Big Jack.
“He give it back,”
said Bela.

sald
“He,

Js bad man; but no steal. My big gun,
my little gun—see?"
She exhibited
them.
Jack

knew

that Sam

still he was suspicious.
your
when
Bela
was a
knew,

owned

no

gun;

“If you had

gun why you
didn't plug him)
he left you?”
he demanded.
4
paused for an instant
‘This:
poser, because
in her heart she
supposing her story to be true,’

that she would havé shot Sam.

had to think

blood,”

quickly.

she = murm

She

“I not want

“I

no

/fraid

Pere Lacombe.”
It was well done,
Big Jack nodded.’
ne
leave your gums, too,” he stipu-

t

she sald, willingly

“Sure!”

men

and

a woman

cook, I guess.”

enough

putting

to cai

The laughed.
Bela was playing for high
stakes.
and her faculties were sharpened to a

sword-edge.

Every look suggested

the

wronged woman
thirating for justice;
She ostentatiously searched in her bag-

gage, and drawing

out

piece

of

moosebide, cut it
into
thongs
for
bonds,
Cleverer men than Big Jack
and his pals
might have been (ken
in.

“Boys, she's right!” crief Jack.

don’t want no
blood on our hands to
start off with, if we can see him
punished proper . Shand, you stay ‘ere.
Lead off, girl!”
?
Shand shrugged wth a sour
‘ook,
and ceme down
the bank:
It was always tacitly understood between him
and Jack that young Joe was not to be
trusted alone, so he submitted.

continued.)
+2 ____
A locomotive travelling a mile a
gives’ 3,200 puffs each minute.
—S—————
minute

THOSEVAWFUL
_GRAMS

“What I want wit'-a cook?” she
went on, quickly.
“I.want manta Suggestions
man wit’ something. He is a bad man.
-: Much
He tak’ me away. Now he say he dons

bends all the way to the Saeed ot‘the
rapids, thirty»miles or more.
Outin
lake

The

ughed.

COMMITTEE

reach of a third of a eee followed ae
innumerable,
bewildering
corkse!
the

a

in your condition.

Joe

river

She glanced over the gunwale at her

out, and they climbed out.
Jack and
Shand went up the bank.
“He can’t have got far,”
said
the
former.
A wide sea of grass was revealed to
them, stretching to pine ridges on the
horizon. In all the,expanse there was

“bullet whistie he is grown,” answered
later

time

“Waitt”

to me, You not hurt him. Give me your
hand.
She forced all three to shake hands
on it, Joe
submitting
with
an ill

face in the water and disarranged her
lair a little. Flinging herself down,

Big Jack

they were one.
“Feels funny tohave a fellow sling_ ing lead at you,
* sald Sa
Musq'oosis say Titter @ man hear
minutes

For a long

conscious grief
of others.

Give

508

in the reaction that followed Bela
laughed.
In that moment

few

to do,

fair

trial ane
and

“T swear it!" she replied instantly
looking him in the eye and holding up
her hand
“AM
eet
Come on, I'm satisfied,”
assented

and

Iknees to search for the penknife sho

something

first and

punish.”

had spurned.
Finding it, she kissed
it and thrust it inside ber dress.
Going to the dugout, she stretched

out in ft, and gave herself up to grief.

him

“You swear you'll band lim over to
the police,” demanded Jack. sterniy.

XHL

she commenced to weep again, but
with an altered note; this was self-

eae: wild.
He could not aim directlyat Sam, because Bela was be-

A

CHAPTER

+

“Catch

decide what we'll do: to him. after.”
“Go on,” said Bela, sullenly, “1 pot
track him wit'out you give him me for

‘When Sam had passed out of sight
around the willows, Bela, still
by sobs, went down ‘on her hands

general weakness,
cause
the disappearance of headaches, dizziness and

heart fluttering.

top of the bank,

Sam

thereafter
she
~sat, chin in hand,
thinking hard with tight lips and inward-looking eyes.
Sounds from around the bend above
aroused her. She heard the working
of an oar in its socket and the cautlous voices of men.
An alert look
came into her face.

Perhaps

tween, “He emptied
(his
without doing any damage.

arm.

ery—and
to lead to a general breakdown in health.
This can be avoided by the occasional use of Dr, WilMams’ Pink Pills,
which
are sult-

out of order—to become thin and wat-

rayed; more likely they did not realioe
pysthelr
danger until
it was
over.

Joe

ber

Not for very long, however.
Gradually the sobs atilled and finally she
sat up with the look ‘of one who has

broke
from
Sanr
and Bela as they
> Bafled awa:
.
joe, beside himself, snatched up his
gun
ae opened fire.
A bullet went
through the blanket.
Bela an

faatingtively ducked.

by

with

sates away, blinded and
‘deafened
by the confusion of his feelings. His
face was as stubborn as stone.

the use,of Dr.
Willlame’ Pink Pills.
in the case of young girls and women
the blood is peculiarly Mable to get

d stamped
and tore at his
like @ lunatic,
Loud Jeugtiter

"Other: shots followed, but

and

Serious
diseases generally come
from some simple disorder that’ bas
been negected. Therefore any thin-

in the

Emotional

forxes {t out
ered her face

Many a serlous
filness has
been
avoided by
‘the prompt
use of Dr.
Wiliams’ Pink
Pills.
These
pills

that may say>

Suffering

ie,Fecr
fered. wi

oP

‘For emote.Bases
r

ould have.

| sleepin’ and tle my

hands and= my feet’ and my mouth.
and throw me in my boat and tak"
away!
I hate him!”
~“Then it. was you we
heard — cry.
out?” €xclainied Joe.
“Suret" she assented, readily. “The

handkerchief come
ome 1008. But soon he
stop em.”

at deefood which contains
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“He did it just to spite us!"
Joo, furiously.
“He didn’t want
himself!
I always said he had
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Buy Your Winter Needs in Underwear at
This Store
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Also a few coats in black éloths, tweeds and chinchillas, ranging in, price
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and ‘self-striped, ztbelines.
pockets and full or belted effects.
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Have "you bought a
Bale closea this week.

ae

Bua?

Mra. W. F. ‘Rendall-and son, Archie,_
left on Monday for Bay City,
A vamber of boys from tho village
willoven’ the Boys’Sb aferehee) in St,

Mi, aud Mre. James Vogau, of Wel-

laud, spent a couple of days with friends
iu-town last week.

_ Less tha four weeks to Christmas.
It ig-n0t too soon to commence your

‘Christmas shopping.
Mrs. sien ral ee

is visiting

a.

auter,

and

which are intermingled in the play, did

themselves credit, The patriotic solos
and doets between the acts were a much:
appreciated featare.
“Lae accompany

music” was

for-

nished by An
of
Miss Marr. pianist; Mr Gammage, cor.
oet, aud J. Bambridge(Datton), drams,
which added mach ‘to. oe successfal

production of the com
‘The play was given Sider the auspice of ther. ODE.
AN OLD RESIDENT.

Hales& Black, whose fish warehouse
at Port Brode was recently destroyed by
fire, are erecting new bniidinuga.

Death.

Emma Hodder has gone to Koswick, where sbe will spend several weeks.
with her sister, Mrs. R. O, Cook.

Mr.

taroed soldiers reported at Qaebec.
-A-nomber

of

thé

focal

of Alex. McPheron At the Age

of Ninety: Year

Alexander

id

Masonic

brothrra and their wives were guests of
McOoll Lodge, West Gorne, at their
~aunnal

evening.

venison supper

‘The committee

tary Loan.

on

Wednesday

in charge of the Vio+

for

Dauwich

and Dutton

December ist. Sableft at either of the

~ banks.
Pte. Edgar G. Prince, of Toronto. son
of H. E. Prince, who condacted « jeweiry store here for s unmber of years,
been woanded in the face by shrap‘nel. His
oe ‘Trevor, was wounded
a Vimy
once clslog

sale

le Was

One brother,

MePhasacs,

8 well-

recently

held

by

ao Ge +
jallam, Hogg street, was
ee ‘attended and good prices realized,

the horses and cattle selling very high
M.A, McAlpine wielded the hammer,
Mr. and Mrs. McOsilam will make their

home in Dutton.

apmurried, and leaves

Joho McPherson. of Glen-

coe. The faneral was held on Saturday
to the Kerr cemetery and was weil attended.
The rervice was conducted by
Rev, J. H. Stewart, the bearers being
J. McKenzie, D. Stewart, J. R. Leite,

W. Thomson,

The lists Little.

have over $125,000 subscribed,

cloge ou Saturday,
scriptions can be

SUDDEN

D.

Erskide aud George

DEATH at

WALLACETOWN

The death occurred very suddenly at
Wallacetown on Wednesday evening of
Mr. David Meyers, a well-known resideut of that village.
After supper, as
‘was his custom, he was reading his newsper when without warning he dropped
over in the chair in which he was sitting
aud immediately expired:
His death
was the result of heart trouble with

mieh

je had been ill for several saan.

was 68 years of age, aud resided in

Wallsctows for
for eighteen years, followug the trade of carpenter. His wife

The enomerators ander the vew franchise act are to work six hoars a day
aud. are to receive $1 a day while enin the work, with au additional

ated two years ago.

‘of the list and polling day, and they are
fTeceive an additional $7 for their

H. Dromgole, Jas. Bobier, Heury Bobier,
JA Cameron aud George WWolfe.

$8 for the time between the completion

States navy, which wascither torpedoed

oretrock amine
Only six of the crew
were saved, the body of Engineer Wing
being found after the sinking of the
‘boat.
He was 41 years of age aud leaves
a wife and child. also his parents and
four brothers, allin Detroit.
His death

Mcliroy, the bearers being

“THE

W.. Flom,

BIRTH OF & NATION”

A few years ago ) the wildest dream of
the most enthusiastic optimist would
thave seemed nothing short of lunacy if

it

predicted

for avy

regular

picture show.

theatre

Bat that

prices
ts the

scale set for “The Birth of a Nation,

coming to the town hall, Datton, on
‘Eharsday, Deo. 6, - Whatis more people
clamor for tickets and seem quite satis-

ie the first in Detroit os those who are tfied that this mightiest spectacle is
worth mach more than the price charged.
fighting the arch-enemy of mankind,
An interesting and plovable lectare
was given by
pence, of
Oliatham, iu the ‘Shorts of! thy Nativity
ou ‘Monday evening.
is subject was

Dr. Henry Van Dyke's, “Other Wise
Man," and is Benn ER

on the trip of the

Magi trom Egypt to Bethlehem to witjess the advent of the new King.
taba, the “Other

Wise

Man” and hero

of the story, was to méct the “three

wise men"’ at a temple aud proceed with

them to Bethletiem, but is delayed by
sote of charity and arrives at Bethlehem

too late to see the King, who had

taken to Egyps. | For thirty-three years

@ searches for Christ without avail, but

st a

the sore

is rent in twain

at His

‘

crocifizion
rtaban is fatally indared he eee
a vision from the
‘Orucified One and is rewarded for his
ote of Rts The lootare was beaati-

¢

fally Must:

PASTOR

RESIGNS

+ Rev. Thomas Binghani, who has been

of the Datton and Iona Station

‘charches for the past year, aunounced his Fomgosticn ceonSunday.
He
ae
oenet # call to Parkhill,ana will
hear
farewell werimon ext Sanday.
On Fi
1g about forty of the

We still reqaire a few hundred bushels.
wheat tofilt orders atid will pay $2.10 per:

“The

Birth of
enomenal

a Nation" has made
records iu London,

‘ork, Chicago, Bostou, Montreal
aud Toronto, that it sorely bas couspicnous merit.
The newspapers have
printed colams of laudatory notices such

‘as have uever before been giveu to any

performauce op the stage or otherwise
The ‘Toronto Daily News of Sept. 2lst,

says:—"'The Birth of a Nation” is, in
simple

trath

and

without

qualifica-

tion, “the most stapendons spectacle the
mind of man bas-concived.”” It is ten
times bigger than the biggest circus, It
has many times more tense dramatic

action than “Ben Hor."

It shows, as

DUTTON

FLOUR MILLS

NEW

LIVERY

the opportunity.

and Auto Service
Having purchased the Livery business
lately conducted by D. J. MoMillan, I
solicit the Da OUaNE of the public.
.

MALCOM,
Main

Street

Dutton

DUNWICH PARMERS, PROTEST
Petition To Be Circulated Against Conscripting Farm Helpers
A

largely-attended

meeting

of

the

“in

oe, Board of away Commissioners
-hasordered that tho mail train on the
MOR. Saack renoved as contem:
the new time-table which went into
-effeot on Resear
ic WR. eaaeean:
ities
say they will appeal from the de‘of the Board.
new fast train, to relieve the pres-

sire on the Wolverine, has been added.
_ ‘This train leaves Detroit at 3.15 p.m.

GOOD ROADS
IN DUNWICH

—
Good Roads system

snet Currie sep
to parooaat

Sereet, from

tran the Willey
ae

Corners to.

LO.D.E. ‘NOTES
are

will
and

rroite, fresh or conserved, pickles of any
kind, also fanoy work, aprons, dast caps

Paseo

neefal artiole,
all of which

Lachlin, A, D. McKillop, Henry Bobier
aud D. Leitch, was appointed to draft a
petition to be circulated in the samtishio
aud fowarded to the Minister of Agrioultare and the Minister of Militia, protesting aginst tating help on the farms
formilitary service,

“THE

CHURCHES

‘MSTHODIST.
‘The Epworth League services will be
resumed on Monday evening of geck,
week, commencing at 8 o'clock.
A pa:

Kennedy.
The first book meadiea ‘sti
be the New Testament, commencing
next Mondsy evening.
AllS.S. teachers
and others desiring to pursae such »
course are cordially invited to attend
this class.
Teachers from other schools
and chorohes’ willbe made. welcome.

E-

W

WT.
T

day evening at 8 o'clock
‘The Mission Band will meet on Satar-

afternoon at 2.80 o,clock,
Next Sabbath evening

the pastor will

preach in the interestoft missions. Song
service will commence
at7 o'clock, sharp.

THE COST
OF POTATOES
Mr, Hanna

threatens

to fix

_maxi-

muni prices for potatoes if the growers
or dealers hold’ back suppliei.
With
potatoes im some parts of the Province

being quoted at $8 a bag, it is vary ‘neccessary for Mr. Hauua to step in. There

i an outrageous hold-up somewhere.

Potatoes are being held
and
stored
famine prices in the belief thatthe ood
Controller will-not act.
A maxim:
price of not more that $2 bag should 1be
set, and many think $1.Lop eciongh,
The
raling the market is receiving

severe jolt these days.
DUNWICH

SOLDIER

FOR

-Tinsmithing

J. Bambridge & Co:

Black

Cashmere

Plain

and Stripe Shaker Flannels, per yd..15c.,

Carns

4

Preston.

Values

per pair... te eeeeee cece. 25e,

in Standard

Shirtings

and

to The.

18c., 20¢., 25c.
Overalling

getting that new suit you will need a pair of our perfect:
fitting Corsets in the D and A or Coilene makes

F. GAHAN

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

Ssio10

Arch. McCallu m oe

SHOE REPAIRING
shoée that

repairit OR.
A stitch In time sgves nine.

Rubber Heels Attached
While You

Wait

W. BootO. and SANKEY
Shoe Repairer
KIRKLAND

DR.
Honor

Ay

Jd:

BLOCK

HAFELE

Drestete Ontario
pote
_ Veterinary

REATS alt dag
3 latest motions,
= Night
Night
and day cells. promptly, suswored,
Henry Block. Phone 23
>
s
TRON

Plumbing
jone 29.

The

|

New

Design

= CHEVROLET$750
FOUR

NINETY A
car equipped with every
desirable appointment for comfort. and convenience.

A really beautiful small

NOTE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Blgotrio Lighting “and Starting

ane

sees the Sonthyistd| we even

Hose,

scitings of the Newest Shades
and: Choicest Materials

R. P. Reekie

Fitna fy Hic Oberle Coen
New

Bava

—

Custom
/
Tailoring

FRESH

to remind you of those

and Shaker Blankets

JAMES.

Celebrated

,| Jast

a

Velveteens, Cloakings, Etc.
Woollen

Exceptional

Chocolates

LUG

in

Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
Misses’ and Children’s Scarfs and Caps

When

Nylo
Cameron
Beaumont and
Neilson’s

Practi

30

.

Jewelers
Opticians
Issuers of Marriage Licenses

aoa

and

»

75c. to $1.00.

MISSING

“SPECIAL NOTICES

00 upwards || § Vets,

ALWAYS

Corner

GOODS ARRIVING
Continually

Mantle Clocks .. 20.6...
$6.50 to $10.00
if you are merely wishing to purchase a slight remembrance we
can show. you. smal! pieces of
China 75c.
to $2.00, or something
in fancy. Forks and Apso
at

a

Busy

Dress Goods, Silks, Satins, Vel-

Cut Glass" Water Sets. $8 and $10
Casseroles and Baking Dishes. ..
Fancy

the

NEW

We specialize in gifts for all
occasions.
At present you are
perhaps interested in wedding
gifts.
Our stock includes:

old ecouomic bogey of sapply and demand

At

To Buy
Wedding Gifts

| One
go

HARDWARE, — FURNITURE
_ BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY

E.

A Good Place.

Prayer meeting wilt be held on Thurs-

Phone

Wi

AND SHOES.

{
A:

yoiciug the feelings of those present
A committee, ‘consisting of Alex. Mc

pales WV R. Richardson

in rega:

BOOTS

up

Boots and Shoes, as you-know, haye gone sky high, but we are in a
S position
to save you
from 50c. to $1.00 on each pair, in either fine or
heavy goods, as long as they last.
It will pay you to see the goods.

township were'present,
Peter G, Cameroh presided and addresses were given
by A. PD. McKillop,
D. March and others,

hand, an-

The Daughters ot the Empire
hold a Utility Sale on Deo. sth

$3.00 and

the instanee of the Fangers' Olab, isd
prominent farmers
all orer the

politicians of the north, who, after the old.

thing seems so earnest that one cannot
believe thatue
it poly:7.8a pageant,

~~

[-

farmers of Dopeice was held at Coyne’s
Corners’on Tuead:
wight to Revseee the
conseriptitig of fatavere aoe aud farm
laborers.
The meetii
jas calledat

For Sale—First-olase driver, six zence
Price reasonable, Information at
this office,
deterred by the weakling, “Stoneman,”
“The Coyne's une cesses School
se
srrrad
si
Hoos
of
Representamembers a1 nabertate of the Ba a
le their Obrist
entoreainment
sivas,
the soula of thecarpe! t-pasrion 9=DDeo.
“* ohutoh met at the home of Mrs.
20, for whieh = good program
ea, and
<*Molntyre to spend asocial eyening ‘with
comma
the
the BiKa-Klox Elan to ue will be ‘provided. Silver collection
Rev. and Mrs. T. coe
aioe
Olearing
sale
of
farm
stock and imy
departure from the vil
iress,
. Adolading 86 choice feeding
From the beginning, the film battle plement,”
eeerive. ofthe pearetes the erase
scenes appear. In vigor, in numbers,
in steers (yearlings and ¢wo-year-olds) at
Strathbarn
on
Tuesday,
December
4, at
Satly
ries, whilele. B.A. “fHowell
lowe! uy couception, they. are nothing short. of one o'clock.
‘Victor Jermym, proSome
glimpses. of
the
“Presented coe with a well-filled puree. amazing.
prietor,
deviltrics of warappear, and the whole
MAIL TRAIN TO REMAIN

have a large stock of all-kinds at special prices,

WHITE
:

an
My, A.
rdan, Dunwich,
‘The themes the fortanes
of the Stone- officially notified that his son, Piwas
Pte,
maus of the North and the Camerons of Cameron Berdan,has been missiog since
the South, daring. the. American:oivil October
‘The young soldier, who
war, aud the more terrible aftermath of.
the period of recovstraction.
Thomas
He went
Dixon’a novel, ‘The Clansman,”’ is the overseas shortly after theool. outbreak
of
ofthe story.
The silent presenta- the war,
tion avoids the deep rancor and bitter-

death of Lincoln, had a free

MATTRESSES
3 We

Autos to Let With or Without
driver. Feed Stable in connection

no other mediam of expression can show,
arteheats of war, political ambition

dens w:
made the
ap offence,
All responsibility for confusion of the
south ts rightly laid at the feet of the

prices. These goods are hard to.
get. Secure them while you have

bashel-for whent testing 59 Ibe or over.

Oue sister, who reevening will be devoted to mie
sides in Bayham, survives him. The| of3, S.the Teacher
Training Loutse as prefaneral was held on Friday to Fairview scribed by the Ontario
8, 8. Hey reed
cemetery, being coudacted by Rev, Mr. ed coudacted by the pastor,
Re

attending at the poll on that day.

Mr.
and Mra, J. D. Black attended
the fovéral in Detroit on Wednesday of
the latter's nephew, Stanley Wing. who
‘an engineer ou a ship in the United

~ cost to-day.
Wealso have aship4 ment of. oil heaters to hand at old

and in the sulos, duets and chorases.

ae
resident of North Danwich, died
ae: Jamiesou had his flock of ‘sheep on Thursday at the home of his niece,
Miss Mary MoPherson, at the age of 90
raidedby doge the other night when
years.
days previously he accithree wore killed and another three dentally. fell'swand
the shock proved too
© badly worris
severe for a constitution weakened by
Pte.
_ Redto fern, who was employed his greatage. Mr. McPherson was bom
at Alex. MoWilliam's, Danwich, at the in Scotland, and came to Dunwich in
time of enlistment, is among the re- the early ‘Sitios where-he fias since re-

.

clear out at less: than ¢they, would.

‘the tady
ampere of ‘the. company
are especially gifted with good voices

Miss

ig Windshield,
Mohair, see pee

design front

Tire:
with
saat
Tail tane
aoda tsa ee
Selective Siding

=

i
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‘SITUATIONS VACANT.

World. war

you

CAN.

MAKE

$25

TO

3757

‘weekly, writing show cards at
home. Easily learned by. our simple

of 15,000. Its chief industries were fron
and copper foundries, boiler factories,

and the manufacture of agricultural
implements, straw hats and glass. Its
grain market was important and it was

method, No canvassing or soliciting,
ae sell your work. Write for particu

rs.

AMERICAN SHOW. GARD. SCHOOL

famous for its haricot beans.”

801

Yonge

Street,

Toronto.

Shot the Fish.

HELP WANTED.
LYWANTED..— PROBRAVIONE:
TO
wv
fOr mureen Aap
asiire:
st. Catharines,
Ont.
arrows, says the -Popular’ Sclencé Hospital,
LADIES WANTED TO
DO
ULAIN’
Monthly, The arrow used is designed
hom: whole
light 3 sewing st; work
for this purpose and js about
ansrd
sent any
oF spare lime
five feet in length, with no feathers. distance,
‘chareee paid. 3
stanite
The head, which is barbed, is mage for Qettigulars. | National ‘Manufacture
0., Montreal.
from sheet iron and is provided ‘with ny
& socket which is slipped over the
HONEY ORDERS.

\nstead of using nets or the conyenves. Of.
-| Honal rook. andtins..the.
‘Guingx shoot-the
fish-with-bew—and

ur Railay

ie

this vessel e
Baltimore 1 sent twelve men to the{/
‘hospital
“felt somewhat like going

get

‘were
ume

“hospital
out,

kept at the hospital
so that specialists could

} Beri-Beri On a

trying

Windjanimer

*

Few people realize the Vital Importance,

‘which railways have oome to play in following

age,” xemarked Capt. John Anderson,
tof the British four masted bark Day‘ight; which” “recently completed a

aT
EST

jto

see

his

‘way.

“Pretty

was lost overboard

wife,

just
back

© nice

Canton’

never

{Bombay
was

sold

with

an

epidemic

of

thoro

miade

fail

to

relieve

the

by

medicine

dealers

Wrapped

with
Liszt

in

his dressing

In

his

aboye

in

armchair

by

mail

ready

possessing

little

strategic

in Ne fovember, wie.
(The
way ‘Construction eee

legends have been

ganized

and_rapidly

their

ability to

increased

the_Canadian

1:

not

allway

ay

as

an Beate =
included

‘Troopr.)

wedded

to

woven

of

a

:

Clotilda,
ithe
fin-

chiefly

and richest
It is of these teas that Red Rose Tca
That
is
why
it
yields the.
consists.

his

the cover and

pocket.

And

(silver), two
gules

‘read ‘up on beri-beri. It was
_well

to read up, butI found

get all the

bars

gules

‘ally prevailed: upon
reno’

period

crest:

~ A

atood.

battle of Mesaines.

pl

Vion ‘of the tbattle

rues -seabeding.
tb "Albert Welle, | Mest ASSuahtnel ses tn 6 9655ba
‘Pedigree

whose

“‘

and

History

of

the

‘Washington Family" gives with edify-

ing detail the descent of the Father of

was

taking

the

cf

S

days out of thirty-two men

on

T

4

The Weather was
, in fact, most of the time, hot
in the Indian Ocean, which
m

to help

my

sick men.

this

to

notable

On tho-night*of tho 6th
“Among the many stories told of the
surveyors
in
it
trenches end the first line went over the trials and triumphs .of these two
; the battalion survey party was sur aposties is one which relates that the
yéring the tine to they
eo which was
Yorkshire
are materially
different,
Roman
fect Rictiovarus commandexpect
o.
cagA
L.
‘completed
on the night
bearing a lion, and being surmounted
the line. was con- ed that they be cast into a cauldron of
very soon
byacrest with an eagle, not araven. the the
tea and.und trains
running over it. Twe boiling tar The brothers emerged ungcathed and refreshed from the bath,

the

contained almost opposite views
as to the medicine to be given - ane

one day asi

her husband

ng before

event, however, Soissons had ‘become
© | an important place in the chronicles of
the Christian faith, for it was herein
ir nobles,
Crispinian,

(red),

(stars) of the

The

and

units

can

time is needed

into

-of training.

The

‘Throughout the

which

preceded 01
charge of the

we

there sprang
gardening.

much after the manner of their Jewish
Shadrach, Mesheck
and
mu
1 | Abednego, from the flery furnace in

His Country from, Odin, -firet king ot
Scandinavia,
Fifty-five
generations
were required to evolve George Wasbington from Odin.
%
o| a: yonition per. day were
—_—--——
guns
over lines built by
y the battalion.
pil the battalions under.
"The, work:jof Railway
is
done,
Oo
“condi!

Babylon

tis

Abandon Food Prejudices.

-of

things, not a few only.

People too easily get into food ruts;

insist on eating only the food they are
used to and refuse to give a fair trial
to others. This causes undue demand
for certain
staples,
with
resulting
scarcity or high prices when crops are
short. At the same time other valuable foods may be relatively cheap
and available A striking instance of
this is failure fully to appreciate rice
|—a valuable source of starch —when
potatoes are scarce and high. Another example is refusal fn certain sec-

tions to use anything but wheat as
a bread stuff, when corn—e valuable

seasoned

cereal widely used
elsewhere
an a
breadstuff—is plentiful and relatively
cheap.—Los Angeles Times.
Minard’s

nimseif

into

celebrated

St. Medard,

the

for

2

great

for

love

Minard’s

man Emperor Louls the Pius was held

:

4g prisoner by his two own sons in the
ninth century, and here also Abelard,
the great teacher, was confined for a,
time after the tragiy denouement of
the Heloise romance.
—
. “Solssons was the rallying point for
japoleon’s shattéred army after the |
of

Waterloo.

During fhe

YOU WILL [MISS SOMETHING
“= IF YOU FAIL TO

On

goer

Your

to

the

Mirror.

Front:

Liniment

Cures

Sani enna

Burns,

Etc.

‘| differ from the rubber in an automo-

IN. FRANCE

bDile tire, for instance? We'll wager a
gutes that not ope man in a thousand

knows,
YVulcanization

CASH

‘THE BEST WAY TO SEND MONEY
‘70 THE BOYS IN THE TRENCHES

uniting

When a larger prevortion of sulphur

tinued for a
obtain

the Sleepers:

much

ag a result

different in physical.
rubber. Before

longer

suit our nena

and,
to wake the. sleepers In meeting,

8
t

was ‘sleeping

. -

vastly

properties—|hard --

zation

can

Menieteatte

ft is.
s

Sill
illicus—Yes, Tam
a espera’ tel:
love with Gertie Gotrox. .
| in facta

to

oft

1
am beginning to think i can’t” live’
without.
her.
Cynicus—Why - don't
[zou marry her and find ont?
*

‘Ver of his pew‘Damewhen
Allen to give bim ef:
Ballard
staft behind
_
upon the hand,
spring

time we”

a substance

quite elastic and-we

is assertIn a dairy kept in 1646 it
been chose
‘ed that “Allen Brydges bas

TTEND

fn

than is found {n ordinary soft rubber
is present
and vulcanization is con-

‘

Wal

consists

sulphur with rubber to give it certain
properties of elasticity, durability and,
still more important, make it to retain
these same properties under al! normal conditions of heat and cold.

DOMINION EXPRESS
FOREIGN CHEQUES

war

of 1870 the town
to the
‘after e three days’ bombard
‘ment Only a few years ago'a monu-

boy

We're all of us coming into contact
with
hard
rubber every day of our
lives, Our fountain pen, our inkwell
tops, the magneto paris and telephone
receivers are ali made of hard rubber.
But how is it made? Where does it

PAYMASTERS

which was one

“Pir all France
It was in this institution that the Ro-

battle

up

FIELD CASHIERS

But the
beheaded

famous

your

every-

sale

———-- ——

“Paste-This
If

for

Liniment

How Hard Rubber is Made.

a. théir'remains rested for a time in
elty of their execution.
}*Across the Aisne from Solssons is |.

¢ suburb of

re.

jhorne

Rictiovarus, upon witnessing

miracie, cast

caldron and was consumed.
martyrs were subsequently

SALE.

Don't be finicky. Be willing to try
new foods. Certain plentirul and nourishing foods widely used and enjoyed
{mn one section are
practically un-.
known in other sections of the coun=
try. Learn to
all the
good

to

and out

FOR

He has twenty-nine chances of comin
to one chance of being killed,
,
His hes ninety-elght chances of recov.
It was only after the fall of Conering from
« wound
to two chances of
stantinople in 1453 that Holland
bedying.
‘He
has
only
one
chance
in
800
of
Iscame such a gay land of flowers as it in,
3
now 1s, Many Dutchmen went to the
He wil live five years longer because
training.
east. during the years of the great cru- of. Hophysical
is freer from disease in the army
sades. and those of them who lovéd
than
In
civil
life.
Deautiful things brought many home
‘He has better medical care at the front
again with them.
Not only did they
than st home.
nother wera from ten to fifteen men
carry away with them silks and emig one from bullets,
broideries, jewels, spices and fruits,
@ man dies from disease
every ten from bullets,
but in the bottom of their ships they to ‘rola
tet
svar is lees wasttul of life than any
vught seeds. When these seeds were
other in history.
planted in the rich soil of Holland such
miy 10 per cent. ‘of all Canadians dirwondrous.
flowers.
appeared as had
abied for further service has been physi
never’ before been seen in that north- tally unable to engage in thelrformer oo
‘cupations,
wildbecame
people
The
ern country.
i
is one of the 10 per cent.
the government will re-educate him in
ly enthusiastic over the new colors
to another
vocation at which he can earn
and scents and foliage brought
a living. —_—__+++—_—
them from the east, and in Holland

ism and embrace Chris-

Hanity.

ARMERS WANT BUTTER—CET.
recover st i

in
a
phone; price $7,400; Immediate possession:
owner overseas. | Douxiaa Ponton,
>
King street east. Toronto.

that

age roads.
two and three-quarters to three miles
an hour. while a division cannot
be
to accomplish
more
than

with

fayen with wings
addorsed,
sable
(black), issuing out of a ducal coronet,
or (gold).
Although these arma were used by
Washington, the arms of the family in

all very

that

(red),

tells

infantry

—_—Relieves Neuralgia
Minard’s liniment
—_ooo—
Holland and Flowers.

the same tranquil alr with which he
had entered, he went out and returned
t» his room, where he could work at
hs ease.
+ —_—_
Minard’s Liniment Cures Dandruff.
————
“here jandtinquestionably
the best
Arms of Washington.
geller of all thé different kinds of
‘The arms which Washington used
Liniment 1. handle,
are Heraitically described ‘as follows:
NEIL FERGUSON,
in chief three mullets

Book

rate is lowered

Marion Bridge, C.B., May 30, '02.

second,

Drill

hardened

distance covered becomes less, as the

J have handled
MINARD’S
—LINIMENT during the past year,
It is
- always the first Liniment asked for

Argent

Army

cover from twenty
to
twenty-five
miles a day when in small bodies:
As
the size of the command increases the

other form of Iabor, requires a proper

put the key in

immediately,

The

trained and

Melbourne,

150 ACRES—PARTS OF 107s BAND
36, In third concession, township
of Haltimand, County of Northumber~
2 miles
2%
miles
from
Grafton,

MARCH.

force will keep up a steady pace, with
ten minute halts every hour, « fifteen
minute stop being made at the end of
the first half or three-quarters of an
our.
Green troops are apt to straggle
badly.—Outing Magazine.

swept his fingers over the keys as if
to prelude, and then suddenly he shut

down

THE

Of course. all thesé figures will vary
with different conditions or roads and
weather.
Untrained troops could not
approsch them until hardened. Though
they might do better for a day or two,
they could not keep up the steady pace
of the seasoned regulars for a long
distance.
Marching with full
equipment
Is
hard physical work, and, like every

very large number of 250 cups to the pound—at the
‘cent

be imagined. With slow steps Liszt
‘Legs full
water,
go die
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Montreal Repsrt—The offering
at
the Causdias Puctfic ateck yarée
Bo
MORSE aUGTmtet to 666 catttay
eheey and lame, 16 hogs. and
Trading

was

good. dertag the

seattle offering that prides pald

Bent were
steers
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the

un
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2 yf

haut

ashore and aden there was a apace hetween the sbore and the ebip— gradwaliy widened, and very won
we
were in the open. It i many a year
aince, but I have never been off éaty.
and server Leow
, for tam Comwauder gives ng vacations, aed there
are go hsiidesa, yet we are heps7.
I do
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Minneaystie —Comm-No.
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Onte-NO. 9 white,
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Fieur--Unenenged
Be.
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DULUTH LINSEED.
Pulses —LAnsecd#S.5t 1-4 to #8
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Aga Des.
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$523 1-2 bid) D

the
there fe always a paugwey from
shore to the altiy. I walked Ghat gangway a fzeq mad, and tie con
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Was there te welcome
Him, act passed uidar the order of &
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wil scecad tintwe cae go to
the
again. to1] oe att he while we mourn ther Lord | you1 God.”
thet ag the ftrevelation
ata is Rear,
s(sland asd fest at Rome
i. “a canenew before
They were overdlacorery.
to bely
And the Son divine te waiting
: and be.
can visit, «id atey,
jai avief. = Their
jew
of
God
distinctly
—
come
wite
penitenti
and nosy}
read were careful to apeae
be superior to tats, fleas.
tow te the
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. & conte aver, and Pb.
cartons, 9 cents over,

price of shorts has bees remarkably
constant.
It has been $43 per ton at

ween; they are sut-niiesive, they are | wives fato widows every day.
wander law. They need no ifght, they| i mey go on board at a sailor,

“Th

ET.

hundred

less.

ing for $42 per ton, vo that we are
fim valeing hors duriag Cie lest ten
justified in assuming Ureat
years, where the prices of hogs. was | apparently
ff the ptics does not zo down it cer
compared with the price of shorts it
According to
Torouts during this period. = An fae tainly will not go up.

| earth;

the revival of spiritual life fi Judean.
Netential, having beew invested with
ruling power in the sity, gare place to
{he winteters of the sanctuary in thelr

RaS:

they

blessed bis} present
months,
| Toronte for the past four
gelce of hoga
price ot feo adit ne.
Ae &
Biss Sieg Ail neTastetore:
use practically without a break.
better to
fe
spring, | here fe Canada,
a roviest‘srouress on hiecHturencoat 8aa ese
xt
to the hogs (arrowed
rather than corn rile, sKorte {¢ dearest duricg the
go that; shorts or middiings
we will try to stabilize Onprices
tober.
published
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and
iacue
seteing for| In out inet week's
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period
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puring
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ct Fata
for | a chart showing the profite and losses
Having been long scattered
God

thet

abe

Lifting wp the bands it
referred to in the srt iptares

the

when the price of hogs was
aq wilt bring about world famine | profitable
The adoption of the corn- | ower than the value of 7.17 hundred:
condition.
nog ratio is the firet recoguition on | woight of shorts, hog rafeing was relapoy oes tively unprofitanle.
Since the Canthe pat of any eter
adiag Board of Grain Sopervisors fix
is conform
pricefixtig must
With aad not in violation of funtda- ed the price of wheat in August, the

indore Nehemiah liad provided for the

ot
. It ia ifkely that they sat
God had raised up Nebemias to per
the exercises mentioned }
wk. Ezra, thoagh
form
te the next verse, aud remained xitting | dowed
differant gifts, was his
witie Kera road the book of the lew. | God-wivrenwithasaoclate
fa the great cause, |
€ Blessed the Lord—Gave
tlanke. They united in complete
harmony for
wp thelr hakds—-Py tite act they ahow-

showing

|
Ia the past, When the ratio tae gone
howe |
lower than 12 fo 1, th estock of When
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age Seen eo co
ik wae Righer
rd hae
a. The peo~ have Increased.
|
bring
to
that
judgment
{ts
on
by lis-|
Ble evidenced their earnestucse
ev | mental economic laws.”
It -was in the faith
stock of hogs back to normal
a ratio
Through

in-

iollar {9 no longer @ true measure of | stay In the hog
raising
business.
foard further advises that the ratio
jen the price of hogs was higher
° y, alue,
Prices must be fixed in terme
of corn price to hog price om the aver
Any oth- than the price of 7.17 hondredweignt
of production.
the cost wilt
been |Feror method
has
production,
of
shorts,
hog
raising
wae
relatively
ave over a series of (oryears,
to
‘tatal
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less).
@ Tittle

each 166 pounde of-hoge ready
temple | warket, tiirtesn
times the average
dost per bushel of tie core te J IntS:
Spends the booit—Rooks in these fa tMisir kuowiedge of tae divine law. | ihe hogs.
*
were long strive of parchment
Netentiat’s labore for thetr terooral
nding of |
mitundersta
Lat there be no
at either end upon aticke, ant
inaplved
hfe
brethren
It fs not & gaaran-,
tik statement.
@ book mi¢ant
to unroll the
a
|
With patristic love. He labored to fnTt
fee backed by money.
alt the people stood up—They
wptre Moly affection in their hearts.
packers. It fe a state|
evidently been alfting while wait- a do ae he depended upon tie dif- proutize by theIntention
and policy of
west of the
for the reading to begin, and rose | fusion
which
the knowledge of the Koly
Adurinistration,
Food
the
thelr feet out of respect for the | neriptares.

ef that they acceptet
the words read

the

mum of about $16.50 per cent.
average of the
“Iu adopting tie value of corn aq
Chicago market until further
We have had, and shall bey é, thE| the measdre for determining the price |
-. of next year’s pig crop, the Food Ace
advice of aboard cot posed:
tical 1
rowers and expertc. That: ministration hae point ed the way to}
that the best yard-atick| rhe only road which is safe to travel ||
The public reading and exposition of | hoard advises
etets
| im wis perilous yenture of pricetix:
the law of Moses In the presence of ali | to measure the cost of production oftiing.
AN prices are relative.
The |
sible
afer}
the hog {fs the cost of corn.
the people, as scott as
PRACTICAL GURVEY.

they wore sadiy defective

amon
— The people's resportse to Ezea'e
words of thaukertyiag and prates. The

between

States

es in raising hogs, based on the re | command on the Toronto market.
lative prices of corn
and hogs.
As | prices do go down to $15.50 in Chica“Wailaces’ Farmer’ says in its issue | go we would expect the price of hogs
in Toronto to be about the same or &
| of November 9th:

The pric

Topie—Spiritual progress.
1, Quiekened through Instruction.
Attested by practical service,
Quickened through inetruction. |

Interest.

‘would understand better their attitude
toward him. This great interest showthat the religious Ife of the natiem was being revived. 4. A wodden

stable, so that
stands,

effect them,

established

In the United

u

pecome

religious | wouter.

Yatio

price of hogs

=

feast was observed?

was the Jews’

may

expect fair prices at least for hogs
produced in Canada,
Moreover, the

gassa

and

early

it

What

Food | Ing In perfect accord, so that we

price

eS

x

continue?

the

of hogs and the price of feed, If the | fluences to sonie éxtent, at least the
campaign for increased bog produc. | price of hogs in Canada.
Hoge at the time
of writing are selltion is to be a success.
For a
| fag om the Chifigo market for about
‘niately the Inet
$17.80 per cwt whish
is about — 56
hag heen publishiag #

ing of fog
the aid
law the
Yavesaduponof theG hearers?
Hien
fs
word eantral markets.

ate?

getting
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ter ie the market.
‘The firat step is to stop the
paid for bogs at
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what
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S adnan’ wit
BAGG

In

do
thé| by Mr. Han: ia which applies to Canada where any price is mentioned at
thing or try to force — prices
which he will endeavor to keep the
down to the minimum.
‘A very large ahare of credit is due | Price uf hogs.
He has, nevertheless,
“wal. | sald that he and Mr. Hoover are work
tso our esteemed contem

our:

SUhen. cxwat: aba ‘tuer leuk cotrseemors nant

seventh month—The month Tisri
geventh month of tho ecctesir and the firat monta of
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reading

ta an read? What effect did the read-

sh
& comparatively low level.

Hing prices, and it remains to be seen

fit-

and
‘closing with the twenty-second. 1t was
& season of great rejoicing.
Questions —For what purpose did
the people ausenible before the water
Rate at Jerusatem? What is meant by

, but that teaching was
oppooed to the word of God. First day of

in

beginning
with the
‘Teri
of the mont

Tae
NHS Swit
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eight days,
teenth day
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ewt. on the Chicago mar0888:
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atively
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the
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of corn.
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owith- (hen fact ‘that the- he Tet
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istration is. controlling all reports of
bacon, makes {t' probable that th
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“pack Just Tight.
Big tam! _ Never was so much

_|fun_in
my house before!”
—*What's.

Was dazzling

bronght

Susvaeweeaunessente

em

did

ecwoecccscise

Qnger and

‘well used up,

eRRRUUNSEINE

ussssszesszes

Article,
awe of
“ft
this,"

Finally

damaged

ae

he re-

the

girl

“Oh, yhell!”

he

cried.

“Look

et

5

euiae coun!
om mated th
cree

shop

em of

tt on his fin a

Lajeunesse

and

two

here,

if ‘Jack or Shand offer to marry Ts

my

lations between

bSsezvpsnussssess

niver now.

down

the emoothly

Dordered

fault he tak' me away.

&

‘eep under cover of

stream,

cried
dropped full iength
it had gone.

Jack

Bela.
and
in the grass

PAYMASTERS
IN FRANCE

they
until

run across the intervening grass.

"CASH

She

had to hold herseli back for the meq
cap of bis years.

@.

‘The

weight.

Joe, with

a snarl,

clenched hand over Sam's
Jack held it,
“Not while

tered.
Bela,

he’s

down,”

lifted

face.
he

following close, drew

his
mut-

Sam's

was

that

sitting on the ground eating his lunch
their combined

view

and

canals

commonly

un-

exare

straight, while
this — watercoursd
twisted ‘like Archimedes’ ecrew. The
only breaks in the endless panc#ma

of cut-banks, mud-flats, willows,
and
grass were the occasional }ittle inlets,

gay

with aquatic flowers.

Bela

was

mest

at

home

kneeling

in the stern of her dugout, Joe, eittng
opposite, watched her graceful
action with a kindling eye.
“Drop behind a bit,” he wh'spcred.

“T-want to talk to you, Are you

hands together and bound his wrists tening?”
She seemed
Sam, seeing her, cried out: “You've Nevertheless
sold me out again!
I might have away a little.

with her strips of hide.

not
the

Me

heard.
to have
other boat drew

“I got.you now!
away, eh? You done Do you get me?”
laugh w'en Lery. I | Bela lowered her eycs
! LT pnt
you where you the little whirlpools in

can'thurt
no more girls!”

To Jack and Joe it seemed natural

under the circumstances.

Sam glared

and watched
the train of ,
her paddle. “I un’erstan’,” she
mur:
mured.
|
“after an affair like this men look
on a girl as fair game. I ain't saying

At her in angry smazement, and opened his mouth to reply,
But thinking ite right, but it's so.
You want to
re it-he set his jaw amd kept jook out for those other fellows now.” |
“I look out.” sald

He-eubmitted to superior force. and
they ¢mmediatety

started

You

carried

sit there aa

away.

Mttle watd en route

back

on

“Come

Bela.

with me and I'l

the

Joe

went

keep you;

on,

trying

to;

inspire

to

it.

They

cannot

of

nee

“You

>

yolcanic

fires

with

spontaneous,

“I

ain't

promise

not‘ing

point

on

Musquagepi,

the
where

the forest ended and the meadows be-

acrose the bottom lande for the lake.
Gagnon kept a stopping-house
for
the freighters. It-wae the last house
on the route to the head of the lake
seventy-five miles away, excepting the
shack at Nine-Mile Point, which had

never been

occupied

until

CHAPTER

this side

it

Was one of those natural sites for @

homestead that men pick out when
thera isa whole land to choose from.
The bank rolled up gradually from the
water's edge,
and.
Gaguon’s
whole
establ.shment was revealed from the
Tiver—dwelling, bunk-house,
tab!
all bufit-of logs and crouching low on
the ground as if for warmth.
Tne buildings had been there so

one.;

landscape, The log walls were weathered to a silvery gray, and the vigorously sprouting sod roofs repeated the
note of the surrounding grass.
On this particular afternoon
there
was comething afoot at Johnny Gagnon’s,The different members of the
‘se family were running about like

ate her from the others long enough to
make a proposal similar to Joe’s. In
each
case Bela returned
the same

carried

up

from

the

river,

and

rubbish;

another

was

making

a

natives
Ciearly
Such

the happy-o-lucky

of the north it fe portentous.
« festival wee imminent.
was the sight thet met
the

eyes of those in the rowboat and

the

Jack

or one

of

the

other

morning

they

were

all

astir, The Gagnon boys put on clean
blue-gingham shirts and red woollen

twinkle, and tis
dazzling teeth.

lips

to

part over

MRS, KIESO SICK
SEVEN MONTHS

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

a

a high polish.
Squaw Gagnon tucked up lace window
curtains
for a final touch and

hoe and the rake are most. generally
used
for this purpose.
This advice
appiles wiih equa! torce to boia the

it conserves the moisture supply. The

brought out a square of carpet for the

Mower and vegetable gardens.
Where plants are grown closely

bishop to rest his reverend feet upon.
To this
seheld it was the greatest
day in the year, and the sun was shinimg Uke the shiniest-cheeked Gagnon

of them

ail.

The younger ~ children

ery rain, but not until the water has
drained off and the soil is in workable

condition.
will

exclaiming

to

Jack.

curely

“They

Have trial in

Working

cause

it

to

in muddy

form

soll

= cement-like

mass, in which plant food will be se-

“You come jus’ right!” he was con-

stop ail day now.

in

the rows it will be necessary to weed
between the plants by hand.
Small
implements are made for this purpose
and are sold at a trifing price.
Cultivating should be done after evy-

kept careful. watch on Sam.
He was
an attraction fortuitously added to the
big show.
was the
Johnny
Gagnon
himself,
most excited of the family.

locked, and

the plents

wil] suf-

fer because it is not released for their
support.

my

house.
“Maybe stay to-nir**, too.
I
wish we had a fiddle. We @ d dance.

As

soon

as the-excess

moisture

has

this

run off or soaked fn or partially-evaporated, cultivation should bq given to
prevent the crust which otherwise will

Each one of the white men thought:
“Dance at my wedding, maybe!" and
glanced covertly at Bela. Bela looked
out of the window.

form.
A crust formied on the surface
of the svil restricts the plants, causes
excess evaporation sand the
logs
of
moisture required by the plants and
prevents access of air.

The

girls giggled

suggestion,

“What!

here?"
alt:

dance

delightedly

with

at

the

bishop

During dry spells, if the plants give

sald Jack, affecting te be scan-

ve

said

a johnny.

.

evittence of suffering for the lack of
molstn-s, water should. if possible, be
supplied artificially. ‘The isual method in small gardens is sprinkling with
a hose.
Late In the afternoon fs the
heet thue to sprinkle. when a thorough

a

rows can be opened between the rows
of plants and water turned into those
ditches from the hose. After the water

“Bishop

relige
long-chin
Bishop say let yo'ng folks haves

Lajeunesse

Laugh

and

mak’

f.in

He fs a man!”

wher

wetting should be given.

HeY RO sno
they

river,
piace,

heard

Every

excepting

Sam,

dropped what tic was about and scamered down

to the water's edge.

Small fur-

has soaked in draw the earth back in

place,—New

York Sua.

MILITARY WOTE.
(Boston Transcript)
Lody ef House Kou say you are in the
eo why aren't you dressed
ks, plunging through willows, Be- army.
an a poldier?
them trailed the long, thin Hue
Ragked Rogers—It’s de army of de unmust be kept taut, whatever the
employed,
ant dis is me fatigue

Pregently around

the

bend below

hind
that
ebsiruction.

nothing.
“Wel, je it a go?" he breathlessly
anced.
zs
slovty.
“{ don't know,” +
“FT got

dem

cried Joe,

“{ don't know. Somebody, I guees.
Pretty near every man I see want
Joe eneered.
:

when

one.”
oo
my rtime™

now!

this gets about.’

“Maybe

me,"

“No.

tre big man

one suggested.

“OF

Not

want. marry
the dlack

laughed ecornfully. At the same
worribi saatety oitseres_2|

.
"Those two Were Old; they eorléntesl
as he. One of
ford to. be so particular
now,”
you
“Any “ow
: 1 not gosie wit’
ees

| aldz ela, “Plenty t'me-

the walst

|_There

As

was

tons, and the

Fedestat

1,

sce.

Ligh,

the bisnop

ordinary

with

All depends on what you eat
asa substitute. It is a good
the time to study “‘food value.”
You maybe
eating. the

red but-

the

pedestal

wrong

foods, the

foods that

cost most and give the least
nutriment.
Shredded
bag of tools. Finally there Wheat
Biscuit contains
was the blue hat with ostrich feathers
more
real,
body-building
that was airtad:
nutriment, pound for pound,
‘than meat, eggs or potatoes
"and costs much less,
Two
| of these. Biscuits
with
mill
and

a little fruit make

#

“*Now, what happens?
A fly comes
slong and climbs up the cizht-band
ladder,
It opens the right-hand door
by means of
an
jron
knob, walks

through the cage, anens the left-hand
door by means of tite ccher tron knob,
and starts down the ‘adder on tue
other aide,
him. sir."

And

a wild

into

that's

where

we

xet

leap

the

air.

“Yes, sir, that’s where we get him,”

he yelled, ‘That's where the iyentor
comes in. That's where 1 wake moucy,

You ace, mister, the -eighth rung ie
misting in this srcond ladder. but, the
fy

don't

know

marble slab and
Exchange.

it, and

he

breaks

falig on

the

his neck."—-

ae
ee
BEDTIME STORIES.
{Buffalo Express)
toll bedthae stories at

1

your
“Do_ yt
house?
“EL uaed to, but my wife alwaya calle
me a lar in such # Joud tone that the
kide would wake und start to cry.

THE CAUSE GF BACKAGHE
Every
muscle
in the body need¢
constantly
a supply
of
rich,
red
blood in proportion to the work it does
The muscles of the back are under a

heavy strain, and have but little rest.

When the blood js thin
they
lack
nourishment,
and the
result
is
a
sensation of pain
in
those muscles,
Some
people think pain in th
means kidney trouble,

medical authorities

agree that back~

ache seldom or never has anything to
do with the kidneys,
Organic kidney
disease niay have proj
to a crit~
feal point without developing a pain
in the back.
This being the case,

pain In the back should always lead
the sufferer to look to the condition

of his blood
It will be found in mos§
cases that the use of
Dr.
W)
Pink Pills to build up the blood“will
wtop the sensation of pein in the fllsourished muscles of the
bach.
How
much better it is to try Dr. Willams*
Pink Pills for the Blood than to give
Way to unreasonably alarm about your
kidneys.
If you suspect
“our kidneys any doctor
can make tests
in
ten minutes that wil] set your feare
at rest, or tell you the worst.
But
In any event, to be perfectly healthy

You must keep the blood, in. go d

con-

dition, and for this purpose no other
medicine can equal Dr, Williams’ Pink
1s,

can get-these pills through
any dealer in medicine, or ty mail at
cents a box or
boxes for $2.56
from The
Dr,
Williams’
Co,, Brockville, Ont.

-POSTURE.

Medicine

OF WOMEN,
Measure

De-

pends Good or Bad Health.

Hard to Drop Meat?

=
eee
ae a Httle
platform
astern, wiel
Z an immense.eweep. [:

‘went up from the shore.

on

a heavy

pedestal, leading up to this door,and

Upon It in Great

There was

‘The other four of the crew stood
upon the cargo with long poles to fend
her off the shore, and the steersman

ordinary

“The inventor In his excitement gave

chemical action und bacterial activity,

The cheeks of both boys and girls bore

But wetan slap and sing <., ow.”

‘The surname lacts longer than most
white characteriatics,
prized
possession up north. If a man has
a
surname he votes.
Johnny was avivacious Indian. Such
ancmalies are not
uncommon
on
the border of the wilderness,
His
sloe-black eyes were prone to suap and

le

destroys weeds which
would
utilize
large amounts of plant food that the
cultivated plants require, and finally

ture and color‘ng, but betraying a viyaeity which suggested
the French
ancestor who had provided him with

5

list

sashes, and the girls tied their sable
locks with orange and cerise ribbons,

tinually

a surname,

premium

Never permit the surface of the soll

early

dugout a6 they came
around
the
bend above, Johnny Gagnon h
came running down to meet them. He

was a little man, purely Indian in fea-

The

in the garden to form a crust.
Constant stirring with hand tools or
a
when cultivator should
be practiced
between the
rows and
about
the
plants.
This permits alr to
penetrate the soll,
where
{t
facilitates

er,

Next

an

17-foot ladder on the other side, leading to the opposite door.

Canada.

Get Good Results With Either
Flowers or Vegetables,

Black Shand each contrived to separ-

cage,

a door with

of

ee
THE HOME GARDEN.

approach the prisoner,
Bela
slept in the main
house with
the Gagnon girls.
Before the general
turning
in that night, Big Jack and

a

standing on a marble slab, We piacea
17-foot ladder on the right side of the

men

wes always in the room or at the door,
and Bela had no opportunity to

Just

there's

fron knob, and on the opposite side
there's another door, also with a heayy
b.
“Now, then, you sec. ve take this
bird cage and we put her on a bronze

urday, Dec, 7 and 8. The entries are
the largest ever made in the history
of the show, which promises to be one

cattle, sheep, etc, Said premiums are
offered in the swine department, and
the large packing houses are taking
an especial interest in this
exbibit.
The-judging will take place on Friday,
Dec, 8, and
the auction sale of show
stock on Dec, 8, beginning at 10 a.m.

Big Jack

and bis party camped there;
Besides being a strategic point,

an old envelope and drew a bird cake.
“There you afé,’ he said. “That's the
bird cage, but you'll observe that

large and attractlye one. Fine pre‘miums are offered for all grades of

XIV.

est

TORONTO FAT STOCK SHOW

of the best ever held in the Dominion

. There
was something here he did not under:
stand.

ine inventions that had been submit:
ted:to the national defence committee.
“The best 1 can say for them,” he
declared, “la that they remind me of
the lunatic. A lunatic in an asyrum
‘once said to # visitor:
“ain't a lunatic, mister, I'm 28
sane as you are, I'm an inventor, f
am. I’ve got an invention that {s
Koing to make me a second John D.

Invention,

Do not forget the
Toronto Fat
Stock Show which will be held at the
Unfon Stock Yards on Friday and Sat-

yet,”

Bela. warningly.
Johnny Gagnon’s place was at
etrategic

Thomas
A. Edison
was
talking.
about some of the queer ant!-submar-

original, native force Webster,
—_——+

lady, I can’t wait for you!”

;_meanwhile his eyes!
‘ou can't! Isuff
. “Cf course,
Only Joe, unable
expect me to marry you no’ but Pu
I
fonall:
keep you in better style than you've
ever known, There's nothing mean
about me.”
Bela raised her eyes
and
dropped
them quickly. There was a spark in
depths that would have warmed
@thelr
man leas vain
than Jue. “She said

jong. walk to the boats.
to contain

was quite

“Look here,” Joe began with what
His hands helped out his tongue in
he intended to be an ingratiating air,
the immemorial Latin style.
Though
“this is a bad breiness for you. I'm
not saying I blame
you.
Just
the
same your price has gone down, see? |

‘known itt”

ically:
‘think You run
wit’ mel-eYou
‘(ix you

as confined

varying as the banks of a canal,

when, without warning, Jack and Joe
fell on him, bowling him over on his
it
He struggled desperately,

under

Joe

may

reach it. It comes, if It comes at ail,
like the outbreaking of a fountain
from the earth or the bursting forth

Bela. coolly. “The water. moch ¢old.”"

ing

that

all

to bind it with a kiss!”
out, you turn us over,” said

mark, but among
and Bela loafed co her paddle
they might keep up with her.

be ‘marshalled in every way, but they
cannot compass it. It must consist
in the man, in the subject and In the
occasion.
Affected §aasion, intense
expression, the pomp of declamation,

yhantiy.

eye, “I not want the big man. Not
frowned an:
want the black man éither. I tell you,
men having lately come
if I marry any of the *hree, I tak’ at Sam. The
from the land of white women were
you,”
eapecially
im
Conceited Joe spallen sd it whole. | Bot“Only one white
woman here be
“I'm satisfied,” he cried. “By George,
“Her
com

In any other place euch = spasm
of housecleaning need excite no xe-

them go first,
Sam, having decided that the danger
of immediate pursuit was
over, was

Was helpless

“You've

got to promise now or I'll» withdraw

I'd Ike
“Look

eloquence, indeed, doew not
In speech,
It cannot
be

brought from far. Labor and learning
may toil for !t, but they will toil for
it In valn,
Words and phrases may

.

.

lending -waeP of logs on the muddy
shore.

took turna at Gculling the larger craft,

fought was just around the bushes. At
the last moment she held back and let

|

frowned,

eld.

he

windows and children washed tmpartally. One of the big boys was bum-

Nearing the willows, she held up her
hand for caution. They ran lightly in

the grass, Neither man could see or
hear anything; nevertheless, Bela indicated by signy that the one
they

{

nor

{t” she

don't!”

“I tell you somesing,” sald Bels,
concealing the wicked eparkie in her

being

‘THE BEST WAY TO SEND MONEY
TO-THE BOYS IN THE TRENCHES

Joe #as too heavy to be a runner, and

Jack was beginning to feel the handi-|.

about

you

ants in a disturbed hill. A cloud. of
dust was issuing from the house door,
propelled by a resolute broom.
Innumerable pails of water were

DOMINION EXPRESS
FOREIGN CHEQUES

Bela, springing up, led the way at a

yr smijed

think

‘No

long they had become a part of the

FIELD CASHIERS

each point of

a black spot just about to disappear

—

willow-

and

I good girl.”

the willows until he reached the nexi
one, Each point afforded his pursuers
@ new survey ah
Not until they
had walked another half-hour at that
gruelling pace were they in time to see

ah

flowing,

Shand

It is not my

Maybe
she wants
to get him to marty her,” suggested Joe.

5
ioe.

three

“Lay him in the dugout,” Bela eaid
indifferently. “I paddle him.”
“No you don’t,” sald Joe quickly.
‘He goes With the men.”
“All right," waid Bela, shrugging.
“You come. wit' me."
This
arrangement pleased Joe very
well, and by it Bela succeeded In parting him from Sam,
The two boats proceeded together

Come every year this tam.

‘Then all will be known.

the

ough to carry them all.

‘was go confidence between them.
“Well—what do you want to do?”
asked Jack, uneasily.
“T give him to the police,”
stated
Bela, eagerly.
“They comin up
the

s
.
:

knees,
t

men, They
were apparently neither
qienaty nor inimical.
a dircussicn arose as to
their disposition between
the
two
boats. The rowboat was not big en-

scorn.

This was 2 shrewd shot. The three
scowied at each other furtively. There

>

his

Bela and

Bela

Wonderful invention. ~

True Eloquence.
True
consist

in| it

indit-

Sam
had no compunction against
eating their food. Scorning them all,
he fully intended to get the better of
them yet. Meanwhile he was wondering what had taken place
between
them. He could not interpret the
re-

“Nobody knows nim,”
said
Jack.
“He'll never bo missed.
We'll take
good care he ain't found, neither.”
“The police will know,”
Bela, “They can smell blood.
by maybe you mad at each ot’er. One
will tell.”

B

more like

highly

“I your friend, Sam.
Jus’ foolin®
them. Wait and see.
Sam laughed scornfully. The other
men looked over and Bela hadto go

can’t have no bed

with _ light

a

himself ag best hé could
with his
hands tied. Bela, avoiding hie eyes,
whispered ewiftly:
.

leant catch him myself, But you got

A

pretty

leading man

with

of food which she put on
Evidently he was expect

crled Shand. ‘We're
. He can’t have got far.”

you,

Bela,

was

ferent air. came to him with a plate

though still desirable, Their
her was gone.
grind my eel in his face for
enarled Joe.
“TIE Xi him

'"

TES.

ft

He now felt

the drama.

wa

“You're done for already,” Joe said.

£

astonishment

a spectator than
a

‘They Jaughed

aw

bank,

things, had happened to him during the
past two days that his capacity for

around.

8

the

bands in his lap, sat on a great sod
which had fallen from the bank above,

the most of it,” re-

“No
1"
she cried. “If he is
Kill for caus? of me I get @ bad name

2

over

and watched the others curiously and Ui match them, sce? Ie that ‘a £0
ted Joe.
warily,
You'd sooner have me, wouldn't you?
te evident from the direction of
He had cooled down.
So many
the tracks that Sam was
care

int." sald Jack, grimly,

°

Sam

“So it was on the. level,”

walking gave
at as
It was now some time past noon,
them no siimpse ahead of their
never resiat his emotfonsand the word was. given to eat before Whether or not Bela had
it,
» With his bound | 4 it was bound to come.
aie aste too much time | talking,” embarking.
i

give him to me for punish.”
“We'll attend to that for

£a

lenty

ick Shand’s face lightened as th

Jack-Knife Mountain

i

a

nourishing
meal at a cost of
ra few cents. Make Shredded

Misa Jessie B.. Merr:ck,” director

of

pbysical education
for women in the
University of Washington, insists that
every

“womun’s

home

or

office

be

a

iaboratory of health. She points, out
that there was & time when woman's

heuseliold duties were so varied that
ail her muscles were brought into play.

Work has necome so bigh!y speciatized,

%

bo

eo sea of grass

however, and woman ius taken
her
place so aetively in the business world

with man that she is deprived
of tie

opportunity to live a rasional Hfe in
which he. would exercise every part

of her body in gecordence
natural functions,

with 11s

Good posture Isto be thought abort,

Tt depends upon: the mziniensne> oF
natural conditions of Ife. Some neaith
specialists attribute all abnormalitics
of health to bad posture. Depressed
mental condition,

ihtitting

clothin:

tubal
to. nlcuchy oltdag
seanaing
ing cy
cr standing

Lesger

ig up the rear, glared at
ie back “of Joe's head with pure
sayaap pee ‘When any of thewchanced
wot
at her, her face was wholly
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Christmas

Sho

:

Se obe is

of starvati

‘iuugty. noone: baving || Dolis,
from 25c. to

« sufficiency of

naa

See our window.

We

are

now.

$1.0

per food under the rigid y
showing for Christmas an earl: y
vernment and apportionment of || shipment vf Dolls at prices lower

sugit"uwring ions so onein || "and Posteards
house may be hentod and that mmodarat. "We wil "be lensed
[ET Sat’ Received
ememiiod oeesebly athethe
prices in Germany

cent.

under
war

eae nat

a

Be eee ee

minute funerals necessary."’

Food || Best values we ave ever shown.

are now

240 per

higher than in 1914.

While||

7#e

rationing system every
n is entitled to four slices of
bread daily, five pounds of

=

5

ee

:

:

and pay

list will be prepared,
y
2, All women
(exceps © Indian
women) who are the wives, widows,

for them.

this store is to help the early Christmas Gift

along, with full stocks, with
with lower than expected

shopping spirit
helpful service,

Itis inevitable that this store shall be
> prices,
of great value to the gift-buying public this
hristmas, both in the matter of supplying you
with only the best merchandise and offering
the same at the best possible price.

potatoes, anogg, three-quarters of | whose names are on the Ontario
® ponnd of megqt, six ounces of | voters’ liste as revised in 1916. In’

sugar and three ounces of butter | cities a special and entirely new

Bring your lists with you and find how ready
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en la naked: tat as one ta wellor|| than elsewhere.
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In. these conditions there is the | mothers, sisters and danghters of

terrible loss of life in the war,

the | the Canadian, forces overseas 41

Ready-to-Wear Dept.

away of the business and | naval forces in Canada or Britain,

power of the empire and | whether.the members of such forces

the increasing burdens created by | have been at any time in Canada or

maimed
‘women.

men

Surely

and

no land in

overworked | not.
;
8. All electors or voters, male or

the-world

buyer in the
We still have some choice Coats for the late
These coats are
celebrated Salts’ and Lister's. Plush.
—

has | femaic,; must-de-21 years of-age and

or naturala darker prospect. paying honrly | British subjects by birth
price of antocracy. | ization, and, according to the Warthe. awfal
Germany has made war a business | Time Elections Act, 1917, seotion 32,
his

before seen, a despotism beside that | dence and domicile in the electoral

of Nero becomes paltry.
Germany is payin;

And now | district

for thirty days,

‘both of

anid periods
to be fixed by reference
to the date of writ of ea
1917.
4. There are persons who are not

=

x
y
vote. These.are of alion
VICTORY LOAN OVER'SUBSCRIBED | entitled tobirth
European
or other
Sean

ottawa, Deo. “2.—Hon. Thomas
of Finance in « |
White,
statementMinister
issued last night thank-|
ing the people for their splendid |
forts in connection with the Vic-|

tory Loan, mukes the prediction |
that, with all retarns in, the sub-|
soription willaggregate $400,000,000 |
and the number of subsoribers will |
500,000.
approximately
‘umberThomas
says: ‘The over-

enemy

birth within enemy jurisdiction,
and of alien enemy mother tongac
5, native language who have been
naturalized in Canada since March
31 1903,

§ ‘The sons of those men who
have been naturdlized since 1902,
~n5 were not of age when their
thers were naturalized are qual- | 77 a
ified, as aré the sons born in Canjada, whether the fathers were | =>
ah

ig success of the Victory | naturalized or not.
is a great national triumph)
§ The Russian Mennonites, who

people. While it |
we should |
come to if hand,
the aggregate of
tions would amount to
oash sa
four hun- |

Manitoba under order-in.ottied indated
August’ 13, 1873, as
well as the Doukobors, who settled
|in Canada under. order-in-council
disdated December 6, 1878, are sons,

tsCanadian
week or more before fina) | connoil

$400,000,000.or more from

onalified

unless

have

they

ANITA

Ido

not think that}
¢ Those
who apply for exemption
© | for other’ reasons are not disqaalified, whether refased or not, and
¢

men,

although

not. required

to perform
military sorvice, are
entitled to vote.
© | 9. Returned soldicrs are Susi Hed
the
they are on
whether
Tl to vote,
¥ | voters’ Hist or ‘of ge.
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Next Week

and

Misses’

Children’s

-Undetwear

grey and brown, ‘chinchillas, tweeds
are made in pretty styles with large

$3.00

9270

Men’s Underwear

:

* Buy Your Rvinte

ahd

We

carry

Neve oe Underwear at
of Stanfield’s and Penman’s

a full range

ee

ee
:
garment:-3Oc. €0°$2.50 sips weigh "heavy shad faust goderear
per es,
iyool, Pric
or eh
weight. Rea

Renee

and Fe

seen

for large
Plain and ribbed Cashmere Hose, in all sizes
These are goods that are hard to get,
and small.
purse.
every
to'suit
at:prices
them
have
we
but

CORE
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BES

A
NAN

=
WRF

2
Ba:
y
ARNE

4

3

*
for Ladies and F “Misses? We have
of pink and white, Paddy and white

$200
giiie iwk anaes?

moderately priced. B02

Ladies’,

¢

to $25.00

$15.00

These are just the thing for the cold days and are ¢

and blue and'white.

>

#

$25.00 to $32.00 4

‘

Children’s and Misses’ Coats in navy,
and self-striped. zibelines. . These
pockets and full or belted effects.
Have you seen our new Skating Set s
them inall-colors and combinations

Prices

ranging in price

are either loose or belted.

tweéds and chinchillas,

levies

8
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the Domin- |’servioe on conscientions
&thronghont
~ and wi
‘oalled it into play in this | are disqualified unless or antil they.
greatand yitally important
national |. +. refased exemption.

large collars and

with

PL

Also a few coats in black cloths,

Y

CHRISTMA

¢

for Canadian | ites resident eleewhere in Canada

patriotism
and
for
the
high | »re qualified asa class.
_ efficiency. and ‘zealous enthusiasm |
7, All who apply for exemption
military
of the ‘Victory Loan committees | trom combatant nayal or grounds

are made

They

for our

BIG

;

B
3
Yan

in the overdred and fity or even five hundred | ¢randsons or Allbrothers
other Mennonites
resalt | sean forces.
‘subsoribers. asThe
‘thousand
an only be
a stapen- | esident in Manitoba and Mennon-

-Gons achievement

Watch

real- |

‘

never | in the Province

have
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* exceptionally pretty styles and perfect fitting.
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98 BRANCHES INCANADA
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS ‘TRANSACTED

|

CIRCULAR LETTERS OF GREDIT

who are entitled to

gan ey ere
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Tees
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THE PLAIN PEOPLE
“TRUST
z=

Do
“fon
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Bank

z|

realize
i
you fally
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MONEY ORDERS

ieee

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
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A Good Investment: |

Plenty of Shed Room.
We Sell at

Liat

will not only yield good :
7
dividends in the way. of J
Right Prices’ the extended use and >

tat sate |

aa

a

ee

Oe

© 8) || sash, Doors, Blinds | cosea therein, but add|
eee

the equipment and value

tee

yemnent,and

Brantford

_ Roofiings

‘the

©

“Hard Wall Plaster

farm,

cere:

Ruberoid

|

:

gr”

Get Our Prices On —

Shed Lumber

Ceil Board, Etc.

lw. SAUNDERS

;

Rit

“Lend

ue

a Hand,

Mate!” — —

We are deep-sea sailor folk. We are the men who sail and fight His Majesty’sSattle-ships.. We are the n
who
go down to the sea in merchant ships.- We combat storm and-wave—ice-floe, heated kak 4

submarine, that the Empire may. not:receive its death blow on the High Seas. We do this
for
little wage. We do it without-a thought of our own safety. Nor.can we provide for.
our loved ones if
ee
ae

s

a

ee
to look after: them. ~

;

‘

8 Daughters. :
‘Ean

help us on
Wise
bd
Paws
Fai Ske Boks Apa
of. the: British Navy and Mercantile Marine

ae

eS ee ee ee

iF
we
258i
are
- mercantile sailor who receive no pensions on pasriotic allowance.See

As

ote

i Ogu

:

oe
ee

oo’

rest
‘Navy.
:
:

|

the life-blood to. the body—so ‘the value to the Empire of the
Mercantile Marine.
From Yokohama and. Hong Kong, Bombay,

Vancouver, N

Je am association

Port

Sacrepb

are the slid Nace
Halilgr and: Archangel, Giese sailor isen tnd their stipe
communication; to destroy them is. to cut the jugular vein of our war.

:

Be ites Seine ie, Navy dad Moscan
(a). <By lectures.” (6) By the circulation of

~

It’s a curious thing in our history, recurring through every stage, that this
silent
=e breed of high-spirited, hard-handed, far-sighted, cautious,

sajlors-have been‘a rock on which our. enemies have Sees “feoken:
They smashed the Armada, they foiled the Dutch, they defeated Napoleon, they
murdering German submarine to-day.
Se
dety.

1 A thoroughly organized educational campaign
Titeratute.
-echools.

-

Last year $700,000 was collected and: sent overseas for the British Sailors’
<-*
‘Relief Fund. This year the Navy League has been entrusted with the raising of

of seaman who have lost. their lives. Their
for the dependents
-funds to provide
‘wage is pitifully inadequate to their mighty ‘task entirely So_ when it comes to
sari ing for ieee pensionless dependents.

, Daughters of the Empire Will Take Your Subscription
December Sth, for the relief of Canadian and™ ‘British: sailors and their
dents,
for Sailors’ Homes, Institutes and-Hospitals in Canada, and throughEmpire. All who appreciate’ the magnificent work of the Navy” and

antile Marine are asked to contribute so that these brave fellows and their
may not become destitute when shipwreck or the perils
of the eeaawreak
them.

If: the Canvcasser doesn’t reach you—don’t fail with

.

Be Generous.

Be

YOUR

©

gift.

Quick {

(c) By een. readers in public’

We still have a limited number o:

that at the close of the-fivanwill

cost to-day.

Friends “Mourn the Death of
‘Mrs. (Rev.) W. B. Hawkins = *

The death
Blyth
nae

on

of
the

Mrs.
Rev.

‘heat to fill orders aud will ae $2.10 per
Doshel for wheat testing 58 Ibs or over.

Andre:

with
complications of the throat,
G. H..Olarke, of the 68rd Battery, date Mre. Hawkina was well known in
will preach-fa ‘the Baptist
er on Sunday evening at 7 o'"clock. Datton, ‘dred her mother resides, and
in taxes

tov, spent

the

Instter's paren!nts,’

White.

ap

to

week-end with ththe
Mr. and Mrs. A. E,|

woption
tribuual, sitting in
at conten iss work to-day.

Peter’s

all the claims will

‘gill 220 cases have been
‘Mie, Mary Morrish, Datton, announces

COUNCIL

The regular session

Ty to Frederick J. Hontes
the marriage to take

of

MALCOM
Main

T. Hockin

:

village

material,

Co. Specials
at practically the cost of

Danwich,” council was held on nmiey
PETITIONS BEING CIRCULATED
evenion:
month,
all the members being preseu!
Doncan
McMi
es ‘was com-{|
The reeve and the clerk aa
aathorFelonies the meeting atas porees
polled Ea
op ie very prainees.on
basine
on |ized to eign lease of park lands from
when objections
w:
made
spcomnt
of iil health,
‘M, C. R. to the village.
saat
ig feesnee sonsor and helpeee.
eaten aretecenat]
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the ateny Sonniaton to protest aga’
the removalof the mail

train on the Michigan Central Railway.

The following ee "were
M. White, scraping, ot . EB. White.
sepplies, $7.10; 0. Carmichnel, wees
3. -B. Orawford, supplies, $13.
W. Griswold, gravel, $2188; W. ad.
$94.50; J. De:
Re

ton,

parliament in‘Toronto during the Palins (artageand servioedas constable, $11.75;

of the Legislature, amobg them being E.

salary, $25; treasurer Horticultural Society, work in oometery,

A Meck and David Saunders, Datton.
Mr, aud Mrs. Wor. Clark, of Talbot‘ville, have been notified that their son,
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Albert

was discharged, and the ballet antered

hisband, carrying away the fleshy part

between the the thumb and first pone.

He. is now in the military hospital
at
Gets’ 's Heights, Pre Pot eeenlisted
mont! hs ago. with the Home

onreTela

Satton arrived in Datton

gravt to 1O.D.E,

Spearing

has received

where he will be engaged in instracting
the new Canadian troops soon to
called ont, Enlisting
as a private at the
outbreak of the war Sergt. Spearing
has seen much service in France aud
was badly wounded over s year ago by

shrapnel.

For some time he has been

soting as daatronior in one of the camps

in England, his injariea being sach as
to prevent him returning to actiye duty

a |on the firing line, where he won the
D.0.M.
| PLOCKS
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Unless more stringent regalations are
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in Daowich in regard oa2 dogs,
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lat the meoting of the conell ou Mon
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day

oe

to

and

no

claims
for sheep

to the
amount
P killed
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claims
es presented.
Probably there
never was a time when sheep were more
important adjanct to the needs
of the
country than at present and to have
fiocks depleted by stray dogs isa national
calanity.
It is high time that stringent
lnwa for the destrnotion of dogs that are
not ander the constant supervision of

thele owners should be passed. It is

Minister of Militia further. states
that ifa farmer so called out for
military service, who is new honestly employed in the prodaction
of foodstaffs should be drafted into
the army; General Mewburn feels
it will be his duty to relieve him
from military service on the condition that he returns to the farm
and continues to be so employed.”
FARMERS. CLUB
The regular meeting of the Wallacetown Farmers’ Club was held on Thurs-
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in the town Tail Friday evening,
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Peeing tides of the Ba Elox
‘three thousand rideré and horses aweep
over the dusty roads. ‘Town |hail to-night,
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fifty youre Ww.
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Pl umbi ge
ng
Phone 30.
R. Richardson

For
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FURNITURE
HARDWARE,
BOOTS & SHOES, JEWELRY"

the Busy

Corner

Just A Few Suggestions for
Really Practical Gifts
Beautiful Silk Crepe de Chene Waists in white, maize, “flesh,
green and rose 8 AES At.
. ess eeenes covers $4.00 and $5.00
Beautitul Waists in wash silks, voiles, organdies and lawns.
Fancy Collars and Neck Pieces, Silk and Satin Underskirts, also
Embroidery and Fancy Lingerie
Kid Gloves for Men, Women and Children
‘i
A beautiful line of Women’s English Walking Shoes at $6.00.
Handkerchiefs—We never had such a beautiful assortment of
Women’s, Men’s, and Children’s Handkerchiefs

Boudoir Caps, at 1.2... .ceeeeeeseteeerees «+++-50c.
to 61.00
We

have a very nice assortment of articles to be embroidered,
which should give someone pleasure.
haye all the ingredients to hand for your Christmas Baking
and Candy Making.

We

Now.is the time

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

to renew your

subscription
for your

Magazines
We

take subscriptions
.
of them

for ail

R. P: Reekie

Jast iaressing

™® Custom Tailoring
Sande
of the Newest Shades
and Choicest Materials

Exceptionally Strong in Blues and Blacks

| Arch. McCallum

MERCHANT
TAILOR
}

a of those shoes that
repairing.

A sate

is

time saves nine.

Rubber Heels Attached
While You Wait

W. O.

SANKEY

Boot and Shoe Repairer
KIRKLAND BLOCK
OR. A: J: HAFELE
Monor Graduate Ontario Veterinary

Fnababd cays Poompay ansvored:

Tinsmithing
| —%==72_
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t:
JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
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ay evening
naete highly eteosed
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J. Bambridge & Ce.
Jewelers
Opticians
lssvers of Marriage Licenses

‘SHOE REPAIRING
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Gifts

of the farmers to produce more
to feed

‘W. R. Richardsonand family and relatives deaite to
‘their ‘sincere apprecistion for the many kind acts and symathy extended to them daring their recent
For subject he has
American history.
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men are now working aay. aod
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keep up production on the farms.’

appeal should be made.
ments are being made to extend
the time foF suoh appeals.
The

SHOES

What Shall We Give for
A Christmas Present?.

Ivory

their patos

in years

‘The authorized official statement
by General Mewbnrn concerning
farmers’ sons is as follows: ‘All
farmers coming
within Class A
called ont for military service under the proyisions of the Military
Service Act who are actually employed on a farm in the prodaction
of foodstaffe for Canada and her
allies and whose services arenecessary in the work of such farm will
be exempted from military service.
if their claim for
tion
is not
allowed by a
esan immediate

40;

wort ‘that her husband, Sergt.-Major
Spearing
has left for Canada,

some way his rifle

helpers

900; J, Bonviey; aking Mrs. hers
to
h
of industry,
Quick,
bailding sidewalk, ‘iso: Ww. = Ken dal,
tiling, $6.
ae
conncil adjourued to meet on
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in Ss.
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‘hile on guard daty
at the Oove, Lon.
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who ste advanced

longer able to do baaey work,
We
wish to impress upon you that the situation inthis community
will be extremely critical if these men are ereea

Joho Wilton, assistance on survey

$5;

Pte. Gay Olark, bas been killed. in
action.
The young soldier was well
Beene iin Deion. where be attended.
Pre
to enlisting
wiith the Vist Battalion he Sansraployed
as ap electrician in St. is
A
brother, Glen, also went. arwseee with

and
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Boots and Shoes, as you know, have gone sky high, but we are in a
position
to save you from soc. to $1.00 on each pair, in either fine or
It will: pay you to see the goods.
>, heavy goods, as long as they. last.

} | representative of the council to appear
pers’ Literary Socie'y, §15;'©
$12.
A suocessfal aenon ote - Boys’ Con‘on.

.00 and up

Dutton

December reduction sale of Millinery
includes.every hatin our stock. trimmed.

These goods are hard to
Secure them while you have
the opportunity.

a large stock of all kinds at special prices,

We have

WHITE

Street:

‘| or antrimmed,

the
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driver. Feed Stable in connection
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DUTTON

thee ‘engagement of her daughter,

the public.

Autos o tat Waker

about three years ago.
To mourn -her ose ‘the leayes, besides
her basband, three daugliters and her
=e
Mrs. Sarah Hunter, of Dutton.
Temains arrived in Dutton last
Sweet
and the faneral will be held today from the home of ber mother to St.

Councillor Alex. J. McMillan
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where she lived until
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and Auto Service
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in the Charch of the Nativity, and word
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roll,
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prices.
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$35,000 of Ambergris in 2 Lump.
A prize lump of ambergris secured
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Co., Limited.
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QUESTIONS TO ANSWER.

Etc.

shipsMLCi fhAY Thours. igen ng Collingwood,
‘O'Brien, opposite
Ont.

PATENT YOUR INVENTIONS:

Pee

poe,

See How Well Posted You Are and
Figure Out Your Percentage.

sirarle | erieoe

University

high

school,
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an

eee thonens of

"Booklet"of
CTarormation‘ree

URTAMEEY,"UEiaca Buds”
FARMS FOR SALE. _

Raymond A. Kent, assistant professor of education and principal of the
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”
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‘Complete the following: “Fools rush
in"— “It's a long way"— “Give me
\berty"— “What is so rare”—
‘Why

are

the

following

famous:

Alexander Grabam Bell? Father Damfen? Daniel Boone? Edward McDowell?
Florence
ee tinealet
Frits
ister?
en what Sons to
do ne following
characters “appear:"°
Aladdin?- Shylock?

Little

Eva?

Rowena?

Some fell'as low as 16 per cent. on
the examination, and the. general, average was not high.
same test
was given to high school students, and
they fell still lower in percentages

iy
the days when the Duke of
Alva, Don John: of Austria.and Grand

“saturated” se

the kia:
is drawn

HAVE
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m

BE:
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Old Time London Ruffians,
At the beginning of the eighteenth
century a number of ruffianly young

men of the higher classés—called
by
Swift “s race of rakes that play the”
devil. about, the town

every « night"

known as “Mohocks,” infesteé Lon
don, sallying.out drunk in the streets,

down

the steep

and

stony

Snow

hill.

eaps, and eounisy A gentlemen visiting

off
| Cour

the theaters had to be accompanied
by their armed retainers as if tn time

hey Walloons are generally acaoe with more vivacity and nervous energy than their Flemish counthe air tends
to pre- trymen, and in 2 country where industry and‘thrift are universal characterwhich awards the

and poured over
ee
er a crock “oriretincsight Dar-

trial

@ Spadina Ave, Toro!rc

Watchmen were unmereifully beaten.
and their noses were slit. . Coaches
ans chairs were overturned on rubbish

a few hours, it {s allowed
to settle.
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and
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minN. B., saya: “I am extremely thankful
Hee question swere asked, as fol- wells snd “chettrny sleo ra
pasture: rural mall delivery and_teleoli
that I tried Bahy’s Own. Tableta for.
phone: price $7,500; Immediate
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Geograph!
my baby.
Through their use baby National
‘Name the vice-president of the Unwr overseas,
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thrived wonderfully, and I feel as if lowing defining territories in the two
eas
nto.
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I cannotsone
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= 300 as
—
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colic and indigestion, and make teeth- - | smaller than the Flemish, the
Rupert, B,
ing cesy. In fact, they cure all the census showing some 3,000,000 Wal- | Gate.
loons and 4,000,000 Flemings, but in
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Corporal?”
minor ils of little cnes, They
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sold by
icine dealers or by Dail at
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grows out of the fact that three of the cific Ocean? ‘Wrote nine symphonies?
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1
5
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| blood forcing organ?
POULTRY WANTED.
nervous system?
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temperature of the body? Is the max- AA, ROULTRY Wane, OF ALI+
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imum weight carried” by the parcel Dre fr. ‘complete Tee | tat. Waller’
that country’s Ministries
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suffer-
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Robert McKendry, in Chicago Tribune
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Respecting the addition of salt, it
must be stated that our experiments—

Then the
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are looking very

Dest. A.
Sold everywhere.
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The Indications are that eggs will f nate those Belgians
w! 0 speak French |
whale captured just south of Cape Hator a French dialect, while the Flemteras, weighed 121 pounds, and ‘was be dear next winter, dearer than they
ings are those who speak
ora
CHAS. E. SHARP.
valued at $35,000. Each man of a crew were last winter, so thoce who want Du
B., Sept. 1, 1905. |
eggs had better put some dawn now, ‘Vinces,-the W:
of sixteen will have
a share in the prizé,
Another old whailng barque of the while they are comparatively cheap.
Luxenberg and a part of Brabant, comNew Bedford fleet returned
to
port Do not use oats, bran, salt or such
recently after a four-years’ cruise, mediums;.moreover,- the patent pre- prising an area about five times as
as
large as the State of Rhode island,
‘This was the Wanderer, built at-Mat- Servatives usually advertised
‘
|
while Flemish territory approximates
tapotsett in 1878 and ‘still apparently.
the area of the SI
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then wash, as sound ae the day she was launched.
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strain ‘of Celtic blood, for they are the.
oes vebied rela! Tn all phe took
Frank _T. Shutt, descendants of the Belgae of Julius
6,200. barrels of sperm oil, valued at
Dominion "Chemist, Hme water is one Caesar's day. They exchanged their
$160,000.
the best preservatives, and we own language for that of the Latins.
eevee amma ag home via the of
quote the following from his Exhibithe fierce religious conflicts
and Barbadoes.
tion Circular No. 43.
of the sixteenth century the Walloons
Edwards,
as a rule aldéd with the Spaniards and
ured that an average catch
see
the
epithet
of ‘The Malcontents.’
soups, | year Was not so bad these days,
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FREE FROM BEETLES.

‘ou get your three scuare meals = day,
You fount cat more suywayes

“Among the most
Walrus
ras of
of Alaska.

It is essential

ae er

following

oa

attention be paid

points:

That perfectly. fresh eggs only be

nae
2, That the es should throughout
the whole period of

‘The Alaska walrus are
The average one is as big

enormous.
ar

‘and it often weighs more than a ton.
recently killed by some
whalers near Point Barrow, whose

Live the Simple Life and
Health and Happiness.
The

movement

Bepounds, and

to

nature

and

it. high cost of Bing. probes. per. Beatin

much asare

You WiLL MISS SOMETHING
_IF-VOU FAIL TO ATTEND

THE

to return

Win

simple life is the solution offered to the
experts
a tt
or
al ey a girthae fourteen eae forbes ony way of tens fy
and its eient was over 2,000 pounds. Bove dood
"The skin was from-half an inch to
@ return
sound sleep, a clear head,
three inches. in
1
enamend the
dieton. ama ieee er ea
blubber weighed 588 pounds.

head sees Sia

HGH He ANNUAL

hurtin’,

Don't think the fates have been unkind,
=
‘There's many, sillionaires yout ‘finik—/ 91

LR rrpe

There's Jot of men with so-called micans, =
Who'd ike to wear your old blue feanet t
whout straint
re telgue Jn oe working clothes
shake ‘em when tue whistle Diowe—
“Thout frettin'.
‘The boss with dollars to your
‘Yon bet he's working overiimio=

‘There's them who'd give up ever
if they ¢ could
stand up strony
a henithy,
You've
mere

0 tee

rour-children
and your wife,
ay
a and

oa

You're werlthy.

oe
Anam
3
Jv all right to forgive and forget,

but

most

of

us

wo!

given than forgott a

rathes
be

for

>

are
reat ia not t onlyonl a form of 5)peeck,
‘Dut exists and is a terrible one.
“From the moment-the allies break
off relations,” says the newspaper,
Prd transport will cease, aa {t aiready
from

and

the

“ Gone
the

United

States,

papi

‘The newspaper says it on bocn de-| 2
Tat Thuasia 9
iL -exlat during |
|
archs and
{iis week Hes the fear,
thoagh ft may be, of Norway's entry
of the erman man.
cetate the war and case,
she should feel
SE ice that,
in this
‘called pon to occupy Denmark as a
coumermeasure.
wearns ‘from
The
‘a responsible source \sat the conference, which was arranged none consequence of an intimation. from Ger-

a

that the growth of anti-German
partSealariz
sentiment
in. Norway,

the

many, and
Norway might be impelled, cuher by
lic opinion or
pressure from the

allied side, to enter the struggle at
least te the point of granting @ naval
and the
United
pase te Ei
States, in which event Germany would
feel. called upon to phee ® corres:

ponding base in Denmark.
U
the ri eceipt of this conclusion
was hurriedly
at Copenbagen word
sent to King Gustave of Sweden, and
citizen.
Denmark’s most prominent
of the Danish
President Andersen,
East Asiatic Company, who {fs high in
the confidence of Berlin, as well as
London, was despatched to Berlin to

verity the report, and ff possible to
igheage, Se German ‘attitude. Mr, An-

with. Dr, von Kuehl-

,

A eeerelary for Foreign Affa
at *perlia, and he confirmed the regars, adding that since the Italian
ard Kossfan developments the milltary and PanGe rman elements were
again fe the saddle in Germany and
exerting influence-against which ms
foreign office, with moire modera!
views, found it most difficult to pie
tead
King Gustave came to Copenhagen
and spent a day in conference with
Fresident Andersen
King Christian,

;

and the Danish Ministers, the subject

E

-

matter of the conferences being corered by a display of gala performances, an opera ballet, ceremonial baninterque: ard the conventional
As a result of
change of speeches.
the ceaference a decision was reached to make every possible effort to
moderate the excited Norwegian sentimeat and continue the three Scandinaviax countries inthe path of joint
neutrality,
King Gustave returned
to Stockholm.and launched the suggestion of
a gomference of the three kings, accompanied by Premiers and Foreign
which will
‘Ministers, at Christian:
be accepted, the Norwe; ans being
flattered with the thought of the first
visit from a Swedish monarch in the
Norwegian capital since the: separation ef the two countries.

THREE DANGERS
FAGE RUSSIANS

Yetchera

admits

the

infpossi-

bility of Russia carrying on the bd
but says sees should be so
ducted as not to needlessly ‘ottend Shs
allies.
Sunday next bas been set by the
Germans as the date for a conference?
with the Bolsheviki leadere with the
purpose of negotiating an armistice,
While the negotiations are cx.
pected to embrace an armistice “on
all,

the

fronts

of

the

elther

of

the’ Bolsheviki.

belligerent

cquntries, it is certain that the Entente allies will give no heed to the

wou:d

prove

a suitable

one for themselves and their allies.
That the Bolsheviki feaders are

distrustful of the Germans, although
they have agreed to enter into ni
tlations for an armistice, is apparent
from the fact that Ensign Krylenko,
he
Bolshevikt
commander-in-chief.
lered, pending the conference,
there shall be no fraternizing on the

Part

of the Russians

mena,
caution

and
advised
by the troops.

with

the Ger-

vigilance

and

The diplomatic representatives of
the neutral countries, after a confer
ence, decided to reply to Leon Troizky's notification respecting an armistice as a matter of courtesy. as they

would

reply

to the representations

The

allied

of

a private individual,
They. affirm.
however. that their action must not be
taken as recognition,
embassies

are

maintain.

ing a waiting attitude’ pending the
meeting of the Constituent Assembly.
Count Czernin, the Austro-Hungartan Foreign
Minister, in a discussion
with
the
delegates
of the
Uj
House,

continue

to fraternize,. if

despatch

to-day,

ready to enter
Russia for an

able peace,

that

Austria

into negotistions with
honorable and accept

quasi
.

the

D. C., report:

Perea
hee xh ‘ed
a

rae

are

new

‘All the

now

be-

mene and Reece sesehaart
ed end RiRussian |
‘men are tal

Se
oe

suffered

the

any

ween ‘the Piagve and
enemy.
has already

‘divisions.

The

during
an
fought from

until dawn

appal-

gaining.

against

other

“Mustro-

German troops,
which
were decimated.
ITALIAN OFFICIAL REPORT.
Tuesday's Italian War Office siate-

tire, would perhaps have been
compelled to give way in view of the size
of the attacking force and the
viotence of its assault, had not their supt, composed of splendid Sicilians of

Aosta: briinfaniry

Battalion

of

him

to

retire

with

very

FINE

ATTACKS.

Pertica,

between

courage

3

tary operations in the War Office, reviewing our war situation to-day,

Enemy's Modus Operandi in

the

were delivered

Brenta

and

ing its full force here.
On the right
and, centre the struggle
raged
from
Montefara, westward,
with the
Italjans holding their Ines at all points.
The fluctuations of the great battle
have now d
to a stage where
the
resisting power
of the Hallan
army has’ been: demonstrated
to be
sufficient to retard, if not to prevent

The

of-

any sudden rush through the passes
leading to the Venetian plains. This
was regarded as a serious menace six

unwayoring.

ian

determination,

coupled

fe.

to form the barrier toat Italy has sust ained alone until now.

Many British officers were at head-

jnarters

y and

the streets

show-

ed almost as_much khaki as grey. The
Prince

visit,

of

Wales

going about

mingling» with
rescanranye, in
fashion.

renewed

the

his

earlfer

streets and

the officers
at public
the
most
democratic

‘It is reported Trom the Friull region
occupied by the enemy, that the civil

pro-

population has been required
over all copper articles,

to ¢1irn

Degan,
to
Police Commissioner, of New
York.
who delivered an
dress here last

troops

are

now

available

quantities to eee

in sufficient

us that the situ-

ation is secu

gained this success, it would be expected that the Germans.
would
do
all possible to exploit it.
They have

been able to do nothing
lowing.

up

of

vast

beyond fol-

Italian

retirement.

Even now there fs no sign anywhere
the

German

reinforcements

which it might naturally be ex!
Germany

would

decisive

blow

rush

up. to strike

at the.enemy.

‘The chemical, Mr. Woods said. was
the cause of ruinous fires aboard sugar ships at sea some months ago.
“For a long time,” “he “sald. ne
could not: find out how: the: infiamMable material which caused the fires
was put aboard ship. But we think
we

have

flame

after a period

The attack was a great

than

ourselves a deal

Field

Marshal

Haig

ex-

lages behind. the iine had beneath
em great chambers, which it would
be slander to call dugouts; they were
more

like

the ground

hotels

and

fifty

feet

were provided

beneath

with

electricity, water supply, sewers, drying rooms and kitchens. All the earth

of

the

solution

sO ae
air.

NO DEALINGS:
WITH LENINE

Inter-Allied Conference.
Consider Russia.
Present Rulers

less present plans go away, 2 definite
understanding as to the policy to. be
pursued by allied diplomacy at Petro-

In the last few days I havo talked
with several
subject, and

of the

high authorities on
all are agreed that

most

important

salient

which would be of

of just

between

sixty

under

11,000

prison-

seventy

souare

ers, more than a hundred
and

guns

and

miles of tergitory.
The
forced to use, many more of its aivie
General
Maurice said there had
been no important movement of German troops from the Russian front.
————

POPE REPLIES
TO HIS CRITICS

this
one

problems

which representatives of the Entente
Governments and the United States

-must tackle is the establishment of a
unity of diplomatic action
towant
us8i
While

the other allied

anything resembling
stituted Government

powers | will

to disguise the absence

of

a properly-canin Russia,

is no tendency to regard
e
sians, a8 a nation, as unworthy

Rusof

further consideration.

On the other hand, I have the best

reasons

for

believing

the

allied

con+

ferences will refus> to treat with the
inists on any. SERS: for to do #0
would be to see!
recognize their
right

—an

to speak for the

Russian people

impossible hypothesis. For

Present

the

first

thing

to

the

attain

is a

uniformity of action among the Am-

from
the
United States,
Great Britain, France and Italy
at
Petrograd.

——++2

Synopsis

of

Canadian.

‘A Washington

report:

German BPE

paganda in Russia is incréasing
in
tensity, according to. ieforaatee
ceived at the Embassy here from
ras Ambzesadoys at Paris

Inre:
th
and

Rom
Drery Sie thoy reported,
is being
made to mistepresent the attitude at
ofthe ~Entento. eae end that of the’
United States, and tiisleadin,
an:
nouncements

a

of

-policy ~ are

beiny

Russia and in other con:

plateau, in the Pri-

‘he north. of. Col.

‘Middle

down

yesterday by our

PLIERS AGAIN BUSY
Doing Good Work Against
Huns in Flanders.
official
eee Cable—The
unication issued this cvening acaiing
with aviation wares
a

better for fyi

bo

strong wind
air,

ey

condaeae

indered work t= the

corms successful artilery work, Was

rags wereia

bomie were, dropped on

Oren the River Zenese and the
pear Cambrai, and north
of Doual—

Right tbe Doual station wan attaqked.
on
Bombe als> were
Btation and slidince, In all, over thace
tons of bombs
cA few
which o1
abd four were driven down, out ef
trol Another. hostile machine wae
side
our fire from
ground.
None o!
cur machines
$s missing.
——

Auto Gang at Toledo, Nabbed, Booty Recovered.
Toledo, O.. Report—The poltce this afterncon amneunced the capture
ndits who beld up
Py Gonpany bookkeeper to-aay and
Got away with $31,000,
« Pollen also annouriced the recovery
of ‘all.‘the stolen money. In addition to
he #ix men, a p ayeae otacei
Wendt
Urbatis, ts
ployed a selephone ot in. the, Hue
ery office, Her brother ix one of
the alleged bandits Ghder aiveets
‘lice pursued the bandit into Michi
Zan, and there made the captures.
depaty sherltt and farmer
cap
gf the men in a a Hl
9 near‘Bey Michigan.
Toledo,
was
ported
cae
and,
soldier
of Soffurloush,
waa with him. Bach carried 80 im gold,
Hath are reporiad to Kate contesecs ned
oe

GERMANS READY
TO. NEGOTIATE
A.

Petrograd

Representa.
the Bolsheviki

commander-in-chief of the
Russian
armies, have been received in
the
German lines, and informed’ by
‘the
German commander that thé Germans
have officially consented to immediate negotiations for an armistice
on
all the fronts of the belligerent countries.

TEUTONS LOST.

Northwest

Land Regulations.

ttack On Italians in .Albania Costly Failure.
A Rome

Not Seeking an Unsatisfactory Peace Pact,

cable:

tives sent by Krylenko,

THE sole head of a family, or any mate
er 18 years old, Who was at the
commencement of the
it war, and
ince continued to
British sub-

cable:

Austrian treops

made another
attack on the Italian
lines in Albania on Sunday, in which

they scored an initial success, the
War Office announced to-day. Regujars came. to the assistance of the Albanian bands that had beén driven.
back in the region southeast of Berat.
and the Austrians were forced to retreat with heavy casualties.
‘The text of the statement reads: “In
Albania on Sinday night the enemy

GERMAN
AN ARENTS

BUSY IN RUSSIA}:

“On the Asiago

BANDITS CAUGHT.
True

Representatives.

not seek

These under.

Not

to

A Paris cable:
There will emerge
from the Inter-Allied Conference,
un-

excavated from these places had been

capture

that

when it ts

Placed on a cloth and left eee
exposed

deposited inside the ‘houses, so from
aeroplanes the villages appeared al-

Cambrai

of time

to
may

be closely calculated according to ths
strength

success.
The British in this case had
no definite obectives.
We
intended
to get as far aa we could, and I can tell
a

now—at

a

Why?

My only answer is they are not there
because Germany is unable
to send
them.
She is unable to exploit.
the
opportunity offered.”
Of the western front ho said: “The
Battle
of Cambrai
is still
in
the

you we establish

it

. | Or Making a New Appeal at
Present.

Montalcone, : ae

French

pressure further toward the Belgian
coast is unceasing.
A now offensive
effort there is -expected™ as
of
the whole plan on which the allies

js armed.
vereners War

Boston report:
An innocent-looking white liguid, timed to burst into
flame by the strength or weakness of
the solution, has been the source of
fires with which American shipping

night.

“Anglo-French

sions.”

of grey, blue and khaki will combine

on a wide

and

fresh

Italian army, adding:

was one

There fs also the fecling that friend-

officers here believe he will force a
the Germans

we must

est
service in
er
against the Germans. He continued:
“The Cambrai attack resulted in our

ly allied support fs near at a timely
moment and that the mingled ranks

en into the Cambrai front the British
commander apparently iz working his
way bebind the German lines +0
bis
joft flank. fhe
succeeds In penctrating ‘deeply in that direction, many

the British

lull on

munitions for
e

ish position in the

gravity that then prevailed is changing to-one of restored confidence and

gress cf the drive on Cambrai
indicate clearly. . that
General
Byng’s
forces gro-alming at 2 rest sencir-

by

up

a

is that

ways perfectly normal.

wit ha spirit of buoyancy which peryades all:ranks of the army and ciy-

rofean hile

the Palestine‘front

another

recent

ground villages were apeotaaly shellproof and bomS-proo!
Gen, Maurice econ
that the Brit-

Midwinter

eae

without

of the

The

attack, the enemy effort now attain-

front, in

official reporté of the»

fall

the

yesterday.

campaigns such as never before attempted.
Secretary
cf War
Baker
said today that the returning. officers would
proceed to
their
divisional camps

Mite

i

“The

get

:

America Known.

mene
actuai positions captured were
Yery intricate, showing the
tremenenemy rushes were broken by the deelement of work put in on
the
fensive troops with heavy
losses to “dous
triple Hindenburg-line by the German
the attackers.
soldiers.
Each line was defended by
Not only the
lefty but
the
right
trenches, dugouts, tunnels and
wing and the centre of the
army strong
triple line of barbed wire, each line
holding this sector was subjected to afifty
to sixty yards in depth. The vil-

Piave,

iy and “ait that
lication of the Papal z ote.”

HOW HUNS BURN SHIPS

melting-pot.

days ago, but as each day has shown
the Italian linés-holding solid against
repeated attacks sot their
Setenson
aggressiv:
agains!
"one
feeling of

prosecute

%

General Mauri
pointed out that
German hostility to exploit the Italian
disaster could be regarded as signifiment follows:
cant
of
Austro-German
weakness.
“Yeaterday
afternoon
‘ie
enemy,
“fhe results ‘which the Germans
after bombarding furiously our ‘position on Col Della Berretta, to the attained in their first attack,” he said,
“were
due
solely
to.
the
successful
east of the Brenta
Valley,
launched
a, among the ignorant soldagainst ita massed
attack to an en- Pro}
jers of the uneducated peasant class.
tire division of infantry, The ensuing
“This
success
far
exceeded
any
jt
le was very fierce, and thé deerman expectations.
But, having
fenders, isolated by a violent barrage

MADE

cf officers familiar
with
Auprospect in France.
announcement
already

will

Pot—An-

_ & London cable saya: Major-Genera}
F. B. Maurice, chief director. of mill-

Sist

action near
the evening

Italian Army Headquaters cable:
Five
determined
attacks
by, Austro-German forces on the left wing of
the Italian Fourth army, near Monte

the training
of their
men.
those cfficers it is expected thataottie
clals will get graphic reports of the
preparaticns being
made
for.
the
continuous winter
offeasive against
the Germans.
Already
the allied

i SaRNON ata
big a a.

the fhope of avoiding ivi
‘THRER

van
te
Brenta

Landsturm,
Monte Fior

has

without

worn out six

compelling

will be fol-

by similar

encmy

hands,”

Great Encircling Movement
’ Under Way.

relentlessly

the

the

losses

severe losses, leaving prisoners in our

Foe Will Get No Rest On the
Western Front.

up

Piave

cling movement.. With a-wedge._driv-

if the

is teeahttGane

fighting is continuing,
with the lialians holding in the main.
‘Terrible
blilzzards
sweeping
over
the mountains in the north came
to

against the enem:
impetus, carrying al

and resume the personel direction ot

sil undor threatof
.
German
them aad ber figer’ fh the ‘rear.
bhatt

e report: The reports from
the Talian Une on the northern front
were favorable to-day.
The heavy

Alpini, arrived in time.
“Having crossed
the
death
zone
with elan, our gallant troops rushed

was

TO HARRY HUNS
ENTIRE WINTER

armies

t

is Still in Melting

Palestine.

gade, with parties of the 94th

the earnestness of the Ru! sian’
i
have forced their way forward
of whom
are
sandisis, many
‘st more serious obstacles
than
being*alled in the cause. ‘Their posithey wil! encounter later when the
tions ‘are made doubly aittiewit
‘be gold. hag hardened
the ground
for
cause of the ehortage of food.
.
he passage of troops
and artillery
eager a pan, soldiers are not The mud ‘of Flanders has* becn.
ernsading spirit as are
greatest
barrier
to
major
pe
tr
turning”rearward, occupying the ral
during the last few weeks,
but
the
“road facilities and making it dittleu't Centra!
attack was forced home deto provide the front Hnes,. So. over
‘Yast Btretches of the front the others spitei

must

CAMBRIA FIGHT.

Menace

and the Branta Valley

ter would see no halt in operations,
and with the return of the American
divisional commanders trom observa~
tion tours in France,
it has become
certain that the French and British

~ero.

a

the ancient and glorious

has been made abroad that this win-

asetans, are carrying on an artillery
uel, bat the fraternizing takes plac?
mider shell fire, ‘This. persistence

ARE SECURE NOW

Italy aa

ling

that

fensives along the western

cable: Efforts of Rusthe
fraternize with
Geimame, despite the
German
cont
mandere’ ordera to the contrary, are
an
with considerable
the German officers, apparently un“Adie te keep their soldiers in
trenches trom fraternizing
with
the

ing Proceeds.

a peace

to put into operation negotiations for

the-cpinicn
what is in
thoritative

Petrograd

Fight-

Russia
to cease
‘fighting, or of tho
jermans,
who
for even a greater
period of time, have been endeavoring

who comprise the Radical section of
‘he Rucsisns, who jong have desired

ye on Cambrai

sian seldiers to

still Gen. ‘Maurice Says the Men-|<
ace Has Pagsed in That

North

the aid of the Halians in holding back
the invading Austrians. A heavy fall
of.snow forced the »snemy to delay
moving up heavy artillery and made
movement of bis reinforcements pracwill not
tically imporsible.
Getinite pale
m the Asiago
plateau
to
the

Vashington,

ciskeviki Are Distrustful
of Huns.

C

The

lowed

Still Beek to Fraternize
‘With Foe Under Fire.

A

year without {m;
importa, and,

overtures,

that

?

coming

coming ze
th follows:
me
“Even ‘friendly’ Germany ‘will not
ee in A pecitton to supply us wito

From

Favorable—Heavy

of our late allies

ng the V:
8 peace:
ie,
ust reside pt
issued to the press to-day the foun: yseres
seattle
$8 gcres
ing statement: “The Holy Father is
Jloldets uf cntries may count timé of
not Peas any new appeal looking employment
as farm tal
in
toward peace.
His earnest
wesaay as residence duties under cer-

forced a poe

eee
on the

between Cipan-and:

Osum

River

south~

tion of regular troops drove the enemy.
back with the infliction of heary logs-

PAviee “Docdnien Taide “are: advertised es upon him.”
of poated {or entry. return soldiers who
bave served overseas und
ve ‘at| WANTS ‘REDS!’ FR EED >.
oral
dischergnd,, receive one “day

pelority
aeau
apa

in apriyingfor entry
nt local
Office
SS net Bub-Ageney?
papers must ‘be
'

W. W. CORY.
Deputy Alinister-of the Interior.
Ni.Be Unauthorised publication of 1
r
ene will not be paid for
ee

payee

WORK

WITHOUT

-

SALARY.

ene
London,

Cable—A~ ‘Réuter

despatch

from Petrograd. says that Leon ae

Ball
t

Minister,”

BSVAATNE RIGHT HOUSE

NY

Our stock. . of
Christmas goods

SY

display.

and look them

stock!

Mrs, Jobo Orchard. aud son, Sid
‘have
returned after visiting frienda db.
Toronto for a week,

If ‘desired we. could Iay any
article aside for you.

‘

Miss Leome

Webber

is spending the

|.

winter with friends in Detroit.

P. Reekie!

_ WALLACETOWN? /
It is with the deepest “regret that
the people of Wallacstows and
a, vicin- |
ity received word on “Monday of the
death of Mrs. (Rev): W.B. Hawkins, of
Blyth,

JA. CAMPBELL
UNDERTAKER
fr
4

‘of menbalininy
ar cariaen
Assoctation

Couches; Caskets’ and all the
Latest Funeral Furnishings
Rubber-tired tuneral Car—the
Finest west of Toronto
&
YGOWBRS furnished for eny occasion.”

Cor, Main &'Mary St., Dutton, Ont.
J.

who was

erly Miss Audrey Huvter, lived all her
Ufe until the time of ber marriage in
‘allacotown, ‘aod’ her di
tere
month's illness, caused a deep shock
her many friends here whe had potto
Kuown of ber illoess,
The scholars of the public
will hold their Christmas concert school
in the’
town hall on Wednesday evening, Deo,
29. They will be assisted by outside
talent,
‘i

.

; The building operations iv St. ‘Thorhas
,
for November were Hie’ smaliést
for
mauy years.
~~
;
i
‘While preparing to go hunting
rabbits

Fred)

Scuuttz

was: acci.

ip the log.

Pte. Walter A. Bell,
by
Beil, 8t,
wounded and -ig
~
English hospital,

LAWRENCE

“ Mrs. (Dr,) Torner and daughter, Gertrude, ‘and Miss Dorothy Buchan are
speuding a week witli friends in Detroit,
Miss Annie McVicar, of St! Thomas,

The

Bath Towels in*Dark Terry, each

¢Linen Towels, each.
See’

KRORE
DAESST)
RETIN
ETNS

SSSA

death nccutred at his bome
ip
of Henry - Collins,) aged- 75

‘St, Thomas.

-will hold their‘Christmas ontertstoment

on Friday, Dec. 21.
The Patriotic League metiip the hall
on Wednesday with the président, Mrs.
A. McAlpine ip the chair. “There was a
Rood attendance “of mombers and all |
were provided with kuittiag and sewing.

Embalmer’s Certificate’ of Ontario

alsted:“Flower
tor ac toceion
Phone 45—Rooms Main Street.
Phone 45a—Residence—
= Shackieton St. West

Mrs. Mf.
telling of
taking in
ia which

C.\Cawpbell gaye a reading
the noble part that women are
the present war and the unity
all are working.
Two letters

were read, received by
Ielian and Pearl McLe!

POTATOES FROM P.E. ISLAND

in

Fravoe

ceived.

Surplas Crop To Be Shipped to Ontario
“and Quebec

Mrs, John Motrom soldiers

in appreciation of socks

re-

The next meeting will-be bold

in the hall Weduesday,Dec. 12.

It being

the anoual business meeting, all the
members are requested to be present.
"|.

Wink

+ Of Malahide,

dentally

> Bath Towels in: White Terry:

1ONA

STATION

The basaar and box social which was
held ic the hall last Thursday afternoon
aud eyeoing, under the auspices of
the Patriotic Club was a decided suc.
cess, the proceeds amounting to nearly
$105,

‘alvin Widdifield, of Windsor, spent

a

few days last week st his home here.
‘Rev. Thos. Bingham of the Baptist
preached ‘his farewell sermon

there on Sanday

morning,

Rey. aod

Mra.
bave made many friends
jin the community,
who deeply regret
‘their departure.
‘They left on Monday
is | for their vew charge at Parkhill.
:

m, of Aylmer, refriday efter a peasant

visit
af the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. B
McKellar.
Mrs. A. Down. is visiting friends in

for some

have been

working

on the details

shave been com-

movement of the sur-

Special

Values

in

15c 25¢ 35c.50c 75c;

Linen Towelling

R.NEATKEM
P PAN
ANS
CSE SLES

PRE
Da
I Reae

POSSANAN

RENE:

*

i

Pte, Albert T. Mitchell,a well-known

St. Thomas

bey,

is

reported

missing.

Pte. Mitchell, prior toenlisting with

the Qist.Battalion, was private secre-

£4! ry to the superintendent: of » the
Michigan Central Railway avd
was

extremely ‘popular with the railroad
men ‘aod citizeus,
Pte, Mitchell wax
promoted after being in France aud had
been doing scouting work near

the
firicg line for “the past ten months.
aud was in the big Passchendale drive
November 1,

Eogineer. Marshall Ryap, Edward

Bakor and Lioyd Payne, the OC. P. R,
trainmen, who are charged with sboot
ing George

io

South

given

a.

Meyers,

Friday,

and

a.

farmer realding

Bayham,-ia. April last, were

preliminary

Magistrate Hunt

at

heariog-

before

Port Burwell on

wére--committed

|-

for trial

at the next sessions ‘of the ‘peace.|
‘The men were allowed their freedom

op & personal bail being furoiahed of
4500

for each

man.

‘alleged ‘to haye beeu-

The

dobe

shootiug

is

‘while the

parties were on their train passing
Mr. Meyer's farm, and the prosécutor

was shot accidentally while he
partly conceaied behind some
‘shrubbery,

was
low

Get

Farniers are being advised uot to husk
their frosted corn, bat to let it remain
on the stalk, This seems to be « comparatively new method

corn,

of handling soft

It was tried successfully in 1915,

Stretch,

Yi

friend to let you “pilot”? bis a

"ll like it, and will be'surpreed bor

Ford is handied and driven,

ob a

If
have
never
felt the thrill of driving
your own car, there is something“finsgood iincaters for you. Itis
raifferent from just riding-—-being
@ passenger. And especially
so if you drive a Ford.
Young’bo!
‘women and even grandfathers—thousands of them—

~ SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS

Reportfor November,
Wallacetown
1p senior room=

Pablio

Sr, IV.—Andrey Kourtz, Gladys Olsy,
Lloyd Fox, Sadie Asiimore*.
dr. IV.—Addie Clay, Willie Backus,
Elmer
MoLvau.,
Douaid
McCallum,
Bilivor Tarvitle#,

Behind the Wheel
of a Ford and Drive

Ses it just once! Ask

ege- | St. Thomas.
fable ‘commitise ‘of ie even
troller’s office

Our

ioe
est 0 O6e

++++-25e 35c 50%

;

Collins bad’not been enjoy.
og good ‘health for some mouths.
He
is the guest of ber sister, Mrs, A.D:
sided ip Caradoc township © uow
resid,
McLslian,
tila few years ago, when he bought
the
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Joiner and farm where he-has since
resided: Bedaughter speot a day
this week in St. sides his widow he loaves one daughter,
‘Thomas.
:
akEP
sere
oe Thos.
The Cougregational. Supday School ‘Collins,
‘uncey, and
Jas, Collins, of

ctor = Embalmer

ment Rail way,”
‘
hae completedIson arrangements to tactlitate the marketfog in’ Ontario and Qubeo of the
surplus |
foes. from Pri,
Ed.
wand toed This sie seg Te estl

THE CouNTY.
Mappesings in Ulgin During
the Past Week

form-

are driving

cars and enjoying
it.

A Ford stops and

starts in traffic

with exceptional ease and smoothness,while on country.
roads and hills

its

and power show to advantage.

Buy a Ford and you will want to be behind ‘the wheel’? constantly,

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

| +A.

Campbell

THE
MARKETS
ieee

"=

F. 0. B, FORD, ONT.

Dealer

= Dutton :

__|Dutton Pump & Garage Ge.
wy. De 6| Full Line of Pumps for Shallow or Deep We
eee

SESE

“B.

Hawkios,

25c. to 75cg

CAPS

:Men’s Tweed Caps, in plain greys and stripes”
S
e
oe
75c and
}Men’s All Wool Tweed Caps, dark. patterns 1.00! ¢
1.25, 1.50%
Boys Tweed Caps, light and dark . « . 50c, 75¢%
:
BATH TOWELS
A

RRRS

Embaimers’

Mrs.

MEN’S

no eSesesesesees

R.

y

[ously
ill for the past. mouth, is alightly
improv:

wan

hile

_ | isjcomplete..

Silk Poplin Bonnets.

;

WAY Last
co

ov

WZ sy
a. We SM

Mrs, B. Morse bas returoed
weeks" visiting friends and relatives
at
Erieau,
Mrs. John Trace, who bas been sori.

TUBS:

sLadies Trimmed Hats, medium and large shapes:
:
De.
$1.50 to 2.98%
Misses and Children’s Ready-to-Wear Hats. 98¢
)Childres’s Trimmed Hats===
— Vo FBG
Infant’s White Silk and

| Better drop. in

ANY)
Bin 1
BANNeY ras
NAN
SSN

a
them on

ESA

is now complete

io
IARI
EAN aN

A

Auto

All Kinds
of Re

iring Our Spec
rotaialty

Repairing

Oils and Greases inAll kinds: of Storage Batteries. Charged,
| Agent for Chevrolet Repairs.
ee
‘have

Station: Street

R. SMALL, Manager >

Give Useful

OTHER AND: PATHER

BOTH NEED GLASSES
nothing would plesss them so well

should

‘lowest,

<clearly

165

“im:

4 ~ Reve H. H. Bit ingham, of London, has
i | tecetved'a call to: the Sirst Baptist
: arab, Ka
ns :
a
chareb,

on

—gilta.
that will be
of
to the receiver every day
year,
“We therefore invite
visit our store, a8 thousands
ful gifts are shown’ hore and
cial prices.

il

the

given‘

A emall car of coal that arriyed
in

value
in’ the
you to e
of useat spe- e

id the seal broken aud about

r.

four tons takeo while en route.
Glecoe's total mubseriptions to the
oes Victor: 'y Loa» amonhted to . $77,800,
aay
9100" per tiead of the populsHM, Lees, of Highgate, won practi-,
. cally all the awards ia Lincolo sheep at
the Ioternatioual Live Stock Show at

TOYLAND

Bendon, Ring.

nee
MCPS.

¢ | Chicago.

We have the best showing of Toys X
we ever had in the history ef our,
Toyland.

(ee

This year we have nearly:

y

ampse the little ones,
Many people have already seen’ Toyland’and

>.

#200 worth

RD,
A. CAMERON
M, T-inity University: F.7.0.8.. Trin

Mieka!College; M.O.ER. Dniario.

with

of Toys, which

will}

Nine cases of whiskey - were stolen
from the express office atthe G.T. BR.
station at Chatham the other night by
ane who foreéd so entrance to the

ee

office.

% Dr. Crane,)

DR. SMITH
‘Spacialist Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
< “S80 Talbot Street, St. Thomas

;

ton, died from pneumonia, which developed
a cold contracted while
sell| lpg victory bonds. He was 69 yoarsof
age.
Mrs. H.L. Boller, of Rid,
stricken with
a died in a
years of
and leayes her husband

aod three chilarda,
ed
Tho youngest child of Thomas Dia.

4

mond,

;

‘also not yot boon determined:

fours1 tn 4 andby appotutment,

'WINTER FISH SUPPLY
Hou. Finlay Maodiarmid, Miniate:

Phone 13%

Pablio

Works, hassigeed

20 Broott Galininen fora}

We are headquarters for Skates and have .sole control of the Automobile §
We
reall sizes and styles and: are making big reductions in this line as a Christmas Sule.
See our many styles and
get pri

&

Gleucos,

had

:

its tongue badly

sut aud toro’ when its sister was remoyaS small tia” bo: which the obild
put io its mouth. *

=

23

E. A. TESKEY
DENTIST
Residevee—
oes

*

WILL

Gilts to t

Micah cea Sealy artes

.

VICTROLAS |

bas been found impossible to purchase
coal from the miues, ax the producers
Seay, refuse to sell ‘to a municipal
vat

‘

While lighting

onc]

BE A VICTROLA IN YOUR HOM
THIS CHRISTMAS?
.
ea better gift and that would please the
whole
% to come, than a Victrola? We are sole agents
ctor Records.
Let us pat a set away for you
dy ordered Victrolas for Christmas
Many hay.
Let

us

ON

oe

Mauy

er | picked

TERMS

Otice—Henry Bidck. Phone ¢3

JORDAN & ARMSTRONG
of Veteri
ryan

d=

tomatoes and corn are

Donets

grounp.

being brought into

the

| Ket from the United Si

Canadian

mar-

the

‘his death

by

‘Money.to Loan:
ain

is

within «few wioutes.
none

A stitch in time saves nine.

THIS YEAR GIVE. FURNITURE}
What could

be more ap--¥
ropriste than a good gift in Furniture, such as g Bedroom
Suite, | &:

ve lor Suite, Rocker, Couch ora table? A large stock of Leather
§o
Rockers which we are offering at-specially low prices,
>
is
-z
x, $
6

BEDS

86

A doautifol Braés ar Iron Bed'}6

will make a good gift and at a ¢
reasonable price,

Carpet Sweepers’

Give your wifo.« Vaounm Ulean-,

or.or
« Carpet Sweeper
.
fol gift and one she will eppre-

Here is where we are'going to riddle prices. ‘Our“en'
Silverware must be sold and we are breaking ‘prices
taking big barguins. Tt will pay you
to
' Silverware, which will be i real sale and ‘at a big
CROCKER Y—Jast reosived a consigament
Crookery direot from Japan. These are no’ von

good gifts.. Give your wife a: Dinner. Set.
nas gift. What abont-a tow p
S
Gold Band? We aw,
still have a | s
oe

dy: the ex-

te

baildings

of the city, where

He

stone or concrete,

Rubber Heels Attached
While You Wait

W. O. SANKEY
Boot anid Shoe Repairer

KIRKLAND BLOCK

)
‘

damage was ton-

fined to the shattering of windows, aud

Sot

before, the. Londcn

City

council

that,

oly,7. Foe: geass’ waswessahel wiwht
the locai food

controller did
principal

who had been injured by the collapae
of
their homes perished ia the ames, from
which they were helpless to flee!

not visit

of the Kiog.

Walkerville, for six:
Friday after ao
oue of
most
teachers
in Westero
‘Ontario. .
His wife, one sou and.ooe
daughter survive him.

Jaat to remind you of those ahoes thas Ba
rs opened the back window of
es
raat a Store,
anes the
need repairing.

Our Furniture Department is complete.

thé town was

the buildings were, Shady arcane

SHOE REPAIRING |i:

> |

will Ge‘at the Datton

when

to. its foundation

Persous in. the streets were
ap bodily en fmt
to. the

te
a in the history
of Wellsnd county died at the indus-

In some towns churches ‘are holding the warebouses.
Hugh Beaton,
Suion <servioes:to save ‘coal,
That's Edwara

‘Prastical patriotism and religion,

Avery Tassday and -Friday..

for the day

trig home. in’ the person of Mrs: Susan
was more extensive, and
W. Brown. She was born ia slavery io there the walis of many houses were
the Bouth 107 years ago,
brother, Plows $0 shoe.
pres. Wilson, of Woialnd, is 99 years
. opposite tlie scene of
the explosion, the havoc wae greatest.
age.
mu
of
The fuel situation is so serious in Whole blocks of di
frame
swere
Jeve!
Windso
Street
after streot was laid in rains, sod
ission
stractores which were left
by.
the explosion were destroyed by fires
which broke oat sim
iy
Sopply is weaker than at any previons score of places, and which it was ina
im.
time.
possible to check until they bad barned
pee
R. H. Hoasell 1, representiog
Boe
the
it in believed that scores of
- | Peades and Labor Council, declared

one for you.

EASY

began

of Tillsonba

r.
In the main

THERE

amily,

The basiness life of the city had

5

the fire ia ber stove

Mrs. A. He

”
"+
~/
-

ciwarnd ander'a shower of falling glee

Y

SOLD

were caught and crushed in a
twinkling “when their buildinas
sprang down on them like traps.
‘The teriffic heat of the blast from)
consuming gases ‘of, the Mmunifions
Swept an area strewn with
thonsands of tons of kindling wood.
>

Though the
le of London voted
the money to carry on a coal bosivess it

g

D. H..DOW, D.D.S.,01.D.S

i

E, Tolton, e2-M.P.
for North Welling}

anta Claus for the distribution of our stock of To;8 4

.Our stock-consists of Rocking” Horses, Dolls, Carriages:
OGradles, Sleighs, Wheelbarrows, Carts, Tricycles, Dining
Room Sets, Games, Dolls, and Scores of other articles
which will amuse the little? ones.

‘D® W.H- MoFARLANE
Office Hours
*2to4 p.m; 7toop.m.
"~Wallacetown
ont.
e

give useful gifts.

only useful gifts-shonld be

‘equipment
prices

eas

every person’s: mind that this year

to be fitted?

ae
ares:

kuid

Why paper riot

Sob hare the most modern
testing the oyes:
Oar

er Di
‘sud got away with
21 pairs
of shoes aud some loose change which

K

LETTER
FROM PTE, CARROLL
Pte, Prauk H. Oarroll, formerly of
the 9ist Battalion, now with the iat
Canadian French: Mortar Battery,
writes from France, ou November'12, ta

bad been ieft io the till. ‘The v:
‘tlso took a club
containing some
luable. papers.
e loss is about his parents, Mr. and Mra. Geo. Oangptt,
Tous Station, ‘ss follows:
* Mr. and Mrs. Hugh R. MoAipine, of

wedding.ing. Of th 6. Bixk: ‘Roeate: 2 presen it
tixteon
the’ wedding ‘tty

rata

~.

~

B

‘THIS | y:

co

ASReBAssssUNERAREsEsss St zeVKs 33:

inal

selfhood 18 entire, but it is “mmtiinted

Be orerul

dwelt men ‘of Tyre—It

minds in eae
ies; that they aro
trained, in:diécipline and:in resource,

is probable that
a city

to fit them

‘coast.

citizens

The

law

‘and

was

fast

disappearing.

Neighboring customs had crept in and

prevailed

the common pcop!
Seton
tae

y
0 the a

over Jewish

future,

soldiers @nd sailors who

the Sabbath was openly defied. The
sacred character of the day was set at
normal

the

imbued

“with

noble {deals and aspirations.
ere
are thousands of children of our brave

‘was a great griel
great profanation of that holy
ie
ed elty so recently reconstru
ted to God.

of

to-becoine ‘the patriatic

principles. The.

oceupations of the people were allowed to goon as if there was no Sabbath
day.
It was decidediy a swift and
terrible reaction which bad nies
the fervor of the great. revival when
Renee. had gathered the people together and engaged them: in a very.
solemn: res
followed their entenment in the law_and_their profound mapeaiiuck:
There. followed
eral decay in matters of religion

stead;

and

such a delegate

is not far

to seek. For fifty ‘years, Dr. Barnado's
Homes have been
01 ing the work
which nas been so urged upon us dur-

oade

Atit pombe

for
oe the
if su
it,

and

Lave

as

receive

the

Ponty

brave

as

any

for which
Brave

Hoe

He murt

Him: “Oh, God, my heart is ffxed.
‘il sng and gve_prase.”
He
“He ts not-a disappointment!

al in-all to me—
Saviour, Sanctifier, Healer;
changing Christ is Het
He hes won my

the

1
fe

un-

heart's affecticns, and

He mieots my every need;

He

is not a disappointment,
satisfied indeed.

tor

Ke

Swimming With a Coid.
Inns

address before the leading ear,
throat specialists of the counHM Hastings, of Los Angc!es,

Of four Anzacs mentioned in despatches for bravery at Gallipoli, three
have_since gained the Military Medal.
Thirteen in all have won the M.M.,

even believe that when they have recovered from a cold and are still an-

Since war broke out, Dr. Barnardo's

the nose they can find relief by diving
or plunging the head under water, The
rurulent matter washed
out is not only
a danrer to others, says Dr, Hastings.
but the diver himeclf
runs a risk of
forcing some of the pus into his middte
far. Most
specialists have observed
that cases /of mastofd abscess are common every summer during th@-swim-

and another has gained the D.S.o.

kets,

etc.—will

bg

geeanee

Honorary Director. Mr.
er,

MA.

LLB.

at

by

the

William Bak-

Headquarters,

18

to 26, Stepney Causeway, Laurer: EL

Heth

tien

the

ae ite is life,

in

you,

that he

live

“are

peaceable

thereunto
with

eit

men.—Be ye kind to one another, even
oncGod for Christ's sake hath
forwen y' yn.

My little children. let ns not love in
Word, ucither In tongue; but in deed
and in. trutu.

Thankful for homes, and herds
rspies the hills; tor harvests u‘ti-

For thes Reet pratilin: words
Of ehildzen at the gate.

(By

DISAPPOINTMENT.
the late Rey. H. T, Afiller.)

(That prefix ‘dis isa terror;
a knile

Fer Hope's “Good morning” and
Fajth’s sweet “Good night," whe>

{is

it

to

appoint?

To.

bring

-) back to a point, to fix with power of
we are realmed in rest,
firmness, to establish by a decree, or
Led by an unseen hand~ ~
Safe to an onseen breast,
sat dam, pres
Min. appoints and is soon baffled:
—F. L. Stanton.
foiled, he retires in defeat; he hides
Foran
oie.
.3
and eats bitter bread. God appoints,
WALK IN LOVE.
‘AC new
you. that

commanfinent 1 give
ye loye ome another;

unus
a3 i

have loved you. that yo also Jove one
another.—Above ep ee have ferv.
ent charity

among

. yourselves;

{or

fi

a Fel
veka

in Bib! bass

falees:, 1010.

ize that it

is

dangerous, and many

TORONTO:

CATTLE

EX. Qattle choice
Ex. Buteher ..
Huteher. cattle.
Butener
Butcher

gad

throat

At the large ear, nose

hospitais ft is

recognize

that the swimming scason
brings

on

“a

crop

invariably

of mastoid."

The

‘head cold” is ontirely cleared up can.

29t be.too strongly empiasized,

rogant and bloodthirsty and was as<
16th.

~ He

Btocke
soc
perme

Ge
Schoien
Bucks and culls
Abs
x
Calves

FEED ORADy | BXCUANGE.
uations on
the Winnipeg
ixchanse
yesterday
were.es follows:
aoe
sold)
oot:
Ma:
‘Oats Giew
Bec.

Sever. Days King.
Masaniello (Thomas Anicllo),. botn
1622, was known as the “Seven Days
King.” He headed a revolt against the
Duke of Arcos, at Naples. July 7th,
1647, forced him to abolish the tax on
provisions and for seven,
days
was
master of Naples.
He was most arsaasinated July

th,

MARKET 5

noyed by excessive thick secretions in

ming season,

a

Sapa

ore 100 Ube: 8.
15 cents: aver

fg the hero

of two operas, one by Caraffa, called
“Masantello,” and the other by Auber
(ibretto by Scribe), called “La Muette
de Porticii.”

“MIN

EAPOLI
polis,
—-C
Oate—: No.
DULUTH LINSEE

Duluth. ieee
$3.55 to 85:
SA, Disember, 19.25; May, HM

uffalo,. Report.—Cattle, seesliy

els,2, Febelpts 0; steady £7 46

‘dow.

ad His fint stands, stands fast,
He
speaks and it iz done. He commarids,
and it stands fast forever:
lie makes
no jeurneys,
He wastes no time.
He
is never disap,
* Disappointment marks men and des:

charity shall aoe the multitude of
sine.—Love co’
all sins,
‘When yo stand’ praying, forgive, if of, Superiority.
ft not, bet man {s akin to God.
~ | yo: have aught against anv; that your ‘iow
One single sonl {3 worth all the world,
Fatheralalso which is in heaven may
‘| forgive. you ‘your trespasses —Love ye Decause Jt has obtained the chief at-

iOF6. ferving on
shipboard—date back to the
year
1664,
when an order-in-Councll, dated
Oct.
16, authorized 1,200
soldiers
to be

ra‘sed_end
More

formed

regiment

in-o a regiment.

were

later on

formed,

and in the latter years of the French
wars ‘they numbered
32,000. . The
marines are

navy,and

Cattle,
fu

receipts” 18,00,
firm.

to-day a feature of every

in most

‘countrics officers

of the mariues are equal in rank with
those in the army.gnd nayy.—London

Chronicle,

~~ +

Mr. “Abe”

ork
Ta

BUFFALO LIVE STOCK. ¢

it is

that cuts, a fire that barns, a

darkness that separates.
What

ib.
SUGAR MARKE
AvHoléxale auotitivne. to
on
ian refined:
onto every an iefteet Octet
Respath ‘Rranulated
Lawrence granuhted ..
a
«

Aap
na, ae ‘cents oer
onts-over,
valled attention to the danger waRthentie quoted iee" lewer,

of a.
con's swimming, and particajariy diving, when he has a cold in the
head, Comparatively few persons real-

were, Barpardo. boys, . Two of- these

MEATS—WHOUZSALE.
Beet,
eg
ae owt.

wants, alt

no rival. He must

be served with a. whole heart, aot in
Tragments, but wholly (holy), Say ta

of

he had
Hickey

angry.

He’ is jealous,

mo competitor,

our brave Canadians, did not live to

ae

Stars

oe

soul,

eal
that ye should inhefit a blessing.—If it Be possible, as much
ze

SUNG OF THANKS,

And love 1s. love,

on

modest

—Not rendering evil for evil, or rail
Re for railing: but contrarivise bless

Thankful

nation. on. the

then describes
and concludes:

—“Hickey, who was a cheery and 2

him,.$0

advice to keep out of the water untils

Thankful for strength in etrife;
‘ or faith: mee steadinec wan

qeNohem!fab. ‘Theygf tae
Was te
use: felt norte Nee

Battalion, which won for

your enemies, and do good, and lend,
hoping for wothing again.—Rejoicv not
when thine enemy falicth, ad let not
thine*heart be glad when he stunibleth.

ay

prosperity
or
mish showed the people the testimony
many of their ‘successors
of God's word against Sabbath. desea day in which 2 get gain oan before *: sere a Taw. ee
* There is no one:
neamaret
Ie
see tbout to chaties
term.
‘holst aspect of affairs, to re-es~
| tapush the odesorder of religious life.

4th Canadian

‘The. Lord

the Reart.

him the recommendation for the Victorig Cross.’
Lord Beaverbrook
Mickey's | brave Weeds,

sacred legacy ‘to us. These children Homes have admitted no fewer than
have lost the necessary parenta! con- 5.033 boys and girls, and they want to
trol.
Let us not fail in our duty to- take charge of thousands more. They.
have the oportunities and the machinwards them.
‘We cannot ourselves go out to seek ery, df you will help them with the
Gifts of
and aid these children, but we can find necesssry financial means.
| all kinds—money, food, clothing, blana delegate
to do
work
i our

a

national

without recording the most splendid
of all—that of Sefgeant Hickey, of the

are_jeft as a

Sten the people forsook the sanctuary
gnd profaned the Sabbath.
It was a

deduction, demanding

€Vol. 1):
“Those were days of spleatie. sseds,
and this
chapter panbel he

And the more‘l getfo know

the more I find Him t
‘And the more I long that others should
be led to know Him too,

|

“)poster-of' the early war days was adhe:
eres fn chapter ten, and their”‘gubent practises,
In nearly ‘every
‘particular their covenant,
80
entered ‘into, was-broken. In “Nehemish’s absence aes affairs of ay
re
«| people fell rapidly into
Sabbath was
ras possib!
observe the Bab!
promise
Boe stoe the articles of the covenant yithin its limits-shall be brought to
ing the conduct of the nation. man’s estate. The work which will de
Rowe other. deplo1
reSyolye upon youthful
shoulders behooves us to see to it that those shouling.| from the law of God,Ni
ders are
fitted for. the task; that
emiah rebuked them for baythose
wpaee
sat
are
res
nurtured, in,
broken the Sabbath by bringing
order--that- er aT
“healthy:
> thetr“produce ‘on that day- “16.

16

eri tts

asses

Jers

¢ Hoxuun

and Inding

SE

a

eee.

lars did ‘he find that the law of
the
ing ‘ts serious wartime.
During
Sa TMudtratea.
-under.
ee the a
Sabbath was being broken? * What wax
those. fifty-years,
Dr.
Barnardo's
his ‘first step in having the peoenaee above tile has been isshed “by “Dr? Homes
have taken charge of 84,000
further
measires
Barnado’s Homes, dealing with a eub- chfldren, and who can say what would
stopped?
What
‘were adopted. With what success did Ject of vital importance to the welfare have become of those 84,000 If the
he meet?
5
is
them a fair
of the Nation. Btitatn’s manhood fs Homes-had not given
chance of becoming usefnl, industrious
being drained in fighting to preserve
PRACTICAL SURVEY.
and God-fearing ‘citizens?
all that we hold dear. It is our duty
10,264 Barnardo Boys are serving in
Topic.—Law enforcement.
to those who have 60 bravely’ given
defence of their Country? They are
1; A means of religious reform.’
for
et One of those lads is
their lives that their supreme sacrifice
Lok nieasure against intruders.
us described by Lord Beaverbrook
should not be in vain. Who are
to take
Rh
his book “Caneda
in. Flanders”
their places but the children?
“The

ts nota

far more to m
Than in all my giotieus day dretma |}
had fancied He could be;

¥

© sity: for

the

He

"achieved
Pe

ae

es—Grait was ’brousht into

In what

you put your trust,

sing seeiacenesecs: Ses3; s

sults
had“
already
rough his-efforts?

ear

If in tan, you walk-on thin: ité,-and
you have manya fear. Trust ye in the
Lord for ever.

es sa Comuscwew
eeESy es sash AesBeRtan
Su

phote.

lp.
Quections.—Who ‘ts Nehem'ah?
what werk Was he cajled?
. Whot

yeebesenuusvarserseieg:

French” machine

daascopeconoonqodoocoee

to

ees

dow of the victor,
Wwito took the:

hea

52 BB ee m1 oe wile, «1 ve 08 WF

ere

are

So -porilousty fasnion’d that for them
God's ‘touch alone hath geneliness
enough
To
Naa
not break—their thriilduring fight. |
ing strings.”

f EhcctBlasennssetuakeuc A

“There

—are
thy

hal

the anchor drags. the moorings
gneound, Pitch thy objects high,
-beyavinr tos ae
halt
a
id magnanimous
be,

coase

greedy and. daring men:
Ther co
e. pieces, they ‘balk, they are not fixed,

S555:

by

\sagssassgsaese

rebel

higher naigre, t ne true eelfbood.
4 appoinicd.- The rebellious ‘dwetl

Gtbgon, one of the oldest

residents of Halleybury, dled. suddenly, on his way home Sunday night. ae
Gibson hes ‘been known
to ali h
friends since “the ras days of tke
actions.—Chesterfl

Aman who had fut finisl
oftanie meal at a restaurant

chair, caught up hig hat pad.
that stood against the wall: oe
ed. etsoeie ‘bullding.

looks man
ee
a aessee ee 8

op Tits faenah

isshata ae ota pate!
AMINO
dashed out

he

Gait of the conse!

"| ike proprietor. 2

athetic eee ‘of man,
#un_to
eo thee

Aut ior eo
Chronic! fo-relearsph

hast
:
5

e

Feeling

* importance
2 ins ceca

meag all loteed

‘ous.

1

their

Blenvenue!”,
4

were

opened

by a

=

“Age?”
“Twenty-four?”
“Nativity?”
“America:

-,

n, Born in Orange, New
to
z
18
,
Caribou Lake?"
ba

“Arrived-in
“Citizen of

z
“May. “3.

The greatest
sentation, naturally,
‘was created by the bluevhat. it
i

ge

proceedings

Travelling

with Messrs.

Skinner, Marr, Hagtand,
the
capacity of cook.”

and

A GOOD EXAMPLE.

Fraser,

*hereapon it hopped
ashore with =
coysyag
to the right and to the left, It against him. The suspicion crept into
was mot hard to see why the boat-| Ais mind that {t might not be so easy
us hé had thonght to clear himself.
to Bela with a severe
air.
men had christened her the “chicadee“You are chargee with having ab- truet™™
‘woman.
“Yes, 1 tell him that,"
Young Joe, catching a glimpse
of ducted this girl, Bels,” Coulson went

‘the face bmneath, muttered: | “School-

‘Nothing ‘that

on all. menu

admitted

on,
‘keeping her\a prisoner
on
Eagle Islend. It is your right to waive
examination, in
which case I

“What did-you
do that for?”
~ “He
to
Sam—“ran
away from me.” Here the spectators
smiled. “I not strong enough to catch
him. So I mak’ them catch him. 12
“Yes,” said Sam.
~-¥Young Coulson’s . legal __ formula mak’ them bring him to the police.so
a ts ogee ‘They ‘cannot ‘hurt “him
failed him here.
“Well, what bare
You got to say for yourself?” he asked | if,
send you out to Miwasa Landing for
Do you

wish to proceed?”

quite

humanl;

‘.

7

that everybody was lookin;
‘saw mothing of this strange land she
was to,
2 A@ soon as the general hand-shakote
Big Jack addressed him-

Jack and his pals smiled at each other meaningly.
~
“Well?” demanded Coulson.
“It's not true,” mumbled Sam.
“Didn't you go-with her?”
“Yes—but—"

self to Sergeant
prisoner for you,

“T've got-a

had

his mouth and blushed crimson.

know the

otf a

lake?”
‘Phe policeman
was’ startled
his wullitary air.
asked Bela.

legal

the unoxpe-ted answer.
be

Bela, without saying anything,
allowed him to suppose that it-was.
> "WO have a hearing at onco,” said
Coulson.“ “Gagrion,
can’ We “use “your:
. Gye he use it!
“Aristide!
‘Michel!
Mariat”
shrieked Johnny.
“Ran, you turtles!
Carry evor't‘ing outside.
Tak’ down

«the stoye!”
Bishop Lajeuncsse went
to Bela
|, With, kind eyes,
“My poor. girl!” he-said, in‘ her, own.
tongue. “Have you had a bad time?”
”
¥

ugly.

‘Bela,

deprecat-

“I tell everything in there.”

cy!

Abducted!” cried

Miss

Mackall, with an inquisitive stare.
She's bold enough about it. Not a
%

It would be
thet the bird’s

Sam stood through it,

When order was restored, Coulson
gaid, with a shake in his throst: “You

"hardly expect us to believe that, do

yeu?”
*
“| don’t care whether you believe ft

‘or not!" returned Sam, hotly. “Let
me question her, and I'll show you, 1
“Stand ance -for a while and Tet her
tell

her story

without

interruption.

You can question her when she is
th
”
All the white people
except.
the}
white
and

woman

looked

st the girl with

etic eyes. Del's face was pale

one hand

was

pressed

to her

breast to control the agitated tenant

there.

To be obliged

A coyote

trotting with his airy gait
the top of the dune, lookdered trifies.
He

that

some

questions

by

Capt.

John

A.

Cook,

of

Provinco-

*{ she would not, have been here at all!

ange their owners. and the! tail acts

‘as & radder for steering. Ofte enough

lt is interesting to compire the bird

with

the

product

of

made

which

aeroplane
or eee

it naturally

ve
: B fe

ny

spt

man tripd

filers around
eathers.

the

up

to

copy

the

him.
fe va
etc... _ connected’

duces an Attack of Vertige,

rt

When sny ono fecls dizzy and per. | Raps-almost

ahout to faint his brett
properly control the working:

his eyes.

if

skili—the

copids

ORGAN
IF BALANCE,

cannot

nun

man’s

and down motion of the bird’s..wings,

When It Becomes Affected It Pra

be

to answer—

his advice

Q

d

In

SWITERLAND:
Switzerland the daily

allowance

of bread is nine ounces, with a monthly addition’
of nineteen
ounces’ of”
flour. Military men in service receive
thirty-seven ounces: a day, and from
time to'time.an additional three: ounes.

Rice 1s also on allowance; amount.
ing to fifteen ounces a person.
There are no meatless
days in

other commodities that could take the
place of meat. On.fine 31, -1917./n
decree. was
by? the’ Federal
Council forbidding — hotels and ‘restaurants to serve more than one meat
or egg dish toa person.
4
DENMARK AND SWEDEN:
In Denmark the daily
allowance”
of bread ia elevon ounces a person. In

Sweden it is nine and a half ounces.

The daily ailowatice of bread tn’the the meat allowance seven ounces
the potato allowance fifteen ounces.
ITALY.

In Italy the Government has left
to the loca} commuaities ‘the power
to determine the allowances'*6f varfous food commodities. The Government

only appoints

allowanee Inspec:

tors, whose duty is to
te the.
regulations of the local authorities,
——_+-+—__

The New Suits.
Show.

Uneven-coat levgths,
Fitted and ‘somi-fitted linea.
,
them with his shoulders and legs and
Belts simulated’ and belts real:
the | found that his muscles could not raise
A More economical use of fur trimhim an inch.
mings.
=
‘The muscles; or motors, which ‘now.
—_+-+2 _—_
drive him through
the air,* are as
‘Wigg—i wonder why Closefist
alstrong a8 200 horges, xo no wonder he Waye
wears
those
pepper-and-salt
—.-s—
failed at first. Even the bird, with a suits?
Wagg—I supposebecause
a
body so perfectly formed. for . fligh
Depper-and-ealt
‘suit
ohould
|
be
good
$95,000 of Ambergris in a Lump. has
flying muscles equal in weight to
‘A prize lump of ampergris secured all its other. muscles put together— for two seasons.
Pearson's Weekly.
by the whaling brig Vioin is reported
x
——++2___

and there was no Musq'oosts to advise’
ber. Alas, if she had taken

the
bal-

the bird seems to use {ts tail as « sort
of brake.

living
wings

a terrible

there would

gives the central firmness, and
muscles_do the rest. The wipgs

all our machines having fixed’ wings,

the lake. She | 5"

suspected.

a mistake to suppose
wings cnable it to fly.

hung out it.
He saw the dead goose

*

was

n

Switzerland, on account Of the lack of

aeroplane. To begin with,-there ts no

below, a rich
‘whom no

ounces.

have, a

on
hbaunches a couple of
hundred yards away, and his tongue

to speck out” before

80 many white people
ordeal for the girl of
difficult

‘Th
people
in!
first
place learned it from the wild creatures. She
watched
through
the

blushing and

glaring around at his -tormentors.
“[ believe him!” cried Miss Mack-

all; but nobody heard her.

notice

If wings spelled flying any of us could
attach a pair and soar into the-air,
The hollow bones of-the birds make
light bodies, but they are attached to
and} rigid, backbone. wl
forms the
main feature of the bird's body. This

me in her canoe.”

rest.
Even
the bishop
to
taugh, alboit indignantly, Jack, Shand
and Joe fairly doubled up by: the door.

“the

«Machines
Made by Man.

Sam,
when
f

me

guess that’s my right. isn't it?”
“Certainty,” said Coulson, stiffly.

hk

trace of shame!"

bundied

read

LIVING AEROPLANES.

was asleep; tied-me hand .and foot,

and

haye

The red peo-

‘Coulson, scowling.
“Just what
I said!”
recklessly.
“Jumped on

halt

a half ounces of butter, one ounce
of margarine and one ounce of bacon.
In reslity, however” nobody receives:
young jambs, little chickens, iitmore
thanone ounce of butter.
ve
a their
byare
The <Uowance cf potatoes Is three
‘be-| pounds per. week, ‘but the |
Neves that this will soon be refuced
=
‘| to twopor
In Buigarla the: allowance jof bread
aswell
as a ful
an inetitution which includes”
“such'| has-been set at. eighteen ounces a
hotels and restaurants as are found on day for every person. On the other.
‘that 'rallway, to put such — memoran- hand, -there are three meatiess days
y
dum before their high-class patrons. each week.
In Turkey. the theoretical allowance:
But it has been done, and its morai ef_
fect
deen wider than the actual is supposed ‘to be nine ounces a day,
but it rarely exceeds five ounces:
wastage that has been saved. Those

Wherein Birds Differ From Flying

under

“is this true?”
:

cards on ©. P. R,-dining

“If the food controller could prohibit the sale or use of these’ young
animals it would be another means of
food economy.

“What do you mean?”
‘There was no help for it
“It was she carried me off!” Sam
burst out.
There was an instant’s silence’ in}!
the. room..
The white men

e
2 LE

'

"

done

cars and hotels. This reads:
“In the interest of food conserva-

who

Coulson instantly stiffened into on
arm of the law. “What charge?” he

“Ledon't exactly

has

some cases at all events. followed
“| good example le oO! of the railway, and have
any of the im-

i§i

ing a girl of abducting him. He closed

&

The!
‘wearer, exulting

e

a comic figure he would make, accus-

F rit ey

As Sam was about to defend him-

self it euddenly rushed over him what{

Felt 4 al
reli ? a

FEY

trial,

the C. PR.

in. the direction of food conservation
has resulted in so many letters Of
commendation, as the footnote printed

HE:

‘The

formal questioning.
“Samuel Gladding.’

age

Not at all what I expect-

itt

“Mercy!

ed!” whispered Miss Mackall to the
doctor.
“wretch!
t
you call him. Much too: good for. her.
i's her they should
2"

i

ithe

Th

JEWELERS.

:

A bright store replete with séasonable goods in pleasing vatiety, ‘up-to-the-minute in design and

serctese:'
will moan that

Hance

suitable for every

member

of

the

family,

where

-hand-in-hand with fair prices and courteous treatment.

Dink No, Iucladed elton
>

a

ome pe ge

<

x

Just the Place to Do
ce

:

«A

NUMBER

OF

quality goes
s

_s

Your

Bees

TIMELY

SUGGESTIONS

a

i
case’ was ‘that of the
latter,
an accountant of a Toronto
‘bank, who had ‘been exempted by
“the tribunal before. which he ap.

AYIA

The
tion, however, was-ap-.
by
Col. Grier, the military
representative on the board. The
was heard before Judge
jester and the decision of the
tribunal was upheld. - Col. Grier
then appesied the case farther to
the osntral
it ‘to-day.
i &
bone such positions .conld be filled
women.
The:
4 Sano:
entatives contended
that
ey
could not.
x
f
Justice Duff declined to give
qebement canbe nestion until the
i
had «submitted further
a
‘and information
as to the ppssibilities
of women help, etc.
““Phe question,” he said, ‘is as to
the national interest, hav-| §
regard to what is involved in | =>
would be better served by | 2
those men bers... All ques-

x
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~Gasseroles...
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Bread Trays ..

Sandwich Plate.s...-2----+++-+

6.00.

Knives and Forks, per dozen...

2.75.

Teaspoons, dozen .......- t.
Sugar Spoons, each .
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|When you respond to our invitation to visit our store leave behind |

“| you any impression you may have}
that you are one! to na Ex-

amine our goods, then

buyif you)

wish---that’s your privilege. We
will do our best to make you feel

Naturally the lines we}

at home.

[Randle are more complete now
than later on; so come early. ‘ The
store will ‘be ‘open every evening

\the

week

“FANCY
ua a

£8

Christmas Buying

of December

I7th.

CHINA
Store Open

__
_LAVALLIERES
a
ares pene

;
%= drm
BROOCHES

Pewima Amenyst

S48
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soa cot, wit peace...
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Final Appeal Judge

_

Gives Ruling on-

_Exemption of Farmers
Mi. Justice Duff (the Final Court of Appeal) Declares it is Essential that there shall be No -

Diminution in Agricultural Production.
(Pablished by authority of Director of Public Information,
“<

~.

Ottawa.)

4 _Hon. Mr. Justice Duff gave judgment on December

+ 6th, in the first test case brought before him, as Centrai
‘Appeal Judge (the final court of appeal), for the exemp-

tion of a farmer. The appeal was made by W. H. Rowntree in respect of his son, W. J. Rowntree, from the
decision. of Local Tribunal, Ontario, No. 421; which
refused-a claim for exemption. The son was stated to
be an experienced farm hand, who had been working
on the farm continuously for the past seven years, and
ever since leaving school. | He lives and works with his
father, who owns a farm of 150 acres near Weston,

‘Ontario..

With the exception of a younger brother, he

is the only male help of the father on the farm,
father is a man of advanced years,
xe

)

The

In granting the man exemption “until he ceases to

be employed in agricultural labor,” Mr. Justice Duff “| )said:

That man is a slanderer

who says that

“The Military Service Act does not deal with the ““*
subject of the exemption of persons engaged in the agri-

cultural industry; and the question which it is my duty
to decide is whether the applicant being and having
been, as above mentioned, habitually and effectively engaged in agriculture and in labor essential to the carry-

ing on of agricultural production, ought to be exempted
under the provisions of the Military Service Act.

“These two propositions are indisputable :
--“(1) In order that the military power of the allies
y be adequately sustained, it is essen'jal that in this
try and under the present conditions, there

diminution in agricultural production.
be no uld
‘sho
“(2)

The supply of competent labor available for

‘of agricultural production is not abundant,~
l y is deficient.
i
conclusion appears to be that the ap-

mt

; who had. been habitually, ~

engaged in labor essential to such pronot to be ‘withdrawn from it.

unecessary to'say that such exemped 23 concessions on account of per‘Jess.as a favor to a class.

The sole

that the national interest is the better.
these men at home. The supreme
the existence of which, as its preamble
the Military’Service-Act is:foundof
icy

State to take men by. compulsion and
fighting
requires that men shall be
‘are

engaged
in work essential to <="

intain
the full efficiency,of
the

‘whose places cannot be. taken
called. out.”

com

The Farmers
of Ontari
will vote with

Bourassa a

Pro-Germans

Suppressors
of Free Speec!

ee

and
Slackers —

This, the

most Gediendous

answered within ten days.

_

gucsicn

in Canada’s

;

history, is to be

:

Our answer involves Canada’s ‘honour, her freedom and er future.
Old-time party questions are being advanced to obscure the gravest
‘issue ever placed before a-nation.
Canada is in real danger.
The
clouds

atest

that

obscure

issue stands

~ Poday, fe See
provinces stands more
‘she wants;

her

a

vision

must

clear and

all cles
aida GU
ang anon
united than ever before. She-knows what

G)

Withdrawal irom die Ga.

(2)
(3)

Bilingual schools everywhere.
Weakening of the ties of British connection.

(4)© Political controlof Canada.
From the Ottawa River to Labrador and the Gulf, a common. purpose actuates. Quebec in her determination to. profit
by the factional divisions of Canada and to impose her wi upon

all the people of Canada.
Within the last few weeks, Quebec has mobilized all her
forces to dominate Canada under the unified leadership of Bourassa

and Laurier, Canada knows that these two. men in their. earlier
days were personal friends and political associates. Canada knows
how in recent times they gradually drew apart—until~in 1911
Bourassa opposed Laurier and helped to bring about his defeat, at

the polls. Canada knows that from that time forward, until a few

weeks ago, the’breach between them steadily widened until envy
and hatred, each toward the other became the possession of both.
Bourassa and his followers were anathema to Laurier:

fot the people of Canada ask:

before it is

too late, why these two men have suddenly “agreed to bury the past,
why this sudden embrace each of the ‘other? If we will but let the
scales drop from our eyes the answer is obvious. ‘The all-compelling
——
of Quebec have combined to force: the union of Laurier.

and Bourassa in the common PERO

of French Canadian” dom="

ination.
We Gickade ta cight of French \Cooadians bo sadke como
mon cause of anything they think itis in4 heir i terests: so to do.
{This is a*free country. But-as the French
Canadians have already

‘combined to.assert their views, it is the duty,’ of the hour that we
speaking Canadians get together and present to Quebec
mnt inth
thes eg of our rights. Taal is imperative: ae

Quebec is about
out to a ccomplish

see

aps: et of.

aes is in, ‘

has at x srupld to ignore
s
x
purpose,
of-speech.--So thorBritish traditions and to suppress
to.
poe
ven the discussion
oughly organized is her campai
ates: ate prevented from holding
of the war that Anions can

ens’ Unio
a

ie

be

brushed aside

29

ee

that

the

i public meetings throughout that Province. The Unionist minority,
in Quebec are the victims of organized obstruction.
‘To be successful-in her determination to rule all Canada,
Quebec has but to secure a few seats in each of the other Provinces.
Quebec leaders now seck to'divide the rest of Canada into factions
by insidiously:bringing into political discussion old-time party questions, to divert the public mind from Quebec, her purpose and her
ambitions.
"United in her determination to quit the war, Quebec would
“compel a divided Canada to do likewise. By union only can the
English--speaking people Prevent this calamity.
However wellLaurier candidates in Ontario may
be, they will be helpiess against a united Quebec.
Apart from the splendid work of the small English-speaking
population, Quebéc has failed the Red Cross, has failed the
Patriotic Fund, has failed in recruiting and -has failed in the
Victory * Loan. Dare we trust our soldiers, their wives, their
children, their pensions and their allowances to Quebec, that will
neither give, enlist nor invest, and which will resist taxation for
the support of our men and ‘their dependents?
Canada must decide whether she will. become a deserter
and quit with Russia, or fight to the end for liberty. with Belgium.
This decision must not. be dictated by the only Province which
has shirked its’obligations' throughout the war.
All Canada knows that Germany has
_agents, spies and bribes in every country in
evidences are the revelations recently made
dent Wilson. Do we Canadians think the
Canada? If we do, what a fool’s paradise!

been working through
the world. The latest
ta the world by PresiKaiser has overlooked

f
Germany benefits
division among her enemies. Upon
whom would she look in Casa
as furthering her designs? Not
Sir: Robert Borden, Mr. Rowell and their colleagues in the Union
Governirient.
That is certain.
But can the same be said with.
respect to the leaders in the Province’ of Quebec whose attitude

in. this. war is against Canada’s continuation in the war..We

regret to be compelled to Say
our eyes to facts.
_
f

these things, but we must: ‘not shut”
>

2

Committee, anxious forthe maintenance of British ideals and traditions,
the menace of. French-Canadian domination with its inevitable. influence

3

‘The Government's promise of no more patronage and

tes

no-

more profiteering comes as a eleventh hour confession of
guilt. Are you satisfied with that P Or are you going to
elect a man pledged to goto Parliament and todemand
that the stolen goods be handed back’to the people--the

\

victims of the Big Interests?
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People.
:
The
privilege of the food baronst
take more toll.
,

The negligence of the interests of both
soldiers and civilians.
That

War

Efforts.

the

Profiteers.

People’s Candidate
Stands for:

The end of the reign of the grafters.
The defeat of Rogers, Sifton, et el.

A stop to the oppression of the working man.
A

square deal for the soldiers, their
’ families and all.
__| Stopping manipulation of food prices.
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Who has been in Alliance with Bourassa for Six Years ?

~

WHO

OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZES BOURASSA ?
The Union Government, two’ members of which are
Nationalists.
:

WHO

BRINGS PRUSSIANISM
The

Union

Governmont.

WHO

SUPRESSES

BORDEN

FREE

SPEECH

?

1

The Union Government.

INTO

CANADIAN

POLITICS?
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but we can greet it with brave ‘aud

. elder Mauger

|Modlistor,

‘The election nightmare such as Oanmas goodwill to all.
With only « one-day advance setios
house on Wednesday evening.
The list of voters for Datton coutains

the names of 48 women: qualified to
yote at the Dominion elections on Mon-

.
In all there
voters
on the list.

are 267

names of

W.H. Caps, W. Saunders, a om
ase. G. MoCallum, appointed to canae the town for the British Hed {Cross
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to those

in

wedding diouer the bridal coaple left
for western points accompanied by the
‘best wishes of their many friends.
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Smith, north of Dattoo, was visited by

some parties who carried away his flock
of-tarkess which he was getting in
iness for the Christmas trade.
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consisted of sixteen
birds, and
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School Literary Society was held on Fri-

day afternoon,

Peter's, Tyroounell,

gave

aud the male quartette also sang
‘Mise Nott read the school pape

eeee: instructive aud amorous lecture
on “Jamaica”Taeaday evening at the
Feotory to the AY, PA. aud which was
much appreciated,
Miss
sang
‘acceptably.

Friday
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the

gave interesting reports on the proceedings.
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STAR THEATRE DEC. 13
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popular motion picture honse.

This not
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Manus Big Time Circuit of
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Regalar motion
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and four reels of western festores: aud
comedies,
First show st 7.80; second
at 9.
Admission, Be and | tbe.
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51 Maple street, St. Thomas.
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The’ British Government has donated
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200 and 100." Proceeds for patriotic-pur- £1,000,000"for the relief of Halifax, it
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weSchool and adherenta
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What Shall We Give for }:
A

Christmas

Present?

‘Just A Few Suggestions for
Really Practical Gifts

R. P. Reekie

SPECIAL NO
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_At the
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1918. Diary
Now

To Let—Ten or 15"good ewes to
shares.
Apply at once to E. vee
of 8.8. No.

Seals

and

loss to ask every

Beautiful Silk Crepe de Chene® Waists in white, maize Hesh,
green and rose shades at......:..++.+e00+.84.00 and $5.00
Beautitul Waists_in wash silks, voiles, organdies and law. 4
Fancy Collars aad Neck Pieces, Silk and Satin Underekirta, also
Embroidery and Fancy. Lingerie
Kid Gloves for Men, Women and Children
rs
A beautiful line of Women’s: English. Walking Shoes at $6. 00.
Handkerchiefs—We never had such a° beautiful assoriment of
Women’s, Meén’s, and Children’s Handkerchiefs
Boudoir Caps, at 22... scweceeeesseversceceeees5Oc. to $1.00 4
We have a very nice assortment of- articles to be embroidered, _
which should give someone’ pleasure.
We haye all the ingredients to hand for your Christmas Baking”
and Candy Making.

contributed

JAMES

F.

GAHAN

In order to conserve fa8 rhe Sanday
strices in the Presbytaiorian‘charot aud
in the Methodist charch at Thames-

"THE. CHURCHES |

ville ata being held in the Sunday

sctiool

Baptist,
Rev. E. 8. Walker will preach

in

th

Baptist church, Iona Station, on ‘Sunday

morning and

at Datton
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in the evening.
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The following
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the front last w:
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Get Your

Christmas Cards
Booklets, Tags

the aboyepiace Friday ‘evening or early
Satarday morning.

and

Join Ford snd Carman NeKishnie,
who attended the boys’ conferences at
St, Thomas and Windsor, respectively,

wil saree A.Y.P A of St.Pore
ou

Marguerite Mann, ao

ex-stadent of the school,
played" two
violin solos, Margaret Campbell and
Stoart Morrison recited,
trices ry ee
‘rector of St. son read, Vera Smith ‘and Lloyd Bona doet, the mixed qoartette
a very ivter- bam sang

;

wards this sale wod also to purchase
Christmas gifts aud ‘household eusupplies
at this sale, Donations
may be left at

Local ani

SCHOOL LITERARY

A very successfal meeting
of the High

+!

idee,

Rev. ©. H. P. Owed.

front, it should be

wal,

HIGH

at

A 10-cent tea

ous to do his or her bit < donating to-

The wid rose to the

GOODS

AE. WHITE

the proceeds of this sale are to purchase
yarn aod flanneletto ee the boys at the

The pupils
of the Province hardships were en- arent
fas
dared ou account of the uty of fael.

will be foutid

Sad shop eariy,

sold at market price.

will be held in connection with the sale,
to which-each: Daughter of the Empire
is asked'to fornish sandwiches, a3 well
as her other douation.
The main. fea:
fare of the sale will be held at4 p m.,
when a beautifal centre piece generously
donated by Mrs. .S. Clans, and « valaable water color kindly donated by Mra,
‘Osutelon will be sold by anction...As

“TURKEYS STOLEN

travelling difficult,
The railways were
severely hit, and trains were roo hours
behind schedale time.
In many parts

mach sees. places.

Parlor Tables, Extension Tables
ever sold before

ALL

Srabixes: banavas, nuts, candy, fancy
work, including sprons, towels, dust
caps, or any other article ‘that can be

arday and continued throughout Sunday, with a considerable fall in she
temperature, the mercury registering

will no doabt
excel that of other years.
+ Read the aunoancements in: this issue

Rockers,

We still have a large ntock at less than cost”
Boots & Shhocs.- “today.
Save your Money and buy war bonds. |

beads, and carried a boqaet of white cooking, cream, butter, dressed. fowl,
roses.
The wedding march was played
| o1

‘The merchauts of Dutton have wade
Preparations for a big Christmas trade

‘ith a -continannce -of

£.0.D.E. NOTES

The ‘atility sale wil
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sample rooms of the mae
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guests, the intimate
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od. panwion home-made
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eee at the
i brancheh ofof G: Grace
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performed sb

A severe storm strack Datton on Sat-

asked.

Parlor Setts, worth $35.00, for plese hl CE
OE I
Parlor Setts, worth $25.00, for ..........-....:........$19.50

WHITE

Street

Mr, Frederick
J. “Hodder; only son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jolin Hodder, Douwich.

"| velocity of almost a hurricane, piling ap
the snow in many places and making

sgoal

Main

A SEVERE STORM

compaoy. the men will receive in some

Livery business
J. MoMillan, I

daughter, Clara J. became the bride of

Ana result
of the finding
of the Board

and the displays made

' MALCOM

their work that uot a sound was heard
by Mr. Sniith daring the night.

‘of Oouciliation, which investigated the
dispute between the M.O. R. passenger
‘brakemen and
baggagemen
and the
Cases far more than on

Having purchased ae
lately conducted
b:

solicit the patronage or the public.
Autos to Let With or Without
driver. Feed Stable in connection

HODDER—
R—MORRISH

were valued at aboot $60.

t

| Waltham and
2
Elgin Watches for Ladies ant d Gentle.
ymen in Gold a Silver Cases from $5.00 ae
;
Wrist Watches at from $3.50 to
a
FURNITURE |

LIVERY

and Auto Service

roosting in the orchard at the time, and
#0 quietly did the thieves accomplish

_ School staff, was compelted to retarn to
bome in Peterboro on account
of illness, Ov Friday ee
~
operation
for appendiciti
_ hospital there.
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per-

Mary

of Dawn

The ceremony was

flock

the High

Mrs.

became

An interesting social event took place
at the home of Mrs, Morrish, Dotton,
last evening at 6 o'clock, when her only

The

Phillie McCallam, son of Peter D.
McOallam, Campbellton, is mot ex-

of

many friends after Febraary first,

hall to-mor-

ow (Friday) « vening.

Dunwich,

formed
by
Rev.
James MoRae, of
the Preabyterian church,
The happy
couple will reside on the groom’s\farm,
Dawn, and will be at Boies to their

interests of T.

W. Crothers in the town

of

bride of George W. Deighton,

hopefol hearts.

adiaos never before experienced will be
cover on Monday.
Then for the Shilee.
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Mr. aud Mre. A. Ford,
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Old papers for sale at this office.
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The officer in command of the Canadian War Records has asked as to make
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complete history in photograph of the
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{ had control over the Ger-
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“Op

=aSPLsix months.” ioe
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the present conflict—so
worse:

much: the

these amazing” revelations,
caped the clutches of the German “after

edrning

the Gsfavor of the General’Staft

while serving under Prince Rup:”

known strangery In the city of whose
hospitality the Kaiser was wont-to
‘beast in almost every speech he made.”
And

by

ital

“and we

self, who, having deen’ sent

a daily

crazed and cruct ‘policy of “The
Men Without Mercy," This

i shail now tell in What way Prince
Rupprecht’
and. the ‘Crown
Prince

ploited to depose the Kaiser.
‘The events Tam tu rolate could only
have come to my kfowledgo through

absurd oscapades, was then . cooling
Lis heols in Berlin, pending the return

of his father.
“We

should

be friends,"

he

Prince Ruprecht, w1

told

bat

heartily, “close friends. We have | <3
tame ‘lames, and olight to act

Keeping

RUPPRECHT.

that

at my

IN, DISGRACE

His fallurd-to —

the aimost

impossible
lions of the German
hish command had led, if not to his

recali, at all events to the suspension
of his

command.

To

do’

the’

prince

anything like “pigh polities
out of ihe question.

was

For. the next fow days Prince Rupprecht ‘devoted the whole of his oe

if we cannot, why then wo must prove
ourselves strong enough to make even

to the
stein:

Eekha:

more sweeping changes. Potsdam and

Prince Rupprecht loaded her with
dewels and Javished exquisite finery

made

‘of the cafes of Bertin

same people who Salil

to set hita against you also. We must
take steps to have them removed, and

fault,

As it happened, when

are more

to

in touch

younger

men,

with aires

who:

of

Fraulein

If

whose wits and

gossips lived to dilate on this victory
over the
Bay:
Prince,
The yer

needs be, ho must be com:
‘
airct boys delighted in the sci
and i can do it. You tare
uae
behind you, and I all Berlin end half and enjoyed the irony of the situation
which Converted ii{s cold, srini midGerman:
{rio a passionta.e
THE
GROWN” PRINCiYS POPULAR- sinauee, widower
ITY.
_
Prince Rupprecht listened to that er there was oné person in Berlin

who certein'y did net relish the tur

extraordinary outburst with the deceitful calmnees which he has so_pf-

events

ten tg assume that it-has become”
&
part of his nature: That ho was sroek
jy surprised I do not suppose. It fg, of
coutse, well known that the Crown
Prince and his father have been for

Rupprecht

years at each other's throats, and have

his

Prince

pursuit

now

‘upon her, The passion that had seized
tim became one of the standing jokes

to listen

not hesitated to usé the most envencomet? weapons against
each other.
More than once the Keiser has been.
actually in danger of losing his throne
precht and myself reached Berlin, we ' to the madcap son, who has tried him
found that “William the Sudden” had beyond endurance, but whose popular-

jastice, the failure was none of

had Intely set his cap,
room, in company with a numberof
mea wad eoney er Joose character was ‘obviou:
jon_ of

my father's mind againat me take care

gether. The

the almost insane laxity’of life in the

exalted elrole to €hfch my~ Lara

ment under Prines. Rupprecht admit
ie, The Crown Prince of pemoany ieis
2
bat mad. His
indiseretions in
HY india proved that, and they also showed his crack-Draine@vindifference to
authority and criticism.

pee
Crown

for ir Afot

by the Kalser, after one of his

work's narrative castea startlinglight on affairs in Germany
which have hitherto: been kept
secret.
‘
< cekese esos]

e mind, 20 ono need msrvel

to ae

Whatever other details

those residents was none other than
the Crown Prince
Germany himhim

“able

Rup-

had

taken,

and

Crown Prince.
Pretending to

liaison,

and

that

was

encourage

the

the

Prince

woman

in

he at the same me

their

left no

‘stone anturned to interest them bots’
in the jgrand plot that he was batching against his father, the Kaiser,
He
eyen-promisedFlaulein Eckhardstein

that, should he see inin eine the

throne, a handsome.
should be hers,- while te essa

on

precht the position of Bavaria ffs the
German echeme of things was to be
ity, strange and unaccountable aa
bey entirely altered, and that on
yestigating Rupptecht's conduct of the is, renders him too powerful to
jost
ter Prussia, was to become
cenipaign, and instead had procegd ed. | summarily dealt with.

for the nonce abandoned the task of into the eastern front, there to plan

the |

dollvery of a siaeblug blow at Russia.

But. though the Kaiser was absent, we

found Berlin full of generals of divisions, officers of the Guards and other
functionaries, and’ it was~obvious
both of os, from the cool politeness
and studied detachment with which
we
she

were
¢yerywhere received. that
verdict had already gone against

The effect of this treatment upon the

princes wan
rent. He cesumed a
haughty sternness that eoon set the
sorsips of Berlin talking of a coming
Tupture between Berlin and. Bavaria
eres

that he did nothing to set at

“Bavaria,” he said to me one night
when dining at one of the most fashionable restaurants. im the capital and
after he bad imbibed an immense
quantity of wine, aesfa @ sovwh 108@ peocreign. indevendent
ple will

follow

oer
nee

those rulers elect to withdraw.

And

if

from

For

the Crown

Prince

has

succeed-

ed in convincing huge masses of the
Gcrman people that tho Kaiser and
the

old. gang

have

robbed

them

of

victory, and that had matters been left

in his (the Crown Prince's} hands all
would have been well. The Kaiser, on
his part. longing to wound, was
t

afraid to strike at his son, who is the
idol of the vulgar German people.
Prince Rupprecht © accepied | with
eagerness an invitation to dine with
the Crown Prince next evening —an
evening that was destined to be fruitful

of

remarkable

developments, ang

‘at the close

fous little dinner at which myself-and
Baron, Senholtz were present, Fraulein
rae
made a suggestion.

“You me
she sald, “don't know
how to eaipltn.
It takes a woman to
do that.
You got your own way In
the world by ordering peopie about.
We poor creatures have to flatter an:

partnership,

remain.

he bade

me

“It isjtime we acted," he said. “The
people fire sick with the sickness of
hope.dfferred. They have been led to
aoe

recovering,

she burst

into a

laugh, Just a touch too boisterous to
be reassuring.
Vulgar sho was, yet

proposed it only by way of 2 joke.”,
Next moment, still laughing,
she
}- was gone, our host escorting her.

evening,

cajoie and persuade.
ceed where you fail.

almost angrily

swiftiy

of a ‘detics

one

which I shall ever remember.
I was not, of Course, ineited to dine,

tired. buf

appeared about to faint.
She wince |
ns though she had been stabbed.
Then

as: she rose looking at the Prince I
could not but-admire her.
“Of course; T understand, ny dear
Prince,” sho said. “In point of fact I

but was bidden to
at
hour. } foynd thet
fen
smaking-som, with cigars
at hand./Yhe Kaiser's beir
ed and efcited. 4 would fain

a certain
in a ama}
and Witt
was flushhave rex

supported

thing ‘you’ can-do

‘Make

Hence we sucBy far the best

is to

me.

take

mo

into

a-party to

your schemes, and pronitse me wy reward, and
1 will undertake to bring

General-Faikenhayn.
side in a week! ao

over tg.
your
Aris support, and

popular feeling ‘dead against the Katser and Von Hindenburg, the ball is
at your feet.”

“And

ee fray, 38is the re

claim?” asked
“This—that

nce Rup)
youre

A curious feeling of alarm seized
me on her absence. . What If she be

Prince

‘hen

agree,” he

Fraulein

Eekhardstefn

Ri

precht

Crown

(sald.
set

#rince

sharply,
out

that

night armedwith a letter for Falkenhayn from the Crown’Prince hinizelt.

As it happened, the moment was a
fayorable ona for the attempt, bold-as

it was, Falkenhayn, a member of the
} Prince's circle, who trad forced war,

the papelatiy. both .of
of Hinden' eg hittiselt Was at a low
ebb; The, apa
“people were incensed atthé duration of the war and
at the deceptions

that

had-been

prac-

ticed-‘upon them.
Those who knew.
Germany can affirm that the throne
was then in'danger. T
“could be
no

question

move

baa!

whatever

that

a

out Pes tie eee party.

bold

er

at thelrhead, would

‘CESS IN’ SIGHT.
“Small“wonder,

Eee

therefore, that it was

of. the smaller

military

men

arc gradually

It

turaing’

control of the air as the one certa
mode of strangling forever and « day
the Pan-Germanic aspiration to world

dominion. Hence Congress’ receni -action im passing the $640,000,000 appropriation, the first of a series of approgriations to make the United States
supreme in the air.
Just what types of aerial matnines
wil
prove most effective, and where
the great air fleet,
once’
{t is constructed, can be most advantageously

directed are still subjects of conflicting

and she did not return, my fears in-

creased.
It had been arranged that
she shouki, having delivered the note,

undersea

trayed us?
But the ‘hing was impossible!
Still, as the ‘time sped by:

immediately come back to us in her
car, but the delay seemed endless,

and shé did not come.
Prince Rupprecht’
now began
to
drink copiously of champagne.
He
had promised Fraulein a reward; that

would, be-all right, But marriage, of
course, was out of the question. He
turned to listen owte more to the now
intoxicated Crown Prince's boastful declamation as to what he would achieve

when he had the reins of Empire in his
hands.
Hig drunken talk
went
‘on.
Twelve:o'clock sounded.
>
Suddenly the Crown Prince was interrupted.
There was the sound of a
drive: outside;

ent.

swarms

opinions.
Wil blinding the enemy's
reconnaissance eyes end the war morc
quickly, or will bombing
Ais naval

carriage arriving in hot haste on the

Wensten: owt i. the
watched him Antently.

by

types, airplanes
pe figh: it airplanes,
wide.
eee |.
a thing the
| craft cannot do, ne “unlimited numbers of the smallar types are also e8sential for reconnaissance and ~ for
contrdé] of the alr. over the fighting tiseuss ie“not theo
Upe}
ines on land.
telegraphic aespatebes
ee
“But ft Js in.the bombing eraft that= ane eee
the principal cities and a the seme
great Capron’ triplanes, now 2
| solution of the war's gravest problems by the great
in the field.
part of Italy's nerial Geet.”
ts beginning to be seen. Latest. oe
British reports estimate the desi
According
to Hetiry ‘woodhcuse, auHon -of bottoms. as between 750,000 ther of the “Textbook of ee eee
and 1,000,000 tons & month. An idew
‘lof what these figures mean has-been |
ine the final Staten Just before her ‘brought sharply to the attention of the
few")
was ordered—it was-then cleven’) people in this country in the past
days, during which ‘Washington
declock Prince
eee.
who
had
S any one of which can keep—
elared that for Ixck of available trans- the Ors,
pen
taken
jittie wine, suddenly admachine fn (lies
‘shoulda oa
ports
‘Various
units
of
the
National
jer.
be sbattered. by guntire
Guard are likely to be held in rein: Ronetloning. as. ee
Phere
js ‘an’ important’
matter;
Fraulein,” he said, “that 1 want clear- ing camps all winter. =
t
hac
a
speed:
of
eighty)
miles an
Admitting that this js true the sited‘ up before you leave. You rememaie five tons of bigh exple~
uation seems scarcely expected to be se
ber that I gaye you 4 promise
oe
sivea, is capable of flying five or six
other evening, before we despatghed changed next spring so long. as sub-. Aundred mites and” returning’ aie
marines continue to sink more tonyou on your mission
to .Falkenhayn.
fuel reserve.
4
nage monthly than can possibly be ampie
Since then a communication has been
Imagination ‘can pleture the wake ot
made to me about yourself by an old Sullt in the combined shipyards of destruction a fleet. of a he
friend of yours—in fact, the Crown Great Britain and the America in a these
huge machines would, ere
month,
Prince: } neod. not specify its nature,
fovernment plans to turn out some
While. many Americans
—are._conbut it will of necessity make it Imthing Mke, 20,000 aeroplanes “a” year.
fidently looking to Edison and hig felpesaibic for me to carry out your suglow inventors to find some means of Buppdse Yor a moment that 1,000 of
gestion that } should become
yout
these
--were ‘the monster
bombing,
husband. That your services ought to smashing the Undersea ~ murderers,
vbe rewarded is very true, and T will naval authorities arée not so sanguine. mode! and thaythis number, supportelt
Sep that they: are so, but you will un- Furthermore, the practicability of & by a figet of the small types, shoule
derstand thatapes 1 agreed to is out great allied Jand and sea attack on wing their way over Kiel or Zeebrugs:
of the qui
German naval haseg, the nests.of C, in a concerted attack, nd. suppose
A WOMAN'S
REVENGE,
beats, has been virtually denied by further that this attack was supported
bya simultaneous Iand and sea ‘olfen-t
strategic experts.
For a mom*nt the woman, wio had
In their struggle to find the remedy sive against the same bases,
been taken at vo craet a disadvantage,

feiseriaag ts the whole Federatfon.
YOMAN’S. AMBITION.
At first a new movement
against

the Kaiser moved but. slowly, ‘The
situation semed almost hoptless tht

nerve centree of

can fe Mano of he face of
the earth.
In thelr work Such planes mast be

be masters
of

fhe afattuation, apd

a strange irony, .the. first. of

we

heard

thrust open ete
ing up

the ‘hall door

mén were com-

the stat

Another justant and a Captain of the
Prussian Guard entered the room, and
ealuted., Behind him was a subaltern
and

# squad

the

Crown

of men.

*Your Royal Highnczs,”
Prince.

“i

direct

to request you and Prince Rupprecht
to consider yourselves under arrest,

and fo proceed with me to the Patace
semen
en 4 ky new. that my. fears were
Pealized. ~ Fraulin Eekardstein . had
ees delivered,
Pa

Not to Falkenhaya
the

incriminating

She had placed it in the hands
the Kaleer. himself!
we
THE KAISER'S PARDON,
Myself, and about twenty other

of
of

fleers’ were motored to “the: Guarda’
barricks, where we passed the night
tho mess, with setitrie< at the
oors.
Personally I hed no fear that
ce-should be shot; but the Prussians
among iny felluw-prisoners fully. expected that fate.

Korie ase a
-volce
were not long in doubt. Scarce,
aoe that pee is We
hiad ths yaveille sounded on 2a ot
thin I heard the sentria®
in
eset of no
no floeae read: cat ‘a thecriing
paseuge coming: to atcentioy

eras telegram from. eee
How:
there
= auncunetis.
had agree?
to throw in his” lot fea wes
had riséh and saluted.
mae “Rupprécht and the Crown Hrince phe did aryfe teturn-the'ealote.
© TiShane
He was. a pI reparedat the ain per time
to ees out Seclbod
e army
|*
last
forgotten,” ho said
.
‘Kaiser, whose power, .al‘duties, and
ready bruken, oui youve ® mortal | coldly,sien&Return to your
ye part £

4 Bean

ortet te see
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with

monsters

them, shattering
proye

his

the more ex-

If both are to be attempted, huge
mbing and torpedo planes such as
are not contemplated gn the Goyernment’s programme so far as is known
wil haye.td
be. supplied. Such planes

with carrying capacity of tons of high
explosives could in night attacks In
force play havoc with-Kiel, Zeebruggc,
Essen or Wilhelmshaven.
In a recent statement”
of what has
been accomplished by the War Department since the beginning of. the
war Secretary Baker
declared
the

no

great

stretch

of faney

the power

of her one

remaining

hope

of dinning the war, the submersible,
Sone aeplimmmering.:
"Phere is every re
includes

cpetatiod.
fg now

theS uinited

Bintes, of
‘5 identical

england, as is

building

large

models

of

the

Handloy-Page, Curtiss and Gallander
types. Thees are not so large as the
Caproni machires, but. they obviously
serve tle same

need.

Gérmany would naturally
combat
such an attack, and the struggle would
involve casunities, but not a fraction
of the number sustained in the feast
important
Woodhouse

land
vers
RS
has pointed out.

as Mr.

Experts hold that the logical.

time

for such.an attack {3 at night, when

it

is extremely difticult for aeroplanes to
be

located In the

sky.

ih

a

recent

article Mr. Woodhouse tells of a.cimuitaneous night raid on the Balkan’ frout
made by allied and enemy planes. The
opposing forces passed each eet ca
route, but neither saw the oth
‘The great offensive bombarizient
machine

is beginning

to be tiewed

ax

United States would haye, sooner or} the eos certain antidote for tife U-boxt
tater enough airplanes’ to invade Ger- meni

raany

through the alr.
He would
he said, whether
1,000,000 machines.
this.
declaration,
means
terms of airplane models
was,

na:
in
0

course, not revealed, and probably will

not_de, but the day of
r'the dig. plane, a

he said to type that may be devoted
came

from the Kaiser, who has ordered me

achieved revenge,

bases

takes

to picture the hiding places of U-boat
and Germany's battle ‘fleet ilterally
wiped off the {aco of the earth, ama

“to mail

rying in times of peace, appears.
be eoning.,
it is known that a snort
time ago fie attention of the Govern:
ment was directed to the strides Italy.
Sas made in this dreectiow by Miyor

Second in size among
the Caproni
Modela, according to Mr. Woodhouse.
is the 600 horse-power triplane, which

has a wing, spreadof about

93,

feet.

carries 2 crew of three, 4490 pounds of

explosives, haa a speed of 80 miles an

hour end, like the larger model. car
travel

hundreds

with fuet reserve.

of
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Department is Prepared
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style or trench.. + $12.50 to $20.00

black beaver’ cloth,

A Special

twill lined, S sizes
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in’ Men's Blue Serge

guarantee these goods British Blue.

$25.00

Men’s

Suits

Coats are made

two or

*

three button, sack style. Pants made with belt loops and cuffs'and are J]
hand-tailored throughout. We know what satisfaction you will get

.

from owning and wearing these suits, prices. .

#

Silk Fibre Moffiér Squares, a wenjth of plain and

ol

We.can

‘Tartan Plaid Muffler Squares, all thnt’s new here.
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‘Tweed-Covered Rain Coats, regular
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“ Paisley patterns, fringe ends, something different
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| special ga rments. from the regular makers of
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tweed patterns with yelvet collars, in belted or pinch-back styles.
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sank

you see our

display

plain grey, blue or grey chinchilla, black Milton with velvet pollats

‘Featuring Men's Fonr-in,Hand Neckwear at.. B00, 750, 1.00, 1.25
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Black Dog Coats, extta fine fur, #30:
two-piece or combination, . ©
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Boots
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Ladies Vici Kid, 8in, top, plain too.
Ladies Patent Leather, dall, high top

es,
ee

hieGop.

‘Bals, low hols...
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White Silk Hdkfs., with embroidered flag corners,.360. and.
All Silk Hakfs., white, 250. 500., 750.

:

5.9.

:

0°

and felt topped shoes for ae
wear...”
ae

«Pails Garters, all colors, pair 250:
Paris Garters, two-grip, all colors, pair 500.

*

simas’
»*.;
Armbends, all silk webbing, boxed, 25c., 350., 500,
seksi
moe ne
King Pad Garters, neatly boxed, all colors, 350.
rea
priors. eae
ie.
Com! bination
ti Sets of Garters and Armbands,
set 60c. and Tha.
“wear,
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;
. Hats
and
Caps

Be
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' Khaki Kdkfs., 9 for 250. Silk Hakfs., 250., 600., 760., 1.00.

Rie
_*_ >

i

All linen intial Handkerchiots, 350., 8 for $1.00.
White Mercerized Hdkfs., with colored initials, 3 for 500.
Exceldn Hakts., 8 for 250., and 4 better Hine at 3 for ‘oho.

5

:
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Handkerchiefs
Good Values to be hadIn’Mon’s Haadkérchiets;~*->

Lawn Hdkts., 2 for 260. and 8 for 260.

We have same in two weights,

it
‘coarefa!
elected 4
ive yo
aadpomfort” Becure
fed
See Rees how:
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‘Mew Toiinea Winter Styles in Cluets & Peabody's

\
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All Linen Hakfs, good sizes, prices 186., 200., 250., to., 400.

We sell Garharrt’s Overalls, the best made goods to-day, $2.25.

Do you: wear Stanfield’s Underwear?

Shirts

Stock

3
stripes, coata are lined wih oo
eee linings and made in regulation
Men's All-Wool Pall-Overs, blue, grey and maroon, 3.00 aud 8.50
avis al aisoe ose in stock, 26-42 22. 0secee0
00s
$20.00 Jf. 10 only, Boys’ Grey Pall-Overs,
50c. each:
zl
A special offering of Men’s meat Suits at $10.00, two patterns in good
Fine Cashmere Sweaters for boys; button shoulder, 1,25 and 1.80 7
tweed mixtures, goods that were contracted for some months ago, wellAll the boys are wearing Méokinaw Coats, doubis bevesben
made throughout, a splendid’wesring snit, sizes 37 to 44......$10.00
collar, patoh pooksts and belt all around, brown, blup, red
All the new styles in Boys’ Two-Piece Suits. One of the beat styles,
and grey cheok and overplaids, $10.00 Mone:
*. $18.00.

tweed patterns, in neat checks or.etripes, prices range. ..6.00 to 12.50 {1
eee
ete a Ef L°>
Knickers, every wanted:pattern, lined oe
cotton,’ Odd
all sizes, 26 to5 35, 4prices ...6..
95e to 2.50

_
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Fine Orkney Sweater Coste; nest oheck pattern, 6.50.

namely, pinch-pack, with two-piece belt. This comes in a good range of

;

Our

Extra Heavy Coats, with shawl collars, plain shades, 6.00.

and

Good strong Tweed Suits for sclioo}-wenry all si

am

from

Coats
Large

Heavy Jambo Enit Coats, crey, brown, maroon, blue, : 5.00.

These suits’ are
checks

als

fr

* Plain Grey Sweater Coste, heavy rope stitoh, $2.00.
Plain Brown, withont collar, all wool, $3.00.

$18.50 to $25.
neat.

Sweater

Few. Speci

j
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‘

New Fail and Winter Styles in Men’é andraid Cape.
All that’s now here at 500., 750., 1.00, 1.50.

_-Wo ro agents for Borsaline 3Hats, the world’s best, Popalar |

LS, Sa

Cena Tas, et set tse.

Overcoats and Suits for the
Little Fellow”
trench models,
at 4.00, 5.00, Poy arte.
+
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"at a time and start now.. Below isan assortment

Bay
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Handkerchief. s
For Women and Children :
Are no doubt one of the: most pope
Christmas Gifts”
pad Sine nny tn
ing selections
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‘slore’s

eee

Wom

nad, Beodkorcha

laced together for a: starter at a stall sirerient
En iglish Dicer Sets, pee
cay be wreath
f itdped and gold bands. .
$17.00 to $40.06 €
Jardinieres and Fancy Fi ower Pots, new
Sree nicel
decorated
recess5c, to’ $3.00
: Toilet Sets at a "Bargain, |direct from the English factory, in floral and’ decorated designs and Grecian
SCROll a so een em owe rence en cd eey
50 to $7.50

”

Japanese Wicker Baskets Make Nice Gifts
Fern Pots...22. sses>

+++1<750c
to 2.50°

Sewing Baskets...

+++

wheer qual. . Fruit Baskets...
inhent

een

“hada Bas

a

“gold 2ate complete at old prices.
re
‘lights in’a beautiful sét of dishes. ’call

initial, im

=

gabe

corners. .:
200 to 750
poe. lawn Bandiorobiat, with

'

Glove Boxes, Sewing Cases, Jardin-

+180 to 50

‘ieres, Window Trays

and

++++++-25e
to 1.50 “other articles
from 5c to $1

Fancy Linens for Christmas Giving

We ha

choi

leoti:

f. beautifal

Miriowmpmcnte

Lunoh Cloths, Tray Clotha and Embroidered Pillow ‘Slips, 360 to 2.50. i

eyelet oorose
eee meehteey- 905 80-500 - e041 wssdiera Hand Embroidered Diand 18-inch Oniies: Pe OA

orale ee
Te eel

Hendkerchtete,
Coe

dozens: of

Handsome Table Linen in matched sets, in numereus designs and sizes. -These goods arejhard

ef

Spoon Trays :.

‘0 €etand are decidedly good value at 7.50, 12,00 and 15,00.» set.
Special Cloths in 2 and 3% yard lengths, 2.00, 2.60.

‘Water Sets, pressed glass, decorated. cate
.

S

¢

iz

‘Dishes.

3

‘Syrap Jugs, nickel top.-....-..980 and 800

nck

For the
‘Novada Sil

260, 800, 500
A fall range of Table Linen by the yard, ranging in price from 750 to 2.00.
Crepe handkorohiets, in colors Po
Fanoy Colored Border Bath Towels, pink, blue and flowered designs, 300, 500, 750 and 1,00 each.
white, with col emb....250, 300, 400 _ Huok and Damask Towels, in large and guest-room size, from 200 to 1.00 exch.

Children’s Handkerchiefs

Stamped Towels, in all sizes, 200 to 500.
Linen

Laundry

Bags; worked,

:

ready for nse, at 500.

:

Stamped Cashion Tops, runners and otber lines of fancy goods ‘top einbroldering. —
Boudoir Caps, in net, muslin and lace, from 500 to 1.00.
Pretty Silk Bags.

Protty lawn

white,
and
maslin, specially”
Christmas

crossbar

for Ladies
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thal
Collars,

with bands of

filet Ince, sailor baok-...500 to 1.50
oaks sed iahore ofemb. cor with

Ornsfy Calla, a

a

ee with tucks and hand

de chene, 4.00 to 7.50.

pe

Peed

TOY Table and Two Chairs
Toy Oak Writing Desks

Toy White Writing Desks.
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250 to 2.00,

e

pretty blouse in silk or crepe de chene.

We

have

embroidery, in maize, rose, pink and bine crepe

Plaid Silk Waiste, trimmed with plain colors and-large pear! buttons, 7.50.

Z

New

Trade

It you want a nico skirt we can give "= all sizee at moderate prices, 4.60 to 8.00.

,

é

ee

<

:
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S

rate

the fFancy

A

.

white or Black Habitai Silk Waists, with tucks and hemstitohing, all sizes, 3.00 to 4:50.
Black Mossaline and Crepe de Chene Waists, ina variety of styles from 8.25 to 7:60.
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~ ‘Carpet

Tea

Sweeper

ginddene the heart, Ie also wakes rock

.00

easy,

and

Ses-our assortment... $5.50 to $6.00
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Untri mimed

“Shapes at Less Than Cost

of Material
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nik ine exception.
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quality, in black, white
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New

Curtains

New peinlsetia Curtai ins, wiiith bh avy lace
whi
insertion,
ini biege, cream , white
ae 50reer
te
are exceptional yalues and are 2}
loag. "Prices,

"

See oe

gd for over curtains, tan, brown and light colora, 36 in. wide;

ney

Christmas

Groceries

We once more take this
opportunit of thanki
friends of Dutton and wienity for their
ee
We ae announes the Christmas season,

Ladies Tweed Coats, Variety of Styles and Prices

‘
Give Gloves for
Christmas

everBrerisy,
had t00 Gloves
many pairs
and
ee recom.

, made from the Celebrated Lister's and Salt’'sPlosh
fe mlamoe anwell-aa
Spake = sitablo sit We have some pretty styles for
Children
Conte for all’s
sizes, priced
at 6.00 to 11.50.

:

Choice

tee
ladies
:

Gifts for Ladies

Silk Camisoles make a dainty Christmas
gift. We ave pretty styles, Iaco trimmed, at $1.95.

) ‘White Nainsook Corset Covers, lace and embroiderySoe

‘460 to 1.00.

Brassisres,
all sizes, 600, 750, 1.00.
‘Pretty Nainsook Nightgowns, with Ince yokes,

1.50.

Baibroldered Gowns, at 1.25 to 2.26. Crepe Nightgowns, in pretty styles, 1.00.

“Suggested: Ribbons for All Round Gift Bags
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HIGH SCHOOL

CONCERT

Mrs,, D, MoBfarchy, of Broderick,
Bask, arrived Tuesday to spa. several
‘weeks with her parents in
Danwich.
Archie Kendall, who onderwent an

A good program has been prepared
for the high school concert in the town

Mise Ellinor Black, who is attending
Lillian Massey Sohool of Domestic
at Toronto, is home for the
‘Christmas vacation.
A.D, McKillop and P, G. Cameron
orouto attending the anonal

purvhase of the piano recoutly placed in

FURNITURE

the school,
Admission,
served seats, 35 cents.

25 ceuts;
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Ontario as representatives from Coyue’s
Corners Farmers’ Olnb.
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Notior—The annual meeting of the
ratepayers
of 8.3, No. 11 will be held
‘the schoolhouse on Wednesday, Deo.
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19 o'clock.—J.

A.

papiis
of 8. 8, No.

Dec.

Bind regards to all my friends,
Lovingly,
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The following are the

foreign talent. Admission,
36oand 10c, Proceeds for patriotic pur-

dou.

No. 8—Alex.

MoAlister.

Walker and John

mB

amen

aa

F.

GAHAN:

A. E. Robert s Drug Store
One

Door North of Postoffice

‘Assistant Saper-

mith.

amley.

ONT.

WANTED
firemen on the Pere
‘Will
be given steady
|. 8. Claas, local agent,

clerk.

No. 6—J, B. Wateon ank Jobn Patterson.
No. 7—W. H. Lumley and W. J.

received.
Joiniug one of the Toronto
frepoiments ag s private he made «

JAMES

Auctioneer

No. 4—Wm. Thomson and Peter R.
Campbell.
Ei
£
$—Donald MoMillan and Milton

after the war broke out, having been

‘Correspondents and others will please
notices of entertainments to

=

N.

and

Clerk.

sbl and
guaranteed.
CAMPBELLTON,

No, 2—Ed. Clarke and AlbertJ. Brad-

only attained the age necessary to enlist

Reeve

18, 1917.
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depaty retarn-

No. 1—A. D. 8. McCallum. retorning

officer; D. P. MoOallam,

Grose to Capt. Fred. H. Oantelon, who

beheld‘thatmust be scoompanied by payas to who
mieuit or défiviteforinstractious
payment,
Rate oue

lect
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ing officers and poll clerks es the coming

-monicipal

Recent despatches from the front anpounce the awarding of the Military

20.

31, 1917
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green and rose shades at...++++.2se1eeeee+84, 00: and 85.00
Beautitul Waists in wash silks, voiles, organdies and Jawns.
Fancy Collars and Neck Pieces, Silk and Satin‘Underskirts, also
Embroidery and Fancy Lingerie
Kid Gloves for Men, Women and Children
‘A beautiful line of Women’s English Walking Shoes at $6.00.
Handkerchiefs—We never had such « beautiful assortment of
‘Women’s, Men’s, and Children’s Handkerchiefs
taeeees
0c, to 61.00
Boudoir Caps, at ........
We have a very nice assortment of articles to be embroidered,
which should give someone pleasure.
é
We haye all the ingredients to hand for your Christmas Baking
pnd Candy Making.

M, A. MCALPINE

RETURNING OFFICERS AND CLERKS

CAPT. F. H. CANTELON WINS M.C.

9 will hold a
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year

a. D. BLUE,
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le.

evening at 7, Wednesdays at 2 p.m.

Campbell,

‘and Obristmas tree in the hall.
Thoreday
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all members.to be

2.65. The ladies who donated cream
will find their sealers st the town hall
cn Wednesday, the 26th, at 4 p.m
Many thaoks to the Shamrock Rel
Lodge for the donation of $15 for comforts for the boys, and also $2 from the
o
boys’ committee from the sapper held
the hotel.
Sewing at town hall every ‘Toesday

drop about the middle of Jan-

96th, at

wishes

On behalf of the Chapter the regent
wishes to thank the people who kindly
donated towards the Utility Sale on

proven adeqaate, - A drop

SPECIAL
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present ag there is important business to
attend to.
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HARDWARE,
FURNITURE «
T'S& SHOES; JEWELRY *

Beautiful Silk Crepe de Chene. Waists in white, maize, flesh,.

NOMINATION
‘The presence of the’
poration of the Vi

hem y
I must say I love
French people and when 798

1.0.D.E. NOTES

CATALOGUE

Just A Few Suggestions for
Really Practical Gifts

R.P.. Reekie

Wecan

McKillop

philosophically and gallantly entertained
[his late enemies to an oyster supper
followed by an evening of enjoyment
with short addresses and music.

TORONTO

We Give for
A Christmas Present?

and

Clark, when it was foand that Captain
scored $41 pointe over
his
The Intter took hig defeat | 1
ppoueut.

/The funeral ‘of: the late Neil Dancan-

AT

What Shail

Seals

1918 Diary

. Right
is ‘90 green and thrifty.

We saw roses in bloom

SOLD

At. the Busy Corner

Get Your -~

Christmas Cards
Booklets, Tags -

concluded that Coyne'’s Corners was no ‘sive articles are candy, batter, sugar and
place for them.
Wedi
ven- matohes, We are not settled
as yet and
ing the Nimrods uploaded their belts and
counted scalps at the home of D. A.

“money is to be sent away Batarday, the
@2nd, by the Red Cross Secretary, Miss
‘MoOall:

, Edward,
Kelfar,Datton.

‘Those conscripted icto service were led
by Captains John Kairns and John Q.
McKillop, aud for several weeks a gou-

than

°

SPARROW HUNT

battalion.

GOODS

ene te sens 2 1 G19,50
at lower. prices

We still have a large stock at less than cost
today. Save your money and buy war bonds.

3A. E. WHITE

Lyons,

‘most orderly, not a single votec being Dutton:
2
Leitch, . 0c.
g
Murphy, $i; challenged.
The big vote polled by
JL. Mitoheaer,
$2;
Wns) Leeson, $1.
Tolmie iu Dattoun was a matter of sur- Dean Foixs at Homs,—
Well, ar last-we are at the end ofoe
‘The papils of the Methodist Sabbath. prise aud gave his sapporters as the re.
We
school will eujoy their auuasl Cliristmas sult was annouuced, hopes that general
treat’ this evening.
There will be a sentiment was opposed to the Union
Bat shortly after the re- in good Water.
short program of dislogags, songs, stc.; Goveroment,
Miss
and
were the parepla aud friends are in- tures began arriving at the town hall, just love it here,
went for = long ae eee aie ee
where a large crowd had gathered, the
e
rs
of the Liberals rapidly disappeared.
‘Tho hearing of the appeals ‘nuder the hopes
are‘of wna
However, the returue were received in
splendid spirits by all.
py!
in Datton on Tharaday to lrar appeals
witch nomber. 28, aud. at Roduey ou
‘The members of the Coyne’s Corners”
‘Batarday.
Arch. Stacey, Danwicl,réoeived word Farmers’ Clab divided their forces for
of making war ou their | OF
ou Toesday that his cousin, Pte. Ewart the par
‘W. Batemav, of Tappervilie, had died peskey little euemy— the sparrow—and happy.
ener
ef wounds in France. Pte. Bateman driving them from their winter trenches, seems damp in the
house as we hayen’t
wes a freqaent visitor with lis rela- as well as to flud out who should be re- mach fire, but they say it doesn’s get
> siveinthistowuship. He enlisted with sponsible for providing a social evening. muoli colder, I guess they hardly have
‘

Parlor Tables, Extension Tables
ever sold before

Rockers,

Boots & Shoes--

‘A BEAUTIFUL SPOT IN FRANCE

Notwithstanding the sebdued excite-

» The following contributions have been
the oapvassers for the BrisRoss Jewell,
50 .; J. E.

worth $35.00, for.
. Parlor Setts,
Setts, worth $25.00, for ..

driver. Feed Stable
in connection

will be interspersed,

‘The proceeds are to be used in aid of the

—

$3.50 to $25.00.

Wrist Watches at from

and Auto Service

hall to-morrow (Friday) evening. ‘The
operation for appendicitis in Meroy principal feature will be the presonta- Herik Dacoted by Dy J, Medillan,T
ristmas,”” solicit the patronage
of the
poblic. ,
Thoapital, Bay-City, has returoed to his tion of the pisy “‘Scrooge’s
adapted from the well-known story by,
bome in Datton. ©
nk
Autos to Let With or Without
Charles Dickens.
Drills, chorases aud
vocal selectione

_ JEWELRY —

es for Ladies and Gentle-DUTTON FLOUR
MILLS } Waltham and Elgin WatchCases from $5.00 to.$50.00. :
r
Silve
and
Gold
in
men
NEW
LIVERY
for wheat.

and points east. On their return they
will take up their residence on
the
groom's farm in Aldboro.

fall by slipping
ou the ice at his home,
‘preaking two-ribs.
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York aud
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BORN

MoAisrgR.—In Londos, on Dec. 13, to
‘Mr. and Mrs. William J. MoAlister,
‘8 80D.

Jomusos—On
Geo.
Jot Dec. : 13th, to Mr. and Mra.

pbellton, a son,

ning first place st Long B:
day with the machine gun, also with the
He made 15 direct hits at 700
rifle.
yards with the latter, After reaching
the fighting lines his promotion has been
pre-

‘oont per word with minimam charge of

In one of the engagements

rapid.
was
ceding the battles aroand Lensoff heduty,
wounded, but refased to go
It was for conspicnous bravery

‘mocting
,
of the London
-was held in Loudon
on Tues-

pt. Oantelon

ud Komoke,

iol, Gabeurs,

is a nephew

1 | Cantelon, photographer,

+
28. Rov: @. 8. Li
‘Was appointed interim mod-

*

rogation.

."Khomss,

in the

tho
battle of Lens that he was awarded from
promoted
Oross and
Military
lieutenant to captain.

of St.

to Rov. W. |

DEATH

Da!

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000

of ALE.

OF EX-SHERIFF BROWN

Dagald Brown, ex-sherift of Elgin,of

and oue of the best-known residents
ghe county, died at the home of his son
from

8

98 BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS ‘TRANSACTED
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comfort.
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‘Tan Suede Gloves, lined, with dome or strap wrist. 1.50, 2.00, 2.50
Gray and Tan Wash Cape Biases: all sizes. A glove thatis always in demand
+ +2 00, 2.50
|, Wool Gloves, in greys, heathers and black
- 750, 1.00
‘Wool’ Mitts for boya and men........
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Auto Driving Ganntlets, Mitts and Gloves, ined, 1.50, 2 00; 3.00
« Large stock of hexnvy Work Mitts and Gloves.
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and comfort.
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Shi rts and Pyjamas

ok to give you

Secure your supply now.
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Boots

tii anea SSDs.
2.50
1.50
Ladies Patent,

Plain Grey Sweater Coats, heavy rope stitoh; $2.00,
Plain Brown, withont collar, all wool, $8.00.
Heavy Jambo Knit Coats, grey, brown, maroon, blue, 5.00.
: ‘Extra Heavy Coats, with shaw! collars, plain shades, 6.00.
Fine Orkney Sweater Conte, noat oheck pattern, 6.50.
Men's All-Wool Pall-Ovars, blue, grey and maroon, 3.00 and
10 only, Boys’ Grey Pall-Overs, 50c. each.
Fine Cashmere Sweaters for boys, button shoulder, 1:25 and
_ All the boys are wearing Mackinaw Coats, double breasted,
collar, patch pockets, and belt all around, brown, blue,
and grey check and overplaids, $10.00.
Men's, $12.00.

3.50
1.60°°
roll
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Handkerchiefs
Good Values to be had in Men’s Handkerchiefs.
All linen initial Handkerohiefs, 350., 3 for $1.00.
White Meroerized Hdkfs., with colored initials, 3 for 500.
All Linen Hdkfs, good sizes, prices 180., 200., 250., 350., 40c.
Lawn Hakfs., 2 for 260. and 3 for 250.
Exceldn Hdkfs., 3 for 250,, and + better line at 3 for 250.
Khaki Kdkfs., 2 for 250. Silk Hakfs.. 950., 500., 760., 1.00.
White Silk Hdkfs., with embroidered flag corners, 360. and 600.
All Silk Haékfs., white, 250. 500., 750.
Paris Garters, all colors, pair 250.
‘
Paris Garters, two-grip, all colors, pair 500.
Armbands, .all silk webbing, boxed, 250.,.350., 500,
King Pad Garters, neatly boxed, all colors, 250.
é

Combination Sets of Garters and Armbands, set 500. and 750.
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New Fall and Winter Styles in Men’s and Boys’ Caps;
All that’s new here at 50o., 750., 1.00, 1.50.
‘We are agents for Borsatino Hats, the world’s best, popular
sbades and new shapes, 5.00,
English Christy Hate, 8.50 and 4.00.
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Faur-Collared Coats, black beaver cloth, twill lined, all-sizes and good
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Giving

_ Other ‘Gift Lines

plain limens, im Centres, Suanfix,.

Lanch Cloths, ‘Tray Cloths and Embroidered Pillow Slips, 25e te 2.50.
Real Madiera Hand Embrotdered 9 and 18-inch Centres, T5e to 2.00.
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hess.

ngers added, you have the total

running weight of your car.
“Fors. quick. way of determining

Yo
gave birth to such Juxury as'to shock | What air pressure
your tires if you have po.
the elty council into ordalning;
“‘No young man, prentiz or other- of inflation the following table ts

HARBOR OF GALWAY.
RAG

This foresight will also. prevent

:

rg

yor MENTAL MACHINE,

io ele eet

weight of the loa by

‘the
tires~

fort -eight.

tires di=

«For four and one-balf-isch
vide the weight of A the load by fifty-

five-inch tires divide - the
:
Soran here
of the logd by sixty-four
| Bhut Off Its Power.at Night After | weight
“For five and one-half-inch tires di‘a Day's Hard Work.
vide the welght of tt load by sevenay
ty-two.
To further {lustrate the working
| It is u great thing to learn—to shut)
le suppose your

food.
company establishment mounted on aj tious
glories of that historic
But iwent.to the right ‘snot. It re-| the ancient
sored. This was a- mile from the| newed
revived) A war gcohis faith In himself a littie. It | Mart Late
a}
t 9
French outfit. The
bulletin prepared by the Nahim courage to face the night | graphy
possible sway out of his difficulties, | fave
Society says:
Geographic
onal
dorthe
in
With an effort he collected his facul-| that he knew ‘awaited him
the capital of Galway
is
sGalway
7 Ser |“
| ont of the above
mitory.
tles and turned in.
Shannon) off the mental steam when you a quit
the set-| county, ‘where the River
fac- , car weighed 2,880 pounds and-you are
Events etill followed fast at @_native
‘The buildings formed three sides of
| flows.’ It is sftuated on Galway Bay, | work. What would you think of
From. the above
lement. > Next
ér Who would teave atl-of
a square open to a view across the
|in a direct Mre- west_from Dublin, tory
with
bay. On Sam's left was the big ware- came in to Stiffy and Mahooley’s
Boston and 2,700 bis power turned on after the opera2,385 miles from
two york
house; on the other side the store faced the tnformatioh that lake
tors had jeft the factory, the delicate
in company. | miles fronl New York. On his
everywhere,
/ runn:
ft, and the trader'e house. behind a were coming up the
ery

row of
BOY ibs
Squared
ingpo!
tithe
nuite an. fmposing | Won at

to makes pals-cayneat palings, closed the top, One Was ancagh
eomned
ee meee mein Point: Teianece
balidlitgs rave consiustolot
‘This was two miles | contains not
logs, whitewashed. A. lofty | suet . jer's
3
se from - the centre
jhe lake,
isi
water
tow
she
eee yitke tiny tear a Gore
aen
tan ee CONE ean
its base.
read: ‘Gailleamh, daugh
air} supplies fap the nepolice, boat, with |

| Sam saw the trader taking the The}

the river
4 shouted lustily for | on his veranda with two ladies.
y
Food

ee

9? __say

Wheat”—for
29,

Breakfast

dian agent.

forty,

5

bukd

and grub.
Presently

“ Shredded

bore
while hr:
ied

The second carried the

government surveyors,

m4

‘9

six

For her
. six strong, 300 | crowned...

anything
Many of us do not turn off our mental power after we are through pro-

or-ereating for the day.
ducing
carry our business home, take
aie ae

a

d

J

Jar;

onal:

Be

as

ra
attem|

a

think, plan,

worry

We

it to
and

bed
in all sorts of
| waste precious energy
ways, in suporfinous thinking, foolish worrying that produces nothing,

igh!

©
the surveyors arrived at

gathered on Cari ar.

‘oan.
i

to pieces, grinding out | sixty
ay it | pounding itself
its. delicate bearings Without produc- | should be carr

‘but grinds out the exquisite mental
Machinery and unfits jt for the next
day's

wo!

It is.a great art to learn to shut off :

power when through our day's wor!
So that we can olf our
tae
ee, refresh our eee znd recuthe Next day's » ork Sosaplerety valk

i

for the crisp, delicious
of baked whole wheat—that
supply all the nutriment for

a half day’s work. Two
Biscuits with milk or cream
a nourishing meal
at A cost of a few cents.

i

B,Gulte on

|using-four-inch

wlll

tires.

e

The

by.

THE T. HOCKIN CO. AND STAFF

a: Happy ‘and
Prosperous

New Year
SSS

BIG REDUCTIONS ININ TRAIN SERVICE

‘Tordito, Deo. 22—The Osnadian |-Sere te Neattonal

of representa-

tives from all railways operating. in

the D

has

just

an importa ay conference at Ottawn
‘with the Dominion Railway Board,

fay

which

it

was

decided

ROME, Des. 24—In a succession
of
‘attacks. through:
Friday and Saturday the Italians sut@ great part of Monte Asolone and
driving ‘him back ‘more ‘than
twothirds of @ mile along a three-mile
front.
The enemy's occupation of

way, companies
to
mest serions
sho:
in coal supplies, which

‘HALIFAX’ DEAD

3

main

atta¢k

7th

Regiments

and

‘beganvat~

10

advanced

on

2 three-mile front, having Asolone as
its centre...
The
left and centre,
moved

straight ahead,

while the right

executed’a turning movement which
partially enveloped the enemy position on Asolone,
The fighting was.
pence all through the day and into
of Friday night, when
tte Italians had again mastered the
its of Asolone, and the
enemy was uate
back-for* nearly, |
The enemy's effort Hs cross the Old
Piave at the nearest point to Venice
bas been thrown back by Italian sallors and marines.

he--enemy

used:

fiatboats carrying a storming
party. ‘The Italians’ landed ’ party
trom the fleet'and engaged the enemy,

REACH 1,500
“driving him peer
and sinking one
of his armed boa’
Halifax, Deo. 3 —The latest estimate of the loss of life in the. disFire at ‘Krupps.
aster of December 6, is placed at,|
LONDON, Dec. 24.-—A despatch to
1,500. Chairman Barnstead of the the Exchange Telegraph Company
comimittee stated today
m,
dated Saturday,

“~
4

poy

that

pre

‘bout

over

1,100

bodies

have

and that there art

Daring the a week 139 bodies
were removed fromthe ruins.
In
ce to ce aes figures many
the persons
removed to hospitals
aa
city died of their injuries, but the officials here have not

co

ag

yet been

able to get the total

nnm-

quotes The

n-Sat

“It ig learned from Dutch workmen-that anvexplosion occurred | in
the electric power
-station at the
Krupp plant in Essen, owing
to a
short oireuit. _ ‘The building is repartes

<The “remains of Captain From,
master
ae Belgian relief steamer
Imo,
have been
at the
0
eae been identified " by
ns noquainted with him. The
cs ©

Eclio Belge as follows:

“The Krupp ~plant’-in Essen
is
afire, Dutch workmen have been ordered to return to Holland."*
despatch from Amsterdam

to

bave

teen

damaged.

tomers for this pleasing result.
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The plant at Essen, the main es
tablishment of the Krupps, the Targ-

est

manufacturers

in’,Germany-of

arms and munitions, employed about
30,00 men before.the war.
It has
been expanded greatly during the~
war.
Fucta relating to its present
sizejand

the number

of ante

‘abo!

persons,

Snetua

‘severali
-worl‘k.

thousand women,
Bas ne at
there, and that 30) 00 were
added to the force.
a
AYRES,

Dec. "Ghee

CORE TTBS
bresk of anti-German riot
day afternoon

and night.‘

were

in

x
were

hein peeing:

the Past W.

“Williams, Siecakey at
nel
tor’ ee iat

:

‘Satur:

e

injared thet it had to be ampu-

His, wife and daughter, who
in the auto, jamped aud escaped

apbort.
The death

occurred

at her home,

north of Rodney, oo Sunday of Mrs,
Edward McMillan after a short illness

ite
bas

re
Dona, 95 iemete
‘riday.
tee be | house of:
ane fe
alone at Orwelt.
pee sees for:

‘Riots in Buenos Ayres.

BUENOS

badly

“THE COUNTY.

are

of
70,060

;

mx

back by superior numbers.

‘The

So

meet the conditicns by the officials
atthe Toronro headquarters.
_
‘The ohanges in ull passenger
schedules will become _ effective
Ghecpal th next and the reductions will not be quite as sins
as
the’ ees eee ordered by the Rail3
way
:
in er
y of the
branoh line trains, which will be
cancelled on the Ontario aiatons
of the GrandTrunk the 11.30p
train for London by way ofGoripi
pore Stratford,and the 13.40
train -from Toronto to Hamilton,
will be cancelled.

driven

o'clock in the morning, when-the Alpinl

V) SAIN
WAof)oagea WRY

C.N.B. services are. being cut. to

son.
For a time the little band was
beyond the’summit,
but was finally

Is to make this store more useful and better in
The
servi ng our steadily increasing trade.
‘volume of ‘business during 1917 shows a remarkable increase over any previous year, and
, we take this means of thanking our many cus-

VEN

in con-

1918
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Asolone was regarded
as a serious
ooincides with a pressing need for menace,
it gave him partial
sn increase of transportation facil- control ofbecause
San Lorenzo Valley, leadities for the movement of freight ing to the plain and Bassano,
x
and munitions.
=
A determined
effort
was
made
‘The representatives of all lines therefore to redeem
the | position.
left the Ontario conference with: ~The first attack was in cake at.2
tentative Plane for eelgrass ties of owlock Friday
morning,
en
a)
‘Binal detachment of the 7th “tansy
passenger
services, and
during yesterday dud to-day operating anil climbed Monte Asolone and made a
eee officials from all divisions of furious charge on the sleeping garri-

ference at Montreal working on x
readjustment and reduotion of the
passenger services,
whilst
tho

HAPPY

you

ceeded in\dislodging the enemy from

to make

farther redactions in the prssen; er
‘services in order to ennble the rail

the

A

of the Season,

in wishing

AY

fence, com,

We join

2

AY.

STRIKE HARD.

ITALIANS

to all their customers
and friends the

‘Compliments

YaNyyan . BIN
TSaM We VEN WE
TA SAVT2
eoSS See

pari
Stewart Lyon, -of the Globe, bas
Deen mentioned, and it is possible
-that‘he may be the man. ©

extend
:

LS abbanin

er,

oN

“4

BNA

ithont

end thete stems to be no ono snit“able among:
ientne Liberal membership to take his place.
Hartley
Dewart has been mentioned, but
his advooscy of Sir Wilfrid Lanrjer’s cause in the recent election

YA

the *Opposit: ion

Banas
EI NYIE NYS

The entrance into
federal
Sreenee
a Pah Howell ere Ts

ae

, Greetings
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“He Cline

ae 1914and he was succeeded
Hon. William Hearst.

with pnenmonia, aged 63 years,
She
was @ member and an active worker of
ainsiee Presbyterisn church.
Her
ree sons and two daughters
eae ber, John and Neil, of WinniEdwin. of Kintyre; Mrs. Campbell, of Wiowipeg,
sud Marion, at home.

Miss Lottie Coughman, of | St.
‘Thomas, aged 23,
struck by. the
lolyarios express ¢ th Motgalto ate i
jobbers op Tueads
fe bight and sq Ory
ously fojured that ber;

goin eum

ce iweeer| 16

out of

CAPITAL AND RESERVE $8,800,000
98 BRANCHES IN CANADA
A GENERAL BANKING. BUSINESS TRANSACTED
CIRCULAR LETTERS OF CREDIT

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
BANK

MONEY

ORDERS

Interest allowed at highest current rate

T. S. WOODS,

’
é

Manager Dutton B ra

“newest

nos EWELRY_

-PERSONAL

ae ae Satta to
in different parte of

X
BaPrist,,
Mr. Richman will preach at Iona Station qu Sanday morning and at Dutton
in the eyening.

spent Christmas with relatives in

town,
H. Groom, of McMaster University,
jis at hishome iu town for the holiday

About sixty sat down to supper proeee: by. et ladies of the charch and
da!
ool on Weduesday ee
, cousistins
of dialogues, readings, . recitations aud

are

é
bas nearly

Sto

Sabbath
was mach

ores of

ente aud friouds, of which lie
attendance.
Millie. G.

wan sa yours of age.
Crown Attorzey
mou acted for the crown and O.

Git “Eesiee

. oor

appeared . for the de-

all present,

first aittiog
‘Appiadt
Jadge
et Sender ies Military Service

of Pon-

was largely. sieaness anes Zeverase ot
music,
by the

with their former schoolmates he:
A. J. Barvett;.
médical idsty
at
Victoria Hospital, London, spent Christ-

showed the careful training of sss who

and

Annie

Crawford,

tiac, Mich., are spending the tolidays

popils was very saneenjoyed

mas at the home of Iesiah McKay.

tah the potuarial
splreuoy of
or f Scotiand the
ee that
Saaareions society were increased at a
the association,

held

pares

to

a+ mbers
1899 at

at Mr, and

Mrs. 8. G. Balk-

was
The

oconpied
proceeds

by thé choir on Sanday

evening

was

the

splendid

Obrist, the Saviour.”

‘The Mission Band will mect on
in

of going

to Jarger

iaree goods is gradually were Shrisoae
Geo. 3:
Mrs.

will be received in behalf of tho social
ice and evangelistic department of
the church,

R. C. Cook and danghi- | servi

ter, Dorothy, of Keswick, are spending

afow weeks with the latter’s mother,
Mrs. C. W. Hodder.
Mr. and Mra. ©, St, Giair Leiteli, St.

‘ich council

Reeve.Papo

and

Goancillor

ian, thas requiring two

members |

the coming year, but as yet no one
7

reeveship and J. A_

reeve.

HIGH SCHOOL

‘Thomas, and Mr. and Mrs.A. 0. Woodward and Miss Sewell Sosa:
Chatham, spent Christmas with Mr,
an‘ d Mrs. A. M, McIntyre.

EXAMINATIONS

Fall term, names in order of merit,
Form 1.
Marion
Chriatena

The following ex-papils of the Datton

‘arviile,
Erskine,

Oastharine
Blue,
Apnie Cacphall.

st] High School, who are attending the Agnes McPherson, Neva Russell,
McNormal Bchoo! , London, have passed Brace, Narman McEachren, Marion Me.

announced

In the

the

i

Eschren, Beatsios: Stevenson, Stewart
Dancauson, Agnes McUsllum, Athol

Lower School exyfmination: Mary

Leitoh, Lizzie

the present members will

linen

IT

pk,

snl:

Iva

Lackey,

Bessio

Molntyre.

Edith Russell, Thelma Meloiyie.
re: Calg:

was called to New York

ton Reichheld,

Dagatd. McPhu

inaptan MoKay, Jean MoBurlens,
Franoes MoFurlane, Fergns
*
Alex. Kerr, Thomas Garbutt,
Galbraith,
“Eileen Malai?
Gladys Clappe, Agnes. MoWilliam,

a

Agnes

Halpin,

Fred

Brown,

hy ire.

s ane

also by

ee

Qari

A

Happy

season’s

JAMES

May

greet-

ings.

Form 1.
Sam Small, Mand Murphy, Alice
McCallum, Barbara Leitch, Eleanor
- | homes here were: Harold Ellis, Toledo; Law,
,Gladys
Page,
Sadie Kirkwood;
Mill, London; : Mre.
i
Marray Stewart, Ernest Kourta;
oer: Detroit; Pte “Albert Hicks,
walescent Hospital, Loudon; Liens. Winifred Konrtz, Anna Carr, Jean
Blane, Wilma McCallam, Alice Gal$C 6. Kirkland, Londou; Mrs. “Wititzel,
Windsor;

braith,

Mary.

Hum;

hries,

Engene

and
J. Bambridge & Co.
of Marriage aoe

NEW

Arch.

LIVERY

Part 1—MaryNott, A. Murphy,

‘Part‘2oRegivald te
Patterson, Loyd ateble;
Se
ean MORI. Claude
| McCallum, Jessie Stewart.
Honor Matrio.—John
¥
> El.Ele
dultee
ae
ohn Ford,

ton-doring that

i

Departmental ‘examinat{ons re pa
alee minimum of 40.per cent. on
with @n average an
a €0 percent.
+

sana

are asked $0'03

the New

Year

All Happiness
Prosperity

McCallum

MERCHANT
TAILOR

and Auto Service

CLEARING

"A pablic ser.
ner in Dat-

GAHAN

.

:

HOME-MADE CANDY.

MALCOM WHITE

‘The week Following Bandar, Jan,61

Year

dewelers

Miss Lena Gow, Detroit; Dr, J. 4, «| Saunders, Vera
icLean, Hazel
Hookiu, London; Mr. and: Mrs, O.-W. ‘Campbell, Preston Mennice, Archie Having parchased the Livery business
Hicks, Bt. ‘Thomas; Misa Hazel Dahl.
lately coudacted by D. J. MoMillan, I
McAlpine, Stella Allen, F. Stewart,
Hasieces Misses Bertha and Hazel Gordon
Law, Muriel Glass, Archie solicit the patronage of the public. 2
ite, Sr. rapsen; Bea, =
Pettit
x
Pte.
Howard Walker,
London; Kendall, Peter MoPherson, Glen Autos to Let With or Without
L,_D. Black, Walter:
aie: Mitton, e Keillor.
driver. Feed Stable in connection
a
Form Il.
Ts
. aod
Vera Smith, Ruth Ford, Margaret
| Mrs. Broce Walker and children, St
State set #2
p Dutton
Thowias; Miss a rtie Kerr and Miss Tela Campbell, Jennie MoCallam “vielen Malate
TAS,
Campbell, Toronto.
Armstrong, Stnart Morrison, Mar‘be chartha Mann, Margaret Annett, (Hi
Halpin, Jean MoKay, John M
WEEK OF. PRAYER
Farm, Farm Stock, Impiements,
Millan, Vanelda
Smith,
equal), no
Grain, Forniture and
a
io addition drills aud
be attention oft the pablio is called to (Mina Love; Catherine MoCal jam,
hf Lot 8,
equal)
Carman’ McKishnie, Sam
the
fact
that
Suuday,
Jguuary
6th,
a
ere given and also au address
Smell,
Wm.
Cavanagh,
Arnold
apa
His Majest
SR ORMAD ET: JANUARY2, 1918
y | Crawford, Colin Campbell, Mervyn
ron
Mare,
Ibs.; Perchero
. | plicat
ft of Glass,” Gordon’ Robi ingon, anna Gaisings 3.400 be 1.400
Yearling “Mare Colt,
the British Eqspire and her Allies, In Broce, Winnifred Lacey, Muriel Percheron;
years; Aged Mare,
all the charches xervices will be held in Scott, Duncan McPherson,
ne
8
Extra
Grade
1
Durbaan’
One.
Cowes,
2 Heifers,
eek with oe eae reqnést, aud it Morrison, David Saunders,
W!
» Calf, 4 Pi
th
evéryoa
Ed ae
effort es! MoKn; 3 (0), Rose MoBride vay
attend the churot services.‘on that
Fouu oa
will bea week ¢
vice will be bela t

F.

Bring You

John

Among the many former residents of
Datton, who spent Christmas at their

New

mo

For
the
best
Christmas trade
in the history of
this store we are
extremely grateful and extend to
allour customers.
and friends the

aieea! Springfield,

Kitchener; Dr. H, L, Surith,

~ ORROORE.

, Boots & SHOES. JEWELRY,

We thank you for the splendid
holiday trade accorded us and
wish one and all
oan

R. P. Reekie

ick | Dutt, Edna: Bébier.

B.

throe

Rey. Edwin Richmond, seore-

PRICES:

HARDWARE,

+) Ashmore, Geo. Evans, Hater, Gar-

Baker, of Essex, and

CATALOGUE

E

Now

preach at each place and contribations

Mr. ia Mrs: Hookstep, of Roseiown,
Sask... aud

SOLD AT TORONTO

and evangelism. Rev, Oharles Deacon,
of the Bay of Quinte Conference, will

guests of Mr. aud Mrs,

‘than |

Your

the basement
of

Mrs, Smith, Danoville, and Misses
The Epworth League and Bible Study |
Clara aud Grace
he, Torouto, are will be heldou Monday
at8p.m. Every
the most successfal Olrristanas trades in spending the holidsys at the home of one is weloome to this meeting’
their parents, Mr. and Mrs, E. Roche,
years. ‘*The best. we ever had'’
Next Sunday the public services at
r.and
Mrs.
Linley
Jowell,
of
St.
Mouiey is plentiTyroounell, W
aud Datton
people expended freely, and be- ‘Thomas, and Mr. and Mrs. Dadson and ‘will be in the interests of social service

‘less, experience proving that
are

ie

Sat-

‘Datton merchauts experienced one of

masini

lower Po

Diary for 1918

recently joined the colors, spent over the church, Eich member is requested
who joined the OCbristmas with hie parents, Mr. aud to bring in a written wish or résoloticn
+
for tho New Year.
their attain ud | Mra. George Strong.

Port Stanley,

oops

WwW

Get

of

‘congregation.

p.m.

at

POCO

tor, Rey. H. F. Kennedy, chose for

arday at 2.30

Pay CPL
Ee
Speceatct coheed

Parlor Tables, Extension Tables
ever sold before

ADL

a

is text: *‘ What think ye of Ohrist?”
‘The whole service was£ cesixned to oF
tract the minds of the congregation
toward the ** Kingship and Lordship of

with the former's sister, Mra, Williams,
in Toronto.
Pte. Frank Strong, of Londou, who

of

Rockers,

and

took part.
The chair
by Rev. Mr. Stewart.

by

daughter, Miss Elva, spent Obristai

Mildred,

_ FURNITURE

ait
K

a very high order and highly appreciated

os: R,S, Black, St. Thomas,
Madden, Toronto, spent
Sustinas ‘with
Mr. and Mrs, Alex.
Black.
Mr, and Mrs. W. Holliogshead and

danghter,

:

We still have a large stock at less than cost’
Boots & Shoes-- = today.
Saye your money and buy. war bonds.

amounted to $48.
‘
Methodist Ohurcli—“
The Christmas song seryice rendered

Mr, and Mry. L, W. Longan, and Miss

Obristmas
wilPs.
Mr. an

‘riday.

;

Davis, of Windsor, is spend—Presbyterian—
with relatives aud
The tageyeise f are the offisers of the
W.M.S,
for the coming year:
Jas. Laws who has been iu the West
president ; Mrs. J. M.
for the past year, returned’to his home| Mra. R. Apeoae
Bloe, “ebawtary; aud Me: D, Blue,
io Danwich on Monday,
treasurer.
Mi issed Bessie and Dora Ferga: son, of

=e held in Datton on A Baeay Martha 'Balkwill, of Detroit, speut over

~session of

Fancy

ing the holidays

Alex.

p

—

200g, Was given, which was ‘enjoyed by

Sanday Schootpatertadneat held
Wilkie, Sask,, ate spending the holidays in Thetheltown
hall
night
i
with their sant, Mrs. J. D. - Black,

eas 2 F. Hood, of Dan-

i

$3.50 to $25.00.

Parlor Setts, worth $35.00, for ..
Parlor Setts, worth $25,00, for ..

, | friends in Dutton,

ree
ebjoyed

ferred. by

Frrank Sutton spent
ie “Onristinas holideys with friends in
Detroit.
Gordon

school held

Wrist Watches at from

“THE ct
CHURCHES

Matheson is
2 spenidiog a fewdays

relatives in Bothwel
re. L. Kerridge and Saale of Pond

Mie

ie)

Dishes

“Wa tham aod Elgin Watches for Ladies and Gentlesmen in Gold and Silver Cases from $5.00 to $50.00.

“Total majority for Onstage. 825,

wi

;

Fancy

. | Rodue;
West Lorne.

illiam hag sold. his farm
of
, to Angas
Danw:ay

‘farm land,

yatterns.

e

‘Buy Your Christmas Candy,
Fruits and Nuts
At
C.J. CURTIS

SALE

And

Get

Satisfaction

‘SHOE REPAIRING| MA MCALPINE
Just

renee

you of those shoes that|

repairing.
time saves nine,

|

Rubber Heels Attached
While You Wait

|

A stitch in

ao 2S us SANKEY

Licensed Auctioneer.
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